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SPECIAL NOTICE 
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can be 
bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page num-
bers given at each entry, e.g.. p0479 09-23888. To assist the user in binding Supple-
ments SP-7037 (106) through SP-7037 (117). a title page is included in the back of this 
Cumulative Index.
NASA SP-7037 (118) 
A CUMULATIVE INDEX

TO 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
A Continuing Bibliography 
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes 
contained in supplements SP-7037(106) through 
SP-7037(117). 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Branch	 11980 National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington, DC
INTRODUCTION 
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS 
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037006) 06) through 
NASA SP-7037(117) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037 
and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute' 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows: 
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N79-10000 series). 
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A79-10000 series). 
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED 
This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source 
index, a contract number index, and a report/ accession number index. 
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX 
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index: 
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e.. not a valid 
term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example: 
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES

U PROTUBERANCES 
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same 
subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found.
	 For 
example: 
FLOW RESISTANCE 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT FRICTION DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow 
further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms readily include more than 
one class of document. For example: 
AIRLINE OPERATIONS 
All-weather operations, including 
pilot role, instrument landing 
systems and guidance aids. 
Airport congestion as constraint on 
air travel, considering runway 
capacity and adjusted demand. 
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject 
term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX 
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear 
in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index 
for variants of an authors name. For example: 
EMELIANOV, M. D. 
and 
YEMELYANOV. M. D. 
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions .of the corporate sources used in the 
abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary 
(organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example: 
BOEING CO.. SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. 
(Source citation entry) 
BOEING CO.. SEATTLE, WASH.	 (Source index entry) 
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 
All contact numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements 
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented 
may require multiple searching for variants. For example: 
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758 
F33615-71-C-1758 
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX 
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or 
cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different 
report number series. For example: 
TP-924 
ONE RA-TP-924 
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT 
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may 
be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears 
on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected 
accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be 
found in the first column. For example: 
Page 331 will be found in Supplement 111. 
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS 
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering 
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement. 
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Typical Subject IndexListing
TITLE 
CABLES (ROPES) ___________________i—I_SUBJECT HEAOINGI_EIENSION 
r
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
I	 [AD 1058954]	 p0109 1179-13861 
PAGE UMB R 
L - 
LE REPORT 
NUMBER IFIE;,: !_J 
The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the 
title is insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a title extension is 
added, separated from the title by three hyphens. The STAR or IAA 
accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the 
abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of Aeronautical 
Engineering. If applicable a report number is also included as an aid in 
identifying the document. The page and accession numbers are located 
beneath and to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading the 
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the FAA accession numbers 
appearing first.
A 
1-7 AIRCRAFT 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced 
composite outer wings for the A-7D attack aircraft 
p0111 179-17066 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test of 
transonic wing designs 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0080)
	 p0200 P.79-23526 
Boron/aluminun landing gear for Wavy aircraft 
1-7 aircraft nose wheel linkages 
[10-1058888]	 p0101 1179-13028 
The development and implementation of algorithms 
for an 1-71 performance calculator 
(AD-A061344)	 p0232 1179-16841 
Software requirements for the 1-71 aircraft 
(AD-A061751)	 p0304 1179-18974 
AAES/TA-7C control and dieplay interface 
(AD-A067219) .
	 p0495 1179-24992 
P.1HZ laboratory simulator requirements (1-7 
aircraft) 
(10-1066393)	 p0500 1179-25041 
Technology trends and maintenance worklcad 
requirements for the 1-7, P-4, and F-lit aircraft 
(10-1070036)	 p0701 1179-32153 
1-10 AIRCRAFT 
The Fairchild can-opener - Shtnrmovik of the 
eighties
p0459 P.79-36773 
Night/Adverse Weather 1-10 evaluator prcgram 
p0464 P.79-38479 
Air quality analysis of possible F-is and 1-10 
aircraft engine modifications to reduce pollution 
(10-1059976)	 p0165 1179-14107 
1-10 static structural test program 
[AD-A071782]	 p0715 1179-33192 
1-300 AIRCRAFT 
Crack 'free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 8 - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
p0156 A79-20119 
Effect of tle model vertical position in a slotted 
wall wind tunnel 
[AAAF-NT-78-05]	 pOititO 1179-23119 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results frcm cruising 
flight: Airbus and Cencorde --- conferences 
[11151-111-75238]	 p0663 V79-31136 
ABERRATION 
Recent advances in radome design
p0637 979-49574 
ABLATION 
Flow field calibration results for the AFDC Sigh
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /HEAT/ 
p0114 179-17622 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
(ASS! PAPER 79-GT-56)	 p0391 179-32351 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments 
ABLATIVE MATERIALS 	
p0462 179-38123 
Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat 
transfer modes 
(kIll PAPER 79-11241
	 p0508 P.79-40476 
ABRASION 
Use of coatings in turbomachinery gas path seals 
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)	
p0046 1179-11058 
Effect of absorber parameters on the acoustic 
characteristics of a cylindrical combustion 
chamber
p0126 179-18379 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(19ASA-TS-79079) 	 p0227 1179-16645 
ABSORPTION 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-1065915]	 p0488 1179-24158 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
U ABSORPIVITT 
ABSORPTIVE INDEX 
U ABSORPTIVITY 
ABSORPTI VI?! 
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in 'wind tunnels 
(.311050)	 p0105 1179-13062 
AC (CURRENT) 
U ALTER SATING CURRENT 
AC GENERATORS 
Combined-excitation ac generators for aviation 
Russian book
p0126 179-18200 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 179-26966 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources 
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
	
p0279 179-27666 
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions 
(ASS 78-50)	 p0124 179-18173 
Engine life usage experience of TF17/YJ101 flight 
and ground testing 
(AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GT-11] 	 pO149 A79-19798 
Moisture/temperature effects upon mean strength of 
composite-to-metal adhesively bonded joint 
elements --- for F-16 aircraft
p0209 179-24087 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
(SAY PAPER 790990]
	 p0255 179-25876 
The application of .a design verification system 
and accelerated mission testing to gas turbine 
engine development 
(SAE PAPER 780991]	 p0255 179-25877 
Build 1 of an accelerated mission test of a TP41 
with block 76 hardware 
[AD-A068595] .	 p0583 1179-28179 
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
NT ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
NI DECELERATION 
NT HIGH ACCELERATION 
NT SPIN REDUCTION 
A-i
ACCELERATION PBOTECTIOB
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Recent results obtained with a new method for 
measuring aircraft power and drag in flight 
[SAN PAPER 790616]	 p0951 A79-36794 
Effect of forward acceleration on aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings
p0462 A79-38124 
Azimuth observability enhancement during INS 
in-flight alignment 
[AIAA 79-17061	 p0570 A79-45360 
Sensitivity of aircraft spinning notion to dynamic 
cross-coupling and acceleration derivatives 
[AD-A060516]	 p0175 N79-15060 
Experiments cm cross-coupling and translational 
acceleration derivatives
p0176 879-15068 
Notion versus visual cues in pilcted flight 
simulation
p0224 N79-15990 
Some aspects of unsteady insect aerodynamics: 
Acceleration potential methods in plane unsteady 
airfoil theory, and measurements of 
unsteady-periodic forces generated by the blowfly 
p0300 879-18903 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and 
probe-aircraft accelerations 
[NASA-TN-78561]	 p0302 879-18960 
ACCELERATION PROTECTION 
Development of anti-G valves for high performance 
aircraft
p0066 879-14414 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
[SAN PAPER 790591]	 p0454 A79-36725 
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch
p0695 A79-53946 
ACCELEROMETERS 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
using an accelerometer to measure noise 
levels during wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-CAS!-LAR-12261-1)	 p0228 879-16805 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (NINA) 
[AD-A061449]	 p0232 879-16834 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and 
probe-aircraft accelerations 
(NASA-TM-78561]
	
p0302 N79-18960 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
[AD-A061874]	 p0303 N79-18972 
ACCESSORIES 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
D0554 N79-27171 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
Special investigation report: Wing failure of 
Boeing 747-131 near Madrid, Spain, 9 May 1976 
tNTSBAAA-78-12]	 p0651 N79-30167 
ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
Parachute partial inversicns 
(AIAA 79-0451]	 p0264 A79-26655 
Why doesnt aircraft accident investigation 
prevent accidents
p0275 A79-27319 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
[AD-A059239]	 p0101 379-13029 
Electric charging of beliccpters --- aircraft 
hazards and Static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
fBNVG-FFWT-78-7)	 p0297 N79-18274 
ACCIDENTS 
NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISICNS 
ACCRETION 
U DEPOSITION 
ACCURACY 
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave 
landing System I-band precision DMF 
-	 p0621 A79-48692 
Factors affecting omega accuracy 
[NDRE-71]	 p0419 N79-22069
ACIDS 
NT HYDROCYANIC ACID 
NT PHOSPHORIC ACID 
RI SULFURIC ACID 
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION 
NT SHOCK NAVE ATTENUATION 
Effect of absorber parameters on the acoustic 
characteristics of a cylindrical combustion 
chamber
p0126 A79-18379 
Demonstration of potential acoustic gains from - 
conventional cabin soundproofing treatments 
p0135 A79-18692 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0267 A79-2€881 
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, 
demonstrated with a jet flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0575] 	 p0268 A79-26905 
Inside noise of C-i cargo aircraft and the noise 
reduction performance by interior materials 
p0274 A79-27121 
The influence of propeller design parameters on
far field harmonic noise in forward flight 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06091 	 p0317 579-28959 
Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of 
three transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0651) 	 p0318 A79-28966 
Sound absorption through flow separation - A new 
possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines 
p0512 A79-41238 
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets 
p0040 R79-10853 
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
[311050]	 p0105 N79-13062 
ACOUSTIC COMBUSTION 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
ACOUSTIC DUCTS 
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element 
method --- for aircraft noise reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0659) 	 p0267 A79-26879 
Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0677] 	 p0267 579-26885 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0662] 	 p0318 579-28967 
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow 
p0642 579-50110 
On the attenuation of sound by three-dimensionally 
segmented acoustic liners in a rectangular duct 
[14ASA-TM-80118]	 p0558 N79-27932 
ACOUSTIC EMISSION 
Nondestructive inspection of aircraft structures 
and materials via acoustic emission
p0015 A79-10991 
Potential applications of acoustic emission 
technology as a nondestructive evaluation method 
for naval aviation ground support 
[AD-A056650]	 p0039 N79-10439 
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
[NASA-TM-79208]	 p0558 N79-27930 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
[PNL-2873]	 p0721 879-33486 
ACOUSTIC RECITATION 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0225] 	 p0203 579-23571 
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]
	
p0267 A79-26887 
Turboprop interior noise studies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0647] 	 p0271 A79-26931 
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE 
A sonic fatigue analysis of a cylindrical shell 
turbofan engine inlet 
[AlAS 79-0744]	 p0320 579-29016 
Experimental investigation of the endurance of 
airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
p0346 A79-31716 
Installation for studying fatigue strength of 
materials in acoustic loading. --- for aircraft 
skins
p0473 579-39070 
A second series of exploratory acoustic fatigue 
tests using a shaker 
(NLR-TR-78002-0]	 p0242 879-17270 
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX
	
ACTUATORS 
ACOUSTIC GENERATORS 
U SOUND GENERATORS 
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0669] 	 p0318 A79-28970 
Twin let noise shielding fcr a supersonic cruise 
vehicle 
(AIA& PAPER 79-0670]	 p0318 A79-28971 
ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY 
An experimental investigation into the influence 
of acoustic disturbances on the development of a 
turbulent boundary layer 
[&RC-R/9-3825)	 p0226 879-16238 
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS 
NT NOISE MEASUREMENT 
An acoustical study of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Research Aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0612]	 p0272 A79-2699 
Asymmetric stator interaction noise 
[AlA?. PAPER 79-0636]	 p0318 A79-28965 
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft 
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy 
aircraft 
[AD-A056211]	 p0050 879-11566 
Measurements of acoustic sources in motion 
[NASA-T!-78819]	 p0227 879-16649 
Detection of low flying aircraft by acoustical means 
(REPT-8-78]	 p0491 879-24779 
Aircraft sonic boom: Studies on aircraft flight, 
aircraft design, and measurement. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0264/6] 	 p0491 879-24780 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[NASA-T880109]	 p0558 879-27931 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Ccmprehensive data report 
nozzle transfer functions 
[NASA-CR-159628]	 pOSSe 879-27933 
Helicopter noise level functions for use in 
comiiunitynoise analyses 
[AD-A068455]	 p0600 879-29964 
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic trausmissics in lined ducts with flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0660] 	 p0268 P.79-26893 
General aviation intericr noise study
p0226 879-16640 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
p0675 879-31482 
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES 
NT ACOUSTIC I1IPESANCE 
NT ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY 
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
Noise characteristics of heated high velocity 
rectangular jets --- jet engine application 
pOqf '; A79-38399 
Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating 
core swirl from a full scale 1.6 stage pressure 
ratio fan (Qy-5A) 
[NASA-TM-78991]	 p0043 879-11001 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
including acoustic advantages 
(NASA-TN-79055]	 p0169 879-14998 
Analysis of noise in 05 army aircraft 
[AD-A061351)	 p0233 879-16844 
Investigation of the aerodynamic and acoustic 
performance of a low-pressure ratio tandem-blade 
compressor
p0304 879-18975 
Application of finite element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p0375 879-20831 
The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, 
realistic edge conditions, curvature and 
in-plane panel stresses cn the noise reduction 
characteristics of general aviation type panels 
(14ASA-CR-157452]	 p0599 879-29958 
ACOUSTIC RADIATION 
U SOUND WAVES 
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing 
edge of a wing in forward motion
(AlA?. PAPER 79-0605] 	 p0272 A79-26940 
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroacoustics 
(NASA-TM-80053]	 p0299 879-18686 
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing 
edge of a wing in forward motion 
(Al?.?. PAPER 79-0605)	 p0272 A79-26940 
Acoustic simulation of the flight vibration 
environment
p0335 A79-29859 
ACOUSTIC SOUNDING 
Evaluation of the pulsed acoustic Doppler with 
shear sensing system at Dulles International 
Airport 
[AD-A073206]	 p0719 879-33222 
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-159515]	 p0653 879-30185 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-159516)	 p0653 879-30186 
ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS 
U SOUND WAVES 
ACOUSTICS 
NT AENO ACOUSTICS 
NT RICACOOSTICS 
NT PSICHOACOUSTICS 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
[NASA-T!I-79079]	 p0227 N79-16645 
An evaluation of linear acoustic theory for a 
hovering rotor 
[NASA-TM-80059]	 p0544 879-26881 
ACOUSTO-OPTICS 
Acousto-optic methods of character generation for 
aircraft laser displays
p0071 A79-15178 
ACQUISITION 
NT DATA ACQUISITION 
NT TARGET ACQUISITION 
Acquisition planning for tactical avionics systems 
(AD-A059600)	 p0163 N79-14089 
ACTIRONETEBS 
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
NT NEUTRCN ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
ACTUATOR DISKS 
Analysis of supersonic stall bending flutter in 
axial-flow compressor by actuator disk theory 
[NASA-TP-1345]	 p0099 N79-13003 
Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a 
TF-30 turbine engine 
(AD-A061801)	 p0305 1479-19004 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
IAD-A069884]	 p0671 N79-31216 
ACTUATORS 
Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft 
(SA! PAPER 7906221 	 p0451 A79-36750 
A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and 
electro-mechanical actuators for general 
aviation flight controls 
[SAE PAPER 7906231 	 p0458 A79-36751 
Deformable mirror surface control - Hardware, 
algorithms 
[AIAA 79-1757]	 p0571 A79-45393 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 A79-53630 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 
p0693 A79-53632 
STAR flight control system
p0693 A79-53634 
Actuator and hydraulic survivability concepts for 
Hughes !A8-64
p0693 P.79-53636 
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator 
for aircraft hydraulic systems 
(AD-A057931)	 p0091 879-12070 
A-3
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Investigation of a low-cost servoactuator for RYSAS 
(AD-A059188]	 p0104 R79-13059 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight 
control system actuatcrs 
(AD-A0620301	 p0306 N79-19007 
Advanced flight contrcl actuation system 
(AFCAS-E/P): Feasibility investigation of an 
electro/pneu!natic dual power driven ccncept 
[AD-A063992]	 p0425 N79-22114 
Electromechanical actuation development 
(AD-A065734)	 p0438 N79-23101 
Theory, design and experimental study of an 
eddy-current/hydromechanical stability augmentor 
for aircraft
po5e4 N79-28185 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-13]	 p0001 A79-10257 
High angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive ccntrol 
p0070 A79-15020 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
p0199 A79-22951 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian hook
p0254 A79-25875 
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - I 
feasibility study 
[AIAA 79-0789]	 p0322 A79-29033 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
[AIAA 79-1702]	 p0570 A79-45357 
Digital adaptive control laws for VTCL aircraft 
p0612 A79-48000 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UHF 
radios
p0614 A79-48598 
Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to 
parameter variations 
[AD-A057643]	 p0095 N79-12097 
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering 
for helicopter vibration reduction 
[NASA-CF-158985]	 pO161 N79-14079 
Control strategies for complex systems for use in 
aerospace avionics 
(AD-A059492]	 v0163 N79-14090 
Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive 
Control (NMAC) method for flight control systems 
(NASA-CE-3089]	 p0437 N79-23099 
Identificaticn and dual adaptive control of a 
turbojet engine 
(NASA-TN-79145]	 p0442 679-23257 
Investigation of inverse Vanderaonde matrix 
calculation for linear system applications 
adaptive flight control systems 
[AD-1069241]	 p0672 N79-31225 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
U ADAPTIVE CCNTROL 
ADDITIVES 
NT ANTICEIDENTS 
NT OIL ADDITIVES 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 A79-26546 
A filterability study of corrosion inhibited P-4 
[AD-A0668871	 p0501 N79-25247 
ADDRESSING 
Development and evaluation of Selective address 
Beacon (SAE) system 
[AD-A058457]	 p0100 R79-13022 
ADH N RON EVENS 
U ADHESION TESTS 
ADHESION TESTS 
Failures in adhesively bonded structures 
p0444 N79-23454 
ADHESIVE BONDING 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies 
-	 p0111 879-17018 
Fracture toughness of multiply layer adhesive 
bonded aluminium allcy sheet
pO156 179-20122 
Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process 
for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft 
surfaces
p0187 A79-20815
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure 
p0187 A79-20817 
The PABST program - A validation of bonding 
primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded 
Structure Technology for aluminum aircraft parts 
p0208 A79-24083 
The comparative evaluation of prebond surface 
treatments for titanium --- military aircraft 
structures
p0209 A79-24086 
Moisture/temperature effects upon mean strength of 
composite-to-metal adhesively bonded joint 
elements --- for F-16 aircraft -
p0209 179-24087 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 A79-24089 
Oxide morphologies on aluminum prepared for 
adhesive bonded aircraft structures
p0210 A79-24106 
An automated system for phosphoric acid anodizing 
of aluminum alloys
p0210 179-24107 
Adhesive sealing - A. fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 179-24123 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 A79-24142 
GASP IV simulation model for the composites and 
bonding production facility
p0274 A79-27297 
Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures 
(SAE PAPER 7905611 	 p0451 A79-36702 
Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized 
piston twin aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790563]	 p0452 A79-36704 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 179-43314 
The repair of adhesively bonded aircraft 
structures using vacuum pressure
p0531 A79-43315 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond 
surface treatment
p0531 179-43317 
Structural adhesives and bonding; Proceedings of 
the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., March 13-15, 
1979
pO696 A79-54226 
chemical analysis of structural adhesives and 
resins for composites
p0696 A79-54232 
Mechanical characterization of structural adhesives 
p0696 A79-54238 
Problems in testing electrically conductive 
structural adhesives
p0696 179-514290 
An overview of the PABST program --- Primary 
Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for 
aircraft
p0697 A79-54241 
Repair of bonded primary structure 
[AD-A0599 445]	 p0162 N79-14086 
Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive bonds, 
part 2, phase 2 
[AD-A061805]	 p0310 N79-19418 
Surface finishing --- adhesive bonding of plastic 
film to metal airfoir surfaces 
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-3] 	 p0385 N79-21183 
Operational experience with adhesive bonded 
structures
p0444 B79-23450 
Behavior of adhesively bonded joints under cyclic 
loading
p0444 1479-23453 
Failures in adhesively bonded structures 
p0444 N79-23454 
The nature of adhesion mechanisms and the 
influence of surface treatments on the behaviour 
of bonded joints
p0444 879-23455 
Structural properties of adhesives, volume 1 
[AD-A065500]	 p0488 N79-24155 
Evaluation of new bonding systems for depot-level 
maintenance of aircraft honeycomb panels 
[10-1066117]	 p0488 P79-24161 
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Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bcnd-line flaws 
[AD-A065584]	 p0488 N19-24163 
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated 
sheet material of aluminum alloys 
[LB-276]	 p0598 N79-29543 
Advanced weldbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
[AD-A071016]	 pO121 7179-33480 
ADHESIVES 
Problems in testing electrically conductive 
structural adhesives
p0696 A79-54240 
Phosphorylated epoxy adhesives
p0088 7179-12042 
Structural properties of adhesives, volume 1 
(AD-A065500)	 p0488 7179-24155 
Environmental effects on the elastic-plastic 
properties of adhesives in bond metal joints 
(RAE-LIB-TAANS-1999]	 p0596 1779-29328 
The influence of the environment on the 
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal 
bonded joints --- In aircraft structures 
[ESA-TT-521)	 p0662 N79-30391 
ADRITTANCE 
U ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 
ADVANCED AIRBORNE COENAND POST 
U E-4A AIRCRAFT 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LIGHT TWIN AIRCRAFT 
17 ATLIT PROJECT 
AERIAL IMAGERY 
U AERIAL PHCTOGBAPRY 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
The potential role of airships for oceanography 
(AIAA 79-15741	 pO521 A79-42381 
AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE 
Real-time/near real-time recce widetand data links 
airborne reccnnaissance systems
p0112 A79-17146 
Stereovisual reconnaissance system
p0113 H79-17147 
U.S. Coast Guard utilization of remote sensing 
techniques for ocean surveillance
p0198 A79-22673 
The 0-2 story
p0260 A79-26537 
Unmanned mini-blimp system 
[AIAA 79-16101	 p0524 A79-42401 
Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor 
radar emission detection
p0622 A79-48717 
Remotely piloted vehicles - aerodynamics and 
related topics, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTURE SERIES-101-VOL-2]	 p0219 R79-159719 
Design and operation of Epervier reconnaissance RPV 
p0219 1979-15952 
Propelled lighter-than-air vehicles 
[GPO-43-457]	 p0482 N79-23925 
Processing of airborne reconnaissance data for 
in-flight display and near real-time transmission 
(AGARD-AR-135]	 p0496 7179-24993 
AERIAL RUDDERS 
The problem of empennage soap-through
u 034 A79-32041 
Folded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
[AIAA 79-1682]	 p0569 A79-45344 
On the empennage soap-through problem
p0696 A79-54045 
ARROACOUSTICS 
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft 
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off 
program
p0022 A79-12233 
An alternative to pseudo-tone microphones for 
airplane flyover noise testing
p0114 A79-17609 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 A79-17767 
AeroaCoustic characterization of free jets 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147] 	 p0127 A79-18!34 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0134] 	 p0142 A79-19553 
A comprehensive review of airframe noise research 
p0152 A79-20080 
Advances in aeroacoustic windtunnel testing 
techniques for aircraft noise research 
p0155 A79-20114
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 A79-21595 
Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter 
impulsive noise
p0197 A79-22474 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
	
(AIAA PAPER 79-0608)
	 p0267 A79-26876 
Measured and predicted noise of the AVCO-Lycoming 
!F-102 turbofan engine 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0641)	 p0267 A79-26877 
A finite element subvolune technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
	
(AIAA PAPER 79-05851
	 p0267 A79-26882 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow 
	
AIAA PAPER 79-0660]	 p0268 A79-26893 
Direct experimental verification of the 
theoretical model predicting rotor noise 
generation 
	
(ATAA PAPER 79-0658)
	
p0268 A79-26894 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
	
(AIAA PAPER 79-0639)	 p0268 A79-26896 
Considerations for the design of inlet flow 
conditioners for static fan noise testing 
	
[AILA PAPER 79-0657] 	 p0269 A79-26909 
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression 
mechanisms 
	
(AAA PAPER 79-06741	 p0269 A79-26912 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
flow facility 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-06661 	 p0270 A79-26920 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
	
[LILA PAPER 79-0637]	 p0270 A79-26923 
Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in 
static fan noise testing 
	
(LILA PAPER 79-06561	 p0270 A79-26925 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-06171 	 p0271 A79-26935 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, 
shock noise and internal noise 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0615]	 p0271 A79-26936 
Flight effects on noise generated by the .3780 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel 
	
[AIAL PAPER 79-0614]	 p0271 A79-26937 
An acoustical study of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Research Aircraft 
	
[LILA PAPER 79-0612] 	 p0272 A79-26939 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the 3T15D engine 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0581] 	 p0272 A79-26944 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes
	
(LILA PAPER 79-05791	 p0272 A79-26945 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
	
(AIAL PAPER 79-0574) 	 p0273 A79-26946 
The influence of propeller design parameters on 
far field harmonic noise in forward flight 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0609] 	 p0317 A79-28959 
Aeroacoustic design of the Prop Fan 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0610] 	 p0317 P39-28960 
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from 
dual-flow coaxial jets 
	
[LILA PAPER 79-0619]	 p0317 A79-28962 
Asymmetric stator interaction noise 
	
(AIAA PAPER 79-0638] 	 p0318 A79-28965 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
	
[AIAA PAPER 79-0662) 	 p0318 P39-28967 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
	
[LIAL PAPER 79-0668] 	 p0318 A79-28969 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
	
(LILA PAPER 79-0669) 	 p0318 A79-28970 
Acoustic simulation of the flight vibration 
environment
p0335 A79-29859 
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally 
spaced fan rotors 
	
(ASM! PAPER 79-GT-4) 	 p0339 A79-30503 
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Peak Strotahal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number
p0406 A79-34537 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields --- low Re turbulence and acoustic 
characteristics
p0406 A79-34539 
Relation between static and in-flight 
directjvjties of jet noise 
S	 p0407 A79-34585 
Light propeller aircraft noise 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-563	 p0409 A79-34980 
Effects of forward veiccity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopole and dipole scurces in 
jet flow --- subsonic aircraft model 
p0464 A79-38393 
Application of Laser Doppler AneIc.etry to 
aeroacoustic research
p0474 A79-39500 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aeroacoustic characteristics 
Over The Wing STOL engine configurations 
p0475 A79-39802 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight on jet mixing noise
p0475 A79-39803 
Wave propagation associated with wings --- three 
dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic aircraft
p0534 A79-43597 
Experimental investigation of helicopter flight 
modes on helicopter-generated noise
p0604 A79-47873 
The aeroacoustics of advanced turbopropellers 
p0643 A79-50236 
Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences 
[NASA-CP-2052-PT-2] 	 p0040 879-10843 
Aeroacoustic research: An Army perspective 
p0042 879-10864 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle fcr 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
(NASA-TM-78802]	 p0108 879-13820 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
including acoustic advantages 
[NASA-TN-79055]	 p0169 879-14998 
Applications of diffracticn theory to aeroacoustics 
[RASA-TN-80053]	 •	 p0299 879-18686 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
[NASATM80541]	 p0491 879-24951 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aero-acoustic characteristics 
short takeoff aircraft noise 
(NASA-TN-79168]	 p0504 879-25841 
Evaluation of F-ill weapon bay aero-acoustic and 
weapon separation improvement techniques 
[AD-A070253]	 p0669 879-31203 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
(NASA-CE-3168]	 p0671 879-31212 
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U A3RODYNAMIC BALANCE 
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
Turbine engine automated trim balancing and 
vibration diagnostics 
[ASM! PAPER 78-GT-129]
	 p0009 A79-10793 
The ESRA Active Isclaticn/Notor Balance System 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
pO130 A79-18654 
Balance and sting design for cryogenic wind tunnels 
[ONERA, TP 80. 1979-40]
	 p0473 A79-39089 
• Helicopter performance methodology at Bell 
Helicopter Textron 
[ABS 79-2]	 p0626 A79-49055 
Wind tunnel investigation of the free-wing/free 
trimmer concept 
(NASA-C8-162351]	 p0718 879-33216 
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES 
NT DRAG CHUTES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
Aerodynamics and performance of a gliding - 
parachute with landing brakes
p0066 A79-14423 
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology 
Conference, 6th, Botstcn, Tex., March 5-7, 1979, 
Technical Papers
p0262 A79-26626 
AERODYNAMIC BUZZ 
TI FLUTTER 
AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
NT AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT 
NT JET LIFT 
NT LIFT 
NT ROTOR LIFT 
NT STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
NY SUPERSONIC DRAG 
NT ZERO LIFT 
Detached flow about an opening canopy
pOOlS A79-11006 
Parachute canopy opening dynamics
pOOlS 179-11008 
Experimental method for investigating preintake 
vortex circulation -- in engine air intakes 
p0016 A79-11367 
Control and stabilization in aerodynamics 
Russian book
pOO16 A79-11392 
Recent theoretical developments and experimental 
studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics - 
With a view towards design
p0017 A79-11549 
Some types of separated flow past slotted wings 
p0020 A79-12148 
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic 
characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle 
p0021 A79-12182 
Regimes of supersonic flow past thin wings 
p0021 179-12188 
-: Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow 
past a profile
p0021 A79-12205 
Problems in the method of discrete vortices for 
solving linear wing theory problems
p0022 A79-12224 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic 
gas flow
p0022 A79-12226 
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with 
supersonic leading edges
p0022 A79-12227 
Features of flow past slotted wings
p0022 A79-12236 
Calculation of effect of viscosity on nonseparated 
subsonic flow past a wing with flap.
p0022 A79-12240 
Skirt components of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an air-cushion vehicle using 
the oncoming flow to generate lift
p0028 A79-12949 
The smooth approximation method and its 
application to the mathematical description of 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing 
p0028 A79-12955 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0028 A79-12966 - 
Inverse mixed problem for a profile with a 
prescribed velocity distribution on one of its 
sides and a known thickness distribution 
p0029 A79-12970 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating .a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
(CRERA, TP NO. 1978-81]	 p0060 A79-13991 
Aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at 
large angles of attack 
[DGLB PAPER 78-113] 	 p0061 A79-14071 
A low cost. blade design for a Darrieus-type 
vertical-axis wind turbine
p0064 A79714291 
Aerodynamics and performance of a gliding 
parachute with landing brakes
p0066 A79-14423 
Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very 
high temperature models in a closed subsonic 
- wind tunnel
p0114 A79-17594 
Effect of slip on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing at hypersonic speed
p0127 A79-18396 
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Aerodynamic effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
[kIll PAPER 79-0048]	 p0139 A79-19501 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
(111* PAPER 79-0062)	 p0139 *79-19512 
The aerodynamic effectiveness of split flare 
stabilizers 
[kIll PAPER 79-0093) p0141 *79-19529 
Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading 
edge blowing boundary layer control system 
[kIll PAPER 79-0116)	 p0141 *79-19542 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the F-SE 
[AIA PAPER 79-0118]	 p0141 179-19543 
A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy 
(*11* PAPER 79-0119)	 p0142 *19-19544 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics cf uppet-surface-blovn wing-flap 
configurations 
(kIll PAPER 79-0120) 	 p0142 *79-19545 
Unconstrained supersonic cruise and maneuvering 
configuration concepts --- for long range 
air-ground and air-air missiles 
fAIAA PAPER 79-02201	 p0144 *79-19606 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
[kIll PAPER 79-0283] 	 p0144 A79-19643 
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of 
flow fields below YICL vehicles in ground 
proximity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0338] 	 p0145 *79-19675 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 *79-20088 
Application of computational aerodynamics methods 
to the design and analysis of transport aircraft 
p0153 *79-20099 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configuraticns
p0153 *79-20100 
Development cf a low-correction wind tunnel wall 
configuration for testing high lift airfoils 
p0154 *79-20108 
Scale effects on supercritical airfoils 
p01E4 179-20110 
Helicopter aerodynamics 
[DGLR PAPER 78-225]	 p0183 179-20482 
Aerodynamics of fluid flow engines 
(DGLR PAPER 78-226] 	 p0183 *79-20483 
Experimental verification of annular wing theory 
p0185 179-20661 
Fluid dynamics of diffuser-augmented wind turbines 
p0186 *79-20798 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in transonic 
flows
p0191 *79-21520 
Computer calculation of aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft at superscnic 
velocities
p0191 *79-21634 
Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower 
surface on the conical supersonic flow field on 
a delta vehicle
p0191 *79-21635 
Aerodynamics of slender bodies at high angles of 
attack
p0197 179-22393 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03801	 p0200 179-23510 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
fATAl PAPER 79-0337] 	 p0202 179-23556 
Low speed testing techniques for V/STCL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
fATAl PAPER 79-0334] 	 p0202 *79-23558 
F-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
control System ccncept 
[*1*1 PAPER 79-0403]	 p0203 *79-23577 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circnlaticn-ccntrclled rotor
p0212 *79-24179 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transcuic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 *79-24295 
Dynamics of controlled longitudinal moticn of an 
airplane with a variable-geometry' wing 
p0251 *79-25517
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian 'book 
p0259 179-26355 
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of simulated 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of 
airplanes and missiles
p0278 A79-27424 
Theoretical-experimental analysis of influence of 
coolant discharge from perforated turbine vanes 
on their aerodynamic characteristics 
p0279 *79-27727 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0280 179-27744 
Wing rock due to aerodynamic hysteresis 
p0283 179-28376 
Formation of a trailing vortex
p0284 179-28377 
An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing, 
interaction - Experiments and calculations 
(hAl 79-7029)	 p0329 179-29401 
Aerodynamic development and performance of the 
CF6-6/LR2500 compressor 
(111* 79-7030)	 p0329 179-29402 
Optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number 
ramjet in a cruise application 
[lIlA 79-7040]	 p0330 179-29410 
Aerodynamic development of the 727-100 
p0333 179-29594 
The inverse problem for inulticonnected airfoil 
systems
p0334 179-29702 
Researches on air-cooled high-temperature turbine 
Japanese book
p0337 179-30376 
A two-dimensional cascade test of an air-cooled 
turbine nozzle
p0337 179-30379 
Internal aerodynamics and heat transfer problems 
associated to film cooling of gas turbines 
[15W! PAPER 79-01-57]	 p0341 179-30528 
Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds 
p0342 179-30608 
Flow past a small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex filament breakdown
p0349 179-32054 
Starting torque characteristics of small aircraft 
gas turbines and APUs 
[ISRE PAPER 79-01-95]	 p0392 *79-32371 
The influence of the blading surface roughness on 
the aerodynamic behavior and characteristic of 
an axial compressor 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-102)	 p0392 *79-32318 
Improving turbine efficiency --- aerodynamic and 
stress analyses for gas turbine engines 
(ASRE PAPER 79-GT-176]	 p0395 179-32436 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics
p0399 179-33456 
In-flight captive store loads compared with 
wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations 
p0407 179-34595 
An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying 
models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel 
p0412 A79-35925 
A special extension of the General Point 
Performance Equation --- for flight paths 
p0412 179-35926 
Practical design of minimum induced loss propellers 
[SAE PAPER 790585]	 p0454 179-36720 
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of an Ayres 
S25-800 Thrush Agricultural Airplane 
(SAE PAPER 790618]	 p0457 179-36746 
Application of parameter identification techniques 
to analysis of flight data
p046 1 A79-37735 
Radial equilibrium in axial turbomachines 
p0461 179-37828 
Effect of forward acceleration on aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings
p0462 A79-38124 
Method of determining non-steady-state force 
characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine 
blades from the streamflow pattern
p0473 A79-39071 
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas 
turbine
p0526 179-42560 
Problems associated with flows in aerodynamic 
wakes of blade cascades 
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p0534 879-43607 
Wind tunnel simulation of the firing of-missiles 
carried under aircraft 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-65]	 p0535 879-43622 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
Optimal flight path control 
(AIAA 79-1620)	 p0565 879-45303 
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter 
identification and state estimation 
[8188 79-1636]	 p0567 879-45316 
Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop 
T-44A Operational Plight Trainer 
(8188 79-1637)	 p0567 879-45317 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft 
stability 
[AIAA 79-1638]	 p0567 879-95318 
The relationship of unsteadiness in dowovash to 
the quality of parameter estimates 
(AIAA 79-163S]	 p0561 879-45319 
Impact of digital computer technology on flight 
systems 
[8188 79-1641] -	 p0567 879-45320 
GoniometriC aerodynamics: A different perspective: 
Description - Applications --- missile 
configurations 
(8188 79-1650)	 p0567 879-45326 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations 
(8188 79-1663)	 p0568 879-45330 
Aerodynamic coefficient estivaticn by means of an 
extended Kalman filter 
[LIlA 79-1666)	 p0569 A79-45346 
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
[8111 PAPER 79-1516]	 p0576 A79-46704 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through scm-linear aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1527)	 p0576 879-46710 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on 
slender axisymmetric bodies 
(8181 PAPER 79-1531]	 p0576 879-46713 
Surface-effect compcnents of aerodynamic 
characteristics of air-cushion vehicle with ram 
pressurization
p0601 879-46995 
Analytic formulas for wing profile aerodynamic 
characteristics in incompressible flow 
p0601 879-47000 
On a smooth approzinatien method and its 
application to mathematical descripticn of wing 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0601 879-47001 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds -
p0€01 879-47012 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p0602 179-147099 
Some early experiments in the development of a 
flying platform for aerodynamic testing 
p0603 879-47535 
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on 
a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsicn system 
[lILA PIPES 79-1855]	 p0E09 879-47914 
Flow patterns and aerodynamic characteristics of 
• wing with strake 
(#188 PAPER 79-1677)	 p061O 879-97928 
A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data 
using simple, free flight trajectory measurements 
pOE12 879-48051 
Aircraft longitudinal notion at high incidence 
p0612 879-48052 
A design perspective on new technologies for 
general aviation
-	 p0636 879-49486 
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled 
canard-wing configuration 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-95]	 p0636 179-49543 
Variables characterizing the wind effects on an 
aircraft
p0639 179-49807 
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 
helicopter
p0E39 179-49815 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 179-51241 
A method for calculating the potential flow around 
a system of aerodynamic profiles in an 
incompressible fluid
p0685 879-51684 
Approximation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing with a double-slotted flap 
p0686 879-52129 
Plow around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex 'bursting'
p0696 819-54058 
Utilization of the wing-body aerodynamic analysis 
program 
(NASA-TB-72856)	 p0033 1179-10020 
Aerodynamic performance of a 1.35-pressure-ratio 
axial-flow fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1299]	 p0033 1179-10022 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude 
concept 
[NASA-CE-1521301	 p0033 879-10024 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude 
concept 
(NASA-CR-152131)	 p0033 1179-10026 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL fighter 
attack aircraft 
(NASA-CR-152129]	 p0034 879-10027 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, phase 1 
[NASA-CE-1521321	 p0034 819-10028 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/24-scale P-Ill 
aircraft with various external stores at Bach 
numbers from 0.5 to 1.3 
[AD-A057409]	 p0044 879-11005 
Determining and improving labyrinth seal 
performance in current and advanced high 
performance gas turbines
p0047 1179-11068 
Nonlinear steady and unsteady aerodynamics of 
wings and wing-body-combinations
p0085 4479-12010 
Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of the 
art review 
[NASA-T8-78539]	 p0086 1119-12019 
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics 
(AGARO- AN- 128]	 p0087 1179-12028 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on P-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
[NASA-CE-1589221	 p0091 1179-12066 
Effects of thickness on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an initial low-speed family 
of airfoils for general aviation applications 
(NASA-TN-X-72843)	 p0098 1179-13000 
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on 
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing-fuselage configuration 
with a 44 deg swept wing	 - 
[NASA-TP-1351]	 p0099 1179-13002 
Plight comparison of the transonic agility of the 
P-1118 airplane and the P-ill supercritical wing 
airplane 
[NASA-TP-1368]	 p0104 879-13056 
Feasibility of combining linear theory and impact 
theory methods for the analysis and design of 
high speed configurations	 - 
[NASA-CE-3069]	 p0157 1179-14016 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-132 14)	 p0157 879-14018 
Theoretical evaluation of high-speed aerodynamics 
for arrow-wing configurations 
[NASA-TP-1358]	 p0158 1179-14023 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, and 3.30 --- Langley Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel test 
(11ASA-TB-78792] 	 poise 1179-14025 
Theory of oblique wings of high aspect ratio 
(AD-A059798)	 p0159 1179-14044 
The Total In-Flight Simulator (TIPS) aerodynamics 
and systems: Description and analysis 
maneuver control and gust alleviators 
[NASA-CR-158965]	 p0166 1119-14113 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf-inlets 
including acoustic advantages 
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(NASA-.TM-79055)	 p0169 879-14998 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry cn 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTCL aircraft 
(NASA-TM-79056)	 p0169 879-14999 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics	 - 
p017€ 479-15063 
New NASA-Ames wind-tunnel techniques for studying. 
airplane spin and two-dimensional unsteady 
aerodynamics
p0176 879-15064 
Wind tunnel testingof dynamic derivatives in West 
Germany
p0176 879-15066 
On the test procedures of the derivative balances 
used in West Germany
p0176 879-15067 
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics from 
dynamic flight test data
p0177 879-15075 
Aerodynamic interactions on the Fighter CCV test 
aircraft
p0177 879-15076 
Identificaticn of the stability parameters of an 
aeroelastic airplane
p0177 1.479-15077 
A survey of analytical and experimental techniques 
to predict aircraft dynamic characteristics at 
high angles of attack
p0177 879-15079 
The role-of time-history effects in the 
formulation of the aerodynamics of aircraft 
dynamics
p0178 879-15086 
Aerodynamic inputs for problems in aircraft 
dynamics, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTORE-SERIES-99-VOL-2]	 p0216 879-15919 
Aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of attack 
p0216 879-15917 
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft 
drag, performance, and stability 
[NASA-CR-1580761	 p0218 879-15943 
Remotely piloted vehicles - aerodynamics and 
related topics, volume 1 
t VKI-LECTUNR-SERIES-101-VOL-1]	 p0218 879-15944 
Aerodynamics
p0219 879-159147 
Remotely piloted vehicles - aerodynamics and 
related topics, velume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE SERIES-101-VOL-2]	 p0219 879-15949 
The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
of fountains and some far field temperature 
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft 
ground effect 
(AD-A061335)	 p0232 879-16843 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects 
(NASA-CE-159111]	 p0233 879-16851 
Comparison of the aerodynamic properties of an 
aeroplane with the tail-first configuration and 
with the conventional configuration 
[BLL-RTS-11520)	 p0285 879-17794 
Aerodynamic properties of a flat plate with cavity 
for optical-propagation studies 
(NASA-TN-78 1187]	 p0285 879-17796 
Stability and control characteristics-of a 
monoplanar elliptic missile model at Mach 
numbers from 1.60 to 2.8€ 
(NASA-TV-1352)	 p0287 879-17808 
Space shuttle afterbody aerodynamics/plume 
simulation data summary 
(NASA-TP-1384)	 p0287 879-17810 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 2: Performance 
prediction of helicopters 
(NASA-CR-3083]	 p0287 879-17811 
Formulation of aerodynamic prediction techniques 
for hyperscmic configuration design 
[NASA-CE-158994)	 p0291 879-17850 
Aerodynamic behavior of fibres and sampling of 
respirable dust 
(BLL-RTS-11267)	 .	 p0258 879-18470 
Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due 
to wing-jet interaction 
[NASA-CB-158349]	 p0301 879-18917 
Wings
p0301 879-18921
The place of aerodynamics in the design process 
p0301 879-18933 
Investigation of the aerodynamic and acoustic 
performance of a low-pressure ratio tandem-blade 
compressor
p0304 879-18975 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. part 1:
Selections of the aero-design parameters 
p0307 879-19351 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. part 2: 
hero-mechanical considerations, testing and 
operation
p03OI 879-19352 
Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the 
surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on 
axial flow compressors
p0307 879-19363 
Prospects for computing airfoil aerodynamics with 
Reynolds averaged Wavier-Stokes codes 
p0356 4479-20038 
Application of the AMI C sub 1 sub max prediction 
method to a number of airfoils
p0358 .879-20052 
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics at Mach 
numbers from 0.60 to 2.70 of two supersonic 
cruise fighter configurations 
[NASA-TM-78764]	 p0359 879-20062 
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic 
characteristics for a systematic series of 
strake-wing configurations 
(NASA-TM-78692]	 p0359 879-20063 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 7-E. Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, air ejectors 
[AD-A062590]	 p0361 879-20079 
Effects of a military cargo pod and tail fins on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 
wide-body transport model 
[NASA-TM-80052]	 p0363 879-20101 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
(AD-A062377]	 p0369 879-20175 
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for 
slender bodies alone and with lifting surfaces 
to high angles of attack
p0414 R79-22023 
Experimental investigation of three helicopter 
rotor airfoils designed analytically --- in the 
Langley 6 by 19 inch and 6 by 28 inch transonic 
wind tunnels 
[NASA-TP-1396]	 p0416 879-22037 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 1: General trends 
(AD-1063819]	 p0417 879-22057 
Aerodynamic problems in cooled turbine blading 
design for small gas turbine
p0422 879-22091 
The aerodynamics and performance characteristics 
of direct lift schemes
p0429 879-23004 
Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of 
wing lift augmentation schemes
pO430 879-23006 
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 
1.5, 1.8, and 2.0 of a blended wing-body 
configuration with and without integral canards 
[NASA-TP-1427]	 p0430 879-23013 
The effect of surface imperfections on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at 
moderate Reynolds numbers 
(80-217)	 p0431 1479-23048 
Experimental studies in a Ludwieg tube transonic 
tunnel
p0439 4479-23111 
Characteristics of the advanced supersonic 
technology AST-105-1 configured for transpacific 
range with Pratt and Whitney aircraft variable 
stream control engines 
[NASA-TN-78818]	 p0479 879-23888 
Some new airfoils
p0480 879-23896 
A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
eight sailwing airfoil sections
p0480 879-23897 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
subsonic wings 
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(NASA-cB-15e661]	 p0481 87,9-23921 
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium cm Dynamic Stability parameters 
[AGARD-AR-137]	 p0488 179-23981 
Aircraft sonic boon: Studies on aircraft flight, 
aircraft design, and measurement. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0264/6) 	 p0491 879-24780 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
[NASA-TM-80541]
	 p0491 879-24951 
Some remarks on the design of transonic tunnels 
with low levels of flow unsteadiness 
(NASA-CP-2722]	 p0500 879-25039 
Comparison of theoretical predicted lcngitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics with full-scale wind 
tunnel data on the A1LIT airplane 
(NASA-CE-158753)	 p0537 879-26018 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration	 wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-1434	 p0538 879-26020 
Effect of nose bluntness and afterbody shape on 
aerodynamic characteristics of a monoplanar 
missile concept with bodies of circular and 
elliptical cross sections at a Each number of 2.50 
(NASA-T8-80055)	 p0538 879-26023 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime 
[AD-A067122]	 p0538 879-26025 
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
(NASA-CE-152286)	 p0543 879-26067 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection and 
geometric anhedral on the low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly 
swept arrow-wing configuration --- langley 7 by 
10 foot tunnel 
(NASA-TM-80083)	 p0547 879-27095 
A flight investigation of basic performance 
characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter 
(NASA-TM-80112]	 p0547 879-27097 
Wind tunnel measurements of dynamic derivatives in 
the German Federal Republic 
(IFD-5-78)	 pC54e 879-27107 
Investigaticns of interference effects in a wind 
tunnel caused by a model support Strut on a 
reflection plane mounted half model 
(PFA-TN-8U-1335:2] 	 p0548 879-27109 
Aerodynamics of a tilt-nacelle V/STCL propulsion 
system 
[NASA-TN-78606]	 p0551 879-27138 
High Reynolds Number Subsonic Aerodynamics 
(VKI-LFCTUBE-SERIES-16] 	 p0579 879-28119 
Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft 
p0579 879-28120 
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests
p0579 879-28123 
Noise and vibration problems: Outline notes 
p0579 879-28124 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 1: Summary and analysis 
[NASA-cR-3053]	 p0580 879-28143 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
[ARL/AERO-NOTE-379]	 p0580 879-28144 
Application of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
wings with and without strakes
p0580 879-28145 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
semispam model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermizing nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
(NASA-TM-73236)	 p0590 879-29144 
The effect of winglets cn the KC-135A aircraft 
tests in the Langley 8 ft transonic pressure 
tunnel 
(AD-A068324]	 p0593 N79-29177 
Performance evaluation method for dissimilar 
aircraft designs -- using the square of the 
wing span for nondimensional comparisons of 
aerodynamic characteristics 
(NASA-BP-1042]	 p0649 879-30139
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: High-wing model B 
(NASA-cR-3097)	 p0649 879-30145 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-ving concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80057]	 p0649 879-30147 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodyn9mics. Volume 1: 
Technical discussion and analysis of results 
[AD-A069646]	 1	 p0650 879-30148 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
base 
[AD-A069647]	 p0650 879-30149 
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test, 
OV-1C takeoff performance 
[AD-A069827]	 p0652 879-30178 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
(NASA-cB-2846-1)	 p0664 879-31144 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design information 
[NASA-CB-2846-2)	 p0664 879-31145 
Lateral aerodynamics extracted from flight test 
using a parameter estimation method 
(ARL-AERO-NOTE-380] 	 p0664 N79-31146 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattice method, L216 (DURPLEX) . Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
(NASA-CR-2850)	 p0664 879-31148 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-winq model A 
(NASA-CR-3101)	 p06614 879-31149 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
[NASA-CR-3099]	 p0665 879-31152 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
(NASA-CE-3168]	 p0671 879-31212 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of 
ground-induced effects for a low-aspect-ratio 
highly swept arrow-wing configuration 
[NASA-TP-1508)	 p0672 879-31223 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic 
performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic 
cruise aircraft research 
(NASA-TN-80142)	 p0701 879-32158 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, L216 (DUBFLX). Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CE-28493	 p0702 879-32163 
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing in a jet flow --- wind 
tunnel tests. 
[NLB-TB-77081-u]	 p0703 879-32177 
Aerodynamic data for three supercritical airfoils: 
RAE(NPL) 9515 and 9530, and RAE 9550. Parts 1 
and 2 
fARC-8/N-3820]	 p0703 879-32178 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
18% thick shock-free airfoil (NLR 7501) 
[NLR-MP-78016-0]	 p0703 879-32180 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Low-wing model B 
[BASA-CE-3098]	 p0712 879-33163 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at 
subsonic speeds --- Langley V/STOL tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-1 533)
	 p0712 N79-33164 
Wind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale VTOL 
aircraft model with wing root and wing thrust 
augmentors --- Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
[NASA-TN-78589]	 879-33167 
Compressor research facilit y aerodynamics analysis 
(AD-5070623)	 p0715 819-33193 
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AERODYNAMIC CO!!YICXEWXS 
An instrumentation modeling technique used in the 
identification of aerodynamic coefficients from 
flight test data 
[IA! PAPER 78-99]	 p0016 A79-11239 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 A79-14974 
Calculation of the non linear aerodynamic 
coefficients of wings of various shapes and 
their wakes, including canard configurations 
p0154 ft79-20106 
An inverse problem of vertical-axis wind turbines 
p0186 A79-20800 
Distribution of the intermittency factor along the 
transition region between laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers
p0190 A79-21421 
Characteristic aerodynamic coefficients at high 
Reynolds numbers
p02118 A79-25247 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
[AIAA 79-0770]	 p0321 A79-29023 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1123	 p0393 679-32387 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
[SAE PAPER 790567]	 p01152 A79-36707 
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
p0473 679-39059 
Lift and drag of sail aercfoil
p0515 A79-41945 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
(6166 79-1667)	 p0568 679-45333 
Aerodynamic coefficient estimaticn by means of an 
extended Kalman filter 
(AIAA 79-1686)	 p0569 679-45346 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0645 A19-50432 
Notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 679-54048 
Is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in 
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding
p0657 679-54362 
Effects of upper surface modification on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA 63 sub 
2-215 airfoil section 
(NASA-TN-78503)	 p0158 579-14024 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
computer program for determining aerodynamic 
coefficients and flow dcflecticn 
(BNvG-FEwr-77-27]	 p0287 1179-17814 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe 
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 1179-20000 
Normal force and pitching moment of wing-body 
combinaticus in the ncnlinear angle-of-attack 
range at subsonic speeds
p0414 1179-22022 
Minimization theory of induced drag subject to 
constraint conditions 
(NASA-CB-3140)	 p0482 1179-23923 
Real-time estimation of aerodynamic coefficients 
by means of an extended Kalman filter 
[SAND-78-2032]	 p0590 1179-29152 
Upper-surface modificaticns for C sub 1 max 
improvement of selected 11656 6-series airfoils 
(11656-111-78603]	 p0649 W79-30143 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-159515)	 pOf53 N79-30185 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
predict icn procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 2 
(NASA-CB-159516)	 pOf53 579-30186
A program for calculating load coefficient 
matrices utilizing the force summation method, 
1218 (LCADS). Volume 2: Supplemental system 
design and maintenance document 
[NASA-CE-2854]	 p0665 1179-31155 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild gothic 
planform. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
(ARC-R/N-3827]	 p0703 579-32179 
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS 
NT SING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS 
On the conventional definitions of thrust/drag of 
an aircraft equipped with a turbojet engine 
p0006 679-10618 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 679-12953 
Calculation of the flow with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
p0058 679-13295 
Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers 
in Stokes flow
p0059 A79-13944 
Aerodynamic design of the Sikorsky 5-76 helicopter 
[ASS 78-061	 po119 679-18133 
Computer-aided design at Israel Aircraft Industries 
p0127 679-18824 
The use of analytic tools in the design and 
development of rotorcraft
p0128 679-18638 
An investigation of the influence of fuselage flow 
field on rotor loads, and the effects of vehicle 
configuration
p0129 679-18644 
The value of various technology advances for 
several V/STOL configurations
p0133 679-18672 
The aerodynamic design of aircraft --- Book 
p0138 A19-19444 
A computer-aided aircraft Configuration 
Development System 
[6166 PAPER 79-0064]	 p0140 A79-19513 
Greens function method for the computational 
aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter 
configurations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0347]	 p0146 679-19680 
The role of wind tunnels in future aircraft 
development /Daniel and Florence Guggenheim 
International Memorial Lecture/
pOlSl A79-20077 
Evaluation and analysis of computations and 
experiments for transonic wing body configurations 
p0154 679-20105 
Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower 
surface on the conical supersonic flow field on 
a delta vehicle
p0191 679-21635 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0381]	 p0199 679-23509 
optimization of hypersonic three-dimensional shapes 
p0411 679-35584 
Profile of a nozzle shaping the free-molecule flow 
intended to investigate air-intakes and cascades 
p0449 A79-36122 
Further advancements in the concept of 
delta-winged hybrid-airships 
(AIAA 79-15991	 p0523 A79-42393 
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic drag 
of simple bodies in two-phase flow
p0529 A79-43172 
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a 
jet flap
p0602 679-47119 
Aerodynamics of spoiler control devices 
[6166 PAPER 79-1873] 	 pO61O 679-47925 
Active external store flutter suppression in the 
IF-17 flutter model
p0639 679-49866 
Flowfield chemistry effects on stability of 
blunted slender cones 
rAIAA PAPER 79-16301 	 p0688 679-52547 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTCL 
fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1 
[NASA-CB-152128]	 p0033 1179-10025 
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Northrop P-5F shark nose development 
[NASA-cR-158936)	 p0035 079-10047 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for 
mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. Volume 2: 
Ducted propellers 
(AD-A056948]	 p0031 079-10062 
Free wing assembly for an aircraft 
(NASA-CAS!-FBC-10092-1] 	 p0090 079-12061 
Design charts and boundaries for identifying 
departure resistant fighter configurations 
[AD-A058043]	 pCC92 079-12073 
Feasibility design study for scale model of ZPG-X 
airship 
[AD-A058624]	 p0100 079-13015 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-!: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, mid-section 
[AD-A060868]	 p0169 079-15004 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single-rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 1 
(AD-A060389]	 p0170 079-15008 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 1 
[NASA-C9-145032]	 p0218 079-15939 
Configuration development study of the 1-24C 
hypersonic research airplane 
[NASA-C81115274]	 p0218 079-159140 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
(NASA-TV-1366]	 p0226 079-16641 
Experiments on tandem diffusers with 
boundary-layer sucticm applied in between 
[19ASA-CP-158957]	 p0286 079-17803 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil design
p0301 079-18946 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume Ob: Frequency 
analyses of wake single film data, basic 
configuration wake exploration 
[AD-A062013]	 p0302 079-18956 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-0: 
One-third Octave band spectrograms of wake 
single fun data, buildup to baseline 
[AD-A0619941	 p0302 079-18958 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-C: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
hubcaps and air ejectors 
[AD-1i061995]	 p0302 079-18959 
The aerodynamic penalties associated with turbine 
blade cooling
p0304 079-18986 
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 079-20040 
The analysis and design of transcnic two-element 
airfoil systems
p0356 079-200142 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4G: Cue-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, fairings and surface devices --- utility 
aircraft 
[AD-A063000]	 p0360 079-20074 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors 
utility aircraft 
[00-0062140]	 p0360 079-20075 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
buildup to baseline --- utility aircraft 
[00-0062639]	 p0360 079-20076 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7C: Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps 
utility aircraft 
(AD-A062640]	 p0360 079-20077 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-0: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open 
hubcaps --- utility aircraft 
(AD-0062641]	 p0360 079-20078
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
heliccpter configuration. Volume 7-F: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air 
ejectors with hubcaps --- utilitary aircraft 
[OD-A062117]	 p0361 079-20080 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-U: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
fairings and surface devices --- utility aircraft 
[AD-0062642]	 p0361 079-20081 
Interactional aerodynamic of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
buildup to baseline 
[AD-00622514]	 p0361 079-20082 
Icing testing in the large Modane wind-tunnel on 
full-scale and reduced scale models 
[NASA-TN-75373] 	 p0363 079-20102 
Bumblebee program. Aerodynamic data. Part 1: 
Supersonic flow field, pressure field, and panel 
load data for validation of computational methods 
[NASA-CH-3114)	 p0378 079-21009 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration for 
a post-stall fighter aircraft concept 
p0415 079-22027 
Numerical optimization techniques for bound 
circulation distribution for minimum induced 
drag of nonpianar wings: Basic formulations 
[NASA-CH-3154]	 p0482 079-239211 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 68: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake single film 
data, basic configuration wake explorations 
[AD-A061861]	 p0482 079-23931 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 3A: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, basic investigations and hub 
variations	 - 
[AD-A061766]	 p0482 079-23932 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 38: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, air ejector systems and other 
devices 
[AD-0061767]	 p01183 1179-23933 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor
	
r
helicopter configuration. Volume 28: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7 - 14, midsection 
[AD-A061860]	 p0483 079-23934 
Motor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip 
speed fan. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical 
design report 
[11000-CR-159596]	 p0542 1179-26055
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
(NASA-CE-152286]	 p0543 079-26067 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection and 
geometric anhedral on the low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly 
swept arrow-wing configuration --- langley 7 by 
10 foot tunnel 
NASA-TM-80083]	 p0547 079-27095
Calculation of pressure distribution for a 
wing-body combination at subsonic Mach numbers 
[F7A-TN-AU-1091]	 p0548 079-27110 
Wing design, body design, high lift systems and 
flying qualities with introduction
p0579 N79-28125 
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
subsonic and supersonic flow 
[AD-A067586]	 p0581 079-28149 
An off design shock capturing finite difference 
approach for caret waverider configurations 
[AD-0068819)	 p0581 079-28156 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the effect of nonmetric over-the-wing nacelles 
on wing-body aerodynamics 
[NASA-'rP-1503]	 p0590 079-29146 
Performance evaluation method for dissimilar 
aircraft designs --- using the square of the 
wing span for nondimensional comparisons of 
aerodynamic characteristics 
[NASA-BP-1042]	 p0649 079-30139 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
base 
[AD-A069647]	 p0650 079-30149 
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A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft configurations 
(AD-A069732]	 p0850 879-30151 
Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage 
rotor redesigned to account for the presence of 
a part-span damper 
[NASA-TP-1483]	 p0854 1179-30191 
Modal interpolation program, L215(INTEEP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
[NASA-CR-28 118J	 p06611 N79-31147 
Helicopter flow field analysis 
(80-8069542]	 p07O2 N79-32174 
Transonic wing redesign using a generalized 
fictitious gas method 
[AD-A070013]	 p0705 N79-32202 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Low-wing model B 
(NASA-CR-3098]	 p0712 879-33163 
AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC EBAG 
On the conventional definitions of thrust/drag of 
an aircraft equipped with a turbojet engine 
p0006 879-10618 
Investigaticn of the prcfile drag and the mean and 
pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by 
means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0020 879-12151 
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the 
.V-wing concept 
[DGLR PAPER 78-114]	 p0061 879-14072 
The use of wing tip sails to reduce vortex drag 
D0118 879-18001 
Design of transonic airfoil sections using a 
similarity theory 
[8188 PAPER 79-00763 	 p0140 #79-19521 
Investigation of the transonic drag 
characteristics for non-slender wing-body 
combinations and their equivalent axisymmetric 
bodies at zero lift
p0153 879-20102 
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the 
feeder line on the operation of safety valves 
p0185 879-20760 
An inverse problem of vertical-axis wind turbines 
p0186 879-20800 
Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil in a 
transonic flow by shear interferometry 
p0190 879-21417 
Experimental techniques used to evaluate 
propulsion system interference effects on the 
cruise configuration of the Boeing C-14 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0335] 	 p0202 A79-23555 
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating 
free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application 
p0213 879-24217 
Longitudinal oscillation damping for 
fully-inflated parachute canopies 
(AIAA 79-0459]	 p0264 879-26662 
Evaluation of methods for prediction of propulsion 
system drag 
[8188 PAPER 79-1148]	 p0466 879-38961 
Effects of Reynolds number and other parameters on 
the throttle-dependent, nozzle/afterbody drag of 
an 0.11 scale single-engine aircraft model 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1167] 	 p0508 879-40481 
Indirect measurement of turbulent skin friction 
p0511 879-40770 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p0515 879-41945 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
bodies
p0528 879-43166 
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic drag 
of simple bodies in two-phase flow
p0529 879-43172 
Effect of base cavities on the aerodynamic drag of 
an axisymmetric cylinder
p0535 879-43711 
Modern concepts for design of delta wings for 
supersonic aircraft of second generation --- for 
drag reduction
p0561 879-43993 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating 118CR 0012 airfoil 
(ABS 79-4]	 p0626 879-49057
An integrated analytical and experimental
investigation of helicopter hub drag 
(ABS 79-5]	 p0626 879-49058 
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
[ABS 79-20]	 p0628 879-49073 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
[AIAA PAPER 79-17951 	 p0634 879-49332 
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices 
aircraft performance prediction from 
thrust/lift/drag model
p0642 879-50164 
Improved transonic nose drag estimates for the 
NSWC missile aerodynamic computer program 
[AD-A056795]	 p0034 879-10030 
Analysis of the zero-lift wave drag measured on 
delta wings 
[ARC-R/N-3818]
	
p0216 879-15921 
Mass injection and jet flow simulation effects on 
transonic afterbody drag 
AD-A061378]	 p0241 1179-17178 
Delta method, an empirical drag buildup technique 
tNASA-CR-151971]	 p0285 879-17801 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 0479-20000 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
p0479 B79-23891 
Optimum tail plane design for sailplanes 
p0479 879-23892 
The effect of disturbance on a wing
p0 1479 879-23893 
Polar lift and drag determination during flight 
tests 
[llBB-UFE-1410-0]	 p0495 879-24986 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
[RASA-TN-80092]	 p0547 1179-27098 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
(NASA-CE-159120)	 p0663 879-31143 
Plight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical 
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
NASA-TN-X-3250]
	
p0712 1479-33159 
AERODYNAMIC FORCES 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE 
T AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
4T BLAST LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT 
NT JET LIFT 
NT LIFT	 - 
NT ROTOR LIFT 
NI SUPERSONIC DRAG 
NI WING lOADING 
NT ZERO LIFT 
Aerodynamic force and moment on oscillating 
airfoils in cascade 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-181]	 p0011 A79-10812 
Control and stabilization in aerodynamics 
Russian book
p0016 879-11392 
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength 
calculation taking into account the effect of 
deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces 
p0022 879-12213 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental study
p0060 A79-13980 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
(8188 PAPER 79-04001	 p0148 879-19710 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls - Review of developments and 
applications based on the aerodynamic energy 
concept
p0156 879-20128 
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio 
wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic 
expansions 
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p0194 479-21997 
Powered wind tunnel, testing of the AV-8E - A 
Straightforward approach pays off 
(kIll PAPER 79-02333	 p0202 479-23557 
A first-order theory for the effects of line ties 
on parachute deployment 
(lilA 79-0450]	 p0263 479-266514 
The validity of the Leicester computer model for a 
parachute with fully-deployed canopy 
(1111 79-04601	 p0264 179-26663 
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and 
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter 
(lIlA 79-0794]	 p0322 179-29037 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator
row including the effects of airfoil camber 
[ASME PAPER 79-GY-110] 	 p0392 179-32385 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Each number. 
I - pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
[ASME PAPER 79-GI-1111	 p0393 179-32386 
Aerodynamic effects simulator --- for testing 
aircraft escape systems
p0402 179-33617 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 479-43223 
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting 
on an aerofoil 
[80-1064122]	 p0085 979-12000 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures 
associated with the transonic buffeting and wing 
rock of a one-seventh scale model of the F-5A 
aircraft 
(NASA-CE-30611	 pOe99 979-13004 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
p0178 979-15080 
Identification of unsteady effects in lift buildup 
p0178 979-15083 
Non-linear formulation of the aerodynamic forces 
for flight dynamic studies
p0179 479-15090 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic
cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 979-15094 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic forces in high 
frequency oscillatory flow
p0216 979-15915 
Motion and force cuing requirements and techniques 
for advanced tactical aircraft simulation 
p0224 979-15991 
General purpose computer program for interacting 
supersonic configurations. User's manual 
determining unsteady aerodynamic foreces 
(NASA-CB-11151283	 p0285 '79-17798 
Generation and breakdown of aerodynamic lift: 
Physical mechanism
p0479 979-23894 
Development of a research plan for the improvement 
of aerodynamic models for analysis of ballistic 
range data 
40-10679501	 p0539 B79-26029 
A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
model at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
[140-1070192]	 p0E65 579-31156 
AERODYNAMIC BEAT TRANSFER 
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
AERODYNAMIC BEATING 
Flow field calibration results for the AEDC High 
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /HEAT/ 
p0114 179-17622 
High speed interference heating loads and pressure

distributions resulting from elevon deflections 
shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic 
aircraft surfaces 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0145] 	 p0142 479-19562 
Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the YF-12A wing
p0259 879-26400 
Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
operating under unsteady heating and loading 
conditions
p0348 179-320146 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments
p0462 179-38123
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft 
Y!-12 skin structures
p0529 179-43243 
A summary report on store heating technology 
(AD-A059415]	 p0159 979-14030 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
(BWVG-FBWT-77-28]	 p0288 979-17815 
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a 
simulated wing-elevon cove with variable leakage 
at a free-stream Each number of 6.9 
(NASA-T11-74095)	 p0297 979-18284 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data .--- space shuttle 
orbiter 
[NASA-CR-160146]	 p0359 979-20068 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 979-21434 
AERODYNAMIC INTEBPERENCB 
Numerical study of the induction of porous walls 
of the working section of a low-velocity wind 
tunnel
p0022 179-12228 
Boundary layer induced secondary flows due to 
wing-body interference 
(1118 PAPER 79-01401	 pO142 179-19557 
Pin-cone interference flow field 
(AIlA PAPER 79-02003	 p0143 A79-1959 
A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment - 
Axisymnetric flows 
[4111 PAPER 79-0203]
	 p0143 179-19596 
Computation of aerodynamic interference effects on 
oscillating airfoils with controls in ventilated 
subsonic wind tunnels 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03146]
	 p0146 179-19679 
8 calculation of rotor impedance- for hovering 
articulated-rotor helicopters
p0191 179-21521 
Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Mach no. 
0.8 
[SAE PAPER 780997] 	 p0255 179-25881 
The influence of ballonet motions on the 
longitudinal stability of tethered aerostats 
(lIlA 79-04453	 p0263 A79-26649 
Method for studying experimentally the aerodynamic 
interference of small secondary structures with 
a lifting surface
p0324 179-29096 
A novel correlation of centrifugal compressor 
performance for off-design prediction 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1159] 	 p0467 179-38965 
Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
Recommended testing techniques based on YP-17 
experience 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1829] 	 p0608 179-47903 
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three 
surface configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1830]	 p0608 179-479014 
Interactional aerodynamics - A new challenge to 
helicopter technology 
(INS 79-59,]	 p0633 A79-49109 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
[kIll PAPER 79-1856]
	 p0635 A79-149339 
Test technique development in interference free 
testing, flow visualization, and remote control 
model technology at Langley's Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel
p0679 179-51093 
Interference of vortexes with shocks in airscoops 
- Dissipation of vortexes
p0688 179-521445 
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
(211050]	 p0105 979-13062 
Effect of canard vertical location, size, and 
deflection on canard-wing interference at 
subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TM-78790]	 p0157 479-14013 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic derivatives 
stability and control estimates for aircraft 
design
p0216 979-15913 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects 
[NASACR-158111]	 p0233 979-16851 
Calibration of the AEDC-PVT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel aerodynamic test section at various 
Reynolds numbers 
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(Afl-A065112]	 p0425 879-22117 
Aerodynamic problems in engine airframe 
integration on fighter airplanes 
(HBB-UPE-1359-0)	 p0483 N79-23936 
Interference effects of aircraft components on the 
local blade angle of attack of a wing-mounted 
propeller 
[NASATN-78587]	 p0498 879-25021 
A vortex lattice technique for computing 
ventilated wind tunnel wall interference 
(10-1070445]	 p0707 879-32220 
AERODTNAIC LIPT 
U LIFT 
A!8ODTNATC LOADS 
NT BLAST LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings
p0020 A79-12163 
Positive tail loads for minimum induced drag of 
subsonic aircraft
p0080 179-16494 
Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control 
loads 
[ABS 78-61)	 p0125 179-18182 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional riçidity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00451 	 p0139 579-19498 
A procedure for axial blade optimization 
[1588 PAPER 78-WA/GT-15] 	 p0150 179-19802 
A calculation of rotor impedance for hovering 
articulated-rotor helicopters
p0191 579-21521 
Behavior of elastic systems in separated flow 
p0252 A79-25618 
System for stabilizing the vertical overload of an 
aircraft
p0315 579-28607 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls /DTLOYLEX/ 
AIAA 79-0743]	 p3320 179-29015 
A generalized modal shcck spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
[AlAS 79-0745]	 p0320 A79-29017 
Numerical..ccmputaticn of aeroelastically corrected 
transonic loads 
[AIAA 79-07661	 p0320 479-29020 
Unsteady air loads in supercritical transcnic flows 
(AlAS 79-07671	 p0321 179-29021 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
[AIAA 79-07701	 p0321 A79-29023 
An overview of technical problems in helicopter 
rotor loads prediction methods 
(AlAS 79-0816]	 p0323 A79-29041 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculatiens 
[AlAS 79-0772]	 p0324 579-29050 
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- improved 
computer systems programming approach for 
aircraft structural analysis 
[AIAA 79-07371	 p0324 A79-29051 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on 
aerodynamically highly-lcaded ccmpressor 
bladings with boundary layer control 
[AIAA 79-70321	 p0330 579-29404 
The effect of slot configuration and arrangement 
on the characteristics of jet flow 
(NAL-TI-195]	 p0337 579-30377 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioraticn
p0341 579-30559 
Review of problems of unsteady aerodynamics of 
helicopters
p0389 A79-32293 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Hach number 
[4588 PAPER 19-GT-112]	 p0393 479-32387 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects --- for general aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790576]	 p0453 A79-36712 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges 
D0535 A79-43710 
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring 
p0581 479-44453
Determination of sample size in flight loads 
programs --- for aircraft structures 
•	 p0561 579-44454 
Use of AIDS recorded data for assessing service 
load experience --- Aircraft Integrated Data 
System
p0562 479-44455 
Overview of the C-5A Service Loads Recording Program 
p0562 179-44456 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on 
slender axisymmetric bodies 
[lISA PAPER 79-1531]	 p0576 179-46713 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTA configurations 
[lISA PAPER 79-1664]	 p0603 179-47346 
A lifting-surface method for hover/climb airloads 
[ABS 79-3]	 p0626 179-49056 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of.an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil 
[ABS 79-4]	 p0626 179-49057 
Improved sonic-box computer program for 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings with thickness 
[RASA-CR-158906]	 p0043 879-10998 
Supersonic unstalled flutter --- aerodynamic 
loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion 
[NASA-T8-79001]	 p0043 879-11000 
Compressible viscous floufields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
[10-1059231]	 p0086 879-12022 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures 
associated with the transonic buffeting and wing 
rock of a one-seventh scale model of the F-5A 
aircraft 
(NASA-CE-30611	 p0099 879-13004 
Calculation of aerodynamic pressure distributions 
on arbitrary aircraft geometries using the 
woodward aerodynamic analysis program 
[10-1059709]	 p0158 879-14028 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-E: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, mid-section 
(10-1060868]	 p0169 879-15004 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-H: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-23, mid section 
[AD-A060869]	 p0170 879-15005 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-I: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, aft section 
[AD-1060870]	 p0170 879-15006 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning ?Ik.T5 
[ARC-R/N-3824)	 p0220 879-15956 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating RACA0012 airfoil, volume 2: 
Data report 
[NASA-CR-145350]	 p0227 879-16801 
In-flight measurements of captive loads on a store 
as compared with wind tunnel and mathematical 
simulations 
[40-4060960]	 p0228 879-16806 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-A: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, forward section 
[AD-4061359]	 p0228 879-16807 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: Harmonic 
analysis of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, aft section 
(AD-A061360)	 p0228 879-16808 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-fl: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, forward section 
[AD-A0610793	 p0229 879-16809 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-F: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, aft section 
[40-4061080]	 p0229 879-16810 
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Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-G: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, forward secticm 
(AD-A061361)	 p0229 879-16811 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, tescription of the measurement 
equipment and comparison of results with data 
from other sources 
(NLR-MP-77028-U)	 p0229 879-16812 
A modification to linearized theory for prediction 
of pressure loadings cm lifting surfaces at high 
supersonic Hach numbers and large angles of attack 
(NASA-TP-1406]	 p0286 879-17806 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-A: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, buildup to baseline 
(AD-A061994)	 p0302 879-18958 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-C: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
hubcaps and air ejectors 
(AD-A061995)	 p0302 879-18959 
Plow modelling and aerodynamic design techniques 
for centrifugal compressors
p0308 879-19386 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design --- computerized, design 
p0309 879-19388 
Industrial centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2 
CM-LECTUBE'SERIES-95-VOL2]	 p0309 N79-1389 
Reduction of computer usage costs in predicting 
unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused by control 
surface motions: Analysis and results 
[NASA-CR-3009)	 pO3€0 819-20072 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 40: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, fairings and surface devices --- utility 
aircraft 
[AD-A063000]	 p0360 879-20074 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors 
utility aircraft 
(AD-A062140)	 p0360 819-20075 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
buildup to baseline --- utility aircraft 
[AD-A062639]	 p0360 879-20076 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7C: Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps 
utility aircraft 
(AD-A062640)	 p0360 879-20077 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-0: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open 
hubcaps --- utility aircraft 
[AD-A062641]	 p0360 879-20078 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-V: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air 
ejectors with hubcaps --- utilitary aircraft 
(AO-A062117)	 p0361 879-20080 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-G: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
fairings and surface devices --- utility aircraft 
[AD-A0626421	 p0361 879-20081 
Interactional aerodynamic of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
buildup to baseline 
[AD-1062254)	 p0361 879-20082 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4!: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, air ejectors 
[AD-A063653]	 p0379 879-21018 
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0415 P79-22024 
Prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions of wing-tail 
configurations at very high angles of attack
PO415 879-22025 
Bumblebee Program: Aerodynamic data. Part 4: 
Wing loads at Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.0 
missile configurations 
rNASA-CB-3117]	 p0417 879-22041 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil. Volume 1: 
Technical report 
[NASA-CR-3092]	 p0417 879-22052 
Predesign of the second-generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
[AD-8064131]	 p0421 879-22083 
Predesign of the second generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
[AD-A064289]	 pO421 879-22084 
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic 
loads, and model flow-field characteristics 
obtained in the AEDC PWT/4T and VFK/A wind 
tunnels at Mach number 1.63 
[AD-A065137]	 p0431 879-23017 
Large' transonic wind tunnels 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-52)	 p0438'N79-23105 
Active control for the Total-In-Flight simulator 
(ACTIFS) 
[RASA-CE-3118]	 p0487 879-23978 
A vector-continuous loading concept for 
aerodynamic panel methods 	 - 
NASA-T8-80104]	 p0492 .879-24956 
Factors influencing the accuracy of aerodynamic 
hinge-moment prediction 
(AD-8066606)	 p0492 879-24965 
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 879-27176 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 879-27181 
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
subsonic and supersonic flow 
[AD-A067586]	 .	 p0581 879-28149 
A program for calculating load coefficient 
matrices utilizing the force summation method, 
L218 (LOADS). Volume 2: Supplemental system 
design and maintenance document 
[NASA-CE-28541	 p0665 879-31155 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft 
(NASA-CF-159148)	 p078 879-33217 
AERODYIA!IC !0!ENTS 
0 STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
AEBODTBA8IC 10183 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 A79-17767 
Helicopter tail rotor noise generated by 
aerodynamic interactions
p0135 A79-18689 
Supersonic propeller noise in a uniform flow 
[AAA PAPER 79-0348)
	 p0146 A79-19681 
A comprehensive review of airframe noise research 
p0 152 A79-20080 
Advances in aeroacoustic vindtnnnel testing 
techniques for aircraft noise research 
p0155 A79-20114 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
[AIRA PAPER 79-06081
	 p0267 A79-26876 
Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0677]
	 p0267 A79-26885 
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0592)
	 p0267 A79-26887 
Direct experimental verification of the 
theoretical model predicting rotor noise 
generation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0658]	 .	 p0268 A79-26894 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0603)
	 p0268 A79-26907 
An experimental study of USE flap noise redaction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
RIAft PAPER 79-0607]
	 p0268 A79-26908 
The effect of. throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06401
	 p0269 A79-26917 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
[ATAA PAPER 79-0595]
	 p0269 A79-26918 
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Coaxial jet noise in flight 
[XIAK PAPER 79-0636]	 p0269 A79-26919
Experiments concerning the ancaalous behaviour of 
aero-engineexhaust ucise in flight 
[9199 PAPER 79-06 1 8]	 p0271 979-26930 
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0582) 	 p0272 979-26943 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
(9199 PAPER 79-05703 	 p0317 979-28954
The generation and propagation of sound in 
turbulent jets 
(9199 PAPER 79-05733	 p0317 A79-28955
Plight effects on subsonic jet noise 
[9199 PAPER 79-0616) 	 p0317 A79-28961
Analysis of flight effects cn ucise radiation from 
dual-flcv coaxial jets	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0619]	 p0311 979-28962 
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise 
[9199 PAPER 79-0631] 	 p0317 979-28963 
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633] 	 p0317 A79'-28964 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number
p09O6 A79-34537 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields --- low Fe turbulence and acoustic 
characteristics
p0406 A79-34539 
Design of quiet efficient propellers 
(59! PAPER 790589) 	 o04154 A79-36719 
The impact Cf noise regulations on propeller design 
(SAE PAPER 790593) 	 p0455 979-36727 
Propeller 'aircraft noise around general aviation 
airports 
(SA! PAPER 7905941 	 p0955 979-36728 
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopcle and dipole sources in 
jet flow --- subscnic aircraft model 
p0989 A79-38393 
Noise characteristics of heated high velocity 
rectangular jets --- jet engine application 
pO464 979-38399 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel
p0479 979-39801 
Hovering-impulsive noise - Some measured and 
calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in 
an anechoic chamber
p0533 A79-43499 
An experimental study of high frequency noise from 
model rotors - Prediction and reduction 
p0533 979-93500 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets 
(9199 PAPER 79-15261 	 p0602 A79-47341
Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating 
core swirl from a full scale 1.6 stage pressure 
ratio fan (OF-5A) 
(NASA-TN-78991]	 p0043 879-11001 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[RASA-cR-3110]	 p0313 879-19815 
Acoustic efficiency of boundary-layer transition 
(AD-A062171]	 p0361 879-20085 
Effects of flow turbulence and noise on 
aerodynamic phenomena and measured quantities
wind tunnel tests and boundary layer 
transition
p0939 879-23109 
Aerodynamic noise theory --- ligbthill method, 
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations 
p04 113 819-23378 
Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and 
shock noise studies
p0443 879-23379 
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
(NASA-TM79208]	 pC55E 879-27930
Noise and vibration problems: Outline notes 
p0579 N79-28124 
Experimental and theoretical studies on model 
helicopter rotor noise 
(NASA-CE-158844)	 p0589 879-28984 
The aerodynamic noise of a slot in an aerofoil 
[ARC-R/N-3830)	 p0590 879-29155 
Parametric studies of ncdel helicopter blade slap 
and rotational noise 
[AD-A068181]	 p0600 879-29962
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
(NASA-CE-159118)	 p0677 879-32054 
An experimental investigation of the acoustic 
characteristics of a variety of slot baffle 
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls 
(AD-A070261)	 p0708 879-32223 
Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter 
acoustics 
(90-9069569)	 p0712 879-32979 
AERODYNAMIC ' STABILITY 
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of 
turbine blade vibrations with allowance for the. 
pitch, exit blade angle, and blade curvature 
p0006 979-10568 
The Wright brothers' flight-control system 
canard configuration
pOOlS 979-11125 
Control and stabilization in aerodynamics 
Russian book
p0016 979-11392 
Application of the lifting line concept to 
helicopter computation 
(ONEBA, TP 80. 1978-90)	 pOO18 979-11571 
Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines 
(SAP ARP 14201	 '	 p0018 979-11624 
?ree periodic oscillations of a parachute system 
in the longitudinal plane
p0029 919-12971 
Parametric investigation of vertical canards at 
large 'incidence angles 
(DGLR PAPER 78-112)	 p0060 A79-114070 
Determination of the dynamic derivatives of 
lengthwise and side movement with the mobile 
oscillating derivative balance and systematic 
studies of the influence of several parameters 
on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel 
• testing 
[DGLR PAPER 78-115]	 p0061 A79-14073 
Optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization 
systems with orthogonal filters
p0069 979-14871 
Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, 
and crossed aerodynamic derivatives of an 
aircraft at subsonic velocities
p0127 979-18385 
The aerodynamic effectiveness of split flare 
stabilizers 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0093] 	 p0141 A79-19529 
An application of ground vibration test results to 
calculate aeroelastic stability and control 
parameters 
(AIAA 79-0830)	 p0323 A79-29046 
Applications 'of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculations 
[9199 79-07721	 .	 p0324 979-29050 
Recent progress in active controls applied to 
flutter suppressors
p0389 A79-32277 
Aircraft response to lateral gusts- Exploratory 
study
p0389 A79-32278 
Review of problems of unsteady aerodynamics of 
helicopters
p0389 A79-32293 
Some experimental results connected with the 
transonic instabilities on an airfoil 
p0398 A79-32671 
Evaluation of the aerodynamic damping of the 
oscillations of turbine blades with a view to 
pitch, stagger angle, and curvature of blades 
p0398 979-32828 
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle laying out 
an uncoiling line
p0398 A79-32919 
Time-variant aerodynamics of oscillating airfoil 
surfaces in a supersonic flovfield
p0406 979-34531 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. I 
p0462 979-38118 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. II 
p0513 979-41751 
Some early experiments in the development of a 
flying platform for aerodynamic testing 
p0603 979-97535 
Aerodynamic center of wing-fuselage-nacelle 
combinations: Effect of rear-fuselage pylon 
mounted nacelles 
[!SDU-78013)	 p0032 879-10016 
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Comparison of the effect of structural coupling 
parameters on flap-lag.forced response and 
stability of a helicopter rotor blade in forward 
flight 
[AD-A056485]	 p0045 879-11037 
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting 
on an aerofoil 
[80-8064122]	 p0085 879-12000 
Stabilization techniques for improved response of 
the F-15 aircraft 
(AD-A058514)	 p0105 879-13060 
Ice accretion and its effects on aerodynamics of 
unprotected aircraft components
p0173 879-15040 
IdentificatiCn of the stability parameters of an 
aeroelastic airplane
p0177 879-15077 
The use of panel methods for stability derivatives 
p0178 879-15081 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives 
for airfoil spoiler mcticns
D0118 879-15085 
Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
estimation methods --- equation error and 
maximum likelihood methods 
(NASA-TP-1306]	 p0360 879-20071 
Technical evaluation report on the Flight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Stability and Control 
(AGARDAP134]	 p0367 879-20139 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
tAD-80631471	 p0371 879-20348 
An annular wing 
NASA-CAS!-PRc-11007-2]	 p0492 879-24959 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AH-1S 
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared 
radiation suppressor and an AN/ALQ-1444 jammer 
(AD-A067757)	 p0541 879-26047 
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in 
rotorcra ft
p0553 879-27159 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 879-27178 
Theor y , design and experimental study of an 
eddy-current/hydromechanical stability augmentor 
for aircraft
p0584 879-28185 
Stability and contrcl --- conferences 
(AGARD-CP-260]	 p0658 879-30218 
Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test results 
p0659 879-30227 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in 
Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80132)	 p0664 879-31151 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation OH-58C 
helicopter 
[AD-A071699]	 p0715 879-33196 
Limited airworthiness and flight characteristics 
evaluation model 2148 helicopter with fiberglass 
main rotor blades 
[AD-A071721]	 p0716 879-33197 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AR-IS 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (AH-1S/ECAS) 
(AD-A071343]	 p0716 879-33198 
AERODYNAMIC STALLING 
A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow 
compressor performance prediction 
[ASNE PAPER 78-01-139] 	 p0002 A79-10268 
A rotating stall ccntrol system for turbcjet engines 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-115] 	 p0007 879-10757 
An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
[858! PAPER 78-GT-81] 	 p0007 879-10767 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-194] 	 p0011 A79710817 
Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing 
sudden change in angle of attack
p0012 879-10869 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillating airfoils 
CARS 78-62]	 p0125 879-18183 
Onset of leading edge separation effects under 
dynamic conditions and low Mach number 
EARS 78-63]	 p0126 879-18184
A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis 
p0129 A79-18647 
Hot-wire measurements of stall and separation on 
helicopter rotor blades
p0130 879-18651 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0147]	 p0143 A79-195641 
Dynamic stall at high frequency and large amplitude 
using quasi-steady aerodynamic analytic 
prediction method 
[A188 PAPER 79-0211]	 p0143 879-19599 
Efefects of periodic changes in free stream 
velocity on flows over airfoils near static stall 
p0272 A79-214214 
-Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 879-24215 
Wake induced time-variant aerodynamics including 
rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 879-24218 
Unsteady effects on a stalled wing in pulsed flow 
- Comparison with back-and-forth oscillating case 
p0389 879-32288 
Retreating blade and dynamic stall --- for 
helicopter rotors
p0389 879-32294 
Spin flight research summary 
[58! PAPER 790565]	 p0452 879-36706 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
(SAE PAPER 790567]	 p0852 879-36707 
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof 
airplane	 - 
[SA! PAPER 790604]	 p0456 879-36736 
Turbulent wake measurements with a laser velocimeter 
(8188 PAPER 79-1087]	 p0462 A79-38058 
The effects of configuration changes on spin and 
recovery characteristics of a low-wing general 
aviation research airplane 
[8188 PAPER 79-1786]	 p0604 A79-47876 
Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a 
C-141A Starlifter 
[8188 PAPER 79-1801)	 p0606 879-47886 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18021	 p0606 879-47887 
The Reach Model 77 Skipper spin program 
EAIAA PAPER 79-18351	 p0608 879-47907 
Recant results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1640] 	 p0688 A79-52548 
A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled wing 
- (NASA-TP-1266)	 p0157 1179-114019 
Identification of various flutter regimes and 
discussion of dynamic stall
p0307 879-19354 
Observations on the dynamic stall characteristics 
of advanced helicopter rotor airfoils 
p0352 879-20006 
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall 
progression
p0357 879-20051 
Structure of the turbulent separated flow around a 
stalled airfoil 
(NASA-CR-152263]	 p0378 4479-21010 
A stall criterion for cascades
p0383 879-21060 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter-type 
configuration during and beyond stall 
p0413 879-22003 
Studies of the dynamic stall or airfoil profiles 
for helicopter rotors 
[AD-A065106]	 p0433 4479-23071 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil --- on 
wind tunnel models to reduce spin entry after 
stall 
[RASA-CR-158717]	 p0537 1479-26013 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions etc.
p0587 B79-28560 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft, 
[NASA-TM-80510]	 p0651 4479-30173 
Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test results 
-	 p0659 1479-30227 
AERODYNAMIC VEHICLES 
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The supersonic triplet - N new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties --
internal wave elieinaticn 
[AINA PAPER 79-0273]	 p0144 A79-19636 
Numerical ccmpariscns of panel methods at subsonic 
and supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-04043 	 p0148 179-19713 
Separated and unsteady flcvs in aeronautics - 
Research at the University of Bristol 
p0154 179-20107 
The role of fluid mechanics in aviation technology 
(DGLR PAPER 78-218] 	 p0183 579-20477 
Experimental results cn boundary layers and 
detached flows 
[DGLR PAPER 78-220]	 p0183 179-20479 
Research and development in the area of fluid 
mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal 
Republic of Germany 
[DGLR PARES 78-223]	 p0 183 179-20481 
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics 
and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind 
tunnel-computer integration 
(DGLR PAPER 78-229] 	 p0184 179-20485 
A surface source and vorticity panel method 
for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body 
geometries
p0194 A79-21998 
Computational aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0129] 	 p0200 579-23515 
Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation 
p0253 A79-25850 
On the design of thin subsonic airfoils 
p0324 179-29052 
Plight dynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book on aircraft stability and control 
p0345 179-31491 
The consideration of the effect of winds in the 
mechanics-of-flight equations
p0345 179-31565 
Analog simulation and its defining similarity 
criteria in the analysis of supersonic flows 
past wings
p0348 179-32032 
Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry 
nozzleless turbine casings 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-87)	 p0391 179-32364 
A finite element approach to subsonic aerodynamics 
p0411 A79-35777 
Lectures on hydroaeromechanics --- Russian book 
p0*49 A79-36347 
Application of a laminar lighting device to the 
smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind 
tunnels 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-82] 	 p0513 179-41304 
Atmospheric Plight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of technical Papers
pOSES 179-45302 
Investigaticn of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1498)	 p0515 179-46693 
Trailing-edge flows at, high Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1503] 	 p0575 179-46697 
Technique for developing design tools from the 
analysis methods of ccmputational aerodynamics 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1529] 	 p0576 179-46711 
Aerodynamics for engineers --- Book
p0644 179-50375 
Aerodynamics, aeronautics, and flight mechanics 
Book
p0689 179-52571 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analcg-criteria 
p0695 579-54036 
Exterior flow with an isoparametric Hermits cubic 
element
p0687 579-54290 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility --- for 
flows about three-dimensional configurations 
p0039 N79-10450 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
(AGARD-CP-235]	 p0175 .N79-15061 
Effect of flow separaticn vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 979-15084
A new boundary-layer interaction techniques for 
separated flows 
(VISA-TN-78690]	 p0228 N79-16802 
Some aspects of unsteady insect aerodynamics: 
Acceleration potential methods in plane unsteady 
airfoil theory, and measurements of
	 - 
unsteady-periodic forces generated by the blowfly 
p0300 N79-18903 
Wings
p0301 N79-18921 
Airbreathinq engines - aerodynamic aspects 
p0301 N79-18925 
The place of aerodynamics in the design process 
p0301 R79-18933 
Identification of various flutter regimes and 
discussion of dynamic stall
p0307 1479-1935* 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
(NASA-CP-2045-VOL-1-PT-1]	 p0355 N79-20030 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 N79-20043 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
[50-1062097]	 p0361 N19-20084 
Transonic Aerodynamic Testing 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERXES-42]	 p0376 N79-20990 
Hypersonic structures: An aerodynamicist's 
perspective, or one man's dream is another man's 
nightmare
p0385 1479-21423 
Extended analytical study of the 
free-wing/free-trimmer concept 
[RASA-CH-3135]	 p0*17 1479-22040 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-200 
supersonic transport configuration concept 
[NASA-CB-159051)	 p01417 1479-22046 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
transfer 
[NASA-CE-3123]	 p0430 N79-23016 
A brief review of air flight weapons
p0431 N79-23051 
Aerodynamics of low aspect ratio wings 
p0432 1479-23053 
Aerodynamics 
[19ASA-TT-F-765] 	 p0*80 1479-23908 
Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow 
and experimental program for resilient leading 
edge 
[NASA-CE-152276]	 p0538 1479-26024 
Weapon/aircraft interactions
p0556 4479-27205 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 1479-28121 
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest, fall 1978 
[AD-A0690*4]	 p0600 1479-30134 
Scientific research, 1977 --- an overview of air 
transportation, aircraft design, propulsion 
systems, space technology, and reconnaissance 
p0712 R79-33150 
AEBOELASTICIT! 
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of 
turbine blade vibrations with allowance for the 
pitch, exit blade angle, and blade curvature 
p0006 179-10568 
Application of the lifting line concept to 
helicopter computation 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-901 	 p0018 179-11571 
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength 
calculation taking into account the effect of 
deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces 
p0022 579-12213 
Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with 
hinge-mounted blades
p0022 179-12216 
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active 
control and suppression of flutter of flying craft 
p0027 579-12755 
Resource conservation through airborne electronics 
p0052 A79-13079 
The implementation and practical verification of a 
superposition method for the solution of elastic 
crack problems 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0075 879-15769 
Wind tunnel simulation of wind-structure 
interactions
pO114 879-17606 
Examination of the air resonance stability 
characteristics of a tearingless main rotor 
(ABS 78-22)	 p0121 179-18148 
The aeroelastically conformable rotor concept 
[IRS 78-59]	 p0125 179-18180 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft
p0130 179-18653 
Application of the finite element method to 
rotary-wing aeroelasticity --- in helicopter 
hovering flight
p0131 879-18659 
Finite element methcdolcgy results compared with 
experimental data for a severely deformed wing 
in transonic flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0304]	 p0145 179-19659 
Prediction methods in aeroelasticity 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-49]	 p0152 179-20079 
Unsteady flows --- subscnic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
(DGLR PAPER 78-222]	 p0183 179-20480 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 179-211475 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 179-22475 
Behavior of elastic systems in separated flow 
p0252 179-25618 
Divergence of forward swept composite wings 
(LIlA 79-0722]	 p0282 879-28255 
Aeroelastic tailoring studies in fighter aircraft 
design 
[1181 79-0725)	 p0282 179-28257 
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for 
composite high aspect ratio wings 
[lIlA 79-0726]	 p0282 179-28258 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
(LIlA 79-0724)	 p0263 179-28290 
pormulatién of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem cf coupled rotor/support systems 
(lilA 79-0732]	 p0319 179-29006 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls /DYLOFLEI/ 
(lilA 79-07431	 p0320 879-29015 
A generalized modal shock spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
(lilA 79-0745]	 p0220 179-29017 
On the role of shocks in the -sub-transonic-
flutter phenomenon 
(LIlA 79-0765]	 p032C A79-29C19 
Numerical-computation of aeroelastically corrected 
transonic loads 
(lilA 79-0766]	 p0220 179-29020 
Design, development, and testing of an active 
flutter margin augmentation system for a 
commercial transport airplane 
[lilA 79-0790]	 p8322 879-29034 
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades 
[8188 79-0793]	 p0322 179-29036 
Effect of chordwise forces and deformaticns and 
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter 
[lilA 79-07941	 p0222 879-29037 
An application of ground vibration test results to 
calculate aeroelastic stability and control 
parameters 
[lilA 79-0830]	 p0323 879-29046 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculaticns 
(lilA 79-0772]	 p0324 179-29050 
lerohydrOelaStic opening of a shell in unsteady flow 
p0225 A79-29151 
Characteristics of aeroelastjc instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
[1188 79'-70111	 p0328 879729386 
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a 
linear cascade wind tunnel 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-6) 	 p0390 879-32296 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Each number.
I - Pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1111	 p0393 179-32386 
Evaluation of the aerodynamic damping of the 
oscillations of turbine blades with a view to 
pitch, stagger angle, and curvature of blades 
p0398 179-32828 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the 10-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 879-38136 
Aeroelastic models for cryogenic wind tunnels 
(ONFRA, TP NO. 1979-391	 p0473 179-39088 
Vortex-induced oscillations - A selective review 
p0474 179-39751 
Optimization of the weight of a wing with 
constraints on the static aeroelasticity 
p0525 179-42410 
The fibre composite helicopter blade
p0535 A79-43712 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
tunnel model 
(lilA 79-1633]	 p0566 179-85314 
Some observations on four current subjects related 
to aeroelastic stability
p0602 179-47093 
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout 
Helicopter /ASH/ 
[INS 79-19]	 p0628 879-49072 
On single-degree-of-freedom flutter induced by 
activated controls
p0640 A79-49867 
Comment on active flutter control using 
generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory 
p0640 179-89873 
Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of 
- control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft 
structures
p0687 179-52145 
Wind tunnel tests of a blade subjected to midchord 
torsional oscillation at high subsonic stall 
flutter conditions 
[RASA-TM-78998)	 pOO86 1479-12016 
The aeroelastic analysis of a two-dimensional 
airfoil in transonic flow 	 - 
[AD-A057505]	 p0087 N79-12023 
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in thin airfoil 
cascades 
[10-1059718)	 p0158 1479-14029 
Aeroelastic response and stability of a coupled 
rotor/support system with application to large 
horizontal axis with turbines
p0226 4479-16346 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results	 - 
(NASA-TN-79085]	 -	 p0242 8479-17263 
Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN 
[NASA-CR-309 44] 	 p0287 8479-17812 
Aeroservoelastic stability analysis of an airplane 
with a control augmentation system
p0305 8419-19006 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CR-159878]	 p0309 N79-19414 
AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
9: Aeroelastic flight test techniques and 
instrumentation 
(AGARC-AG-160-V0i-9]	 p0367 09-20138 
Predesign of the second generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
[AD-A064289]	 p0421 8479-22084 
Active control for- the Total-In-Flight simulator 
(ACTIPS) 
[NASA-CR-3118]	 -	 p0487 N79-23978 
Aeroelastically conformable rotor mission analysis 
[#D-8067338]	 p0495 8479-24985 
The influence of feedback on the aeroelastic 
behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including 
the effects of fuselage motion 
[NASA-CE-158778]	 p0549 N79-27125 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
[AGARO-CP-248]	 p0551 8479-27148 
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in 
rotorcraft
p0553 U79-27159 
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AEROSPACE SYSTEMS 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 N79-27178 
High FeynoldS Number Srtscnic Aerodynamics 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES16]	 p0579 R79-28119 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 579-28121 
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium 
of the Propulsion and Energetics on stresses, 
Vibrations, structural Integration and Engine 
Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter) 
(AGARD-AR-133]	 p0584 N79-28181 
A method for obtaining practical 
flutter-suppression control laws using results 
of optimal control theory 
[NASA-TP-1471]	 p0588 179-28614 
Dynamic Loads analysis system (DYLOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
[NASA-CR-2846-1]	 p0664 1179-31144 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DILOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 2: supplemental system design information 
[NASA-CR-2846-2]	 p0664 N79-31145 
HINAT structural development design methodology 
aeroelastic tailoring of the canard and wing 
box and distributed load tests 
[NASA-CR-144886]	 p0705 1179-32197 
AERO!AGNETO PLOTTER 
U FLUTTER 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Near-net-shape engine methods emerge --- aircraft 
engine parts fabrication technologies 
pOO17 A79-11449 
Assembly and repair of aircraft engine parts using 
pulsed TAG lasers
p0071 A79-15205 
The role of fluid mechanics in aviation technology 
(OGLE PAPER 78-2181	 p0183 179-20477 
Trislander fatigue test progress
p0 189 679-20885 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
project design --- for aircraft
p0261 679-26592 
Aerodynamics for engineers --- Book
p0644 A79-50375 
Aerodynamics, aeronautics, and flight mechanics 
Book
p0689 679-52571 
Aerodynamic center of wing-fuselage-nacelle 
combinations: Effect of rear-fuselage pylon 
mounted nacelles 
(E5DU-78013]	 p0032 579-10016 
Technical problems encountered with the LiLA-i 
flying laboratory 
[NASA-TM-75585]	 p0090 579-12062 
The use of panel methods with a view to problems 
in aircraft dynamics 
[NLB-MP-77009-U]	 p0216 N79-15916 
Highlights 
t AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-79/1]	 p0355 N79-20029 
A study on the utilization of advanced composites 
in commercial aircraft wing structure 
(NASA-CR-158902-2]	 p0369 N79-20190 
Aerospace structural metals handbook. Volume 5, 
supplement 11: Nonferrous alloys 
tAD-A0625531	 p0369 1179-20228 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
(NASA-TM-79185]	 p0490 579-24350 
Composite structural materials 
(NASA-CR-158851J	 p0585 1179-28235 
spinoff 1979 
[NAsA-TM-80481]	 p0589 1179-29108 
Enforcer aircraft 
[GPO-32-569]	 p0651 N79-30174 
scientific research, 1977 --- an overview of air 
transportation, aircraft design, propulsion 
systems, space technology, and reconnaissance 
p0712 N79-33150 
AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES 
An estimate of the economic benefit from a 
communication satellite to oceanic air traffic 
pO112 A79-17091 
A novel approach to the design of an all digital 
aeronautical satellite communication system 
p0674 579-31461 
AERONAUTICS 
Separated and unsteady flows in aeronautics - 
Research at the University of Bristol
-	 p0154 179-20107 
The application of system dynamics to a managerial 
model of aeronautical systems division 
[AD-6059312]	 p0169 579-14919 
Summary Report of the Icing Committee
p0243 579-17425 
Summary report of the Visibility Committee 
p0243 579-17426 
Summary report of the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Committee
p0243 1179-17427 
Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee 
p0243 1179-17428 
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee 
p0244 N79-17429 
Summary report of the Aircraft Design Committee 
p0244 N79-17430 
Summary report of the Weather services Committee 
p0244 1179-17431 
Summary report of the Data Acquisition and 
Utilization
p0244 N79-17432 
Factor of safety - USAF design practice 
conferences 
(AD-A070237]	 p0703 1179-32183 
AZ HO P 11 IS ICS 
U ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
AEBOSAT SATELLITES 
High speed digital transmission, the key for a 
simple Aerosat airborne equipment
p0112 179-17098 
AEROSOLS 
NT FOG 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
NT AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Reliability and quality in aeronautics and 
astronautics; Meeting, Hanover, West Germany, 
April 27, 28, 1978, Reports
p0081 A79-16576 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
Structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 1.79-20559 
Present and future developments in aerospace 
materials and structures
p0208 1.79-214081 
Research needs in aerospace structural dynamics 
[AIAA 79-0826]	 p0323 179-29042 
Unique environmental test facilities at Orlando 
Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace 
p0338 A79-30448 
Global services systems - Space communication 
[6111. 79-0946]	 p0408 1.79-34761 
Advanced fabrication processes 
[AGARD-CP-256]	 p0442 N79-23236 
European scientific notes, volume 32, number 5 
(AD-A0654100)	 p0445 0179-23885 
Analytical modeling of the, dynamics of brushless 
dc motors for aerospace applications: A 
conceptual framework 
[NASA-TM-80 4145]	 p0502 579-25310 
AEROSPACE ERYIROEMENTS 
Unique environmental test facilities at Orlando 
Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace 
p0338 A79-30448 
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
U.S. aerospace industry opinion of the effect of 
computer-aided prediction-design technology on 
future wind-tunnel test requirements for 
aircraft development programs 
[AIAA PAPER 79-01071	 p0141 179-19534 
Aerospace usage versus commercial utilization of

graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composites 
p0187 179-20861 
Some TIG-welding applications in the aerospace 
industry
p0342 179-30644 
Dry friction in the aerospace industry 
p0476 A79-39873 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1971 - 
1977
p0310 1179-19621 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS 
Current work in materials and 
methods-of-construction research --- composite 
and ceramic materials for aerospace systems 
p0332 1.79-29591 
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Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 A79-45302 
Computers in Aerospace Conference, 2nd, Los 
Angeles, Calif., October 22-24, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0697 179-54378 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications 
tAD-10614283	 p0238 N79716958 
Scientific research, 1971 --- an overview of air 
transportation, aircraft design, propulsion 
systems, space technology, and reconnaissance 
p0712 N79-33150 
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
Spinoff 1979 
[NASA-TM-80481] 	 pO589 N79-29108 
AEROSPACE VEHICLES 
A minimum weight analysis of aerospace vehicle 
recovery systems 
(AD-A058025]	 p0C92 N79-12072 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
[AGARDCP235]	 pO115 R79-15061 
Techniques for dynamic stability testing in wind 
tunnels
p0176 N79-15062 
RO SF AC ERL AR ES 
A Bars Airplane . . . Oh really --- aerospaceplane 
design for Mars expicration 
[hAl PAPER 79-0067]	 p0140 179-19516 
RHEOSTATS 
U AIRSHIPS 
ANHOTBERMODYNAMICS 
Influence of geometric effects on the aspect ratio 
optimization of axial turbine bladings 
[15MB PAPER 78-GT-1731	 p0010 179-10809 
Plane problems of aerother.00ptics --- refraction 
in two-dimensional nonuniform medium 
p0266 A79-26865 
Method for digital computer calculation of 
unsteady temperature fields in turbomachine discs 
p0280 A79-277146 
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally 
spaced fan rotors 
[ASM! PAPER 79-GT-4] 	 p0339 A79-30503 
Heat transfer to turbine blades, with special 
reference to the effects of mainstream turbulence 
(ASME PAPER 79-07-26] 	 p0339 179-30514 
Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
operating under unsteady heating and loading 
conditions
p0346 A79-32046 
On some methods for the numerical simulation of 
flows with complex structure
p0408 A79-34691 
Noise characteristics of heated high velocity 
rectangular jets --- jet engine application 
p0464 A79-38399 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the 
design of turbomachinery 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1231]	 pO470 179-38995 
Effect of cooling of the central body on startup, 
separation of the flow at the intake and the 
throttling characteristics of air scoops at 
supersonic and hypersonic velocities 
p0688 179-52438 
Beat transfer over the initial section of turbine 
blade cooling channels under conditions of 
rotation
p0689 179-52608 
The aerothermodynamics of aircraft gas turbine 
engines 
[AD-1059784]	 p0165 N79-14103 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
[BMVG-FBWT-78-4)	 p0288 979-17816 
ThermostruCtural analysis of a scraujet 
fuel-injection strut
p0386 N79-21427 
AFCS (CONTROL SISTER) 
U AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CCNTECI 
AFTERBODIES 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0135]	 pO142 A79-19554 
lB scanning camera measurements of an exhaust 
plume from an axisyimetric nozzle afterbody 
model at transonic Bach numbers
p0281 179-28097 
Evaluation of methods for prediction of propulsion 
system drag 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1148]	 p0466 179-38961 
A parametric study of support system interference 
effects on nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent 
drag in wind tunnel testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1168]	 p0467 A79-38968
Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
Recommended testing techniques based on IF-17 
experience 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1829]	 p0608 179-47903 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisymmetric nozzle afterbody performance in 
transonic flow 
[AU-A057363]	 p0046 N79-11052
Mass injection and jet flow simulation effects on 
transonic afterbody drag 
(AD-A061376)	 p0241 1479-17178 
Afterbody tests in the Modane hot gas bench 
[AAAF-NT-78-10)	 pO437 1479-23095 
AFTERBURNERS 
U APTERBtJRNING 
AFTERBUBBING 
Jet curtain flameholder for aircraft afterburners 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-95]	 p0007 179-10761 
Characteristics of a turbojet bypass engine with 
afterburner during oxygen supply to the 
afterburner
p0083 179-16808 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
[AIAA 79-7018)	 p0328 A79-29391
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1199)	 p0469 179-38981
Characteristics of afterbarning bypass turbojet 
engine with oxygen injection into the 
afterburner chamber
p0613 179-48519 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 A79-50440 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of a TF30 afterburning turbofan engine 
[NASA-TP-1372] 	 p0102 1479-13045 
10-frequency augmentor instability study 
AD-A0651441	 p0423 1479-22104 
Operating condition and geometry effects on 
low-frequency afterburner combustion instability 
in a turbofan at altitude 
[NASA-TP-1475]	 p0498 1479-25022
Alternate subsonic low-cost engine 
[AD-1067277]	 p0542 1479-26058
Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and 
afterburner system
p0554 1479-27172 
AGING (MATERIALS) 
Overage indicators for prepreg products --- 	 -
materials performance for military aircraft 
p0530 A79-43253 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in an 
Air Force reparable item process: A model of 
aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0093 N79-12082 
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT 
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of an Ayres 
S2R-800 Thrush Agricultural Airplane 
(SI! PAPER 790618)	 p0457 179-36746
Model study of aircraft disk brakes
p0465 A79-38816 
Agricultural helicopters --- test and simulation 
results 
(ABS 79-60)	 p0627 A79-49064
System design requirements for advanced 
rotary-wing agricultural aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158938]	 p0541 379-26046
AGRICULTURE 
Environmental factors affecting the installation. 
andoperation of gas turbine engines in 
agricultural aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 781010] 	 p0256 A79-25892 
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	 AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPIENT 
Advanced . system design requirements for large and 
small fixed-wing aerial application systems for 
agriculture 
(NASA-CE-158939)	 p0291 4479-17848 
Study of future world markets for agricultural 
aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158937]	 p0377 4479-21000 
Identification of high payoff research for more 
efficient applicator helicopters is agriculture 
and forestry 
[NASA-CR-152258]	 p0419 N79-22076 
411-64 HELICOPTER 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - TAB-64
poo13 479-10904 
Damage tolerant design of the TAH-64 main rotor 
blade
pOO144 479-10914 
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear 
p0014 A79-10918 
Ultrasonic welding /solid state bonding/ of 
aircraft structure - Pact or fancy
p0015 A79-10921 
Multiplex system for the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64 
(ABS 78-14]	 p0120 479-181140 
Pilot night vision system /PNVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /448/ 
CARS 78-161	 p0120 A79-18142 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
CARS 78-31]	 p0122 479-18157 
Inertia welding of YAB-64 main rotor drive shaft 
[AIlS 78-32]	 p0122 479-18158 
Damage tolerant design of the !AH-64 drive system 
(AIlS 78-46]	 p0123 479-18169 
Actuator and hydraulic strvivability concepts for 
Hughes YAB-64
pO6S3 479-53636 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 479-53637 
AILERONS 
NT SPOILER SLOT AILEECNS 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
[AIAA PAPER 79-01343	 p0142479-19553 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
(4144 79-07381	 p0323 479-29049 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
C?RP structures for aircraft aileron 
(DGLR PAPER 79-011]	 p0390 479-32307 
A method for the optimal layout of driving 
mechanisms of the aileron for gliders and 
motorplanes
p0411 479-35921 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
[4144 PAPER 79-1807]	 p0606 479-47891 
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight 
p0376 979-20983 
A general method for the layout of ailerons and 
elevators of gliders and motorplanes 
D0545 N79-27076 
AIR HEARINGS 
U GAS BEARINGS 
RIB BREATHING ENGINES 
NT EUCTED FAN ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT TP-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Geometric scaling and performance of dump 
combustors with vortex amplification and swirl 
generation by gas jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0382]	 p01147 479-19699 
Air-inlet engine matching problems of a jet aircraft 
(4144 79-70043	 p0327 479-29380
A critical-review of performance monitoring 
systems on the basis of the experience obtained 
from routine applications --- for aircraft engines 
(AIAA 79-7006)	 p0327 479-29381 
A technique for engine maintenance cost forecasting 
[AIAA 79-7007]	 p0327 479-29382 
Airbreathing engines - aerodynamic aspects 
p0301 4479-18925 
Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical 
missiles
p0387 4479-211137 
Multivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
(NASA-TM-79183]	 p0497 N79-25015 
AIR CARGO 
Overview of the small package air carrier industry 
- A study of the operations in Federal Express 
(SAN PAPER 7805401	 p0005 479-10406 
Directions for developing an air cargo system 
planning model 
(SAN PAPER 780556]	 p0006 479-10411 
Very Large Vehicle Conference, Arlington, Va., 
April 26, 27, 1979, Technical Papers 
p0404 479-33827 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
(AIAA 79-08 442)	 p0404 A79-33829 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphibian aircraft 
(4144 79-0849)	 p0405 479-33832 
Ilyushin 'Candid' --- Soviet transport for 
enhanced air mobility and logistical support 
p0525 479-42423 
Disaggregate mode-share models for air freight 
policy analysis
p0564 479-45249 
Network design
p0044 N79-11008 
Large cargo aircraft: A technology assessment, 
volume 1 
[P8-286896/6]	 p0217 N79-15927 
Large cargo aircraft: A technology assessment, 
volume 2 
[PB-286897/4]	 p0217 N79-15928 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS), 
volume 1 
[NASA-CE-1589151	 p0289 fl79-17822 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS), 
volume 2 
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Military fiber optics applications
p0280 179-28040 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSR 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
p0346 A79-31691 
An optical-fiber inultiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 179-36484 
Some possible applicaticns of identification 
theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft 
communication
p0451 179-36589 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
p0465 179-38706 
The F-16 BIN program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty
p0476 179-39889 
Application oriented simulation as a tool for the 
planning of radio beacon systems --- for 
aircraft communications 
[DGLR PAPER 79-042] 	 p0519 179-42368 
The basic geodetic shapes and position lines 
p0533 A79-43507 
Handbook of flight communication and radio equipment 
Russian book
p0564 179-44894 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UHF 
radios
p0614 179-48598 
The ATCBI-5 beacon interrogator --- Air Traffic 
Control Beacon Interrogator
p0621 179-48693 
A report on the Sperry Dome Radar
p0637 179-49567 
The investigaticn of aircraft interference problems 
p0690 179-52888 
Air traffic control and C/3/I - A comparative 
analysis 
[AIAA 79-1917]	 p0698 179-54390 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 879-19647 
Hap-of-the-earth communication program for US Army 
helicopters 
(AD-A063089)	 0	 p0490 879-24232 
UHF coplanar-slot antenna for 
aircraft-to-satellite data communications 
[NASA-Tl1-79239]	 p0867 879-31185 
Performance predictions and trials of a helicopter 
UHF data link
p0675 879-31476 
New devices for digital communications in avionics 
p0675 879-31481 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 N79-31491 
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Operational reliability of climate and pressure 
control equipment for passenger aircraft 
Russian book
p0012 179-10850 
The F-16 environmental control system 
(AS!! PAPER 78-ERAS711] 	 pOO27 179-12560 
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem 
with shading --- modeling aircraft compartments 
thermodynamics
p0028 179-12784 
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland 
DHC-7 nose avionics ccmpartnent using aramid 
composites
p0111 179-17059 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior 
fabrics
p0126 179-18302 
Demonstration of potential acoustic gains from 
conventional cabin soundproofing treatments 
p0135 179-18692 
Cabin noise reduction for the Agusta 1-109 
helicopter
p0135 179-18693 
Laboratory fire testing of cabin materials used in 
commercial aircraft
p0211 179-24177
A finite element subvolu,e technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0585] 	 p0267 179-26882 
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior noise 
[ATIA PAPER 79-0582]	 pO272 A79-26943 
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
inside cabins of two 8-747 airliners and a Gates 
Learjet business jet
p0278 179-27571 
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions 
by stringer and frame damping 
(AIAA PAPER 78-504)	 p0315 179-28611 
An experimental study of propeller-induced 
structural vibration and interior noise 
(SAE PAPER 790625]	 p0458 A79-36753 
Special sandwich constructions for the interior of 
commercial aircraft
p0530 179-43270 
Ron-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft and 
spacecraft applications 
(lOAF PAPER 79-204)	 p0691 A79-53355 
- Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 179-53722 
The effective acoustic environment of helicopter 
crewmen
p0040 1179-10850 
Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and 
path identification and characterization 
p0041 879-10856 
A practical approach to helicopter internal noise 
prediction
p0041 879-10857 
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case 
histories
p0041 879-10858 
The influence of the noise environment on crew 
communications	 -
p0041 879-10860 
Helicopter internal noise reduction research and 
development application to the 51 360 and SA 365 
Dauphin
p0041 879-10861 
Douglas Aircraft cabin fire tests
p0087 879-12031 
Fire testing in the Boeing 707 cabin section 
p0087 879-12032 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics 
p0088 1179-12041 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 	 - 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 879-12043 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1 
[10-1058547]	 p0089 1179-12050 
Technical evaluation report on the Specialists' 
Meeting of the Flight Mechanics Panel on Piloted 
Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
[AGARD-AR-126)	 p0093 1179-12080 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics,, phase 
1: Fire containment test of a wide body 
aircraft lavatory module 
(NASA-CB-152074)	 p0096 1179-12151 
Pool fire radiation through a door in a simulated 
aircraft fuselage 
(P11-81-78-38)	 p0295 879-1766 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins 
[NASA-CP-2066]	 p0379 879-21021 
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: 
Objectives and approach
p0379 879-21022 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on in-flight 
measurements
p0379 B79-21023 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Summary 
of recommendations
p0380 1179-21026 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
p0380 1179-21027 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
A: Ozone toxicity
p0380 879-21028 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. In-flight measurements 
p0380 1179-21029 
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ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
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high ozone
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Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Appendix 
B: Overview papers. Ozone destruction techniques 
p0380 879-21031 
Physical and subjective studies of aircraft 
interior noise and vibration 
(NASA-T8-80084]	 p0445 879-23754 
Recent advances in 'materials toxicology 
p0666 879-31169 
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
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FIREMEN program
p0667 879-31178 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics. Phase 
2: Sandwich panel resin system development 
[NASA-CR-152120]	 p0674 879-31358 
Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials 
for aircraft seats 
[14ASA-TN-78594]	 p0708 879-32265 
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Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations 
p0023 A79-12366 
Parametric investigation of vertical canards at 
large incidence angles 
[DGLB PAPER 78-112] 	 p0060 R79-14070 
A computer-aided aircraft Configuration 
Development System 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0064)	 p0140 A79-19513 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configurations
p0153 A79-20100 
Helicopter aerodynamics 
[DGLR PAPER 78-225]	 p0183479-20482 
Experimental techniques used to evaluate 
propulsion system interference effects on the 
cruise configuration of the Boeing C-14 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0335]	 p0202 A79-23555 
Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization 
to supersonic cruise aircraft design 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0652)	 p0270 A79-26927 
Requirements and major decision outline - Total 
program
p0333 A79-29593 
Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic 
V1'STOL 
[ASHE PAPER 78-GT-57]	 p0398 A79-32934 
The Lockheed C-5: Case study in aircraft design 
Book
p0451 A79-36646 
Spin flight research summary 
[SAE PAPER 790565]	 p0452 A79-36706 
The Learjet Longhorn' series - The first jets 
with winglets 
[SAE PAPER 790581]	 p0453 A79-36716 
Project Sunrise --- solar-powered aircraft flight 
demonstration 
[AIAA PAPER'79-1264]	 p0470 A79-39010 
The impact of operational requirements on V/STOL 
propulsion concept selection 
(AIAA PAPER 79-12831	 p0471 A79-39018 
V/STOL aircraft configuration effects on exhaust 
gas ingestion 
(ATAA PAPER 79-1284]	 p0471 A79-39019 
Preparing for the TKP. 90
p0508 A79-40326 
Type A V/STOL propulsion system development 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1287]	 p0510 A79-40755 
Nuclear aircraft innovations and applications 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0846]	 P0515 A79-81913 
British lighter-than-air activity - A review 
[AIAA 79-1583]	 P0522 A79-42385 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
p0532 A79-43456 
Ringlets are no drag --- enhancement of 
aerodynamic efficiency with vertical wingtip 
extensions
p0532 A79-43457 
Propulsion system and airframe integration 
consideration for advanced air-to-surface aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1120)	 p0563 A79-44800 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations
(flAB 79-1663)	 P0568 79-45330 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 10 
p0604 A79-47606 
V/STOL Technology. - Where do we stand
p0608 A79-47607 
Recent V/STOL aircraft designs
p0608 A79-47608 
The effects of configuration changes on spin and 
recovery characteristics of a low-wing general 
aviation research airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1786]	 p0604 A79-47876 
Manned strategic system concepts 1990-2000 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1793] 	 p0605 A79-47882 
Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
Recommended testing techniques based on IF-17 
experience 
[BlAB PAPER 79-1829] 	 p0608 A79-47903 
Interactional aerodynamics - A new challenge to 
helicopter technology 
[ABS 79-59]	 p0633 A79-49109 
Application of Lagrange Optimization to the drag 
polar utilizing experimental data 
(BlAB PAPER 79-1833)	 p0638 A79-49335 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
'(AIAA PAPER 79-1856]	 p0635 A79-49339 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 3: Pylon 
load data method 1 
[NASA-CE-150835]	 p0036 R79-10050 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster deceleration 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 4: Pylon 
load data 
[NASA-CR-150836]	 p0036 879-10051 
Design charts and boundaries for identifying 
departure resistant fighter configurations 
[AD-A058043]	 p0092 879-12073 
Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to 
parameter variations 
(AD-A057683)	 p0095 879-12097 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30,. 
2.96, and 3.30 --- Langley Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel test 
(NASA-TM-78792]	 p0158 879-14025 
Calculation of aerodynamic pressure distributions 
on arbitrary aircraft geometries using the 
woodward aerodynamic analysis program 
[AD-A059709)	 p0158 879-14028 
B new method for designing shock-free transonic 
configurations 
[NASA-CB-158063)	 P0169 879-14997 
The use of panel methods for stability derivatives 
p0178 N79-15081 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane 
[RASA-CR-185274]	 p0218 N79-15940 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 2 
(RASA-CB-145074]	 p0232 879-16839 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 3 
[NASA-CR-145103]	 p0232 879-16840 
Comparison of the aerodynamic properties of an 
aeroplane with the tail-first configuration and 
with the conventional configuration 
[8LL-RTS-11520)	 p0285 879-17794 
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow 
computation 
[AGBRD-AG-241]	 p0362 879-20088 
Surface pressure data for a supersonic-cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, 3.30 
(NASA-TN-80061]	 p0817 879-22051 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics --- military 
aircraft 
(AD-A066983]	 p0501 879-25248 
Technology requirements and readiness for very 
large vehicles 
(NASA-TN-80127]	 p0546 879-27086 
Summary of results for a twin-engine, low-wing 
airplane substructure crash impact condition 
analyzed with program KRASH 
(AD-A069171]	 p0549 879-27116 
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Ident!gicaticn of aircraft parameters in 
turbulence with non-rational spectral density 
p0584 879-28182 
In-flight handling qualities investigation of 
various longitudinal short tern dynamics and 
direct lift control combinations for flight path 
tracking using DFVLR By E 320 variable Stability 
aircraft
p0660 879-30237 
Introduction and overview of configurations 
for transcnic flows
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(P8-297216/4]	 p0713 879-33176 
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All weather cockpit canopies. I - The F16 
p0006 879-10619 
Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
pOO14 A79-10915 
Survey of the application of reinforced composites 
in European helicopters
p0014 A79-10917 
Development of a multitubular spar composite main 
rotor blade
p0015 879-10919 
Nondestructive inspection of aircraft structures 
and materials via acoustic emission
pOOlS 879-10991 
New construction materials for gas turbine engines 
and technology for processing these materials 
p0026 879-12533 
Lightning protection from aircraft
p0062 879-14105 
Basic problem of controlling non-Rewtonian fluid 
flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of 
aircraft plastics
p0069 879-14858 
Composite materials in helicopters
p0081 879-16514 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies
p0111 879-17018 
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
p0111 879-17058 
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland 
DHc-7 nose avionics ccmpartment using aranid 
composites -
p0111 A79-17C59 
The application of reinforced plastics to the 
emergency repair of aircraft
p0118 879-17965 
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics 
of composite airframe structures 
[ABS 78-51)	 p0124 879-18174 
Spacewound composite structures 
(MIS 78-52)	 p0124 879-18175 
Composite wing technology on the AV-88 advanced 
aircraft 
CARS 78-53)	 p0124 879-18176 
The application of composites to secondary 
structures 
CARS 78-551	 p0125 879-18177 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters 
CABS 78-571	 p0125879-18178 
Rotor blade lag plane frequency optimisation using 
visco-elastic damping --- for helicopters 
p0130 A79-18652 
Recent advancements in elastomeric products for 
improving helicopter reliability and 
maintainability
p0136 879-18695 
The CB-46 rotor blade transition from metal to 
composite materials 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/AER0-9]	 p0148 879-19723 
Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern 
structural designs 
(DGLR PAPER 78-176] 	 p0151 879-20018 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
[DGLB PAPER 78-181) 	 p0151 879-20022 
Relative behavior of graphite/epoxy and aluminum 
in a lightning environment --- aircraft safety
considerations
p0187 A79-20864 
Lightning conductive characteristics of graphite 
composite structures --- for aircraft protection 
p0188 A79-20866 
Composite structure applications for commercial 
aircraft
-	 p0188 879-20874 
Advanced composite fan frame for the Quiet Clean 
Short-Haul Experimental Engine /QCSEE/ 
p0188 879-20879 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 879-22774 
Structural design, tooling and manufacturing of a 
composite TF-16 forward fuselage
p0210 879-24111 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite Structures
p0211 879-24131 
Repair of directionally solidified airfoil 
components
p0211 879-24134 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 879-24142 
Laboratory fire testing of cabin materials used in 
commercial aircraft
p0211 879-24177 
Applicability of certain plastics in aviation 
industry from viewpoint of toxicology 
p0212 879-24195 
Design against fatigue - current trends --- for 
aircraft structural reliability 
[8188 79-0689]	 p0275 879-27355 
Environmental models for moisture absorption by 
aircraft composites
p0278 879-27572 
Structural aluminum materials for the 19801s 
[AIRA 79-07551	 - p0282 879-28270 
Future trends in aircraft structural materials 
p0319 879-28977 
Current work in materials and 
methods-of-construction research --- composite 
and ceramic materials for aerospace systems 
p0332 819-29591 
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- ,under airfield humidity 
and temperature conditions
p0336 879-30011 
Design of a typical aeronautical structure from 
carbon-resin composites
p0336 A79-30174 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CFRP structures for aircraft aileron 
[DGLR PAPER 79-011] 	 p0390 879-32307 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials
p0399 879-33201 
Development of an aircraft composite propeller 
[SAE PAPER 7905791
	
p0453 879-36714 
Installation for studying fatigue strength of 
materials in acoustic loading --- for aircraft 
skins
p0473 A79-39010 
YC- 14 thermoplastic/graphite elevator
p0529 879-43241 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft 
YF-12 skin structures
p0529 879-43243 
C-141 hybrid composite leading edge --- materials 
and fabrication methods
p0529 879-43244 
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in 
aircraft construction
p0530 879-43269 
Special sandwich constructions for the interior of 
commercial aircraft
p0530 A79-43270 
High-performance reinforced plastic structures for 
civil aviation
p0602 879-47302 
New materials for future commercial aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1804] 	 p0606 A79-47889 
Handbook on aircraft materials and their 
application technology
p0612 879-48311 
Metal-matrix composite structures	 - 
[AilS 79-34]	 p0630 819-49086 
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Certification of composites in civil aircraft 
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Direct effects, protection methods for thin 
skins/composites --- lightning protection for 
aircraft
p0683 179-51144 
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft 
passenger seat materials, phase 2 
(NASA-CR-152184]	 p0089 879-12048 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
[AD-A060322]	 p0181 m79-15203 
Pressure modeling of vertically burning aircraft 
materials 
(RC78-BT-29]	 p0238 879-16932 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications 
(AD-A061428)	 p0238 879-16958 
Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium 
structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft 
(NASA-CE-2744]	 pO2SR 879-18320 
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0373 879-20416 
Dynamic behavior of aircraft materials 
[AD-A064592]	 p0420 879-22078 
Analysis of the mechanical properties of rigid 
foams with particular consideration of a rigid 
polyether structural foam 
(80-229)	 p0481 879-23227 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied ccmmercial 
transport aircraft 
[NASA-CB-159071]	 p0557 879-27246 
Environmental exposure effects on composite 
materials for commercial aircraft 
[NASA-CE-1588381	 p0585 879-28232 
High performance composites and adhesives for 
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(AD-A069611]	 p0661 879-30332 
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Flight and propulsion ccntrol integration for 
selected in-flight thrust vectoring modes 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-79)	 p0008 A79-10768 
The Wright brothers' flight-control system 
canard configuration
p0015 A79-11125 
method of eliminating static and dynamic errors in 
the reproduction of motion of TV-simulator 
displays --- for aircraft flight
p0020 A79-12153 
Desensitizing constant gain feedback linear 
regulators
p0023 179-12290 
Active control --- aircraft systems
p0026 A79-12534 
Nan-machine interface --- aircraft control and 
displays
p0055 179-13250 
Onboard navigation and flight control integrated 
- system architecture
p0055 179-13251 
Consideraticus on the design of warning systems 
for aircraft flight malfunctioning 
p0055 179-13252 
Study of the integration cf active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver ccntrol, gust-load 
control, and direct control of lift 
(DGLB PAPER 78-1111 	 p0060 179-14069 
Analytic design of airplane automatic pitch 
controller
p0069 179-14863 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-SA wing 
loading alleviation
p0070 179-14977 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0070 179-14978 
Comparative study between two different active 
flutter suppression systems
p0061 179-16495 
Fly-by-wire for vertical lift 
CABS 78-15]	 p0120 179-18141
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power 
management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
(IRS 78-481	 p0124 179-18171 
The Tr-Pan V/STOL propulsion/control concept 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0121]	 p0142 A79-19546 
The evolution of fly-by-wire control techniques in 
the UK
p0152 179-20081 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transport aircraft 
p0155 179-20117 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control 
systems --- Russian book
p0185 179-20665 
?-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
control system concept 
[1111 PAPER 79-0403]
	
p0203 179-23577 
The impact of the total lightning environment on 
aircraft flight control systems
p0249 A79-25319 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant 
computer for aircraft control --- Software 
Implemented Fault Tolerant systems
p0252 179-25718 
Control system time response optimization - A 
nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft 
flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0540]	 p0253 179-25859 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian book
p02514 179-25875 
P-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 179-26527 
Plight testing the Kfir
p0259 179-26530 
Development of the L-1011 Plight management System 
p0260 179-26535 
Recent developments in active control technology 
--- for fighter aircraft design 
(lilA 79-0708]	 p0277 179-27368 
Design, development, and testing of an active 
flutter margin augmentation system for a 
commercial transport airplane 
(lilA 79-0790)	 p0322 179-29034 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
(lIlA 79-0738]	 p0323 179-29049 
Design benefits from V/STOL control/display 
simulation program at Lockheed
p0331 179-29479 
An 1-221 flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 179-29484 
Flight dynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book on aircraft stability and control 
p0345 179-31491 
Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book 
p0346 179-31901 
Modeling the sensitivity of a linear system to a 
decrease in its order by the method of 
infinitesimal transformation in the problem of 
yaw control 
-	 p0348 179-32040 
Semiautomatic control of aircraft: Systems of 
manual aircraft control --- Russian book 
p0 I4O6 179-34504 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for multi-Function Inertial 
Reference Assembly /NIPA/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
p0 1448 179-36082 
Spin flight research summary 
[SAE PAPER 790565] 	 p0452 179-36706 
Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems 
[SIR PAPER 790608]	 p0456 179-36739 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponentials as natrizant
p0466 179-38885 
Flight control. II - Control system design 
German book
p0507 179-40155 
Fly-by-light
p0533 179-43458 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
[lilA 79-1674]	 p0568 179-145339 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
(lilA 79-1676]	 p0568 179-45340 
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Effect of reduced visibility on VTOL handling 
quality and display requirements 
[AIAA 79-1680]	 p0569 A79-115343 
Folded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
[AIAA 79-1682]	 p0569 879-453144 
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C-141A Starlifter 
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considerations
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Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air 
vehicle
p0692 879-53631 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch
p0695 879-53946 
On modeling sensitivity ct a linear system to 
reduction of its order by the infinitesimal 
transformation method in the yaw motion control 
problem
p0695 879-54044 
Flight tests of a microprocessor control system 
(AIAA 79-1962]	 p0698 879-54412 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND 
[NASA-CB-152187]	 p0035 879-10038 
Investigations for the calculation of robust 
control systems --- aircraft control, sensor 
failure 
(ESA-TT-488]	 p0048 879-11016 
The Total In-Flight Simulator (TIPS) aerodynamics 
and systems: Description and analysis 
maneuver control and gust alleviators 
(NASA-CR-158965]	 p0166 879-14113 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft 
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173 879-15041 
Handling qualities of a simulated SlOt aircraft in 
natural and computer-generated turbulence and 
shear
p0223 879-15981 
Active-control design criteria	 - 
p0236 879-16067
Control-configured combat aircraft
p0236 879-16868 
Summary- of the Aircraft Cperations committee 
p0243 879-17428 
The optimal control frequency response problem in

manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0244 879-17476 
Acquisition of control information in a wind shear 
p0245 879-17518 
-Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
estimation methods --- equation error and 
maximum likelihood methods 
[RASA-TP-1306]	 p0360 879-20071 
Display/control requirements for automated VTOL 
aircraft - 
[RASA-CE-156905]	 p0364 879-20112 
Stability and control derivative estimates 
obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 
aircraft 
[NASA-TN-72863]	 p0367 879-20134 
Parametric analysis of stereometric tracker for 
use in tactical aircraft 
[AD-A064688]	 p0421 879-22086 
- Active control transport design criteria 
[PAPER-6663]	 p0433 879-23065 
Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant 
modeling for high-gain control 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12215-1] 	 p0437 879-23097 
State of the art survey of technologies applicable 
to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and controls 
program 
[NASA-CB-159050]	 p0546 879-27087 
Theory, design and experimental study of an 
eddy-current/hydromechanical stability augmentor 
for aircraft
p0584 W79-28185 
• An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
•	 [NASA-cE-152307]	 p0595 879-29196 
-. Applications of pattern recognition systems for 
day/night precision aircraft control 
p0656 879-30204 
Stability and control --- conferences 
IGARD-CP-260]	 p0658 879-30218 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integrated flight systems
-	 p0658 879-30223 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized 
- -
	
p0658 879-30224 
,
Design considerations for reliable FBW flight 
control	 - 
-	 - -
	 p0659 879-30231 
1-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 879-30236 
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane 
p0660 1479-30238 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
(NLB-NP-78035-0]	 p0660 879-30240 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-cR-159148]	 p0718 879-33217 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled 
longitudinal controls during approach and 
landing of a medium jet transport in the 
presence of wind shear 
(NASA-TP-1519]	 p0718 879-33218 
AIRCRAFT DESIGN 
NT HELICOPTER DESIGN 
Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of 
aircraft 
rSAE PAPER 7805681
	 p0006 879-10415 
Propulsion cycle and configuration commonality 
considerations for subsonic V/SlOt design 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-88] 	 p0007 A79-10764 
The Wright brothers' flight-control system 
canard configuration 
	
-	 p0015 A79-11125 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 A79-11370 
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Aircraft air conditioning systems --- Russian book 
p0017 179-11442 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
p0017 179-11444 
Recent theoretical developments and experimental 
studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics - 
With a view towards design
pOO17 A79-115119 
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-1071	 p0018 179-11572 
Method of calculating potential flows of an 
incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
poo19 A79-12126 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
p0019 A79-12138 
Application of gradient methods to the optimal 
design of components of load-bearing structures 
for aircraft minimum weight design 
p0020 179-12144 
Quality index for an iterative process of 
optimizing long-range aircraft parameters 
p0020 A79-12152 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings
p0020 179-12163 
Lift and longitudinal mcment of a 
small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a 
body of revolution
p0021 179-12168 
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic 
characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle 
p0021 179-12182 
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow 
past a profile
p0021 179-12205 
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength 
calculation taking into account the effect of 
deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces 
p0022 179-12213 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p0025 179-12936 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization 
Computer program for preliminary design of 
fighter aircraft
p0025 179-12960 
Advanced environmental cccling concepts for 
supersonic aircraft 
(ASNE PAPER 78-ERAS-211 	 p0027 179-12570 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 179-12953 
The smooth approximation method and its 
application to the mathematical description of 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing 
p0028 179-12955 
solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by 
a random search technique
p0028 179-12956 
Choice of a fuselage for a passenger aircraft 
p0028 179-12968 
Pilots view of the evolving air transport 
p0052 179-13085 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings --- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 179-13664 
study of the integration of active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load 
control, and direct control of lift 
(OGLE PAPER 78-111] 	 p0080 179-111069 
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the 
V-wing concept 
(OGLE PAPER 78-1141	 p0061 179-14072 
Engine requirements for the next generation of 
fighter aircraft 
(DGLR PAPER 78-124] 	 p0061 179-14077 
Designof the TEE system in relation to experience 
with the CCV-P104 program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems
for tactical fighter aircraft 
rDGLB PAPER 78-139] 	 p0062 179-14088 
Technology for aircraft energy efficiency 
p0062 179-14136 
Very large aircraft - Technology and operational 
implications
p0062 179-14137 
New aircraft technology and its impact on the 
airport - An airline viewpoint
p0063 179-14143 
Unmanned flight vehicle design parameter selection 
control configured optimization
p0069 179-14859 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing 
structure
p0070 179-14876 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 A79-14974 
Designing-in reliability - A new approach --- for 
E-18 Inertial Navigation System
p0072 179-15369 
The P/1-18 challenge - Readiness and low total cost 
p0073 A79-15402 
Development of an environmental design and test 
guide for Army rotary-wing aircraft
p0075 179-16078 
Analytical designing of complex systems. TI 
for aircraft
p0083 179-16794 
The design and fabrication of the de Havilland 
DHC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid 
composites
p0111 179-17059 
Soviet swing-wings --- NiG-23 fighter family 
characteristics
p0112 179-17125 
P-18 Hornet
p0115 179-11650 
Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
systems --- Russian book
p0115 179-17675 
The air-superiority fighter
p0118 179-18096 
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission 
application 
[ABS 78-09]	 p0119 179-18135 
High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting 
for surface to surface cruise missiles 
(ABS 78-10]	 p0119 179-18136 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSRA/ Emergency 
Escape System 
(ABS 78-12]	 p0120 179-18138 
The Yak-18T aircraft: Construction and operation 
Russian book
p0126 179-18297 
Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, 
and crossed aerodynamic derivatives of an 
aircraft at subsonic velocities
p0127 179-18385 
Computer-aided design at Israel Aircraft Industries 
p0127 179-18424 
The value of various technology advances for 
several V/STOL configurations
p0133 179-18672 
Tilt rotor aircraft and the U.S. Navy
p0133 179-18673 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research
p0133 179-18674 
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft and preliminary 
design of a larger aircraft for the U. S. Navy 
subsonic V/STOL mission
p0133 179-18678 
The aerodynamic design of aircraft --- Book 
p0138 179-19444 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0060] 	 p0139 179-19511 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
[1111 PAPER 79-0062] 	 p0139 A79-19512 
A computer-aided aircraft Configuration 
Development System 
(kIll PAPER 79-0064)	 p0140 179-19513 
A Mars Airplane . . . Oh really --- aerospaceplane 
design for Mars exploration 
(kIll PAPER 79-0067]	 p0140 179-19516 
An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign 
procedure using a fictitious gas method 
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[AIAA PAPER 79-0015)	 p0140 879-19520 
Design of transonic airfoil sections Using a 
similarity theory 
[8188 PAPER 79-0076]	 p0140 #79-19521 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
Optimization 
[AXAA PAPER 79-0079]	 p0140 A79-19523 
U.S. aerospace industry opinion of the effect of 
computer-aided prediction-design technology on 
future wind-tunnel test requirements for 
aircraft development programs 
[818k PAPER 79-0107)	 p0141 A79-19534 
The evaluation and use cf flying qualities 
considerations in conceptual design 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0232]	 p0144 A79-19611 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0238)	 p0144 879-19613 
Advances in supersonic configuration design methods 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0233]	 p0145 879-19672 
Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern 
structural designs 
[DGLB PAPER 78-176] 	 p0151 879-20018 
Thoughts cn the future of military aviation. I 
[DGLR PAPER 78-184]	 p0151 879-20025 
The role of wind tunnels in future aircraft 
development /Daniel and Florence Guggenheim 
International Memorial Lecture/
p0151 879-20077 
The evolution of fly-by-wire control techniques in 
the UK
p0152 879-20081 
Benefits of spanwisebloving at transcnic speeds 
0NEPA, TP WO. 1978-98]	 p0152 #79-20082 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 #79-20087 
Application of computational aerodynamics methods 
to the design and analysis of transport aircraft 
p0153 879-20099 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configurations
p0153 879-20100 
Evaluation and analysis of computations and 
experiments for transonic wing body configurations 
p0154 879-20105 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transport aircraft 
p0155 #79-20117 
The role of fluid mechanics in aviation technology 
(OGLE PAPER 78-218]	 p0183 879-20477 
Research and development in the area of fluid
mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal 
Republic of Germany 
[DOLE PAPER 78-223] 	 p0183 879-20481 
To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape 
optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade 
p0185 A79-20566 
Projected aircraft systems development 
CARS PAPER 78-194] 	 p0189 879-21278 
Towards a realistic structural analysis/design 
system --- computerized aircraft design 
P0199A79-22946 
computaticnal aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
(AIftA PAPER 79-0129]	 p0200 879-23515 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test of 
transonic wing designs 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0080)	 p0200 .A79-2352 
Advanced weapons carriage concepts through 
integrated design --- for aircraft 
	
AIAA PAPER 79-0092]	 p0201 879-23534 
Computational transonic design procedure for 
three-dimensional wings and wing-body combinations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0344)	 p0202 879-23552 
Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
[818k PAPER 79-0235] 	 p0203 #79-23568 
F-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
control system concept 
(AIAA PAPER 79-04031	 p0203 A79-23577 
	
Longhorns into service	 Learjet 28/29 
structures and performance capabilities 
p0212 879-24183 
Fundamentals of design. I - 'Whys' and 
'wherefores' of wings
p0251 879-25485
Technology for future air transports 
(818k PAPER 79-0529)	 p0253 A79-25853 
General aviation aircraft in the 1990's 
[8188 PAPER 79-0560]	 p0254 879-25866 
Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport 
aircraft structures 
[SAP PAPER 781021]	 p0256 A79-25896 
Trade-off studies with an interactive 
engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model 
[SAP PAPER 781033] 	 p0257 A79-25905 
V/STOL aircraft engine and mechanical drive 
component integration 
[SAE PAPER 781038] 	 p0258 879-25906 
Use of radio controlled models in the conceptual 
development of V/STOL aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 781050] 	 p0258 879-25915 
P-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 879-26527 
F-18 status report
p0259 879-26529 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0260 879-26536 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
project design --- for aircraft
p0261 A79-26592 
Theoretical lower limits of forebody drag 
p0261 A79-26593 
Design specifications for the capped balloons with 
special reference to their survival in the 
equatorial tropopause 
(AIAA 79-0426)	 p0262 A79-26635 
Development of modern airfoil sections for high 
subsonic cruise speeds 
[#188 79-06871	 p0275 A79-27353 
Design against fatigue - Current trends --- for 
aircraft structural reliability 
(8188 79-0689]	
.	
p0275 879-27355 
New technology in commercial aircraft design for 
minimum operating cost 
[kIRk 79-0690]	
.	
p0275 A79-27356 
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft 
(AIAA 79-0692]	 p0275 179-27357 
Compromise between economic concerns and 
application of new technologies in the 
definition of a new airplane project 
(AIAA 79-06931	 p0276 879-27358 
Advanced supersonic technology and its 
implications for the future 
(AIAA 79-06941.	 p0276 A79-27359 
Now to get the world airborne --- market research 
and aircraft design for air transportation in 
developing countries 
[AIAA 79-0695]	 p0276 A79-27360 
Supersonic combat aircraft design 
(AIAA 79-06993	 p0276 A79-27363 
Future advanced technology rotorcraft 
[AIAA 79-0705]	 p0276 879-27366 
Some new approaches for wind-tunnel testing 
through the use of computers 
(8188 79-0707)	 p0277 879-27367 
Recent developments in active control technology 
for fighter aircraft design 
[8188 79-0708]	 p0277 A79-27368 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of BiNAT 
(AIAA 79-0698)	 p0277 879-21370 
SUN lecture - Introduction of new SON technology 
into production systems --- Structures. Dynamics 
and Materials technology in aircraft design 
(8181 79-0719)	 p0282 179-28252 
Aeroelastic tailoring studies in fighter aircraft 
design 
[AIAA 79-0725)	 .	 p0282 879-28257 
Changing criteria in military aircraft design /The 
67th Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial lecture/ 
p0315 879-28432 
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady 
flow past finite-span wing
p0316 879-28846 
The influence of propeller design parameters on 
far field harmonic noise in forward flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0609]	 p0317 879-28959 
Aeroacoustic design of the Prop Fan 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0610] 	 p0317 A79-28960 
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized 
flight vehicles 
[AIAA 79-0795]	 p0323 A79-29038 
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- improved 
computer systems programming approach for 
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aircraft structural analysis A method for the optimal layout of driving 
(414k 79-0737)	 p0324 479-29051 mechanisms of the aileron for gliders and 
Northrop F-B: Case study in aircraft design --- Book motorplanes 
pO32 A79-29574 p0411 179-35921 
Case study in aircraft design: The Boeing 727 --- Industry seeks lighter aircraft weight 
book aircraft design performance 
p0332 479-29592 p0449 179-36100 
Requirements and major decision outline - Total Boeing 757/767 - On-the-spot report 
program p0450 179-36374 
p0333 479-29593 Producing light aircraft - Three viability case 
Aerodynamic develorment of the 727-100 studies 
p0333 479-29594 p0450 179-36376 
Design development of the 727-100 Differential method of designing rational aircraft 
p0333 479-29595 frames made of composite materials 
Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft p0451 479-36592 
p0333 479-29596 Formulation of empirical formulas for calculating 
The 127-200 development the hydraulic resistance of networks 
0333 479-29597 aircraft deicing and air-conditioning systems 
Design of a typical aeronautical structure from p0451179-36593 
carbon-resin composites The British Aerospace Barrier: Case study in 
p0336 479-30174 aircraft design --- Book 	 - 
Very large vehicles - To be or --- aircraft design p0451	 479-366114 
concepts The Rockwell International Sabreliner-65: Case 
p0338 A79-30484 study in aircraft design --- Book 
Large-vehicle concepts --- aircraft design p0451 479-36645 
p0338 179-30485 The Lockheed C-5: Case study in aircraft design 
Future tactical fighter requirements - A --- Rook 
propulsion technology update p0451 479-36646 
[ASRE PAPER 79-Gl-46] 	 p0340 479-30523 Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized 
Design-to-cost and Aerospatiale's Aircraft Division piston twin aircraft 
p0342 179-30583 (SIB PAPER 7905631	 p0452 179-36704 
Advanced air transport concepts --- review of Design description of a four-place business jet 
design methods for very large aircraft using two WR-19 engines 
p0344 479-31121 (SA! PAPER 790580) 	 p0453 179-36715 
Tactical pilotless aircraft 	 - Do they really have Improving business jet performance - The Mark Five 
a future Sabreliner 
p0344 479-31236 [SIR PAPER 790582]	 p0453 479-36717 
Flying the Avro Arrow --- Canadian fighter A new light twin using bonded metal construction 
aircraft tests [SIB PAPER 790603]	 p0455 179-36735 
p0346 479-31612 General aviation aircraft design for performance 
A NASA initiative for general aviation - The using small computers 
general aviation airfoil design and analysis (SAE PAPER 7906141 	 p0457 179-36743 
service	 - Development of the Beechcraft Model 77 
p0346 479-31613 [SAE PAPER 7906171	 p0457 179-36745 
Prospects for reducing the fuel consumption of	 - Designing with damping materials to reduce noise 
civil aircraft and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components 
p0346 479-31911 [SIR PAPER 790631]	 p0458 179-36758 
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency program The Fairchild can-opener - Shturmovik of the 
p0346 479-31912 eighties 
Calculation of wings of variable sweep p0459 179-36773 
p0348 479-320147 Airbus picks up speed - and the junior 4310 takes 
Effective rigidity of a thin-walled beam off 
p0348 479-32051 p0459 179-36774 
Application of a factorial interpolation method to In Soviet service. V - Backfire 
the analytical designing of aircraft landing gears p0459179-36775 
p0348 479-32052 Dassault-Breguet - The Mirage 2000 
Designing aircraft shock absorbers p0459 479-36974 
p0397 479-32585 Changing requirements in aircraft design 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics p0460 479-37044 
p0399 479-33456 Impact of advanced technologies on aircraft design 
Some observations on the local instability of p0460 A79-37045 
orthotropiC structural sections Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0400 479-33461 p01460 179-37046 
Very Large Vehicle Ccnference, Arlington, Va., Some main points about general-aviation design 
April 26, 27,	 1979, Technical Papers practice 
p0404 479-33827 p01460 179-37047 
Large wing-in-ground effect transport aircraft Design, meet production --- aircraft cost and 
(AIAA 79-0845]	 p0404 479-33830 performance tradeoff considerations 
Large lighter-than-air vehicles p0460 479-37048 
(lilA 79-08471	 p0404 479-33831 A case study in design - The Gossamer Condor 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphibian aircraft -	 p0460 179-37050 
[AIAA 79-0849]	 p0405 479-33832 The 'cloud-in-cell' technique applied to the roll 
Strategic airlift vehicle Concepts up of vortex sheets 
(AIAA 79-08501	 p0405 479-33833 p0461 A79-37725 
Technology requirements and readiness for very Westland unveils WG30 transport helicopter 
large vehicles p0462 179-38092 
LAIAA 79-0851]	 p0405 A79-33834 Aircraft design and strength /2nd revised and 
Advanced nuclear systems for large aircraft enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
(1114 79-0852)	 1p0405 479-33835 p0463 479-38140 
Britain's better airbus wing --- 4-310 aircraft Factors influencing nacelle design on the 7117 
wing design [1141 PAPER 79-1236] 	 p0470 179-38996 
p0408 479-34823 Project Sunrise --- solar-powered aircraft flight 
Technical Characteristics and cost data for the demonstration 
11-62 and 11-628 aircraft and optimal flight [4144 PAPER 79-1264)	 p0470 479-39010 
conditions Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems 
p0410 179-35475 and structural design 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy -	 p0507 179-40313 
strength and frequency requirements Preparing for the TEF 90 
p0411 179-35717 p0508 179-140326
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First flight imminent for new technology wing 
p0508 179-40327 
Can Europe choose a common fighter
p0512 A79-41209 
Slender wings for civil and military aircraft 
/Eighth Theodore von Karman Memorial Lecture/ 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-123]	 p0519 179-41766 
Nuclear aircraft innovations and applications 
(1118 PAPER 79-0846] 	 p0515 879-41913 
Possibilities and limits of the application of 
estimation methods for development costs and 
equipment unit prices of flight systems in 
preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks 
[DGLR PAPER 79-052]	 p0517 179-42348 
Survey of the cost estimation process used during 
the transporter design stage --- military aviation 
(OGLE PAPER 79-054] 	 p0517 179-42349 
Lighter-Than-Air Systems Technology Conference, 
Palo Alto, Calif., July 11-13, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0521 179-42378 
Tr-rotor Coast Guard airship 
(A!AA 79-1573]	 p0521 179-42380 
Airship potential in strategic airlift operations 
(lilA 79-15981	 p0523 179-42392 
Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and 
monitoring systems 
(lilA 79-16091	 p0524 179-42400 
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in 
aircraft construction
p0530 179-43269 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft 
structures
p0534 179-43515 
Fundamentals of design. II - VT0 for combat aircraft 
p0535 179-43724 
Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat 
aircraft
p0536 179-43725 
Parameter and state estimation applicable to 
aircraft identification problem
p0561 179-43996 
Modern concepts for design of delta wings for 
supersonic aircraft of second generation --- for 
drag reduction
p0561 A79-43993 
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 179-95302 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to a 
typical low-wing general aviation design 
[lIlA 79-1625]	 p0566 179-45307 
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter 
identification and state estimation 
(lilA 79-1636]	 p0567 179-45316 
Impact of digital computer technology on flight 
systems 
[AIAA 79-1641]	 p0567 179-45320 
An analysis of operational procedures and design 
modifications for aircraft fuel conservation 
(lilA 79-1656]	 p0568 179-45328 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through ncn-linear aerodynamics 
[hAl PAPER 79-1527]	 p0576 879-46710 
Technique for developing design tools from the 
analysis methods of ccmputational aerodynamics 
[kIll PAPER 79-1529] 	 p0576 179-46711 
On a smooth approximation method and its 
application to mathematical descripticm of wing 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0601 179-97001 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method
p0601 179-47002 
Selecting the passenger airplane fuselage 
p0601 179-47014 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970 
p06O4 179-47606 
V/STOL Technology - Where do we stand
p0604 879-47607 
Compass Cope airframe design history 
(1181 PAPER 79-1792] 	 p0605 179-47881 
Manned strategic system concepts 1990-2000 
fATAl PAPER 79-1793]	 pO605 179-47882 
Identifying desirable design features for the C-XE 
aircraft - A systems approach 
(kIll PAPER 79-1796]	 p0605 879-47883
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for 
Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage 
[hAl PAPER 79-1805]	 p0606 179-47890 
Historical development of worldwide supersonic 
aircraft 
(kIll PAPER 79-1815)	 p0607 A79-47895 
From uNIT to future fighters --- Highly 
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology assessment 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1816)	 p0607 179-47896 
Radar cross section fundamentals for the aircraft 
designer 
rAIAA PAPER 79-1818)	 p0607 179-47898 
All electric subsystems for next generation 
transport aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1832]	 p0608 A79-47906 
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full-scale development --- aircraft engine 
applications 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1152]	 p0467 879-38962 
Cost benefits from improved hot section life 
prediction technology --- for aircraft engine 
combustor and turbine parts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11541	 p0467 879-38963 
General aviation turbine engine /GATE/ concepts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11571	 p0467 879-38964 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques 
[8188 PAPER 79-1193]	 p0468 879-38978 
A European view on gas turbine engine monitoring 
of present and future civil aircraft	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1200) 	 p0469 879-38982 
Fault-tolerant, high reliability electronic engine 
control system 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1202] 	 p0469 A79-38983 
Application of digital controls on the quiet clean 
short haul experimental engines 
(8188 PAPER 79-1203)	 p0469 879-38984 
Electric propulsion for high performance light 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12651	 p0470 879-39011 
Contribution to the development of motor emission 
regulations 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-43)	 pO473 879-39092 
Payback period - An engineering cost/benefit method 
for aircraft engines 
[8188 PAPER 79-1235)	 p0475 879-39817 
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
p0507 879-40314 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1149]	 p0508 A79-40480 
Development of materials and processes for engine 
components - current and future points of interest 
p0509 A79-40680 
CFM56 - An act of cooperation, a new class of 
engine, a path towards the aeronautics of tomorrow 
p0516 879-42065 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 	 - 
shear landings 
[DGLR PAPER 79-029) 	 p0518 879-42356 
'Thruster control for airships' 
(8188 79-15951	 p0522 879-42389 
Measuring the moment imparted by a liquid pump in 
startup regime
P0525 A79-42550 
Through-heating-of chambers with regenerative 
cooling --- for aircraft engines
p0527 879-42570 
Garrett AT? 3
p0533 879-43469 
Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft 
gas turbines
p0564 879-45067 
Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines 
p0601 879-46996 
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines 
Russian book
p0603 879-47428 
Fuels, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation 
Russian book
p0603 879-47433 
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The characteristics of a lift cruise fan V,"STOL 
configuration in near proximity to a small deck 
with finite edge positions 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1854]	 p0609 479-47913 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[4144 PAPER 79-1861]	 p0609 479-47918 
Long-life GTE operation based on technical condition 
Gas Turbine Engine
p0613 479-48517 
Development of a -no adjustment' turbosbaft engine 
control system 
(ABS 79-421	 p0632 479-49094 
Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of 
component characteristics determination 
pO639 479-49806 
The Bell Model 222
p0639 479-49816 
Correlation technique for ambient effects on 
oxides.ot nitrogen --- from ccmbustion products 
in atmospheric pollution
p0641 A19-49922 
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow 
p0642 479-50110 
Derivative engines for the 1980e will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
p0643. 479-50206 
Gas turbines for flight vehicle engines: Theory, 
design, and calculation /Third review and 
enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
p0644 479-50421 
Inlet design studies for a Bach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[4144 PAPER 79-1814] 	 p0684 479-51247 
Structural design and analysis of prop-fan blades 
(4144 PAPER 79-1116)	 pO€85 479-51704 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-11611	 p0685 A79-51705 
Influence of the ellipticity of the inlet section 
of an S-shaped air intake on the uniformity of 
the outward flow --- for aircraft engines 
p0686 A79-52128 
Aerodynamics, aeronautics, and flight mechanics 
Book
p0669 P.79-52571 
Analytical-kinetic models for the evaluation of 
polluting emissions from aircraft gas turbines - 
Limiting techniques
p0689 A79-52758 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1824] 	 p0694 479-53750 
Basic problem of aircraft gas turbine engine 
analytic design. I
p0695 09-54040 
Aircraft engine icing, technical summary 
p0031 879-10011 
Evaluation of the cyclic behavior of aircraft 
turbine disk alloys 
[NASA-cR-159409]	 p0037 179-10058 
Principles of jet engine operation 
[40-4056158)	 pOC46 879-11050 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in an 
Air Force reparable itemprocess: A model of 
aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0C93 879-12082 
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and 
integration study 
(NASA-CR-135396)	 pCC93 879-12084 
Airplane responsive engine selection (ARES). 
Volume 1: ARES user guide 
[AD-A057392)	 p0094 879-12090 
Variable geometry torque converter 
[AD-A058603]	 p0103 879-13051 
Advanced fault detection and isolation methods for 
aircraft turbine engines 
[40-4058891] p0104 879-13053 
Aircraft Engine Future Fuels and Energy Conservation 
(AGAPD-LS-96)	 p0106 879-13192 
Future fuels for aviaticn
p0106 879-13193 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program --- carbon formation in 
gas turbine primary zones
p0107 879-13195 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0107 879-13197
Engine component improvement and performance 
retention	 J
p0107 579-13198 
Low energy consumption engines
p0107 579-13199 
Air quality analysis of possible F-15 and 4-10 
aircraft engine modifications to reduce pollution 
[AD-A059976]	 p0165 579-14107 
Computer simulation of an aircraft engine fuel 
injection system 
[NASA-CE-157641]	 p0174 879-15052 
Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed 
revisions in the exhaust emission standards for 
new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines 
based on EPA's independent estimates 
(P8-286388/4]	 p0175 879-15056 
The economic impact of revised gaseous emission 
regulations for commercial aircraft engines 
(PB-286772/9]	 p0181 879-15486 
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for 
general aviation --- conferences 
(NASA-CP-2067)	 p0221 879-15961 
Overview of NASA general aviation program 
p0221 879-15962 
General aviation energy-conservation research 
programs
p0221 579-15963 
Development status of rotary engine at Toyo Kogyo 
for general aviation aircraft
p0221 579-15964 
Update of development on the new Audi 550 rotary 
engine generation --- for application to 
aircraft engines
p0221 579-15965 
Review of the Rhein-Flugzeugbau Wankel powered 
aircraft program --- ducted fan engines 
p0221 879-15966 
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright over 
the past 20 years and review of general aviation 
engine potential --- with direct chamber injection 
p0221 879-15967 
Engine requirements for future general aviation 
aircraft
p0221 579-15968 
Operating and performance characteristics of a 
duct burning turbofan engine with variable area 
turbines 
(AD-A061026]	 p0234 579-16857 
Air Force turbine engine emission survey. United 
States. Volume 1: Test summaries 
[AD-A061532]	 p0234 879-16858 
US Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
Volume 3: Engine model summaries 
(AD-A061483)	 p0235 879-16859 
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 879-16872 
An investigation into voltage modulation in 
aircraft V.S.C.F. systems
p0240 879-17158 
Aircraft engine sump fire mitigation, phase 2 
[NASA-CR-135379]	 p0241 879-17219 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
(BLL-8ISLEY-TE-3308- (9091.9P)]	 p0292 879-17856 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 1: Program 
description and results --- air pollution control 
[NREc-1238-6-VOL-1] 	 p0293 879-17860 
Engine dynamics 
(RBVG-FBWT-78-6]	 p0293 879-17862 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. Volume 2: .IT8D-9 test data 
air pollution control 
[8EEC1238-7-V0L2]	 p0293 879-17863 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
(NPEC-1238-8-VOL-3) 	 p0293 579-17864 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 4: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-9-VOL-14)	 p0293 579-17865 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 5: .T3D-3B test data 
air pollution control 
(NREc-1238-10-VOL-5)	 p0293 879-17866 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT9D-34 test data 
air pollution control 
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[NREC-1238-11-VOL-6]	 p0293 879-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: 88211-229 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238--12-VOL-71	 p0293 879-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C700-2D test data 
[NREC-1238-13-VOL-8]	 p0293 879-17869 
Control of air pollution from aircraft and 
aircraft engines
p0308 879-19376 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors 1510-360-C engine 
[NASA-TM-79121] 	 p0374 879-20528 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[90-9063237]	 p0382 879-210147 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0386 879-21425 
Regression sisulaticn of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
[AD-A063975]	 p0424 879-22106 
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine 
development
p0427 979-22580 
Digital data acquisition system for use in 
aircraft engine condition monitoring 
CARL-8!dH-FNG-R!PT-151]	 p0436 879-23088 
Analytical derivatives 
[AD-A064944]	 p0436 879-23090 
Aircraft engine nozzle 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1] 	 p0487 879-23971 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-A065915]	 p0488 N79-24158 
Aircraft engine oil analysis by neutron activation 
techniques 
[AD-A066202]	 p0489 879-24169 
Analysis of the impact cf a 270 VDC power source 
on the avionic power supplies in the S-3A aircraft 
[AD-A066526]	 p0495 979-24989 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
[NASA-CP-2078]	 p0496 879-24994 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 879-25013 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 979-25014 
Non-destructive inspection methods for propulsion 
systems and components 
[AGARD-IS-103]	 p0502 879-25412 
State-of-the-art of nondestructive inspection of 
aircraft engines
p0502 979-25413 
High resolution radiography in the aero-Engine 
industry
p0502 879-25414 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[NASA-TM-79204]	 p0551 879-27141 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
[AGARD-CP-248]	 p0551 979-27148 
The analysis of engine vibrations
p0552 879-27150 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques
p0552 879-27151 
Engine/aircraft structural integration: An overview 
p0554 879-27167 
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the 
impact of foreign bodies
p0554 979-27174 
Axial compressor stall --- effects on aircraft 
engines
p0557 879-27835 
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium 
of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, 
Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine 
Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter) 
(AGARD4R-1331	 p0584 N79-28181 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
study 
[NASA-CR-159624]	 p0594 879-29189 
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling 
improvements using high-strength nonmetallic 
adapter/bushings
[AD-A068637]	 p0595 879-29193 
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of 
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life 
cycle costs 
[NASA-T8-79221]	 p0599 879-29938 
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system 
preliminary analysis and design report 
[NASA-CR-159487]	 p0654 979-30189 
Critical assessment of emissions from aircraft 
piston engines 
[AD-A071002j	 p0654 879-30190 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft 
turbine engines 
[90-9069440]	 p0662 979-30555 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
[NASA-TN-79254]	 p0670 979-31210 
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience: 
Implications for the P100 engine diagnostic 
system program 
[AD-A069282]	 p0671879-31217 
Ambient correction factors for aircraft gas 
turbine idle emissions 
[90-9069240]	 p0672 879-31218 
Turbine engine particulate emission characterization 
[AD-9073198J	 p0717 979-33208 
Investigation of the use of ceramic material in 
aircraft engine bearings 
[90-9070631)	 p0718 979-33214 
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS 
NT AIRCRAFT TIRES 
NT BOMBING EQUIPMENT 
NT EJECTION SEATS 
NT FLYING EJECTION SEATS 
NT TERCOM 
Operational benefits from the Terminal configured 
Vehicle --- aircraft equipment for air traffic 
improvement
p0004 A79-10390 
Operational reliability of climate and pressure 
control equipment for passenger aircraft 
Russian book
p0012 A79-10850 
The solid state remote power controller - Its 
status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0012 979-10896 
Aircraft electric power networks - Structures. I 
p0016 A79-11369 
Aircraft radio equipment --- Russian book 
pOO16 A79-11439 
Aircraft air conditioning systems --- Russian book 
pOO17 979-11442 
FAA's development program for Aircraft Separation 
Assurance /ASA/
p0055 A79-13257 
Collision avoidance in the integrated system. II - 
Characteristics
p0056 A79-13259 
The AN/ARN-132 Navstar navigator.
p0058 979-13276 
Fundamentals of the electrical equipment of flight 
vehicles. Parts 1 & 2 --- Russian book 
p0059 A79-13975 
Performance evaluation of the experimental RCAS 
/Beacon Collision Avoidance System!
p0065 A79-14412 
Environmental vibration testing of helicopter 
stores and equipment to the procedures outlined 
in MIL-STD-810C 
CANS 78-201	 p0121 A79-18146 
Combined-excitation ac generators for aviation 
Russian book
p0126 A79-18200 
Helicopter flight control /NSF/ --- integrated 
system including FLIP and laser range finder 
pO150 979-19900 
System considerations for airborne, high power 
superconducting generators
p0184 A79-20548 
Aircraft dropwindsonde system
p0190 A79-21466 
A modular approach to airborne research 
instrumentation
p0192 979-21963 
Design of a flexible aircraft data acquisition 
system --- for meteorological research 
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p0194 A79-21994 
Validation of IRECAP using the V-52 
Intrasystes Electro Magnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Program
p0250 179-25326 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources
p0279 A79-27666 
Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment 
of airplanes and helicopters
p0345 A79-31486 
Aviation centrifugal pump equipment /2nd revised 
and enlarged edition! --- Russian book 
p0346 179-31902 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 179-32243 
Aerospace applications of oscillators --- for 
location navigation, detection, 
telecommunications, and instrumentation 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-48]	 p0535 179-43621 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test/
p0682 179-51139 
Protection methods for hardware --- lightning 
protection for aircraft components
p0683 179-51145 
Frequency converter technology for aircraft power 
systems
p0685 179-51913 
AC aircraft electrical systems with rare earth 
permanent magnet machines
p0686 179-51914 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly 
Technology (MIRAT) simulation development, 
configuration evaluation, and test plan 
development 
(10-1057324]	 pOC9O R79-12057 
Aircraft cable parameter study 
(AD-A058267)	 p0092 N79-12077 
Composite gimbal materials study 
[AD-A059089]	 p0106 1979-13083 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
(AD-A058954]	 p0109 N79-13861 
Nodular AvionicsPackaging (NAP) 
[10-1059637] -
	
p0163 179-14093 
RPV electric power system study. Phase- 1: 
Technology assessment 
(AD-A060336]	 p0165 N79-14102 
Omega and VIF aircraft. installations 
[RAE-TM-NAD-NAV-66]	 p0217 N79-15930 
Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and 
tail rotor paint schemes 
(FAA-AN-78-29]	 p0229 N79-16813 
A study of the effect of different cam designs on 
Mark 7 Mod 1 arresting gear performance 
[10-1061486]	 pO238 N79-16882 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mcunts. 1: 
Polyether based foams 
[AD-A061482]	 p0239 N79-16989 
operational aspects of remote sensing from aircraft 
[NLR-NP-77036-U]	 p0242 N79-17304 
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system 
project
p0296 N79-18115 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
P0297 N79-18238 
Analysis and calculations of lightning 
interactions with aircraft electrical circuits 
(AD-1062606]	 p03614 579-20108 
Lightweight hydraulic system extended endurance test 
[10-1062749]	 .	 p0371 N79-20358 
Correlation study between vibrational 
environmental and failure rates of civil 
helicopter components 
[NASA-CB-159033]	 p0432 N79-23064 
Miniature flow-direction and airspeed sensor for 
airplanes and radio controlled models in spin 
studies 
[NASA-TP-1467]	 p0435 N79-23081 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: 
Polybutadiene based foams 
[AD-A0648593	 p0441 N79-23219
Advanced fabrication processes 
[AGARDCP-256]	 pO442 579-23236 
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium 
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications 
D0442 N79-23242 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
[NASA-CASE-FBC-11005-1] 	 p0495 379-24988 
AAES/TA-7C control and display interface 
[AD-1067219]	 p0495 N79-24992 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
[10-1066592].	 p0501 379-25236 
A simulation investigation of Cockpit display of 
aircraft traffic during curved, descending, 
decelerating approaches 
[11ASA-TE-80098]	 p0542 N79-26052 
The feasibility of inflight measurement of 
lightning strike parameters 
(NASA-CE-158981]	 p0651 N79-30165 
AH-1G helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
[AD-1069828]	 p0652 E79-30177 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot workload
p0656 N79-30210 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
p0657 W79-30211 
Fuel tank surviability for hydrodynamic ran 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
(10-1070113]	 p0669 N79-31202 
Centralizing Air Force aircraft component repair 
in thefield can provide significant savings 
[PB-295320/6]	 .	 p0701 179-32154 
A study of the REP interaction with aircraft over 
an imperfect ground plane 
[10-1070388]	 p0710 N79-32420 
Army aircraft fire control systems performance 
evaluation 
[AD-a070758]	 p0715 N79-33194 
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS 
Aircraft fuel pumps - Where wee at /1 review of 
some problems and their current solutions/ 
[ASER PAPER 78-GT-10] 	 p0008 179-10777 
8-52 aircraft gross weight computational system 
p0114 179-17610 
Engine fuel control systems as a determining 
factor on modern helicopters
p0134 A79-18682 
Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells 
aircraft vibrational analysis 
tRIAl PAPER 79-0237]	 p0145 179-19674 
Material and process control - Aircraft integral 
fuel tanks
p0210 A79-24122 
Adhesive sealing - A fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 179724123 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Each 3+ aircraft
p0210 179-24124 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 179-24125 
Formation of water-fuel emulsions in tanks of 
grounded aircraft
p0451 179-36587 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790592]	 p0455 179-36726 
Fuel on fire - Rapid response to a military problem 
p0462 179-38090 
Assembly and testing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised 
edition/ --- Russian book
p0564 A79-44893 
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a 
heated surface
p0623 179-48856 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen-fueled 
aircraft
p0641 179-49921 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p0680 179-51100 
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Development of a blast simulator for testing 
simulated aircraft fuel tanks 
(AD-A058816)	 p0101 879-13034 
Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
aviation aircraft 
(FAA-RD-78-122)	 p0229 879-16815 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
[AD-A061 1450]	 p0240 879-17012 
Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 
1: Summary 
(NASA-CE-132558)	 p0717 879-33207 
AIRCRAFT FUELS 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
[SAP PAPER 780523]	 p0004 479-10398 
Advanced turtofan engines for low fuel consumption 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-192] 	 p0011 479-10816 
Alternative aircraft fuels
p0012 479-10824 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
p0016 479-11368 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
P0018 A79-11599 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
p0024 479-12378 
Impact of fuel availability and other cost trends 
on air carrier operations
p0052 479-13077 
Impact of fuel availability and other cost trends 
on general aviation
p0052 479-13078 
Alternate aircraft fuels prospects and operational 
implications
pOO63 479-144138 
Rule of fuel management --- for airlines 
p0127 479-18521 
A characteristic time correlation for combustion 
inefficiency from alternative fuels 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0357] 	 p0147 479-19687 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen fueled 
aircraft
p0152 479-200814 
The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military 
aircraft fuel
p0186 479-20773 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
[SAE PAPER 7810261	 p0257 479-25899 
Shale oil - The answer to the jet fuel 
availability question 
[SAP PAPER 7810271
	
p0257 479-25900 
Laser aircraft --- using kerosene
p0261 479-26597 
Cryohydrogen-fuel for tomorrow's commercial aircraft 
p0279 479-27656 
Measurement of emulsion water content in aviation 
fuels
p0324 479-29122 
High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
[ASNE PAPER 79-uT-141l
	 p0341 479-30555 
Fuel property effects on ccmbustor performance 
aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-178) 	 p0395 479-32438 
Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-188]
	 p0396 A79-32447 
A research study into the reliability of various 
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components 
of military aircraft
p04O0 479-33459 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 479-34923 
Industry seeks lighter aircraft weight 
aircraft design performance
p0449 479-36100 
Detonation characteristics of Soviet GOST 1012-72 
aviation gasoline 
(SAP PAPER 790630)	 p0458 479-36757 
The chemical stability of kerosene fractions 
p0517 479-42275 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II
p0536 479-43734 
An analysis of operational procedures and design

modifications for aircraft fuel conservation 
(AIAA 79-1656]	 p0568 479-45328
Liquid hydrogen fueled commercial, aircraft 
p0573 479-45600 
Fuels, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation 
Russian book
p0603 479-47433 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 479-48497 
Method of determining mechanical-impurity contents 
in jet fuels
pO623 479-48859 
Alternative fuels in aviation
p0636 A79-49381 
Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of 
ignition of fuel vapors by lightning 
p0681 479-51135 
Fuel electrification --- electrostatic hazards in 
aircraft fuel tanks
p0683 479-51148 
Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions 
[40-4058239]	 p0097 879-12242 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan. 
• engine combustors 
[NASA-CR-159454]	 p0103 879-13050 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
(AD-4061050)	 p0239 879-17011 
Study of hydrogen recovery systems for gas vented 
while refueling liquid-hydrogen fueled aircraft 
[NASA-CE-158991)	 p0295 879-18057 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-T8-79148]	 p0486 879-23964 
Design and evaluation of aircraft heat source 
systems for use with high-freezing point fuels 
(RASA-CE-159568]
	 p0489 879-24172 
Autoigmition of fuels
p0496 879-25001 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics --- military 
aircraft 
(AD-4066983)	 p0501 879-252414 
Compatibility of elastomers in alternate jet fuels 
[NASA-CR-158773]	 p0557 879-27321 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
[00E/ERA-00214]	 p0557 879-27336 
Enthalpy of combustion of 8.3-6 
[AD-A067968]	 pO559 879-28037 
Ionic mechanisms of carbon formation in flames 
aircraft fuel combustion 
(40-4068872]	 p0596 879-29270 
Forecast of future aviation fuels. Part 1: 
Scenarios 
[NASA-CE-158871]	 p0597 879-29354 
Experimental study of low temperature behavior of 
aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
(RASA-CR-159615]	 p0597 879-29355 
Supersonic transport vis-a-vis energy savings 
[NASA-TM-75464)	 p0665 879-31163 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1978 --- therinophysical 
properties 
[BETC/PPS79/2)	 p0709 879-32381 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
liquid hydrogen, liquid methane, and synthetic 
aviation kerosene 
[NASA-r8-80155]	 p0711 879-32637 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
[NASA-CE-159641]
	 p0717 879-33205 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
[NASA-TM-79231]	 p0719 879-33336 
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE 
'Strategic' time-based ATC --- by long-term flight 
planning
p0026 A79-12473 
Spread spectrum modulation. I - Benefit resulting 
from application to an integrated system 
P0058 479-13274 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
(DGLB PAPER 78-135)
	 p0061 479-14085 
Navigation systems for USAF aircraft through the 
year 2000
p0076 479-16159 
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Helicopter navigation goals
p0076 179-16160 
Evolution of area navigation in the air traffic 
control system
p0077 179-16172 
Procedure for flight guidance in the terminal 
maneuvering area for an experimental program 
employing a flying test device
p011s 179-17680 
The HIS approach and landing system
p0151 179-20050 
Hardware options for gliding airdrop guidance 
systems 
[lilA 79-09711	 p0264 179-26671 
FAA air traffic control automation - Programs and 
trends
p0266179-26871 
Advanced application of the 8100! approach aid 
offshore
p0399 179-33457 
Evaluation of an PH/CE range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
p0448 179-36086 
Aircraft guidance in the ATC sector - Problems and 
perspectives 
[OGLE PAPER 79-0261	 p0518 179-42354 
Increasing guidance accuracy through use of an 
integrated digital piloting system 
[DOLE PAPER 79-043] 	 p0520 179-42369 
The influence of the amount of automation in a 
flight path guidance system on flight path 
deviation and pilot work load 
[OGLE PAPER 79-044]	 pO520 179-92370 
Increasing effectiveness of piloting systems by
modern methods of digital signal processing 
[OGLE PAPER 79-0461 	 p0520 179-42372 
The DC-9-80 digital flight guidance system's 
monitoring techniques 
[lilA 79-1704]	 p0570 179-45359 
Evaluation of the navigation performance of 
.shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
(lilA 79-1708]	 p0570 179-95362 
Fuel-conservative guidance system fcr powered-lift 
aircraft 
(lIlA 79-1709]	 p0570 179-45363 
Guidance law design for tactical weapons with 
strapdown seekers 
[lilA 79-17321	 p0571 179-45376 
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave 
landing system L-band precision 08!
00621 179-48692 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND 
[NASA-CR-152187]	 p0035 879-10038 
Better performance for aircraft tracking and 
holding under gust and shearwind influence by 
use of direct digital control 
(BSA-TT-506)	 p0044 879-11033 
A contribution to the increase of aircraft 
guidance precision under wind disturbance 
conditions by using direct digital control 
[DLR-PB-77-48]	 p0048 879-11075 
Development of a digital guidance and control lay 
for steep approach automatic landings using 
modern control techniques 
[NASA-CR-3074)	 p0230 879-16824 
Development of the integrated flight trajectory 
control concept
p0353 879-20015 
Capturing and tracking performance of the 
horizontal guidance and control systems of the 
terminal configured vehicle 
[RASA-TH-60068]	 p0499 879-25034 
study of the theoretical to real correspondance of 
an optimal control model and the significance of 
this model for the description of working 
methodology with partly automated aircraft 
guidance and control systems 
[ILR-35)	 p0556 879-27184 
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines, Inc., 
Douglas DC-8-54, 8801470 near Kaysville, Utah, 18 
December 1977 
[NTSB-AAR-78-8)	 p0591 1479-29159 
The Guidance and control of Helicopters and V/STOL 
aircraft at might and in poor visibility 
(AGARD-CP-258]	 p0655 879-30198 
Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
system for lYE conditions
p0656 879-30209
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot workload
p0656 879-30210 
Project NAVTOLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 879-30212 
GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all weather 
approach
p0657 879-30213 
Implementation of flight control in an integrated 
guidance and control system
p0657 879-30215 
An advanced guidance and control system for rescue 
helicopters
p0657 879-30217 
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and 
comparison of design methods 
[AD-A070252]	 p0673 879-31227 
AIRCRAFT HAZARDS 
Possible near-tern solutions to the wind shear 
hazard	 - 
[SI! PAPER 780572]	 p0006 179-10916 
Hazard criticality analysis --- with emphasis on 
aircraft components
p0007 179-10621 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
[1111 PAPER 79-0324]	 p0145 A79-19667 
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 179-20856 
Laboratory fire testing of cabin materials used in 
commercial aircraft
p0211 179-24177 
Recent advances in indirect lightning effects 
research
p0249 179-25313 
ENP coupling to a composite aircraft 
-	 p0249 179-25321 
Properties of induced transients associated with 
148 fields produced by lightning or other 
relatively slow rise-time EHP --- in aircraft 
p0249 179-25322 
Birdstrike hazards to turbine-powered aircraft 
p0325 179-29353 
Some statistical data on birds' strike to aircraft 
and helicopters over the territory of the Soviet 
Union
p0325 179-293514 
Some behavioural aspects of airfield bird control 
p0325 179-29355 
Airport project Munich II - Aspects on the 
economic utilization of the airport area under 
consideration of the bird strike problem 
p0325 179-29357 
Planning and control of bird hazard reduction at 
airports in the Transport Canada system 
p0325 179-29358 
The use of falcons to disperse nuisance birds at 
Canadian airports - An update
p0325 179-29359 
Equipment and methods for dispersing birds used on 
French airfields
p0325 179-29360 
Radar and bird-aircraft collisions
p0326 179-29362 
Bird strike on medium/large civil fan engines 
p0326 179-29364 
Bird strikes to transport aircraft jet engines 
p0326 179-29365 
Plane as a deterrent and attractant --- of birds 
p0326 179-29367 
Bird control - The experience of one aerodrome 
p0326 A79-29369 
Evaluation of an inquiry to pilots concerning 
their knowledge of the bird strike problem and 
experience of strikes
p0327 179-29370 
Low profile polarization cage for TOE-S antennas 
p0343 179-30789 
The NcDonnell Aircraft Company Lightning 
Simulation Laboratory
p0460 179-37299 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0464 179-38531 
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Method of assessment of the antistatic protection 
of aircraft 
(ONERA, TP 50. 1979- 141)	 p0473 179-39090 
Helicopter olstacle strike tolerance 
(ABS 79-7)	 p0626 179-149059 
Conference on Certification of Aircraft for 
Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, 
Chatillon-sons-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France, 
September 114-21, 1978, Proceedings
p0680 179-51126 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
/Engineering test/
p0680 A79-51131 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
p0681 179-51137 
Vulnerability assessment of aircraft systems to 
indirect lightning effects
p0682 179-51142 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
p0683 179-51146 
Static electricity phenomena - Theory and problems 
aircraft hazards
p0683 179-51147 
Fuel electrification -- electrostatic hazards in 
aircraft fuel tanks
p0683 179-51148 
Air pollution from aircraft operations at San Jose 
municipal Airport, California 
(NASA-TM-78506)	 p0098 979-12585 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures near 
airports 
(H-REPT-95-1053)	 p0166 979-114112 
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements on 8747-100 and 
B747-SP aircraft: Correlations with atmospheric 
ozone and ozone encounter statistics 
(HASA-TM-79060)	 p0170 979-15013 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 
[AD-1061297]	 p0230 879-16819 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
(BASH) at area C-62, Eglin APR, FL 
[AD-A061371]	 p0230 979-16820 
Lightning hazards to aircraft
p0243 979-17420 
Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft 
hazards and static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
(BMVG-PEWT-78-7)	 p0297 879-18274 
New agents for the extinguishment of magnesium fires 
(10-1061664)	 p0306 979-19122 
Aircraft icing 
[NASA-CP-2086)	 p0481 979-23912 
Aircraft icing: Introduction
p0481 979-23913 
Executive summary of Aircraft Icing Specialists 
Workshop
p0481 879-23914 
Icing of aircraft Some remarks with an historical 
slant from a cloud physicist
pO48l 979-23915 
Civil Helicopter icing problems
p0481 979-23917 
A review of the icing situation from the 
standpoint of general aviation
p0481 879-23918 
Overview of helicopter ice protection system 
developments
p0461 879-23919 
Porcasting the quantitative characteristics of 
aircraft icing 
(BLL-TRAN5-1364-(9022.549) )
	 p01493 879-24971 
Atmospheric Electricity Hazard (AEB) 
(AD-1069338)	 pOESl 879-30169 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance concepts 
analysis 
[10-1069877)	 p0€52 879-30179 
Lightning hazards overview: Aviation requirements 
and interests
p0662 879-30876 
Bird strikes and aviation safety. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
[RTIS/PS-79/0753/8]	 p0713 879-33174 
AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 
Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
systems- --- Russian bcok
p011s 179-17675
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives 
Russian hook
p0185 179-20671 
Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic 
servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor 
p0348 179-32027 
Ply-by-light
p0533 179-43458 
Assembly and testing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised 
edition/ --- Russian book
p0564 179-44893 
Lightweight hydraulic systems development 
p0686 A79-51917 
STAR flight control system
p0693 179-53634 
Actuator and hydraulic survivability concepts for 
Hughes TAH-64
p0693 179-53636 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 179-53637 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic 
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
p0695 179-54031 
Plight verification of the advanced flight Control 
Actuation System (APCAS) in the T-2C aircraft 
[AD-A060326]	 p0175 879-15059 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight 
control system actuators 
[10-1062030]	 p0306 879-19007 
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis 
[10-1067549]	 p0550 879-27129 
Theory, design and experimental study of an 
eddy-current/hydromechanical stability angsentor 
for aircraft
p0584 N79-28185 
Fluidics: Feasibility study 
electro/hydraulic/fluidic direct drive servo valve 
[AD-A069798]	 p0654 879-30195 
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
NBB helicopters for the army
p0078 A79-16234 
Design-to-cost and Aerospatiale's Aircraft Division 
p0342 179-30583 
Producing light aircraft - Three viability case 
studies
p0450 179-36376 
The European Airbus has definitively penetrated 
the world market
p0516 179-42062 
The European helicopter industry and cooperation 
p0516 179-42064 
CF956 - An act of cooperation, a new class of 
engine, a path towards the aeronautics of tomorrow 
p0516 A79-42065 
Euronissile - An example of cooperation with 
respect to missiles
p0517 179-42067 
Geometric data transfer --- for computerized 
aircraft engineering drawings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1844)
	 p0609 179-47910 
Can avionic testability requirements be enforced 
p0624 179-48887 
Avionics design for testability - A vendor's 
viewpoint
p0624 179-48889 
A discussion of the production design office 
benefits of C.A.D. --- in the aircraft industry 
p0374 879-20767 
An economic model of the manufacturers' aircraft 
production and airline earnings potential, 
volume 3 
(NASA-CR-152158]	 p0418 879-22064 
Financing the capital requirements of the us 
airline industry in the 1980's
p0651 879-30164 
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 
NT ALTIMETERS 
NT ANEMOMETERS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
NT COMPASSES 
NT PLIGHT RECORDERS 
NT GYROCOMPASSES 
NT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS 
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS 
NT POSITION INDICATORS 
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AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS CONTD 
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS 
MT RADIO DTREC!IICN FINDERS 
NT SPEED INDICATORS 
The electronic flight deck
p0016 A79-11175 
Flying angle of attack
o0025 879-12384 
Performance analysis of a particularly simple 
Kalman filter --- for strapdown inertial 
navigation system
p0027 879-12610 
Better utilization of SAN dynamic range 
airborne display capacity improvement 
-	
p0053 879-13200 
Man-machine interface --- aircraft control and 
displays
pOD55 879-13250 
Cat III landing operations at Air Inter 
instrument landing system
p0056 A79-13260 
System for confirming ILS or MIS for Cat III type 
landing without decision height
p0056 879-13262 
New-generation Tacan eguiment
p0057 879-13269 
The effectiveness of pilot warning instruments - 
An engineering model based upon flight test data 
p0065 879-14411 
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the 
proximity warning device
p0085 A79-14413 
Acousto-optic methods of character generation for 
aircraft laser displays
pooh 879-15178 
Cockpit displays for advanced navigation - Circa 
2000
poorl 879-16174 
Integrated ccmçuter-dimlay system for modern 
anti-tank/combat helicopters
p0018 879-16233 
Lessons learned from the AN/ARC-164 test program 
airborne radio transceiver thermal cycling 
test
p011S 879-17665 
Development of a solid State vertical instrument 
display system --- for helicopters 
(AHS 78-18]	 p0120 A79-18144 
Microprocessor control cf aircraft DM5
o193 879-21965 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within ccoling tower plumes 
p0193 879-21967 
Simultaneous measurements of turbulence in the
lower atmosphere using sodar and aircraft 
p0193 879-21968 
Overestimates of entrainment from wetting of 
aircraft temperature sensors in cloud 
p0289 879-25296 
Flight deck alarm systems
p0252 879-25541 
Avionics systems needed to optimize V/STOL potential 
p0266 879-26874 
TASAR, a thinned adaptive synthetic aperture radar 
p0274 879-27135 
New airborne display concepts
p0219 879-27672 
Study of the structure cf an integrated system of 
flight control, navigation and display 
p0279 879-27674 
Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and 
display system
p0279 879-27675 
Dynamic response analysis of an F-iS Fast Pack 
optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 
(AIAA 79-0788]	 p0322 879-29032 
Interactive microprogrammable ccntrol display unit 
/IMP CDU/ --- 15Dm in aircraft cockpits 
p0331 879-29477 
Displays for Army combat aviation
p0332 879-29485 
Calibration and use of a sailplane varioreter to 
measure vertical veiccity fluctuations 
p0336 819-30112 
A new high product rate 10 nanosecond, 256 point 
correlator --- for weapon system applications 
and fluid mechanics research
p04O5 879-34305
F-18 - A special report
p0463 A79-38131 
The intercept of covert radar
p0463 A79-38132 
Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry 
Russian book
p0463 A79-38145 
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments 
p0465 A79-38817 
Display monitoring problems --- for aircraft pilots 
p0507 879-40315 
Theoretical principles of long range navigation 
systems. I
p0511 A19-41167 
Onboard methods for increasing landing approach 
capacity upon introduction of MIS 
[DGLR PAPER 79-047]	 p0520 A79-42373 
New onboard structure of display and control 
system for piloting and air traffic control 
[DGLB PAPER 79-049]	 p0520 879-42375 
New paths for the development of aircraft 
equipment opened up by the use of modern 
computer technology --- digital systems for 
civil aviation
p0533 179-43501 
Prospects for airborne computer systems 
p0533 879-43502 
Quasi-autonomous navigation system --- for 
aircraft position indication
p0533 179-43505 
Some possibilities for the navigation of small 
passenger aircraft
p0534 879-43508 
Navigation instruments for small passenger 
aircraft of the 1980s
p0534 879-43509 
Compass system for small aircraft 
-	 p0534 A19-43510 
Use of a gyroscope with adjustable torsion 
suspension in precise gyroscopic sensors 
p0534 A79-43511 
Aircraft instrument components /3rd revised and 
enlarged edition! --- Russian book
p0564 879-44884 
Handbook of flight communication and radio equipment 
Russian book
p0564 879-44894 
A Cheap, effective icing detector for general 
aviation aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1823]	 p0608 879-47902 
The application of pulsed I G I band radio 
altimeters to modern military aircraft 
p0638 A79-49590 
Automated tracking for aircraft surveillance radar 
systems
p0638 179-49604 
ARIA takeoff performance flight test program 
Advanced Range Instrumented Aircraft 
p0646 179-50437 
An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
p0679 A79-51092 
Windshear indication systems
p0687 A79-52349 
Evaluation of aircraft equipment monitoring 
devices, procedures, and techniques 
[AD-8059846]	 p0163 N79-14092 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (NINA) 
(10-8061449]	 p0232 1479-16834 
LED instrument approach instruction display 
[NASA-TM-78823]	 p0292 879-17854 
Evaluation of the Ryan Stormscope as a severe 
weather avoidance system for aircraft 
p0291 N79-18229 
GASP-PL/I simulation of integrated avionic system 
processor architectures  
[NASA-CE-158244)	 p03O3 879-18973 
Digital data acquisition system for use in 
aircraft engine condition monitoring 
ARL-NECH-ERG-NEPT-151)	 p0436 8479-23088 
CH-147 EMC evaluation of selected subsystems, EMC 
test report 
(AEIE-77/16-4]	 p0592 879-29170 
Implementation of flight control in an integrated 
guidance and control system
p0657 879-30215 
Reliability improvement warranty terms and 
conditions for the Integrated Avionics Control 
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Systems (IACS) 
[AD-A069454]	 p0610 1179-31205 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
pO75 N79-31482 
Record keeping on aircraft instruments 
[PB-295698/5]	 p0706 179-32208 
AIRCRAFT LANDING 
NT CRASH LANDING 
NT DITCHING (LANDING) 
Possible near-term solutions to the wind shear 
hazard 
(SAD PAPER 780572) 	 p0006 A79-10416 
Aircraft radio equipment --- Russian bock 
pOC16 A79-11439 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
pOol? A79-11494 
Arresting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency 
[SAD ARP 1538]	 p0018 A79-11625 
Infrared landing system for a mini 
remotely-piloted vehicle
p0019 A79-12093 
Considerations on the airborne use of DPI! 
interrogators or SSE transponders for 
ground-derived-landing and surveillance systems 
p0055 A79-13247 
Cat III landing operaticns at Air Inter 
instrument landing system
pOO56 A79-13260 
System for confirming uS or PILS for Cat III type 
landing without decision height
p0056 A79-13262 
PILS in the United States --- using Time Reference 
Scanning Beam for aircraft landing
p0056 A79-13263 
Development of a microwave multilateration system 
for VIOL landing guidance
p0058 A79-13273 
Optimal ccntrol of helicopter longitudinal motion 
on the basis of an operational algorithm 
p0069 A79-18873 
The new microwave landing systems and their growth 
potential
p0116 A79-17686 
Experimental evaluation of a wind shear alert and 
energy management display 
[DGLE PAPER 78-153]	 p0151 A79-20016 
Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for PR y recovery 
[AIAA 79-04161	 p0262 A79-26627 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence and 
jet transport landing performance
p0278 A79-27576 
Ship motion effects on landing impact loads 
V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier 
[AIAA 79-0742)	 p0320 A79-29014 
V/STOL all weather BUD landing simulation /Status 
report,
p0331 A79-29478 
Minimum landing-approach distance for a sailplane 
p0338 A79-30483 
The effects of low-level wind shear on the 
approach and go-around performance of a landing 
jet aircraft 
[SAD PAPER 790568]
	 p0452 A79-36708 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p04f4 A79-38477 
A dynamic analysis of lending impact
pOSI fI 179-41768 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 
shear landings 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0291
	 p0518 A79-42356 
Introduction of Category lIlA at Deutsche 
Lufthansa NO --- for all-weather landing 
(DGLR PAPER 79-031] 	 p0518 A79-42358 
Decoupled longitudinal controls for shear 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
during approach and landing engine jet transport 
[AINA 79-1678]	 p0568 A79-45341 
Development of the Navy B-Dot Automatic Carrier 
Landing System designed to give improved 
approach control in air turbulence 
(AIAA 79-17721	 p0572 A79-45401 
Initial results of an inflight si,ulaticn of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing 
(AIAA 79-1783)	 p0572 A79-45410
Recent progress in aircraft sink rate measurement 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1798] 	 p0605 A79-47884 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
CARS 79-16)	 p0628 A79-49069 
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft 
p0642 A79-50163 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 A79-51090 
Construction of electronic models of microwave 
landing systems
P0684 A79-51266 
Integration of air cushion landing system 
technology into the JIRDIVIK remotely piloted 
vehicle 
[AD-1058004]	 p0092 1179-12075 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility study 
(AD-1059238)	 p0093 1179-12079 
On the limits of steep helicopter approaches 
(RAE-LIB-TNANS-1960]	 p0161 1179-14078 
Improvements to the FATOLA conputer.program 
including nosewbeel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 
[NASA-TM-78768]	 p0162 1179-14081 
The Look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator 
(LACE) and potential applications 
(NASA-TPI-78806)	 p0173 1179-15044 
Lighting and marking of exit taxiways 
[AD-A060259]	 p0180 1179-15098 
Simulating the visual approach and landing 
p0222 1179-15975 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VIOL operations from small ships and 
carriers
p0222 1179-15978-
Visibility modelling for a landing simulator with 
special reference to low visibility
p0223 1179-15982 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
(NLR-!P-77016-U]	 p0232 1179-16835 
The need of stick force stability for 
attitude-stabilized aircraft, Part 2 
[NLIP-TR-77027-U]	 p0294 1179-17875 
Simulation study to evaluate a 
constant-groundspeed approach method in moderate 
and severe wind shears 
[NASA-TN-80060]	 .	 p0362 1179-20089 
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0429 1179-23001 
Flight investigation of piloting techniques and 
crosswind limitations using a research type 
crosswind landing gear 
[NASA-TP-1423]	 p0430 1179-23012 
VOLAR: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recovery from small 
ships. Volume 1: Program description 
[AD-11066172)	 p0485 1179-23954 
VOLAR: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recover from small 
ships. Volume 2: Appendices. 
[AD-A066173]	 p0485 1179-23955 
Effects of control system dynamics on fighter 
approach and landing longitudinal flying 
qualities, volume 1 
AD-A067550]	 p0556 1179-27183 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
(NASA-CR-152307)	 p0595 N79-29196 
Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing 
gear, taxi mode test system for TF-12A 
(NASA-CR-144884]	 .	 p0668 1179-31192 
Investigation on information error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
p0675 1179-31480 
Aircraft vortex marking program 
[NASA-CE-162299]	 p0701 1179-32156 
Comparison of some methods to determine the delays 
-of landing aircraft with respect to runway 
capacity 
[NLR-MP-77028-U]	 pO1011 1179-32191 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
London (Gatwick) Airport, August 1977 
[PA!-TR-78124]	 p0704 1179-32194 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
Manchester International Airport, 
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October/November 1977 
(RAE-TR-78144)	 p0704 579-32195 
Microwave landing systems. Citations frca the 
NTIS data base --- a bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0777/7) 	 p0714 579-33186 
Microwave landing systems. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base --- a bibliography 
with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0778/5]	 p0714 579-33187 
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image 'display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
[RASA-TV-1520]	 p0715 579-33189 
AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES 
Launch and Recovery --- technology assessment 
p0219 P79-15951 
AIRCRAFT LIGHTS 
Aircraft lighting equipment --- interior and 
exterior illumination
p0016 1.79-11366 
The use of lights in reducing bird strikes 
p0326 1.79-29368 
Internal/external lighting (aviation materiel) 
(1.0-1.068951]	 p0583 579-28171 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
J75-P-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASME PAPER 78-01-1161 p0002 1.79-10267 
Determinaticn of inspccticm intervals fcr aircraft 
structures with allowance for the two-stage 
nature of fatigue 'damage
p0019 1.79-12135 
p-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop self-test 
p0023 1.79-12302 
Tacan P1W program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty for avionics
p0072 1.79-15359 
PIN data collection and reporting method 
Reliability Improved Warranty for military 
aircraft
p0072 1.79-15360 
The ?/A-18 challenge - Readiness and low total cost 
p0073 1.79-15402 
Cost and operational effectiveness of R&M 
improvements
p0073 1.79-15403 
Maintainability by design --- turboshaft engine 
management
p0074 1.79-15410 
Early identification of high--maintenance helicopters 
p0074 1.79-15411 
Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures
p0074 1.79-15540 
Lynx reliability and maintainability design and 
military service experience --- heliccpter 
performance
p0079 1.79-16242 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies
p0111 1.79-17018 
Three years use of Mercury - Technical balance sheet 
p0118 1.79-17771 
The application of reinforced plastics to the 
emergency repair of aircraft
P0118 1.79-17965 
Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process 
for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft 
surfaces
p01e7 1.79-20815 
The logistics of life cycle cost --- in operations 
and support systems for fighter aircraft 
90205 1.79-23626 
Reliability and maintainability growth of a 
modern, high performance aircraft, the 7-14A 
p0205 1.79-23629 
Discrete time slice simulation of replacement 
requirements --- for aircraft engines 
p0206 1.79-23796 
Repair of directionally solidified airfcil 
components
p0211 1.79-24134 
Turbine airfcil repair
p0211 1.79-24144 
Statistics of disturbances and maintenance 
according to conditions at Interfiug. III - 
Technical requirements concerning the program 
for the processing of disturbance data by means 
of electronic data processing
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
p0250 1.79-25371 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 1.79-26725 
A technique for engine maintenance cost forecasting 
(1.11.1. 79-7007)	 p0327 1.79-29382 
The cost situation in the material maintenance of 
civil aviation aircraft 
[OGLE 79-014]	 p0347 1.79-31945 
Adaptation of the EMSG-2 to military aircraft, 
using the Alpha Jet as an example 
Maintenance System Guide 
(OGIR 79-019)	 p0347 1.79-31946 
'ROD' /Reliability on Demand/ as an aid in 
aircraft maintenance 
[DGLR 79-020]	 p0347 1.79-31947 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
[DGLR 79-021]	 p0347 1.79-31948 
New test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
(DGIR 79-022]	 p0347 1.79-31949 
Landing gear overhaul survey
p0350 1.79-32242 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and oil characteristics 
[SA! PAPER 790629]	 p0458 1.79-36756 
Impact of advanced technologies on aircraft design 
p0460 1.79-37045 
High level maintenance below sea level 
p0465 1.79-38825 
Effect of maintenince plan and engine durability 
on helicopter propulsion system ownership cost 
[1.11.1. PAPER 79-1317]	 p0472 1.79-39033 
The aircraft air conditioner data revisited 
for comparison of alternative system concepts 
p0476 1.79-39895 
Demonstration of an improved method for repair of 
bonded aircraft structure
p0531 1.79-43276 
Material developments for airline safety - Impact 
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 1.79-43277 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 1.79-43314 
The repair of adhesively bonded aircraft 
structures using vacuum pressure
p0531 1.79-43315 
ATE and aircraft mechanical diagnostics 
p0624 1.79-48883 
AN/USM-449/V/ ATE for worldwide support of the P3 
Orion
p0624 1.79-48884 
F -16 avionics maintenance concept and 
multinational aspects
p0625 A79-48894 
F-16 depot automatic test equipment
p0625 1.79-48895 
Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of 
component characteristics determination 
p0639 1.79-49806 
The thermal oxidation stability of 8-3! lubricant 
for aviation
p0688 1.79-52500 
Aircraft RAM (MMH/PH) data comparative analysis 
(1.0-1.056893]	 p0031 579-10001 
Potential applications of acoustic emission 
technology as a nondestructive evaluation method 
for naval aviation ground support 
[1.0-1.056650]	 p0039 579-10439 
American Airlines' operational and maintenance 
experience with aerodynamic seals and oil seals 
in turbofan engines
p0047 579-11061 
Corrosion tracking and prediction for C-141A 
aircraft maintenance scheduling 
[1.0-1.057984]	 p0085 579-12002 
Non-destructive evaluation systems for the naval 
aviation maintenance environment technology 
assessment 
(1.0-1058146]	 p0085 579-12003 
Repair of bonded primary structure 
(1.0-1.059945]	 p0162 579-14086 
Evaluation of aircraft equipment monitoring 
devices, procedures, and techniques 
[AD-1059846]	 p0163 579-14092 
Disassembly inspection and overhaul of 1-221. gear 
reduction and propeller assemblies 
[1.0-1.059795]	 g0165 579-14104 
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Feasibility evaluation cf advanced eddy current 
inspection equipment for use in Naval aviation 
maintenance envjrcnment 
[A0-A060076]	 p0168 879-14401 
Development of a systematic technique for 
analyzing the effectiveness of aircraft class 4 
modifications 
[80-8060551]	 p0172 N79-15033 
Correlation study between vibrational 
environmental and failure rates of civil 
helicopter components 
[NASA-CR-159033]	 p0432 879-23064 
Evaluation of new bonding systems for depot-level 
maintenance of -aircraft honeycomb panels 
[80-8066117]	 p0488 879-24161 
RAN projections for aircraft rotor blades 
[80-8068822]	 p0550 879-27130 
Small turbine engine integration in aircraft 
installations
p0554 879-27170 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
Overview 
[80-8068380]	 p0579 879-28129 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report	 - 
[AD-A068381]	 p0580 879-28130 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 4: 
Software manual 
[80-8068383]	 p0580 879-28131 
Bolted field repair of composite structures 
repairing fuel cell ccmpcsite wing surfaces 
[80-8067923]	 p0585 879-28238 
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
[NASA-CE-152291]	 p0649 879-30138 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, F! 1977 revision 
[AD-A068175]	 p0649 879-30140 
Eaintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential technical data --- naval 
aircraft 
[AD-A068382]	 p0649 879-30141 
Technology trends and maintenance workload 
requirements for the 8-7, F-lI, and F-14 aircraft 
[80-8070036]	 p0701 879-32153 
	
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS	 - 
Strutural design flight maneuver loads using 
PDP-10 flight dynamics model
p0013 879-10905 
The air combat maneuvering range /ACME/, a new 
approach to aircrew- training
p0053 879-13220 
Aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at 
large angles of attack 
[DGLR PAPER 78-113]
	 p0061 879-14071 
ACNE/I system --- Air Ccntat Maneuverino 
Ran ge/Instrumentation
p0064 879-14233 
A relative moticn analysis of horizontal collision 
avoidance
	
-	 p0065 879-114410 
High angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive control 
p0070 879-15020 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 879-20118 
A simulator study of aircraft ground-run handling 
in the Fosim Research Simulator - Some results 
and experiences
p0259 879-26498 
Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data 
[8188 79-0741]	 p0319 879-29013 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
[AIRA 79-0738]	 p0323 879-29049 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet 
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 879-30482 
Manoeuvre handling in a multiradar, a.t.c. system 
p0512 879-41176 
Investigation of different system configurations 
for a TMA navigation system taking special 
account of traffic load and channel requirements
[0018 PAPER 79-039]
	 p0519 879-42365 
Fundamentals of navigation in the terminal 
maneuvering area
p0521 879-42377 
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation 
of combat capability 
[AIAA 79-1622]	 p0566 879-45304 
Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers 
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by 
a missile with proportional guidance 
[8188 79-1624]	 pO566 879-45306 
Azimuth observability enhancement during IRS 
in-flight alignment 
[AIAA 79-17061	 p0570 879-45360 
An introduction to co-kill probability estimation 
in the I on N encounter --- during combat 
aircraft maneuvers 
tAIAA 79-1729]	 p0571 879-45373 
Earth-Referenced Maneuvering Flight Path Display 
[AIAA 79-1894]	 p0573 879-45421 
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy 
state modeling
p0602 879-47098 
An improved method for load survey flight testing 
of military cargo aircraft 
[8188 PAPER 79-1799]
	 p0606 879-47885 
Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for 
maneuvering aircraft
p0611 879-47959 
Aircraft longitudinal motion at high incidence 
p0612 879-48052 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 A79-49605 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
p0645 A79-50433 
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high 
wing loading 
[AIA1 PAPER 79-1812]
	 p0684 879-51246 
Aircraft motion sensitivity
 to dynamic stability 
derivatives 
[8188 PAPER 79-1621]
	 p0688 879-52546 
The effect of Operations on the ground noise 
footprints associated with a large multibladed, 
nonbanging helicopter
p0040 879-10851 
Flight test design for CH-47 parameter 
identification 
[NASA-CR-158948]	 p0171 879-15025 
A study of longitudinal controllability and 
stability requirements for small general 
aviation airplanes 
(AD-A060467)	 p0175 879-15058 
Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors in 
high-angle-of-attack flight
p0180 879-15096 
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology 
remotely piloted research vehicle
p0236 879-16871 
Principles of helicopter performance 
[ADA061671]	 p0303 879-18970 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0354 879-20023 
Energy maneuverability display validation --- F-16 
aircraft 
AFFDL-TR-78-35-VOL-1 ]
	
p0484 879-23947 
Proceedings of APFDL Flying Qualities Symposium 
[80-1066493]	 p0494 1779-24982 
Technical evaluation report on the 25th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on guidance and 
Control Design Considerations for Low Altitude 
and Terminal Area Flight 
[AGARD-AR-129]	 p0500 879-25037 
The calculation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[NPL-DNACS-11/78]	 p0541 879-26051 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
[NASA-CE-3167]	 p0654 879-30194 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
[NASA-CR-3145]	 p0672 879-31222 
AIRCRAFT MODELS 
The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter 
certification 
[SAE PAPER 7805501
	 p0005 879-10409 
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Investigation of the electrification of an 
aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind 
tunnel
p0020 179-12162 
Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model 
at supercritical angles of attack and different 
Reynolds numbers
p0021 179-12199 
Sea behaviour prediction of helicopters through 
free model tests
p0132 179-18670 
Critical considerations for wind-tunnel testing 
V/STOL aircraft models --- for hover/wingborne 
flight transition 
[lIlA PAPER 19-0332]	 p0145 179-19671 
Use of radio controlled models in the conceptual 
development of PISTOL aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 781050] 	 p0258 179-25915 
Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book 
p0346 179-31901 
A flyable suspended model helicopter for the 
investigation of the human pilot behaviour 
p0412 119-35923 
Model study of aircraft disk brakes
p04€5 179-38816 
Effects of Reynolds number and other parameters on 
the throttle-dependent, nozzle/afterbody drag of 
an 0.11 scale single-engine aircraft model 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1167] 	 p05O8 A79-40481 
Ellipsoidal modelling of aircraft targets for 
evaluation of electronic fuzes
p0637 179-49580 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 A79-51129 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 A79-51130 
Recent results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-16401	 p0688 179-52548 
Enclosure fire modeling
p0088 N19-12046 
Tracker antenna location study 
[AD-A059026]	 p0108 N79-13235 
Some factors affecting the dynamic stability 
derivatives of a fighter-type model
p0176 N79-15071 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
(NASA-TP1366]	 p0226 N79-16641 
Users manual for linear Time-varying Helicopter 
Simulation (Program SPlitS) 
(NASA-CR-159020]	 p0375 N79-20769 
Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model 
[NASA-TP-1419]	 p0416 N79-22038 
Wind tunnel corrections for STOL models 
p0429 N79-22998 
Computer formulations of aircraft models for 
simulation studies 
(NASA-TP-1470]	 p0430 1179-23008 
Similitude, manufacturing, identification, and 
instrumentation of test models --- aircraft models 
[AAAF-NT-78-24]	 p0440 1179-23120 
Construction problems specific to models for high 
Reynolds number wind tunnels --- scale models 
(AAAP-NT-78-02]	 p0441 1179-23124 
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic 
tunnels and status of the Rational Transonic 
Facility 
[NASA-TN-80085]	 p0543 1179-260614 
Low EN signature response techniques 
[AD-A068211]	 p0597 N79-29397 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft 
(19ASA-TR-80510]	 p0651 1479-30173 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 N79-30176 
Wind-tunnel investigaticn of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in 
Langley PISTOL tunnel 
(NASA-TN-80132]	 p0664 979-31151
AIRCRAFT NOISE 
Comparative analysis of PA-31-350 Chieftain 
(R44LV) accident and NASA crash test data 
[NASA-TN-80102]	 p0713 1179-33172
AIRCRAFT BOISE 
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT SONIC BOORS 
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise 
impact on airport neighbors 
[SI! PAPER 780522] 	 p0004 179-10397
Helicopter noise - State-of-the-art 
[lIlA PAPER 77-1337] 	 p0025 179-12395
Effect of forward speed on noise emission and 
thrust of small aircraft propellers	 - 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1271 	 p0061 A79-14080
California airport monitor noise data
p0074 A79-15559 
An alternative to pseudo-tone microphones for 
airplane flyover noise testing
p0114 A79-17609 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification
p0134 179-18686 
Helicopter noise standards - Another point of 
view: A national approach to rotorcraft noise 
regulation
p0135 179-18687 
Design implications of recent gearbox noise and 
vibration studies --- for helicopters 
p0135 179-18688 
The influence of the transonic flow field on 
high-speed helicopter impulsive noise 
p0135 A79-18690 
Fluctuating surface pressure characteristics on a 
helicopter fuselage under hover and forward 
flight conditions
p0135 179-18691 
Aircraft noise identification system by 
correlation technique
p0138 179-19362 
A comprehensive review of airframe noise research 
p0152 179-20080 
Recent developments in helicopter noise reduction 
p0153 179-20092 
Advances in aeroacoustic windtunnel testing 
techniques for aircraft noise research 
p0155 179-20114 
	
Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter	 -
impulsive noise
p0197 179-22474 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale. 
hovering rotor 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0608]	 p0267 A79-26876
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element 
method --- for aircraft noise reduction 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0659] 	 p0267 179-26879
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0644] 	 p0269 A79-26915 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
flow facility 
[kIll PAPER 79-0666] 	 p0270 179-26920 
An airborne reference noise source for studying 
airplane flyover noise propagation and measurement 
[1111 PAPER 79-06501 	 p0270 179-26928 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft 
fuselage related to interior noise transmission 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0646] 	 p0271 179-26932 
An acoustical study of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Research Aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 79-0612]	 p0272 179-26939
Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing 
edge of a wing in forward motion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06051	 p0272 179-26940
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions 
by stringer and frame damping 
[hAl PAPER 78-504] 	 p0315 179-28611 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0668] 	 p0318 179-28969 
Acoustic simulation of the flight vibration 
environment
p0335 179-29859 
Traffic background level and signal duration 
effects on aircraft noise judgment
p0407 179-34580 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p0408 179-34921 
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Light propeller aircraft noise 
[OHEBA, TP 80. 1979-56]	 p0409 479-38980 
The derivation of a thickness noise formula for 
the far-field by Isc --- applied to helicopter 
rotors
p0410 479-35449 
Propeller aircraft noise around general aviation 
airports 
(SAT PAPER 790594)	 p0455 479-36728 
An experimental study cf propeller-induced 
structural vibration and interior noise 
[SAT PAPER 7906251	 p0458 479-36753 
Engine induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
[SAT PAPER 7906261	 p0458 479-36754 
Summary of noise reduction characteristics of 
typical general aviation materials 
[SAE PAPER 790627] 	 p0458 A79-36755 
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise 
and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components 
[SAP PAPER 790631]	 p0858 479-36758 
A study of the evolution cf noise exposure under 
different hypotheses of regulation 
(ONPRA, TP No. 1979-44] 	 p0473 479-39093 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aeroacoustic characteristics 
Over The Ring SECt engine configuraticns 
p0475 479-39802 
Experimental investigaticu of helicopter flight 
nodes on helicopter-generated noise
p0604 479-47873 
Helicopter noise rules - Are they appropriate and 
reasonable
p0636 479-49478 
The aeroaconstics of advanced turbopropellers 
p0643 479-50236 
Supersonic transport aircraft noise, problems of 
noise reduction and establishment of standards 
p0643 479-50237 
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports 
on the environment
p0685 *79-51598 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 1: Results 
[AD-A057309]	 p0037 479-10059 
Internal mixer investigation for 3T8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, 
and 0 
(AD-A057310/5)	 p0038 479-10065 
LAX airport/land use planning study, p hase 1 
report: Short term noise abatement 
[PB-281622/1]	 p0038 479-10071 
Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences 
(NASA-CP-2052-PT-2] 	 p0040 479-10843 
Subjective evaluation of helicopter blade slap noise 
p0040 N79-10844 
Rating helicopter noise
p0040 479-10845 
The effective acoustic environment of helicopter 
crewmen
p0040 479-10850 
The effect of operaticns cm the ground noise 
footprints associated with a large multibladed, 
nonbanging helicopter
p0040 479-10851 
A Static acoustic signature system for the 
analysis of dynamic flight information 
p0080 479-10852 
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets 
p0080 579-10853 
Design of helicopter rotors to noise constraints 
p0080 479-10858 
The cost of applying current helicopter external 
noise reduction methods while maintaining 
realistic vehicle performance
p0081 479-10855 
Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and

path identification and characterization 
p0081 479-10856 
A practical approach to helicopter internal noise 
prediction
p0081 479-10857 
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case 
histories
p0081 479-10858 
An analytical method for designing low noise 
helicopter transmissicns
p0081 479-10859
The influence of the noise environment on crew 
communications
p0081 479-10860 
Helicopter internal noise reduction research and 
development application to the SA 360 and SA 365 
Dauphin
p0041 479-10861 
The status of rotor noise technology: One man's 
opinion
p0042 479-10862 
Trends in Langley helicopter noise research 
p0042 879-10863 
Aeroacoustic research: An Army perspective 
p0082 479-10864 
Research on helicopter rotor noise 
[40-4058388]	 p0104 479-13058 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
[NASA-T4-78802]	 pO108 479-13820 
Aircraft/airport noise control 
(GP0-93-187]	 p0181 879-15487 
General aviation interior noise study
p0226 479-16680 
Blown flap noise prediction 
(NASA-CR-158978)	 p0227 479-166148 
Measurements of acoustic sources in motion 
tWASA-TN-78819]	 p0227 879-16649 
Analysis of noise in US army aircraft 
[40-4061351]	 p0233 479-16844 
Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft 
noise	 - 
(NASA-TP-1335]	 p0299 479-18687 
Computer-aided collection of demographic data 
within day-night level contours: Two test cases 
[AD-A061657]	 p0306 879-19010 
A commercial airport noise environment: 
Measurement, prediction and control 
(NASA-CE-3107]	 p0313 479-19814 
Effects of duration and other noise 
characteristics on the annoyance caused by 
-aircraft-flyover noise 
[NASA-TP-1386]	 'p0375 479-20832 
Airframe aerodynamic noise-total radiated acoustic 
power approach 
[40-4062861]	 p0375 879-20834 
Procedure for noise prediction and optimization of 
advanced technology propellers 
[NASA-C8-3080)	 p0423 879-22100 
DOD's commendable initial efforts to solve land 
use problems around airfields 
[PB-291617/9]	 p0426 879-22120 
Engine integration and noise considerations for 
STOL aircraft
p0430 879-23005 
Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise 
adjustment procedures for different weather 
conditions 
(RASA-TP-1430)	 p0491 879-28773 
Aircraft sonic boom: Studies on aircraft flight, 
aircraft design, and measurement. A 
bibliography with abstracts
	 -. 
[NTIS/PS-79/0268/6]	 p01491 879-28780 
Aircraft and airport noise reduction 
GPO-29-661]	 pOSOO 879-25038 
An experimental investigation of the effect of 
rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
in the langley v/stol wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80066]	 p0504 879-25848 
Aeronautical research into vertical problems in 
V/SPOt aircraft approach landing 
(IFD-8-78]	 p0550 479-27138 
Effects of road traffic background noise on 
judgments of individual airplane noises 
[NASA-TP-1433]	 pO588 879-28796 
Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CR-159099]	 p0599 479-29957 
The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, 
realistic edge conditions, curvature and 
in-plane panel stresses on the noise reduction 
characteristics of general aviation type panels 
[NASA-C4-157452] 	 p0599 479-29958 
Parametric studies of model helicopter blade slap 
androtational noise 
[AD-A068181]	 p0600 879-29962 
Helicopter noise level functions for use in 
community noise analyses 
[AD-a068455]	
-	 p0600 879-299614 
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	 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
(NASA-CR-159118]	 p0677 N79-32054 
Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria 
[10-1072029]	 p0712 N79-32969 
AIRCRAFT NOISE PREDICTION 
U NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT) 
AIRCRAFT PARTS 
Aircraft manufacturing quality assurance 
p0069 179-14868 
Monitoring of fatigue loading on rotor system and 
related components
p0136 179-18696 
Fatigue life estimaticn methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0136 179-18697 
Design and checking of helicopter transmission 
components using photoelastic analysis techniques 
p0136 179-18699 
Crack speed and propagation resistance prediction 
for steels and Al. alloys helicopter components 
p0136 A79-18700 
A reliable spline coupling --- for aircraft power 
transmission 
[AStIE PAPER 78-WA/AEEC-11] 	 p0148 179-19729 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings
p0207 179-23895 
Failure analysis of aerospace components 
p0213 179-24235 
Stress-peen straightening of complex machined 
aircraft parts
p0214 179-24254 
Introduction of electrcn beam welding in aircraft 
production
p0249 A79-25288 
Perspectives of technological development for 
helicopters 
[AIAA 79-0701]	 p0276 A79-27364 
Design development of the 727-100
p0333 179-29595 
Experimental investigation of the endurance of
airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
p0346 179-31716 
A research study into the reliability of various 
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components 
of military aircraft
pOUOO 179-33459 
Study of installed envircrment of various 
equipments in military aircraft 
-	 p0400 179-33460 
Development of an aircraft composite propeller 
[SAE PAPER 790579]	 p0453 179-36714 
Review of aircraft hearing rejection criteria and 
causes
p05614 179-45250 
Most rational linearization of nonlinear unsteady 
beat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle 
parts and engines
p0613 179-48501 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points on actual aircraft parts /Qualification 
test/
p0681 179-51134 
Protection methods for hardware --- lightning 
protection for aircraft components
p06H3 179-51145 
p ivoting output unit control systems activated by 
jacks --- for controlling aircraft flaps 
[NASA-TM-75581]	 p0038 N79-10066 
Wear of seal materials used in aircraft propulsion 
systems 
(NASA-TM-79003)	 p0097 N79-12204 
Ice accretion and its effects on aerodynamics of 
unprotected aircraft ccmponents
p0173 N79-15040 
Heat treatment of P/H nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0442 N79-23254 
Fundamentals of Gas Turbine combustion 
(NASA-CP-2087]	 p0497 879-25016 
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 
NT HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE 
Airplane takeoff from unpaved airdromes 
p0069 179-14e74 
Three years use of Mercury - Technical halance sheet 
p0118 179-17771 
A method for estimating takeoff and landing 
performance of V/STOL aircraft in shipboard 
environments
p0133 A79-18675 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 179-20118 
Availability and use of weather data --- in 
general aviation
p0198 179-22711 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VIOL aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 79-03811	 p0199 179-23509 
Impact of cruise speed on productivity of 
supersonic transports 
[lIlA PAPER 79-02311 	 p0203 119-23570 
Longhorns into service --- Learjet 28/29 
structures and performance capabilities 
p0212 179-24183 
Longitudinal motion of an aircraft in unsteady flow 
p0212 A79-24194 
Aircraft static charging testing 
[OPERA, TP NO. 1978-1101	 p0258 179-26130 
The Learjet longhorn series - The first jets with 
winglets
p0260 179-26532 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of HiNAT 
(hAl 79-0698] P0277 A79-27370 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report 
[lilA 79-0704]	 p0277 119-27371 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence and 
jet transport landing performance
p0278 179-27576 
Aerodynamic development of the 727-100 
p0333 179-29594 
Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft 
p0333 179-29596 
The 727-200 development
p0333 A79-29597 
Concorde in service
p0333 A79-29606 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicle's /TCV/ Wind Analysis program 
using real-tine digital simulation
p0336 119-29900 
Surface current injection techniques - A 
theoretical investigation --- for simulating 
EMP-induced aircraft responses
p0336 A79-30155 
Measuring and improving ATC capacity
p8399 179-33024 
Four jets for short-haul work BAe 146
p0408 A79-34922 
A special extension of the General Point 
Performance Equation --- for flight paths 
p0412 A79-35926 
The effects of low-level wind shear on the 
approach and go-around performance of a landing 
jet aircraft 
(51! PAPER 7905681	 p0452 179-36708 
Design description of a four-place business jet 
using two WE-19 engines 
(SAE PAPER 790580]	 pO453 179-36715 
Improving business jet performance - The Mark Five 
Sabreliner 
(SAE PAPER 790582)	 p0453 179-36717 
Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems 
[SI! PAPER 790608] 	 p0456 179-36739 
New technologies for general aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790613]	 PO456 179-36742 
In Soviet service. V - Backfire
p0459 A79-36775 
Dassault-Breguet - The Mirage 2000
p0459 179-36974 
Changing requirements in aircraft design 
p0460 A79-37044 
Design, meet production --- aircraft cost and 
performance tradeoff considerations
p0460 A79-37048 
Electric propulsion for high performance light 
aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1265] 	 PO470 179-39011 
Tr-rotor Coast Guard airship 
(lilA 79-1573]	 p0521 179-42380 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through non-linear aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15271	 p0576 179-46710 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- for 
aircraft flight characteristics 
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p0606 179-47888 
Performance evaluation cf an air vehicle utilizing 
non-azisymmetric nozzles 
(lIla PAPER 79-1811)	 p0607 179-47894 
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for 
simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype 
flight vehicle performance characteristics 
p0613 179-48505 
Blown sings from Kiev --- short takeoff and 
landing through ving-overbloving
p0634 179-49232 
Variables characterizing the wind effects on an 
aircraft
p0639 179-49 807 
Performance modelling methods --- in flight test 
programs
p0642 179-50167 
A computer system for identifying aircraft 
characteristics
p0642 179-50168 
Evaluation of selected class III requirements of 
MIL-F-8785B /150/, 'Plying Qualities of Piloted 
Airplanes'
p0646 179-50439 
Plight demonstration of the AV-88 V/SlOt concept 
[1111 PAPER 79-1841]	 p0684 179-51249 
Technical problems encountered with the LILA-i 
flying laboratory 
[NASA-TM-75585]	 p0090 879-12062 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance 
aircraft 
[AD-A060519]	 p0171 879-15016 
Mathematical models of aircraft dynamics for 
extreme flight conditions (theory and experiment) 
p0179 879-15087 
The development and implementation of algorithms 
for an 1-78 performance calculator 
(10-1061344)	 p0232 879-16841 
Optimum cruise performance 
(AD-A062607]	 p0364 879-20107 
Introduction to equations of motion for performance 
(8500-78038]	 p0378 879-21002 
Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Mach 2.7 
cruise aircraft 
(NASA-TM-78732] 	 p0388 879-21868 
Boise and performance calibration study of a Mach 
2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-TM-800113]	 p0388 879-21869 
Regression simulation of turbine engine - 
performance/aircraft regression model 
(10-1063975)	 p0424 879-22106 
Bevies lecture on transport aircraft. Concepts, 
utilization and prospects
pO429 879-23000 
The aerodynamics and performance characteristics 
of direct lift schemes
p0429 879-23004 
An evaluaticn of torn anticipation techniques and 
offset flying procedures using a single-saypoint 
8818 system 
[AD-A066555]	 p0493 879-24974 
The calculation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
(NPL-DNACS-11/78)	 p0541 879-26051 
Engine performance considerations for the large 
subsonic transport
p0551 879-27139 
Jet noise and performance comparison study of a 
Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft 
(NISA-TM-80094]	 p0589 879-28982 
A computer program for detailed analyslsof the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities of 
transport category aircraft 
[NASA-TM-80120]	 p0589 879-29141 
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Mountain Airways, 
Inc., DeHavillad DBC-6-300, 82488, Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, 27 February 1979 
(NTSB-AAN-79-10)	 p0591 879-29157 
Performance evaluation method for dissimilar 
aircraft designs --- using the square of the. 
wing span fcr nondimensional comparisons of 
aerodynamic characteristics 
(NASA-RP-1042]	 p0649 879-30139 
A summary of AGARD PDP meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0658 879-30220 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integratçd flight systems
p0658 879-30223
Open/closed loop identification of stability and 
control characteristics of combat aircraft 
p0659 879-30232 
AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT TEST PILOTS 
Airline approach to CAT III
p0260 179-26533 
The dynamics of a general aviation pilot promotion 
campaign
p0466 179-38886 
The influence of the amount of automation in a 
flight path guidance system on flight path 
deviation and pilot work load 
[DGLB PAPER 79-044]
	 p0520 179-42370 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control lass 
[lIlA 79-1676]	 p0568 179-45340 
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two 
light airplanes near the stall 
(AIAA 79-1775)	 p0572 179-45403 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1911 - 
1977
p0310 879-19621 
Comparative injury patterns in US Army helicopters 
p0311 879-19654 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the TAB-64
p0312 879-19664 
ONERA's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 879-30242 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline 
pilots opinions about Content, symbology, and 
format 
[NASA-TN-78601]	 p0703 879-32185 
AIRCRAFT POWER SOURCES 
U AIRCRAFT ENGINES 
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 
Certain problems which had to be solved between 
the prototype stage and mass production stage in 
the development of an engine --- turboprop 
engine tests
p0026 A79-12532 
Filament wound main rotor blade - The. Army's new 
production blade for the AR-1 
(IRS 78-36]	 p0123 A79-18162 
The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability 
for helicopters 
[ASS 78-37]	 p0123 179-18163 
Reliability based quality /BBOJ technique for 
evaluating the degradation of reliability during 
manufacturing --- for army helicopter systems 
and components
p0205 179-23631 
CP-140 aircraft reliability program - A 'tailored' 
management approach
p0206 A79-23632 
Composite sing/fuselage integral concept 
p0207 179-24078 
Advanced composite cover to substructure 
attachment technology --- for aircraft wing skin 
p0208 179-24079 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the USAP/McDonnefl BLATS program --- Built-up 
Los-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for P-15 
pO208 179-24082 
The PABST program - A validation of bonding 
primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded 
Structure Technology for aluminum aircraft parts 
p0208 179-24083 
Cast aluminum structures technology --- for large 
primary aircraft
p0208 179-24084 
Tooling and assembly procedures, serviceability 
program elements --- for aircraft composite 
structures
p0209 179-24090 
Introduction of electron beam welding in aircraft 
production
p0249 A79-25248 
GASP IV simulation model for the composites and 
bonding production facility
p0274 179-27297 
The quiet revolution in airframe Construction 
fabrication techniques and construction materials 
p0318 119-28976 
Some TG-welding applications in the aerospace 
industry
p0342 179-30644 
Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells 
by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
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AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY 
[Dull PAPER 79-008)	 p0390 179-32305 
NC equipment spurs husk manufacture - Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Ccntrcl for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 A79-33589 
Producing light aircraft - Three viability case 
studies
p0450 479-36376 
Some main points about general-aviation design 
practice
p0460 179-37047 
Preparation of double-curvature planking by rolling 
for aircraft structures
p0686 179-52130 
The future of the helicopter
p0696 179-54200 
The Continuity factor in aircraft develcpment 
pO30O 879-18896 
CAD for electric systems design --- in aircraft 
production
p0374 879-20765 
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY 
The effects of aircraft engine pollutant emission 
measurement variability on engine certification 
policy 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-86) 	 p0001 179-10261
certificaticn-compliance demonstration by flight 
or simulation 
[SAE PAPER 780549]	 p0005 179-10408 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAU-64
pOO13 179-10904 
Damage-tolerant design of the YUIi-611 main rotor 
system
FOO13 179-10911 
Improved ballistic damage tolerant design through 
laminated metal ccnstruction 
-	 p0014 179-10912 
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade 
ballistic damage
p0014 179-10913 
Damage tolerant design of the YAH-64 main rotor 
blade	 - 
p00114 179-10914 
Development of a multitubular spar composite main - 
rotor blade
pOOlS 179-10919 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures with allowance for the two-stage 
nature of fatigue damage
p0019 179-12135 
Processing a randcm loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0027 179-12535 
Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft 
p0073 179-15379 
The F/A-18 challenge - Peadiness and low total cost 
p0073 179-15402 
Cost and operational effectiveness of R&M 
improvements 
-	 p0073 179-15403
Cost effective improvement of the timeless C-130 
Hercules airlifter
p0073 179-1544044 
Aircraft structural reliability prediction based 
on dynamic loads and ultimate strength test data 
pOC16 179-16111 
Lynx reliability and maintainability design and 
military service experience --- helicopter 
performance
p0079 179-162142 
Reliability of aircraft structures
p0082 179-16583 
Application of the fault tree in fault testing and 
design improvement --- of aircraft components 
-	 p0082 179-16585
Reliability improvement program --- for military 
aircraft electronic components
p0082 179-16591 
Northrop/United States Air Force application of 
failure predictions to an operational aircraft 
for F-5!/F
p0113 179-17527 
Influence of fuels on the reliability of jet 
engines and jet aircraft: Reliability with 
respect to fuel and lubricants --- Russian book
p0113 179-17562 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial 
Lecture,
p011B 179-18004 
Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter 
operations
p0134179-186814 
Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily 
stressed components of the Alpha-Jet 
(DGLB PAPER 78-177]	 p0151 179-20019 
An analysis of the new construction regulations 
for military and civil aircraft construction 
with respect to the demonstration of 
serviceability	 - 
[DGIR PAPER 78-193]
	 p0184 179-20494 
Reliability and maintainability growth of a 
modern, high performance aircraft, the F-141 
p0205 179-23629 
Reliability based quality /BBQ/ technique for 
evaluating the degradation of reliability during 
manufacturing --- for army helicopter systems 
and components
p0205 179-23631 
CP-140 aircraft reliability program - A 'tailored' 
management approach
p0206 179-23632 
Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
airworthiness standards 
[BAR PAPER 781019]	 p0256 A79-25895 
The analysis and identification of flux-induced 
voltage transients on low-loss transmission 
lines with application to the 
Lightning-Transient-Analysis /111/ problem 
p0259 179-26246 
Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage 
structures 
[1111 79-0688]	 p0275 179-27354 
ROD /Reliability on Demand/ as an aid in 
aircraft maintenance 
(DOLl 79-020]	 p0347 179-31947 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
(DGLE 79-021)	 p0347 179-31948 
A research study into the reliability of various 
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components 
of military aircraft
p0400 179-33459 
Study of installed environment of various 
equipments in military aircraft
p0400 179-33460 
Crashworthiness analysis of field investigation of 
business aircraft accidents 
(SIB PAPER 790587]	 p04544 179-36721 
The Fairchild can-opener - Shtnrmovik of the 
eighties
p0459 179-36773 
Impact of advanced technologies on aircraft design 
p0460 179-37045 
Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Their history 
and progress
p0460 A79-37149 
The test pilot in the airline industry , or 'Hy bags 
.are packed and I'm ready to go'
p0464 179-38478 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 179-39912 
British civil airworthiness requirements for 
airships ' 
(AIAA 79-1600]	 p0523 179-42394 
Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on 
the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft
p0611 179-47960 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 179-47971 
A status report on the advanced FIREFLY assessment 
program
p0615 179-48609 
Terrain-following radar - Key to low-altitude flight 
p0620 179-48686 
Development of a 'no adjustment' turboshaft engine 
control system 
[ABS 79-42]	 p0632 179-49094 
What the FAA would like in airworthiness standards 
[1111 PAPER 79-1851] 	 p0634 179-49338 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft Technical overview, definitions and 
basic waveforms
p0680 179-51128 
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Vulnerability assessment of aircraft systems to Safety of air transport 
indirect lightning effects p0252 A79-25542 
p0682 A79-51142 Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
Determination of the prebability of consequences airworthiness standards 
of aircraft-system malfunctions in the [SAE PAPER 781019]
	 p0256 A79-25895 
evaluation of flight safety levels Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
p0687 A79-52144 aircraft flight hazard definition 
Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on p0278 A79-27575 
future civil helicopter operating efficiency and NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
mission reliability A status report 
p0692 179-53627 [AIAA 79-0780]	 p0321 179-29024 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation RB-ill Bird strikes - An increasingly important problem 
helicopter quick fix, phase 11 in aviation safety 
[AD-A058785]	 p0100 1179-13027 p0326 A79-29363 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and USA? bird impact resistant windshield technology 
experiment:	 Damaged aircraft stabilators program 
(AD-A062691]	 p0364 •R79-20110 p0326 A79-29366 
Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
p0372 N79-20412 responsibility, pilot or controller 
STOL technology, volume 1 p0343 A79-30943 (VKI-L!CTUEE-SERIES-60-VCL-1] 	 p0429 N79-22996 Conflict alert for the air traffic control system 
Airworthiness and certification aspects of civil p0401 A79-33605 
aircraft for STOL Beacon-based collision avoidance system - 
pO429 N79-22997 Experimental results 
Fatigue of helicopters:	 Service life evaluation p0401 A79-33606 
method Factors in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
p0434 N79-23079 collision avoidance logic 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation All-1S p0401 A79-33607 
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared Threat logic for air-derived CAS --- Collision 
radiation suppressor and an AN/ALQ-144 jammer Avoidance System 
[A0-A067757]	 p0541 N79-26047 p0401 A79-33608 
Review of airworthiness standards for Mechanism of extremity injuries occurring during 
certification of helicopters for Instrument ejection from F-4 aircraft 
Flight Rules (IPR) operation p0401 A7933610 (AD-Ao68397)	 p0549 1179-27127 Aviation emergency procedures 
Preliminary airworthiness Evaluation RU-21 H p0401 A79-33611 
guardrail V aircraft CPR Vehicle design and performance objectives 
[AD-A068341]	 p0593 1179-29178 Crash Fire Rescue 
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test, p0401 A79-33612 
OV-1C takeoff performance An overview of the U.S. Navy Maximum Performance 
[AD-Ao69e27]	 p0652 1179-30178 Ejection System 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CH-47C with p0402 A79-33613 
fiberglass rotor blades with T55-L-712 engines Vertical-seeking autopilot design --- of thrust 
[AD-A069891]	 p0705 1179-32199 vector controlled ejection Seat 
AIRCRAFT SAFETY p0402 A79-33615 
FAA's development program for Aircraft Separation Aerodynamic effects simulator --- for testing 
Assurance /ASA/ aircraft escape systems 
p0055 579-13257 p0402 579-33617 
Collision avoidance in the integrated system. II - Ejection systems in the year 2000 
Characteristics p0402 A79-33622 
p0056 A79-13259 U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating 
Lightning protection frcm aircraft p0403 A79-33623 
p0062 A79-14105 Unique crew escape concepts for ATS mission aircraft 
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las p0403 A79-33636 
Vegas, Rev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings nigh strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
p0065 579-14401 restraint systems 
A systemized approach to helicopter safety p01408 A7933639 
pOO66 579-14418 Electronic system safety - Testing reality --- for 
A system for survival --- passenger aircraft avionics 
escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics [SAE PAPER 790570]
	 p0452 A79-36710 
p0066 A79-14426 Fuel on fire - Rapid response to a military problem 
Clear air turbulence accidents p0462 A79-38090 
p0067 579-14439 Survivability in aircraft fires - New standards 
Analysis of the economic benefits of utility are needed 
helicopter safety design features p0462 A79-38091 
p0072 A79-15373 RICA standards - Improved specs6 and regulations 
Economics of commercial aviation safety
--- in avionics equipment 
pOO72 579-15314 p0477 A79-39919 
Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft - Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
p0073 A79-15379 airline fire safety 
Improvement of safety for helicopter crews p0530 579-43271 
p0079 579-16243 Effects of boron and glass hybrid epoxy-composites 
Reliability of aircraft structures on graphite-fiber release in an aircraft tire 
p0082 579-16583 p0531 579-43272 
Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in Use of AIDS recorded data for assessing service 
track-guided traffic load experience --- Aircraft Integrated Data 
p0116 A79-17690 System 
Damage tolerant design of the YSR-64 drive system p0562 579-44455 CABS 78-46]	 p0123 A79-18169 Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel 
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology p0634 A79-49224 
demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military Risk - Taken or controlled --- airline operations 
helicopters p0679 A79-51049 CARS 78-47]	 p0124 579-18170 Conference on Certification of Aircraft for 
Separation and collision risk in air traffic control Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, 
p0207 A79-23858 Chatillon-sons-Bagneux, Hants-de-Seine, Prance, 
Lightning protection with segmented diverters September 14-21, 1978, Proceedings 
for aircraft radooes and dielectric structures p0680 579-51126 
p0249 A7925317 A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
- of aircraft Technical overview, definitions and
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basic waveforms
p0680 A79-51128 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects, caused by lightning 
/qualification test/
p0681 879-51136 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
90681 A79-51137 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
p0683 A79-51146 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 1.79-52694 
The determination of margins of safety for 
critical aircraft systems --- electronic 
equipment EPIC
p0690 A79-52887 
Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 879-53722 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (VIRFNEN) 
A compilation of presentations and papers 
(NASA-TN-78523]	 p0087 879-12029 
Douglas Aircraft cabin fire tests
p0097 879-12031 
Engineering and development program plan: 
Aircraft safety 
[AD-A058546]	 p0089 879-12049 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1 
(AD-A058547)	 p0089 879-12050 
A statistical analysis of selected human factors 
involved in aviation safety 
[AD-A059284]	 pOC89 879-12052 
Investigation of the feasibility of using the 
discrete address beaccn system data link for 
non-ATC communications 
rAD-A05E4531	 p0100 879-13023 
NASA aviation safety reporting system 
(NASA-TN-78540)	 p0170 879-15014 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport --- airfield 
surface movements 
(FAA-IBC-77-5]	 p0237 879-16881 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
(AD-A061450)	 p0280 879-17012 
Improvement of overload capability of air carrier 
aircraft tires 
[PAA-RD-78-133]	 p0241 879-17229 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft: Technical overview, definitions 
and basic waveforms
p0297 879-18246 
Rotor fragment protection program: Statistics on 
aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that 
occurred in US ccmmercial aviation during 1976 
[NASA-CE-159474]
	
p0304 879-18977 
Development of fire test methods for airplane 
interior materials 
[NASA-CE-160119]	 p03O6 879-19112 
Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 879-19658 
Helicopter crashworthy fuel systems and their 
effectiveness in preventing thermal injury 
p0312 879-19660 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system 
design
p0312 879-19661 
Crash survivability of the UH-60A helicopter 
p0312 879-19663 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the !AH-64
p0312 879-19664 
Preliminary investigation of the seated height 
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection from 
the CT-114 aircraft 
(AD-A062403)	 p0362 879-20093 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 879-20420 
Lightning transient research on an F-lil y
 aircraft 
[AD-80637€5]	 p0418 879-22066 
Test and evaluation of modified high performance 
jet aircrew life preserver 
[AD-A063959	 p0419 879-22067 
Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical 
model 1
[NASA-CE-3129]	 p0928 879-22706 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
[AD-A065153]	 p0081 879-23181 
An operational research investigation of the 
ice-detection capability and utility of the 
surface condition analyzer (SCAN) system and its 
applicability to Navy-wide use 
(AD-1067178)	 p0539 879-26037 
Development of computer-generated pbenograms to 
forecast regional conditions hazardous to 
low-flying aircraft 
[80-8068812)	 p0582 879-28161 
FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1978 
[AD-A067910]	 p0584 879-28188 
Aviation safety 
(GPO-37-810]	 p0592 879-29162 
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
p0667 P79-31177 
Comparative analysis of PA-31-350 Chieftain 
(N44LV) accident and NASA crash test data 
[NASA-TM-801021 	 p0713 879-33172 
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS 
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission 
application 
[MIS 78-09]	 p0119 1.79-18135 
Effect of broadened-specification fuels on 
aircraft engines and fuel systems 
[AIAA 79-7008]	 p0327 A79-29383 
The powered glider, SZD-145A Ogar
p0397 A79-32584 
The Lockheed C-5: Case study in aircraft design 
Rook
p01451 879-36646 
Westland unveils 8030 transport helicopter 
p0862 879-38092 
Weight and cost estimating relationships for heavy 
lift airships 
CAI AA 79-1577)	 p0522 879-42383 
Evaluation of selected class III requirements of 
NIL-7-87858 /ASG/, 'Flying Qualities of Piloted 
Airplanes'
p0646 119-50439 
The requirement of damage tolerance. an analysis 
of damage tolerance requirements with specific 
reference to 811-8-83844 
(11LR-TR-77005-U)	 p0550 879-27135 
Are today's specifications appropriate for 
tomorrow's airplanes?
p0660 879-30239 
AIRCRAFT SPIN 
The effects of configuration changes on spin and 
recovery characteristics of a low-wing general 
aviation research airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-17861 	 p0604 879-47876 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1802] 	 p0606 1.79-47887 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil --- on 
wind tunnel models to reduce spin entry after 
stall 
(NASA-CE-138717]	 p0531 879-26013 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft 
[NASA-1M-80510]	 p0651 P79-30173 
AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
Method of determining the stability and 
controllability characteristics of an aircraft 
from the transient processes
p0021 A79-12176 
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active 
control and suppression of flutter of flying craft 
p0027 A79-12755 
Automatic stabilization of helicopters --- Russian 
book
p0061 A79-14550 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
p0069 A79-14865 
An aeromechanical stability analysis for 
bearingless rotor helicopters 
[ABS 78-21)	 p0121 A79-181147 
Analytical design of a high performance stability 
and control augmentation system for a hingeless 
rotor helicopter 
[ABS 78-27]	 p0122 A79-18153 
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Botorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
[ABS 78-301	 p0122 879-18156 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
(ABs 78-311	 p0122 879-18157 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulaticn-controlled rotors in hover 
[ABS 78-614]	 p0126 879-18185 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transport aircraft 
p0155 879-20117 
Control of the location of the center of gravity 
of loaded aircraft
p0250 879-25370 
Dynamics of controlled longitudinal motion of an 
airplane with a variable-geometry wing 
p0251 879-25517 
System for stabilizing the vertical overload of an 
aircraft
p0315 879-28607 
Flight dynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Russian book on aircraft stability and control 
p03145 879-31491 
Selected problems concerning unstable operation of 
aircraft turbine engine compressors
p0397 879-32589 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p0464 879-38477 
Flight dynamics analyses and simulation of Heavy 
Lift Airship 
(8188 79-1593]	 p0522 879-42388 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft 
stability 
[8181 79-16381	 p0567 879-145318 
The relationship of unsteadiness in downwash to 
the quality of parameter estimates 
[8181 79-16391	 p0567 879-45319 
Aerodynamic development of a small horizontal tail 
for an active control relaxed stability 
transport application 
[8188 79-1653]	 p0568 879-45327 
Folded shear plane contrcl apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
(8188 79-1682]	 p0569 879-45344 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument approach 
[8188 79-1683]	 p0569 879-453145 
Alleviation of stability and control difficulties 
of a V/STOL Type B aircraft 
(8118 79-1785]	 p0573 879-45412 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory metbcdology /BACTB/ to 
aircraft stability prcblems at high 
angles-of-attack
p0611 879-47943 
Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for 
maneuvering aircraft
p0611 879-47959 
The enhancement of aircraft parameter 
identification using linear transformations 
for stability	 -
p0611 879-47961 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
Vtype empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
[ABS 79-56]	 p0633 879-49106 
Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability 
in attitude-stabilized aircraft'
pO641 879-49925 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0645 879-50432 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- Air 
Force Flight Test Center aircraft flight testing 
p0645 879-504314 
Three basics of design for civil certification 
p0692 879-53629 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes !AH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 879-53637 
Utilization of the wing-body aerodynamic analysis 
program 
[NASA-T8-72856]	 p0033 879-10020 
Flight-determined stability and control 
derivatives for the F-ill Tact research aircraft
(RASA-TP-1350]	 p0038 879-10068 
An analysis of the stability of an aircraft 
equipped with an air cushion recovery system 
[80-8057434]	 p0095 879-12098 
Sensitivity of aircraft spinning motion to dynamic 
cross-coupling and acceleration derivatives 
[80-8060516]	 p0175 879-15060 
Aircraft stability Characteristics at high angles 
of attack
p0179 879-15089 
The estimation of lateral-directional aerodynamic 
derivatives at subsonic speeds
p0215 879-15909 
Transonic/supersonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives --- prediction methods in aircraft 
design
p0215 879-15911 
Lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling effects --- on 
aircraft stability
p0215 879-15912 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic derivatives 
stability and control estimates for aircraft 
design
p0216 879-15913 
Aerodynamic inputs for problems in aircraft 
dynamics, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-99-VOL-2] 	 p0216 879-15914 
The use of panel methods with a view to problems 
in aircraft dynamics 
[NLR-RP-77009-U]	 p0216 879-15916 
The response of aircraft to discrete ramp gusts 
(RAE-TR-77165]	 p0222 879-15971 
The need of stick force stability for 
attitude-stabilized aircraft, Part 2 
[NLB-TR-77027-U] 	 p0294 879-17875 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control --- stability augmentation 
using manual control 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12268-1) 	 p0367 879-20136 
An in-flight controller insensitive to parameters 
variation 
[DLR-FB-78-07]	 p0655 879-30197 
A summary of AGARD FOP meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0658 879-30220 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric notions of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
(NLP-TR-77078-U]	 p0704 4479-32192 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[AD-A072118]	 p0705 4479-32198 
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
NT AFTEBBODIES 
NT AIPPRARES 
NT CENTEREODIES 
NT FOBENODIES 
NT FUSELAGES 
NT NOSES (FOREBO0IES) 
NT PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
Conference on Helicopter Structures Technology, 
Moffett Field, Calif., November 16-18, 1977, 
Proceedings
p0013 879-10903 
Impact of operational issues on design of advanced 
composite structures for Army helicopters 
p0013 879-10907 
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy 
p0013 A79-10910 
Ultrasonic welding /solid state bonding/ of 
aircraft structure - Fact or fancy
p0015 879-10921 
Nondestructive inspection of aircraft structures 
and materials via acoustic emission
p0015 879-10991 
Cyclic linkage of finite elements with application 
to aircraft structural analysis 
[lAP PAPER 78-213]	 p0016 A79-11291$ 
Thermal stability of ribbed sheet systems 
p0019 879-12137 
Decreasing stress concentrations in structures 
made of high-strength materials 
-	 p0020 179-12145 
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in 
the dynamics of elastic structures with local 
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nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures p0209 179-24087 
p0020 179-12155 Tooling and assembly procedures, serviceability 
Approximate solution of some boundary value program elements --- for aircraft composite 
problems on aircraft structural integrity structures 
p0022 A79-12234 p0209 179-24090 
Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft Radome design/fabrication criteria for supersonic 
structures EN aircraft --- EF-111 
p0074 179-15540 p0209 179-24091 
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
aircraft components alloys 
p0075 179-15794 p0210 119-24100 
Reliability of aircraft structures Oxide morphologies on aluminum prepared for 
p0082 A79-16583 adhesive bonded aircraft structures 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced p02 10 A79-24106 
composite outer wings for the 1-70 attack aircraft ENP coupling to a composite aircraft 
p0111	 179-17066 p0249 179-25321 
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem The prediction of fatigue crack growth under 
p0127 179-18550 flight-by-flight loading 
Integration cf nondestructive testing methods into p0251 179-25482 
design for structural integrity assurance Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of 
p0136 179-18694 deformable aircraft by the finite-element method 
Experimental investigation of the buckling p0251 179-25505 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons with aircraft structures 
finite element and classical analyses (SAT PAPER 781021)	 p0256 119-25896 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/AETC-3]	 p0148 179-19717 Aiçcraft static charging testing 
Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily (ONERA, TP NO.	 1978-110)	 p0258 119-26130 
stressed components of the Alpha-Jet Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage 
(DGLP PAPER 78-177]	 p0151 179-20019 structures 
Effect of CFBD techaolcgy on structural design and (AIAA 79-06881	 p0275 179-21354 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft Statistical estimation of economic life for 
(OGLE PAPER 18-1791	 p0151 179-20020 aircraft structures 
Prediction methods in aeroelasticity [AIAA 79-0761]	 p0283 179-28275 
[ONERA, TP NO.	 1978-49)	 p0152 119-20079 Factors affecting residual strength prediction of 
Research conducted by ONTRA on the relationship a cracked aircraft structure 
between the behavior and cumulative damage of p0284 179-28380 
materials and structures Capabilities and applications of a computer 
(ONERA,	 TP NO.	 1978-50]	 p0156 179-20121 program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
Composite components under impact load and effects flexible airplanes with active controls /DTLOFLEX/ 
of defects on the loading capacity [AIAA 79-0743]	 p0320 179-29015 
(OGLE PAPER 78-190)	 p0184 179-20491 Hugoniot pressure loading in soft body impacts 
An analysis of the new ccnstruction regulations of aircraft 
for military and civil aircraft construction (lIlA 79-0782]	 p0321 179-29026 
with respect to the demonstration of Design of a typical aeronautical structure from 
serviceability carbon-resin composites 
(DOLE PAPER 78-193]	 p0184 179-20494 1	 p0336 119-30174 
Analytical life estimation for helicopter components Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
(OGLE PAPER 78-195]	 p0184 179-20495 operating under unsteady heating and loading 
Estimation of the useful life of the lower chord conditions 
of the girder of the PC-7 'Turbo-Trainer' p0348 179-32046 
(OGLE PAPER 78-198)	 p0184 179-20498 Dynamic identification of light aircraft 
The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident structures and flutter certification 
investigation and litigation (ONERA, IP NO.	 1979-313	 p0390 179-32302 
p0198 179-22710 Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells 
Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
with special nonlinear structural properties (OGLE PAPER 79-008] 	 p0390 119-32305 
p0207 179-24073 Numerical representation of aircraft geometry 
The effects of lightning and nuclear p0397 179-32588 
electromagnetic pulse on the composite aircraft Composites tooling speeds fabrication - Energy, 
p0207 179-24077 labor cost cut sharply 
Composite wing/fuselage integral concept p0400 179-33587 
p0207 179-24078 Copter windshields made tougher - Special coating 
Advanced composite cover to substructure extends life, adds safety 
attachment technology --- for-aircraft wing skin p0400 119-33588 
p0208 179-24079 Economical processing for the fabrication of CFRP 
Present and future developments in aerospace components 
materials and structures [OGLE PAPER 79-009]	 p0401 179-33600 
p0208 #79-24081 Aircraft glassmaker --- windshield supply for 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology Boeing 767 and 747 aircraft 
in the USAF/McDonnell flATS program --- Built-up p0405 179-34410 
Low-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for P-iS Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized 
p0208 179-24082 piston twin aircraft 
The PABST program - A validation of bonding (SAN PAPER 790563)	 p0452 179736704 
primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded Composite applications at Bell Helicopter 
Structure technology for aluminum aircraft parts [SAE PAPER 790578] 	 p0453 119-36713 
p0208 179-24083 Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
Cast aluminum structures technology --- for large (SAT PAPER 790588)	 p0454 179-36722 
primary aircraft Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- . for ice 
p0208 179-24084 formation prevention on aircraft transparencies 
LowercOst structure by substituting AF1410 steel (SAN PAPER 7906001 	 p0455 179-36132 
for titanium --- in airframes A new light twin using bonded metal construction 
p0208 179-24085 I [SI! PAPER 790603]	 p0455 A79-36735 
The comparative evaluation of prebond surface Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
treatments for titanium --- military aircraft structures	 - 
structures [SAT PAPER 790612]	 p0456 179-36741 
p0209 179-24086 Development of the Beechcraft Model 77 
moisture/temperature effects upon mean strength of (SAE PAPER 7906171 	 p0457 119-36745 
composite-to-metal adhesively bonded joint Aircraft design and strength /2nd revised and 
elements --- for 7-16 aircraft enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
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p0463 179-38140 (lilA PAPER 79-1812)	 p0684 179-51246 
First flight imminent for new technology wing Preparation of double-curvature planking by rolling 
p0508 179-40327 --- for aircraft structures 
Indirect measurement of turbulent skin friction p0686 179-52130 
p0511 179-40170 Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of 
Fabrication of thick graphite/epoxy wing surface control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft 
structure --- for subsonic transport aircraft structures 
p0529 179-43245 p0687 179-52145 
Non destructive evaluation /NDE/ of impact damage Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
in thick graphite composite aircraft structures p0689 179-52118 
for dropped tools on airfields Electrical bonding problems in aircraft 
p0530 179-43257 p0690 179-52889 
Demonstration of an improved method for repair of Reliability analysis for optimum design 
bonded aircraft structure applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
p0531 179-43276 structures 
The repair of adhesively bonded aircraft p0691 179-53070 
structures using vacuum pressure Composites emerging for aeropropulsion applications 
p0531 179-43315 p0693 179-53720 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies Wing center section optimization with stress and 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond local instability constraints 
surface treatment p0694 179-53771 
p0531 179-43317 Optimal design of wing structures with 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft substructuring 
structures p0694 179-53773 
p0534 179-43515 Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter 
New methods for ground-testing aeronautical structures 
structures p0695 179-53891 
(ONPRA, TP NO.	 1979-47]	 p0534 179-43620 Composites important to Black Hawk --- 011-601 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and helicopter 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, p0695 179-53893 
Ga., November 14-15, 	 1977 On the empennage snap-through problem 
p0561	 179-411451 p0696 179-54045 
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring Chemical analysis of structural adhesives and 
p0561 179-44453 resins for composites 
Determination of sample size in flight loads p0696 179-54232 
programs --- for aircraft structures Mechanical characterization of structural adhesives 
p0561	 179-44454 p0696 179-54238 
Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for monitoring An overview of the PABST program --- Primary 
possible structural fatigue-crack growth Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for 
p0562 179-44458 aircraft 
Flight-by-flight spectrum development --- sequence p0697 A79-54241 
stress analysis for aircraft structures Waterborne coatings for aircraft 
p0562 179-4 14460 [10-1057783]	 p0097 P79-12226 
Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue High frequency surface current and charge 
damage densities induced on aircraft by a plane 
p0563 179-44461 electromagnetic wave 
Application of two synthesis methods for active [10-1059810]	 p0168 819-14298 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind Investigation into the effectof residual stresses 
tunnel model on fatigue strength and measurement of residual 
[AIAA 79-16331	 p0566 179-45314 stress, with special reference to aircraft 
Aerodynamic coefficient estimation by means of an construction 
extended Kalman filter [RAE-LIB-TRANS-1977] 	 p0171 879-15027 
(1111 79-1686]	 p0569 179-45346 Aircraft icing 
Some observations on four current subjects related (AGARD-AA-127]	 p0172 879-15036 
to aeroelastic stability A study of the effects of aircraft dynamic 
p0602 179-47093 characteristics on structural loads criteria 
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for (STI-TB-1099-1]	 p0232 879-16838 
Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage Assessment of state-of-the-art of in-service 
[1111 PAPER 79-1805] 	 p0606 179-47890 inspection methods for graphite epoxy composite 
Automatic test program generation selection --- structures on commercial transport aircraft 
for aircraft structures (IIASA-CR-158969]	 p0241	 N79-17252 
p0620 179-48690 An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance	 - carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation. 
[1115 79-7]	 p0626 A79-49059 Volume 1:	 Final report.	 Volume 2:
	
Supporting 
Designing with experimental mechanics --- appendices 
three-dimensional photoelastic analysis of (NASA-CR-158989]	 p0295 879-18074 
helicopter components An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
(MIS 79-111	 p0627 A79-49063 carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation: 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium Executive summary 
helicopter airframe components p0295 879-18075 
[ABS 79-331	 p0630 179-49085 Induced effects of lightning on an all composite 
Automatic scanning inspection of composite aircraft 
helicopter structure using an advanced p0297 879-18242 
technology fluoroscopic system A study on the utilization of advanced composites 
(ABS 79-35]	 p0631 179-49087 in commercial aircraft wing structure 
Helicopter component environmental vibration (11ASA-cR-158902-2]	 p0369 879-20190 
testing - The poor mans fatigue test Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft 
(ABS 79-491	 p0632 179-49101 structures 
The DC-9 Super 80 - Much more than a simple stretch (AGARD-LS-97]	 p0372 879-20409 
p0634 179-49223 Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack 
Laboratory test procedures to determine lightning initiation and stress corrosion cracking of 
attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A aircraft structures 
qualification test, p0372 879-20410 
pO681	 179-51133 Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in 
Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic aircraft structures	 - 
effects /Engineering tests/ p0372 N79-20411 
p0682 A79-51141 Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high
--- transport aircraft structures 
wing loading p0373 879-20414
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Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 879-20419 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[NASA-TM-72862]	 p0376 879-20989 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space 
travel 
(RAE-IIB-TBANS-2003)	 p0385 879-21201 
Recent Advances in Structures for Hyperscnic 
Plight, part 1 --- conferences 
(NASA-CP-2065-PT-1] 	 p0385 879-21422 
Hypersonic structures: An aerodynamicist's 
perspective, or one man's dream is another man's 
nightmare
p0385 879-21423 
Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete 
tube actively cccled structural panel 
p0386 S79-21430 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
90386 879-21431 
Design and fabrication of a radiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
p0387 N79-21433 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 1179-211434 
End-to-end testing --- to verify electrical 
equipment failure due to carbon fibers released 
in aircraft-fuel fires
p0426 879-22204 
Helicopter fatigue. A review of current 
requirements and substantiation procedures 
(AGARD-R-674]	 p0434 879-23074 
Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0434 879-23077 
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusicn bonding 
of B-i components
p0442 N79-23251 
Operational experience with adhesive bonded 
structures
p0444 1179-23450 
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity 
analysis and structural optimization 
(AD-A065935]	 p0484 879-23949 
NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
[AD-A066038]	 p0484 879-23951 
Prediction of the angular response power spectral 
density of aircraft structures 
[AD-A066141]	 p0485 879-23956 
Research and development activities in Italy in 
the field of aerospace structures and materials 
(AGAPD-R-675]	 p0489 879-24202 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
(NASA-TM-80541]	 p0491 879-24951 
Composite forward fuselage systems integration, 
volume 2 --- effects of lightning 
(AD-A066560)	 p0494 879-24984 
Non-destructive inspection methods for propulsion 
systems and components 
[AGARD-LS-103]	 p0502 879-25412 
Hon-destructive methods for the early detection of 
fatigue damage in aircraft components 
p0502 1179-25417 
Broad-band transducers for nondestructive 
inspection of aeronautical components 
p0503 879-25419 
Report of the FAA task force on aircraft 
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive summary 
[AD-A067905]	 p0540 879-26042 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials --- hypersonic beating 
simulation 
(NASA-TM-72865)	 p0546 879-27088 
Hypersonic airframe structures: Technology needs 
and flight test requirements 
[NASA-CE-3130)	 p0582 879-28168 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft structures 
[AD-11068699]	 p0589 4479-29138 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 2: Design data and 
maintenance procedures 
[AD-A068720]	 p0592 879-29173 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 3: Transparency analysis
(AD-A068721)	 90592 879-29174 
Environmental effects on the elastic-plastic 
properties of adhesives in bond metal joints 
[RAE-LI13-TRANS-1999]	 p0596 879-29328 
New concepts in aircraft journal bearings 
[AD-A068619]	 p0598 1179-29520 
Proceedings from the Government/Industry Workshop 
on the Reliability of Nondestructive Inspections 
[AD-8068223)	 p0598 1179-29531 
N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
mobile sources: A compendum of radiographic 
results 
(AD-A068316)	 p0598 879-29532 
The influence of the environment on the 
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal 
bonded joints --- In aircraft structures 
[ESA-TT-521]	 p0662 879-30391 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic 
polyimide resin
p0666 879-31171 
The fluorenone polyester ISO FPE of Isovolta 
Company, Austria
p0667 879-31183 
A user's manual for a computer program to generate 
fatigue spectrum loading sequences 
[AD-11069288)	 p0668 1179-31198 
Modal interpolation program, 1215 (INTERP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-cR-2847]	 p0702 1179-32164 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
[NLF-MP-78027-U]	 p0709 1179-32283 
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 
(NLB-NP-77023-9]	 p0709 1179-32344 
A-10 static structural test program 
[AD-1071782]	 p0715 879-33192 
Skin And Spar Interface Program (SASIP) 
sweptback and variable sweep wings 
[AD-A071715]	 p0716 879-33199 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
[NASA-CE-3141]	 P0717 1179-33209 
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey 
applicable to helicopter structures 
(AD-A071973)	 p0719 1179-33263 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
[P81-2873]	 p0721 1179-33486 
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft material 
[18-282]	 p0721 879-33498 
Large amplitude response of complex structures due 
to high intensity noise 
(AD-A071401]	 p0721 1179-33505 
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY 
Development of the OH-60A helicopter
p0079 A79-16239 
Improvement of safety for helicopter crews 
p0079 A79-16243 
The air-superiority fighter
p0118 A79-18096 
Helicopter behaviour in crash conditions 
p0136 179-18698 
The effects of lightning and nuclear 
electromagnetic pulse on the composite aircraft 
p0207 A79-24077 
Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
airworthiness standards 
(SAP PAPER 781019]
	 p0256 A79-25895 
Design specifications for the capped balloons with 
special reference to their survival in the 
equatorial tropopause 
[AIAA 79-0426]	 p0262 A79-26635 
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of simulated 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of 
airplanes and missiles
p0278 A79-27424 
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized 
flight vehicles 
[AIAA 79-0795]	 p0323 1179-29038 
Infrared signature measurement techniques and 
simulation methods for aircraft survivability 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1186]
	 p0468 1179-38975 
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AIRCRAFT TIRES 
Method of assessment of the antistatic protection 
of aircraft 
(09699, yE HO. 1979-41)	 p0473 979-39090 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance 
(ABS 79 .71	 p0626 979-49059 
A review of crashworthiness --- in aircraft 
accident-liability cases
p0692 979-53557 
Naval architectural considerations in the design 
of a helicopter 
(AlAR 79-20131	 p0693 979-53622 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
[FAA-RD-78-120] 	 p0229 979-16814 
Total environment survivability methodolcgy 
(AD-A061888]	 p0303 979-18971 
Crash survivability of the 09-601 helicopter 
p0312 979-19663 
Comparative analysis of P9-31-350Chieftain 
(944LV) accident and NASA crash test data 
[NASA-TM-80102]	 p0713 979-33172 
AIRCRAFT TIRES 
Airplane dynamic wheel loads during ground 
maneuvering --- ccmputer program for L-1011 
aircraft 
[AXAA 79-0739]	 p0319 979-29011 
Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum 
performance with minimum maintenance 
[SIB PAPER 790598]	 p0455 179-36730 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0463 979-38137 
Improvement of overload capability of air carrier 
aircraft tires 
[FAA-RD-78-133]	 p0241 979-17229 
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of airborne 
tire pressure indicating systems 
(10-9065513)	 p0494 979-24981 
AIRCRAFT WAKES 
IT HELICOPTER MAKES 
IT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS 
IT SLIPSTREAMS 
Approximate calculation of the velocity field and 
the motion of vortices in the wake of a 
low-flying biplane
p0021 979-12198 
The wake Vortex Advisory System --- used for safe 
aircraft landing
p0057 979-13268 
The use of wing tip sails to reduce vortex drag 
p0118 A79-18001 
Calculation of the non linear aerodynamic 
coefficients of wings of various shapes and 
their wakes, including canard configurations 
p0154 979-20106 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
(9119 PAPER 79-06171 	 p0271 979-26935 
A note on yawed slender wings
p0315 979-28429 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 A79-30482 
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
responsibility, pilot Cr controller
p0343 979-30943 
Turbulent wake measurements with a laser velocimeter 
(1191 PAPER 79-1087]	 p0462 179-38058 
Vortex-induced oscillations - A selective review 
p0474 179-39751 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p0602 979-47099 
Measurement of aircraft wakes at 250-meter 
altitude with a 10.6-micron CV laser toppler 
velocimeter
p0691 979-53517 
Experimental investigation of wing fin 
configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes 
of aircraft 
[NASA-T978520]	 p0066 979-12018 
Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data 
measured at John P. Kennedy Intcrnaticnal Airport 
(AD-lO55059]	 p0158 919-14026 
Proceedings of the Aircraft Wake vortices Conference 
(AD-A055510]	 p0159 979-14031
SUBJECT 19DB! 
Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements of 6-747 
wake vortex characteristics 
(90-9048275]	 p0159 979-14034 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight --
differential pressure measurements for drag 
investigations 
[NASA-CASE-PRC-11024-1]	 p0285 879-17797 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and 
probe-aircraft accelerations 
(NASA-TM-78561]	 E0302 979-18960 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe 
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 879-20000 
In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and 
wake measurements fror a swept supercritical wing 
-	 p0352 879-20002 
Aircraft wake vortices. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[RTIS/PS-79/0166/3] 	 p0483 879-23939 
Ground-based measurements of the wake vortex 
characteristics of a 6-747 aircraft in various 
configurations 
tNASA-TM-804741 	 p0537 979-26016 
AIRCREWS 
U FLIGHT CREWS 
AIRDROPS 
Hardware Options for gliding airdrop guidance - 
systems 
(AIAA 79-04711	 p0264 979-26671 
AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTS 
Issues in the design and analysis of airport 
ground transport systems 
(SAE PAPER 780519)	 p0004 979-10395 
Reducing air pollutant emissions at airports by 
controlling aircraft ground operations 
p0206 979-23744 
A simulator study of aircraft ground-run handling 
in the Posim Research Simulator - Some results 
and experiences
p0259 919-26498 
Airplane dynamic wheel loads during ground 
maneuvering --- computer program for 1-1011 
aircraft 
(hAl 79-0739]	 p0319 979-29011 
The influence of the Terminal Control Area on 
airline operations 
(DGLR PAPER 79-024) 	 p0511 179-42352 
Air traffic control requirements from the 
viewpoint of the airport 
(DOLE PAPER 79-025]	 p0518 979-42353 
Factors influencing runway capacity as typified by 
the Munich-BieR airport 
(DGLR PAPER 79-030]	 p0518 979-42357 
Development of specifications for taxiing guidance 
and control systems 
(DOLE PAPER 19-034)	 p0518 979-42361 
Design, fabrication, and testing of brassboard 
model ATCRNS based surface trilateration data 
acquisition subsystem 
(RD-1051148)	 p0160 979-14061 
Design, fabrication, and testing of a brassboard 
model ATCRBS based surface trilaterstion data 
acquisition subsystem 
(AD-A057933)	 p0161 979-14065 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport --- airfield 
surface movements 
[FAA-&EQ-77-5]	 p0237 879-16881 
Airfield marking paints state-of-the-art 
[FAA-ED-78-104]	 p0294 979-11876 
Aircraft accident report: E.S.M. Group, Inc., 
Cessna Citation, 951MW and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, 99519 LaGuardia 
Airport, Flushing, New York, 21 June 1978 
(NTSE-AAR-79-3)	 p0362 979-20091 
Testing and analysis of dual-node adaptive landing 
gear, taxi mode test system for YP-121 
[NASA-CR-144884]	 p0668 979-31192 
AIRFIELDS 
0 AIRPORTS 
AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
U AIRFOILS 
AIRFOIL PROFILES 
IT WING PROFILES 
IT WING SPAN 
Measurement of flow fields around an airfoil 
section with separation 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 AIRFOIL PROFILES CONID 
p0012 879-10868 
Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing 
sudden change in angle of attack
p0012 179-10869 
Method of calculating potential flows of an 
incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
p0019 879-12126 
Inverse mixed problem for a profile with a 
prescribed velocity distribution on one of its 
sides and a known thickness distribution 
p0029 A79-12970 
Calculation of the flow with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
p0058 879-13295 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings --- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 879-13664 
Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers 
in Stokes flow
p0059 A79-1394I4 
Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
hypersonic flow
p0059 879-13976 
Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows 
p0064 179-14200 
A low cost blade design for a Darrieus-type 
vertical-axis rind turbine
p0064 879-14291 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
cascade of turbine blades
p0083 879-16792 
Analytic investigation of advancing blade drag 
reduction by tip modifications 
CARS 78-011	 p0118 879-18127 
Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of 
the physical limits 
CARS 78-041	 p011s 879-18131 
Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary 
results 
CARS 78-05]	 p0119 879-18132 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillating airfoils 
(AHS 78-62)	 p0125 879-18183 
Onset of leading edge separation effects under 
dynamic conditions and low Mach number 
rATIS 78-63]	 p0126 879-18184 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by large amplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility
p0137 879-188341 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
[1188 PAPER 79-00041 	 p0138 879-19472 
Design of transonic airfoil sections using a 
similarity theory 
fATAl PAPER 79-0076] 	 p0140 879-19521 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
fATAl PAPER 79-0079]
	 p0140 879-19523 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukowsky condition 
[8188 PAPER 79-01521	 p0143 879-19567 
To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape 
optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade 
p0185 879-20566 
Experimental verification of annular wing theory 
p0 185 879-20661 
Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil in a 
transonic flow by shear interferometry 
p0190 179-21417 
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 879-24215 
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift 
development on airfoils in a viscous fluid 
p0212 879-24216 
Development of modern airfoil sections for high 
subsonic cruise speeds 
[LIlA 79-0687)	 p0275 879-27353 
Transonic flow computations by finite elements - 
Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 A79-29676
The inverse problem for multiconnected airfoil 
systems
p0334 879-29702 
The development of high lift, single-component 
airfoil sections
p0343 879-30922 
A general solution for distorted flows in cascades 
of aerofoils 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-651
	 p0391 879-32353 
An experimental study of endwall and airfoil 
surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine 
blade cascade 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-99]
	 p0392 879-32375 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator

row including the effects of airfoil camber 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-110]
	 p0392 179-32385 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics
p0399 879-33456 
Time-variant aerodynamics of oscillating airfoil 
surfaces in a supersonic flowfield
p0406 179-344531 
The impact of noise regulations on propeller design 
[SAE PAPER 790593]
	 p0455 879-36727 
The transonic integral equation method with curved 
shock waves
p0513 879-41407 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 A79-43136 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 879-43223 
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a 
film-cooled leading edge
p0535 879-43678 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges 
p0535 179-I43710 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energization 
[1188 79-1631]	 p0566 879-45312 
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing 
with conventional airfoil sections 
[lilA 79-16321	 p0566 879-145313 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
fATAl PAPER 79-1500)	 p0575 879-46694 
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements 
[lIAR PAPER 79-1501]
	 p0575 179-46695 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through non-linear aerodynamics 
(1111 PAPER 79-15273
	 p0576 179-46710 
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a 
Jet flap
p0602 179-47119 
Winglet toe out angle optimization for the Gates 
Learjet Longhorn Wing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1831]
	 p0608 179-47905 
High-performance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1871)	 p0610 879-47924 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 179-48503 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating RICA 0012 airfoil 
AHS 79-4)	 p0626 179-49057 
Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades 
automatically using electro-optical techniques 
[ARE 79-32]	 p0630 A79-490811 
Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices 
[1188 PAPER 79-18723
	 p0635 879-149391 
Plight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics
p0639 879-49818 
On single-degree-of-freedom flutter induced by 
activated controls
p0640 179-49867 
Comment on 'active flutter control using 
generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory' 
p0640 879-49873 
A method for calculating the potential flow around 
a system of aerodynamic profiles in an 
incompressible fluid
p0685 179-51684 
Synthesis of the thickness effect in the case of 
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge 
vortices	 - 
p0687 879-52268 
The effect of short regions of high surface 
curvature on turbulent boundary layers 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0687 A79-52273 
Design of supersonic airfoils by numerical 
optimization
p0699 A79-54473 
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
minicomputer 
[MASA-TN-78502]	 p0157 1179-114011 
Low-Speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-1324]	 p0157 1179-14018 
Effects of upper surface modification on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the MACA 63 sub 
2-215 airfoil section 
[NASA-TN-78503]	 p0158 1179-14024 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives 
for airfoil spoiler actions
p0176 179-15085 
Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
(NASATP-1370)	 p0300 1179-18915 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil design
p0301 1179-18946 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 1119-20039 
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall 
progressicu
p0357 179-20051 
Application of the ANT C sub 1 sub sax prediction 
method to a number of airfoils
p0358 N79-20052 
A new flow model for highly separated airfoil 
flows at low speeds
p0358 .1179-20053 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design 
p0358 N79-20054 
Computation of turbulent near wake for asymmetric 
airfoils 
[NASA-TN-78581]	 p0359 1179-20061 
Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory 
(&GARD-R-671]	 p0361 1179-20087 
Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of 
Schlichting's cascade analysis
p0382 1179-21058 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flcw around 
profiles in cascade
p0383 1179-21059 
Experimental investigaticn of three helicopter 
rotor airfoils designed analytically --- in the 
Langley 6 by 19 inch and 6 by 28 inch transonic 
wind tunnels 
(NASA-TP-1396)	 p0416 1179-22037 
The effect of surface imperfecticns on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at 
moderate Reynolds numbers 
(BU-217)	 p0831 1179-23048 
Studies of the dynamic stall or airfoil profiles 
for helicopter rotors 
(AD-A065106]	 p0433 1179-23071 
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor front 
stage aerodynamic and mechanical design report 
[NASA-CR-159555)	 p0435 1179-23085 
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 1179-23890 
A comparison of the aerodynamic c'haracteristics of 
eight sailwing airfoil sections
p0480 B79-23897 
A finite element method for the computation of the 
transonic pocential flow past airfoils 
[NBB-UVE-1352-0]	 p0483 N79-23935 
Airfoil optimization for transonic flow using the 
methods of finite elements and characteristics 
(NBB-UFE-1362-0)	 p0483 1179-23937 
Low-speed wind tunnel results for a modified 
13-percent-thick airfoil 
(NASA-TM-1-74018)	 p0492 1179-24960 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil --- on 
wind tunnel models to reduce spin entry after 
stall 
[NASA-CE-158717]	 p0537 1179-26013 
Rotor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip 
speed fan. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical 
design report 
(NASA-CR-159596)	 p0542 1179-26055 
An artificial viscosity method for the design of 
supercritical airfoils
(NASA-CR-158840]	 p0580 1179-28136 
An extension to the method of Garabedian and Morn 
for the calculation of transonic flow past an 
aerofoil to include the effects of a boundary 
layer and wake 
(ARC-B/N-3828)	 p0590 1179-29154 
Upper-surface modifications for C sub 1 max 
improvement of selected NASA 6-series airfoils 
(NASA-TIi-78603)	 p0649 1179-30143 
Aerodynamic data for three supercritical airfoils: 
RAE(NPL) 9515 and 9530, and RAE 9550. Parts I 
and 2 
(ARC-R/N-3820]	 p0703 1179-32178 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
18% thick shock-free airfoil (NLB 7501) 
[NLR-MP-78016-U]	 p0703 1179-32180 
Multi-element airfoil design by optimization 
(MLB-TR-78135-U]	 p0703 N79-32181 
AIRFOIL SECTIONS 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
AIRFOIL THICKNESS 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
AIRFOILS 
IT AERIAL RUDDERS 
NT AILERONS 
IT ARROW WINGS 
NT REARINGLESS ROTORS 
IT CAMBERED WINGS 
IT CARET WINGS 
IT CRUCIPORN WINGS 
IT DELTA WINGS 
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
IT ELEV0NS 
IT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
IT FIXED WINGS 
IT FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS 
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
IT INFINITE SPAR WINGS 
IT JET FLAPS 
IT LANINAN FLOW AIRFOILS 
IT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
IT LIFTING ROTORS 
IT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS 
IT OBLIQUE WINGS 
IT PROPELLER BLADES 
IT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
IT RIGID ROTORS 
IT RING WINGS 
NT ROTARY WINGS 
IT SLENDER WINGS 
NI SPOILER SLOT AILERONS 
IT SPCILERS 
IT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS 
IT SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS 
NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
IT SWEPT WINGS 
NT SWEPTBACK WINGS 
IT THIN AIRFOILS 
IT TRIM WINGS 
IT TILTING ROTORS 
NT TIP tRIVEN ROTORS 
IT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NI TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
IT TWISTED WINGS 
IT UNCANBERED WINGS 
IT UNSWEPT WINGS 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
IT WING FLAPS 
NT WINGS 
Application of nonseries airfoil design technology 
to highly loaded turbine exit guide vanes 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1081	 p0008 1i79-10787 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0147] 	 70143 A79-19564 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0283)
	
p0148 A79-19643 
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and 
their effect on airfoil performance 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0285)
	
p0144 179-19645 
Development of a low-correction wind tunnel wall 
configuration for testing high lift airfoils 
p0154 A79-20108 
Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
[DGLN PAPER 78-222]	 p0183 A79-20480 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Repair of directionally sclidified airfoil 
components
p0211 879-24134 
Turbine airfoil repair
p0211 879-24144 
Effects of periodic changes in free stream 
velocity on flows over airfoils near static stall 
p0212 879-24214 
Heat transfer investigation of laminated turbine 
airfoils
p0214 879-24291 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order O/h2/ and O/h4/ 
p0248 879-24829 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0552]
	 p0254 879-25863 
Unsteady pressures on a NACA 641010 airfcil - 
Experimental and theoretical results 
18188 PAPER 79-0330]
	 p0261 879-26545 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
[8188 PAPER 79-0603]
	 p0266 879-26907 
Experiments in unsteady transonic flow 
(8188 79-0769)	 p0321 879-29022 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculaticns 
(8188 79-0772)	 p0324 879-29050 
The effect cf chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p0343 879-30923 
A NASA initiative for general aviation - The 
general aviation airfoil design and analysis 
service
p0346 879-31613 
Some experimental results connected with the 
transonic instabilities on an airfoil 
p0398 879-32671 
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
• p0473 879-39059 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p05 15 879-41945 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 879-42029 
Hodeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids 
p0527 879-42806 
High tip speed/POD resistant boron-aluminum fan 
blades
p0532 879-43332 
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
(8188 PAPER 79-1534)
	 p0577 879-46715 
The prediction of the turbulent flow field about 
an isolated airfoil. 
[8188 PAPER 79-1543]
	 p0577 879-46719 
Results of an improved version of LTRAN2 for 
computing unsteady airloads on airfoils 
oscillating in transonic flow 
[AIAR PAPER 79-1553]	 .	 p0517 A79-46726 
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1555] 	 p0602 879-47342 
Experimental measurements of shock/boundary-layer 
interaction of a supercritical airfoil 
(8188 PAPER 79-14991	 p0603 879-47345 
Aerodynamics for engineers --- Book
p0644 A79-50375 
Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent 
separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift 
p0033 879-10019 
Wind tunnel tests of the GA(W)-2 airfoil with 20% 
aileron, 25% slotted flap, 30% Fowler flap and 
10% slot-lip spoiler 
[NASA-CE-145139]	 p0033 879-10021 
Velocity measurement about a NACA 0012 airfoil 
with a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A056447]	 p0034 879-10029 
Direct numerical scluticn of the transonic 
perturbation integral equation for lifting and 
nonlifting airfoils 
(NASA-TM-78518)	 p0035 879-10045 
The aeroelastic analysis of a two-dimensional 
airfoil in transonic flow 
[AD-8057505]	 p0087 879-12023
AIRFOILS CONED 
Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape 
rolling process for producing turbine engine 
airfoils 
(NASA-CR-159455)	 p0094 879-12087 
Effects of thickness on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an initial low-speed family 
of airfoils for general aviation applications 
(14ASA-TE-1-72843)	 p0098 879-13000 
Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic 
airfoil 
(NASA-CR-3065)	 pOO98 879-13001 
A new method for designing shock-free transonic 
configurations 
(NASA-CB-158063)	 p0169 879-14997 
A study of turbulent flows about oscillating 
airfoils 
(AD-A0601191]	
.	 pOl.70N79-15011 
Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over 
a NASA supercritical profile 
[NASA-CB-111888]	 p0215 879-15904 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: 
Data report 
(NASA-CB-145350]	 p0227 879-16801 
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional 
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for 
aircraft jet engines 
[NAL-TR-533]	 p0241 879-17261 
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including 
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects 
[NASA-CR-158136]	 p0286 879-17805 
Alternative turbine cooling technology 
p0304 879-18984 
Evaluation of interference in the OSU 6 in. by 22 
in. transonic airfoil tunnel
p0351 879-19994 
Visualization of the separation and subsequent 
transition near the leading edge of airfoils 
p0351 879-19995 
Application of the laser velocimeter to airfoil 
research
P0351 879-19997 
Holography and LDV techniques, their status and 
use in airfoil ,
 research
p0351 879-19999 
Flight test techniques for low speed airfoil 
evaluation
p0352 879-20001 
A procedure for analyzing transonic flow over 
harmonically oscillating airfoils
p0352 879-20003 
Some calculations of transonic potential flcw for 
the RACk 648006 airfoil with oscillating flap 
p0352 879-20005 
Observations on the dynamic stall characteristics 
of advanced helicopter rotor airfoils 
p0352 879-20006 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
RAS &-CP-2 045-VOL-i-PT-i] 	 p0355 879-20030 
NASA research objectives and roles
p0355 879-20031 
Langley airfoil-research program
p0355 879-20032 
Overview of two-dimensional airfoil research at 
Ames Research Center 
Transonic airfoil codes
	
p0355 879-20033 
p0355 879-20034 
Application of direct-inverse techniques to 
airfoil analysis and design
p0355 879-20035 
Low speed airfoil design and analysis
p0355 879-20036 
Prospects for computing. airfoil aerodynamics with 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes 
p0356 879-20038 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 879-20039 
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 S79-20040 
Numerical solution of the Ravier-Stokes equations 
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20041 
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The analysis and design of transonic two-element 
airfoil systems
p0356 1179-20042 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 N79720043 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift
p0357 1179-20044 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous flow cver airfoils 
p0357 1179-20045 
Developments in testing airfoil techniques at 
University of Southampton
p0358 1179-20056 
A new airfoil research capability
p0358 1179-20057 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
transonic airfoil wind tunnels
p0358 1179-20058 
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, 
including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel 
spanning wing
p0359 1179-20059 
Numerical design of shockless airfoils 
(NASA-CR-1584391	 p0359 879-20065 
Airfoil cooling bole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels 
(NASA-TM-79C76]	 p0370 1179-20265 
Scale effects at transonic speeds basic 
considerations
p0376 1179-20992 
Structure of the turbulent separated flow around a 
stalled airfoil 
[NASIt-CE-152263]	 p0378 1179-21010 
Generalization of analytical tools for 
helicopter-rotor airfoils 
[NASA-C11-158480]	 p0378 1179-21011 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method
p0383 1179-21070 
Wind tunnel 
rNASA-CASP-LAR-10135-11	 p0381I 1179-21083 
Surface finishing --- adhesive bonding of plastic 
film to metal airfoir surfaces	 - 
(NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-3]	 p0385 1179-21183 
Effects of turbulence on laminar separation on 
aerodynamic surfaces such as airfoils and 
compressor blading 
[NASA-C9-158488]	 p0416 1179-22036 
Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical 
model 1 
[NASA-C11-3129]	 p0428 N79-22706 
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 1179-23890 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of 
plastic coating cn the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
p0479 1179-23891 
Some new airfoils
p0480 1179-23896 
An annular wing 
[NASA-CASE-FRc-1 1007-2]	 p0492 1179-24959 
Low-speed wind tunnel results for a modified 
1-percent-Vick airfoil 
(8ASA-TM-X-7401 8]
	
p0492 1179-24960 
Theoretical analysis of transonic flow past 
unstaggered oscillating cascades 
(10-8063083]	 p0492 1179-24963 
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis for 
circulation-controlled airfoils 
[80-8067913]	 p0539 1179-26030 
An exploratory investigaticn of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
[NASA-T8-80092]	 pO547 1179-27098 
Leading-edge slat optimization for maximum airfoil 
lift 
[11858-111-78566]	 p0547 1179-27100 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 1179-27181 
Unsteady small-gap ground effects 
(AD-A068400]	 p0581 1179-28157 
The aerodynamic noise of a slot in an aerofoil 
[ARC-E/M-3830]	 p0590 1179-29155 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
- small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
(AD-8069223]	 p0665 1179-31157
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
[NASA-TN-75501]	 p0673 1179-31230 
Multi-element airfoil viscous-inviscid interactions 
[14ASA-CR-159125]	 p0701 1179-32157 
AIRFRAME MATERIALS 
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft components
p0075 879-15794 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced 
composite outer wings for the A-7D attack aircraft 
p0111 A79-17066 
Effect of CFBP technology on structural design and 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft 
[OGLE PAPER 78-179]	 p0151 879-20020 
Present and future developments in aerospace 
materials and structures
p0208 879-24081 
Cast aluminum structures technology --- for large 
primary aircraft
p0208 879-24084 
Lowercost structure by substituting A71410 steel 
for titanium --- in airframes
p0208 879-24085 
Structural design, tooling and manufacturing of a 
composite TF-16 forward fuselage
p0210 879-24111 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 879-24142 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
(lilA 79-07571	 p0283 879-28272 
Fatigue crack propagation rate at low delta-K of 
two aluminum sheet alloys, 2024-T3 and 7075-16 
p0316 879-28885 
The quiet revolution in airframe construction 
fabrication techniques and construction materials 
p0318 879-28976 
Advanced technology applied to the US-SOS and 5-76 
helicopters
p0344 879-31172 
New materials for future commercial aircraft 
[AIAAPAPER 79-1804]	 p0606 879-47889 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium 
helicopter airframe components 
[ASS 79-33]	 p0630 879-49085 
Theroomechanical treatment of aluminum alloys 
airframe materials 
[11lN-EP-77031-U]	 p0239 819-16967 
A second series of exploratory acoustic fatigue 
tests using a shaker 
[ELF-TR-78002-D]	 p0242 1179-17270 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
(HIE-TR-77095-U]	 p0388 1179-211149 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials --- hypersonic heating 
simulation 
[NASA-TM-72865]	 p0546 1179-27088 
Collected engineering data sheets, Sir Force data 
sheet program --- airframe materials 
(AD-8070665]	 p0705 1179-32201 
Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy 
composite materials --- airframe materials 
NLE-TR-77039-0]	 pO7O8 1179-32281 
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 
(NLB-MP-77023-U]	 p0709 1179-32344 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials 
[NLB-NP-78022-U]	 p0711 1179-32597 
AIRFRAMES 
Application of gradient methods to the optimal 
design of components of load-beating structures 
for aircraft minimum weight design 
p0020 879-12144 
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics 
of composite airframe structures 
[ASS 78-51]	 p0124 A79_18174 
A comprehensive review of airframe noise research 
p0152 879-20080 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 879-20087 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-15 
airplane 
(8188 PAPER 79-0102) 	 p0200 879-23513 
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Trade-off studies with an interactive 
engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model 
(SAE PAPER 781033)	 p0257 879-25905 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
flow facility	 - 
[8188 PAPER 79-0666) 	 p0270 879-26920 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[8188 PAPER 79-0f681	 p0318 879-28969 
Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively 
loaded curved frames 
[AIAA 79-0784]	 p0222 A79-29028 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and 7 of a 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scranjet 
(AIRA 79-701453	 p0330 879-29413 
Differential method of designing rational aircraft 
frames made of composite materials
p0451 879-36592 
Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures 
[SA? PAPER 7905611	 p0451 879-36702 
Evaluation of methods for prediction of propulsion 
system drag 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1148) 	 p0466 879-38961 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 879-43314 
Propulsion system and airframe integration 
consideration for advanced air-to-surface aircraft 
rAlAR PAPER 79-1120] 	 p0563 879-44800 
V/STOL Technology - Where do we stand
p0604 879-47607 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[80-8056956]	 p0038 P79-10064 
Synthesis of aircraft structures using integrated 
design and analysis methods
pOOAO 879-10454 
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology, phase 3 (CAST) 
(80-8057422]	 p0048 879-11198 
Probability that the propagation of an undetected 
fatigue crac)r will not cause a structural failure 
[80-1057335]	 p0049 P79-11439 
Compressible viscous flcwfields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
[80-8059231]	 p0086 879-12022 
Local buckling and crippling of I, Z and channel 
section struts 
[ESDU-78020]	 p0090 1479-12060 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
(80-8058197]	 p0095 P79-12094 
Repair of bonded primary structure 
(AD-A059945]	 p0162 879-14086 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-E: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, mid-section 
[AD-A060868]	 p0169 879-15004 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-H: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-23, mid section 
(80-8060069]	 p0170 879-15005 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-I: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, aft section 
(AD-8060870)	 p0170 879-15006 
Thermil-structural design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
(NASA-CR-145368] 	 p0173 1979-15045 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-A: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, forward section 
[AD-8061359]	 p0228 879-16807 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: Harmonic 
analysis of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, aft section 
(10-10613601	 p0228 879-16800 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-0: Harmonic 
analyses- of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, forward section 
(AD-A061079)	 p0229 879-16809 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-F: Harmonic
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, aft section 
[80-8061080]	 p0229 879-16610 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-G: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, forward section 
(AD-A061361)	 p0229 879-16811 
The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on 
metallic and composite aircraft
p0243 879-17422 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 2024-73 and 7075-T6 
material 
[NLR-TR-76104-U]	 p0295 879-18012 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
(NASA-CR-3110)	 p0313 879-19815 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
[80-8062691]	 p0364 879-20110 
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0373 879-20416 
Airframe aerodynamic noise-total radiated acoustic 
power approach 
[80-8062861]	 p0375 879-20834 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[80-8063237]	 p0382 879-21047 
Airframe-integrated propulsion system for 
hypersonic cruise Vehicles
p0385 879-21424 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0386 879-21425 
Design and analysis of a scranjet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0396 879-21426 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration for 
a post-stall fighter aircraft concept 
p0415 879-22027 
Highly survivable truss tail boom 
[AD-A064181]	 p0420 879-22079 
Pegression simulation of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
[10-1063975)	 p0424 879-22106 
Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane, 
appendix C 
[80-8063848]	 p0426 879-22215 
Aerospace Transparent Materials and Enclosures 
(12th) 
TAD-A0650491	 p0433 879-23066 
Test plan for a one-half scale laboratory model of 
a rigid skirt hold-down system 
(80-8065171]	 p0440 879-23115 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2E: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7 - 14, midsection	 -	 - 
[80-8061860]	 p0493 879-23934 
The production function and airframe cost estimation 
(80-8065570]	 p0485 879-23952 
ANALYZE: Analysis of aerospace structures with 
membrane elements 
(80-8065633]	 p0491 879-24379 
P. cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise 
range from Mach 2 to Each 8 
[NASA-CAS!-LAR-12406-1]	 p0494 879-24980 
The influence of fleet variability on crack growth 
tracking procedures for transport/bomber aircraft 
[AD-1066596)	 p0503 879-25433 
Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and 
afterburner system
p0554 879-27172 
Effects of geometric variables on stress intensity 
factors for crack gages 
[80-1068631]	 p0558 879-27533 
Investigation of stress-strain history modeling at 
stress risers, phase 2 
- (80-8069162]	 p0588 879-28620 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft structures 
[AD-A068699]	 p0589 879-29138 
Hot salt stress corrosion studies 
[80-10684402]	 p0596 879-29300 
Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites 
(80-8069871]	 p0662 879-30334 
Investigation of penetration of electromagnetic 
energy through joints in advanced composite 
structures --- aircraft structures 
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[10-1069589)	 p0710 879-32441 
AIRLINE OPERATIONS 
Planning the passenger terminal 
[SAN PAPER 780517)	 p0004 879-10393 
Overview of the small package air carrier industry 
- A study of the operations in Federal Express 
(SAE PAPER 780540)	 p0005 879-10406 
The need and impact of long-term advances in 
aircraft technolcgy - The airlines' point of view 
(SAN PAPER 7805541 	 p0005 879-10410 
Directions for developing an air cargo system 
planning model 
[SAN PAPER 780556]	 p0006 879-10411 
A Hub operator's view of snail aircraft operations 
[SAE PAPER 7805621	 p0006 879-10412 
Economy in flight operations
p0025 879-12383 
Impact of fuel availability ad other cost trends 
on air carrier operations
p0052 879-13077 
Resource conservation through air traffic control 
p0052 A79-13080 
New technologies for transport aircraft - 
Expectations and hopes of the air transportation 
industry 
[DGLP PAPER 78-0991 	 p0060 A79-14061 
Heating airport ground access demands for the 
1980's at Los Angeles International Airport 
p0063 879-14139 
New aircraft technology and its impact cm the 
airport - An airline viewpoint
p0063 879-14143 
Economics of commercial aviation safety 
p0072 879-15374 
GPS for civil aviation - A new approach to 
improved civil air operations --- Global 
Positioning System
p0077 879-16166 
Airlines long-range navigation assessment 
p0078 879-16176 
Automatization in air traffic control - Planning 
for the 1980s within the province of the Federal 
Institute of Air Traffic Control
po117 179-17693 
Investigation for planning the approach traffic 
po117 879-17696 
Use of the Omega Navigation System in the North 
Atlantic in the framework of the Navigation 
Minimum Performance Specifications /NMES/ 
p0127 179-18517 
Rule of fuel management --- for airlines 
p0127 179-18521 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 879-18573 
Impact of cruise speed on productivity of 
supersonic transports 
[AIAA PIPER 79-0231] 	 p0203 179-23570 
Dynamic simulation studies of fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas
p0204 179-23581 
A look at the near future --- computerized flow 
control systems for ATC
p02O14 A79-23585 
AIC delays - The number cue problem in the next 
decade
p0204 A79-23586 
Objectives related to an enhancement of the 
effectivity of HALEY. I --- civil aircraft 
utilization in Hungary
p0250 879-25368 
Statistics of disturbances and maintenance 
according to conditions at Interflug. III - 
Technical requirements concerning the program 
for the processing of disturbance data by means 
of electronic data processing
pO250 179-25371 
Airline approach to CAT III
p0260 A79-26533 
Why doesn't aircraft accident investigation 
prevent accidents
p0275 A79-27319 
US commuter operations climate changing 
p0319 879-28979 
Analysis of bird strikes reported by European 
airlines 1972 to 1975
p0325 A79-29352 
Access, fares, frequency - Effects on airport 
traffic
p0336 879-29935
SUBJECT INDEX 
Information systems in civil aviation
p0336 A79-29973 
Tokyo's new Narita airport - An illusion 
p0343 179-30932 
Considerations in local administration of airports 
in Canada
p0343 879-30941 
The cost situation in the material maintenance of 
civil aviation aircraft 
[DGLP 79-0141	 p0347 A79-31945 
Landing gear overhaul survey
p0350 179-32242 
Air France's Paris-Tokyo transpolar flight in 1978 
p0397 179-32583 
Airline productivity redefined - An analysis of 
U.S. and European carriers
p0410 879-35100 
New air service and deregulation - A study in 
transition
p0507 A79-40172 
Problems of increasing the efficiency of Hale y. II 
airline operations
p0511 179-41168 
The influence of the Terminal Control Area on 
airline operations 
(DGLB PAPER 79-024]	 p0517 179-42352 
Introduction of Category lilA at Deutsche 
Lufthansa AG --- for all-weather landing 
IDGIR PIPER 79-031]	 p0518 179-42358 
Simulation study of the operational effects of 
fuel-conservative approaches
p0527 179-42800 
Liquid hydrogen fueled commercial aircraft 
p0513 A79-45600 
The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient 
solution to the airport congestion problem 
using cruise liner aircraft for in-air passenger 
transfer 
[AIIA PAPER 79-1865] 	 p061O A79-47921 
Design criteria for airline operation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1849] 	 p0634 A79-49337 
Risk ­ Taken or controlled --- airline operations 
p0679 1,79-51049 
A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
route authority
p0697 A79-54280 
American Airlines' operational and maintenance 
experience with aerodynamic seals and oil seals 
in turbofan engines
p0047 879-11061 
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements on E747-100 and 
8747-SP aircraft: Correlations with atmospheric 
ozone and ozone encounter statistics 
(NASA-TM-79060]	 p0170 879-15013 
Corporate aviation in the 1980's
p0299 879-18892 
Additional analyses of air carried load factors 
and competition 
(P8-289577/9)	 p0380 879-21032 
An analysis of long and medium-haul air passenger 
demand, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-152156)	 p0418 879-22062 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2 
[14ASA-CR-152157]	 p0418 879-22063 
An economic model of the manufacturers' aircraft 
production and airline earnings potential, 
volume 3 
[NASA-CR-1521581	 p0418 N7922064 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validations, and applications 
(#D-8062863]	 p0500 879-25040 
Aircraft accident report: Las Vegas Airlines, 
Piper PA-31-350, N441V, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
August 30, 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-8]	 p0539 879-26034 
Airfreight forecasting methodology and results 
p0548 8179-27114 
The 1990 direct support infrastructure 
p0549 879-27115 
AIRPLANE PRODUCTION COSTS 
Introducing Cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
(AIAA PAPER,79-0235]	 p02O3 A79-23568 
Composite wing/fuselage integral concept 
p0207 A79-24078 
Life Cycle Cost in advanced technology engine 
development 
[SAN PAPER 7810291	 p0257 A79-25901 
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Life cycle Cost in preliminary engine design 
for P-iS 
(SAP PAPER 781032]	 p0257 879-25908 
Trade-off studies with an interactive 
engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model 
[SAP PAPER 7810331	 p0257 879-25905 
Design-to-cost and Aerospatiales Aircraft Division 
p0342 A79-30583 
Ultrasonic bonding arrives - 75% cost savings seen 
p0900 879-33586 
composites tooling speeds fabrication - Energy, 
labor cost cut sharply
p0400 A79-33587 
Fewer controls, easier inspection - Diffusion 
bonding shows cost advantages
p0400 879-33591 
Economical processing fcr the fabrication of CFRP 
components 
(DGLR PAPER 79-009] 	 p0401 A79-33600 
Design, meet production --- aircraft cost and 
performance tradeoff considerations
p0460 879-37048 
Survey of the cost estimation process used during 
the transporter design stage --- military aviation 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0541
	
p0511 879-42349 
Testability, the key tc economical and 
operationally effective avionic test software 
p0625 870-48890 
An economic model of the manufacturers' aircraft 
production and airline earnings potential, 
volume 3 
[NASA-CR-152158] 	 1	 p0418 879-22064 
Financing the capital requirements of the US 
airline industry in the 1980's
p0651 879-30164 
AIRPORT BEACONS 
NT DISCRETE ADDRESS REACCE SYSTEM 
The ATCBI-S beacon interrcgator --- Air Traffic 
Control Beacon Interrogator
p0621 879-48693 
AIRPORT LIGHTS 
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS 
Approach light aiming criteria 
(NAEc-9113	 p0237 879-16880 
AIRPORT PLANNING 
Planning the passenger terminal 
[SAP PAPER 7805171 	 p0004 879-10393 
Cascade - Queue model of airport users 
[SAP PAPER 780518]	 p0008 879-10394 
Issues in the design and analysis of airport 
ground transport systems 
(SAE PAPER 780519)	 p0004.09-10395 
Commercial 5501 - The airplane, the airport 
(SAP PAPER 780520) 	 p0004 879-10396 
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise 
impact on airport neighbors 
(SAP PAPER 780522] 	 p0004 879-10397 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
(SEE PAPER 780523]	 p0004 A79-10398 
Airport development in !licronesia 
(SAP PAPER 780530]	 p0005 A79-10400 
Planning, design and construction of the Queen 
Alia International Airport 
[SAP PAPER 780531]	 p0005 879-10401 
Planning the high elevation/high temperature airport 
(SAP PAPER 780532)	 p0005 879-10402 
A Hub operator's view of small aircraft operations 
(SAP PAPER 780562] 	 p0006 A79-10412 
The airport capacity increasing potential of 
angled runway exit designs 
[SAP PAPER 780567] 	 p0006 879-10414 
Possible near-term solutions to the wind shear 
hazard 
[SAE PAPER 780572)	 p0006 879-10416 
Pollution sources caused by aviation
p0006 879-10453 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
p0017 A79-11444 
Meeting airport ground access demands for the 
1980's at Los Angeles International Airport 
p0063 879-14139 
An overview of airfield pavement design 
p0063 879-14140 
The integration of airport planning and 
environmental assessment - A focus on air 
quality analysis
pOOlS 879-16092 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 879-18573 
Surface deformations as a runway design criterion 
p0151 879-20049 
The XIS glidepath - New designs for severe sites 
p0156 879-20232 
The Dulles Airport pressure-Sensor array for 
gust-front detection - System design and 
preliminary results
p0192 879-21919 
AV-A9CS and AUTOS - An update --- Aviation 
Automated Weather Observation System and 
A gTonated OBservation systems
p0192 879-21920 
Measurement and analysis of airport emissions 
p0206 A79-23741 
Updated model assessment of pollution at major 
U.S. airports
p0206 A79-23745 
Aviation obstructions and the particular 
conditions for construction projects in the 
vicinity of airports
p0251 879-25372 
Siting criteria for MIS stations. II
p0281 879-28184 
An offshore airport that works - Nagasaki 
p0281 A79-28185 
Some behavioural aspects of airfield bird control 
p0325 A79-29355 
Ecological interpretation of bird-aircraft 
collisions on the Nice Cote d'Azur Airfield 
p0325 879-29356 
Airport project Munich II - Aspects on the 
economic utilization of the airport area under 
consideration of the bird strike problem 
p0325 879-29357 
Planning and control of bird hazard reduction at 
airports in the Transport Canada system 
p0325 A79-29358 
The use of falcons to disperse nuisance birds at 
Canadian airports - An Update
p0325 A79-29359 
Equipment and methods for dispersing birds used on 
French airfields
p0325 A79-29360 
Access, fares, frequency - Effects on airport 
traffic
p0336 A79-29935 
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- under airfield humidity 
and temperature conditions
p0336 A79-30011 
Tokyo's new Narita airport - An illusion 
p0383 879-30932 
Considerations in local administration of airports 
in Canada
p0343 A79-30941 
Automating prevailing visibility --- airport 
videograph sensor assessments
p0346 A79-31888 
The principle and practice of 'clutch' radar 
operation
p0399 879-33025 
Conflict alert for the air traffic control system 
p0401 A79-33605 
CYR Vehicle design and performance objectives 
Crash Fire Rescue
p0401 A79-33612 
Perspectives on airport environmental 
compatibility; Proceedings of the 
Economic/Environmental Specialty Conference, 
Miami, Fla., March 2, 3, 1978
p0409 A79-34971 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 879-34972 
A comparison of costs associated with local 
actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts 
p0409 A79-34973 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The maryland 
approach and experience 	 -
p0409 879-34974 
Airport engineering --- Book
p0507 A79-40139 
Air traffic control requirements from the 
viewpoint of the airport 
[OGLE PAPER 79-025]
	
p0518 879-42353 
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Sharjah - An airport out cf Arabian Nights 
innovative airport design
p0536 A79-43732 
Mombasa - Welcome to a new airport --- planning 
and construction
p0536 479-43733 
Airport power supply --- nssian book
pO647 A79-50'499 
Airport plan based on the RIPE concept proposal 
for a remodelled Catania-FontanarOsSa 
p0687 A79-52300 
LAX airport/land use planning study, phase 1 
report: Short term noise abatement 
(P8-281622/1)	 p0038 879-10071 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area 
(NASA-CP-2044)	 p0042 879-109'42 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and 
conclusions
p0042 879-10943 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. The setting 
p0042 879-10944 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 879-10945 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Existing studies 
p0042 879-10946 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Technological options 
p0042 879-10947 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs 
p0043 879-10948 
National airport system plan 1978 - 1987 
-	 p0432 879-23060 
Developing a national airport system: Additional 
congressional guidance needed 
(PB-294082/3)	 po5e4 879-28190 
Potential closure of airports
p0673 379-31231 
Advisory circular. The planning grant program for 
airports 
(AC15O/59001B]	 p0673 879-31232 
Air traffic congestion and capacity. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0594/6)	 p0714 879-33188 
AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPREET 
Next generation airport surveillance radar 
(ASR-()) definition study --- operational 
requirements of radar for air traffic control 
(AD-4072691]	 p0713 879-33179 
AIRPORT TOWERS 
Systems integration analysis for future tower cab 
configurations/systems 
[AD-A059006]	 p0161 879-14066 
Tower airport statistics handbook, calendar year 
1977 
[AD-A060217]	 p0180 879-15099 
Engineering and development program plan: 
Terminal/tower control 
[FAA-ED-14-2A]	 p0231 879-16832 
FAA air traffic activity, fiscal year 1978 
(AD-A067910)	 p0584 879-28188 
An investigation into the noise interference 
p:oblems at Logan Airport, Boston 
(AD-A072057)	 p0710 879-32417 
AIRPORTS 
New aircraft technology and its impact on the 
airport - An airline viewpoint
p0063 A79-14143 
California airport monitor noise data
00074 A79-15559 
Investigation for planning the approach traffic 
p0117 479-17696 
Role of helicopters in airport access
p0128 A79-18574 
Evolution of a TRACCN --- terminal guidance system 
for New York area airports
p0205 479-23597 
Reducing air pollutant emissions at airports by 
controlling aircraft ground operations 
p0206 479-23744 
The Dulles International Airport wind-shear 
detection system Statistical results 
p0278 A79-27574 
The incidence of bird strikes by aeroplanes at 
Entebbe Airport
SUBJECT INDEX
D0326 179-29361 
Bird control - The experience of one aerodrome 
p0326 A79-29369 
Deter ninaticn of the suitability of soils for the 
construction of dirt runways
p0336 A79-29972 
Problems of airports in the vicinity of foreign 
states
p0343 479-30940 
Aviation safety - Facts and fiction
p0349 A79-32230 
FAA proposes that the standard noise model be the 
integrated noise model /188/
p0409 879-34975 
CKS - Taiwan's 21st century airport
p0515 A79-41849 
The influence of the Terminal Control Area on 
airline operations 
(0018 PAPER 79-0241 	 p0517 A79-42352 
Factors influencing runway capacity as typified by 
the Munich-Riem airport 
(0018 PAPER 79-030)	 p0518 879-42357 
Current status of airport terminal complex 
development abroad
p0643 879-50240 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p0680 A79-51100 
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft 
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy 
aircraft 
(AD-A056217]	 p0050 879-11566 
Airport improvement task force delay study: Data 
collection, reduction and analysis 
(80-8056201)	 p0096 879-12099 
Air pollution from aircraft operations at San Jose 
Municipal Airport, California 
[NASA-TM-78506]	 p0098 879-12585 
Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data 
measured at John P. Kennedy International Airport 
(AD-A055059)	 p0158 879-14026 
Atlanta center upgraded third generation enroute 
AIC system operations: A case study 
(AD-8056180)	 p0161 879-14071 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures near 
airports 
(B-B!PT-95-1053)	 p0166 879-14112 
The FAA's airport laudside model: Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
[AD-A051145]	 p0167 879-14115 
A review of certificated airport crash fire rescue 
service criteria 
[AD-A053110]	 p0167 879-14116 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
(AD-A059785)	 p0168 879-14247 
Lighting and marking of exit taxiways 
(80-8060259)	 p0180 879-15098 
Aircraft/airport noise control 
(GPO-93-187)	 p0181 879-15447 
Terminal area delay and fuel consumption analysis 
[FAA-EM-78-20]	 p0231 879-16826 
8valuation of threshold and prethreshold lights 
for medium intensity approach lighting systems 
[FAA-NA-78-44]	 p0237 879-16878 
A study of aircraft towingas proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport --- airfield 
surface movements 
(FAA-AEQ-77-5)	 p0237 879-16881 
Echo interpretation of severe -storms on airport 
surveillance radars 
[AD-A061085]	 p0240 879-17123 
Measurement and analysis of airport emission 
(80-8061295)	 p0242 879-17361 
Airport vicinity air pollution model. Abbreviated 
version user's guide 
(P44-80-78-111)	 p0298 879-18475 
Computer-aided collection of demographic data 
within day-night level contours: Two test cases 
[40-8061657]	 p0306 819-19010 
A commercial airport noise environment: 
Measurement, prediction and control 
(NASA-CB-3107]	 p0313 879-19814 
Evaluation of emission control strategies for 
airfield operations at the Los Angeles and San 
Francisco International Airports 
[P3-289622/3]	 p0385 879-21100 
An assessment of local risk --- to area associated 
with commercial operations of aircraft with 
graphite fiber composite structures 
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p0426 479-22207 
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation 
of commercial jet aircraft noise near airports 
D0428 479-22851 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validations, and applications 
(AD-#062863]	 p0500 479-25040 
Definition, description, and interfaces cf the 
FAA's developmental proarams. Volume 2: ATC 
facilities and interfaces 
[80-8068401]	 p05149 479-27118 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
[AD-A069548] -	 p0584 479-28187 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
[80-8067242]	 p0595 479-29197 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 2: Data validation 
procedures 
[AD-A0672 443]	 p0595 479-29198 
Potential closure of airports
p0673 479-31231 
Surveys of grooves in 19 bitumincus. runways 
[AD-A0658891	 p0673 479-31233 
Runway configuration management system concepts 
[AD-A069960]	 p0674 479-31234 
Comparison of some methods to determine the delays 
of landing aircraft with respect to runway 
capacity 
[NLR-MP-77028-i1]	 p0704 479-32191 
Recycling of asphalt ccmcrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
(10-1072117)	 p07C7 479-32218 
Next generation airport surveillance radar 
(ASP-()) definition study --- operational 
requirements of radar for air traffic control 
[AD-8072691]	 p0713 479-33179 
Aircraft air pollution, vclume 3. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0645/6] 	 p0722 479-33650 
AIRSHIPS 
The Sunship --- solar powered airship design 
p0195 A79-2232I4 
The influence of ballonet motions on the 
longitudinal stability of tethered aerostats 
[8188 79-0445]	 p0263 879-26649 
Large lighter-than-air vehicles 
[lIlA 79-08471	 p0404 879-33831 
Lighter-Than-Air Systems Technology Conference, 
Palo Alto, Calif., July 11-13, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0521 879-82378 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
(8188 79-1571)	 p0521 179-42379 
Tr-rotor Coast Guard airship 
[lilA 79-15731	 p0521 879-42380 
The potential role of airships for Oceanography 
[8188 79-1574]	 pOS21 879-142381 
Modern rigid airships as sea control escort 
platforms 
[#188 79-15751	 p0521 879-42382 
Weight and Cost estimating relationships for heavy 
lift airships 
[lIlA 79-15771	 p0522 879-42383 
Structural loads due to gusts on semibnoyant 
airships 
[8188 79-15811	 p0522 879-42384 
British lighter-than-air activity - A review 
(#188 79-15831	 p0522 #79-42385 
Canadian interest in modern LTA transport 
[lIlA 79-1585]	 p0522 879-42386 
Japanese lighter-than-air mission studies 
[8118 79-1587]	 p0522 879-42387 
Flight dynamics analyses and simulation of Heavy 
Lift Airship 
[lilA 79-1593]	 p0522 879-42388 
'Thruster ccntrol for airships' 
(#188 79-15951	 p0522 #79-112389 
The productivity of airships in long-range 
transportation 
[8181 79-1596]	 p0523 179-82390 
Lighter-than-air craft for strategic mobility 
(AIAA 79-1597]	 p0523 479-112391 
Airship potential in st rategic airlift operations 
[#118 79-1598]	 p0523 #79-42392 
Further advancements in the concept of 
delta-winged hybrid-airships
(HAl 79-1599]	 p0523 179-42393 
British civil airworthiness requirements for 
airships 
[AIAA 79-1600]	 p0523 179-42394 
High strength fibers for lighter-than-air craft 
(lilA 79-1601)	 p0523 879-442395 
Potential applications of a high altitude powered 
platform in the ocean/coastal zone community 
(lilA 79-1602)	 p0523 879-42396 
Applications of a high-altitude powered platform 
/88 PP/ 
-[lilA 79-1603]	 p0524 #79-42397 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
(lilA 79-1607]	 p0524 179-42398 
The ATNOSAT Program 1975-78 --- manned 
superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric 
monitoring 
[lilA 79-1608]	 p0524 179-112399 
-Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and 
monitoring systems
	 - 
[AIAA 79-16091	
-	 p0524 #79-421100 
Unmanned mini-blimp system 
[1181 79-1610]	 p0524 879-42401 
Determination of-the natural frequency of an 
airship model 
[lIlA 79-1582]	 p0524 879-42402 
Coast guard missions for lighter-than-air vehicles 
(#181 79-15701	 p0524 #79-42403 
Airship dynamic stability 
(lilA 79-15911	 p0525 A79-42404 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
(1188 79-1606]	 p0525 179-142405 
Air buoyant vehicles - Energy efficient aircraft 
[kIll PAPER 79-18621	 p0610 179-47919 
The feasibility of modern dirigibles 
(CNEI1A, IP NO. 1979-931	 p0636 #79-495141 
Solar thermal aerostat research station /STAPS/ 
[TAP PAPER 79-35]	 p0691 879-53261 
Feasibility design study for scale model of ZPG-X 
airship 
rAD-10586241	 -	 p0100 1179-13015 
Propelled lighter-than-air vehicles 
rGPC-43-4571	 p0482 479-23925 
Goodyear aerospace conceptual design maritime 
patrol airship ZP3G 
(AD-80684149]	 p0590 479-29150 
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the 
NTIS data base 
[RTIS/PS-79/0471/7]	 p0650 479-30162 
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0472/5] 	 p0650 479-30163 
Maritime patrol airship concept study 
[80-4070131]	 p0663 479-31138 
AIRSPACE 
FAA's development program for Aircraft Separation 
Assurance /ASA/
p0055 #79-13257 
Ivolution of area navigation in the air traffic 
control system
p0077 179-16172 
PRAY route design-terminal area design procedures 
and transition area design guidelines 
(P11-40-78-61)	 p0291 479-17841 
AIRSPEED 
The unsafe zone for single engine helicopters 
height-speed envelopes at engine failure 
p0136 879-18701 
Height-velocity diagram determination for twin 
engine helicopters - Some aspects of present 
regulations
p0137 179-19702 
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using 
a tunable diode laser
p0281 879-28139 
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopole and dipole sources in 
jet flow --- subsonic aircraft model 
p0464 A79-38393 
Apparatus for measuring an aircraft's speed and 
height 
1 NASA-CASE-LAP-12275-1]	 p0298 479-18296 
Simulation study to evaluate a 
constant-groundspeed approach method in moderate 
and severe wind shears 
(NASA-TN-80060]	 p0362 479-20089 
Miniature flow-direction and airspeed sensor for 
airplanes and radio controlled models in spin 
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AIRWORTHINESS 
studies 
(NASA-TP-1467)	 p0435 1179-23081 
Wing shape optimizaticn for maximum cross-country 
speed, with mathematical programming 
p01480 N79-23899 
Adding the challenge of nap-of-the-earth 
p0655 N79-30199 
Airborne determination cf ground speed: A 
feasibility study --- instrument landing system 
approaches 
[AD-A073193]	 p0714 179-33182 
AIR WORTHINESS 
U AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY 
AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS 
U AIRCRAFT hELIAEILITT 
ALARMS 
U WARNING SYSTEMS 
ALCOHOLS 
NT ETHYL ALCOHCL 
NT METHYL AICCHCLS 
ALFVEN WAVES 
U MAGNETOHTDECDYNAHIC WAVES 
ALGEBRA 
NT NIGENVALUES 
NT FIGENVECTOBS 
NT HERMITIAN PCL!NOMIAL 
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS 
ST LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT STATE VECTORS 
NT STIFYNESS MATRIX 
NT VORTICITY 
ALGORITHMS 
Cascade - Queue model of airport users 
[SAE PAPER 780518]	 p0004 A79-10394 
Track-while-Scan algorithm in a clutter environment 
p0017 A79-11492 
Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion 
on the basis of an operational algorithm 
p0069 A79-14873 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimizatiCfl 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0079] 	 p0140 A79-19523 
A shock capturing application of the finite 
element method --- to viscous compressible flow 
problem
p0247 A79-24771 
Threat logic for air-derived CAS --- Collision 
Avoidance System 
•	 p0401 A79-33608 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis In the 
design of turbomachinery 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1221]	 p0470 A79-38995 
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
(AIAA 7971456)	 p0565 A79-45261 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
[AIAR 79-19571	 pOSES A79-45273 
Flight test of a VIOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
(AIAA 79-1703)	 p0570 A19-45358 
Deformable mirror surface control - Hardware. 
algorithms 
(AIRA 79-17571	 p0511 A79-95393 
A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for OPS 
low-dynamics navigation system
p0617 A79-48657 
The development and implementation of algorithms 
for an A-71 performance calculator 
FAD-A061344]	 o0232 N79-16841 
An efficient algorithm for computing the 
Q-gnidance matrix 
(AD-A064816	 p0419 1479-22074 
Application of model algorithmic control to a 
lightly damped mingle input single output system 
[AD-A064222]	 p0425 1179-22115 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
(NASA-CR-3167)	 p0654 N79-30194 
An evaluation of certain selected modifications to 
the national airspace system bimodal tracking 
algorithm 
(AD-A072084]	 p0720 N79-33376 
ALIGNMENT 
NT SELF ALIGNMENT
SUBJECT INDEX 
Azimuth observability enhancement during INS 
in-flight alignment 
(AlA?. 79-17061	 pOSlO A19-45360 
Driveshaft alignment indicator 
CAD-A0659881 
	
p0487 1179-23973 
ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS 
BT ETHYL ALCOHOL 
NT HYDRAZIBES 
NT METHANE 
NT METHYL ALCOHOLS 
lIT PROPANE 
NT T9IOLS 
ALKANES 
NT METHANE 
NT PROPANE 
ALL-WRATHER AIR NAVIGATION 
All weather Cockpit canopies. I - The ?16 
p0006 1.79-10619 
All weather cockpit canopies. II - 'The Challenger' 
p0006 1.79-10620 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
images on head-up displays for night or 
all-weather operations --- for military 
helicopters
p0079 A79-16240 
Sea Harrier night and low visibility approach 
development
p0332 1.79-29483 
Night/Adverse Weather A-10 evaluator program 
p0469 A79-38479 
Pave Low III --- 8-53 helicopter avionics for 
night/adverse weather rescue of military aircraft 
p0619 1.79-48682 
H-N combat search and rescue avionics study results 
pO20 1.79-48684 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
[AD-1058555]	 p0102 1179-13040 
Helicopter operations development plan 
(FAA-RD-78-101]	 p0299 1119-18799 
Autonomous navigation system --- using gyroscopic 
pendulums and gimbals for air navigation system 
which disposes 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11257-1]	 p0713 N79-33177 
ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS 
Coupling of ItS and inertial data in all weather 
approach and landing operations
p0056 1.79-13261 
V/STOL all weather HOD landing simulation /Status 
report/
p0331 A79-29978 
Introduction of Category lilA at Deutsche 
Lufthansa AG --- for all-weather landing 
[DGLR PAPER 79-0311	 p0518 A79-42358 
Helicopter operations development plan 
(PAA-RD-78-101]	 p0299 N79-18799 
GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all weather 
approach
p0657 N79-30213 
ALLOCATIONS 
NT RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
ALLOYS 
NT ALUMINUM ALLOYS 
NT BORON ALLOTS 
NT CAST ALLCYS 
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS 
NT HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH ALLOTS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
NT IRON ALLOYS 
NT NICKEL ALLOTS 
NT NIMONIC ALLCTS 
NT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
NT PENN 95 
NT STEELS 
NT TITANIUM ALLOYS 
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
AL NUCA NT AR 
U ELEVATION ANGLE 
ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily 
stressed components of the Alpha-Jet 
[DGL1I PAPER 78-177]	 p0151 A79-20019 
Adaptation of the ENSG-2 to military aircraft, 
using the Alpha Jet as an example 
Maintenance System Guide 
(DGLB 79-019)	 p0347 A79-31946 
A-SO
SUBJECT INDEX	 ALUMINUM ALLOYS 
Alpha Jet - The Franco-German training and 
tactical support aircraft
p0516 179-42063 
ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS 
Acousto-optic methods of character generation for 
aircraft laser displays
p0071 A79-15178 
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber 
optic interconnect system for computer 
controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C 
aircraft 
[AD-A060318]	 p0168 1479-14294 
ALTERNATING CURRENT 
An investigation into voltage modulation in 
aircraft V.S.C.F. systems
p0240 1479-17158 
ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS 
U AC GENERATORS 
ALTERNATORS (GENERATORS) 
(4 AC GENERATORS 
ALTI!ETERS 
741 RADIO ALTIRETEBS 
A miniature air sonar altimeter --- for remotely 
piloted terrain follcwing aircraft
p0067 A79-14613 
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using 
a tunable diode laser
p0281 A79-28139 
Construction and calibration of pitot-static systems 
p0345 A79-31564 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
tARL/SYS-140TE-60) 	 p0542 (479-26053 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14361-1]	 p0544 7479-26253 
A study of altimeter-controlled terrain-folloving 
systems
p0582 7479-28162 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
[ARL/SYS-NOTE-60]	 p0593 (479-29180 
ALTITUDE 
NT FLIGHT ALTITUDE 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE 
NT LOW ALTITUDE 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, beading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
[NASA-CASE-FEC-11005-1] 	 p0495 1179-24988 
ALTITUDE CONTROL 
The role of the backside parameter in height control 
-	 p0406 A79-34522 
Adding the challenge of nap-of-the-earth 
p0655 4479-30199 
ALTITUDE TESTS 
ST HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS 
tiultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[ATAA PAPER 79-120(4)	 p0475 179-39814 
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing 
with liquid hydrogen 
[NASA-TM-79196]	 p0551 4479-27140 
ALUMINA 
U ALUMINUM OXIDES 
ALUMINIZING 
U ALUMINUM COATINGS 
ALUMINUM 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process 
for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft 
surfaces
pOlBl A79-20815 
Relative behavior of graphite/epoxy and aluminum 
in a lightning envirorment --- aircraft safety 
considerations
p0187 A79-20864 
The PABST program - A validation of bonding 
primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded 
Structure Technology for aluminum aircraft parts 
p0208 A79-24083 
Cast aluminum structures teehnology --- for large 
primary aircraft
p0208 A79-24084 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
-evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 A79-24089
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
[AIAA 79-07811	 p0321 A79-29025 
ALUMINUM ALLOYS 
Fracture toughness of multiply layer adhesive 
bonded aluminium alloy sheet
P0156 A79-20122 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings
p0207 A79-23895 
An automated system for phosphoric acid anodizing 
of aluminum alloys
p0210 A79-244107 
Stress-peen straightening of complex machined 
aircraft parts
p0214 179-24254 
Structural aluminum materials for the 1980s 
[AIAA 79-0755]	 p0282 A79-28270 
Fatigue crack propagation rate at low delta-K of 
two aluminum sheet alloys, 2024-13 and 7075-T6 
p0316 A79-28885 
Future trends in aircraft structural materials 
p0319 A79-28977 
Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for 
compressor disc of jet engine
p0521 A79-42624 
Residual strength of a cracked lug --- stress 
corrosion cracking of aluminum alloy lugs 
[ARI/STRUC-NOTE-442]	 p0039 579-10445 
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology, phase 3 (CAST) 
[A0-A057422]	 p0048 1479-11188 
Influence of thermosechanical treatment on 
microstructure and mechanical properties of high 
strength aluminum alloys 
rDLE-?B-77-50]	 p0048 1479-11203 
Comparison of engineering properties of 7050-T7E73 
and 7075-16510 extrusions for potential P-3 
applications 
[AD-A058002]	 p0097 1479-12207 
Boron/aluminum landing gear for Navy aircraft 
A-7 aircraft nose wheel linkages 
[AD-A058888]	 p0101 1179-13028 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications 
(AD-A061428]	 p0238 879-16958 
Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy forgings 
of the AZ 74.61 type. Fatigue crack propagation 
performance under maneuver spectrum loading 
[HLR-TR-76074-U]	 p0238 4479-16965 
'Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-T76 
at low temperatures 
(NBL-TR-76103-0)	 p0238 1479-16966 
Thermomechanical treatment of aluminum alloys 
airframe materials 
[WLB-HP-77031-0]	 p0239 1479-16967 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings 
(NLE-MF-770110-U)	 p0239 1479-16968 
Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
[11114-18-75080-U]	 p0242 1479-17269 
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in 
the Netherlands during the period March 1977 - 
February 1979 
[NLR-MP-79006-U]	 p0387 1479-21448 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
[NL17-TB-77095-U]	 p0388 1479-21449 
Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bond-line flaws 
[AD-A065584]	 p0488 579-24163 
Investigation of stress-strain history modeling at 
stress risers, phase 2 
[AD-1069162]
	
I	 p0588 4479-28620 
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated 
sheet material of aluminum alloys 
[LB-276]	 p0598 1179-29543 
The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 
2024-T3 Alclad 
(1181-111-78064-0]	 p0598 879-29544 
Collected engineering data sheets, Air Force data 
sheet program --- airframe materials 
[AD-11070665]	 p0705 4479-32201 
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 
(NLR-MP-77023-U)	 p0709 1179-32344 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Advanced weldbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
IAD-A071016]	 p0721 i179-33480 
Environment load interaction effects on crack growth 
[AD-A071660)	 p0721 N79-33504 
ALUMINUM BORON COMPOSITES 
Applications of metal-matrix composites, the 
emerging structural materials
p0532 A79-43320 
High tip speed/POD resistant boron-aluminum fan 
blades
p0532 879-43332 
ALUMINUM COATINGS 
Research on the creep-rupture strength of 
aluminized and nonalumimized jet-engine turbine 
blades prepared from NimoniC BOA
p0397 879-32586 
Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blading 
[4ASA-CR159574]	 p0497 N79-25018 
An experimental, low-cost, silicon 
slurry/alUminide high-temperature coating for 
superalloys 
(NASA-TM-791 7 8]	 p0596 N79-29292 
ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS 
NT ALUMINUM OXIDES 
ALUMINUM GRAPHITE COMPOSITES 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond 
surface treatment
p0531 879-43317 
Applications of metal-matrix composites, the 
emerging structural materials
p0532 879-43320 
Hybrid Ring Box structure
p0532 A79-43331 
ALUMINUM OXIDES 
Oxide morphclogies on aluminum prepared for 
adhesive bonded aircraft structures
p0210 879-24106 
Metal-matrix composite structures 
(ABS 79-341	 p0630 A79-49086 
AMBULANCES 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0132 P.79-18669 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0310 N79-19615 
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS 
NT AMMONIUM NITRATES 
AMMONIUM NITRATES 
Some recent developments in solid propellant gas 
generator technology 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1327] 	 p0511 879-40761 
AMPERAGE 
U ELECTRIC CURRENT 
AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphibian aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0849]	 p0405 879-33832 
Air cushicn landing gear applications study 
[NASA-CR-159002]	 p0540 N79-26045 
AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES 
NT AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT 
The principles of hovercraft, powering and 
propulsion
p0604 879-47844 
ACV cushion ccmparison tests: Preliminary review 
and definition of model and tests 
(AD-A068888]	 pO586 N79-28374 
AMPLIFICATION 
NT WAVE AMPLIFICATION 
AMPLIFIERS 
NT FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
NT JET AMPLIFIERS 
NT POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Model study of transient processes in a hydraulic 
power amplifier
p0465 P.79-38814 
Deformable mirror surface control - Hardware, 
algorithms 
[AIAA 79-1757)	 p0571 879-45393 
AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
An investigation into voltage modulation in 
aircraft V.S..C.F. systems
p0240 1479-17158 
ANALOG CIRCUITS 
A Navy plan for the development of a practical 
computer-aided programming /CAP/ system for 
analog circuit test design
p0623 P.79-48870
ANALOG SIMULATION 
Analog simulation and its defining similarity 
criteria in the analysis of supersonic flows 
past wings
p0348 A79-32032 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analog-criteria 
p0695 P.79-54036 
An investigation into the transient aerodynamics 
associated with a spoiler emerging into a 
uniform airstream 
(80-219)	 p0431 N79-23046 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind' 
environment on the symmetric motions of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
(NLR-TR-77078-U]	 p0704 N79-32192 
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS 
Built in test of A/fl converters - Present 
approaches and recommendations for improved BIT 
effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems 
p0616 A79-48621 
The impact of software in automatic test equipment 
for evaluation of radar analog to digital 
converter
p0620 A79-48691 
ANALOGIES 
NT HYDRAULIC ANALOGIES 
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS) 
NT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
NT APPRCXIMATICN 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
NT BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
NI CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORMULA 
NT COLLINEABITY 
NT CONFORMAL MAPPING 
NT CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS) 
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT EPROB ANALYSIS 
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THROB! 
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
NT FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
NT GREEN FUNCTION 
NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
NT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Ni' INTEBPOLATICN 
NT ITERATION 
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT MONTE CARLO METHOD 
NT NEWTON-RAPBSON METHOD 
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
NT ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 
NT POWER SERIES 
NI SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
NI SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS) 
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS 
NT VORTICITY 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method
p0383 N79-21070 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
The effect of a sample lot of fuel .IECTORS on
emissions levels of a small gas turbine 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-165]	 p0395 A79-32427 
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
Analytical derivatives 
(AD-8064944)	 p0436 N79-23090 
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 
NT CIRCUMFERENCES 
NT HYPERBOLAS 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
Near particle analysis of grease samples 
FAD-A069114)
	
p0597 N79-29344 
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS 
Boeing's noise technology facilities
p0074 P.79-15569 
An acoustic problem in anechoic chambers arising 
from exhaust noise testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0649]	 p0271 879-26929 
Hovering impulsive noise - Some measured and 
calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in 
an anechoic chamber
p0533 A79-43499 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK 
An experimental study of high frequency noise from 
model rotors - Prediction and reducticn 
p0533 179-43500 
AREIONETEES 
NT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS 
NT NOT-WI?.! AN!MCNEIFNS 
NT LAS!? ANEMOMETERS 
Response and other characteristics of a flat 
bladed, dual pitch propeller anemometer 
p0192 179-21914 
Feasibility study of transit photon correlation 
anemometer for Ames Research Center unitary wind 
tunnel plan 
(NASA-CP-152238]	 p0367 1479-20140 
Two dimensional anemometric probe --- two 
dimensional flow. Wind tunnel tests 
(AAAP-NT-78-0 9 )	 p0440 379-23116 
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
fAAAP-N7-78-07]	 p0440 879-23117 
AN EM 0 NET N V 
U VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 
Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing 
sudden change in angle of attack
p0012 A79-10869 
Vortex system at the ncse part of a fuselage model 
at supercritical angles of attack and different 
Reynolds numbers
p0021 179-12199 
Flying angle of attack
p0025 119-12384 
Aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at 
large angles of attack 
[OGLE PAPER 78-113] 	 p0061 179-14071 
High angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive control 
p0010 A79-15020 
Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by 
highly inclined lifting surfaces 
[ONEPA, VP NO. 1978-831	 p0127 119-18551 
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept 
wing with a high angle ci attack 
(ONERA, VP 80. 1978-124) 	 p0128 A79-18554 
Effect of spanwise blowing in the angle-of-attack 
regime alpha equals C plus 90 deg 
(ONERA, VP NO. 1978-8C]	 p0152 119-20083 
Aerodynamics of slender bodies at high angles of 
attack
p0197 119-22393 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0131)	 p0200 179-23517 
F-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
control system concept 
(1111 PAPER 79-0403]	 p0203 179-23577 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transcnic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 179-24295 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 179-26527 
Parabolized Wavier-Stokes solutions for hypersonic 
viscous flows over blunt cones at large angles 
of attack
p0335 A79-29806 
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle of attack
p0410 179-35158 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 119-37295 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
[AAA PAPER 79-1900]	 p0575 179-46694 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory methodology /EACTN/ to 
aircraft stability problems at high 
angles-of-attack*
p0611 A79-47943 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a V-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 A79-50165 
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the ?-16 flight control system
p0646 179-50438 
Recent results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
(AAA PAP!? 79-1640]	 p0688 179-52948
The influence of aerodynamic interference on high 
angle of attack wind tunnel testing 
(AD-1056045)	 p0043 879-11002 
Canard-body-tail missile test at angles of attack 
to 50 deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-Tfl-78441]	 p0086 879-12021 
Vortex effects for canard-wing configurations at 
high angles of attack in subsonic flow 
[NASA-TM-78543]	 p0158 879-14022 
Experiments on cross-coupling and translational 
acceleration derivatives
p0116 879-15068 
A survey of analytical and experimental techniques 
to predict aircraft dynamic characteristics at 
high angles of 'attack
p0 177 879-15079 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p0178 879-15082 
Aircraft stability characteristics at high angles 
of attack
p0179 879-15089 
Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0179 879-15093 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic

cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 879-15094 
Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors in 
high-angle-of-attack flight
pO180 879-15096 
Aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of attack 
p0218 879-15917 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
[RASA-CASE-LAR-12326-1]	 p0287 879-17813 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0299 879-18886 
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
(NASA-TN-75377)	 p0300 879-18914' 
Design, calibration, and application of a sensor 
for measuring time dependent angle of attack of 
helicopter blades
p0303 879-18968 
High angle of attack aerodynamics 
[AGAR]7-CP-2 1471	 p0413 879-21996 
Effect of high angles of attack on dynamic 
stability parameters
p0413 879-21997 
High angle of attack characteristics of different 
fighter configurations
p0413 879-21998 
Some tIE research studies of the use of wing-body 
strakes on combat aircraft configurations at 
high angles of attack
p0413 879-21999 
The application of spanwise blowing for high angle 
of attack spin recovery
p0414 879-22004 
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high 
aspect ratio wing at a high angle of incidence 
p0414 879-22005 
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
p0414 879-22007 
Normal force and pitching moment of wing-body 
combinations in the nonlinear angle-of-attack 
range at subsonic speeds 
•	 p0414 879-22022 
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for 
slender bodies alone and with lifting surfaces 
to high angles of attack
p0414 879-22023 
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0415 879-22024 
Prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions of wing-tail 
configurations at very high angles of attack 
p0415 879-22025 
High angle of incidence implications upon air 
intake design and location for supersonic cruise 
aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic 
aircraft
pOlIlS 879-22026 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration for 
a post-stall fighter aircraft concept 
p0415 879-22027 
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ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
	
SUBJECT INDEX 
Visualisations and calculations of air intakes at 
high angles of attack and low Reynolds number 
Navier-Stokes equation
p0415 1179-22030 
A survey of recent high angle of attack; wind 
tunnel testing at Aeritalia
p0416 N79-22034 
Miniature flow-directicn and airspeed sensor for 
airplanes and radio ccntrolled models in spin 
studies 
[NASA-TP-1467)	 p0435 1179-23081 
Interference effects of aircraft components on the 
local blade angle of attack of a wing-mcunted 
propeller 
[NASA-TN-78587]	 p0498 1179-25021 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 1: 
Technical discussion and analysis of results 
[AD-A069646]	 p0650 1179-30188 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
base 
(AD-A069647)	 p0650 1179-30149 
A summary of AGAND EDP meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0658 1179-30220 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
[NASA-CP-3099]	 p0665 1179-31152 
ANGLES (GEOMETRY) 
NT ANGLE OF AESACK 
NT ELEVATION ANGLE 
NT LEADING EDGE SWEEP 
NT SWEEP ANGLE 
Effect of injection angle on liquid injection in 
supersonic flow --- for increasing fuel jet 
penetration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0383]	 p0147 879-19700 
Gonionetric aerodynamics: A different perspective: 
Description - Applications --- missile 
configurations 
(AIAA 79-1650)	 p0567 A79-45326 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement flow 
[NASA-CB-158385)	 p0370 479-20342 
ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
Acceleration of unbalanced flexible rotors through 
the critical speeds
p0345 879-31388 
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 
Determination of the deflection angle of a jet 
impinging on a deflector with an end plate 
for thrust reversers
p0082 A79716789 
Determination of turning angle of a jet. impinging 
on a bucket with visor --- for thrust reversers 
p0613 A79-48500 
ANGULAR MOTION 
U ANGULAR VELOCITY 
ANGULAR VELOCITY 
A generalized 'capacity-pressure-rotaticnal
velocity' equation for axial turbines 
p0316 #79-28718 
ANIMALS 
NT BIRDS 
NT INSECTS 
ANNULAR FLOW 
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbonachine annuli 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-109]	 p0001 879-10260 
Experimental verification of annular wing theory 
p0185 879-20661 
Effect of hub and tip annular flow blockage on the 
performance of a single-stage axial-flow 
compressor 
[AIAA 79-7001]	 p0327 879-29377 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-182]	 p0396 #79-32441 
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 A79-47520 
ANNULAR NOZZLES 
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted Velocity profile coannular nozzles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633]	 p0317 879-28964 
Design and test of an annular sting suppert 
concept for aftbody nozzle wind tunnel testing 
(AD-A056945)	 p0C38 1179-10063
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
(RASA-TP-1452]	 p0423 1179-22099 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
[NASA-CR-3168]	 p0671 1179-31212 
ANNUL! 
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable 
height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow 
[AIAA 79-7002]	 p0327 A79-29378 
ANODIZING 
Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process 
for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft 
surfaces
p0187 879-20815 
An automated system for phosphoric acid anodizing 
of aluminum alloys
p0210 A79-24107 
Demonstration of an improved method for repair of 
bonded aircraft structure
p0531 A79-143276 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond 
surface treatment
p0531 879-83317 
ANOMALIES 
NT GRAVITY ANOMALIES 
ANTARCTIC ENVIRONMENT 
U ICE ENVIRONMENTS 
ANTENNA ARRAYS 
NT LINEAR ARRAYS 
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS 
The control of tolerances in an array antenna 
p0019 879-11934 
VOB - Its past, present, and future
p0076 879-16161 
TASAR, a thinned adaptive synthetic aperture radar 
p0274 #79-27135 
Operational evaluation of an Air Traffic Control 
Radar Beacon System open array antenna 
p0274 A79-27139 
Radiation field of a conformal phased array of 
rotational-polarization elements situated on a 
surface of revolution
p0398 A79-32738 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UN? 
radios
p0614 A79-48598 
Nicrostnip antenna elements for use in 
henispherically scanned arrays 
rAD-A068566)	 p0557 1179-27366 
ANTENNA DESIGN 
Some novel techniques for avoiding antenna 
obscurations and E.M.C. effects
p0003 879-10363 
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area 
of study of many years' standing at the 
Institute for Communications Engineering of 
Braunschweig Technical University
p0026 #79-12526 
Electronically scanned Tacan antenna
p0057 879-13272 
The ILS glidepath - New designs for severe sites 
p0156 879-20232 
RCS reduction of installed aircraft antennas 
Radar Cross Section prediction
p0247 879-28716 
An IF? antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
suppression characteristics
p0247 879-24718 
Aircraft antenna systems --- Russian book 
p0564 #79-44892 
Aerial isolation - a study of the interaction 
between co-sited aerials --- transmitting and 
receiving aircraft antennas
p0574 879-46280 
Nultiband antenna --- for tactical naval aircraft 
p0614 #79-48596 
Small lightweight electronically steerable 
cylindrical antenna successfully utilized in an 
air traffic management system
p0614 A79-48597 
Antennas for the Black Hawk helicopter 
(ABS 79-151	 P0627 A79-49068 
A report on the Sperry Dome Radar
p0637 879-49567 
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Design of VHF and DSP communications air/ground 
antennas 
(FAA-RD-79-7]	 p0240 N79-17078 
ANTENNA FIELDS 
U ANTENNA RADIATION ?A'r'IEFNS 
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS 
NT SIDELOBES 
Some novel techniques for avoiding antenna 
obscurations and V.R.C. effects
D0003 A79-10363 
Modeling the S-band radar augmentation system of a 
high altitude supersonic target
p0247 A79-24715 
An 1FF antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
suppression characteristics
p0247 A79-24718 
Aircraft antenna pattern measurementsusing near 
field techniques
p0247 A79-24721 
A model for calculating the radiation field of 
microstrip antennas
p0315 A79-28422 
Radiation field of a conformal phased array of 
rotational-polarization elements situated on a 
surface of revolution
p0398 479-32734 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UHF 
radios
p0614 A79-48598 
Radiation from quarter-wavelength monopoles on 
finite cylindrical, ccnical, and rocket-shaped 
conducting bodies --- airborne antenna design 
p0647 179-50606 
Computation of the radiation characteristic of 
antennas on complicated structures in the high 
frequency case. Principle of the geometrical 
theory of diffraction 
(DFVLR-FB-78-02)	 p0226 1179-16184 
Study of EAEC newport antenna test range: Methods 
of reflection reductions and increased frequency 
coverage 
[AD-A065151]	 p0443 1179-23331 
Nigh frequency near field scattering by an 
elliptic disk 
[AD-A065586]	 p0489 N79-24214, 
Fuselage-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
[AD-A065587]	 p0489 1179-24215 
Wing-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
[AD-A065589]	 p0490 1179-24216 
An iterative approach for computing an antenna 
aperture distribution from given radiation 
pattern data 
[AD-A065590]	 p0490 1179-24217 
The selection of glide slope antenna patterns for 
use in the frequency assignment process 
(AD-A073176]	 p0714 1179-33184 
ANTENNAS 
NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS 
NT CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS 
NT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
NT LENS ANTENNAS 
NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
NT MISSILE ANTENNAS 
NT MONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
NT MONOPULSE ANTENNAS 
NT RADAR ANTENNAS 
NT RADIO ANTENNAS 
NT SLOT ANTENNAS 
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
NT SPHERICAL ANTENNAS 
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS 
An investigation into the noise interference 
problems at Logan Airport, Boston 
(AD-A072057)	 p0710 N79-32417 
ANTHROPONETRT 
Wind tunnel test of ACES 2 ejection seat with 
anthroponietric dummy in asymmetric configurations 
[AD-A068614]	 p0592 1179-29163 
ANTIPRICTION BEARINGS 
NT BALL BEARINGS 
NT ROLLER BEARINGS 
Elimination of friction induced thermal cracks in 
landing gear components
p0531 A79-43273 
Self-contained grease lubrication systems for 
aircraft applications 
[AHS 79-39]	 p0631 A79-49091 
The Sikorsky elastomeric rotor --- helicopter 
rotor bearings
[ASS 79-48]	 p0632 A79-49100 
ANTIMISSILE DEFENSE 
Multichannel infrared receiver performance --- for 
airborne detection of antiaircraft missiles 
p0410 A79-35210 
Modern rigid airships as sea control escort 
platforms 
[AIAA 79-1575]	 p0521 A79-42382 
ANTIOXIDANTS 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
p0324 A79-29121 
The thermal oxidation stability of B-3V lubricant 
for aviation	 -
p0688 A79-52500 
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT 
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT 
NT S-3 AIRCRAFT 
NT SE-3 HELICOPTER 
CP-140 aircraft reliability program - A 'tailored' 
management approach
p0206 A79-23632 
Modern rigid airships as sea control escort 
platforms 
(AIAA 79-1575)	 p0521 A79-412382 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
p0532 A79-43456 
ANTITANK MISSILES 
Why the ALAT chose the 'Gazelle/Not' /SA-342 11/ as 
antitank helicopter
p0083 A79-16976 
APPLICATION 
U UTILIZATICR 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COIPUTERS) 
The application of microprocessor technology to 
in-flight computation
p0480 N79-23902 
Implementation and testing of numerical analysis 
techniques in avionics applications 
[&D-A069299]	 p0594 1179-29187 
APPROACH 
NT DELAYED FLAW APPROACH 
NT INSTRUMENT APPROACH 
Ninimum landing-approach distance for a sailplane 
p0338 A79-30483 
On the limits of steep helicopter approaches 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1960)
	 p0161 117914078 
Methods for the validation of synthesized images 
in visual flight simulation --- space perception 
during landing approach
p0354 1179-20021 
Simulation study to evaluate a 
constant-groundspeed approach method in moderate 
and severe wind shears 
[NASA-TM-80060]	 p0362 1179-20089 
Simulation evaluation of combined 4D PRAy and 
airborne traffic situation displays and 
procedures applied to terminal aerial maneuvers 
(NASA-CR-158474]	 p0380 1179-21033 
Effects of control system dynamics on fighter 
approach and landing longitudinal flying 
qualities, volume 1 
(AD-A067550]	 p0556 4479-27183 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities of 
transport category aircraft 
[NASA-TN-80120]	 p0589 4479-29141 
Driftdown calculations for the PH/227D aircraft 
[SAND-18-1807]	 p0653 1179-30182 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 N79-302143 
APPROACH CONTROL 
NT RADAR APPROACH CCNTROL 
'Strategic' time-based ATC --- by long-term flight 
planning
p0026 A79-12473 
Procedure for flight guidance in the terminal 
maneuvering area for an experimental program 
employing a flying test device
p011S A79-17680 
Investigation for planning the approach traffic 
p0117 A79-17696 
The MLS approach and landing system
p0151 579-20050 
Sea Harrier night and low visibility approach 
development
p0332 A79-29483 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Measuring and improving ATC capacity
p0399 979-33024 
The principle and practice of 'clutch' radar 
operation
p0399 179-33025 
Advanced application of the ADG? approach aid 
offshore
p0399 179-33457 
New technology S61N simulator
p0399 179-33458 
Air traffic control requirements from the 
viewpoint of the airpert 
GLR PAPER 79-025)	 p0518 179-42353 
Missed approach of commercial aircraft regarding 
wind shear in the ground boundary layer 
(DGLE PAPER 79-028) 	 p0518 179-92355 
Decelerated approach - Ccmpariscn of different 
procedures 
[DOLE PAPER 79-045] 	 p0520 979-42371 
Onboard methods for increasing landing approach 
capacity upon introduction of HIS 
(DOLE PAPER '9-047] 	 p0520 A79-42373 
Decoupled longitudinal controls for shea; 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
during approach and landing engine jet transport 
(lIlA 79-1678)	 p0568 179-45341 
A simulator investigation of roll response 
requirements for aircraft with 
rate-command/attitude-hold flight control 
systems in the landing approach and touchdown 
(AIAA 79-1679)	 p0569 079-45342 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument approach 
(lilA 79-16831	 p0569 079-95345 
Development of the Navy H-Dot Automatic Carrier 
Landing System designed to give improved 
approach control in air turbulence 
(1111 79-1772]	 p0572 179-45901 
4-D helical approach of a transport aircraft in an 
RTC environment 
[lilA 79-1776]	 p0572 179-45404 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
(IRS 79-161	 p0628 079-49069 
System capacity of the approach- and landing aid 
SE T AC
p0699 979-53855 
Plight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
(NASATM 785271	 p0036 N79-10054 
Ccmparative study of flare control laws 
optimal control of b-737 aircraft approach and 
landing 
(PASA-CP-158114)	 p0230 N79-16822 
Two-segment approach investigation on a 
moving-base piloted flight simulator 
(VTH-LE-250)	 p0295 N79-17880 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
(NASA-CR-152307)	 1)0595 N79-29196 
Project NAVTCLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 N79-30212 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric motions of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
(NLR-TR-77078-U)	 p0704 N79-32192 
APPROACH INDICATORS 
Development of a control wheel steering mode and 
suitable displays that reduce pilot workload and 
improve efficiency and safety of operation in 
the terminal area and in windshear 
(lilA 79-1867]	 p0573 979-45414 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-78527)	 p0036 N79-10054 
Description and preliminary studies of a computer 
drawn instrument landing approach display 
[NASA-TM-76771)	 p0C45 N79-11039 
Approach light aiming criteria 
(NAEC-911]	 p0237 N79-16880 
Airborne determination of ground speed: A 
feasibility study --- instrument landing system
approaches 
(AD-1073193]	 p0719 N79-33182 
APPROPRIATIONS 
NASA authorization, 1980, volume 1, part 2 
[GPC46134]	 p0589 N79-29105 
APPROXIMATION 
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE, THEORY 
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
NI NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
The smooth approximation method and its 
application to the mathematical description of 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing 
p0028 179-12955 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
PO447 A79-35927 
Construction of an initial approximation for the 
solution of the integral equation of a lifting 
surface
p0447 179-35928 
On a smooth approximation method and its 
application to mathematical description of wing 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0601 179-47001 
APPROXIMATION METHODS 
U APPROXIMATION 
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
Comparative nozzle study for applying aqueous film 
forming foam on large-scale fires 
[10-1058562]	 p0105 N79-13064 
ABC WELDING 
NT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
ARCHITECTURE 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 179-18573 
Sharjah - An airport out of Arabian Nights 
innovative airport design
p0536 179-43732 
ARCHITECTURE (CONPUTRRS) 
The !A-6H weapon Systems trainer
p0350 A79-32246 
Digital flight control reliability - Effects of 
redundancy level, architecture and redundancy 
management technique 
[AIAA 79-1893]	 p0573 179-45418 
Analysis and evaluation of current !IL-STD-1553 
digital avionics architecture as the basis for 
advanced architecturfs using MIL-STD-15530 
p0616 A79-48629 
Radar signal processing development for 
application of VESI
p0618 A79-48664 
A case study of computer evolution in air defense, 
command and control, and air traffic control 
[lIlA 79-1914]	 '	 p0698 179-54389 
A multi microprocessor flight control system - 
Architectural concepts 
[AIlA 79-1925]	 p0698 179-54392 
The impact of parallel computers on the design of 
nonlinear flight controllers 
(AIAA 79-1966)	 p0698 179-54414 
Architecture of an intelligent cockpit monitoring 
system - SECURE 
[AIAA 79-1961]	 p0699 179-54437 
GASP-PL/I simulation of integrated avionic system 
processor architectures 
(RASA-CR-158244]	 p0303 N79-18973 
A reliable and survivable data transmission system 
for avionics processing
p0354 N79-20025 
ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTS 
U ICE ENVIRONMENTS 
AREA NAVIGATION 
Can low-cost VON and Omega receivers suffice for 
BNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique 
p0077 A79-16165 
Evolution of area navigation in the air traffic 
control system
p0077 A79-16172 
Investigation of different system configurations 
for a TNA navigation system taking special 
account of traffic load and channel requirements 
[OGLE PAPER 79-0391
	
p0519 179-42365 
Fundamentals of navigation in the terminal 
maneuvering area
p0521 179-42377 
Impact of area navigation on controller 
productivity and RTC system capacity 
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(FAR-RD-78-51]	 p0231 1179-16825 
Simulation study of the operational 
characteristics of a two/three-dimensional 
multiwaypoint area navigation (BRAY) system 
pilot performance and flight echnical errors 
(AD-A073204)	 p0714 1179-33183 
ARGON LASERS 
Application of a laminar lighting device to the 
smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind 
tunnels 
(0WEA, TP 110. 1979-82] 	 p0513 A79-41304 
ARGUMENTS (MATHEMATICS) 
U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
ARGUS PROJECT	 - 
Kiebitz Do 34 - The German contribution to the 
ARGUS program --- tethered rotor platform for 
battlefield surveillance system
p0150 879-19897 
ARIP (IMPACT PREDICTION) 
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATICE 
U IMPACT PREDICTION 
ARMED FORCES 
NT ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES) 
NT NAVY 
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES) 
U.S. Coast Guard utilization of remote sensing 
techniques for ocean surveillance
p0199 A79-22673 
Coast guard missions for lighter-than-air vehicles 
tAIAA 79-15701 	 p0524 879-42403 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in an 
Air Force reparable item process: A model of 
aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0C93 R79-12082 
Air Force turbine engine emission survey. United 
States. Volume 1: Test summaries 
[AD-A061532]	 p0234 1179-16858 
US Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
Volume 3: Engine model summaries 
[AD-A0614831	 p0235 1179-16859 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1971 - 
1977
p0310 1179-19621 
Centralizing Air Force aircraft component repair 
in the field can provide significant savings 
[PB-295320/6)	 p0701 1179-32154 
ARMOR 
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the 011-608 Black 
Hawk 
[ABS 79-101	 p0627 A79-49062 
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
content in jet. fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p0324 879-29120 
ARRAYS 
NT ANTENNA ARRAYS 
NT LINEAR ARRAYS 
NT PHASED ARRAYS 
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS 
ARRESTING GEAR 
Arresting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency 
[SAP ARP 15381	 p0018 879-11625 
Recent progress in aircraft sink rate measurement 
[8188 PAPER 79-1798]	 pOfOS 879-47884 
A study of the effect of different cam designs on 
Mark 7 Nod 1 arresting gear performance 
[#0-8061486]	 p0238 1179-16882 
ARROW WINGS 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
pOO19 #79-121311 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 879-12953 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and 
delta wings at superscnic speeds
p0028 879-12966 
Nypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle cf attack
p0410 879-35138 
Selection of geometric parameters and location of 
nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel 
test data. I
pOEOl 879-46999 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0601 A79-47012 
Theoretical evaluation of high-speed aerodynamics 
for arrow-wing configurations 
[NASA-TP1358]	 p0158 1179-14023 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration --- wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-1434]	 p0538 1179-26020 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection and 
geometric anhedral on the low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly 
swept arrow-wing configuration --- Langley 7 by 
10 foot tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80083]	 p0547 N79-27095 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of 
ground-induced effects for a low-aspect-ratio 
highly swept arrow-wing configuration 
[NASA-TP-1508]	 p0672 R79-31223 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic 
performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic 
cruise aircraft research 
[RASA-TM-80142]	 p0701 1179-32158 
ARTHROPODS 
NT INSECTS 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Architecture of an intelligent cockpit monitoring 
system - SECURE 
(AIAA 79-1961]	 p0699 #79-54437 
Analysis of the functional requirements for an 
intelligent airborne computer system 
[AD-A061649]	 p0303 1179-18962 
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES 
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES 
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
NT EXPLORER SATELLITES 
NT MARITIME SATELLITES 
NT MABOTS (!SA) 
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES 
NI SOLAR POWER SATELLITES 
NI SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
NT TRANSIT SATELLITES 
ARTILLERY FIRE 
A simulation model of attack helicopter 
vulnerability to hostile artillery fire 
[AD-A069753]	 p0593 1179-29179 
ARYL COMPOUNDS 
U AROMATIC COMFCUNDS 
ASCENT 
BT CLIMBING FLIGHT 
ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
Quiet propulsive lift for commuter airlines 
(NASA-TM-78596)	 p0539 1179-26035 
ASDE 
U AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT 
ASPECT RATIO 
NT NIGH ASPECT RATIO 
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO 
Influence of geometric effects on the aspect ratio 
optimization of axial turbine bladings 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1731 	 pOOlO 879-10809 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-24]	 p0195 879-22330 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p0602 879-47099 
-Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
[RASA-TP-1523]	 p0717 R79-33210 
ASPHALT 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
[AD-A069448)	 p0661 1179-30246 
Recycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
(AD-A0721171
	
p0707 B79-32218 
ASSEMBLIES 
NT TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
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Tooling and assembly procedures, serviceability 
program elements --- for aircraft composite 
structures
p0209 A79-24090 
IC-14 thermoplastic/graphite elevator
p0529 A79-43241 
Assembly and testing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised 
edition/ --- Russian book
p0564 A79-44893 
ASSESSMENTS 
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
ASSOCIATIONS 
U ONGANIZATICNS 
ASSURANCE 
Fabrication and quality assurance procedure to 
assure a symmetrical lifting parachute 
EAIAA 79-0427]	 p0262 A79-26636 
ASYMMETRY 
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbomachine annuli 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-109]	 p0001 479-10260 
Circumferential asymmetry in axial flcw compressors 
p0382 N79-21056 
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at 
the trailing edge of a slender wing
p0019 A79-12127 
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio 
wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic 
expansions
p0194 A79-21997 
ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of sonic 
flow past airfoil profiles
po6e4 A79-51347 
An asymptotic result for the scattering of a plane 
wave by a smooth convex cylinder 
(AD-A065588)	 p049O 1;79-24229 
ATHLETES 
Factors and tradeoffs affecting ram-air parachutes 
designed for civilian personnel applications 
[AIAA 79-0457]	 p0268 A79-26660 
ATHODYDS 
U RAMJET ENGINES 
ATLIT PROJECT 
Comparison of theoretical predicted longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics with full-scale wind 
tunnel data on the ATIIT airplane 
(NASA-CE-158753]	 p0537 N79-26018 
ATMOSPHERES 
NT EQUATORIAL ATMOSPHERE 
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION 
U ATMOSPHERIC ATT!NUATICW 
ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION 
Thermospheric propagation of sonic booms from the 
Concorde supersonic transport 
tAD-A067201]	 p0505 N79-25855 
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LITER 
A small aircraft gust-probe system for studies of 
boundary layer convection and transport 
D0193 A79-21972 
The effect of blockage in shear flow in the wind 
tunnel 
[BU-221]	 p0441 N79-23125 
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY 
Nitrogen oxide air pollrticn. Part 3: 
Atmospheric chemistry. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
(NTIS/P S78/0973/4]	 p0098 N79-12593 
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATICN 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in hover 
raHS 78-641	 p0126 A79-18185 
The status of air motion measurements on NCAN 
aircraft
p0193 579-21973 
Analysis of air motion measurements from aircraft 
p0194 579-21992 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
1T ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
inside cabins of two E-747 airliners and a Gates 
Learjet business jet
p0278 A79-27571 
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS 
U METEOROLOGY 
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
Atmospheric dispersion modeling --- for air
pollutants
p0206 A79-23742 
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 
Correlation technique for ambient effects on 
oxides of nitrogen --- from combustion products 
In atmospheric pollution
p0641 A79-49922 
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
Conference on Certification of Aircraft for 
Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, 
Chatillcn-sous-Ragneux, Hauts-de-Seine, Prance, 
September 14-21, 1978, Proceedings
p0680 A79-51126 
Laboratory tests to simulate lightning streamers 
at apertures /A qualification test/
p0682 A79-51138 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test/
p0682 A79-51140 
Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic 
effects /Engineering tests/
p0682 579-51141 
Lightning hazards to aircraft
p0243 N79-17420 
Summary report of the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Committee
p0243 N79-17427 
Atmospheric Electricity Hazard (AEH) 
[AD-1069338]	 p0651 N79-30169 
Lightning hazards overview: Aviation requirements 
and interests
p0662 979-30876 
ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES 
U AIR POLLUTION 
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
NT DYNAMIC MODELS 
Atmospheric dispersion modeling --- for air 
pollutants
p0206 A79-23142 
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
Environmental models for moisture absorption by 
aircraft composites
p0278 A79-27572 
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS 
Plane problems of aerothermooptics --- refraction 
in two-dimensional nonuniform medium 
p0266 579-26865 
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 
NT CLOUD PHYSICS 
Research aircraft and their capabilities --- in 
atmospheric environmental measurements 
-	 p0193 A79-21971 
The ATMOSAT Program-1975-78 --- manned 
superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric 
monitoring 
[AIAA 79-1608]	 p0524 579-42399 
ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION 
Observation of atmospheric interactions at 
aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion 
experiments
p0461 579-37573 
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 
A comparison of temperatures and winds reported by 
the Concorde SST with data obtained from 
rawinsonde and satellite
p0194 A79-21991 
ATMOSPHERIC TUREDLENCE 
NT CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
NT GUSTS 
NT LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE 
Helicopter simulation, in atmospheric turbulence 
p0131 579-18663 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
(AIRS PAPER 79-0324]
	 p0145 A79-19667 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within cooling tower plumes 
p0193 579-21967 
Simultaneous measurements of turbulence in the

lower atmosphere using sodar and aircraft 
p0193 A79-21968 
The Cessna-207 aircraft turbulence and temperature 
measuring system
p0194 A79-21974 
Longitudinal motion of an aircraft in unsteady flow 
p0212 A79-24194 
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Experimental data on the dynamic properties of 
several propeller vanes --- turbulence 
measurement in wind tnr.nel
p0466 A79-38943 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
(AIAP. 79-16741	 p0568 P.79-45339 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
(AIAR 79-1676)	 p0568 A79-85340 
Development of the Navy B-Dot Automatic Carrier 
Landing System designed to give improved 
approach control in air turbulence 
[AIAP. 79-1772]	 p0572 A79-45401 
Experimental clean comtustor program: Phase 3: 
Turbulence measurement addendum 
(NASA-CR-135922)	 p0094 1179-12088 
Non-Gaussian structure of the simulated turbulent 
environment in piloted flight simulation 
p0223 N79-15980 
Handling qualities of a simulated SXCL aircraft in 
natural and computer-generated turbulence and 
shear
p0223 1179-15981 
Summary repert of the Turbulence Committee 
p02 1 3 N79-17424 
Gust load estimation using a simplified power 
spectral technique 
(ARAP-362)	 pC294 1179-17870 
Turbulence simulation mechanizaticn for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
[NASA-CE-161194]	 p0368 1179-20174 
Thunderstorm turbulence investigations for 
1973-1974 in support of the National Severe 
Storms Laboratory (IISSL) 
(AD-A065943]	 p0445 1179-23604 
Meteorological and operational aspects of 46 clear 
air turbulent sampling missions with an 
instrumented B-57! aircraft. Volume 2, appendix 
C: Turbulence missions 
(NASA-TM-800451
	
p0558 1179-27772 
Effect of atmospheric turbulence on the stability 
of a lifting rotor blade
90584 e79-2e183 
Aircraft response to windshears and downdraughts 
p 0659 N79-30229 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
(AD-A072118)	 p0705 179-32198 
Aircraft design loads due to non-stationary 
atmospheric turbulence patches 
[NLR-TR-78073- 7)]	 p07O7 579-32216 
ATOMIC EIPLOSICNS 
U NUCLEAR EEPIOSICHS 
ATOMIZATION 
U ATOMIZING 
ATOMIZING 
NT LIQUID ATOMIZATION 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors 
•	 p0051 A79-12982 
ATTACHMENT 
Advanced composite cover to substructure 
attachment technology --- for aircraft wing skin 
p0208 P.79-24079 
ATTACHMENTS 
U ACCESSORIES 
ATTACK AIRCRAFT 
NT R-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT A-10 AIRCRAFT 
NT AH-611 HELTCCPTER 
NT ALPHA .3E1 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-1 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOMBER AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-15 AIRCRAFT 
NT 7-16 AIRCPAPT 
NT F-17 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-lB AIRCRAFT 
NT P-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
NT P-Ill AIRCRAFT 
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
NT 0-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIG AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AINCRAPT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT TP-12 AIRCRAFT 
NT Y?-16 AIRCRAFT 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64
p0013 P.79-10904 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes !AR-614 advanced 
attack helicopter 
(ABS 78-311	 pO122 P.79-18157 
Propulsion integration of a supersonic cruise 
strike-fighter 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0100]	 p0201 P.79-23531 
New airborne armament systems --- multimission 
design requirements 
(AIAA 79-06971	 p0276 P.79-27362 
Displays for Army combat aviation
p0332 P.79-29486 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter

aircraft --- stress anal ysis for ground attack 
p0563 P.79-44462 
Results of power systems study advanced
fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
p0686 P.79-51915 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude 
concept 
(NASA-CB-152131)	 p0033 1179-10026 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL fighter 
attack aircraft 
[ 74ASR-CR-152129]	 p0034 1179-10027 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, phase 1 
[MASA-CR-152132]	 p0034 1179-10028 
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator 
for aircraft hydraulic systems 
[AD-R057931)	 p0091 1179-12070 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
(AD-A058555]	 p0102 1179-13040 
Feasibility study of mini-RPV for attack 
p0219 N79-15953 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 1179-19643 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the YAll-64
p0312 579-19664 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0354 1179-20023 
Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAR-64, advanced 
attack helicopter 
(ADA064359]	 p0420 1179-22077 
A simulation model of attack helicopter 
vulnerability to hostile artillery fire 
[AD-A069753]	 p0593 1179-29179 
ATTENUATION 
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION 
NT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
NT SIDFLCP! REDUCTION 
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) 
NT PITCH (INCLINATION) 
NT ROLL 
NT TAN 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
NT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 
NT LATERAL CONTROL 
NT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
An experimental passive microwave attitude 
measurement system for escape system steering 
p0403 P.79-33637 
Microcomputer applications in straplown heading 
and attitude reference system
p0614 A79-48606 
A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing 
engine pressure ratio feedback signals 
(RASA-CAS!-LAR-12562-1]	 p0367 N79-20135 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roil and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
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and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
(NASA-CR-152307]	 p0595 879-29196 
ATTITUDE GYROS 
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions 
[NASA-TM-78611]	 p0106 879-32205 
ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
Application of a north seeking heading and 
attitude reference for the autonomous navigation 
of helicopters
p0068 679-14668 
Reconstructed flight control sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 679-32158 
P16-18 Hornet display system
p0617 679-48630 
ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability 
in attitude-stabilized aircraft'
p0641 679-49925 
The need of stick force stability for 
attitude-stabilized aircraft, Part 2 
[NLR-TR-77027-U]	 p0294 879-17875 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
NT MICROPHONES 
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
U TRAINING DEVICES 
U VISUAL AIDS 
AUDITORY DEFECTS 
Anal ysis of noise in US army aircraft 
[AD-A061351]	 p0233 879-16844 
AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
sounds --- auditory perception 
[UTIAS-236]	 p0245 879-17658 
AUGMENTATION 
NT STABILITY AUGMENTATICN 
NT THRUST AUGMENTATICN 
An experimental investigation of turbojet test 
cell augmentors 
(AD-A057903]	 p0C96 879-12101 
A piloted simulator study on augmentation systems 
to improve helicopter flying qualities in 
terrain flight 
[NASA-TM-765711	 p0437 879-23098 
AUTOMATA THEORY 
Analytic design of airplane automatic pitch 
controller
p0069 679-14863 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
NT ADAPTIVE CCNTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CCNTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CCNTPOL 
NT CASCADE CONTROL 
NT DYNAMIC CCNNOL 
NT FEEDEACK CCNTROL 
NT NUMERICAL CCNIROL 
NT OPTIMAL CCNTFCL 
NT PROPORTIONAL CONTNCL 
NT SELF ALIGNMENT 
NT SEQUENTIAL CCNTROL 
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Nultisensor utilization investigation --- for 
automated ATC surveillance
p0003 679-10232 
Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion 
on the basis of an operational algorithm 
p0069 A79-14873 
General principles of automatic video trackers. II 
- Area trackers
p0071 A79-15159 
Automated OMEGA/VIP monitoring and forecasting for 
air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report 
p0077 679-16164 
The future - ANTS III --- Automated Radar Terminal 
Systems for air traffic control
p0158 A79-22705 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with automatic inflation modulation /618/ 
(AIAA 79-0467]	 p0265 679-26673 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with Automatic Inflation Modulation /A.I.M./ 
p0402 679-33618 
Advanced braking controls for business aircraft 
(SAP PAPER 790599] 	 p0455 679-36731
Technical calculation methods for automatic 
collision recognition and avoidance in air traffic 
[DOlE PAPER 79-0351
	 p0519 A79-42362 
Automated tracking for aircraft surveillance radar 
systems
p0638 A79-49604 
Modern systems for air traffic control 
p0647 679-50921 
Automated VHF Frequency Assignment System (RAE) 
for PAR air traffic control communications 
[AD-A061336]	 p0225 879-16172 
ATARS/ATC simulation tests with site-adaptation 
logic 
rFAA-NA--78-42]	 p0237 N79-16879 
The Impact of Integrated Guidance and Control 
Technology on Weapons Systems Design 
[AGARD-CP-257]	 p0353 R79-20009 
A reliable and survivable data transmission system 
for avionics processing
p0354 879-20025 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 N79-30221 
Dynamic windtnnnel simulation of active control 
systems
p0659 N79-30233 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 1: Operational software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center 
[60-6070973]	 p0663 579-30959 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 2: Support software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center. 
(AD-A070771]	 p0663 879-30960 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
NT RELIEF VALVES 
Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 0179-22095 
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA PROCESSING 
AUTOMATIC PLIGHT CONTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Automatic stabilization of helicopters --- Russian 
book
p0067 A79-14550 
Analytic design of airplane automatic pitch 
controller
p0069 A79-14863 
Simulation of automatic flight control system 
failures 
[AilS 78-28]	 p0122 679-18154 
The impact of the total lightning environment on 
aircraft flight control systems
p0249 679-25319 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian book
p0254 679-25875 
Strike Drone - A defense suppression concept using 
unmanned cruise/loiter/attack vehicle 
(SAE PAPER 7810171 	 p0256 679-25894 
Development of the L-1011 Flight Management System 
p0260 679-26535 
Advanced en route air traffic control automation 
p0274 679-27129 
System for stabilizing the vertical overload of an 
aircraft
p0315 A79-28607 
Semiautomatic control of aircraft: Systems of
manual aircraft control --- Russian book 
D0406 A79-34504 
Drone formation control system /DFCS/ - A new 
generation test range system
p0448 679-36084 
Westland unveils WG30 transport helicopter 
p0462 679-38092 
Digital flight control research using 
microprocessor technology
p0465 A79-38533 
Flight control. II - Control system design 
German book
p0507 A79-40155 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 A79-406611 
Increasing guidance accuracy through use of an 
integrated digital piloting system 
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AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT 
(DGLB PAPER 79-003]	 p0520 A79-42369 
Increasing effectiveness of piloting systems by 
modern sethcds of digital signal processing 
(DGLR PAPER 79-046)	 p0520 A79-42372 
Technical means for autcmation of air navigation 
p0534 579-43513 
The DC-9-80 digital flight guidance system's 
monitoring techniques 
(AIAA 79-1704]	 p0570 579-45359 
Development of a control wheel steering mode and 
suitable displays that reduce pilot workload and 
improve efficiency and safety of operation in 
the terminal area and in windahear 
(AlAS 79-1887)	 p0573 579-45014 
Digital flight control reliability - Effects of 
redundancy level, architecture and redundancy 
management technique 
(AlAS 79-1893]	 p0573 579-45418 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ASS 79-261	 p0629 579-49078 
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the F-16 flight control system
p0696 579-50438 
CH-53E digital automatic flight control system 
p0693 579-53638 
The impact of parallel computers on the design of 
nonlinear flight controllers 
(AIAA 79-19651	 p0698 579-54414 
A nonlinear trajectory ccmaand generator for a 
digital flight-control system 
(NASA-T D-1221]	 p0104 979-13057 
Development of the integrated flight trajectory 
control concept
p0353 979-20015 
Display/control requirements for automated VIOL 
aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158905]	 p0364 979-20112 
Evaluation of a digital helicopter contrcl system 
80-105 helicopter 
(SBR-UFE-1349-0)	 p0I4ee 979-23980 
Study of the theoretical to real correspondence of 
an optimal contrcl model and the significance of 
this model for the description of working 
methodology with partly automated aircraft 
guidance and control systems 
(ILS-35]	 p0556 979-27184 
Stability and control --- conferences 
(AGARE-CP-260]	 p0658 979-30218 
Systems implications of active controls 
pOE5f 979-30219 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integrated flight systems
p0658 979-30223 
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability 
through employment of ccntrol configured vehicle 
technology
p0658 579-30225 
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 979-30236 
Flight perfcrmance of the TCV B-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TRSB/SLS guidance 
(14ASA-T8-60148]	 p0667 979-31186 
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Infrared landing system for a mini 
remotely-pilcted vehicle
pOC19 579-12093 
Flight control safety - A total systems approach 
p0072 579-15371 
VIOL aircraft optimal state-space tracking control 
p0344 A79-31173 
Flight test of a vICL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
(AlAS 79-1703]	 p0570 879-45358 
Development of the Navy H-tot Automatic carrier 
Landing System designed to give improved 
approach control in air turbulence 
[AlAS 79-1772]	 p0572 A79-45401 
The T S E simulator - A comparison with flight 
test results
p06113 579-50169 
Comparative study of flare control laws 
optimal ccntrol of b-737 aircraft approach and 
landing 
(NASA-CR-158114)	 p0230 979-16822 
Development of a digital guidance and ccntrol law 
for steep approach automatic landings using
modern control techniques 
(RASA-CR-3074]	 p0230 979-16824 
VIOL controls for shipboard landing 
[NSSA-CE-162140]	 p0654 979-30193 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric motions of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
(NLR-TR-77 078-0]	 p0704 W79-32192 
AUTOMATIC PATTERN BECOGNITION 
U PATTERN RECOGNITION 
AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
Automatic stabilization of helicopters --- Russian 
book 
•	 p0067 A79-14550 
Design development of the 727-100
p0333 A79-29595 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 579-336114 
Vertical-seeking autopilot design --- of thrust 
vector controlled ejection seat
p0402 A79-33615 
The influence of the amount of automation in a 
flight path guidance system on flight path 
deviation and pilot work load 
(DGLR PAPER 79-044]
	
p0520 A79-42310 
Minimum expected cost control of linear systems 
with uncertain parameters - Application to 
remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems 
[AIRS 79-1745]	 p0571 579-45387 
An improved method for load survey flight testing 
of military cargo aircraft 
(AlAS PAPER 79-17991	 p0606 579-47885 
Microprocessor-based digital autopilot development 
for the XRQ9-106 Mini-NPV
p0614 A79-48608 
Capturing and tracking performance of the 
horizontal guidance and control systems of the 
terminal configured vehicle 
(9ASA-T8-80068]	 -.	 p0499 979-25034 
Some aspects of the design and development of the 
maritime autopilot nodes for the Westland Lynx 
helicopter
p0655 979-30201 
Optimal controller design methods for linear 
systems with uncertain parameters-development, 
evaluation, an1 comparison --- autopilots for 
remotely piloted vehicles
p0718 979-33215 
AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS 
U COMPUTERIZED SINULATICN 
U IMPACT PESDICTION 
AUTOMATIC. TEST EQUIPMENT 
Turbine engine automated trim balancing and 
vibration diagnostics	 - 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-129)	 p0009 579-10793 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop self-test 
p0023 579-12302 
-Support systems for advanced military electronics 
AT! design trends
p0023 579-12305 
Advanced technology impact upon AIR self test 
by use of microprocessors and LSI
p0023 579-12306 
Testing of avionics display systems
p0023 579-12309 
Management of test program development for S-3A 
avionics, maintainability and automatic test 
equipment
p0023 A79-12319 
Commercial test software development practices for 
military applications --- for avionics support 
equipment
p0023 A79-12320 
F-16 180 test programs - A systems approach 
Line Replaceable Units
p0023 A79-12321 
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during 
multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation 
p0069 A79-14869 
CITS - Tomorrow's test system today --- Central 
Integrated Test System for B-i avionics 
p0079 A79-16431 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in F-16 avionics 
-	
p0079 579-161132 
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Digital integrated test system improves testability 
of avionics
p0080 A79-16436 
Adjustment diagnostics for gas turbine engine 
Controls
pOO80 479-16439 
Operator and technician tasks for the beads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VAST/
p0080 A79-16446 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters 
CARS 78-57]	 p0125 479-18178 
Dynamic response testing of gas turbines 
[AS!E PAPER 78-01-31]	 o0196 A79-22332 
New test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
(OGLE 79-022]	 p03117 A79-31949 
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
D0507 479-40314 
Test implementation through support software - A 
FIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation 
Tests on airbcrne radar system
p0820 479-48687 
Automatic test software for calibrating strapdovn 
systems
p8620 479-148689 
Automatic test program generation selection 
for aircraft structures
p0620 479-48690 
The impact of software in automatic test equipment 
for evaluation of radar analog to digital 
converter
p0620 479-48691 
A Navy plan for the development of a practical 
computer-aided programming /CAP/ system for 
analog circuit test design
p0623 A79-48870 
Air Force modular autceatic test equipment 
development program
p0624 A79-48878 
ATE and aircraft mechanical diagnostics 
p0624 A79-118883 
AN/USN-449/V/ ATE for worldwide support of the P3 
Orion
p06244 479-48094 
Can avionic testability requirements be enforced 
p0624 479-48887 
Avionics design for testability - A vendor's 
viewpoint
p0624 479-46889 
Testability, the key tc economical and 
operationally effective avionic test software 
p0625 479-48890 
Techniques for fault isolation ambiguity reduction 
in military avionics
p0625 479-49891 
F-16 depot automatic test equipment
p0625 A79-48895 
A new U.U.T./test staticn interface
p0625 479-48896 
AUTOMATION 
Automatization in air traffic control - Planning 
for the 1980s within the province of the Federal 
Institute of Air Traffic Control
p0117 479-17693 
A'PC operaticns in first decade of en route 
automation
p02014 479-23582 
A Nodular C3 concept for air traffic control 
Command Ccntrol COmmunications
p0205 479-23591 
FAA air traffic control automation - Programs and 
trends
p0266 479-26871 
Advanced en route air traffic control automation 
p0274 479-27129 
Technical means for autcmation of air navigation 
p0534 479-43513 
Master plan flight service station automation 
program 
[40-4052001/5]	 p0361 879-21036 
AUTOOB!LE ENGINES 
Regenerator matices for automotive gas turbines 
p0528 479-42981 
Investigation of turbo-dyne energy chamber (G:F: 
value trademark) : An air bleed device 
[PB-285381/0]	 p0168 879-14397 
Update of development cm the new Audi RSO rotary 
engine generation	 for application to
aircraft engines
p0221 879-15965 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine. 2: Effects of variable 
stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
[NASA-T8-78993]	 p0292 879-17859 
AUTOPILOTS 
U ADICEATIC PILOTS 
AUTOROTATION 
Lag damping in autorotation by a perturbation method 
for rigid rotor blades 
CARS 78-25]	 p0121 479-18151 
Bailout from autorotating helicopters
p0313 879-19666 
Flight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system 
[40-4071648]	 p0715 879-33195 
AUXILIARY PORES SOURCES 
Design and development of a nonorotor gas turbine 
auxiliary power unit 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-2]	 p0149 479-19791 
Starting torque characteristics of small aircraft 
gas turbines and APU's 
[AS1IE PAPER 79-GT-95]	 p0392 479-32371 
Optimal selection of the geometrical 
characteristics of the reversing channel of a

small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas

for aircraft auxiliary power systems 
p0450 A79-36583 
Effectiveness of readmission of the gas in
	 - 
high-pressure-ratio small-scale turbines --- for 
aircraft auxiliary power systems
p0450 479-36584 
Results of power systems study advanced 
fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
pO686 479-51915 
Variable geometry torque converter 
[40-4058603]	 p0103 879-13051 
Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted 
microwave-powered sailplane used as a 
high-altitude observation 
[NASA-CE-159089]	 p0580 879-28134 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
Auxiliary gas turbine engines for aircraft 
Russian book 
AV-81 AIRCRAFT 
U HARRIER AIRCRAFT 
AVIATION 
U AERONAUTICS 
AVIATORS 
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
AVIONICS 
The electronic flight deck
p0016 A79-11175 
!-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop self-test 
p0023 479-12302 
Support systems for advanced military electronics 
ATE design trends
p0023 479-12305 
Testing of avionics display systems
p0023 479-12309 
Management of test program development for S-3A 
avionics, maintainability and automatic test 
equipment
p0023 A79-12319 
Commercial test software development practices for 
military applications --- for avionics support 
equipment
p0023 479-12320 
F-16 LED test programs - A systems approach 
line Replaceable Units
p0023 479-12321 
Fesource conservation through airborne electronics 
p0052 479-13079 
Technological advancements in general aviation 
avionics
p0052 479-13083 
The evolving air transport avionics
p0052 479-13084 
Fundamentals of the electrical equipment of flight 
vehicles. Parts 1 & 2 --- Russian book 
p0059 479-13975 
Tacan RIW program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty for avionics
p0072 479-15359 
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Operational influence on avionics reliability 
p0073 879-15385 
Cockpit displays for advanced navigation - Circa 
2000
p0077 A9-16174 
Integrated computer-display system for modern 
anti-tank/combat helicopters
p0078 879-16233 
Chief features of future helicopter avicnics 
0079 #79-16238 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
images on head-up displays for right or 
all-weather operations --- for military 
helicopters
p0079 #79-16240 
CITS - Tomorrow's test system today --- Central 
Integrated Test System for B-i avionics 
p0079 #79-16431 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in 1-16 avionics
Oo79 879-16432 
Digital integrated test system improves testability 
of avionics
m0080 #79-16836 
The challenge of new technology for avionics testing 
U.S. Air Force assessment
p0080 879-16843 
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VASS/
p0080 879-16446 
Reliability improvement program --- for military 
aircraft electronic components
p0082 879-16591 
The design and fabrication of the de llavilland 
DHC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid 
composites
p0111 879-17059 
multiplex system for the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64 
[ASS 78-14]	 p0120 879-181140 
Ply-by-wire for vertical lift 
(ASS 78-15]	 p0120 879-181141 
Pilot night vision system /PNVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /8811/ 
[ABS 78-16]	 pO120 879-18182 
A versatile approach to cockpit management --- for 
military helicopter control and display avionics 
[ASS 78-17]	 p0120 879-18143 
Development of a solid state vertical instrument 
display system --- for helicopters 
[ABS 78-181	 p0120 879-181144 
Electronic control for helicopter engines 
[ABS 78-45]	 p0123 879-18168 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 879-20559 
Airborne Early Warning Nimrod /Chadwick Memorial 
lecture!
p0189 879-20886 
Reliability growth planning to achieve RIW/GM'BP 
requirements for an airborne radar
p02 448 A79-24965 
Advances in avionics --- emphasizing 
microprocessor technology and integrated circuits 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0562]	 p0253 879-25862 
Avionics systems needed to optimize P/STOL potential 
p0266 #79-26874 
Future avionics - Keeping capability up, costs down 
p0273 879-27093 
The coming of age of digital electronics in 
commercial transports --- emphasizing signal 
processing techmclogy and Boeing 767 avionics 
[AIAA 79-06861	 p0275 A79-27352 
Future advanced technology rotorcraft 
[AIRA 79-0705]	 p0276 879-27366 
Sultiiiiode radar processor --- for ccmlat aircraft 
p0280 #79-28058 
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/ and
Advanced Integrated Display System /AIDS/ 
cockpit programs
p0332 879-29885 
Electronic maps for tomcrrcw's cockpits -- for 
terrain navigation
p0334 879-297344 
Computers on the airliner flight deck
p0344 879-31157
Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment 
of airplanes and helicopters
p0345 879-31486 
Construction and calibration of pitot-static systems 
p0345 A79-31564 
Nigh power DSP slide screw tuner for antenna 
breakdown measurements
p03449 A79-32190 
The new P3C Orion aircraft with the PAAR 
p0349 879-32231 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 #79-32243 
Suppression of radio-electrical disturbances of 
electrostatic origin on aircraft 
[ONERA, TP 80. 1979-531	 p0409 879-34978 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial 
Reference Assembly /8188/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
p0448 879-36082 
Boeing 757/767 - On-the-spot report
p0450 879-36374 
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 879-36484 
A Demonstration Advanced Avionics System for 
general aviation 
[SAE PAPER 790569] 	 p0452 A79-36709 
Electronic system safety - Testing reality --- for 
avionics 
[SAE PAPER 790570]	 p0452 879-36710 
The Digibus multiplex at the heart of avionics 
p0459 879-36975 
P-18 - A special report
p0463 879-38131 
Night/Adverse Weather 8-10 evaluator program 
p0464 879-38479 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0465 A79-38882 
The F-16 RIW program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty
p0476 879-39889 
CENT technology applied to an airborne radar 
Combined Environment Reliability Testing 
p0476 879-39893 
Lower avionic temperature - Lower life cycle cost 
p0477 879-39914 
STCA standards - Improved specs. and regulations 
in avionics equipment
p0817 879-39919 
The effect of endless burn-in on reliability 
growth projections --- for solid state aviation 
electronics equipment
p0471 878-39920 
-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop /AIS/ Interim 
Contractor Support initiatives 
[#188 PAPER 79-1868]	 p061O 879-447923 
Avionics computer software operation and support 
cost estimation
p0616 879-48620 
Analysis and evaluation of current All-STD-1553 
digital avionics architecture as the basis for 
advanced architectures using ML-STD-1553B 
p0616 879-48629 
The effect of standardization of avionics software 
quality assurance
p0617 A79-486418 
Power hybridization - Key to reducing avionics 
power supply weight and volume
p0617 879-48652 
Verification of operational flight programs by 
simulation
p0618 #79-48667 
Computer Monitor and Control - A flexible, 
cost-effective implementation
p0618 879-48670 
Evolving methods for reducing avionics data in an 
81SF environment --- Avionics Integration 
Suppport Facility flight program testing 
p0618 879-448671 
Microcomputer control of a test facility --- for 
avionics
p0618 #79-48672 
Operational experience with the AP/ARV-131 Omega 
Navigation Set
p0619 879-48676 
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Pave Low III --- -53 helicopter avionics for 
night/adverse weather rescue of military aircraft 
p0619 879-48682 
H-I combat search and rescue avionics study results 
p0620 079-48684 
Terrain-following radar - Key to low-altitude flight 
p0120 *79-48686 
Test implementation through support software - A 
PIE translator --- automated Fault Isolation 
Tests on airborne radar system
p0620 *79-48687 
Rapid reaction time techniques for a strandown 
navigator employing electrostatic gyro technology 
p0621 879-48697 
A real time video bandwidth reduction system based 
on a CCD Hadamard transform device --- for 
avionics
p0621 879-48702 
Integrated CNI avionics --- ECM-resistant 
Communication, Navigation and Identification 
p0622 879-46711 
AN/usM-4149/V/ AT! for worldwide support cf the 23 
Orion
p06241 879-48884 
Can avionic testability requirements-be enforced 
p0624 #79-48887 
Avionics design for testability - An aircraft 
contractor's viewpoint
p0624 *79-148888 
Avionics design for testability - A vendor's 
viewpoint
p0624 *79-48889 
Testability, the key tc economical and 
operationally effective avionic test software 
p0625 *79-48890 
Techniques for fault isolation ambiguity reduction 
in military avionics
p0625 879-48891 
F-16 avionics maintenance concept and 
multinational aspects
p0625 879-488914 
Helmet mounted display and sight development 
[ARS 79-17]	 p0628 879-49070 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility 
p0635 879-49344 
Advanced crew station concepts, displays, and 
input/output technology for civil aircraft of 
the future
p0679 879-51091 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electrcnic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
p0683 879-51146 
The determination of margins of safety for 
critical aircraft systems --- electronic 
equipment !MC
p8690 A79-52687 
Electrical bcnding problems in aircraft 
p0690 879-52889 
Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on 
future civil helicopter cperating efficiency and 
mission reliability
p0692 879-53627 
STAR flight control system
p0693 879-53634 
Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 879-53635 
Measuring metres to the target
p0694 *79-53723 
Problems in testing electrically conductive 
structural adhesives
p0696 *79-54240 
Assessment of software development and maintenance 
costs due to retrofit of embedded avionics 
computer 
[AIAA 79-1906]	 p0697 #79-54383 
Distributed microprocessors in avionics systems 
[AIAA 79-1965]	 p0198 *79-5141113 
Fixed byte and hit slice microcomputer 
survivability techniques --- in aircraft subject 
to electromagnetic or nuclear radiation 
[*1*8 79-19641	 p0698 879-54436 
Architecture of an intelligent cockpit monitoring 
system - SECURE 
(#18* 79-19611	 p0699 79-54437 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAN0 
(NASA-CB-152187]	 p0035 879-10038 
Spare memory and timing parameters in avionics 
computer system requirements
(ID-A056521)	 p0036 879-10055 
Integrated Avionics Control System (IACS) 
#0-80564763	 p0037 879-10056 
Basic avionics module design for general aviation 
aircraft 
(NASA-CE-158953)	 p0093 879-12081 
Report on Nodular Avionic Packaging (MAP) industry 
briefing and response 
[*0-8059193]	 p0101 879-13039 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
[*0-8056555]	 pO102 879-13040 
Acquisition planning for tactical avionics systems 
[#0-8059600)	 p0163 819-14089 
Control strategies for complex systems for use in 
aerospace avionics 
(AD-A059492)	 p0163 879-14090 
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 3 
[AD-A059354]	 p0163 879-14091 
Modular Avionics Packaging (MAP) 
[AD-A059637]	 p0163 8379-14093 
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 2 
[80-8059516]	 p0164 879-14094 
A computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition 
system 
[NLB-!P-78004-U]	 p0233 879-16847 
Integrated Thermal Avionics Design (ITAD) 
[AD-A061227]	 p0292 879-17855 
Cockpit management
p0299 1379-18890 
GASP-PIll simulation of integrated avionic system 
processor architectures 
(NASA-CR-158244)	 p0303 879-18973 
Software requirements for the A-7E aircraft 
(80-8061751]	 p0304 879-18974 
The Impact of Integrated Guidance and Control 
Technology on Weapons Systems Design 
[AGARD-CP-257]	 p0353 879-20009 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (NINA) 
using the P-15 and a transport aircraft 
p0353 879-20017 
A reliable and survivable data transmission system 
for avionics processing
p0354 879-20025 
Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor communication 
and navigation system --- computer program 
verification
p0354 879-20026 
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment 
cockpit simulators
p0355 879-20028 
Display/control requirements for automated VIOL 
aircraft 
(NASA-CE-1589053	 p0364 1179-20112 
Digital Avionics Informations System (DAIS) serial 
Input/Output (I/O) exercise 
[AD-A062646)	 p0382 N79-21048 
P-16 advanced electro-optical pod field-of-view 
simulation study --- task complexity during 
laser guided weapons delivery 
[80-8063530]	 p0382 879-21050 
An integrated fault-tolerant avionics system 
concept for advanced aircraft 
(#0-8065136)	 p0435 879-23082 
Standard Avionics Modules (SAM) for existing modems 
(*0-8065629]	 p0435 879-23083 
A study of embedded computer system software 
acquisition management and recommendations to 
improve development visibility 
[A0-8065879]	 p0445 879-23681 
Avionics standardization potential analysis 
[*0-8066138]	 p0485 879-23958 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0312/3]	 p0485 879-23959 
Aerospace computer systems, part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 3. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
(1ITIS/PS-79/0313/1]	 p0466 879-23960 
Analysis of the impact of a 270 VDC power source 
on the avionic power supplies in the S-3A aircraft 
[AD-A066526]	 p0495 879-24989 
Color display design guide 
(AD-A066630)	 p0495 879-24991 
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AXISYNMETRIC BODIES 
ARES laboratory sinulatcr requirements (8-7 
aircraft) 
[80-8066393]	 p0500 079-25041 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 879-251108 
Recent experience in Us development and 
application of ICC models
p0502 079-25410 
Avionics technology for tactical data handling 
p0505 879-25979 
The application of structured design and 
distributed techniques to avionics information 
processing architectures 
-	 p0505 079-25991 
Trends in reliability modeling technology for 
fault tolerant systems 
[NASA-TN-80089]	 p05144 079-26610 
State of the art survey of technologies applicable 
to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and ccntrols 
program 
[NASA-CE-159050]	 p0546 079-27087 
Aircraft fiber-optic interconnect systems project 
[80-8068366)	 p0559 879-27978 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Development and demonstration 
(80-8068832)	 p0593 1179-29181 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Reliability and maintainability model users 
guide, volume 2 --- life cycle Costs 
[AD-A068826]	 p0593 1179-29182 
A method for evaluating KC-135 avionics 
configurations 
[80-80694146]	 p0590 079-29186 
Implementation and testing of numerical analysis 
techniques in avionics applications 
[80-8069799]	 p0594 879-29187 
Reliability improvement warranty terms and 
conditions for the Integrated Avionics Control 
Systems (IOCS) 
[AD-A069454]	 p0670 879-31205 
State of the art in digital signal processing with 
applications to multiple access systems 
p0676 879-311187 
Avionics Cost development for use of Loran-C 
navigation systems by low performance 
general-aviation aircraft 
[80-80682683	 p0706 879-32206 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Training requirements analysis model (TRACOD) 
volume 1 
[AD-A068474]	 p0716 879-33202 
AVOIDANCE 
NT COLLISICN AVOICANCE 
AWACS AIRCRAFT 
NT 6-2 AIRCRAFT 
FT R-3A AIRCRAFT 
NT Y-4A AIRCRAFT 
AXES (COORDINATES) 
(1 COORDINATES 
AXIAL COMPRESSORS 
U TURBOCONPR"SSORS 
AXIAL FLOW 
A design point correlaticn for lcssas due to 
part-span dampers on transonic rotors 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1533	 p0910 879-10802 
Numerical investiqaticns on the generation and 
development of rotating stalls 
[8568 PAPER 78. W8/GT-5]	 pOlOO 879-19793 
A procedure for axial blade optimization 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-153 	 p0150 879-19802 
Aerodynamic performance of a 1.35-pressure-ratio 
axial-flow fan stage 
(NASA-TP-1299]	 p0033 879-10022 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
fAD-80570753	 p00314 879-100311 
Measurements cf inlet flcw distortions in an axial 
flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) 
[NASA-CR-157842]	 p0C99 879-13009 
A new blade element method for calculating the 
performance of high and intermediate solidity 
axial flow fans 
[NASA-CR-3063]	 p0103 879-13047 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions 
[AD-A058959]	 p01137 879-230911 
AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSORS 
U TURBOCONPP.!SSOBS
AXIAL PLOW PUMPS 
NT TURP.INE PUMPS 
Pump design
p0588 879-28567 
A Computer-aided design methcd for axial flow 
pumps and fans
p0588 879-28568 
AXIAL PLOW TURBINES 
Influence of geometric effects on the aspect ratio 
optimization of axial turbine bladings 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-173]
	 p0010 A79-10809 
Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
a multistage, axial-flow turbomachine 
[ASNE PAPER 78-UT-6]
	 p0195 879-22328 
TDS - A preliminary design system for turbines 
(SAE PAPER 780999)
	 p0255 879-25882 
A generalized 'capacity-pressure-rotational 
velocity' equation for axial turbines 
p0316 879-28718 
Computation of supercritical compressor and 
turbine cascades with a design method for 
transonic flows 
[ASRE PAPER 79-GT-30]	 p03110 879-30516 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on 
overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip 
diameter axial-flow turbine 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-42]	 p0340 879-30521 
Performance estimation of partial admission turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-123]	 p0393 879-32392 
Thermal influences in gas turbine transients - 
Effects of changes in compressor characteristics 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-143] 	 p0394 879-32409 
Radial equilibrium in axial turbonachines 
p0461 879-37828 
Experimental studies of axial and radial 
compressors by means of new measurement techniques 
p0512 879-111237 
Nonstationarity of heat transfer in the blade 
cascade of an axial-flow turbine during engine 
start-up
p0527 879-112512 
Aerodynamic excitation forces of blade vibrations 
in axial turbomachinery as a result of 
interference from nearby cascades
p0614 A79-48572 
Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program 
(80-8061062]	 p0234 N79-16856 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine. 2: Effects of variable 
stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
[1IASA-TN-78993]	 p0292 879-17859 
Time marching finite area method
p0304 879-18990 
Research on the flutter of axial turbosachine 
blading 
[80-8063102]	 p0366 879-20126 
High turning blading for axial flow machines. 
Introduction and summary of the problems 
p0383 079-21068 
The effects of design and o perating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions 
[NASA-CR-158522]	 p0421 879-22087 
Axial flow turbines --- flow relations and equations 
p0022 879-22092 
Closed Cycle Gas Turbines 
(VEI-LECTUER-SERIES-24]	 p0422 879-22093 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
[80-80638113]	 p0424 1179-22105 
Axial turbine performance prediction
p0587 879-28561 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
(14PSA-TP-1502]	 p0671 1179-31213 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow tan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
be used on vertical lift aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1510]	 p0671 079-312111 
AXISTMMETBIC BODIES 
Com parative study of the convergence rates of two 
numerical techniques
p0060 879-13989 
Investigation of the transonic drag 
characteristics for non-slender wing-body 
combinations and their equivalent axisymmetric 
bodies at zero lift
p0153 879-20102 
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Effect of base cavities cn the aerodynamic drag of 
an axisyminetric cylinder
p0535 179-43711 
AXISYMNETEIC FLCW 
NT ANNULAR FLC 
Operation of a multistage axial cclnpressor with 
nOntwisted blades frcm viewpoint of 
three-dimensional axisymmetric flow theory 
p0138 A79-19382 
A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment - 
Axisyminetric flows 
[AIAA RAPES 79-0203]	 p0143 A79-19596 
Some low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
au-symmetric jet
p0194 A79-21999 
Influence of fundamental parameters on the 
supersonic base flow problem in presence of an 
exhaust jet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0133]	 p0204 A79-23578 
Considerations regarding velocity distribution and 
wall friction in inccmpressible axisymmetric 
turbulent boundary layers with transverse 
curvature
p0334 179-29694 
Numerical solution of a body-propeller ccnbination 
flow including swirl and comparisons with data 
p0338 A79-30474 
Estimation of compressible flows in turbomachines 
by an axisynmetric calculation method 
(ONERA, TP 50. 1979-60]	 p0474 A79-39096 
Axisynmetric calculations of transonic wind tunnel 
interference in slotted test sections 
p0573 A79-46060 
The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on 
the mean flow-field of a transonic compressor 
(ATAA PAPER 79-1515) 	 p0575 A79-46703 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on 
slender axisymmetric bodies 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15311	 p0575 A79-46713 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement cloy 
(NASA-CN-158385) 	 p0370 579-203142 
AXLES 
U SHAFTS (MACHINE EL-EN!E'IS) 
AZIDES (INOEGANIC) 
NT , SODIIJN ASIDES 
AZIDES (ORGANIC) 
NT SODIUM A2IDES 
AZIMUTH 
DAS for THA navigation --- DM! Azimuth System for 
Terminal Maneuvering Area 
[DGLP PAPER 78-137]	 p0062 179-14087 
The USE-based Azimuth System /DAS/ as a commercial 
navigation aid 
[DGLR PAPER 79-0383 	 p0519 479-42364 
B 
B-i AIRCRAFT 
CITS - Tomorrows test system today --- Central 
Integrated lest System for B-i avionics 
p0079 179-16431 
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-i 
bomber
p0645 179-50429 
New concepts in composite material landing gear 
for military aircraft. Volume 1: Technical 
discussion 
(AD-A058529)	 p0101 579-13032 
New concepts in composite material landing gear 
for military aircraft. Volume 2: Appendices 
[AD-Ao58672)	 p0101 579-13033 
Variable geometry torque converter 
(AD-A058603)	 p0103 579-13051 
B-i ride control
p0227 579-16076 
Concurrent snperplastic forming/diffusion bonding 
of B-i components
p0442 N79-23251 
Determination of subcritical frequency and damping 
from 8-1 flight flutter test data 
IASACP31521	 p0503 579-251426 
Systems implications of active contrels 
p0658 579-30219 
Survey and evaluation of potential real-tine 
-interactive flight test facilities for the 2-1 
[AD-A070343]	 p0708 579-32222
B-52 AIRCRAFT 
8-52 aircraft gross weight computational system 
p0114 A79-17610 
Reliability growth on R-52 YLIR system 
p0248 179-24958 
Validation of IENCAP using the 2-52 
Intrasystem Electro Magnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Program
p0250 A79-25326 
Load and dynamic assessment of 2-528-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 1: Summary 
(NASA-CR-150833)	 p0035 N79-10048 
Load and dynamic assessment of 8-522-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and load analysis results 
(14ASA-CR-150834) 	 p0036 579-10049 
Giant image 2 reliability and maintainability B-520 
(AD-A057938)	 p0049 579-11291 
B-52B-008/DTV ( Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 
(with and without fins) flight test results - 
captive flight and drop test missions 
[14ASA-CR-150855) 	 p0091 579-12065 
BAC AIRCRAFT 
NT PAC ill AIRCRAFT 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT 
BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines, 
Inc. BAC 1-11, 51550, Rochester, New York, July 
9, 1978 
(NTSR-AAP-79-2]	 p0302 579-18961 
BACKGROUND NOISE 
Traffic background level and signal duration 
effects on aircraft noise judgment
p0407 A79-34580 
A surve y of communications in the high noise 
environment of Army aircraft	 - 
90311 579-19646 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 579-19647 
Effects of road traffic background noise on 
judgments of individual airplane noises 
[RASA-TP-1433]	 p0588 N79-28796 
BACKSCATTERING 
Radar cross section fundamentals for the aircraft 
designer 
EAIAA PAPER 79-1818)	 p0607 179-47898 
Low FM signature response techniques 
[AD-A068211]	 p0597 579-29397 
BACTERIA 
NT SEREAIIA 
BAILOUT 
Bailout from autorotating helicopters. 
p0313 N79-19666 
BALANCE 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 	 - 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
p0554 N79-27171 
BALANCING 
Optimizing gasturbine engine flexible rotor 
balancing by the LP-search method
p0280 479-277145 
On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, - 
with special reference to asymmetric rotors 
p0345 A79-31390 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-56) 	 p0391 479-32351 
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
p0507 479-40314 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing Of 153 and 
155 power turbines 
CARS 79-36]	 p0631 A79-49088 
BALL BEARINGS 
Dynamics of nonideal gyroscopic systems 
p0064 479-14212 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
- condition in a contaminated lubricant 
[ASME PAPER 70-LUB-34] 	 p0199 179-23246 
Review of aircraft bearing rejection criteria and 
causes
p0564 A79-45250 
BALLAST (MASS) 
Previsions and experimental results in open 
balloon controlled descent 
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p0677 N79-31691 
BALLISTIC RANGES 
Development of a research plan for the improvement 
of aerodynamic models for analysis of ballistic 
range data 
[80-8067950]	 p0539 1479-26029 
BALLISTICS 
NT TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
BALICON PLIGHT 
Development and testing of a shipboard launched 
balloon system 
[AIAA 79-0420]	 p0262 879-26631 
The ATMOSAT Program 1915-78 --- manned 
superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric 
monitoring 
[AIAA 79-1608]	 p0524 879-42399 
Transatlantic flights of stratospheric balloons 
p0677 N79-31687 
Previsions and experimental results in open 
balloon controlled descent
p0677 N79-31691 
BALLOON-BORNE INSTRUMENTS 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
[AIAA 79-1607]	 p0524 879-42398 
Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and-
monitoring systems 
[AIIA 79-1609]	 p0524 879-42400 
BALLOONS 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALICCNS 
NT SUPERPRESSUES BALLCCNS 
NT TETHERED EALICONS 
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology 
Conference, 6th, Houston, Tex., March 5-7, 1979, 
Technical Papers
p0262 879-26626 
Design specificaticns for the capped balloons with 
special reference to their survival in the 
equatorial tropopause 
f. AIAA 79-04261	 p0262 879-26635 
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the 
NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0471/7]	 p0650 N79-30162 
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0472/5]	 p0650 '79-30163 
BANDPASS FILTERS 
NT TRACKING FILTERS 
JTIDS modular design to use SAW devices --- Joint 
Tactical Information Distribution System for 
aircraft communications
p0064 879-14247 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on F-is inlet instantaneous distortion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0104] 	 pO141 879-19533 
BANDWIDTH 
NT BROADBAND 
Band spread effect of a Doppler miss distance 
measurement system --- 'for missile scoring system 
p0064 879-14232 
BANKING PLIGHT 
U TURNING FLIGHT 
BARDEEN APPROXIMATION 
U BARRIER LAYERS 
U ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
U SURFACE PFOPERTI!S 
BARRICADES 
U BARRIERS 
BARRIER LAYERS 
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update 
[NASA-TH--79053]	 p0174 979-15048 
BARRIERS 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
influence of various parameters on an icing 
section
p0032 N79-10012 
BA RY CENT ER 
U CENTER OF GRAVITY 
BASE PLOW 
A model of external burning propulsion 
[-AIAA PAPER 79-0358]	 p0201 879-23549 
Influence of fundamental parameters on the 
supersonic base flow problem in presence of an 
exhaust jet 
[8188 PAPER 79-0133] 	 p0204 879-23578 
Analysis of base-flow problems during powered 
supersonic flight
p0301 N79-18926 
BASE PRESSURE 
Subsonic base pressure fluctuations
BEARINGS 
p0342 879-30610 
BATTERY CHARGERS 
Development of a NICAD battery interface Unit 
for use on Army aircraft 
[AD'-806 429 0 ]	 p0427 N79-22637 
BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES) 
NT SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA) 
ECAS 
U BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM 
BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SISTER 
Performance evaluation of the experimental ECAS 
/Beacon Collision Avoidance System/
p0065 879-14412 
Filtering and threat logic design and evaluation 
for-the beacon collision avoidance system 
[8188 79-1707]	 p0570 879-45361 
Air traffic control/full beacon collision 
avoidance system Chicago simulation 
IAD-A0695241	 p0713 H79-33178 
BEACONS	 - 
NT AIRPORT BEACONS 
N! DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM 
NT ONNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES 
NT RADAR BEACONS 
NT EADIC BEACONS 
NIT RADIC DIRECTIONFINDERS 	 - 
The MIS approach and landing system
p0151 879-20050 
BEANS (RADIATION) - 
NT ELECTRON BEANS 
NT LIGHT BEAMS 
BEANS (SUPPORTS) 
NT BOX BEAMS 
NT CANTILEVER BEANS 
Application of the isothermal square bend process - 
to P14 Wing beams
p0209 879-24099 
"ffective rigidity of a thin-walled beam 
p0348 879-32051 
BEARING (DIRECTION) 
Bearing errors in the VHF osnirange due to 
scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver 
p0074 879-15460 
REARINGLESS ROTORS 
Derivation of control loads for bearingless rotor 
systems --- in helicopter design
p,0013 879-10906 
Boeing Vertol bearingless main rotor structural
design approach using advanced composites 
p0015 A79-10920 
An aeromechanical stability anal y sis for 
bearingless rotor helicopters 
[ABS 78-21]	 p0121 A79-18147 
Examination of the air resonance stability 
characteristics of a beaningless main rotor 
[ANS 78-221	 p0121 A79-18148 
Advanced technology applied to the 08-608 and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 879-31172 
Full scale ground and air resonance testing of the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Bearingless Main Rotor 
[ABS 79-231	 p0629 879-49075 
BEARINGS 
NT ANTIPBICTION BEARINGS	 - 
NT BALL BEARINGS 
NT FOIL BEARINGS 
NT GAS BEARINGS 
NT JOURNAL BEARINGS 
NT LIQUID BEARINGS 
NT ROLLER BEARINGS 
NT THRUST BEARINGS 
E-3A antenna pedestal turntable
pOO19 879-11923 
Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub 
and elastomeric bearing - 
[8188 79-0815]	 p0283 879-28289 
Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of 
control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft 
structures
p0687 A79-52145 
Rotation of a loaded rotor in a rigid bearing 
p0688 A79-52482 
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments 
p0047 N79-11062 
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing 
shock pulse techniques 
[AD-A057308]	 p0049 N79-11410 
User's manual for steady state and transient 
thermal analysis of a shaft-bearing system 
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[AD-8064150]	 p0827 879-22523 
Stability and nonlinear response of rotor-bearing 
systems with squeeze film bearings
p0598 879-29519 
BEECH AIRCRAFT 
U BZECHCRAFT AIRCRAFT 
BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT 
• Stability and control derivative estimates 
obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 
aircraft 
[NASA-TH-72863]	 p0367 879-20138 
BE!CBCRAFT AIRCRAFT 
NT BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT 
Development of the Beecbcraft Model 77 
[SA! PAPER 1906171	 p0457 A79-36745 
BELL AIRCRAFT 
NT UH-i HELICCPTER 
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
Handling qualities aspects of the Bell Model 222 
design and development program 
[AHS 78-26]	 p0122 A79-18152 
Development of a fly-by-wire elevator for the Bell 
Helicopter textron 214ST 
[ABS 79-271	 pC629 A79-49079 
The Bell Model 222
p0639 879-89816 
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the 
light observation heliccpter (Kiwa)
p0310 879-19616 
BENCHES 
U SEATS 
BENDING 
Lag damping in autorotation by a perturbation method 
for rigid rotor blades 
[ABS 78-25]	 p0121 A79-18151 
Application of the isothermal square bend process 
to P14 wing beams
p0 209 879-24099 
Coupled bending-torsion flutter is cascades 
[AIAA 79-0793]	 p0222 A79-29036 
BENDING FATIGUE 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional rigidity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0045]	 p0139 A79-19498 
BENDING MOMENTS 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale
multicyclic contrcllatle twist rotor 
[ABS 78-60]	 p0125 A79-18181 
LCADS: a computer program for determining the 
shear, bending moment and axial loads for 
fuselage type structures 
(NASA-CF-1519053	 p0242 879-17262 
BENDING THEORY 
Derivation of control loads for bearingless rotor 
systems --- in helicopter design
pOC13 A79-10906 
BENDING VIBRATION 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
p0069 879-14865 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional rigidity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0045]
	 p0139 879-19498 
Acceleration of unbalanced flexible rctors through 
the critical speeds
p0345 A79-31388 
Aeroelastic Stability analysis of the At-i manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 A79-38136 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 879-30216 
BEVERAGES 
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANM-78-17)	 p0290 N79-17833 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Bibliography on the fatigue of materials, 
components and structures. Volume 2 - 1951-1960 
Book
p0192 A79-21725 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume 1. 
A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIs/PS-78/0787/8] 	 p0035 879-10043 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume2. A 
bibliography with abstracts
(NTIS/PS-78/0788/6) 	 p0035 R79-10040 
Airfield pavement evaluation, volume 4. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[RTIS/PS-78/0685/4] 	 p0038 879-10070 
Clear air turbulence. A bibliography
 with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0938/7]	 p0050 879-11632 
Literature review-elastic constants for airport 
pavement materials 
[AD-A056195]	 p0096 879-12100 
Nitrogen oxide air pollution. Part 3: 
Atmospheric chemistry. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
rNTIS/PS-78/0973/41 	 p0098 879-12593 
Remotely piloted vehicles, volume 2. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
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[NASA-CE-158998]	 p0382 N79-21043 
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis for 
circulation-controlled airfoils 
[AD-A067913]	 • p0539 N79-26030 
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with - 
blowing boundary layer control 
(NASA-TM-79176)	 p0546 N79-27093 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-CB-159120]	 p0663 N79-31143 
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS 
An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-81]	 p0007 179-10767 
-Determination of friction losses in a turbine 
blade boundary layer
p0199 A79-23377 
On a property of the linearized boundary layer 
equations with self-induced pressure 
-	 p0513 A79-41568 
Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of 
the minimum tine-to-climb problem
p0640 179-49869 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation 
pO579 N79-28122 
BOUNDARY LAYER PLOW 	 -	 - 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
NT REATTACHED FLOW 
NT SECONDARY PLOW 
NT SEPARATEt PLOW 
A general correction method of the interference in 
2-dimensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls 
p0012 A79-10867 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at

the trailing edge of a slender wing
	 - 
p0019 A79-12127 
Measurements in an axisynmetric turbulent boundary 
layer with weak and strong three-dimensional 
disturbances 
	
-.	
p0052 179-13151 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings
pOO60 179-13979 
Aerodynamics of wing-slipstream interaction 
especially for V/STOL configurations 
-	 p0129 179-18643 
Flow around a circular cylinder near a plane 
- boundary
p0137 A79-18844 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0108]	 P0141 A79-19535 
Boundary layer induced secondary flows due to 
ring-body interference 
(hAl PAPER 79-0140]	 p0142 179-19557 
Experimental results on boundary layers and 
detachedflows 
(DGLF PAPER 78-220]	 p0183 A79-20479 
Laminar boundary layer with foreign gas injection 
on a conical body
p0274 179-27203 
Computer programs of flow calculation on relative 
stream surfaces Si and 52 employing 
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and 
non-orthogonal velocity components and their 
application to the design of turbomachine blades 
based on three-dimensional flow 
(lilA 79-7035]	 p0330 A79-29406 
The wing section theory of Kutta and Zhukovski 
p0334 A79-29701 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 179-35927 
An analysis of air intakes in the boundary layer 
p0526 A79-42562 
Numerical solution for the flow field of a body 
with jet
	 -	 -	 - 
[lEAk 79-11452]
	 p0565 179-45258 
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1501]	 p0575 A79-46695 
Inverse transonic airfoil design methodsincluding 
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects 
(BASA-CE-158136)	 p0286 879-17805 
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BOUNDARY LAYERS 
Prospects for computing airfoil aerodynamics with 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes 
p0156 979-20038 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 N79-20043 
Unsteady boundary layer flow reversal in a 
longitudinally oscillating flow 
(AD-A063140]	 p0371 N79-20349 
Scale effects at transcric speeds basic 
considerations
p0376 1179-20992 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
transfer 
[RASA-CE-3123]	 p0430 979-23016 
Optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution 
computerized design 
[AD-A067927)	 p0539 979-26031 
An extension to the method of Garabedian and Korn 
for the calculation of transonic flow past an 
aerofoil to include the effects of a boundary 
layer and wake 
[ARC-R/9-3828]	 p0590 1179-29154 
Calculation of the flow around a swept wing, 
taking into account the effect of the 
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 2: Wing 
with laminar boundary layer on the lower surface 
[NLR-TR-77C66-U)	 p0702 N79-32176 
BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE 
U AERODYNA9IC NOISE 
U BOUNDARY LAYEPS 
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
measurement of flow fields around an airfoil 
section with separation
pO012 A79-10868 
Hot-wire measurements of stall and separation on 
helicopter rotor blades
p0130 A79-18651 
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows 
applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge 
flow 
AIAA PAPAS 79-0284]	 p0144 A79-19644 
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and 
their effect on airfoil performance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-02851	 p0144 P.79-19645 
Numerical investigations on the generation and 
development of rotating stalls 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-5] 	 p0149 P.79-19793 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
[AIEA PAPER 79-0282]	 p0202 P.79-23562 
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 A79-24215 
Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator 
blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel 
[ONERA, TB NO. 1979-28] 	 p0329 P.79-29397 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-9]	 p0339 A79-30507 
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
compressor stage
pOWSl A79-36586 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0815 A79-42029 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 1179-15084 
Improved prediction of laminar leading edge 
separation
p0357 1179-20050 
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept 
wings with leading edge vortices
p0414 979-22021 
Effects of turbulence on laminar separation on 
aerodynamic surfaces such as airfoils and 
compressor blading 
(NASA-C11-158488]	 p0416 879-22036 
Self stabilizing sonic inlet 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11890-1]	 p0493 1179-24976 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
(NASA-CF-159120]	 p0663 1179-31143
BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
Stability of three-dimensional compressible 
boundary layers over wings with suction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0265]	 p0144 A79-19631 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a 
transonic swept wing 
(hAP. PAPER 79-02641	 p0203 A79-23563 
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift 
development on airfoils in a viscous fluid 
p0212 A79-24216 
Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
aircraft flight hazard definition 
•	 p0278 A79-27575 
The stability of the boundary layer on a swept 
wing with wall cooling 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1495]	 p0574 A79-46692 
Flow around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex bursting'
p0696 A79-54058 
Mechanics of boundary layer transition, part 2: 
Instability and transition to turbulence 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-3-PT-2]	 p0676 B79-31530 
BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION 
Development of turbulence through non-steady 
boundary layer
p0053 A79-13155 
Distribution of the intermittency factor along the 
transition region between laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers
p0190 A79-21421 
Amplification factors at transition on an umswept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
AI RA PAPER 79-0267] 	 p0203 A79-23564 
Application of stability theory to laminar flow 
control 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1493]	 p0574 P.79-46691 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
using an accelerometer to measure noise 
levels during wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12261-1]	 p0228 1179-16805 
Boundary layer transition measurements on the AEDC 
10 deg cone in three RAE wind tunnels and their 
implications 
(ARC-R/M-3821]	 p0288 1179-17817 
Acoustic efficiency-of boundary-layer transition 
[AD-A062171]	 p0361 979-20085 
Boundary layer effects on pressure variations in 
Ludwieg tubes
p0377 1179-20995 
Effects of flow turbulence and noise on 
aerodynamic phenomena and measured quantities 
wind tunnel tests and boundary layer 
transition	 -
p0439 1179-23109 
Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow 
and experimental program for resilient leading 
edge 
(NASA-CR-152276]	 p0538 1179-26024 
Mechanics of boundary layer transition, part 2: 
Instability and transition to turbulence 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-3-PT-2]	 p0676 1179-31530 
BOUNDARY LAYERS 
NI ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER 
RI INCOMPRESSIBLE BCUNDARY LAYER 
NT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT SUPEPSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS 
NT THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
NT TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning 
transonic turbine cascades 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-37)	 p0390 P.79-32342 
Experimental measurements of shock/boundary-layer 
interaction of a supercritical airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1499]	 p0603 A79-47345 
A new boundary-Layer interaction techniques for 
separated flows 
(NASA-TM-78690)	 p0228 1179-16802 
Shock-boundary layer interaction in compressor 
cascades: A review of available data 
p0443 8179-23428 
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic 
tunnels and status of the National Transonic 
Facility 
[NASA-TE-80085]	 p0543 1179-26064 
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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
NT CAUCHY PROBLEN 
Approximate solution of some boundary value 
problems on aircraft structural integrity 
p0022 A79-12234 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings --- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 A79-13664 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 A79-35895 
Simplified calculation method for subsonic 
airloads on wing-body combinations
p0507 09-40200 
Obtaining solutions of the lifting-surface equation 
p0528 A79-43135 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 A79-43136 
Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of 
the minimum tine-to-climb problem
p0640 A79-49869 
Solution of a mixed boundary value problem for 
flow past a thin delta wing
pO640 A79-49882 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 579-20993 
BOW SHOCK WAVES 
U BOW WAVES 
U SHOCK WAVES 
BOW WAVES 
Density distribution in a non-stationary bow wave 
in a transonic flow
p0333 A79-29660 
BOX BEANS 
Fatigue acceleration in box beans under mechanical 
and thermal stress (seccnd series) 
(ARC-P./N-3E17)	 p0226 1179-16311 
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING NOTICE) 
NT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES 
NT AIRCRAFT BRAKES 
NI DRAG CHUTES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS. 
NT TRAILING-EDGE !LAPS 
NT WHEEL BRAKES 
NT WING FLAPS 
BRAYTON CYCLE 
Nuclear Pi-Brayton system for aircraft propulsion 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-119) 	 p0393 179-32389 
Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the 
Mini-Brayton rotating unit (MINI-EBU) . Volume 
2: Figures and drawings 
[NASA-CR-159441-VOL-2] 	 p0049 579-11409 
Closed Brayton cycle system optimization for 
undersea, terrestrial, and space applications 
p0422 579-22096 
BRAZIL 
Potential applications of advanced aircraft in 
developing countries --- Brazil and Indonesia 
[NASA-T!l-80133]	 p0581 579-28158 
BRAZING 
NT ULTRASONIC SOLDERING 
The technology of brazing and soldering is 
broad-based and vital to the industrial economy 
/1979 Adams Lecture/
p0689 A79-52856. 
yluxless brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively dcoled panel
p0386 N79-21432 
BREAKAWAY 
U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
BREGUET AIRCRAFT 
Dassault-Breguet - The Mirage 2000
p0459 179-36974 
BRITTLE EATEBIALS 
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas 
turbine: Ceramic turbine rotor technology 
[AD-A067176]	 p0499 N79-25029 
BROADBAND 
Broad-band ultrasonic transducers for 
non-destructive inspection of aeronautical 
components 
[ONERA, TP 50. 1979-45]	 p0473 A79-39094 
BROADCASTING 
Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and 
monitoring systems 
[AIAA 791609)	 p0524 A79-42400 
BUBBLE NENORT DEVICES 
Microcomputer based flight data recorder/monitor
with solid state memory 
(AD-1057990)	 p0098 N79-12750 
BUBBLES 
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and 
their effect on airfoil performance	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0285]
	 p0144 A79-19645 
BUCKEYE AIRCRAFT 
U 1-2 AIRCRAFT 
BUCKLING 
NT CREEP BUCKLING 
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons with 
finite element and classical analyses 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/P.ERO-3] 	 p0148 A79-19717 
Some observations on the local instability of 
orthotropic structural sections
p0400 179-33461 
Local buckling and crippling of I, I and channel 
section struts• 
(ESD0-78020)	 p0090 579-12060 
A variational theorem for laminated Composite 
plates of nonlinear materials and applications 
to postbuckling
p0494 1179-24977 
BUDGETING 
Is the AV-8B Advanced Harrier aircraft ready for 
full-scale development 
(P8-290826/7)	 p0495 1179-24987 
BUFFETING 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0351)	 p0201 119-23550 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet 
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 A79-30482 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures 
associated with the transonic buffeting and wing 
rock of a one-seventh scale model of the F-5A 
aircraft 
[NASA-CE-3061]	 p0099 1179-13004 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel --- 1-33 aircraft 
(AAAP-NT-78-17]	 p0438 1179-23104 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
	 - 
BUILDING STRUCTURES 
0 BUILDINGS 
BUILDINGS 
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0265/3]	 p0489 1179-24201 
BULK MODULUS 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(NASA-TN-79079J	 p0227 N79-16645 
BULKHEADS 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing 
structure
p0070 179-14876 
BUNDLES 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
[AD-A058954]	 p0109 N7913861 
BUOYANCY 
Structural loads due to gusts on semibuoyant 
airships 
[AIAA 79-1581]	 p0522 A79-42384 
The productivity of airships in long-range 
transportation 
[AIAA 79-1596]	 p0523 179-42390 
The feasibility of modern dirigibles 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1979-93]	 p0636 A79-49541 
BURNERS 
Progress on Variable Cycle Engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-13123	 p0510 A79-40759 
BURNING 
U CONBUSTION 
BURNING PROCESS 
U CONBSTION 
BURNING RATE 
The 737 aircraft flammability testing
p0087 1179-12030 
BUTTERFLY VALVES 
NT DAMPERS ,(VALVES) 
BYPASSES 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
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CALIFORNIA 
p0279 P.79-27737 
Comparison of BTJES and 13! characteristics in 
supersonic cruising flight -- Bypass Turbojet 
Engine
p0280 P.79-27740 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0280 P.79-27748 
General Electric Company variable cycle engine 
technology demonstrator programs 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1311]	 p0510 P.79-40758 
A throat-bypass stability-tleed system using 
relief valves to increase the transient 
stability of a mixed-compression inlet --- YF-12 
aircraft inlet tests in the Lewis 10 by 10 ft 
supersonic wind tunnel 
(NASA-TP-1083]	 p0503 N79-28176 
C-5 AIRCRAFT 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing 
loading alleviation
p0070 P.79-114977 
The Lockheed C-5: Case study in aircraft design 
Book
p0451 179-36646 
Overview of the C-5A Service Loads Recording Program 
p0562 A79-44456 
C-5A load alleviation --- active lift distribution 
control system
p0237 N79-16875 
Validation of MIL-F-91490t: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of YP-17 and C-5A 
validations 
(AD-A061807]	 p0306 4479-19008 
Definition of requirements for a performance 
measurement system for C-S aircrew members 
(AD-A063282)	 p0426 N79-22119 
Systems implications of active controls 
pO€58 N79-30219 
C-118 AIRCRAFT 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation system 
installed in the C-hR aircraft 
[AD-A06015 14]	 p0161 N79-14077 
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega 
navigation system installed in a VC-118 
aircraft, supplement 1 
[AD-A068106]	 p05e2 4479-28165 
C-130 AIRCRAFT 
Cost effective improvement of the timeless C-130 
Hercules airlifter
p0073 A79-154014 
The structural effects and detection of variations 
in Hercules 3501-5A and Avco 5505 resin systems 
p0530 P.79-143261 
Chemical analysis of advanced composite prepregs 
and resins --- for quality control
p0530 A79-432644 
Operational experience viththe AN/ABN-131 Omega 
Navigation Set
p0619 P.79-88676 
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation 
program 
(AD-A057928]	 p0092 N79-12071 
C-135 AIRCRAFT 
Winglets give USA? KC-135 new look in life 
p0207 P.79-23975 
KC-135s get 'heads-up' research --- bead-up 
displays in midair refueling
p0350 P.79-32244 
ARIA takeoff performance flight test program 
Advanced Range Instrumented Aircraft 
p0646 P.79-50437 
The effect of vinglets on the KC-135A aircraft 
tests in the Langley 8 ft transonic pressure 
tunnel 
(AD-A068324)	 p0593 1479-29177 
A method for evaluating KC-135 avionics 
configurations 
(AD-A069446)	 p0594 1479-29186 
C-141 AIRCRAFT 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0065]	 p01I40 P.79-19514
Application of advanced technologies to improve 
C-141 cruise performance --- wing modifications 
for drag reduction 
[AIAP. PAPER 79-0066]	 -	 p0140 A79-19515 
C-hill hybrid composite leading edge --- materials 
and fabrication methods
p0529 A79-43284 
Highlights of the C-h ill service life monitoring 
program
p0562 A79-44457 
Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a 
C-141A Starlifter 
(AIRA PAPER 79-1801)	 p0606 A79-47886 
Corrosion tracking and prediction for c-141A 
aircraft maintenance scheduling 
AD-A057984]	 p0085 1479-12002 
The design of digital Controllers for the C-lu 
aircraft using entire eigenstructure assignment 
and the development of an interactive computer 
design program 
(AD-A069192)	 p0672 4479-31224 
CABIN ATIOSPRERES 
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
inside cabins of two 3-747 airliners and a Gates 
Learjet business jet
p0278 P.79-27571 
Survivability in aircraft fires - Rev standards 
are needed
p0462 A79-38091 
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements on B747-100 and 
B747-SP aircraft: Correlations with atmospheric 
ozone and ozone encounter statistics 
[NASA-TM-79060]	 \	 p0170 N79-15013 
CABLES (HOPES) 
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle laying out 
an uncoiling line
p0398 A79-32919 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
[AD-A058954]	 p0109 1479-13861 
Steady state behaviour of a cable used for 
suspending a sonar body from a helicopter 
[AEL/AERO-REPT-149]	 p0372 579-20400 
CADNIUN NICKEL BATTERIES 
U NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
CALCULATION 
U COMPUTATION 
CALCULUS 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
NT COLLINEARITY 
NT CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS) 
NT POWER SERIES 
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS 
NT VORTICITY 
CALIBRATING 
NT WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION 
Plow field calibration results for the AFDC High 
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /HEAT/ 
p0114 P.79-17622 
An in-place recalibration technique to extend the 
temperature capability of capacitance-sensing, 
rotor-blade-tip-clearance measurement systems 
[SAE PAPER 781003]	 p0256 P.79-25885 
Inertial Referenced Flight Inspection System 
p0460 A79-37150 
Automatic test software for calibrating strapdown 
systems
p0620 A79-48689 
Calibration of the AEDC-PWT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel with the propulsion test section at 
various Reynolds numbers 
[AD-A057877]	 p0096 4479-12103 
Description and preliminary calibration results 
for the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel 
(NASA-TM-78800)	 p0105 4479-13061 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
transonic airfoil wind tunnels
p0358 N79-20058 
A low-velocity airflow calibration and research 
facility 
(PB-29 14501/2]	 p0674 4479-31237 
Navaid calibration evaluation with a computer 
controlled avionics data acquisition system 
[NLR-MP-78030-U)	 p0704 1479-32193 
CALIFORNIA 
Air pollution from aircraft operations at San Jose 
Municipal Airport, California 
[NASA-TM-78506]	 p0098 979-12585 
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Aircraft accident report: Continental Air lines, 
Incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas DC-b-b, 
868045, Los Angeles, California, March 1, 1978 
tNTSE-AATh-7911	 p0289 879-17826 
Evaluation of emission control strategies for 
airfield operations at the Los Angeles and San 
Francisco International Airports 
[P8-289622/3]	 p0385 879-21100 
CALORIMETERS 
Development of calorimetric fatigue gauge 
[AD-A070844]	 p0720 879-33453 
CALORIMETRY 
U HEAT MEASUREMENT 
CAMBER 
NT CONICAL CAMBER 
NT WING CAMBER 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator 
row including the effects of airfoil camber 
[ASME PAPER 79-CT-10] 	 p0392 879-32385 
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
p0473 879-39059 
On slender wings with leading edge camber 
p0415 879-22032 
The flow through low cambered transonic turbine 
cascade
p0421 879-22089 
CAMBERED WINGS 
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow 
perturbations
p0138 A79-19313 
Wind tunnel tests cn cambered wings of mild gothic 
planforin. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
(ARC-R/N-3827]	 p0703 N79-32179 
CAMERAS 
NT TELEVISICN CAMERAS 
CANS 
Cam-operated pitch-change apparatus 
[RASA-CASE-LEW-13050-1]	 p0164 879-14095 
A study of the effect of different cam designs on 
Mark 7 Nod 1 arresting gear performance 
[AD-A061486]	 p0238 819-16882 
CANADA 
ATC simulations for the implementation of 
bilingual IFS control in Canada
p0126 879-18229 
Canadian interest in modern LTA transport 
[AIAA 79-15853	 p0522 A79-42386 
Icing test facilities in Canada
p0173 879-15043 
CANADAIR AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
All weather cockpit cancpies. II - The Challenger' 
p0006 A79-10620 
Canadair Challenger flight test status 
(SAT PAPER 7906021
	
p0455 879-36734 
Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems 
and structural design
p0507 A79-40313 
CANADAIR CF-104 AIRCRAFT 
O CANADAIB AIRCRAFT 
U F-104 AIRCRAFT 
CANADAIR CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
U Cl-Ui AIRCRAFT 
CANARD CONFIGURATIONS 
The Wright brothers' flight-control system 
canard configuration
pOOlS A79-11125 
Parametric investigation of vertical canards at 
large incidence angles 
(DGLR PAPER 78-112)	 p8060 879-14070 
Transition aerodynamics for close-coupled 
wing-canard configuration --- V/STOL operations 
[8188 PAPER 79-0336)	 p0145 879-19673 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of HiNAT 
[AIAA 79-0698]	 p0277 879-27370 
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three 
surface configuration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1830] 	 p0608 879-47904 
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled 
canard-wing configuraticn	 - 
[ONESA, TP NO. 1979-95] 	 p0636 879-49543 
Canard-body-tail missile test at angles cf attack 
to 50 deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78441]	 p0086 879-12021
Effect of canard vertical location, size, and

deflection on canard-wing interference at 
subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TM-78790]	 p0157 879-14013 
Vortex effects for canard-wing configurations at 
high angles of attack in subsonic flow 
[NASA-TM-78543]	 p0158 879-14022 
A study of canard-wing interference using 
experimental pressure data at transonic speeds 
[NASA-TP-1355]	 p0215 879-15902 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-TP-1353]	 p0287 879-17809 
Flight testing the KFIR
p0299 879-18889 
High angle of incidence implications upon air 
intake design and location for supersonic cruise 
aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic 
aircraft
p0415 879-22026 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 1: General trends 
tAD-80638191	 p0417 879-22057 
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers of 
1.5, 1.8, and 2.0 of a blended wing-body 
configuration with and without integral canards 
[NASA-TP-1427]	 p0430 879-23013 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime 
(AD-A067122]	 p0538 879-26025 
YP-17/ADEN system study 
[NASA-CR-144882]	 p0549 879-27126 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept forward 
wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78739]	 p0580 879-28138 
CANNONS 
U GUNS (ORDNANCE) 
CANOPIES 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The P16 
p0006 879-10619 
All weather cockpit canopies. II - 'The Challenger' 
p0006 879-10620 
Detached flow about an opening canopy
pOOlS A79-11006 
Parachute canopy opening dynamics
pOOlS A79-11008 
Simulation studies of the flight dynamics of 
gliding parachute systems 
• [AIAA 79-0417)	 p0262 879-26628 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with automatic inflation modulation /AIM/ 
[AlAS 79-0467]	 p0265 879-26673 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with Automatic Inflation Modulation /A.I.M./ 
p0402 A79-33618 
On the status of experimental stress analysis of 
parachute canopies
p0404 879-33646 
Aircraft glassmaker --- windshield supply for 
Boeing 767 and 747 aircraft
p0405 879-34470 
Experimental measurement of parachute canopy 
stress during inflation 
[AD-A058474]	 p0099 N79-13011 
Canopy glint screening investigation 
[AD-8060093]	 p0171 879-15028 
Preliminary investigation of the seated height 
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection from 
the CT-114 aircraft 
[AD-8062403]	 p0362 1479-20093 
Aerospace Transparent Materials and Enclosures 
(12th) 
[AD-A065049]	 p0433 879-23066 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 1: Program summary 
(80-8068719]	 p0550 879-27131 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design Options study 
[AD-A070376]	 p0669 879-31201 
CANTILEVER BEAMS 
Operating characteristics of a cantilever-mounted 
resilient-pad gas-lubricated thrust bearing 
[NASA-TP-1438]	 p0427 879-22518 
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CARET WINGS 
CANTILEVER MEMBERS 
NT CANTILEVER REAMS 
Numerical-analytical solution of the problem of 
the constrained torsion of a cantilever wing 
p0021 179-12195 
CANTILEVER WINGS 
3 WINGS 
CAPTIVE TESTS 
NT STATIC TESTS 
CAPTURE EFFECT 
Capture-effect and sideband-reference glide-slope 
performance in the presence of deep snow 1977-1978 
(EER-36-1]	 p0231 N79-16833 
CARBIDES 
NT SILICON CARBIDES 
CARBON 
Ionic mechanisms of carbon formation in flames 
aircraft fuel combustion 
[10-1066872]	 p0596 579-29270 
CARBON COMPOUNDS 
NT POLTCABCNATES 
NT SILICON CARBIDES 
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low 
level tactical Operations
p0620 179-48685 
A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar 
pO6O4 179-51451 
Heterodyning CO2 laser radar for airborne 
applications
p0656 579-30205 
CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
D0111 179-17058 
•	 Effect of CYR? technology on structural design and 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-179] 	 p0151 179-20020 
Composite components under impact load and effects 
of defects on the loading capacity 
(DGLR PAPER 78-190] 	 1p0184 179-20491 
•	 Aerospace usage versus commercial utilization of 
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composites 
p0187 119-20861 
Lightning conductive characteristics of graphite 
composite structures --- for aircraft protection 
p0188 A79-20866 
Multidimensional advanced composites for improved 
impact resistance
p0208 179-24080 
Design of a typical aeronautical structure from 
carbon-resin composites
p0336 179-30174 
The development of a cure cycle for C-b 
phthalocyanine-graphite fiber fiber composites 
p0344 179-31039 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CEEP structures for aircraft aileron 
[OGLE PIPER 79-011] 	 p0390 179-32307 
Economical processing for the fabrication of CTRP 
components 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0093	 p0401 179-33600 
Direct effects protection methods for thin 
skins/composites
p0682 179-51143 
Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PEP-15 
polyimide structural elements --- space shuttle 
aft body flap
p0661 N79-30301 
High performance composites and adhesives for 
PISTOL aircraft 
[10-1069611]	 p0661 579-30332 
Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy 
composite materials --- airframe materials 
tNLR-TR-77039-U]	 p0708 N79-32281 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
,metal/composite laminates 
(NLB-MP-78027-U]	 p0709 N79-32283 
Residual strength of (0, + or - 45) sub s and (+ 
or - 45, 0) sub s carbon/epoxy laminates 
fatigue loading tests 
(NLB-TR-77115-U)	 p0709 579-32287 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates --- flight simulation 
tests 
[NLR-TR-77122-D]	 p0709 579-32288
CARBON FIBERS 
Non destructive evaluation /JDE/ of impact damage 
in thick graphite composite aircraft structures 
for dropped tools on airfields
p0530 179-43257 
Chemical analysis of advanced composite prepregs 
and resins --- for quality control
p0530 179-43264 
Applications of metal-matrix composites, the 
emerging structural materials
p0532 179-43320 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation. 
Volume 1: Final report. Volume 2: Supporting 
appendices 
(NASA-CB-158989]	 p0295 579-18074 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation: 
Executive summary
p0295 N79-18075 
Overview of the carbon fiber problem
p0295 579-18076 
Probabilistic analysis of air carrier accidents 
p0296 579-18078 
carbon fiber release conditions
p0296 N79-18079 
Carbon fiber dispersion models used for risk 
analysis calculations
p0296 N79-18080 
Estimation of economic losses
p0296 579-18083 
Monte Carlo simulation of single accident airport 
risk profile
p0296 N79-18084 
Synthesis of national risk profile
p0296 579-18085 
Interpretation of results
p0296 N79-18086 
Carbon fibers and composites
p0426 579-22199 
Source of released carbon fibers
p0426 579-22200 
End-to-end testing --- to verify electrical 
equipment failure due to carbon fibers released 
in aircraft-fuel fires
p0426 N79-22204 
An assessment of local risk --- to area associated 
with commercial operations of aircraft with 
graphite fiber composite structures
p0426 579-22207 
An assessment of national risk: General concepts 
and overall approach --- carbon fiber 
utilization in commercial aviation
p0426 579-22208 
Carbon Fiber Risk Analysis: Conclusions 
p0426 579-22209 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CB-159027]	 p0586 579-28419 
Construction using carbon fiber composite 
materials and aluminum: A cost comparison 
[FOA-C-20280-F9]	 p0596 579-29248 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 
turbine combustor 
[1111 PAPER 19-1321]	 p0472 179-39037 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
p0532 A79-43436 
CARBON MONOXIDE LASERS 
Laser aircraft --- using kerosene
p0261 A79-26597 
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES 
Friction and wear of carbcn-graphite materials for 
high-energy brakes
p0082 179-16679 
CARBONATES 
NT POLTCARBONATES 
CARBONIZATION 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program --- carbon formation in 
gas turbine primary zones
p0101 N79-13195 
CARET NINGS 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0601 179-47012 
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An iff design shock capturing finite difference 
approach for caret waverider configurations 
(AD-A068819]	 p0581 879-28156 
CARGO 
NT AIR CARGO 
The total energy cost of freight transport 
p0065 179-14322 
CARGO AIRCRAFT 
NT C-S AIRCRAFT 
NT C-118 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT SPANLOADER AIRCRAFT 
NT YC-14 AIRCRAFT 
Overview of the small package air carrier industry 
- A study of the operations in Federal Express 
(SAE PAPER 780540)	 p0005 A79-10406 
Inside noise of C-I cargo aircraft and the noise 
reduction performance by interior materials 
p0274 A79-27121 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
[AIAA 79-0842]	 p0404 179-33829 
British lighter-than-air activity - A review 
(AIAA 79-15831	 p0522 A79-42385 
Canadian interest in modern LTA transport 
[AIAA 79-15851	 p0522 A79-142386 
Japanese lighter-than-air mission studies 
(AIAA 79-15871	 p0522 A79-42387 
Flight dynamics analyses and simulation of Heavy 
Lift Airship 
[AIAA 79-1593]	 p0522 A79-42388 
The productivity of airships in lcng-range 
transportation 
[AIAA 79-1596)	 p0523 A79-42390 
Lighter-than-air craft for strategic mobility 
[AIAA 79-1597]	 p0523 A79-42391 
Airship potential in strategic airlift operations 
[AIAA 79-15981	 p0523 A79-42392 
Identifying desirable design features for the C-XX 
aircraft - A systems approach 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1796]	 p0605 A79-47883 
An improved method for load survey flight testing 
of military cargo aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1799]
	
p0606 A79-47885 
Blown wings from !ciev --- short takeoff and 
landing through wing-overblowing
p0634 A79-49232 
Current Canadian developments related to low-speed 
heavy lift ACV
p0641 A79-49915 
The design impact of power-augmented ram 
technology on large energy efficient aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1864]	 p0684 A79-51250 
Vehicle Design Evaluation Program (VDEP). A 
computer program for weight sizing, economic, 
performance and mission analysis of 
fuel-conservative aircraft, multibodied aircraft 
and large cargo aircraft using both .1P and 
alternative fuels 
(NASA-CE-145070]	 p0100 1779-13026 
Large cargo aircraft: A technology assessment, 
volume 1 
[PB-286896/6]	 p0217 879-15927 
Large cargo aircraft: A technology assessment, 
volume 2 
(P8-286897/4]	 p0217 N79-15928 
Effects of laminar flow control on the performance 
of a large span-distributed-load flying-wing 
cargo airplane concept 
[NASA-TN-78715]	 p0292 1179-17851 
Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft 
p0579 1779-28120 
CARRIER MODULATION	 - 
U MODULATION 
CARTOGRAPHY 
U NAPPING 
CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES 
U ACTUATORS 
U EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
CASCADE CONTROL 
Cascade - Queue model of airport users 
(SAE PAPER 780518)	 -	 p0004 A79-10394 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flow around 
profiles in cascade
p0383 N79-21059 
CASCADE PLOW 
-Aerodynamic force and moment on oscillating 
airfoils in cascade 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-181)	 p0011 A79-10812 
Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal 
gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades 
p0021 A79-12194 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0027 A79-12599 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
cascade of turbine blades
	
p0083 879-16792	 - 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0042] 	 p0138 A79-19495 
Three dimensional modelling of cascade flows 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0047]	 p0139 A79-19500 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible 
potential flow in cascades using finite area 
techniques 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0077]	 p0140 A79-19522 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukowsky condition 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0152]	 p0143 A79-19567 
Thermophoresis - Enhanced deposition rates in 
combustion turbine blade passages	 - 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GE-1] 	 p0149 A79-19790 
Viscous flow analysis in mixed flow rotors --- in 
turbomachinery 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-3]	 p0149 A79-19792 
To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape 
optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade 
p0185 579-20566 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
[ASNE PAPER 78-01-24] 	 p0195 A79-22330 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-34] 	 p0196 A79-22335 
An integrated quasi-3D finite element calculation 
program for turbomachinery flows 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-56]	 p0196 A79-22336 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 A79-24221 
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades 
[Al AA 79-0793]	 p0322 A79-29036 
An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing 
interaction - Experiments and calculations 
[AIAA 79-70291	 p0329 A79-29401 
A wind-tunnel investigation into the effect of 
errors in blade setting on the stalling 
performance of a compressor cascade 
rAIRA 79-7031]	 p0330 A79-29403 
Generation of body-fitted coordinates for turbine 
cascades using multigrid 
[AlAS 79-7049]	 p0331 A79-29417 
Small disturbance swirl flow in turboinachinery 
• bladings
p0334 A79-29705 
Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by 
inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
computation 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-5] 	 p0339 579-30504 
Computation of supercritical compressor and 
turbine cascades with a design method for 
transonic flows 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-30]	 p0340 579-30516 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning 
transonic turbine cascades 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-37] 	 p0390 579-32342 
A general solution for distorted flows in cascades 
of aerofoils 
[ANNE PAPER 79-GT-65]
	
p0391 879-32353 
An experimental study of enduall and airfoil 
surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine 
blade cascade 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-99]	 p0392 579-32375 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number. 
I - Pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-1111 	 p0393 A79-32386 
Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for 
axial flow compressors 
[ASM! PAPER 79-01-125]	 p0393 A79-32394 
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Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-129J	 p0394 A79-32398 
Effect of interbiade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-153]	 p03911 A79-32418 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1821	 p0396 879-32441 
Numerical analysis of flow through turbine 
cascades by the Modified FLIC Method 
p0397 A79-32590 
The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in 
transonic turbine cascades
p0398 A79-32670 
Profile of a nozzle shaping the free-molecule flow 
intended to investigate air-intakes and cascades 
p0449 879-36122 
Finite-element approach to compressor 
blade-to-blade cascade analysis	 - 
p0514 879-41752 
Nonstationarity of heat transfer in the blade 
cascade of an axial-flow turbine during engine 
Start-up
p0527 879-42572 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient 
cascade
p0527 A79-42891 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 879-42892 
Particle trajectories in turbine cascades 
p0535 A79-43679 
The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on 
the mean flow-field of a transonic compressor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1515] 	 P0575 A79-46703 
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1516]	 p0576 879-96704 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 A79-48503 
Aerodynamic excitation forces of blade vibrations 
in axial turbomachinery as a result of 
interference from nearby cascades
p0614 A79-48572 
Supersonic unstalled flutter --- aerodynamic 
loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion 
[NASA-TM-79001]	 p0043 879-11000 
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in thin airfoil 
cascades 
[AD-A059718)	 pOiSE 879-14029 
Outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow 
cascades
p0305 879-18997 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 1: Basic considerations 
p0305 879-19000 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 2: Investigation of two 
transonic compressor cascades and comparison 
with rotor data
p0305 879-19001 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transcnic range. 3: comparison of 
experimental and theoretical results of flow 
studies on blade-to-blade surfaces in an axial 
compressor rotor
p03O5 879-19002 
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-3 
(ESA-TT-522J	 p0376 879-20980 
Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of 
Schlichting's cascade analysis
p0382 879-21058 
A stall criterion for cascades
p03E3 879-21060 
Pressure distributions on axial flow compressor 
blading and comparison with distributions on 
similar cascade blading
p0383 879-21061 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method
p0383 879-21070 
The flow through low cambered transon'Ic turbine 
cascade
p0421 879-22089
Sample calculation 4: Phi = 9 deg 57
p0427 879-22990 
The trajectories of spherical particles in flow 
through cascaded turning vanes 
[80-220]	 p0437 879-23096 
Shock-boundary layer interaction in compressor 
cascades: A review of available data 
p0443 879-23428 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0480 879-23906 
Theoretical analysis of transonic flow past 
unstaggered oscillating cascades 
[AD-A063083]	 p0492 879-24963 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation
p0555 N79-27180 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 879-27181 
CASCADE WIND TUNNELS 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
p0017 879-11488 
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a 
linear cascade wind tunnel 
[CNERA, TP NO. 1979-6]	 p0390 A79-32296 
Some experimental results connected with the 
transonic instabilities on an airfoil 
p0398 A79-32671 
The NASA-Langley 7-inch transonic cascade wind 
tunnel at the Deutsche Versuchsanstalt fuer 
Luft- and Raumfahrt and first test results 
p0383 879-21067 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 879-27178 
CASCADES (FLUID DYNANICS) 
0 FLUID DYNAMICS 
CASE HISTORIES 
Failure analysis of aerospace components 
p0213 879-24235 
• Case study in aircraft design: The Boeing 727 
book
p0332 A79-29592 
CASING 
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
p0111 879-17058 
A fundamental criterion for the application of 
rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow 
compressors
p0213 A79-24220 
Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry 
nozzleless turbine casings 
rASNE PAPER 79-GT-87)	 p0391 A79-32364 
CAST ALLOYS 
Applications of US composites in aircraft gas
turbines --- directional solidification 
(ONENA, TP NO. 1978-731	 p0081 879-16512 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractography of cast nickel base superalloys 
[ADA061701]	 p0306 879-19149 
CASTING 
Directionally solidified blades - Greater strength 
p0449 879-36248 
CASTINGS 
Cast aluminum structures technology --- for large 
primary aircraft
p0208 A79-24084 
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology, phase 3 (CAST) 
[AD-A057422]	 p0048 879-11188 
CASUALTIES 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0132 879-18669 
CATALYSIS 
Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-188)	 p0396 879-32497 
CATALYSTS 
NT ELECTROCATALYSTS 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at General Electric
p0497 879-25011 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 879-25012 
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY 
The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor
Program: Phase I - Description and status 
for aircraft gas turbine engines 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
(ASRE PAPY1 79-01-192)	 p0341 A79-30557 
CATASTROPHE THEORY 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory methcdology /RACTM/ to 
aircraft stability problems at high 
angles-of-attack
p0611 A79-4791$3 
CATEGORIES 
Navstar aircraft aerial system. Some initial 
considerations 
(RAE-TH-HAD-NAV44)	 p0225 fl79-16183 
CATHODE EAT TUBES 
An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
p0679 A79-51092 
Comparison of electromechanical and 
cathode-ray-tube display mediums for an 
instrument approach display 
(11&sA-TM-800691	 p0434 N79-23080 
An advanced cockpit instrumentation system: The 
coordinated cockpit display 
[NA5A-TM-7e559)	 p0551 1479-27136 
CAUCH! INTEGRAL FORMULA 
Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept 
subsonic wings 
[LIAR PAPER 79-0551]	 p0254 A79-25869 
CAUCEY PROBLEM 
Obtaining soluticns of the lifting-surface equation 
p0528 A79-43135 
CAVITATION 
U CAVITATION FLOW 
CAVITATION FLOW 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0068 179-14834 
Secondary-flow-related vortex cavitation 
p0378 979-21003 
Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil 
[AD-A065102]	 p0443 R79-23261 
Axial compressor stall --- effects on aircraft 
engines
p0557 N79-27435 
CAVITIES 
Semidirect computation of three-dimensional 
viscous flows over suction holes in laminar flow 
control surfaces 
(NASA-CE-159017]	 p0378 N79-21005 
CAVITY RESONATORS 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
[HHVG-P!WT-77-28]	 p0288 579-17815 
CCD 
U CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 
CEILINGS (METEOROLOGY) 
AV-AWOS and ROTOR - An update --- Aviation 
Automated Weather Observation System and 
AUTomated ORservation systems
p0192 A79-21920 
Visibility in aviation
p02113 579-17419 
CEILOMETERS 
U CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS 
CELESTIAL BODIES 
NT HARD (PLANET) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 
Control of the location of the center of gravity 
of loaded aircraft
p0250 A79-25370 
Stabilization techniques for improved response of 
the F-is aircraft	 - 
[AD-1058514]	 p0105 N79-13060 
Aircraft accident report: National Jet Services, 
Inc., Douglas DC-3, N51071, Evansville Dress 
Regional Airport, Indiana, 13 December 1977 
[NTSE-AIR-78-10]	 p0591 N79-29161 
CENTERBODIES 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0381) 	 p0199 A79-23509 
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS 
Small perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating 
disturbances in a vaneless diffuser 
(ASHE PAPER 78-GT-154]	 p0002 A19-10270 
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor 
[ASH! PAPER 78GT71	 p0008 A79-10776 
The influence of tilting pad bearing 
characteristics on the stability of high speed
rotor-bearing systems
p0075 A79-16012 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic 
centrifugal impeller 
[ASH! PAPER 78-GT-2)	 p0195 A79-22327 
Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena 
in vanelessradial diffusers 
[ASHE PAPER 78-GT-23]	 p0195 A79-22329 
Method for design and manufacture of the stage of 
a radial compressor
p0212 179-24196 
A novel correlation of centrifugal compressor 
performance for off-design prediction 
(AIRA PAPER 79-1159] 	 p0467 A79-38965 
Estimation of compressible flows in turbomachjnes 
by an axisymmetric calculation method 
(ONERA, IP NO. 1979-60)	 p0474 A79-39096 
Industrial centrifugal compressors, volume 1 
(VEI-LECTURB-SERIES-95-VOL-1) 	 p0308 N79-19385 
Flow modelling and aerodynamic design techniques 
for centrifugal compressors
p0308 N79-19386 
Viscous flows in centrifugal compressors 
p03O8 N79-19387 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design --- computerized design 
p0309 N79-19388 
Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2 
[VlcI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-2)	 p0309 N79-19389 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial radial 
compressor impellers using the framework method 
finite element method and descriptive geometry 
p0309 N79-19391 
Development testing of stages for centrifugal 
process compressors
p0309 N79-19392 
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal 
compressors
p0427 979-22508 
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor 
[NASA-CAS!-NPO-14597-1]	 p0444 N79-23431 
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 
Research on centrifugal effects on turbine rotor 
blade film cooling 
[AD-1060202]	 p0165 N79-14106 
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0068 A79-14834 
Aviation centrifugal pump equipment /2nd revised 
and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book 
p0346 A79-31902 
Prerotation in centrifugal pumps: Design criteria 
p0588 N79-28574 
CENAMAL PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
U CERHETS 
U PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
CERAMALS 
U CERHETS 
CERAMIC COATINGS 
Development of 'sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
(ASHE PAPER 78-WA/GT-7)	 p0149 A79-19795 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating for 
gas-turbine engines
p0410 A79-34996 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for 
turbine gas path sealing 
[NASA-TM-79022]	 '	 p0097 579-12223 
Low-cycle fatigue of thermal-barrier coatings at 
982 degC 
(NASA-TP-1322)	 p0102 N79-13046 
CERAMICS 
Demonstration of ceramic design methodology for a 
ceramic combustor liner 
(ASH! PAPER 78-01-137)	 p0009 A79-10794 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 179-12824 
• Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
(ASHE PAPER 78-WA/GT-12) 	 p0150 179-19799 
NASA thermal barrier coatings - Summary and update 
•	
p0189 A79-21295 
Current work in materials and 
methods-of-construction research --- composite 
and ceramic materials for aerospace systems 
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p0332 A79-29591 
A design review of ceramic components for turbine 
engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-183]	 p0396 A79-32442 
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update 
[NASA-TM-79053]	 p0174 879-15048 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating for 
gas-turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-79116]	 p0365 879-20118 
Industry tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier 
coating --- for gas turbine engine applications 
[NASA-TP-1425]	 p0498 879-25023 
Ceramic mainshaft roller bearing performance in a 
gas turbine-engine 
(AD-A067904]	 p0557 879-27516 
Investigation of the use of ceramic material in 
aircraft engine bearings 
[Afl-A070631)	 p0718 879-33214 
CERN ETS 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-7]	 p0149 A79-19795 
CERTIFICATION 
The effects of aircraft engine pollutant emission 
measurement variability on engine certification 
policy 
[ASME PAPER 78-01-861 	 p0001 A79-10261 
Certification-compliance demonstration by flight 
or simulation 
[SAN PAPER 780549] 	 p0005 A79-10408 
The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter 
certification 
[SAN PAPER 780550) 	 p0005 A79-10409 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification 	 -
pO13II A79-18686 
A new light twin using bonded metal construction 
[SAN PAPER 790603] 	 p0455 A79-36735 
Three basics of design for civil certification 
p0692 A79-53629 
A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
route authority
p0657 A79-54280 
CESSNA AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
The Cessna-207 aircraft turbulence and temperature 
measuring system
p0194 A79-21974 
Aircraft accident report: N.S.M. Group, Inc., 
Cessna Citation, 85188 and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, 89578 LaGuardia 
Airport, Flushing, New York, 21 June 1978 
(NTSB-AAR-79-3]	 p0362 879-20091 
CESSNA MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
Design and test of the 172K fluidic rudder 
(}IASA-CR-158974)	 pOlOII 879-13055 
CF-104 AIRCRAFT 
U CANADAIB AIRCRAFT 
U F-104 AIRCRAFT 
CFRP 
O CARBON FIRER BEINFORCEO PLASTICS 
CH-53 HELICOPTER 
U 8-53 HELICOPTER 
CE-113 HELICOPTER 
U CH-46 HELICOPTER 
CH-46 HELICOPTER 
The CH-46 rotor blade transition from metal to 
composite materials 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/ANRC9] 	 p0148 A79-19723 
CH-113 crash position indicator flight trials 
CARTE-78/39)	 p0591 879-29156 
CH-47 HELICOPTER 
The application of composites to secondary 
structures 
[ABS 78-55]	 p0125 A79-18177 
Advanced technology applied to the CH-47r drive 
system 
[SAN PAPER 7810401	 p0258 A79-25908 
Structural development of the Modernized Chinook 
helicopter transmission gearing	 - 
(AIAA 79-0728)	 p0282 A79-28260 
Flight test design for CH-47 parameter 
identification 
[NASA-CR-158948)	 p0171 879-15025 
Simulation correlation, and analysis of the 
structural response of a CH-47A to crash impact
[AD-1062643]	 p0363 1179-20094 
CH-47 helicopter internal cargo load and restraint 
system mock-up study 
[AD-A064207]	 p9420 879-22081 
CH-147 INC evaluation of selected subsystems, EMC 
test report 
[AETE-77/16-4]	 p0592 979-29170 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (VALT) CB-47 research system 
[NASA-TP-1436]	 p0595 879-29195 
Helicopter high grain control 
(NASA-CR-159052)	 p0672 879-31221 
CH-54 HELICOPTER 
Composite rotor hub. I, II --- fatigue and load 
tests for CH-548 helicopter design
p0014 A79-10916 
Development and validation of a piloted simulation 
• of a helicopter and external sling load 
[NASA-TP-1285]	 p0162 979-14083 
Design, fabrication and laboratory testing of a 
helicopter composite main rotor hub 
graphite-epoxy hubs for the CH-514 helicopter 
[AD-1060313]	 p0162 879-14CB5 
CHAIRS 
U SEATS 
CHALCOGENIDES 
NT ALUMINUM OXIDES 
NT CARBON MONOXIDE 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
NT NITROGEN OXIDES 
NT OXIDES	 - 
CHANCE-VOUCH? MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CHANNEL CAPACITY 
High speed digital transmission, the key for a 
simple Aerosat airborne equipment
p0112 A79-11098 
CHANNEL FLOW 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbomachinery rotor 
passage 
[ASNR PAPER 78-GT-114]	 p0001 A79-10266 
The flow at the inlet and in the throat region of 
a plane supersonic air intake
p0190 A79-21420 
Optimal selection of the geometrical 
characteristics of the reversing channel of a 
small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas 
for aircraft auxiliary power systems 
p0450 A79-36583 
Heat transfer over the initial section of turbine 
blade cooling channels under conditions of 
rotation
p0689 A79-52608 
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION) 
Enhancements of radar data-handling networks 
p0002 A79-10299 
Digital integrated test system improves testability 
of avionics
p0080 A79-16436 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-YSK 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
p0346 A79-31691 
The Digibus multiplex at the heart of avionics 
p0459 A79-36975 
STAR flight control system
p0693 A79-53638 
CHAOTIC CLOUD PATTERNS 
U CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY) 
CHAPHAN SHEAR LAYER 
U SHEAR LAYERS 
CHAPHAN-JOUGET PLANE 
O FLAME PROPAGATION 
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS 
U EIGNRVALUES 
U EIGENVECTORS 
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
U EIGENVALU!S 
U EIGENVECTORS 
CHARACTERISTIC METHOD 
U METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 
CHARACTERS 
U SYMBOLS 
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 
A real time video bandwidth reduction system based 
on a CCD Hadamard transform device --- for 
avionics 
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pO621 A79-48702 
CHARGE TRANSFER DEVICES 
IT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 
CHERRY IMPACT TEST 
The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating 
impact resistance of composite materials 
(AD-A057967]	 p0098 879-121465 
CHARRING 
Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat 
transfer modes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1124]	 p0508 P39-40476 
CHANTS 
IT GRAPHS (CHARTS) 
IT METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS 
CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
IT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
IT CZONCMETNY 
IT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
IT VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in fuels 
pO189 A79-21222 
Detonation characteristics of Soviet GUST 1012-72 
aviation gasoline 
[SAP PAPER 790630]	 P01458 A79-36757 
Chemical analysis of advanced composite prepregs 
and resins --- for quality control
pO53O A79-432644 
Chemical analysis of structural adhesives and 
resins for composites
p0696 A79-54232 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels 
[NASA-TM-79035] 	 p0238 879-16930 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
p0024 A79-12378 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
Content in jet fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p03244 A79-29120 
Effect of broadened-specification fuels on 
aircraft engines and fuel systems 
(AIAA 79-7008)	 p0327 A79-29383 
Compatibility of elastomers in alternate jet fuels 
(NASA-CF-158773]	 p0557 879-27321 
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
IT ALUMINUM 
IT CANNON 
NT CHROMIUM 
IT COBALT 
IT HELIUM 
IT HYDROGEN 
IT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
IT MAGNESIUM 
IT OXYGEN 
IT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
IT BARE EARTH ELEMENTS 
IT SILICON 
IT SULFUR 
NT TITANIUM 
IT TUNGSTEN 
CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS 
U FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
CHEMICAL FUELS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
IT EIESEL FUELS 
IT GASOLINE 
NT HIGH ENERGY FUELS 
IT HYDROCARBON FUELS 
IT HYDROGEN FUELS 
IT JET ENGINE FUELS 
IT 3P-4 JET FUEL 
IT JP-5 JET FUEL 
IT JP-8 JET FUEL 
IT SYNTHANE 
IT SYNTHETIC FUELS 
CHEMICAL KINETICS 
U REACTION KINETICS 
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
IT NEAT OF COMBUSTION 
IT THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
Fuel property effects on ccmbustor performance 
aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-178]	 p0395 A79-32438 
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials 
[AD-A070739]	 p0720 N79-33338
CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
IT CARBONIZATION 
IT OXIDATION 
IT PHOSPHOPYLATION 
NT PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
IT PYROLYSIS 
IT REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY) 
IT RUSTING 
IT THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 
Plowfield chemistry effects on stability of 
blunted slender comes 
[AIAR PAPER 79-16301 	 p0688 A79-52547 
CHEMICAL TESTS 
IT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
IT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
IT OZONCEETBY 
IT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
IT SALT SPRAY TESTS 
IT VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
CHEMONUCLEAR PROPULSION 
U NUCLEAR PROPULSION 
CHILLING 
U COOLING 
CHINA 
CKS - Taiwan's 21st century airport
p0515 A79-141849 
CHINOOK HELICOPTER 
U CH-47 HELICOPTER 
CHOICE 
U SELECTION 
CHORDS (GEOMETRY) 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
Cascade of turbine blades
p0083 P39-16792 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 A79-148503 
14pplication of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
wings with and without strakes
p0580 879-28145 
CHROMATOGRAPHY 
IT GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in fuels 
p0189 A79-21222 
Jet engine exhaust analysis by subtractive 
chromatography 
[AD-A067898] -	 p0583 879-28178 
CHROME 
U CHROMIUM 
CHROMIUM 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 A79-26546 
CHROMIUM ALLOYS 
IT RENE 95 
C HE 0 NO TN ON S 
U TIME LAG 
CHUGGING 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
CINEYLUOROGRAPHY 
U RADIOGRAPHY 
CINERADIOGHAPHY 
U RADIOGRAPHY 
CIRCUIT PROTECTION 
Lightning protection from aircraft
p0062 579-14105 
The analysis and identification of flux-induced 
voltage transients on low-loss transmission 
lines with application to the 
Lightning-Transient-Analysis /LTA/ problem 
i p0259 P39-26246 
Suppression of radio-electrical disturbances of 
electrostatic origin on aircraft 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-53] 	 p0409 A79-34978 
Method of assessment of the antistatic protection 
of aircraft 
COWERS, TP NO. 1979-4411	 p0473 A79-39090 
Airport power supply --- Russian book
p0647 A79-50499 
An EF compatible lightning diverter strip 
p0297 N79-18237 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
p0297 879-18238 
Lightning hazards overview: Aviation requirements 
and interests
p0662 879-30876 
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CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
Hybrid technology cost reduction and reliability 
improvement study 
[AD-A062247]	 p0370 1179-20319 
CIRCUITS 
NT ANALOG CIRCUITS 
NT DIGITAL INTEGRATORS 
NT ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
NT FLUIDIC CIRCUITS 
NT HYBRID CIRCUITS 
NT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NT IC CIRCUITS 
NT LOGIC CIRCUITS 
NT MAGNETIC CIRCUITS 
NT POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
NT PRINTED CIRCUITS 
NT SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
Analysis and calculations of lightning 
interactions with aircraft electrical circuits 
(AD-A062606]	 p0364 1179-20108 
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 
Measurements in an axisyrmetric turbulent boundary 
layer with weak and strong three-dimensional 
disturbances
p0052 679-13151 
Flow around a circular cylinder near a plane 
boundary
p0137 A79-18844 
Mechanism of determination of the sbcding 
frequency cf vortices behind a cylinder at low 
Reynolds numbers
p0137 A79-18845 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order O/h2/ and o/h4/ 
p0248 A79-24829 
The influence of turbulence on drag
p0563 A79-44874 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on 
slender axisymnetric bodies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1531]	 p0576 A79-46713 
CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
Radiation field of a conformal phased array of 
rotational-polarization elements situated on a 
surface of revolution
p0398 A79-32734 
CIRCULATION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC CIECOLATICN 
CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS 
Flight testing the circulation control wing 
( AIAA PAPER 79-1791]	 p0605 N79-47880 
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor 
blade for the circulation control rotor system 
CABS 79-46]	 p0632 A79-49098 
The circulation control rotor flight de,cnstrator 
test program 
fANS 79-51]	 p0633 A79-49103 
CIRCUMFERENCES 
Circumferential asymmetry in axial flow compressors 
p0382 1179-21056 
CIVIL AVIATION. 
Developments in radar data processing at the 
London Air Traffic Control Centre
p0003 A79-10330 
Pollution sources caused by aviation
p0006 179-10453 
Impact of fuel availability and other cost trends 
on air carrier operations
pOO52 A79-13077 
Resource conservaticn through air traffic control 
p0052 A79-13080 
ABINC Communications Addressing and Reporting 
System /ACANS/ - The datalink that got 
implemented and why
p0052 679-13082 
The evolving air transport avionics
p0052 A79-13084 
Pilot's view of the evolving air transport 
p0052 A79-13085 
Integrated navigation, traffic control, collision 
avoidance and communication system - SINTAC-C2 
p0057 179-13267 
New technologies for transport aircraft - 
Expectations and hopes of the air transportation 
industry 
[DGLR PAPER 78-099]	 .	 p0060 679-14061 
Technology for aircraft energy efficiency 
p0062 679-14136
Alternate aircraft fuels prospects and operational 
implications
p0063 179-14138 
New aircraft technology and its impact on the 
airport - An airline viewpoint
p0063 A79-14143 
Economics of -commercial aviation safety 
p0072 A79-15374 
Loran-C - A potential civil aviation navigation 
system
p0076 179-16163 
GPS for civil aviation - A new approach to 
improved civil air operations --- Global 
Positioning System
p0077 179-16166 
GPS multipath error model --- Global Positioning 
System
p0077 179-16167 
Evoluticn of area navigation in the air traffic 
control system
p0077 A79-16172 
Development trends in air traffic control 
p0115 179-17678 
The new microwave landing systems and their growth 
potential
p0116 179-17686 
Helicopter noise standards - Another point of 
view: A national approach to rotorcraft noise 
regulation
p0135 A79-18687 
Surface deformations as a runway design criterion 
p0151 179-20049 
Availability and use of weather data --- in 
general aviation
p0198 179-22711 
ATC operations in first decade of en route 
automation
p0204 179-23582 
A look at the near future --- computerized flow 
control systems for ATC
p0204 179-23585 
ATC delays - The number one problem in the next 
decade
p02O4 179-23586 
Integrated ATC development - The next decade: A 
Safety Board viewpoint
p0204 A79-23587 
The future of surveillance systems in civil aviation 
p0247 A79-24800 
FAA remote terminal system frequency assignment 
model
p0250 A79-25323 
Objectives related to an enhancement of the 
effectivity of MALEV. I --- civil aircraft 
utilization in Hungary
p0250 179-25368 
Statistics of disturbances and maintenance 
according to conditions at Interflug. III - 
Technical requirements concerning the program 
for the processing of disturbance data by means 
of electronic data processing
p0250 A79-25371 
Safety of air transport
-	 p0252 A79-25542 
General aviation aircraft in the 1990's 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05603
	 p0254 679-25866 
Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
airworthiness standards 
(SAY PAPER 781019] 	 p0256 A79-25895 
How to get the world airborne --- market research 
and aircraft design for air transportation in 
developing countries 
[11AA 79-0695]	 p0276 179-27360 
US commuter operations climate changing 
p0319 A79-28979 
Bird strike on medium/large civil fan engines 
p0326 179-29364 
Fundamental problems and methods for improving 
systems for planning the development of civil 
aviation
p0335 179-29772 
Access, fares, frequency - Effects on airport 
traffic
p0336 179-29935 
Information systems in civil aviation
p0336 179-29973 
Aircraft engine emissions are under continuing 
surveillance
p0342 179-30581 
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Responsibilities of French air traffic control 
p0343 A79-30933 
Considerations in local administration of airports 
in Canada
p0343 A79-30941 
Prospects for reducing the fuel consumption of 
civil aircraft
p0346 479-31911 
Aviation safety - Facts and fiction
p0349 479-32230 
Aviation emergency procedures
p0401 479-33611 
New air service and deregulation - A study in 
transition
p0507 A79-40172 
Problems of increasing the efficiency of Malev. II 
airline operations
p0511 479-41168 
British civil airworthiness requirements for 
airships 
[AIRA 79-1600)	 p0523 479-42394 
Aerospatiale AS.350 and AS.355
p0639 479-149814 
Advanced crew station concepts, displays, and 
input/output technology for civil aircraft of 
the future
p0679 479-51091 
Innovative developments in demonstrative evidence 
techniques and associated problems of 
admissibility
p0691 479-53555 
Defining the design defect in aircraft products 
liability cases
p0691 479-53556 
A review of crashworthiness --- in aircraft 
accident-liability cases
p0692 479-53557 
Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on 
future civil helicopter operating efficiency and 
mission reliability
p0692 479-53627 
Three basics of design for civil certification 
p0692 479-53629 
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make 
and model, US Civil Aviation, 1976 
(PB-283000/8)	 p0044 1179-11016 
Annual review of aircraft accident data, U.S. air 
carrier operations, 1977 
(PB-287423/8)	 p0160 979-14053 
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US 
general aviation, calendar year 1977 
p0217 1179-15925 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil 
Aviation issue number 5 - 1976 accidents 
[NTSB-EA-77-3)	 p0217 1179-15926 
Active controls for civil transports
p0236 1179-16873 
Listing of accidents/incidents by make and model, 
US civil aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-AMM-78-12]	 p0289 1179-17828 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation. 
Volume 1: Final report. Volume 2: Supporting 
appendices 
INASA-CR-158989)	 p0295 1179-18074 
Corporate aviation in the 1980s
p0299 1179-18892 
General aviation IFR operational problems 
(NASA-CR-159022]	 p0419 N79-22068 
An assessment of national risk: General concepts 
and overall approach --- carbon fiber 
utilization in commercial aviation
p0426 1179-22208 
Civil Helicopter icing problems
p0481 1179-23917 
Air pollutant emission factors for military and 
civil aircraft 
[PB-292520/4]	 p0504 1179-25567 
Aviation safety 
[GPO-37-810]	 p0592 1179-29162 
CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
Preliminary investigation of the seated height 
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection from 
the CT-114 aircraft 
[AD-A062403]	 p0362 N79-20093 
CLARK Y AIRFOIL 
U AIRFOIL PROFILES 
CLASSIC AIRCRAFT 
U IL-62 AIRCRAFT
CLASSIFICATIONS 
NT INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION) 
Optimum frequencies for aircraft classification 
[AD-A065697]	 p0490 1179-24220 
CLEAN FUELS 
NT FUEL OILS 
CLEANERS 
NT AIR FILTERS 
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE 
Clear air turbulence accidents
p0067 A79-14439 
Detection of CAT and low altitude wind shear by 
on-board aircraft IN sensors - An update 
p0403 479-33630 
Clear air turbulence. A bibliography with abstracts 
[14TIS/PS-78/0938/7]	 p0050 1179-11632 
Meteorological and operational aspects of 46 clear 
air turbulent sampling missions with an 
instrumented B-57B aircraft. Volume 2, appendix 
C: Turbulence missions 
[NASA-TM-80045)	 p0558 1179-27772 
CLEARANCES 
Turbine blade tip clearance measurement utilizing 
borescope photography 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-1641	 p0010 479-10805 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on 
overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip 
diameter axial-flow turbine 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-421	 p0340 479-30521 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on 
overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip 
diameter axial-flow turbine 
(NASA-TM-79025)	 p0085.1179-12015 
CLIMBING FLIGHT 
Approximate trajectory solutions for fighter 
aircraft 
[AIAA 79-1623]	 p0566 479-45305 
A lifting-surface method for hover/climb airloads 
(ABS 79-3)	 p0626 479-49056 
Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of 
the minimum time-to-climb problem
p0640 A79-49869 
Theoretical study of the effect of wind velocity 
gradients on longitudinal stability and control 
in climbing and level flight 
[NASA-TP-1332]	 p0166 1179-14110 
CLOGGING 
U PLUGGING 
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION 
Recent advances in television visual systems 
p0223 1179-15986 
CLOSED CYCLES 
Closed Cycle Gas Turbines 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-24]	 p0422 1179-22093 
Closed power cycles analysis
p01422 1179-22094 
Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 1179-22095 
Closed Brayton cycle system optimization for 
undersea, terrestrial, and space applications 
p0422 1179-22096 
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium 
turbines for high temperature reactors 
p01423 1179-22098 
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS 
U FEEDBACK CONTROL 
CLOTH 
U FABRICS 
CLOTHING 
NT HELMETS 
NT PRESSURE SUITS 
NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 
CLOUD DISPERSAL 
Wind estimates from cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 1179-20616 
CLOUD GLACIATION 
Forcasting the quantitative characteristics of 
aircraft icing 
(ELL-TRANS-1364-(9022.549))
	
p0493 1179-24971 
CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS 
Visibility in aviation
p0243 1179-17419 
CLOUD PHYSICS 
Cloud physics observations inside hailstorms with 
an armored aircraft data system
p0192 479-21960 
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Case studies on convective storms. Case study 2, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
(PB-295753/8)	 p0722 N79-33758 
Case studies on convective stores. Case study 1, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
( p8-295754/8]	 p0722 N79-33759 
CLOUDS 
NT CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY) 
CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY) 
Overestimates of entrainment from vetting of 
aircraft temperature sensors in cloud 
p0249 179-25296 
CLUTCHES 
Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- UR-60A 
helicopter transmission application 
(SAE PAPER 761039) 	 p025e 179-25907 
CLUTTER 
Track-while-scan algorithm in a clutter environment 
p0017 A79-11492 
CMOS 
High speed radar processing using CMOS/SOS 
technology. 
[lilA 79-1901]	 p0697 a79-54380 
COAL GASIFICATION 
Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
p0634 179-49224 
COAL LIQUEFACTION 
Aviation fuels from coal
p0347 179-31913 
COAL UTILIZATION 
Alternative aircraft fuels
pOO12 179-10824 
Aviation fuels from coal
p0347 479-31913 
COANDA EFFECT 
Plight testing the circulation Control wing 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1791]	 p0605 179-47880 
Design of the circulatica control wing STO!. 
demonstrator aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 79-1842) 	 p0609 179-47909 
Blown wings from Kiev --- short takeoff and 
landing through ving-overbiowing	 - 
pO634 179-49232 
COASTAl. EATER 
Potential applications of a high altitude powered 
platform in the ocean/coastal zone community 
(AIAA 79-1602]	 p0523 179-42396 
COATING 
NT ANODIZING 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
(ASH! PAPER 78-WA/GT-7)	 p0149 179-19795 
COATINGS 
NT ALUMINUM COATINGS 
NT CERAMIC COATINGS 
NT METAL COATINGS 
NT NICKEL COATINGS 
NT PAINTS 
- NT PLASTIC COATINGS 
NT PRIMERS (COATINGS) 
NT PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
NT SPRAYED COATINGS 
NT THERMAL CC11TBCL COATINGS 
Seal Technology in Gas Turbine Engines 
(AGARD-CP-237]	 p0046N79-11056 
Use of coatings in turbcmach.inery gas path seals 
p0046 N79-11058 
COAXIAL FLOE 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 A79-17767 
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 479-21595 
Coaxial jet noise in flight 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0636]	 p0269 179-26919 
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from 
dual-flow coaxial jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0619] 	 p0317 479-28962 
COAXIAL NOZZLES 
Progress on Variable Cycle Engines 
[1141 PAPER 79-1312] 	 1	 p0510 179-40759 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Comprehensive data report 
-nozzle transfer functions 
(NASA-CE-159628]	 p0558 N79-27933 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
combustor 
[AD-A070701]	 p0719 N79-33293
COAXIAL TRANSMISSION 
U TRANSMISSION 
COBALT 
The 150 KTh samarium cobalt USCF starter generator 
electrical system 
(AD-A070078) pOliO N79-32466 
COBALT ALLOYS 
NT PEN! 95 
COCKPIT SIMULATORS 
Sidestick/Throttle Controller
- An alternate 
approach
p0464 179-38476 
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment 
cockpit simulators
p0355 979-20028 
A simulation investigation of cockpit display of 
aircraft traffic during curved, descending, 
decelerating approaches 
[NASA-TM-80098] p0542 N79-26052 
COCKPITS 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The P16 
p0006 579-10619 
All weather cockpit canopies. II - 'The Challenger' 
- p0006 179-10620
The electronic flight deck
p0016 179-11175 
P-lB air conditioning system 
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-23]	 p0027 479-12572 
Cockpit displays for advanced navigation - Circa 
2000
p0077 A79-16174 
A versatile approach to Cockpit management --- for 
military helicopter control and display avionics 
[AHS 78-17]	 p0120 A79-18143 
Cockpit displays and the growing role of the pilot 
in the ATC system
p0266 179-26815 
Interactive microprogrammable control display unit 
/IMP COG, --- LEDs in aircraft cockpits 
p0331 A79-29417 
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/ and

Advanced Integrated Display System /AIDS/ 
cockpit programs
p0332 179-29485 
Real time weather display in the general aviation 
cockpit 
(4141 PAPER 79-1821]	 p0608 179-47901 
Architecture of an intelligent cockpit monitoring 
system - SECURE 
[AIAA 79-1961]	 p0699 479-54437 
Cockpit management
p0299 P79-18890 
Advancements in helicopter cockpit technology 
p0310 N79-19625 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS - for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
P0311 P79-19631 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 N79-19643 
A survey of communications in the high noise 
environment of Army aircraft
p0311 N79-19646 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 N79-19€47 
Some improvements to the US helicopter cockpit 
p0312 P79-19659 
Crash survivability of the 118-604 helicopter 
p0312 879-19663 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 1: 
Design handbook 
[AD-A065268]	 p0433 P79-23068 
An evaluation of turn anticipation techniques and 
offset flying procedures using .a single-waypoint 
BRAN system 
(AD-A066555]	 p0493 879-24974 
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of airborne 
tire pressure indicating systems 
[10-8065513]	 p0494 N79-24981 
An advanced cockpit instrumentation system: The 
coordinated cockpit display 
(NASA-TM-78559]	 p0551 879-27136 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline 
pilots opinions about content, symbology, and 
format 
[NASA-TM-78601]	 p0703 P79-32185 
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CODING 
NT DECODING 
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COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
Considerations regarding velocity distribution and 
wall friction in incompressible axisymmetric 
turbulent boundary layers with transverse 
curvature
p0334 679-29694 
Locking redundant link 
[NASA-CASELAR11900-1]	 p0168 N79-14382
COEFFICIENTS 
NT AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
NT COEFFICIENT OF PRICTICN 
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COHERENT LIGHT 
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance 
p0664 A79-51464 
COHERENT RADIATION 
NT COHERENT LIGHT 
COIN AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
COLD PLOW TESTS 
on the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 679-17767 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine. 2: Effects of variable 
stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
NASA-TM789931	 p0292 N79-17859
COLD FORMING 
U COLD WORKING 
COLD WALLS 
U WALLS 
COLD WEATHER TESTS	 1'
Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter 
operations
p0134 879-18684 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using .JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
(AD-A0633771	 p0385 N79-21222 
COLD WORKING 
Residual surface strain distributions near holes 
which are coidworked to various degrees 
rAD-A0683961	 p0598 N79-29550
COLLINEABITY 
A computational scheme for structural influence 
coefficients of certain planar wings 
p0407 A79-34597 
COLLISION AVOICANCE 
NT BEACON COLLISION AVOILANCE SYSTEM 
Experimental design study of an airborne
interferometer for terrain avoidance 
p0003 A79-10381 
FAA's development program for Aircraft Separation 
Assurance /ASA/
p0055 679-13257 
Collision avoidance in an integrated system. I - 
Advantages of the capability
p0056 A79-13258 
Collision avoidance in the integrated system. II - 
Characteristics
p0056 A79-13259 
Integrated navigation, traffic control, collision 
avoidance and communication system - SINTAC-C2 
p0057 679-13267 
Bultifünctiomal potentials of present-day radio 
navigation systems
p0058 679-13277 
A relative motion analysis of horizontal collision 
avoidance
p0065 679-14410 
The effectiveness of pilot warning instruments - 
An engineering model based upon flight test data 
p0065 A79-14411 
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the 
proximity warning device
p0065 679-141113 
Navigational systems requirements via collision 
risk model	 for aircraft
p0077 679-16171
Conflict warning for the radar controller in air 
traffic control
p0116 679-17685 
Separation and collision risk in air traffic control 
p0207 679-23858 
The future of surveillance systems in civil aviation 
p0247 A79-24800 
Aviation obstructions and the particular 
conditions for construction projects in the 
vicinity of airports
p0251 A79-25372 
FAA air traffic control automation - Programs and 
trends
p0266 679-26871 
Planning and control of bird hazard reduction at 
airports in the Transport Canada system 
p0325 679-29358 
The use of falcons to disperse nuisance birds at 
Canadian airports - An update
p0325 A79-29359 
Equipment and methods for dispersing birds used on 
French airfields
p0325 A79-29360 
The use of lights in reducing bird strikes 
p0326 A79-29368 
Conflict alert for the air traffic control system 
p0401 A79-33605 
Beacon-based collision avoidance system - 
Experimental results
p0401 A79-33606 
Factors in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
collision avoidance logic
p0401 A79-33607 
Threat logic for air-derived CAN --- Collision 
Avoidance System
p0401 A79-33608 
Technical calculation methods for automatic 
collision recognition and avoidance in air traffic 
[DGLR PAPER 79-035] 	 p0519 A79-42362 
Experience in the analysis of real and simulated 
collisions and dangerous encounters in German 
airspace 
[DGLR PAPER 79-036] 	 p0519 A79-42363 
Experimental BCAS performance results 
[AD-6058936)	 p0160 N79-14064 
FAA ECAS concept, appendices A-F 
[FAA-EM-78-5-3-A]	 p0231 N79-16830 
FAA BCAS concept, appendices F-N 
[FAA-EH-78-5-3-B]	 p0231 N79-16831 
Collision avoidance an annotated bibliography 
(FAA-NA-78-8]	 p0290 1179-17840 
Aircraft accident report: E.S.M. Group, Inc.,
Cessna Citation, N51MW and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, N957N LaGuardia 
Airport, Flushing, New York, 21 June 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-3)	 p0362 1179-20091 
Report of the FAA task force on aircraft 
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive summary 
[AD-A067905]	 p0540 N79-26042 
Aviation safety 
[GPO-37-810]	 p0592 1179-29162 
A self contained collision avoidance system for 
helicopters
p0656 N79-30206 
Operational evaluation of an optical infrared 
Airborne Proximity Warning Indicator (APWI) 
tAD-80731781	 p0714 1179-33181 
COLLISION WARNING DEVICES 
U COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
U WARNING SYSTEMS 
COLLISIONS 
NT BIND-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS 
NT MIDAIR COLLISIONS 
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make 
and model, US Civil Aviation, 1976 
IPB-283000/8]	 p0044 1179-11016 
COLLOIDS 
NT FOG 
COLOR 
Color display design guide 
[AD-6066630]	 p0495 N79-24991 
COLOR PERCEPTION 
U COLOR VISION 
COLON VISION 
Recognition of the aircraft navigation light 
colour code
D0704 1179-32186 
COLORATION 
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COMBAT Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
The air combat maneuvering range /ACME/, a new combustor design 
approach to aircrew training [AIAA PAPER 79-0354]	 p0146 #79-19685 
p0053 679-13220 Geometric scalingand performance of dump 
ACNR/I system --- Air Ccmbat Maneuvering combustors with vortex amplification and swirl 
Range/Instrumentation generation by gas jets 
p0064 679-14233 [6166 PAPER 19-03821	 p0147 679-19699 
Helicopter combat mission simulator Development of an integral fuel injection concept 
[MIS 78-13)	 p0120 679-18139 for staged combustors 
Differences between simulation and real world at [6161 PAPER 79-0384]	 p01147 679-19701 
the lANG air to air ccmbat simulator with a wide The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
angle visual system p0190 619-21296 
p0225 1179-15997 Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
Manned air ccmtat simulation: 	 A tool for design p0190 679-213111 
development and evaluation for modern fighter Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented 
weapon systems and training of aircrews backside convection 
p0225 1179-15998 [ASNE PAPER 78-GT-33)	 p0196 679-22334 
Control-configured combat aircraft Combustion noise prediction update 
p0236 1179-16868 (lIAR PAPER 79-0588]	 p0272 679-26942 
Development of smart target for simulation of Two-frequency-range theory of unstable turbulent 
one-on-one air-to-air combat combustion oscillations in a jet engine 
[60-6056739)	 p0295 1179-17879 combustion chamber. II - Analysis of the 
COMBUSTIBILITY characteristic equation and comparison with 
U FLAMMABILITY experiment 
COMBUSTIBLE FLOW p0279 679-27728 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow sprays in three dimensional can combustors 
[1161 PAPER 79-0359]	 p0147 679-19688 [AIAA 79-7022]	 p0329 179-29395 
Experimental study on the burning out of The effect of swirl on a ramjet dump combustor
flameholders --- in ramjets [6161 79-7042)	 p0330 679-29411 
(6166 79-70211	 pO329 679-29394 Jet discharge coefficient through openings for 
Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel parallel flow 
sprays in three dimensional can combustors (6166 79-70501	 p0331 679-29418 
[6166 79-7022]	 p0329 A79-29395 The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor 
Development of a gas turbine combustor dilution Program: Phase I - Description and status 
zone design analysis for aircraft gas turbine engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1194]	 p0468 A79-38979 (ASME PAPER 79-01-1921	 p0341 679-30557 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular The combustion of a range of distillate fuels in 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet small gas turbine engines 
(kIll PAPER 79-1482]	 p0574 679-46686 [ASME PAPER 79-GT-175]	 p0395 A79-321$35 
Experimental study of the turbulent wake Fuel property effects on combustor performance 
downstream of a fan jet aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels 
p0613 679-48507 [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-178]	 p0395 A79-32438 
COMBUSTION Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications 
NT APTERBUBNI1IG [ASNE PAPIB 79-01-1881	 p0396 679-32447 
NT PURL COMBUSTION Account of film turbulence for predicting film 
NT HYDRCCABEC-N CCMBUSTICN cooling effectiveness in gas turbine combustors 
NT SUPERSCNIC COMPUSTICN (ASNE PAPER 79GT-200)	 p0397 A79-32457 
Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of Formation of sooty particles in combustion 
ignition of fuel vapors by lightning chambers with series injection of air into the 
p0681	 A79-51135 combustion zone 
Boundary conditions for pcllution abatement of p0406A79-34550 
fast cook-offs and static tests Development of a gas turbine combustor dilution 
[60-6061093]	 p0242 N79-17362 zone design analysis 
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a (kIll PIPER 19-1194]	 p0468 679-38979 
T63-C20 combustor Analysis of the impact of the use of broad 
[NASA-CE-159623]	 p0586 1179-28456 specification fuels on combustors for commercial 
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS aircraft gas turbine engines 
Wide range operation of advanced low NOx aircraft (1116 PAPER 79-1195)	 p0468 679-38980 
gas turbine combustors Lean stability augmentation for premixing, 
(13MB PAPER 78-01-1281	 pQC09 A79-10792 prevaporizing combustors 
Demonstration of ceramic design methodology for a [6166 PAPER 19-1319]	 p0472 679-39035 
ceramic combustor liner The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 	 - 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-1371	 p0009 679-10794 turbine combustor 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine [6116 PAPER 79-1321]	 p0472 179-39037 
combustion chamber flows Emission characteristics of a premix combustor 
[63MB PAPER 78-01-142]	 p0009 A79-10797 fueled with a simulated partial-oxidation 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures product gas 
flame stabilizaticn (kIll PAPER 79-1322]	 p0472 #79-39038 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-144]	 p0010 679-10798 Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat 
Development of a ccspact gas turbine conbuster to transfer modes 
give extended life and acceptable exhaust [1111 PAPER 79-1124]	 p0508 679-40476 
emissions Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas 
[ASNE PAPER 78-01-146]	 p0010 679-10799 turbine combustor 
ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative p0517 679-42207 
fuels in gas turbine combustors Study of the nonuniformity of the temperature 
p0051	 679-12982 field of a homogeneous combustion chamber as the 
Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels parameters of the primary zone vary 
inferred from internal fluctuating pressure p0525 679-42549 
measurements Study of mass transfer between the primary zone 
p0068 679-14796 and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine 
Effect of absorber parameters on the acoustic combustion chambers 
characteristics of a cylindrical combustion 0	 p0526 679-42558 
chamber Through-heating of chambers with regenerative 
p0126 179-18379 cooling --- for aircraft engines 
Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine p0527 A79-42570 
for helicopter propulsion The application of multiple swirl modules. in the 
p0134 679-18681 design and development of gas turbine combustors 
[hAl PAPER 79-1196]	 p0603 179-41349
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Influence of gas turbine engine combustion chamber 
geometric parameters on mixture formation 
characteristics
p0612 A79-48495 
Combustor modelling for scramjet engines 
p0689 A79-52E75 
An experimental study of a catalytic combustor for 
an expendable turbojet engine 
(AD-a056512)	 p0045 079-11048 
Experimental clean combustor program: Phase 3: 
Turbulence measurement addendum 
(NASA-CB-135422]	 p0094 079-12088 
A thermal investigation of the AFAPL turbine 
engine beat transfer test facility 
(AD-A059338] p0167 079-14117 
The design and development of high performance 
combustors
p0308 079-19380 
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
combustor using jet A and A diesel fuel 
[NASA-TM-79089]	 p0365 P79-20114 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an. 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Each 
numbers up to 0.53 
(PASA-TP-1452]	 p0423 079-22099 
Effect of primary-zone equivalence ratio on 
pollutant formation 
(NASA-TP-1463]	 p0435 P79-23086 
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon 
emissions for a premixed prevaporized combustion 
system --- for gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79154]	 p0466 P79-23965 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
(NASA-CP-2078]	 p0496 079-24994 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at General Electric
p0497 P79-25011 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 079-25012 
Lean, premixed, prevaporizéd combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 079-25013 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 079-25014 
Fundamentals of Gas Turbine combustion 
(NASA-CP-2087]	 p0497 079-25016 
Optical in situ versus probe measurements of 
nitric oxide concentration as a function of 
axial position in a ccmbustor exhaust 
(AD-A067329]	 pO498 P79-25025 
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative 
heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor 
[AD-1067709]	 p0544 179-26224 
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a 
T63-C20 combustor 
[NASA-CF-159623)	 p0566 079-28456 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry boles, 3 
[NASA-'TN-75430]	 p0670 P79-31206 
Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP) , phase 3 
commercial aircraft turbofan engine tests 
with double annular combustor 
( 14ASA-CB-135384] 	 p0670 P79-31207 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
dump combustor
p0706 079-32209 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
(NASA-CB-159647)	 P0707 1179-32211 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
(NASA-CB-1596 141]	 p0717 P79-33205 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
combustor 
[AD-1070701)	 p0719 379-33293 
Aircraft air pollution, volume 3. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
(wrIS/PS-79/0645/6]	 p0722 079-33650 
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Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft 
gas turbine engines by electrical forces 
p0280 A79-27748 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 
turbine combustor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1321 .]	 p0472 A79-39037
The application of multiple swirl modules in the 
design and development of gas turbine combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1196]
	 p0603 179-47349 
Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on 
synthetic polymers
p0635 179-49348 
Aircraft engine develâpments centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency
p0643 A79-50207 
Diffusers for gas turbine combustion systems 
p0308 079-19369 
COMBUSTION EffICIENCY 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
nnmixedaess on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic P2-air streams 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0355]	 p0146 179-19686 
A characteristic time correlation for combustion 
inefficiency from alternative fuels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0357)	 p0147 179-19687 
Geometric scaling and performance of dump 
combustors with vortex amplification and swirl 
generation by gas jets 
(1111 PAPER 79-0382]	 p0147 179-19699 
Fossil fuel heat pumps for domestic, commercial 
and industrial space heating
p0462 179-37852 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1318]	 p0472 179-39034 
Lean stability augmentation for premixing, 
prevaporizing combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1319]	 p0472 A79-39035 
Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas 
turbine combustor
p0517 A79-42207 
The application of multiple swirl nodules in the 
design and development of gas turbine combustors 
(hAl PAPER 79-1196]	 p0603 179-47349 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
[NASA-CR-159454]	 p0103 379-13050 
Evaluation of future jet fuel combustion 
characteristics 
[AD-1060218]	 p0167 079-14231 
Combustion problems in gas turbine applications 
(vKI-LECTURE-SERIES-93] 	 p0307 079-19365 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79148]	 .	 p0486 1179-23964 
Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and head 
distribution under full- and part-load conditions 
(BTS-11613)	 .	 p0490 079-214342 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
[NASA-CR-159641]	 p0717 P79-33205 
COMBUSTION HEAT 
U HEAT OF COBBUSTIOP 
CONBUSTION INSTABILITY 
U COMBUSTION STABILITY 
COMBUSTION PHYSICS 
Lean combustion limits of a confined 
premixed-prevaporized propane jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0538)	 p0253 179-25856 
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian book 
p0259 179-26355 
Path in rocket technology - Selected works, 
1924-1946 --- Russian book
p0278 A79-27599 
Factors controlling stability of swirling flames 
at diffusers in gas turbines
p0643 A79-50209 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program -- carbon formation in 
gas turbine primary zones
p0107 079-13195 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels 
•	 p0107 079-13196 
Combustion in the gas turbine, parts 1, 2, 3 
p0307 079-19366 
Thermodynamics of organic compounds 
[10-1065664]	 p0442 079-23232 
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines - 
p0051 179-12979 
Flame emiasivities - Alternative fuels 
p0051 179-12984 
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Thermophoresis - Enhanced deposition rates in 
combustion turbine blade passages 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-11	 p0149 A79-19790 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
[SAE PAPER 781026)	 p0251 A79-25899 
The effect of a sample lot of fuel JEC'ICRS On 
emissions levels of a small gas turbine 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GY-165)	 p0395 A79-32427 
Characteristic time correlations of pollutant 
emissions from an annular gas turbine combustor 
of aircraft engines 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GY-194]	 p0396 A79-32452 
Formation of sooty particles in combusticn 
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pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of 
advanced composite BPV wing structure 
p0209 179-24093 
Structural design, tooling and manufacturing of a 
composite TF-16 forward fuselage
p0210 879-24111 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite structures
p0211 179-24131 
Thermal response of composite panels
p0250 879-25350 
Divergence of forward swept composite wings 
[AIfl 79-07221	 p0282 879-28255 
Crash simulation of ccnposite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
[1118 79-0781]	 p0321 879-29025 
Design of a typical aeronautical structure from 
carbon-resin composites
p0336 879-30174 
Economical processing for the fabrication of CPRP 
components	 - 
(DGLR PAPER 79-009]	 pO4Ol 879-33600 
Composite applications at Nell Helicopter 
[SAN PAPER 790578]	 p0453 179-36713
Development of an aircraft composite propeller 
[SAN PAPER 790579]	 p0453 179-36714 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
[1111 PAPER 79-1807]	 p0606 179-47891 
Composite helicopter tail booms 
(885 79-9)	 p0627 879-49061 
Model 2061 composite litter door 
[AilS 79-31]	 p0630 179-49083 
Automatic scanning inspection of composite 
helicopter structure using an advanced 
technolcgy fluoroscopic system 
CARS 79-351	 p0631 179-49087 
Certification of composites in civil aircraft 
CARS 79-43)	 p0632 A79-49095 
Qualification program of the composite main rotor 
blade for the Model 214E helicopter 
[AHS 79-44]	 p0632 179-49096 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
[185 79-45]	 p0632 879-49097 
Advanced composites for turbines
p0694 879-53889 
Composite rotors - An evolving art
p0695 179-53890 
Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter 
structures
p0695 179-53891 
Fiberglass flight controls --- of helicopters 
p0695 179-53892 
Composites important to Black Hawk --- 118-601 
helicopter
p0695 179-53893 
Structural adhesives and bonding; Proceedings of 
the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., March 13-15, 
1979
p0696 179-54226 
Reproducibility of structural strength and 
stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spoilers 
[NASA-TN-78723]	 p0097 879-12156 
Design, fabrication and laboratory testing of a 
helicopter composite main rotor hub 
graphite-epoxy hubs for the CH-54 helicopter 
[80-8060313]	 p0162 879-14085 
Assessment of state-of-the-art of in-service 
inspection methods for graphite epoxy composite 
- structures on commercial transport aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158969]	 p0241 879-17252 
Induced effects of lightning on an all composite 
aircraft
p0297 879-18242 
08-58 composite main rotor blades preliminary 
design investigation 
[80-8065010)	 p0421 879-22085 
Composite forward fuselage systems integration, 
volume 2 --- effects of lightning 
80-8066560. ]	 p0494, 879-24984 
Effect of variances and manufacturing tolerances 
on the design strength and life of mechanically 
fastened composite joints 
[10-1069170]	 p0557 819-27518 
Bolted field repair of composite structures 
repairing fuel cell composite wing surfaces 
[10-1067923]	 p0585 879-28238 
Ultra-high-modulus graphite-epoxy conical shell 
development, supplement 
(80-1069795)	 p0662 879-30335 
Thermal characteristics of 3501-6/IS and 5208/T300 
graphite epoxy composites 
[80-8071067]	 p0674 879-31357 
Investigation of penetration of electromagnetic 
energy through joints in advanced composite 
structures --- aircraft structures 
[AD-A069589]	 p0710 879-32441 
Skin And Spar Interface Program (SASIP) 
sweptback and variable sweep wings 
[80-8071715]	 p0716 879-33199 
COMPOSITES 
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY) 
NT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
NT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
MT CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION) 
NT MOISIURE CONTENT 
COMPOUND 8ELICOPTEBS 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research
p0133 179-18674 
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COMPRESSED GAS	 SUBJECT INDEX 
COMPRESSED GAS A system which uses a laser beam to control the 
Calculation of the working process in a regime of vibration tests with turbine and 
piston-type	 slow' compression wind tunnel compressor blades 
p0525 879-42546 p0316 879-28638 
COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS Effect of hub and tip annular flow blockage on the 
A similarity rule for compressibility and performance of a single-stage axial-flow 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in compressor 
two-dimensional wind tunnels [8188 79-7001]	 p0327 879-29377 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0108)	 p0141 879-19535 Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator 
COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel 
Stability of three-dimensional compressible [ONEBA. TP NO.	 1979-251	 p0329 879-29397 
boundary layers over wings with suction An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0265]	 p0144 879-19631 3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a interaction - Experiments and calculations 
transonic swept wing	 ' [AIAA 79-7029)	 p0329 A79-29401 
[8188 PAPER 79-02641	 p0203 879-23563 A wind-tunnel investigation into the effect of 
CONPBESSIBLE FLOW errors in blade setting on the stalling 
NT TRANSONIC FLOW performance of a compressor cascade 
Density changes and turbulence producticu in the [8188 79-7031]	 p0330 879-29403 
expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at Theoretical and experimental investigations on 
supersonic speed aerodynamically highly-loaded compressor 
[011858, TP NO.	 1978-153]	 p0053 879-13180 bladings with boundary layer control 
Greens function method for compressible unsteady [AIAA 79-70321	 p0330 879-29404 
potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage Experimental and analytical investigation of the 
interaction effects of Reynolds number and blade surface 
p0129 879-18645 roughness on multistage axial flow compressors 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-2]	 p0339 A79-30501 
potential flow in cascades using finite area Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by 
techniques inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0077] 	 p0140 879-19522 computation 
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-5)
	 p0339 A79-30504 
compressible flow about three-dimensional inlets Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0081]	 p0141	 879-19524 distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
A shock capturing application of the finite p0341 879-30558 
element method --- to viscous compressible flow Design and testing of two supercritical compressor 
problem cascades 
p0247 879-24771 [ASME PAPER 79-CT-11)	 p0390 879-32330 
Slender wing in compressible flow --- Russian book The influence of the blading surface roughness on 
p0254 879-25872 ,	 the aerodynamic behavior and characteristic of 
The finite element method for turtomachinery an axial compressor 
analysis --- subsonic compressible flow [ASME PAPER 79-GT-102]	 p0392 879-32378 
p0335 A79-29840 Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, compressor stage 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow p0451 879-36586 
through turbomachine blades of any geometry Finite-element approach to compressor, 
p0345 879-31247 blade-to-blade cascade analysis 
Estimation of compressible flows in turbomacbines p0514 879-41752 
by an axisyminetric calculation method The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on 
[ONERA, TP NO.	 1979-60]	 p0474 879-39096 the mean flow-field of a transonic compressor 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges [AIAA PAPER 79-1515]	 p0575 879-46703 
p0535 879-43710 Seal Technology in Gas Turbine Engines 
Exterior flow with an isoparametric Hermite cubic [AGARD-CP-237]	 p0046 1179-11056 
element Factors associated with rub tolerance of 
p0697 879-514290 compressor tip seals --- self sustained 
Compressible viscous flovfields and airframe combustion of titanium 
forces induced by twc-dimensional lift jets in p0047 879-11069 
ground effect Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
[AD-A059231)	 p0086 879-12022 distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flow around [NASA-TN-790661	 p0226 879-16300 
profiles in cascade Interactive multi-node blade impact analysis 
p0383 879-21059 (NASA-CE-159462]	 p0292 879-17858 
CONPRBSSIOB LOADS Investigation of the aerodynamic and acoustic 
NT IMPACT LOADS performance of a low-pressure ratio tandem-blade 
Locking redundant link compressor 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11900-1] 	 p0168 879-14382 p0304 879-18975 
COMPRESSOR BLADES Turbine blade cooling 
Operation of a multistage axial compresscr with p0304 879-18980 
nontwisted blades frcm viewpoint of Pressure distributions on axial flow compressor 
three-dimensional axisymmetric flow theory blading and comparison with distributions on 
pO138 A79-19382 similar cascade blading 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending p0383 879-21061 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages Effects of turbulence on laminar separation on 
blade torsional rigidity aerodynamic surfaces such as airfoils and 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0045]
	 p0139 879-19498 compressor blading 
Numerical investigaticns on the generation and [NASA-CE-158488]	 p0416 1179-22036 
development of rotating stalls The influence of compressor inlet guide 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-5] 	 p0149 879-19793 vane/stator relative circumferential positioning 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic on blade wake transport and interaction 
centrifugal impeller [AD-A067969]	 p05143 879-26060 
[8588 PAPER 78-GT-2) 	 p0195 A79-22327 Some theoretical and experimental investigations 
Effect of cCmpreSsOr geometry on the unsteady of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor 
regimes of a low speed compressor p0553 1179-27158 
[011ERA,	 TP 110.	 1978-681	 p0213	 A79-24219 Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded variable-pitch fan stage 
compressor or fan rotor [NASA-TP-1502]	 p0671 1179-31213 
[8188 PAPER 79-0550]	 p0253 879-25861 Theoretical studies of three dimensional transonic 
Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a flow through a compressor blade row 
compressor rotor blade [AD-A071020]	 p0702 1179732172 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0280]	 p0260 879-26544
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Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
[NASA-TP-1523]	 p0717 1479-33210 
COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for 
axial flow compressors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-12]	 p0393 179-32394 
Thermal influences in gas turbine transients - 
Effects of changes in compressor characteristics 
EASER PAPER 79-GT-1 1431	 p0394 179-321409 
Selected problems concerning unstable operation of 
aircraft turbine engine compressors
p0397 A79-32589 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
tGNEB, TF 440. 1979-30) 	 p0647 179-50925 
COMPRESSOR ROTORS 
Three-dimensional shock structures for 
transonic/supersonic compressor rotors 
[1161 PAPER 79-0043] 	 p0139 179-19496 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional rigidity 
(1116 PAPER 79-0045] 	 p0139 679-19498 
Method for design and manufacture of the stage of 
a radial compressor
p0212 679-24196 
A fundamental critericn for the application of 
rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow 
compressors
p0213 679-24220 
Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded 
compressor or fan rotor 
[hAl PAPER 79-0550]	 p0253 A79-25861 
Study of the flow field behind a transonic axial 
compressor rotor using laser-anemometry and 
unsteady pressure measurements 
[1166 79-70341	 p0330 A79-291405 
Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on 
the return flows and stable operating range of 
an axial flow fan 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-31] 	 p0340 679-30517 
An off-design correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
[ASER PAPER 79-GT-6] 	 p0390 679-32329 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages 
(15145 PAPER 79-GT-55]	 p0391 679-32350 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
(15145 PAPER 79-GT-108] 	 p0292 679-32383 
Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for 
axial flow compressors 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-125]	 p0393 179-32394 
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a 
two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan 
[NASA-TP-1409]	 p0234 1479-16852 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 3: Comparison of 
experimental and theoretical results of flow 
studies on blade-to-blade surfaces in an axial 
compressor rotor
p0305 1479-19002 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
(AD-A063843]	 p0424 479-22105 
Rotor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip 
speed fan. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical 
design report 
[NASA-CR-159596]	 p0542 4479-26055 
Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
response to inlet radial and circumferential 
distortion 
(NASA-TP-1278] p0 583 1479-28177 
Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage 
rotor redesigned to account for the presence of 
a part-span damper 
(NASA-TP-1483]	 p06544 1479-30191 
Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
[NASA-TP-1523)	 p0717 479-33210 
COMPRESSORS 
NT CENTRIFUGAL CONPRRSSCRS 
NT SUPEI4CHARGERS
NI SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS 
NT TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS 
NT TURBCCCRPRPSSORS 
A discussion of turbine and compressor sealing 
devices and systems
p0024 179-12373 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 A79-13982 
Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration 
in service 
[AIAA PAPER 79-123(4] 	 p0508 179-440483 
Transonic 3-B flow analysis of compressor cascade 
with splinter vanes 
(AD-A0575043	 p0044 1479-11004 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
flow at the inlet of the vaned diffuser for a 
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressor 
IVKI-TN-125]	 p0226 1479-162441 
Strain gage system evaluation program 
[14ASA-CR-159486]	 p03O7 1479-19314 
Unsteady effects of circumferential pressure 
distorted inlet flows in compressors 
[10-8062550]	 p0366 879-20123 
Design problems of small turbomachinery 
•	 p0422 1479-22097 
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor front 
stage aerodynamic and mechanical design report 
[NASA-CE-159555]	 p0435 879-23085 
Effect of number of probes and their orientation 
on the calculation of several compressor face 
distortion descriptors 
[NASA-TN-72859]	 p0435 1479-23087 
Hydraulic compressor for a wind tunnel 
p0439 1479-23107 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0439 W79-23108 
Shock-boundary layer interaction in compressor 
cascades: A review of available data 
p0443 879-23428 
Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge 
flows --- JT9D engine tests
p0496 1479-24995 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit 
flow of a General Electric C76-50 engine 
p0496 4479-24996 
Handling problems through compressor deterioration 
p0554 879-27169 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
pU555 N79-27178 
COMPUTATION 
NI ORBIT CAlCULATION 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil design
p0301 1479-18946 
Sample calculation i: phi = 9 deg 57
p0427 879-22490 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver 
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
[1161 79-1465]	 p0565 679-45269 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
[AAA 79-1457]	 p0565 179-45273 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
-injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1482]	 p05744 179-46686 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p0602 179-47099 
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
[lIAR PAPER 79-1555] 	 p0602 179-47342 
Aerodynamics of spoiler control devices 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1873]	 p061O 679-47925 
An integrated analytical and experimental 
investigation of helicopter hub drag 
[ABS 79-5]	 p0626 179-49058 
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 179-494456 
Exterior flow with an isoparametric Hermite cubic 
element 
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COMPUTER DESIGN
p0697 179-54290 
Design of supersonic airfoils by numerical 
optimization
p0699 979-54473 
An artificial viscosity method for the design of 
supercritical airfoils 
[NASA-C9-158840]	 p0580 N79-20136 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design information 
[NASA-CE-2846-2]	 p0664 979-31145 
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex 
generation process 
rNASA-CE-3184]	 p0712 N79-33162 
COMPUTER DESIGN 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant 
computer for aircraft control --- Software 
Implemented Fault Tolerant systems
p0252 979-25718 
Designing, calculating, and manufacturing by means 
of data processing --- computer techniques for 
mechanical constructions
p0398 979-32751 
The impact of parallel computers on the design of 
nonlinear flight controllers 
[AIAA 79-1966]	 p0698 979-54414 
Description and preliminary studies of a computer 
drawn instrument landing approach display 
,[NASA-TN-78771)	 p0045 879-11039 
Integrated Thermal Avionics Design (ITAD) 
(AD-A061227)	 p0292 979-17855 
COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
Cyclic linkage of finite elements with application 
to aircraft structural analysis 
[IA? PAPER 78-213]	 p0016 979-11294 
Present and potential capabilities of 
three-dimensional displays using sequential 
excitation of fluorescence
p0019 979-12033 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p8025 A79-12436 
Gas turbine analysis and design using interactive 
computer graphics
p0025 979-12459 
Synthetic image generation for visual simulation 
- in training simulators using the Tornado visual 
simulator as an example 
[DGLR PAPER 70-150]	 p0062 A79-14095 
Integrated computer-display system for modern 
anti-tank/combat helicopters
p0070 A79-16233 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0 186 979-20792 
Aviation wide angle visual system /AWAVS/ - Visual 
system performance
p0281 979-28161 
Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0460 979-37046 
Geometric data transfer --- for computerized 
aircraft engineering drawings 
(9191 PAPER 79-1844]	 p0609 A79-47910 
CADAN data handling from conceptual design through 
produce support 
(lIlA PAPER 79-18463	 p0609 A79-47912 
INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0645 A79-50430 
Modern systems for air traffic control 
p0647 A79-50921 
Methods for the validation of synthesized images 
in visual flight simulation --- space perception 
during landing approach
p0354 979-20021 
Graphical NC systems as a basis for progress 
towards the integration of design, planning and 
machining
p0314 979-20761 
User's guide: Computer program with interactive 
graphics for analysis of plane frame structures 
( C? N AM B 
[AD-A067349]	 p0503 979-25428 
An advanced cockpit instrumentation system: The 
coordinated cockpit display 
[NASA-TP!78559]	 p0551 'N79-27136 
Advanced computer technology in aerodynamics. 
Lecture 1: Computer-aided aircraft design 
p0579 979-28126
SUBJECT INDEX 
Survey and evaluation of potential real-time 
interactive flight teat facilities for the B-i 
(AD-1070343)	 p0708 N79-32222 
Research Aircraft Measurement System (RAMS) 
graphic system user guide 
(P5-296343/7)	 p0722 1179-33901 
COMPUTER METHODS 
U COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
COMPUTER INUORES 
Enhancements of radar data-handling networks 
p0002 979-10299 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
NT LANGUAGE PBCGRAMMING 
NT MICROPROGRAMMING 
NT 09-LINE PROGRAMMING 
NB SYMBOLIC PECGBAMNING 
A Navy plan for the development of a practical 
computer-aided programming /CAP/ system for 
analog circuit test design
p0623 179-48870 
GASP-PL/I simulation of integrated avionic system 
processor architectures 
(NASA-C8-158244)	 p0303 1179-18973 
VOLAN: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recovery from snail 
ships. Volume 1: Program description 
[AD-A066172]	 p0485 379-23954 
VOLAB: A'digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recover from small 
ships. Volume 2: Appendices 
[AD-A066173]	 p0485 N79-23955 
Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic 
behavior of industrial turboconpresaor circuits 
p0587 1179-28564 
Modal interpolation program, L215(INTERP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
(NASA-CE-2848)	 p0664 N79-31147 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
NT COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
NT INPUB/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
NT NASTRAN 
NT OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS) 
Commercial test software development practices for 
military applications --- for avionics support 
equipment
p0823 A79-12320 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization 
computer program for preliminary design of 
fighter aircraft
p0025 A79-121460 
Cost and operational effectiveness of ESM 
improvements
p0073 A79-15403 
An integrated quasi-3D finite element calculation 
program for turbonachinery flows 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-56]
	 p0196 179-22336 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
p0199 A79-22951 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant 
computer for aircraft control --- Software 
Implemented Fault Tolerant systems
p0252 A79-25718 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
project design --- for aircraft
p0261 179-26592 
Method for digital computer calculation of 
unsteady temperature fields in turbonachine discs 
p0280 A79-27746 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls /DYLOPLEX/ 
(AlMA 79-0743]	 p0320 A79-29015 
Computer programs of flow calculation on relative 
stream surfaces Si and S2 employing 
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and 
non-orthogonal velocity components and their 
application to the design of turbomachine blades 
based on three-dimensional flow 
AIAA 79-7035] -	 p0330 979-29406 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft 
-	
p0463 A79-38136 
The dynamics of a general aviation pilot promotion 
campaign
p0466 A79-38886 
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Digital flight control reliability - Effects of' 
redundancy level, architecture and redundancy 
management technique 
tAISA 79-1893]	 p0573 *79-05418 
Avionics computer software operation ' and support 
Cost estimation
p0616 179-48620 
Test implementation through support software - A 
FIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation 
Tests on airborne radar system
p0620 179-48687 
The impact cf software in automatic test equipment 
for evaluation of radar analog to digital 
converter
p0620 *79-48691 
Testability, the key tc economical and 
operationally effective avionic test software 
D0625 *79-08890 
F-16 depot automatic test equipment
p0625 A79-I8895 
Role of !lumerical Control Design in the computer 
aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky 
[AHS 79-30]	 p0630 *79-49082 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraCticn
p0644 *79-50306 
Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
p0689 *79-52718 
Assessment of software development and maintenance 
costs due to retrofit of embedded avionics 
computer 
(AISA 79-1906]	 p0697 *79-54383 
Distributed microprocessors in avionics systems 
(*1*1 79-1965]	 pO698 *79-54413 
Utilization of the wing-bcdy aerodynamic analysis 
program 
[NASA-TM-72856]	 p0033 879-10020 
A computer program for the calculation of the flow 
field in supersonic mixed-compression inlets at 
angle of attack using the three-dimensional 
method of characteristics with discrete shock 
wave fitting 
[NASA-TM-78947]	 p0033 879-10023 
Improved transonic nose drag estimates for the.
NSWC missile aerodynamic computer program 
[*0-1056795]	 p0034 879-10030 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND 
[NASA-CR-152187]	 p0035 879-10038 
Improved sonic-box computer program for 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings with thickness 
[NASA-CR-158906]	 p0043 879-10998 
SPINEG: A program for determining aircraft 
equilibrium spin characteristics including 
stability 
[NASA-T8-78759]	 pOOIIR 879-11074 
Investigations for the calculation of robust 
control systems --- aircraft control, sensor 
failure 
[ESA-TT-4881	 p0048 879-11076 
Vehicle Design Evaluaticn Program (VON?). A 
computer program for weight sizing, economic, 
performance and mission analysis of 
fuel-conservative aircraft, multibcdied aircraft 
and large cargo aircraft using both JP and 
alternative fuels 
(NASA-CR-145070]	 p0100 879-13026 
Calculation of aerodynamic pressure distributions 
on arbitrary aircraft geometries using the 
woodward aerodynamic analysis program 
[10-1059709]	 p0158 879-14028 
Improvements to the FATOLA computer program 
including nosewheel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 
(RASA-TN-78768]	 p0162 879-14081 
Computerization of tactical aircraft performance 
data for fleet application 
[*0-1059912]	 p0162 879-14087 
Digital symbology generator program 
[AD-A060216]	 p0166 879-14111 
Structural area inspection frequency Evaluation 
(SAIFE). Volume 2: Description of simulation 
logic 
[*0-1059689]	 p0171 879-15026 
?onlinear parameter identification and its 
applicaticn to transport aircraft
p0177 879-15078
Tower airport statistics handbook, calendar year 
1977 
(AD-A060217]	 p0180 879-15099 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
[P11-80-78-120]	 p0229 879-16810 
LOADS: a computer program for determining the 
shear, bending moment and axial loads for 
fuselage type structures 
[NASA-CE-151905]	 p0242 879-17262 
General purpose computer program for interacting 
supersonic configurations. Users manual 
determining unsteady aerodynamic foreces 
(NASA-CR-1 115128]	 p0285 879-17798 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
computer program for determining aerodynamic 
coefficients and flow deflection 
[ENVG-PBWT-77-27]	 p0287 879-17814 
Interactive multi-mode blade impact analysis 
[NASA-CE-159462]	 p0292 879-17858 
Software requirements for the A-78 aircraft 
[10-A061751]	 p0304 879-18974 
Computer-aided collection of demographic data 
within day-night level contours: Two test cases 
[AD-A061657]	 p0306 879-19010 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
[NASA-C9-2045-VOL-1-PT-1] 	 p0355 879-20030 
Transonic airfoil codes
p0355 879-20034 
Low speed airfoil design and analysis
p0355 879-20036 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 879-20039 
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20040 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 879-20043 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design 
p0358 879-20054 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
[AD-A062691]	 p0364 879-20110 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel metal throat liners 
[AD-8062318]	 p0368 879-20143 
DEAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication 
system
p0370 879-20763 
VOETAB - A data-tablet method of developing input 
data for the VORLAX program 
[NASA-CR-159026]	 p0375 879-20787 
ESEG: A segmented mission analysis program for 
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 3: 
Demonstration problems 
[14ASA-CR-2809]	 p0378 879-21001 
The predesign phase of the second-generation 
comprehensive helicopter analysis system 
(*0-8063921]	 p0020 879-22082 
The generation, radiation and prediction of 
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix: 
Computer program listing 
[*0-1064685]	 p0428 879-22850 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
transfer 
[8ASACR3123]	 p0430 879-23016 
Systems approach to life-cycle design of 
pavements. Volume 3: L1PF2 program listing-
AO-A064698]	 p0443 879-23260 
System description: Aviation Ride-Angle Visual 
System (AWAVS) Computer Image Generator (CIG) 
visual system 
[AD-8065060]	 p0445 879-23683 
Dynamic structural analysis with substructures 
(80-1065937]	 p0490 1179-211378 
Structuring of data systems: Psychophysiological, 
data from the dynamic flight simulator 
[10-1067175]	 p0544 879-27014 
Summary of results for a twin-engine, low-wing 
airplane substructure crash impact condition 
analyzed with program KBASH 
[80-8069171]	 p0549 879-27116 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
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Overview 
(AD-A068380]	 p0579 879-28129 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-1068381]	 p0580 879-28130 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 4: 
Software manual 
(AD-A068383]	 p0580 479-28131 
Application of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aercdynamic characteristics of 
wings with and without strakes
p0580 979-28145 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CR-159027]	 p0586 479-28419 
A gas turbine off-design computing system 
p0587 979-28563 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft structures 
(AD-A068699)	 p0589 979-29138 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities of 
transport category aircraft 
(NASA-TM-80120)	 p0589 479-29141 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, F! 1977 revision 
(AD-A068175]	 p0649 479-30140 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential technical data --- naval 
aircraft 
(AD-A068382]	 p0649 479-30141 
Driftdown calculations for the P9/2270 aircraft 
[SAND-78-1807]	 p0653 479-30182 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLCPLEX) summary. 
Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
[NASA-CR-2846-1]	 p0664 479-31144 
Dynamic loads analysis system (D!LOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design information 
[NASA-CF-2846-2]	 p0664 479-31145 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattice method, 1. 216 (DUBPLEX). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
(NASA-CE-2850]
	
p0664 479-31148 
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and 
design system. Volume 5: system demonstration 
problems 
[NASA-CR-1590451	 p0676 979-31624 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, 1216 (DUBPLX). Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CR-2849]	 p0702 479-32163 
Modal interpolation program, L215 (INTEBP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CB-2847]	 p0702 879-32164 
Helicopter flow field analysis 
[10-1069542]	 p0702 879-32174 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
[NASA-EP-10433	 p0715 479-33191 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
U COMPUTERIZED SI#OLATICN 
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES 
NT BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN 
Design of a flexible aircraft data acquisition 
system --- for meteorcicgical research 
p0194 179-21994 
The future - ARTS III --- Automated Radar Terminal 
systems for air traffic control
p0198 179-22705 
Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I 
p0214 A79-24349 
Multimode radar processor --- for combat aircraft 
p0280 179-28058 
The EA-6B Weapon Systems trainer
p0350 179-32246 
The Digibus multiplex at the heart of avionics 
p0459 179-36975 
Prospects for airborne computer systems 
p0533 179-43502
3TIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 A79-48715 
A computer system for identifying aircraft 
characteristics
p0642 A79-50160 
Modern systems for air traffic control 
p0647 179-50921 
CH-53E digital automatic flight control system 
p0693 179-53638 
Computers in Aerospace conference, 2nd, Los 
Angeles, Calif., October 22-24, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0697 A79-54378 
A case study of computer evolution in air defense,

command and control, and air traffic control 
[AIAA 79-1914]	 p0698 179-54389 
Air traffic control and C/3/I - A comparative 
analysis 
[AIAA 79-1917]	 p0698 A79-54390 
A multi microprocessor flight control system - 
Architectural concepts 
[AIAA 79-1925]	 p0698 179-54392 
Turbine design system 
[AD-1066092]	 p0487 979-23974 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 1: Operational software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center 
tAD-A070973]	 p0663 479-30959 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 2: Support software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System command Center. 
[AD-A070771]	 p0663 479-30960 
Modal interpolation program, L215(INTPRP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
[NASA-CR-2848)	 p0664 479-31147 
Equation modifying program, 1219 (!QMOD). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
[14ASA-CR-2856]	 p0665 479-31153 
Time history solution program, 1225 (T!V126). 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document --- for airplane dynamic 
response using frequency response data 
[NASA-CR-2860]	 p0665 879-31154 
A program for calculating load coefficient 
matrices utilizing the force summation method, 
1218 (LCADS). Volume 2: Supplemental system 
design and maintenance document 
(NASA-CR-2854]	 p0665 479-31155 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
41 INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
NT OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS) 
Concept of modular software for the stepwise 
construction of radar data processing systems 
with minicomputers, taking into account as 
example the Airtrack System
p0265 179-26759 
Hardware and software structure of a coordination 
system for air traffic control on the basis of 
flight plan data
p0265 179-26760 
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- improved
computer systems programming approach , for 
aircraft structural analysis 
(AIAA 79-0737]	 p0324 179-29051 
A streamlined control system development process 
to optimize aircraft propulsion system 
performance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1344]	 p0472 179-39048 
The effect of standardization of avionics software 
quality assurance
p0617 179-48648 
Automatic-test software for calibrating strapdown 
systems
p0620 A79-48689 
E-3A sentry /AWACS/ ATPG --- Automatic Test 
Program Generation
p0623 A79-48873 
Combustor modelling for scramjet engines 
p0689 A79-52675 
Spare memory and timing parameters in avionics 
computer system requirements 
[AD-1056521]	 p0036 879-10055 
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Acquisition planning for tactical avionics systems 
(AD-A059600]	 p0163 N79-14089 
Analysis of the functional requirements for an 
intelligent airborne computer system 
[10-1061649]	 p0303 P79-18962 
Graphical PC systems as a basis for progress 
towards the integration of design, planning and 
machining
p03714 4479-20761 
Evaluation applied to reliability analysis of 
econfigurable, highly reliable, fault-tolerant, 
computing systems 
(NASA-TM-80090]	 p0428 P79-22783 
A study of embedded computer system software 
acquisition management and recommendations to 
improve development visitility 
[AD-A065879]	 p0445 4479-23681 
Central flow contrcl software design document. 
Volume 1: Operational software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center 
[AD-A07 0973]
	
p0663 4479-30959 
Central flow ccntrcl scftware design document. 
Volume 2: Support software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center. 
[10-1070771]	 p0663 4479-30960 
COMPUTER TECHNIQUES 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
p0017 179-11488 
Processing a randcn loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0C27 179-12535 
Representation of Ccnpresscr characteristics in 
coordinates convenient for computer calculation 
of GTE parameters
p0068 179-14844 
Can low-cost VOR and Omega receivers suffice for 
RNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique 
p0077 A79-16165 
Analytical representaticn of turbine 
characteristics in a form convenient for - 
computer-aided computation of gas-turbine engine 
parameters
p0863 179-16802 
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics 
and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind 
tunnel-computer integration 
[DGLR PAPER 78-229]	 p0184 179-20485 
Computational aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0129] 	 p0200 179-23515 
A Modular C3 concept for air traffic control 
Command Control Communications
p02O5 179-23591 
Life Cycle Cost in advanced technology engine 
development 
(SAE PAPER 781029] 	 p0257 A79-25901 
Electronic maps for tcmorrcw's cockpits --- for 
terrain navigation
- p0334 179-29734 
'ROD' /Reliability on Demand/ as an aid in 
aircraft maintenance 
[DGLR 79-0201	 p0347 179-31947 
A computational scheme for structural influence 
coefficients of certain planar wings 
p0407 179-34597 
Technical means for autcmation of air navigation 
p0534 179-43513 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of T53 and 
T55 power turbines 
[ASS 79-36]	 p0631 119-49088 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 179-50440 
Policy impacts of ATC automation: Human factors 
considerations 
[10-1051064]	 p0160 N79-14060 
The implementation and application of a sensor 
interfacing unit for strapdown inertial systems 
[NAL-TE-532]	 p0230 4479-16821 
Engine/aircraft structural integration: An overview 
p055 14 4479-27167 
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of 
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life 
cycle costs 
(NASA-TM-79221]
	
p0599 P79-29938
COMPUTERIZED CONTROL 
U NUMERICAL CONTROL 
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN 
The use of 3-0 finite element analysis in the 
design of helicopter mechanical components 
p0013 179-10909 
Application of optimization techniques in 
engineering design --- computerized structural 
design
p0025 179-12404 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p0025 179-12436 
Gas turbine analysis and design using interactive 
computer graphics
p0025 179-12459 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization 
computer program for preliminary design of 
fighter aircraft
p0025 179-12460 
Choice of the main parameters in the design of 
aircraft engines
p0026 179-12528 
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by 
a random search technique
p0028 179-12956 
Design of two-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0067 179-14517 
Unmanned flight vehicle design parameter selection 
control configured optimization
p0069 179-14859 
The influence of tilting pad bearing 
characteristics on the stability of high speed 
rotor-bearing systems
p0075 179-16012 
The challenge of new technology for avionics testing 
U.S. Air Force assessment
p0080 179-16443 
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
(ASS 78-301	 p0122 179-18156 
Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, 
and crossed aerodynamic derivatives of an 
aircraft at subsonic velocities
p0127 179-18385 
Computer-aided design at Israel Aircraft Industries 
p0127 A79-18424$ 
The use of analytic tools in the design and 
development of rotorcraft
p0128 179-18638 
A computer-aided aircraft Configuration 
Development System 
[1111 PAPER 79-0064] 	 p0140 179-19513 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
(AIlA PAPER 79-00791 	 p0140 179-19523 
U.S. aerospace industry opinion of the effect of 
computer-aided prediction-design technology on 
future wind-tunnel test requirements for 
aircraft development programs 
[1111 PAPER 79-0107]	 p0141 179-19534 
The evaluation and use of flying qualities 
considerations in conceptual design 
[1111 PAPER 79-0232] 	 p0144 179-19611 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0238] 	 p01144 179-19613 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configurations
p0153 A79-20100 
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives 
Russian book
p0 185 A79-20671 
Towards a realistic structural analysis/design 
system --- computerized aircraft design 
p0199 179-22946 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test of 
transonic wing designs 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0080] 	 p0200 179-23526 
Computational transonic design procedure for 
three-dimensional wings and wing-body combinations 
(kIll PAPER 79-0344] 	 p0202 179-23552 
Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0235]	 p0203 A79-23568 
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TOS	 A preliminary design system for turbines 
(SAE PAPER 7809991
	
P0255 879-25882 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques	 - 
(SA! PAPER 781031) 	 p0257 A79-25903 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
project design --- for aircraft
p0261 A79-26592 
Recovery system preliminary design - A simplified 
approach tc determining drogue chute staging, 
timing, and altitude requirements 
(AIAA 79-0446]	 p0263 879-26650 
Introduction to the computer-aided design of 
flight vehicles - Russian book on spacecraft 
design
p0279 879-27648 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
(AIAA 79-0724]	 p0283 879-28290 
Computer programs of flow calculation on relative 
stream surfaces Si and S2 employing 
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and 
non-orthogonal velocity components and their 
application to the design of turbomachine blades 
based on three-dimensional flow 
(AIRA 79-70351	 p0330 879-29406 
A NASA initiative for general aviation - The 
general aviation airfoil design and analysis 
service
p0346 A79-31613 
An application of 3-fl viscous flow analysis to the 
design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine 
(ASE PAPER 79-GT-53] 	 p0391 879-32348 
Improving turbine efficiency --- aerodynamic and 
stress analyses for gas turbine engines 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-176]	 p0395 879-32436 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics
p0399 879-33456 
General aviation aircraft design for performance 
using small computers 
(SAE PAPER 790614)	 p0457 879-36743 
Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0460 879-37046 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0465 879-38882 
Computer calculations of steady-state temperature 
fields in air-coded turbine rotor blades 
p0526 879-42551 
Computer calculation of steady-state temperature 
fields in cooled turbine disks
p0526 879-42553 
Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for 
turbochargers 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1911	 p0563 A7-9-44794 
Impact of digital computer technology on flight 
systems 
(8188 79-1641)	 p0567 879-45320 
Technique for developing design tools from the 
analysis methods of computational aerodynamics 
(8188 PAPER 79-1529]	 p0576 879-46711 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method
p0601 879-47002 
Engineering and manufacturing ccmmunication via 
the computer data base 
(8188 PAPER 79-1845]
	 p0609 879-47911 
CADAR data handling from conceptual design through 
produce support 
[8188 PAPER 79-1846]
	 p0609 879-47912 
Microprocessor-based digital autopilot development 
for the XECN-106 Mini-REV
p0614 879-48608 
A system for interdisciplinary analysis - A key to 
improved rotorcraft design 
CARS 79-83
	 p0626 879-49060 
Role of Numerical Control Design in the computer 
aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky 
[AIlS 79-30]	 p0630 A79-49082 
Application of finite-clement and holcgrmphic 
techniques in the design of tnrboshmft engine 
components 
CARS 79-41]	 p0631 879-49093 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 879-49343 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design
p0636 879-49530
Utilization of computerized FEC techniques to 
evaluate C-F system to environment compatibility 
Electromagnetic Compatibility analysis for 
Communications Electronic systems	 - 
p0690 879-52885 
High speed radar processing using CROS/SOS 
technology 
(AIAA 79-1901)	 p0697 879-54380 
Synthesis of aircraft structures using integrated 
design and analysis methods
p0040 879-10454 
Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of the 
art review 
[NASA-TN-78539]	 p0086 879-12019 
Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape 
rolling process for producing turbine engine 
airfoils 
[NASA-cR-159455]	 p0094 1179-12087 
Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic 
airfoil 
(NASA-CE-3065]	 p0098 879-13001 
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
miniccmpnter 
[8858-18-78502]	 p0157 879-14011 
Progress in transonic flow computations analysis 
and design methods for three-dimensional flows 
supercritical wings and wing-body combinations 
p0302 1179-18951 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design --- computerized design 
p0309 879-19388 
Computer-aided design study of hypermixing nozzles 
[AD-A062374]	 p0365 879-20122 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional objects 
helicopter design
p0374 879-20762 
DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication 
system
p0374 879-20763 
CAD for electric systems design --- in aircraft 
production
p0374 879-20765 
Aeritalia point of view and objectives on computer 
aided design
p0374 1179-20766 
P. discussion of the production design office 
benefits of C.A.D. --- in the aircraft industry 
p0374 879-20767 
Development of Integrated Programs for 
Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD) : Reference 
design process 
(11ASA-CR-2981]	 p0382 879-21044 
Wing-mounted antenna code: Osers manual 
[80-8065589]	 p0490 879-24216 
ANALYZE: Analysis of aerospace structures with 
membrane elements 
(80-8065633]	 p0491 879-24379 
optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution 
computerized design 
[AD-A067927)	 p0539 1179-26031 
Advanced computer technology in aerodynamics. 
Lecture 1: Computer-aided aircraft design 
p0579 879-28126 
An artificial viscosity method for the design of 
supercritical airfoils 
[NASA-CH-1588401	
-	 p0580 879-28136 
A gas turbine oft-design computing system 
p0587 . 879-28563 
Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic 
behavior of industrial turboccapressor circuits 
p0587 879-28564 
A computer-aided design method for axial flow 
pumps and fans
p0588 879-28568 
The design of digital controllers for the C-141 
aircraft using entire eigenstructnre assignment 
and the development of an interactive computer 
design program 
(AD-8069192)	
- p0672 879-31224 
COMPUTERIZED -SIMULATION 	 - 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT DIGITAL SINULATIGN 
The role of flight dynamic, modeling in helicopter 
certification 
(SAE PAPER 780550] 	 p0005 879-10409 
Simulation of helicopter powerplant performance 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-51) 	 p0008 879-10774 
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Structural design flight maneuver loads using 
PDP-10 flight dynamics model
p0013 479-10905 
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade 
ballistic damage
p0014 179-10913 
Method of determining the stability and 
controllability characteristics of an aircraft 
from the transient processes
p0021 479-12176 
Test and evaluation proceures for the GPS user 
equipment
p0063 479-14192 
Band spread effect of a Doppler miss distance 
measurement system --- for missile scoring system 
p0068 479-14232 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
(CONY-771215-1] 	 p0067 479-14431 
Flight simulators --- Puasian book
p0067 179-14475 
Visual simulation systems --- for vehicle operator 
training•
p0071 479-15153 
Radar simulation from optical photography --- for 
scene prediction map in navigational guidance 
p0071 479-15154 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
[ABS 78-41]	 p0123 479-18164 
Transfer function modeling of air traffic 
concentration
p0128 119-18635 
Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- visual 
display, motion cue and computer considerations 
p0132 479-18666 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
(4144 PAPER .79-0060]	 p0139 479-19511 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
[LIlA PAPER 79-0134]	 p0142 A7971953 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
[4114 PAPER 79-0324]	 p0145 479-19667 
Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
combustor design 
[1144 PAPER 79-0354] 	 p0146 479-19685 
Definition of electronic engine control 
environment for an advanced aircraft engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03851	 p0148 479-19702 
Computer calculation of aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft at supersonic 
velocities
p0191 479-21634 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
[4144 PAPER 79-00703	 p0201 A79-23541 
Dynamic simulation studies of.fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas
p0204 479-23581 
Discrete time slice simulation of replacement 
requirements --- for aircraft engines 
p0206 479-23796 
Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage 
parachute system 
(4144 79-0448)	 p0263 479-26652 
The validity of the Leicester computer model for a 
parachute with fully-deployed canopy 
(4141 79-0460)	 p0264 479-26663 
GASP IV simulation model for the composites and 
bonding production facility
p0274 479-27297 
Perspectives of technclogical development for 
helicopters 
[4144 79-07011	 p0276 479-27364 
Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for predicting 
dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines 
[AIAA 79-07331	 p0319 479-29007 
Ship motion effects on landing impact loads 
V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier 
(LIlA 79-07421	 p0320 179-29014 
Crash simulation of ccmposlte and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
[LIlA 79-0781] p0321 179-29025 
Numerical analysis of flow through turbine 
cascades by the Modified PLIC Method
p0397 479-32590 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
[SAT PAPER 790588] 	 p0454 179-36722 
Experimental verification of program RRASH - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(SAT PAPER 790589] 	 pOoSu 179-36723 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
(SAE PAPER 790590)	 p0454 179-36724 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0465 479-38882 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponentials as matrizant
p0466 479-38885 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the 
design of turboinachinery 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1231]	 p0470 479-38995 
The application of the Prop-Fan concept in 
preliminary design of a very advanced technology 
light twin /VATLIT 185/ 
[4144 PAPER 79-1343]	 p0472 179-39047 
RELSIN-A systems reliability simulation code 
p0476 179-39900 
weight and cost estimating relationships for heavy 
lift airships 
[AIAA 79-1577]	 p0522 479-42383 
Flight dynamics analyses and simulation of Heavy 
Lift Airship 
(AIAA 79-1593]	 p0522 A79-42388 
Disaggregate mode-share models for air freight 
policy analysis
p0564 419-45249 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
(ATAA 79-1457]	 p0565 A79-45273 
CADAN data handling from conceptual design through 
produce support 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1846]	 p0609 A79-47912 
Verification of operational flight programs by 
simulation
p0618 A79-48667. 
Ellipsoidal modelling of aircraft targets for 
evaluation of electronic fuzes	 - 
p0637 A79-49580 
A simulation of amphibious hovercraft overturning 
pO640 A79-49904 
Performance predictions for open ocean air cushion 
vehicles and surface effect ships
pO640 A79-49905 
A computer system for identifying aircraft 
characteristics
p0642 179-50168 
Construction of electronic models of microwave 
landing systems
p0684 479-51266 
Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft 
operational environment of DD 963 class ships 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1677]	 p0688 179-52549 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume 1. 
A bibliography with abstracts 
[14TIS/PS-78/0787/8]	 p0035 1479-10043 
Air traffic control simulation models, volune2. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[14TIS/PS-78/0788/6]	 p0035 1(79-10044 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility --- for 
flows about three-dimensional configurations 
p0039 0479-10450 
Finite element analysis of helicopter structures 
p0039 1(79-10453 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1 
[40-1058547]	 p0089 1479-12050 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly 
Technology (IIIRAT) simulation development, 
configuration evaluation, and test plan 
development 
(AD-A057324]	 p0090 879-12057 
An analysis of the stability of an aircraft 
equipped with an air cushion recovery system 
[AD-A057434]	 p0095 0479-12098 
Airport improvement task force delay study: Data 
collection, reduction and analysis 
[AD-A056201]	 p0096 879-12099 
Plight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL 
(SARD-78-82 110)	 p0106 0479-13068 
The FAA's airport landside model: Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
[AD-A051145]	 p0167 1479-14115
n 
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Structural area inspection frequency Evaluation 
(SAIFE). Volume 2: Description of simulation 
logic 
[AD-A059689]	 p0171 N79-15026 
A method to estimate weight and dimensions of 
large and small gas turbine engines 
(NASA-CF-159481]
	
p0173 879-15046 
Computer simulation of an aircraft engine fuel 
injection system 
(NASA-cR-157641J	 p0174 879-15052 
The Lufthansa day/night computer generated visual 
system
p0223 N79-15985 
Recent advances in television visual systems 
p0223 879-15986 
Survey of radar simulation training at Aic field 
facilities 
(FAA-NA-78-27	 p0294 879-17877 
Development of smart target for simulation of 
one-on-one air-to-air combat 
[AD-A056739]	 p0295 W79-17879 
Monte Carlo simulation of single accident airport 
risk profile
p0296 879-18084 
Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor communication 
and navigation system --- computer program 
verification
p0354 879-20026 
Simulation correlation, and analysis of the 
structural response of a CH-47A to crash impact 
(AD-A062643]	 p0363 879-20094 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
(AD-A062155)	 p0364 879-20106 
Turbulence simulation mechanization for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
(NASA-cR-161194]	 p0368 879-20114 
Users manual for linear Time-varying Helicopter 
Simulation (Program TVHIS) 
[NAsA-cR-159020]	 p0375 879-20769 
Simulation evaluation of combined 4D PNAV and 
airborne traffic situation displays and 
procedures applied to terminal aerial maneuvers 
[NASA-CE-15E474]	 p0380 879-21033 
Regression simulation of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
(AD-A063975]	 p0424 879-22106 
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation 
of commercial jet aircraft noise near airports 
p0428 879-22851 
Computer formulations of aircraft models for 
simulation studies 
fNASA-TP-1470]	 p0430 879-23008 
Lo-frequency augmentor instability investigation 
computer program users manual 
[AD-A065774]	 p0436 879-23093 
User guide for STNRLB: A boundary-layer program 
for contoured wind-tunnel liner design 
[NASA-CR-159058]	 p0439 879-23114 
VOLAR: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recovery from small 
ships. Volume 1: Program description 
[AD-A066172]	 p0485 879-23954 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0312/3)	 p0485 879-23959 
combined pressure and temçerature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TN-79136]	 p0486 879-23963 
Regression Simulation of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4) 
[AD-A066398]	 p0499 879-25027 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validaticns, and applications 
[AD-A062863]	 p0500 879-250140 
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
[NASA-CB-152286]	 p0543 879-26067 
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[55-577] p0550 879-27128 
Aeronautical research into vertical problems in 
V/STOL aircraft approach landing 
[IFD-4-78]	 p0550 879-27134 
Experimental and theoretical studies on model 
helicopter rotor noise 
[NASACR158844]	 p0589 879-28984
Design of a milti-microprocessor system for 
real-time aircraft simulation
p0599 N79-29800 
OREBA's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 879-30242 
The design of digital controllers for the C-141 
aircraft using entire eigenstructure assignment 
and the development of an interactive computer 
design program 
[AD-1069192]	 p0672 879-31224 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
(AD-A069297)	 p0674 879-31235 
Investigation on information error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
p0675 879-31480 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[AD-8072118]	 p0705 879-32198 
Regression Simulation of Turbine Engine 
Performance (RSTEP) , task 1 
[AD-A071400]	 p0718 879-33213 
COMPUTERS 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
NT DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
NT HYBRID COMPUTERS 
NT MICROCOMPUTERS 
NT MINICOMPUTERS 
NT PARALLEL COMPUTERS 
Advanced fault detection and isolation methods for 
aircraft turbine engines 
[AD-A058891]	 p0104 879-13053 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 1: 
Introduction and summary 
[AD-A062807]	 p0381 879-21037 
Some new airfoils
p0I480 879-23896 
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION) 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
NT MOISTURE CONTENT 
Comparisons of turbine engine combustor exhaust 
emissions measurements using three gas-sampling 
probe designs 
(AD-A061733]	 p0305 879-19005 
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
Powerplant integration - The application of 
current experience to future developments 
(ASPIE PAPER 78-GT-113] 	 p0008 *79-10788 
A comparison of temperatures and winds reported by 
the Concorde SST with data obtained from 
rawinsonde and satellite
p0194 A79-21991 
Concorde in service
p0333 *79-29606 
Monitoring stratospheric winds with

Concorde-generated infrasound
p0574 A79-46225 
Thermospheric propagation of sonic booms from the 
Concorde supersonic transport 
[AD-A067201]	 p0505 N79-25855 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized
p0658 N79-30224 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results from cruising 
flight: Airbus and Concorde --- conferences 
[NASA-TM-75238]	 p0663 1479-31136 
Supersonic transport vis-a-vis energy savings 
[NASA-TN-75464]	 p0665 N79-31163 
CONCRETES 
An investigation into the use of polymer-concrete 
for rapid repair of airfield pavements 
[AD-A059121]	 p0107 879-13203 
Research in airport pavements 
(PB-289432/7)	 p0368 879-20145 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
(AD-A069548)	 p0584 N79-28187 
Recycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
[Afl-A072117]	 p0707 879-32218 
CONDITIONS 
NT FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
NT KUITA-JOUKOWSKI CONDITION 
NT RUNWAY CONDITIONS 
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CONDUCTING FLUIDS 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
electrical conductivity
p0025 479-12394 
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
On calculating the temperature state of 
film-cooled turbine vanes
p0068 179-14849 
Transient temperature distribution in cooled 
turbine blades 
[AIPA 79-7046]	 p0320 P79-29414 
Most rational linearisaticn of nonlinear unsteady 
heat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle 
parts and engines
p0613 479-48501 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 479-149343 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratics from 
wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
orbiter 
(NASA-cP-160146)	 p0359 P79-20068 
CONDUCTORS 
NT ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
ST ELECTRIC WIRE 
NT SUPERCONDUCTORS 
COMBS 
NT CONICAL EODIFS 
NT NOSE COSTS 
NT POCKET NOSE CONES 
NT SLENDER CONES 
CONFERENCES 
Conference on Helicopter Structures Technology, 
Moffett Field, Calif., November 16-18, 1977, 
Proceedings
pOO13 479-10903 
National Conference on Energy Conservation in 
General Aviation, 1st, Kalamazoo, Mich., October 
10, 11, 1977, Proceedings
p0024 479-12376 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics; 50010 Workshop, Loyola 
College, Columbia, Md., September 7-9, 1977, 
Technical Papers
p0051 P79-12977 
International Conference on Electronic 
Navigational Aid Systems for Aircraft, Paris, 
Prance, November 14-18, 1977, Proceedings 
p0054 479-13227 
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las 
Vegas, Nev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings 
p0065 479-1I4401 
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, 
Los Angeles, Calif., January 17-19, 1978, 
Proceedings
p0072 179-15351 
Topics in fluid film bearing and rotor bearing 
system design and optimization; Proceedings of 
the Design Engineering Conference, Chicago, 
Ill., April 17-20, 1978
p0075 479-16010 
Reliability and quality in aeronautics and 
astronautics; Meeting, Hanover, West Germany, 
April 27, 28, 1978, Reports
pODSl 179-16576 
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology 
Conference, 6th, Houston, Tel., March 5-7, 1979, 
Technical Papers
p0262 179-26626 
Application of fracture mechanics to design --- Book 
p0273 479-26980 
Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials 
Conference, 20th, St. Louis, Mo., April 4-6, 
1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads 
p0282 479-28251 
Numerical methods in laminar and turbulent flow; 
Proceedings of the First International 
Conference, University college of Swansea, 
Swansea, Wales, July 17-21, 1578
p0335 179-29801 
Very Large Vehicle Conference, Arlington, Va., 
April 26, 27, 1979, Technical Papers 
p0404 P79-33827 
Perspectives on airport environmental 
compatibility; Proceedings of the 
Economic/Environmental Specialty Conference, 
Miami, Fla., March 2, 3, 1978
p0409 A79-34971
Materials problems in gas turbine engine 
technology; Colloquium, Munich, West Germany, 
October 27, 28, 1977, Report
P0509 479-40676 
Lighter-Than-Air Systems .Technology Conference, 
Palo Alto, Calif., July 11-13, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0521 179-42378 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, 
Ga., November 14-15, 1977
p0561 479-44451 
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 A79-45302 
Conference on Certification of Aircraft for 
Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, 
chatillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France, 
September 14-21, 1978, Proceedings
p0680 179-51126 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Flight Controls, 
Arlington, Tex., October 11-13, 1978, Technical 
Papers
p0692 179-53626 
Structural adhesives and bonding; Proceedings of 
the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., March 13-15, 
1979
p0696 179-54226 
Computers in Aerospace Conference, 2nd, Los 
Angeles, Calif., October 22-24, 1979, Technical 
Papers
p0697 179-54378 
Icing testing for aircraft engines 
(AGAPD-CP-236)	 p0031 N79-10002 
Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences 
[NASA-CP-2052-PT-2]	 p0040 N79-10843 
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium on Unstead y Aerodynamics 
[AGAPD-AR-128]	 p0087 P79-12028 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN): 
A compilation of presentations and papers 
(NASA-TM-78523]	 p00147 879-12029 
Overview of FIREMEN program at Ames Research Center 
p0088 N79-12040 
Proceedings of the Technical Conference on the 
Effects of Helicopter Downuash on Free Projectiles 
[AD-A058123]	 p0091 P79-12067 
Technical evaluation report on the Specialists 
Meeting of the Flight Mechanics Panel on Piloted 
Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
[AGARD-AB-126]	 p0093 1979-12080 
Naval Air Systems Command-Naval Research 
Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for 
Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels 
[AD-A060081]	 p0168 P79-14235 
Aircraft icing 
[AGARD-AR-127]	 p0172 P79-15036 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results 
[NASA-IM-79013] 	 p0174 P79-15051 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
[AGAED-CP-235]	 p0175 N79-15061 
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for 
general aviation --- conferences 
[NASA-CP-2067]	 p0221 1479-15961 
Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
[AGABDC2-249]	 p0222 P79-15973 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
(AD-A061050]	 p0239 P79-17011 
Industrial centrifugal compressors, volume 1 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-1]	 p0308 P79-19385 
Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2 
VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-2]	 p0309 U79-19389 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
(NASA-CP-2045-VOL-1-PT-1]	 p0355 P79-20030 
Technical evaluation report on the Flight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Stability and Control 
[AGARD-AR-134]	 p0367 P79-20139 
Research in airport pavements 
[PB-289 1432/7]	 p0368 N79-20145 
Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft 
structures 
tAGAND-LS-97]	 p0372 879-20409 
Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in 
Turbomachinery, part 1 
[VKI-LECTURE-SEPIES-1-PT-11	 p0382 1479-21053 
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Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
Plight, part 1 --- ccnferences 
(NASA-CP-2065-PT-1]	 p0385 879-21422 
Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
Plight, part 2 
[NASA-CP-2065-PT-2] 	 p0387 1179-21435 
Advanced fabrication processes 
[AGARt-CP-256]	 p0442 1179-23236 
The science and technology of low speed and 
notorless flight, part 1 
(NASA-CP-2085PT1]	 p0479 1179-23889 
Aircraft icing 
[NASA-CP-2086]	 p0481 1179-23912 
Technical evaluation report on the 27th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on the V/STOL 
Aircraft at Eight and in Poor Visibility 
(AGARD-AR-142]	 p0484 1179-23946 
Research and development activities in Italy in 
the field of aerospace structures and materials 
[AGABD-R-6 75 ]	 p0489 1179-24202 
Status of knowledge of sonic booms 
[NASA-T8-80113]	 p0491 1179-24955 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
(NASA-CP2078]	 p0496 1179-24994 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
(AGARD-'CP-248]	 p0551 1179-27148 
Review of the 1101180 S and N panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SEP approach to 
high-temperature LCP life prediction 
p055 1179-27179 
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium 
of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, 
Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine 
Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Plotter) 
[AGARD-AR-133]	 p0584 1179-28181 
off-design performance of gas turbines, volume 1 
conferences, Belgium, Jan.-Peb. 1978 
(VKI-LEC-SER-1978-2-VCL-1]	 p0587 879-28555 
The Guidance and control of Helicopters and V/STOL 
aircraft at night and in poor visibility 
AGABD-CP-2581	 p0655 1179-30198 
Stability and control --- conferences 
(AGABD-CP-260]	 p0658 1179-30218 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results from cruising 
flight: Airbus and Ccncorde --- conferences 
[NASA-TN-75238]	 p0663 179-31136 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-CP-2094]	 p0666 W79-31166 
Factor of safety - USAP design practice 
conferences 
(AD-A070237]	 p0703 879-32183 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
(NASA-TM-79231]	 p0719 1179-33336 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
Identifying desirable design features for the C-XE 
aircraft - A systems approach 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1796] 	 pO6O5 1179-47883 
CADAM data handling from ccnceptual design through 
produce support 
(111111 PAPER 79-1846]	 p0609 1179-47912 
Fundamentals of design. IV - Weapon carriage and 
delivery
p06e7 1179-52350 
Development of Integrated Programs for 
Aerospace-vehicle design (IPID) : Reference 
design process 
[NASA-CR-2981]	 p0382 1179-21044 
Runway configuration management system concepts 
[AD-A069960]	 p0674 1179-31234 
CONFLUENCE 
U CONVERGENCE 
CONFORMAL RAPPING 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings -- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 1179-13664 
singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing 
p0315 1179-28622 
Analytic formulas for wing profile aerodynamic 
characteristics in incompressible flow 
p0601 1179-47000 
Synthesis of the thickness effect in the case of 
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge 
vortices
p0681 A79-52268
CONPOBUL TRANSP0RNATIONS 
U CONFORMAL MAPPING 
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures near 
airports 
[H-REPT-95-1053]	 pO166 1179-14112 
Aircraft/airport noise control 
[GPO-93-187]	 p0181 1179-15441 
Propelled lighter-than-air vehicles 
(GPO-43-457]	 p0482 1179-23925 
Aircraft and airport noise reduction 
(GPO-29-661]	 p0500 1179-25038 
NASA authorization, 1980, volume 1, part 2 
[GPO-46-134]	 P0589 879-29105 
Aviation safety 
[GPO-37-810]	 p0592 1179-29162 
International Air Transportation Competition Act 
of 1978 --- congressional reports 
[GPO-34-912]	 p0651 0479-30168 
Enforcer aircraft 
(GP0-32-569]	 p0651 1179-30174 
CONICAL BODIES 
NE SLENDER CONES 
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with 
supersonic leading edges
p0022 1179-12227 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0028 A79-12966 
Fin-cone interference flow field 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0200]	 p0143 A79-19595 
Hypersonic flow over conical wing-body combinations 
p0195 1179-22000 
Laminar boundary layer with foreign gas injection 
on a conical body
p0274 A79-27203 
Optimization of hypersonic three-dimensional shapes 
p0411 1179-35584 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0601 1179-41012 
Radiation from quarter-wavelength monopoles on 
finite cylindrical, conical, and rocket-shaped 
conducting bodies --- airborne antenna design 
pO647 A79-50606 
Boundary layer transition measurements on the AEDC 
10 deg cone in three RAE wind tunnels and their 
implications 
[ARC-R/8-3821]	 p0288 1179-17817 
Supersonic flow past conical bodies with nearly 
circular cross sections 
[AD-106800 14]	 p0538 1179-26021 
Ultra-high-modulus graphite-epoxy conical shell 
development, supplement 
[AD-A069795]	 p0662 879-30335 
CONICAL CAMBER 
Attached shock regime at the edges of a conical wing 
p0316 A79-28835 
CONICAL PLOW 
Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower 
surface on the conical supersonic flow field on 
a delta vehicle
p0191 A79-21635 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0131]	 p0200 1179-23517 
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03451 	 p0202 A79-23551 
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solutions for hypersonic 
viscous flows over blunt cones at large angles 
of attack
p0335 A79-29806 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 1119-143136 
A careful numerical study of flowfields about 
external comical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
[111811 PAPER 79-1511]	 p0575 A79-146701 
Synthesis of the thickness effect in the case of 
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge 
vortices
p0687 1179-52268 
CONICAL INLETS 
Diffusers for supersonic intakes . - The dependence 
of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow 
conditions 
[AIAA 79-1027]	 p0329 A79-29399 
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COITNOL CONFIGURED VEHICLES 
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[AIAA PAPER 791814]	 p0684 A79-51247 
CONICAL NOZZLES 
Investigation of an ejector thrst-auginentor with 
a perforated nozzle for the ejected gas 
p0021 A79-12196 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0595]	 p0269 A79-26918 
CONICAL SHELLS 
Deformation of a shell und 'er the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow
p0529 A79-43174 
CONICS	 - 
NT HYPERBOLAS 
CONNECTIONS 
U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
CONOIDS 
U CONICAL BODIES 
CONSERVATION 
NT ENERGY CONSERVATION 
CONSISTENCY 
Achieving consistency in the production of 
critical jet engine components by means of press 
forging
p0625 179-48945 
CONSOLES 
NT REMOTE CCNSOLES 
CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS 
U VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
CONSTANT VOLUME EALLCCNS 
U SUPFRPRESSURF BALLCCNS 
CONSTANTS 
NT TIME CONSTANT 
CONSTRAINTS 
NT METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 A79-33639 
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint 
system for ejection seats, update 
[AD-A067124]	 p0540 B79-26038 
CONSTRUCTION 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind tunnel models 
[ONEBA-14T-1978-6] 	 p0708 1479-32224 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
Propelled lighter-than-air vehicles 
(GPO-43-457)	 p0482 1479-23925 
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
NT AIRCRAFT CCNSIRUCTICN MATERIALS 
5DM lecture - Introduction of new SDK technology 
into production systems --- Structures, Dynamics 
and Materials technology in aircraft design 
[AIAA 79-07191	 p0282 A79-28252 
The selection of materials technologies for 
full-scale development --- aircraft engine 
applications 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1152]	 p0467 179-38962 
Research in airport pavements 
[PB-289432/7]	 p0368 4479-20145 
Research and development activities in Italy in 
the field of aerospace structures and materials 
[AGABS-B-675]	 p0469 4479-24202 
CONSUMABLES (SPACECRAFT) 
NT WORKING FLUIDS 
CONSUMPTION 
NT ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
NT FUEL CCNSUNETICN 
CONTACTS (ELECTRIC) 
U ELECTRIC CONTACTS 
CONTAINERLESS MELTS 
Free oscillaticns of a large drop in space 
[AIAA RAPES 79-0225] 	 p0203 A79-23571 
CONTAMINANTS 
NT TRACE CONTAMINANTS 
The effects of aircraft engine pollutant emission 
measurement variability on engine certification 
policy 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-86]	 pOCOl 179-10261 
CONTAMINATION 
NT FUEL CONTAMINATION 
Filtration effects on Fall bearing life and 
condition in a contaminated lubricant 
[ASL4E PAPER 78-LOB-I4] 	 p0199 179-23246 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins 
[NASA-CP-2066	 p0379 4479-21021 
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: 
Objectives and approach
p0379 1479-21022 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Summary 
of recommendations
p0380 N79-21026 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
p0380 1479-21027 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. In-flight measurements 
p0380 N79-21029 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-A065915]	 p0488 N79-24158 
CONTINENTS 
NT EUROPE 
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS) 
A vector-continuous loading concept for 
aerodynamic panel methods 
[NASA-TM-80104] 	 p0492 N79-24956 
CONTINUITY EQUATION 
A new approach for solving the vorticity and 
continuity equations in turbomachinery ducts 
[AINA PAPER 79-0046]	 p0139 179-19499 
CONTINUOUS NAVE LASERS 
Laser propulsion
p0262 179-26598 
CONTINUOUS NAVE RADAR 
Evaluation of an FM/CW range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
p0448 179-36086 
The servoed modulation FIICW radar altimeters in 
military applications
p0638 A79-$9589 
CONTINUUM FLOW 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 A79-20761 
CONTOURS 
Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades 
automatically using electro-optical techniques 
CARS 79-32]	 p0630 A79-49084 
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
Tacan BIN program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty for avionics
p0072 k79-15359 
NIH data collection and reporting method 
Reliability Improved Warranty for military 
aircraft
p0072 179-15360 
Avionics design for testability - An aircraft 
contractor's viewpoint
p0624 179-48888 
CONTRACTORS 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop /AIS/ Interim 
Contractor Support initiatives 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1868)	 p0610 179-47923 
CONTROL 
Aeroservoelastic stability analysis of an airplane 
with a control augmentation system
p0305 N79-19006 
Research and evaluation program on a backup 
control system for gas turbine engines 
(AD-A064326)	 p0424 1479-22107 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls 
for modular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
[AD-A065128]	 p0436 1479-23091 
CONTROL BOARDS 
Integrated Avionics Control System (IACS) 
(AD-A056476)	 p0037 N79-10056 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
p0311 4479-19631 
Visual pockets: A design parameter for helicopter 
instrument panels
p0311 4479-19641 
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft 
head-up displays and helmet display sight 
system
p0354 1479-20019 
Design procedure for eircrew station labeling 
selection and abbreviation
pO656 4479-30208 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display Unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot workload
p0656 1179-30210 
CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES 
Method of determining the stability and 
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controllability characteristics of an aircraft 
from the transient processes
p0021 179-12176 
Active control --- aircraft systems
p0026 179-12538 
Design of the TKY system in relation to experience 
with the cCv-P104 program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems 
for tactical fighter aircraft 
[OGLE PAPER 78-139] 	 p0062 179-14088 
Unmanned flight vehicle design parameter selection 
control configured optimization
p0069 179714859 
Optimizing finned pilotless flight vehicle design 
parameters
p0069 179-14870 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transgnrt aircraft 
p0155 179-20117 
Recent developments in active control technology 
for fighter aircraft design 
(AIAA 79-07081	 p0277 179-27368 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 179-37295 
Preparing for the TKP 90
p0508 179-40326 
Parameter and state estimation applicable to 
aircraft identification problem
p0561 179-43986 
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter 
identification and state estimation 
[lilA 79-1636]	 p0567 179-45316 
Direct force mode flight control for a vectored 
lift fighter 
[kIll 79-1744]	 p0571 179-45386 
From HiNAT to future fighters --- Highly 
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology assessment 
[1111 PAPER 79-1816)	 p0607 179-47896 
A microprocessor system for flight control research 
p0616 179-48623 
Applicaticn of Lagrange Optimization to the drag 
polar utilizing experimental data 
[1111 PAPER 79-18331 	 p0634 179-49335 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraction
p0644 179-50306 
Investigations for the calculation of robust 
control systems --- aircraft control, sensor 
failure 
[ESA-TT-488]	 p0048 179-11076 
Active controls in aircraft design 
(AGARG-AG-234]	 p0235 179-16664 
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive 
summary
p0235 179-16865 
Control configured vehicle design philosophy 
p0236 179-16666 
Active-control design criteria
p0236 179-16867 
Control-configured combat aircraft
p023E 179-16868 
F-16 multi-national fighter 
F-8 active control
p0230 179-16870 
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 179-16872 
Active controls for civil transports
p0236 179-16873 
Fuel conservative subsonic transport --- control 
surfaces activated by computers
p0236 179-16874 
B-I ride control
p0237 179-16876 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and
control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 179-20016 
Design considerations for implementing integrated 
mission-tailored flight control modes 
digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft 
p0354 N79-20022 
Stability and control 	 conferences 
(AGARD-CP260)	 p0658 179-30218 
Systems implications of active controls 
p0658 179-30219 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 179-30221
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integrated flight systems 
•	 p0656 179730223 
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability 
through employment of control configured vehicle 
technology
p0658 179-30225 
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-P108C 
p0659 179-30234 
Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations 
p0659 179-30235 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
[NLP-MP-78035-O]	 p0660 179-30240 
COITBOL DEVICES 
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
NT CONTRCL STICKS 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
The solid state remote power controller - Its 
status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0012 179-10896 
Control system requirements for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 179-12530 
Control systems and problems of their development 
from the viewpoint of technological and 
operational requirements --- for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 179-12531 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[1111 PAPER 79-06541	 p0270 179-26926 
NO equipment spurs husk manufacture -.Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 179-33589 
Flight control. II - Control system design 
German book
p0507 179-40155 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Flight Controls, 
Arlington, Tax., October 11-13, 1978, Technical 
Papers
p0692 179-53626 
Military considerations for helicopter flight 
controls
p0692 P.79-53628 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes P11-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 179-53637 
Investigations for the calculation of robust 
control systems --- aircraft control, sensor 
failure 
[ESA-TT-488]	 p0048 179-11076 
Compensating linkage for main rotcr control 
[NASA-CASE-LAP.-11797-1]	 p0175 179-15057 
A study of longitudinal controllability and 
stability requirements for small general 
aviation airplane8 
[AD-1060467]	 p0175 179-15058 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[NASA-TM-79072]	 p0221 179-15969 
Validation of MIL-P-94900: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of TP-17 and C-5A 
validations 
[10-1061807)	 p0306 179-19008 
Validation of NIL-F-9490D: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 2: !?-17 lightweight fighter 
validation 
[10-1062008]	 p0306 179-19009 
AARS/!A-7C control and display interface 
[AD-A067219]	 p0495 179-24992 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
p0657 179-30211 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 179-30243 
Helicopter high grain control 
[NASA-CI-159052]	 p0672 179-31221 
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CONTROL PANELS 
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CONTROL SIMULATION 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
[SAN PAPER 780523]	 p0004 A79-10398 
Structural design flight maneuver loads using 
PDP-10 flight dynamics model
p0013 A79-10905 
Experimental design for real-time simulations of 
air traffic contrcl concepts
pOo17 A79-11481 
Transfer function modeling of air traffic 
concentration
p0128 A79-18635 
Design benefits frcm V/STCL control/display 
simulation program at Lockheed
p0331 A79-29479 
Nodeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book 
p0346 A79-31901 
Modeling the sensitivity of a linear system to a 
decrease in its order by the method of 
infinitesimal transformation in the problem of 
yaw control	 -
p0348 A79-32040 
Reconstructed flight ccntrcl sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 A79-32158 
Beacon-based collision avoidance system - 
Experimental results
p0401 A79-33606 
Factors in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
collision avoidance logic
pOUOl A79-33607 
Threat logic for air-derived CAS --- Collision 
Avoidance System
p0401 A79-33608 
Sidestick/Throttle Contrcller - An alternate 
approach
p0464 A79-38476 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponentials as matrizant
p0466 A79-38885 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 A79-40664 
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611 A79-47939 
A status report on the advanced FIREFLY assessment 
program
p0615 A79-48609 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch
p0695 A79-53946 
On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to 
reduction of its order by the infinitesimal 
transformation method in the yaw motion control 
problem
p0695 A79-54044 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized
p0658 879-30224 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled 
longitudinal controls during approach and 
landing of a medium jet transport in the 
presence of wind shear 
[NASA-TP-1519]	 p0718 879-33218 
CONTROL STABILITY 
Active control --- aircraft systems
p0026 A79-1253'4 
Flight testing the Efir
p0259 A79-26530 
The Learjet Longhorn series - .The first jets with 
winglets
p0260 179-26532 
Development of the L-1011 Flight Management System 
p0260 A79-26535 
Recent developments in active control technology 
for fighter aircraft design 
[AIAA 79-0708]	 p0277 A79-27368 
Development-of linear and non-linear hub springs 
- for two-bladed rotors
p0344 A79-31171 
Recent progress in active controls applied to 
flutter suppressors
p0389 A79-32277
Effects of a spin chute installation on spin 
characteristics --- of light general aviation 
aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790564]
	 p0452 A79-36705 
Aerodynamic development of a small horizontal tail 
for an active control relaxed stability 
transport application 
(ATRA 79-1653]	 pO568 A79-45327 
Direct force mode flight control for a vectored 
lift fighter 
[AIAA 79-1744]	 p0571 0.79-45386 
Initial results of an inflight simulation of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing 
[AIAA 79-1783]	 p0572 0.79-45410 
A. piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IYR /SPIPE/ requirements 
[AIAA 79-1886]	 p0573 0.79-45413 
An improved method for load survey flight testing 
of military cargo aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1799]
	 p0606 A79-47885 
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three 
surface configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18301
	 p0608 A79-47904 
Synthesis of digital flight control tracking 
systems by the method of entire eigenstructnre 
assignment
p0616 0.79-48625 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ASS 79-26]	 p0629 A79-49078 
An evaluation of sidestick force/deflection 
characteristics on aircraft handling qualities 
p0644 A79-50428 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability 
derivatives 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1621]	 p0688 0.79-52546 
Stability and control --- conferences 
[AGARD-CP-260]	 p0658 879-30218 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 879-30221 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-cR-159148]	 p0718 879-33217 
CONTROL STICKS 
Sidestick/Throttle controller - An alternate 
approach
p0464 A79-38476 
Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability 
in attitude-stabilized aircraft'
p0641 A79-49925 
An evaluation of sidestick force/deflection 
characteristics on aircraft handling qualities 
CONTROL SURFACES	
p0644 A79-50428 
ST AERIAL RUDDERS 
NT AILERONS 
NT ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
NT ELEVONS 
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT FLAPS (CCNTROL SURFACES) 
NT GUIDE VANES 
NY HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
NT JET FLAPS 
NT JET VANES 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT MARINE RUDDERS 
NT RUDDERS 
NT SPOILER SLOT AILERONS 
NY SPOILERS 
ST TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
Control and stabilization in aerodynamics 
Russian book
p0016 A79-11392 
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active 
control and suppression of flutter of flying craft 
p0027 0.79-12155 
Comparative study between two different active 
flutter suppression systems
p0081 0.79-16495 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls - Review of developments and 
applications based on the aerodynamic energy 
concept
p0156 0.79-20128 
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An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind 
tunnels in subresonant frequency range 
[AIAA 79-0764]	 p0220 A79-29018 
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof 
airplane 
ISLE PAPER 790604)	 p0456 A79-36736 
Direct force mode flight ccntrol for a vectored 
lift fighter*- 
[LILA 79-1744]	 p0571 A79-45386 
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three 
surface configuration 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1830]	 p0608 A79-47904 
The DC-9 Super 80 - Such more than a simple stretch 
p063 11 A79-49223 
Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of 
control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft 
structures
p0687 A79-52145 
Vortex-lift roll-control device 
[NASA-CAS!-LAR-118682] 	 p0166 N79-14108 
Fuel conservative subsonic transport --- control 
surfaces activated by computers
p0236 879-16874 
Semidirect computation of three-dimensicnal 
viscous flows over suction holes in laminar flow 
control surfaces 
(NASA-CR-159017)	 p0378 879-21005 
Factors influencing the accuracy of aerodynamic 
hinge-moment prediction 
(AD-A066606]	 p0492 879-24965 
Pressure distributions on three different 
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a 
wingless missile at mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail --- conducted in 
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel 
(NASA-TN-80097-VOL-1] 	 p0547 879-27099 
Wind-tunnel investigaticn of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in 
Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TN-80132)	 p0664 879-31151 
cONTROl. SYSTEMS 
U CONTROL 
CONTROL THEORY 
Analytical designing of complex systems. II 
for aircraft
p0083 A79-16794 
Radio-engineering tracking systems
p0410 A79-35501 
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for 
simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype 
flight vehicle performance characteristics 
p0613 A79-48505 
Pivoting output unit control systems activated by 
jacks --- for controlling aircraft flaps 
[NASA-TN-75581]	 p0038 879-10066 
A design method with application to prefilters and 
sampling-rate selection in digital flight 
control systems
p0095 879-12095 
Development of a digital guidance and control law 
for steep approach automatic landings using 
modern control techniques 
(NASA-CR-3074]	 p0230 879-16824 
Active controls in aircraft design 
(AGARD-AG-234]	 p0235 879-16864 
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive 
summary
p0235 879-16865 
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology 
remotely piloted research vehicle
p0236 879-16871 
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 879-16872 
The optimal control frequency response problem in 
manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0244 879-17476 
Error assessment and control
p0366 879-20131 
Active control for the Total-In-Flight simulator 
(ACTIFS) 
(NASA-CR-3118]	 p0487 879-23978 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 1: 
Executive summary	 - 
[AD-A066809]	 p0499 879-25035 
A method for obtaining practical 
flutter-suppression control laws using results 
of optimal control theory 
(NASA-TP-1471]	 p0588 879-286111
VTOL controls for shipboard landing 
[NASA-CR-162140]	 p0654 879-30193 
Helicopter high grain control 
(NASA-CR-159052]	 p0672 879-31221 
Investigation of inverse Vandernonde matrix 
calculation for linear system applications 
adaptive flight control systems 
[AD-L069241]	 p0672 879-31225 
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and 
comparison of design methods 
[AD-A070252]	 p0673 1179-31227 
CONTROL VALVES 
Fluidics: Feasibility study 
electro/hydraulic/fluidic direct drive servo valve 
(AD-A069798]	 p0654 879-30195 
CONTROLLABILITY 
Handling qualities aspects of the Bell Model 222 
design and development program 
[ABS 78-26]	 p0122 A79-18152 
A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth 
handling qualities 
(ABS 78-29)	 p0122 A79-18155 
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
[ABS 78-30]	 p0122 A79-18156 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes TAR-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
[ABS 78-31]	 p0122 A79-18157 
Evaluation of IFR handling qualities of 
helicopters using the NAB airborne V/STOL 
simulator 
[AIAR 79-07021	 p0276 A79-27365 
Spirit helicopter handling qualities design and 
development 
CARS. 79-24]	 p0629 A79-49076 
Handling quality and display requirements for low

speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
[ABS 79-29]	 p0630 A19-49081 
The influence of engine/fuel control design on

helicopter dynamics and handling qualities 
(ABS 79-371	 p0631 A79-49089 
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics
p0639 A79-49818 
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the 
determination of stability and control derivatives 
[NASA-TH-72858]	 p0095 879-12096 
TS-2A airtanker evaluation, phase 2 --- flight 
tests to determine maneuverability and 
controlability for forest fire service 
[AD-A060940]	 p0172 879-15034 
A piloted simulator study on augmentation systems 
to improve helicopter flying qualities in 
terrain flight 
[NASA-TM-78571]	 p0437 879-23098 
Precision controllability of the F-15 airplane 
(NASA-TN-72861]	 p0487 879-23979 
Proceedings of AFPDL Flying Qualities Symposium 
(AD-A066493)	 p01194 879-24982 
A comparison of the V/STOL handling qualities of 
the VAK-191B with the requirements of AGARD 
report 577 and NIL-F-83300 
[PASA-TP-11194]	 p0555 879-27182 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
[17ASA-CR-152307]	 p0595 N79-29196 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
[NLR-NP-78035-U]	 p0660 879-30240 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 	 - 
(NASA-CR-144885]	 p0668 879-31193 
Analysis of a lateral pilot-induced oscillation 
experienced on the first flight of the YF-16 
aircraft 
[NASA-TM-72867]	 p0672 879-31220 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
(NASA-CE-3145]	 p0672 879-31222 
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES 
NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES 
CONTROLLED STABILITY 
U CONTROL 
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CONTROLLERS 
NT SERVOMECHANISMS 
Design of a multivariable controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakian's 
method of inequalities
p0023 A79-12287 
Investigations on the design of active vibration 
isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and 
elastic modeling of the fuselage 
(DLR-FB-78-04)	 o0653 N79-30183 
An in-flight controller insensitive to parameters 
variation	 - 
[DLR-FP-78-07]	 p0655 N79-30197 
Optimal controller design methods for linear 
systems with uncertain parameters-development, 
evaluation, and comparison --- autopilots for 
remotely piloted vehicles
p0718 N79-23215 
CONVAIR MILITANT AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CONVECTION 
NT FORCED CONVECTION 
Thunderstorm turbulence investigations for 
1973-1974 in support of the National Severe 
Stores Laboratory (NSSL) 
[AD-A065943]	 p0445 N79-23604 
Case studies on convective storms. Case study 2, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
[P8-295753/8]	 p0722 N79-33758 
Case studies on convective storms. Case study 1, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
!PB-295754/8]	 p0722 N79-33759 
CONVECTION CURRENTS 
A small aircraft gust-probe system for studies of 
boundary layer convection and transport 
p0193 A79-21972 
CONVECTIVE BEAT TRANSFER 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 R79-20087 
Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk 
(ASS! PAPER 78-GT-251 	 p0196 P.79-22331 
Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented 
backside convection 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-33] 	 p0196 A79-22334 
Heat transfer investigation of laminated turbine 
airfoils
p0214 P.79-24291 
Convective heat exchange of gas-particle stream in 
flow passage of throttling device with vane-type 
turning element
p0280 P.79-27742 
Measurements of heat transfer in circular, 
rectangular. and triangular ducts, representing 
typical turbine blade internal cooling passages 
using transient techniques 
(ASS! PAPER 79-GT-40]	 p0391 A79-32343 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments
p0462 A79-38123 
Numerical methods for sclution of 
radiative-convective heat transfer problems - 
Radiative boundary layer --- for hypersonic 
blunt bodies in dense atmosphere
p0528 A79-42971 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0386 579-21425 
CONVERGENCE 
Comparative study of the convergence rates of two 
numerical techniques
p0060 P.79-13989 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
p0199 P.79-22951 
On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors,

with special reference to asymmetric rotors 
p0345 179-31390 
CONVERGENT NOZZLES 
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
p0127 P.79-18398 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
(AlAl PAPER 79-0574]	 p0273 A79'-26946 
CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES - 
Characteristics of Laval nozzles with gasdynamic 
regulation
p0408 P.79-34650 -
An approximate method for calculating a laminar 
boundary layer in aicronozzlea
p0526 A79-42559 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1526)
	 p0602 P.79-47341 
Effect of several geometric parameters on the 
static internal performance of three 
nonaxisymmetric nozzle concepts 
[NASA-TP-1468]	 p0538 N79-26022 
CON V RE TA FL AN ES 
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
CONVEYORS 
A combined air-cushion and endless belt 
transportation system 
COOLANTS	
p0641 179-49911 
N! ENGINE COOLANTS 
COOLING 
NT AIR COOLING 
NT FILM COOLING 
NT GAS COOLING 
NT LIQUID COOLING 
NT REGENERATIVE COOLING 
NT SUPERCOOLING 
N! SURFACE COOLING 
Thermal design of airborne radars - Present and 
future
p0018 A79-11919 
Effect of cooling of the central body on startup, 
separation of the flow at the intake and the 
throttling characteristics of air scoops at 
supersonic and hypersonic velocities 
Turbine Blade Cooling	
p0688 P.79-52438 
VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-831	 p0304 579-18979 
Turbine blade cooling
p0304 579-18980 
Alternative turbine cooling technology 
p0304 379-18984 
The aerodynamic penalties associated with turbine 
blade cooling
p0304 N79-18986 
Not flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas 
turbine powered ships 
[AD-A062205]	 p0371 179-20354 
Fluxless brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively cooled panel
p0386 379-21432 
COOLING FIRS 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 A79-12824 
COOLING SYSTEMS 
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled 
turbine blading 
(ASS! PAPER 78-GT-122)	 p0009 A79-10790 
Turbine-driven refrigeration units in gas turbine 
engine cooling systems --- Russian book 
p0016 P.79-11441 
The application of foil air bearing turbomachinery 
in aircraft environmental control systems 
(ASS! PAPER 78-!BAS-18]
	 p0027 A79-12567 
Advanced environmental cooling concepts for 
supersonic aircraft 
[ASS! PAPER 78-ENAS-21] 	 p0027 P.79-12570 
F-18 air conditioning system 
[ASS! PAPER 78-ENAS-231
	 p0027 A79-12572 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 A79-20087 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within ccoling tower plumes 
p0193 P.79-21967 
Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented 
backside convection 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-33]
	 p0196 A79-22334 
Neat transfer investigation of laminated turbine 
airfoils
p0214 A79-24291 
Determination of heat transfer coefficients around 
a blade surface from temperature measurements 
[ASS! PAPER 79-GT-28]
	 p0340 A79-30515 
Lower avionic -temperature - Lower life cycle cost 
p0477 A79-39914 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen-fueled 
aircraft 
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p0641 879-49921 
Heat transfer over the initial section of turbine 
blade cooling channels under conditions of 
rotation
p0689 879-52608 
Model tests on cooling of gas turbine blades 
p0697 879-514273 
Gas turbine disc sealing system design 
p00148 879-11072 
Design and analysis of a scramjet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0386 879-21426 
Advanced fabricaticn techniques for cooled engine 
structures
p0386 879-21428 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 879-21434 
Introduction to cooling of gas turbine blades 
p0422 879-22090 
A cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise 
range from Mach 2 to Mach 8 
[NAsA-CASE-LAR-12406-1)	 p0494 879-214980 
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication 
utilizing film cooling as a cooling system 
(NASA-CB-159655]	 p0716 879-33204 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
U COORDINATES 
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
Transformation of coordinates associated with 
linearized supersonic motions
p0156 879-20206 
Flap-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the 
method of multjblade coordinates --- for rotor 
deflections in forward flight 
(8188 79-0729)	 p0319 A79-29003 
Generation of body-fitted coordinates for turbine 
cascades using multigrid 
(8188 79-7049]	 p0331 879-29417 
Three-dimensional coordinates about wings 
(AIAA 79-1461]	 p0565 879-45265 
Complex quaternion notation in coordinate 
transformations --- missile launching 
aircraft-inertial space transformations 
p0619 879-48681 
COORDINATES 
NT GEODETIC COORDINATES 
Influence of gridboard line width and spacing on 
windscreen distortion measurements 
(AD-A065821]	 p0433 879-23070 
COPILOTS 
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
COPOLYMERS 
Fasil integral fuel tank sealants, part 1 
[80-8067889]	 p0585 879-28329 
CORE FLOW 
Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating 
core swirl frcs a full scale 1.6 stage pressure 
ratio fan (OF-5A) 
[NASA-TM-78991]	 p0043 879-11001 
CORNER FLOW 
Influence of the flow angle on the characteristics 
of an elbow-shaped air intake --- of gas turbine 
engines	 -
p0450 879-36585 
Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1498)	 p0575 879-46693 
A careful numerical study of flowfields about 
external conical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1511]	 p0575 879-46701 
CORONA DISCHARGES 
U ELECTRIC CORONA 
CORONAS 
NT ELECTRIC CORONA 
CORPUSCULAR RADIATION 
NT ELECTRON BRANS 
CORRECTION 
Research on self-correcting wind tunnels 
p0351 879-19992 
Wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel: 
Equivalent porosity 
(P58-11-545]	 p0661 N79-30247 
CORRELATION 
NT CROSS CORRELATION 
NT DATA CORRELATION 
NT SPECTRAL CCRR!LATXCN 
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATICN
An off-design correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-01-6)	 p0390 A79-32329 
Delta method, an empirical drag buildup technique 
[NASA-CE-151971]	 p0285 N79-17801 
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 
U CORRELATION 
CO RRELATO ES 
A new high product rate 10 nanosecond, 256 point 
correlator --- for weapon system applications 
and fluid mechanics research
p0405 879-34305 
CORROSION 
NT FUEL CORROSION 
NT RUSTING 
NT STRESS CORROSION 
Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
[NLR-TR-75080-U]	 p0242 N79-17269 
Handling problems resulting from compressor 
deterioration --- in single engine jet aircraft 
(NLB-NP-78019-0)	 p0707 879-32214 
CORROSION PREVENTION 
Development of a new flame sprayed erosion 
resistant abradable coating system --- for gas 
turbine engine parts 
[ASM! PAPER 78-WA/GT-6]	 p0149 A79-19794 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 879-26546 
Corrosion tracking and prediction for C-141A 
aircraft maintenance scheduling 
[AD-8057984]	 p0085 879-12002 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0148/1]	 p0425 879-22111 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the Engineering Index data base 
(NTIS/PS-79/0149/9]	 p0425 879-22112 
The trajectories of spherical particles in flow 
through cascaded turning vanes 
(BU-220]	 p0437 879-23096 
Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blading 
[NASA-CE-159574]	 p0497 879-25018 
A filterability study of corrosion inhibited JP-4 
80-8066887]	 p0501 N79-25247 
Techniquesfor cathodic protection testing over 
airfield pavements 
[80-8069045)	 p0596 1179-29200 
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests 
(818-15-77103-U]	 p0709 N79-32350 
CORROSION RESISTANCE 
NT OXIDATION RESISTANCE 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the NTIS data base 
(NTIS/PS-79/0148/1)	 p0425 N79-22111 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the Engineering Index data base 
[11TIS/PS-79/01 49/9]
	
p0425 N79-22112 
CORROSION TESTS 
NT SALT SPRAY TESTS 
CORSAIR AIRCRAFT 
U 8-7 AIRCRAFT 
CORUNDUM 
U ALUMINUM OXIDES 
COSMIC RADIATION 
U COSMIC RAYS 
COSMIC RAY SHOVERS 
Observation of atmospheric interactions at 
aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion 
experiments
p0461 879-37573 
COSMIC RAYS 
NT COSMIC RAY SHOWERS 
Vertical cutoff rigidity and the intensity 
distribution of cosmic rays near Cape Town 
p0461 A79-37468 
COST ANALYSIS 
Trade-off studies with an interactive 
engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model 
(SAP PAPER 781033]	 p0257 879-25905 
A technique for engine maintenance cost forecasting 
[AIRA 79-7007]	 p0327 879-29382 
Design-to-cost and Aerospatiales Aircraft Division 
p0342 A79-30583 
The cost situation in the material maintenance of 
civil aviation aircraft 
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	 COST REDUCTION 
[OGLE 79-014]	 p0307 179-31945 
A comparison of costs associated with local 
actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts 
p0409 179734973 
Technical characteristics and cost data for the 
11-62 and I1-62N aircraft and optimal flight 
conditions
p0410 A79-35475 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial 
Reference Assembly /8180/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
D0448 179-36082 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
p01*€5 A79-38706 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0475 179-39805 
Identification of high payoff research for more 
efficient applicator helicopters in agriculture 
and forestry 
(NASA-CR-152258]	 pO419 879-22076 
Avionics standardization potential analysis 
[10-1066138]	 p0085 879-23958 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 1: Program summary 
[AD-A068719]	 p0550 879-27131 
Aircraft transparency failureand logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 2: Design data and 
maintenance procedures 
[AD-A068720]	 p0592 #79-29173 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 3: Transparency analysis 
[AD-A068721]	 p0592 879-29174 
Ramjet cost estimating handbook 
[AD-A056991]	 p0594 879-29188 
Construction using carbon fiber composite 
materials and aluminum: A cost comparison 
[POA-C-20280-F9]	 p0596 879-29248 
COST EFFECTIVENESS 
An evaluation technique for determining the cost 
effectiveness of condition monitoring systems 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-166]	 p0010 179-10806 
Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air 
transportation 
(ASRE PAPER 78-GT-2011	 p0012 179-10821 
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy 
p0013 A79-10910 
Advanced technology impact upon ATE self test 
by use of microprocessors and LSI
p0023 179-12306 
Analysis of the economic benefits of utility 
helicopter safety design features
p0072 179-15373 
Cost and operational effectiveness of R&! 
improvements
p0073 179-15403 
Cost effective improvement of the timeless C-130 
Hercules airlifter
p0073 179-15404 
yE 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness 
study
p0080 179-16440 
Extensive cost reduction studies: Composite 
empennage component - 1-1011 commercial airliner 
p0187 079-20807 
Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas 
turbine engines
p0189 179-20884 
Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
[AIAA PAPER 79-02351 	 p0203 A79-23568 
Compromise between economic concerns and 
application of newtechnologies in the 
definition of a new airplane project 
[lilA 79-06931	 p0276 179-27358 
Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells 
by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
[DOLE PAPER 79-008]	 p0390 179-32305 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CFRP structures for aircraft aileron 
(DGLR PAPER 79-011)	 p0390 179-32307 
Fewer controls, easier inspection - Diffusion 
bonding shows Cost advantages
p0400 179-33591 
The selection of materials technologies for 
full-scale development --- aircraft engine 
applications 
(kIll PAPER 79-1152]	 p0467 179-38962
Payback period - An engineering cost/benefit method 
for aircraft engines 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1235]	 p0475 179-39817 
Problems of increasing the efficiency of Hale y. II 
airline operations
p0511 079-41168 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
[lilA 79-1571)	 p0521 179-42379 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
p0532 179-43456 
Propulsion system and airframe integration 
consideration for advanced air-to-surface aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1120)	 p0563 A79-44800 
A cheap, effective icing detector for general 
aviation aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-18231	 p0608 079-47902 
Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed 
revisions in the exhaust emission standards for 
new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines 
based on EPA's independent estimates 
(P8-286388/4)	 p0175 879-15056 
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of airborne 
tire pressure indicating systems 
[1071065513)	 p0494 879-24981 
COST ESTIMATES 
Can low-cost VOR and Omega receivers suffice for 
RNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique 
p0077 179-16165 
Effect of maintenince plan and engine durability 
on helicopter propulsion system ownership cost 
(kIll PAPER 79-1317]	 p0472 179-39033 
Possibilities and limits of the application of 
estimation methods for development costs and 
equipment unit prices of flight systems in 
preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks 
[OGLE PAPER 79-052] /	 p0517 179-42348 
Survey of the cost estimation prcess used during 
the transporter design stage 
-f- military aviation [DGLR PAPER 79-054] /	 p0517 179-42349 
Weight and cost estimating relaionships for •heavy 
lift airships	 / 
(lIlA 79-1577]	 /	 p0522 A79-42383 
Canadian interest in modern IT transport 
(lilA 79-1585]	 /	 p0522 179-02386 
Minimum expected cost control of linear systems 
with uncertain parameters -/ Application to 
remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems 
[lilA 79-1745]	 p0571 179-45387 
Air buoyant vehicles - Energy efficient aircraft 
[lIlA PIPES 79-1862]	 p061O 179-07919 
Avionics computer software operation and support 
Cost estimation
p0616 179-48620 
Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
p0634 179-49224 
Aircraft engine developments centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency
p06113 179-50207 
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 2 
[AD-1059516]	 p0164 879-10094 
An appraisal of models used in life cycle Cost 
estimation for USA? aircraft systems 
[AD-A064333]	 p0429 879-22964 
The production function and airframe cost estimation 
[10-1065570]	 p0485 879-23952 
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
[NASA-CR-152291)	 p0649 879-30138 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, F! 1977 revision 
[10-1068175]	 p0649 879-30100 
Avionics cost development for use of Loran-C 
navigation systems by low performance 
general-aviation aircraft 
(AD-A068268)	 p0706 879-32206 
COST REDUCTION 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
J75-P-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-116)	 p0002 179-10267 
Economy in flight operations
p0025 179-12383 
The F/A-18 challenge - Readiness and low total cost 
p0073 179-15402 
The perils and pitfalls of low-cost vibration 
alternatives - Practical experience with 
pneumatic exciters for production screening 
electronic equipment tests 
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p0075 879-16087 
An estimate of the economic benefit from a 
communication satellite to oceanic air traffic 
p0112 A79-17091 
Extensive cost reduction studies: Composite 
empennage component - 1-1011 commercial airliner 
-	
p0187 879-20807 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques 
[RAE PAPER 781031] 	 p0257 879-25903 
Future avionics - Keeping capability up, costs down 
p0273 879-27093 
New technology in commercial aircraft design for 
minimum operating cost 
(AIAA 79-06901	 p0275 879-27356 
Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0 1160 879-370146 
Cost benefits from improved hot section life 
prediction technology --- for aircraft engine 
combustor and turbine parts 
(8188 PAPER 79-11543	 p0467 879-38963 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
(8188 PAPER 79-1189)	 p0468 879-38976 
The nonorotor gas turbine 
(8188 PAPER 79-1230]	 p0470 879-389914 
contribution of the engine B & D community to 
reduced cost of ownership of Army helicopters 
(8188 PAPER 79-13601	 p0511 879-40764 
YC-14 thermoplastic/graphite elevator
p0529 879-43241 
New versus existing engines for new helicopter 
systems - A life cycle cost view 
(8188 PAPER 79-1316)	 p0603 879-47348 
A Navy plan for the development of a practical 
computer-aided programming /CAP/ system for 
analog circuit test design
p8623 879-48870 
Ten years of Aerospatiale experience with the 
fenestron and conventional tail rotor 
[AHS 79-58]	 p0633 879-49108 
Small hovercraft design - Evolution to simplicity 
p0640 879-49906 
Derivative engines for the 1980s will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
p0643 879-50206 
Plight test technology development - A preview of 
DyMolech --- dynamic modeling
00645 879-50435 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 879-53630 
Reduction of computer usage costs in predicting 
unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused by control 
surface motions: Analysis and results 
[NASA-CF-3009]	 p0360 N79-20072 
Hybrid technology cost reduction and reliability 
improvement study 
[AD-A062247]	 p0370 879-20319 
COSTS 
NT AIRPLANE PRODUCTION CCSTS 
NT FREIGHT COSTS 
NT LOW COST 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
[DOE/ERA-0024]	 p0557 4179-27336 
COUNTERMEASURES 
NT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES 
NT JAMMING 
NT OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES 
COUPLED MODES 
A comparison of predicted and experimental rotor 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade 
pitch 
[ANN 78-19]	 pO121 879-18145 
COUPLERS 
Aircraft cable parameter study 
(AD-A05867)	 p0C92 879-12077 
COUPLING 
NT CROSS COUPLING 
EMP coupling' to a ccmposite aircraft
p0249 879-25321 
Advanced coupling development program 
(AD-A064296]	 p0427 879-22522 
COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 
Effect of structural coupling parameters on the 
flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in 
forward flight using Flognet theory
p0131 879-18658
COUPLINGS 
A reliable spline coupling --- for aircraft power 
transmission 
(AS!! PAPER 78-WA/AERO-11) 	 p0148 879-19725 
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling 
improvements using high-strength nonmetallic 
adapter/bushings 
AD-1068637]	 p0595 879-29193 
COWELL METHOD 
U NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
CONLINGS 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
influence of various parameters on an icing 
section
p0032 379-10012 
CRACK FORMATION 
U CRACK INITIATION 
CRACK INITIATION 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
(SAE PAPER 790612)	 p0456 879-36741 
Elimination of friction induced thermal cracks in 
landing gear components
p0531 879-143273 
Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
(BLR-TR-75080-U)	 p0242 879-17269 
Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack 
initiation and stress corrosion cracking of 
aircraft structures
p0372 879-20410 
Residual surface strain distributions near boles 
which are coldworked to various degrees 
[AD-A068396)	 p0598 879-29550 
CRACK PROPAGATION 
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft components
p0075 879-15794 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures
p0113 879-17542 
Crack speed and propagation 'resistance prediction 
for steels and Al. alloys helicopter components 
p0136 879-18700 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 B - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
p0156 879-20119 
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship 
between the behavior and cumulative damage of 
materials and structures 
[0NRRA, TP NO. 1978-50]	 p0156 A79-20121 
The prediction of fatigue crack growth under 
flight-by-flight loading
p0251 879-25482 
Four lectures on fatigue crack growth
p0251 879-25484 
Fatigue crack propagation rate at low delta-K of 
two aluminum sheet alloys, 2024-13 and 7075-T6 
p0316 879-28885 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials
p0399 A79-33201 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
(SA! PAPER 790612) 	 p0456 879-36741 
Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for monitoring 
possible structural fatigue-crack growth 
p0562 A79-44458 
Probability that the propagation of an undetected 
fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure 
[80-8057335]	 p0049 819-11439 
Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy torgings 
of the AZ 711.61 type. Fatigue crack propagation 
performance under maneuver spectrum loading 
(NLR-TR-76074-U)	 p0238 879-16965 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 2024-T3 and 7075-16 
material 
[11LB-TP-76104-U]	 p0295 879-16012 
Stress intensity factors in third-stage fan disk 
of the TF-30 turbine engine 
(AD-A062103) ,	 p0365 879-20119 
Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability 
p0372 879-20412 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 879-20415 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
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CREEP ANALYSIS 
propagation in sheet made of Alclad 7076-16 
[NLN-TR-78071-U]	 p0387 879-21447 
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in 
the Netherlands during the period March 1977 - 
February 1979 
(NLR-RP-79006-U)	 p0387 N79-21448 
The influence of fleet variability on crack growth 
tracking procedures for transport/bomber aircraft 
[AD-A066596]	 p0503 879-25433 
Effects of geometric variables on stress intensity 
factors for crack gages 
[80-8068631)	 p0558 879-27533 
Effect of transport/bcnber loads spectrum on crack 
growth 
[AD-8069287]	 p0668 879-31197 
A user's manual for a computer prcgram to generate 
fatigue spectrum loading sequences 
[AD-8069288]	 p0668 879-31198 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates --- flight simulation 
tests 
(NLF-TR-77122-U1	 p0709 879-32288 
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to 
flight simulation 
[NLR-NP-78015--U]	 p0711 879-32596 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials 
tNLB-MP-78022-U]	 p0711 879-32597 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
(PNL-2873)	 p0721 879-33486 
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft material 
[LE-2821	 p0721 N79-33498 
Environment load interaction effects on crack growth 
[AD-A071660]	 p0721 879-33504 
CRACKING (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING) 
NT PYROLYSIS 
CRACKING (FRACTURING) 
NT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 
Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures
p0074 879-15540 
The implementation and practical verification of a 
superposition method for the solution of elastic 
crack problems
p0075 A79-15769 
Stress-intensity factors for a wide range of 
semi-elliptical surface cracks in - 
finite-thickness plates
p0316 879-28890 
Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in 
aircraft structures
p0372 879-20411 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 879-20415 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft structures 
[AD-A068699]	 p0589 879-29138 
Three-dimensional laminate plates with through and 
part-through cracks
p0708 879-32276 
CRACKS 
NT SURFACE CRACKS 
Stress intensity factors, for ccllinear cracks in 
a stiffened sheet
p0150 879-20007 
Residual strength of a cracked lug --- Stress 
corrosion cracking of aluminum alloy lugs 
[AEL,sTBuc-NOTE-442]	 p0C39 879-10445 
Ultrasonic inspection of engine nacelle structure 
searching for cracks 
[REPT-7610.909]	 p0557 N79-27522 
Multifrequency eddy current inspection for cracks 
under fasteners, phase 2 
[80-8071102]	 p0711 879-32560 
CHASE INJURIES 
What makes a plane crash --- DC-10 crash 
investigation
p0513 879-41727 
Comparative injury patterns in US Army helicopters 
p0311 879-19654 
Engineering analysis of crash injury in army 
aircraft
p0312 879-19655 
Helicopter crashworthy fuel systems and their 
effectiveness in preventing thermal injury 
p0312 879-19660
CRASH LANDING 
NT DITCHING (LANDING) 
Crashvortby armored crewseat for the 08-608 Black 
Hawk 
[ABS 79-101	 p0627 879-49062 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 A79-52694 
A review of certificated airport crash fire rescue 
service criteria 
[AD-A053110]	 p0167 879-14116 
Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
aviation aircraft 
[FAA-RD-78-122]	 p0229 879-16815 
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines, 
Inc. SAC 1-11, 81550, Rochester, New York, July 
9, 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-2]	 p0302 879-18961 
Crash survivability of the UH-60A helicopter 
p0312 879-19663 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the YAH-64
p0312 879-19664 
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Mountain Airways, 
Inc., DeHavilland DEC-6-300, N24RM, Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, 27 February 1979 
[NTSB-AAB-79-10)	 p0591 879-29157 
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions 
p0667 879-31175 
CRASHES 
NT CRASH LANDING 
NT DITCHING (LANDING) 
An economical approach to an accident information 
retrieval system /8185/
p0066 A79-14419 
Helicopter behaviour in crash conditions 
p0136 879-18698 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
A status report 
(.AIAA 79-0780]	 p0321 A79-29024 
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
(8188 79-0781)	 p0321 879-29025 
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating 
p0403 879-33623 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
[SAE PAPER 790388]
	
p0454 879-36722 
Experimental verification of program KBASR - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(58! PAPER 790589] 	 p0454 879-36723 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
[58! PAPER 790590]	 p0454 879-36724 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
[SA! PAPER 790592)
	 p0455 A79-36726 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
(FAA-BD-78-120]	 p0229 879-16814 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel systems 
design
p0312 879-19661 
Simulation correlation, and analysis of the 
structural response of a CH-478 to crash impact 
[AD-8062643]	 p0363 879-20094 
Summary of results for a twin-engine, low-wing 
airplane substructure crash impact condition 
analyzed with program ERASE 
(AD-A069171]
	
1 p0549 879-27116 
CE-113 crash position indicator flight trials 
(AETE-78/39]	 p0591 N79-29156 
Aircraft accident report: National Jet Services, 
Inc., Douglas DC-3, N51071, Evansville Dress 
Regional Airport, Indiana, 13 December 1977 
(14TSE-AAR-78-10]	 p0591 879-29161 
Special investigation report: Wing failure of 
Boeing 747-131 near Madrid, Spain, 9 May 1976 
tNTSE-AAR-78-121	 p0651 879-30167 
Comparative analysis of PA-31-350 Chieftain 
(8441V) accident and NASA crash test data 
(NASA-TM-80102]	 p0713 879-33172 
CRAZING 
U SURFACE CRACKS 
CHEEP ANALYSIS 
Summation of defects in the case of nonisothermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system components 
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CREEP BUCKLING
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0020 P.79-12164 
Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
operating under unsteady heating and loading 
Conditions
p0348 P.79-32046 
Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for 
compressor disc of jet engine
p0527 P.79-42624 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled 
gas turbine blades 
(NASA-TH-78963) 	 p0049 N79-11433 
CREEP BUCKLING 
Experimental and finite element investigation of 
the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin 
panel for a hypersonic aircraft 	 - 
p03O9 N79-19412 
CREEP PROPERTIES 
Prediction of gas-turbine alloy creep 
characteristics
pO266 A79-26841 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, 1F2-1DA 
(AIAA PAPER 79-11921	 p0468 P.79-38977 
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH 
A probability estimate cf the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0050 P.79-13955 
Considerations of cooling method of turbine blade 
from view points of thermal stress and life 
p0337 P.79-30378 
Research on the creep-rupture strength of 
aluminized and nonaluminized jet-engine turbine 
blades prepared from Nimonic 80A
p0397 P.79-32586 
CREVICES 
U CRACKS 
CREW STATIONS 
Advanced crew station concepts, displays, and 
input/output technology for civil aircraft of 
the future
p0679 179-51091 
CREWS 
NT PLIGHT CREWS 
CRITERIA 
ST STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for .CCV transport aircraft 
[NLR-MP-78035-U]	 p0660 N79-30240 
CRITICAL LOADING 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 P.79-11370 
Composite components under impact load and effects 
of defects on the loading capacity 
(DGLR PAPER 78-190)	 p0184 P.79-20491 
The problem of empennage snap-through
p0348 179-32041 
On the empennage snap-through problem
p0696 P.79-54045 
Fatigue acceleration in box beams under mechanical 
and thermal stress (seccnd series) 
[ARC-R/M-3817]	 p0226 N79-16311 
CRITICAL EACH NUMBER 
U CRITICAL VELOCITY 
U MACH NUMBER 
CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 
U CRITICAL VELOCITY 
U REYNOLDS NUMEEF 
CRITICAL SPEED 
U CRITICAL VELOCITY 
CRITICAL STRESS 
U CRITICAL LOADING 
CRITICAL VELOCITY 
An unstable snbsynchronous critical speed solution 
of shaft failures in V-16 engine start system 
(SAE PAPER 781055) 	 p0258 P.79-25916 
Acceleration of unbalanced flexible rotors through 
the critical speeds
p0345 179-31388 
Design and demonstration of a system for routine, 
boomless supersonic flights 
(FAA-RD-77-72]	 p0231 1179-16828 
CROP DUSTING 
System design reguirements for advanced 
rotary-wing agricultural aircraft 
(NASA-CE-158S38]	 p0541 1179-26046 
CROSS CORRELATION 
Aircraft noise identification system by 
correlation technique
p0138 179-19362 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0589)	 p0272 P.79-26941 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
(UTIAS-230)	 p0109 1179-13822 
CROSS COUPLING 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments --- in high performance 
aircraft design
	 -
p0074 A79-15665 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
p0645 P.79-50433 
Sensitivity of aircraft spinning motion to dynamic 
cross-coupling and acceleration derivatives 
[AD-1060516]	 p0175 1179-15060 
Experiments on cross-coupling and translational 
acceleration derivatives
p0176 1179-15068 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic 
cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 1179-15094 
Lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling effects --- on 
aircraft stability
p0215 1179-15912 
CROSS PLOW 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-81]	 p0060 179-13991 
Hypersonic flow over conical wing-body combinations 
p0195 A79-22000 
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0345] 	 p0202 179-23551 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a 
transonic swept wing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0264) 	 p0203 A79-23563 
An experimental study of a jet issuing from a 
lifting wing --- vertical-horizontal flight 
transitions in VTOL aircraft
p0338 A79-30481 
The stability of the boundary layer on a swept 
wing with wall cooling 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1495)	 p0574 179-46692 
Flight investigation of piloting techniques and 
crosswind limitations using a research type 
crosswind landing gear 
(NASA-TP-1423]	 p0430 N79-23012 
CRUCIP0RE WINGS 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
[NASA-TP-1353]	 p0287 1179-17809 
Supersonic flow in the area of antisynmetric thin 
cruciform wings with supersonic leading edges in 
a horizontal plane, with consideration of flow 
separation on the edges. 
[AD-A065993]	 p0482 1179-23929 
CRUDE OIL 
Pindings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
(DOE/ERA-0024]	 -	 p0557 1179-27336 
CRUISE MISSILES 
Unconstrained supersonic cruise and maneuvering 
configuration concepts --- for long range 
air-ground and air-air missiles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0220]	 p01411 179-19606 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
(AD-1068747)	 p0582 1179-28166 
CRUISING PLIGHT 
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power 
management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
[ABS 78-48]	 p0124 179-18171 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight
p0131 179-18662 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00651 	 p0140 179-19514 
Application of advanced technologies to improve 
C-141 cruise performance --- wing modifications 
for drag reduction 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0066] 	 p0140 A79-19515 
Unconstrained supersonic cruise and maneuvering 
configuration concepts --- for long range 
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air-ground and air-air missiles 
(1111 PAPER 79-0220)	 p0144 179-19606 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 179-20088 
Impact of cruise speed cn productivity of 
supersonic transports 
(kIll PAPER 79-0231)	 p0203 179-23570 
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions 
by stringer and frame damping 
rAIAA PAPER 78-504]
	 p03I5 179-28611 
Optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number 
ramjet in a cruise application 
[lIlA 79-7040]	 p0330 179-29410 
Recent results obtained with a new method for 
measuring aircraft rower and drag in flight 
(SAN PAPER 790616] 	 p0457 179-36744 
ApproxiIate trajectory solutions for fighter 
aircraft 
(lilA 79-1623)	 p0566 179-45305 
Aircraft longitudinal action at high incidence 
p0612 179-48052 
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics at Mach 
numbers from 0.60 to 2.70 of two supersonic 
cruise fighter configurations 
(NASA-TM-78764)	 p0359 879-20062 
CRUSADER AIRCRAFT 
1 F-8 AIRCRAFT 
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS 
The proposed cryogenic European Transonic Wind 
Tunnel /3TW/
p0112 179-17118 
Genesis of the European high-Reynolds-number 
transonic wind tunnel project 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-1391
	 p0117 179-17769 
An intermittent high Reynolds number wind tunnel 
pO155 179-20116 
The European transonic wind-tunnel project 
pO3 II3 179-31021 
Aeroelastic models for cryogenic wind tunnels 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-39)	 p0473 179-39088 
Balance and sting design for cryogenic wind tunnels 
[ONERA, YP NO. 1979-4C]
	 p0473 879-39089 
Theoretical investigaticns of real gas effects in 
cryogenic wind tunnels 
[DS-FB-76/50B]	 p0288 879-17820 
European transonic wind tunnel project for high 
Reynolds numbers --- cryogenic proposal 
[AAAF-NT-78-01)	 p0440 879-23118 
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic 
tunnels and status of the National Transonic 
Facility 
(NASA-TN-80085)	 p0543 879-26064 
Review of design and operational characteristics 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80123]	 p0701 N79-32159 
CRYSTAL GROWTH 
NT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICOTICN (CRYSTALS) 
CRYSTALLIZATION 
NT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICETION (CRYSTALS) 
CRYSTALS 
NT LIQUID CRYSTALS 
NT SINGLE CRYSTALS 
CT-114 AIRCRAFT 
U CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
CUES 
Effects of visual and motion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures 
[NASA-TP-1365]	 p0162 879-14082 
Motion and force cuing requirements and techniques 
for advanced tactical aircraft simulation 
p0224 N79-15991 
Notion and force cueing requirements and 
techniques for advanced tactical aircraft 
simulation 
(10-1064691]	 p0438 879-23102 
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE 
Summation of defects in the case of nonisotbermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system components
p0020 179-12164 
A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine 
engine disks subjected to complex mission loading 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-14] 	 p0150 179-19801
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship 
between the behavior and cumulative damage of 
materials and structures 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-50]
	 p0156 879-20121. 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
p03 16 A79-28891 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
(DOLE 79-021)	 p0347 179-31948 
Determination of sample size in flight loads 
programs --- for aircraft structures 
CURING	
p0561 179-44458 
Pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of 
advanced composite BPV wing structure 
CURL (VECTORS)	
p0209 179-24093 
NT VORTICITY 
CURRENTS 
NT EXTERNAl. SURFACE CURRENTS 
CUBTISS-MRIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
CURVED PANELS 
Experimental and finite element investigation of 
the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin 
panel for a hypersonic aircraft
p0309 879-19412 
The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, 
realistic edge conditions, curvature and 
in-plane panel stresses on the noise reduction 
- characteristics of general aviation type panels 
[NASA-CR-157452]	 p0599 879-29958 
CURVED SURFACES 
U CONTOURS 
U SHAPES 
U SURFACES 
CUSEIONCNAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE 
Skirt components of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an air-cushion vehicle using 
the oncoming flow to generate lift
p0028 179-12949 
CUSHIONS 
Seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration 
cues to aircraft simulator pilot 
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12149-2]	 p0673 N79-31228 
CW RADAR 
U CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR 
CYCLES 
NT BRAYTON CYCLE 
NT THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES 
CYCLIC LOADS 
Monitoring of fatigue loading on rotor system and 
related components
p0136 179-18696 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 179-24089 
The prediction of fatigue crack growth under 
flight-by-flight loading
p0251 179-25482 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
p0316 179-28891 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
(SAN PAPER 790612]
	 p0456 179-36741 
Behavior of adhesively bonded joints under cyclic 
loading
p0444 879-23453 
CYLINDRICAL AFTEBBODIES 
U AFTEBEODIES 
U CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS 
Small lightweight electronically steerable 
cylindrical antenna successfully utilized in an 
air traffic management system
p0614 A79748597 
CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
Radiation from quarter-wavelength monopoles on 
finite cylindrical, conical, and rocket-shaped 
conducting bodies --- airborne antenna design 
p0647 179-50606 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12326-1] 	 p0287 879-17813 
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
Turboprop interior noise studies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0647] 	 p0271 179-26931 
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Noise transmission - Turboprop problem 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0645]	 p0271 879-26933 
A sonic fatigue analysis of a cylindrical shell 
turbofan engine inlet 
[8188 79-071414)	 p0320 879-29016 
Calculation of wings of variable sweep 
p0348 A79-32047 
Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings 
p0696 879-54051 
A theoretical investigaticn of noise reduction 
through the cylindrical fuselage of a 
twin-engine, propeller-driven aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1325)	 p0108 1179-13821 
CYLINDROIDS 
U CYLINDRICAL BODIES
D 
DACRON (TRADEMARK) 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p0515 879-419115 
DAEMO (DATA ANALYSIS) 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
U DATA TRANSMISSION 
DAMAGE 
NT CUMULATIVE DAMAGE 
NT FIRE DAMAGE 
NT IMPACT DAMAGE 
NT RADIATION DAMAGE 
Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
airworthiness standards 
(SAE PAPER 781019]	 p0256 879-25895 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
[AD-A062691]	 p0364 N79-20110 
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
transport aircraft structures
p0373 579-20414 
Experimental methods for aircraft design 
qualifications in an exploding warhead environment 
[AD-A070381]	 p0706 1179-32203 
DAMPERS (VALVES) 
An off-design correlaticn of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
[ASME PAPER 79-GI-6)	 p0390 879-32329 
DAMPING 
NT VIBRATICN DAMPING 
NT VISCOELASTIC DAMPING 
NT VISCOUS DAMPING 
A design point correlation for losses due to 
part-span dampers On transonic rotors 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1531	 pOClO A79-10802 
Lag damping in autorotation by a perturbation method 
for rigid rotor blades 
[AilS 78-25]	 p0121 879-18151 
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
[AilS 79-20]	 p0628 879-49073 
DAMPING FACTOR 
U DAMPING 
DAMPING IN PITCH 
O DAMPING 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
DAMPIRG IN ROLL 
U DAEPING 
U ROLL 
DAMPING IN YAW 
U DAMPING 
U YAW 
DAMPNESS 
U MOISTURE CONTENT 
DANGER 
O HAZARDS 
DART TURBOPROP ENGINES 
U TURBOPROP ENGINES 
DASSAULT AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
Dassault-Breguet - The Mirage 2000
p0459 A79-36974 
DASSAULT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
U MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
DATA ACQUISITION 
An instrumentation modeling technique used in the 
identification of aerodynamic coefficients from 
flight test data 
[lAP PAPER 78-991	 p0016 879-11239 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
pOO17 879-11488 
Multiple laser tracker operations
p0071 A79-15156 
PIN data collection and reporting method 
Reliability Improved Warranty for military 
aircraft
p0072 A79-15360 
Stability and pressure measurements in the Naval 
Surface Weapons Center hypervelocity tunnel 
p0074 A79-15664 
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
instrumentation
p0113 A79-17583 
Generalizing helicopter flight test performance 
data /G!NFIT/ 
[885 78-114]	 pO123 879-18167 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
p0190 A79-21296 
A new airborne data system for atmospheric research 
p0193 879-219644 
Designof a flexible aircraft data acquisition 
system --- for meteorological research 
p0194 A79-21994 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1802]	 p0606 A79-47887 
A computer system for identifying aircraft 
characteristics
p0642 A79-50168 
Initial flight test of a Loran-C receiver/data 
collection system 
[NASA-CR-157629]	 p0100 N79-13018 
Design, fabrication, and testing of a brassboard 
model ATCRBS based surface trilateration data 
acquisition subsystem 
[AD-A057933]	 p0161 1479-14065 
A computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition 
system 
[NLN-MP-78004-U]	 p0233 1179-16847 
Summary report of the Data Acquisition and 
Utilization
p02414 1179-17432 
Acquisition of control information in a wind shear 
p0245 N79-17518 
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design 
and feasibility testing 
[NASA-CR-159505]	 p0304 N79-18976 
Wind tunnel real-time data acquisition system 
(NASA-T!-80081]	 p0385 1179-21097 
Digital data acquisition system for use in 
aircraft engine condition monitoring 
[ARL-fl!CH-ERG-REPT-151] 	 p04436 1179-23088 
Helicopter noise level functions for use in 
community noise analyses 
[AD-A068455]	 p0600 1479-29964 
Navaid calibration evaluation with a computer 
controlled avionics data acquisition system 
[IILRMP-780300]	 p0704 1179-32193 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
London (Gatwick) Airport, August 1977 
[RAE-TR-78124)	 p0704 879-321944 
DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR/MONITOR 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
U DATA TRANSMISSION 
DATA ANALYSIS 
U DATA PROCESSING 
U DATA REDUCTION 
DATA BASES 
Engineering and manufacturing communication via 
the computer data base 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1845) 	 P0609 A79-47911 
A review of the 3M data base for fault-tolerant 
system incentives --- communication networks 
AD-8066697]	 p01195 N79-24990 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
[AD-8068747]	 p0582 N79-28166 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
base 
[AD-A069647]	 p0650 1179-30149 
DATA BUSSES 
U CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION) 
DATA COMPACTION 
U DATA COMPRESSION 
DATA COMPRESSION 
A real time video bandwidth reduction system based 
on a CCD Hadamard transform device --- for 
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avionics	 -
p0621 679-48702 
Real time compressicn of video signals 
protection against lamming
p0622 A79-48712 
DATA CONVERTERS 
NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CCNV!RTTRS 
DATA CORRELATION 
Correlation of experimental and theoretical 
steady-state spinning motion for a current 
fighter airplane using rotation-balance 
aerodynamic data 
[AD-A058142]	 p0091 N79-12069 
On the application of certain statistical methods 
to wind-tunnel testing 
(6RC-CP-1390]	 p0216 N79-15919 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[NASA-TN-72862]	 p0376 N79-20989 
A correlation of mixing noise from coannular jets 
with inverted flcw prcfiles 
(NASA-r p-1301)	 p0428 679-22849 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel --- T-33 aircraft 	 - 
[AAAF-NI-78-17)	 p0438 N79-23104 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
-stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials --- hypersonic heating 
simulation 
(NASA-TM-72865)	 p0546 1179-27088 
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
[NASA-CR-3178]	 p0668 N79-31195 
Estimation of tunnel blcckage from wall pressure 
signatures: A review and data correlation 
(NASA-CE-15221)	 p0707 1179-32219 
DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS 
U DATA SYSTEMS 
DATA LINKS 
ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting 
System /ACARS/ - The data link that got 
implemented and why
p0052 A79-13082 
Ground-air and air-ground communications links - 
Voice and data link in different systems 
p0054 A79-13234 
The AGDLS - A multipurpose system for in-flight 
evaluation of new ATC techniques --- Air Ground 
Data Link System
p0056 A79-13264 
Real-time/near real-time recce wideband data links 
--- airborne reconnaissance systems
p0112 179-17146 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
p0465 119-38706 
Investigation concerning an Airborne Terminal /AT/ 
for pilot/ccntrcller communication over a 
ground/hoard/ground data link 
(DGLB PAPER 79-0501 	 p0521 A79-42376 
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 A79-48715 
Investigation of the feasibility of using the 
discrete address beaccn system data link for 
non-ATC communications 
(AD-A058453)	 p0100 1179-13023 
An asynchronous data transmission system with low

error probability for the SETAC landing aid 
p0675 N79-31468 
Performance predictions and trials of a helicopter 
UHF data link
p0675 1179-31476 
DATA MANAGEMENT 
Geometric data transfer --- for computerized 
aircraft engineering drawings 
[hAl PAPER 79-18443	 p0609 679-47910 
DATA PROCESSING 
NT DATA CORRELATION 
NT DATA REDUCTION 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
NT MULTIPROCESSING (CCMP0!!NS) 
NT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING 
NT PARALLEL PROCESSING (CCMPUTNP.S) 
NT SCENE ANALYSIS 
NT SIGNAL PROCESSING
Enhancements of radar data-handling networks 
p0002 119-10299 
Developments in radar data processing at the 
London Air Traffic control Centre 
-	 p0003 179-10330 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 A79-1497 
Dynamic data analysis --- gas turbine engine 
vibration transducers
p0252 119-25845 
Concept of modular software for the stepwise 
construction of radar data processing systems 
with minicomputers, taking into account as 
example the Airtrack System
p0265 679-26759 
Designing, calculating, and manufacturing by means 
of data processing --- computer techniques for 
mechanical constructions
p0398 A79-32751 
Application of parameter identification techniques 
to analysis of flight data
pO461 A79-37735 
Fly-by-light
p0533 179-43458 
INACT -- Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0645 A79-50430 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- Air 
Force Flight Test Center aircraft flight testing 
p0645 A79-50434 
Aircraft RAM (MMH/FH) data comparative analysis 
[AD-A056893]	 p0031 679-10001 
Single pilot IFR operating problems determined 
from accidental data analysis 
[NASA-TN-78773]	 p0044 1179-11013 
Airplane responsive engine selection (ARES). 
Volume 1: ARES user guide 
tAD-6057392]	 p0094 1179-12090 
Airport improvement task force delay study: Data 
collection, reduction and analysis 
[AD-6056201]	 pOO96 1179-12099 
Effects of visual and notion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures 
rNASA-T p-1365]	 p0162 1179-14082 
Reduction of computer usage costs in predicting 
unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused by control 
surface motions: Analysis and results 
[NASA-CR-3009]	 p0360 679-20072 
VORTAB - A data-tablet method of developing input 
data for the VORLAX program 
(NASA-CE-159026]	 p0375 N79-20787 
A study of embedded computer system software 
acquisition management and recommendations to 
improve development visibility 
(AD-1065879]	 p04115 879-23681 
Processing of airborne reconnaissance data for 
in-flight display and near real-time transmission 
[AGARD- AR- 135]	 p0496 N79-24993 
The application of structured design and 
distributed techniques to avionics information 
processing architectures
p0505 979-25991 
Information processing for target detection and 
identification 
[AD-A068907]	 p0586 679-28393 
The analysis of National Transportation Safety 
Board small single-engine fixed-wing aircraft 
accident/incident reports for the potential 
presence of low-level wind shear 
[AD-A069438]	 p0588 679-28848 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
[14ASA-BP-1043]	 p0715 679-33191 
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
NT COMPUTERS 
NT DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
NT HYBRID COMPUTERS 
NT MICRCCCMPUT!BS 
NT MICROPROCESSORS 
NT MINICOMPUTERS 
NT PARALLEL COMPUTERS 
The implementation and application of a sensor 
interfacing unit for strapdovn inertial systems 
[NAL-TB-532]	 p0230 679-16821 
DATA PROCESSORS 
U DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
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DATA READOUT SYSTEMS 
U DATA SYSTEMS 
U DISPLAY DEVICES 
DATA RECORDERS 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters	 - 
[ASS 78-571	 p0125 A79-18178 
Use of AIDS recorded data for assessing service 
load experience --- Aircraft Integrated Data 
System
p0562 A79-411455 
Overview of the C-SE Service Loads Recording Program 
p0562 A79-44456 
DATA RECORDING 
Recording methods for steady state and transient 
signals --- aircraft engine tests
p0253 479-25849 
Record keeping on aircraft instruments 
[P8-295698/5]	 p0706 N79-32208 
DATA REDUCTION 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 A79-20118 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
p01447 A79-36024 
Propeller aircraft noise around general aviation 
airports 
(SAE PAPER 7905914]	 p0455 A79-36728 
Review of aircraft bearing rejection criteria and 
causes
p0564 A79-45250 
Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data 
measured at John F. Kennedy International Airport 
[AD-A055059]	 p0158 975-14026 
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics from 
dynamic flight test data
p0177 979-15075 
Interpretation of results
p0296 4479-18086 
Structuring of data systems: Psychophysiological 
data from the dynamic flight simulator 
[AD-A067175]	 p0544 979-27014 
DATA SAMPLING 
Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
a multistage, axial-flow turbcmachine 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GZ-6] 	 p0195 479-22328 
Automating prevailing visibility --- airport 
videograph sensor assessments
p0346 A79-31888 
A design method with application to prefilters and 
sampling-rate selection in digital flight 
control systems
p0095 979-12095 
DATA SMOOTHING 
Kalman filtering and smoothing in Fotonap for 
orbit determination using GPS measurements 
[AD-A064613]	 p0419 979-22071 
A computer program for double sweep optimal 
smoothing 
(AD-A066512]	 p0502 979-25278 
Low EM signature response techniques 
[AO-A068211]	 p0597 979-29397 
DATA SYSTEMS 
Multiplex system for the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-614 
(ASS 78-14)	 P0120 A79-18140 
Statistics of disturbances and maintenance 
according to conditions at tnterflug. III - 
Technical requirements concerning the program 
for the processing of disturbance data by means 
of electronic data processing
p0250 479-25371 
'ROD' /Reliability on Demand/ as an aid in 
aircraft maintenance 
[DGLO4 79-020]	 p0347 A79-31947 
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 A79-36484 
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time 
data system for research, experimental, and 
prototype flight testing 
[ASS 79-50]	 p0632 A79-49102 
Aeronautical inforl4aticm data subsystems /AIDS/ 
p0647 A79-50920 
Federal Energy Data System (FEDS) technical 
documentation
[PB-281815/1]	 p0050 4479-11542 
Avionics technology for tactical data handling 
p0505 4479-25979 
DATA TRANSMISSION 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 A79-17095 
Sigh speed digital transmission, the key for a 
simple Aerosat airborne equipment
p0112 A79-17098 
The application of multiplex data transmission 
standards to medium sized military helicopters 
p0132 A79-18664 
Joint aircraft-ground systems automation: Real 
time data transmission requirements --- for wind 
hazard warning
p0205 A79-23592 
An optical communication system for aircraft 
p0280 A79-28034 
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 A79-36484 
Distributed TOME - An approach to JTIDS phase II 
-- Time Division Multiple Access Joint Tactical 
Information Distribution System
p0638 A79-49584 
A reliable and survivable data transmission system 
for avionics processing
p0354 4479-20025 
A digital communication system as gateway between 
adjacent computerized air traffic control centres 
p0675 979-31463 
DC 3 AIRCRAFT 
Aircraft accident report: Rational Jet Services, 
Inc., Douglas DC-3, 951071, Evansville Dress 
Regional Airport, Indiana, 13 December 1977 
(NTSR-AAR-78-10)	 p0591 979-29161 
DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines, Inc., 
Douglas DC-8-54, N8047U near Kaysville, Utah, 18 
December 1977 
[NTSE-AAR-78-8]	 p0591 979-29159 
DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
The DC-9 Super 80 - Much more than a simple stretch 
p0634 A79-49223 
Aircraft accident report: E.S.N. Group, Inc., 
Cessna Citation, 4451MW and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, 595704 LaGuardia 
Airport, Flushing, Hew York, 21 June 1978 
[NTSB-AAB-79-3]	 p0362 N79-20091 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric motions of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
[NLB-TR-77078-D]	 p07O4 979-32192 
DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
Anatomy of an aircraft accident
p04014 A79-33644 
What makes a plane crash --- DC-10 crash 
investigation
p0513 A79-41727 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
[CORF-771204-3]	 p0034 979-10036 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air lines, 
Incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas DC-10-10, 
968045, Los Angeles, California, March 1, 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-1)	 p0289 979-17826 
DR HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 14 AIRCRAFT 
The design and fabrication of the de Ravilland 
DHC-7 nose avionics compartment using aralAid 
composites
pO111 A79-17059 
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Rountain Airways, 
Inc., Deflavilland DHC-6-300, 924541, Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, 27 February 1979 
[NTSB-AAR-79-10]	 p0591 4479-29157 
Aircraft accident report: Alaska Aeronautical 
Industries, Inc., DeHavilland DHC-6-200, 956341A, 
near Iliamna, Alaska, 6 September 1977 
[NTSD-78-5]	 p0591 579-29160 
DE HAVILLAND DH 106 AIRCRAFT 
U COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
SE LAVAL NOZZLES 
D CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES 
DEAD RECKONING 
Stability analysis of relative navigation systems 
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DEICENS 
IDEA system for multi-member aircraft 
communities
p0449 179-36090 
A simple integrated navigation system based on 
multiple DEE 
(OGLE PAPER 79-0411	 p0519 179-42367 
A simple integrated navigation based on multiple DEE 
(OGLE PAPER 79-041]	 p0617 179-48640 
DEADWEIGHT 
U STATIC LOADS 
DEAFNESS 
U AUDITORY DEFECTS 
DECAY 
NT ACOUSTIC EMISSION 
NT EMISSION 
NT FLUORESCENCE 
NT BYDECEYL ENISSICN 
DECELERATION 
NT SPIN REDUCTION 
Decelerated approach - Comparison of different 
procedures 
[DGLR PAPER 79-0451
	
p0520 A79-42371 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IPR /SPIFR/ requirements 
[AIEA 79-1886]	 p0573 179-45413 
Airplane brake-energy analysis and stopping 
performance simulation
p0694 179-53870 
Load and dynamic assessment of E-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and lcad analysis results 
(NASA-CE-150834]	 p0036 N79-10049 
DECISION MAKING 
AIRES/ETC simulation tests with site-adaptation 
logic 
(FAA-NA-78-42]	 p0237 N79-16879 
DECISION THEORY 
Hazard criticality analysis --- with emphasis on 
aircraft components
p0007 A79-10621 
DECKS (FLOORS) 
U FLOORS 
DECODERS 
Performance of a pulse-decode circuit in the 
presence of interference
p0622 179-48713 
DECODING 
-Performance of a pulse-decode circuit in the 
presence of interference
pO622 179-48713 
DECOMPOSITION 
NT THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 
DECOMPRESSION 
U PRESSURE REDUCTION 
DECOUPLING 
Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for 
maneuvering aircraft
p0611 A79-47959 
DEFECTS 
NT AUDITORY DEFECTS 
NT SURFACE DEFECTS 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced 
composite outer wings for the 1-70 attack aircraft 
p0111 179-17066 
Determination of the flaw size in turbine rotors 
by ultrasonics - A necessary requirement for 
fracture-mechanics test evaluation
p0337 A79-30281 
Defining the design defect in aircraft products 
liability cases
p0691 179-53556 
Advanced fault detection and isolation methods for 
aircraft turbine engines 
[AD-1058891]	 p0104 N79-13053 
Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bond-line flaws 
[AD-A065584]	 p0488 179-24163 
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM 
Strategic satellite communications come of age 
Air Force airborne and ground UHF teletype 
terminals
p0190 A79-21350 
DEFENSE PROGRAM 
Strike Drone - A defense suppression concept using 
unmanned cruise/loiter/attack vehicle 
[SAE PAPER 7810171 	 p0256 179-25894
Development of an airborne military system (NRCA 
system)	 - 
(!BE-UFE-1322-0]	 p0480 N79-23904 
Enforcer aircraft 
(GP0-32-569]	 p0651 N79-30174 
DEFLATING 
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
U PRESSURE REDUCTION 
DEFLECTION 
Pressure and thermal distributions on wings and 
adjacent surfaces induced by elevon deflections 
at Each 6 
(NASA-TP-1356)	 p0370 N79-20344 
DEFLECTORS 
NT BLAST DEFLECTORS 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust 
deflector 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1285]	 p0471 179-39020 
DEFORMATION 
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING 
NT ELASTIC DEFORMATION 
NT PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
NT STATIC DEFORMATION 
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of 
deformable aircraft by the finite-element method 
p0251 A79-25505 
DEGRADATION 
NT TBERNAL DEGRADATION 
Pilot program to develop operating time emission 
degradation factors for general aviation piston 
engines 
(AD-A058158)	 p0050 N79-11562 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 1: Program 
description and results --- air pollution control 
[NREC-1 238-6-VOL-i]	 p0293 N79-17860 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. Volume 2: 018D-9 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-7-VOL-2]	 p0293 N79-17863 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution ccntrol 
[NREC-1238-8-VOL-3] 	 p0293 N79-17864 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 4: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
[NREc-1238-9-VOL-4] 	 p0293 N79-17865 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 5: JT3D-3B test data 
air pollution control 
[NREC-1238-10-VOL-5] 	 p0293 N79-17866 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT9D-3A test data 
air pollution control 
[NREC1238-11-V0L6]	 p0293 N79-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: RB211-22B test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-7)	 p0293 R79-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C700-2D test data 
[NREC-1238-13-VOL-8)	 p0293 N79-17869 
DEGREES OF FREEDO! 
on single-degree-of-freedom flutter induced by 
activated controls
p0640 A79-49867 
Six degrees of freedom large motion system for 
flight simulators
p0225 N79-15995 
Gust response analyses for ten general aviation 
aircraft using a two-degree-of-freedom power 
spectral technique 
[ARAP-344]	 p0235 N79-16861 
Gust load estimation using a simplified power 
spectral technique 
(ARAP-362]	 p0294 B79-17870 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
[AD-A069223]	 p0665 179-31157 
DEICERS 
Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter 
operations
p0134 179-18684 
Formulation of empirical formulas for calculating 
the hydraulic resistance of networks 
aircraft deicing and air-conditioning systems 
p0451 179-36593 
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Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- for ice 
formation prevention on aircraft transparencies 
(SAP PAPER 7906003	 p0455 179-36732 
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades 
[AD-A057329]	 p0045 879-11038 
The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
(40-227)	 p0433 479-23073 
Helicopter Icing Symposium 
(AD-A067981]	 p0541 479-26048 
Icing tests of a UN-la helicopter with an 
electrothermal ice protection system under 
simulated and natural icing conditions 
[AD-1067137]	 S	 p0541 479-26050 
DEICING 
Hybrid heater/paste and beater/flexible coating 
schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades 
p0134 179-18685 
Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial 
separation anti-icing system
p0032 479-10015 
Natural icing flight tests and additional 
simulated icing tests of a un-lB helicopter 
incorporating an electrothermal ice protection 
system 
(10-1059704)	 p0162 879-114084 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-78/1284/5]	 p0238 879-16884 
DEICING SYSTEMS 
U DEICERS 
DELAWARE 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 
[AD-A061297]	 p0230 879-16819 
DELAY 
The FAA's airport landside model: Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
[10-1051145]	 p0167 479-14115 
Terminal area delay and fuel consumption analysis 
[FAA-P8-78-20]	 p0231 479-16826 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
(NLR-NP-77016-U)	 p0232 479-16835 
Comparison of some methods to determine the delays 
of landing aircraft with respect to runway 
capacity 
(NLR-NP-77028-U]	 p0704 479-32191 
DELAYED FLAP APPROACH 
Dynamic simulation studies of fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas
p0204 479-23581 
DELIVERY 
NT WEAPONS DELIVER! 
DELTA DAGGER AIRCRAFT 
U P-102 AIRCRAFT 
DELTA DART AIRCRAFT 
U F-106 AIRCRAFT 
DELTA WINGS 
Regimes of supersonic flow past thin wings 
p0021 179-12188 
Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on 
a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel 
p0021 179-12200 
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with 
supersonic leading-edges
p0022 179-12227 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds -
p0028 A79-12966 
Effect of slip on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing at hypersonic speed
p0127 179-18396 
Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by 
highly inclined lifting surfaces 
CONFER, TP NO. 1978-63]
	 p0127 179-18551 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 179-20088 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0153 179-20101 
Experimental results cm boundary layers and 
detached flows 
[DGLR PAPER 78-220]	 p0183 179-20479 
Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower 
surface on the conical supersonic flow field on 
a delta vehicle
p0191 179-21635
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0345]
	 p0202 179-23551 
Transonic flows past nonaxisymmetric slender 
shapes - Classical equivalence rule analysis 
•	 p0315 179-28612 
Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds - 
p0342 179-30608 
Flow past a small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex filament breakdown
p0349 479-32054 
Investigation of the regimes of flow past the 
upper surfaces of delta wings with shock waves 
separated from the leading edges
p01410 179-35110 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 179-35717 
Further advancements in the concept of 
delta-winged hybrid-airships 
(AIAA 79-1599]	 p0523 179-42393 
Modern concepts for design of delta wings for 
supersonic aircraft of second generation --- for 
drag reduction 
-	
p0561 179-43993 
A careful numerical study of flowfields about 
external conical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1511] 	 p0575 179-46701 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0601 A79-47012 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p0602 179-47099 
Solution of a mixed boundary value problem for 
flow past a thin delta wing
p0640 179-49882 
Synthesis of-the thickness effect in the case of 
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge 
vortices
p0687 179-52268 
Flow around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex 'bursting'
p0696 179-54058 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
	
-	 p0032 479-10018 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around-thin planar delta wings 
(ADA056513]	 p0043 879-11003 
Nonlinear steady and unsteady aerodynamics of 
wings and wing-body-combinations
p0085 879-12010 
Flow-field in a vortex with breakdown above sharp 
edged delta wings 
[NASA-TH-75339]	 p0086 479-12017 
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on 
highly swept wings 
[NASA-CR-3022]	 p0099 479-13006 
Feasibility of combining linear theory and impact 
theory methods for the analysis and design of 
high speed configurations 
[NASA-CR-3069]	 p0157 479-14016 
Analysis of the zero-lift wave drag measured on 
delta wings 
[ABC-R/H-3018]	 p0216 419-15921 
A modification to linearized theory for prediction 
of pressure loadings on lifting surfaces at high 
supersonic Hach numbers and large angles of attack 
(NASA-TP-1406]	 p0286 -879-17806 
A slender delta wing oscillating in surface waves 
[VTH-LR-257]	 -	 p0288 879-17818 
XP4D Skyray development: Now it can be told 
p0300 879-18897 
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta 
wings with sharp subsonic leading edges 
-	
p0300 479-18909 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
[10-1065632]	 p0431 879-23028 
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of 
finite thickness 
[ILR-23]	 -	 p0548 879-27103 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) --- 	 - 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel	 - 
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(NASA-CP.-159120)	 p0663 1179-31143 
Lateral aerodynamics extracted from flight test 
using a parameter estimation method 
[ARL-AERONOTE-380)	 p06614 N79-31146 
DEMAND (ECONOMICS) 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
[lIlA 79-0842)	 p0404 179-33829 
Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views 
p0106 1479-13194 
An analysis of long and medium-haul air passenger 
demand, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-152156)	 pONiR 1179-22062 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2 
[NASA-CE-152157]	 p0418 1179-22063 
The impact of changing technology on the demand 
for air transportation 
{NASA-CR-152191]	 p0418 1179-22065 
DEMODULATORS 
NT MODEMS 
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME) 
Density changes and turbulence production in the 
expansicn cr compression of a turbulent flow at 
supersonic speed 
(ONENA, IP NO. 1978-153)	 p0053 179-13180 
DENSITY (NUMBER/VOLUME) 
NT PACKING DENSITY 
Air traffic congestion and capacity. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0594/6] 	 p0714 1179-33188 
DENSITY DISTRIBUTION 
Density distribution in a non-stationary bow wave 
in a transonic flow
p0333 179-29660 
DEPENDENCE 
NT TIME DEPENDENCE 
DEPOSITION 
NT ANODIZING 
Thermophoresis - Enhanced deposition rates in 
combustion turbine blade passages 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-1]	 p0149 A79-19790 
DEPRESSURIZATION 
U PEESSUBE REDUCTION 
DEPTH PERCEPTION 
O SPACE PERCEPTICN 
DESCENT 
NT PARACHUTE DESCENT 
DESCENT TRAJECTORIES 
A simple physical model of a descending parachute 
[AXAA 79-0447)	 p0263 179-26651 
Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage 
parachute system 
[ATAA 79-0948]	 p0263 479-26652 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial radial 
compressor impellers using the framework method 
finite element method and descriptive geometry 
p0309 1179-19391 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional objects 
helicopter design
p0374 N79-20762 
DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication 
system
p0374 N79-20763 
DESIGN ANALYSIS 
Issues in the design and analysis of airport 
ground transport systems 
(SAE PAFR 780519]	 p0009 479-10395 
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-107] 	 p0018 179-11572 
Gas turbine analysis and design using interactive 
computer graphics
p0025 A79-12459 
Maintainability by design --- turboshaft engine 
management
p0079 179-15410 
Development of the 08-604 helicopter
p0079 179-16239 
Application of the fault tree in fault testing and 
design improvement --- of aircraft components 
p0082 A79-16585 
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
[IRS 78-30]	 p0122 179-18156
The evaluation and use of flying qualities 
considerations in conceptual design 
[1141 PAPER 79-0232]
	
p0144 479-19611 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
[1141 PAPER 79-0238] 	 p0144 479-19513 
Progress on the ENSIP approach to improved 
structural integrity in gas turbine engines - An 
overview --- Engine Structural Integrity Program 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-13] 	 p0150 A79-19800 
An intermittent high Reynolds number wind tunnel 
p0155 179-20116 
A functional evaluation of a thrust carrying 
cylindrical roller bearing design 
(ASME PAPER 78-LUB-28)	 p0199 A79-23241 
Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0235]	 p0203 179-23558 
Transonic flow computations by finite elements - 
Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 179-29676 
Designing, calculating, and manufacturing by means 
of data processing --- computer techniques for 
mechanical constructions
p0398 A79-32751 
Helicopter emergency escape
p0403 A79-33626 
Very Large Vehicle Conference, Arlington, Va., 
April 26, 27, 1979, Technical Papers 
p0404 179-33827 
Design of quiet efficient propellers 
(SI! PAPER 790584)	 p0454 179-36719 
Survey of the cost estimation process used during 
the transporter design stage --- military aviation 
LOGIN PAPER 79-054] 	 p0517 179-42349 
Airship dynamic stability 
[AIAA 79-1591]	 p0525 179-42404 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
(lilA 7.9-1674]	 p0568 179-45339 
Developments in gear analysis and test techniques 
for helicopter drive systems 
[ASME PAPER 79-DR-15]	 p0604 479-47654 
Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation 
tail rotor 
[AIlS 79-57]	 p0633 179-49107 
Performance of current radar systems in an EW 
environment --- Electronic Warfare
p0637 179-49555 
The Nell Model 222
p0639 179-49816 
Reliability analysis for optimum design 
applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
structures
p0691 479-53070 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for 
mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. Volume 2: 
Ducted propellers 
[10-1056948]	 p0037 N79-10062 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
(NASA-TN-79051]	 pOO86 1179-12020 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
[NASA-CP-2045-VOL-1-PT-1]	 p0355 N79-20030 
Application of direct-inverse techniques to 
airfoil analysis and design
p0355 1179-20035 
Low speed airfoil design and analysis
p0355 1179-20036 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 1179-20039 
The analysis and design of transonic two-element 
airfoil systems
p0356 1179-20042 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 1179-20043 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift 
Instrumentation
p0366 N79-20132 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferoriietry 
[AEL-AERO-NOTE-378]	 p0385 1179-21098 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-200 
supersonic transport configuration concept 
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[NASA-cR-159051)	 p0417 879-22046 
Active control transport design criteria 
(PAPER-6663)	 P03 N79-23065 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
desigs. study
p0497 879-25013 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 879-25014 
Extension of running time in the NIL hypersonic 
shock tunnel 
(OUEL-1260/78]	 p0556 879-27191 
Off-design performance of gas turbines, volume 1 
conferences, Belgium, Jan.-Feb. 1978 
(VKI-LEC-SER-1978-2-VCL-1)	 p0587 879-28555 
The importance of off-design operation 
p0581 879-28556 
Axial turbine performance prediction
p0567 879-28561 
Pump design
p0588 879-28567 
A computer-aided design method for axial flow 
pumps and fans
p05E8 879-28568 
p rerotation in centrifugal pumps: Design criteria 
p0588 879-28574 
Review of design and operational characteristics 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel 
(NASA-TM-80123) 	 p0701 879-32159 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
18% thick shock-free airfoil (NIP 7501) 
[NLF-MP-78016-U]	 p0703 879-32180 
0 351GN OF EXPERIMENTS 
U EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
DESPINNING 
U SPIN REDUCTICN 
DESTRUCTION 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Appendix 
B: Overview papers. Ozone destruction techniques 
p0380 879-21031 
DETECTION 
NT AIRCRAFT DETECTION 
NT FOREST FIRE DETECTION 
NT MISSILE DETECTION 
NT PADAR DETECTION 
NT SIGNAL DETECTION 
NT TARGET RECCGNITION 
NT ULTRASONIC FLAW DET!CTICN 
DETECTORS 
The dynamic ice detector for helicopters 
p0031 879-10010 
DETERIORATION 
Handling problems through compressor deterioration 
p0554 879-27169 
DEVELOPING NATIONS 
Airport development in Micronesia 
(SIR PARER 780530) 	 p0005 179-10400 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 179-26725 
Bow to get the world airborne --- market research 
and aircraft design for air transportation in 
developing countries 
(lIlA 79-C695]	 p0276 179-27360 
Sharjah - An airport out of Arabian Nights 
innovative airport design
p0536 179-43732 
Mombasa - Welcome to a new airport --- planning 
and construction
p0536 179-43733 
Potential applications of advanced aircraft in 
developing countries --- Brazil and Indonesia 
(NASA-T8-80133]	 p0581 N79-28158 
DEVIATION 
Worst case tine-histories causing largest 
deviations from a desired flight path: An 
analytical approach 
(VTH-LE-267)	 p0290 879-17839 
DIP  
U DELAYED FLAP APPROACH 
DR 106 AIRCRAFT 
U COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
DIAGNOSIS 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
.375-9-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASME PAPER 78GT116)	 p0802 179-10267 
Parametric method for diagnosing the state of 
aircraft engines on the basis of limited 
information
p0082 119-16781 
Diagnostics of year in aeronautical systems 
(NASA-TM-79185) 	 p0490 879-24350 
DIAGRAMS 
NT S-N DIAGRAMS 
NT STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS 
DIAMOND WINGS	 - 
U LOW ASPECT PATIO WINGS 
U SWEPT WINGS 
BINS 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings 
[NLR-MP-77040-U]	 p0239 879-16968 
DIESEL ENGINES 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(NASA-TM-79254)	 p0670 879-31210 
DIESEL FUELS 
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
combustor using jet A and A diesel fuel 
[NASA-TM-79089]	 p0365 879-20114 
DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA 
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 179-40664 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight 
differential pressure measurements for drag 
investigations 
(NASA-CASE-FRC-11024-1]	 p0285 879-17797 
DIFFRACTION 
NY NAT! DIFFRACTION 
Nigh frequency near field scattering by an 
elliptic disk 
(AD-1065586)	 p0489 N79-24214 
DIFFRACTION GRATINGS 
U GRATINGS (SPECTRA) 
DIFFUSERS 
Fluid dynamics of diffuser-augmented wind turbines 
p0186 A79-20798 
Method for design and manufacture of the stage of 
a radial compressor
p0212 A79-24196 
Diffusers for supersonic intakes - The dependence 
of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow 
conditions 
(lilA 79-7027)	 p0329 179-29399 
Experimental study on diffusers for mixed-flow 
machines 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-120)	 p0399 A19-32936 
Factors controlling stability of swirling flames 
at diffusers in gas turbines
p0643 179-50209 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
flow at the inlet of the vaned diffuser for a 
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressor 
rvKI-TN-125]	 p0226 879-16241 
Experiments on tandem diffusers with 
boundary-layer suction applied in between 
(14ASA-CR-158957]	 p0286 879-11803 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
(NASA-TP-1452)	 p0422 179-22099 
DIFFUSION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
NT PARTICLE DIFFUSION 
NT TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
Turbine exit guide vane program --- exhaust nozzles 
[AD-A060343]	 p0164 879-14101 
Model diffuser investigation for propulsion wind 
tunnel 16T 
[AD-A065822]	 p0488 1179-23984 
Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
[NASA-TP-1523]	 p0717 879-33210 
DIFFUSION BONDING 
U DIFFUSION WELDING 
DIFFUSION EFFECT 
U DIFFUSION 
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DIPPUSION WELDING 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the USAF/McDonnell BLATS program --- Built-up 
Lou-Cost Advanced Titanium Structures for P-15 
p02O8 1179-24082 
Fewer Controls, easier inspection - Diffusion 
bonding shows cost advantages
p0400 1179-33591 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium 
helicopter airframe ccmpcnents 
CARS 79-33]	 p0630 1179-49085 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
[AD-A057269]	 p0046 1179-11055 
Study of the application of superplastically 
formed and diffusion bonded (SP/DC) titanium 
structure to laminar flcw control (LPC) wing 
design 
(NASA-CR-158979]	 p0360 1179-20070 
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding 
of B-i components
p04112 1179-23251 
Establishment of manufacturing method and 
technology for the fabrication of helicopter 
main rotor blade spars b y continuous seam 
diffusion bonding titanium sheet material 
[AD-A067590]	 pO5E2 1179-28170 
DIPLUOBO CONPOONDS 
NT POLTTETRAPIUOBcETRTLE11R 
DIGITAL COMNAND SISTERS 
Informativeness and effectiveness of digital 
command-generating devices --- flight vehicle 
onboard computers
p0951 1179-36588 
Plight control systems development of highly 
maneuverable aircraft technology /RiNAT/ vehicle 
[1111111 PAPER 79-1789] 	 p0605 1179-47878 
Plight test verification of the ASSET system
Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad 
p0616 1179-48622 
A microprocessor system for flight control research 
p0616 A79-48623 
Synthesis of digital flight control tracking 
systems by the method of entire eigenstructure 
assignment
D0616 1179-148625 
Evaluation of a digital helicopter control system 
BO-105 helicopter 
[NBB-UPE-1349-0]	 p0488 1179-23980 
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION 
U PULSE COMMUNICATION 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
NT WICROCONPU'IEHS 
NT MINICOMPUTERS 
NT PARALLEL CCNP0T!BS 
Adjustment diagnostics for gas turbine engine 
controls
p0080 1179-16439 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian book
p0254 1179-25815 
Some new approaches for wind-tunnel testing 
through the use of computers 
[AIAA 79-0707]	 p0277 1179-27367 
A general aviation flight test application of the 
on-board computer 
[511! PAPER 7905831	 p0453 1179-36718 
Impact of digital ccnputer technology on flight 
systems 
tAIAA 79-1641]	 p0567 1179-45320 
Analysis and evaluaticn of current MIL-STD-1553 
digital avionics architecture as the basis for 
advanced architectures using MIL-STS-1553E 
p0616 1179-48629 
Experiences with an airborne digital computer 
system for general aviation flight testing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1834]	 p0684 1179-51248 
Active controls in aircraft design 
(AGARD-AG-234	 p0235'1179-16864 
Propulsion-flight ccntrcl integration technology 
p0236 1119-16872 
A study of embedded computer system software 
acquisiticn management and recommendations to 
improve development visibility 
(AD-A065879]	 p0445 1179-23681 
Multifunction keyboard implementation study 
[AD-110661110]	 p0501 1179-25046 
DIGITAL DATA 
State of the art in digital signal processing with 
applications to multiple access systems
DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
p0616 1179-31481 
Processingof on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
(14ASA-RP-1043)	 p0115 1179-33191 
DIGITAL FILTERS 
Multi-filter flTI system
p0003 1179-10320 
DIGITAL INTEGRATORS 
Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers 
for multivariable systems
p0281 1179-28223 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND 
tNASA-CR-152187]	 p0035 1179-10038 
DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DME 
basis
p0054 1179-13242 
Onboard navigation and flight control integrated 
system architecture
p0055 1179-13251 
Inertial measuring unit for strapdovn application 
p0068 1179-14663 
Application of a north seeking heading and 
attitude reference for the autonomous navigation 
of helicopters
p0068 A79-14668 
Experience with integrated navigation involving 
compensation according to the method of the 
least squares --- for air traffic control 
p0115 1179-17679 
Wide-aperture digital VOP
p0156 A79-20230 
Linearization in the recursive estimation of 
navigation parameters
p0315 1119-28604 
Hyperbolic positioning per me is passe 
navigation Computations from range measurements 
using microprocessor
p0447 1179-36070 
Recent results in navigation systems utilizing 
signal aiding from Navstar satellites 
p0449 1179-36096 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 1179-40664 
A simple integrated navigation system based on 
multiple DM! 
[DGLB PAPER 79-041] 	 p0519 1119-42367 
Solution of navigation problems in aircraft 
onboard systems equipped with digital computer 
p0533 1179-43506 
Technical means for automation of air navigation 
p0534 1179-43513 
Extremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 1119-44878 
The DC-9-80 digital flight guidance system's 
monitoring techniques 
[AIAA 79-1704]	 p0570 1179-45359 
Digital adaptive control laws for VTOL aircraft 
p0612 1179-48000 
Microcomputer applications in strapdown heading 
and attitude reference system
p0614 1179-118606 
Microprocessor-based digital autopilot development 
for the XBQN-106 Mini-BPV
p0614 1179-148608 
A simple integrated navigation based on multiple ORE 
[DGLI1 PAPER 79-041] 	 p0617 1179-48640 
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 1179-48115 
The impact of low cost micro-processors on 
airborne navigation systems
p0619 1179-51048 
Plight tests of a microprocessor control system 
[AIAA79-1962]	 p0698 1179-511412 
Better performance for aircraft tracking and 
holding under gust and shearvind influence by 
use of direct digital control 
[!SA-TT-506]	 p0044 1179-11033 
A contribution to the increase of aircraft 
guidance precision under wind disturbance 
conditions by using direct digital control 
(DLR-FB-7748)	 p00481119-11015 
Capturing and tracking performance of the 
horizontal guidance and control systems of the 
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DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS 
terminal configured vehicle 
[NASA-TM-80068)	 p0499 1479-25034 
DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS 
Enhancements of radar data-handling networks 
p0002 179-10299 
A technical review of the radar systems 
implemented by !uroccmtrcl
p0003 179-10329 
Developments in radar data processing at the 
London Air Traffic Control Centre
p0003 179-10330 
Multisensor utilization investigaticn --- for 
automated RTC surveillance
p0003 A79-10332 
Track-while-scan algorithm in a clutter environment 
p0017 179-11492 
Dependence of track quality on the number of radar 
sensors --- air traffic control
p0115 179-17684 
The future - AllIS III --- automated Radar Terminal 
Systems for air traffic control
p0198 179-22705 
System for the display of extracted radar data on 
the basis of minicomputer-controlled display 
devices /D!RD-MC/ for an employment in Air 
Traffic Ccntrol
p0251 179-251491 
Adaptation of a digital airborne radar for use on 
the microphysics research aircraft
p0252 179-25681 
Digital target extracticn at civil air traffic 
control radar installations in the Federal 
Republic of Germany and possibilities for its 
further development ftcm the point of view of 
the Federal Institute of ATC
p0260 179-26753 
New approaches concerning the implementation of 
radar targetextractors with the aid of very 
fast microprogrammable data processors 
p0265 179-26754 
Concept of modular software for the stepwise 
construction of radar data processing systems 
with minicomputers, taking into account as 
example the Airtrack System
p0265 179-26759 
Hardware and software structure of a coordination 
system for air traffic control on the basis of 
flight plan data
p0265 A79-26760 
Problems of computer-aided tracking, giving 
particular attention to radar which can be 
electronically turned
p0265 179-26761 
Built in test of AID converters - Present 
approaches and recommendations for improved BIT 
effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems 
p0616 179-48621 
Digital sensor simulation at the Defense Mapping 
Agency Aerospace Center
D0622 179-148705 
Combined I/Na-band tracking radar
p0637 179-49565 
Automated tracking for aircraft surveillance radar 
systems
p0638 179-496014 
High speed radar prccessing using CMOS/SOS 
technology 
[AIAA 79-1901]	 p0697 179-54380 
DIGITAL SIMULATION 
Experimental design for real-time simulations of 
air traffic contrcl ccncepts
p0017 A79-11481 
Application of an extended Kalman filter to an 
advanced fire control system
p0070 179-15018 
Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey 
flight tests 
[ABS 78-58]	 p0125 179-18179 
Computational aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0129]	 p0200 179-23515 
Structural parameter identification from measured 
vibration data --- for digital simulation of 
multiple shaker test 
[AIAA 79-0829]	 p0323 179-29045 
H/-l/ least squares method for the Navier-Stokes 
equations --- numerical simulation of separated 
viscous flows around wings and airfoils 
p0335 179-29804
SUBJECT INDEX 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicle's /TCV/ Wind Analysis program 
using real-time digital simulation
p0336 179-29900 
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor 
operation on the basis of a numerical experiment 
p0342 A79-30690 
On some methods for the numerical simulation of 
flows with complex structure
p0408 179-314691 
Digital simulation of a three-phase generator 
p0616 179-48618 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 A79-51090 
A study of some characteristics of the operation 
of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment 
p0694 179-53728 
Airplane brake-energy analysis and stopping 
performance simulation
p0694 179-53870 
Advanced Digital Simulator system (lOSS) 
modeling sensors and their operating environments 
[AD-A059536]	 p0181 1479-15103 
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis 
[10-8067549]	 p0550 879-27129 
Alternatives for jet engine control 
[NASA-CE-158390]	 p0594 N79-29190 
A developmental computer model for investigations 
of air traffic management problems: A case 
investigating two decision strategies 
[AD-A071075]	 p0668 W79-31189 
DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION 
NT DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS 
A digital fuel control system for gas turbines 
[ASRE PAPER 78-GT-99] 	 p0007 179-10759 
Coupling of ILS and inertial data in all weather 
approach and landing operations
p0056 179-13261 
Design of the TEF system in relation to experience 
with the CCV-F10 4  program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems 
for tactical fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-139] 	 p0062 179-14088 
Automatic failure detection systems in commercial 
aircraft 
[DGL14 PAPER 78-1140)
	 p0062 A79-14089 
Digital integrated test system improves testability 
of avionics
p0080 179-16436 
High speed digital transmission, the key for a 
simple Aerosat airborne equipment
p0112 A79-17098 
The coming of age of digital electronics in 
commercial transports --- emphasizing signal 
processing technology and Boeing 767 avionics 
[1111 79-0686]	 p0275 179-27352 
Future advanced technology rotorcraft 
(hAl 79-0705]	 p0276 A79-27366 
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/ and 
Advanced Integrated Display System /AIDS/ 
cockpit programs
p0332 179-29485 
Advanced application of the BADGE approach aid 
offshore
p0399 179-33457 
Application of digital controls on the quiet clean 
short haul experimental engines 
[1111 PAPER 79-1203]
	 1 p0469 179-38984 
RELSIM-A systems reliability simulation code 
-	 p0476 179-39900 
Increasing guidance accuracy through use of an 
integrated digital piloting system 
(DGLB PAPER 79-043]
	 p0520 A79-442369 
Increasing effectiveness of piloting systems by

modern methods of digital signal processing 
[DGLR PAPER 79-0 446]	 p0520 179-42372 
New paths for the development of aircraft 
equipment opened up by the use of modern 
computer technology --- digital systems for 
civil aviation
p0533 179-43501 
Dual digital flight control redundancy management 
system development program 
[hAl 79-1701]	 p0569 A79-45356 
Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
[AIAA 79-1703]	 p0570 A79-45358 
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DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
Digital flight control reliability-
redundancy level, architecture and 
management technique 
[lilA 79-18931	 p0573 179-45418 
P/A-18 Hornet display system
p0617 179-48630 
ht test facility 
pO635 179-49344 
control system 
p0693 179-53638 
A design method with application to prefilters and 
sampling-rate selection in digital flight 
control systems
p0C95 879-12095 
A nonlinear trajectory ccmaand generator for a 
digital flight-control system 
[NASA-TP-1221]	 p0104 879-13057 
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation 
experience 
[NASA-T-72860]	 p0166 879-14109 
Digital symbology generator program 
[10-1060216]	 p0166 879-14111 
Analysis and preliminary design of an optical 
digital tip clearance sensor for'prOpulsion 
control 
(NASA-CF-1594341	 p0174 879-15053 
Modern digital flight control system design for 
VTOL aircraft 
[NASA-CE-1590191	 p0367 879-20133 
Digital Avionics Informations System (tAIS) serial 
Input/Output (I/O) exercise 
(AD-1062646]	 p0382 879-21048 
Digital data acquisition system for use in 
aircraft engine condition monitoring 
CARL-MECH-!11G-R!PT-151] 	 p0436 879-23088 
VOLAR: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recovery from small. 
ships. Volume 1: Program description 
[10-1066172]	 p0485 879-23954 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
[AD-A066809]	 p0499 879-25035 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-A067177]	 p0500 879-25036 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
[ARL/SYS-NOTE-60]	 p0542 1479-26053 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
(ARL/SYS-I4OTE-60]	 p0593 879-29180 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Development and demonstration 
(AD-A068438)	 p0593 879-29181 
The development and in-flight evaluation of a 
triplex digital autostabilization system for a 
helicopter
p0655 879-30200 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot wcrjcload
p0656 879-30210 
New devices for digital communications in avionics 
p0675 879-31481 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
p0675 879-31482 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Training requirements analysis model (TAlMUD), 
volume 1 
[10-1068474]	 p0716 1479-33202 
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES 
Large-area information display using digital laser 
beam deflection
p0116 179-17689 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0186 179-20792 
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06 444]	 p0269 179-26915 
Multimode radar processor --- for ccmbat aircraft 
pOle0 179-28058 
Technological evolution of inertial navigation for 
aircraft
p0334 A79-29760
Modal analysis of gas turbine buckets using a 
digital test system 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-124]	 p0393 179-32393 
An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a 
function of processing parameters --- for 
synthetic aperture radar data processing 
p0618 A79-48666 
Investigation of the cross-ship comparison 
monitoring method of failure detection in the 
HINAT SPRy --- digital control techniques using 
airborne microprocessors 
[19ASA-CR-144879]	 p0091 879-12064 
Development of a digital guidance and control law 
for steep approach automatic landings using 
modern control techniques 
[NASA-CR-3074]	 p0230 879-16824 
Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests 
AGARD-R-672]	 p0367 879-20137 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls 
for modular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
[10-1065128]	 p0436 879-23091 
The design of digital controllers for the C-141 
aircraft using entire elgenstructure assignment 
and the development of an interactive computer 
design program 
[AD-1069192]	 p0672 879-312214 
Laboratory development of computer generated image 
displays for evaluation in terrain flight training 
[10-1070065]	 p0674 879-31236 
DIGITIZERS 
U ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS 
DIHEDRAL EFFECT 
U LATERAL STABILITY 
DILATATIONAL WAVES 
Dilatational model of noise from a moving jet in 
terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer 
motion
p0516 179-42053 
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analog-criteria 
p0695 179-54036 
Similitude, manufacturing, identification, and 
instrumentation of test models --- aircraft models 
[AAAF-NT-78-24]	 p0440 879-23120 
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT 
Turbine blade tip clearance measurement utilizing 
borescope photography 
(AS!! PAPER 78-GT-164]	 p0010 179-10805 
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS 
NS MACH NUMBER 
NT REYNOLDS NUMBER 
NT STROUHAL NUMBER 
DIMENSIONS 
NT HEIGHT 
Ni SCALE HEIGHT 
DIODES 
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control --- stability augmentation 
using manual control 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12268-1]	 p0367 879-20136 
DIRECT POWER GENERATORS 
NT NAGNETOH!DRODYNA!IC GENERATORS 
NT SOLAR CELLS 
Analytical modeling of the dynamics of brushless 
dc motors for aerospace applications: A 
conceptual framework 
NASA-TM-80445]	 p0502 879-25310 
DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO) 
U RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
NT LENS ANTENNAS 
NT RADAR ANTENNAS 
Ni SLOT ANTENNAS 
NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS 
Optimal excitation of amplitude-direction-finder 
antennas operating on the basis of the 
comparison method
p0411 179-35502 
FAA BCAS concept, appendices A-E 
[FAA-EM-78-5-3-A]	 p0231 879-16830 
FAA BCAS concept, appendices F-H 
[FAA-EM-78-5-3-E]	 p0231 879-16831 
Effects of 
redundancy 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flig 
CH-53E digital automatic flight 
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Design of VHF and UBF communications air/ground 
antennas 
[FAA-RD-79-7]	 p0240 1179-17078 
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL 
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Modeling the sensitivity cf a linear system to a 
decrease in its order by the method of 
infinitesimal transformation in the problem of 
yaw control
p0348 179-32040 
Development and testing of a dual mode escape 
propulsion system
p0403 179-33635 
The DG-800 - A rugged, high performance heading 
reference unit --- directional gyro design 
considerations
p0619 179-48677 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
V-type empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
[ANS 79-56]	 p0633 A79-49106 
On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to 
reduction of its order by the infinitesimal 
transformation method in the yaw motion control 
problem
po695 179-54044 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control --- stability augmentation 
using manual control 
(NASACASELAR12268-1]	 p0367 N79-20136 
DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS) 
Applications of OS composites in aircraft gas

turbines --- directional solidification 
tONERA, TP NO. 1978-73] 	 p0081 179-16512 
Repair of directionally sclidified airfoil 
components
p0211 A79-24134 
Directionally solidified blades - Greater strength 
p0449 A79-36248 
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
A yaw stabilised S.A.R. aerial
p00O3 A79-10364 
DIRECTIVITY 
Relation between static and in-flight 
directivities of jet noise
p0407 A79-34585 
DIRECTORIES 
U INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION) 
DIRIGIBLES 
U AIRSHIPS 
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
Jet discharge coefficient through openings for 
parallel flow 
[AIAA 79-7C501	 p0331 A79-29418 
DISCHARGERS 
NT STATIC DISCHARGERS 
DISCONTINUITY 
Calculation of supersonic flow past wings with 
consideration of tangential discontinuities shed 
from the edges within the scope of a model using 
a system of Euler equations
p0079 A79-16372 
DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SISTER 
Plan for the reliability and maintainability 
evaluation of the Discrete Address Beacon System 
(DABS) engineering laboratory models 
[FAA-NA-78-31)	 p0241 N79-17253 
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) Air Traffic 
Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) 
interference analysis 
tAD-1068565]	 p0549 N79-27119 
Interim results of DABS/ATCBBS electromagnetic 
compatibility, testing 
[AD-A072087]	 p0710 N79-32418 
DISKS (SHAPES) 
NT ACTUATOR DISKS 
NT ROTATING DISKS 
DISPERSING 
Atmospheric dispersion modeling --- for air 
pollutants
p0206 A79-23742 
Study of the dispersity.of oil droplets which form 
in the oil-system mains of gas-turbine engines 
p0527 179-42571 
Carbon fiber release conditions
p0296 0179-18079 
Carbon fiber dispersion models used for risk 
analysis calculations
p0296 0179-18080 
Estimation of economic losses
p0296 1179-18083 
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shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 1: Summary 
(19ASA-CR-150833)	 p0035 R79-10048 
B-52B-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 
(with and without fins) flight test results - 
captive flight and drop test missions 
[NASA-CE-150855]	 p0091 B79-12065 
DROP TRANSFER 
Study of the dispersity of oil droplets which form 
in the oil-system mains of gas-turbine engines 
p0527 179-42571 
DROP WRIGHT TESTS 
U DROP TESTS 
DROPS (LIQUIDS) 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0225]
	 p0203 A79-23571 
Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas 
turbine combustor
p0517 179-42207 
DROPSOJDES 
Aircraft dropwindsonde system
p0190 A79-21466 
DRY FRICTION 
Dry friction in the aerospace industry 
p0476 A79-39873 
DTMB-111 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE 
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
DT!B-1130.
 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE 
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
DUAL THRUST NOZZLES 
The nonaxisymmetric nozzle - It is for real 
fighter aircraft performance viewpoint 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1810]	 p0607 A79-47893 
Performance evaluation of an air vehicle utilizing 
non-axisymmetric nozzles
	 - 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1811]
	 p0607179-47894 
DUCTED BODIES	 - 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0639]
	 p0268 179-26896 
DUCTED FAR ENGINES 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
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DYNAMIC LOADS 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0637]	 p0270 A79-26923 
The principles of hovercraft, powering and 
propulsion
p0604 A79-47844 
Review of the Rhein-Flugzengbau Wankel powered 
aircraft program --- ducted fan engines 
p0221 879-15966 
DUCTED FANS 
Direct experimental verification of the 
theoretical model predicting rotor noise 
generation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0658] 	 p0268 A79-26894 
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on 
a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18551	 p0609 A79-479114 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1861]	 p0609 A79-47918 
Can-operated pitch-change apparatus 
[NASA-CASE-LBW--13050-1]	 p0164 879-19095 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0480 879-23906 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in PISTOL aircraft 
[NASA-TM-79150]	 p0481 879-23911 
DUCTED PLOW 
A new approach for solving the vorticity and 
continuity equations in turbomachinery ducts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00461 	 p0139 A79-19499 
Three dimensional modelling of cascade flows 
[AjAR PAPER 79-0047]	 p0139 A79-19500 
Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[LILA PAPER 79-0677]	 p0267 A79-26885 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow 
tAIAA PAPER 79-0660]	 p0268 A79-26893 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0280 A79-2771414 
Measurements of heat transfer in circular, 
rectangular and triangular ducts, representing 
typical turbine blade internal cooling passages 
using transient techniques 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-40] 	 p0391 A79-32343 
DUCTED PROPELLERS 
U SHROUDED PROPELLERS 
DUCTS 
IT ACOUSTIC DUCTS 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
(NASA-TM-80109]	 p0556 879-27931 
DUMMY LOADS 
U IMPEDANCE 
DUNGEIS WIND SHEAR MECHANISM 
U WIND SHEAR 
DURABILITY 
Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures 
[SAE PAPER 790561]	 p0451 A79-36702 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial 
transport aircraft 
[NASA-CE-159071]	 p0557 879-272146 
DUST 
Aerodynamic behavior of fibres and sampling of 
respirable dust 
[BLL-RTS-11267]	 p0298 879-18470 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
IT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
IT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
IT BOUNDARY LATER STABILITY 
IT COMBUSTICN STABILITY 
IT CONTROL STABILITY 
IT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
IT DRAG 
IT DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
IT DYNAMIC STABILITY 
IT FLAME STABILITY 
IT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
IT PLOW DISTRIBUTION 
IT FLOW STABILITY 
IT FLOW VELOCITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
IT HOVERING STABILITY 
IT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
NT. INTERFERENCE LIFT 
NT JET LIFT	 - 
IT LATERAL STABILITY
IT LIFT 
IT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
IT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
IT MINIMUM DRAG 
IT NOTION STABILITY 
NT PRESSURE DRAG 
NT ROTARY STABILITY 
IT ROTOR LIFT 
IT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
IT TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
IT WAVE DRAG 
IT ZERO LIFT 
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in 
the dynamics of elastic structures aith local 
nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures 
p0020 A79-12155 
Dynamics of nonideal gyroscopic systems 
p0064 A79-14212 
Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development 
for successful dynamic characteristics 
[ABS 78-23]	 p0121 A79-18149 
Dynamic stall at high frequency and large amplitude 
---.using quasi-steady aerodynamic analytic 
prediction method 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0211]	 p0143 A79-19599 
A review of tail rotor design and performance 
p0344 A79-31170 
Experimental data on the dynamic properties of 
several propeller vanes --- turbulence 
measurement in wind tunnel
p0466 A79-38943 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0645 A79-50432 
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic 
interface development problems 
(AD-A057932)	 p0095 879-12092 
Plight test design for CH-47 parameter 
identification 
[NASA-CE-158948]	 .	 p0171 879-15025 
Rind tunnel testing of dynamic derivatives in West 
Germany
p0176 879-15066 
Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion 
systems
p0224 879-15993 
A study of the effects of aircraft dynamic 
characteristics on structural loads criteria 
[STI-TR-1099-1]	 p0232 N79-16838 
Dynamic behavior of aircraft materials 
[AD-A064592)	 p0420 879-22078 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 N79-28121 
Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic 
behavior of industrial turbocompressor circuits 
p0587 N79-28564 
DYNAMIC CONTROL 
Basic problem of controlling non-Newtonian fluid 
flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of 
aircraft plastics
p0069 A79-14858 
DYNAMIC LOADS 
IT AERODYNAMIC LOADS 
IT BLAST LOADS 
IT CYCLIC LOADS 
IT GUST LOADS 
IT IMPACT LOADS 
IT LANDING LOADS 
NT TRANSIENT LOADS 
IT VIBRATORY LOADS 
IT WING LOADING 
Aircraft structural reliability prediction based 
on dynamic loads and ultimate strength test data 
p0076 A79-16111 
Gearbox Casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
p0111 A79-17058 
Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for predicting 
dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines 
[AIAA 79-0733]	 p0319 A79-29007 
Airplane dynamic wheel loads during ground 
maneuvering --- Computer program for L-1011 
aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0739]	 p0319 A79-29011 
Surge-induced structural loads in gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER .79-GT-91]	 p0392 A79-32368 
1-16.1
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Determinaticn of the natural frequency of an 
airship model 
[AIAA 79-1582)	 p0524 879-42402 
Results of an improved version of LTRAN2 for 
Computing unsteady airloads on airfoils 
oscillating in transonic flow 
(ATAA PAPER 79-1553]	 p0577 A79-46726 
The electro-iipnlse de-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
[BU-227]	 pO433 879-23073 
Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system 
of the tornado fighter aircraft
p0554 879-27168 
Dynamic loads analysis system (D!LOFLEX) summary. 
Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
[NASA-cR-2846-1]	 p0664 879-31144 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOPLEX) summary. 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design information 
(NASA-CE-2846-2]
	
p0664 879-311115 
DYNAMIC MODELS 
The validity of the Leicester computer model for a 
parachute with fully-deployed canopy 
tAXU 79-0460]	 1 p0264 879-26663 
Structural parameter identification from measured 
vibration data --- for digital simulation of 
multiple shaker test 
(8188 79-08291	 p0323 A79-29045 
Identification of a STCL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
p0406 P39-34521 
Model verification of force determination for 
measuring vibratory loads --- of rotors on 
helicopters
p0450 879-36379 
The dynamics of a general aviation pilot promotion 
campaign
p0466 P39-38886 
The relationship of unsteadiness in dovnwash to 
the quality of parameter estimates 
[AIAA 79-1639]	 p0567 P39-45319 
Aerodynamic coefficient estimaticn by means of an 
extended Kalman filter 
(8188 79-16861	 p0569 P39-45346 
Plight test technology development - A preview of 
DyNoTecb --- dynamic modeling
p0645 879-50435 
Analytical-kinetic models for the evaluation of 
polluting emissions from aircraft gas turbines - 
Limiting techniques
p0689 879-52758 
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal 
compressors
p0427 879-22508 
Enclosure fire dynamics model
p0667 879-31173 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
Comparative study between two different active 
flutter suppression systems
p0081 879-16495 
Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation 
p0253 879-25850 
Unsteady effects of circumferential pressure 
distorted inlet flows in compressors 
[D-A062550]	 p0266 879-20123 
Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system 
of the tornado fighter aircraft
p0554 879-27168 
DYNAMIC PEOGEANIING 
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 879-15016 
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
Stochastic Response Secondary Surveillance Radar 
F. S. S.
p0003 A79-10341 
Aerodynamic response for the airfoil experiencing 
sudden change in angle of attack
p0012 879-10869 
Gnat response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight
p0131 879-18662 
Dynamic response testing of gas turbines 
(ASME PAPER 78GT313	 p0196 879-22332 
5DM lecture - Introduction of new SUM technology 
into production systems --- structures, Dynamics 
and Materials technology in aircraft design
[AIAA 79-0719]	 p0282 879-28252 
Dynamic response analysis of an P-iS Past Pack 
optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 
(AIAA 79-0788)	 p0322 879-29032 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator

row including the effects of airfoil camber 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-110] 	 p0392 A79-32385 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects --- for general aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790576] 	 p0453 879-36712 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
(SAE PAPER 790588)	 p0454 879-36722 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory methodology /BACTM/ to 
aircraft stability problems at high 
angles-of-attack
p0611 879-47943 
Improved method of predicting helicopter control 
response and gust sensitivity 
CARS 79-25]	 p0629 879-49077 
Study of 153 engine vibration 
(NA5A-cR-135449]	 p0037 879-10061 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures 
associated with the transonic buffeting and wing 
rock of a one-seventh scale model of the P-5A 
aircraft 
[RASA-CB-3061]	 p0099 879-13004 
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
(J11050]	 pOlOS 879-13062 
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to various 
back pressure 
[AD-A057292]	 p0160 879-14047 
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and 
loaded pavement profiles 
[AD-8059787]	 p0163 879-14088 
Can-operated pitch-change apparatus 
(NASA-CASE-LEW-13050-1] 	 p0164 879-14095 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: 
Data report 
[NASA-cB-145350]	 p0227 879-16801 
The optimal control frequency response problem in 
manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0244 879-17476 
Engine dynamics 
[BMVG-PEWT-78-6]	 p0293 879-17862 
Simulation correlation, and analysis of the 
structural response of a CH-47A to crash impact 
(AD-A062643)	 p0363 879-20094 
Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 879-22095 
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis 
[AD-A067549]	 p0550 879-27129 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
p0554 879-27171 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
(AEL/AERO-NOTE-379]	 p0580 879-28144 
Stability and nonlinear response of rotor-rearing 
systems with squeeze film bearings
p0598 879-29519 
Time history solution program, 1225 (TEV126). 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document --- for airplane dynamic 
response using frequency response data 
[NASA-CH-2860]	 p0665 879-31154 
Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing 
gear, taxi mode test system for YF-12A 
(NASA-cR-144884)	 p0668 879-31192 
DYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY 
NT CONTROL STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT PLANE STABILITY 
NT PLOW STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
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DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft
p0130 179-18653 
Finite element dynamic analysis of production 
aircraft --- for rotor induced helicopter 
airframe vibrations
p0130 179-18655 
An experimental study of coupled rotor-body 
aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors 
in hover
p0130 179-18656 
Effect of structural coupling parameters on the 
flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in 
forward flight using Floguet theory
p0131 179-18658 
Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells 
aircraft vibrational analysis 
[lIlA PIPES 79-0237]
	
p0145 179-19674 
Analytical life estimation for helicopter components 
[DOLS PAPER 78-195]	 p0184 179-20495 
Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft
with special nonlinear structural properties 
p0207 179-24073 
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of 
deformable aircraft by the finite-element method 
p0251 179-25505 
Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials 
Conference, 20th, St. Louis, No., April 4-6, 
1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads 
p0282 179-28251 
Flap-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the 
method of. anitiblade coordinates --- for rotor 
deflections in forward flight 
[lilA 79-0729]	 p0319 179-29003 
Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for predicting 
dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines 
[lilA 79-0733]	 p0319 179-29007 
A generalized modal shock spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
[lilA 79-07451	 p0320 179-29017 
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
[lilA 79-0781]	 p0321 179-29025 
Dynamic response analysis of an 1-15 Fast Pack 
optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 
(lilA 79-07881	 p0322 179-29032 
Research needs in aerospace structural dynamics 
[lilA 79-0826]	 p0323 A79-29042 
Nodal analysis of gas turbine buckets using a 
digital test system 
(ASNE PIPES 79-GT-1241	 p0393 179-32393 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 179-35717 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
[SAS PIPES 7905881	 p0454 179-36722 
A dynamic analysis of landing impact
p0514 179-41768 
New methods for ground-testing aeronautical 
structures 
[ONESA, TP NO. 1979-47]	 p0534 179-43620 
Simplified analysis spectrum for joints exposed to 
complex continuously varying stresses 
aerospace structures 
[1111 PIPES 79-1808]	 p06O6 179-47892 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory methodology /BACTN/ to 
aircraft stability problems at high 
angles-of-attack
p0611 179-47943 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
[ABS 79-18]	 p0628 179-49071 
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
[ABS 79-20]	 p0628 179-49073 
Application of finite-element and holographic 
techniques in the design of turboshaft engine 
components 
[ABS 79-41]	 p0631 179-49093 
The circulation contrcl rotor flight demonstrator 
test program 
[ABS 79-51]	 p0633 179-49103 
An approach for estimating vibration 
characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades 
1-163
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NT MOTION STABILITY 
NT NOTARY STABILITY 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support systems 
(lilA 79-0732]	 p0319 179-29006 
Stability and unbalance response of centrally 
preloaded rotors mounted in journal and squeeze 
film bearings
p0349 179-32085 
Airship dynamic stability 
(lilA 79-1591)	 p0525 179-42804 
Longitudinal dynamic stability of a hovering 
helicopter with a sling load
p0561 179-84094 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
(AGARD-CP-235]	 p0175 879-15061 
Techniques for dynamic stability testing in wind 
tunnels
p0176 879-15062 
On the test procedures of the derivative balances 
used in Nest Germany
p0176 879-15067 
Experiments on cross-coupling and translational 
acceleration derivatives
p0176 879-15068 
Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic stability 
p0176 879-15070 
Some factors affecting the dynamic stability 
derivatives of a fighter-type model
p0176 879-15071 
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating containers 
and application to the problem of dynamic 
stability of helicopter underslung loads 
p0177 879-15073 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p0178 879-15082 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 879-15084 
The role of time-history effects in the 
formulation of the aerodynamics of aircraft 
dynamics
p0178 879-15086 
Mathematical models of aircraft dynamics for 
extreme flight conditions (theory and experiment) 
p0179879-15087 
Aircraft stability characteristics at high angles 
of attack
p0179 879-15089 
Non-linear formulation of the aerodynamic forces 
for flight dynamic studies
p0179 879-15090 
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
p0179 879-15091 
The dynamic stability in flight of spinning blunt 
body projectiles
p0179 879-15092 
Results of pilotedsimulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0179 879-15093 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to variations in 
dynamic stability parameters
pOlfO 879-15095 
Effect of high angles of attack on dynamic 
stability parameters
p0413 1479-21997 
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium on Dynamic Stability parameters 
[AGARDAR-137]	 p0488 879-23981 
A summary of AGARD lIP meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0658 879-30220 
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
A comparison of predicted and experimental rotor 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade 
pitch 
(ANd 78-191	 p0121 179-18145 
An aeromechanical stability analysis for 
bearingless rotor helicopters 
(ABS 78-21]	 p0121 179-18147 
Examination of the air resonance stability 
characteristics of a bearingless main rotor 
CARS 78-22]	 pO121 179-18148 
Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development 
for successful dynamic characteristics 
[ABS 78-23]	 p0121 179-18149
DYNAMIC TESTS	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0639 A79-49718 
INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0645 A79-50430 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
p0645 A79-50433 
Finite element analysis of helicopter structures 
p0039 N79-10453 
Synthesis of aircraft structures using integrated 
design and analysis methods
p0040 879-10454 
Dynamic stability of a two-blade rotor 
p0085 879-11999 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
[FAA-R0-78-120] 	 p0229 N79-16814 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CR-159478]	 p0309 N79-19414 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
[A0-A062691]	 p0364 879-20110 
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0265/3] 	 p0489 N79-24201 
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and 
design system. Volume 5: System demonstration 
problems 
(NASA-CF-159045]	 p0676 879-31624 
DYNAMIC TESTS 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
CARS 78-42]	 p0123 A79-18165 
Low speed testing techniques for V/STOL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0334] 	 p0202 A79-23558 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 A79-24125 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
p0447 A79-36024 
Important factors in the maximum likelihood 
analysis of flight test maneuvers 
(NASA-TP-1459]	 p0425 879-22113 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
[AD-A066592]	 p0501 479-25236 
E 
E-2 AIRCRAFT 
AN/APS-96 radar nodificaticn program 
[AD-A062569]	 p0370 879-20310 
E-3A AIRCRAFT 
E-3A antenna pedestal turntable
p0019 A19-11923 
E-3A sentry /AWACS/ ATPG --- Automatic Test 
Program Generation
p0623 A79-48873 
E-4A AIRCRAFT 
E-4B mission electrical power
p0615 A79-48617 
EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS 
Airborne Early Warning Nimrod /chadwick Memorial 
Lecture/
p0189 A79-20886
RANTS ATMOSPHERE - 
IT LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
IT THERMOSPHERE 
IT TROPOPAUSE 
EARTH FIGURE 
U GEODESY 
EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FRCM SPACE) 
IT pH0T0REcCN9AISSANc! 
IT SATELLITE OBSERVATION 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
[AIRA 79-1606] p0525 A79-42405 
EARTH ORBITS 
User's guide to data preparation: Photogrammetric 
navigation analysis program Fotonap 
[AD-A064614] p0419 879-22070 
EARTH RESOURCES 
IT CRUD! OIL 
IT FORESTS 
IT FOSSIL FUELS
IT GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
Forecast of future aviation fuels. Part 1: 
Scenarios 
(NASA-CR-158871]	 p0597 879-29354 
EARTH SATELLITES 
IT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
IT AEROSAT SATELLITES 
IT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
IT EXPLORER SATELLITES 
IT MARITIME SATELLITES 
IT MAROTS (ESA) 
IT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
IT NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
IT NAVSTAR SATELLITES 
IT SOLAR POWER SATELLITES 
IT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
IT TRANSIT SATELLITES 
EARTH SHAPE 
U GEODESY 
EBP 
U EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
Reflection elimination in secondary surveillance 
radar --- for air traffic control
p0574 A79-46241 
ECHOES 
IT CLUTTER 
IT RADAR ECHOES 
IT SIGNAL REFLECTION 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14361-1]	 p0544 879-26253 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
U ECOLOGY 
ECOLOGY 
Ecological interpretation of bird-aircraft 
collisions on the Nice Cote d'Azur Airfield 
p0325 A79-29356 
ECONOMETRICS 
An analysis of long and medium-haul air passenger 
demand, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-152156]	 p0418 N79-22062 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2	 - 
[19ASA-CR-152157]	 p0418 879-22063 
An economic model of the manufacturers' aircraft 
production and airline earnings potential, 
volume 3 
[NASA-CR-152158]	 p0418 879-22064 
The impact of changing technology on the demand 
for air transportation 
(NASA-CR-152191]	 p0418 879-22065 
Airfreight forecasting methodology and results 
p0548 N79-27114 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Directions for developing an air cargo system 
planning model 
[SAE PAPER 780556]	 p0006 A79-10411 
The economic superiority of integrated navigation 
systems, represented for MILECS --- Microwave 
Integrated Landing/Emroute navigation and air 
traffic Control System
p0116 A79-17687 
Compromise between economic concerns and 
application of new technologies in the 
definition of a new airplane project 
[AIAA 79-0693]	 p0276 A79-27358 
How to get the world airborne --- market research 
and aircraft design for air transportation in 
developing countries 
[AIAA 79-0695]	 p0276 A79-27360 
Findings of the Ottawa-Montreal STOL demonstration 
service 
[AIAA 79-0710]	 p0277 A79-27369 
Payback period - An engineering cost/benefit method 
for aircraft engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1235]	 p0475 A79-39817 
Aircraft guidance in the ATC sector - Problems and 
perspectives 
[DG LS PAPER 79-026]	 p0518 A79-42354 
Road fleet operation of air cushion assisted 
vehicles - An evaluation of technical and 
economic problems
p0641 A79-49910 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 N79-10945 
Vehicle Design Evaluation Program (VD!P). A 
computer program for weight sizing, economic, 
performance and mission analysis of 
fuel-conservative aircraft, multibodied aircraft 
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and large cargo aircraft using loth JP and 
alternative fuels 
(NASA-CR-145070]	 p0100 879-13026 
Estimation of economic losses
p0296 879-18083 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
overview	 - 
[AD-A068380]	 p0579 879-28129 
Maintenance improvement: In analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-A068381]	 p0580 879-28130 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 4: 
Software manual	 - 
(AD-A068383]	 p0580 879-28131 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Forecast of future aviation fuels. Part 1: 
Scenarios 
(NASA-CE-158871]	 p0597 879-29354 
ECONOMIC FACTORS 
Economics of commercial aviation safety 
p0072 179-15374 
Statistical estimation of economic life for 
aircraft structures 
(lilA 79-0761]	 p0283 A79-28275 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines - Overviewing the GATE studies 
(SAE PAPER 790619]	 p0457 179-36747 
New air service and deregulation - A study in 
transition
p0507 179-40172 
Adaptation for the economy or adaptation for 
energy conservation --- passenger aircraft design 
(AAAF-NT-77-23)	 p0444 879-23537 
International Air transportation Competition Act 
of 1978 --- congressicnal reports 
(GPO-34-912]	 p0651 879-30168 
Supersonic transport vis-a-vis energy savings 
[NASA-TM-75464]	 p0665 879-31163 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Impact of area navigation on contrcller 
productivity and- ATC system capacity 
(FAA-RD-78-511	 p0231 N79-16825 
Monte Carlo simulation of single accident airport 
risk profile
p0296 879-18084 
maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential technical data --- naval 
aircraft 
-[AD-A068382]	 p0649 879-30141 
ECONOMICS 
NT DEMAND (ECONOMICS) 
The economic impact of revised gaseous emission 
regulations for commercial aircraft engines 
[PB-286772/9]	 p0181 879-15486 
EDDIES 
U VORTICES 
EDDY CURRENTS 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 179-49605 
Feasibility evaluation of advanced eddy current 
inspection equipment. for use in Naval aviation 
maintenance envircnmemt 
[AD-A060076]	 .	 p0168 879-14401 
Theory, design and experimental study of an 
eddy-Currest/hydromechafliCal stability auqaentor 
for aircraft
p0584 879-28185 
Multifrequency eddy current inspection for cracks 
under fasteners, phase 2 
[A0-A071102]	 p0711 879-32560 
EDDY DIFFUSION 
U TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
EDDY VISCOSITY 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
p0137 A79-18837 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0070] 	 p0201 A79-23541 
A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers 
on practical wing configurations
p0466 A79-38906 
EDGES 
NT LEADING EDGES 
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES
NT TRAILING EDGES 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
[NLR-Tit-77095-U]	 p0388 N79-21449 
EDUCATION 
NT FLIGHT TRAINING 
NT PILOT TRAINING 
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS 
A laboratory study of the subjective response to 
helicopter blade-slap noise 
(NASA-CE-158973]	 p0108 N79-13819 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
sounds --- auditory perception 
(IJTIAS-236]	 p0245 879-17658 
Effects of duration and other noise 
characteristics on the annoyance caused by 
aircraft-flyover noise 
[NASA-TP-1386]	 p0375 879-20832 
EFFECTIVENESS 
NT COST EFFECTIVENESS 
NT SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 
EFFECTORS 
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
EFFICIENCY 
NT COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY 
NT COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
NT ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
NT NOZZLE EFFICIENCY 
NT POWER EFFICIENCY 
NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY 
NT PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY 
NT THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY 
NT TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 
EIGENFUNCTXONS 
U EIGFRVECTOES 
BIGENSTATES 
U EIGENVECTORS 
EIGEN VALUES 
Approximate solution of some boundary value 
problems on aircraft structural integrity 
p0022 179-12234 
Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06771 	 p0267 179-26885 
NIGER VECTORS 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 
eigennodes 
[lilA 79-0748]	 p0282 A79-28263 
A new approach to the solution of large, full 
matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential 
flow feasibility study 
(NASA-CR-3173)	 p0676 879-31533 
EJECTION 
Unique crew escape concepts for ATS mission aircraft 
p0403 179-33636 
An evaluation of a new format for ejection 
information in a NATOPS manual 
(AD-A056910]	 p0035 879-10037 
EJECTION INJURIES 
Aircrew experiences in USAF ejections, 1971-1977 
p0401 179-33609 
Mechanism of extremity injuries occurring during 
ejection from F-4 aircraft
p0401 A79-33610 
An overview of the U.S. Navy Maximum Performance 
Ejection System
p0802 179-33613 
EJECTION SEATS 
NT FLYING EJECTION SEATS 
Can government specified reliability and 
maintainability requirements for complex aircrew 
escape systems be met
p0065 179-14803 
Aircrew experiences in USAF ejections, 1971-1977 
p0 1401 179-33609 
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance 
high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted 
personnel parachutes
p0402 179-33616 
Ejection systems in the year 2000
p0402 A79-33622 
Development and testing of a dual mode escape 
propulsion system
p04O3 A79-33 635 
The Swedish approach to escape system testing 
p0644 A79-50427 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance 
aircraft 
[10-1060519]	 p0171 N79-15016 
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Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis 
(AD-A062429]	 p0362 379-20092 
Preliminary investigaticn of the seated height 
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection from 
the CT-114 aircraft 
[AD-1062403]	 p0362 N79-20093 
Feasibility of non-catapult ejection and hazard of 
an ejection seat rocket plume 
(AD-A067080)	 p0539 379-26036 
Development of an inflatable bead/neck restraint 
system for ejection seats, update 
[AD-A067124]	 p0540 N79-26038 
Wind tunnel test of ACES 2 ejection seat with 
anthropometric dummy in asymmetric configurations 
(AD-A068614]	 p0592 N79-29163 
EJECTORS 
Investigation of an ejector thrust-augmentor with 
a perforated nozzle fcr the ejected gas 
p0021 179-12196 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 A79-14847 
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional 
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure 
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles 
p0197 A79-22437 
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator 
at transonic Mach numbers	 - 
(AIAA- PAPER 79-1165) 	 p0467 A79-38967 
End wall and corner flow improvements of the 
rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector 
tAD-A057663)	 p0046 N79-11051 
Ejector optimization 
[AD-A061251]	 p0240 1179-17172 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 41': One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, air ejectors with hubcaps, wings 
[AD-A063244]	 p0379 N79-21016 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4E: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, air ejectors 
[AD-A063653]	 p0379 179-21018 
Experimental investigation of turbojet test cell 
augmentora 
(AD-A063172]	 p0384 N79-21080 
EK!AE LAYER 
U BOUNDARY LAYER THNSITICW 
ELASTIC BODIES 
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in 
the dynamics of elastic structures with local 
nonlinearitles --- for aircraft structures 
p0020 A79-12155 
ELASTIC BUCKLING 
A finite element model to study the buckling 
behavior of general orthotropic, midplane 
symmetric, elastic plates 
[NLR-TR-77062-U]	 p0711 179-32594 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS 
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
ELASTIC DAMPING 
NT VISCOELASTIC DAMPING 
ELASTIC DBPOR!ATIOE 
NT ELASTIC BUCKLING 
The implementation and practical verification of a 
superposition method for the solution of elastic 
crack problems
p0075 A79-15769 
ELASTIC MODULUS 
U MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
ELASTIC PLATES 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
p0407 A79-34604 
ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
NT AEROELASTICITY 
NT ELASTOPLASTICITY 
NT HYDROELASTICITY 
NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
NT PHOTOELASTICITT 
NT THERNOELASTICITY 
NT VISCOELASTICITY 
Literature review-elastic constants for airport 
pavement materials 
[10-1056195].	 p0096 N79-12100 
Improvement of hang glider performance by use-of 
ultralight elastic wing
p0546 N79-27082 
ELASTIC STABILITY 
U DAMPING
ELASTIC EAVES 
NT AERODYNAMIC NOISE 
NT AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT DILATATIONAL WAVES 
NT ENGINE NOISE 
NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
NT MAGNETORYDEODYNANIC WAVES 
NT NOISE (SOUND) 
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES 
NT SHOCK WAVES 
NT SONIC BOOMS 
NT SOUND WAVES 
NT TOLLMEIN-SCHLICHTING WAVES 
PLASTICITY 
U ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
ELASTODYNAMICS 
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in 
the dynamics of elastic structures with local 
nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures 
p0020 179-12155 
ELA STO ME B S 
Recent advancements in elastomeric products for 
improving helicopter reliability and 
maintainability
p0136 A79-18695 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft
p0210 A79-2414 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 179-24125 
Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub 
and elastoiieric bearing 
(lilA 79-0815] p0283 179-28289 
Elastoner mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbomachinery. 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-1491	 p0394 179-32414 
The Sikorsky elastomeric rotor --- helicopter 
rotor bearings 
(AHS 79-48)	 p0632 A79-49100 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
(AD-A066592)	 p0501 N79-25236 
Compatibility of elastomers in alternate jet fuels 
[NASA-CR-158773]	 p0557 379-27321 
ELASTOPLASTICITY 
Decreasing stress concentrations in structures 
made of high-strength materials
p0020 179-12145 
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship 
between the behavior and cumulative damage of 
materials and structures 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-50] 	 p0156 179-20121 
The influence of the environment on the 
elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal 
bonded joints --- In aircraft structures 
(!SATT521)	 p0662 N79-30391 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 
U ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
ELECTRIC ARCS 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 A79-51129 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
/Engineering test/
P0680 A79-51131 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
p0681 A79-51132 
ELECTRIC BATTERIES 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
ELECTRIC CHARGE 
NT ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE 
Electrification of woven and film materials 
p0348 A79-32042 
Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft 
hazards and static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
(BNVG-FBWT-78-7]	 p0297 379-18274 
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS 
U CIRCUITS 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
Problems in testing electrically conductive 
structural adhesives
p0696 A79-54240 
ELECTRIC CONTACTS 
Electrical bonding problems in aircraft 
p0690 179-52889 
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ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES 
ELECTRIC CONTROL 
Electric power system control techniques 
p015 A79-48614 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 A79-53630 
Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air 
vehicle
p0692 A79-53631 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized
p0656 N79-30224 
ELECTRIC CORONA 
Laboratory tests to simulate lightning streamers 
at apertures /1 qualification test!
p0682 A79-51138 
ELECTRIC CURRENT 
NT ALTERNATING CURRENT 
NT EDDY CURRENTS 
NT ELECTRIC ARCS 
NT ELECTRIC CORONA 
NT ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 
NT HIGH CURRENT 
NT LIGHTNING 
Effects of lightning current waveform components 
on graphite/epoxy composite material 
aircraft hazards
pole7 A79-20865 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused hylightning 
/Qualification test!
p0682 A79-51140 
High frequency surface current and charge 
densities induced on aircraft by a plane 
electromagnetic wave 
[AD-A059810]	 p01€6 579-14298 
The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
(BU-227]	 p0933 N79-23073 
ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 
NT ELECTRIC ARCS 
NT ELECTRIC CORONA 
NT LIGHTNING 
Inflight utilization of an optical fiber 
transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft 
pO376 N79-20986 
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 
Fundamentals of the electrical equipment of flight 
vehicles. Parts 1 & 2 --- Russian hook 
p0059 A79-13975 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test!
p0682 A79-51139 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers cm electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CR-159027]	 p0586 N79-28419 
ELECTRIC FIELDS 
NT EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRENTS 
Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft 
gas turbine engines by electrical forces 
p0280 879-27748 
ELECTRIC FILTERS 
NT DIGITAL FIlTERS 
NT EADAR FILTERS 
NT TRACKING FILTERS 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 A79-26966 
ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
NT AC GENERATORS 
NT DIRECT POWER GENERATOPS 
NT NAGNETOHYDFCDYNANIC 0-ENEFATORS 
NT SOLAR CELLS 
The Netherlands experimental vertical axis wind 
turbine
p0112 A79-17120 
System considerations for airborne, high power 
superconducting generators
p0184 179-20548 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCY power systems --- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 879-32293
Electrical power system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 A79-98616 
E-4e mission electrical power
p0615 A79-48617 
Digital simulation of a three-phase generator 
p0616 179-48618 
The 150 EVA samarium cobalt USCF starter generator 
electrical system 
[AD-8070078]	 p0710 879-32468 
Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0779/3]	 p0720 1179-33397 
ELECTRIC IGNITION 
Dual breakerless aircraft magneto 
[SAE PAPER 790606] 	 p0456 179-36738 
ELECTRIC ROTOR VEHICLES 
All electric subsystems for next generation 
transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1832] 	 p0608 179-47906 
Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air 
vehicle
p0692 A79-53631 
ELECTRIC ROTORS 
NT SYNCHRONOUS HOTONS 
Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790622]	 p0457 A79-36150 
Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 A79-53635 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight 
control system actuators 
(AD-1062030]	 p0306 1179-19007 
The 150 EVA samarium cobalt USCF starter generator 
electrical system 
(AD-1070078)	 p0710 N79-32468 
ELECTRIC NETWORES 
Aircraft electric power networks - Structures. I 
pOO16 179-11369 
Airport power supply --- Russian book
p0647 A79-50499 
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0964 A79-38531 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test!
p068 179-51140 
The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on 
metallic and composite aircraft
p0293 879-17422 
ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS 
RPV electric power system study, phase 2: Hot 
bench mockup development 
[AD-1065008]	 p0424 N79-22110 
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES 
NT SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES 
Aircraft electric power networks - Structures. I 
p0016 A79-11369 
combined-excitation ac generators for aviation 
Russian book
p0126 179-18200 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 A79-26966 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources
p0279 A79-27666 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 179-32243 
All electric subsystems for next generation 
transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1832] 	 p0608 179-47906 
Electric power system control techniques 
p0615 179-48614 
Advanced PPV electrical systems
p0615 A79-48615 
Electrical power system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 A79-48616 
Airport power supply --- Russian book
p0647 A79-50499 
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VSCF aircraft electrical power --- Variable Speed 
Constant Frequency
p0685 179-51912 
Frequency converter technology for aircraft power 
Systems
p0685 179-51913 
AC aircraft electrical systems with rare earth 
permanent magnet machines
p0686 A79-51914 
Results of power systems study advanced 
fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
p0686 179-51915 
USAF thrust in aircraft electrical power technology 
p0686 179-51916 
Closed Brayton cycle system' optimization for 
undersea, terrestrial, and space applications 
p0422 N79-22096 
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION 
The analysis and identification of flux-induced 
voltage transients on low-loss transmission 
lines with application to the 
Lightning-Transient-AmalySis /LTA/ problem 
p0259 179-26246 
Electric power system control techniques 
p0615 179-48614 
Electrical power system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 179-48616 
BPV electric power system study. Phase 1: 
Technology assessment 
(AD-A060336]	 p0165 N79-14102 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
NT SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
Electric propulsion for high performance light 
aircraft 
(1111 PAPER 79-1265]	 p0470 179-39011 
ELECTRIC WELDING 
NT ELECTRON BEAM WELDING 
NT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
ELECTRIC WIRE 
Bearing errors in the YE? osnirange due to 
scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver 
p0074 179-15460 
A hybrid technique for ccsbining the moment method 
treatment of wire antennas with the GTD for 
curved surfaces 
[AD-A058495]	 p0108 N79-13241 
CAD for electric systems design --- in aircraft 
production
p0374 N79-20765 
ELECTRIC WIRING 
U ELECTRIC WIRE 
U WIRING 
ELECTRICAL ERRIEDOWN 
'1 ELECTRICAL FAULTS 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY 
U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Electric power system control techniques 
p0615 179-48614 
Electrical power system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 179-48616 
Standard avionic module study 
(10-1061349]	 p0233 0179-16846 
ELECTRICAL FAULTS 
End-to-end testing --- to verify electrical 
equipment failure due to carbon fibers released 
in aircraft-fuel fires
p0426 N79-22204 
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 
NT SKIN RESISTANCE 
A hybrid technique for combining the moment method 
treatment of wire antennas with the G'ID for 
curved surfaces 
(AD-A058495]	 p0108 N79-13241 
ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
[PR-294841/2]	 p0662 N79-30490 
ELECTRICAL LEADS 
U ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS 
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT 
Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft 
hazards and static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
(RMVG-FBW'F78-7]	 p0297 179-18274 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
	 - 
NT SKIN RESISTANCE 
NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
Relative behavior of graphite/epoxy and aluminum 
in a lightning environment --- aircraft safety 
considerations
p0187 .179-20864 
Effects of lightning current waveform components 
on graphite/epoxy composite material 
aircraft hazards
p0 187 A79-20865 
ELECTRICAL RESISTAICR 
NI SKIN RESISTANCE 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
[10-1061450]	 p0240 N79-17012 
ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYROSCOPES 
U ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
ELECTRICITY 
NT ALTERNATING CURRENT 
NT ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
NT STATIC ELECTRICITY 
ELECTRIFICATION 
Investigation of the electrification of an 
aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind 
tunnel
p0020 179-12162 
Static electricity phenomena - Theory and problems 
aircraft hazards
p0663 179-51147 
Fuel electrification --- electrostatic hazards in 
aircraft fuel tanks
p0683 179-51148 
ELECTRO-OPTICS 
Optical engineering of 'first and second generation 
automatic tracking/laser designator pods --- on 
F-16
p0113 179-17211 
Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in 
turbine engine development
p0114 A79-17600 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control 
systems --- Russian book
p0185 179-20665 
Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades 
• automatically using electro-optical techniques 
EARS 79-32]	 p0630 179-49084 
HEL participation in the plan for assisting in the 
definition of Army helicopter electro-optical 
symbology, 
(10-1058730]	 p0102 179-13042 
?-16 advanced electro-optical pod field-of-view 
simulation study --- task complexity during 
laser guided weapons delivery 
[10-1063530]	 p0382 1179-21050 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 N79-30216 
RLECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT MICROPHONES 
EL ECT ROC AT AL 1ST S 
Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications 
[ ASME PAPER 79-GT-188] 	 p0396 179-32447 
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
ELECTROCONDUCTIVITY 
Lightning conductive characteristics of graphite 
cosposite structures --- for aircraft protection 
p0188 179-20866 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
ELECTRORIDRAULIC CONTROL 
U ELECTRIC CONTROL 
U HYDRAULIC CONTROL 
ELECTROLUEIRESCEET LAMPS 
U LUMINAIRES 
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 
Some novel techniques for avoiding antenna 
obscurations and E.M.C. effects
p0003 A79-10363 
The effects of lightning and nuclear 
electromagnetic pulse on the composite aircraft 
p0207 179-241077 
Validation of IEMCAP using the-B-52 
Intrasystem Electro Magnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Program
p0250 A79-25326 
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Utilization of computerized EMC techniques to 
evaluate C-! system to environment compatibility 
Electromagnetic Compatibility analysis for 
Communications !lectrcnic systems
p0€90 A79-52885 
The determination of margins of safety for 
critical aircraft systems --- electronic 
equipment EEC
p0690 N79-52887 
Composite forward fuselage systems integration, 
volume 2 --- effects of lightning [AD-A066560]	 p0(19(1 1179-24984 
Electromagnetic compatibility (EEC) investigation 
on CH147 Chinook helicopter (R!PT-5J30-4479-02)	 p0582 N79-28169 
CH-147 EMC evaluation of selected subsystems, ENC 
test report ( A ETE- 77/ 1 6-4]	 p0592 1179-29170 
Interim results of DAES/ATCBBS electromagnetic 
compatibility testing 
[AD-A072087] p0710 1179-32(118 
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL 
U ELECTROMAGNETS 
U REMOTE CONTNGL 
ELECTEOHAGNETIC DEDUCTION 
U MAGNETIC INDUCTION 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
NT FAR FIELDS 
NT NEAR FIELDS 
The penetration of electromagnetic fields into 
aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas 
p0690 A79-52891 
The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on 
metallic and composite aircraft
p02((3 1179-17422 
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTFRACTICNS 
Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic 
effects /Engineering tests/
pO6f2 A79-51141 
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
NT JAMMING 
NT RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
NT WHITE NOISE 
Some novel techniques for avoiding antenna 
obscuratiousand E.E.C. effects
p0003 .A79-10363 
Applied !CM. Volume I --- Rook
p0192 A79-21800 
The impact of the total lightning envircnment on 
aircraft flight control systems
p0249 A79-25319 
Validation of IENCAP using the R-52 
Intrasystem Electro Magnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Program
p0250 A79-25326 
Electromagnetic coupling analysis of a learjet 
aircraft 
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control system	 - 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1202] 	 p0469 179-38983 
Application of digital controls on the quiet clean 
short haul experimental engines 
(lIAR PAPER 79-1203) 	 p0469 179-38984 
A streamlined control system development process 
to optimize aircraft propulsion system 
performance 
AIAA PAPER 79-1344] 	 p0472 A79-39048 
Nultivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 179-41113 
Decelerated approach - Comparison of different 
procedures 
(DGLN PAPER 79-0451	 p0520 A79-42371 
Estimation for advanced technology engines 
p0611 179-47957 
The influence of engine/fuel control design on 
helicopter dynamics and handling qualities 
[ANS 79-37]	 p0631 179-49089 
Development of a 'no adjustment' turboshaft engine 
control system 
CABS 79-42]	 p0632 179-49094 
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 N79-16872 
Hybrid packaging of integrated Circuits for engine 
controls --- jet einges 
'AD-A0621251	 p0370 N79-20326 
Alternatives for jet engine control 
[NASA-CE-1583901	 p0594 N79-29190 
ENGINE COOLANTS 
Turbine-driven refrigeration units in gas turbine 
engine cooling systems --- Russian book 
p0016 A79-11441 
Theoretical-experimental analysis of influence of 
coolant discharge from perforated turbine vanes 
on their aerodynamic characteristics 
p0279 179-27727 
Measurements of heat transfer in circular, 
rectangular and triangular ducts, representing 
typical turbine blade internal cooling passages 
using transient techniques 
(15MB PAPER 79-GT-40]	 p0391 179-32343 
ENGINE DESIGN	 - 
NT ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN 
Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic 
(ASE! PAPER 78-GT-13)	 p0001 179-10257 
The CF6-32 as a derivative engine of the CR6-6 
[SI! PAPER 780511]	 p0004 179-10391 
The RR211-535 - New member of the family 
[SIB PAPER 780512]	 p0004 A79-10392 
A rotating stall control system for turbojet engines 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-115)	 p0007 A79-10757 
A high temperature turbine research module 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-731 	 p0008 179-10769 
Application of nonseries airfoil design technology 
to highly loaded turbine exit guide vanes 
[ASE! PAPER 78-GT-108]	 p0008 179-10787 
Powerplant integration - The application of 
current experience to future developments 
(ASEE PAPER 78-GT-113]	 p0008 179-10788 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-121]	 p0009 179-10789 
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled 
turbine blading 
(AS!! PAPER 78-GT-1221	 p0009 179-10790 
Demonstration of ceramic design methodology for a 
ceramic combustor liner 
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(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-137] 	 p0009 179-10794 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine 
combustion chamber flows. 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-1 142)	 p0009 179-10797 
Development of a compact gas turbine combuster to 
give extended life and acceptable exhaust 
emissions 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-146] 	 p0010 179-10799 
A design point correlation for losses due to 
part-span dampers on transonic rotors 
(ASH! PAPER 78-GT-153) 	 pOOlO 179-10802 
Time-phased development methodology - The key for 
reliable engines in future military aircraft 
weapons systems 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-167]	 p0010 179-10807 
Advanced turbofan engines for low fuel consumption 
(ASNE PAPER 78-G'X-1923 	 p0011 179-10816 
Making turbofan engines more energy efficient 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-198]	 p0011 179-10818 
20 hp mini-EPV demonstrator engine programs 
[AS-1E PAPER 78-GT-200] 	 p0011 A79-10820 
Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air 
transportation 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-201] 	 p0812 179-10821 
The application of low cost manufacturing 
technology to a turbine gas generator 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-202]	 p0012 179-10822 
Rear-net-shape engine methods emerge --- aircraft 
engine parts fabrication technologies 
p0017 179-114149 
Design of a multivariatle controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakian's 
method of inequalities
p0023 179-12287 
Gas turbine analysis and design using interactive 
computer graphics
p0025 179-12459 
Choice of the main parameters in the design of 
aircraft engines
p0026 A79-12528 
Current problems in the development and production 
of small gas turbine engines
p0026 179-12529 
Control system requirements for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 179-12530 
Control systems and problems of their development 
from the viewpoint of technological and 
operational requirements --- for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 179-12531 
Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine 
thernogasdynamics on the basis of prototype 
elements. I
p0028 179-12951 
Engine requirements for the next generation of 
fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-1214] 	 p0061 179-14077 
New technologies as basis for development of 
propulsion systems for future fighter aircraft 
(DGLR PAPER 78-125] 	 p0061 A79-14078 
Propulsion ccncepts for future fighter aircraft 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1261 	 p0061 179-114079 
Design of two-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0867 179-14517 
Representaticn of compressor characteristics in 
coordinates convenient for computer calculation 
of GTE parameters
p0068 179-14844 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 179-1148148 
Maintainability by design --- turboshaft engine 
management
p0074 A79-15I410 
Advanced turbine powerplants for future helicopter 
systems
p0078 179-16228 
New technological advances in the development of 
helicopter turbine powerplants for the 1980's 
p0078 179-16232 
Important criteria for the definition and design 
of future helicopter powerplants
p0078 179-16236 
The Rolls-Royce Gem turboshaft engine for 
helicopters and its future developments 
p0078 179-16237
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology 
demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military 
helicopters 
EARS 78-471	 p0124 179-18170 
Automation of blade design for aircraft 
turbomachines --- Russian book
p0126 A79-16298 
Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine 
for helicopter propulsion
p01344 179-18681 
Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
combustor design 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0354]
	 p0146 179-19685 
Design and development of a monorotor gas turbine 
auxiliary power unit 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/G7-2]	 p0149 179-19791 
Progress on the ENSIP approach to improved 
structural integrity in gas turbine engines - An 
overview --- Engine Structural Integrity Program 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-13]	 p0150 179-19800 
Fuel conservative aircraft engine technology 
p0 152 179-20078 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 A79-20087 
Aerodynamics of fluid flow engines 
(DGLR PAPER 78-226)	 p0183 119-20483 
Auxiliary gas turbine engines for aircraft 
Russian book
p0185 179-20672 
Marine spey - SM1A propulsion module 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-58)	 p0196 179-22337 
Method for design and manufacture of the stage of 
a radial compressor
p0212 179-24196 
Engine technology for production turbofan engines 
p0248 179-24827 
NASA research on general aviation power plants 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0561]	 p0254 179-25870 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
[SAE PAPER 780990) 	 p0255 179-25876 
The application of a design verification system 
and accelerated mission testing to gas turbine 
engine development 
[SAE PAPER 780991] 	 p0255 179-25877 
TDS - A preliminary design system for turbines 
(SAE PAPER 780999)	 p0255 179-25882 
Life Cycle Cost in advanced technology engine 
development 
[SAE PAPER 781029] 	 p0257 179-25901 
Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during 
engine advanced development 
(SAE PAPER 781030) 	 p0257 179-25902 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques 
(SAE PAPER 781031) 	 p0257 179-25903 
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design 
for P-iS 
[SAE PAPER 7810321 	 p0257 179-25904 
Small fan-jet engines --- for business aircraft 
p0260 179-26531 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
p0279 179-27737 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0280 A79-27744 
Optimizing gasturbine engine flexible rotor 
balancing by the LP-search method
p0280 179-277145 
Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers 
for multivariable systems
p0281 179-28223 
Air-inlet engine matching problems of a jet aircraft 
[AAA 79-7004]	 p0327 179-29380 
Aerodynamic development and performance of the Cy6-6/1M2500 compressor 
(AIAA 79-7030)	 p0329 179-29402 
optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number 
ramjet in a cruise application 
[AIAA 79-7040)	 p0330 A79-29410 
Propulsion research -.Current status and future 
prospects --- aircraft turbine engines 
p0332 A79-29590 
Requirements and major decision outline - Total 
program
p0333 A79-29593 
The 727-200 development
p0333 179-29597 
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Rolls-Royce Adour
p0342 A79-30580 
A review of tail rotor design and performance 
p034 14 A79-31170 
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency program 
p0346 A79-31912 
A basic problem in the analytical designing of 
aircraft gas turbine engines. I
pO348 A79-32036 
An application of 3-D viscous flow analysis to the 
design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-53] 	 p0391 A79-32348 
Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry 
nozzleless turbine casings 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-87] 	 p0391 A79-32364 
Blastomer mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbcmachinery 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1491 	 p0394 A79-32414 
The growth and evclution of the TPE331 
tASME PAPER 79-GT-164]	 p0395 179-32426 
Improving turbine efficiency --- aerodynamic and 
stress analyses for gas turbine engines 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-176] 	 p0395 879-32436 
A design review of ceramic components for turbine 
engines 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-183] 	 p0396 879-32442 
Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic 
PISTOL 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-57] 	 p0398 A79-32934 
P101 engine derivative work advances
p0407 879-34600 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 A79-35895 
Industry seeks lighter aircraft weight 
aircraft design performance
p0449 A79-36100 
Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines 
p0450 A79-36380 
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
compressor stage
p0451 A79-36586 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results --- Quiet, 
Clean General Aviation xurbofan 
(SAE PAPER 790596)	 p0455 A79-36729 
New technologies for general aviation aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790613]	 p0456 879-36742 
Rolls-Royce RB.401-07 turbofan engine fcr business 
aircraft in the 1980's 
[SIB PAPER 790620]	 p0457 A79-36748 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise 
[SAE PAPER 790573] 	 p0459 179-36759 
The evaluation of the weight of engine 
installations on transport aircraft
p0461 A79-37827 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design 
[hAl PAPER 79-1119]	 p0466 879-38951 
Propulsion system sensitivities for a strategic 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1121)	 p0466 A79-38952 
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and 
usage criteria --- high-pressure rotors in jet 
engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11231 	 p0466 879-38953 
The selection of materials technologies for 
full-scale development --- aircraft engine 
applications 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1152]	 p0467 A79-38962 
General aviation turbine engine /GATE/ concepts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1157]	 p0467 179-38964 
A novel correlation of centrifugal compressor 
performance for off-design prediction 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1159]	 p0467 179-38965 
Turbo-fan design for general aviation - The 
evolution of the RB.401 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1160] 	 p0467 A79-38966 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques 
[AIAA PAPEN 79-1193] 	 p0468 879-38978 
What small turbine engine does the small 
helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved 
with good intentions --- fuel consumption, 
performance, environmental and engine 
reliability and acceptability considerations 
subordinating advanced turbine engine 
development for small helicopters 
[1111 PAPER 79-1314]	 p0471 879-39032
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
(8188 PAPER 79-1318] 	 p0472 879-39034 
The application of the Prop-Pan concept in 
preliminary design of a very advanced technology 
light twin /VATLIT 185/ 
(AIAR PAPER 79-1343]
	 p0472 A79-39047 
A streamlined control system development process 
to optimize aircraft propulsion system 
performance 
[1111 PAPER 79-1344]
	 p0472 879-39048 
Contribution to the development of motor emission 
regulations 
1019ENA, TP 50. 1979-43]	 p0473 179-39092 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines
p0475 179-39804 
Payback period - An engineering cost/benefit method 
for aircraft engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1235]	 p0475 179-39817 
General Electric Company variable cycle engine 
technology demonstrator programs 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1311]	 p0510 179-40758 
Progress on Variable Cycle Engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1312]	 p0510 179-40759 
Multivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 179-41113 
C?156 - Franco-American ten-tonne turbofan 
production launch
p0512 A79-41207 
Computer calculations of steady-state temperature 
fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades 
p0526 879-42551 
Choice of optimal parameters for a heat exchanger 
with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine 
p0526 A79-142552 
Systematization of simple structural elements of a 
regulated gas turbine engine nozzle
p0526 179-42555 
Garrett AT? 3
p0533 A79-43469 
Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for 
turbochargers 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-191] 	 p0563 A79-44794 
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine 
engines using element prototypes. I
p0601 179-46997 
Gas turbines for ACV's and hydofoils
p0604 A79-47845 
Jet propulsion for ACV's and hydrofoils 
p0604 A79-47847 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[1111 PAPER 79-1861] 	 p0609 179-47918 
Influence of gas turbine engine combustion chamber 
geometric parameters on mixture formation 
characteristics
p0612 A79-48495 
Application of finite-element and holographic 
techniques in the design of turboshaft engine 
components 
[AHS 79-41]	 p0631 179-49093 
Development of a 'no adjustment' turboshaft engine 
control system 
CARS 79-42]	 p0632 879-49094 
Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
fuel-injector for scramjet applications 
p0635 A79-49345 
Derivative engines for the 1980s will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
p0643 179-50206 
Aircraft engine developments centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency
p0643 879-50207 
QCSBE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
program
p0643 179-50208 
Gas turbines for flight vehicle engines: Theory, 
design, and calculation /Third review and 
enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
p0644 179-50421 
Structural design and analysis of prop-fan blades 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1116)	 p0685 179-51704 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1161]	 p0685 179-51705 
Augmented turbofan performing well in test series 
p0690 179-52866 
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An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1824]	 p0894 179-53750 
Basic problem of aircraft gas turbine engine 
analytic design. I
p0695 179-540110 
Is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in 
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding 
-	 p0697 879-54362 
Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
(NASA-TM-79047)	 p0093 879-12083 
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and 
integration study 
(NASA-CE-135396]	 p0093 879-12084 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine 3: Effect of stator vane end clearances 
on performance 
[NASA-TM-78956]	 p0103 879-13049 
Analytical evaluaticn of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
(NASA-CE-159454]	 p0103 879-13050 
Aircraft Engine Future Fuels and Energy Conservation 
[AGARD-LS-96]	 p0106 879-13192 
Low energy consumption engines
pO107 879-13199 
Fluidized bed gas turbine experimental unit for 
NIUS applications 
[ORNL/HUD/NIUS-32]	 p0169 879-14564 
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for 
general aviation --- conferences 
(NASA-CP-2067)	 pO221 879-15961 
'Development status of rotary engine at Toyo Rogyo 
for general aviation aircraft
p0221 879-15964 
Update of development on the new Audi NSU rotary 
engine generation --- for application to 
aircraft engines
p0221 879715965 
Review of the Rhein-Flugzeugbau Wankel powered 
aircraft program --- ducted fan engines 
p0221 879-15966 
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright over 
the past 20 years and review of general aviation 
engine potential --- with direct chamber injection 
p0221 879-15967 
Engine requirements for future general aviation 
aircraft
p0221 879-15968 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines: Overviewing the GATE studies 
[NASA-TN-79073] 	 p0233 879-16849 
New initiatives in high altitude aircraft 
p0239 879-17000 
Suntan
p0239 879-17001 
Airbreathing engines - aerodynamic aspects 
p0301 879-18925 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0386 879-211425 
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine 
structures
p0386 879-21428 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
[AD-A063843]	 p0424 879-22105 
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine 
development
p0427 879-22540 
Variable cycle engine technology program planning 
and definition study 
[NASA-CR-.159539]	 p0II35 879-23084 
Advanced low emissions catalytic coabustcr program 
at General Electric
p0497 879-25011 
Advanced low emissions Catalytic combnstcr program 
at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 879-25012 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 879-25013 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 819-25014
SUBJECT INDEX 
Design study and performance analysis of a 
high-speed multistage variable-geometry fan for 
a variable cycle engine 
[RASA-CR-1595115]	 p0498 879-25020 
Engine performance considerations for the large 
subsonic transport	 - 
p055 1 879-27139 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques
p0552 879-21151 
Off-design performance of gas turbines, volume 1 
conferences, Belgium, .Jan.-Feb. 1978 
(VRI-L!C-SER-1978-2-VOL-1)	 pO587 879-28555 
The importance of off-design operation 
p0587 879-28556 
The prediction of compressor blade row 
performance: Numerical methods and theoretical 
approaches
p0587 879-28557 
A three dimensional flow computing system 
applicable to axial and radial flow turbomachines 
p0587 879-28558 
Axial turbine performance prediction
p0587 879-28561 
A gas turbine off-design computing system 
p0587 879-28563 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
study 
(NASA-CR-15962 14) 	 p0594 4479-29189 
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
[RASA-TM-79267]	 p0653 4179-30188 
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system 
preliminary analysis and design report - 
[NASA-CR-159487)	 p0654 879-30189 
JT9D-70/59 improved high pressure turbine active 
clearance control system --- for specific fuel 
consumption improvement 
[NASA-CE-159661]	 p0670 879-31208 
xhaust emissions characteristics for s general 
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental 
Motors TSIO-360-C piston engine 
[AD-A070010]	 p0670 879-31211 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
[NASA-TN-80141). 	 p0671 879-31215 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
(NASA-CR-1596147]	 p0707 879-32211 
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication 
utilizing film cooling as a cooling system 
[NASA-CR-159655]	 p0716 879-33204 
ENGINE FAILURE 
A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow 
compressor performance prediction 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1391	 p0002 A79-10268 
An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-81]	 p0007 179-10767 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva memorial 
Lecture/
p011S A79-18004 
The unsafe zone for single engine helicopters
height-speed envelopes at engine failure 
p0136 A79-18701 
Estimation of reliability from multiple 
independent grouped censored samples with 
failure times known
p0206 A79-23643 
Wake induced tine-variant aerodynamics including 
rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 179-24218 
Designing a ring for protecting the gas-turbine 
engine casing from fragments of the rotor 
p0316 179-28627 
A critical-review of performance monitoring 
systems on the basis of the experience obtained 
from routine applications --- for aircraft engines 
[AIAA 79-7006]	 p0327 179-29381 
Error localization in turbojet engines through 
determination of the characteristics of 
structural members --- German thesis 
p0515 179-41827 
Pault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of 
component characteristics determination 
p0639 179-119806 
ARIA takeoff performance flight test program 
Advanced Range Instrumented Aircraft 
p0646 179-50437 
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ENGINE NOISE 
J85-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 479-50441 
Icing testing for aircraft engines 
[AGARD-CP23€)	 p0031 879-10002 
Engine icing measurement capabilities at the AEDC 
p0031 879-10008 
Effects of visual and motion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures	 - 
(NASA-TP-1365)	 p0162 879-14082 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the 
stall margin of a 325-21 turbojet engine 
[NASA-TN-79123]	 p0486 879-23968 
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the 
impact of foreign bodies
p0554 879-27174 
Handling problems resulting from compressor 
deterioration --- in single engine jet aircraft 
[NLR-PP-78019-U]	 p0707 879-32214 
ENGINE INLETS 
Experimental method for investigating preintake 
vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes 
p0016 479-11367 
Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines 
[SAE ARP 1420]	 p0018 #79-11624 
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using 
generalized coordinates 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0012]	 p0138 A79-19477 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0044] 	 p0139 479-19497 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0381] 	 p0199 #79-23509 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0380] 	 p0200 479-23510 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk abscrb€r acoustic 
inlet treatment 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0261 479-26881 
Sound radiation frcm hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
fAIAA PAPER 79-0677] 	 p0267 #79-26885 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0639] 	 p0262 479-26896 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0662] 	 p0318 479-28967 
A sonic fatigue analysis of a cylindrical shell 
turbofan engine inlet 
[AIAA 79-0744]	 p0320 479-29016 
Diffusers for supersonic intakes - The dependence 
of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow 
conditions 
[4144 79-70271	 p0329 #79-29399 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
p0341 479-30558 
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
p0342 479-30582 
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment 
for inlet guide vanes 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1633 	 p0395 479-32425 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 #79-35895 
V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch 
and variable inlet guide vane fans - A report on 
experimental data 
[4144 PAPER 79-1286] 	 p0509 479-40481 
385-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 479-50441 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
(NASA-T!1-79051)	 p0086 879-12020 
Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
[NASA-TM-79047]	 p0093 879-12083 
Theoretical study of VIOL tilt-nacelle 
axisymnetric inlet geometries 
rNASA-TP-1380]	 p0169 879-14996 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
including acoustic advantages 
[NASA-TM-79055)	 p0169 879-14998 
Effect of lip and centerbody gecmetry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-79056)	 p0169 879-14999 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the .3T15D engine 
(RASA-TN-79074]	 p0220 879-15960 
Ai.rbreathing engines - aerodynamic aspects 
p0301 879-18925 
Aerodynamic problemsin engine airframe 
integration on fighter airplanes 
[N88-UPE-1359-0)	 p0483 879-23936 
Self stabilizing sonic inlet 
[14ASA-CASE-IEW-11890-1] 	 p0493 879-24976 
Blast induced distortion experiments on an engine 
inlet 
[AD-A066811]	 p0499 879-25026 
Ultrasonic, inspection of engine nacelle structure 
searching for cracks 
[NEPT-7610.909]	 p0557 879-27522 
AAIC fan model test program 
(AD-4069058)	 p0585 879-28372 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design 
[NASA-T8-79211]	 p0590 879-29143 
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft configurations 
[AD-4069732]	 p0650 879-30151 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
(NASA-TN-80141)	 p0671 879-31215 
ENGINE MONITORING INSTRU!ENTS 
Military engine usage monitoring developments in 
the United Kingdom 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-65]	 p0008 #79-10772 
An evaluation technique for determining the cost 
effectiveness of condition monitoring systems 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-166]	 p0010 479-10806 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
p0017 479-11488 
TF 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness 
stud
p0080 479-161440 
Status of the PT9 engine condition monitor system 
p0080 479-16441 
182500 condition and performance monitoring system 
gas turbine for ship propulsion
p0080 #79-16442 
Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in 
turbine engine development
p0114 A79-17600 
A European view on gas turbine engine monitoring 
of present and future civil aircraft 
tAIAA PAPER 79-12001	 -	 p04169 479-38982 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0475 479-39805 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1280)	 p0509 A79-40486 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 479-50440 
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience: 
Implications for the P100 engine diagnostic 
system program 
[AD-4069282]	 p0671 879-31217 
ENGINE NOISE 
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise 
impact on airport neighbors 
[SAP PAPER 7805221 	 p0004 #79-10397 
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction 
[SAP APP 876]	 p0018 A79-11623 
Effect of forward speed on noise emission and 
thrust of small aircraft propellers 
[DGLR PAPER 78-127] 	 p0061 479-14080 
Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels 
inferred from internal fluctuating pressure 
measurements
p0068 479-14196 
Boeing's noise technology facilities
p00714 A79-15569 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0267 479-26881 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
[4144 PAPER 79-0640]	 p0269 479-26917 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a 31150 
engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0654]	 p0270 479-26926 
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Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of 
aero-engine exhaust noise in flight 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06481 	 p0271 1179-26930 
Turboprop interior noise studies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06471	 p0271 1179-26931 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, 
shock noise and internal noise 
[AIEA PAPER 79-0615] 	 p0271 1179-26936 
Flight effects on noise generated by the 3T8D 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel 
[AIAA PAPER 79-061(4]	 p0271 A79-26937 
Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing 
edge of a wing in forward motion 
[AIAR PAPER 79-0605]	 p0272 A79-26940 
Combustion noise prediction update 
(1111111 PAPER 79-0568)	 p0272 119-26942 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
[A-AA PAPER 79-0579] 	 p0272 A79-26945 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
[A1A11 PAPER 79-0574]	 p0273 1179-26946 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0669)	 p0318 119-28970 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise- of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
[AIAA 79-70181	 p0328 A79-29391 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p04C8 1179-34921 
Propeller aircraft noise around general aviation 
airports 
[SAN PAPER 790594]	 p0455 1179-36728 
Round absorption through flow separation - A new 
possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines 
T)0512 1179-41238 
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow 
p0692 A79-50110 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of a TF30 afterburning turbofan engine 
[NASA-TP-1372)	 pO102 879-13045 
Measured and predicted noise of the Avco-Lycoming 
YF-102 turbofan noise 
[NASA-TN-79069)	 p0220 879-15957 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by islet rods in the J715D engine 
(NASA-TM-79074]	 p0220 879-15960 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
[NASA-TM-79078]	 p0371 879-20390 
Engine integration and noise considerations for 
STOL aircraft
p0430 879-23005 
Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CR-159099)	 p0599 879-29957 
Noise generation by jet-engine exhaust deflection 
[DLR-FB-78-21]	 p0654 879-30192 
ENGINE PANTS 
Near-net-shape engine methods emerge --- aircraft 
engine parts fabrication technologies 
poo17 1179-11449 
Summation of defects in the case of nonisothermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system ccmpcnents
p0020 A79-12164 
New construction materials for gas turbine engines 
and technology for processing these materials 
p0026 1179-12533 
Assembly and repair of aircraft engine parts using 
pulsed YAG lasers 
-	 p0071 A79-15205 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 1179-15211. 
NASA thermal barrier coatings - Summary and update 
p0189 A79-21295 
Estimation of reliability from multiple 
independent grouped censored samples with	 - 
failure times kmcwn
p0206 179-23643 
Discrete time slice simulation of replacement 
requirements --- for aircraft engines 
p0206 A79-23796 
Not isostatiC pressing structural materials for 
ramjet applications
p0210 A79-24103 
Repair of directionally solidified airfoil 
components
p0211 1179-24134 
Causes for the deterioration of splined 
connections in aircraft engines during service 
-	 p0249 179-25249
Residual-stress formation during the thermal 
hardening of components in gas-turbine engines 
p0266 A79-26828 
Thermal cycling endurance problems in gas-turbine 
parts
p0266 A79-26838 
Prediction of gas-turbine alloy creep 
characteristics
p0266 1179-26841 
Cost benefits from improved hot section life 
- prediction technology --- for aircraft engine 
combustor and turbine parts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1154]	 p0467 1179-38963 
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed 
laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine 
structures 
rAIRA PAPER 79-1268)	 p0470 179-39012
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
p0507 A79-40314 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1280)	 p0509 1797110486

Development of materials and processes for engine 
components - Current and future points of interest 
p0509 119-40680 
CR6 jet engine performance deterioration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1233]	 p0512 A79-41175
Error localization in turbojet engines through 
determination of the characteristics of 
structural members --- German thesis 
pOSiS A79-111827 
Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft 
gas turbines
p0564 A79-45067 
Composites emerging for aeropropulsion applications 
p0693 A79-53720 
Advanced composites for turbines
p0694 A79-53889 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
[AD-11057269]	 p0046 879-11055
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0046 1179-11057 
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments 
p0047 1179-11062 
Self active pad seal application for high pressure 
engines	 -
p00147 879-11071 
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine 
components in simulated operational environments 
[NLB-NP-78001-U]	 p0235 879-16860 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines 
[NASA-TM-79100]	 p0353 1179-20008
A contribution on thermal fatigue in cooled 
turbine blading
p0552 879-27153 
Forecasting engine life
p0552 W79-27154 
Application of engine usage analysis to component 
life utilization
p0553 879-27160 
Boundary-integral equation analysis of an advanced 
turbine disk rim slot 
-	
p0553 879-27161
Engine rotor burst containment/control studies 
p0553 879-27162 
Small turbines: Experiences with disk ruptures 
p0553 879-27163 
Build 1 of an accelerated mission test of a TF41 
with block 76 hardware 
[AD-A068595]	 p0583 879-28179
Development of spiral-groove self-acting seals for 
helicopter engines 
[RASA-CN-159622]	 p0711 N79-32551 
Structural life prediction and analysis technology 
[AD-A070935]	 p0721 879-33483 
ENGINE STARTERS 
An unstable subsynchronons critical speed solution 
of shaft failures in ?-16 engine start system 
[SAN PAPER 781055] 	 1p0258 A79-25916
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel 
specifications on the cold start ability of a 
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T63-1-700 engine 
CAI-Al 79709)	 p0328 479-29384 
Starting torque characteristics of small aircraft 
gas turbines and APB's
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-95)	 p0392 479-32371 
A starter for gas turbine engines
p0459 479-36797 
Measuring the moment imparted by a liquid pump in 
startup regime
D0525 479-42550 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
(AD-A063377)	 p0385 879-21222 
The 150 KVA samarium cobalt uscy starter generator 
electrical system 
[AD-A070078]	 p0710 879-32468 
ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES 
Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
p0164 A79-20111 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
p0190 479-21296 
Afterbody tests in the Nodane hot gas bench 
(AAAF-NT-78-10)	 p0437 879-23095 
NASA CF6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-term CF6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
(NASA-CE-159618]	 p0595 879-29191 
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
[NASA-TN-79267]	 pO653 879-30188 
RIOtER TESTS 
NT COLD FLOW TESTS 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
J75-P-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1161	 p0002 #79-10267 
Turbine engine automated trim balancing and 
vibration diagnostics 
[4582 PAPER 78-96-129]	 p0009 479-10793 
Turbine blade tip clearance measurement utilizing 
borescope photography 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-164]	 p0010 479-10805 
Propulsion test facilities technical capabilities 
and international use 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-194]	 00011 479-10813 
20 hp uini-R pv demcnstrator engine programs 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-200]	 p0011 479-10820 
Certain problems which had to be solved between 
the prototype stage and mass production stage in 
the development of an engine --- turboprop 
engine tests
p0026 479-12532 
Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines 
p0028 479-12950 
LM2500 condition and performance monitoring system 
gas turbine for ship propulsion
p0080 479-16442 
Parametric method for diagnosing the state of 
aircraft engines on the basis of limited 
information
p0082 479-16781 
Modern engine development test techniques --- for 
helicopters
p0134 479-18680 
Design and development of a rotating water table 
for flow studies in turbomachine stages 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/EE-16) 	 p0148 A79-19762 
Engine life usage experience of TF17/Y3101 flight 
and ground testing 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-111 	 p0149 479-19798 
Dynamic response testing of gas turbines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-311 	 p0196 479-22332 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0105) 	 p0200 479-23612 
Dynamic data analysis --- gas turbine engine 
vibration transducers
p0252 479-25845 
Recording methods for steady state and transient 
signals --- aircraft engine tests
p0253 479-25849 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
[SAE PAPER 780990)	 p0255 479-25876 
Planning the development and qualification process 
for the next generation of high technology 
aircraft engines 
(SAN PAPER 780992) 	 p0255 479-25878
Requirements and constraints in the development 
and qualification of gas turbine engines for the 
Navy 
(SAN PAPER 780994) 	 p0255 479-25879 
Operational experience with linked-blade 
high-output gas-turbine
p0266 479-26830 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
(4144 PAPER 79-0574)	 p0273 479-26946 
A decision theory model for health monitoring of 
aeroengines --- metal particles in lubricating 
oils as wear indicator
p0284 479-28381 
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel 
specifications on the cold start ability of a 
T63-A-700 engine 
(AIAA 79-7009]	 p0328 479-29384 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
4144 79-7011]
	
p0328 479-29386 
Vibration measurements on-planetary gears of 
aircraft turbine engines 
(4144 79-7012)	 p0328 479-29387 
Experimental study on the burning out of 
flameholders --- in ramjets 
[4144 79-7021]	 p0329 479-29394 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Each 4 and 7 of a 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scranjet 
[AIAA 79-7045]	 p0330 179-29413 
Turbine performance analysis and engine to rig 
correlation 
(4144 79-7048]	 p0331 479-29416 
A low cost, On-site performance monitoring system 
thermodynamics of shaft power gas turbines

[4582 PAPER 79-GT-21]	 p0390 479-32334 
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment 
for inlet guide vanes.. 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-163]
	 p0395 479-32425 
The effect of a sample lot of fuel .JECTORS on 
emissions levels of a small gas turbine 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-165]	 p0395 A79-32427 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
p0406 479-34521 
Fbi engine derivative work advances
p0407 479-34600 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
p0447 479-36024 
A review of Curtiss-Wright rotary engine 
developments with respect to general aviation 
potential 
(SAN PAPER 790621)	 p0457 A79-36749 
Engine induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 7906261
	 p0458 479-36754 
Detonation characteristics of Soviet GOST 1012-72 
aviation gasoline 
[SAN PAPER 790630]	 p0458 479-36757 
High level maintenance below sea level 
p0465 A79-38825 
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner 
[4144 PAPER 79-1199) 	 p0469 479-38981 
A streamlined control system development process 
to optimize aircraft propulsion system 
performance 
[4144 PAPER 79-1344] 	 p0472 479-39048 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[4144 PAPER 79-1204]	 p0475 479-39814 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
(#144 PAPER 79-11491 	 p0508 A79-40480 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Pull Scale Engine 
Research programs using the P100 engine 
(4144 PAPER 79-1308) 	 p0509 479-40488 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine , testing 
(4144 PAPER 79-1185]	 pOSlO 479-40752 
Progress on Variable Cycle Engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1312) 	 p0510 479-40759 
Regenerator matrices for automotive gas turbines 
p0528 479-42981 
Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines 
p0601 #79-46996 
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Aerospatiale *S.350 and AS.355
p0639 A79-49814 
Correlation technique for ambient effects on 
oxides of nitrogen --- from combustion products 
in atmospheric pollution
p0641 A79-49922 
Augmented turbofan performing well in test series 
p0690A79-52866 
Tests under snow and icing conditions with the NO 
105 engine installaticn
p0032 N79-10014 
An investigation of the performance of a 352-P-8A 
engine operating under the influence of high 
bleed flow extraction rates 
[AD-A0573251	 p0046 479-11054 
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine 
air sealed technology
p0047 479-11065 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
[NASA-TN-79079]	 p0227 479-16645 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
[NASA-TM-790853	 p0242 479-17263 
JT8D and .359D jet engine performance improvement 
program. Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
[NASACR-199449]	 p0365 479-20116 
Thrust expressions, methodology, and cptions 
p0366 479-20130 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls 
for nodular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
[ADA065128]	 p0436 479-23091 
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
[AAAF-NT-78-07]	 p0440 479-23117 
Turbulence characteristics of ccmpressor discharge 
flows --- JT9D engine tests
p0496 479-24995 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit
flow of a General Electric CF6-50 engine 
p0496 879-24996 
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust 
calculation technique using two prototype P100 
turbofan engines in an altitude facility 
[NASA-TP-1482]	 pO42 479-26057 
A new facility for structural engine testing 
pO4 479-27173 
NASA CF6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-tern CF6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
[NASA-cN-159618]	 p0595 479-29191 
A summary of NASA/Air Force fell scale engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
[NASA-TN-79267]	 p0653 479-30188 
Critical assessment of emissions from aircraft 
piston engines 
[AD-A071002]	 pO€54 479-30190 
Experimental Clean Cosbustor Program (ECCP) , phase 3 
commercial aircraft turbofan engine tests 
with double annular ccmtnstor 
[NASA-CE-135384]	 p0670 479-31207 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
be used on vertical lift aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1510]	 p0671 479-31214 
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept --- specific fuel 
consumption reduction 
[NASA-CR-159564]	 p0717 479-33206 
ENGINEERING DEVELOPNENT 
U PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS 
Geometric data transfer --- for computerized 
aircraft engineering drawings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1844]	 p06C9 A79-47910 
ENGINEERING NANAGENENT 
The test pilot in the airline industry or 4y bags 
are packed and I'm ready to go
p0464 A79-38478 
Engineering and development program plan: 
Aircraft safety 
(AD-A058546]	 p0089 879-12049 
ENGINES 
NT AIR BREATHING ENGINES 
NT IIES!L ENGINES 
NT EUCTED FAN ENGINES
NT EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES 
NT HYDROGEN ENGINES 
NT INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-75 ENGINE 
NY 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
NT PISTON ENGINES 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT ROCKET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT T-55 ENGINE 
NT 1-63 ENGINE 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-34 ENGINE 
NT TF-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBINE ENGINES 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
NT VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES 
NT WARKEL ENGINES 
Variable cycle engine technology program planning 
and definition study 
(RASA-CR-159539]	 p0435 N79-23084 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
concepts 
(NASA-CR-159603]	 p0497 479-25017 
ENHANCEMENT 
U AUGMENTATION 
ENTHALPY 
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels 
p0573 A79-46055 
ENTRAINMENT 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on

the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135] 	 p0142 A79-19554 
Overestimates of entrainment from wetting of 
aircraft temperature sensors in cloud 
p0249 A79-25296 
ENTROPY 
Effect of the entropy layer on the hypersonic flow 
around aerodynamic control surfaces
D0190 A79-21418 
ENVIBORNENT EPPECTS 
The integration of airport planning and 
environmental assessment - A focus on air 
quality analysis
p0075 A79-16092 
Supersonic combat aircraft design 
[AIAA 79-0699]	 p0276 R79-27363 
Study of installed environment of various 
equipments in military aircraft
p01400 A79-33460 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 A79-51130 
Utilization of computerized EMC techniques to 
evaluate C-E system to environment compatibility 
Electromagnetic Compatibility analysis for 
Communications Electronic systems
p0690 A79-52885 
Summary Report of the Icing Committee
p0243 479-17425 
Summary report of the Visibility Committee 
p0243 879-17426 
Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee 
p0243 479-17428 
Summary report of the Data Acquisition and 
Utilization
p0244 479-17432 
Environmental effects on VLF navigation systems, 
OMEGA 
(AD-A063882]	 p0419 479-22073 
Environmental effects on the elastic-plastic 
properties of adhesives in bond metal joints 
[RAF-LIB-TRANS-1999]	 p0596 N79-29328 
ENVIRONMENT NODELS 
Drop formation, evaporation modelling and 
environmental assessment of JP-4 fuel jettisoned 
from aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0186]
	 p0143 679-19585 
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Environmental models for moisture absorption by 
aircraft composites
p0278 A79-27572 
FAA proposes that the standard noise model be the 
integrated noise model uRN!
p04C9 A79-34975 
Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft 
operational envircnment of DO 963 class ships 
(AIAA PAPER 79-16173	 p0688 879-52549 
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION 
NT AIR POLLUTION 
Pollution sources caused by aviation
p0806 A79-10453 
Drop formation, evaporation modelling and 
environmental assessment of .JP-9 fuel jettisoned 
from aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01863	 p0143 879-19585 
Some environmental and safety aspects of using 
hydrogen as a fuel
p0186 A79-20778 
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 
The effects of ambient conditions on gas turbine
emissions - generalized correction factors 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-87]	 p0001 A79-10262 
Helicopter noise standards - Another point of 
view: A national approach to rotorcraft noise 
regulation
p0135 A79-18687 
Double recirculation zone two-stage combustor 
for aircraft engine emissions reduction 
[AIAA 79-7C19]	 p0328 879-29392 
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
Wind tunnel simulation o f wind-structure 
interactions
n011U A79-17606 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
(8188 PAPER 79-03241 	 p0145 879-19667 
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- under airfield humidity 
and temperature ccnditions
p0336 879-30011 
The McDonnell Aircraft Company Lightning 
Simulation Laboratory
p0480 A79-37294 
Dynamic simulator test and evaluation of a JTIDS 
relative navigation system --- Joint Tactical 
Information Distribution System
p0621 A79-48694 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 A79-51129 
Laboratory simulaticn of swept lightning strokes 
/Engineering test/
p0680 A79-51131 
Technical evaluation report on the Specialists' 
Meeting of the Flight mechanics Panel on Piloted 
Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
[AGARD-AR-126]	 p0093 !479-12080 
Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
(AOARD-CP-249]	 p0222 879-15973 
Mission environment simulation for Army rotorcraft 
development: Requirements and capabilities 
p0222 879-15977 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VTOL operations from small ships and 
carriers
p0222 879-15978 
Proposed advancements in simulation of atmospheric 
phenomena for improved training
p0223 879-15979 
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS 
Evaluation of INN handling qualities of 
helicopters using the NAY. airborne V/STOL 
simulator 
(ATAR 79-0702]	 p0276 879-27365 
Development of a blast simulator for testing 
simulated aircraft fuel tanks 
(AD-A058816)	 p0101 1179-13034 
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for 
aircraft simulators 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11158-1] 	 p0719 879-33220 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBERS 
U TEST CHAMBERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL CCWTROL 
Operational reliability of climate and pressure
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
control equipment for passenger aircraft 
Russian book
pOO12 A79-10850 
The F-16 environmental control system 
[ASNE PAPER 78-ENAS-11]	 p0027 A79-12560 
The application of foil air bearing turbomachinery 
in aircraft environmental control systems 
[ASNE PAPER 78-ENAS-18]	 p0027 A79-12567 
Lower avionic temperature - Lower life cycle Cost 
p0477 A19-39914 
The influence o f the noise environment on crew 
communications
p0041 1179-10860 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
Advancements in helicopter cockpit technology 
p0310 879-19625 
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES 
Unique environmental test facilities at Orlando 
Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace 
p0338 A79-30448 
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 
Development and evaluation of a heliccpter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 A79-15085 
California airport monitor noise data
p0074 A79-15559 
Research aircraft and their capabilities --- in 
atmospheric environmental measurements 
p0193 879-21971 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
(AIAA 79-1571]	 p0521 A79-42379 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
NT AIR QUALITY 
NT WATER QUALITY 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS 
Perspectives on airport environmental 
compatibility; Proceedings of the 
Economic/Environmental Specialty Conference, 
Miami, Fla., March 2, 3, 1978
p0409 879-34971 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 A79-34972 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 2 
[P8-282412/6]	 p0039 879-10072 
Photovoltaics and environmental impact 
considerations
p0503 879-25496 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
NT COLD WEATHER TESTS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS 
NT LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS 
NI SALT SPRAY TESTS 
Development of an environmental design and test 
guide for Army rotary-wing aircraft
p0075 A79-16078 
Status of the FT9 engine condition monitor system 
/NC
p0080 879-16441 
Environmental vibration testing of helicopter 
• stores and equipment to the procedures outlined 
in MIL-STD-810C 
[ABS 78-20]	 p0121 A79-18146 
Naval Air Development Center's unique 
environmental test facilities
p0195 A79-22161 
Quantification of the storage logistics thermal 
environment --- environmental criteria for 
ordnance
p0195 A79-22162 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 A79-24089 
Recent advances in indirect lightning effects 
research
p0249 A79-25313 
CENT technology applied to an airborne radar
Combined Environment Reliability Testing 
p0476 879-39893 
Helicopter component environmental vibration 
testing - The poor man's fatigue test 
(ABS 79-491	 p0632 A79-49101 
Combined environment reliability test of the 
common strategic Doppler system
p0644 A79-50368 
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Intensive tropic function testing 
(AD-A056416)	 p0039 N79-10440 
Icing tests of a UN-ill helicopter' with an 
electrothermal ice protection system under 
Simulated and natural icing conditions 
[AD-A067737]	 p0541 N79-26050 
Experimental study of low temperature behavior of 
aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
(NASA-CE-159615]	 p0597 N79-29355 
The influence of the environment on the 
- elastoplastic properties of adhesives in metal 
bonded joints --- In aircraft structures 
(ESA-TT-521)	 p0662 N79-30391 
Ambient correction factors for aircraft gas 
turbine idle emissions 
(AD-A069240)	 p0672 N79-31218 
EN VX NO NM ENTS 
NT AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS 
MT NIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT NIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIFCNMENTS 
NT ICE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS - 
NT NANINE ENVIRONMENTS 
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
NT THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
EPNL 
U EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS 
EPDXY COMPOUNDS 
NT BORON-EPDXY CCMPCUNDS 
EPDXY RESINS 
Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
pOO1 I4 A79-10915 
The application of reinforced plastics tc the 
emergency repair of aircraft
p0118 A79-17965 
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- under airfield humidity 
and temperature conditions
p0336 A79-30011 
Chemical analysis of advanced composite prepregs 
and resins --- for quality control
p0530 A79-43264 
Model 2061 composite litter door 
(ASS 79-31)	 p0630 A79-49083 
Composite rotors - An evolving art
p0695 A19-53890 
Chemical analysis of structural adhesives and 
resins for composites
p0696 A79-54232 
Phosphorylated epoxy adhesives
p0088 N79-12042 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial 
transport aircraft 
(NASA-CE-159071]	 p0557 N79-27246 
Ultra-high-modulus graphite-epoxy conical shell 
development, supplement 
rAD-A069795]	 p0662 N79-30335 
EQUATIONS OF NOTION 
NT EUlER EQUATIONS OF NOTION 
NT HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
NT WAVIER-STORES EQUATION 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 A79-21475 
Flight dynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition/ 
Fussian book on aircraft stability and control 
p0345 A79-31491 
The enhancement of aircraft parameter 
identification using linear transformations 
for stability
p0611 A79-47961 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic

cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 N79-15094 
Lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling effects --- on 
aircraft stability
p0215 N79-15912 
Inertial dynamics of a general purpose rotor 
(NASATM-78557]	 p0301 N79-18916 
NSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for 
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 3: 
Demonstration problems 
(NASA-CR-2809]	 p0378 N79-21001 
Introduction to equations Cf motion for performance 
(ESDU-78038}	 p0378 N79-21002 
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. 2: The 
equations cf motion for wind tunnel pitch-yaw
oscillation rigs 
CARL-AERO-NOTE-377)	 pO488 N79-23982 - 
Nqnation modifying program, L219 (EQMOD). -Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
(NASA-CE-2856]	 p0665 R79-31153 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
(AD-A069223]	 p0665 N79-31157 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircrAft 
(AD-A069301]	 p0669 N79-31199 
EQUATIONS OF STATE 
VIOL aircraft optimal state-space tracking control 
p0344 A79-31173 
Theoretical investigations of real gas effects in 
cryogenic wind tunnels 
[DS-PB-76/50B]	 p0288 N79-17820 
EQUATORIAL ATMOSPHERE 
Design specifications for the capped balloons with 
special reference to their survival in the 
equatorial tropopause 
(AIAA 79-0426)	 p0262 179-26635 
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CE-159478]
	 p0309 1179-19414 
EQUILIBRIUM METHODS 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to a 
typical low-wing general aviation design 
(AIAA 79-1625)	 p0566 179-45307 
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Arresting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency	 - 
[SAE AR! 1538]	 p0018 A79-11625 
PICA standards - Improved specs. and regulations 
in avionics equipment
p0477 179-39919 
Description and preliminary calibration results 
for the Langley hypersonic CP4 tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78800]	 p0105 N79-13061 
Validation of MIL-F-9490D: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of TF-17 and C-5A 
validations 
(AD-1061807]	
-	 p0306 R79-19008 
Validation of NIL-F-9490D: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 2: YP-17 lightweight fighter 
validation 
(AD-A062008)	 p0306 N79-19009 
The NASA-Langley 7-inch transonic cascade wind 
tunnel at the Deutsche Versnchsanstalt fuer 
Left- und Nanmfahrt and first test results 
p0383 N79-21067 
ERECTION 
U CONSTRUCTION 
ERGONOMICS 
U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING 
EROSION 
NT RAIN EROSION 
Erosion resistant clad rotor blades - Boride 
coatings do the job
p0400 179-33590 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the NTIS data base 
(WTIS/PS-79/01 48/1)
	 p0425 B79-22111 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the Engineering Index data base 
(NTIS/PS-79/0149/9]	 p0425 N79-22112 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
	
-	 p0199 A79-22951 
Error analysis of a satellite interferometer 
navigation system
p0410 A79-35097 
Possibilities for increasing distance measurement 
accuracy of DEB --- Distance Measuring Equipment 
(DGLR PAPER 79-040)
	 p0519 A79-42366 
Problems of onboard determination of wind 
relationships with optimal filters --- in 
inertial navigation system 
[DGLR PAPER 79-048]
	 p0520 179-42374 
An analysis of radio navigation sensor accuracies 
associated with area navigation (RNAV) 
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EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
[10-1058544]	 p0089 N79-12055 
Error assessment and control
p0366 N79-20131 
Error model verificatica for a three axis laser 
gyro strapdown inertial measurement unit 
[AD-A064047]	 p0419 N79-22072 
A study of altimeter-controlled terrain-following 
systems
po5e2 N79-28162 
Implementation and testing of numerical analysis 
techniques in avionics applications 
rAD-A0692991	 p0594 N79-29187 
Investigaticn on informaticn error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
p0675 N79-31480 
ERROR BAND 
U ACCURACY 
ERROR CORRECTING CODES 
An asynchronous data transmission system with low 
error probability for the SETAC landing aid 
p0615 N79-31868 
ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES 
Method of eliminating static and dynamic errors in 
the reproduction of motion of TV-simulator 
displays --- for aircraft flight
p0020 479-12153 
ERROR DETECTION CODES 
GPS multipath error model --- Global Positioning 
System
p0077 179-16167 
Built in test of 4/0 ccnverters - Present 
approaches and recommendations for improved BIT 
effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems 
p0616 179-48621 
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method 
for determining altitude system positioning errors 
p0645 179-50436 
ERRORS 
NT INSTRUMENT ERRORS 
NT PILOT ERROR 
NT POSITION PROPS 
NT RANGE ERRORS 
NT VELOCITY ERRORS 
ESA SATELLITES 
NT AEBOSAT SATELLITES 
NT MAROIS (YSA) 
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT) 
Helicopter underwater escape trainer (905) 
p0313 N79-19665 
Bailout from autorotating helicopters
p0313 N79-19666 
ESCAPE SYSTEMS 
Can government specified reliability and 
maintainability requirements for complex aircrew 
escape systems be met
p0065 479-14403 
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency 
escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 479-14417 
A system for survival --- passenger aircraft 
escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics 
p0066 479-14426 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSRA/ Emergency 
Escape System 
ABS 78-121	 p0120 479-18138 
Aircrew experiences in USAF ejections, 1971-1977 
p0401 479-33609 
Aerodynamic effects simulator --- for testing 
aircraft Escape systems
p0402 #79-33617 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with Automatic Inflaticn Modulation /A.I.M./ 
p0402 #79-33618 
Ejection systems in the year 2000
p0402 A79-33622 
Helicopter emergency escape
p0403 179-33626 
Development and testing of a dual mode escape 
propulsion system
p0403 #79-33635 
Unique crew escape concepts for ITS mission aircraft 
p0403 #79-33636 
An experimental passive microwave attitude 
measurement system for escape system steering 
p0403 179-33637 
Death by misadventure --- helicopter escape system 
proposals
p0404 #79-33640
The Swedish approach to escape system testing 
p0644 A79-50427 
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape, 
rescue and survival 
(#0-1058208)	 p0089 N79-12051 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance 
aircraft 
(10-1060519]	 p0171 N79-15016 
Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis 
[AD-A062429]	 p0362 879-20092 
ESG (GYROSCOPES) 
U ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
ESTERS 
NT POLYCA8PONAIES 
NI POLYESTERS 
Reclamation of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures 
[AD-A071813]	 p0718 979-33211 
ESTIMATES 
NY COST ESTIMATES 
ESTIMATING 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft 
stability 
•	 [AIAA 79-1638]	 p0567 #79-45318 
The relationship of unsteadiness in downwash to 
the quality of parameter estimates 
[lIlA 79-1639]	 p0567 A79-45319 
An introduction to co-kill probability estimation 
in the H on #1 encounter --- during combat 
aircraft maneuvers 
[#111 79-1729]	 p0571 #79-45373 
Estimation for advanced technology engines 
p0611 179-47957 
Estimation of aircraft target motion using pattern 
recognition orientation measurements 
p0612 A79-47587 
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the 
determination of stability and control derivatives 
(NASA-TM-72858]	 p0095 N79-12096 
ETHYL ALCOHOL 
Methanol, ethanol and jet fuel emissions 
comparison from a small gas turbine 
(SAP PAPER 781013)	 p0256 #79-25893 
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY 
NT ANGLE OF ATTACK 
NT ANGLES (GEOMETRY) 
NT CHORDS (GEOMETRY) 
NT CIRCUMFERENCES 
NI DESCRIPTIVE GECMETRY 
NT ELEVATION ANGLE 
NT HYPERBOLAS 
NT LEADING EDGY SWEEP 
NT SWEEP ANGLE 
RULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Calculation of supersonic flow past wings with 
consideration of tangential discontinuities shed 
from the edges within the scope of a model using 
a system of Ruler equations
p0079 A79-16312 
The consideration of the effect of winds in the 
mechanics-of-flight equations
p0345 #79-31565 
Transonic flow over the RICA 644006 with an 
oscillating flap-calculations based on the Ruler 
equations
D0353 N79-20007 
EUROPE 
Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Their history 
and progress
p0460 A79-37149 
The European helicopter industry and cooperation 
p0516 179-42064 
The new European subsonic aerodynamic testing 
facilities --- aircraft wind tunnels 
(ONERA. TP NO. 1979-97]	 p0516 A79-142066 
Enromissile - An example of cooperation with 
respect to missiles
p0517 #79-42067 
Icing test facilities and test techniques in Europe 
p0173 N79-150112 
EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NI 1-300 AIRCRAFT 
Britain's better airbus wing --- 1-310 aircraft 
wing design
p0408 A79-34823 
Airbus picks up speed - and the junior 4310 takes 
off
p0459 A79-36774 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
A European view on gas turbine engine mcnitoring 
of present and future civil aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1200)	 p0469 479-38982 
The European Airbus has definitively penetrated 
the world market
p0516 A79-42062 
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS 
The European transonic wind-tunnel project 
p0343 479-31021 
EUTECTIC ALLOTS 
Evaluation of an advanced directionally solidified 
gamma/gamaa-alpba No eutectic alloy 
[NASA-CB-1!9416]	 p0369 N79-20222 
EUTECTICS 
NT EUTECTIC ALLCYS 
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION) 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0132 479-18669 
Injuries in air transport emergency evacuations 
[AD-A069372]	 p0581 979-28160 
EVALUATION 
NT TRAINING !VALUATIC11 
Basis for an objective evaluation of the paratroop 
jumping reliability
p0402 479-33619 
Preliminary evaluation of several 
nondestructive-evaluation techniques for silicon 
nitride gas-turbine rotors 
(ANL7789]	 p0049 979-11414 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CH-117C with 
fiberglass rotor blades with 155-L-712 engines 
[AD-A069891]	 p0705 N79-32199 
EVAPORATION 
NT TEANSPIBATICN 
Drop fornaticn, evaporation modelling and 
environmental assessment of JP-4 fuel jettisoned 
from aircraft 
(4144 PAPER 79-0186)	 p0143 479-19585 
Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft 
.gas turbine engines by electrical forces 
p0280 479-27748 
EVAPORATION RATE 
Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas 
turbine combustor
p0517 479-42207 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING 
NT FILN COdING 
EVASIVE ACTIONS 
Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers 
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by 
a missile with proportional guidance 
[4164 79-1624]	 p0566 479-45306 
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT) 
Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air 
transportation	 - 
[ASRE PAPER 78-GT-201] 	 p0012 479-10821 
The growth and evolution of the TPE331 
(ASNE PAPER 79-01-164)	 p0395 479-32426 
EXACTNESS 
U PRECISION 
EXCHANGING 
NT ION EXCHANGING 
EXCITATION 
NT ACOUSTIC EXCIT#TICN 
Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests 
[AGARD-R-672]	 p0367 979-20137 
EXCITED STATES 
U EXCITATION 
EXCLUSION 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
kerojet fuels from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regnlaticns 
[DOE/ERA-0023]	 p0559 979-28058 
EXECUTIVE AIRCRAFT 
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT 
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
EXERTION 
O PHYSICAL WORK 
EXHAUST DIFFUSERS 
Self-contained grease lubrication systems for 
aircraft applications 
[ABS 79-39)	 p0631 479-49091 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSIOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1 
[NASA-C9-152128)	 p0033 1179-10025 
End wall and corner flow improvements of the 
rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector 
[AD-A057663]	 p0046 1179-11051
Diffusers for gas turbine combustion systems 
p0308 979-19369 
EXHAUST EMISSION 
Analytical-kinetic models for the evaluation of 
polluting emissions from aircraft gas turbines - 
Limiting techniques
p0689 A79-52758 
Turbine engine particulate emission characterization 
(AD-A073198)	 p0717 1179-33208 
EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION 
NT FLIGHT SIMULATION 
Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume 
from the compressor research facility at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
ASNE PAPER 79-GT-186]
	 p0396 A79-32445 
V/STOL aircraft configuration effects on exhaust 
gas ingestion 
[AIIA PAPER 79-1284]	 p0471 479-39019 
Validation-of scramlet exhaust simulation 
technique at Bach 6 
[NASA-CE-3003]	 p0363 N79-20104 
EXHAUST GASES 
The effects of ambient conditions on gas turbine

emissions - Generalized correction factors 
(ASBE PAPER 78-01-87]	 p0001 479-10262 
Development of a compact gas turbine combuster to 
give extended life and acceptable exhaust 
emissions 
[ASBE PAPER 787GT-1461	 p0010 479-10799 
8CR content of turbine engine exhaust
p0138 479-19358 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
p0190 479-21347 
Measurement and analysis of airport emissions 
p0206 179-23741 
Emissions of oxides of nitrogen from aircraft 
air quality impact
p0206 479-23743 
Updated model assessment of pollution at major 
U.S. airports
p0206 479-23745 
Methanol, ethanol and jet fuel emissions 
comparison from a small gas turbine 
[SA2 PAPER 781013]	 p0256 479-25893 
IN scanning camera measurements of an exhaust 
plume from an axisymmetric nozzle afterbody 
model at transonic Bach numbers
p0281 479-28097 
Double recirculation zone two-stage combustor 
for aircraft engine emissions reduction 
-[4144 79-7019]	 p0328 479-29392 
Aircraft engine emissions are under continuing 
surveillance
p0342 A79-30581 
Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume 
from the compressor research facility at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
[AS NE PAPER 79-GT-186]	 p0396 479-32445 
Characteristic time correlations of pollutant 
emissions from an annular gas turbine combustor 
of aircraft engines 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-194]	 p0396 479-32452 
Concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and fuel 
consumption of the aircraft piston engine 
(SAR PAPER 790605) 	 p0456 A79-36737 
Contribution to the development of motor emission. 
regulations 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-43]	 p0473 479-39092 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
p0532 A79-43436 
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for 
engine ingestion prevention in F-15
v0642 479-50166 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow 3T8D-11 turbofan engine 
(AD-A058038)	 p0050 979-11561 
Pilct program to develop operating time emission 
degradation factors for general aviation piston 
engines 
[AD-A058158]	 p0050 1179-11562 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 1 
[P8-283470/3]	 p0050 N79-11580 
Air pollution from aircraft operations at San Jose 
Municipal Airport, California 
[NASA-TM-78506]	 - -	 p0098 979-12585 
Effect of swirler-mounted mixing venturi on 
emissions of flame-tube combustor using jet A fuel 
ONASA-TP-1393]	 p0164 1179-14099 
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Air quality analysis of possible P-15 and A-lU 
aircraft engine modifications to reduce pollution 
[AD-A059976]	 p0165 879-14107 
.357-598 engine emission test report 
(AD-P.060842]	 p0174 879-15054 
Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed 
revisions in the exbatst emission standards for 
new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines 
based on EPA's independent estimates 
rpB-286388/4]	 p0175 879-15056 
The economic impact of revised gaseous emission 
regulations for ccmmercial aircraft engines 
(P8-286772/9]	 p0181 879-15886 
The feasibility of controlling turbine engine test 
cell particulate emissions with a baghouse 
IAD-A0611201	 p0234 879-16855 
Air Force turbine engine emission survey: United 
States. Volume 1: Test summaries 
(AD-A061532]	 p0234 879-16858 
US Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
Volume 3: Engine model summaries	 - 
(AD-A061483]	 p0235 879-16859 
Measurement and analysis of airport emission 
[AD-A061295]	 p0242 879-17361 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Vclume 1: Program 
description and results --- air pollution control 
[NREC-1238-6-VOL-1] 	 p0293 879-17860 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. Volume 2: 0180-9 test data 
air polluticn control 
fNEEC_1238-7-VOL-2]	 p02931779-17863 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
[NEEC-1238-8-VOL-3]	 p0293 879-17864 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Vclume 4: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution contrcl 
(NR!C-1 238-9-VOL-4)	 p0293 879-17865 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT9D-3A test data 
air pollution control 
[NREC-1238-11-VOL-6]	 p0293 879-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: 882117228 test data 
air pollution . control 
[NPEC-1238-12-VOL-7]	 p0293 879-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C700-28 test data 
[NBEC-1238-13-VCL-8]	 p0293 879-17869 
Comparisons of turbine engine combustor exhaust 
emissions measurements using three gas-sampling 
probe designs 
[AD-A061733]	 p0305 879-19005 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow TF30 turbofan engine 
[FAA-NA-783]	 p0365 879-20115 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors TSIO-360-C engine 
(NASA-T8-79121) 	 p0374 879-20528 
Low efficiency control , measures for jet engine 
test cells 
(AD-A062665]	 p0384 879-21078 
F-lOU turbine engine afterburner emission tests 
(AD-A063789]	 p0424 879-22109 
Effect of primary-zone equivalence ratio on 
pollutant formation 
[NASA-TP-1463)	 p0435 879-23086 
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon 
emissions for a premixed prevaporized combustion 
system --- for gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-79154]	 ,	 p0486 879-23965 
Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and head 
distribution under full- and part-load conditions 
[RTS-11613)	 p0490 879-24342 
Effect of fuel/air nonuniformity on . nitric oxide 
emissions
p0496 879-25004 
Optical in situ versus probe measurements of 
nitric oxide concentration as a function of 
axial position in a ccmbustor exhaust 
(AD-A067329)	 p0498 879-25025 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming 
10-360-A186D piston engine 
(AD-A066556]	 p0503 879-25584 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircr&ft Avco-LycOning
EXHAUST NOZZLES. 
10-3E0-BiBD piston engine 
(AD-8066589]	 p0503 879-25545 
Aircraft air pollution emission estimation 
techniques, ACEE 
[AD-A067262]	 p0504 879-25550 
Air pollutant emission factors for military and 
civil aircraft 
(P8-292520/4]	 p0504 879-25567 
.let engine exhaust analysis by subtractive 
chromatography 
[AD-A067898]	 .	 .	 p0583 879-28178 
Critical assessment of emissions from aircraft 
piston engines 
(AD-A071002)	 p0654 879-30190 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
3T30-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust 
nozzle emission sample 
[AD-A072019]	 p0670 879-31209 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental 
Motors TSIO-360-C piston engine 
[AD-A070010]	 p0670 879-31211 
Ambient correction factors for aircraft gas 
turbine idle emissions 
(AD-A069240)	 p0672 879-31218 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
tNASA-CE-159647]	 .	 p0707 879-32211 
EXHAUST JETS 
U EXHAUST GASES 
EXHAUST NOZZLES 
NT CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLES 
NT PLUG NOZZLES 
NT TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 A79-14847 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets
p0211 A79-24178 
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow 
downstream of row of jets discharging normally 
into a free stream
p0288 A79-25065 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
	
AIAA PAPER 19-0637]	 .	 p0270 A79-26923 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1170) 	 p0467 A79-38969 
Design and test of an annular sting support 
concept for aftbody nozzle wind tunnel testing 
(AD-A056945)	 p0038 879-10063 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisysmetric nozzle afterbody performance in 
transonic flow 
[80-8057363]	 p0046 879-11052 
Variable area exhaust nozzle 
(NASA-CASE-LEN-12378-13	 p0164 879-14097 
Turbine exit guide vane program --- exhaust nozzles 
(AD-A060343]	 p0164 879-14101 
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust 
augmenting ejectors 
[80-8059546]	 .	 p0175 879-15055 
Computer-aided design study of hypermixing nozzles 
[AD-A062378]	 p0365 879-20122 
Hot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas 
turbine powered ships 
[AD-A062205]	 p0371 879-20354 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Comprehensive data report 
nozzle transfer functions 
[NASA-CR159628]	 p0558 879-27933 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 1 
[NASA-CB-159515]	 .	 p0653 879-30185 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 2 
(NASA-CE-159516]	 p0653 879-30186 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
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and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
[NASA-cR-3168)	 p0671 N79-31212 
CF6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept --- specific fuel 
consumption reduction 
!:NASA-CR-1595641	 p0717 N79-33206 
EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
An acoustic problem in anechoic chambers arising 
from exhaust noise testing 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0649]	 p0271 A79-26929 
Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on 
cooling drag 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1820)	 p0607 A79-47900 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Vclume 1: Results 
[AD-A0573C9)	 p0037 N79-10059 
Internal mixer investigation for 3T8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, 
and D 
[AD-A057310/5]	 p0038 N79-10065 
EXHAUST VELOCITY 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 A79-17767 
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on 
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
nozzle geometry 
(NASA-TM-79095]	 p0375 879-20830 
EXITS (DOORS) 
U DOORS 
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES 
ST BALLOONS 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
NT INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
ST TETHERED BALLOONS 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of afull scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
(NASA-T!1-79157] 	 p01486 579-23966 
EXPANSION 
NT GAS EXPANSICN 
NT THERMAL EXPANSION 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
NT FACTORIAL tESIGN 
Experimental design for real-time simulations of 
air traffic control concepts
p0017 A79-11481 
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics 
and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind 
tunnel-computer integration 
[OGLE PAPER 78-2291	 p0184 A79-20485 
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor 
operation on the basis of a numerical experiment 
p0342 A79-30690 
A study of some characteristics of the operation 
of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment 
p0694 A79-53728 
Feasibility design study for scale model of ZPG-X 
airship 
[AD-A058624)	 p0100 N79-13015 
Experimental techniques for transonic testing in 
shock tubes
p0377 N79-20998 
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
(NASA-CE-152286]
	 p0543 N79-26067 
EXPEEINERTATION 
NT SPHINX 
EXPLODING CONDUCTOR CIRCUITS 
U CIRCUITS 
EXPLORATION 
NT SPACE EXPLORATION 
EXPLORER SATELLITES 
Considerations on the airborne use of DER 
interrogators or SSR transponders for 
ground-derived landing and surveillance systems 
p0055 A79-132417 
EXPLOSIONS 
NT NUCLEAR EXPlOSIONS 
NT UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS 
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance 
of helicopter fuel tanks 
(AD-A058188)	 p0C92 N79-12074 
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
NT BOMBS (ORDNANCE) 
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency 
escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 A79-1417
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponentials as matrizant
p0466 A79-38885 
EXPORTS 
U INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
EXPOSURE 
Environmental exposure effects on composite 
materials for commercial aircraft 
[NASA-CH-158838]	 p0585 N79-28232 
EXPRESSIONS (MATHEMATICS) 
U FORNULAS (MATHEMATICS) 
EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
A model of external burning propulsion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03581
	 p0201 A79-23549 
EXTERNAL STONE SEPARATION 
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-i 
bomber
p0645 A79-50429 
Fundamentals of design. IV - Weapon carriage and 
delivery
p06 87 A79-52350 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, Description of the measurement 
equipment and comparison of results with data 
from other sources 
[NLR-MP-77028-U]	 p0229 N79-16812 
EXTERNAL STONES 
NT PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) 
Environmental vibration testing of helicopter 
stores and equipment to the procedures outlined 
in NIL-STD-8100 
[ABS 78-20]	 p0121 A79-18146 
New airborne armament systems --- multimission 
design requirements 
[AlAN 79-0697]	 p0276 A79-27362 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store 
flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft 
[AlAN 79-0791]	 p0322 A79-29035 
In-flight captive store loads compared with

wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations 
p0407 A79-34595 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
p0574 A79-46238 
Active external store flutter suppression in the 
YF-17 flutter model
p0639 A79-49866 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
aircraft with various external stores at Each 
numbers from 0.5 to 1.3 
[AD-A057409]	 p0044 N79-11005 
A summary report on store heating technology 
[AD-1059415]	 p0159 N79-14030 
In-flight measurements of captive loads on a store 
as compared with wind tunnel and mathematical 
simulations 
[AD-A060960]	 p0228 N79-16806 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, Description of the measurement 
equipment and comparison of results with data 
from other sources 
[NLN-MP-77028-U]	 p0229 N79-16812 
An investigation into the pressure distributions 
over a wing and store combination at low speeds 
[80-226)	 p0431 N79-23047 
Weapon/aircraft interactions
p0556 N79-27205 
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic 
speeds using a laser velocimeter 
(AD-A068328)	 p0590 N79-29149 
A helicopter high definition rotor blade radar 
p0656 N79-30207 
EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRENTS 
Surface current injection techniques - A 
theoretical investigation --- for simulating 
EMP-induced aircraft responses
p0336 A79-30155 
Inflight utilization of an optical fiber 
transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft 
p0376 N79-20986 
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS 
Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading 
edge blowing boundary layer control system 
[NINA PAPER 79-0116]
	 p0141 A79-19542 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the F-SE 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0118]
	 p0141 A79-19543 
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& study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy 
[AI&A PAPER 79-01191 p0142 A79-19544 
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a 
jet flap
p0602 A79-47119 
Blown flap noise prediction 
[NASA-CR-158978] p0227 1179-16698 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement flow 
(NASA-CE-158385] p0370 1179-20342 
EXTINCTION 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures 
flame stabilization 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1441 p0010 A79-10798 
EXTINGUISHERS 
U FIRE EXTINGDISH?RS 
EXTRAGALACTIC LIGHT 
U LIGHT (VISIPLE RADIATICH) 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS 
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
Radar applications of millimeter waves 
pOOSt 179-16552 
Combined 1/Ka-band tracking radar
p0637 A79-49565 
EXTRUDING 
Rxperinental investigation into the feasibility of 
an extruded wing
p0545 1179-27077 
BIB MOVEMENTS 
Visual pockets:	 A design parameter for helicopter 
instrument panels
p0311	 1179-19641
F 
F-80 AIRCRAFT 
U T-33 AIRCRAFT 
F- tl AIRCRAFT 
Mechanism of extremity injuries occurring during 
ejection from F-Il aircraft
p0401 P.79-33610 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight 
control system actuators 
[AD-1062030]	 p0306 1179-19007 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
[NASA-CE-3167]	 p0654 879-30194 
Technology trends and maintenance workload 
requirements for the 1-7, F-4, and F-14 aircraft 
(AD-A070036]	 p0701 1179-32153 
F-5 AIRCRAFT 
Northrop/United States Air Force application of 
failure predictions to an operational aircraft 
for F-SE/F
p0113 A79-17527 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the F-SE 
(AIAA PAPRE 79-01181	 p0141 179-19543 
Northrop P-5: Case study in aircraft design --- Hook 
p0332 A79-29574 
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock
p0463 A79-38135 
Northrop F-5F shark nose development 
(NASA-CE-158936] 	 p0035 1179-10047 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 1: 
Technical discussion and analysis of results 
(AD-A069646]	 p0650 1179-30148 
P-8 AIRCRAFT 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
(AIAA 79-1702]	 p0570 179-115357 
The impact of parallel computers on the design of 
nonlinear flight contrcllers 
[AIAA 79-1966]	 p0698 A79-54414 
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation 
experience 
(NASA-TM-72860]	 p0166 1179-14109 
F-H active control
p0236 1179-16870 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
transfer 
[NASA-CR-3123]	 p0430 1179-23016
F-16 AIRCRAFT 
Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive 
Control (M!AC) method for flight control systems 
[NASA-CR-3089]	 p0437 1179-23099 
Systems implications of active controls 
p0658 1179-30219 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical 
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
[IIASA-TM-1-3250]	 p0712 1179-33159 
P-110 AIRCRAFT 
U F-4 AIRCRAFT 
P-14 AIRCRAFT 
Reliability and maintainabilityowth of a 
modern, high performance aircraft, the P-14A 
•	 p0205 A79-23629 
Fbi engine derivative work advances
p04O7 A79-34600 
HIPOSH (Hydraulic Power Sharing system) 
(P.0-1061408)	 p0235 1179-16863 
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
RE-577]	 p0550 1179-27128 
Technology trends and maintenance workload 
requirements for the A-7. F-U, and P-lU aircraft 
(AD-A070036)	 p0701 1179-32153 
P-iS AIRCRAFT 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on F-15 inlet instantaneous distortion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0104) 	 p0141 179-19533 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the ?-15 
airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0102] 	 p0200 179-23513 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the USAF/McDonnell SLATS program --- Built-up 
Low-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for F-15 
p0208 P.79-24082 
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design 
for F-iS 
[SAE PAPER 781032] 	 p0257 A79-25904 
Dynamic response analysis of an F-is Fast Pack 
Optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 	 - 
(AIAA 79-0788]	 p0322 A79-29032 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
[AIAA 79-1649]	 p0567 179-45325 
Evolving methods for reducing avionics data in an 
AISF environment --- Avionics Integration 
Suppport Facility flight program testing 
p0618 179-48671 
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for 
engine ingestion prevention in F-is
p06 112 A79-50166 
Stabilization techniques for improved response of 
the P-15 aircraft 
(AD-A058514)	 p0105 1179-13060 
Air quality analysis of possible F-15 and 1-10 
aircraft engine modifications to reduce pollution 
[AD-A0599763	 I	 p0165 1179-14107 
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the P-15 
(NASA-CR-144878]	 p0298 1179-18286 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) 
using the F-iS and a transport aircraft 
p0353 N79-0017 
Precision controllability of the F-is airplane 
(NASA-TN-72861)	 p0481 1179-23979 
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[115-577]	 p0550 879-21128 
P-15 flight simulator: Development and analysis 
of computer scoring algorithm 
[P.0-1067765]	 p0556 1179-27188 
P-16 AIRCRAFT 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The 116 
p0006 179-10619 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop self-test 
p0023 179-12302 
F-16 LEO test programs - A systems approach 
Line Replaceable Units
p0023 A79-12321 
The P-16 environmental control system 
(ASNE PAPER 78E11&S113	 p0027 P.79-12560 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in 7-16 avionics
p0079 179-16432 
Optical engineering of first and second generation 
automatic tracking/laser designator pods --- on 
F-16
p0113 A79-17211 
A-181 
F-17 AIRCRAFT
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F-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
Control system concept 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0403)	 p0203 879-23577 
An unstable subsynchronous critical speed solution 
of shaft failures in F-16 engine start system 
[SAE PAPER 781055]	 p0258 879-25916 
P-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 879-26527 
P101 engine derivative work advances
p0407 879-34600 
The F-16 FIR program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty
p0476 879-39889 
Hybrid Wing Sox structure
p0532 879-43331 
F-16 flight control system redundancy concepts 
[8188 79-1771]	 p0572 879-45400 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop /AIS/ Interim 
Contractor Support initiatives 
(8188 PAPER 79-18681	 p0810 879-47923 
P-16 avionics maintenance concept and 
multinational aspects
p0625 879-488914 
F-16 depot automatic test equipment
p0625 879-48895 
The evoluticn of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the 7-16 flight control system
p0646 879-50438 
Investigation of the TF-16 in high angle of attack 
asymmetric flight 
(80-8056511]	 p0045 879-11036 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
(NASA-CR-158922)	 pOC91 1479-12066 
F-16 multi-national fighter
p0236 879-16869 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0299 879-18886 
F-16 advanced electro-optical pod field-of-view 
simulation study --- task complexity during 
laser guided weapons delivery 
[80-8063530]	 p0382 879-21050 
Design guidelines for the application of forebody 
and nose strakes to a fighter aircraft based on 
P-16 wind tunnel testing experiment
p0413 879-22000 
Energy maneuverability display validation --- F-16 
aircraft 
[APFDL-TR-78-35-VCL-1]	 p0484 879-23947 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 1: Summary and analysis 
[NASA-CF-3053]	 p0580 879-28143 
Systems implications of active controls 
p0658 N79-30219 
F-17 AIRCRAFT 
Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
Recommended testing techniques based on YP-17 
experience 
[8188 PAPER 79-1829]
	 p0608 879-47903 
Active external store flutter suppression in the 
YF-17 flutter model
p0639 879-49866 
Validation of MIL-F-94900: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of YF-17 and c-58 
validations 
[80-8061807]	 p0306 879-19008 
F-18 AIRCRAFT 
F-iS air conditioning system 
[ASME PAPER 78-RNAS-23]
	 p0C27 879-12572 
Designing-in reliability - A new approach --- for 
p-la Inertial Navigation System
p0072 879-15369 
The p/A-18 challenge - Readiness and low total cost 
p0073 879-15402 
F-is Hornet
p0115 879-17650 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisyinmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-18 aircraft 
[8188 PAPER 79-0101)	 p0201 879-23532 
P-18 status report
p0259 879-26529 
Two versions of the F-is in hot competition 
p0345-A79-31237 
P-lB - A special report
p0463 879-38131
Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-is propulsion wind tunnel model 
(8188 PAPER 79-1164]	 p0511 879-41174 
P/A-18 Hornet display system
p0617 879-48630 
Testing the -18 at the U.S. Naval Air Test Center 
p0646 879-50444 
VSCF aircraft electrical power --- Variable Speed 
Constant Frequency
p0685 879-51912 
Testing the F-is at the US Naval Air Test Center 
[AD-1058036]	 p0092 879-12076 
Systems development of a stall/spin research 
facility using remotely controlled/augmented 
aircraft models. Volume 1: Systems overview 
[NASA-CE-1453511	 p0180 579-15101 
F-27 AIRCRAFT 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
propagation in sheet made of Alciad 7076-16 
[NLR-TR-78071-U]	 p0387 879-214447 
F-100 AIRCRAFT 
F-100 turbine engine afterburner emission tests 
[AD-A063789]	 p0424 H79-22109 
F-102 AIRCRAFT 
Measured and predicted noise of the AVCO-Lycoming 
YF-102 turbofan engine 
[8188 PAPER 79-0641]
	 p0267 879-26877 
F-1011 AIRCRAFT 
Design of the TEF system in relation to experience 
with the CCV-F104 program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems 
for tactical fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-139]	 p0062 A79-14088 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a 1-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 879-50165 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and

control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 879-20016 
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-F104C 
p0659 879-30234 
F-106 AIRCRAFT 
An improved lateral stability augmentation system 
for air-to-air tracking 
[8188 79-1773]	 p0572 879-45402 
F-Ill AIRCRAFT 
Radome design/fabrication criteria for supersonic 
SW aircraft --- SF-ill
p0209 A79-24091 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
[8188 79-7018]	 p0328 879-29391 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0464 879-38531 
Flight-determined stability and control 
derivatives for the F-ill Tact research aircraft 
[14ASA-TP-1350]	 p0038 879-10068 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
aircraft with various external stores at Mach 
numbers from 0.5 to 1.3 
[AD-A057409]	 p00144 879-11005 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of a TF30 afterburning turbofan engine 
(NASA-TP-1372]	 p0102 1479-13045 
Flight comparison of the transonic agility of the 
F-111A airplane and the F-ill supercritical wing 
airplane 
[NASA-TP-1368]	 p0104 879-13056 
Lightning transient research on an F-lilT aircraft 
(AD-8063765)	 p0418 879-22066 
A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale P-ill 
model at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
[AD-A070192]	 p0665 1179-31156 
Evaluation of F-ill weapon bay aero-acoustic and 
weapon separation improvement techniques 
[AD-8070253]	 p0669 879-31203 
FABRICATION 
Near-net-shape engine methods emerge --- aircraft 
engine parts fabrication technologies 
p0017 879-111449 
Aircraft manufacturing quality assurance 
p0069 879-14868 
Tooling and assembly procedures, serviceability

program elements --- for aircraft composite 
A- 188
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FAILURE ANALYSIS 
structures
p0209 879-24090 
Fabrication and quality assurance procedure to 
assure a symmetrical lifting parachute 
[AIAA 79-01427]	 p0262 A79-26636 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
[8188 79-0757)	 p02e3 A79-28272 
The quiet revolution in airframe construction 
fabrication techniques and construction materials 
pOJlE 879-28976 
Cost-effective prcclucticn of flight vehicle shells 
by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
[OGLE PAPER 79-008]	 p0390 879-32305 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CFRP structures for aircraft aileron 
(OGLE. PAPER 79-011)	 p0390 879-32307 
Economical processing for the fabrication of CTRP 
components 
[OGLE PAPER 79-009]	 p0801 A79-33600 
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance 
high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted 
personnel parachutes
p0402 879-33616 
C-141 hybrid composite leading edge --- materials 
and fabrication methods
pO529 879-43244 
Fabrication of thick graphite/epoxy wing surface 
structure --- for subsonic transport aircraft 
p0529 879-43245 
Advanced fabrication processes 
(AGARD-CP-256]	 p0402 879-23236 
Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures 
p0(4(42 879-23252 
FABRICS 
NT DACRON (TRALENARK) 
NT PARACHUTE FABRICS 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior 
fabrics
p0126 879-18302 
Electrification of woven and film materials 
p0346 879-32042 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 879-33639 
Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
airline fire safety
p0530 879-43271 
Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in 
aircraft
P0088 879-12045 
FABRI-PEBOT LASERS 
U LASERS 
FACETS 
U FLAT SURFACES 
FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors in 
high-angle-of-attack flight
pOleO 879-15096 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0300 879-18896 
FACTORIAL DESIGN 
Application of a factorial interpolation method to 
the analytical designing of aircraft landing gears 
p0348 879-32052 
Factor of safety - USAF design practice 
conferences 
[AD-A070237)	 p0703 1(79-32183 
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS 
Automatic failure detection systems in commercial 
aircraft 
[OGLE PAPER 78-1(10] 	 p0062 879-14089 
Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in 
track-guided traffic
p0116 879-17690 
Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter 
transmissions 
(AHS 78-49)	 p0124 879-18172 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant 
Computer for aircraft ccntrol --- Software 
Implemented Fault Tolerant systems
90252 879-25718 
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized 
flight vehicles 
(AIAA 79-0795]	 p0323 A79-29038 
Reliability, performance, and fault isolation 
considerations in the design of interconnected 
navigation systems
p01448 879-36077 
Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on 
the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft
p0611 879-47960 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 A79-47971 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Nultifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (ElBA) 
[80-80614119]	 p0232 879-16834 
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with 
substructuring 
[AD-A065936)	 pO484 (479-23950 
The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis 
of damage tolerance requirements with specific 
reference to NIL-8-83(44(4 
[NLR-TR-77005-U]	 p0550 879-27135 
FAILURE 
NT ENGINE FAILURE 
NI STRUCTURAL FAILURE 
NT SISTER FAILURES 
FAILURE ANALYSIS 
Hazard criticality analysis --- with emphasis on 
aircraft components
p0007 879-10621 
Advanced technology impact upon ATE self test 
by use of microprocessors and LSI
p0023 A79-12306 
Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft 
p0073 A79-15379 
Application of the fault tree in fault testing and 
design improvement --- of aircraft components 
p0082 879-16585 
Northrop/United States Air Force application of 
failure predictions to an operational aircraft 
for F-5F/F
p0113 879-17527 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial 
lecture/
pOliO 879-18004 
Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures 
[SAE PAPER 790561]	 p0451 879-36702 
The aircraft air conditioner data revisited 
for comparison of alternative system concepts 
p0076 A79-39895 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 879-39912 
The effect of endless burn-in on reliability 
growth projections --- for solid state aviation 
electronics equipment
p0477 879-39920 
Error localization in turbojet engines through 
determination of the characteristics of 
structural members --- German thesis 
p0515 879-01827 
Review of aircraft bearing rejection criteria and 
causes''
p056(4 879-45250 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 879-47971 
Test implementation through support software - A 
FIT translator --- automated Fault Isolation 
Tests on airborne radar system
p0620 879-08687 
Techniques for fault isolation ambiguity reduction 
in military avionics
p0625 879-08891 
Fault diagnosis of gas turbine engines by means of 
component characteristics determination. 
p0639 879-49806 
Determination of the probability of consequences 
of aircraft-system malfunctions in the 
evaluation of flight safety levels
p0687 879-521(4(4 
Reliability analysis for optimum design 
applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
structures
p0691 A79-53070 
mechanical characterization of structural adhesives 
p0696 879-54238 
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing 
shock pulse techniques 
[80-8057308]	 p0049 879-11410 
Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a 
TF-30 turbine engine 
[AD-A061801]	 p0305 879-19004 
Correlation study between vibrational 
environmental and failure rates of civil 
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helicopter components 
[RASA-CH-159033]
	
p0432 879-23064 
The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
[BU-227]	 p0433 879-23073 
Failures in adhesively tctded structures 
p0494 879-23454 
Aircraft tram sparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 2: Design data and 
maintenance procedures 
[AD-A068720]	 p0592 N7929173 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 3: Transparency analysis 
[AD-A0687213	 p0592 879-29174 
An analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure 
(RAE-TR-78078J	 p0599 879-29562 
FAILURE MODES 
Improved ballistic damage tolerant design through 
laminated metal ccnstruction
p0014 979-10912 
Operational influences on maintainability 
D0073 979-15382 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
condition in a contaminated lubricant 
[ASNE PAPER 78-LUE-39]	 p0199 A79-23246 
The problem of empennage snap-through
p0348 979-32041 
Lusaka accident report
p0642 A79-50109 
On the empennage snap-through problem
p0696 979-54045 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (8189) 
[AD-A0614 149)	 p0222 879-16834 
FAIRCHILD MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U FAIRCHILD-BIILER AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
FAIRCHILD-BILLER AIRCRAFT 
The Fairchild can-opener - Shturiuovik of the 
eighties
p0459 979-36773 
Driftdown calculations for the FE/227n aircraft 
(SAND-78-1807)	 p0653 879-30182 
PAIRINGS 
Optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution 
computerized design 
(AD-A067927]	 p0539 879-26031 
PAR IN WING AIRCRAFT 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970 
p0604 A79-47606 
FANLIFT DEVICES 
U LIFT FANS 
FANS 
Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in 
static fan noise testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0656] 	 p0270 A79-26925 
Test methodology correlation for foreign object 
damage 
[AD-A057322)	 p0095 879-12093 
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional 
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for 
aircraft jet engines 
[B9L-T8-533]	 p0241 879-17261 
Performance of two-stage fan having 
low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor bladin g 
[NhSA-TP-1493]	 p0551 879-27143 
FAR FIELDS 
Aircraft antenna pattern measurements using near 
field techniques
p0247 179-24721 
Separation cf core noise and jet noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0589] 	 p0272 A79-26941 
The influence of propeller design parameters on
far field harmonic noise in forward flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06093	 p0317 A79-28959 
The derivation of a thickness noise formula for 
the far-field by Iscm --- applied to helicopter 
rotors
p0410 A79-35449 
The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
of fountains and some far field temperature 
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft 
ground effect 
(AD-A061335)	 p0232 N79-16843 
FARM CROPS 
Study of future world markets for agricultural 
aircraft 
[NASA-c8-158937] 	 p0377 879-21000
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
pO675 879-31482 
A new approach to the solution of large, full 
matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential 
flow feasibility study 
[NASA-CE-3173]	 p0676 879-31533 
FASTENERS 
NT BOLTS 
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium 
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications 
p0442 879-23242 
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY) 
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE 
FATIGUE (MATERIALS) 
NT BENDING FATIGUE 
NT METAL FATIGUE 
NT STRUCTURAL STRAIN 
NT THERMAL FATIGUE 
Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern 
structural designs 
[DOLE PAPER 78-176)	 p0151 A79-20018 
Effect of CPRP technology on structural design and 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-179]	 p0151 979-20020 
Bibliography on the fatigue of materials, 
components and structures. Volume 2 - 1951-1960 
Book
p0192 979-21725 
Four lectures on fatigue crack growth 
-	
p0251 979-25484 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
[SAE PAPER 7906121 p0456 A79-36741 
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise 
and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components 
[SAP PAPER 790631] 	 p0458 A79-36758 
Determination of sample size in flight loads 
programs --- for aircraft structures 
p0561 A79-94454 
Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for monitoring 
possible structural fatigue-crack growth 
p0562 979-44458 
Flight-by-flight spectrum development --- sequence 
stress analysis for aircraft structures 
p0562 A79-44460 
Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue 
damage
p0563 A19-44461 
Lusaka accident report
p0642 A79-50109 
Probability that the propagation of an undetected 
fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure 
[AD-A057335]	 p0049 879-11439 
Investigation into the effect of residual stresses 
on fatigue strength and measurement of residual 
stress, with special reference to aircraft 
construction 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1977]	 p0171 879-15027 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings 
[NLR-EP-77040-U]	 p0239 879-16968 
Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
[NLR-TR-75080-U)	 p0242 879-17269 
Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack 
initiation and stress corrosion cracking of 
aircraft structures
p0312 879-20410 
Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability 
p0372 819-20412 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 N79-20415 
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in 
the Netherlands during the period March 1971 - 
February 1979 
[NLR-NP-79006-U]	 p0387 W79-21448 
Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bond-line flaws 
[AD-A065584]	 p0488 879-24163 
Non-destructive methods for the early detection of 
fatigue damage in aircraft components 
p0502 879-25417 
An analysis of the low cycle fatigue behavior of 
the superalloy Bane 95 by strainrange partitioning 
[AD-1068252]	 p0596 N79-29295 
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Hot salt stress Corrosion studies 
(AD-A0684021 .
	
p0596 879-29300 
Collected engineering data sheets, Air vorce data 
sheet program --- airframe materials 
[AD-A070665]	 p0705 879-32201 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates --- flight simulation 
tests 
(NLR-TB-77122-U]	 p0709 879-32288 
ngineering application of fracture mechanics to 
flight simulation 
(8LR-NP--78015-9]	 p0711 979-32596 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials 
tNLR-MP-78022U)	 p0711 979-32597 
Development of calorimetric fatigue gauge 
[AD-A070844]	 p0720 979-33453 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
(PNL-2873]	 p0721 979-33486 
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft material 
(19-282]	 p0721 879-33498 
FATIGUE DIAGRAMS 
U S-N DIAGRAMS 
FATIGUE LIP! 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 879-11370 
Summation of defects in the case of scm isothermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system components
p0020 479-12164 
Processing a random loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0e27 A79-12535 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 479-13955 
Operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines 
as a function of the technical state 
p0083 879-15806 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures
p0113 879-17542 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters 
(ASS 78-571	 p0125 479-18178 
Fatigue life estimaticn methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0136 479-18697 
A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine 
engine disks subjected to complex mission loading 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-14] 	 p0150 879-19801 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
(OGLE PAPER 78-191]	 p0151 879-20022 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
condition in a contaminated lubricant 
(4389 PAPER 78-109-34)	 p0199 A79-23246 
Design against fatigue - Current trends --- for 
aircraft structural reliability 
[8184 79-0689]	 p0275 A79-27355 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
p0316 479-28891 
' Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials
p0399 A79-33201 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-1DA 
[8188 PAPER 79-1192]	 p0468 479-38977 
Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for 
compressor disc of jet engine
p0527 479-42624 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft 
structures
90534 179-43515 
ICE life prediction for a flight-by-flight load 
sequence of a turbine disc --- Low Cycle Fatigue 
p0538 879-43600 
Long-life GTE operaticn based on technical condition 
--- Gas Turbine Engine
p0613 479-48517 
Helicopter Component environmental vibration 
testing - The poor man's fatigue test 
[IRS 79-49]	 p0632 479-49101
Low-cycle fatigue of thermal-barrier coatings at 
982 deg C 
(NASA-TP-1322]	 p0102 979-13046 
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
transport aircraft structures
p0373 979-20414 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
[NLE-TR-77095-U]	 p0388 979-21499 
Helicopter fatigue. A review of current 
requirements and substantiation procedures 
(AGAED-R-674)	 p0434 979-23074 
US Army helicopter fatigue requirements and 
substantiation procedures
p0438 879-23075 
Helicopter fatigue evaluation. The UK approach 
p0434 979-23076 
Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter 
structural parts.
p0434 979-23077 
Present fatigue anal ysis and design of helicopters 
requirements and qualification procedures 
p0434 879-23078 
Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for 
gas turbine blade life prediction
p0552 879-27156 
Application of engine usage analysis to component 
life utilization
p0553 879-27160 
Review of the AGARD S and 9 panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SRP approach to 
high-temperature LCF life prediction 
p0555 879-27179 
Effect of variances and manufacturing tolerances 
on the design strength and life of mechanically 
fastened composite joints 
[AD-8069170]	 p0557 879-27518, 
Effect of an anti-Corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests 
[NIR-TR-77103-U]	 p0709 879-32350 
Structural life prediction and analysis technology 
(AD7A070935]	 p0721 879-33483 
FATIGUE TESTING MACHINES 
Installation for studying fatigue strength of 
materials in acoustic loading --- for aircraft 
skins
p0873 479-39070 
FATIGUE TESTS 
Composite rotor hub. I, II --- fatigue and load 
tests for CH-548 helicopter design
p0014 879-10916 
Inertia welding of 1411-64 main rotor drive shaft 
(AHS 78-32]	 p0122 879-18158 
Monitoring of fatigue loading on rotor system and 
related components
p0136 879-18696 
Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily 
stressed components of the Alpha-jet 
[OGLE PAPER 78-177]	 p0151 479-20019 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 B - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
p0156 879-20119 
Composite components under impact load and effects 
of defects on the loading capacity 
[DGL8 PAPER 78-190]	 p0184 479-20491 
Trislander fatigue test progress
p0189 879-20885 
An unstable subsynchronous critical speed solution 
of shaft failures in F-iS engine start system 
(34! PAPER 781055]	 p0258 #79-25916 
A system which uses a laser beam to control the 
regime of vibration tests with turbine and 
compressor blades
p0316 479-28638 
Fatigue data on a variety of non-woven glass 
composites for helicopter rotor blades 
p0343 479-31029 
Experimental investigation of the endurance of 
airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
p0346 #79-31716 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, 
Ga., November 14-15, 1977
p0561 479-84451 
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring 
p0561 A79-44453 
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Determination of sample size in flight lcads 
programs --- for aircraft structures 
p056l 179-44454 
Overview of the C-5A Service Loads Recording Program 
p0562 179-44456 
Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring 
program
p0562 A79-144457 
Evaluation of a crack-growth gage for incnitoring 
possible structural fatigue-crack growth 
p0562 A79-44458 
Plight spectra development for fighter aircraft 
p0562 A79-44459 
Plight-by-flight spectrum development --- sequence 
stress analysis for aircraft structures 
p0562 579-444460 
Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue 
damage
p0563 A79-414461 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter 
aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack 
p0563 A79-444462 
Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load 
spectra
p0563 A79-44463 
Qualification program of the composite main rotor 
blade for the Model 214B helicopter 
[ASS 79-44]	 p0632 579-49096 
Operation and test of ccmposite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
[ASS 79-45]	 p0632 579-49097 
Helicopter component environmental vibration 
testing - The poor man's fatigue test 
[ASS 794493	 p0632 579-49101 
Fatigue acceleration in box beams under mechanical 
and thermal stress (second series) 
[ARC-R/M-38171	 p0226 579-16311 
Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy forgings 
of the AZ 74.61 type. Fatigue crack propagation 
performance under maneuver spectrum loading 
[NLR-TR-760744-0)	 p0238 879-16965 
Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-T76 
at low temperatures 
[NRL-TR-76103-U]	 p0238 N79-16966 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 202 I1-T3 and 7075-T6 
material 
[NLB-TR-76104-0)	 p0295 1479-18012 
Lightweight hydraulic system extended erdurance test 
[AD-A062749)	 p0371	 9-20358 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
propagation in sheet made of Hiclad 7076-T6 
[NLR-TB-78071-U)	 p0367 579-214447 
Fatigue of helicopters: . Service life evaluation 
method
p0434 579-23079 
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated 
sheet material of aluminum alloys 
[LR-276]	 p0598 579-29543 
The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 
2024-13 Alclad 
[HRL-Tl4-78064-U]	 p0598 579-29544 
An analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure 
(RAE-TS-78078)	 p0599 1479-29562 
Fatigue and fracture
p0661 579-30315 
Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy 
composite materials --- airframe materials 
[NLR-TR-77C39-U]	 p07C8 579-32281 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
[NLR-MP-78027-U]	 p0709 579-32283 
Residual strength of (0, + or - 45) sub s and (+ 
or - 45, C) sub s carbon/epoxy laminates 
fatigue loading tests 
[NLR-TR-77115-U]	 p07C9 1479-32287 
FAULT MECHANICS 
U FRACTURE MECHANICS 
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 879-33614 
Feasibility study of GPS-inertial navigation for 
helicopters and study of advanced GPS signal 
processing techniques, volume 3 
[AD-A057659]	 p0090 4479-12059 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility study 
[AD-5059238]	 p0093 879-12079
Investigation of the feasibility of using the 
discrete address beacon systemdata link for 
non-ATC communications 
[AD-5058453]	 p0100 879-13023 
Feasibility of combining linear theory and impact 
theory methods for the analysis and design of 
high speed configurations 
[NASA-CB-3069]	 p0157 1479-14016 
Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for 
airborne use 
[AD-8059329]	 p0160 879-14059 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Rulti-function Inertial Reference Assembly (NIRA) 
using the F-iS and a transport aircraft 
p0353 879-20017 
3T80 and JT9D jet engine performance improvement 
program. Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
[NASA-CR-159449]	 p0365 879-20116 
Extended analytical study of the 
free-wing/free-trimmer concept 
[NASA-CR-3135]	 p0417 879-22040 
A new approach to the solution of large, full 
matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential 
flow feasibility study 
°[NASA-CE-31731	 p0676 4479-31533 
FEATHERING 
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering 
for helicopter vibration reduction 
[NASA-CR-158985)	 p0161 579-14079 
FEDERAL BUDGETS 
NASA authorization, 1980, volume 1, part 2 
[GPO-46-134]	 p0589 879-29105 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
U GERMANY 
FEEDBACK 
NT NONLINEAR FEEDBACK 
A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing 
engine pressure ratio feedback signals 
(NASA-CASE-LAP-12562-1)	 p0367 N79-20135 
The influence of feedback on the aeroelastic 
behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including 
the effects of fuselage motion 
[NASA-CR-158778]	 p0549 1479-27125 
FEEDBACK CONTROL 
NT CASCACE CONTROL 
A rotating stall control system for turbojet engines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-115] 	 p0007 A79-10757 
Desensitizing constant gain feedback linear 
regulators
p0023 579-12290 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing 
loading alleviation
p0070 579-14977 
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 A79-15016 
A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbofan 
engine using the multivariable Ryquist array 
feedback control design
p02O7 579-23797 
Flight testing the Kfir
p0259 A79-26530 
Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers 
for multivariable systems
p0281 a79-28223 
An elementar y
 explanation of the flutter mechanism 
with active feedback controls
p0338 579-30480 
The role of the backside parameter in height control 
T30406 579-34522 
!lultivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 179-41113 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
tAIAA 79-1676]	 p0568 179-145340 
minimum expected cost control of linear systems 
with uncertain parameters - Application to 
remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems 
[AlAS 79-1745]	 p0571 A79-45387 
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
(AlAS 79-1782)	 p0572 A79-45409 
Estimation for advanced technology engines 
p0611 579-47957 
Nonlinear decoupled ccntrol synthesis for 
maneuvering aircraft
p0611 579-47959 
Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to 
parameter variations 
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FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
[AD-A057643]	 pOC95 N79-12097 
Nonlinear stochastic control design for gas 
turbine engines 
[80-8065075]	 p0423 1179-22103 
Multivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79183]	 p0497 1179-25015 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
[NASA-CR-3167]	 p0658 1179-30194 
Open/closed loop identification of stability and 
control characteristics of combat aircraft 
p0659 1179-30232 
Helicopter high grain control 
(NASA-CR-159052]	 p0672 979-31221 
Optillal ccntroller design methods for linear 
systems with uncertain parameters-development, 
evaluation, and comparison --- autopilots for 
remotely piloted vehicles
p0718 0179-33215 
FPT 
U PAST FOURI3R TRANSFORMATICNS 
FIAT AIRCRAFT 
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
FIAT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
U G-91 AIRCRAFT 
FIBER COMPOSITES 
NT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT GLASS FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
The application of reinforced plastics to the 
emergency repair of aircraft
p0118 879-17965 
Spacewound composite structures 
(ABS 78-52)	 p0124 A79-18175 
Wind-tunnel impellers in fiber-composite design 
for the Swiss Aircraft Works in Emmen, Switzerland 
[DGLR PAPER 78-196]	 p0184 A79-20496 
Possibilities concerning the nondestructive 
testing of composite materials with the aid of 
• holography
p0337 879-30323 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CFRP structures for aircraft aileron 
[DGLR PAPER 79-0111	 p0390 879-32307 
High strength fibers for lighter-than-air craft 
[8188 79-1601]	 p0523 A79-112395 
The fibre composite helicopter blade
p0535 879-43712 
Model 206L composite litter- door 
(ABS 79-31]	 p0630 879-49083 
Certification of composites in civil aircraft 
[ABS 79-43]	 p0632 879-49095 
Direct effects, protection methods for thin 
skins/composites --- lightning protection for 
aircraft
p0683 A79-51144 
Composites important to Black Hawk --- UH-60A 
helicopter
-	 p0695 879-53893 
Composite structural materials 
[NASA-CR-158851]	 p0565 1179-28235 
New concepts in aircraft journal bearings 
(AD-A0686191	 pO58 1179-29520 
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey 
applicable to helicopter structures 
[AD-8071973]	 p0719 N79-33263 
FIBER OPTICS	 - 
Military fiber optics applications 
-	 p0280 879-28040 
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 A79-36484 
Ply-by-light
p0533 879-43458 
Helmet mounted display and sight development 
[ABS 79-171	 p0628 879-49070 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 	 - 
p0693 A19-53632 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
(AD-8058954]	 p0109 0179-13861 
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber 
optic interconnect system for computer 
controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C
aircraft 
[AD-A060318]	 p0168 N79-112914 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. - 
Aircraft installation processes 
[80-8062683].	 p0370 0179-20303 
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Ri-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-3 
[ESA-TT-522]	 p0376 1179-20980 
Inflight utilization of an optical fiber 
transmission system on a Falcon .10 aircraft 
p0376 1179-20986 
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire 
detection systems 
[AD-A063974]	 p0428 1179-22882 
Aircraft -fiber-optic interconnect systems project 
[AD-A068366]	 p0559 0179-27978 
FIBER ORIENTATION 
Metal-matrix composite structures 
[ABS 79-34]	 p0630 879-49086 
FIBER STRENGTH 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 879-33639 
High strength fibers for lighter-than-air craft 
[8188 79-1601]	 p0523 879-42395 
FIBERGLASS 
U GLASS FIBERS 
FIBERS 
NT-CARBON FIBERS	 - 
NT DACRON (TRADEMARK) 
NT GLASS FIBERS 
NT METAL FIBERS 
NI NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
NT REINFORCING FIBE°.S 
Aerodynamic behavior of fibres and sampling of 
respirable dust 
[BLL-RTS-11267]	 p0298 1179-18470 
FIBROUS MATERIALS 
U FIBERS 
FIDELITY 
U ACCURACY 
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT P-Il AIRCRAFT 
NI F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-iS AIRCRAFT 
NI F-17 AIRCRAFT 
NI F-18 AIRCRAFT 
NI F-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT	 - 
NT P-102 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT	 - 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NI F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT	 - 
NT MIG AIRCRAFT 
NI MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT TF-12 AIRCRAFT 
NT YF-16 AIRCRAFT 
Flight and propulsion control integration for

selected in-flight thrust vectoring modes 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-79]	 p0008 A79-10768 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization 
computer program for preliminary design of 
fighter aircraft
p0025 879-12460 
Parametric investigation of vertical canards at 
large incidence angles 
[DGLR PAPER 78-112]	 p0060 879-14070 
Aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at 
large angles of attack 
[DGLR PAPER 18-113] 	 -	 -	 p0061 819-14011 
Engine requirements for the next generation of 
fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-124]	 p0061 879-14077 
New technologies as basis for development of 
propulsion systems for future fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-125]	 p0061 879-14078 
Propulsion concepts for future fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-126] 	 p0061 879-14079 
Development of anti-C valves for high performance 
aircraft
p0066 879-14414 
The air-superiority fighter	 - 
p0118 879-18096 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
(8118 PIPER 79-0062) 	 p0139 179-19512 
Effect of cpnp technology en structural design and 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-179] 	 p0151 879-20020 
Thoughts on the future of military aviation. I 
(DGLR PAPER 78-184)	 p0151 A79-20025 
Estimation of the useful life of the lcwer chord 
of the girder of the PC-7 'Turbo-Trainer' 
[OGLE PAPER 78-198]	 p0184 879-20498 
Advanced weapons carriage concepts through 
integrated design --- for aircraft 
[8181 p apEi 79-0092]	 p0201 879-23534 
The logistics of life cycle Cost --- in operations 
and support systems for fighter aircraft 
p0205 179-23628 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite structures
p0211 A79-24131 
The prediction of fatigue crack growth under 
flight-by-flight loading
p0251 A79-25482 
Fundamentals of design. I - 'Whys' and 
'wherefores' of wings
p0251 879-25485 
Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during 
engine advanced development 
[SAE PAPER 781030]	 p0257 879-25902 
Ski-lump - 1 great leap for tactical airpower 
V/STCL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp 
[AIAA 79-0696]	 p0276 879-27361 
Supersonic combat aircraft design 
[lilA 79-0699)	 p0276 879-27363 
Recent developments in active control technology 
for fighter aircraft design 
[lIlA 19-07081	 p0277 A79-27368 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of HiNAT 
[1118 79-06981	 p0277 879-27370 
Nultinode radar processor --- for ccnbat aircraft 
p0280 879-28058 
Aeroelastic tailoring studies in fighter aircraft 
design 
[1118 79-0725]	 p0282 879-28257 
Changing Criteria in military aircraft design /The 
67th Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture! 
p0315 879-28432 
Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data 
(8188 79-07411	 p0319 A79-29013 
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A 
feasibility study 
[lilA 79-0789]	 p0322 879-29033 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store 
flutter suppressor .---
 in fighter/attack aircraft 
(lIlA 79-07911	 p0322 879-29035 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet 
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 879-30482 
Future tactical fighter requirements - A 
propulsion technology update 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-46]
	 p0340 879-30523 
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
p0342 879-30582 
Flying the Avro Arrow --- Canadian fighter 
aircraft tests
p0346 879-31612 
Unique crew escape concepts for ATS mission aircraft 
p0403 879-33636 
An experimental passive microwave attitude 
measurement system for escape system steering 
p0403 879-33637 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial 
Reference Assembly /MIRA/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
p0448 879-36082 
The British Aerospace Barrier: Case study in 
aircraft design --- Reck
p0451 879-36644 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 879-37295 
Reliability and maintainability contribution to 
Hornet mission success
p0477 879-39915 
Preparing for the TM? 90
p0508 879-40326
Can Europe choose a common fighter
p0512 179-41209 
Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat 
aircraft
p0536 879-43725 
Plight spectra development for fighter aircraft 
p0562 879-44459 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter 
aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack 1	 p0563 879-44462 
Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load 
spectra
p0563 879-44463 
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation 
of combat capability 
(lIAR 79-1622)	 p0566 879-45304 
Approximate trajectory solutions for fighter 
aircraft 
(hAl 79-16231	 p0566 879-45305 
An analysis of operational procedures and design 
modifications for aircraft fuel conservation 
(AAA 79-1656]	 p0568 179-45328 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations 
(AIAA 79-16631	 p0568 879-145330 
An introduction to co-kill probability estimation 
in the N on N encounter --- during combat 
aircraft maneuvers 
(AIAA 79-17291	 p0571 179-45373 
Direct force node flight control for a vectored 
lift fighter 
[hAl 79-1744]	 p0571 179-45386 
Development of the Navy B-Dot Automatic Carrier 
Landing System designed to give improved 
approach control in air turbulence 
(hIll 79-1772)	 p0572 179-45401 
Initial results of an inflight simulation of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing 
tAIAA 79-1783]	 p0572 879-45410 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
p0574 879-116238 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1530]
	 p0576 179-46712 
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy 
state modeling
p0602 179-47098 
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for 
Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage 
[kIll PAPER 79-1805] 	 p0606 179-47890 
The nonaxisyrnmetric nozzle - It is for real 
fighter aircraft performance viewpoint 
(AIRA PAPER 79-1810)	 p0607 179-47893 
From HiNAT to future fighters --- Highly 
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology assessment 
[lIla PAPER 79-1816]	 p0607 179-47896 
Benefits of aerodynamic interaction to the three 
surface configuration 
[1111 PAPER 79-1830] 	 p0608 879-479011 
User requirements for future combat search and 
rescue vehicles
p0620 179-48683 
Airborne microwave RCN
p0637 179-49554 
A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar 
p0684 879-51451 
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced 
supersonic fighter 
[hAl PAPER 79-1813]
	 p0685 179-51707 
Results of power systems study advanced 
fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
p0686 179-51915 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude 
concept 
(NASA-CB-152130]	 p0033 N79-10024 
An examination of the factors affecting the thrust 
requirements and the hover and short takeoff 
performance of 1 several jet V/STOL fighter concepts 
[10-1058128]	 p0091 N79-12068 
Correlation of experimental and theoretical 
steady-state spinning motion for a current 
fighter airplane using rotation-balance 
aerodynamic data 
[AD-A058142]	 p0091 R79-12069 
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator 
for aircraft hydraulic systems 
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PILTRATION 
(AD-A0579313	 pOC91 879-12070 
Design charts and boundaries for identifying 
departure resistant fighter configurations 
(AD-A058043)	 p0092 879-12073 
new NASA-Ames wind-tunnel, techniques for studying 
airplane spin and two-dimensional unsteady 
aerodynamics
p0l76 879-15064 
Some factors affecting the dynamic stability 
derivatives .of a fighter-type model
pO176 879-15071 
Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack 
•	 p0179 879-15093 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to variations in 
dynamic stability parameters 
•	 p0180 879-15095 
Identification of key .aneuver-limiting factors in 
high-angle-of-attack flight
po1e0 879-15096 
Banned air combat simulation: A tool for design 
development and evaluation for modern fighter 
weapon systems and training of aircrews 
p0225 879-15998 
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter 
departure/spin susceptibility
p0225 879-15999 
Engine dynamics 
(BMVG-PEWT-78-6]	 p0293 879-17862 
Development of smart target for simulation of 
one-on-one air-to-air combat 
[AD-A056739]	 p0295 879-17879 
7-18 status report
p0299 879-18888 
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft 
head-up displays and helmet display sight 
system
p0354 879-20019 
Design considerations for implementing integrated 
mission-tailored flight control modes 
digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft 
p0354 879-20022 
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics at Mach 
numbers from 0.60 to 2.70 of two supersonic 
cruise fighter configurations 
(NASAT!I-78764]	 p0359 879-20062 
Dynamics of Complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
(AD-A062691]	 p0364 879-20110 
High angle of attack aerodynamics 
(AGARD-CP-247]	 p0413 879-21996 
High angle of attack characteristics of different 
fighter configurations
p0413 379-21998 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter-type 
configuration during and beyond stall 
p0413 879-22003 
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0415 879-22024 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration for 
a post-Stall fighter aircraft concept 
p0415 879-22027 
Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air 
intake on a fighter configuration
p0415 879-22029 
Development of an airborne military system (NPCA 
system) 
[SB8-UP!-1322-0]	 p0480 879-23904 
Aerodynamic problems in engine airfsame 
integration on fighter airplanes 
[8BE-UPE-1359-0]	 pO483 879-23936 
!F-17/ADEN system study 
[NASA-CR-144882] p0549 579-27126 
Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and 
afterburner system
p0554 879-27172 
maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential technical data --- naval 
aircraft 
[AD-A068382]	 g0649 879-30141 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-ving concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
[NASA-T8-80057]	 p0649 879-30147 
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft configurations 
(AD-A069732]	 p0650 579-30151
Research on visual display integration for 
advanced fighter aircraft 
(AD-1069605]	 p0653 879-30184 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness b y use of 
integrated flight systems
p0658 879-30223 
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability 
through employment of control configured vehicle 
technology
p0658 879-30225 
Lateral stability at high angles of attack, 
particularly wing rock
p0658 879-30226 
Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test results 
p0659 879-30227 
Open/closed loop identification of stability and 
control characteristics of combat aircraft 
p0659 879-30232 
Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations 
p0659 879-30235 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in 
Langley. PISTOL tunnel 
[RASA-TN-80132]	 p0664 879-31151 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
(AD-A069301]	 p0669 879-31199 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 879-31491 
PILANHE uSD130 
Filament wound main rotor blade - The Army's new 
production blade for the AR-i 
[ASS 78-36] p0123 A79-18162 
The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability 
for helicopters 
[ASS 78-37]	 p0123 A79-18163 
Spacewound composite structures 
(ASS 78-52]	 p0124 179-18175 
PILARIT 30010 CONSTRUCTION 
U FILAMENT WINDING 
FILE COOLING 
On calculating the temperature state of 
film-cooled turbine vanes
P0068 179-14849 
Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented 
backside convection 
[AS!! PAPER 78-GT-33]	 p0196 A79-22334 
Researches on air-cooled high-temperature turbine 
Japanese book
p0337 A79-30376 
Considerations of cooling method of turbine blade 
from view points of thermal stress and life 
p0337 179-30378 
An experimental investigation of film cooling on a 
turbine rotor blade 
(ASEE PAPER 79-GT-321 	 p0340 179-30518 
Internal aerodynamics and beat transfer problems 
associated to film cooling of gas turbines 
[ASSE PAPER 79-GT-57]	 p0341 A79-30528 
Account of film turbulence for predicting film 
cooling effectiveness in gas turbine combustors 
(AS!! PAPER 79-GT-200]	 p0397 179-32457 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
(RIAA PAPER 79-11701	 p0467 179-38969 
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a 
film-cooled leading edge
pO535 179-43678 
Research on centrifugal effects on turbine rotor 
blade film cooling 
[AD-A060202]	 p0165 879-14106 
Airfoil cooling bole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels 
[NASA-TR-79076]	 •	 p0370 819-20265 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
(NASAT!79157]	 p0486 879-23966 
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication 
utilizing film cooling as a cooling system 
[NASA-Cs-159655]	 p0716 879-33204 
FILTERING 
U FILTRATION 
FILTRATION 
A filterability study of corrosion inhibited JP-4 
[AD-A066887]	 p0501 879-25247 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
PINAICIAI. BARAGE!ENT 
Developing a national airport system: Additional 
congressional guidance needed 
(P8-2911082/3] 	 pO5e4 N79-28190 
Potential closure of airports
p0673 N79-31231 
FINISHES 
Waterborne coatings for aircraft 
(AD-A057783)	 p0097 N79-12226 
FINITE DIP? EBENCE THEORY 
Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal 
gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades 
p0021 179-12194 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings --- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 179-13664 
Comparative study of the convergence rates of two 
numerical techniques
p0060 179-13989 
The prediction of supercritical pressure 
distributions on blade tips of arbitrary shape 
over a range of advancing blade azimuth angles 
for helicopter rotors
p0128 179-18639 
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using 
generalized coordinates 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0012]	 p0138 179-19477 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0153 179-20101 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
(ASNE PAPER 78-G7-34]	 p0196 A79-22335 
Determination of friction losses in a turbine 
blade boundary layer
p0199 179-23377 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
(1111 PAPER 79-0131]	 p0200 179-23517 
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(1111 PAPER 79-0345] 	 p0202 A79-23551 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order 0/h2/ and 0/h4/ 
p02118 179-24829 
An alternating direction explicit method for 
computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields 
in turbomachines 
[SAN PAPER 781001) 	 p0256 A79-25884 
The transonic integral equation method with curved 
shock waves
p0513 179-41407 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 179-41771 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for - 
wing-fuselage combinations --- transonic 
potential flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1513]	 p0575 179-46702 
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
[1111 PAPER 79-15553	 p0602 179-47342 
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 179-49456 
Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over 
a NASA supercritical profile 
(NASA-CR-111888]	 p0215 N79-15904 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
orbiter 
[NASA-CB-160146]	 p0359 179-20068 
Generalization of analytical tools for 
helicopter-rotor airfoils 
(NASA-CE-158480]	 p0378 N79-21011 
An exploratory study of a finite difference method 
for calculating unsteady transonic potential flow 
[NASA-TM-80105)	 p0547 N79-27096 
An off design shock capturing finite difference
approach for caret waverider configurations 
(10-1068819]	 p0581 N79-28156 
FINITE ELEHENT HETHOD 
The use of 3-0 finite element analysis in the 
design of helicopter mechanical components 
p0013 179-10909
Cyclic linkage of finite elements with application 
to aircraft structural analysis 
(lAP PAPER 78-213]	 p0016 179-11294 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and, optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p0025 179-12436 
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft components
p0075 179-15794 
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem 
p0127 179-18550 
Finite element dynamic analysis of production 
aircraft --- for rotor induced helicopter 
airframe vibrations
p0130 A79-18655 
Application of the finite element method to 
rotary-wing aeroelasticity --- in helicopter 
hovering flight
p0131 179-18659 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible 
potential flow in cascades using finite area 
techniques 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0077)	 p0140 A79-19522 
Finite element methodology results compared with 
experimental data for a severely deformed wing 
in transonic flow 
(1111 PAPER 79-0304]	 p0145 179-19659 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 179-211175 
An integrated quasi-3D finite element calculation 
program for turbonachinery flows 
(ASHE PAPER 78-GT-56)	 p0196 179-22336' 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
p0199 179-22951 
A shock capturing application of the finite 
element method -- to viscous compressible flow 
problem
p0247 179-24771 
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of 
defornable aircraft by the finite-element method 
p0251 A79-25505 
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element 
-method --- for aircraft noise reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06593	 p0267 179-26879 
A finite element subvolume technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-05853 	 p0267 179-26882 
Crash simulationof composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
(hAl 79-07813	 p0321 A79-29025 
Transient temperature distribution in cooled 
turbine blades 
(lilA 79-7046)	 p0330. 179-291114 
Transonic flow computations by finite elements - 
Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 179-29676 
The finite element method for turbonachinery 
analysis --- subsonic compressible flow 
p0335 179-29840 
Designing, calculating, and manufacturing by means 
of data processing --- computer techniques for 
mechanical constructions
p0398 A79-32751 
Some observations on the local instability of 
orthotropic structural sections
p0400 179-33461 
A finite element approach to subsonic aerodynamics 
p0411 179-35777 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
[SAE PAPER 790588] 	 .	 p0454 179-36722 
Simplified calculation method for subsonic 
airloads on wing-body combinations
p0507 A79-40200 
Finite-element approach to compressor 
blade-to-blade cascade analysis
p0514 A79-41752 
Application of finite-element and holographic 
techniques in the design of turboshaft engine 
components 
[RHS 79-41]	 p0631 A79-49093 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 179-49343 
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PINE FIGHTING 
Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
p0689 A79-52718 
Wing center section optimization with stress and 
local instability constraints
p0698 A79-53771 
Exterior flow with an isoparametric Bermite cubic 
element
p0697 A79-54290 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
[CONF-771204-3]	 p0038 879-10036 
Finite element analysis of helicopter structures 
p0039 879-10853 
A finite element approach to the problem of sound 
propagation and attenuation in jet engine air 
intakes
p0108 879-13818 
Applications of velocity potential function to 
acoustic duct propagation and radiation from 
inlets using finite element theory 
(NASA-TM-79071]	 p0220 879-15959 
Time marching finite area method
p0308 879-18990 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial radial 
compressor impellers Ising the framework method 
finite element method and descriptive geometry 
p0309 879-19391 
Experimental and finite element investigation of 
the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin 
panel for a hypersonic aircraft
p03O9 879-191412 
Recent developments in finite element analysis for 
transonic airfoils
p0357 879-20047 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0372 879-20813 
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 879-201419 
Application of finite element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p03•75 879-20831 
A finite element method for the computation of the 
transonic potential flow past airfoils 
[NBR-UF!-1352-0]	 p0483 879-23935 
Airfoil optimization for transonic flow using the 
methods of finite elements and characteristics 
tNBB-UFE-1362-0)	 p0403 879-23937 
Dynamic structural analysis with substructures 
[AD-A065937]	 p0490 879-24378 
ANALYZE: Analysis of aerospace structures with 
membrane elements 
tAD-A0656331	 p0491 879-24379 
The computation of transonic flow in wind tunnels 
at inlets and cascades using the finite element 
method 
(21BB-UFE-1421-0)	 p0493 879-24970 
Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for 
gas turbine blade life prediction
p0552 879-27156 
Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous 
flow problems
p0586 879-28474 
Application of a finite element method to 
transonic flow problems using an Optimal control 
approach
pO586 4479-28477 
Investigaticn of stress-strain history modeling at 
stress risers, phase 2 
(AD-A069162]	 p0588 879-28620 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft 
turbine engines 
[AD-A069 1440]	 p0662 879-30555 
A finite element model to study the buckling 
behavior of general orthotropic, nidplane 
symmetric, elastic plates 
[NLR-TR-77062-0]	 p0711 879-325914 
PINNED BODIES 
Optimizing finned pilctless flight vehicle design 
parameters
p0069 A79-14870 
FINS 
NT COOLING TINS 
NT NOSE FINS 
Fin-cone interference flow field 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0200]	 p0143 A79-19595
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the 
improved 2.75-inch rocket 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1297]	 p0471 A79-39027 
Experimental investigation of wing fin 
configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes 
of aircraft 
[NASA-TN-78520]	 p0086 879-12018 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Nk.T5 
(AEC-R/N-3824]	 p0220 N79-15956 
Effects of a military cargo pod and tail fins on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 
wide-body transport model 
(NASA-Tfl-80052)	 p0363 879-20101 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
[NASA-TP--1453)	 p0492 879-24961 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic 
performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic 
cruise aircraft research 
[NASA-TN-80142]	 p0701 N79-32158 
FIRE CONTHOL 
Application of an extended Kalman filter to an 
advanced fire control system
p0070 A79-15018 
General principles of automatic video trackers. It 
- Area trackers
p0071 A79-15159 
Reliability growth planning to achieve RIW/GNTBF 
requirements for an airborne radar
p0248 A79-24965 
SEATRACKS - A millimeter wave radar fire control 
system
p0274 A79-27144 
Estimation of target elevation angle from 2-0 radars 
for shipboard fire control
p0274 A79-27145 
Read-up Display and Weapon Aiming Computer 
/HUDWAC/ system for the Sea Barrier
p0332 A79-29482 
A status report on the advanced FIREFLY assessment 
program
p0615 A79-48609 
Nultisensor integration for defensive fire control 
surveillance
p0615 A79-48610 
Measuring metres to the target
p0694 A79-53723 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
[AD-A058555]	 p0102 879-13040 
Flight test results of a virtual image, pantograph 
mounted, control and display station 
[AD-A070290]	 p0706 879-32207 
Army aircraft fire control systems performance 
evaluation 
[AD-A070758]	 p0715 879-33194 
PINE DAMAGE 
Laboratory fire testing of cabin materials used in 
commercial aircraft
p0211 A79-24177 
Effects of boron and glass hybrid epoxy-composites 
on graphite-fiber release in an aircraft fire 
p0531 A79-43272 
Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 A79-53722 
Douglas Aircraft cabin fire tests
p0087 879-12031 
PINE EXTINGUISHERS 
Fuel on fire - Rapid response to a military problem 
p0462 A79-38090 
New agents for the extinguishment of magnesium fires 
[AD-A061664)	 p03O6 879-19122 
PINE FIGHTING 
Aircraft fire protection and rescue procedures 
/2nd edition/ --- Book
p0252 A79-25750 
CFB Vehicle design and performance objectives 
Crash Fire Rescue
p0401 A79-33612 
Comparative nozzle study for applying aqueous film 
forming foam on large-scale fires 
[AD-A058562]	 p0105 879-13064 
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A review of certificated airport crash fire rescue 
service criteria 
(AD-A053110)	 p0167 879-14116 
Pull-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid 
response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing 
System 
(PAA-NA-78-24)	 p0289 879-17825 
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions 
p0667 879-31175 
FIRE PREVENTION 
Ignition characteristics cf some aircraft interior 
fabrics
D0126 879-18302 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 879-34923 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7905921	 p0455 A79-36726 
Survivability in aircraft fires - New standards 
are needed
p0462 879-38091 
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in 
aircraft construction
p0530 879-43269 
Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
airline fire safety
p0530 A79-43271 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II
p0536 A79-143734 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN): 
A compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-TM-78523]	 p0087 879-12029 
The 737 aircraft flammability testing
p0087 879-12030 
Overview of FIREMEN program at Ames Research Center 
p0088 879-12040 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics 
n0088 879-12041 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 879-12043 
Fire resistant aircraft seat materials 
p0088 879-12044 
Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in 
aircraft
p0088 879-12045 
Enclosure fire modeling
p0088 879-12046 
Model fire tests on pclyphosphazene rubber and 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrile rubber foams 
p0088 879-12047 
Aircraft engine snap fire mitigation, phase 2 
[NASA-CR-135379]	 p0241 879-17219 
Development of fire teat methods for airplane 
interior materials 
(NASA-CB-160119] .	 p0386 879-19112 
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire 
detection systems 
(AD-A063974)	 p0428 879-22882 
PIREREB 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
The development of the LAST I remotely piloted 
research vehicle for flight testing an active 
flutter suppression control system 
[NASACR144881]	 p0291 879-17849 
FIREBREAKS 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-CP-2094]	 p0666 879-31166 
FIREPROOFING 
Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low 
smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft 
floor paneling
p0087 879-12033 
Thermoplastics for aircraft interiors
p0088 879-12034 
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft 
passenger seat materials, phase 2 
(NASA-CB-152184]	 p0089 879-12048 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics, phase 
1: Fire containment test of a wide body - 
aircraft lavatory module 
[NASA-CB-152074]	 p0096 879-12151 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
(NASA-CP-2094)	 p0666 579-31166
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic 
polyimide resin
p0666 879-31171 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program
p0667 879-31176 
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
p0667 879-31177 
FIREMEN program
p0667 B79-31178 
FIRES 
IT FOREST FIRES 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN): 
A compilation of presentations and papers 
(NASA-TM-78523) 	 p0087 1479-12029 
Douglas Aircraft cabin fire tests
p0087 879-12031 
Fire testing in the Boeing 707 cabin section. 
p0087 879-12032 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1 
[80-8058547]	 p0089 879-12050 
Pressure modeling of vertically burning aircraft 
materials 
[RC78-BT-29]	 p0238 879-16932 
Pool fire radiation through a door in a simulated 
aircraft fuselage 
(P88-148-78-38]	 p0295 879-17966 
New agents for the extinguishment of magnesium fires 
[AD-8061664]	 p0306 879-19122 
End-to-end testing --- to verify electrical 
equipment failure due to carbon fibers released 
in aircraft-fuel fires
p0426 879-22204 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
(AD-1065153)	 p0441 879-23181 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-CP-2094]	 p0666 879-31166 
Airport flammability, full scale fire tests 
p0666 1479-31167 
Seat test program
p0666 879-31168 
Recent advances in materials toxicology 
p0666 879-31169 
Status of candidate materials for full-scale tests 
in the 737 fuselage
p0666 879-31170 
Global enclosure fire modeling with applications 
p0667 V79-31172 
Enclosure fire dynamics model
p0667 N79-31173 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics. Phase 
2: Sandwich panel resin system development 
[NASA-CR-152120]	 p0674 879-31354 
FIREWORKS 
U PYROTECHNICS 
FIRING (IGNITING) 
IT ROCKET FIRING 
PISHTAILING 
O YAW 
FIXED WINGS 
Advanced system design requirements for large and 
small fixed-wing aerial application systems for 
agriculture 
[NASA-CR-158939]	 p0291 1479-17848 
Summary of results for a twin-engine, low-wing 
airplane substructure crash impact condition 
analyzed with program KNASH 
(AD-A069171)	 p0549 1479-27116 
Single engine, fixed wing general aviation accidents 
[PB-297216/4)	 p0713 879-33176 
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT 
U AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS 
U FIXED WINGS 
PLANE FRONTS 
U FLAME PROPAGATION 
FLAME SOLDERS 
Jet curtain flameholder for aircraft afterburners 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-95] 	 p0007 879-10761 
Experimental study on the burning out of 
flameholders --- in ramjets 
(AIAA 79-70211	 -	 p0329 879-29394 
Lean stability augmentation for premixing, 
prevaporizing combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1319) 	 p0472 879-39035 
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10-frequency augmentor instability investigation 
computer program users manual 
[80-8065774]	 p0436 8879-23093 
PLANE INTERACTION 
U CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
U FLAME PROPAGATION 
FLAME PROPAGATION 
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian book 
p0259 879-26355 
Double recirculation zone two-stage combustor 
for aircraft engine emissions reduction 
(AIAA 79-7019]	 p0228 879-29392 
Survivability in aircraft fires - New standards 
are needed
p0062 879-38091 
The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays 
and flame propagation in spark ignition engines 
p0464 879-38387 
Pressure modeling of vertically burning aircraft 
materials 
[8C78-B'i-29]	 p0238 879-16932 
FLAME RETARDANTS 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior 
fabrics
p0126 879-18302 
Non-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft and 
spacecraft applicaticns 
[lAP PAPER 79-208] 	 p0691 879-53355. 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program
p0667 879-31176 
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
p0667 879-31177 
FIREMEN program
p0667 879-31178 
The fluorencne polyester ISO ?P! of Isovolta 
Company, Austria
p0667 N79-31183 
PLANE SPECTROSCOPY 
Ionic mechanisms of carbon formation in flames 
aircraft fuel combustion 
[80-8068872]	 p0596 879-29270 
FLARE SPRAYING 
Development of a new flame sprayed erosion 
resistant abradatle coating system --- for gas 
turbine engine parts 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-6] 	 p0149 879-19798 
PLANE STABILITY 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures 
flame stabilizaticn 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-144] 	 p0010 879-10798 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors
p0051 879-12982 
Factors controlling stability of swirling flames 
at diffusers in gas turbines
p0643 879-50209 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
dump combustor
p0706 879-32209 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
combustor 
[80-8070701]	 p0719 1879-33293 
FLAMEOUT 
Experimental study on the burning out of 
flameholders --- in ramjets 
[AINA 79-7021]	 p0329 A79-29394 
385-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 879-50441 
FLAMES 
NT PREMIXED FLARES 
Flame emissivities - Alternative fuels 
p0051 879-12984 
FLAMMABILITY 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior 
fabrics
p0126 A79-18302 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0 198 A79-22774 
Thermal response of composite panels
p0250 879-25350 
Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
airline fire safety
p0530 879-43271 
Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 879-53722
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
The 737 aircraft flammability testing
p0087 879-12030 
Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate 
studies of improved fire resistant materials 
[NASA-TM-78550] 	 pO181 0179-15187 
Aircraft engine snap fire mitigation, phase 2 
(NASA-CE-135379)	 p0241 879-17219 
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and 
flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy 
composites 
(80-8068586)	 p0585 0179-28285 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
[RASA-CP-2094]	 p0666 8179-31166 
Airport flammability, full scale fire tests 
p0666 N79-31167 
Seat test program
p0666 879-31168 
Status of candidate, materials for full-scale tests 
in the 737 fuselage
p0666 879-31170 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics. Phase 
2: Sandwich panel resin system development 
[NASA-C8-152120]	 p0674 879-31354 
FLAMMABLE GASES 
NT GASEOUS FUELS 
FLAP CONTROL 
U AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
U FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
FLAPPING 
A comparison of predicted and experimental rotor 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade 
pitch 
(ABS 78-191
	 p0121 879-18185 
Effect of structural coupling parameters on the 
flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in 
forward flight using Ploguet theory
p0131 879-18658 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. I 
p0062 879-38118 
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES) 
RI EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS 
NT JET FLAPS 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
NT WING FLAPS 
Vlap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in hover 
[ABS 78-64]	 p0126 879-18185 
Effect of the entropy layer on the hypersonic flow 
around aerodynamic control surfaces
p0190 A79-21018 
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
[ABS 79-20]	 p0628 A79-49073 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1795]	 p06384 879-09332 
Wind tunnel tests of the GA(W)-2 airfoil with 20% 
aileron, 25% slotted flap, 30% lovler flap and 
10% slot-lip spoiler 
(NASA-CR-145139)	 p0033 879-10021 
Pivoting Output unit control systems activated by 
jacks --- for controlling aircraft flaps 
[NASA-TN-755811	 p0038 879-10066 
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on 
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing-fuselage configuration 
with a 44 deg swept wing 
[NASA-TP-1351]	 p0099 879-13002 
Effect of operational envelope limits on teetering 
rotor flapping 
lAD-A059187]	 p0101 879-13030 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0176 879-15063 
Reduction of computer usage costs in predicting 
unsteady aerodynamic loadings Caused by control 
surface motions: Analysis and results 
[NASACR3009]	 p0360 879-20072 
Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PMR-15 
polyimide structural elements --- space shuttle 
aft body flap
p0661 N79-30301 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
The transonic oscillating flap 
[AD-A070022]	 pO7O5 1179-32200 
FLARED BODIES 
The aerodynamic effectiveness of split flare 
stabilizers 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0093)	 p0141 179-19529 
FLASH POINT 
Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate 
studies of improved fire resistant materials 
(NASA-T!-78550]	 p0181 1179-15187 
FLAT COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LIMES 
TI MICOTOSTRIP TRI1NSBISSICN LINES 
FLAT PLATES 
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent 
boundary layer on a yawed flat plate induced by 
leading edge vortex
p0852 179-13150 
Experimental study of an asymmetric thermal wake 
p0053 179-13158 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukovsky condition 
(1111 PAPER 79-0102]	 p0143 179-19567 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the. 
trailing edge of a flat plate
poOl4 179-41771 
Radiating laminar boundary layer flow over a flat 
plate at a large free-stream Mach number 
p0528 179-42989 
Near field problems in three-dimensional panel 
methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
characteristics	 -
p0536 179-43779 
Experimental investigation of effects of jet decay 
rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate: 
Tabulated data 
(NASA-CE-158990)	 p0218 879-15941 
Aerodynamic properties of a flat plate with cavity 
for optical-propagaticn studies 
(NASA-TN-78487]
	
p0285 N79-17796 
FLAT SURFACES 
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem 
with shading --- modeling aircraft compartments 
thermodynamics
p0028 179-12784 
Flow around a circular cylinder near a plane 
boundary
p0137 179-18844 
FLAW DETECTION 
U NONDESTRUCTIVE TESLS 
FLAWS 
TI DEFECTS 
FLEXIBILITY 
Flexible polyiwide fuel tank sealants --- for 
military aircraft
p0188 179-20868 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
(10-1062377)	 p0369 1179-20175 
FLEXIBLE BODIES 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by largeamplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility	 - 
p0137 179-18834 
The 1-4-1 system of jack movements for the 
flexible liners of supersonic wind tunnels 
p0261 179-26594 
Optimizing gasturbine engine flexible rctor 
balancing by the LP-search method
p0280 179-27745 
Capabilities and applicaticns of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls /DTLOFLEX/ 
(lilA 79-0743]	 p0320 179-29015 
The balance of flexible rotors and their possible 
use in aero engines 
(AAA 79-7014)	 p0328 179-29389 
Acceleration of unbalanced flexible rotors through 
the critical speeds
p0345 179-31388 
On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, 
with special reference to asymmetric rotors 
p0345 179-31390 
Effective rigidity of a thin-walled beam 
p0348 179-32051 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rctor
[ASNE P1PE 79-GT-56]	 p0391 179-32351 
FLEXIBLE WINGS 
Finite element methodology results compared with 
experimental data for a severely deformed wing 
in transonic flow 
(lIlA PAPER 79-03041	 p0145 179-19659 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
pO19O 179-21475 
A calculation of rotor impedance for hovering 
articulated-rotor helicopters
p0191 179-21521 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
[1111 79-0724]	 p0283 179-28290 
Numerical computation of aeroelastically corrected 
transonic loads 
lilA 79-0766]	 p0320 179-29020 
The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p03113 179-30923 
Calculation of rotor impedance for 
articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight 
p0527 179-42799 
An analytical technique for predicting the 
characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with 
an active flutter-suppression system and 
comparison with wind-tunnel data 
(NASA-TP-1367]	 p0242 879-17264 
Handling qualities of large flexible 
control-configured aircraft 
(NASA-CR-158694)	 p0499 1179-25033 
Wind tunnel tests of four flexible wing ultralight 
gliders
p0546 1179-27084 
FLEXING 
Significance of disk flexing in viscous-damped jet 
engine dynamics 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1071	 p0001 179-10263 
FLEXURE 
U FLEXING 
FLIGHT 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 	 - 
[EHVG-FEWT-77-28]	 p0288 879-17815 
FLIGHT ALTITUDE 
Height-velocity diagram determination for twin 
engine helicopters - Some aspects of present 
regulations
p0137 179-18702 
En route minimum safe altitude warning /-NSAW/ 
p0205 179-23594 
Apparatus for measuring an aircraft's speed and 
height 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12275-1]	 p0298 1179-18296 
PLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter 
certification 
[SAE PAPER 7805501 	 p0005 179-10409 
The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight 
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 179-16241 
The Yak-18T aircraft: Construction and operation 
Russian book
p0126 179-18297 
Effect of structural coupling parameters on the 
flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in 
forward flight using Floquet theory 
-p0131 179-18658 
The evaluation and use of flying qualities 
considerations in conceptual design 
(1311 PAPER 79-0232] 	 p0144 179-19611 
Longhorns into service --- Learjet 28/29 
structures and performance capabilities 
p0212 179-24183 
Longitudinal motion of an aircraft in unsteady flow 
p0212 179-24194 
Comparison of BTJES and T.JE characteristics in 
supersonic cruising flight --- Bypass Turbojet 
Engine
p0280 179-27740 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
pO4O6 179-34521 
Technical characteristics and cost data for the 
11-62 and 11-628 aircraft and optimal flight 
conditions
-	 p0410 A79-35I75 
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PLIGHT CONTROL. 
The Learjet 'Longhorn' series - The first jets 
with winglets 
[SAN PAPER 790581)	 p0453 A79-36716 
Application of parameter identification techniques 
to analysis of flight data
p0461 179-37735 
Possibilities and Units of the application of 
estimation methods for development costs and 
equipment unit prices of flight systems in 
- preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks 
(DGLRPAPER 79-0523	 p0517 179-42348 
British civil airworthiness requirements for 
airships 
[kIll 79-16001	 p0523 A79-423914 
Flight spectra development for fighter aircraft 
p0562 179-44459 
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
CAI-AA 79-1782)	 p0572 179-45409 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- for 
aircraft flight characteristics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1803) 	 p0606 179-47888 
14inglet toe out angle optimization for the Gates 
Learjet Longhorn Wing 
[AlmA PAPER 79-1831]	 p06O8 179-47905 
A microprocessor system for flight control research 
p0616 179-48623 
Helicopter performance methodology at Bell 
Helicopter Textron 
tABS 79-21	 p0626 A79-49055 
Improved method of predicting helicopter control 
response and gust sensitivity 
[ABS 79-251	 p0629 179749077 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a ?-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 179-50165 
Evaluation of selected class III requirements of 
MIL-F-8785F /ASG/, 'Plying Qualities of Piloted 
Airplanes'
p0646 179-50439 
Plight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
[NASA-TB-78527)	 p0036-1179-10054 
The 11-15-aircraft (samolot 11-15) 
[NASA-TM-75586)	 p0090 1179-12063 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation NB-lB 
helicopter quick fix, phase 11 
[AD-105e785]	 p0100 7179-13027 
Effect of operational envelope limits on teetering 
rotor flapping 
[AD-A059187]	 p0101 1179-13030 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 3: 
114-10 (COPRA) 
(10-1060056]	 p0171 1179-15030 
Plight profile performance handbook. Volume 4: 
All-is (COBRA) 
[AD-A060057]	 p0171 1179-15031 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 5: 
TAH-64 (Advanced Attack Helicopter-lAB) 
[AD-A060058]	 p0172 7479-15032 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft 
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173. N79-15041 
Air Force Plight Test Center experience in the 
identification of stability and control 
parameters from dynamic flight test maneuvers 
p0177 79-15074 
Nonlinear parameter identification and its 
application to transport aircraft
p0177 1179-15078 
Plight test techniques for a transonic aircraft 
p0377 1179-20997 
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high 
aspect ratio wing at a high angle of incidence 
p0414 1179-22005 
Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAH-64, advanced 
attack helicopter 
(10-1064359)	 p0420 1179-22077 
Flight dynamics problems with STOL operation 
p0429 1179-23003 
A study of the Sheriff's wing 
[BU-215]	 p0433 1179-23072 
A piloted simulator study on augmentation systems 
to improve helicopter flying qualities in 
terrain flight 
(NASA-TN-78571]	 p0437 1179-23098
Proceedings of AFPDL Flying Qualities Symposium 
[10-1066493]	 p0494 1179-24982 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
[AD-1066809]	 p0499 1179-25035 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-11067177]	 p0500 1179-25036 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation RU-21 H 
guardrail V aircraft 
[AD-10683 147]	 p0593 1179-29178 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 1179-30176 
Aircraft response to wimdshears and downdraughts 
p0659 1179-30229 
Stability and control aspects of the CCV-F104C 
p0659 U79-30234 
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane 
p0660 1179-30238 
Are today's specifications appropriate for 
tomorrow's airplanes?
p0660 1179-30239 
Flight performance of the ICY B-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TRSB,/ELS guidance 
[14ASA-TN-80148]	 p0667 1179-31186 
Limited airworthiness and flight characteristics 
evaluation model 2141 helicopter with fiberglass 
main rotor blades 
(10-1071721)	 p0716 1179-33197 
PLIGHT COMPUTERS 
U AII4BORN!/SPACEBOBN! COMPUTERS 
PLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Coaxial jet noise in flight 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0636]	 p0269 179-26919 
An airborne reference noise source for studying 
airplane flyover noise propagation and measurement 
[1111 PAPER 79-0650] 	 p0270 179-26928 
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of 
aero-engine exhaust noise in flight 
(ATAA PAPER 79-06481	 p0271 179-26930 
Flight effects on subsonic jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06161	 p0317 179-28961 
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from 
dual-flow coaxial jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0619]	 p0311 179-28962 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
[11Am 79-7018] p0328 179-29391 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight on jet mixing noise
p0475 179-39803 
Aircraft guidance in the ATC sector - Problems and 
perspectives 
[DGLR PAPER 79-026] 	 p0518 179-42354 
Gas curtain in gas turbine engines
p0525 A79-42547 
Effect of reduced visibility on VIOL handling 
quality and display requirements 
[hAl 79-16803	 p0569 179-45343 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument approach 
[lilA 79-1683]	 p0569 179-45345 
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two 
light airplanes near the stall 
(lilA 79-1775]	 p0572 179-45403 
!athematical models of aircraft dynamics for 
extreme flight conditions (theory and experiment) 
p0179 1179-15087 
Non-linear formulation of the aerodynamic forces 
for flight dynamic studies
p0 179 1179-15090 
PLIGHT CONTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
NT FL! BY TUBE CONTROL 
NT FL! BY WIRE CONTROL 
NP POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS 
NI THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Operational benefits from the Terminal Configured 
Vehicle --- aircraft equipment for air traffic 
improvement
p0004 179-10390 
Plight and propulsion control integration for 
selected in-flight thrust vectoring modes 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-79]	 p0008 179-10768 
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	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Structural design flight maneuver loads using 
POP-10 flight dynamics model
p0013 A79-10905 
The Wright brothers' flight-control system 
canard configuration
p0015 A79-11125 
Control and stabilization in aerodynamics 
Russian book
p0016 R79-11392 
Aircraft radio equipment --- Russian book 
p0016 A79-11439 
• Strategic' time-based ATC --- by long-term flight 
planning
p0026 A79-12473 
Onboard navigation and flight control integrated 
system architecture
p0055 A79-13251 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
[DGLR PAPER 78-135] 	 p0061 A79-14085 
NILECS - An integrated navigation and air traffic 
control system for the future needs of 
international aviation 
(DGLR PAPER 78-136)	 p0062 A79-14086 
Design of the TKF system in relation to experience 
with the CCV-F104 program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems 
for tactical fighter aircraft 
[0018 PAPER 78-139] 	 p0062 h79-14088 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0010 R79-14978 
High angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive control 
p0070 A79-15020 
Flight control safety - A total systems approach 
p0072 A79-15371 
Flight profile investigaticn for microwave landing 
system
p0076 A79-16162 
Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated 
system including FLIP and laser range finder 
p0150 A79-19900 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle ccntrol 
systems --- Russian book
p0185 P79-20665 
Army outlook - Flight control systems --- for 
helicopters
p0198 P79-22772 
P-16 high-alpha flight control characteristics and 
control system concept 
(1181 PAPER 79-0403] 	 p0203 879-23577 
Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I 
p0214 P79-24349 
Control system time response optimizaticn - A - 
nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft 
flight 
(hAl PAPER 79-05401	 p0253 A79-25859 
Flight testing the Kfir
p0259 A79-26530 
Flying NASA's Terminal Configured Vehicle against 
the Microwave Landing System
p0260 179-26534 
The 11-2 story
p0260 P79-26537 
Parachute inflation control using an attached apex 
drogue 
(AIAA 79-0449)	 p0263 A79-26653 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 179-26725 
Study of the structure of an integrated system of 
flight control, navigation and display 
p0279 179-276714 
Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and 
display system
p0279 179-27675 
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low 
range airspeed
p0331 179-29480 
Design development of the 727-100
p0333 A79-29595 
Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft 
p0333 179-29596 
Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment 
of airplanes and helicopters
p0345 A79-311186 
Reconstructed flight ccmtrcl sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 879-32158 
The role of the backside parameter in height control 
p0406 A79-34522 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for Multi-Function Inertial 
Reference Assembly /MIRA/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
p04148 879-36082 
Effects of a spin chute installation on spin 
characteristics --- of light general aviation 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7905641
	
p0452 A79-36705 
Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790622]
	 p0457 179-36750 
A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and 
electro-mechanical actuators for general 
aviation flight controls 
(SAE PAPER 790623)	 p0458 A79-36751 
-Thruster control for airships' 
[AlAS 79-1595]	 p0522 P.79-42389 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 A79-43314 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
optimal flight path control 
[AIAA 79-1620]	 p0565 879-45303 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
[AIAA 79-1674]	 p0568 A79-45339 
A simulator investigation of roll response 
requirements for aircraft with 
rate-command/attitude-hold flight control 
systems in the landing approach and touchdown 
rallA 79-1679]	 p0569 A79-45342 
Folded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
(AIAA 79-1682]	 p0569 179-445344 
A multi microprocessor flight control system 
design principles 
[AIRA 79-1700)	 p0569 879-445355 
Dual digital flight control redundancy management 
system development program 
[AIAA 79-1701)	 p0569 A79-45356 
Direct force node flight control for a vectored 
lift fighter 
[AIPA 79-17(44)	 p0571 179-45386 
Minimum expected cost control of linear systems 
with uncertain parameters - Application to 
remotely piloted vehicle flight contrcl systems 
[AAA 79-1745]	 p0571 879-45387 
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
[AIIA 79-1782]	 p0572 A79-45409 
Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on 
the Lockheed 1-1011 aircraft
p0611 879-47960 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 A79-47971 
A status report on the advanced FIREFLY assessment 
program
p0615 179-48609 
Synthesis of digital flight control tracking 
systems by the method of entire eigenstructure 
assignment
p0616 A79-48625 
Terrain-following radar - Key to low-altitude flight 
p0620 879-48686 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
V-type empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
(ABS .79-56)	 p0633 179-449106 
Specialists fleeting on Helicopter Flight Controls, 
Arlington, Vex., October 11-13, 1978, Technical 
Papers
p0692 A79-53626 
Military considerations for helicopter flight 
controls
p0692 A79-53628 
Actuator and hydraulic survivability concepts for 
Hughes TAH-64
p0693 579-53636 
Fiberglass flight controls --- of helicopters 
p0695 879-53892 
A multi microprocessor flight control system - 
Architectural concepts 
[AIAA 79-1925]	 p0698 A79-54392 
Flight tests of a microprocessor control system 
[AlAS 79-1962]	 p0698 A79-54412 
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Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTCL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude 
concept 
[NASA-CE152131] p0033 919-10026 
Better performance for aircraft tracking and 
holding under gust and shearwind influence by 
use of direct digital control 
[ESA-TT-506] p0044879-11033 
Investigation of the TF-16 in high angle of attack 
asymmetric flight 
(AD-A056511)	 p0045 879-11036 
A contribution to the increase of aircraft 
guidance precision under wind disturbance 
conditions by using direct digital control 
[DLB-FB-77-98]	 p0098 879-11075 
Operational requirements for flight control and 
navigation systems for short haul transport 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-152208)	 p0089 879-12054 
Investigation of the cross-ship comparison 
monitoring method of failure detection in the 
HIMAT BPBV --- digital control techniques using 
airborne microprocessors 
[NASA-CB-1 144879]	 pOCSl 879-12064 
Design charts and boundaries for identifying 
departure resistant fighter configurations 
(AD-6058043) pOC92 879-12073 
A design method with application to prefilters and 
sampling-rate selection in digital flight 
control systems
p0095 879-12095 
Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to 
parameter variations 
[AD-A057643]	 p0C95 879-12097 
Design and test of the 1728 fluidic rudder 
tNASA-CR-15897 111	 p0104 879-13055 
Digital symbology generator program 
[AD-1060216]	 p0166 879-14111 
Remotely piloted vehicles, volume 2. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/1246/4]	 p0172 879-15035 
Plight verification of the advanced flight Control 
Actuation System (APCAS) in the T-2C aircraft 
[AD-A060326]	 p0175 979-15059 
The response of aircraft to discrete ramp gusts 
(RAE-TR-771651	 p0222 1479-15971 
EYPOSH (Hydraulic Power Sharing system) 
[AD-A0614C8]	 p0235 979-16863 
Active controls in aircraft design 
[AGARD-AG-234)	 p0235 879-16869 
F-8 active control
p0236 879-16870 
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 879-16872 
Active controls for civil transports
p0236 879-16873 
Fuel conservative subsonic transport --- control 
surfaces activated by computers
p0236 979-16874 
C-5A load alleviation --- active lift distribution 
control system
p0237 979-16875 
B-i ride control
p0237 979-16876 
Summary report of the Turbulence Committee 
p0293 979-174214 
Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee 
p0243 879-17428 
Configuration management and automatic control of 
an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust 
[NASA-TP-1222]	 p0294 979-17872 
Development of the 1-1011 flight management system 
p0300 1479-18895 
Validation of NIL-F-9490D: General specification 
for flight control system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 1: Summary of TF-17 and C-5A 
validations 
(AD-6061807)	 p0306 1179-19008 
Validation of 15IL-F-9490D: General specification 
for flight ccntrcl system for piloted military 
aircraft. Volume 2: YF-17 lightweight fighter 
validation 
rAD-A0620081	 p0306 879-19009 
Design considerations for implementing integrated 
mission-tailored flight control nodes 
digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft 
p0354 879-20022 
Modern digital flight control system design for 
VIOL aircraft
[NASA-C8-159019]	 p0367 979-20133 
Technical evaluation report on the Plight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Stability and Control 
(AGABD-AB-134)	 p0367 979-20139 
Turbulence simulation mechanization for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
r NASA_CR_1611941
	 p0368 879-20174 
Lightning transient research on an F-hi p aircraft 
(AD-A063765)	 p0418 879-22066 
Advanced flight control actuation system 
(APCAS-E/P): Feasibility investigation of an 
electro/pneujnatic dual power driven concept 
[AD-A063992)	 p0425 879-22114 
Application of model algorithmic control to a 
lightly damped single input single output system 
[AD-A064222]	 p0425 879-22115 
Flight dynamics problems with STOL operation 
p0429 879-23003 
Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive 
Control (NNAC) method for flight control systems 
[NASA-C14-3089]	 p0437 1479-23099 
Flight evaluation 88 2 integrated controller 
installed in an OH-58A helicopter 
[AD-6065072]	 p0438 879-23103 
Technical evaluation report on the 27th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on the V/STOL 
Aircraft at Night and in Poor Visibility 
(AGAPD-AR-142)	 p0484 879-23946 
Handling qualities of large flexible 
control-configured aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158694]	 p0499 879-25033 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
(80-0066809)	 p0499 979-25035 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-8067177]	 p0500 879-25036 
Technical evaluation report on the 25th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on guidance and 
Control Design Considerations for Low Altitude 
and Terminal Area Flight 
[4GsNT-AN-129]	 p0500 979-25037 
Minimum altitude-loss soaring in a specified 
vertical wind distribution
p0545 979-27071 
A study of course deviations during cross-country 
soaring
p05115 879-27072 
On global optimal sailplane flight strategy 
p0545 879-27073 
Effects of control system dynamics on fighter 
approach and landing longitudinal flying 
qualities, volume 1 
[AD-8067550]	 p0556 879-27183 
An experimental investigation of control-display 
requirements for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft in the 
terminal area 
[AD-8068818]	 p0583 979-28175 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (VALT) CB-47 research system 
(NASA-TP-11436]	 p0595 979-29195 
Fluidics: Feasibility study 
electro/bydraulic/fluidic direct drive servo valve 
[AD-A069798]	 p0654 8479-30195 
The Guidance and control of Helicopters and V/STOL 
aircraft at night and in poor visibility 
[AGABD-CP-258]	 p0655 8179-30198 
Some aspects of the design and development of the 
maritime autopilot modes for the Westland Lynx 
helicopter
p0655 879-30201 
Design and testing of a redundant skewed inertial 
sensor complex for integrated navigation and 
flight control
p0655 1179-30202 
Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
system for IFR conditions
p0656 979-30209 
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
USEC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 879-30214 
Implementation of flight control in an integrated 
guidance and control system
p0657 8179-30215 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 8479-30221 
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Stability and control aspects of the CCV-F104C 
p0659 N79-30234 
Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations 
pOfSg N79-30235 
In-flight handling qualities investigation of 
various longitudinal short term dynamics and 
direct lift control combinations for flight path 
tracking using DFVLB HFE 320 variable stability 
aircraft
p0660 R79-30237 
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane 
p0660 N79-30238 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 579-302113 
The promise of nulticyclic control --- to control 
fatiguing blade loads and rotor vibration 
[NASA-TM-78621]	 p0663 579-31137 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
(AD-A069301]	 p0669 579-31199 
Reliability improvement warranty terms and 
conditions for the Integrated Avionics Control 
Systems (IACS) 
[AD-A06945 11]	 p0670 N79-31205 
Helicopter high grain control 
[NASA-CR-159052]	 p0672 579-31221 
The design of digital ccntrollers for the C-141 
aircraft using entire eigenstructure assignment 
and the development of an interactive computer 
design program 
[AD-A069192]	 p0672 579-31224 
Investigation of inverse Vandermonde matrix 
calculation for linear system applications 
adaptive flight control systems 
[AD-A069241]	 p0672 579-31225 
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and 
comparison of design methods 
[AD-A070252]	 p0673 579-31227 
FLIGHT CREWS 
The air combat maneuvering range /ACME/, a new 
approach to aircrew training
p0053 A79-13220 
The prediction of helicopter crew information 
requirements
p0132 A79-18665 
Aircrew experiences in USA? ejections, 1971-1977 
p0401 A79-33609 
Unique crew escape concepts for ATS mission aircraft 
p0403 A79-33636 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 A79-33639 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance 
aircraft 
[AD-A060519)	 p0171 579-15016 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1971 - 
1977
p0310 579-19621 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
p0311 579-19631 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the YAH-64
p0312 579-19664 
Test and evaluation of modified high performance 
jet aircrew life preserver 
tAD-A0639591	 p0419 N79-22067 
Definition of requirements for a performance 
measurement system for C-S aircrew members 
[AD-A063282]	 p0426 579-22119 
Design procedure for aircrew station labeling 
selection and abbreviation
p0656 579-30208 
Aircraft accident report: Swift Aire Lines, Inc., 
Word 262, 5418SA, Marina Del Rey, California, 
March 10, 1979 
[WTSB-AAR79-13]	 p0666 579-31165 
FLIGHT FATIGUE 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1971 - 
1977
p0310 579-19621 
FLIGHT HAZARDS 
Possible near-term solutions to the wind shear 
hazard 
(SAE PAPER 780572] 	 p0006 A79-10416
The unsafe zone for single engine helicopters 
height-speed envelopes at engine failure 
p0136 A79-18701 
Recent advances in indirect lightning effects 
research
p0249 A79-25313 
Properties of induced transients associated with 
ER fields produced by lightning or other 
relatively slow rise-time EMP --- in aircraft 
p0249 A79-25322 
Aviation obstructions and the particular 
conditions for construction projects in the 
vicinity of airports
p0251 A79-25372 
Parachute partial inversions 
(AIAA 79-0451)	 p0264 A79-26655 
Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
aircraft flight hazard definition
p0278 A79-27575 
Analysis of bird strikes reported by European 
airlines 1972 to 1975
p0325 A79-29352 
Birdstrike hazards to turbine-powered aircraft 
p0325 A79-29353 
Some statistical data on birds' strike to aircraft 
and helicopters over the territory of the Soviet 
Union
p0325 A79-29354 
Some behavioural aspects of airfield bird control 
p0325 A79-29355 
Ecological interpretation of bird-aircraft 
collisions on the Rice Cote d'Azur Airfield 
p0325 A79-29356 
Airport project 11unich II - Aspects on the 
economic utilization of the airport area under 
consideration of the bird strike problem 
p0325 A79-29357 
Planning and control of bird hazard reduction at 
airports in the Transport Canada system 
p0325 A79-29358 
The use of falcons to disperse nuisance birds at 
Canadian airports - An update
p0325 A79-29359 
Equipment and methods for dispersing birds used on 
French airfields
p0325 A79-29360 
The incidence of bird strikes by aeroplanes at 
Entebbe Airport
p0326 A79-29361 
Radar and bird-aircraft collisions
p0326 A79-29362 
Bird strikes - An increasingly important problem 
in aviationsafety
p0326 A79-29363 
Bird strike on medium/large civil fan engines 
p0326 A79-29364 
Plane as a deterrent and attractant --- of birds 
p0326 179-29361 
Bird control - The experience of one aerodrome 
p0326 A79-29369 
Evaluation of an.inquiry to pilots concerning 
their knowledge of the bird strike problem and 
experience of strikes
p0327 A79-29370 
Measurement of ozone in an aircraft
p0409 A79-34925 
Hissed approach of commercial aircraft regarding 
wind shear in the ground boundary layer 
[DGLR PAPER 79-028]	 p0518 A79-42355 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 
shear landings 
[DGLB PAPER 79-029]	 p0518 A79-42356 
Conference on Certification of Aircraft for 
Lightning and Atmospheric Electricity Hazards, 
Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France, 
September 14-21, 1978, Proceedings
p0680 A79-51126 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft Technical overview, definitions and 
basic waveforms
p0680 A79-51128 
Vulnerability assessment of aircraft systems to 
indirect lightning effects
p0682 A79-51142 
Direct effects protection methods for thin 
skins/composites
p0682 A79-51143 
Static electricity phenomena - Theory and problems 
aircraft hazards 
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p0683 879-51147 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 879-52046 
Fixed byte and bit slice microcomputer 
survivability techniques --- in aircraft subject 
to electromagnetic or nuclear radiation 
tAIAA 79-19641	 p0698 879-54436 
NASA aviation safety reporting system 
[NASA-TM-78540]	 p0170 N79-15014 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 
[AD-A061297]	 p0230 N79-16819 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
(BASH) at area C-62, Eglin AFB, FL 
[AD-8061371-]	 p0230 879-16820 
Safety hazard of aircraft icing
p0481 N79-23916 
Development of computer-generated phenograms to 
forecast regional conditions hazardous to 
low-flying aircraft 
(80-8068812)	 p0582 979-28161 
The, feasibility of inflight measurement of 
lightning strike parameters 
rNASA-CR-158981]	 n0651 N79-30165 
An evaluation of the bird aircraft strike hazard 
at Hill AFB, Utah (AFLC) 
(AD-A070459]	 p0667 N79-31184 
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT AUTOMATIC PILOTS 
NT FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS 
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS 
Flight and navigation instruments for general 
aviation
p0055 879-13254 
Chief features of future helicopter avionics 
p0079 879-16238 
Reconstructed flight control sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 879-32158 
Flight control. II - Control system design 
German book
p0507 879-40155 
Earth-Referenced Maneuvering Flight Path Display 
(AIAA 79-18941	 p0573 A79-45421 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility study 
80-80592381	 p0093 N79-12079 
Advancements in helicopter cockpit technology 
p0310 N79-19625 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
p0311 879-19631 
Visual pockets: A design parameter for helicopter 
instrument panels
p0311 879-19641 
Instrumentation
p0366 879-20132 
comparison of electromechanical and 
cathode-ray-tube display mediums for an 
instrument approach display 
[NASA-TM-80069]	 p0434 N79-23080 
The application of microprocessor technology to 
in-flight computation
p0480 R79-23902 
Energy maneuverability display validation --- F-16 
aircraft	 - 
[AFFDL-TR-78-35-VOL-1] 	 p0484 R79-23947 
Processing of airborne reconnaissance data for 
in-flight display and near real-time transmission 
(AGARD-AR-135]	 p0496 879-24993 
An advanced cockpit instrumentation system: The 
coordinated cockpit display 
(NASA-TN-78559]	 p0551 N79-27136 
A review of some head-up display formats --- tests 
on sensing equipment for flights following 
partly visible terrain close to the ground 
[NASA-TP-1499)	 p0716 879-33201 
FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS 
LCF life prediction for a flight-by-flight load 
sequence of a turbine disc --- Low cycle Fatigue 
p0534 879-43600 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
[80-8061894]	 p0303 N79-18972 
FLIGHT MECHANICS 
Correlation aspects of helicopter flight mechanics 
and pilot behaviour
p0132 879-18667 
Flight dynamics /2nd revised and enlarged edition! 
Russian book on aircraft stability and control 
p0345 879-31491 
The consideration of the effect of winds in the 
mechanics-of-flight equations
p0345 879-31565 
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 879-45302 
Aerodynamics, aeronautics, and flight mechanics 
Book
p0689 879-52571 
Technical evaluation report on the Specialists' 
Meeting of the Flight Mechanics Panel on Piloted 
Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
[AGARD-AR-126]	 p0093 879-12080 
Technical evaluation report on the Flight 
Mechanics Panel Symposium on Stability and Control 
[AGARD-AR-134]	 p0367 R79-20139 
STOL Technology, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-60-V0L-2] 	 p0429 R79-23002 
PLIGHT OPERATIONS 
Energy Conservation in general aviation and 
operation and maintenance of Avco Lycoming 
piston engines
p0024 879-12381 
Economy in flight operations
P0025 879-12383 
In-flight refuelling and the world of the eighties 
/Second Sir Alan Cobham Memorial Lecture/ 
pO186 A79-20790 
Air France's Paris-Tokyo transpolar flight in 1978 
p0397 879-32583 
STOL Technology, volume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE--SERIES-60-V0L-2]	 p0429 N79-23002 
FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION 
Quality index for an iterative process of 
optimizing long-range aircraft parameters 
p0020 879-12152 
Cross-country sailplane flight as a dynamic 
optimization problem
p0059 879-13672 
Unmanned flight vehicle design parameter selection 
control configured optimization
p0069 879-14859 
Optimizing finned pilotless flight vehicle design 
parameters
p0069 879-14870 
Optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization 
systems with orthogonal filters
p0069 879-14871 
Approximate trajectory solutions for fighter 
aircraft 
[8188 79-1623]	 p0566 879-45305 
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy 
state modeling
p0602 879-47098 
Verification of operational flight programs by 
simulation
p0618 879-48667 
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high 
wing loading 
[AIA8 PAPER 79-1812]	 p0684 879-51246 
FLIGHT PATHS 
NT GLIDE PATHS 
'Strategic' time-based ATC --- by long-term flight 
planning
p0026 879-12473 
Procedure for flight guidance in the terminal 
maneuvering area for an experimental program 
employing a flying test device
p0115 879-17680 
Position determination and path tracking system 
using stationary ground-based radio networks 
p0116 879-17688 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification
p0134 879-18686 
8 ' special extension of the General Point 
Performance Equation --- for flight paths 
p0412 879-35926 
Theoretical principles of long range navigation 
systems. I
p0511 879-41161 
The influence of the amount of automation in a

flight path guidance system on flight path 
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deviation and pilot work load 
[OGLE PAPER 79-0114]	 p0520 179-42370 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
Optimal flight path control 
(lIlA 79-16201	 p0565 179-45303 
Earth-Referenced Maneuvering Plight Path Display 
[AIAA 79-1894)	 p0573 179-45921 
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy 
state modeling
p0602 179-47098 
The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient 
solution to the airport congestion problem 
using cruise liner aircraft, for in-air passenger 
transfer 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1865]	 p0610 P.79-47921 
A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data 
using simple, free flight trajectory measurements 
p0612 P.79-48051 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
(ABS 79-16]	 p0628 179-49069 
Variables characterizing the wind effects on an 
aircraft
p0639 179-99807 
A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
route authority
p0697 179-54280 
Atlanta 'center upgraded third generation enroute 
ATC system operations: A case study 
[10-1056180]	 , p0161 879-14071 
The dynamic stability in flight of spinning blunt 
body projectiles
p0179 879-15092 
Worst case time-histories causing largest 
deviations from a desired flight path: An 
analytical approach 
[VTH-12-267]	 p0290 879-17839 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
(AD-A062155]	 p0364 879-20106 
NSEG: I segmented mission analysis program for 
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 3: 
Demonstration problems 
[NASA-CR-2809]	 p0378 879-21001 
Radar track data correlation or reachable sets 
revisited: The reachable. state 
(AD-10650115]	 p0443 879-23318 
A study of course deviations during cross-country 
soaring
p0545 819-27072 
On global optimal sailplane flight strategy 
p0545 879-27073 
Driftdown calculations for the P8/2270 aircraft 
(SAND-78-18071	 p0653 879-30182 
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and 
comparison of design methods 
(AD-1070252]	 p0613 879-31227 
A review of some head-up display formats --- tests 
on sensing equipment for flights following 
partly visible terrain close to the ground 
(NASA-TP-11499]	 p0716 879-33201 
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
U PLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
PLIGHT PLANS 
A technical review of the radar systems 
implemented by Eurocontrol
p0003 179-10329 
Display of flight plan information on electronic 
data display devices - A means for the 
enhancement of the capacity in air traffic control 
p0117 179-17694 
Hardware and software structure of a coordination 
system for air traffic control on the basis of 
flight plan data
p0265 179-26760 
Air France's Paris-Tokyo transpolar flight in 1978 
p0397 179-32583 
Possibilities and limits of the application of 
estimation methods for development costs and 
equipment unit prices of flight systems in 
preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks 
(DGLR PAPER 79-052] 	 p0517 179-423118 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on flight 
planning to avoid high ozone
p0380 879-21024 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. 'Plight 8 planning to avoid 
high ozone
p0380 879-21030 
Master plan flight service station automation 
program 
(AD-A052001/5)	 p0381 879-21036 
PLIGHT RECORDERS 
An economical approach to an accident information 
retrieval system, /AIRS/
p0066 A79-14419 
Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data 
(kIll 79-0741)	 p0319 179-29013 
Innovative developments in demonstrative evidence 
techniques and associated problems of 
admissibility
p0691 119-53555 
Microcomputer based flight data recorder/monitor 
with solid state memory 
[AD-A057990]	 p0098 879-12750 
Plight termination receiver catalog 
[AD-A058656]	 p0181 879-15232 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on in-flight 
measurements
p0379 879-21023 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. In-flight measurements 
p0380 879-21029 
FLIGHT RULES 
NT INSTRUMENT PLIGHT RULES 
Aeronautical information data subsystems /AIDS/ 
p0647 A79-50920 
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0429 879-23001 
FLIGHT SAFETY 
Hazard criticality analysis --- with emphasis on 
aircraft components
p0007 A79-10621 
Energy conservation in general aviation and 
operation and maintenance of Avco Lycoming 
piston engines
p0024 179-12381 
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las 
Vegas, Rev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings 
p0065 179-14401 
Can government specified reliability and 
maintainability requirements for complex aircrew 
escape systems be met
p0065 A79-14403 
Parachute partial inversions
p0066 179-14424 
Flight control safety - A total systems approach 
p0072 179-15371 
Automated OMEGA/VIP monitoring and forecasting for 
air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report 
p0077 179-16164 
Navigational systems requirements via collision 
risk model --- for aircraft
p0077 179-16171 
Improvement of safety for helicopter crews 
p0079 A79-16243 
Development trends in air traffic control 
p0115 119-17678 
Conflict warning for the radar controller in air 
traffic control
p0116 179-11685 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
(ABS 78-413	 p0123 179-18164 
Integrated ATC development'- The next decade: A 
Safety Board viewpoint
p0204 179-23587 
Control of the location of the center of gravity 
of loaded aircraft
p0250 179-25370 
Plight deck alarm systems
p0252 179-25541 
Safety of air transport
p0252 A79-25542 
Aircraft static charging testing 
(CREEl, TP NO. 1918-110)	 p0258 179-26130 
Aviation safety - Pacts and fiction
p0349 119-32230 
Aircrew experiences in USA! ejections, 1971-1977 
p01101 179-33609 
Basis for an objective evaluation of the paratroop 
jumping reliability
p0402 179-33619 
Possibilities and limitations of air traffic control 
[DGLR PAPER 79-023]	 p0517 A79-42351 
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Aircraft guidance in the ATC sector - Problems and 
perspectives 
[DGLR PAPER 79-026]	 p0518 179-42354 
Pave Low III --- 8-53 helicopter avionics for 
night/adverse weather rescue of military aircraft 
p0619 179-48682 
Determination of the probability of consequences 
of aircraft-system malfunctions in the 
evaluation of flight safety levels
p0687 179-52144 
The determination of margins of safety for 
critical aircraft systems --- electronic 
equipment EMC
p0690 A79-52887 
Development, experimental verification and 
application of program ERASH for general 
aviation airplane structural crash dynamics 
[LR-28682)	 p0230 879-16817 
Assessment of new technologies for general 
aviation aircraft 
(GARC-4]	 p0232 879-16837 
Collision avoidance an annotated bibliography 
(FAA-NA-78-8]	 p0290 979-17840 
Analysis of the functional requirements for an 
intelligent airborne computer system 
[AD-A061649]	 p0303 879-18962 
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight 
p0376 879-20983 
Experimental study of the flight envelope and 
research of safety requirements for hang-gliders 
p0546 879-27083 
Aviation safety 
[GPO-37-810]	 p0592 479-29162 
An evaluation of the bird aircraft strike hazard 
at Hill APR, Utah (APIC) 
[AD-A070459]	 p0667 979-31184 
Comparative analysis of P1-31-350 Chieftain 
(844LV) accident and NASA crash test data 
tNASA-TN-801021	 p0713 979-33172 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 
Certification-compliance demonstration by flight 
or simulation 
[SAN PAPER 780549]	 p0005 179-10408 
Flight profile investigation for microwave landing 
system
p0076 A79-16162 
Flow field calibration results for the A!DC Sigh 
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /HEAT/ 
p0114 A79-17622 
Simulation of automatic flight control system 
failures 
[ASS 78-28]	 p0122 A79-18154 
A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth 
handling qualities 
[ASS 78-29]	 p0122 A79-18155 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
[ASS 78-411	 p0123 A79-18164 
Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey 
flight tests 
[AHS 78-58]	 p0125 179-18179 
Helicopter simulation in atmospheric turbulence 
p0131 179-18663 
Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- visual 
display, notion cue and computer considerations 
p0132 A79-18666 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0324]
	 p0145 479-19667 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0186 179-20792 
Low speed testing techniques for V/STOL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
[4141 PAPER 79-03311]	 p0202 179-23558 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 A79-24125 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
[SAN PAPER 780990]	 p0255 A79-25876 
Simulation studies of the flight dynamics of 
gliding parachute systems 
[lilA 79-014171	 p0262 A79-26628 
A simple physical model of a descending parachute 
[AIAA 79-04471	 p0263 479-26651
Plight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage 
parachute system 
rAIAA 79-0448]	 p0263 179-26652 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[AAA PAPER 79-06544]	 p0270 179-26926 
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of 
aero-engine exhaust noise in flight 
[1111 PAPER 79-0648)	 p0271 179-26930 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, 
shock noise and internal noise 
(1111 PAPER 79-0615]
	 p0271 179-26936 
Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
aircraft flight hazard definition
p0278 179-27575 
Design benefits from V/STOL control/display 
simulation program at Lockheed
p0331 179-29479 
An 1-224 flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 179-29484 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
configured Vehicle's /TCV/ Wind Analysis program 
using real-time digital simulation
p0336 179-29900 
The European transonic wind-tunnel project 
p0343 179-31021 
Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book 
p0346 479-31901 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 179-37295 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p0464 179-38477 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponentials as matrizant
p0466 179-38885 
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation 
of combat Capability 
(lIlA 79-1622)	 p0566 A79-45304 
Decoupled longitudinal controls for shear 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
during approach and landing engine jet transport 
[AI&A 79-1678]	 p0568 179-45341 
An improved lateral stability augmentation system 
for air-to-air tracking 
[AIAA 79-1713]	 p0572 179-45402 
4-U helical approach of a transport aircraft in an 
ATC environment 
[AIAA 79-1776]	 p0572 179-45404 
Initial results of an inflight simulation of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing 
(AIAA 79-1783]	 p0572 A79-45410 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IPR /SPIFP/ requirements 
[lilA 79-1886]	 p0573 179-45413 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 179-51090 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
p0681 179-51132 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points on actual aircraft parts /Qualification 
test!
p0681 179-51134 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
/qualification test/
p0681 A79-51136 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
p0681 A79-51137 
Laboratory tests to simulate lightning streamers 
at apertures /1 qualification test!
p0682 179-51138 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test/
p0682 179-51140 
Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic 
effects /Engineering tests/
p0682 179-51141 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability 
derivatives 
[1141 PAPER 79-1621) 	 p0688 A79-52546 
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In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch 
-	
p0695 *79-53946 
Investigation of motion base drive techniques 
[AD-A053830]	 p0105 879-13065 
Flight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL 
[SAND-78-8240]	 p0106 879-13068 
Improvements to the FATOLA computer program 
including nosevheel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 
[NASA-TM-78768)	 p0162 879-14081 
Development and validation of a piloted simulation 
of a helicopter and external sling load 
[NASA-TP-1285)	 p0162 879-14083 
Piloted aircraft simulation concepts and overview 
(NASA-CB-152200)	 p0166 879-14114 
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine 
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating 
forward flight 
-	
p0172 879-15039 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
(NASA-TN-79072)	 p0221 879-15969 
Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
(AGARD-CP-249J	 p0222 879-15973 
Simulating the visual approach and landing 
p0222 879-15975 
Mission environment simulation for Army rotorcraft 
development: Requirements and capabilities 
p0222 879-15977 
Non-Gaussian structure of the simulated turbulent 
environment in piloted flight simulation 
p0223 879-15980 
Visual simulation requirements and hardware 
p0223 879-15983 
Low budget simulation in weapon aiming 
p0223 879-15984 
The Lufthansa day/night computer generated visual 
system
p0223 879-15985 
A high resolution visual system for the simulation 
of in-flight refuelling
p0224 879-15987 
Wide angle visual system developments
p0224 879-15988 
Visually induced motion in flight simulation 
p0224 879-15989 
Motion versus visual cues in piloted flight 
simulation
p0224 879-15990 
Notion and force cuing requirements and techniques 
for advanced tactical aircraft simulation 
p0224 879-15991 
Influence of notion wash-out filters on pilot 
tracking performance
p0224 879-15992 
Manned air combat simulation: A tool for design 
development and evaluation for modern fighter 
weapon systems and training of aircrews 
p0225 879-15998 
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter 
departure/spin susceptibility
p0225 879-15999 
The development and implementation of algorithms 
for an A-7E performance calculator 
[AD-A061344]	 p0232 879-16841 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 
material 
[NLR-TR-76104-U]	 p0295 879-18012 
Methods for the validation of synthesized images 
in visual flight simulation --- space perception 
during landing approach
p0354 879-20021 
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment 
cockpit simulators
p0355 879-20028 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 879-20993 
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in 
the Netherlands during the period March 1977 - 
February 1979 
(RLN-MP-790060)	 p0387 879-21448 
special Ground testing facilities and testing 
techniques for S0L aircraft
p0430 879-23007 
* piloted simulator study on augmentation systems 
to improve helicopter flying qualities in
terrain flight 
[NAS*-TM-78571]	 p0437 879-23098 
Motion and force cueing requirements and 
techniques for advanced tactical aircraft 
simulation 
(AD-A064691)	 p0438 879-23102 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the 
stall margin of a J85-21 turbojet engine 
[NASA-TM-79123]	 p0486 879-23968 
A simplified rotor system mathematical model for 
piloted flight dynamics simulation 
[NASA-TM-78575]	 p0487 879-23977 
Notion in flight simulation: An annotated 
bibliography 
[AD-1061687]	 p0500 879-25042 
multifunction keyboard implementation study 
[AD-1066140]	 p0501 879-25046 
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic 
tunnels and status of the National Transonic 
Facility 
[N*SA-TN-80085]	 p0543 879-26064 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
[NASA-CE-1523071
	
p0595 879-29196 
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
USNC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 879-30214 
Dynamic windtunnel simulation of active control 
systems
p0659 879-30233 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
(NLR-NP-78035-U]	 p0660 879-30240 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
[NASA-CR-144885)	 p0668 879-31193 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
(AD-A069297]	 p0674 879-31235 
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests 
(NLR-TR-77103-U)	 p0709 879-32350 
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to 
flight simulation 
[NLB-NP-78015-U]	 p0711 879-32596 
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
[NASA-TP-1520)	 p0715 879-33189 
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis 
(AD-8070623)	 p0715 879-33193 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft	 - 
(NASA-CE-159148]	 p0718 879-33217 
FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS 
8ethod of eliminating static and dynamic errors in 
the reproduction of motion of TV-simulator 
displays --- for aircraft flight
p0020 *79-12153 
Flight simulators --- Russian book
p0067 A79-14475 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments --- in high performance 
aircraft design
p0074 *79-15665 
The NIH moving-base flight simulator
p0112 A79-17119 
Helicopter combat mission simulator 
CARS 78-13)	 p0120 *79-18139 
The development and use of simulators for 
helicopter flight training in the Royal Navy 
p0186 A79-20791 
Visual simulation devices for flight training 
simulators --- Russian book
p0259 *79-26354 
F-18 status report
p0259 *79-26529 
Airline approach to CAT III
p0260 A79-26533 
Aviation wide angle visual system /AWAVS/ - Visual 
system performance
p0281 A79-28161 
Operation and evaluation of the terminal 
configured vehicle mission simulator in an 
automated terminal area metering and spacing ATC 
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environment
p0335 A79-29899 
Simulators cutting the fuel bill --- review of 
airline, military, general aviation and Soviet 
trainers
p0398 179-32750 
Sidestick/Throttle Controller - An alternate 
approach
p0464 A79-38476 
A simulator investigation of roll response 
requirements for aircraft with 
rate-command/attitude-hold flight control 
systems in the landing approach and touchdown 
[kIll 79-1679]	 p0569 179-45342 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
[ABS 79-26]	 p0629 179-49078 
The T & ! simulator - A comparison with flight 
test results
p0643 179-50169 
Plight testing and simulator flight fidelity 
determination at Naval Air Test Center 
p0644 A79-50307 
Evaluation of a Low Fidelity Simulator (IFS) for 
instrument training 
[10-1058139]	 p0096 879-12102 
A program for determining flight simulator 
field-of-view requirements 
(AD-A058932]	 p0105 479-13063 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 1: Basic contact 
(10-1058416)	 p0105 479-13066 
The Total In-Plight Simulator (TIPS) aerodynamics 
and systems: Description and analysis 
maneuver control and gust alleviators 
[NASA-CB-158965]	 p0166 479-14113 
Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0179 479-15093 
Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 2B24) for 
maintaining instrument proficiency among 
instrument-rated army pilots 
[AD-A060557]	 p0181 479-15102 
Current deficiences in simulation for training 
p0222 479-15974 
Proposed advancements in simulation of atmospheric 
phenomena for improved training
p0223 479-15979 
Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft in 
natural and computer-generated turbulence and 
shear
p0223 479-15981 
Visibility modelling for a landing simulator with 
special reference to low visibility
p0223 479-15982 
Dynamic characteristics of flight simulator motion 
systems
p0224 479-15993 
The development and evaluation of a g seat for a 
high performance military aircraft training 
simulator
p0225 879-15994 
Six degrees of freedom large motion system for 
flight simulators
p0225 879-15995 
Differences between simulation and real world at 
the IABG air to air combat simulator with a wide 
angle visual system
-	
p0225 879-15997 
Two-segment approach investigation on a 
moving-base piloted flight simulator 
[VTH-LB-250]	 p0295 879-17880 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 1: 
Introduction and summary 
(AD-A062807)	 p0381 479-21037 
A-new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdovn simulator program. Volume 2: 
Analytical development 
[AD-A062808]	 p0381 879-21038 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 3: Program 
and description and users guide 
(AD-A062809]	
-	
p0381 879-21039 
A new baselime for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 4: Program 
listings 
[10-1062810]	 p0381 879-21040
PLIGHT TESTS 
Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT): 
Aerial refueling visual simulation-engineering 
(10-1063283)	 p0426 879-22118 
Active control for the Total-In-Plight simulator 
(ACTIPS) 
[NASA-CE-3118]	 p0487 879-23978 
An evaluation of turn anticipation techniques and 
offset flying procedures using a single-waypoint 
4818 system 
(AD-A066555)	 pO493 879-24974 
AAES laboratory simulator requirements (1-7 
aircraft) 
[AD-1066393]	 p0500 879-25041 
Optimal placement of regional flight simulators 
[AD-A060450]	 p0501 879-25043 
Design of an off-axis wide field-of-view visual 
display system for flight simulators 
(AD-A066530)	 p0501 879-25044 
Structuring of data systems: Psychophysiological 
data from the dynamic flight simulator 
[AD-A067175]	 p0544 879-27014 
F-15 flight simulator: Development and analysis 
of computer scoring algorithm 
[AD-A067765]	 p0556 879-27188 
Seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration 
cues to aircraft simulator pilot 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12149-2)	 p0673 879-31228 
Laboratory development of computer generated image 
displays for evaluation in terrain flight training 
[AD-A070065]	 p0674 879-31236 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[10-1072118]	 p0705 879-32198 - 
Simulation study of the operational 
characteristics of a two/three-dimensional 
multiwaypoint area navigation (RNAV) system 
pilot performance and flight echnical errors 
(AD-A073204)	 p0714 479-33183 
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
[NASA-TP-1520]	 p0715 479-33189 
PLIGHT STABILITY TESTS 
The evaluation and use of flying qualities 
considerations in conceptual design 
[lIlA PAPER 79-02321 	 p0144 179-19611 
Aircraft response to lateral gusts- Exploratory 
study
p0389 A79-32278 
A simulation of amphibious hovercraft overturning 
p0640 179-49904 
Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability 
in attitude-stabilized aircraft'
	 - 
p0641 179-49925 
Aeroservoelastic stability analysis of an airplane 
with a control augmentation system
p0305 879-19006 
In-flight handling qualities investigation of 
various longitudinal short term dynamics and 
direct lift control combinations for flight path 
tracking using DPVLR SF8 320 variable stability 
aircraft
p0660 479-30237 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on 
board ships 
[NLR-NP-78032-U]	 p0706 879-32204 
PLIGHT TECHNICAL EBROR 
U PILOT ERROR 
PLIGHT TEST INSTRUHENTS 
A general aviation flight test application of the 
on-board computer 
[SAE PAPER 790583]
	 p0453 179-36718 
Plight test verification of the ASSET system 
Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad 
- p0616 179-48622 
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft 
p0642 A79-50163 
Flight test technology development - A preview of 
DyNoTech --- dynamic modeling
p0645-179- 50435 
ARIA takeoff performance flight test program 
Advanced Range Instrumented Aircraft 
-	
p0646 179-501437 
PLIGHT TEST VEHICLES 
An air launched test vehicle for ejection seat 
parachutes
p0067 A79-14430 
PLIGHT TESTS 
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS 
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The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter 
certification 
[SAE PAPER 780550]	 p0005 179-10409 
An instrumentation modeling technique used in the 
identification of aerodynamic coefficients from 
flight test data 
[IA? PAPER 78-991	 p0016 179-11239 
GPS Phase I user equipment field tests 
p0063 179-14193 
The effectiveness of pilot warning instruments - 
An engineering model based upon flight test data 
p0065 179-14411 
Performance evaluation of the experimental BCAS 
/Beacon Collision Avoidance System/
p0065 A79-14412 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 A79-14978 
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
instrumentation
p0113 179-17583 
Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary 
results 
[ABS 78-05]	 p0119 A79-18132 
Design and development tests of a four-bladed 
light helicopter rotor system 
[ABS 78-071	 p0119 179-18134 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
[ABS 78-81]	 p0123 A79-18164 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
[ASS 78-42]	 p0123 A79-18165 
Testing of the TOW missile-configured AU-1T 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
[ABS 78-43]	 p0123 A79-18166 
Generalizing helicopter flight test performance 
data /GENFLF/ 
[ABS 78-48]	 p0123 A79-18167 
Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey 
flight tests 
[ABS 78-58]	 p0125 179-18179 
Status report on advanced development program 
utilizing circulation control rotor technology 
p0133 A79-18677 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification
p0134 179-18686 
Height-velocity diagram determination for twin 
engine helicopters - Some aspects of present 
regulations
p0137 A79-18702 
Engine life usage experience of YF17/TJ101 flight 
and ground testing 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-11] 	 p0149 179-19798 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-is 
airplane 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0102]	 p0200 179-23513 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft
p0210 179-24124 
Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I 
p0214 A79-24349 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 179-26527 
?-18 status report
p0259 179-26529 
Flight testing the Efir
p0259 A79-26530 
The Learjet Longhorn series - The first jets with 
winglets
p0260 179-26532 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0260 A79-26536 
Development and testing of a shipboard launched 
balloon system 
[hAl 790420]	 p0362 179-26631 
Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0614]	 p0271 179-26937 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report 
[ATAA 79-0708]	 p0277 A79-27371 
Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of 
three transport aircraft
[kIll PAPER 79-0651]
	 p0318 179-28966 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
[hAl 79-07381	 p0323 179-29049 
An X-22A flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 179-29484 
Aerodynamic development of the 727-100 
p0333 179-29594 
Flight test results --- for 727 aircraft 
p0333 179-29596 
Development of linear and non-linear hub springs 
for two-bladed rotors
p0344 179-31171 
Flying the Avro Arrow --- Canadian fighter 
aircraft tests
p0346 179-31612 
In-flight captive store loads compared with 
wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations 
p0407 A79-34595 
Spin flight research summary 
[SAE PAPER 790565]	 p0452 A79-36706 
Canadair Challenger flight test status 
[SAE PAPER 790602]	 p0455 A79-36134 
A new light twin using bonded metal construction 
[SAE PAPER 790603] 	 p0455 179-36735 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
p0461 A79-37296 
The test pilot in the airline industry or 'My bags 
are packed and I t m ready to go'
p0464 A79-38478 
Project Sunrise --- solar-powered aircraft flight 
demonstration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1264]	 p0410 A79-39010 
Design and performance of the propulsion system 
for the quiet short-haul research aircraft /QSRA/ 
[AAA PAPER 79-1313]	 p0510 179-40760 
Military-technology-related flight testing in the 
framework of'DPVLR/BWB cooperation - Status and 
perspectives
p0512 179-41233 
Advanced instrumentation and data evaluation 
techniques for flight tests --- of aircraft 
navigation systems
p0514 179-41777 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations 
[AIAA 79-1663]	 p0568 A79-45330 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
[AIAA 79-17023	 p0570 179-85357 
Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
(RIAA 79-1703)	 p0570 A79-45358 
Azimuth observability enhancement during INS 
in-flight alignment 
(AIlA 79-1706)	 p0570 A79-45360 
An improved lateral stability augmentation system 
for air-to-air tracking 
[AIAA 79-17733	 p0572 179-45402 
Initial results of an inflight simulation of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing 
(hAl 79-1783)	 p0572 179-45410 
Some early experiments in the development of a 
flying platform for aerodynamic testing 
p0603 179-47535 
Flight testing the circulation control wing 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1791)	 p0605 179-117880 
An improved method for load survey flight testing 
of military cargo aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1799]	 p0606 A79-47885 
Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a 
C-141A Starlifter 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1801]	 p0606 A79-47886 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1802)
	 p06O6 A79-47887 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- for 
aircraft flight characteristics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18033	 p0606 179-47888 
Winglet toe Out angle optimization for the Gates 
Learjet Longhorn Wing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1831]	 p0608 A79-47905 
Design of the circulation control wing STOL 
demonstrator aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1842)	 - p0609 179-47909 
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Flight test verification of the ASSET system
Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad 
p0616 179-48622 
Operational experience with the AN/ARN-131 Omega 
Navigation Set
p0619 179-48676 
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-tine 
data system for research, experimental, and 
prototype flight testing 
[ASS 79-50]	 p0632 A79-49102 
Flight investigation of helicopter IFS approaches 
to oil rigs using airborne weather and napping 
radar 
(ASS 79-52]	 p0633 179-49104 
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Research Aircraft 
(ABS 79-54]	 p0633 A79-49105 
XV-15 flight test results compared with design goals 
tAIAA PAPER 79-18391	 p0634 179-49336 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility 
p0635 A79-49344 
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics
p0639 A79-49818 
High sink-rate landing testing of Navy aircraft 
p0642 A79-50163 
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices 
aircraft performance prediction from 
thrust/lift/drag model
p0642 A79-50164 
Performance modelling methods --- in flight test 
programs
p0642 179-50167 
A computer system for identifying aircraft 
characteristics
p0642 A79-50168 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraction
p0644 179-50306 
Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity 
determination at Naval Air Test Center 
p0644 179-50307 
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-i 
bomber
p0645 A19-50429 
INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0 645 179-50430 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0645 179-50432 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
.maneuvers
p0645 179-50433 
Flight test teêhnology development - A preview of 
DyHolech --- dynamic modeling
p0645 179-50435 
- Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method 
for determining altitude system positioning errors 
p0645 179-50436 
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the F-16 flight control system
p0646 179-50438 
385-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 179-50441 
Testing the P-18 at the O.S. Naval Air Test Center 
p0646 179-50444 
Experiences with an airborne digital computer 
system for general aviation flight testing 
(hAl PAPER 79-18343	 P0684 A79-51248 
Flight demonstration of the AV-8R V/STOL concept 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1841]	 p0684 179-51249 
Recent results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
[kIll PAPER 79-1640]	 p0688 179-52548 
Doppler Hover System (DNS) flight test report 
(AD-A056777]	 p0036 N79-10053 
B-52B-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 1 
(with and without fins) flight test results - 
captive flight and drop test missions 
[NASA-CR-150855]	 p0091 N79-12065 
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation 
program 
(AD-1057928]	 p0092 N79-12071 
Testing the P-lB at the US Naval Air Test Center 
[AD-A058036]	 p0092 H79-12076
Am-1G helicopter main rotor flow survey 
[AD-A057443)	 .	 p0092 1179-12078 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
p0098 1179-12998 
Initial flight test of a Loran-C receiver/data 
collection system 
[NASA-CR-157629]	 p0100 1179-13018 
Design and test of the 172K fluidic rudder 
[NASA-CR-158974]	 p0104 1179-13055 
P. program for determining flight simulator 
field-of-view requirements 
[10-1058932]	 p0105 1179-13063 
Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for 
airborne use 
[10-1059329]	 p0160 1179-14059 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation system 
installed in the C-118 aircraft 
[10-1060154]	 p0161 1179-14077 
Natural icing flight tests and additional 
simulated icing tests of a Us-1H helicopter 
incorporating an electrothermal ice protection 
system 
[10-1059704]	 p0162 1179-14084 
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation 
experience 
[NASA-TM-72860]	 p0166 1179-14109 
TS-2A airtanker evaluation, phase 2 --- flight 
tests to determine maneuverability and 
controlability for forest fire service 
[10-1060940]	 p0172 N79-15034 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
(AGARD-CP-235)	 p0175 1179-15061 
Air Force Flight Test Center experience in the 
identification of stability and control 
parameters from dynamic flight test maneuvers 
p0177 579-15074 
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics from 
dynamic flight test data
p0177 1179-15075 
Aerodynamic interactions on the Fighter CCV test 
aircraft
p0177 579-15076 
Identification of unsteady effects in lift buildup 
p0178 N79-15083 
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft 
drag, performance, and stability 
[NASA-CE-158076]	 p0218 1179-15943 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight 
[10-1061134]	 p0235 579-16862 
The development of the 01ST I remotely piloted 
research vehicle for flight testing an active 
flutter suppression control system 
[NASA-CR-144881]	 p0291 1179-178149 
The need of stick force stability for 
attitude-stabilized aircraft, Part 2 
(NLB-TR'-77027-U]	 p0294 1479-17875 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 202 14-T3 and 7075-T6 
material 
[NLB-TR-76104-U]	 p0295 N79-18012 
F-18 status report
p0299 1479-18888 
Flight testing the KPIE
p0299 1479-18889 
The Learjet Longhorn series: The first jets with 
winglets
p0299 1179-18893 
Plight test techniques for low speed airfoil 
evaluation
p0352 B79-20001 
Guide to in-flight thrust measurement of turbojets 
and fan engines	 - 
[AGARD-AG-237]	 p0366 4479-20127 
Fundamentals of thrust measurement in flight 
p0366 N79-20128 
Thrust expressions, methodology, and options 
p0366 4479-20130 
Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests 
[AGARD-R-672]	 p0367 1479-20137 
AGARD flight test instrumentation series. Volume 
9: Aeroelastic flight test techniques and 
instrumentation 
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-9]	 p0367 1479-20138 
A new dimension. Wallops Island flight test 
range: The first fifteen years 
[NASA-RP-1028]	 p0368 1479-20166 
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Inflight utilization of an optical fiber 
transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft 
p0376 179-20986 
The problem: Aircraft in transonic flight 
p0376 179-20991 
Flight test techniques for a transonic aircraft 
p0377 179-20997 
Important factors in the maximum likelihood 
analysis of flight test maneuvers 
(NASA-TP-1459]	 p0825 179-22113 
Flight investigation of piloting techniques and 
crosswind limitations using a research type 
crosswind landing gear 
[NASA-TP-1423]	 p0430 179-23012 
Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor (STOPS) 
flight test report 
(10-1065018)	 p0438 179-23100 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel --- T-33 aircraft 
(AAAF-NT-78-17] 	 p0838 179-23104 
Polar lift and drag determination during flight 
tests 
(NBB-UP!-1410-0]	 p0495 179-24986 
Determination of subcritical frequency and damping 
from 8-1 flight flutter test data 
(NASA-CE-3152]	 p0503 179-25426 
High altitude altimeter flight test 
[10-1066904]	 p0542 179-26054 
A flight investigation of basic performance 
characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter 
(NASA-T8-80112] 	 p0547 179-27097 
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing 
with liquid hydrogen 
[NASA-TN-79196]	 p0551 179-27140 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
ARL/AERO-NOTE-379]	 p0580 179-28144 
CE-113 crash position indicator flight trials 
{AETE-78/39]	 p0591 179-29156 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
[ARL/SYS-140T1-60]	 p0593 179-29180 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility 
(NASA-TP-1473)	 p0595 179-29199 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft 
{NASA-TN-80510] 	 p0651 N79-30173 
AR-1G helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
[AD-A069828]	 p0652 179-30177 
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test, 
OV-1C takeoff performance 
[10-1069827]	 p0652 179-30178 
The development and in-flight evaluation of a 
triplex digital antostabilization system for a 
helicopter
p0855 179-30200 
ocu, the Guidance and Control Omit for all weather 
approach
p0657 179-30213 
Design guidance from fighter ccv flight evaluations 
p0659 179-30235 
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 179-30236 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results from cruising 
flight: Airbus and Concorde --- conferences 
[NASA-TM-75238] 	 p0663 179-31136 
Lateral aerodynamics extracted from flight test 
using a parameter estimation method 
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-380]	 p0664 H79-31146 
Flight performance of the TCV B-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TBSB/NLS guidance 
(NASA-TM-80148]	 p0667 179-31186 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
(NASA-CR-144885]	 p0668 179-31193 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CH-47C with 
fiberglass rotor blades with T55-L-712 engines 
[10-1069891]	 p0705 179-32199 
Survey and evaluation of potential real-time 
interactive flight test facilities for the 8-1 
[iD-1070343]	 p0708 179-32222 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
[NASA-TN-X-3250]	 p0712 179-33159 
Flight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system 
[10-1071648]	 p0715 179-33195 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation OH-58C 
helicopter 
(10-1071699)	 p0715 179-33196 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AR-is 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (AR-1S/ECAS) 
[AD-1071343]	 p0716 179-33198 
A review of some head-up display formats --- tests 
on sensing equipment for flights following 
partly visible terrain close to the ground 
[NASA-TP-1499]	 p0716 179-33201 
PLIGHT TRAINING 
The air combat maneuvering range /ACME/, a new 
approach to aircrew training
p0053 179-13220 
360-deg non-programmed visual display --- for 
flight training
p0071 179-15152 
The development and use of simulators for 
helicopter flight training in the Royal Navy 
p0186 179-20791 
Visual simulation devices for flight training 
simulators --- Russian book
p0259 179-26354 
Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop 
T-44A Operational Flight Trainer 
[AAA 79-1637]	 p0567 179-45317 
Dutch roll excitation and recovery techniques on a 
C-1411 Starlifter 
[kIll PAPER 79-1801)	 p0606 179-47886 
Evaluation of a Low Fidelity Simulator (IFS) for 
instrument training 
[10-1058139]	 p0096 179-12102 
Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 2824) for 
maintaining instrument proficiency among 
instrument-rated army pilots 
[10-1060557]	 p0181 179-15102 
Visual criteria for out of the cockpit visual scenes 
p0222 179-15976 
PLIGHT VEHICLES 
Fundamentals of the electrical equipment of flight 
vehicles. Parts 1 & 2 --- Russian book 
p0059 179-13975 
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during 
multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation 
p0069 179-14869 
optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization 
systems with orthogonal filters
p0069 179-14871 
Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
systems --- Russian book
p0115 179-17675 
Computer calculation of aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft at supersonic 
velocities
p0191 179-21634 
A model of external burning propulsion 
[1111 PAPER 79-0358]	 p0201 179-23549 
Informativeness and effectiveness of digital 
command-generating devices --- flight vehicle 
onboard computers
p0851 179-36588 
Gas turbines for flight vehicle engines: Theory, 
design, and calculation /Third review and 
enlarged edition/ --- Russian book
p0644 179-50821 
PLIR DETECTORS 
Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated 
system including FLIH and laser range finder 
p0150 179-19900 
Reliability growth on 8-52 FIll system 
p0248 179-24958 
FLOATS 
Inflatable survival systems for helicopters 
p0403 A79-33624 
FLOORS 
Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low 
smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft 
floor paneling
p0087 179-12033 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
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( AD-A062097]	 p0361 N79-20084 
FLORIDA 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
(RASH) at area C-62, Eglin APR, FL 
[AD-A061371]	 p0230 N79-16820 
Ground winds for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, 
1979 revision 
(NASA-TN-78229]	 p0504 N79-25662 
FLOTATION ST STEWS 
U FLOATS 
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT ?LOW VELOCITY 
Features of flow past slotted wings
p0022 A79-12236 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on 
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135]	 p0142 179-19554 
Boundary layer induced secondary flows due to 
wing-body interference 
(1111 PAPER 19-0140)	 p0142 179-19557 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic 
centrifugal impeller 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-21	 p0195 179-22327 
Experimental investigation of the effect of 
surface discontinuity on step-backward flow 
p0273 179-27000 
The effect of slot configuration and arrangement 
on the characteristics of jet flow 
tNAL-TN-195]	 P0337 179-30377 
Gas flow in nozzles --- Russian book
p0347 179-32025 
Investigation of the regimes of flowpast the 
upper surfaces of delta wings with shock waves 
separated from the leading edges
p0410 179-35110 
Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing 
near the free surface of a ponderable fluid 
p0410 179-35155 
Determination of cooling air mass flow for a 
horizontally-opposed aircraft engine installation 
(SAE PAPER 790609]	 p01456 179-36740 
An analysis of air intakes in the boundary layer 
p0526 A19-42562 
A procedure for analyzing transonic flow over 
harmonically oscillating airfoils
p0352 N79-20003 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow 
characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79134]	 p01486 N79-23969 
Turbulence characteristics of ccmpressor discharge 
flows --- JT9D engine tests
p0496 N79-24995 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit 
flow of a General Electric CF6-50 engine 
p0496 N79-24996 
Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal 
characteristics of wings with small and moderate 
aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in 
incompressible flow 
(DLE-FB-78-26]	 p0650 N79-30161 
PLOW COEFFICIENTS 
NT DISCHARGE CoEypIctUT 
FLOW DEFLECTION 
Determination of the deflection angle of a jet 
impinging on a deflector with an end plate 
for thrust reversers
D0082 179-16789 
The 1-4-1 system of jack movements for the 
flexible liners of supersonic wind tunnels 
p0261 179-26594 Determination of turning angle of a jet impinging 
on a bucket with visor --- for thrust reversers 
p0613 179-48500 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
computer program for determining aerodynamic 
coefficients and flow deflection 
tBNVG-PBWT-77-27]	 p0287 N79-17814 
FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS 
NT WIND VANES 
Miniature flow-direction and airspeed sensor for 
airplanes and radio controlled models in spin 
studies 
(NASA-TP-1467]	 p0435 N79-23081 
FLOW DISTORTION 
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbomachine annuli
[ASHE PAPER 78-GT-109]	 p0001 179-10260 
Small perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating 
disturbances in a vaneless diffuser 
[AS!! PAPER 78-GT-154]
	 p0002 179-10270 
Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines 
[SAE ARP 1420]	 p0018 179-11624 
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow 
perturbations
p0138 179-19313 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on F—is inlet instantaneous distortion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0104]	 p0141 179-19533 
Numerical investigations on the generation and 
development of rotating stalls 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-5] 	 p0149 179-19793 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-34)	 p0196 179-22335 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 179-24221 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-U theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05771	 p0269 179-26911 
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable 
height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow 
[lIlA 79-7002]	 p0327 179-29378 
Effects of inlet distortions on a multi-stage 
compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion 
[AIAA 79-7003]	 p0327 179-29379 
A general solution for distorted flows in cascades 
of aerofoils 
[158! PAPER 79-GT-65]	 p0391 A79-32353 
The prediction of steady, circumferential rressure 
and temperature distortions in multistage axial 
flow compressors 
[AS!! PAPER 79-GT-184]	 p0396 179-32443 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1309]	 p0471 179-39031 
Method of determining non-steady-state force 
characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine 
blades from the streamflow pattern
p0473 179-39071 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine testing 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1185]	 p0510 179-40152 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
[ONERA, TN NO. 1979-30]	 p0647 A79-50925 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of sonic 
flow past airfoil profiles
p0684 A79-51347 
A method for calculating the potential flow around 
a system of aerodynamic profiles in an 
incompressible fluid
p0685 179-51684 
Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an axial 
flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) 
[NASA-CE-157842]	 p0099 N79-13009 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
[RASA-TN-79066]	 p0226 N79-16300 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-D theory 
(NASA-TN-79082]	 p0227 N79-16647 
Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the 
surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on 
axial flow compressors
p0307 N79-19363 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions 
(NASA-CR-158522]	 p0421 N79-22087 
In experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
[AD-A064776)	 p0436 0179-23089 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the 
stall margin of a .385-21 turbojet engine 
[NASA-TW-79123] 	 p0486 N79-23968 
Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
response to inlet radial and circumferential 
distortion 
NASA-TP-1 278]
	
p0583 N79-28177 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbomachine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
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FLOW DISTEIBUTIOW 
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-71
	
p0008 A79-10776
Measurement of flow fields around an airfoil 
section with separation
p0012 A79-10868 
Measurements in an axisymmetric turbulent boundary 
layer with weak and strong three-dimensional 
disturbances
p0052 A79-13151 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-81]	 p0060 A79-13991
Flow field calibration results for the AEDC High 
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /BEAT/ 
pO114 A79-17622 
An investigation of the influence of fuselage flow 
field on rotor loads, and the effects of vehicle 
configuration
p0129 A79-18644 
Aerodynamic-effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00981	 p0139 A79-19501 
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating 
compressible flow about three-dimensional inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0081]	 p0191 A79-19524 
Fin-cone interference flow field 
(AIAA PAPER 79-02001	 p0143A79-19595 
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of 
flow fields below VTOL vehicles in ground 
proximity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0338]	 p0145 A79-19675 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in 
supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a 
bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave 
fitting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0379) 	 p0147 A79-19698 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0 153 A79-20101 
An alternating direction explicit method for 
computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields 
in turbomachines 
[SAE PAPER 7810011	 p0256 A79-25884 
Study of the- flow field behind a transonic axial 
compressor rotor using laser-anesoletry and 
unsteady pressure measurements 
[AIAA 79-7034]	 p0330 A79-29405
The inverse problem for multiconnected airfoil 
systems
p0334 A79-29702 
Small disturbance swirl flow in turbomachinery 
bladings
p0334 A79-29705 
Flow past a small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex filament breakdown
p0349 A79-32054 
Experimental study on diffusers for mixed-flow 
machines 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1203	 p0399 A79-32936 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field of a large 
scale V/ST, aircraft in ground effect 
[AIA& PAPER 79-1184] 	 p0968 A79-38974
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the - 
design of turbosachinery 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1231]	 p0470 A79-38995
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
p0473 A79-39059 
Numerical solution for the flow field of a body 
with jet 
[AIAA 79-1452]	 p0565 A79-45258
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
AIAA 79-11156] 	 p0565 P.79-45261 
Three-dimensional coordinates about wings 	 - - 
[AIAA 79-1461)	 p0565 P.79-45265
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
[AXAA 79-1649]	 p0567 A79-45325 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scraijet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-14821	 p0574 P.79-46686 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
• [AIAA PAPER 79-1500)	 p0575 A79-466911
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1501]	 p0575 A79-46695-
A careful numerical study of flow fields about 
external conical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1511]	 p0575 A79-46701 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for 
wing-fuselage combinations --- transonic 
potential flow 
[lEAP. PAPER 79-1513] 	 p0575 179-46702 
The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on 
the lean flow-field of a transonic compressor 
[AXAA PAPER 79-1515)	 p0575 A79-46703 
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
[AIAP. PAPER 79-1516]	 p0576 A79-46704 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1530]	 p0576 P.79-46712 
Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic 
wind tunnels 
(hAl PAPER 79-1532]	 p0576 A79-116714 
The prediction of the turbulent flow field about 
an isolated airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1543)	 p0577 A79-46719 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 A79-51241 
llowfield chemistry effects on stability of 
blunted slender cones 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-1630) 	 p0688 A79-52547 
Combustor modelling for scramjet engines 
p0689 P.79-52675 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
p0032 1179-10018 
A computer program for the calculation of the flow 
field in supersonic mixed-compression inlets at 
angle of attack using the three-dimensional 
method of characteristics with discrete shock 
wave fitting 
[-NASA-TM-78947]	 p0033 1179-10023 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
[AD-A056513]	 p0043 1179-11003 
Flow-field in a vortex with breakdown above sharp 
edged delta wings 
[NASA-Tfl-75339]	 .	 p0086 1179-12017 
Compressible viscous flovfields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
(AD-A059231]	 p0086 979-12022 
Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady 
flowfields near Mach 1, 
[AD-A060789]	 p0170 1179-15010 
The use of panel methods for stability derivatives 
p0178 1179-15081 
Non-conical flow past slender wings with leading 
edge vortex sheets 
(ARC-R/M-3814)	 p0216 1119-15920 
The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
of fountains and some far field temperature 
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft 
ground effect 
[AD-A061335]	 p0232 1179-16843 
An improved supersonic, three-dimensional, 
external, inviscid flow field code 
(NASA-CR-3108]	 p0286 1179-17807 
Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due 
to wing-jet interaction 
[RASA-CE-158349]	 p0301 1179-18917 
Wings
p0301 1179-18921 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil , design
p0301 1179-18946 
Research on self-correcting wind tunnels 
p0351 1179-19992 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous- flow over airfoils 
- p0357 1179-20045 
Application of the P.111 c sub 1 sub max prediction 
method to a number of airfoils
p0358 N79-20052 
Studies of self streamlining wind tunnel real and 
imaginary flows 
(NASA-cR-158831)-	 p0368 1179-20142 
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Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on 
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
nozzle geometry 
[NAS&-Tfl-79095]	 p0375 879-20830 
A correlation of mixing noise from coannular jets 
with inverted flow profiles 
rNASA-TP-13011	 p0428 879-22849 
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic 
loads, and model flow-field characteristics 
obtained in the AEDC PWT/4T and VFK/A wind 
tunnels at Mach number 1.63 
[10-1065137]	 p0431 879-23017 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction 
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge 
[AD-A065181]	 p0431 879-23020 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
(10-1065632]	 p0431 879-23028 
Wall interference effects
p0439 879-23113 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field around a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[NASA-CR-152212]	 p0544 879-26374 
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of 
finite thickness 
[1Lm23]	 pO51I8 N79-27103 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation 
p0579 879-28122 
Prerotation in centrifugal pumps: Design criteria 
p0588 879-28574 
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic 
speeds using a laser velocimeter 
(10-1068328]	 p0590 879-29149 
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft configurations 
[10-1069732]	 p0650 879-30151 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry holes, 3 
(NASA-TM-75030]	 p0670 879-31206 
Helicopter flow field analysis 
[AD-A069542]	 p0702 879-32174 
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex 
generation process 
[NASA-CB-3184]	 p0712 879-33162 
FLOW EQUATIONS 
NT VON KAR8A14 EQUATION 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
poolg 179-12138 
Calculation of the flow with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
pOO58 179-13295 
A generalized-capacity-pressure-rotational 
velocity 6 equation for axial turbines 
p0316 179-28718 
On some methods for the numerical simulation of 
flows with complex structure
p04O8 179-34691 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 179-35895 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver

for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
[lilA 79-14651	 p0565 179-45269 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
[RNVGFBWT78-4]	 p0288 879-17816 
Viscous flows in centrifugal compressors 
p0308 879-19387 
A new flow model for highly separated airfoil 
flows at low speeds
p0358 879-20053 
Axial flow turbines --- flow relations and equations 
-	
p0422 879-22092 
FLOW FIELDS 
U FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
FLOW GEOMETRY 
Design of two-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0067 A79-14517
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept 
wing with a high angle of attack 
(ONERA. TP NO. 1978-124]	 p0128 179-18554 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
p0137 179-18837 
Three dimensional modelling of cascade flows 
(1111 PAPER 79-0047)	 p0139 179-19500 
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow 
downstream of row of jets discharging normally 
into a free stream
p0248 179-25065 
Generation of body-fitted coordinates for turbine 
cascades using multigrid 
(AIAA 79-7049)	 p0331 179-29417 
Optimal selection of the geometrical 
characteristics of the reversing channel of a

small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas

for aircraft auxiliary power systems 
p0450 A79-36583 
Influence of the flow angle on the characteristics 
of an elbow-shaped air intake --- of gas turbine 
engines
p0450 179-36585 
The-cloud-in-cell- technique applied to the roll 
up of vortex sheets
p0461 179-37725 
Profiling of two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
nozzles and calculation of their flows 
p0463 A79-38168 
Effect of base cavities on the aerodynamic drag of 
an axisyminetric cylinder,
p0535 179-43711 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energization 
(lilA 79-1631)	 p0566 179-45312 
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 179-47520 
Flow patterns and aerodynamic characteristics of 
wing with strake 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1877] 	 p0610 179-47928 
The effect of short regions of high surface 
curvature on turbulent boundary layers 
p0687 179-52273 
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
[NASA-T8-79208]	 p0558 879-27930 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and 
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan 
engine 
(NASA-TM-79237]	 p0653 N79-30187 
FLOW MEASUREMENT 
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor 
(158! PAPER 78-GT-7)
	 p0008 179-10776 
Measurement of flow fields around an airfoil 
section with separation
p0012 179-10868 
Experimental method for investigating preintake 
vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes 
p0016 179-11367 
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent 
boundary layer on a yawed flat plate induced by 
leading edge Vortex
p0052 179-13150 
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147] 	 p0127 179-18534 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
[1111 PAPER 79-0147]	 p0143 179-19564 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 179-20761 
Pitot-tubes at 90 and 180 degrees of yaw 
p0186 179-20793 
Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows 
in turbomachines 
(ONERA, VP 80. 1979-591	 p0474 179-39095 
Experimental studies of axial and radial 
compressors by means of new measurement techniques 
p0512 179-41237 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 179-42029 
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements 
[1111 PAPER 79-1501]	 p0575 179-46695 
Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic 
wind tunnels 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1532]	 p0576 179-46714 
Experimental study of the turbulent wake 
downstream of a fan jet
p0613 179-48507 
Measurement of aircraft wakes at 250-meter 
altitude with a 10.6-micron CE laser Doppler 
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velociueter
p0691 179-53517 
A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled wing 
(81SATP1266)	 p0157 879-14019 
Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over 
a NASA supercritical profile 
tNASA-CR-111888]
	
p0215 879-15904 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(NASA-CR-3067)	 p0234 879-16853 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method
p0383 879-21070 
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
(AAAP-NT-78-07)	 p0440 879-23117 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry holes, 3 
[NASA-TM-75430]	 p0670 879-31206 
PLOW PATTERNS 
U PLOW DISTRIBUTION 
PLOW RATE 
U FLOW VELOCITY 
PLOW REGULATORS 
NT FUEL FLOW REGULATORS 
Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic 
servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor 
p0348 A79-32027 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic 
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
p0695 179-54031 
PLOW RESISTAICE 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
MT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the 
feeder line on the operation of safety valves 
p0185 179-20760, 
Formulation of empirical formulas for calculating 
the hydraulic resistance of networks 
aircraft deicing and air-conditioning systems 
p0451 179-36593 
PLOW SEPARATION 
U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
U SEPARATED PLOW 
PLOW STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LATER STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
Axial compressor operation with radially 
nonuniform inflow
p0280 179-27743 
Some experimental results connected with the 
transonic instabilities on an airfoil 
p0398 A79-32671 
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets 
p0513 179-41414 
Application of stability theory to laminar flow 
control 
[1111 PAPER 79-14931	 p0574 179-46691 
Laminar flow stabilization by surface cooling on 
hydrogen fueled aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1863] 	 p0610 A79-47920 
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
[311050]	 p0105 879-13062 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
[NASA-TP-1452]
	 p0423 879-22099 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 879-27178 
A throat-bypass stability-bleed system using 
relief valves to increase the transient 
stability of a mixed-compression inlet --- !P-12 
aircraft inlet tests in the Lewis 10 by 10 ft 
supersonic wind tunnel 
(NASA-TP-1083]	 p0583 879-28176 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions, etc.
p0587 1179-28560 
PLOW THEORY 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at 
the trailing edge of a slender wing
p0019 A79-12127 
Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
hypersonic flow
p0059 179-13976
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
p0127 A79-18398 
Operation of a multistage 'axial compressor with 
nontwisted blades from viewpoint of 
three-dimensional axisymmetric flow theory 
p0138 179-19382 
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 A79-24215 
On the design of thin subsonic airfoils 
p0324 179-29052 
The wing section theory of Kutta and Zhukovski 
p0334 A79-29701 
The inverse problem for multiconnected airfoil
	 - 
systems
p0334 179-29702 
Lectures on hydroaeromechanics --- Russian book 
p0449 179-36347 
Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic 
speeds
p0604 179-47750 
Aerodynamics for engineers --- Book
p0644 179-50375 
Transonic flows in turbonachinery. Volume 1: 
Theory, part 2 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-59-1-PT-2]	 p0443 879-23425 
Mechanics of boundary layer transition, part 2: 
Instability and transition to turbulence 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-3-PT-2]	 p0676 B79-31530 
PLOW VELOCITY 
Investigation of the profile drag and the mean and 
pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by 
means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0020 179-12151 
Approximate calculation of the velocity field and 
the motion of vortices in the wake of a 
low-flying biplane
p0021 179-12198 
Inverse mixed problem for a profile with a 
prescribed velocity distribution on one of its 
sides and a known thickness distribution 
p0029 179-12970 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(1111 PAPER 79-0147)
	 p0143 179-19564 
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows 
applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge 
flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0284]
	 p0144 179-19644 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-9]	 p0339 179-30507 
Study of lean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-33]
	 p0340 179-30519 
The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure 
and temperature distortions in multistage axial 
flow compressors 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-184]	 p0396 179-32443 
Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas 
mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows 
p0450 179-36423 
Turbulent wake measurements with a laser velocimeter 
(hAl PAPER 79-1087)	 p0462 179-38058 
LDV measurements on propellers
p0625 179-49052 
Installation of icing tests
p0031 879-10007 PLOW VISUALIZATION 
NT NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION 
Jet curtain flameholder for aircraft afterburners 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-95]	 p0007 A79-10761 
Plow around a circular cylinder near a plane 
boundary
p0137 179-18844 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0042]
	 p0138 A79-19495 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
(lIlA PAPER 79-05521	 p0254 179-25863 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
(1111 PAPER 79-0603]	 p0268 179-26907 
The effect of swirl on.a ramjet dump combustor 
(AIAA 79-7042)	 p0330 A79-29411 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1291
	 p0394 A79-32398 
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Making fluid flows visible
p0449 A79-36373 
Application of a laminar lighting device to the 
smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind 
tunnels 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-821 p0513 A79-41304 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 179-43223 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energization 
(AIAA 79-16311	 p0566 A79-45312 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
[AIA& 79-1649]	 p0567 A79-45325 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1530]	 p0576 A79-86712 
Aerodynamics of spoiler control devices 
(AIAA PAPER 7971873]	 p061O A79-47925 
LOT measurements on propellers
p0625 A79-49052 
Test technique development in interference free 
testing, flow visualization, and remote control 
model, technology at Langley's Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel
p0679 A79-51093 
Experimental investigation of the subwing tip and 
its vortex structure 	 - 
(NASA-CE-3058]	 p0099 N79-13005 
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the F-15 
(NASA-CR-144878]	 p0298 1179-18286 
Visualization of the separation and subsequent 
transition near the leading edge of airfoils 
p0351 N79-19995 
Visualisations and calculations of air intakes at
high angles of attack and low Reynolds number 
Navier-Stokes equation
p0415 N79-22030 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferometry 
(AD-A067233]	 p0543 N79-26073 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-wing concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80057] 	 p0649 N79-30147 
PLO VMETERS 
NT NOT-WIRE PLOWNETERS 
Advanced technology fuel mass flowmeter 
[AD-A063963]	 p0424 N79-22108 
FLUID AMPLIFICATION 
U FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
NT JET AMPLIFIERS 
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic. drives 
Russian book
p0185 A79-20671 
Investigation of a low-cost servoactuator for HYSAS 
(AD-A059188)	 p0104 M79-13059 
FLUID BOUNDARIES 
NT LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES 
Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells 
aircraft vibrational analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0237] 	 p0145 A79-19674 
FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT AERODYNAMICS 
NT AEEOTHBRMODTNAMICS 
NT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT GAS DYNAMICS 
NT HYDRODYNAMICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
NT SUPERSONICS 
Performance estimation of partial admission turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-123]	 p0393 A79-32392 
Radial equilibrium in axial turbomachines 
p0461 A79-37828 
Transonic 3-0 flow analysis of compressor cascade 
with splinter vanes 
[AD-A057504]	 p0044 979-11004 
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics 
(AGARD-AR-128)	 p0087 N79-12028 
Outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow 
cascades
p0305 N79-18997 
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal 
- compressors	 -
p0427 N79-22508 
Aerodynamics 
(RASA-TT-P-765]	 p0480 N79-23908 
Design of shock-free transonic flow in 
turbomachinery 
(AD-1067703)	 p0551 N79-27144 
Contributions to fluid mechanics
p0676 N79-31524 
FLUID FILMS 
High efficiency fluid film thrust bearings for 
turbomachinery
p0024 A79-12371 
Topics in fluid film bearing and rotor bearing 
system design and optimization; Proceedings of 
the Design Engineering Conference, Chicago, 
Ill., April 17-20, 1978
p0075 A79-16010 
Stability and unbalance response of centrally 
preloaded rotors mounted in journal and squeeze 
film bearings
p0349 A79-32085 
Oil squeeze film dampers for reducing vibration of 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
(AS!!! PAPER 79-GT-133] 	 .	 p0394 A79-32402 
FLUID FILTERS 
NT AIR FILTERS 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
condition in a contaminated lubricant 
(AS!!! PAPER 78-LUB-341	 p0199 A79-23246 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
(BLL-RISLEY-TR-3308-(9091.9F) ] ,
	
p0292 N79-17856 
FLUID PLOW 
NT AIR FLOW 
NT AIR JETS 
NT ANNULAR PLOW 
NT AXIAL FLOW 
NT AXISYNMETRIC FLOW 
NT BASE FLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LATER PLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LATER SEPARATION 
NT CASCADE FLOW 
NT CAVITATION PLOW 
NT CHANNEL FLOW 
NT COAXIAL FLOW 
NT COMBUSTIBLE FLOW 
NT COMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
NT CONICAL PLOW 
NT CONTINUUM FLOW 
NT CORE FLOW 
NT CORNER FLOW 
NT CROSS FLOW 
NT DUCTED FLOW 
NT FREE PLOW 
NT FREE MOLECULAR FLOW 
NT FUEL FLOW 
NT GAS FLOW 
NT HARTNANN FLOW 
NT HELICAL PLOW 
NT HYPERSONIC FLOW 
NT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
NT INLET FLOW 
NT INVISCID FLOW 
NT ISOTHERMAL FLOW 
NI JET FLOW 
NT JET MIXING FLOW 
NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT LAMINAR FLOW 
NT LIQUID PLOW 
NI MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC PLOW 
NT MASS PLOW 
NT MERIDIONAL PLOW 
NT MOLECULAR PLOW 
NT MULTIPHASE FLOW 
NT NONEQOILIBRIUM FLOW 
NT NONNEWYORIAN FLOW 
NT NONUNIFORM PLOW . 
NT NOZZLE PLOW 
NT ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
NT ORIFICE FLOW 
NT OSCILLATING FLOW 
NT OUTLET FLOW 
NT PARALLEL PLOW 
NT PERIPHERAL JET PLOW 
NT PIPE FLOW 
NT POTENTIAL PLOW 
NT RADIAL PLOW 
NT REATTACHED FLOW 
NT RECIRCULATIVE FLUID PLOW 
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NT REVERSED FLOW 
NT SECONDARY PLOW 
NT SEPARATED PLOW 
NT SHEAR PLOW
	 - 
NT SLIP FLOW 
NT SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW 
NT STEADY FLOW 
NT STOKES FLOW 
NT SUBSONIC PLOW 
NT SUPERCRITICAL FLOW 
NT SUPERSONIC FLOW 
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOW 
NT TRANSITION FLOW 
NT TRANSONIC FLOW 
NT TURBULENT PLOW 
N? TWO DIMENSIONAL PLOW 
NT TWO PHASE FLOW 
NT UNIFORM PLOW 
NT UNSTEADY FLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
NT VISCOUS FLOW 
NT WALL PLOW 
Aerodynamics of fluid flow engines 
[DGLR PAPER 78-2261	 p0183 179-20483 
Experimental study on diffusers for mixed-flow 
machines 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-120]	 p0399 179-32936 
Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing 
near the free surface of a ponderable fluid 
p0410 179-35155 
Lectures on hydroaeromecbanics --- Russian book 
p0449 179-36347 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 179-51241 
Axial flow turbines --- flow relations and equations 
p0422 N79-22092 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0439 N79-23108 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: High-wing model B 
(NASACR-3097]	 p0649 N79-30145 
FLUID INJECTION 
NT GAS INJECTION 
NT LIQUID INJECTION 
NT WATER INJECTION 
Aerodynamic effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0048]	 p0139 179-19501 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
[15MB PAPER 78-GT-24]
	 p0195 A79-22330 
Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector 
p0279 A79-27731 
FLUID JET AMPLIFIERS 
U FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
U JET AMPLIFIERS 
FLUID JUTS 
NT AIR JETS 
NT FREE JETS 
NT GAS JETS 
Jet propulsion for ACV's and hydrofoils 
p0604 179-47847 
FLUID MECHANICS 
NT AERODYNAMICS 
NT AENOTHERHODYNANICS 
NT FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT GAS DYNAMICS 
NT HYDRODYNAMICS 
NT HYDRONECHANICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
NT SUPERSONICS 
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics 
and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind 
tunnel-computer integration 
[DGLR PAPER 78-2291	 p0184 179-20485 
Surge-induced structural loads in gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-91]	 P0392 179-32368 
Fluid mechanical refracting gas prism and 
aerodynamics of E - beam sustained discharge in 
supersonic flow, both applicable to laser 
technology 
[10-1062390]	 p0371 179-20374
Aerodynamics 
[NASA-TT-F-765)	 p0480 N19-23908 
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest, fall 1978 
[AD-A069044]	 p0600 N79-30134 
Contributions to experimental fluid mechanics 
development of aerodynamics test facilities in 
Germany following World War 2
p0673 N79-31229 
Contributions to fluid mechanics 
FLUID POWER 
HYPOSH (Hydraulic Power Sharing system) 
[AD-A061408]	 p0235 N79-16863 
FLUID TRANSMISSION LINES 
Transmission seal development 
[NASA-CE-135372]	 p0039 N79-10423 
FLUID TRANSPIRATION 
U TRANSPIRATION 
FLUIDIC CIRCUITS 
Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic 
servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor 
p0348 179-32027 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic 
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
p0695 179-54031 
FLUIDICS 
Design and test of the 172K fluidic rudder 
[NASA-CR-1589714]	 p0104 N79-13055 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
[AD-A063147)	 p0311 N79-20348 
Research and evaluation program on a backup 
control system for gas turbine engines 
[AD-A064326]	 p0424 1179-22107 
FLUIDIZED BED PROCESSORS 
Fluidized bed gas turbine experimental unit for 
MIUS applications 
(ORNL/HUD/MIUS-32) 	 p0169 N79-14564 
FLUORESCENCE 
Present and potential capabilities of 
three-dimensional displays using sequential 
excitation of fluorescence
pOO19 179-12033 
An aircraft compatible laser induced fluorescence 
system - In situ and remote measurements of 
trace gases 
FLUORESCENT EMISSION 
U FLUORESCENCE 
FLUORINE COMPOUNDS 
NT PLUORO COMPOUNDS 
NT POLYTETRAPLUOROETHYLENE 
PLUORO COMPOUNDS 
NT POLYTETRAPLUOROETHYLEN! 
Description and preliminary calibration results 
for the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel 
[NASA-TM-788001	 p0105 N79-13061 
PLUOROPOLYMERS 
NT POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE 
NT TEFLON (TRADEMARK) 
FLUOROSCOPE 
Automatic scanning inspection of composite

helicopter structure using an advanced 
technology fluoroscopic system 
[ABS 79-35]	 p0631 179-49087 
FLUTING 
U GROOVING 
FLUTTER 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TRANSONIC PLOTTER 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls - Review of developments and 
applications based on the aerodynamic energy 
concept
pO156 A79-20128 
Some observations on four current subjects related 
to aeroelastic stability
p0602 179-47093 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid- rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 1: Summary 
[NASA-CR-150833]	 p0035 N79-10048 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and load analysis results 
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	 FLUX (RATE) 
(NASA-CR-150834)	 p0036 1179-100149 
Weight optimisation with flutter constraints 
(ARC-R/8-3823)	 p0222 1179-15972 
The development of the EAST I remotely piloted 
research vehicle for flight testing an active 
flutter suppression control system 
(NASA-CR-144881]	 p0291 1179-17849 
Turbomachinery flutter: Introductory concepts 
p0307 1179-19353 
Identification of various flutter regimes and 
discussion of dynamic stall
p0307 1179-193514 
Research on the flutter of axial turbonachine 
blading 
[10-1063102]	 p0366 1179-20126 
Excitation and analysis technique for flutter tests 
[101140-8-672)	 p0367 1179-20137 
Treatment of the control mechanisms of light 
airplanes in the flutter clearance process 
p0545 1179-27078 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
(AGARD-CP-248]	 p0551 1179-27148 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 1179-28121 
A method for obtaining practical 
flutter-suppression control laws using results 
of optimal control theory 
(NASA-TP-1471)	 p0588 1179-28614 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 1179-30221 
FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-194)	 p0011 179-10817 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0027 179-12599 
Synthesis and analysis of systems for active 
control and suppression of flutter of flying craft 
p0027 179-12755 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
p0028 179-12963 
Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade 
vibrational energy dissipation
p0068 179-148145 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 179-14848 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
p0069 179-14865 
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during 
multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation 
p0069 179-14869 
Comparative study between two different active 
flutter suppression systems
p0081 179-16495 
Analysis of free torsional rotor blade 
oscillaticns under special consideration of 
asymmetric awash-plate support
p0131 119-18660 
Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft
with special nonlinear structural properties 
p0207 179-24073 
On the role of shocks in the sb_transonicI 
flatter phenomenon 
(AIAA79-0765]	 p0320 179-29019 
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A 
feasibility study 
t lilA 79-07891	 p0322 179-29033 
Design, development, and testing of an active 
flatter margin augmentation system for a 
commercial transport airplane 
(lilA 79-07901	 p0322 A79-29034 
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades 
(AIAA 79-07931	 p0322 179-29036 
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and 
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter 
(AIlA 79-07911)	 p0322 179-29037 
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized 
flight vehicles 
fAtAl 79-01951	 p0323 179-29038 
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter 
incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-
by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel
(AIAA 79-0797)	 P0323 179-29040 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
[lilA 79-7011]	 p0328 A79-29386 
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism 
with active feedback controls
p0338 179-30480 
Recent progress in active controls applied to 
flutter suppressors
p0389 179-32277 
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a 
linear cascade wind tunnel 
[eNEmA, TP NO. 1979-6] 	 p0390 179-32296 
Dynamic identification of light aircraft 
structures and flutter certification 
(01111141, TP 30. 1979-31) 	 p0390 179-32302 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Nach number 
[ASRE PAPER 79-GT-112]	 p0393 179-32387 
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin 
orthogonal vibration modes 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-126]	 p0393 179-32395 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 179-38136 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Full Scale Engine 
Research programs using the PiOO engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13081	 p0509 A79-401188 
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a 
sweptback wing
p0514 179-41763 
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing 
with conventional airfoil sections 
(AIAA 79-1632)	 p0566 A79-45313 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
tunnel model 
(1111 79-1633)	 p0566 A79-45314 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
p0574 A79-46238 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow	 - 
P0601 179-47009 
Active external store flutter suppression in the 
Yy-17 flutter model
p0639 179-49866 
Comment on 'active flutter control using 
generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory' 
p0640 179-49873 
Supersonic umstalled flutter --- aerodynamic 
loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion 
(NASA-TR-79001)	 p0043 1179-11000 
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting 
on an aerofoil 
[10-1064122]	 p0085 1179-12000 
An analytical technique for predicting the 
characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with 
an active flutter-suppression system and 
comparison with wind-tunnel data 
(NASA-TP-1367]	 p02142 1179-17264 
Aeroelastic addition to I4ASTRAN 
[NASA-CE-3094]	 p0287 1179-17812 
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter 
models 
[AD-A061942]	 p0302 1179-18957 
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant 
life rotor 
[RASA-CE-152244]	 p0363 1179-20099 
Determination of subcritical frequency and damping 
from B-i flight flutter test data 
[NASA-CB-3152]	 p0503 1179-25426 
The analysis of engine vibrations
p0552 N79-27150 
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium 
of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, 
Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine 
Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter) 
(AGARD-AR-133]	 p0584 1479-28181 
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
(NASA-TN-79267)	 p0653 1179-30188 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
[AD-A069223]	 p0665 1179-31157 
FLUX (RATE) 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
FLUX DENSITY 
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY 
FLUX NAPPING 
U NAPPING 
FLUINETEBS 
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
FLY BY TUBE CONTROL 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
[AD-1070387]	 p0673 N79-31226 
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL 
Active control --- aircraft systems
p0026 179-12534 
Fly-by-wire for vertical lift 
rARS 78-151	 p0120 179-18141 
The evolution of fly-by-wire control techniques in 
the UK
p0 152 179-20081 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transport aircraft 
p0155 179-20117 
Flight testing the Kfir
p0259 179-26530 
Fault-tolerant, high reliability electronic engine 
control system 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1202] 	 p0469 179-38983 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
lilA 79-1702]	 p0570 179-45357 
F-16 flight control system redundancy concepts 
[ATAl 79-1771]	 p0572 179-85800 
Flight test verification of the ASSET system 
Advanced Skewed Sensory Electronic Triad 
p0616 179-48622 
A microprocessor system for flight control research 
p0616 A79-48623 
Development of a fly-by-wire elevator for the Bell 
Helicopter Textron 214ST 
[ABS 79-27]	 p0629 179-49079 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility 
p0635 179-49344 
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the Y-16 flight control system
p0646 179-50438 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 179-53630 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 
p0693 179-53632 
STAR flight control system
p0693 179-53634 
Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 179-53635 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 179-53637 
Testing the F-18 at the US Naval Air Test Center 
[AD-A058036]	 p0092 N79-12076 
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation 
experience 
[NASA-TN-72860]	 p0166 N79-14109 
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive 
summary
p0235 N79-16865 
Control configured vehicle design philosophy 
p0236 R79-16866 
Active-control design criteria
p0236 N79-16867 
Control-configured combat aircraft
p0236 N79-16868 
F-16 multi-national fighter
p0236 N79-16869 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire flight 
control system actuators 
[AD-A062030]	 p0306 N79-19007 
Development of the integrated flight trajectory 
control concept
p0353 N79-20015 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and

control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 979-20016 
Design Considerations for implementing integrated 
mission-tailored flight control modes 
digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft 
p0354 N79-20022 
Active control transport design criteria 
(PAPER-6663]	 1	 p0433 N79-23065
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized
p0658 N79-30224 
Design considerations for reliable FBW flight 
control
-	 p0659 1479-30231 
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane 
p0660 N79-30238 
Analysis of a lateral pilot-induced oscillation 
experienced on the first flight of the YF-16 
aircraft 
[NASA-T3-72867]	 p0672 N79-31220 
FLYING 
U FLIGHT 
FLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT 
U FLYING PLATFORMS 
FLYING EJECTION SEATS 
Paracone ejection seat --- evaluated and compared 
to present parachute system
p0066 179-144420 
An air launched test vehicle for ejection seat 
parachutes
p0067 A79-14430 
An overview of the U.S. Navy Maximum Performance 
Ejection System
p0402 179-33613 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 179-33614 
Vertical-seeking autopilot design --- of thrust 
vector controlled ejection seat
p0402 179-33615 
Aerodynamic effects simulator --- for testing 
aircraft escape systems
p0402 179-33617 
The development and evaluation of a g seat for a 
high performance military aircraft training 
simulator
p0225 N79-15994 
PLYING PERSONNEL 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT FLIGHT CREWS 
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL) 
NT TEST PILOTS 
A systemized approach to helicopter safety 
p0066 A79-14418 
FLYING PLATFORM STABILITY 
U AERODYRANIC STABILITY 
U FLYING PLATFORMS 
FLYING PLATFORMS 
Kiebitz Do 34 - The German contribution to the 
ARGUS program --- tethered rotor platform for 
battlefield surveillance system
p0150 179-19897 
Some early experiments in the development of a 
flying platform for aerodynamic testing 
p0603 A79-47535 
FLYING QUALITIES 
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
FLYING WING AIRCRAFT 
U TAILLESS AIRCRAFT 
POkES 
Full-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid 
response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing 
system 
(YAA-141-78-24) 	 p0289 N79-17825 
FOG
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for 
aircraft simulators 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11158-1]	 p0719 R79-33220 
FOG DISPERSAL 
A modern thermo-kinetic warm fog dispersal system 
[10-1064428]	 p0444 R79-23595 
FOIL BEARINGS 
The application of foil air bearing turbomachinery 
in aircraft environmental control systems 
[ASNE PAPER 78-ENAS-18]
	 p0027 179-12567 
FOILS (MATERIALS) 
Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites 
(AD-A069871]	 p0662 N79-30334 
PONKER AIRCRAFT 
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT 
FOKKER BOND TESTERS 
U ADHESION TESTS 
FONKER F 27 AIRCRAFT 
U F-27 AIRCRAFT 
FONKER FRIENDSHIP AIRCRAFT 
U F-27 AIRCRAFT 
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	 FRACTURE MECHANICS 
FOLDING STRUCTURES 
NT SAILWINGS 
FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on 
aircraft wings
p0694 A79-53871 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12326-1] 	 p0287 1179-17813 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 879-23112 
FORCED CONVECTION 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 A79-49343 
FORCED OSCILLATION 
U FORCED VIBRATION 
FORCED VIBRATION 
Finite element dynamic analysis of production 
aircraft --- for rotor induced helicopter 
airframe vibrations
p0130 139-18655 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1081	 p0392 A79-32383 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
(NASA-TM-79066] 	 p0226 N79-16300 
FORCED VIBRATORY NOTION EQUATIONS 
U FORCED VIBRATION 
POREBODIES 
NT NOSE CONES 
NT NOSES (POREBODIES) 
NT ROCKET NOSE CONES 
Theoretical lower limits of forebody drag 
p0261 P39-26593 
A first-order theory for the effects of line ties 
on parachute deployment 
(AIAA 79-04501	 p0263 A79-26654 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
(NASA-CE-158922]	 pOO91 N79-12066 
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes 
designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow 
(NASA-TP-1375]	 p0215 879-15903 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
fNASA-CASE-LAR-123261] 	 p0287 N79-17813 
FORECASTING 
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING 
NT WEATHER FORECASTING 
FOREIGN POLICY 
NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
NT INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
FORENSIC SCIENCES 
U LAW (JURISPRUDENCE) 
FOREST FIRE DETECTION 
Applications of a high-altitude powered platform 
/HAPP/ 
[AIRA 79-1603]	 p0524 A79-42397 
FOREST FIRES 
TS-2A airtanker evaluation, phase 2 --- flight 
tests to determine maneuverability and 
controlability for forest fire service 
(AD-A060940J	 p0172 N79-15034 
FORESTS 
Identification of high payoff research for more 
efficient applicator helicopters in agriculture 
and forestry 
[NASA-CR-152258]	 p0419 879-22076 
FORGING 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings
p0207 A79-23895 
Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine 
fan blades 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1269]	 p0471 P39-39013 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1 alloy forgings 
p0517 A79-42245 
Achieving consistency in the production of 
critical let engine components by Beans of press 
forging
p0625 A79-48945 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings 
(NLE-NP-77040-0]	 p0239 879-16968
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0373 1179-20416 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATORIZED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts --- for gas turbine engines 
[AD-1064597]	 p0423 879-22102 
PORN 
0 SHAPES 
PORN PERCEPTION 
U SPACE PERCEPTION 
P0 RN AT 
An evaluation of a new format for ejection 
information in a NATOPS manual 
[AD-1056910]	 p0035 879-10037 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline 
pilots opinions about content, symbology, and 
format 
tRASA-T!-786011 	 p0703 879-32185 
FOBBING TECHNIQUES 
NT CASTING 
NT COLD WORKING 
NT EXTRUDING 
NT FORGING 
NT PRESSING (FOBBING) 
NT ROLL FOBBING 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 A79-12824 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the USAF/McDonnell BLATS program --- Built-up 
Low-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for F-15 
p0208 A79-24082 
Application of the isothermal square bend process 
to FiR wing beams
p0209 A79-24099 
Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
alloys
p02 10 139-24100 
Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells 
by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
(DGLE PAPER 79-008]	 p0390 A79-32305 
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding 
of B-i components
p0442 R79-23251 
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS) 
Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A, B and C 
airplanes 
[AD-A062290]	 p0364 N79-20105 
FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED DETECTORS 
U FLIN DETECTORS 
FORWARD SCATTERING 
Forward scatter meter measurements of slant visual 
range 
[ADA064429]	 p0432 N79-23062 
FOSSIL FUELS 
NT CRUDE OIL 
Fossil fuel heat pumps for domestic, commercial 
and industrial space heating
p0462 139-37852 
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION 
NT FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS 
FRACTURE MECHANICS 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures
p0113 A79-17542 
Application of fracture mechanics to design --- Book 
p0273 A79-26980 
Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for 
helicopter rotor structures
p0273 A79-26986 
Factors affecting residual strength prediction of 
a cracked aircraft structure
p0284 A79-28380 
Fatigue crack propagation rate at low delta-K of 
two aluminum sheet alloys, 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 
p0316 A79-28885 
Stress-intensity factors for a wide range of 
semi-elliptical surface cracks in 
finite-thickness plates
p0316 A79-28890 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
(DG1B 79-021)	 p0347 A79-31948 
Methodological considerations on the service life 
design of turbine disks
p0510 A79-40687 
A-22i
FRACTURE RESISTANCE	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring 
program
p0562 179-114457 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractography of cast nickel base superalloys 
(AD-A0617011	 p0306 1179-191119 
Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive bonds, 
part 2, phase 2 
(AD-A061805)	 p0310 1179-19418 
Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft 
structures 
[AGP.RD-LS-97] 	 p0372 1179-20409 
Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack 
initiation and stress corrosion cracking of 
aircraft structures
p0372 1179-20410 
Fatigue crack growth --- aircraft reliability 
p0372 N79-20112 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0312 1179-20413 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 N79-20415 
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0313 1179-20416 
Design of redundant structures --- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
commercial transport aircraft
p0373 1179-20418 
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 1179-20419 
An integrated fault-tolerant avionics system 
concept for advanced aircraft 
(AD-A065136)	 p0435 N79-23082 
Trends in reliability modeling technology for 
fault tolerant systems 
(NASA-TM-80089]	 p0544 1179-26810 
Proceedings from the Government/Industry Workshop 
on the Reliability of Nondestructive Inspections 
[AD-A068223]	 p0598 1179-29531 
Three-dimensional laminate plates with through and 
part-through cracks
p0708 1179-32276 
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to 
flight simulation 
(NLR-NP-78015-U]	 p0711 1179-32596 
FRACTURE RESISTANCE 
U FRACTURE STRENGTH 
FRACTURE STRENGTH 
Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
p0014 A79-10915 
Northrop/United States Air Force application of 
failure predictions to an operational aircraft 
for F-SE/P
p0113 A79-17527 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 8- Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
p0156 A79-20119 
Fracture toughness of multiply layer adhesive 
bonded aluminium alloy sheet
p0156 A79-20122 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
(AIRA PAPER 79-11891 	 p0468 P.79-38976 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-10V-2Pe-3Al alloy forgings 
p0517 A79-42245 
Residual strength of a cracked lug --- stress 
corrosion cracking of aluminum alloy lugs 
[ARL/STRUC-NOTE-442)	 p0039 1179-10445 
Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-T76 
at low temperatures 
(NRL-TR-76103-U)	 p0238 1179-16966 
Thernooechanical treatment of aluminum alloys 
airframe materials 
[NLR-11P77031-U)	 p0239 1179-16967 
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
transport aircraft structures
p0313 1179-20414 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 1179-20420 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
[NLR-TR-77095-u]	 p0388 1179-21449
Fracture toughness in titanium alloys 
[AD-A067785]	 p0543 1179-26176 
Fatigue and fracture
p0661 1179-30315 
Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy 
composite materials --- airframe materials 
[NLB-TR-77039-U].	 p0708 1179-32281 
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 
[NLR-HP-77023-U]	 p0709 1179-32344 
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 
U FRACTURE STRENGTH 
FRACTURES (MATERIALS) 
Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in 
aircraft structures
p0372 1179-20411 
FRAGMENTATION 
Engine rotor burst containment/control studies 
p0553 1179-27162 
PRAGRENTS 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic tam 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
(AD-A070128)	 p0669 1179-31200 
FRAMES 
NT AIRFRAMES 
User's guide: Computer program with interactive 
graphics for analysis of plane frame structures 
(CFRANE) 
(AD-A067349)	 p0503 1179-25428 
FRAUNHOFER REGION 
U FAR FIELDS 
FREE BOUNDARIES 
Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing 
near the free surface of a ponderable fluid 
p04 10 A79-35155 
FREE FLIGHT 
Amplification factors at transition on an unsvept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel -- aircraft stability analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0267)	 p0203 P.79-23564 
Autorotating flat-plate wings - The effect of the 
moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number 
p0513 A79-41418 
A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data 
using simple, free flight trajectory measurements 
p0612 179-48051 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0176 1179-15063 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 1179-20993 
The science and technology of low speed and 
motorless flight, part 1 
[NASA-CP-2085-PT-1] 	 p0479 1179-23889 
FREE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS 
An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying 
models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel 
p0412 A79-35925 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0176 1179-15063 
FREE FLOW 
Effects of periodic changes in free stream 
velocity on flows over airfoils near static stall 
p0212 A79-24214 
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating 
free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application 
p0213 A79-24217 
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow 
downstream of row of jets discharging normally 
into a free stream
p0248 A79-25065 
The influence of turbulence on drag
pO563 A79-411874 
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a 
simulated wing-devon cove with variable leakage 
at a free-stream Mach number of 6.9 
(NASA-T!-74095)	 p0297 1179-18284 
FREE JETS 
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-1471	 1 p0127 A79-18534 
Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas 
mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows 
p0450 A79-36423 
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to 
aeroacoustic research 
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p04714 179-39500 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW 
Profile of a nozzle shaping the free-molecule flow 
intended to investigate air-intakes and cascades 
p0449 179-36122 
FREE OSCILLATIONS 
U FREE VIBRATION 
FREE STREAM EFFECTS 
O FREE PLOW 
FREE STREAMS 
U FR!! PLOW 
FREE VIBRATION 
Free periodic oscillations of a parachute system 
in the longitudinal plane
p0029 179-12971 
FREE WING AIRCRAFT 
Free wing assembly for an aircraft 
(NASA-CASE-PRC-10092-1]	 p0090 N79-12061 
Extended analytical study of the 
free-wing/free-trimmer concept 
(NASA-CE-3135]	 p0417 N79-220140 
Wind tunnel investigation of the free-wing/free 
trimmer concept 
(NASA-CR-162351]	 p0718 N79-33216 
FREEDOM FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
U F-5 AIRCRAFT 
FREEZING 
Design and evaluation of aircraft heat source 
systems for use with high-freezing point fuels 
(NASA-CR-159568)	 p0489 N79-24172 
FREEZING POINTS 
U MELTING POINTS 
FREIGHT 
0 CARGO 
FREIGHT COSTS 
The total energy cost of freight transport 
p0065 A79-14322 
FREQUENCIES 
NT BROADBAND 
NT EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT NIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES 
NT RADIO FREQUENCIES 
NT RESONANT FREQUENCIES 
NT SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES 
Radar applications of millimeter waves 
p0081 179-16552 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine 
tNASA-TN-79074 1	 p0220 N79-15960 
Optimum frequencies for aircraft classification 
[AD-A065697]	 p0490 N79-24220 
FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT 
Expansion of the 960 to 1 215 MHz band use - 
Aspects, achievements, goals --- for integrated 
aircraft communication, navigation and 
identification systems
p0056 179-13265 
FAA remote terminal system frequency assignment 
model
p0250 179-25323 
Automated VHF Frequency Assignment System (PAS)
for FAA air traffic control communications 
(10-10613361	 p0225 N79-16172 
The selection of glide slope antenna patterns for 
use in the frequency assignment process 
(AD-1073176]	 p0714 N79-33184 
FREQUENCY BANDS 
U FREQUENCIES 
FREQUENCY CONTROL 
Cam-operated pitch-change apparatus 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13050-1] 	 p0164 N79-14095 
An investigation into voltage modulation in 
aircraft V.S.C.F. systems
p0240 N79-17158 
FREQUENCY CONVERSION 
U FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCF power systems -- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 A79-32243 
Frequency converter technology for aircraft power 
systems
p0685 A79-51913
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on P-15 inlet instantaneous distortion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01041	 p0141 179-19533 
FREQUENCY REASUBRIENT 
Mechanism of determination of the shedding 
frequency of vortices behind a cylinder at low 
Reynolds numbers
p0137 179-188145 
Determination of the natural frequency of an 
airship model 
[lIlA 79-1582]	 p0524 179-42402 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1525]	 p0576 179-46709 
FREQUENCY MODULATION 
The servoed modulation FNCW radar altimeters in 
military applications
p0638 A79-49589 
FREQUENCY RANGES 
Two-frequency-range theory of unstable turbulent 
combustion oscillations in a jet engine 
combustion chamber. II - Analysis of the 
characteristic equation and comparison with 
experiment
P0219 179-27728 
FREQUENCY REGULATION 
U FREQUENCY CONTROL 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Dynamic response testing of gas turbines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-31]	 p0196 179-22332 
Lifting surface approach to the estimation of gust 
response of finite wings
pO4O7 179-34596 
FREQUENCY TRANSLATION 
U FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 
FRESNEL LENSES 
Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System RK6 Rod 3 
stabilization Circuit board test specifications 
[AD-A059786]	 p0161 1479-14075 
FRETTING 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
(SEE PAPER 790612]	 p0456 A79-36741 
FRICTION 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT DRY FRICTION 
NT FLOW RESISTANCE 
NT SKIN FRICTION 
NT SLIDING FRICTION 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
Friction and wear characteristics of wire-brush 
skids 
(14ASA-TP-11495)	 p0592 N79-29171 
FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
U COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
FRICTION DRAG 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
FRICTION FACTOR 
Friction damping of resonant stresses in gas 
turbine engine airfoils 
[ASRE PAPER 79-GT-109]	 p0392 A79-32384 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0463 179-38137 
Factors associated with rub tolerance of 
compressor tip seals --- self sustained 
combustion of titanium 
p0041 N79-11069 
FRICTION LOSS COEFFICIENT 
U FRICTION FACTOR 
FRICTION MEASUREMENT 
Determination of friction losses in a turbine 
blade boundary layer
p0199 179-23377 
FRICTION PRESSURE DROP 
U SKIN FRICTION 
FRICTION WELDING 
Inertia welding of YAH-64 main rotor drive shaft 
[185 78-321 p0122 179-18158 
FROST 
Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical 
model 1 
(NASA-CR-3129) p0428 1479-22706 
FUEL CELL CATALYSTS 
Ti ELECTROCATALYSTS 
FUEL COMBUSTION 
Characteristics and combustion of future
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p0018 A79-11599 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0018 A79-11600 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and
chemical kinetics; SQUID Workshop, Loyola 
College, Columbia, Ed., September 7-9, 1977, 
Technical Papers
p0051 1.79-12977 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
p0051 1.79-12979 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors
p0051 A79-12982 
Flame emissivities - Alternative fuels 
p0051 1.79-12989 
A characteristic time correlation for combustion 
inefficiency from alternative fuels 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0357]	 p0147 A79-19687 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
p0190 1.79-21347 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
(SAE PAPER 781026] 	 p0257 1.79-25899 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 1.79-26546 
Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft 
gas turbine engines by electrical forces 
p0280 1.79-27748 
Double recirculation zone two-stage combustor
for aircraft engine emissions reduction 
(1.71.1. 79-7019) 	 p0328 1.79-29392 
The combustion of a range of distillate fuels in 
small gas turbine engines 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-175)
	 p0395 1.79-32435 
Fuel property effects on ccmbustor performance 
aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels 
(ASRE PAPER 79-GT-178]
	 p0395 1.79-32438 
Catalytic combustion for gas turbine applications 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-188]	 p0396 A79-32447 
Detonation characteristics of Soviet GOST 1012-72 
aviation gasoline 
[SAE PAPER 790630] 	 p0458 1.79-36757 
Fossil fuel beat pumps for domestic, commercial 
and industrial space heating
p0462 1.79-37852 
The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays 
and flame propagation in spark ignition engines 
p0464 1.79-38387 
Ignition of liquid fuel jets in a supersonic air 
stream 
[1.11.1. PAPER 79-1238)
	 p0470 1.79-38997 
Study of the nonuniformity of the temperature 
field of a homogeneous combustion chamber as the 
parameters of the primary zone vary
pO525 A79-42549 
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels 
p0573 1.79-46055 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 A79-48497 
Experimental study of the turbulent wake 
downstream of a fan jet
p0613 1.79-48507 
Combustor modelling for scranjet engines 
p0689 1.79-52675 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program --- carbon formation in 
gas turbine primary zones
p0107 N79-13195 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0107 N79-13196 
Effect of swirler-mounted mixing venturi on 
emissions of flame-tube combustor using jet A fuel 
(NASA-TP-13933	 p0164 179-14099 
Application of light extinction measurements to 
the study of combustion in solid fuel ramjets 
(1.0-1.059879) 	 p0167 179-14230 
Evaluation of future jet fuel combustion 
characteristics 
[AD-A060218]	 p0167 N79-14231 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
(AD-A061050)	 p0239 179-17011 
Airfoil cooling hole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels
[NASA-TN-79076]	 p0370 W79-20265 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
(NASA-CP-2078)	 p0496 N79-24994 
Autoignition of fuels
p0496 179-25001 
Effect of fuel/air nonuniformity on nitric oxide 
emissions
p0496 979-25004 
Ionic mechanisms of carbon formation in flames 
aircraft fuel combustion 
(AD-A068872)	 p0596 979-29270 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine Combustors 
(RASA-CE-159641]	 p0717 N79-33205 
FUEL CONSUMPTION 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
[SAl PAPER 780523]	 p0004 1.79-10398 
Advanced turbofan engines for low fuel consumption 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-192]
	 pOOh 1.79-10816 
Raking turbofan engines more energy efficient 
(ASH! PAPER 78-GT-198)	 p0011 A79-10818 
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-107)	 p0018 A79-11572 
Rational Conference on Energy Conservation in 
General Aviation, 1st, Kalamazoo, Rich., October 
10, 11, 1977, Proceedings
p0024 1.79-12376 
Energy conservation in general aviation piston 
powered aircraft
p0024 1.79-12382 
Economy in flight operations
p0025 A79-12383 
Resource conservation through airborne electronics 
p0052 1.79-13079 
Technology for aircraft energy efficiency 
p0062 A79-14136 
Rule of fuel-management --- for airlines 
p0127 179-18521 
Fuel conservative aircraft engine technology 
p0152 1.79-20078 
Dynamic simulation studies of fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas
p0204 1.79-23581 
Prospects for reducing the fóel consumption of 
civil aircraft
p0346 A79-31911 
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency program 
p0346 A79-31912 
Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines 
-	 p0450 A79-36380 
Concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and fuel 
consumption of the aircraft piston engine 
[SAE PAPER 790605] 	 p0456 1.79-36737 
Changing requirements in aircraft design 
p0460 A79-37044 
Turbo-fan design for general aviation - The 
evolution of the RB.401 
(1.11.1. PAPER 79-1160]
	 p0467 A79-38966 
cP6 jet engine performance deterioration 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1233]	 p0512 A19-41175 
The productivity of airships in long-range 
transportation 
(AIAA 79-1596]	 90523 1.79-42390 
Simulation study of the operational effects of 
fuel-conservative approaches
p0527 A79-42800 
An analysis of operational procedures and design

modifications for aircraft fuel conservation 
[1.71.1. 79-1656]
	 p0568 A79-45328 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft	 - 
(AZAA 79-1709]	 p0570 1.79-45363 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[1.71.1. PAPER 79-1861)	 p0609 A79-47918 
Alternative fuels in aviation
p0636 1.79-49381 
Flight'experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics	 -
p0639 A79-49818 
Derivative engines for the 1980s will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
	 - 
p0643 179-50206 
Aircraft engine developments centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency 
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p0643 A19-50207 
The design impact of power-augmented ram 
technology on large energy efficient aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18643 	 p0684 A79-51250 
Structural design and analysis of,prop-fan blades 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1116]	 p0685 179-51704 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1161]	 p0685 179-51705 
Federal Energy Data System (wEDS) technical 	 -
documentation 
(PB-281815/1)	 p0050 879-11542
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and 
integration study 
(NASA-CE-135396]	 p0093 879-12084
Aircraft Engine Future Fuels and Energy Conservation 
(AGARD-LS-96]	 p0106 879-13192
Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views 
•	 p0106 879-13194 
Engine component improvement and performance 
retention
p0107 879-13198 
Low enem y consumption engines
p0107 879-13199 
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures
p0107 879-13200 
Terminal area delay and fuel consumption analysis 
(FAA-EN-78-20]	 p0231 879-16826 
Energy efficient engine: Propulsion 
system-aircraft integration evaluation 
(NASA-CR-159488]	 p0233 879-16850 
An analysis of fuel conserving operational 
procedures and design modifications for 
bomber/transport aircraft. Volume 1: Executive 
summary 
[AD-A061746]	 p0303 879-18969
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Each 0.8 cruise 
Lewis 8x6 foot wind tunnel studies for noise 
reduction in high speed turboprop aircraft 
[NASA-TN-79124]	 p0359 879-20069 
An analysis of fuel conserving operational 
procedures and design modifications for 
bomber/transport aircraft, volume 2 
[AD-A062609]	 p0364 879-20109 
Adaptation for the economy or adaptation for 
energy conservation --- passenger aircraft design 
(AAAF-NT-77-23]	 p01444 879-23537 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[NASA-TN-79204]	 p0551 N79-27141 
JT9D-70/59 improved high pressure turbine active 
clearance control system -- for specific fuel 
consumption improvement 
(NASA-CR-159661]	 p0670 879-31208
C76 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept --- specific fuel 
consumption reduction 
[NASA-CH-159564]	 p0717 879-33206
TORI. CONTAMINATION 
Formation of water-fuel emulsions in tanks of 
grounded aircraft
p0451 179-36587 
FUEL CONTROL 
A digital fuel control system for gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-991	 p0007 A79-10759 
Engine fuel control systems as a determining 
factor on modern helicopters
p0134 A7918682 
Practical 'on-engine' microprocessor control and 
monitoring systems for gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-181]	 p0396 179-32440 
The influence of engine/fuel control design on
helicopter dynamics and handling qualities 
(IRS 79-37]	 p0631 A79-49089 
FUEL CORROSION 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
-	 p0324 179-29121
The chemical stability of kerosene fractions 
p0517 179-42275 
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged 
storage
p0623 179-48858 
FUEL FLOW 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0068 179-14834 
Parametric method for diagnosing the state of 
aircraft engines on the basis of limited 
information
p0082 179-16181 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet 
(1111 PAPER 79-1482]	 pO574 179-46686 
Laminar flow stabilization by surface cooling on 
hydrogen fueled aircraft 
[ATAl PAPER 79-1863]	 p0610 A79-47920 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 119-48497 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
dump combustor
p07O6 879-32209 
FUEL FLOW REGULATORS 
Lean stability augmentation for premixing, 
pre vaporizing combustors 
(kIll PAPER 79-13191	 p0472 179-39035 
FUEL INJECTION 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
[ATAl PAPER 79-0359]
	
p0147 A79-19688 
Effect of injection angle on liquid injection in 
supersonic flow --- for increasing fuel jet 
penetration 
[1111 PAPER 79-0383]	 p0147 179-19700 
Development of an integral fuel injection concept 
for staged combustors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0384)	 p0147 A79-19701 
The effect of a sample lot of fuel JECTOPS on 
emissions levels of a small gas turbine 
[ASER PAPER 79-GT-165]	 p0395 A79-32427 
The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays 
and flame propagation in spark ignition engines 
p0464 119-38387 
Ignition of liquid fuel jets in a supersonic air 
stream 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1238]	 p0470 179-38997 
hutoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a 
supersonic airstream 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1239]	 p0475 179-39818 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet 
[ATAl PAPER 79-1482]	 p0574 119-46686 
Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
fuel-injector for scramjet applications 
g0635 179-49345 
Effect of swirler-mounted mixing venturi on 
emissions of flame-tube combustor using jet A fuel 
[NASA-TP-1393]	 p0164 R79-14099 
Computer simulation of an aircraft engine fuel 
injection system 
(NASA-CR-157641]	 p0174 879-15052 
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright over 
the past 20 years and review of general aviation 
engine potential --- with direct chamber injection 
p0221 879-15967 
Fuel injection
p0308 879-19368 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors TSIO-360-C engine 
(NASA-TE-79121]	 p0374 879-20528 
Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet 
fuel-injection strut
p0386 879-21427 
FUEL OILS 
Study of the dispersity of oil droplets which form 
in the oil-system mains of gas-turbine engines 
p0527 A79-42571 
POET. PUMPS 
Aircraft fuel pumps - Where we're at /A review of 
some problems and their current solutions/ 
(ASM,E PAPER 78-UT-1] 	 p0008 179-10777 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0068 179-14834 
A canister fuel pump for general aviation aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790624)	 p0458 179-36752 
FUEl. SPRAYS. 
Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel
sprays in three dimensional can combustors 
[lilA 79-7022]	 p0329 179-29395 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 
turbine combustor 
(hAl PAPER 79-1321)	 p0472 179-39037 
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Theoretical approach to spray combustion in gas 
turbine combustor
p0517 179-42207 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
(AD-A065153)	 p011ll 879-23181 
FORT. SYSTEMS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0018 179-11600 
Influence of fuels on the reliability of jet 
engines and jet aircraft: Reliability with 
respect to fuel and lubricants --- Russian book 
p0113 A79-17562 
Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered 
general aviation aircraft
p0211 179-24304 
Effect of broadened-specification fuels on 
aircraft engines and fuel systems 
[lIlA 79-7008]	 p0327 A79-29383 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0107 879-13197 
Helicopter crashworthy fuel systems and their 
effectiveness in preventing thermal injury 
p0312 879-19660 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system 
design
p0312 879-19661 
Advanced technology fuel mass flowneter 
(AD-1063963]	 p0424 879-22108 
FUEL TANKS 
NT WING TANKS 
Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells 
aircraft vibrational analysis 
[1111 PAPER 79-0237] 	 p0145 179-19678 
Flexible polyimide fuel tank sealants --- for 
military aircraft
p0188 179-20868 
Material and process control - Aircraft integral 
fuel tanks
p0210 179-28122 
Adhesive sealing - A fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 A79-21123 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft
p0210 179-21121 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 179-28125 
Fuel tank sealant requirements for advance high 
performance aircraft 
(AIAA 79-08071	 p0283 179-28288 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0108 179-38923 
Formation of water-fuel emulsions in tanks of 
grounded aircraft
p0451 179-36587 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(SIB PAPER 790592] 	 p0855 179-36726 
Fuel on fire - Rapid response to a military problem 
p0862 179-38090 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II
p0536 179-13734 
Fuel electrification --- electrostatic hazards in 
aircraft fuel tanks
p0683 A79-51148 
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance 
of helicopter fuel tanks 
(AD-A058188)	 p0092 879-12071 
Development of a blast simulator for testing 
simulated aircraft fuel tanks 
[AD-A058816]	 p0101 879-13034 
Inflight fuel tank temperature survey data 
[NASA-CR-159569]	 p0483 879-23940 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
(AD-A066592)	 p0501 879-25236 
pasil integral fuel tank sealants, part 1 
(AD-A067889)	 p0585 879-28329 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
(AD-A070128]	 p0669 879-31200
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
(AD-A070113)	 p0669 879-31202 
Experimental methods for aircraft design 
qualifications in an exploding warhead environment 
(AD-A070381]	 p0706 879-32203 
FUEL TESTS 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
p0016 179-11368 
A characteristic time correlation for combustion 
inefficiency from alternative fuels 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0357]	 p0187 179-19687 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
(SAE PAPER 781026]	 p0257 179-25899 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels
p0258 179-25917 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
content in jet fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p0324 A79-29120 
Measurement of emulsion water Content in aviation 
fuels
p0324 A79-29122 
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel 
specifications on the cold start ability of a 
T63-A-700 engine 
[AIAA 79-7009]	 p0328 179-29384 
The effect of a sample lot of fuel JEcTOBS on 
emissions levels of a small gas turbine 
[ASME PAPER 79-01-165]	 p0395 179-32127 
Fuel property effects on combustor performance 
aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-178)	 p0395 179-32438 
Detonation characteristics of Soviet GOST 1012-72 
aviation gasoline 
[SAP PIPER 790630] 	 p0458 A79-36757 
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is 
initiated in jet fuels under static conditions 
p0564 179-44953 
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a 
heated surface
p0623 A79-48856 
Changes in the quality of 1-6 fuel upon prolonged 
storage
p0623 A79-48858 
Method of determining mechanical-impurity contents 
in jet fuels
p0623 179-48859 
Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of 
ignition of fuel vapors by lightning 
p0681 179-51135 
Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 
1: Summary 
[NASA-CR-132558)	 p0711 879-33207 
FUEL-AIR RATIO 
Energy conservation in general aviation piston 
powered aircraft
p0024 179-12382 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unmixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic 82-air streams 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0355]
	
p0186 179-19686 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 179-34923 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors TSI0-360-C engine 
[NASA-TM-79121]	 p0374 879-20528 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
(NASA-TM-79148)	 p0486 879-23968 
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon 
emissions for a premixed prevaporized combustion 
system -- for gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-79154]	 p0486 879-23965 
Effect of fuel/air nonuniformity on nitric oxide 
emissions
p0496 879-25004 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
(NASA-CR-159647)	 p0707 879-32211 
FUELS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
NT DIESEL FUELS 
NT FOSSIL FUELS 
NT FUEL OILS 
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FUSELAGES 
IT GASEOUS FUELS 
IT GASOLINE 
IT HIGH ENERGY FUELS 
NT HYDROCARBON FUELS 
IT HYDROGEN FUELS 
IT JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT JP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-5 JET FUEL 
IT 39-8 JET FUEL 
NT KEROSENE 
IT NONOPROPELLANTS 
IT SOLID POCKET PROPELLANTS 
IT SYNTHANE 
NT SYNTHETIC FUELS 
Pool fire radiation through a door in a simulated 
aircraft fuselage 
(FAA-NA-78-38]	 p0295 N79-17966 
FULL SCALE TESTS 
Design criteria for and development of Keviar 
ribbon parachutes 
(AIAA 79-04301	 p0262 479-26638 
Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage 
parachute system 
CAIRA 79-04481	 p0263 A79-26652 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(&IAA PAPER 79-0600)	 p0267 A79-26881 
Coaxial jet noise in flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0636)	 p0269 A79-26919 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report 
(AIAA 79-0704)	 p0277 A79-27371 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
A status report 
(AIAA 79-07801	 p0321 A79-29024 
Experimental verification of program KRASR - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
[SAE PAPER 7905891	 p0454 179-36723 
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of an Ayres 
S2R-800 Thrash Agricultural Airplane 
(SAE PAPER 7906181	 p0457 179-36746 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTV aeroacoustic characteristics 
Over The Wing STOL engine configurations 
p0475 479-39802 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Full Scale Engine 
Research programs using the F100 engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1308]	 p0509 179-40488 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to a 
typical low-wing general aviation design 
(AIAA 79-1625]	 p0566 A79-45307 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of.a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
CARS 79-181	 p0628 479-49071 
Full scale ground and air resonance testing of. the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Bearingless main Rotor 
(ABS 79-231	 p0629 179-49075 
Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation 
tail rotor 
[ASS 79-57]	 p0633 179-49107 
Full-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid 
response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing 
system 
(FAA-NA-78-24]	 p0289 N79-17825 
FUNCTION GENERATORS 
Acousto-optic methods of character generation for 
aircraft laser displays
p0071 479-15178 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
NT HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
IT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
IT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 
IT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The smooth approximation method and its 
application to the mathematical description of 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing 
p0028 A79-12955 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0060]	 p0139 A79-19511 
On a smooth approximation method and its 
application to mathematical description of wing 
aerodynamic characteristics
pO6OI A79-47001 
FUNCTIONS (MATEERATICS) 
IT ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
IT CONFORMAL NAPPING
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORNATIONS 
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
NT GREEN FUNCTION 
IT LAPLACE TRANSFORRATION 
IT LINEAR TRANSFORBATIONS 
IT LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS 
IT ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 
IT PROBARILITYDENSITY FUNCTIONS 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
IT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
FUSELAGE MOUNTING 
U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION 
FUSELAGES 
A study of structural concepts for low radar cross 
section fLRCS/ fuselage configurations 
p0013179-10908 
Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model 
at supercritical angles of attack and different 
Reynolds numbers
p0021 A79-12199 
Choice of a fuselage for a passenger aircraft 
p0028 479-12968 
An investigation of the influence of fuselage flow 
field on rotor loads, and the effects of vehicle 
configuration
p0129 A79-18644 
Green's function method for compressible unsteady 
potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage 
interaction
p0129 A79-18645 
Fluctuating surface pressure. characteristics on a 
helicopter fuselage under hover and forward 
flight conditions
p0135 A79-18691 
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure 
p0187 A79-20817 
Structural design, tooling and manufacturing of a 
composite YF-16 forward fuselage
p0210 179-24111 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 A79-24142 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft 
fuselage related to interior noise transmission 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0646)	 p0271 479-26932 
Noise transmission - Turboprop problem 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0645]	 p0271 A79-26933 
Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage 
structures 
[AIAA 79-0688]	 p0275 A79-21354 
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
(AIAA 79-0781]	 p0321 A79-29025 
Differential method of designing rational aircraft 
frames made of composite materials
p0451 A79-36592 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0464 A79-38531 
Hybrid Wing Box structure
p0532 479-43331 
Selecting the passenger airplane fuselage 
p0601 A79-47014 
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for 
Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage 
[IXAA PAPER 79-1805]	 p0606 A79-47890 
An overview of the PABST program --- Primary 
Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for 
aircraft
p0697 A79-54241 
A theoretical investigation of noise reduction 
through the cylindrical fuselage of a 
twin-engine, propeller-driven aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1325]	 p0108 N79-13821 
Icing trials on the. front fuselage and engine 
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating 
forward flight
p0172 N79-15039 
Aeroelastic response and stability of a coupled 
rotor/support system with application to large 
horizontal axis with turbines
p0226 W79-16346 
LOADS: a computer program for determining the 
shear, bending moment and axial loads for 
fuselage type structures 
(NASA-CR-151905]	 p0242 N79-17262 
Design of redundant structures--- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
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commercial transport aircraft
p0373 879-20418 
Fuselage-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
[AD-A065587]	 p0489 879-24215 
Composite forward fuselage systems integration. 
volume 2 --- effects of lightning 
(AD-A066560]	 p0494 879-24984 
Fuselage surface pressure measurements of a 
helicopter wind-tunnel model with a 3.15-meter 
diameter single rotor 
[NASA-TN-80051]	 p0537 879-26015 
A study of smoke movement in an aircraft fuselage 
[RAE-TN-EP-613]	 pOS'IO 879-26040 
Engine/aircraft structural integration: An overview 
p0554 879-27167 
Investigations on the design of active vibration 
isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and 
elastic modeling of the fuselage 
[DLR-FB-78-04]	 p0653 879-30183 
Status of candidate materials for full-scale tests 
in the 737 fuselage
p0666 879-31170 
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions 
p0667 879-31175 
Advanced welbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
(AD-A071016]	 p0721 879-33480 
FUSION WELDING 
NT BRAZING 
NT ELECTRON BEAM WELDING 
NT GAS TUNGSTEN ABC WELDING 
NT ULTRASONIC SOLDERING 
P48 AIRCRAFT 
U F-4 AIRCRAFT 
F8U AIRCRAFT 
U P-8 AIRCRAFT
G 
O FORCE 
U ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
0-91 AIRCRAFT 
Gust alleviator feasibility study for G91Y 
p0659 879-30230 
GAGES 
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
GALAXY AIRCRAFT 
U C-5 AIRCRAFT 
GAME THEORY 
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation 
of combat capability 
[AIAA 79-1622]	 p0566 A79-45304 
• A comparison of air-to-air missile guidance laws 
based on optimal control and differential game 
theory 
(AIAA 79-17361	 p0571 A79-45378 
GAMMA RADIATION 
U GAMMA RAYS 
GAMMA RAYS 
Observation of atmospheric interactions at 
aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion 
experiments
p0461 &79-37573 
GAPS 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
orbiter 
(NASA-CR-1601146)	 p0359 879-20068 
GAS ANALYSIS 
NT OZONOMETRY 
GAS BEARINGS 
The application of foil air bearing turbomachinery 
in aircraft environmental control systems 
[ASME PAPER 78-!RAs-18]	 p0027 A79-12567 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 A79-31957 
Operating characteristics of a cantilever-mounted 
resilient-pad gas-lubricated thrust bearing 
[NASA-TP-1438]	 p0427 879-22518 
Evaluation of stiffness and damping coefficients 
for fluid-film bearings
p0585 879-28367 
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels
p0258 A79-25917
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels 
(NASA-TN-79035)	 p0238 879-16930 
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials 
(AD-A070739)	 p0720 879-33338 
GAS COOLED REACTORS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS 
GAS COOLING 
Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-25]	 p0196 A79-22331 
GAS DETECTORS 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow JT8D-11 turbofan engine 
[AD-A058038]	 p0050 879-11561 
GAS DYNAMICS 
NT AERODYNAMICS 
NT AEROTHEREODYNAMICS 
NT RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
NT ROTOR AERODYNAMICS 
NT SUPERSONICS 
Experimental study of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of a nozzle guide vane row with 
air ejection Onto the vane surface
p0082 A79-16787 
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of control nozzles
p0197 A79-22439 
Facility for studying the action of unsteady 
supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane 
cascade
p0344 A79-31143 
Gas flow in nozzles --- Russian book
p0347 A79-32025 
Characteristics of Laval nozzles with gasdynamic 
regulation
p0408 A79-34650 
Optimal selection of the geometrical 
characteristics of the reversing channel of a 
small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas 
for aircraft auxiliary power systems 
p0450 A79-36583 
Calculation of the working process in a 
piston-type 'slow' compression wind tunnel 
p0525 A79-42546 
Gas curtain in gas turbine engines
p0525 A79-42547 
Experimental study of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of a stator cascade with cooling 
air discharge through the vane surface 
p0613 A79-48498 
The aerothermodynamics of aircraft gas turbine 
engines 
[AD-A059784]	 p0165 N79-14103 
Design of multistage compressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
p0309 879-19390 
Aerodynamics 
[NASA-TT-F-765]	 p0480 N79-23908 
Transonic wing redesign using a generalized 
fictitious gas method 
[AD-8070013]	 p0705 879-32202 
GAS EXPANSION 
Density changes and turbulence production in the 
expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at 
supersonic speed 
[ONPEA, TP NO. 1978-153] 	 p0053 A79-13180 
GAS FLOW 
NT AIR FLOW 
NT CONTINUUM PLOW 
NT FRET MOLECULAR PLOW 
NT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT MERIDIONAL PLOW 
NT MOLECULAR PLOW 
NT NONEQUILIBRIUM PLOW 
NT PIPE PLOW 
NT SLIP PLOW 
ST TRANSITION PLOW 
NT VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
Design and development of a rotating water table 
for flow studies in turbomachine stages 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/nE-16]	 p0148 A79-19762 
Plane problems of aerothersooptics --- refraction 
in two-dimensional nonuniform medium 
p0266 A79-26865 
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle of attack
p0410 A79-35158 
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Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 A79-35927 
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
compressor stage
p0451 A79-36586 
Gas curtain in gas turbine engines
p0525 A79-425147 
Choice of optimal parameters for a heat exchanger 
with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine 
p0526 179-42552 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 A79-43136 
Deformation of a shell under the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow
p0529 A79-43174 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of sonic 
flow past airfoil profiles
p0684 A79-51347 
Plowfield chemistry effects on stability of 
blunted slender cones 
[AIBA PAPER 79-1630]	 p0688 A79-52547 
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0046 879-11057 
Use of coatings in turbomachinery gas path seals 
p0046 879-11058 
Rot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas 
turbine powered ships 
(AD-A062205]	 p0371 R79-20354 
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-3 
(ESA-TT-522]	 p0376 879-20980 
Boundary layer effects on pressure variations in 
Ludwieg tubes
p0377 879-20995 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
[AD-A064776]	 p0436 R79-23089 
GAS GENERATOR ENGINES 
U ENGINES 
U GAS GENERATCBS 
GAS GENERATORS 
The application of low cost manufacturing 
technology to a turbine gas generator 
[ASSE PAPER 78-GT-202]	 p0012 179-10822 
Some recent developments in solid propellant gas 
generator technology 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1327]	 p0511 A79-40761 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractography of cast nickel base superalloys 
[AD-1061701]	 p0306 879-19149 
GAS INJECTION 
Laminar boundary layer with foreign gas injection 
on a conical body
p0274 179-27203 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continental motors TSIO-360-C engine 
[SAE PAPER 790607]	 p0459 179-36760 
A starter for gas turbine engines
p04159 179-36797 
GAS JETS 
Geometric scaling and performance of dump 
combustors with vortex amplification and swirl 
generation by gas jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0382]	 p0147 179-19699 
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian book 
p0259 A79-26355 
GAS LASERS 
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
NT CARBON 5080110! LASERS 
NT HELIUM-NEON LASERS 
GAS LUBRICATED BEARINGS 
U GAS BEARINGS 
GAS MIXTURES 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures 
flame stabilization 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1441	 p0010 1479-10798 
Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas 
mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows 
p0450 A79-36423 
Design of multistage compressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
p0309 879-19390 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79148]	 p0486 879-23964
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon 
emissions for a premixed prevaporized combustion 
system --- for gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79154]	 p0486 579-23965 
Effect of fuel/air nonuniformity on nitric oxide 
emissions
p0496 N79-25004 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
[NASA-CR-159647]	 p0707 879-32211 
GAS PHASES 
U VAPOR PHASES 
GAS REVERT 
Study of hydrogen recovery systems for gas vented 
while refueling liquid-hydrogen fueled aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158991]	 p0295 879-18057 
GAS SPECTROSCOPY 
NT FLAME SPECTEOSCOPY 
GAS STREAMS 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 A79-48497 
GAS TEMPERATURE 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten 
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades 
p0111 A7917029 
A low cost, on-site performance monitoring system 
thermodynamics of shaft power gas turbines 
[ASS! PAPER 79-GT-21]	 p0390 179-32334 
Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas 
mixtures in quasi-one-dimensional nozzle flows 
p0450 A79-36423 
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
Some TIG-welding applications in the aerospace 
industry
p0342 179-306144 
GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT DUCTED PAN ENGINES 
NT HYDROGEN ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT T-55 ENGINE 
NT T-63 ENGINE 
NT TP-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic 
[ASS! PAPER 78GT13]	 p0001 179-10257 
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbomachine annuli 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-109] 	 p0001 179-10260 
The effects of ambient conditions on gas turbine 
emissions - Generalized correction factors 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-87] 	 p0001 179-10262 
A digital fuel control system for gas turbines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-99]	 p0007 A79-10759 
Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine 
engine 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-52]	 p0007 A79-10760 
A high temperature turbine research module 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-73]	 p0008 A79-10769 
Application of nonseries airfoil design technology 
to highly loaded turbine exit guide vanes 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-108]	 p0008 179-10787 
Wide range operation of advanced low NOX aircraft 
gas turbine combustors 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-128]	 p0009 179-10792 
Turbine engine automated trim balancing and 
vibration diagnostics 
[ASS! PAPER 78-GT-129]	 p0009 A79-10793 
Demonstration of ceramic design methodology for a 
ceramic combustor liner 
(ASS! PAPER 78-GT-1371	 p0009 179-10794 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine 
combustion chamber flows 
(ASS! PAPER 78-GT-142]	 p0009 179-10797 
Development of a compact gas turbine combuster to 
give extended life and acceptable exhaust 
emissions 
[AS!! PAPER 78-GT-1146] 	 p0010 A79-10799 
Time-phased development methodology - The key for 
reliable engines in future military aircraft 
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weapons systens-
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-167]	 p0010 A79-10807 
Propulsion test facilities technical capabilities 
and international use 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-188] 	 p0011 A79-10813 
Making turbofan engines more energy efficient 
EASER PAPER 78-GT-1981	 p0011 A79-10818 
Turbine-driven refrigeration units in gas turbine 
engine cooling systems --- Russian book 
pOO16 579-11441 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
p0017 579-11488 
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction 
[SAE APP 8761	 p0018 579-11623 
Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines 
(SAT APP 1420]	 pOO18 579-11624 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
p0024 579-12378 
Gas turbine analysts and design using interactive 
computer graphics
p0025 579-12459 
Current problems in the development and production 
of small gas turbine engines
p0026 A79-12529 
Control system requirements for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 579-12530 
Control systems and problems of their development 
from the viewpoint of technological and 
operational requirements --- for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 579-12531 
New construction materials for gas turbine engines 
and technology for processing these materials 
p0026 579-12533 
Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine 
thermogasdynamics on the basis of prototype 
elements. I
p0028 A79-12951 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
p0051 579-12979 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors
p0051 579-12982 
Flame enissivities - Alternative fuels 
p0051 A79-12984 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 579-13955 
Representation of compressor characteristics in 
coordinates convenient for computer calculation 
of GTE parameters
p0868 579-14844 
Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade 
vibrational energy dissipation
p0068 A79-14845 
On calculating the temperature state of 
film-cooled turbine vanes
p0068 579-14849 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 A79-15211 
The Rolls-Royce Gem turboshaft engine for 
helicopters and its future developments 
p0078 A79-16237 
Adjustment diagnostics for gas turbine engine 
controls
pOO80 A19-16439 
Status of the FT9 engine condition monitor system 
/ECM/
p0080 579-16441 
LM2500 condition and performance monitoring system 
gas turbine for ship propulsion
p0080 579-16442 
Applications of OS composites in aircraft gas

turbines --- directional solidification 
(OPERA, TP NO. 1978-73]
	 p0081 579-16512 
Analytical representation of turbine 
characteristics in a form convenient for 
computer-aided computation of gas-turbine engine 
parameters
p0083 A79-16802 
operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines 
as a function of the technical state 
p0083 A79-16806 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures
p0113 579-17542 
Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in 
turbine engine development
p0114 579-17600 
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology 
demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military 
helicopters 
(ASS 78-471	 p0124 579-18170 
Automation of blade design for aircraft 
turbomachines --- Russian book
p0126 579-18298 
Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine 
for helicopter propulsion
p0134 A79-18681 
Engine fuel control systems as a determining 
factor on modern helicopters
p0134 579-18682 
11CR content of turbine engine exhaust
p0138 579-19358 
Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
combustor design 
(5155 PAPER 19-0354]	 pO146 A79-19685 
Optimal control of turbine engines 
(55MB PAPER 78-WA/DSC-33)	 p0148 A79-19772 
Design and development of a monorotor gas turbine 
auxiliary power unit 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-2]	 p0149 A79-19791 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-7]	 p0149 A79-19795 
Progress on the ENSIP approach to improved 
structural integrity in gas turbine engines - An 
overview --- Engine Structural Integrity Program 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-13]	 p0150 579-19800 
A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine 
engine disks subjected to complex mission loading 
[AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GT-14]	 p0150 A79-19801 
Aerodynamics of fluid flow engines 
[DGLR PAPER 78-226]	 p0183 A79-20483 
Auxiliary gas turbine engines for aircraft 
Russian book
p0185 A79-20672 
Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas 
turbine engines
p0189 A79-20884 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
p0190 579-21296 
Dynamic response testing of gas turbines 
(AS!! PAPER 78-GT-31]	 p0196 A79-22332 
Gas turbine combustor cooling by augmented 
backside convection 
EASER PAPER 78-GT-331	 p0196 A79-22334 
Marine spey - SE1A propulsion module 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-58]	 p0196 A79-22337 
Turbine airfoil repair
p0211 579-24144 
Rake induced time-variant aerodynamics including 
rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 A79-24218 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transonic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 579-24295 
Dynamic data analysis --- gas turbine engine 
vibration transducers
P0252 A79-25845 
The application of a design verification system 
and accelerated mission testing to gas turbine 
engine development 
[SAT PAPER 780991] 	 p0255 A79-25877 
Planning the development and qualification process 
for the next generation of high technology 
aircraft engines 
[SAT PAPER 780992]	 p0255 A79-25878 
Requirements and constraints in the development 
and qualification of gas turbine engines for the 
Navy 
(SAT PAPER 7809941	 p0255 A79-25879 
TDS - A preliminary design system for turbines 
[SAT PAPER 780999] 	 p0255 579-25882 
Integrally Cast turbine rotor for high volume 
production 
(SAT PAPER 781000]	 p0255 579-25883 
Environmental factors affecting the installation 
and operation of gas turbine engines in 
agricultural aircraft 
[SAT PAPER 781010] 	 p0256 A79-25892 
Methanol, ethanol and jet fuel emissions 
comparison from a small gas turbine 
(SAT PAPER 781013) 	 p0256 579-25893 
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Residual-stress formation during the thermal 
hardening of components in gas-turbine engines 
p0266 179-26928 
Operational experience with linked-blade 
high-output gas-turbine
p0266 179-26830 
Thermal cycling endurance problems in gas-turbine 
parts
p0266 A79-26838 
Prediction of gas-turbine alloy creep 
characteristics
p0266 179-26841 
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas 
turbine engines
p0275 179-27313 
Comparison of RPJES and WE characteristics in 
supersonic cruising flight --- Bypass Turbojet 
Engine
p0280 179-27740 
Optimizing gasturbine engine flexible rotor 
balancing by the LP-search method
p0283 179-27745 
Intensification of fuel vaporization in aircraft 
gas turbine engines by electrical forces 
p0280 A79-27748 
Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers 
for multivariable systems
p0281 179-28223 
Designing a ring for protecting the gas-turbine
engine casing from fragments of the rotor 
p0316 A79-28627 
Method of determining precipitates formed during 
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helicopter transmission gearing 
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Turbine engines in light aircraft
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operation and maintenance of Avco Lycoming 
piston engines
p0024 P79-12381 
Energy conservation in general aviation piston 
powered aircraft
p0024 A79-12382 
Economy in flight operations
p0025 P79-12383 
Plying angle of attack
p0025 A79-12384 
Impact of fuel availability and other cost trends 
on general aviation
p0052 A79-13078 
Technological advancements in general aviation 
avionics
p0052 P79-13083 
Effect of forward speed on noise emission and 
thrust of small aircraft propellers 
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Integrated ATC development - The next decade: The 
controller's viewpoint
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Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered-
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General aviation aircraft in the 1990's 
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NASA research on general aviation power plants 
(AIPA PAPER 79-0561)	 p0254 P79-25870 
Small fan-jet engines --- for business aircraft 
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NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
A status report 
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The GATE studies - Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
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general aviation airfoil design and analysis 
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Evaluation of GPS performance for low-cost general 
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Spin flight research summary 
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The design and selection of optimum propellers for 
general aviation aircraft 
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The analysis of propellers including interaction 
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Design of quiet efficient propellers 
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	 p0454 P79-36719 
Crashworthiness analysis of field investigation of 
business aircraft accidents 
[SAE PAPER 790587]
	 p0454 A79-36721 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
[SAP PAPER 790591]
	 p0454 A79-36725 
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airports 
[SAP PAPER 790594]
	 p0455 P79-36728 
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Clean General Aviation Turbofan 
[SAP PAPER 790596]
	 p0455 P79-36729 
Advanced braking controls for business aircraft 
[SAP PAPER 7905991
	 p8455 A79-36731 
Canadair Challenger flight test status 
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New technologies for general aviation aircraft 
[SAP PAPER 790613]	 p0456 P79-36742 
General aviation aircraft design for performance 
using small computers 
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New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
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potential 
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The application of the Prop-Fan concept in 
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Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems 
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(AIAA PAPER 79-1821) 	 p0608 A79-47901 
A cheap, effective icing detector for general 
aviation aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1823]	 p0608 179-47902 
The Beech Model 77 'Skipper' spin program 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1835]	 p0608 A79-47907 
Exploratory study of the influence of wing 
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NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility 
p0635 179-149344 
A design perspective on new technologies for 
general aviation
p0636 179-49486 
Experiences with an airborne digital computer 
system for general aviation flight testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1834]	 P0684 A79-51248 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1161]	 p0685 179-51705 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 A79-52694 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1824]	 p0694 179-53750 
Pilot program to develop operating time emission 
degradation factors for general aviation piston 
engines 
[AD-A058158]	 p0050 879-11562 
Basic avionics module design for general aviation 
aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158953]	 p0093 879-12081 
NASA research on general aviation power plants 
[NASA-TN-79031]	 p0094 879-12086 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-1324]	 p0157 879-14018 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results 
[NASA-TN-79013]	 p0174 879-15051 
The gate studies: Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79075]	 p0220 879-15958 
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for 
general aviation --- conferences 
[NASA-CP-2067]	 p0221 N79-15961 
Overview of NASA general aviation program 
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General aviation energy-conservation research 
programs
p0221 879-15963 
Development status of rotary engine at Toyo Kogyo 
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p0221 879-15964
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p0221 879-15965 
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p0221 879-15966 
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright over 
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Engine requirements for future general aviation 
aircraft
p0221 879-15968 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
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Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
aviation aircraft 
[FAA-RD-78-122]	 p0229 879-16815 
Development, experimental verification and 
application of program EBASH for general 
aviation airplane structural crash dynamics 
[LR-28682]	 p0230 879-16817 
Assessment of new technologies for general 
aviation aircraft 
[GARC-4]	 p0232 879-16837 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines: Overviewing the GATE studies 
[NASA'-T8-79073]	 p0233 879-16849 
Gust response analyses for ten general aviation 
aircraft using a two-degree-of-freedom power 
spectral technique 
[ARAP-344)	 p0235 879-16861 
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions, 
US general aviation, 1977 
(NTSB-ANN-78-13]	 p0289 879-17829 
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, US 
general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-15]	 p0290 879-17831 
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-AMN-78-16]	 p0290 879-17832 
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-17]	 p0290 879-17833 
Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing

later recovered aircraft, US general aviation, 
1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-18)	 p0290 879-17834 
Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSR-ANN-78-19]	 p0290 879-17835 
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-20]	 p0290 879-17836 
Briefs of accidents involving commuter air 
carriers and on-demand air taxi operations, US 
general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-22]	 p0290 879-17838 
Gust load estimation using a simplified power 
spectral technique 
[ABAP-362]	 p0294 879-17870 
Occupant injury mechanisms in civil helicopter 
accidents
p0311 879-19653 
Study of future world markets for agricultural 
aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158937]	 p0377 879-21000 
Study of an advanced General Aviation Turbine 
Engine (GATE) 
[NASA-CE-159558]	 p0383 879-21073 
General aviation IFR operational problems 
[NASA-CR-159022]	 p0419 N79-22068 
A review of the icing situation from the 
standpoint of general aviation
p0481 879-23918 
Low-speed wind tunnel results for a modified 
13-percent-thick airfoil 
[RASA-TN-X-74018]	 p0492 879-24960 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
concepts 
[NASA-CR-159603]	 p0497 879-25017 
A consideration of general aviation in the UK 
[TT-7902]	 p0537 879-26010 
Investigation of a preliminary GPS receiver design 
for general aviation 
[10-1069059]	 p0592 1479-29164 
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Cross-country sailplane flight as a dynamic 
optimization problem
p0059 179-13672 
The ILS glidepath ­Few designs for severe sites 
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Comparative study of flare control laws 
optimal control of b-737 aircraft approach and 
landing 
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approaches 
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Cross-country sailplane flight as a dynamic 
optimization problem
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Simulation studies of the flight dynamics of 
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An exploratory investigation of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
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Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted
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The science and technology of low speed and 
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Canopy glint screening investigation 
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Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver 
/Navstar/
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The AI/ARV-132 Pavstar navigator
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characteristics
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GPS receiver operation
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Test and evaluation procedures for the GPS user 
equipment
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Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems 
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GPS for civil aviation - A new approach to 
improved civil air operations --- Global 
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GPS multipath error model --- Global Positioning 
System
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Airlines long-range navigation assessment 
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Navstar/GPS /Global Positioning System/ and 
electronic counter measures -- TACAN system 
vulnerability
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OPS - A universal navigation aid
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Evaluation of GPS performance for low-cost general 
aviation
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Loran C - Its future in the shadow of Navstar OPS 
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A navigation filter for an integrated 
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Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
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Recent results in navigation systems utilizing 
signal aiding from Pavstar satellites 
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The global positioning system /NAVSTAR/ 
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A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for GPS 
low-dynamics navigation system
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Functional requirements of the interface between 
the NAYSTAR GPS receiver model I and the 
advanced inertial reference sphere, volume 2 
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Feasibility studyof GPS-inertial navigation for 
helicopters and study of advanced GPS signal 
processing techniques, volume 3 
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Navstar aircraft aerial system. Some initial 
considerations 
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Global positioning system tactical missile guidance 
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Kalman filtering and smoothing in Fotonap for 
orbit determination using GPS measurements 
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Parachute partial inversions 
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A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
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Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for 
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phthalocyanine- graphite fiber fiber composites 
p0344 179-31039 
An assessment of local risk --- to area associated 
with commercial operations of aircraft with 
graphite fiber composite structures
p0426 079-22207 
High performance composites and adhesives for 
V/STOL aircraft 
[AD-A069611]	 p0661 N79-30332 
Ultra-high-modulus graphite-epoxy conical shell 
development, supplement 
[AD-A069795]	 p0662 579-30335 
GRAPHITE-EPDXY COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
Advanced technology helicopter lauding gear 
p0014 179-10918 
Aerospace usage versus commercial utilization of 
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composites 
p0187 179-20861 
Relative behavior of graphite/epoxy and aluminum 
in a lightning environment --- aircraft safety 
considerations
p0187 179-20864 
Effects of lightning current waveform components 
on graphite/epoxy composite material 
aircraft hazards
p0 187 179-20865 
Lightning conductive characteristics of graphite 
composite structures --- for aircraft protection 
p0188 179-20866 
Advanced composite 727 elevator and 737 stabilizer 
programs
p0188 179-20873 
Lightning protection techniques for graphite/epoxy 
aircraft structures
p0 188 179-20875 
An advanced composite helicopter main rotor hub 
p0188 A79-20876 
Advanced composite fan frame for the Quiet Clean 
Short-Haul Experimental Engine /QCSEE/ 
p0188 179-20879 
Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy 
fan blades --- foreign object damage to turbofan 
engines
p0189 179-20880 
The effects of lightning and nuclear 
electromagnetic pulse on the composite aircraft 
p0207 179-24077 
Multidimensional advanced composites for improved 
impact resistance
p0208 179-24080 
EN? coupling to a composite aircraft
p0249 179-25321
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- under airfield humidity 
and temperature conditions
p0336 179-30011 
Design of a typical aeronautical structure from 
carbon-resin composites
p0336 179-30174 
XC- 14 thermoplastic/graphite elevator
p0529 179-43241 
Fabrication of thick graphite/epoxy wing surface 
structure --- for subsonic transport aircraft 
p0529 179-43245 
Overage indicators for prepreg products 
materials performance for military aircraft 
p0530 179-43253 
The structural effects and detection of variations 
in Hercules 3501-51 and Avco 5505 resin systems 
p0530 179-43261 
Chemical analysis of advanced composite prepregs 
and resins --- for quality control
p0530 179-43264 
Effects of boron and glass hybrid epoxy-composites 
on graphite-fiber release in an aircraft fire 
p0531 179-43272 
Hybrid Wing Box structure
p0532 179-43331 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1807)	 p0606 179-47891 
Composite helicopter tail booms 
(ASS 79-9]	 p0627 179-49061 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
[IFS 79-45]	 p0632 179-49097 
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor 
blade for the circulation control rotor system 
[ASS 79-461	 p0632 179-49098 
Direct effects protection methods for thin 
skins/composites
p0682 179-51143 
Advanced composites for turbines
p0694 179-53889 
Fiberglass flight controls --- of helicopters 
p0695 179-53892 
Reproducibility of structural strength and 
stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spoilers 
[NASA-TM-78723] 	 p0097 N79-12156 
Performance of graphite epoxy as an antenna ground 
plane 
[10-1058346)	 p0108 1119-13247 
Design, fabrication and laboratory testing of a 
helicopter composite main rotor hub 
graphite-epoxy hubs for the CH-54 helicopter 
[10-1060313]	 p0162 N79-14085 
Dynamic behavior of aircraft materials 
[10-1064592]	 p0420 1479-22078 
Carbon fibers and composites
p0426 N79-22199 
Source of released carbon fibers
p0426 N79-22200 
Bolted field repair of composite structures 
repairing fuel cell composite wing surfaces 
[10-1067923]	 p0585 1979-28238 
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and 
flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy 
composites 
[AD-1068586]	 p0585 N7928245 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CB-159027] 	 p0586 N79-28419 
Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites 
[AD-1069871]	 p0662 N79-30334 
Thermal characteristics of 3501-6/AS and 5208/T300 
graphite epoxy composites 
[10-1071067]	 p0674 N79-31357 
Investigation of penetration of electromagnetic 
energy through jointsin advanced composite 
structures --- aircraft structures 
[10-1069589]	 polio 579-32441 
GRAPHS (CHARTS) 
The Rockwell International Sabreliner-65: Case 
study in aircraft design --- Book
p0451 179-36645 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
[SAE PAPER 790590]	 p0454 179-36724 
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GRATINGS (SPECTRA) 	 SUBJECT INDEX 
A study of the evolution of noise exposure under 
different hypotheses of regulation 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-441	 p0473 179-39093 
The problem: Aircraft in transonic flight 
p0376 879-20991 
GRATINGS (SPECTRA) 
Grating lobe control in United scan arrays 
p0137 A79-18714 
GRAVITATION 
NT GRAVITY ANOMALIES 
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch
p0695 179-53946 
GRAVITY ANOMALIES 
Real-time gravity filtering from on-board 
gradiometers 
[1111 PAPER 79-1767]	 p0689 179-52556 
GRAVITY GRADIOIETERS 
Real-tine gravity filtering from on-board 
gradiometers 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1767]	 p0689 A79-52556 
GRAY GAS 
Radiating laminar boundary layer flow over a flat 
plate at a large free-stream Mach number 
p0528 179-42989 
GREASES 
Self-contained grease lubrication systems for 
aircraft applications 
CARS 79-39]	 p0631 179-49091 
Near particle analysis of grease samples 
[AD-A069114]	 pO597 879-29344 
GREAT BRITAIN 
British lighter-than-air activity - A review 
(AIAA 79-1583]	 p0522 A79-112385 
GREEN FUNCTION 
Green's function method for compressible unsteady 
potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage 
interaction
p0129 179-18645 
Green's function method for the computational 
aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03471	 p0146 179-19680 
GREEN THEOREM 
U GREEN FUNCTION 
GROOVING 
Surveys of grooves in 19 bituminous runways 
(10-1069889]	 p0673 879-31233 
GROUND BASED CONTROL 
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
Conflict alert for the air traffic control system 
p0401 A79-33605 
Flight control systems development of highly 
maneuverable aircraft technology /HiNAT/ vehicle 
[lILA PAPER 79-17891	 p0605 A79-47878 
Aircraft accident report: E.S.B. Group, Inc., 
Cessna Citation, 851MW and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, 89578 LaGuardia 
Airport, Flushing, New York, 21 June 1978 
[NTSR-AA9-793]	 p0362 879-20091 
GROUND EFFECT 
Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion 
induced forces in ground effect 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1281]	 p0471 179-39017 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 A79-51241 
Compressible viscous flowfields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
[10-1059231]	 p0086 879-12022 
The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
of fountains and some far field temperature 
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft 
ground effect 
(AD-A061335]	 p0232 N79-16843 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
[10-1062097]	 p0361 879-20084 
Unsteady small-gap ground effects 
[10-1068400]	 p0581 879-28157 
GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS) 
Measurement of flow fields around an airfoil 
section with separation
D0012 179-10868
Skirt Components of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an air-cushion vehicle using 
the oncoming flow to generate lift
p0028 A79-12949 
Calculation of the flow, with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
p0058 179-13295 
Ground effects on ORB configurations --- Upper 
Surface Blowing
p0191 179-21525 
Some basic test results of V/STOL jet induced lift 
effects in hover 
(hAl PAPER 79-0339]
	 p0202 179-23553 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0337]
	 p0202 179-23556 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field of a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[hAl PAPER 79-1184]	 p0468 179-38974 
A new analytic method for the study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 179-41767 
Surface-effect Components of aerodynamic 
characteristics of air-cushion vehicle with ram 
pressurization
p0601 A79-46995 
The design impact of power-augmented ram 
technology on large energy efficient aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1864]	 p0684 179-51250 
Analysis of vehicles with wings operating in 
ground effect 
[lilA 79-2034]	 p0692 179-53621 
Thrust and mass flow characteristics of four 36 
inch diameter tip turbine fan thrust vectoring 
systems in and out of ground effect 
(NASA-CB-152239)	 p0542 M79-26056 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field around a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[NASA-CR-152212]	 p0544 879-26374 
Low speed wind tunnel test of ground proximity and 
deck edge effects on a lift cruise fan V/STOL 
configuration, volume 2 
[NASA-CR-152248]	 p0580 879-28142 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In -Ground effect 
(WIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted 
in Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78793]	 p0663 N79-31141 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of 
ground-induced effects for a low-aspect-ratio 
highly swept arrow-wing configuration 
[NASA-TP-1508]	 -	 p0672 879-31223 
GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
NT CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE 
NT t3OVRRCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
Large wing-in-ground effect transport aircraft 
[hAl 79-08451	 p0404 179-33830 
Effect of inertia of blower on stability of 
air-cushion vehicle
p0561 179-44083 
The principles of hovercraft, powering and 
propulsion	 - 
-	 p0604 179-47844 
Gas turbines for ACV's and hydrofoils
p0604 179-47845 
Jet propulsion for ACT's and hydrofoils 
p0604 A79-47847 
Performance predictions for open ocean air cushion 
vehicles and surface effect ships
p0640 A79-49905 
Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk 
-	 p0640 179-49909 
Road fleet operation of air cushion assisted 
vehicles - An evaluation of technical and 
economic problems
p0641 A79-49910 
A combined air-cushion and endless belt 
transportation system
p0641 A79-$9911 
Integration of air cushion landing system 
technology into the JINDIVIK remotely piloted 
vehicle	 -	 - 
(AD-1058004]	 pOD92 879-12075 
Air cushion landing gear applications study 
(NASA-CR-159002)	 p0540 879-26045 
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GUIDANCE (MOTION) 
A study of requirements, model configurations, and 
test plans for air cushion system comparison tests 
(AD-A0690063	 p0585 879-28373 
ACV cushion comparison tests: Preliminary review 
and definition of model and tests 
(*0-1068888]	 p0586 879-28374 
Heave-pitch-roll analysis and testing of air 
cushion landing systems 
(RASA-CR-2917]	 p0651 819-30175 
GROUND HANDLING 
Reducing air pollutant emissions at airports by 
controlling aircraft ground operations 
p0206 179-23744 
A simulator study of aircraft ground-run handling 
in the Posim Research Simulator - Some results 
and experiences
p0259 A79-26498 
Airplane dynamic wheel loads during ground 
maneuvering --- computer program for L-1011 
aircraft 
(lilA 79-0739)	 p0319 A79-29011 
Material developments for airline safety - Impact
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 179-43277 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II
p0536 179-43734 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport --- airfield 
surface movements 
(FAA-AEQ-77-5]	 p0237 879-16881 
The 1990 direct support infrastructure 
•	 p0549 879727115 
GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 
NEW test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
[DGLR 79-022]	 p0347 *79-31949 
GROUND SPEED 
• Design and demonstration of a system for routine, 
booaless supersonic flights 
[P11-80-77-72)	 p0231 879-16828 
Simulation study to evaluate a 
constant-groundspeed approach method in moderate 
and severe wind shears 
[NASA-TM-80060]	 p0362 879-20089 
Airborne determination of ground speed: A 
feasibility study --- instrument landing system 
approaches 
(AD-A073193]	 p0714 879-33182 
GROUND STATIONS 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 179-17095 
Siting criteria for ELS stations. II
p0281 179-28184 
Increasing the accuracy of integrated 
DopplerprlClN navigation through frequent change 
of TACAN stations 
-	 p0514 179-41778 
Introduction to, ground station systems of, and 
civil applications of remotely piloted vehicles 
p0218 879-15945 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SISTER 
VON - Its past, present, and future
p0076 P.79-16161 
High level maintenance below sea level 
p0465 *79-38825 
F-16 depot automatic test equipment
p0625 179-48895 
Airport power supply --- Russian book
p0647 A79-50499 
Potential applications of acoustic emission 
technology as a nondestructive evaluation method 
for naval aviation ground support 
[10-1056650]	 p0039 879-10439 
Performance of graphite epoxy as an antenna ground 
plane 
[AD-A058346]	 p0108 879-13247 
Apparatus for measuring an aircraft's speed and 
height 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12275-1] 	 p0298 879-18296 
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
AN/usM-449/V/ ATE for worldwide support of the P3 
Orion
p0624 *79-48884 
GROUND TESTS 
NT COLD FLOW TESTS 
Certification-compliance demonstration by flight 
or simulation
[SAE PAPER 780549]	 p0005 179-10408 
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VAST/
p0080 179-16446 
Engine life usage experience of 1P17/TJ101 flight 
and ground testing 
(ASH! PAPER 78-WA/CT-113	 p0149 179-19798 
An application of ground vibration test results to 
calculate aeroelastic stability and control 
parameters 
(lilA 79-0830)	 p0323 179-29046 
Method of assessment of the antistatic protection 
of aircraft 
(08181, IP NO. 1979-41]	 p0473 179-39090 
New methods for ground-testing aeronautical 
structures 
(08181, TP 80. 1979-47]
	 p0534 179-43620 
Pull scale ground and air resonance testing of the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Bearingless Rain Rotor 
CARS 79-23].	 p0629 179-49075 
Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter 
development programs 
[INS 79-40]	 p0631 A79-49092 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
paints on actual aircraft parts /Qualification 
test/
p0681 179-51134 
Tests on actual aircraft for electromagnetic 
effects /Engineering tests,
p0682 179-51141 
Ground-based measurements of the wake vortex 
characteristics of a B-747 aircraft in various 
configurations 
[NASA-TR-80474]	 p0537 879-26016 
GROUND WIND 
Ground winds for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, 
1979 revision 
[NASA-TM-78229]	 p0504 879-25662 
GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS 
Ground-air and air-ground communications links - 
Voice and data link in different systems 
p0054 179-13234 
Collision avoidance in an integrated system. I - 
Advantages of the capability
p0056 179-13258 
The AGDLS - A multipurpose system for in-flight 
evaluation of new ATC techniques --- Air Ground 
Data Link System
p0056 179-13264 
Sea-air rescue and offshore aerial navigation 
using Loran C
p0057 179-13270 
Investigation concerning an Airborne Terminal /AT/ 
for pilot/controller communication over a - 
ground/board/ground data link 
[DGLR PAPER 79-050] 	 p0521 179-42376 
A novel approach to the design of an a11 digital

aeronautical satellite communication system 
p0674 879-31461 
Investigation on information error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
p0675 879-31480 
GROWTH 
NT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS) 
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-14 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-ill AIRCRAFT 
GUIDANCE (NOTION) 
NT AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE 
NT INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
NT LASER GUIDANCE 
NT MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE 
NT STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
NT TERMINAL GUIDANCE 
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611 A79-47939 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TR-78527]	 p0036 N79-10054 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 1: Basic contact 
(AD-A058416)	 p0105 879-13066 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
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GUIDANCE SENSORS
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
situation 
[RASA-CASE-FRC-11005-1)	 p01495 979-24988 
Design guidance from fighter CCV flight evaluations 
p0659 N79-30235 
GUIDANCE SENSORS 
Air Force applications for optical rotation rate 
sensors
p0281 179-28122 
Increasing guidance accuracy through use of an 
integrated digital piloting system 
[DGLR PAPER 79-083]	 p0520 179-142369 
Use of a gyroscope with adjustable torsion 
suspension in precise gyroscopic sensors 
p0538 179-43511 
The implementation and application of a sensor 
interfacing unit for strapdown inertial systems 
(NAL-TR-532)	 p0230 1179-16821 
GUIDE VANES 
NT JET VANES 
Application of nonseries airfoil design technology 
to highly loaded turbine exit guide vanes 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-108]	 p0008 A79-10787 
Experimental study of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of a nozzle guide vane row with 
air ejection onto the vane surface
p0082 A79-16787 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
[AsME PAPER 79-GT-91 	 p0339 A79-30507 
Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on 
the return flows and stable operating range of 
an axial flow fan 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-313	 p0340 179-30517 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage. 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-33) 	 p0340 179-30519 
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment 
for inlet guide vanes 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-163] 	 p0395 179-32425 
V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch 
and variable inlet guide vane fans - A report on 
experimental data 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1286)	 p0509 179-40487 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine testing 
[ATAA PAPER 79-11851	 p0510 179-140752 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient 
cascade
p0527 839-82891 
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on 
a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18551 	 p0609 A79-47914 
Experimental study of the gasdynanic 
characteristics of a stator cascade with cooling 
air discharge through the vane surface 
p0613 179-48498 
Turbine exit guide vane program --- exhaust nozzles 
[10-1060383]	 p0164 1179-14101 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
[9AS1CR3067)	 p0234 1179-16853 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
be used on vertical lift aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1510]	 p0671 R79-31214 
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication 
utilizing film cooling as a cooling system 
[RASA-CR-159655)	 p0716 N79-33204 
GUNS (ORDNANCE) 
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for 
engine ingestion prevention in F-15
p0642 A79-50166 
Precision controllability of the F-is airplane 
[NASA-TM-72861]	 p0887 R79-23979 
Army aircraft fire control systems performance 
evaluation 
[AD-A070758]	 p011S R79-33194 
GUST ALLEVIATORS 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls - Review of developments and 
applications based on the aerodynamic energy 
concept
p0156 179-20128 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
[AIAA 79-16741	
.	
p0568 A79-45339
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
[AIAA 79-16761	 p0568 179-45340 
The Total In-Plight Simulator (TIPS) aerodynamics 
and systems: Description and analysis 
maneuver control and gust alleviators 
(NASA-CE-1589651	 p0166 7479-14113 
C-5A load alleviation --- active lift distribution 
control system
p0237 7479-16875 
A wind-tunnel investigation of tilt-rotor gust 
alleviation systems 
[NASA-CR-152264]	 p0543 R79-26062 
Gust alleviator feasibility study for G91! 
p0659 1179-30230 
GUST LOADS 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 A79-11370 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental study
p0060 179-13980 
Study of the integration of active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load 
control, and direct control of lift 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1111 	 p0060 A79-14069 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight
p0131 A79-18662 
Helicopter simulation in atmospheric turbulence 
p0131 179-1,8663 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0060]	 p0139 179-19511 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
(AIAA PAPER 79-02381	 p0144 179-19613 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 179-21475 
Aircraft response to lateral gusts- Exploratory 
study
p0389 839-32278 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials
p0399 179-33201 
Lifting surface approach to the estimation of gust 
response of finite wings
p0407 179-34596 
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
p0473 A79-39059 
Structural loads due to gusts on semibuoyant 
airships 
[AIAA 79-1581]	 p0522 179-42384 
Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue 
damage
p0563 179-144461 
Improved method of predicting helicopter control 
response and gust sensitivity 
EARS 79-25]	 p0629 179-49077 
Load and dynamic assessment of 8-528-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and load analysis results 
(NASA-CE-150834]	 p0036 7479-10049 
Gust response analyses for ten general aviation 
aircraft using a two-degree-of-freedom power 
spectral technique 
(1RAP344)	 p0235.1179-16861 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight 
[AD-A061134]	 p0235 1779-16862 
C-5A load alleviation --- active lift distribution 
control system
p0237 1179-16875 
Gust load estimation using a simplified power 
spectral technique 
[ARAP-362]	 p0294 1779-17870 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
propagation in sheet made of Alciad 7076-T6 
[NLR-TR-78071-U]	 p0387 1779-21447 
Aircraft design loads due to non-stationary 
atmospheric turbulence patches 
[NLR-TR-78073-U]	 p0701 1779-32216 
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HARMONICS 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
(NLR-MP-78027-U)	 p0709 379-32283 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials 
(NLR-MP-78022-U]	 p0711 379-32597 
GUSTS 
The Dulles Airport pressure-sensor array for 
gust-front detection - System design and 
preliminary results
p0192 A79-21919 
A snail aircraft gust-probe system for studies of 
boundary layer convection and transport 
p0193 A79-21972 
The status of air notion measurements on NCAR 
aircraft
p0193 A79-21973 
Gust-vehicle parameter identification by dynamic 
simulation in mind-tunnels
p0180 379-15097 
The response of aircraft to discrete rasp gusts 
(RAE-TR-.77165]	 p0222 319-15971 
GYRATION 
NT AUTOROTATION 
NT NOTATION 
UT BOCOM P ASS ES 
Compass system for small aircraft
pO534 A79-83510 
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions 
(RASA-TM-78611]	 p0706 379-32205 
GYRQINTERACTION 
U MAGNETIC RIGIDITY 
GYROPLANES 
U HELICOPTERS	 - 
GYROS 
U GYROSCOPES 
GYROSCOPES 
NT ATTITUDE GYROS 
NT ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES 
NT GYROCOMPASSES 
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS 
AT GYROSTABILIZERS 
NT OPTICAL GYROSCOPES 
NT ROTARY GYROSCOPES 
Inertial technology and reliability --- for 
navigation systems
p0082 A79-16584 
Use of a gyroscope with adjustable torsion 
suspension in precise gyroscopic sensors 
p0534 A79-43511 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
[AD-A059028]	 p0100 379-13021 
Failure sodas and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (RIRA) 
[AD-A061449]	 p0232 N79-16834 
GYROSCOPIC DRIFT 
U GYROSCOPES 
U GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS 
Autonomous navigation system -- using gyroscopic 
pendulums and gimbals for air navigation system 
which disposes 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11257-1]	 p0713 379-33177 
GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdown 
applications
p0067 A79-14662 
Inertial measuring unit for strapdowu application 
p0068 A79-14663 
The DG-800 - A rugged, high performance beading 
reference unit --- directional gyro design 
considerations
p0619 A79-48677 
GYROSTABILIZERS 
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of 
gyrostabilized platforms
p0068 179-14671 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 379-30216 
GYRO STATS 
U GYROSCOPES
H 
H-53 HELICOPTER 
Pave Low III --- 8-53 helicopter avionics for 
night/adverse weather rescue of military aircraft 
p0619 A79-48682
CH-533 digital automatic flight control system., 
p0693 A79-53638 
The effect of operations on the ground noise 
footprints associated with a large multibiaded, 
nonbanging helicopter
p0040 379-10851 
RAILSTOEMS 
Cloud physics observations inside hailstorms with 
an armored aircraft data system
p0192 A79-21960 
HALL CURRENTS 
U ELECTRIC CURRENT 
HALOGEN COMPOUNDS 
NT YLUORO COMPOUNDS 
NT POLYTETBAPLUOROETBYLBNE 
HAMBURGER AIRCRAFT 
NT HPB-320 AIRCRAFT 
HAMBURGER BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
U HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
HANDBOOKS 
NT USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS) 
Plight profile performance handbook, volume 3: 
AH-1G (COBRA) 
[AD-A060056]	 pO171 379-15030 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 4: 
AR-IS (COBRA) 
[AD-A060057]	 FOul 379-15031 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 5: 
YAH-64 (Advanced Attack Helicopter-RAH) 
(AD-A060058)	 p0172 379-15032 
Tower airport statistics handbook, calendar year 
1977 
(AD-A060217]	 p0180 379-15099 
Aerospace structural metals handbook. Volume 5, 
supplement 11: Nonferrous alloys 
(AD-A062553)	 p0369 4479-20228 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 1: 
Design handbook 
(AD-A065268]	 p0433 379-23068 
HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
Handling problems through compressor deterioration 
p0554 379-27169 
HANDLING QUALITIES 
U CONTROLLABILITY 
RANG GLIDERS 
A new life saving application for the parachute 
[AIAA 79-0456]	 p0264 A79-26659 
HARDENING (MATERIALS) 
NT HOT PRESSING 
NT SILICONIZING 
HARDENING (SYSTEMS) 
Protection/hardening of aircraft electronic 
systems against the indirect effects of lightning 
p0683 A79-51146 
HARDNESS 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 A79-33639 
HARDWARE 
Visual simulation requirements and hardware 
p0223 1479-15983 
HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
A low-frequency aeroelastic element method and its 
application to the harmonic gust response 
analysis of a flexible airplane
p0190 A79-21475 
HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
-p0028 A79-12963 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillating airfoils 
CARS 78-62]	 p0125 179-18183 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
helicopter vibration reduction by blade pitch 
variation
p0131 A79-18657 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0204]	 p01443 179-19597 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 A79-47009 
A procedure for analyzing transonic flow over 
harmonically oscillating airfoils
p0352 1479-20003 
HARMONICS 
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
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BARRIER AIRCRAFT 
Composite wing technology on thä AV-8B advanced 
aircraft 
(185 78-53]	 p0124 879-18176 
Powered wind tunnel testing of the AV-88 - A 
straightforward approach pays off 
[1111 PAPER 79-0333] 	 p0202 179-23557 
Head-up Display and Weapon Aiming Computer 
/HUDWAC/ system for the Sea Harrier
p0332 179-291482 
Sea Harrier night and low visibility approach 
development
p0332 179-29483 
An 1-221 flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AV-8B VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 179-294814 
The British Aerospace Barrier: Case study in 
aircraft design --- Book
p01451 179-36644 
Alleviation of stability and control difficulties 
of a V/STOL Type B aircraft 
(lIlA 79-17851	 p0573 179-45412 
Flight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept 
(1118 PAPER 79-1841]	 p0684 179-512149 
Aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform 
p0687 179-52138 
Is the AV-8B Advanàed Barrier aircraft ready for 
full-scale development 
[P8-290826/7]	 p0495 879-24987 
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
USMC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 N79-302114 
HARTNANR FLOW 
Heat generation in cavities af high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
(BMVG-FBWT-77-28]	 p0288 879-17815 
HAWKER SIDDELET AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT HARRIER AIRCRAFT 
HAWKRYB AIRCRAFT 
U B-2 AIRCRAFT 
HAZARDS 
NT AIRCRAFT HAZARDS 
NT FLIGHT HAZARDS 
NT TOXIC HAZARDS 
Proceedings of the Aircraft Wake Vortices Conference 
[AD-A055510]	 p0159 N79-14031 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
[AD-A061450]	 p0240 979-17012 
An assessment of local risk --- to area associated 
with commercial operations of aircraft with 
graphite fiber composite structures
p0426 879-22207 
Carbon Fiber Risk Analysis: Conclusions 
p0426 879-22209 
Factors affecting electrostatic hazards 
[AD-A066927]	 p0501 879-25245 
Feasibility of non-catapult ejection and hazard of 
an ejection seat rocket plume 
tAD-A0670801	 -. p0539 879-26036 
HC-1 HELICOPTER 
U CH-47 HELICOPTER 
HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
U HOVERCRAFT GROUND'EFFECT MACHINES 
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS 
Acousto-optic methods of character generaticn for 
aircraft laser displays
p0071 179-15178 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
images on head-up displays for night or 
all-weather operations --- for military 
helicopters
p0019 A79-16240 
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VAST/
p0080 A79-1614146 
V/STOL all weather HOD landing simulation /Status 
report/
p0331 A79-29478 
Head-up Display and Weapon Aiming Computer 
/HUDWAC/ system for the Sea Harrier
p0332 179-29482 
An X-22A flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AV-88 VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 A79-29484
KC-135s get 'heads-up' research --- head-up 
displays in midair refueling
p0350 A79-32240 
F/A-18 Hornet display system
p0617 179-48630 
Helmet mounted display and sight development 
AHS 79-17]	 p0628 179-49070 
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter 
environment 
[AD-A058444]	 p0102 879-13041 
Holographic lens for pilot's head up display, 
phase 4 
(80-1058660]	 p0102 979-130143 
Control and display Concepts for combat aircraft 
head-up displays and helmet display sight 
system
p0354 879-20019 
Energy maneuverability display. validation --- F-16 
aircraft 
[AFFDL-TR-78-35-VOL-1]	 p0484 879-23947 
A review of some head-up display formats --- tests 
on sensing equipment for flights following 
•	 partly visible terrain close to the ground 
[NASA-TP-1499]	 -	 p0716 879-33201 
BEARING 
NT ACOUSTIC FATIGUE 
BEARING LOSS 
U AUDITORY DEFECTS 
HEAT CONDUCTION 
U CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
HEAT CONTENT 
U ENTHALPY 
HEAT DISSIPATION 
U COOLING 
HEAT DISSIPATION CHILLING 
U COOLING 
HEAT EFFECTS 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
HEAT EQUATIONS 
O THERMODYNAMICS 
HEAT EXCHANGERS 
The F-16 environmental control system 
[ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-11] 	 p0027 879-12560 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 179-12824 
Choice of optimal parameters for a heat exchanger 
with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine 
p0526 179-02552 
Performance of hot fuel in a single tube heat 
exchanger test rig 
[AD-A058744]	 p0106 N79-133 
HEAT FLOW 
U HEAT TRANSMISSION 
BEAT FLUX 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 179-15211 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient 
cascade
p0527 A79-42891 
High heat flux actively- cooled honeycomb sandwich 
structural panel for a hypersonic aircraft 
[NASA-CR-2959]	 p0372 879-20397 
HEAT GENERATION 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
[RN VG-FBWT-77-28]	 p0288 879-17815 
HEAT MEASUREMENT 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rateto gas turbine 
components
p0072 179-15211 
Measurements of heat transfer in circular, 
rectangular and triangular ducts, representing 
typical turbine blade internal cooling passages 
using transient techniques - 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-40]
	
p0391 179-32343 
Measurement of heat-transfer rate to a gas turbine 
stator 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-119]	 p0399 179-32935 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient 
cascade
p0527 A79-42891 
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HEAT TREATMENT 
BEAT OF COMBUSTION 
Enthalpy of combustion of RJ-6 
(AD-A067968]	 p0559 N79-28037 
BEAT PIPES 
Choiceof optimal parameters for a beat exchanger 
with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine 
p0526 P.79-42552 
BEAT PUMPS 
Fossil fuel heat pumps for domestic, commercial 
and industrial space beating
p0462 A79-37852 
A cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise 
range from Mach 2 to Mach 8 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12406-1]	 p0494 N79-24980 
BEAT RESISTANCE 
U THERMAL RESISTANCE 
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
IT NINONIC ALLOYS 
IT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
IT RENE 95 
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten 
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades 
p0111 179-17029 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 A79-26546 
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas 
turbine engines
p0275 A79-27313 
Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrA1Y - A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
p0337 P.79-30397 
Directionally solidified blades - Greater strength 
p0449 A79-36248 
The application of rapid solidification rate 
superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades 
(AIAA PAPER 79-12261	 p0469 P.79-38991 
Achieving consistency in the production of 
critical jet engine components by means of press 
forging
p0625 A79-48945 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
[AD-A057269]	 p0046 N79-11055 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractography of Cast nickel base superalloys 
[AD-A061701]	 p0306 N79-19149 
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas 
turbine blades 
[NASA-TM-79088]	 p0369 N79-20180 
Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCralY: A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
[NASA-TM-79094]	 p0369 R79-20187 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATORITED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts --- for gas turbine engines 
(AD-A064597]	 p0423 N79-22102 
Neat treatment of P/N nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0942 N79-23254 
An experimental, low-cost, silicon 
slurry/aluminide high-temperature coating for 
superalloys 
[NASA-TM-79178]	 p0596 N79-29292 
An analysis of the low cycle fatigue behavior of 
the superalloy Rene 95 by strainrange partitioning 
(AD-A068252)	 p0596 N79-29295 
HEAT SHIELDING 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments
p0462 A79-38123 
BEAT SINKS 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 1 
(NASA-CE-145032]
	
p0218 N79-15939 
HEAT SOURCES 
IT GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
Design and evaluation of aircraft heat source 
systems for use with high-freezing point fuels 
(NASA-CR-159568]	 p0489 179-24172 
HEAT TESTS 
U HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS 
BEAT TRANSFER 
IT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TRANSFER 
IT CONVECTIVE MEAT TRANSFER 
IT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
IT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
IT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
IT TURBULENT BEAT TRANSFER
Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very 
high temperature models in a closed subsonic 
wind tunnel
p0114 A79-17594 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transonic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 A79-24295 
Internal aerodynamics and heat transfer problems 
associated to film cooling of gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-57]	 p0341 P.79-30528 
An experimental study of endwall and airfoil 
surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine 
blade cascade 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-993 	 p0392 A79-32375 
Analytical modeling of ramjet èombustor heat 
transfer modes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11241 	 p6508 P.79-40476 
Beat transfer over the initial section of turbine 
blade cooling channels under conditions of 
rotation
p0689 A79-52608 
P. thermal investigation of the AFAPL turbine 
engine heat transfer test facility 
[AD-A059338]	 p0167 N79-14117 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
tNASA-TH-79054]	 pO174 N79-15050 
Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate 
studies of improved fire resistant materials 
tNASA-TM-785501 	 p0181 N79-15187 
Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program 
[AD-A061062]	 p0234 0479-16856 
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a 
simulated wing-elevon cove with variable leakage 
at a free-stream Mach number of 6.9 
[NASA-TM-74095]	 p0297 N19-18284 
Heat transfer problems in advanced gas turbines 
for naval applications 
[AD-A062866]	 p0365 N79-20121 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel Metal throat liners 
[AD-A062318]	 p0368 N79-201113 
Pressure and thermal distributions on wings and 
adjacent surfaces induced by elevon deflections 
at Mach 6 
[NASA-TP-1356]	 p0370 N79-20344 
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest, fall 1978 
[AD-A069044]	 p0600 N79-30134 
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
A two-dimensional cascade test of an air-cooled 
turbine nozzle
p0337 179-30379 
Determination of heat transfer coefficients around 
a blade surface from temperature measurements 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-28] 	 p0340 A79-30515 
Measurement of heat-transfer rate to a gas turbine 
stator 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-119]	 p0399 179-32935 
Nonstationarity of heat transfer in the blade 
cascade of an axial-flow turbine during engine 
start-up
p0527 179-42572 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 179-42892 
BEAT TRANSMISSION 
IT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TRANSFER 
IT CONVECTIVE BEAT TRANSFER 
IT BEAT TRANSFER 
IT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
IT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
IT SUPERSONIC BEAT TRANSFER 
IT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER 
Through-heating of chambers with regenerative 
cooling --- for aircraft engines
p0527 P.79-42510 
HEAT TREATMENT 
IT STRESS RELIEVING 
Residual-stress formation during the thermal 
hardening of components in gas-turbine engines 
p0266 179-26828 
Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy forgings 
of the AZ 14.61 type. Fatigue crack propagation 
performance under maneuver spectrum loading 
[NLR-TN-76074-U]	 p0238 4479-16965 
Finxless brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively cooled panel
P0386 0479-21432 
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HEATING - 
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
NT RESISTANCE BEATING	 - 
HEATING EQUIPMENT 
Hybrid beater/paste and beater/flexible coating 
schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades 
p0134 179-18685 
HEAVING 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
(AD-A059785]	 p0168 179-14247 
Heave-pitch-roll analysis and testing of air 
cushion landing systems 
(NASA-CR-2917)	 p0651 N79-30175 
HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
Longitudiul dynamic stability of a hovering 
helicopter with a sling load
p0561 A79-44094 
HEY (HIGH ENERGY FUELS) 
0 HIGH ENERGY FUELS 
HEIGHT 
NT SCALE HEIGHT 
Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry 
Russian book
p0463 A79-38145 
HELICAL FLOW 
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets 
p0513 ,A79-41414 
HELICAL INDUCERS 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbomachinery rotor 
passage 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-114]	 p0001 P.79-10266 
HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
TI ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
U HELICOPTERS 
HELICOPTER CONTROL 
Automatic stabilization of helicopters --- Russian 
book
p0067 P.79-14550 
Application of a north seeking heading and 
attitude reference for the autonomous navigation 
of helicopters
p0068 P.79-14668 
Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion 
on-the basis of an operational algorithm 
p0069 A79-14873 
Integrated computer-display system for modern 
anti-tank/combat helicopters
p0078 179-16233 
Chief features of future helicopter avionics 
p0079 P.79-16238 
Fly-by-wire for vertical lift 
(ABS 78-15) p0120 P.79-18141 
A versatile approach to cockpit management -- for 
military helicopter control and display avionics 
[ABS 78-17)	 p0120 P.79-18143 
Handling qualities aspects of the Bell Model 222 
design and development program 
(ABS 78-26]	 p0122 P.79-18152 
Analytical design of a high performance stability 
and control augmentation system for a hingeless 
rotor helicopter 
CABS 78-27]	 p0122 P.79-18153 
Simulation of automatic flight control system 
failures 
[ABS 78-28]	 p0122 P.79-18154 
A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth 
handling qualities 
[ABS 78-291	 p0122 179-18155 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
[ABS 78-31]	 p0122 P.79-18157 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale 
sulticyclic controllable twist rotor 
[ABS 78-601	 p0125 P.79-18181 
Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control 
loads 
(ABS 78-613	 p0125 P.79-18182 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in-hover 
(ABS 78-64]	 p0126 79-18185 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
helicopter vibration reduction by blade pitch 
variation
p0131 P.79-18657
Analysis of free torsional rotor blade 
oscillations under special consideration of 
asymmetric swash-plate support
p0131 A19-18660 
Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated 
system including FLIR and laser range finder 
p0150 119-19900 
Army outlook - Flight control systems --- for 
helicopters
p0198 P.79-22772 
Evaluation of IFR handling qualities of 
helicopters using the RAE airborne V/STOL 
simulator 
[hAP. 19-0702]	 p0276 P.79-27365 
P. flyable suspended model helicopter for the 
•	 investigation of the human pilot behaviour 
p04 12 P.79-35923 
Model study of transient processes in a hydraulic 
power amplifier
p0465 P.19-38814 
P. piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IFB /SPIFR/ requirements 
[AIAP. 79-1886]	 p0573 P.79-45413 
Helicopter performance methodology at Bell 
Helicopter Textron 
[ABS 79-2]	 p0626 A79-49055 
Multiplex technology applied to helicopters 
CARS 79-14]	 p0627 P.79-49067 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
(ABS 79-16]	 p0628 P.79-49069 
Spirit helicopter handling qualities design and 
development 
(ABS 79-24)	 p0629 179-49076 
Improved method of predicting helicopter control 
response and gust sensitivity 
(ABS 79-25]	 p0629 A79-49077 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ABS 79-261	 P0629 P.79-49078 
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities 
requirements - How realistic are they 
[P.HS.79-28]	 p0629 P.79-49080 
Handling quality and display requirements for low

speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
(ABS 79-29]	 1p0630 P.79-49081 
Flight investigation of helicopter IrE approaches 
to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping 
radar 
(ABS 79-52)	 p0633 P.79-49104 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
V-type empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
CABS 79-56]	 p0633 P.79-49106 
Specialists Meeting on Helicopter Flight Controls, 
Arlington, Tax., October 11-13, 1978, Technical 
Papers
p0692 P.79-53626 
Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on 
future civil helicopter operating efficiency and 
mission reliability
p0692 P.79-53627 
Military considerations for helicopter flight 
controls
p0692 A79-53628 
Three basics of design for civil certification 
p0692 P.79-53629 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 P.79-53630 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 
p0693 179-53632 
STAR flight control system
p0693 179-53634 
Ply-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 A79-53635 
Actuator and hydraulic survivability concepts for 
Hughes YAH-64
p0693 P.79-53636 
Automatic Stabilization Equipment for the 
Army/Hughes YAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter 
p0693 P.79-53637 
CH-53E digital automatic flight control system 
-	 •	 p0693 A79-53638 
Fiberglass flight controls --- of helicopters 
p0695 A79-53892 
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HELICOPTER DESIGN 
Compensating linkage for main rotor control 
(NISA-CASE-LAR-11797-1] 	 p0175 879-15057 
Survey of helicopter control/display 
investigations for instrument decelerating 
approach 
[NASA-TM-78565]	 p0364 879-20111 
A piloted! simulator study on augmentation systems 
to improve helicopter flying qualities in 
terrain flight 
(NASA-T#-78571)	 p0437 879-23098 
Evaluation of a digital helicopter control system 
BO-105 helicopter 
(NBB-UFE-1349-0)	 p0488 879-23980 
The promise of multicyclic- control --- to control 
fatiguing blade loads and rotor vibration 
[NASA-TB-78621]	 p0663 M79-31137 
Helicopter high grain control 
[NASA-CR-159052]	 p0672 879-31221 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. volume 2: Data analysis 
[NASA-cR-3145)	 p0672 879-31222 
Helicopter air traffic control operations 
[AD-1072793]	 p0713 879-33180 
HELICOPTER DESIGN 
Rotorcraft for transport use - European requirements 
[SAP PAPER 780535] 	 p0005 179-10404 
Helicopter transport efficiency payoffs from 
advanced technology 
(SAP PAPER 7805361	 p0005 179-10405 
Conference on Helicopter Structures Technology, 
Moffett Field, Calif., November 16-18, 1977, 
Proceedings
p0013 179-10903 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64
p0013 179-10904 
Structural design flight maneuver loads using 
PDP-10 flight dynamics model
p0013 179-10905 
Derivation of control icads for bearingless rotor 
systems --- in helicopter design
p0013 179-10906 
Impact of operational issues on design of advanced 
composite structures for Army helicopters 
p0013 179-10907 
A study of structural concepts for low radar cross 
section /LPCS/ fuselage configurations 
p0013 179-10908 
The use of 3-0 finite element analysis in the 
design of helicopter mechanical components 
p0013 179-10909 
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy 
p0013 179-10910 
Damage-tolerant design of the 1011-611 main rotor 
system
p0013 179-10911 
Improved ballistic damage tolerant design through 
laminated metal construction
pOOlU 179-10912 
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade 
ballistic damage
p0014 179-10913 
Damage tolerant design of the 1111-64 main rotor 
blade
pOO14 179-10914 
Survey of the application of reinforced composites 
in European helicopters
pOO14 179-10917 
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear 
p0014 179-10918 
Development of a multitubular spar composite main 
rotor blade
p0015 179-10919 
Boeing Vertol bearingless main rotor structural 
design approach using advanced composites 
p0015 179-10920 
Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with 
hinge-mounted blades
p0022 179-12216 
Helicopter noise - State-of-the-art 
[1111 PAPER 77-1337] 	 p0025 179-12395 
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency 
escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 179-14417 
Analysis of the economic benefits of utility 
helicopter safety design features
p0072 179-15373
Rotorcraft technology for the year 2000 
p0078 179-16229 
888 helicopters for the army 
•	 p0078 179-16234 
Important criteria for the definition and design 
of future helicopter powerplants
p0078 179-16236 
Development of the UH-601 helicopter
p0079 179-16239 
Trends in helicopter rotor head design 
p0079 179-16244 
Composite materials in helicopters
p0081 179-16514 
Why the ALAT chose the 'Gazelle/Hot /SA-342 N/ as 
antitank helicopter
p0083 179-16976 
1 new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
instrumentation
p0113 179-17583 
Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of 
the physical limits 
[MIS 78-04]	 p0119 179-18131 
Aerodynamic design of the Sikorsky S-76 helicopter 
(INS 78-061	 p0119 179-18133 
Design and development tests of a four-bladed 
light helicopter rotor system 
[IRS 78-07]	 p0119 179-18134 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSRA/ Emergency 
Escape System 
[ABS 78-121	 p0120 179-18138 
Development of a solid state vertical instrument 
display system -- for helicopters 
[INS 78-181	 p0120 179-18144 
An aeromechanical stability analysis for 
bearingless rotor helicopters 
[ABS 78-21]	 p0121 179-18147 
Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development 
for successful dynamic characteristics 
(IRS 78-23]	 p0121 179-18149 
Antiresonant rotor isolation for vibration reduction 
in helicopters 
(INS 78-24)	 p0121 179-18150 
Handling qualities aspects of the Nell Model 222 
design and development program 
(MIS 78-261	 p0122 179-18152 
Analytical design of a high performance stability 
and control augmentation system for a hingeless 
rotor helicopter 
(AHS 78-27)	 p0122 179-18153 
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
[INS 78-30]	 p0122 179-18156 
Handling qualities of Army/Hughes TAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
[ABS 78-31]	 p0122 179-18157 
The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability 
for helicopters 
(MIS 78-37]	 p0123 179-18163 
Damage tolerant design of the !AH-64 drive system 
[MIS 78-46]	 p0123 179-18169 
Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter 
transmissions 
[INS 78-49]	 p0124 179-18172 
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions 
(INS 78-50]	 p0124 179-18173 
The application of composites to secondary 
structures 
[INS 78-55]	 p0125 179-18177 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters 
[INS 78-57]	 p0125 179-18178 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale 
inulticyclic controllable twist rotor 
(IRS 78-60]	 p0125 179-18181 
The use of analytic tools in the design and 
development of rotorcraft
p0128 179-18638 
The prediction of supercritical pressure 
distributions on blade tips of arbitrary shape 
over a range of advancing blade azimuth angles 
for helicopter rotors
p0128 179-18639 
Application of the local momentum theory to the 
aerodynamic characteristics of tandem rotor in 
yawed flight
p0128 179-18640 
Rotor prediction with different downwash models 
p0129 179-18642 
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An investigation of the influence of fuselage flow 
field on rotor loads, and the effects of vehicle 
configuration
p0129 179-18644 
2D simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor 
helicopter design
p0129 179-18646 
Rotor blade lag plane frequency optimisation using 
visco-elastic damping --- for helicopters 
p0130 179-18652 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft
p0130 179-18653 
Finite element dynamic analysis of production
aircraft --- for rotor induced helicopter 
airframe vibrations
p0130 179-18655 
The prediction of helicopter crew information 
requirements
p0132 179-18665 
An operators viewpoint on future rotorcraft A 6 0 
criteria
p0132 179-18668 
U.S. Army helicopter technology initiatives 
p0133 179-18671 
Advancements in design and testing of helicopter 
drive systems
p0134 179-18683 
Demonstration of potential acoustic gains from 
conventional cabin soundproofing treatments 
p0135 179-18692 
Cabin noise reduction for the Agusta 1-109 
helicopter
p0135 A79-18693 
Integration of nondestructive testing methods into 
design for structural integrity assurance 
p0136 179-18694 
Design and checking of helicopter transmission 
components using photoelastic analysis techniques 
p0136 179-18699 
The unsafe zone for single engine helicopters 
height-speed envelopes at engine failure 
p0136 A79-18701 
Flightresearch capabilities of the NASA/Army 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0131 A79-18703 
Green's function method for the computational 
aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter 
configurations 
(lIlA PAPER 79-03471	 p0146 179-19680 
Recent developments in helicopter noise reduction 
p0153 179-20092 
Helicopter aerodynamics 
(DGLR. PAPER 78-225) 	 p0183 179-20482 
Analytical life estimation for helicopter components 
(DGLR PAPER 78-195)	 p0184 A79-20495 
An advanced composite helicopter main rotor hub 
p0188 179-20876 
Sikorsky 5-76 stresses performance
p0198 A79-22839 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 179-211142 
Helicopter rotor radius optimization 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05541
	
p0254 A79-25865 
Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- UH-60A 
helicopter transmission application 
(SAE PAPER 781039] 	 p0258 179-25907 
An investigation of model helicopter rotor blade 
slap at low tip speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06131 	 p0272 179-26938 
Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for 
helicopter rotor structures
p0273 179-26986 
Perspectives of technological development for 
helicopters 
(AIAA 79-0701]	 p0276 179-27364 
Structural development of the Modernized Chinook 
helicopter transmission gearing 
(AIAA 79-07281	 p0282 179-28260 
Structural stiffening of transmission housings 
with metal matrix materials 
(AIAA 79-08061	 p0283 179-28287 
Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub 
and elastomeric bearing 
(AIAA 79-08151	 p0283 179-28289 
An overview of technical problems in helicopter 
rotor loads prediction methods 
[AIAA 79-0816]	 p0323 179-29041
Displays for Army combat aviation
p0332 179-29486 
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor 
operation on the basis of a numerical experiment 
p0342 179-30690 
Advanced technology applied to the 08-60 A and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 179-31172 
Review of problems of unsteady aerodynamicsof 
helicopters
p0389 179-32293 
Experimental analysis of V.H.F. antennas for 
helicopter honing systems using scale-model 
techniques
p0405 179-34392 
Composite applications at Bell Helicopter 
(SIR PAPER 7905781	 p0453 A79-36713 
New versus existing engines for new helicopter 
systems - A life cycle cost view 
(1111 PAPER 79-13161	 p0603 179-117348 
User requirements for future combat search and 
rescue vehicles 
-	 p0620 179-48683 
H-X combat search and rescue avionics study results 
p0620 179-48684 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance 
(INS 79-7]	 p0626 179-49059 
A system for interdisciplinary analysis - A key to 
improved rotorcraft design 
[IRS 79-8]	 p0626 179-49060 
Composite helicopter tail booms 
CABS 79-9)	 p0627 179-49061 
Designing with experimental mechanics 
three-dimensional photoelastic analysis of 
helicopter components 
AHS 79-11]	 p0627 179-49063 
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout 
Helicopter /ASH/ 
CARS 79-19]	 p0628 179-49072 
Evaluation of the practical aspects of vibration 
reduction using structural optimization techniques 
CABS 79-21]	 p0628 179-49074 
Spirit helicopter handling qualities design and 
development	 - 
CABS 79-24]	 p0629 179-49016 
Development of a fly-by-wire elevator for the Bell 
Helicopter Textron 214ST 
(ABS 79-27]	 p0629 A79-49079 
Nodal 2061 composite litter door 
[IRS 79-31]	 -	 p0630 179-49083 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium 
helicopter airframe components 
(ABS 79-33]	 p0630 179-49085 
Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter 
development programs 
CABS 79-40)	 p0631 119-49092 
Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation 
tail rotor 
(IRS 79-571	 p0633 179-49107 
Ten years of lerospatiale experience with the 
fenestron and conventional tail rotor 
CARS 19-58]	 p0633 179-49108 
Interactional aerodynamics - A new challenge to 
helicopter technology 
[ABS 79-59]	 1 p0633 179-49109 
Helicopter noise rules - Are they appropriate and 
reasonable
p0636 179-49478 
lerospatiale AS.350 and 15.355
p0639 179-49814 
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 
helicopter
p0639 179-49815 
The Bell Nodal 222
p0639 179-49816 
Naval architectural considerations in the design 
of a helicopter	 - 
(lilA 79-2013)	 p0692 179-53622 
A study of some characteristics of the operation 
of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment 
-	 p0694 179-53728 
Composite rotors - An evolving art
p0695 179-53890 
Composites for noise reduction --- helicopter 
structures
p0695 179-53891 
Composites important to Black Hawk --- 08-601 
helicopter
p0695 179-53893 
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Design of helicopter rotors to noise constraints 
p0040 879-10854 
The cost of applying current helicopter external 
noise reduction methods while maintaining 
realistic vehicle performance
p0041 479-10855 
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case 
histories
p0041 479-10858 
An analytical method for designing low noise 
helicopter transmissions
p0041 479-10859 
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter 
environment 
[AD-8058444]	 p0102 479-13041 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-A: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, forward section 
[A9-A061359]	 p0228 479-16807 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: Harmonic 
analysis of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, aft section 
(AD-A061360]	 p0228 479-16808 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-0: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, forward section 
[AD-A061079]	 p0229 479-16809 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-F: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, aft section 
[AD-A061080]	 p0229 479-16810 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. volume 2-G .: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, forward section 
[AD-A0613611	 p0229 479-16811 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-A: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, buildup to baseline 
(AD-A061994)	 p0302 479-18958 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-C: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
hubcaps and air ejectors 
(AD-A061995]	 p0302 479-18959 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
p0311 479-19631 
Comparative injury patterns in US Army helicopters 
p0311 479-19654 
Assessment of the benefits of aircraft 
crashworthiness
p0312-N79-19657 
Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 879-19658 
Some improvements to. the UK helicopter cockpit 
p0312 479-19659 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system 
design
p0312 479-19661 
Crash survivability of the UH-601 helicopter 
p0312 479-19663 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the TAH-64
p0312 879-19664 
Bailout from autorotating helicopters
p0313 879-19666 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines 
[NASA-TM-79100]	 p0353 879-20008 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional objects 
helicopter design
p0374 479-20762 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-B: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-file data, 
basic configuration wake explorations 
[&D-A063243]	 .	 p0379 879-21015 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4P: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film
data, air ejectors with hubcaps, wings 
(AD-A063244]	 p0379 479-21016 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 5: Harmonic 
analyses of hub wake 
(AD-. A063245)	 p0379 879-21017
Predesign of the second generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
[AD-1064289]	 p0421 879-22084 
Helicopter fatigue. A review of current 
requirements and substantiation procedures 
JiG ABD-R-674)	 I p0434 879-23074 
Present fatigue analysis and design of helicopters 
requirements and qualification procedures 
p0434 579-23078 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 28: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7 - 14, midsection 
[AD-A061860]	 p0483 479-23934
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with 
substructuring 
[AD-A065936]	 p0484 879-23950 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
[NASA-TM-80541]	 p0491 879-24951 
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
[VISA-CE-159118]	 p0677 879-32054 
BJT.ICOPTEE NICTEES 
Simulation of helicopter powerplant performance 
(ASNB PAPER 78-GT-51] 	 p0008 A79-10774
Advanced turbine powerplants for future helicopter 
systems
p0078 A79-16228 
New technological advances in the development of 
helicopter turbine powerplants for the 1980's 
p0078 A79-16232 
Important criteria for the definition and design 
of future helicopter powerplants
p0078 A79-16236 
The Boils-Boyce Gem turboshaft engine for 
helicopters and its future developments 
p0078 1.79-16237 
Electronic control for helicopter engines 
(ABS 78-45)	 p0123 1.79-18168 
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology 
demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military 
helicopters 
(ABS 78-471	 p0124 1.79-18170 
Modern engine development test techniques --- for 
helicopters
p0134 1.79-18680 
Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine 
for helicopter propulsion
p0134 1.79-18681 
Engine fuel control systems as a determining 
factor on modern helicopters
p0134 1.79-18682 
NC equipment spurs blisk manufacture - Pull-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 1.79-33589 
What small turbine engine does the small 
helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved 
with good intentions --- fuel consumption, 
performance, environmental and engine 
reliability and acceptability considerations 
subordinating advanced turbine engine 
development for small helicopters 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13141 	 p0471 1.79-39032 
Effect of saintenince plan and engine durability 
on helicopter propulsion system ownership cost 
[1.11.1. PAPER 79-1317]	 . p0472 1.79-39033 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines
p0475 1.79-39804 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
•	 p0475 1.79-39805 
Contribution of the engine B & 0 community to 
reduced Cost of ownership of Army helicopters 
(1.11.1. PAPER 79-1360)	 p0511 1.79-40764. 
New versus existing engines for new helicopter 
systems - A life cycle cost view 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1316] 	 p0603 1.79-47348 
The influence of engine/fuel control design on
helicopter dynamics and handling qualities 
tARS 79-37	 p0631 1.79-49089 
Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter 
development programs 
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[IRS 79-40]	 p0631 179-49092 
Aerospatiale As.350 and AS.355
p0639 179-49814 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[10-1056956]	 p0038 179-10064 
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic 
interface development problems 
[10-1057932]	 p0095 179-12092 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[AD-A058197]	 p0095 179-12094 
US Army helicopter fatigue requirements and 
substantiation procedures
p0434 179-23075 
Driveshaft alignment indicator 
[AD-A065988]	 p0487 179-23973 
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise 
reduction program, volume 3: Evaluation of 
fiber PP metal-matrix housing specimens 
(AD-A066794]	 p0494 179-24983 
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in 
rotorcraft
p0553 R79-27159 
Development of spiral-groove self-acting seals for 
helicopter engines 
(NASA-CR-159622]	 p0711 179-32551 
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE 
Helicopter transport efficiency payoffs from 
advanced technology 
[SAE PAPER 7805361	 p0005 A79-10405 
The role of flight dynamic modeling in helicopter 
certification 
(SIR PAPER 780550]	 p0005 179-10409 
Application of the lifting line concept to 
helicopter computation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-90]	 p0018 A79-11571 
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the 
proximity warning device
p0065 179-14413 
Early identification of high-maintenance helicopters 
p0074 179-15411 
Lynx reliability and maintainability design and 
military service experience --- helicopter 
performance
p0079 179-16242 
Improvement of safety for helicopter crews 
p0079 179-16243 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial 
Lecture/
pO118 179-18004 
What are the lift and propulsive force limits at 
high speed for the conventional rotor 
[AHS 78-02]	 p0118 A79-18128 
Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter 
main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number 
effects and comparisons of four tip shapes 
(IRS 78-031	 p0119 179-18129 
Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary 
results 
(IRS 78-051	 p0119 A79-18132 
Design and development tests of a four-bladed 
light helicopter rotor system 
(1,SS 78-071	 p0119 179-18134 
Environmental vibration testing of helicopter 
stores and equipment to the procedures outlined 
in NIL-STD-810C 
(AHS 78-201	 p0121 179-18146 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
[IRS 78-411	 p0123 179-18164 
Generalizing helicopter flight test performance 
data /GENFLT/ 
(IRS 78-44]	 p0123 179-18167 
Digital simulation of the Operational Loads Survey 
flight tests 
(IHS 78-581	 p0125 179-18179 
The aeroelastically conformable rotor concept 
(IRS 78-59]	 p0125 179-18180 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillating airfoils 
[ABS 78-62]	 p0125 179-18183 
A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis. 
p0129 119-18647 
Improvements in rotor performance by rotor tip 
blowing
p0130 179-18650
An experimental study of coupled rotor-body 
aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors 
in hover
p0130 179-18656 
Effect of structural coupling parameters on the 
flap-lag forced response of a rotor blade in 
forward flight using Ploquet theory
p0131 179-18658 
Application of the finite element method to 
rotary-wing aeroelasticity --- in helicopter 
hovering flight
p0131 179-18659 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight
p0131 119-18662 
Helicopter simulation in atmospheric turbulence 
p0131 179-18663 
Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- visual 
display, motion cue and computer considerations 
p0132 179-18666 
Correlation aspects of helicopter flight mechanics 
and pilot behaviour
p0132 179-18667 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0132 179-18669 
Sea behaviour prediction of helicopters through 
free model tests
p0132 179-18610 
Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter 
operations
p0134 119-18684 
Hybrid heater/paste and heater/flexible coating 
schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades 
p0134 179-18685 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification
p0134 179-18686 
Helicopter noise standards - Another point of 
view: A national approach to rotorcraft noise 
regulation
p0135 179-18687 
Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter 
impulsive noise
p0197 179-22474 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 179-22475 
Infrared remote sensing on geothermal areas by 
helicopter
p0197 179-22620 
Sikorsky S-76 stresses performance 
-	 pO198 179-22839 
Reliability based quality /88W technique for 
evaluating the degradation of reliability during 
manufacturing --- for army helicopter systems 
and components
p0205 A79-23631 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circulation-controlled rotor
p0212 179-24179 
Some statistical data on birds strike to aircraft 
and helicopters over the territory of the Soviet 
Union
p0325 179-29354 
Modeling helicopter flight dynamics --- Russian book 
p0346 179-31901 
Inflatable survival systems for helicopters 
p0403 179-33624 
Helicopter emergency escape
p0403 179-33626 
The derivation of a thickness noise formula for 
the far-field by Isom --- applied to helicopter 
rotors
p041O 179-35449 
Longitudinal dynamic stability of a hovering 
helicopter with a sling load
p0561 179-44094 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument approach 
[lIlA 79-1683]	 p0569 179-45345 
Experimental investigation of helicopter flight 
modes on helicopter-generated noise
p0604 179-47873 
Helicopter performance methodology at Bell 
Helicopter Textron 
(ABS 79-2]	 p0626 179-49055 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance 
(ABS 79-7]	 p0626 179-49059 
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	 HELICOPTER WAKES 
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
(ABS 79-201 p0628 A79-49073 
Full scale ground and air resonance testing of the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Rearingless main Rotor 
(ABS 79-23)	 p0629 A79-89075 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ABS 79-26)	 p0629 P.79-49078 
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities 
requirements - How realistic are they 
(ABS 79-28]	 p0629 P.79-49080 
The influence of engine/fuel control design on 
helicopter dynamics and handling qualities 
(ABS 79-371	 p0631 P.79-49089 
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time 
data system for research, experimental, and 
prototype flight testing 
(ABS 79-50]	 p0632 P.79-49102 
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 
helicopter
p0639 P.79-49815 
Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on 
future civil helicopter operating efficiency and 
mission reliability
p0692 P.79-53627 
Three basics of design for civil certification 
p0692 A79-53629 
The cost of applying current helicopter external 
noise reduction methods while maintaining 
realistic vehicle performance
p0081 879-10855 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility study 
[AD-A059238]	 p0093 879-12079 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation EH-1E 
helicopter quick fix, phase ift 
[AD-A058785)	 p0100 879-13027 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 2: Performance 
prediction of helicopters 
[NASA-CR-3083]	 p0287 879-17811 
Helicopter operations development plan 
(FAA-RD-78-101]	 p0299 879-18799 
Observations on the dynamic stall characteristics 
of advanced helicopter rotor airfoils 
p0352 879-20006 
Fatigue of helicopters: Service life evaluation 
method
p0834 879-23079 
A flight investigation of basic performance 
characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter 
[NASA-TN-80112]	 p0547 879-27097 
Review of airworthiness standards for 
certification of helicopters for Instrument 
Plight Rules (IPH) operation 
(AD-A068397]	 p0589 879-27127 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
[NASA-CE-31451
	
p0672 879-31222 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on 
board ships	 -. 
(NLR-HP-78032-U]	 p0706 879-32204 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
(NASA-RP-1043]	 p0715 879-33191 
Plight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system	 - 
[AD-A071648]	 p0715 879-33195 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation 01I-58C 
helicopter 
(AD-A071699) p0715 879-33196 
Limited airworthiness and flight characteristics 
evaluation model 214A helicopter with fiberglass 
main rotor blades 
(AD-A071721]	 p0716 879-33197 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AB-IS 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (AH-1S/ECAS) 
(AD-A071343)	 p0716 879-33198 
HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE 
The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight 
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 P.79-16241 
Trends in helicopter rotor head design 
p0079 P.79-16248 
Inertia welding of PP.9-64 main rotor drive shaft 
CARS 78-32)	 p0122 P.79-18158
Damage tolerant design of the YAH-68 drive system 
(ABS 78-46)	 P0123 A79-18169 
The RSRA Active Isolation/Rotor Balance System 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0130 P.79-18654 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
helicopter vibration redaction by blade pitch 
variation
p0131 P.79-18657 
Free-feathering rotor --- helicopter applications 
p0131 P.79-18661 
Status report on advanced development program 
utilizing circulation control rotor technology 
p0133 179-18677 
Advancements in design and testing of helicopter 
drive systems
p0138 P.79-18683 
Design implications of recent gearbox noise and 
vibration studies --- for helicopters 
p0135 P.79-18688 
Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- UB-60P. 
helicopter transmission application 
(SAE PAPER 781039)	 p0258 P.79-25907 
Advanced technology applied to the CH-87D drive 
system 
(SAE PAPER 781080) 	 p0258 P.79-25908 
The Lynx transmission and Conformal gearing 
helicopter drive train 
[SAE PAPER 781081]	 p0258 A79-25909 
Developments in gear analysis and test techniques 
for helicopter drive systems 
(ASNE PAPER 79-DY-151 	 p0604 A79-47654 
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout 
Helicopter /ASH/ 
(ABS 79-19]	 p0628 A79-49072 
Metal-matrix composite structures 
(ABS 79-34]	 p0630 P.79-49086 
Ground test vehicle testing --- in helicopter 
development programs 
[ABS 79-40]	 p0631 A79-89092 
The Sikorsky elastomeric rotor --- helicopter 
rotor bearings 
[ABS 79-48]	 p0632 P.79-89100 
A laboratory study of the subjective response to 
helicopter blade-slap noise 
[NASA-CE-158973]	 p0108 879-13819 
HELICOPTER ROTORS 
U ROTARY WIEGS 
HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS 
Fatigue data on a variety of non-woven glass 
composites for helicopter rotor blades 
p0343 A79-31029 
A review of tail rotor design and performance 
p0344 P.79-31170 
Advanced technology applied to the 0B-60P. and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 A79-31172 
Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation 
tail rotor 
(ABS 79-57]	 p0633 A79-49107 
Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 A79-53635 
Rating helicopter noise
p0040 879-10845 
HELICOPTER WAKES 
Green's function method for compressible unsteady 
potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage 
interaction
p0129 P.79-18645 
Green's function method for the computational 
aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter 
configurations 
(AlAP. PAPER 79-0387] 	 p0146 P.79-19680 
An iterative lifting surface method for thick 
bladed hovering helicopter rotors 
tAIP.P. PAPER 79-1517) 	 p0576 A79-46705 
P. lifting-surface method for hover/climb airloads 
(ABS 79-3]	 p0626 A79-89056 
Interactional aerodynamics - P. new challenge to 
helicopter technology 
(ABS 79-59)	 p0633 A79-49109 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8b: Frequency 
analyses of wake single film data, basic 
configuration wake exploration 
[AD-P.062013]	 p0302 879-18956 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4G: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
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data, fairings and surface devices --- utility 
aircraft 
	
[AD-1063000]	 p0360 979-20074 
Interactionsl aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors 
utility aircraft 
	
[10-1062140]	 p0360 979-20075 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
buildup to baseline --- utility aircraft 
	
[10-1062639]	 p0360 979-20076 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7C: Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps 
utility aircraft 
	
[10-1062640]	 p0360 979-20077 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-0: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open 
hubcaps --- utility aircraft 
	
(10-1062641]	 p0360 979-20078 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 7-B. Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, air ejectors 
	
10-1062590]	 p0361 579-20079 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-F: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air 
ejectors with hubcaps --- utilitary aircraft

	
[AD-A062117]	 p0361 579-20080 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-G: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
fairings and surface devices --- utility aircraft 
	
[10-1062642]	 p0361 979-20081 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 49: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, basic configuration wake explorations

	
(AD-A063712]	 p0378 979-21012 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 41: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, buildup to baseline 
	
[10-1063711]	 p0379 979-21013 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4-D: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, open hubcaps 
	
[AD-A063214]	 p0379 979-21014 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-B: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
basic configuration wake explorations 
	
(AD-1063243)	 p0379 979-21015 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 69: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake single film 
data, basic configuration wake explorations 
	
[AD-A061861]	 p0482 979-23931 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 3A: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, basic investigations and hub 
Variations 
	
[10-1061766]	 p0482 979-23932 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 3B: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, air ejector systems and other 
devices 
	
(10-1061767]	 p0483 979-23933 
HELICOPTERS 
ST 111-64 HELICOPTER 
ST BO-105 HELICOPTER 
ST C9-46 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
ST CH-58 HELICOPTER 
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS 
ST H-53 HELICOPTER 
ST HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS 
NT 011-58 HELICOPTER 
NT P-531 HELICOPTER 
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT OH-i HELICOPTER 
ST 09-601 HELICOPTER 
NT BE-61A HELICOPTER 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 179-15085 
Helicopter navigation goals
p0076 A79-16160 
Role of helicopters in airport access
p0128 179-18574 
Helicopter tail rotor noise generated by 
aerodynamic interactions
pO135 179-18689 
The influence of the transonic flow field on 
high-speed helicopter impulsive noise 
p0135 179-18690 
Recent advancements in elastomeric products for 
improving helicopter reliability and 
maintainability
P0136 179-18695 
Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0136 179-18697 
Helicopter behaviour in crash conditions 
p0136 A79-18698 
Crack speed and propagation resistance prediction 
for steels and Al. alloys helicopter components 
p0136 179-18700 
Height-velocity diagram determination for twin 
engine helicopters - Some aspects of present 
regulations
p0137 179-18702 
Engineer's handbook of flight and radio equipment 
of airplanes and helicopters
p0345 179-31486 
model verification of force determination for 
measuring vibratory loads --- of rotors on 
helicopters
p0450 179-36379 
Westland unveils 9030 transport helicopter 
p0462 179-38092 
A new analytic method for the study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 179-41767 
The European helicopter industry and cooperation 
p0516 179-42064 
Calculation of rotor impedance for 
articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight 
p0527 179-42799 
Agricultural helicopters --- test and simulation 
results 
[AIlS 79-60]	 p0627 119-49064 
Automatic scanning inspection of composite 
helicopter structure using an advanced 
technology fluoroscopic system 
CARS 79-35]	 p0631 179-49087 
Helicopter component environmental vibration 
testing - The poor man's fatigue test 
(AIlS 79-49)	 p0632 A79-49101 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 179-51090 
The future of the helicopter
p0696 179-54200 
The dynamic ice detector for helicopters 
p0031 979-10010 
Highly survivable truss type tail boom 
[10-1056430]	 p0036 979-10052 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[AD-1056956]	 p0038 879-10064 
Finite element analysis of helicopter structures 
p0039 979-10453 
Helicopter Acoustics, part 2 --- conferences 
[RASA-CP-2052-PT-2]	 p0040 979-10843 
Subjective evaluation of helicopter blade slap noise 
p0040 579-10844 
Helicopter cabin noise: methods of source and

path identification and characterization 
p0041 N79-10856 
A practical approach to helicopter internal noise 
prediction
p0041 579-10857 
The influence of the noise environment on Crew 
communications
p0041 979-10860 
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Helicopter internal noise reduction research and 
development application to the SA 360 and SR 365 
Dauphin
p0041 979-10861 
The status of rotor noise technology: One mans 
opinion
p0042 979-10862 
Trends in Langley helicopter noise research 
p0042 979-10863 
Reroacoustic research: An Army perspective 
p0042 1179-10864 
Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of the 
art review 
[NASA-TN-78539)	 p0086 179-12019 
Feasibility study of GPS-inertial navigation for 
helicopters and study of advanced GPS signal 
processing techniques, volume 3 
[AD-A057659]	 p0090 979-12059 
Effect of operational envelope limits on teetering 
rotor flapping 
[AD-A059187)	 p0101 979-13030 
Research on helicopter rotor noise 
[AD-A058388]	 p0104 979-13054 
Investigation of a low-cost servoactuator for HYSAS 
CAD-A0591881
	
p0104 979-13059 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
[AD-A060331]	 p0159 979-14036 
On the limits of steep helicopter approaches 
[BAE-11B-TRANS-1960]	 p0161 979-14078 
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering 
for helicopter vibration reduction 
[NASA-CR-158985]	 p0161 979-14079 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-B: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, mid-section 
(&D-k060868]	 pO169 979-15004 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-H: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-23, mid section 
[AD-A060869]	 p0170 979-15005 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-I: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, aft section 
[AD-A060870)	 p0170 979-15006 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single-rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 1 
[AD-A060389]	 p0170 979-15008 
Canopy glint screening investigation 
[AD-A060093]	 p0171 979-15028 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 3: 
AR-1G (COBRA) 
[ADA060056]	 p0171 979-15030 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 4: 
AR-1S (COBRA) 
[AD-A060057]	 p0171 979-15031 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 5: 
YAH-64 (Advanced Attack Helicopter-AAH) 
[AD-A060058)	 p0172 979-15032 
Helicopter ice detection, icing severity and 
liquid water content measurements
p0172 979-15038 
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating containers 
and application to the problem of dynamic 
stability of helicopter underslung loads 
p0177 979-15073 
Impedance measurements on a spinning model 
helicopter rotor 
[AEC-CP-1389]	 p0220 979-15955 
Design and analysis of an active jet control 
system for helicopter sling loads 
(19ASA-TP-1397)	 p0221 979-15970 
Environmental reguirements for simulated 
helicopter/VTOL operations from small ships and 
carriers
p0222 979-15978 
Analysis of noise in US army aircraft 
[AD-A061351]	 p0233 979-16844 
Helicopter icing research
p0243 979-17421 
Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft 
[NASA-CAS!-ARC711045-1] 	 p0291 979-17847 
Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft 
hazards and static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
(BNVG-FBRT-78-7]	 p0297 979-18274
Principles of helicopter performance 
[AD-A061671]	 p0303 979-18970 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0310 119-19615 
Advancements in helicopter cockpit technology 
p0310 979-19625 
Visual pockets: A design parameter for helicopter 
instrument panels
p0311 979-19641 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 979-19647 
Occupant injury mechanisms in civil helicopter 
accidents
p0311 919-19653 
Interactional aerodynamic of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
buildup to baseline 
[AD-A062254]	 p0361 979-20082 
Users manual for linear Time-Varying Helicopter 
Simulation (Program TVHIS) 
(NASA-CR-159020]	 p0375 979-20769 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume lIE: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, air ejectors 
[AD-A063653]	 p0379 979-21018 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[AD-A063237]	 p0382 979-21047 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with application 
to helicopters --- momentum, vortices, and 
potential theory 
[NASA-CE-3082]	 p0416 179-22039 
Identification of high payoff research for more 
efficient applicator helicopters in agriculture 
and forestry 
(NASA-CE-152258)	 p0419 979-22076 
The predesign phase of the second-generation 
comprehensive helicopter analysis system 
[AD-A063921]	 p0420 979-22082 
Predesign of the second-generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
[AD-A064131]	 p0421 979-22083 
Correlation study between vibrational 
environmental and failure rates of civil 
helicopter components 
(NASA-CE-159033)	 p0432 979-23064 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 2: A 
general specification 
[AD-A065462]	 p0433 179-23067 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 1: 
Design handbook 
tADA065268)	 p0433 979-23068 
Evaluation of an energy distribution system for 
helicopter landing gears during hard landing 
[AD-A065298]	 p0433 179-23069 
Helicopter fatigue evaluation. The UK approach 
p0434 179-23076 
Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0434 179-23077 
Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor (STOPS) 
flight test report 
[AD-A065018]	 p0438 979-23100 
Civil Helicopter icing problems
p0481 179-23917 
Overview of helicopter ice protection system 
developments
-	 p0481 979-23919 
Technical evaluation report on the 27th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on the V/STOL 
Aircraft at light and in Poor Visibility 
tAGARO-AR-142]
	
p0484 979-23946 
Helicopter rotor airfoil 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12396-1]	 p0492 179-214958 
An experimental investigation of the effect of 
rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
in the langley v/stol wind tunnel 
tNASA-TM-800661	 90504 979-25844 
Fuselage surface pressure measurements of a 
helicopter wind-tunnel model with a 3.15-meter 
diameter single rotor 
(NASA-TM-80051]
	
p0537 1179-26015 
A method of computing the pressure distribution on 
a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor 
p0540 179-26044 
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Helicopter Icing Symposium 
[AD-A067981)	 p05111 579-260118 
Icing tests of a OH-is helicopter with an 
electrothermal ice protection system under 
simulated and natural icing conditions 
[AD-A067737]	 p0541 579-26050 
The influence of feedback on the aeroelastic 
behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including 
the effects of fuselage motion 
(NASACR-. 158778]	 p0549 579-27125 
Experimental and theoretical studies on model 
helicopter rotor noise 
(NASA-CE-1588441	 p0589 579-28984 
A simulation model of attack helicopter 
vulnerability to hostile artillery fire 
[AD-A069753]	 p0593 579-29179 
Helicopter noise level functions for use in 
community noise analyses 
(AD-A068455]	 p0600 579-29964 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance concepts 
analysis 
tAD-A0698771	 p0652 579-30179 
Helicopter drive system H and 'N design guide 
[AD-A069835]	 p8652 579-30180 
Helicopter drive system H and H design guide 
[AD-A069691]	 p0652 N79-30181 
Investigations on the design of active vibration 
isolation systems for helicopters with rigid and 
elastic modeling of the fuselage 
[DLR-Pfl-78-04]	 p0653 579-30183 
The Guidance and control of Helicopters and V/STOL 
aircraft at night and in poor visibility 
(AGAHD-CP-258)	
-	
p0655 1179-30198 
The development and in-flight evaluation of a 
triplex digital autostabilization system for a 
helicopter
p0655 579-30200 
Some aspects of the design and development of the 
maritime autopilot modes for the Westland Lynx 
helicopter
p0655 579-30201 
A self contained collision avoidance system for 
helicopters
p0656 579-30206 
An advanced guidance and control system for rescue 
helicopters
p0657 579-30217 
The promise of multicycic control --- to control 
fatiguing blade loads and rotor vibration 
(NASA-TN-78621]	 p0663 B79-31137 
Load spectrum measuring equipment, part 1: 
Details of IlK 1 system presently used to acquire 
data in Wessex HK 31B helicopters 
[AHL-MECH-ENG-ROTE-371] 	 p0668 1179-31194 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
(NASA-CR-3145]	 p0672 579-31222 
Performance predictions and trials of a helicopter 
057 data link
p0675 1179-31476 
Helicopter flow field analysis 
[A0-A069542)	 p0702 579-32174 
50mm nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter 
acoustics 
[AD-A069564]	 p0712 579-32974 
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey ---. 
applicable to helicopter structures 
(AD-A071973)
	 p0719 N79-33263 
HELIUM 
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium 
turbines for high temperature reactors 
p0423 579-22098 
HELlOS-NEON LASERS 
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed 
laser systems_--- in air-cooled aircraft engine 
structures 
[AIAA PAP" 79-1268]	 p0470 179-39012 
HELMETS 
Helmet mounted display and sight development 
[ANS 79-17]	 p0628 A79-49070 
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets 
p00110 1179-10853 
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft 
head-up displays and helmet display sight 
system
p0354 1179-20019 
HERCULES AIRCRAFT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT
HERMETIC SEALS 
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance 
high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted 
personnel parachutes
p0402 A79-33616 
HERMITIAN POLYNOMIAL 
Exterior flow with an isoparametric Hermits cubic 
element
p0697 179-54290 
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS 
NT PHTHALOCTABIN 
HETERODYNING 
NT OPTICAL HETERODYNING 
BPB-320 AIRCRAFT 
In-flight handling qualities investigation of 
various longitudinal short term dynamics and 
direct lift control combinations for, flight path 
tracking using D!VLR HF! 320 variable stability 
aircraft
p0660 579-30231 
RH! HELICOPTER 
U H-53 HELICOPTER 
NIGH ACCELERATION 
The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p0343 A79-30923 
HIGH ALTITUDE 
Aircraft stability characteristics at high angles 
of attack
p0179 579-15089 
NACA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft 
p0239 579-16999 
New initiatives in high altitude aircraft 
p0239 579-11000 
Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted 
microwave-powered sailplane used as a 
high-altitude observation 
[NASA-CR-159089]	 p0580 1179-28134 
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
NT SUPEBPRBSSURE BALLOONS 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
(AIAA 79-1607)	 p05211 179-42398 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
[AIAA 79-1606]	 p0525 A79-42405 
Transatlantic flights of stratospheric balloons 
p0677 1179-31687 
HIGH ALTITUDE RNTIROIIRENTS 
Planning the high elevation/high temperature airport 
[SAE PAPER 7805321	 p0005 179-10402 
Modeling the I-band radar augmentation system of a 
high altitude supersonic target
p0247 179-24715 
Measurement of ozone in an aircraft
p01109 179-34925 
HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT 
U FLIGHT 
U HIGH ALTITUDE 
HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS 
High altitude altimeter flight test 
(AD-A066904]	 p0542 579-26054 
HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic 
gas flow
p0022 179-12226 
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for 
composite high aspect ratio wings 
(lilA 79-0726)	 p0282 A79-28258 
Theory of oblique wings of high aspect ratio 
[10-1059798]	 -	 p0159 579-14044 
HIGH ASPECT RATIO WINGS 
U SLENDER WINGS 
HIGH CURRENT 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
/Engineering test/
p0680 A79-51131 
HIGH ENERGY FUELS 
High energy MHD fuels development program 
[10-1060156]	 p0168 579-14239 
HIGH FIELD MAGNETS 
All electric subsystems for next generation 
transport aircraft 
[hAl PAPER 79-1832]	 p0608 179-47906 
HIGH FREQUENCIES 
The penetration of electromagnetic fields into 
aircraft from externally mounted HP antennas 
p0690 179-52891 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic forces in high 
frequency oscillatory flow 
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	 HISTORIES 
p0216 N79-15915 
Computation of the radiation characteristic of 
antennas on complicated structures in the high 
frequency case. Principle of the geometrical 
theory of diffraction 
(DFVLR-FB-78-02]	 p0226 N79-16184 
Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant 
modeling for high-gain control 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12215-1] 	 p0437 N79-23097 
HIGH GAIN 
Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant 
modeling for high-gain control 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12215-1)	 p0437 H79-23097 
Helicopter high grain control 
(3ASA-CH-159052]	 p0672 N79-31221 
HIGH LATITUDES 
U POLAR REGIONS 
HIGH BELTING COMPOUNDS 
U REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
HIGH PRESSURE 
Unloading the drive of gas distributor valves 
operating at high pressures
p0526 A79-42564 
The repair of adhesively bonded aircraft 
structures using vacuum pressure
p0531 A79-43315 
Self active pad seal application for high pressure 
engines
p0047 N79-11071 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
[NASA-TM-79054]	 p0174 N79-15050 
JT8D revised high-pressure turbine cooling and 
other Outer air seal program 
fNASA-CR-1595511	 p0384 N79-21076 
HIGH 0 
U Q FACTORS 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
High resolution radiography in the aero-engine 
industry
p0502 N79-25414 
HIGH SPEED 
What are the lift and propulsive force limits at 
high speed for the conventional rotor 
(ABS 78-023	 p0118 A79-18128 
NACA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft 
p0239 N79-16999 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
[BMVG-YHWT-77-28]	 p0288 379-17815 
Aircraft and avionic related research required to 
develop an effective high-speed runway exit system 
(NASA-CR-159075]	 p0556 N79-27185 
High speed bird impact testing of aircraft 
transparencies 
(AD-A0718141	 p0713 1179-33173 
HIGH SPEED PLIGHT 
U FLIGHT 
U HIGH SPEED 
HIGH SPEED TRANSPORTATION 
U RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
HIGH STRENGTH 
Aerospace usage versus commercial utilization of 
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy composites 
p0187 A79-20861 
Influence of thermomechanical treatment on 
microstructure and mechanical properties of high 
strength aluminum alloys 
[DLR-FB-77--50]	 p0048 1179-11203 
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOTS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
Decreasing stress concentrations in structures 
made of high-strength materials
p0020 A79-12145 
Structural aluminum materials for the 1980's 
(AIAA 79-07553 	 p0282 A79-28270 
Investigation into the effect of residual stresses 
on fatigue strength and measurement of residual 
stress, with special reference to aircraft 
construction 
[RAE-LIB-IRANS-1977]	 p0171 1179-15027 
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
Lowercost structure by substituting AF1410 steel 
for titanium --- in airframes
p0208 A79-24085 
Future trends in aircraft structural materials 
p0319 A79-28977 
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
Planning the high elevation/high temperature airport 
[SAE PAPER 780532]	 p0005 A79-10402
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator 
for aircraft hydraulic systems 
[AD-A057931]	 p0091 1179-12070 
Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures 
p0442 1179-23252 
Review of the AGARD S and H panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SRP approach to 
high-temperature LCP life prediction 
p0555 N79-27179 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOTS 
U HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
Fuel tank sealant requirements for advance high 
performance aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0807]	 p0283 A79-28288 
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS 
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium 
turbines for high temperature reactors 
p0423 N79-22098 
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem 
of avoiding hot gas recirculation 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-10] 	 p0339 A79-30508 
Choice of optimal parameters for a heat exchanger 
with heat pipes for a gas turbine engine 
p0526 A79-42552 
Hot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas 
turbine powered ships 
[AD-A062205]	 p0371 1179-20354 
HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS 
Design problems of small turbomachinery 
p0422 1179-22097 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 
U REFRACTOR! MATERIALS 
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS 
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH 
A high temperature turbine research module 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-73]	 p0008 A79-10769 
Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
[ASNE PAPER 78-NA/GT-12] 	 p0150 A79-19799 
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS 
Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very 
high temperature models in a closed subsonic 
wind tunnel
p0114 A79-17594 
A system which uses a laser beam to control the 
regime of vibration tests with turbine and 
compressor blades
p0316 A79-28638 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
p0324 A19-29121 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 119-31957 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments
p0462 A79-38123 
Non-flammable pol.yimide materials for aircraft and 
spacecraft applications 
(IA! PAPER 79-204]	 p0691 A79-53355 
HIGH VOLTAGES 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test!
p0680 A79-51129 
MILLER MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
HINDRANCE 
U CC1ISTBAINTS 
BINGE MOMENTS 
U TORQUE 
HINGED ROTOR BLADES 
13 HINGES 
U ROTARY RINGS 
HINGELESS ROTORS 
U RIGID ROTORS 
HINGES 
Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with 
hinge-mounted blades
p0022 A79-12216 
HISTORIES 
NT CASH HISTORIES 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Milestones in the history of parachute development 
p0402 879-33620 
Historical development of worldwide supersonic 
aircraft 
[AIAA PARES 79-1815]	 p0607 879-47895 
Executive summary of Aircraft Icing Specialists 
Workshop
p0481 879-23914 
HOLDERS 
NT PLANE HOLDERS 
HOLE DISTRIBUTION (MECHANICS) 
Airfoil cooling hole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels 
[NASA-TN-79076]	 p0370 879-20265 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0372 879-20413 
Bolted field repair of composite structures 
repairing fuel cell composite wing surfaces 
[AD-A067923]	 p0585 879-28238 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry holes, 3 
(NASA-TM-75430)	 p0670 879-31206 
HOLOGRAPHIC INTRR!EROHETRT 
Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil in a 
transonic flow by shear interferometry 
p0190 A79-21417 
Possibilities concerning the nondestructive 
testing of composite materials with the aid of 
holography
p0337 A79-30323 
Application of finite-element and holographic 
techniques in the design of turboshaft engine 
components 
[ABS 79-41]	 p0631 A79-49093 
HOLOGRAPHIC SPECTROSCOPY 
Holography and LOT techniques, their status and 
use in airfoil research
p0351 879-19999 
HOLOGRAPHY 
Possibilities concerning the nondestructive 
testing of composite materials with the aid of 
holography
p0337 A79-30323 
Holographic lens for pilot's head up display, 
phase 4 
(AD-A058660)	 p0102 879-13043 
HOLOHORPHISI 
U ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
BONING DEVICES 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control 
systems --- Russian book
p0185 879-20665 
Experimental analysis of V.H.F. antennas for 
helicopter honing systems using scale-model 
techniques
p0405 879-34392 
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 879-24089 
A helicopter fuselage design concept
p0211 879-24142 
Adhesive bonded structure of new pressarizad 
piston twin aircraft 
(SAY PAPER 790563)	 p0452 A79-36704 
Summary of noise redaction characteristics of 
typical general aviation materials 
(SAY PAPER 790627]	 p0458 879-36755 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 879-43314 
The repair of adhesively bonded aircraft 
structures using vacuum pressure
p0531 879-43315 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
ABS 79-45]	 p0632 879-49097 
High heat flux actively cooled honeycomb sandwich 
structural panel for a hypersonic aircraft 
[NAS8CR2959]	 p032 879-20397 
Design and fabrication of a radiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
p0387 879-21433 
Evaluation of new bonding systems for depot-level 
maintenance of aircraft honeycomb panels 
[AD-A066117]	 p0488 879-24161
HOOKS 
Arresting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency 
[SAY REP 15381	 p0018 879-11625 
HORIZONTAL PLIGHT 
A relative motion analysis of horizontal collision 
avoidance
p0065 A79-14410 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information-relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
[NASA-CASE-PRC-11005-1]	 p0495 879-24988 
HOEINOJTAL STABILIZERS 
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAHICS) 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet 
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 879-30482 
Aerodynamic development of a small horizontal tail 
for an active control relaxed stability 
transport application 
[AIAA 79-1653)	 p0568 879-45327 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
(ABS 79-45]	 p0632 A79-49097 
Comparison of the aerodynamic properties of an 
aeroplane with the tail-first configuration and 
with the conventional configuration 
[BLL-BTS-11520]	 p0285 879-17794 
Optimum tail plane design for sailplanes 
p0479 879-23892 
HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM 
U TIP DRIVEN ROTORS 
SOT EXTRUDING 
U EXTRUDING 
HOT GAS SYSTEMS	 - 
U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
SOT GASES 
U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
HOT JET EXHAUST 
U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES 
U JET EXHAUST 
HOT JETS 
U JET FLCW 
801 PRESSING 
Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
alloys
p0210 879-24100 
Rot isostatic pressing structural materials for 
ramjet applications
p0210 879-24103 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
(AIAA 79-0757)	 p0283 879-28272 
Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft 
gas turbines
p0564 879-45067 
Heat treatment of P/N nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0442 879-23254 
HOT SURFACES 
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a 
heated surface
p0623 879-48856 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
AD-8065153]	 p0441 879-23181 
HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 A79-42029 
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS 
Hot-wire measurements of stall and separation on 
helicopter rotor blades
p0130 879-18651 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/sttor relative circumferential positioning 
on blade wake transport and interaction 
[80-8067969]	 p0543 879-26060 
HOT-WIRE PLOWNETERS 
Preliminary studies using photon correlation 
velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion 
systems
p0405 879-34314 
?lying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent 
separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift 
p0033 879-10019 
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The flying hot wire and related instrumentation 
[NASA-CE-3066]	 p0049 1179-11352 
HOT-RIB! TURBULENCE METERS 
U HOT-WIRE PLOWNETEBS 
U TURBULENCE METERS 
HOUSINGS 
IT COWLINGS 
IT RP.DONES 
Structural stiffening of transmission housings 
with metal matrix materials 
(AlAP. 79-0806)	 p0283 P.79-28287 
HOVERCRAFT 
O GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
HOVERCHAPT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES 
A simulation of amphibious hovercraft overturning 
p0640 P.79-49904 
Small hovercraft design - Evolution to simplicity 
p0640 P.79-49906 
Hovercraft skirt design requirements
p0640 P.79-49907 
Theater -I - Air cushion ice breaker in commercial 
operations
p0641 P.79-49912 
Current Canadian develoBments related to low-speed 
heavy lift ACV
p0641 P.79-49915 
HOVERING 
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power
management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
(ASS 78-48]	 p0124 P.79-18171 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in hover 
(ASS 78-64]	 p0126 P.79-18185 
A calculation of rotor impedance for hovering 
articulated-rotor helicopters
p0191 A79-21521 
Some basic test results of V/STOL jet induced lift 
effects in hover 
[P.IP.A PAPER 79-0339]	 p0202 P.79-23553 
P. comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-06081	 p0267 P.79-26876 
Hovering impulsive noise - Some measured and 
calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in 
an anechoic chamber
p0533 P.79-43499 
Effect of tip shape on blade loading 
characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover 
[ASS 79-11	 p0625 P.79-49054 
A lifting-surface method for hover/climb airloads 
(ASS 79-31	 p0626 P.79-49056 
Handling quality and display requirements for low
speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
(ASS 79-291	 p0630 P.79-49081 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
V-type empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
(P.HS 79-56]	 p0633 P.79-49106 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 P.79-51241 
P. lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulation coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 1179-10017 
Doppler Hover System (DES) flight test report 
(P.D-P.056777]	 p0036 1179-10053 
An examination of the factors affecting the thrust 
requirements and the hover and short takeoff 
performance of several jet V/STOL fighter concepts 
(AD-A0581281	 pOC91 1179-12068 
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant 
life rotor 
[NP.SA-CR-152244]	 p0363 1179-20099 
Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor (STOPS) 
flight test report 
(P.D-A065018]	 p0438 1179-23100 
A method of computing the pressure distribution on 
a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor 
p0540 1179-26044 
An evaluation of linear acoustic theory for a 
hovering rotor 
[NASA-TM-80059]	 p0544 1179-26881 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility 
(NASA-TP-1473)	 p0595 1179-29199 
HOVERING STABILITY 
An experimental study of coupled rotor-body
ROMAN ENGINEERING 
aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors 
in hover
p0130 P.19-18656 
Application of the finite element method to 
rotary-wing aeroelasticity --- in helicopter 
hovering flight
p0131 P.79-18659 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circulation-controlled rotor
p0212 P.79-24179 
P. unique facility for PISTOL aircraft hover testing 
p0461 P.79-37296 
Effect of inertia of blower on stability of 
air-cushion vehicle
p0561 P.79-44083 
Longitudinal dynamic stability of a hovering 
helicopter with a sling load
p0561 P.79-44094 
Alleviation of stability and control difficulties 
of a PISTOL Type B aircraft 
[P.IAA 79-1785]	 p0573 P.79-45412 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IPR /SPIPB/ requirements 
(AIAP. 79-1886]	 p0573 P.79-45413 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970 
p0604 179-47606 
The principles of hovercraft, powering and 
propulsion
p0604 P.79-41844 
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Research Aircraft 
(ASS 79-541	 p0633 P.79-49105 
U-iS flight test results compared with design goals 
(HAP. PAPER 79-1839] 	 p0634 P.79-49336 
8118-1 HELICOPTER 
U CH-46 HELICOPTER 
HSS-2 HELICOPTER 
U 58-3 HELICOPTER 
HTGB 
U HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS 
HO-i HELICOPTER 
U US-i HELICOPTER 
HUBS 
Composite rotor hub. I, II --- fatigue and load 
tests for CH-54B helicopter design
pOOh P.79-10916 
Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with 
hinge-mounted blades
p0022 P.79-12216 
An advanced composite helicopter main rotor hub 
p0188 P.79-20876 
Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub 
and elastomeric bearing 
[AIP.P. 79-0815]	 p0283 P.79-28289 
Effect of hub and tip annular flow blockage on the 
performance of a single-stage axial-flow 
compressor 
[AIAA 79-7001]	 p0327 P.19-29377 
Development of linear and non-linear hub springs 
for two-bladed rotors
p0344 P.79-31171 
An integrated analytical and.experimental 
investigation of helicopter hub drag 
CARS 79-5]	 p0626 P.79-49058 
Design, fabrication and laboratory testing of a 
helicopter composite main rotor hub 
graphite-epoxy hubs for the CH-54 helicopter 
(P.D-1060313]	 p0162 1179-14085 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4-U: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, open hubcaps. 
[P.D-A063214]	 p0379 1179-21014 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4?: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, air ejectors with hubcaps, wings 
(AD-A063244]	 p0379 1179-21016 
Interactional aerodynamics of -the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 5: Harmonic 
analyses of hub wake 	 - 
[P.D-P.063245]	 p0379 1179-21017 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT 
IT P.11-64 HELICOPTER 
HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
HUMAN ENGINEERING - 
U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING 
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HUNAN FACTORS ENGINEERING 
The electronic flight deck
p0016 179-11175 
Aircraft lighting equipment --- interior and 
exterior illumination
p0016 A79-11366 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
p0025 A79-12396 
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las 
Vegas, Nev., December 5-8, 1977, Proceedings 
p0065 179-14401 
Development of anti-G valves for high performance 
aircraft
p0066 179-14414 
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency 
escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 179-14417 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 179-18573 
Cabin noise reduction for the Agusta 1-109 
helicopter
p0135 179-18693 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria
p0198 A79-22921 
Touch entry device for air traffic control 
p0205 179-23590 
Flight deck alarm systems
p0252 179-25541 
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating 
p0403 179-33623 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
[SAE PAPER 790590]
	 p0454 A79-36724 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness Seat 
development 
(NA! PAPER 790591)	 p0454 A79-36725 
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments 
p0465 179-38817 
Display monitoring problems --- for aircraft pilots 
p0507 179-40315 
A statistical analysis of selected human factors 
involved in aviation safety 
(10-1059284]	 p0089 879-12052 
Policy impacts of ATC automation: Human factors 
considerations 
[AD-A051064]	 p0160 879-14060 
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee 
p0244 879-17429 
Design outline for a new multiman ATC simulation 
facility at NASA-Ames Research Center 
p0244 879-17501 
Internal cockpit reflections of. external point 
light sources for the model !AH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 879-19643 
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft 
head-up displays and helmet display sight 
system
p0354 879-20019 
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment 
cockpit simulators
p8355 879-20028 
The time budget as a criterion for the workload of 
air traffic controllers 
(RBE-UF!-1353-0]	 p0483 879-23943 
Energy maneuverability display validation --- P-16 
aircraft 
[APPDL-TE-78-35-VoL-1) 	 p0484 879-23947 
Study of the theoretical to real correspondance of 
an optimal control model and the significance of 
this model for the description of working 
methodology with partly automated aircraft 
guidance and control systems 
(118-35)	 p0556 879-27184 
Research on visual display integration for 
advanced fighter aircraft 
(AD-10696053	 p0653 879-30184 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
p0657 879-30211 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline 
pilots opinions about content, symbology, and 
format 
(NASA-TM-78601]	 p0703 N79-32185 
80111 PERFORMANCE 
NT OPERATOR P!RYOR8ANCE 
NT PILOT PERFORMANCE
NASA aviation safety reporting system 
(NASA-T8-78540]	
.	 p0170 N79-15014 
Definition of requirements for a performance 
measurement system for C-S aircrew members 
[AD-A063282)	 p0426 879-22119 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
[AD-A069297]	 p0674 879-31235 
HUMAN TOLERANCES 
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings 
for simulated flyovers 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0653]
	 p0268 179-26895 
Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft 
noise 
[NASA-TP-1335)	 p0299 N79-18687 
HUMIDITY 
Investigation of the electrification of an 
aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind 
tunnel
p0020 179-12162 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite structures
p0211 179-24131 
HYBRID CIRCUITS 
Hybrid technology cost reduction and reliability 
improvement study 
(AD-A062247]	 p0370 N79-20319 
HYBRID COMPUTERS 
Plight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL 
[SAND-78-82 4e0]	 p0106 N79-13068 
HYBRID NAVIGATION SISTERS 
Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems 
p0064 A79-14194 
Experience with integrated navigation involving 
compensation according to the method of the 
least squares --- for air traffic control 
p0115 179-17679 
The economic superiority of integrated navigation 
systems, represented for RILECS --- microwave 
Integrated Landing/Enronte navigation and air 
traffic Control System
p0116 179-17687 
Helicopter flight control /HSP/ --- integrated 
system including P118 and laser range finder 
p0150 179-19900 
The NI 1105, an integrated Transit/Omega navigator 
p0448 A79-36072 
A navigation filter for an integrated 
GPS/JTIDS/INS system for a tactical aircraft 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0448 179-36087 
Increasing the accuracy of integrated 
Doppler/TACaN navigation through frequent change 
of TACAN stations
p0514 119-41778 
Pxpanding the region of convergence for SITAR 
through improved modelling of terrain 
nonhinearjtjes --- Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided 
Navigation
p0619 179-48678 
Dynamic simulator test and evaluation of a .YTIDS 
relative navigation system --- Joint Tactical 
Information Distribution System
p0621 179-148694 
System configuration and algorithm design of the 
inertially aided JTIDS Relative Navigation 
function --- Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System
p0622 179-148716 
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions 
[NASA-TH-78611]	
.	 p0706 819-32205 
HYBRID STRUCTURES 
Hybrid Wing Box structure
p0532 A79-43331 
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor 
blade for the circulation control rotor system 
(ABS 79-461	 p0632 A19-49098 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATORIZED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts --- for gas turbine engines 
[AD-A064597]	 p0423 N79-22102 
HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS 
U ACTUATORS 
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
HYDRAULIC ANALOGIES 
Raking fluid flows visible
p0449 179-36373 
HYDRAULIC CONTROL 
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives 
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HYDRODYNAMICS 
Russian book
p0185 A19-20671 
A direct drive fly-by-wire system
p0692 A79-53630 
An electric control for an electrohydraulic active 
control aircraft landing gear 
(NASA-CR-3113)	 p0484 579-23948 
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 
Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
systems --- Russian book
p0115 A79-17675 
A research study into thereliability of various 
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components 
of military aircraft
p0400 A79-33459 
Formulation of empirical formulas for calculating 
the hydraulic resistance of networks 
aircraft deicing and air-conditioning systems 
p0451 A79-36593 
Model study of transient processes in a hydraulic 
power amplifier
p0465 A79-38814 
Development of a high temperature rotary actuator 
for aircraft hydraulic systems 
[AD-A057931]	 p0091 879-12070 
HYPOSH (Hydraulic Power Sharing system) 
(AD-A061408)	 p0235 879-16863 
A study of the effect of different can designs on 
Hark 7 Rod 1 arresting gear performance 
(AD-A061486)	 p0238 879-16882 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
(AD-A063147)	 p0371 879-20348 
Lightweight hydraulic system extended endurance test 
(AD-A062749)	 p0371 579-20358 
Hydraulic compressor for a wind tunnel 
p0439 879-23107 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0439 879-23108 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
(AD-A070387]	 p0673 879-31226 
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
AD-A063147]	 p0371 879-20348 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-A065915]	 p0488 879-24158 
HYDRAULIC HEATING SOURCES 
U HEAT SOURCES 
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
HYDRAULIC BURPS 
0 HYDRAULIC' EQUIPRENT 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS 
Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on 
a gliding flat-bottomed plate, with keel 
p0021 179-12200 
The effect of swirl on a ramjet dump combustor 
(AIAA 79-7042)	 p0330 A79-29411 
Method of determining non-steady-state force 
characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine 
blades from the streamfiow pattern
p0473 A79-39071 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
[AIAA'79-1649]	 p0567 A79-45325 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1530)	 p0576 A79-46712 
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the F-is 
(NASA-CR-144878)	 p0298 379-18286 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
subsonic wings 
[NASA-CB-158661] 	 p0481 879-23921 
HYDRAULIC VALVES 
U HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT 
U VALVES 
HYDUIZINES 
Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions 
[AD-A058239]	 p0097 s79-12242 
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine 
development.
p0427 879-22540 
HYDROAERORECEAJICS 
IT AERODYNAMICS
HYDROCARBON COIBOSTION 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics: SQUID Workshop, Loyola 
College, Columbia, ad., September 7-9, 1977, 
Technical Papers
p0051 179-12977 
Formation of sooty particles in combustion 
chambers with series injection of air into the 
combustion zone
p0406 179-34550 
HYDROCARBON FUEL PRODUCTION 
Aviation fuels from coal
p0347 179-31913 
HYDROCARBON FUELS 
NT DIESEL FUELS 
NT FOSSIL FUELS 
NT GASOLINE 
NT JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT JP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-5 JET FUEL 
NT JP-8 JET FUEL 
NT SYNTHANE 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0018 179-11599 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0018 A79-11600 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and
chemical kinetics; SQUID Workshop, Loyola 
college, Columbia, Id., September 7-9 8 1977, 
Technical Papers
p0051 A79-12977 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
p0051 A79-12979 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in fuels 
p0189 A79-21222 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
content in jet fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p0324 A79-29120 
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is 
initiated in jet fuels under static conditions 
p0564 179-44953 
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels 
p0573 A79-46055 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0107 879-13196 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0107 879-13197 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
(AD-9060322]	 p0181 879-15203 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
[AD-1061050]	 p0239 N79-17011 
Stability characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels 
from alternative sources 
[BETC/RI-78/23]	 p0489 379-24178 
Autoignition of fuels
p0496 879-25001 
HYDROCARBONS 
NT METHANE 
NT PROPANE 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 
turbine combustor 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1321)	 p0472 179-39037 
HYDROCYANIC ACID 
HCN content of turbine engine exhaust
p0138 A79-19358 
HYDRODYH!IC EQUATIONS 
Lectures on hydroaeromechanics --- Russian book 
p0449 179-36347 
HYDRODYNAMIC RAN EFFECT 	 - 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
(AD-1070128)	 p0669 379-31200 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
[AD-A070113]	 p0669 879-31202 
RYDRODYSARIC STABILITY 
U FLOW STABILITY 
HYDRODYNAMICS 
Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel 
p0021 479-12200 
Therrnoelastic and dynamic phenomena in seals 
[AD-A061754]	 p0309 979-19396 
Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil 
(10-4065102]	 p0443 N79-23261 
HYDROELASTICITY 
Aerohydroalastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow 
p0325 479-29151 
HYDROFOIL BOATS 
U HYDROFOIL CRAFT 
HYDROFOIL CRAFT 
Gas turbines for ACV's and hydrofoils
p0604 179-47845 
Jet propulsion for IC y 's and hydrofoils 
p0604 179-47847 
HYDROFOILS 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
p0532 A79-43456 
Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil 
IAD-A065102]	 pO443 N79-23261 
HYDROGEN 
NT LIQUID HYDROGEN 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
p0190 #79-21347 
RICA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft 
p0239 N79-16999 
HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS 
NT HYDROCYANIC ACID 
HYDROGEN CYANIDES 
U HYDROCYANIC ACID 
HYDROGEN ENGINES 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Hach 4 and 7 of a 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet 
[lIAR 79-7045]	 p0330 479-29413 
HYDROGEN FUELS 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unoixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic H2-air streams 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0355]	 p0146 179-19686 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
[#111 PAPER 79-0359]	 p0147 179-19688 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen fueled 
aircraft
p0152 A19-20084 
The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military 
aircraft fuel
p0186 A79-20773 
Some environmental and safety aspects of using 
hydrogen as a fuel
p0186 A79-20774 
Cryohydrogen-fuel for tomorrow's commercial aircraft 
p0279 179-27656 
The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays 
and flame propagation in spark ignition engines 
p0464 179-38387 
Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a 
supersonic airstream 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12391 	 p0475 A79-39818 
Liquid hydrogen fueled commercial aircraft 
p0573 179-45600 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet 
[1114 PAPER 79-1482]
	 p0574 A79-46686 
Laminar flow stabilization by surface cooling on 
hydrogen fueled aircraft 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1863]	 p0610 179-47920 
Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
p0634 479-49224 
Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
fuel-injector for scramjet applications 
p0 635 A79-49345 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen-fueled 
aircraft
p0641 A79-49921 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p0680 179-51100 
Combustor modelling for scrainjet engines 
D0689 #79-52675 
RICA research on hydrogen for high altitude aircraft 
p0239 N79-16999 
New initiatives in high altitude aircraft 
p0239 N79-17000 
Suntan
p0239 109-17001 
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative 
heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor 
[AD-A067709]	 p0544 N79-26224
Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 
1: Summary 
[NASA-CR-132558]	 p0717 R79-33207 
Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0779/3] 	 p0720 N79-33347 
HYDROKINETICS 
U HYDROHECHANICS 
BYDRONAGNETIC PLOW 
U EAGNETOHYDRODYNANIC PLOW 
HYDRONAGIETIC WAVES 
U HAGNETOHYDRODTNANIC WAVES 
HTDNO!ECBAIICS 
NT HYDRODYNAMICS 
Lectures on hydroaerooechanics --- Russian book 
p0449 A79-36347 
HYDROPLANES (SURFACES) 
Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on 
a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel 
p0021 A79-12200 
HYDROPLANING 
Sea behaviour prediction of helicopters through 
free model tests
p0132 179-18670 
HYDHOSKIS 
U HYDROPLANES (SURFACES) 
HYDROXYL COMPOUNDS 
NT ETHYL ALCOHOL 
NT METHYL ALCOHOLS 
HYDROXYL EMISSION 
An aircraft compatible laser induced fluorescence 
system - In situ and remote measurements of 
trace gases
p0194 179-21989 
HYGRAL PROPERTIES 
U MOISTURE CONTENT 
HYGROSCOPICITY 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
(AD-A059785]	 p0168 N79-14247 
HYPERBOLAS 
Sound radiation from hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
(LIlA PAPER 79-06771
	 p0267 179-26885 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
(NASA-TE-80109]	 p0558 N79-27931 
HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT SHORAN 
Hyperbolic positioning per se is passe 
navigation computations from range measurements 
using microprocessor
p0447 A79-36070 
Loran-C time difference calculations 
(NASA-CR-157957]	 p0100 N79-13019 
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
High speed interference heating loads and pressure 
distributions resulting from elevon deflections 
shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic 
aircraft surfaces 
1111 PAPER 79-0145]	 p0142 179-19562 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons with 
finite element and classical analyses 
[ASH! PAPER 78-WA/AERO-3] 	 pOlIB 479-19717 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 179-20087 
Projected aircraft systems development 
[AAS PAPER 78-194)	 p0189 479-21278 
Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
operating under unsteady heating and loading 
conditions
p0348 179-32046 
Structural concepts and experimental 
considerations for a versatile high-speed 
research airplane 
(NASA-TN-78743)	 p0162 N79-14080 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane 
(NASA-CR-145274)	 p0218 N79-15940 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 2 
[NASA-CR-1145074]	 p0232 N79-16839 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 3 
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(NASA-CR-145103]	 p0232 979-16840 
Formulation of aerodynamic prediction techniques 
for hypersonic configuration design 
(NASA-cR-158994)	 p0291 979-17850 
Experimental and finite element investigation of 
the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin 
panel for a hypersonic aircraft
p0309 979-19412 
High heat flux actively cooled honeycomb sandwich 
structural panel for a hypersonic aircraft 
[NASA-CR-29591	 p0372 979-20397 
Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
Plight, part 1 --- conferences 
rNASA-CP-2065-PT-1)	 p0385 979-21422 
Hypersonic structures: An aerodynamicist's 
perspective, or one man's dream is another man's 
nightmare
p0385 979-21423 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0386 979-21425 
Design and analysis of a scramlet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0386 979-211426 
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine 
structures
p0386 979-21428 
Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete 
tube actively cooled structural panel 
p0386 979-21430 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
p0386 979-21431 
Design and fabrication of a radiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
p0387 879-21433 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 579-21434 
A cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise 
range from Mach 2 to Mach 8 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12406-1]	 p0494 979-24980 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
NASA-TN-801 411
	
p0671 R79-31215 
Actively cooled plate fin sandwich structural 
panels for hypersonic aircraft 
tNASA-CR-31 5 91	 p0676 979-31628 
HYPERSONIC PLIGHT 
Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a 
supersonic airstream 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1239)	 p0475 A79-39818 
Numerical methods for solution of 
radiative-convective heat transfer problems - 
Radiative boundary layer --- for hypersonic 
blunt bodies in dense atmosphere
p0528 A79-42971 
Flowfield chemistry effects on stability of 
blunted slender cones 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1630]	 p0688 A79-52547 
Configuration development study of the E-24c 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 1 
(NASA-CR-145032]	 p0218 979-15939 
Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
Plight, part 2 
(NASA-cP-2065-PT-2]	 p0387 979-21435 
Structures and TPS for the NHFRF/HYTID 
p0387 U79-21438 
HYPERSONIC PLOW 
oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
hypersonic flow
p0059 A79-13976 
comparative study of the convergence rates of two 
numerical techniques
p0060 A79-13989 
Effect of the entropy layer on the hypersonic flow 
around aerodynamic control surfaces
p0190 179-21418 
Hypersonic flow over conical wing-body combinations 
p0195 A79-22000 
Parabolized Wavier-Stokes solutions for hypersonic 
viscous flows over blunt cones at large angles 
of attack
p0335 A79-29806 
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle of attack
p01410 A79-35158 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 P.79-35927
Unsteady hypersonic gas flow past a thin 
finite-span wing
p0513 P.79-41567 
Solution of a mixed boundary value problem for 
flow past a thin delta wing
p06140 P.79-49882 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
[AD-A056513]	 P0043 979-11003 
Measurement of the drag of slender cones in 
hypersonic flow at low Reynolds numbers using a 
magnetic suspension and balance 
(OUBL-1235/78)	 p0483 979-23938 
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[NASA-TN-72862]	 p0376 1479-20989 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials --- hypersonic heating 
simulation 
(NASA-TN-72865]	 p0546 979-27088 
HYPERSONIC INLETS 
Effect of cooling of the central body on startup, 
separation of the flow at the intake and the 
throttling characteristics of air scoops at 
supersonic and hypersonic velocities 
p0688 A79-52438 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
[I4ASA-TN-80141)	 p0671 1179-31215 
HYPERSONIC SPEED 
Effect of slip on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing at hypersonic speed
p0127 A79-18396 
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES 
NT HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 P.79-20088 
Optimization of hypersonic three-dimensional shapes 
p0411 A79-355814 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
bodies
p0528 P.79-43166 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p0178 979-15082 
Airframe-integrated propulsion system for 
hypersonic cruise vehicles
p0385 879-21424 
Hypersonic airframe structures: Technology needs 
and flight test requirements 
(NASA-CR-3130]	 p0582 979-28168 
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
Stability and pressure measurements in the Naval 
Surface Weapons center hypervelocity tunnel 
p0074 P.79-15664 
Calculation of the working process in a 
piston-type 'slow' compression wind tunnel 
p0525 P.79-42546 
Extension of running time in the NAB hypersonic 
shock tunnel 
[0051-1260/18]	 p0556 879-27191 
HYPERVELOCITY CEATERING 
U HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES 
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT 
Analysis of high velocity impact on hybrid 
composite fan blades 
[14ASA-TM-79133]	 p0372 N79-20398 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
[AD-A070128]	 p0669 N79-31200 
HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 P.79-13982 
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS 
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
HYSTERESIS 
Wing rock due to aerodynamic hysteresis 
p0283 P.79-28376 
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ICE 
NT TAKE ICE 
NT SEA ICE 
ICE ENVIRONMENTS 
Iceater I - Air cushion ice breaker in commercial 
operations
p0691 A79-49912 
IC! FORMATION 
NT CLOUD GLACIATION 
Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a 
supercooled droplet production system for 
research on icing	 -
po114 A79-17595 
Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- for ice 
formation prevention on aircraft transparencies 
[SAE PAPER 790600] 	 p0455 A79-36732 
Icing testing for aircraft engines 
(AGABD-CP-236)	 p0031 1179-10002 
Meteorological icing conditions
p0031 N79-10005 
Icing test facilities at the National Gas Turbine 
Establishment
p0031 1179-10006 
Installation of icing tests
p0031 1179-10007 
Engine icing seasuremeit capabilities at the AEDC 
p0031 1179-10008 
The dynamic ice detector for helicopters 
p0031 1179-10010 
Aircraft engine icing, technical summary 
p0031 1179-10011 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
influence of various parameters on an icing 
section
p0032 1179-10012 
Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using 
the NOTE engine test facility
p0032 1179-10013 
Tests under snow and icing conditions with the 80 
105 engine installation
p0032 1179-10014 
Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial 
separation anti-icing system
p0032 1179-10015 
Natural icing flight tests and additional 
simulated icing tests of a UN-1H helicopter 
incorporating an electrothermal ice protection 
system 
(AD-A0597041	 p0162 1179-14084 
Aircraft icing 
(AGARD-AR-127)	 p0172 1179-15036 
Helicopter ice detection, icing severity and 
liquid water content measurements
p0172 1179-15038 
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine 
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating 
forward flight
p0172 1179-15039 
Ice accretion and its effects on aerodynamics of 
unprotected aircraft components
p0173 1179-15040 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes forevaluating aircraft 
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173 1179-15041 
Icing test facilities and test techniques in Europe 
p0173 1179-15042 
Icing test facilities in Canada
p0173 1179-15843 
Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount 
stabilizer in flight under icing conditions 
[FFAP-A-396]	 p0233 1179-16845 
Aircraft Icing
p0243 1179-17418 
Helicopter icing research
p0243 1179-17421 
Summary Report of the Icing Committee
p0243 1179-17425 
Icing testing in the large Modane wind-tunnel on 
full-scale and reduced scale models 
(NASA-TM-75373]	 p0363. 1179-20102 
Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical 
model 1 
[NASA-CE-3129]
	
p0428 1179-22706 
Aircraft icing 
[IASA-CP-2086]	 p0481 1179-23912
Aircraft icing: Introduction
p0481 1179-23913 
Executive summary of Aircraft Icing Specialists 
Workshop
p0481 1179-23914 
Icing of aircraft Some remarks with an historical 
slant from a cloud physicist
p0481 1179-23915 
Safety hazard of aircraft icing
p0481 1179-23916 
Civil Helicopter icing problems
p0481 1179-23917 
A review of the icing situation from the 
standpoint of general aviation
p0481 1179-23918 
Overview of helicopter ice protection system 
developments
p0481 1179-23919 
An operational research investigation of the 
ice-detection capability and utility of the 
surface condition analyzer (SCAN) system and its 
applicability to Navy-wide use 
[ID-A067174]	 p0539 1179-26037 
Helicopter Icing Symposium 
[AD-A067981]	 p0541 1179-26048 
ICE OBSERVATION 
U ICE REPORTING 
ICE PACKS 
U SEA ICE 
ICE PREVENTION 
Ice protection systems of the Puma --- helicopter 
operations
p0134 A79-18684 
Hybrid heater/paste and heater/flexible coating 
schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades 
p0134 A79-18685 
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades 
(AD-1057329]	 p0045 1179-11038 
Artificial icing test phobic coatings on UH-1H 
helicopter rotor blades 
[AD-A059875]	 p0220 1179-15954 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/1284/5]	 p0238 1179-16884 
ICE REPORTING 
A cheap, effective icing detector for general 
aviation aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1823]	 p0608 A79-47902 
ICING 
U ICE FORMATION 
IDEAL FLUIDS 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
p0028 A79-12963 
Modeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids 
p0527 A79-42806 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 A79-47009 
IDEAL GAS 
Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal 
gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades 
-	 p0021 A79-12194 
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
p0127 A79-18398 
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional 
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure 
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles 
p0197 A79-22437 
An approximate method for calculating a laminar 
boundary layer in micronozzles
p0526 A79-42559 
IDENTIFY FRIEND ON POE 
U 1FF SYSTEMS (IDENTIFICATION) 
IDENTIFYING 
NT IF? SYSTEMS (IDENTIFICATION) 
Expansion of the 960 to 1 215 MHz band use - 
Aspects, achievements, goals --- for integrated. 
aircraft communication, navigation and 
identification systems
p0056 A79-13265 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 A79-22475 
Some possible applications of identification 
theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft 
communication
p0451 A79-36589 
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	 IMNITTANCE 
Parameter and state estimation applicable to 
aircraft identification problem
p0561 A79-43946 
The enhancement of aircraft parameter 
identification using linear transformations 
for stability
p0611 #79-47961 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraction
p0649 879-50306 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0695 A79-50432 
Recent results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-16401	 p0888 A79-52548 
1FF SYSTEMS (IDENTIFICATION) 
An 1FF antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
suppression characteristics
p0247 879-24718 
tEE (RULES) 
U INSTRUNENT FLIGHT RULES 
IGNITION 
NT ELECTRIC IGNITION 
NT SPARK IGNITION 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors
p0051 879-12982 
Ignition in the gas turbine
p0308 879-19372 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
[80-8065153]	 p0941 879-23181 
Autoignition of fuels
p0496 879-25001 
Seat test program
p0666 N79-31168 
IGNITION LIMITS 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft interior 
fabrics
p0126 A79-18302 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unmixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic 82-air streams 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0355]	 p0146 A79-19686 
Rutoignitiom of hydrogen injected transverse to a 
supersonic airstream 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1239] 	 p0475 879-39818 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 879-48497 
IGNITION SYSTEMS 
Dual breakerless aircraft magneto 
[SAE PAPER 790606]	 p01156 879-36738 
IGNITION TEMPERATURE 
NT FLASH POINT 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 879-34923 
11-62 AIRCRAFT 
Technical characteristics and cost data for the 
11-62 and 11-628 aircraft and optimal flight 
conditions
p0410 #79-35475 
ILLINOIS 
Air traffic control/full beacon collision 
avoidance system Chicago simulation 
[AD-A069524]	 p0713 879-33178 
ILLUMINATING 
Evaluation of threshold and pretbreshold lights 
for medium intensity approach lighting systems 
[FAA-NA-78-44]	 p0237 879-16878 
ILS (LANDING SYSTEMS) 
U INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS 
ILFUSHIN AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
Ilyushin Candid' --- Soviet transport for 
enhanced air mobility and logistical support 
p0525 #79-42423 
ILTUSHIN 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
U IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
IMAGE CONVERTERS 
Real time compression of video signals 
protection against jamming
p0622 A79-48712 
Scan converter and raster display controller for 
night vision display systems
p0655 N79-30203
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
[NASA-TP-1520]	 p0715 879-33189 
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
Better utilization of SAN dynamic range 
airborne display capacity improvement 
p0053 879-13200 
Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy 
processing
pOO53 879-13201 
Elimination of scale and luminance distortions in 
thermal imaging systems with a large field of view 
onboard aircraft
p0277 A79-27416 
IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION 
Antenna to ThU mounting for SAN motion compensation 
Inertial Measurement Unit
p0018 879-11913 
Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAN 
moticn compensation
p0617 819-48641 
IMAGE PROCESSING 
Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy 
processing
p0053 A79-13201 
Radar simulation from optical photography --- for 
scene prediction map in navigational guidance 
p0071 879-15154 
Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques 
p0614 A79-48602 
Synthetic aperture radar sap matching for navigation 
p0614 A79-48603 
An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a 
function of processing parameters --- for 
synthetic aperture radar data processing 
p0618 879-98666 
System description: Aviation Wide-Angle Visual 
System (AWAYS) Computer Image Generator (CIG) 
visual system 
[80-8065060]	 p0445 879-23683 
IMAGERY 
NT AERIAL PHOTCGBAPHY 
NT HOLOGRAPHY 
NT INFRARED IMAGERY 
NT PHOTOFECONRAISSANCE 
NT RADAR IMAGERY 
NT RADIOGRAPHY 
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT STEPEOPHOTOGRAPHY 
NT STEREOSCOPY 
The Lufthansa day/night computer generated visual 
system
p0223 879-15985 
Methods for the validation of synthesized images 
in visual flight simulation --- space perception 
during landing approach
p0354 N79-20021 
IMAGING TECHNIQUES 
NT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
NT RADAR IMAGERY 
Synthetic image generation for visual simulation 
in training simulators using the Tornado visual 
simulator as an example 
[BuLB PAPER 78-150]	 p0062 879-14095 
360-deg non-programmed visual display --- for 
flight training
p0071 879-15152 
Visual simulation systems --- for vehicle operator 
training
p0071 819-15153 
General principles of automatic video trackers. II 
- Area trackers
p0071 A79-15159 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0186 A79-20792 
A three-channel high-resolution-TV image 
generation system --- flight simulator application 
p0281 A79-28160 
Aviation wide angle visual system /AWAVS/ - Visual 
system performance
p0281 A79-28161 
Digital sensor simulation at the Defense Mapping-
Agency Aerospace Center
p0622 879-48705 
Neal time compression of video signals 
protection against jamming
p0622 879-48712 
INNITTAICE 
U ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 
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IMPACT 
NT ECONOMIC IMPACT 
NT HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT 
IMPACT DAMAGE 
Improved ballistic damage tolerant design through 
laminated metal construction
p0014 P.79-10912 
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade 
ballistic damage
p0014 179-10913 
Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy 
fan blades --- foreign object damage to turbofan 
engines
p0189 P.79-20880 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1119]	 p0466 P.79-38951 
Non destructive evaluation /NDE/ of impact damage 
in thick graphite composite aircraft structures 
for dropped tools on airfields
p0530 P.79-43257 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance 
[ABS 79-7]	 p0626 P.79-49059 
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the UB-60A Black 
Hawk 
(ABS 79-10)	 p0627 P.79-149062 
Laboratory test procedures to determine lightning 
attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A 
qualification test!
p0681 P.79-51133 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
/qualification test/
p0681 P.79-51136 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 P.79-52694 
Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades 
(AD-A058194]	 p0094 4179-12091 
Engineering analysis of crash injury in army 
aircraft
p0312 1479-19655 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel system 
design
p0312 1479-19661 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the TAB-64
p0312 4179-19664 
Interim field procedure for bomb damage repair 
using crushed limestone for crater repairs and 
silikal trade name for spall repairs 
(AD-P.068617)	 p0584 4479-28189 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance concepts 
analysis 
[P.D-P.069877]	 p0652 1479-30179 
IMPACT DECELERATION 
U DECELERATION 
IMPACT LOADS 
Composite components under impact load and effects 
of defects on the loading capacity 
(DGLR PAPER 78-190)	 p0184 P.79-201491 
Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for NPV recovery 
(AIAA 79-0416)	 p0262 P.79-26627 
Hugoniot pressure loading in soft body impacts 
- of aircraft 
(P.IAA 79-07821	 p0321 A79-29026 
Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively 
loaded curved frames 
[AIAP. 79-0784]	 p0322 P.79-29028 
IMPACT PREDICTION 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
tAIAA 79-1734)	 p0571 A79-45377 
IMPACT PRESSURES 
U IMPACT LOADS 
IMPACT RESISTANCE 
Damage tolerant design of the TAH-64 drive system 
(ABS 78-146]	 p0123 P.79-18169 
Multidimensional advanced composites for improved 
impact resistance
p0208 P.79-244080 
Test methodology correlation for foreign object 
damage 
[AD-A057322]	 p0095 N79-12093 
Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
aviation aircraft 
(FAA-RD-78-122)	 p0229 4179-16815 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space 
travel 
(RAE-LIB-TRANS-2003)	 p0385 4179-21201
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the 
impact of foreign bodies
pO554 4179-27114 
IMPACT SENSITIVITY 
U IMPACT RESISTANCE 
IMPACT STRENGTH 
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics 
of composite airframe structures 
(ABS 78-51)	 p0124 P.79-18174 
The application of composites to secondary 
structures 
(ABS 78-55)	 p0125 179-18177 
USAP bird impact resistant windshield technology 
program
p0326 P.79-29366 
The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating 
impact resistance of composite materials 
(AD-A057967)	 p0098 4179-12l465 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design options study 
(AD-A070376]	 p0669 4179-31201 
IMPACT TESTS 
NT CHARPY IMPACT TEST 
Crashworthiness tests on model aircraft fuselage 
structures 
(AIAA 79-06881	 p0275 179-27354 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynaáiics program - 
P. status report 
(hAP. 79-0780)	 p0321 P.79-29024 
Experimental verification of program KRASB - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(SAE PAPER 790589)	 p0454 P.79-36723 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test prograrn 
(SAE PAPER 790590)	 p0454 P.79-36724 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
(SAE PAPER 790591) p0454 P.79-36725 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 7905923	 p0455 A79-36726 
A dynamic analysis of landing impact
p0514 A79-41768 
B-52B-008/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration I 
(with and without fins) flight test results - 
captive flight and drop test missions 
[NASA-CE-150855]	 p0091 4479-12065 
Interactive multi-mode blade impact analysis 
[NP.SA-CE-159462]	 p0292 4179-17858 
Analysis of high velocity impact on hybrid 
composite fan blades 
tNASA-TN-79133]	 p0372 4479-20398 
High speed bird impact testing of aircraft 
transparencies 
(AD-A071814)	 p0713 4179-33173 
IMPACT TOLERANCES 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAB-64
p0013 P.79-10904 
Damage-tolerant design of the YUH-61A main rotor 
system
p0013 179-10911 
Damage tolerant design of the YAH-64 main rotor 
blade
p0014 A79-10914 
Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
p0014 179-10915 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1119]	 p0466 P.79-38951 
IMPEDANCE 
NT ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 
NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 
NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE 
NT SKIN RESISTANCE 
A numerical prediction of typical articulated 
rotor impedance
p0215 4179-15905 
IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
Calculation of rotor impedance for 
•	 articulated-rotor helicopters in forward flight 
p0527 A79-42799 
Impedance measurements on a spinning model 
helicopter rotor 
(ARC-CP-1389)	 p0220 4179-15955 
IMPELLER BLADES 
U ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACRINERT) 
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	 I!CORPRESSIBL! FLUIDS 
IMPELLERS 
Snail perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating 
disturbances in a vaneless diffuser 
[15W! PIPER 78-GT-154]	 p0002 179-10270 
Wind-tunnel Impellers in fiber-composite design 
for the Swiss Aircraft Works in Em.en, Switzerland 
(OGLE PAPER 78-1961	 p0184 179-20496 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic 
centrifugal impeller 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-2] 	 p0195 179-22327 
NC equipment spurs bush manufacture - Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 1,79-33589 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial radial 
compressor impellers using the framework method 
finite
 
element method and descriptive geometry 
p0309 N79-19391 
Structural analysis of a gas turbine impeller 
using finite-element and holographic techniques 
p0552 N79-27149 
Some theoretical and experimental investigations 
of stresses andvibrations in a radial flow rotor 
p0553 579-27158 
TIPERFECTIOWS 
U DEFECTS 
IMPINGEIEWT 
NT JET IMPINGEMENT 
IMPULSES 
The electro-impulse de-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
[B'J-227]	 p0433 579-23073 
IMPURITIES 
Method of determining mechanical-impurity contents 
in jet fuels
p0623 179-48859 
Airfoil cooling hole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels 
[NASA-TR-79076]	 p0310 579-20265 
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING 
Processing a random loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0027 179-12535 
Considerations on the design of warning systems 
for aircraft flight malfunctioning 
p8055 179-13252 
The AGDLS - A multipurpose system for in-flight 
evaluation of new ATC techniques -- Air Ground 
Data Link System
p0056 179-13264 
Automated OMEGA/VIP mcnitoring and forecasting for 
air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report 
p0077 179-16164 
CITS - Tomorrow's test system today --- Central 
Integrated Test System for B-i avionics 
p0079 179-16431 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in 1-16 avionics 
S	 p0079 A79-1032 
TP 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness 
study
p0080 119-16440 
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
instrumentation
p0113 179-17583 
B-52 aircraft gross weight computational system 
polls 119-17610 
En route minimum safe altitude warning /E-NSAW/ 
p0205 179-23594 
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using 
a tunable diode laser
p0281 A79-28139 
New test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
(DOLE 79-022)	 p0347 179-31949 
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring 
p0561 179-44453 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
[1111 PAPER 79-1802] 	 p0606 179-41887 
ATE and aircraft mechanical diagnostics 
p0624 119-48883 
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time 
data system for research, experimental, and 
prototype flight testing 
(ASS 79-50)	 p0632 179-49102 
Architecture of an intelligent cockpit monitoring 
system - SECURE
(1111 79-1961]	 p0699 179-54437 
In-flight measurements of captive loads on a Store 
ascompared with wind tunnel and mathematical 
simulations 
(10-1060960)	 p0228 579-16806 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, Description of the measurement 
equipment and comparison of results with data 
from other sources 
(NLR-RP-17028-U)	 p0229 N79-16812 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight --
differential pressure measurements for drag 
investigations 
(19ASA-CASB-FBC-11024-1]	 p0285 579-11797 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0310 579-19615 
In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and 
wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing 
p0352 579-20002 
Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
estimation methods --- equation error and 
maximum likelihood methods 
[NASA-TP-1306]	 p0360 579-20071 
Inflight fuel tank temperature survey data 
[NASA-CR-159569]	 p0483 519-23940 
An in-flight controller insensitive to parameters 
variation 
[DLR-PB-78-07]	 p0655 579-30191 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
(NASA-RP-1043]	 p0715 579-33191 
INCIDENCE 
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
p0179 519-15091 
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high 
aspect ratio wing at a high angle of incidence 
p0414 579-22005 
INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LATER 
Considerations regarding velocity distribution and 
wall friction in incompressible axisymmetric 
turbulent boundary layers with transverse 
curvature
p0334 179-29694 
IBCOIPRBSSIBL! FLOW 
NT STOKES PLOW 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
electrical conductivity
p0025 179-12394 
Calculation of the flow with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
p0058 179-13295 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings
p0060 119-13988 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by large amplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility
p0137 119-18834 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order O/h2/ and 0/h4t 
p0248 179-24829 
Nonsteady flow of an incompressible liquid over 
slender permeable profiles
p0273 179-27062 
An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing 
interaction - Experiments and calculations 
[lilA 79-7029]	 p0329 179-29401 
Analytic formulas for wing profile aerodynamic 
characteristics in incompressible flow 
p0601 179-41000 
Comment on 'active flutter control using 
generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory' 
p0640 179-49873 
multi-element airfoil design by optimization 
(NLR-TR-78135-U]	 p0703 N79-32181 
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS 
Method of calculating potential flows of an
incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
p0019 179-12126 
A method for calculating the potential flow around 
a system of aerodynamic profiles in an 
incompressible fluid 
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p0685 P.79-51684 
The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: A 
survey of mathematical formulations and 
numerical models with an outline of the new 
British aerospace scheme
p0586 579-28475 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- Air 
Force Flight Test Center aircraft flight testing 
p0645 P.79-50434 
Spare memory and timing parameters in avionics 
computer system requirements 
[AD-A056521]	 p0036 B79-10055 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
p0098 579-12998 
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION) 
Listing of accidents/incidents by make and model, 
US civil aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-12]	 p0289 N79-17828 
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS 
NT ANEMOMETERS 
NT APPROACH INDICATORS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS 
NT FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS 
NT GYROCOMPASSES 
NT ROT-FILM ANEMOMETERS 
NT ROT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS 
NT LASER ANEMOMETERS 
NT MICROWAVE SENSORS 
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS 
NT POSITION INDICATORS 
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 
NT SPEED INDICATORS 
NT WEIGHT INDICATORS 
NT WIND VANES 
A cheap, effective icing detector for general 
aviation aircraft 
IAIAP. PAPER 79-18231	 p0608 P.79-47902 
INDONESIA 
Potential applications of advanced aircraft in 
developing countries --- Brazil and Indonesia 
(NASA-TM-80133]	 p0581 579-28158 
INDUCED FLUID PLOW 
U FLUID FLOW 
INDUCTION 
Numerical study of the induction of porous walls 
of the working section of a low-velocity wind 
tunnel
p0022 P.79-12228 
INDUCTION SYSTEMS 
U INTAKE SYSTEMS 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
NT ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
NT INVENTOR! MANAGEMENT 
INDUSTRII3. SAFETY 
Material developments for airline safety - Impact 
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 P.79-43277 
INDUSTRIES 
NT AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 
NT AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY 
NT cORSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
The technology of brazing and soldering is 
broad-based and vital to the industrial economy 
/1979 Adams Lecture/
p0689 A79-52856 
INELASTIC BODIES 
U RIGID STRUCTURES 
INEQUALITIES 
Design of a multivariable controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakians 
method of inequalities
p0023 P.79-12287 
INERTIA 
Plight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system 
[AD-A071648)	 p0715 N79-33195 
INERTIA BONNETS 
U MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
INERTIAL FORCES 
U INERTIA 
INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
NT STRP.PDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
Air Force applications for optical rotation rate 
sensors
p0281 P.79-28122
Operational and regulatory questions related to 
inertial systems
p0334 P.79-29759 
Evaluation of the navigation performance of 
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
(AIP.A 79-1708] 	 pO570 P.79-45362 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
[AD-A059028]	 p0100 579-13021 
The Impact of Integrated Guidance and Control 
Technology on Weapons Systems Design 
[AGARD-cP-251)	 p0353 N79-20009 
Global positioning system tactical missile guidance 
p0353 N79-20013 
An efficient algorithm for computing the 
0-guidance matrix 
[AD-P.064816]	 p0419 57922074 
INERTIAL MEASURING UNITS 
U INERTIAL PLATFORMS 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
NT GIMBALLESS INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
Coupling of ILS and inertial data in all weather 
approach and landing operations
p0056 P.79-13261 
Integration of GPS with inertial navigation systems 
p0064 P.79-14194 
Application of a north seeking beading and 
attitude reference for the autonomous navigation 
of helicopters
p0068 P.79-14668 
Designing-in reliability - A new approach --- for 
F-18 Inertial Navigation System
p0072 P.79-15369 
Navigation systems for USAF aircraft through the 
year 2000
p0076 P.79-16159 
Inertial technology and reliability --- for 
navigation systems
p0082 P.79-16584 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian book
p0254 P.79-25875 
Operational and regulatory questions related to 
inertial systems
p0334 A79-29759 
Technological evolution of inertial navigation for 
aircraft
p0334 P.79-29760 
Inertial navigation - A historical account with a 
description of a modern system
p0335 P.79-29762 
Reliability, performance, and fault isolation 
considerations in the design of interconnected 
navigation systems
p0448 P.79-36077 
A navigation filter for an integrated 
GPS/JTIDS/INS system for a tactical aircraft 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0448 P.79-36087 
Problems of onboard determination of wind 
relationships with optimal filters --- in 
inertial navigation system 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0481	 p0520 P.79-42374 
Azimuth observability enhancement during INS 
in-flight alignment 
[AIAA 79-1706]	 p0570 A79-45360 
Low cost inertial aiding for NP.VSTP.R/GPS receivers 
in naval ship navigation
p0617 P.79-48656 
Expanding the region of convergence for SITAR 
through improved modelling of terrain 
nonlinearities --- Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided 
Navigation
p0619 P.79-48678 
Transfer alignment for precision pointing 
applications --- in inertial navigation systems 
p0619 P.79-48679 
Application of instrument rotation in the N73 
standard inertial navigation system
p0621 P.79-48696 
Rapid reaction time techniques for a strapdown 
navigator employing electrostatic gyro technology 
p0621 P.79-48697 
System configuration and algorithm design of the 
inertially aided .JTIDS Relative Navigation 
function --- Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System
p0622 P.79-48716 
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INFRARED IWAGERY 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 1: 
Introduction and summary 
(10-1062807]	 p0381 N79-21037 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 2: 
Analytical development 
(AD-1062808]	 p0381 N79-21038 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 3: Program 
and description and users guide 
(AD-A062809]	 p0381 879-21039 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdovn simulator program. Volume 11: Program 
listings 
(10-1062810]	 p0381 N79-21040 
A method for evaluating KC-135 avionics 
configurations 
(AD-A069446]	 p0598 N79-29186 
Design and testing of a redundant skewed inertial 
sensor complex for integrated navigation and 
flight control
p0655 N79-30202 
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions 
(NASA-TM-78611]	 p0706 N79-32205 
Autonomous navigation system --- using gyroscopic 
pendulums and gimbals for air navigation system 
which disposes 
(NASA-CAS!-ARC-11257-1] 	 p0713 879-33177 
INERTIAL PLATFORMS 
Antenna to IMU mounting for SAD motion compensation 
Inertial Measurement Omit
p0018 179-11913 
Inertial measuring unit for strapdoun application 
p0068 179-114663 
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of
 
gyrostabilized platforms
p0068 179-14671 
Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAD 
motion compensation
p0617 179-48641 
Error model verification for a three axis laser 
gyro strapdown inertial measurement unit 
(10-106 140117]	 p0419 N79-22072 
INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
Inertial Referenced Flight Inspection System 
pO46O 179-37150 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly 
Technology (NIBAT) simulation development, 
configuration evaluation, and test plan 
development 
[AD-1057324]	 p0090 879-12057 
Functional requirements of the interface between 
the NAVSTAR GPS receiver model X and the 
advanced inertial reference sphere, volume 2 
(10-1057656]	 p0090 879-12058 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (MYRA) 
[AD-A061 1449]	 p0232 N79-16834 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (NIRA) 
using the F-is and a transport aircraft 
p0353 879-20017 
INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a 
transonic swept wing 
[1111 PAPER 79-0264) 	 p0203 179-23563 
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle of attack
p0410 179-35158 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
[AD-A057075]	 p0034 N79-10038 
INFLATABLE DEVICES 
U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES 
NT BALLOONS 
NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS 
NT TETHERED BALLOONS 
Development of anti-G valves for high performance 
aircraft
p0066 179-14414 
Paracone ejection seat --- evaluated and compared 
to present parachute system
p0066 A79-14420 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with Automatic Inflation Modulation /A.I.N./ 
p0402 179-33618 
Inflatable survival systems for helicopters 
p0403 179-336211
Test and evaluation of modified high performance 
jet aircrew life preserver 
[AD-A063959]	 90819 R79-22067 
Development of an inflatable head/neck restraint 
system for ejection seats, update 
(10-1067124)	 p0540 879-26038 
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT 
NT STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
combustor design 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0354) 	 p0146 179-19685 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
[lilA 79-0770]	 p0321 179-29023 
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION 
Availability and use of weather data --- in 
general aviation
p0198 179-22711 
INFORMATION FLOW 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0070 179-14978 
Real-time/near real-time recce videband data links 
airborne reconnaissance systems
p0112 179-17146 
The prediction of helicopter crew information 
requirements
p0132 179-18665 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing 
loading alleviation
p0070 A79-14977 
Development of the 1-1011 Flight Management System 
p0260 A79-26535 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
New approaches concerning the implementation of 
radar target extractors with the aid of very 
fast microprogrammable data processors 
p0265 179-26754 
Digital Avionics Information System /DAIS/ and

Advanced Integrated Display System /AIDS/ 
cockpit programs
p0332 179-29485 
Information systems in civil aviation
p0336 179-29973 
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 A79-48715 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
(AGARD-CP-235)	 p0175 879-15061 
Summary report of the Weather Services Committee 
p0244 N79-17831 
Digital Avionics Informations System (DAIS) serial 
Input/Output (I/O) exercise 
(10-1062646)	 p0382 879-21048 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Development and demonstration 
(AD-A068438)	 p0593 1179-29181 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Reliability and maintainability model users 
guide, volume 2 --- life cycle costs 
[10-1068826]	 p0593 N79-29182 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 N79-31491 
INFORMATION THEORY 
Some possible applications of identification 
theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft 
communication
p0451 A79-36589 
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION 
U DATA TRANSMISSION 
INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT FLIP DETECTORS 
Multichannel infrared receiver performance -- for 
airborne detection of antiaircraft missiles 
p0410 179-35210 
Measuring metres to the target	 - 
p0694 179-53723 
Operational evaluation of an optical Infrared 
Airborne Proximity Warning Indicator (APWI) 
[AD-1073178]	 p0714 N79-33181 
INFRARED HORIZON SCANNERS 
U INFRARED SCANNERS 
INFRARED IMAGERY 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
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images on head-up displays for night or 
all-weather operations -- for military 
helicopters
p0079 179-16240 
Infrared resolution target system
p0081 179-16550 
Infrared remote sensing on geothermal areas by 
helicopter
p0197 179-22620 
Reliability growth on B-52 FLIR system 	 - 
p0248 A79-24958 
Elimination of scale and luminance distortions in 
thermal imaging systems with a large field of view 
onboard aircraft
p0277 179-27416 
INFRARED INSTRUMENTS 
NT P118 DETECTORS 
ST INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
Infrared suppressor effect on T63 turbosbaft 
engine performance 
(14ASA-TPI-78970]	 p0045 579-11043 
INFRARED LASERS 
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low 
level tactical operations
p0620 179-148685 
INFRARED MISERS 
¶1 INFRARED LASERS 
INFRARED RADIATION 
Infrared signature measurement techniques and 
simulation methods for aircraft survivability 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1186)	 p0468 179-38975 
INFRARED RADIOMETERS 
Detection of CAT and low altitude wind shear by 
on-board aircraft lB sensors - An update 
p0403 479-33630 
INFRARED SCANNERS 
IR scanning camera measurements of an exhaust 
plume from an axisymmetric nozzle afterbody 
model at transonic Mach numbers
p0281 A79-28097 
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
Infrared signature measurement techniques and 
simulation methods for aircraft survivability 
[4141 PAPER 79-1186)	 p0468 479-38975 
INFRARED TRACKING 
Infrared landing system for a mini 
remotely-piloted vehicle
p0019 479-12093 
Infrared resolution target system
p0081 479-16550 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control 
systems --- Russian book
p0185 479-20665 
Measuring metres to the target
p0694 179-53723 
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES 
Monitoring stratospheric winds with
Concorde-generated infrasound
p0574 179-46225 
INGESTION (ENGINES) 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design 
[1111 PAPER 79-11191	 p0466 179-38951 
V/STOL aircraft configuration effects on exhaust 
gas ingestion 
[1114 PAPER 79-1284)	 p0471 179-39019 
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the 
impact of foreign bodies
p0554 579-27174 
INHIBITORS 
NT REAR INHIBITORS 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
(AD-1065915]	 p0488 579-214158 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
INJECTION 
NT FLUID INJECTION 
NT FUEL INJECTION 
NT GAS INJECTION 
NT LIQUID INJECTION 
NT WATER INJECTION 
INJECTION CARBURETORS 
U FUEL INJECTION 
INJECTORS 
NT VORTEX INJECTORS 
Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector 
p0219 A79-27731
The injector driven tunnel
p0438 N79-23106 
INJURIES 
NT CRASS INJURIES 
NT EJECTION INJURIES 
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make 
and model, US Civil Aviation, 1976 
[PB-283000/8]	 p0044 N79-11016 
INLET FLOW 
Asymmetric swirling flows in turbomacbine annuli 
[ASME PAPER 78-UT-1091
	 p0001 179-10260 
"ropeller unsteady thrust due to operation in 
turbulent inflows 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-94]
	 p0007 179-10162 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures 
flame stabilization 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-144) 	 p0010 179-10798 
Gas turbine engine inlet flow distortion guidelines 
[SAE ABP 1420]	 p0018 179-11624 
Design of two-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0067 179-14517 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten 
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades 
p0111 179-17029 
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using 
generalized coordinates 
[1111 PAPER 79-0012]	 p0138 479-19477 
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating 
compressible flow about three-dimensional inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0081]	 p0141 179-195214 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on F-is inlet instantaneous distortion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0104]	 p0141 179-19533 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in 
supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a 
bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave 
fitting 
tAIAA PAPER 79-0379) 	 pO147 179-19698 
The flow at the inlet and in the throat region of 
a plane supersonic air intake
p0190 479-21420 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
[ASME PAPER 78-UT-341	 p0196 179-22335 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0380]	 p0200 179-23510 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 479-214221 
Considerations for the design of inlet flow 
conditioners for static fan noise testing 
[AIRA PAPER 79-06571	 p0269 419-26909 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-0 theory 
[hAl PAPER 79-0577]	 p0269 479-26911 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06541
	 p0270 479-26926 
Axial compressor operation with radially 
nonuniform inflow
p0280 A79-27743 
Effects of inlet distortions on a multi-stage 
compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion 
(lilA 79-7003]	 p0327 179-29379 
Air-inlet engine matching problems of a jet aircraft 
[AIAA 79-70011]	 p0327 479-29380 
Diffusers for supersonic intakes - The dependence 
of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow 
conditions 
[AIAA 79-7027]	 p0329 A79-29399 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
[ISlE PAPER 79-GT-33] 	 p03140 179-30519 
The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the 
flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing 
[ISlE PAPER 79-GT-35]	 p03110 479-30520 
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
p03112 A79-30582 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages 
[lSIE PAPER 79-GT-55]	 p0391 179-32350 
Experimental study on diffusers for mixed-flow 
machines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-120]	 p0399 479-32936 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 479-35895 
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INSPECTION 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(6166 PAPEP 79-1309]	 p0471 679-39031 
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas 
turbine
p0526 679-42560 
An analysis of air intakes in the boundary layer 
p0526 679-42562 
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[6166 PAPER 79-11631	 p0603 679-47347 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design
p0636 679-49530 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
[NASA-TM-79051]	 p0086 879-12020 
Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an axial 
flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) 
[NASA-CR-157842]	 p0099 879-13009 
Theoretical study of VTOL tilt-nacelle 
axisymmetric inlet geometries 
[NASA-TP-1380]	 p0169 879-14996 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
[NASA-TM-79066]	 p0226 879-16300 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-U theory 
[NASA-TM-79082]	 p0227 879-16647 
Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the 
surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on 
axial flow compressors
p0307 879-19363 
Unsteady effects of circumferential pressure 
distorted inlet flows is compressors 
[AD-A062550]	 p0366 879-20123 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
(AD-A06 14776)	 p0436 879-23089 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow 
characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79134]	 p0486 879-23969 
Self stabilizing sonic inlet 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11890-1)	 p0493 879-24976 
Performance of a V/STOI tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[NASA-TN-79176]	 p0546 879-27093 
Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
response to inlet radial and circumferential 
distortion 
[NASA-TP-1278]	 p0583 879-28177 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design 
[NASA-TM-79211)	 p0590 879-29143 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and 
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan 
engine 
(NASA-TM-79237)	 p0653 879-30187 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbomachine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion
p0716 879-33203 
INLET NOZZLES 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-iS 
airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0102]	 p0200 679-23513 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the .71150 engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0581]	 p0272 679-26944 
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable 
height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow 
(AIAA 79-7002]	 p0327 679-29378 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-51]	 p0341 679-30527 
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas 
turbine
p0526 679-42560 
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[6166 PAPER 79-1814]	 p0684 679-51247 
High angle of incidence implications upon air 
intake design and location for supersonic cruise 
aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic 
aircraft	 -
p0415 879-22026 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-.79150)	 p0481 879-23911
INLET PEBSSOBB 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 A79-14847 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets
p0211 679-24178 
Predicted P100 engine response to circumferential 
pressure and temperature distortion 
(6166 PAPER 79-1310)	 p0476 679-39819 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine testing 
[6166 PAPER 79-1185]	 p0510 679-40752 
Unloading the drive of gas distributor valves 
operating at high pressures
p0526 A79-42564 
INLETS (DEVICES) 
U INTAKE SYSTEMS 
INORGANIC COATINGS 
NT CERAMIC COATINGS 
INORGANIC NITRATES 
NT AMMONIUM NITRATES 
INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES 
VORTAB - A data-tablet method of developing input 
data for the VORLAX program 
[NASA-CE-159026]	 p0375 879-20787 
Digital Avionics Informations System (DAIS) serial 
Input/Output (I/O) exercise 
[AD-A062646]	 p0382 879-21048 
Modal interpolation program. L215(INTEBP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
(NASA-CR-2848]	 p0664 879-31147 
Time history solution program, L225 (TEV126). 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document --- for airplane dynamic 
response using frequency response data 
(NAS#-CB-2860]	 p0665 879-31154 
INSECTS 
Some aspects of unsteady insect aerodynamics: 
Acceleration potential methods in plane unsteady 
airfoil theory, and measurements of 
unsteady-periodic forces generated by the blowfly 
-	 p0300 879-18903 
INSENSITIVITY 
0 SENSITIVITY 
INSERTS 
NT NOZZLE INSERTS 
INSPECTION 
NT X RAY INSPECTION 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures with allowance for the two-stage 
nature of fatigue damage
p0019 679-12135 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
(DG1R 79-021]	 p0347 679-31948 
Nigh level maintenance below sea level 
p0465 A79-38825 
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed 
laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine 
structures 
(6166 PAPER 79-1268)	 p0470 A79-39012 
Assessment of state-of-the-art of in-service 
inspection methods for graphite epoxy composite 
structures on commercial transport aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158969)	 p0241 N79-17252 
Non-destructive inspection methods for propulsion 
systems and components 
[AGAND-LS-103]	 p0502 979-25412 
State-of-the-art of nondestructive inspection of 
aircraft engines
p0502 879-25413 
High resolution radiography in the aero-engine 
industry
p0502 979-25414 
Non-destructive methods for the early detection of 
fatigue damage in aircraft components 
p0502 879-25417 
Broad-band transducers for nondestructive 
inspection of aeronautical components 
p0503 879-25419 
N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
mobile sources: A compendum of radiographic 
results 
(AD-A068316)	 p0598 879-29532 
Multifrequency eddy current inspection for cracks 
under fasteners, phase 2 
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[AD-1071102]	 p0711 079-32560 
INSTALLATION 
U INSTALLING 
INSTALLING 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. 
Aircraft installation processes 
(AD-1062683]	 p0370 N79-20303 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH 
Development of a microwave ]nitilateration System 
for VTOL landing guidance
p0058 179-13273 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument approach 
(AIAA 79-16831	 p0569 A79-45345 
Survey of helicopter control/display 
investigations for instrument decelerating 
approach 
[NASA-r5-78565]	 p0364 179-20111 
Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
system for IPR conditions
p0656 N79-30209 
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
USNC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 379-30214 
INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION 
NT TEMPERATURE CONPENSATICN 
An instrumentation modeling technique used in the 
identification of aerodynamic coefficients from 
flight test data 
(IA? PAPER 78-99] 	 p0016 179-11239 
Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdown 
applications
p0067 179-14662 
Experience with integrated navigation involving 
compensation according to the method of the 
least squares --- for air traffic control 	 - 
p0115 179-17679 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 179-49605 
INSTRUMENT ERRORS 
Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdovn 
applications
p0067 119-14662 
- Bearing errors in the VHF omnirange due to 
scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver 
p0074 179-15460 
A new L-band BLS/DPIE with high accuracy 
p0081 179-16537 
Possibilities for increasing distance measurement 
accuracy of USE --- Distance measuring Equipment 
(DGLR PAPER 19-040]	 p0519 179-42366 
Sources and magnitude of radio compass 
instrumental errors
p0533 A79-43503 
A deterministic investigation of strapped down 
navigation system accuracy
p0621 179-48695 
INSTRUMENT PLIGHT RULES 
ABC simulations for the implementation of 
bilingual IFS control in Canada
p0126 179-18229 
Evaluation of lYE handling qualities of 
helicopters using the NAB airborne V/STOL 
simulator 
(1111 79-0702]	 p0276 179-27365 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine mingle-pilot IFS /SPIPB/ requirements 
[hAl 79-1886]	 p0573 A79-45413 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ABS 79-261	 p0629 179-49078 
Flight investigation of helicopter 1Pm approaches 
to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping 
radar 
(ABS 79-52)	 p0633 179-49104 
Single pilot 1Pm operating problems determined 
from accidental data analysis 
(NASA-TN-78773]	 p0044 179-11013 
Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 2B24) for 
maintaining instrument proficiency along 
instrument-rated army pilots 
(10-1060557)	 p0181 579-15102 
LED instrument approach instruction display 
(N&SA-T11-78823]	 p0292 379-17854 
General aviation IFR operational problems 
(NASA-CE-159022)	 p0419 519-22068
Review of airworthiness standards for 
certification of helicopters for Instrument 
Plight Rules (IFS) operation 
(10-1068397]	 p0549 N79-27127 
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL 
Coupling of ILS and inertial data in all weather 
approach and landing operations
p0056 179-13261 
System for confirming Its or NLS for Cat III type 
landing without decision height
p0056 179-13262 
The BLS approach and landing system
p0151 179-20050 
The ILS glidepath - New designs for severe sites 
p0156 179-20232 
New technology S619 simulator
p0399 179-33458 
Inertial Referenced Plight Inspection System 
p0460 179-37150 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
(ABS 79-16)	 p0628 179-49069 
The 1 6 2 simulator - A comparison with flight 
test results
p0643 179-50169 
An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
p0679 179-51092 
The Look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator 
(LACE) and potential applications 
(NASA-TM-78806]	 p0173 N79-15044 
Status of the Federal Aviation Administration's 
microwave landing system 
(P5-287275/2)	 p0217 579-15936 
Evaluation of a remote tone signaling 
control/monitor system as lightning/transient 
protection for solid state instrument landing 
systems 
[10-1063766]	 p0425 979-22116 
An asynchronous data transmission system with low 
error probability for the SETAC landing aid 
p0675 579-31468 
Airborne determinatiol of ground speed: A 
feasibility study --- instrument landing system 
approaches 
[AD-A073193]	 p0714 579-33182 
The selection of glide slope antenna patterns for 
use in the frequency assignment process 
[AD-A073176]	 p0714 N79-33184 
INSTRUMENT PACKAGES 
A modular approach to airborne research 
instrumentation
p0192 179-21963 
INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 
U AUTOMATION 
INSULATION 
NT ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
INTAKE SYSTEMS 
NT AIR INTAKES 
NT CONICAL INLETS 
NT ENGINE INLETS 
NT HELICAL INDUCERS 
NT HYPERSONIC INLETS 
NT INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS 
NT SUPERSONIC INLETS 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-121)	 p0009 179-10789 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines 
(1111 PAPER 79-0044]	 p0139 179-19497 
Influence of the ellipticity of the inlet section 
of an S-shaped air intake on the uniformity of 
the outward flow --- for aircraft engines 
p0686 179-52128 
An experimental study of a catalytic combustor for 
an expendable turbojet engine 
[10-1056512]	 p0045 579-11048 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
[NASA-TM-79051]	 p0086 N79-12020 
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine 
intakes of helicopters at conditions simulating 
forward flight
pOl72 N79-15039 
Applications of velocity potential function to 
acoustic duct propagation and radiation from 
inlets using finite element theory 
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INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
[NASA-TM-79071]	 p0220 879-15959 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
flow at the inlet of the vaned diffuser for a 
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressor 
(VKI-TN-1251	 p0226 N79-16241 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(NASA-TM-79079]	 p0221 N79-16645 
A study of inlet conditions for three-dimensional 
transonic compressor flows 
[10-1062688]	 p0361 N79-20086 
Application of finite element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p0375 N79-20831 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration for 
a post-stall fighter aircraft concept 
p0815 879-22027 
Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air 
intake on a fighter configuration
p0415 879-22029 
Wind-tunnel shock-tube simulation and evaluation 
of blast effects on an engine inlet 
AD-A065388]	 p0436 N79-23092 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TM-79150]	 p0481 579-23911 
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 N79-27176 
Distortions, rotating stalland mechanical 
solicitations
p0555 N79-27177 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation
p0555 879-27180 
An experimental study of Sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
(NASA-TN-801091	 p0558 879-27931 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
NT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-182]	 p0396 179-32441 
Construction of an initial approximation for the 
solution of the integral equation of a lifting 
surface
p0447 179-35928 
The transonic integral equation method with curved 
shock waves
p0513 179-41407 
Boundary-integral equation analysis of an advanced 
turbine disk rim slot
p0553 879-27161 
INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
Advances in avionics --- emphasizing 
microprocessor technology and integrated circuits 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0562]	 p0253 A79-25862 
Radar signal processing development for 
application of VHSI
p0618 179-48664 
Integrated CR1 avionics --- ECM-resistant 
Communication, Navigation and Identification 
p0622 A79-48711 
Development of a 10 KVA power conditioner unit, 
aircraft, 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz 
[AD-A056119]	 p0045 879-11049 
Hybrid packaging of integrated Circuits for engine 
controls --- jet einges 
[10-1062125]	 p0310 879-20326 
INTEGRATED OPTICS 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 A79-20559 
INTEGRATORS 
NT DIGITAL INTEGRATORS 
INTEGRODIPPERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
U INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
INTELLIGENCE 
NT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS 
U COMPUTER GRAPHICS
INTERCEPTION 
The intercept of covert radar
PO463 179-38132 
INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT	 - 
U FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
INTERCEPTORS 
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611 179-47939 
INTERCONNECTION 
U JOINING 
INTERFACES 
NT FLUID BOUNDARIES 
NT LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES 
NT SOLID-SOLID INTERFACES 
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic 
interface development problems 
[AD-A057932]
	
p0095 N79-12092 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[10-1058197]	 p0095 879-12094 
INTERFERENCE 
On the evaluation of wall interference in 
two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by 
subsonic linear theory 
(ARC-R/8-3819)	 p0217 N79-15922 
INTERFERENCE DRAG 
Boundary layer induced secondary flows due to 
wing-body interference 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0140]	 p0142 179-19557 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-is 
airplane 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01021	 p0200 179-23513 
A parametric study of support system interference 
effects on nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent 
drag in wind tunnel testing 
[1111 PAPER 79-1168] 	 p0467 179-38968 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
[NASA-TN-75501]	 p0673 N79-31230 
INTERFERENCE LIP? 
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1534] 	 p0577 179-46715 
Windtunnel measurements on the interference 
between a jet and a wing located outside the 
jet. Part 1: Text, tables, and figures 
[NLR-TB-77009-U]	 p0702 879-32175 
INTERFERENCE MONOCRROMATIZA?IOI 
U DIFFRACTION 
INTERFEROGRAMS 
U INTENPERONETRY 
INTERFEROMETERS 
NT MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS 
Experimental design study of an airborne

interferometer for terrain avoidance 
p0003 A79-10381 
Error analysis of a satellite interferometer 
navigation system
p0410 A79-35097 
INTERPEROREYRT 
NT HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFENONETBY 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferometry 
[ARL-AERO-NOTE-318]	 p0385 N79-21098 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferometry 
[10-1067233]	 p0543 N79-26073 
INTERNAl. COMBUSTION ENGINES 
NT DIESEL ENGINES 
NT DUCTED FAR ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT HELICOPTER ENGINES 
NT HYDROGEN ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT J-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT T-55 ENGINE 
VT T-63 ENGINE 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
RE TURBOJET ENGINES 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
IT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
IT WANKEL ENGINES 
Elaine emissivities - Alternative fuels 
pOOSI A79-12984 
Computer simulation of an aircraft engine fuel 
injection system 
[NASA-CR-157641)	 p0174 1179-15052 
INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/stator relative circumferential positioning 
on blade make transport and interaction 
[AD-A067969]	 p0543 1179-26060 
INTERNAL PRESSURE 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[AIEA PAPER 79-13091 	 p0471 A79-39031 
INTERNAL STRESS 
U RESIDUAL STRESS 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
The German-Dutch mind tunnel DEW - Design aspects 
and status of construction
p0155 A79-20115 
Aircraft engine emissions are under continuing 
surveillance
p0342 A79-30581 
Internationalization of OMEGA
p0447 A79-36069 
Can Europe choose a common fighter
p0512 A7941209 
The European helicopter industry and cooperation 
p0516 179-42064 
C7E56 - An act of cooperation, a new class of 
engine, a path towards the aeronautics of tomorrow 
p0516 179-142065 
Euronissile - An example cf cooperation with 
respect to missiles
p0517 A79-42067 
Development of an airborne military system (MICA 
system) 
[NBB-UFE-1322-0]	 p0400 979-23904 
Review of the AGAND S and M panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SRP approach to 
high-temperature ICE life prediction 
p0555 N79-27179 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
Problems of airports in the vicinity of foreign 
states
p0343 A79-30940 
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
responsibility, pilot or controller
p0343 A79-30943 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
IT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
International Air Transportation Competition Act 
of 1978 --- congressional reports 
[GPO-34-912]	 p0651 N79-30168 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
Joint Airworthiness Requirements - Their history 
and progress
p0460 A79-37149 
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT 
Path in rocket technology - Selected works, 
1924-1946 --- Russian book
p0278 A79-27599 
INTERPLANETARY PROPULSION 
U ROCKET ENGINES 
INTERPOLATION 
Application of a factorial interpolation method to 
the analytical designing of aircraft landing gears 
p0348 A79-32052 
Time optimal control of a jet engine using a 
quasi-Hermite interpolation model 
(NASA-CE-158711]	 p0498 379-25019 
Nodal interpolation program, L215 (INTERP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CR-2847]	 p0702 N79-32164 
INTERROGATION 
Uplink ATCRBS environment measurements along the 
Boston-Washington corridor. Volume 2: 
Interrogator characteristics 
(AD-A067944)	 p0540 N79-26041 
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1280)
	 p0509 179-40486 
INVERSIONS 
IT TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS 
Parachute partial inversions
p0066 A79-14424
IIVEBTEBIATES 
IT INSECTS 
INVESTIGATION 
IT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
IT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
IJYISCID PLOW 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
• electrical conductivity
p0025 A79-12394 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by large amplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility
p0137 179-18834 
Calculation of transonic inlet flovfields using 
generalized coordinates 
(AlMA PAPER 79-0012)
	 p0138 A79-19477 
Influence of fundamental parameters on the 
supersonic base flow problem in. presence of an 
exhaust jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0133]	 p0204 179-23578 
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the 
computation of inviscid potential or rotational 
transonic flows
p0259 A79-26487 
Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by 
inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
computation 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-5)
	 p0339 A79-30504 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow 
through turbomachine blades of any geometry 
p0345 A79-31247 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 A79-35927 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 A79-43136 
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust 
augmenting ejectors 
[AD-A059546]	 p0175 1179-15055 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p0178 1179-15082 
An improved supersonic, three-dimensional, 
external, inviscid flow field code 
[NASA-CR-3108]	 p0286 1179-17807 
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method 
and applications to two-dimensional, transonic 
and supersonic.flows
p0376 N79-20977 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0480 1179-23906 
Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous 
flow problems
p0506 R79-28474 
The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: A 
survey of mathematical formulations and 
numerical models with an outline of the new 
British aerospace scheme
p0586 1179-28475 
Multi-element airfoil viscous-inviscid interactions 
[NASA-CR-159125]	 p0701 1179-32157 
INVISIBILITY 
U VISIBILITY 
ION EXCHANGING 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in fuels 
p0189 A79-21222 
IONIZATION 
IT SURFACE IONIZATION 
IONIZING RADIATION 
IT COSMIC RAY SHOWERS 
IT COSMIC NAYS 
IT GAMMA BAYS 
I? (IMPACT PREDICTION) 
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
IRASERS 
U INFRARED LASERS 
IRON ALLOYS 
IT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
IT STEELS 
Tungsten fiber reinforced FecrAlY - A- first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
p0337 179-30397 
IROQUOIS HELICOPTER 
U OH-i HELICOPTER 
IRRITATION 
IT TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD 
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JET AIRCRAFT 
IRROTATIOWAL PLOW 
U POTENTIAL PLOW 
ISIEG MODEL 
U MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
ISLANDS 
NT GREAT BRITAIN 
NT INDONESIA 
NT JAPAN 
ISOBARS (PRESSURE) 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic 
centrifugal impeller 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-2]	 p0195 A79-22327 
ISOLATION 
Aerial isolation - a study of the interaction 
between co-sited aerials --- transmitting and 
receiving aircraft antennas
p0574 A79-46240 
ISOLATORS 
NT VIBRATION ISOLATOPS 
ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEM 
Optimal excitation of amplitude-direction-finder 
antennas operating on the basis of the 
comparison method
p0411 479-35502 
ISOSTATIC PRESSURE 
Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
alloys
p0210 479-24100 
Hot isostatiC pressing structural materials for 
ramjet applications
p0210 479-24103 
Application of hot isostatic pressing to aircraft 
gas turbines
p0564 479-45067 
Heat treatment of P/B nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0442 N79-23254 
ISOTHERMAL FLOW 
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 479-21595 
ISOTHERMAL PROCESSES 
Application of the isothermal square bend process 
to P14 wing beams
p0209 479-24099 
Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine 
fan blades 
(4144 PAPER 79-1269]	 p0471 479-39013 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-1OV-2Fe-3A1 alloy forgings 
p0517 479-42245 
ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE 
Turbulence simulation mechanization for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
[NASA-CN-161194]	 p0368 N79-20174 
ITALY 
Research and development activities in Italy in 
the field of aerospace structures and materials 
(AGARD-R-675]	 p0489 N79-24202 
ITERATION 
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
Construction of an initial approximation for the 
solution of the integral equation of a lifting 
surface
p0447 479-35928 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
(RBVG-FBWT-78-4]	 p0288 N79-17816 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
Quality index for an iterative process of 
optimizing long-range aircraft parameters 
p0020 A79-12152 
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength 
calculation taking into account the effect of 
deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces 
p0022 479-12213 
F-16 avionics maintenance concept and 
multinational aspects
p0625 479-48894 
Optimal design of wing structures with 
substructuring
p0694 479-53773 
IZSAK ELLIPSOID 
U GEODESY
J 
J-57 ENGINE 
The U-2 story
p0260 479-26537 
157-59W engine emission test report 
[AD-A060842]	 p0174 N79-15054 
J-75 ENGINE 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
J75-P-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1161 	 p0002 479-10267 
.7-79 ENGINE 
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
p0111 479-17058 
Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades 
(AD-A058194]	 p0094 N79-12091 
J-85 ENGINE 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine 
thrust - Applications to trimming for economic 
and operational benefits 
(AIAA 79-7010]	 p0328 A79-29385 
.385-CAN-15 compressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 479-50441 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the 
stall margin of a .385-21 turbojet engine 
(NASA-Tm-79123]	 p0486 N79-23968 
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis 
[AD-1070623]	 p0715 1179-33193 
JACKING EQUIPMENT 
U JACKS (LIFTS) 
JACKS (LIFTS) 
The 1-4-1 system of jack movements for the 
flexible liners of supersonic wind tunnels 
p0261 479-26594 
JAMMING 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UHF 
radios
p0614 A79-48598 
Real time compression of video signals 
protection against jamming
p0622 479-48712 
Performance of a pulse-decode circuit in the 
presence of interference
p0622 A79-48713 
Airborne microwave ECM
p0637 A79-49554 
JAPAN 
An offshore airport that works - Nagasaki 
p0281 A79-28185 
Japanese lighter-than-air mission studies 
[AIAA 79-1587]	 p0522 A79-42387 
JARRING 
U MECHANICAL SHOCK 
JC-130 AIRCRAFT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT 
JET AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-7 AIRCRAFT 
NP 4-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT R-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BORING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BORING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-S AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 9 AII1CRAPT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-lU AIRCRAFT 
NT F-is AIRCRAFT 
NT F-16 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-li AIRCRAFT 
NT F-18 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT 
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NT F-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT !1B-320 AIRCP.AFT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT 
NT L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT LEAR JET AIRCRAFT 
NT 115-262 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-3 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-39 AIRCRAFT 
NT TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT 
NT TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT 
NT 0-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT 
Flying angle of attack
p0025 A79-12384 
Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft 
p0073 A79-15379 
Influence of fuels on the reliability of jet 
engines and jet aircraft Reliability with 
respect to fuel and lubricants --- Russian book 
p0113 479-17562 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 179-20118 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0260 A79-26536 
Ski-jump - A great leap for tactical airpower 
V/STOL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp 
tAIAA 79-06963	 p0276 A79-27361 
Birdstrike hazards to turbine-powered aircraft 
p0325 479-29353 
Bird strike on medium/large civil fan engines 
p0326 A79-29364 
Air-inlet engine matching problems of a jet aircraft 
(lIlA 79-70011]	 p0327 A79-29380 
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
responsibility, pilot or controller
p03 113 A79-30943 
The effects of low-level wind shear on the 
approach and go-around performance of a landing 
jet aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790568] 	 p0452 179-36708 
Canadair Challenger flight test status 
[SAE PAPER 790602] 	 p0455 179-36734 
Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems 
and structural design
p0507 A79-40313 
Analysis of plane rise from jet aircraft 
p0532 179-43436 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1795]	 p0634 179-49332 
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and 
spanwise load distributions of a first 
generation jet transport wing 
[NASA-TM-78786]	 p0157 N79-14012 
Jet noise radiation from discrete vortices 
[APc-R/N-38261	 p0227 R79-16652 
Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control 
glove flight conceptual design study 
[RASA-TM-800511)	 p0363 1179-20100 
Optimum cruise performance 
(AD-A062607]	 p0364 1179-20107 
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the 
trailing edge of transonic turbine blades 
p0443 1179-23426 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
(AD-A069301]	 p0669 1179-31199 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
[CONF-790142-1]	 p0669 1179-31204 
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
p0017 A79-11494 
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction 
(SAE ARP 816]	 p0018 179-11623 
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft 
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off
program
p0022 A79-12233 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise
p0053 A79-13173 
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from 
two parallel-flow jets 
[hAl PAPER 77-1290]
	 p0059 A79-13978 
Boeings noise technology facilities
p0074 A79-15569 
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets 
CaLERA, TP NO. 1978-147]
	 p0127 179-18534 
coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 179-21595 
Measured and predicted noise of the AVcO-Lycoming 
TF-102 turbofan engine 
[1111 PAPER 79-0641]
	 p0267 179-26877 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0660]
	 p0268 A79-26893 
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings 
for simulated flyovers 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0653]
	 p0268 A79-26895 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0639]
	 p0268 119-26896 
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06071 	 p0268 A79-26908 
Considerations for the design of inlet flow 
conditioners for static fan noise testing 
[lIAR PAPER 79-0657) 	 p0269 A79-26909 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-U theory 
[AjAR PAPER 79-0577]
	 p0269 A79-26911 
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression 
mechanisms 
[RIAA PAPER 79-06741	 p0269 A79-26912 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0595)
	 p0269 179-26918 
Coaxial jet noise in flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0636)	 p0269 A79-26919 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0637]
	 p0270 A79-26923 
Twin jet shielding --- for aircraft noise reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0671] 	 p0270 179-26924 
Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization 
to supersonic cruise aircraft design 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0652)	 p0270 A79-26927 
An acoustic problem in anechoic chambers arising 
from exhaust noise testing 
(lIAR PAPER 79-06491
	 p0271 179-26929 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0617]
	 p0271 A79-26935 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, 
shock noise and internal noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0615]
	 p0271 179-26936 
Flight effects on noise generated by the JT8D 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06141
	 p0271 A79-26937 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0589)
	 p0272 A79-26941 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0581]
	 p0272 A79-26944 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
[lIAR RIPEN 79-05791
	 p0272 A79-26945 
Inside noise of C-i cargo aircraft and the noise

reduction performance by interior materials 
p0274 179-27121 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0570)
	 p0317 A79-28954 
Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of 
three transport aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0651]
	 p0318 A79-28966 
Twin jet noise shielding for a supersonic cruise 
vehicle 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0670]
	 p0318 179-28971 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
(1kIAA 79-7018)	 p0328 179-29391 
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Requirements and major decision outline - Total 
program
p0333 179-29593 
Relation between static and in-flight 
directivities of jet noise 
-	 p0407 179-34585 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 A79-34972 
A comparison of costs associated with local 
actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts 
p0409 179-34973 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland 
approach and experience
p0409 179-34914 
FAA proposes that the standard noise model be the 
integrated noise model /IBM/
p0409 A79-34975 
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopole and dipole sources in 
Jet flow --- subsonic aircraft model 
p0464 A79-38393 
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to 
aeroaconstic research
p0474 179-39500 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight on jet mixing noise
p0475 A79-39803 
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets 
p0513 979-41414 
Dilatational model of noise from a moving jet in 
terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer 
motion
p0516 A79-42053 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1525)	 p0576 179-46709 
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow 
p0642 A79-50110 
QCSEE - The hey to future short-haul air transport 
Quiet, clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
program
p0643 179-50208 
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft 
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy 
aircraft 
[kD-A056217]	 p0050 N79-11566 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
[UTIAS-230]	 p0109 N79-13822 
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on 
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
nozzle geometry 
(NASA-TX-79095)	 p0375 N79-20830 
Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Mach 2.7 
cruise aircraft 
(NASA-TM-78732]	 p0388 N79-21868 
Noise and performance calibration study of a Mach 
2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-TN-80043]	 p0388 N79-21869 
A correlation of mixing noise from coannular jets 
with inverted flow profiles 
(NASA-1P1301]	 p0428 N79-22849 
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation
of commercial jet aircraft noise near airports 
•	 p0428 1179-22851 
The generation, radiation and prediction of 
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix: 
Computer program listing 
[AD-1064685]	 p0428 N79-22854 
Aerodynamic noise theory --- lighthill method, 
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations 
p0443 N79-23378 
Jet noise: & status report --- jet mixing and 
shock noise studies
pO443 1179-23379 
Detection of low flying aircraft by acoustical means 
CREPT-8-78]	 p0491 1179-24779 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on 0111 aero-acoustic characteristics 
short takeoff aircraft noise 
(NASA-TN-79168]	 p0504 1179-25841 
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program 
[NASA-CE-159047]	 p0504 1179-25843 
Jet noise and performance comparison study of a 
Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft 
(N&SA-TN-80094]	 p0589 1179-28982 
Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria 
[AD-1072029]	 p0712 1179-32969
ANOPP validation study: Lockheed L-1011 
(N&SA-CR-159138)	 p0722 1179-33968 
JET AIRSTREAMS 
U JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY) 
JET AMPLIFIERS 
The amplification factor in the two-dimensional 
interaction between a transverse sonic jet and a 
supersonic flow
p0526 179-42565 
JET AUGMENTED SING FLAPS 
U JET FLAPS 
U WING FLAPS 
JET BLAST EFFECTS 
Experimental investigation of effects of jet decay 
rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate: 
Tabulated data 
(NASA-CE-158990)	 p0218 1179-15941 
JET CONTROL 
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian book 
p0259 179-26355 
Design and analysis of an active jet control 
system for helicopter sling loads 
[RASA-TP-1397]	 p0221 1179-15970 
JET DAMPING 
U DAMPING 
U SPIN REDUCTION 
JET DRIVE 
U JET PROPULSION 
JET ENGINE FUELS 
NT JP-4 JET FUEL 
NT JP-5 JET FUEL 
NT JP-8 JET FUEL 
The need and impact of long-term advances in 
aircraft technology - The airlines' point of view 
[SAE PAPER 780554]	 p0005 179-10410 
Alternative aircraft fuels
p0012 179-10824 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels - 
p00l6 179-11368 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
p0024 A79-12378 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
p0051 A79-12979 
Influence of fuels on the reliability of jet 
engines and jet aircraft: Reliability with 
respect to fuel and lubricants --- Russian book 
p0113 179-17562 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
p0190 179-21347 
Methanol, ethanol and jet fuel emissions 
comparison from a small gas turbine 
[SA! PAPER 781013]	 p0256 A79-25893 
Shale oil - The answer to the jet fuel 
availability question 
(SAN PAPER 7810271	 p0257 179-25900 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
content in jet fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p0324 A79-29120 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
p0324 179-29121 
Measurement of emulsion water content in aviation 
fuels
p0324 A79-29122 
Effect of broadened-specification fuels on 
aircraft engines and fuel systems 
[flU 79-7008]	 p0327 A79-29383 
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel 
specifications on the cold start ability of a 
163-1-700 engine 
(AIAA 79-70091	 p0328 179-29384 
Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel 
sprays in three dimensional can combustors 
[hAl 79-7022]	 p0329 179-29395 
High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
(ASME PAPER 79-01-1413	 p0341 A79-30555 
Prospects for reducing the fuel consumption of 
civil aircraft
p0346 A79-31911 
Aviation fuels from coal
p0347 179-31913 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 179-34923 
Analysis of the impact of the use of broad 
specification fuels on combustors for commercial 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1195]	 p0468 A79-38980 
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The chemical Stability of kerosene fractions 
p0517 9.79-42275 
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is 
initiated in jet fuels under static conditions 
p0564 9.79-44953 
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels 
pO573 9.79-46055 
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a 
heated surface
p0623 9.79-48856 
Evaluation of the temperature of the initiation of 
let fuel decomposition by means of the 'hardness 
factor'
p0623 A79-48857 
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged 
storage
p0623 179-48858 
Method of determining mechanical-impurity contents 
in jet fuels
p0623 179-188859 
Lockheed urges hydrogen fuel
p0634 179-49224 
Alternative fuels in aviation
p0636 179-49381 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p0680 A79-51100 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1977 
[BERC/PPS-78/2]	 p0049 N79-11240 
Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using 
15TH test method d2887 data with multiple linear 
regression analysis 
(10-1059185]	 p0098 879-12245 
Aircraft Engine Future Fuels and Energy Conservation 
[AGARD-LS-96]	 p0106 879-13192 
Future fuels for aviation
p0106 879-13193 
Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views 
p0106 879-13194 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program --- carbon formation in 
gas turbine primary zones
p0107 879-13195 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0107 879-13196 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0107 879-13197 
Evaluation of future jet fuel combustion 
characteristics 
[AD-A060218]	 p0167 879-18231 
Naval Air Systems Command-Naval Research 
Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for 
Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels 
(10-1060081)	 p0168 879-14235 
Nigh freezing point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
(8151-18-790151	 p0181 879-15199 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
[AD-A060322]	 p0181 879-15203 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
(10-1061450)	 p0240 879-17012 
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel 
thermal oxidation tester --- fuel for gas 
turbine aircraft engines 
(10-1061027]	 p0240 879-17014 
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
combustor using jet A and A diesel fuel 
[14ASA-TN-79089) 	 p0365 879-20114 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
(NASA-TN-75395]	 p0370 879-20264 
Thermodynamics of organic compounds 
[AD-A065664]	 p0442 879-23232 
Stability characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels 
from alternative sources 
[BETC/EI-78/23]	 p0489 879-24178 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics --- military 
aircraft 
[9.0-1066983]	 p0501 879-25244 
A filterability study of corrosion inhibited 39-4 
[10-1066887]	 p0501 879-25247 
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative 
heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor 
[AD-A067709]	 p0544 879-26224
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
kerojet fuels from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
[DOE/ERA-0023]	 p0559 879-28058 
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and 
flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy 
composites 
AD-8068586]	 p0585 N79-28245 
Continuation study of alternate fuels nitrogen 
chemistry 
[10-1069011]	 p0597 879-29359 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: 
Warm weather conditions 
[AD-1069339]	 p0597 879-29364 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
(NASA-CR-159641)	 p0717 879-33205 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
[89.51-18-79231)	 p0719 879-33336 
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials 
[10-8070739]	 p0720 879-33338 
JET ENGINES 
NT DCJCTED FAN ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT .3-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
NT 1-53 ENGINE 
NT 1-63 ENGINE 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
Significance of disk flexing in viscous-damped jet 
engine dynamics 
[ANNE PAPER 78-01-1071
	 p0001 A79-10263 
Experimental method for investigating preintate 
vortex circulation --- in engine air intakes 
pOO16 A79-11367 
Engine requirements for the next generation of 
fighter aircraft 
[DGLN PAPER 78-124]	 p0061 179-14077 
Small fan-jet engines --- for business aircraft 
p0260 179-26531 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
[9.111 PAPER 79-0574]
	 p0273 A79-26946 
Two-frequency-range theory of unstable turbulent 
combustion oscillations-in a jet engine 
combustion chamber. II - Anal ysis of the 
characteristic equation and comparison with 
experiment
p0279 A19-27728 
Bird strikes to transport aircraft jet engines 
p0326 A79-29365 
Air-inlet engine matching problems of a jet aircraft 
[AIAA 79-70018]	 p0327 A79-29380 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine 
thrust - Applications to trimming for economic 
and operational benefits 
[lilA 79-7010]	 p0328 179-29385 
A thermodynamic investigation of the mixer for 
noise reduction based on the Work availability 
function 'exergy' --- of bypass jet engine gas 
turbine 
[lIlA 79-7017]	 p0328 A79-29390 
Jet discharge coefficient through openings for 
parallel flow 
[AIAA 79-7050)	 p0331 179-29418 
Research on the creep-rupture strength of 
aluminized and nonaluainized jet-engine turbine 
blades prepared from Nimonic 801
p0397 179-32586 
Solution of boundary value problems for the 
vibration equation for a jet engine model 
p0411 179-35895 
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
p05O7 179-40314 
Estimation of fatigue life of Al-alloy used for 
compressor disc of jet engine
p0527 179-42624 
Achieving consistency in the production of 
critical jet engine components by means of press 
forging 
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	 JET PLOW 
p0625 879-48945 
Internal mixer investigaticn for 3T80 engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 1: Results 
(80-8057309]	 p0037 879-10059 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, 
and D 
[AD-A057310/5]	 p0038 879-10065 
End wall and corner flow improvements of the 
rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector 
(80-8057663]	 p00146 879-11051 
An investigation of the performance of a 352-P-88 
engine operating under the influence of high 
bleed flow extraction rates 
(AD-A057325)	 pOO46 879-11054 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 1 
(PB-2834 1 0/3)	 p0050 879-11580 
The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating 
impact resistance of composite materials 
[AD-A057967]	 p0098 879-12465 
A finite element approach to the problem of sound 
propagation and attenuation in jet engine air 
intakes
p0108 879-13818 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
(NASA-TM-78802)	 p0108 879-13820 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
(NASA-Tp-1366]	 p0226 879-16641 
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine 
components in simulated operational environments 
(NLE-NP-78001-U)	 p0235 879-16860 
Small fan-jet engines
p0299 879-18891 
JT8D and Yr9D jet engine performance improvement 
program. Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
(NASA-CE-159449)	 p0365 879-20116 
Hybrid packaging of integrated circuits for engine 
controls --- jet einges 
[AD-A062125]	 p0370 879-20326 
cr6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
(NASA-CB-159450)	 p0384 879-21074 
Low efficiency control measures for jet engine 
test cells 
[80-8062665]	 p0384 879-21078 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
(AD-A063377]	 p0385 879-21222 
Afterbody tests in the Modane hot gas bench 
(AAAF-NT-78-10]	 p0437 879-23095 
Time optimal control of a jet engine using a 
quasi-Rermite interpolation model 	 - 
(NASA-cR-158711)	 p0498 879-25019 
Design study and performance analysis of a 
high-speed multistage variable-geometry fan for 
a variable cycle engine 
(NASA-CR-159545]	 p0498 879-25020 
Jet engine exhaust analysis by subtractive 
chromatography 
(80-8067898]	 p0583 879-28178 
Alternatives for jet engine control 
(NASA-CE-158390]	 p0594 879-29190 
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft configurations 
(AD-A069732)	 p0650 879-30151 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry holes, 3 
(NASA-TM-75430) 	 p0670 879-31206 
JET EXHAUST 
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction 
[SAE APP 876] 	 p0018 879-11623 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise	 -
p0053 879-13173 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 879-17767 
Aeroacoustic characterization of free jets 
[OPERA, TP NO. 1978-1471	 p0127 879-18534 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on 
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135] 	 p0142 879-19554 
Influence of fundamental parameters on the 
supersonic base flow problem in presence of an 
exhaust jet 
(AIRA PAPER 79-01331 	 p0204 879-23578
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0592)	 p0267 A79-26887 
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of 
aero-engine exhaust noise in flight 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0648]	 p0271 879-26930 
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633]	 p0317 879-28964 
Jet discharge coefficient through openings for 
parallel flow 
(8188 79-7050)	 p0331 879-29418 
The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor 
Program: Phase I - Description and status 
for aircraft gas turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-G'T-192]	 p0341 879-30557 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 2 
(P8-282412/6)	 p0039 879-10072 
Measurement and analysis of airport emission 
[AD-1061295]	 p0242 879-17361 
Aircraft air pollution emission estimation 
techniques, ACRE 
(AD-A067262)	 p0504 879-25550 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
[COWY-790142-1]	 p0669 879-31204 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
JT3D-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust 
nozzle emission sample 
(AD-8072019)	 p0670 879-31209 
Aircraft air pollution, volume 3. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
(NT! S/PS-79/064 5/6)	 p0722 879-33650 
JET PLANES 
U FLAMES 
U JET FLOW 
JET FLAPS 
Flight and propulsion control integration for 
selected in-flight thrust vectoring nodes 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-79] 	 p0008 879-10768 
Stoppable and stowable jet-flap rotor concept 
p0134 879-18679 
A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy 
[8188 PAPER 79-0119]	 p0142 879-19544 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap 
configurations 
[8188 PAPER 79-0120]	 p0142 879-19545 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flapped wings 
[8188 PAPER 79-0343]	 p0146 879-19678 
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio 
wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic 
expansions
p0194 879-21997 
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a 
jet flap
p0602 879-47119 
Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due 
to wing-jet interaction 
rNASA-Cp-158349)	 p0301 879-18917 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
sesispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermixing nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
(NASA-TN-73236)	 p0590 879-29144 
JET PLIGHT 
U JET AIRCRAFT 
JET FLOW 
NT AIR JETS 
NT PERIPHERAL JET PLOW 
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW 
Jet curtain flameholder for aircraft afterburners 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-95] 	 p0007 879-10761 
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from 
two parallel-flow jets 
(kIRk PAPER 77-1290]	 p0059 879-13978 
Jet flow interactions---- in powered lift STOL 
aircraft
p0153 879-20089 
Ground effects on OSB configurations --- Upper 
Surface Blowing
pO191 879-21525 
So me low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
axi-symmetric jet
p0194 A79-21999 
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The.inflnence of geometric asymmetry on the flow 
downstream of row of jets discharging normally 
into a free stream
p0288 179-25065 
Lean combustion limits of a confined 
premixed-prevaporized propane jet 
tAIAA PAPER 79-05381	 p0253 179-25856 
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, 
demonstrated with a jet flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05751	 p0268 A79-26905 
Flight effects on subsonic jet noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0616)	 p0317 179-28961 
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from 
dual-flow coaxial jets 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0619]	 p0317 A79-28962 
The effect of slot configuration and arrangement 
on the characteristics of jet flow 
(NAL-TN-195)	 p0337 179-30377 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number
p0806 179-34537 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields --- low Re turbulence and acoustic 
characteristics
p0406 A79-34539 
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopole and dipole sources in 
jet flow --- subsonic aircraft model 
p0464 179-38393 
Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature 
round and rectangular twin-jet flows 
p0516 179-42061 
Study of mass transfer between the primary zone 
and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine 
combustion chambers
p0526 A79-42558 
Numerical solution for the flow field of a body 
with jet 
[1111 79-14521	 p0565 179-45258 
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 179-47520 
Experimental study of the turbulent wake 
downstream of a fan jet
p0613 A79-48507 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
(UTIAS-230]	 p0109 N79-13822 
Experimental investigation of effects of jet decay 
rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate: 
Tabulated data 
[NASA-CF-158990]	 p0218 N79-15941 
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing in a jet flow --- wind 
tunnel tests 
rNLR-TR-77081-u]	 p0703 N79-32177 
JET FUELS 
U JET ENGINE FUELS 
JET IMPINGEMENT 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-81]	 p0060 179-13991 
Determination of the deflection angle of a jet 
impinging on a deflector with an end plate 
for thrust reversers
p0082 A79-16789 
The plane turbulent impinging jet
p0137 179-18841 
Jet flow interactions --- in powered lift STOL 
aircraft
p0153 A79-20089 
Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-25]
	 p0196 179-22331 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0337)
	 p0202 179-23556 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine testing 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1185)
	 p0510 179-40752 
mathematical model of the oscillatory cycle 
associated with nonsteady interaction of a 
supersonic jet with a barrier
p0515 179-42007 
Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
Recommended testing techniques based on YT-11 
experience 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1829] 	 p0608 179-87903 
Determination of turning, angle of a jet impinging 
on a bucket with visor --- for thrust reversers
p0613 A79-88500 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement flow 
[NASA-CE-158385)	 p0370 N79-20342 
JET LIFT 
Some basic test results of V/STOL jet induced lift 
effects in hover 
(1111 PAPER 79-0339) 	 p0202 179-23553 
Ring aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[NASA-TR-79218]	 p0581 N79-28146 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Ring In Ground effect 
(WIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted 
in Langley V/STOL tunnel 
(NASA-TN-78793] 	 p0663 N79-31141 
JET 111110 FLOW 
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 179-21595 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0595)	 p0269 A79-26918 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0617]
	 p0271 A79-26935 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0570)	 p0317 179-28954 
Development' of a gas turbine combustor dilution 
zone design analysis 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1198]	 pOI468 179-38979 
Ignition of liquid fuel jets in a supersonic air 
stream 
(1111 PAPER 79-1238]	 p0470 179-38997 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight on jet mixing noise
p0475 179-39803 
The amplification factor in the two-dimensional 
interaction between a transverse sonic jet and a 
supersonic flow
p0526 A79-42565 
Influence of gas turbine engine combustion chamber 
geometric parameters on mixture formation 
characteristics
p0612 179-48495 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
[VTH-LR-268]	 p0288 N79-17819 
Computer-aided design study of hypermixing nozzles 
(10-1062374]	 .	 p0365 p9-20122 
A correlation of mixing noise from coannular jets 
with inverted flow profiles 
(NASA-TP-1301]	 p0428 N79-22849 
Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and 
shock noise studies
p0443 N79-23379 
JET NOISE 
U JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
JET NOZZLES 
Gas flow in nozzles --- Russian book
p0347 179-32025 
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines 
•	 Russian book
p0603 179-47428 
JET PILOTS 
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
JET PROPULSION 
Jet propulsion for ICy 's and hydrofoils 
p0604 179-47847 
Aircraft Vortex marking program 
[NASA-CR-162299]	 p0701 N79-32156 
JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY) 
The characteristics of the spray generated by the 
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging 
normally on water 
[AD-A067742]	 p0541 N79-26049 
JET THRUST 
Statistical evaluation of reverser influence on 
bypass turbojet engine parameters in the forward 
thrust regime
p0069 179-14850 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine 
thrust - Applications to trimming for economic 
and operational benefits 
(lilA 79-7010]	 .	 p0328 179-29385 
An examination of the factors affecting the thrust 
requirements and the hover and short takeoff 
performance of several jet V/STOL fighter concepts 
[AD-1058128]	
.	
p0091 N79-12068 
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Comparison of calculated and 
altitude-facility-measured thrust and airflow of 
two prototype F100 turbofan engines 
[NASA-TP-1373]	 p0102 879-13044 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect 
(TJIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted 
in Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TN-78793)	 p0663 1179-31141 
JET VANES 
Repair of directionally solidified airfoil 
components
p0211 A79-24134 
Aircraft engine nozzle 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1] 	 p0487 879-23971 
JETAVATORS 
U GUIDE VANES 
JETTISON SYSTEMS 
All-lU helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
fAD-A069828)	 p0652 879-30177 
JETTISONING 
Drop formation, evaporation modelling and 
environmental assessment of JP-4 fuel jettisoned 
from aircraft 
raisa PAPER 79-0186) 	 p0143 A79-19585 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
(AD-A059239)	 p0101 879-13029 
JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT 
Integration of air cushion landing system 
technology into the JIRDIVIK remotely piloted 
vehicle 
[AD-A058004]	 p0092 879-12075 
JITTER 
U VIBRATION 
JOBS 
U TASKS 
JOINING 
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12389-3]	 p0164 N79-14096 
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
NT LAP JOINTS 
NT METAL JOINTS 
NT RIVETED JOINTS 
NT SEAMS (JOINTS) 
NT WELDED 3CIRTS 
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure 
p0167 A79-20817 
Simplified analysis spectrum for joints exposed to 
complex continuously varying stresses 
aerospace structures 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18081.	 p0606 A79-47892 
Mechanical characterization of structural adhesives 
p0696 A79-511238 
Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive bonds, 
part 2, phase 2 
(AD-A0618051
	
p0310 879-19418 
Operational experience with adhesive bonded 
structures
p0444 819-23450 
Behavior of adhesively bonded joints under cyclic 
loading
p0444 879-23453 
The nature of adhesion mechanisms and the 
influence of surface treatments on the behaviour 
of bonded joints
p0444 879-23455 
Effect of variances and manufacturing tolerances 
on the design strength and life of mechanically 
fastened composite joints 
[AD-A069170]	 p0551 879-27518 
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar attachment 
joints and lugs in viscount aircraft 
[BEPT-7610.910)	 p0558 879-27523 
Investigation of penetration of electromagnetic 
energy through joints in advanced composite 
structures --- aircraft structures 
[AD-A069589]	 p0710 879-32441 
JORDAN 
Planning, design and construction of the Queen 
Ilia International Airport 
{SAE PAPER 780531) 	 p0005 A79-10401 
JOULE HEATING 
U RESISTANCE HEATING 
JOURNAL BEARINGS 
Topics in fluid film bearing and rotor bearing 
system design and optimization; Proceedings of 
the Design Engineering Conference, Chicago, 
Ill., April 17-20, 1978
p0075 A79-16010 
The influence of tilting pad bearing 
characteristics on the stability of high speed 
rotor-bearing systems
p0075 A79-16012 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 A79-31957 
Stability and unbalance response of centrally 
preloaded rotors mounted in journal and squeeze 
film bearings
p0349 A79-32085 
An investigation of vibration dampers in 
gas-turbine engines
p0553 879-27164 
New concepts in aircraft journal bearings 
fAD-A0686191	 p0598 1479-29520 
JOURNALS (DOCUMENTS) 
U PERIODICALS 
JOURNALS (SHAFTS) 
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
JP-4 JET FUEL 
Drop formation, evaporation modelling and 
environmental assessment of JP-4 fuel jettisoned 
from aircraft 
EAIAA PAPER 79-0186) 	 p0143 A79-19585 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1977 
[BERC/PPS-78/2]	 p0049 879-11240 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
(AD-A063377]	 p0385 N79-21222 
Physical and chemical properties of JP-4 fuel for 
1978 
[AD-A070525]	 p0719 879-33337 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3: 
Cold weather conditions 
(AD-A070818]	 p0720 879-33339 
JP-5 JET FUEL 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
[SHE PAPER 781026)	 p0257 A79-25899 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels
p0258 A79-25917 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1917 
[BENC/PPS-78/2]	 p0049 879-11240 
Performance of hot fuel in a single tube heat 
exchanger test rig 
[AD-A0587441	 p0106 879-13183 
.JP-8 JET FUEL 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using JPT-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
[AD-A063377)	 p0385 !179-21222 
JUNGLES 
U TROPICAL REGIONS 
K RAID 
U EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
KA BAND 
U EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
KALBAI FILTERS 
Performance analysis of a particularly simple 
Kalman filter --- for strapdown inertial 
navigation system
p0027 A79-12610 
Application of an extended Kalman filter to an 
advanced fire control system
p0070 A79-15018 
Aerodynamic coefficient estimation by means of an 
extended Kalman filter 
[AIHA 79-1686]	 p0569 A79-45346 
Filtering and threat logic design and evaluation 
for the beacon collision avoidance system 
[AIAA 79-1701]	 p0570 A79-45361 
Estimation for advanced technology engines 
p0611 A79-47957 
A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for GPS 
low-dynamics navigation system
p0617 A79-48657 
Kalman filtering and smoothing in Fotonap for 
orbit determination using GPS measurements 
[AD-8064613]	 p0419 879-22071 
Real-time estimation of aerodynamic coefficients 
by means of an extended Kalman filter 
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[SAND-78-2032]	 p0590 N79-29152 
KARNAN VORTEX STREET 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on 
slender axisymmetric bodies 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-15311	 p0576 P.79-46713 
KC-130 AIRCRAFT 
U C-130 AIRCRAFT 
KC-135 AIRCRAFT 
U C-135 AIRCRAFT 
KELVIN-RELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY 
The 'cloud-in-cell' technique applied to the roll 
up of vortex sheets
p0961 P.79-37725 
KEROSENE 
Laser aircraft --- using kerosene
p0261 P.79-26597 
The chemical stability of kerosene fractions 
p0517 P.79-92275 
On the question of selecting the characteristic 
quantity governing fuel self-ignition in a stream 
p0613 P.79-98997 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
liquid hydrogen, liquid methane, and synthetic 
aviation kerosene 
[NASA-TM-80155]	 pOlji N79-32637 
KEVLAR (TRADEMARK) 
Spacewound composite structures 
CARS 78-521	 p0129 P.79-18175 
Overtest results for the 7.3-a /24-ft/ diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/mylon ribbon parachute 
p0191 P.79-21529 
Design criteria for and development of Kevlar 
ribbon parachutes 
[AIAA 79-04301	 p0262 P.79-26638 
Design and development of the 29-foot diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
[AIAA 79-0933]	 p0263 P.79-26641 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
•	 [AIAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0267 P.79-26881 
Development of an aircraft composite propeller 
(SAE PAPER 790579]	 p0453 P.79-36714 
Model 206L composite litter door 
CANS 79-31]	 p0630 P.79-99083 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
(AilS 79-45]	 p0632 P.79-49097 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial 
transport aircraft 
[NASA-CR-159071)	 p0557 N79-27246 
KEYING 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
KINETIC EQUATIONS 
NT HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
KINETIC FRICTION 
NT SLIDING FRICTION 
KINETIC HEATING 
NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING 
KINETICS 
NT REACTION KINETICS 
KIRCHHOFF-HBLM9OLTZ FLOW 
U PIPE FLOW 
KIRCHHOFP-RUTGENS PRINCIPLE 
U DIFFRACTION 
U WAVE PROPAGATION 
KITE BALLOONS 
U TETHERED BALLOONS 
KNOWLEDGE 
NT PHILOSOPHY 
KU BAND 
U SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES 
KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY 
U C-191 AIRCRAFT 
KUTTA-JOUKOESKI CONDITION 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukowsky condition 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0152]
	
	 p0193 179-19567 
The wing section theory of Kutta and Zhukovski 
p0334 A79-29701 
L 
L BAND 
U ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
L-1011 AIRCRAFT 
Extensive cost reduction studies: Composite
empennage component - 1-1011 commercial airliner 
p0 187 P.79-20807 
Development of the 1-1011 Flight Management System 
p0260 P.79-26535 
Airplane dynamic wheel loads during ground 
maneuvering --- computer program for L-1011 
aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0739]	 p0319 A79-29011 
Design, development, and testing of an active 
flutter margin augmentation system for a 
commercial transport airplane 
(AIAA 79-0790)	 p0322 P.79-29039 
Reconstructed flight control sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 P.79-32158 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
[A!AA PAPER 79-18073	 p0606 179-47891 
Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on 
the Lockheed 1-1011 aircraft
p0611 P.79-47960 
Fuel conservative subsonic transport -- control 
surfaces activated by computers
p0236 N79-16874 
Development of the L-1011 flight management system 
0300 N79-18895 
Systems implications of active controls 
p0658 N79-30219 
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 N79-30236 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CE-159148]	 p0718 N79-33217 
ANOPP validation study: Lockheed L-1011 
[NASA-CR-159138]	 p0722 N79-33968 
LABELING (MARKING) 
U MARKING 
LABORATORIES 
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES 
NT ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES 
Technical problems encountered with the LiLA-i 
flying laboratory 
[NASA-TM-75585)	 p0090 N79-12062 
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 
Laboratory tests for undesired conducted currents 
and surge voltages caused by lightning 
/Qualification test,
p0682 A79-51139 
LAG (DELAY) 
U TIME LAG 
LAGR ANGE MULTIPLIERS 
Application of Lagrange Optimization to the drag 
polar utilizing experimental data 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18331	 p0634 A79-49335 
LAKE ICE 
Applications of a high-altitude powered platform 
/HAPP/ 
[AIAP. 79-1603]	 p0524 P.79-42397 
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LATER 
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and 
their effect on airfoil performance 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-0285]
	 p0194 A79-19645 
Distribution of the intermittency factor along the 
transition region between laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers
p0190 P.79-21421 
Laminar boundary layer with foreign gas injection 
on a conical body
p0274 P.79-27203 
Goertler vortices in the nonlinear region 
unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown 
wind tunnels
p0334 P.79-29684 
A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers 
on practical wing configurations
p0466 P.79-38906 
An approxisate method for calculating a laminar 
boundary layer in aicronozzles
p0526 P.79-42559 
Radiating laminar boundary layer flow over a flat 
plate at a large free-stream Mach number 
p0528 A79-82989 
Application of stability theory to laminar flow 
control 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1993]	 p0574 P.79-96691 
The stability of the boundary layer on a swept 
wing with wall cooling 
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	 LAMPS 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1 1895]	 p05718 A79-46692 
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes 
designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow 
(NASA-TP-1375]	 p0215 1479-15903 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts 
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Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
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The application of reinforced plastics to the 
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Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
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tests 
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Airport project Munich II - Aspects on the 
economic utilization of the airport area under 
consideration of the bird strike problem 
p0325 A79-29357 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 479-34972 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland 
approach and experience
p0409 479-34974 
LAX airport/land use planning study. Phase 1 
report: Short term noise abatement 
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DOD's commendable initial efforts to solve land 
use problems around airfields 
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Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
[DGLR PAPER 78-135)	 p0061 479-14085 
Aerodynamics and performance of a gliding 
parachute with landing brakes
p0066 A79-14423 
Experimental evaluation of a wind shear alert and 
energy management display 
[DGLR PAPER 78-153]
	 p0151 479-20016 
The measurement of NT-pulse phase and amplitude in 
the landing system DLS
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An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
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Windshear indication systems
p0687 A79-52349 
System capacity of the approach- and landing aid 
SETAC
p0694 479-53855 
Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System NK6 Mod 3 
stabilization circuit board test specifications 
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Approach light aiming criteria 
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Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
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Designing aircraft shock absorbers
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Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk
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Airplane brake-energy analysis and stopping 
performance simulation
p0694 A79-53870 
Boron/aluminum landing gear for Navy aircraft 
4-7 aircraft nose wheel linkages 
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New concepts in composite material landing gear 
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discussion 
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New concepts in composite material landing gear 
for military aircraft. Volume 2: Appendices 
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Evaluation of an energy distribution system for 
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An electric control for an electrohydraulic active 
control aircraft landing gear 
[NASA-CR-3113]	 p0484 N79-23948 
Air cushion landing gear applications study 
fNASA-CR-159002]	 p0540 N79-26045 
Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing 
gear, taxi mode test system for YP-12A 
[NASA-CE-1448841	 p0668 N79-31192 
Environment load interaction effects on crack growth 
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Cat III landing operations at Air Inter 
instrument landing system
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Description and preliminary studies of a computer 
drawn instrument landing approach display 
[NASA-TM-78771]	 p0045 N79-11039 
Flight performance of the TCV B-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TRSB/MLS guidance 
[NASA-TM-80148]	 p0667 N79-31186 
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Ship motion effects on landing impact loads 
V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier 
[4144 79-0742]	 p0320 479-29014 
Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum 
performance with minimum maintenance 
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	 p0455 A79-36730 
A dynamic analysis of landing impact
p0514 A79-41768 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
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Recent progress in aircraft sink rate measurement 
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Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk
p0640 A79-49909 
Parachute-rocket deceleration system design 
p0696 479-54057 
Testing and analysis of dual-node adaptive landing 
gear, taxi mode test system for YF-12A 
[NASA-CE-144884]	 p0668 R79-31192 
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Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military 
airfields 
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An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
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LANDING RADAR 
Flight investigation of helicopter IF!! approaches 
to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping 
radar 
[AHS 79-52]	 p0633 479-49104 
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Flight profile investigation for microwave landing 
system
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A method for estimating takeoff and landing 
performance of V/STOL aircraft in shipboard 
environments
p0133 A79-18675 
V/STOL all weather MUD landing simulation /Status 
report/
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An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
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Construction of electronic models of microwave 
landing systems
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Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
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Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
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Laser propulsion
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Air Force Space Laser Communications
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means of a laser Doppler anemometer
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a tunable diode laser
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Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field of a large 
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Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to 
aeroacoustic research
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LDV measurements on propellers
p0625 A79-49052 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-30)	 p0647 A79-50925 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
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Velocity measurement about a NACA 0012 airfoil 
with a laser velocieter 
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Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
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A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled wing 
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Laser Doppler velocimeter measurements of 8-747 
wake vortex characteristics 
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Application of the laser velocineter to airfoil 
research
p0351 979-19997 
Holography and LDV techniques, their status and 
use in airfoil research
p0351 979-19999 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field around a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
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Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a 
T63-C20 combustor 
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flexible rotor 
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structures	 --
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Infrared resolution target system
p0081 179-16550 
Optoelectronic devices for flight vehicle control 
systems --- Russian book 
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simulation study -- task complexity during 
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Helicopter flight control /HSF/ --- integrated 
system including P1.1? and laser range finder 
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multiple laser tracker operations
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Optical engineering of first and second generation 
automatic tracking/laser designator pods --- on 
F-16
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Recent progress in aircraft sink rate measurement 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1798]	 p0605 179-47884 
Measuring metres to the target
p0699 A79-53723 
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Optical engineering of first and second generation 
automatic tracking/laser designator pods --- on 
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Fluid mechanical retracting gas prism and 
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A simulator investigation of roll response 
requirements for aircraft with 
rate-command/attitude-hold flight control 
systems in the landing approach and touchdown 
[AIAA 79-1679]	 p0569 A79-45342 
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two 
light airplanes near the stall 
[AIAA 79-1175]	 p0572 A79-95403 
A multiple objective optimization approach to 
aircraft control systems design
p0612 A79-97962 
Vortex-lift roll-control device 
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An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
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LATERAL OSCILLATION 
Analysis of a lateral pilot-induced oscillation 
experienced on the first flight of the YF-16 
aircraft 
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Airship dynamic stability 
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A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
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stability 
[AIAA 79-1638)	 p0567 A79-45318 
An improved lateral stability augmentation system 
for air-to-air tracking 
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Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two 
light airplanes near the stall 
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The estimation of lateral-directional aerodynamic 
derivatives at subsonic speeds
p0215 N79-15909 
An annular wing 
(NASA-CASE-PRC-11007-2) 	 p0492 N79-29959 
A summary of AGARD EDP meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
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Lateral stability at high angles of attack, 	 a 
particularly wing rock
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using a parameter estimation method 
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Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal 
characteristics of wings with small and moderate 
aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in 
incompressible flow 
[DLR-PB-78-26]	 p0650 R79-30161 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic - 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattice method, 1.216 (DUBPLEX) . Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
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Testing of the TOW missile-configured AR-1T 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
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Launch and Recovery --- technology assessment 
p0219 N79-15951 
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LAUNCHING DEVICES 
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LAUNCHING PADS 
Ski-jump - A great leap for tactical airpower 
V/STOL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp 
[AIAA 79-0696]	 p0276 1.79-27361 
LAUNCHING SITES 
NT LAUNCHING PADS 
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE) 
NT INTERNATIONAL LAW 
NT LEGAL LIABILITY 
The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident 
investigation and litigation
p0198 1.79-22710 
Innovative developments in demonstrative evidence 
techniques and associated problems of 
admissibility 
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NT SIMILITUDE LAW 
IC CIRCUITS 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 A79-26966 
LEADING EDGE SLATS 
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing 
using tunnel test data. II
p0695 A79-54042 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift
p0357 N79-20044 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction 
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge 
[AD-A065181)	 p0431 N79-23020 
LEADING EDGE SWEEP 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the F-5! 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0118]	 p0141 A79-19593 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1530]	 p0576 A79-46712 
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High-performance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1871]	 p0610 A79-47924 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil 
EARS 79-4)	 p0626 A79-49057 
Application of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
wings with and without strakes
p0580 879-28145 
LEADING EDGES 
NT SHARP LEADING EDGES 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-194]	 p0011 A79-10817 
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with 
supersonic leading edges
p0022 A79-12227 
Onset of leading edge separation effects under 
dynamic conditions and low Mach number 
(MIS 78-63]	 p0126 A79-18184 
Application of advanced technologies to improve 
C-141 cruise performance --- wing modifications 
for drag reduction 
[AIAA PAVES 79-0066]	 p0140 A79-19515 
Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading 
edge blowing boundary layer control system 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0116)	 p0141 A79-19542 
Calculation of laminar separation bubbles and 
their effect on airfoil performance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0285]	 p0144 A79-19645 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05521	 p0254 P.79-25863 
Investigation of the regimes of flow past the 
upper surfaces of delta wings with shock waves 
separated from the leading edges
p0410 A79-35110 
C-141 hybrid composite leading edge --- materials 
and fabrication methods
p0529 A79-43244 
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a 
film-cooled leading edge
p0535 A79-43678 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15001	 p0575 A79-46694 
Exploratory study of the influence of wing 
leading-edge modifications on the spin 
characteristics of a low-wing single-engine 
general aviation airplane 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1837]	 p0608 A79-47908 
Boundary layer control on wings using sound and 
leading edge serrations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1875]	 p0610 A79-47926 
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on 
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing-fuselage configuration 
with a 44 deg swept wing 
[NASA-TP-1351]	 p0099 879-13002 
Non-conical flow past slender wings with leading 
edge vortex sheets 
[ABC-R/N-3814]	 p0216 N79-15920 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
(NASA-CE-3110]	 p0313 879-19815 
Visualization of the separation and subsequent 
transition near the leading edge of airfoils 
p0351 879-19995 
Improved prediction of laminar leading edge 
separation
p0357 879-20050 
Strake-induced separation from the leading edges 
of wings of moderate sweep
p0413 879-22002 
On slender wings with leading edge camber 
p0415 879-22032 
An experimental investigation of the entrainment 
of a leading-edge vortex
p0416 879-22033 
Supersonic flow in the area of antisymmetric thin 
cruciform wings with supersonic leading edges in 
a horizontal plane, with consideration of flow 
separation on the edges 
[AD-A065993]	 p0482 879-23929 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil --- on 
wind tunnel models to reduce spin entry after 
stall
[NASA-CR-158717]	 p0531 879-26013 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration --- wind tunnel tests 
[14ASA-TP-1434]	 p0538 879-26020 
Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow 
and experimental program for resilient leading 
edge 
[NASA-CR-152276]	 p0538 879-26024 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
[NASA-CB-3099]	 p0665 879-31152 
LEAKAGE 
Adhesive sealing - A fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 A79-24123 
Transmission seal development 
[RASA-CR-135372]	 p0039 879-10423 
LEAR JET AIRCRAFT 
Longhorns into service --- Learjet 28/29 
structures and performance capabilities 
p0212 A79-24183 
The Learjet Longhorn series - The first jets with 
winglets
p0260 A79-26532 
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
inside cabins of two 8-747 airliners and a Gates 
Learjet business jet
p0218 A79-27571 
The Learjet 'Longhorn' series - The first jets 
with vinglets 
[SAE PAPER 790581]	 p0453 A79-36716 
Ringlets are no drag --- enhancement of 
aerodynamic efficiency with vertical wingtip 
extensions
p0532 A79-I43457 
The Learjet Longhorn series: The first jets with 
win glets
p0299 R79-18893 
Electromagnetic coupling analysis of a learjet 
aircraft 
[AD-A062490]	 p0370 R79-20311 
LEARNING 
RI TRANSFER OF TRAINING 
LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
8/-1/ least squares method for the Navier-Stokes 
equations --- numerical simulation of separated 
viscous flows around wings and airfoils 
p0335 A79-29804 
Approximation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing with a double-slotted flap 
p0686 A79-52129 
Application of a finite element method to 
transonic flow problems using an optimal control 
approach
p0586 879-28477 
LECTURES 
STOL Technology, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-60-VOL-2]	 p0429 879-23002 
Son-destructive inspection methods for propulsion 
systems and components 
[AGARD-LS-103]	 p0502 R79-25412 
LED (DIODES) 
U LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
LEE WAVES 
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of 
finite thickness 
(ILR-23]	 p0548 R79-27103 
LEGAL LIABILITY 
Responsibilities of French air traffic control 
p0343 A79-30933 
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
responsibility, pilot or controller
p0343 A79-30943 
Defining the design defect in aircraft products 
liability cases	 -
p0691 A79-53556 
A review of crashworthiness --- in aircraft 
accident-liability cases
p0692 A19-53557 
LEGENDRE CODE 
U COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
LEES ANTENNAS 
A proposed integrated ECM system using the 
constant index lens antenna
p0247 A79-24726 
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LENSES
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LENSES 
NT FRESNEL LENSES 
NT WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
Holographic lens for pilot's bead up display, 
phase II 
(AD-A058660)	 p0102 179-13043 
LETTERS (SYMBOLS) 
U SYMBOLS 
LEVEL (QUANTITY) 
NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS 
LIABILITIES 
NT LEGAL LIABILITY 
LIDAR 
U OPTICAL RADAR 
LIFE (DURABILITY) 
NT FATIGUE LIFE 
NT SERVICE LIFE 
NT STORAGE STABILITY 
Composite applications at Nell Helicopter 
(SAN PAPER 7905781 	 p0453 A79-36713 
Cost benefits from improved hot section life 
prediction technology --- for aircraft engine 
combustor and turbine parts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1154)	 p0467 A79-38963 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond 
surface treatment
pO531 A79-43317 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter 
aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack 
p0563 A79-44462 
Forecasting engine life
pO552 N79-27154 
LIFE CYCLE COSTS 
The logistics of life cycle cost --- in operations 
and support systems for fighter aircraft 
p02O5 A79-23628 
Life Cycle Cost in advanced technology engine 
development 
[SAE PAPER 781029]	 p0257 A79-25901 
Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during 
engine advanced develouent 
[SAN PAPER 781030]	 p0257 A79-25902 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques 
(SAE PAPER 781031)	 p0257 A79-25903 
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design 
for F-15 
(SAE PAPER 781032) p0257 A79-25904 
Trade-off studies with an interactive 
engine/airframe life-cycle-cost model 
(SAE PAPER 781033)	 p0257 A79-25905 
Compromise between economic concerns and 
application of new technologies in the 
definition of a new airplane project 
(AIAA 79-0693)	 p0276 179-27358 
A technique for engine maintenance cost forecasting 
[AIAA 79-7007]	 p0327 A79-29382 
Changing requirements in aircraft design 
p0460 A79-37044 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1189]	 p0468 179-38976 
The monorotor gas turbine 
rAIAL PAPER 79-1230]	 p0470 A79-38994 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 A79-39912 
Lower avionic temperature - Lower life cycle cost 
p0477 A79-39914 
Reliability and maintainability contribution to 
Hornet mission success
p0477 A79-39915 
Contribution of the engine R & D community to 
reduced cost of ownership of Army helicopters 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13601
	
p0511 A79-40764 
C-141 hybrid composite leading edge --- materials 
and fabrication methods
p0529 A79-43244 
New versus existing engines for new helicopter 
systems - A life cycle cost view 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1316]	 p0603 A79-47348 
Derivative engines for the 1980s will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
p0643 A79-50206 
Assessment of software development and maintenance 
costs due to retrofit of embedded avionics 
computer 
(AXAA 79-1906]	 p0697 A79-54383
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 2 
(AD-1059516]	 p0164 N79-14094 
Integrated Thermal Avionics Design (ITAD) 
(AD-A061227)	 p0292 179-17855 
An appraisal of models used in life cycle cost 
estimation for USA? aircraft systems 
[AD-A064333]	 p0429 179-22964 
Systems approach to life-cycle design of 
pavements. Volume 3: LIFE2 program listing 
(AD-1064698)	 p0443 179-23260 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
concepts 
[EASA-CR-159603]	 p0497 179-25017 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 179-25408 
Recent experience in the development and 
application of LCC models
p0502 N79-25410 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 2: Design data and 
maintenance procedures 
(AD-A068720)	 p0592 179-29173 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 3: Transparency analysis 
(AD-A068721)	 p0592 179-29174 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Reliability and maintainability model users 
guide, volume 2 --- life cycle costs 
(AD-A068826)	 p0593 179-29182 
Ramjet cost estimating handbook 
[AD-A056991]	 p0594 179-29188 
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of 
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life 
cycle costs 
(NASA-TM-79221)	 p0599 179-29938 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, FT 1977 revision 
(AD-A068175)	 p0649 179-30140 
LIP! BAITS 
Inflatable survival systems for helicopters 
p0403 179-33624 
LIP! SUPPORT STST!IS 
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS 
LIP!?!!! (DURABILITY) 
U LIFE (DURABILITY) 
LIFT 
NT INTERFERENCE LIFT 
NT JET LIFT 
NT ROTOR LIFT 
NT ZERO LIFT 
Lift and longitudinal moment of a 
small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a 
body of revolution
p0021 A79-12168 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental .study
p0060 A79-13980 
Study of the integration of active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load 
control, and direct control of lift 
(OGLE PAPER 18-111)
	 p0060 A79-14069 
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the 
V-wing concept 
(DGLR PAPER 78-114]	 p0061 A79-14072 
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow 
perturbations
p0138 A79-19313 
Transition aerodynamics for close-coupled 
wing-canard configuration --- V/STOL operations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0336)	 p0145 A79-19673 
Computation of aerodynamic interference effects on 
oscillating airfoils with controls in ventilated 
subsonic wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0346]	 pD146 A79-19679 
An inverse problem of vertical-axis wind turbines 
p0186 A79-20800 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in transonic 
flows
p0191 A79-21520 
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift 
development on airfoils in a viscous fluid 
p0212 A79-24216 
Effect of cbordwise forces and deformations and 
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter 
(AIAA 79-0794)	 p0322 A79-29037 
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	 LIFT DRAG RATIO 
The development of high lift, single-component 
'rfoil sections
p0343 879-30922 
ieffect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p0343 879-30923 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
(SAE PAPER 790567] 	 p0452 879-36707 
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununiform amplitude gusts 
p0473 879-39059 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p0515 A79-41945 
wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[8181 PAPER 79-1664]	 p0603 879-47346 
Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic 
speeds
p0604 879-47750 
Dynamic test technigues - Concepts and practices 
aircraft performance prediction from 
thrust/lift/drag model
p0642 A79-50164 
Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on 
aircraft wings
p0694 879-53871 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility study 
[AD-A059238]	 p0093 979-12079 
lift system induced aerodynamics of V/SX0L 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
1: Technical discussion 
[80-8060206]	 90159 879-14038 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0176 879-15063 
Identification of unsteady effects in lift buildup 
p0178 879-15083 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift
p0357 879-20044 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
[AD-A062097]	 p0361 979-20084 
The aerodynamics and performance characteristics 
of direct lift schemes 
-	 p0429 979-23004 
Generation and breakdown of aerodynamic lift: 
Physical mechanism
p0879 N79-23894 
Polar lift and drag determination during flight 
tests 
[NBB-UF!-1410-0]	 p0495 979-24986 
Leading-edge slat optimization for maximum airfoil 
lift 
[NASA-T9-785661	 p0547 979-27100 
Upper-surface modifications for C sub 1 max 
improvement of selected NASA 6-series airfoils 
[NASA-T9-78603]	 p0649 879-30143 
In-flight handling qualities investigation of 
various longitudinal short term dynamics and 
direct lift control combinations for flight path 
tracking using DFVLR 8FF 320 variable stability 
aircraft
p0660 979-30237 
The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in 
transonic flow 
[AD-8070232]	 p0702 879-32166 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical 
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
(NASA-TN-X-3250)	 p0112 979-33159 
LIFT AUGBBNTATION 
method of calculating potential flows of an 
incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
p0019 A79-12126 
Improvements in rotor performance by rotor tip 
blowing
p0130 A79-18650 
Development of modern airfoil sections for high 
subsonic cruise speeds 
fATAl 79-0687]	 p0275 879-27353 
Flight testing the circulation control wing 
[AIBA PAPER 79-17911	 p0605 A79-47880
The design impact of power-augmented ram 
technology on large energy efficient aircraft 
[FIAF PAPER 79-1864]	 p068's 879-51250 
Is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in 
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding
p0697 A79-54362 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-152128]	 p0033 879-10025 
c-SA load alleviation --- active lift distribution 
control system
p0237 879-16875 
Engine integration and noise considerations for 
STOL aircraft
p0430 879-23005 
Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of 
wing lift augmentation schemes
p0430 979-23006 
LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
U AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
U LIFT 
LIFT DEVICES 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
[CONF-771215-1]	 p0067 A79-14431 
Powered wind tunnel testing of the AV-8B - A 
straightforward approach pays off 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0333]	 p0202 879-23557 
Method for studying experimentally the aerodynamic 
interference of snail secondary structures with 
a lifting surface
p03214 A79-29096 
Obtaining solutions of the lifting-surface equation 
p0528 A79-43135 
Design of the circulation control wing STOL 
demonstrator aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1842]	 p0609 A79-47909 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
[AIAA PAPER 79-17951 	 p0634 879-49332 
Current Canadian developments related to low-speed 
heavy lift ACV
p08's1 A79-49915 
Stability of the perturbed longitudinal motion of 
a lift-controlled aircraft
p0681 879-52146 
A lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulation coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 979-10017 
Direct numerical solution of the transonic 
perturbation integral equation for lifting and 
nonlifting airfoils 
[NASA-TN-78518]	 p0035 879-10045 
Vortex-lift roll-control device 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11868-2] 	 p0166 879-18108 
Unsteady small-gap ground effects 
[AD-A068800]	 p0581 N79-28157 
LIFT DISTRIBUTION 
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
U LIFT 
LIFT DRAG RATIO 
Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows 
p0064 879-14200 
An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign 
procedure using a fictitious gas method 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0075] 	 p0140 879-19520 
Investigation of the transonic drag 
characteristics for non-slender wing-body 
combinations and their equivalent axisymmetric 
bodies at zero lift
p0153 879-20102 
The application of winglets to rotors
p0154 879-20109 
Analy sis of vehicles with wings operating in 
ground effect 
[AIAA 79-2034]	 p0692 879-53621 
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept 
wings with leading edge vortices
p0414 979-22021 
Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil 
(AD-A065102]	 p0443 879-23261 
An annular wing 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11007-2] 	 p0492 979-24959 
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests
p0579 879-28123 
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LIFT PANS 
V/STOL aircraft engine and mechanical drive 
component integration 
(SAN PAPER 781038] 	 p0258 A79-25906 
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to various 
backpressure 
[AD-A057292]	 p0160 879-14047 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 
large-scale VTOL lift-fan transport model 
(NASA-TN-78560]	 p0416 879-22035 
Low speed wind tunnel test of ground proximity and 
deck edge effects on a lift cruise fan V/STOL 
configuration, volume 2 
[NASA-CR-152248]	 p0580 879-28142 
Heave-pitch-roll analysis and testing of air 
cushion landing systems 
[NASA-CR-2917]	 p0651 879-30175 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1502]	 p0671 879-31213 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
be used on vertical lift aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1510]	 p0671 879-31214 
LIFT FORCES 
U LIFT 
LIFTING BODIES 
NT X-24 AIRCRAFT 
Problems in the method of discrete vortices for 
solving linear wing theory problems
p0022 179-12224 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
electrical conductivity
p0025 179-12394 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p0025 179-12436 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings
p0060 179-13988 
Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept 
subsonic wings 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0551] 	 p0254 A79-25869 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
fASME PAPER 79-GT-182]	 p0396 179-32441 
Lifting surface approach to the estimation of gust 
response of finite wings
p0407 179-34596 
Construction of an initial approximation for the 
solution of the integral equation of a lifting 
surface
p0847 179-35928 
An iterative lifting surface method for thick 
bladed hovering helicopter rotors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15173	 p0576 179-46705 
A lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulation coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 879-10017 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
[BMVG-FBWT-78-4]	 0288 879-17816 
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for 
slender bodies alone and with lifting surfaces 
to high angles of attack
p0414 879-22023 
Factors influencing the accuracy of aerodynamic 
hinge-moment prediction 
tAD-1066606]	 p0492 879-24965 
LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES 
NT X-24 AIRCRAFT 
LIFTING ROTORS 
NT BEARINGLESS ROTORS 
Application of the lifting line concept to 
helicopter computation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-901
	 p0018 A79-11571 
Moments on the hub of a lifting propeller with 
hinge-mounted blades
p0022 179-12216 
The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight 
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 179-16241 
Rotor prediction with different downwash models 
p0129 A79-18642
Stoppable and stovable jet-flap rotor concept 
p0134 179-18679 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circulation-controlled rotor
P0212 A79-24179 
Unsteady aerodynamic pressure measurements on 
rotating lifting systems
p0513 179-41494 
Nonlinear mathematical simulation of unsteady flow 
past a helicopter rotor
p0513 179-41573 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
[AIAA 79-16671	 p0568 179-45333 
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant 
life rotor 
(NASA-CE-152244]	 p0363 N79-20099 
Effect of atmospheric turbulence on the stability 
of a lifting rotor blade
p0584 B79-28183 
The promise of. multicyclic control --- to control 
fatiguing blade loads and rotor vibration 
[NASA-TE-78621]	 p0663 879-31137 
LIFTING SURFACES 
U LIFT DEVICES 
U LIFTING BODIES 
U SURFACES 
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) 
NT COHERENT LIGHT 
NT LIGHT BEAMS 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter 
LIGHT AIRCRAFT 
NT BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT NH-262 AIRCRAFT 
NT OH-58 HELICOPTER 
NT PIPER AIRCRAFT 
Turbine engines in light aircraft
p0024 179-12380 
The Yak-18T aircraft: Construction and operation 
Russian book
p0126 179-18297 
Trislander fatigue test progress
p0 189 179-20885 
Adaptation of a digital airborne radar for use on 
the microphysics research aircraft
p0252 A79-25681 
General aviation aircraft in the 19901s 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0560]
	 p0254 179-25866 
Small fan-jet engines --- for business aircraft 
p0260 179-26531 
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
[lIlA PAPER 79-06441
	 p0269 179-26915 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft 
fuselage related to interior noise transmission 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0646]
	 p0271 179-26932 
Dynamic identification of light aircraft 
structures and flutter certification 
[ONERA, TP 80. 1979-31] 	 p0390 A79-32302 
Starting torque characteristics of small aircraft 
gas turbines and APU'S 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-951	 p0392 179-32371 
A review of small gas turbine combustion system 
development 
[ASEE PAPER 79-GT-136]
	 p0394 179-32405 
Light propeller aircraft noise 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-56] 	 p0409 A79-34980 
A method for the optimal layout of driving 
mechanisms of the aileron for gliders and 
motorplanes
p0411 179-35921 
Industry seeks lighter aircraft weight 
aircraft design performance
p0449 179-36100 
Producing light aircraft - Three viability case 
studies
p0450 179-36376 
Effects of a spin chute installation on spin 
characteristics --- of light general aviation 
aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 7905641	 p0452 179-36705 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
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	 LIGHTNING 
(SAE PAPER 7905671	 p0452 479-36707 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
(SAN PAPER 7905881	 p0454 479-36722 
Experimental verification of program KRASR - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(SAN PAPER 790589] 	 p0454 479-36723 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
(SAN PAPER 790590]	 p0454 479-36724 
Crash-resistant fuel systems for general aviation 
aircraft 
(SAN PAPER 790592)	 p0455 479-36726 
A new light twin using bonded metal construction 
(SAN PAPER 7906031 	 p0455 A79-36735 
An experimental study of propeller-induced 
structural vibration and interior noise 
[SAN PAPER 790625]	 p0458 479-36753 
Summary of noise reduction characteristics of 
typical general aviation materials 
(SAN PAPER 7906271 	 p0458 479-36755 
A case study in design - The Gossamer Condor 
p0460 479-37050 
Digital flight control research using 
microprocessor technclogy
p0465 479-38533 
Electric propulsion for high performance light 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12653	 p0470 A7939011 
Some possibilities for the navigation of small 
passenger aircraft
p0538 479-43508 
Naviqation instruments for small passenger 
aircraft of the 1980s
p0534 #79-43509 
Compass system for small aircraft
p0534 A79-43510 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft 
structures
p0534 479-43515 
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of two 
light airplanes near the stall 
(AIAA 79-1775)	 p0572 A79-45403 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed spin 
of a light plane 
[4144 PAPER 79-1790]	 p0605 479-47879 
What the FAA would like in airworthiness standards 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1851] 	 p0634 479-49338 
Flight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft 
drag, performance, and stability 
(RASA-CE-158076)	 p0218 879-15943 
Short Range Terminal Radar (SETH) definition study 
(FAA-ED-78-641	 p0297 879-18156 
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the 
light observation helicopter (Niwa)
p0310 879-19616 
Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
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longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives 
p0215 4179-15910 
An annular wing 
(NASA-CASE-PRC-11007-2] 	 p0492 4179-24959 
A summary of AGAND PD? meeting on dynamic 
stability parameters --- advanced aircraft 
performance at high angle of attack
p0658 N79-30220 
LONGITUDINAL NAVES 
NT PLANE WAVES 
Analysis of longitudinal natural vibrations of 
deformable aircraft by the finite-element method 
p0251 A79-25505 
LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
Theoretical principles of long range navigation 
systems. I
p0511 A79-41167 
LORAN C 
Loran-C as an international aid to navigation 
p0054 1479-13243 
Sea-air rescue and offshore aerial navigation 
using Loran C
p0057 A79-13270 
Loran-C - A potential civil aviation navigation 
system
p0076 179-16163 
Loran C - Its future in the shadow of Navstar GPS 
p0448 1479-36071 
Initial flight test of a Loran-C receiver/data 
collection system 
(NASA-CR-157629]	 p0100 179-13018 
Loran-C time difference calculations 
[NASA-CB-157957]	 p0100 979-13019 
Avionics cost development for use of Loran-C 
navigation systems by low performance 
general-aviation aircraft 
[AD-A068268]	 p0706 4179-32206 
LORENTZ TRANSFOB!ATXONS 
Transformation of coordinates associated with 
linearized supersonic motions
p0156 1479-20206 
LOSSES 
Performance estimation of partial admission turbines 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-123]	 p0393 A79-32392 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-129]	 p0394 A79-32398 
LOUDNESS 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
sounds -- auditory perception 
(UTIAS-236]	 p0245 4179-17658 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
LOW ALLOY STEELS 
U HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
LOW ALTITUDE 
Detection of CAT and low altitude wind shear by 
on-board aircraft IN sensors - An update 
pO4O3 P.79-33630 
Terrain-following radar - Nay to low-altitude flight 
p0620 P.79-48686 
Meeting the challenge of precise navigation during 
nap-of-the-earth flight 
[ABS 79-121	 p0627. P.79-149065 
Detection of low flying aircraft by acoustical means 
CREPT-8-78]	 p0491 679-24779 
Technical evaluation report on the 25th Guidance 
- and Control Panel Symposium on guidance and 
Control Design Considerations for Low Altitude 
and Terminal Area Flight 
[AGARD-AR-129]	 p0500 679-25037 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
[NASA-CR-144885]	 p0668 679-31193 
LOW ASPECT RATIO 
An application of 3-0 viscous flow analysis to the 
design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine 
(ASRE PAPER 79-GT-531	 p0391 P.79-32348 
Plow around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex 'bursting'
p0696 P.79-514058 
Aerodynamics of low aspect ratio wings 
p01432 679-23053 
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor front 
stage aerodynamic and mechanical design report 
[NASA-CR-159555]	 p0435 679-23085 
Performance of two-stage fan having 
low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor blading 
[NASA-TP-1493]	 p0551 N79-27143 
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
Lift and longitudinal moment of a 
small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a 
body of revolution
p0021 P.79-12168 
XP4D Skyray development: Now it can be told 
p0300 679-18897 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration --- wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-1434]	 p0538 679-26020 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection and 
geometric aubedral on the low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly 
swept arrow-wing configuration --- langley 7 by 
10 foot tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80083] 	 p0547 679-27095 
Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal 
characteristics of wings with small and moderate 
aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in 
incompressible flow 
(DLE-FB-78-26]	 p0650 679-30161 
LOW COST 
The application of low Cost manufacturing 
technology to a turbine gas generator 
tASHE PAPER 78-GT-202) 	 p0012 179-10822 
P. low cost, on-site performance monitoring system 
thermodynamics of shaft power gas turbines

[ASIE PAPER 79-GT-21]
	 p0390 P.79-32334 
Evaluation of GPS performance for low-cost general 
aviation
p0447 P.79-36065 
Some main points about general-aviation design 
practice
p0460 A79-37047 
Investigation of a low-cost servoactuator for HYSP.S 
(AD-A059188]	 p0104 679-13059 
Low budget simulation in weapon aiming 
p0223 679-15984 
Low cost expendable engine 
(AD-A062664]	 p0366 679-20125 
Low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g missions 
(NASA-TS-78611]	 p0706 679-32205 
LOW DENSITY PLOW 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 P.79-20761 
LOW FREQUENCIES 
IT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES 
LOW FREQUENCY BANDS 
IT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES
LOW LATITUDES 
U TROPICAL REGIONS 
LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE 
The effects of low-level wind shear on the 
approach and go-around performance of a landing 
jet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790568]
	 p01452 P.79-36708 
LOW PASS FILTERS 
Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant 
modeling for high-gain control 
[NASA-CASE-LAE-12215-1]	 p0437 679-23097 
LOW PRESSURE 
NASA CF6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-term CP6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
(NASA-CR-159618]	 p0595 679-29191 
LOW SPEED 
Some low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
au-symmetric jet
p0194 P.79-21999 
Low speed testing techniques for V/STOL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
[P*IAA PAPER 79-0334]
	 p0202 A79-23558 
Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady 
regimes of a Low speed compressor 
(CREEP., TP NO. 1978-68]	 p0213 P.79-24219 
Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds 
p0342 P.79-30608 
Handling quality and display requirements for low

speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
(ABS 79-29]	 p0630 P.79-49081 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-301	 p0647 P.79-50925 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-1324]	 p0157 679-14018 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe

transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 679-20000 
Flight test techniques for low speed airfoil 
evaluation
p0352 N79-20001 
Low speed airfoil design and analysis
p0355 679-20036 
A new flow model for highly separated airfoil 
flows at low speeds
p0358 N79-20053 
An investigation into the pressure distributions 
over a wing and store combination at low speeds 
(50-226]	 p0431 N79-23047 
The science and technology of low speed and 
motorless flight, part 1 
[NAS&-CP-2085-PT-1] 	 p0479 N79-23889 
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 679-23890 
Generation and breakdown of aerodynamic lift: 
Physical mechanism
p0479 N79-23894 
Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
and control
p0480 679-23895 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic 
performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic 
cruise aircraft research 
[NASA-TN-80142]	 p0701 679-32158 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild gothic 
planfor.. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
(AEC-R/N-3827)	 p07O3 N79-32179 
Estimation of tunnel blockage from wall pressure 
signatures: A review and data correlation 
[NASA-CR-152241)	 p07O7 679-32219 
LOW SPEED STABILITY 
'Thruster control for airships' 
(P.IP.A 79-15951	 p0522 P.79-42389 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration --- wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-14314]	 p0538 679-26020 
LOW SPEED VIED TUNNELS 
IT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
Numerical study of the induction of porous walls 
of the working section of a low-velocity wind 
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LUMINAIRES 
tunnel
p0022 A79-12228 
Determination of the dynamic derivatives of 
lengthwise and side movement with the mobile 
oscillating derivative balance and systematic 
studies of the influence of several parameters 
on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel 
testing 
(DGLR PAPER 78-115] 	 pOOfl A79-14073 
The RAE 5 metre pressurised low speed wind tunnel 
P0155 A79-20113 
The German-Dutch wind tunnel ONE - Design aspects 
and status of construction
p0155 A79-20115 
Some new approaches for wind-tunnel testing 
through the use of computers - 
AIRA 79-07071	 p0277 A79-27367 
Goertler vortices in the nonlinear region 
unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown 
wind tunnels
p0334 A79-29689 
Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled 
canard-wing configuration 
[ONERA, IP NO. 1979-95]	 p0636 A79-49543 
Improvement of flow quality at the University of 
Washington low speed wind tunnel 
[AIAA-PAPEB-78-815]	 p0368 879-20191 
Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air 
intake on a fighter configuration
p0415 819-22029 
Loi-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model 
[NASA-TP-1419]	 p0916 879-22038 
Review of large low speed wind tunnel requirements 
for STOL testing
p0429 879-22999 
Modernization of the low speed wind tunnel at 
Breguet de Velizy: Measuring system modernization 
minicomputer I I 980A 
(AAAF-HT-78-12)	 p0941 879-23122 
Low-speed wind tunnel results for a modified 
13-percent-thick airfoil 
[NASA-TN-X-74018]	 p0492 879-24960 
LOW TEMPERATURE 
Summary of applied research programs being 
conducted on miniature turbomachines for 
producing cryogenic temperatures operating on 
gas bearings turbo compressors and expanders 
utilizing helium and nitrogen as working fluids 
P0383 879-21072 
Experimental study of low temperature behavior of 
aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
[NASA-C9-159615)	 p0597 879-29355 
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-176 
at low temperatures 
[NRL-TR-76103-U)	 p0238 879-16966 
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS 
The proposed cryogenic European Transonic Wind 
Tunnel /ETV/
p0112 A79-17118 
LOW THRUST 
The RB211-535 - New member of the family 
(SAP PAPER 780512]	 p0004 A79-10392 
LOW THRUST PROPULSION 
NT MAR OPERATED PROPULSICN SYSTEMS 
NT SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
LOW TURBULENCE 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-129] 	 p0394 A79-32398 
LOW VELOCITY 
U LOW SPEED 
LOW VISIBILITY 
Sea Harrier night and low visibility approach 
development
p0332 A79-29483 
Handling quality and display requirements for low 
speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
(ABS 79-291	 p0630 179-49081 
Project NAVTOLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 879-30212 
LOW WING AIRCRAFT 
NT BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to a 
typical low-wing general aviation design 
[AIAA 79-16251	 p0566 A79-45307
LOWER ATMOSPHERE 
Simultaneous measurements of turbulence in the

lower atmosphere using sodar and aircraft 
p0193 179-21968 
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE (LBNP) 
U ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
LOX (OXYGEN) 
U LIQUID OXYGEN 
LSI 
U LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
LUBRICANT TESTS 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
condition in a contaminated lubricant 
[ASME PAPER 78-LU8-34)	 p0199 179-23246 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and uil characteristics 
[SAE PAPER 790629]
	 p0958 A79-36756 
LUBRICANTS 
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS 
NT LUBRICATING OILS 
Influence of fuels on the reliability of jet 
engines and jet aircraft: Reliability with 
respect to fuel and lubricants --- Russian book 
p0113 A79-17562 
Fuels, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation 
Russian book
p0603 A79-41433 
Wear particle analysis of grease samples 
[AD-1069114]	 p0597 879-29344 
LUBRICATING OILS 
Aircraft piston oils: Past - present - future 
p0029 A79-12377 
Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter 
transmissions 
(ABS 78-49)	 p0124 A79-18172 
A decision theory model for health monitoring of 
aeroengines --- metal particles in lubricating 
oils as wear indicator
p0284 A79-28381 
Method of determining precipitates formed during 
use and storage of synthetic oils --- for 
supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines 
p0324 A79-29124 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and oil characteristics 
(SAN PAPER 790629) 	 p0458 179-36756 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0475 179-39805 
The thermal oxidation stability of B-3V lubricant 
for aviation
p0688 A79-52500 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
[BLL-RISLEY-TR-3308-(9091.9F) ]
	 p0292 879-17856 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-A065915]	 p0488 879-24158 
Aircraft engine oil analysis by neutron activation 
techniques 
(AD-A066202]	 p0989 879-24169 
An investigation of vibration dampers in 
gas-turbine engines
p0553 N79-27164 
LUBRICATION 
Users manual for steady state and transient 
thermal analysis of a shaft-bearing system 
(SH ABER 18) 
(AD-A064150]	 p0427 R79-22523 
Ceramic mainshaft roller bearing performance in a 
gas turbine engine 
AD- 1067909)	 p0557 N79-27516 
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS 
Dry friction in the aerospace industry 
p0476 179-39873 
Self-contained grease lubrication systems for 
aircraft applications 
[AilS 7939]	 p0631 179-49091 
Compartmental lubrication system 
[AD-1060172]	 p0165 N79-14105 
LUDER BANDS 
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
LUGS 
Residual strength of a cracked lug --- stress 
corrosion cracking of aluminum alloy lugs 
(ARL/SIRUC-NOTE-442)	 p0039 879-10445 
LUMBERING AREAS 
U FORESTS 
LUMINAIRES 
NT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS 
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LUMINESCENCE 
NT AIRPORT LIGHTS 
NT RUNWAY LIGHTS 
Recognition of the aircraft navigation light 
colour code
p0704 979-32186 
LUMINESCENCE 
NT FLUORESCENCE 
LUMINESCENT INTENSITY 
U LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
LUMINOUS FLUX DENSITY 
U LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
Evaluation of threshold and prethreshold lights 
for medium intensity approach lighting systems 
(FAA-NA-78-44)	 p0237 1179-16878 
M 
N WINGS 
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
MACH NUMBER 
A special extension of the General Point 
Performance Equation --- for flight paths 
p0412 09-35926 
Design and demonstration of a system for routine, 
boomless supersonic flights 
[FAA-RD-77-72]	 p0231 1179-16828 
Calculation of pressure distribution for a 
wing-body combination at subsonic Mach numbers 
(FFA-TN-AU-1091]	 p0548 N79-27110 
MACH REFLECTION 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver 
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
(AIAA 79-1465)	 p0565 A79-45269 
MACHINE LIFE 
O SERVICE LIFE 
MACHINE RECOGNITION 
0 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
MACHINE TOOLS 
GASP IV simulation model for the composites and 
bonding production facility
p0274 A79-27297 
MACHINING 
Stress-peen straightening of complex machined 
aircraft parts
p0214 A79-242514 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-56] 	 p0391 A19-32351 
MAGNESIUM 
Structural stiffening of transmission housings 
with metal matrix materials 
(AIAA 79-0806)	 p0283 A79-28287 
New agents for the extinguishment of magnesium fires 
[AD-A061664]	 p0306 879-19122 
MAGNETIC CIRCUITS 
Combined-excitation ac generators for aviation 
Russian book
R0126 A79-18200 
MAGNETIC EFFECTS 
NT MAGNETIC RIGIDITY 
MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATIONS 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
p0681 A79-51132 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 A79-49605' 
MAGNETIC INDUCTION 
High frequency surface current and charge 
densities induced on aircraft by a plane 
electromagnetic wave 
[AD-A059810]	 p0168 1179-14298 
Analytical modeling of the dynamics of brushless 
dc motors for aerospace applications: A 
conceptual framework 
[NASA-TM-80445)	 p0502 1179-25310 
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY 
Lightning transient research on an 7-11111 aircraft 
[AD-A063765]	 pO418 N79-22066 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
NT MAGNETIC INDUCTION 
NT MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY 
NT MAGNETIC RIGIDITY 
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
NT POLARIZATICN CHARACTERISTICS 
MAGNETIC RIGIDITY 
Vertical cutoff rigidity and the intensity 
distribution of cosmic rays near Cape Town
SUBJECT INDEX
p046 1 A79-37468 
MAGNETIC STORAGE 
NT BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES 
RAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
Measurement of the drag of slender cones in 
hypersonic flow at low Reynolds numbers using a 
magnetic suspension and balance 
(OOEL-1235/78)	 p0483 1179-23938 
!AGNETONYDRODYNAMIC FLOW 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
electrical conductivity
p0025 A79-12394 
The determination of parameters of a chemically 
active magnetogasdynamic medium in the proximity 
of a wave. II
p0316 A79-28721 
MAGNETOHYDEODYNAMIC GENERATORS 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources
R0279 A79-27666 
High energy MMD fuels development program 
(AD-A060156)	 p0168 1179-14239 
MAGNETOHYDRODYWAMIC RATES 
The determination of parameters of a chemically 
active magnetogasdynamic medium in the proximity 
of a wave. II
p0316 A79-28721 
MAGNETOMETERS 
NT VARIOMETERS 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 A79-49605 
MAGIETOVARIOGRAPES 
U VARIOHETERS 
MAGNETS 
NT ELECTROMAGNETS 
NT HIGH FIELD MAGNETS 
NT SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS 
The 150 EVA samarium cobalt USCF starter generator 
electrical system 
[AD-A070078]	 p0710 1179-32468 
MAGNUS EFFECT 
Pressure measurements on a spinning wind tunnel 
model by means of telemetry
p0113 A79-17593 
MAINTAINABILITY 
Management of test program development for S-3A 
avionics, maintainability and automatic test 
equipment
p0023 A79-12319 
Can government specified reliability and 
maintainability requirements for complex aircrew 
escape systems be met
p0065 A79-14403 
Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, 
Los Angeles, Calif., January 17-19, 1978, 
Proceedings
p0072 A79-15351 
Designing-in reliability - A new approach --- for 
7-18 Inertial Navigation System
p0072 A79-15369 
Operational influences on maintainability 
p0073 A79-15382 
Lynx reliability and maintainability design and 
military service experience --- helicopter 
performance
p0079 A79-16242 
Reliability and maintainability growth of a 
modern, high performance aircraft, the P-14A 
p0205 A79-23629 
The 7-16 RIW program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty
p0476 A79-39889 
Lover avionic temperature - Lover life cycle cost 
p0477 A79-39914 
Reliability and maintainability contribution to 
Hornet mission success
p0477 A79-39915 
A multi microprocessor flight control system 
design principles 
(AIAA 79-1700)	 p0569 A79-45355 
Digital Avionics Information System (OATS) 
Reliability and maintainability model users 
guide, volume 2 --- life cycle costs 
[AD-A068826]	 p0593 N79-29182 
Helicopter drive system N and M design guide 
(AD-A069691)	 p0652 N79-30181 
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NANAGENBI? INPONNATIOR SISTERS 
NAINTENANCE 
NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE 
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VASI/
p0080 679-16446 
The test pilot in the airline industry or -My bags 
are packed and I'm ready to go'
p0464 #79-38478 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1280)	 p0509 679-40486 
Cy6 jet engine performance deterioration 
(6166 PAPER 79-1233)	 p0512 A79-41175 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop /AIS/ Interim 
Contractor Support initiatives 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1868)	 p0610 679-47923 
Evaluation of materials for post-attack pavement 
repair 
[AD-A066516]	 p0502 N79-25251 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft structures 
(AD-A068699]	 p0589 1179-29138 
Centralizing Air Force aircraft component repair 
in the field can provide significant savings 
(P8-295320/6)	 p0701 1179-32154 
If Amy helicopter maintenance is to be ready for 
wartime, it must be made efficient and effective 
in peacetime 
[PB-295300/8)	 p0712 N79-33155 
MALFUNCTIONS 
Commercial parachutes --- from safety standpoint 
[AIAA 79-0458)	 p0264 679-26661 
Determination of the probability of consequences 
of aircraft-system malfunctions in the 
evaluation of flight safety levels
p0687 A79-52144 
Investigation of the cross-ship comparison 
monitoring method of failure detection in the 
HIHAT RPRV --- digital control techniques using 
airborne microprocessors 
[NASA-CR-144879]	 p0091 1179-12064 
NAN MACHINE 51572115 
Experimental design for real-time simulations of 
air traffic control concepts
p0017 A79-.11481 
Nan-machine interface --- aircraft control and 
displays
p0055 A79-13250 
Onboard navigation and flight control integrated 
system architecture
p0055 #79-13251 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
•guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
[DGLR PAPER 78-135] 	 p0061 79-14085 
Flight simulators --- Russian book
p0067 #79-14475 
Flight profile investigation for microwave landing 
system
p0076 A79-16162 
Conflict warning for the radar controller in air 
traffic control
p0116 679-17685 
Helicopter combat mission simulator 
(ABS 78-131	 p0120 A79-18139 
Pilot night vision system /PRVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /AAH/ 
(ABS 7816)	 p0120 679-18142 
A versatile approach to cockpit management --- for 
military helicopter control and display avionics 
[ABS 78-171	 p0120 679-18143 
Correlation aspects of helicopter flight mechanics 
and pilot behaviour
p0132 679-18667 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0186 A79-20792 
AIC operations in first decade of en route 
automation
p0284 679-23582 
Integrated ATC development - The next decade: The 
controller's viewpoint
p0204 A19-23583 
Touch entry device for air traffic control 
p0205 679-23590 
Real-time simulation in air traffic control 
p0207 679-23850 
FAA remote terminal system frequency assignment 
model
p0250 679-25323
Flight deck alarm systems
p0252 #79-25541 
TDS - A preliminary design System for turbines 
(SAE PAPER 780999]	 p0255 A79-25882. 
Interactive microprogrammable control display unit 
/IMP CDU/ --- LEDs in aircraft cockpits 
p0331 679-29477 
Design benefits from V/STOL control/display 
simulation program at Lockheed
p0331 A79-29479 
Semiautomatic control of aircraft: Systems of

manual aircraft control --- Russian book 
p0406 679-345011 
Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0460 A79-37046 
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments 
p0465 #79-38817 
Development of a control wheel steering mode and 
suitable displays that reduce pilot workload and 
improve efficiency and safety of operation in 
the terminal area and in windshear 
(6166 79-1887)	 p0573 #79-45414 
A deterministic investigation of strapped down 
navigation system accuracy
p0621 679-48695 
Helmet mounted display and might development 
(ABS 79-17]	 p0628 A79-49070 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
(ABS 79-26]	 p0629 679-49078 
Handling quality and display requirements for low 
speed and hover in reduced flight visibility 
(ABS 79-29]	 p0630 679-49081 
Role of Numerical control Design in the computer 
aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky 
[ABS 79-30]	 p0630 679-49082 
Comment on 'Flight test of stick force stability 
in attitude-stabilized aircraft'
- p0641 #79-49925 
The T 6 E simulator - A comparison with flight 
test results
p0643 679-50169 
Military considerations for helicopter flight 
controls
p0692 A79-53628 
Air traffic control and C/3/I - A comparative 
analysis 
(6166 79-1917)	 p0698 A79-54390 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional objects 
helicopter design
p0374 1179-20762 
Research on visual display integration for 
advanced fighter aircraft 
[AD-6069605]	 p0653 1179-30184 
Open/closed loop identification of stability and 
control characteristics of combat aircraft 
p0659 1179-30232 
ONERA's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 1179-30242 
MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
A case study in design - The Gossamer Condor 
p0460 679-37050 
MANAGEMENT 
NT CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
NT CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
NT DATA MANAGEMENT 
NT ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
NT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
NT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
NT INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
NT LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT 
NT PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
NT PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
NT RESEARCH MANAGEMENT 
NI SAFETY- MANAGEMENT 
NT SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1280]	 p0509 A79-40486 
Federal Energy Data System (FEDS) technical 
documentation 
(PB-281815/1)	 p0050 1179-12542 
Airplane responsive engine selection (ARES). 
Volume 1: ARES user guide 
(AD-A057392]	 p0094 1179-12090 
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Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Training requirements analysis model (TRANOD) 
volume 1 
[AD-A068874]	 p0716 N79-33202
MANAGEMENT METHODS 
Maintainability by design --- tnrboshaft engine 
management
p0074 A79-15410 
Air traffic control by distributed management in a 
MiS environment
p0244 879-17499 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
Overview 
[AD-A068380)	 p0579 N79-28129 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
(AD-A068381)	 p0580 879-28130 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 4: 
Software manual 
[AD-A068383)	 p0580 '879-28131 
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
NT PROJECT PLANNING 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 A79-26725 
Fundamental problems and methods for improving 
systems for planning the development of civil 
aviation
p0335 A79-29772 
Considerations in local administration of airports 
in Canada
p0363 A79-30941 
The FAA's airport landside model: Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
(AD-A051145)	 p0167 879-14115 
The application of system dynamics to a managerial 
model of aeronautical systems division 
[AD-A059312]	 p0169 879-14919 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 879-25408 
Forecast of future aviation fuels. Part 1: 
Scenarios 
[NASA-CR-158871)	 p0597 879-29354
Financing the capital requirements of the OS 
airline industry in the 1980's 	 - - 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Development of the L-1011 flight management system 
p0300 879-18895 
MANEUVERABILITY 
Study of the integration of active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load 
control, and direct control of lift 
[OGLE PAPER 78-111] 	 p0060 A79-14069
The Total In-Flight Simulator (TIPS) aerodynamics 
and systems: Description and analysis 
maneuver control and gust alleviators 
[NP.SA-CR-158965]	 p0166 879-14113
TS-2A airtanker evaluation, phase 2 --- flight 
tests to determine maneuverability and 
controlability for forest fire service 
(AD-A060940)	 p0172 879-15034
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology 
remotely piloted research vehicle
p0236 879-16871 
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability 
through employment of control configured vehicle 
technology
p0658 879-30225 
MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLAN!S 
MANEUVERS 
NT AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS 
NT EVASIVE ACTIONS 
MANNED SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLANES 
NT SPACE SHUTTLES 
A new dimension in • SAR' --- manned spacecraft 
search and rescue operations
p0067 79-14427 
MANPOWER 
NT SCIENTISTS 
MANUAL CONTROL 
NT VISUAL CONTROL
Semiautomatic control of aircraft: Systems of
manual aircraft control --- Russian book 
p0406 A79-34504 
S jdestick/Throttle Controller - An alternate 
approach
p0464 A79-38476 
Development of a control wheel steering mode and 
suitable displays that reduce pilot workload and 
improve efficiency and safety of operation in 
the terminal area and in windshear 
(AIAA 79-1887)	 p0573 A79-45414 
The optimal control frequency response problem in 
manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0244 879-17476 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control --- stability augmentation 
using manual control	 - 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12268-1]	 p0367 879-20136 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
tNASA-CR-31451	 p0672 879-31222 
MANUALS 
NT USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS) 
An evaluation of a new format for ejection 
information in a NATOPS manual 
[AD-A056910]	 p0035 879-10037 
Principles of jet engine operation 
[AD-A056158]	 p0046 879-11050 
Improvements to the FATOLA computer program 
including noseuheel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 
[NASA-TM-78768]	 p0162 819-14081 
VOLAP: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recover from small 
ships. Volume 2: Appendices 
[AD-A066173]	 p01185 879-23955 
MANUFACTURING 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 A79-12824 
Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas 
turbine engines
p0189 A79-20884 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1 alloy forgings 
p0517 A79-42245 
Role of Numerical Control Design in the computer 
aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky 
EARS 79-30]	 p0630 A79-49082 
Model 206L composite litter door 
[ABS 79-31]	 p0630 A79-49083 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
[AD-A058954]	 p0109 879-13861 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. 
Aircraft installation processes 
[AD-A062683]	 p0370 879-20303 
Similitude, manufacturing, identification, and 
instrumentation of test models --- aircraft models 
tAAAF-NT-78-24]	 p0440 879-23120 
MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE	 - 
Meeting the challenge of precise navigation during 
nap-of-the-earth flight 
EARS 79-12]	 p0627 A7949065 
MAPPING 
NT PHOTOMAPPING 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
[AD-A068747 3 	 p0582 879-28166 
MAPS 
NT METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS 
NT RADAR MAPS 
NT RELIEF MAPS -	 - 
Electronic maps for tomorrow's cockpits --- for 
terrain navigation
p0334 A79-29734 
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
[AIAA 79-1571]	 p0521 A79-42379 
Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft 
operational environment of DO 963 class ships 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1677] 	 p0688 A79-52549 
MARINE NAVIGATION 
USURFACE NAVIGATION 
MARINE PROPULSION 
Status of the FT9 engine condition monitor system 
/ECM/ 
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p0080 179-16441 
LM2500 condition and performance monitoring system 
gas turbine for ship propulsion
p0080 179-16442 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by large amplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility
p0137 179-19834 
Marine spey -SM1A propulsion module 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-58]	 o0196 179-22337 
Gas turbines for ICy 's and hydrofoils
p06O4 A79-47845 
Jet propulsion for ICR's and hydrofoils 
p0604 179-47847 
BARTER RUDDERS 
Folded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
(1111 79-1682)	 p0569 179-45344 
BARINE TECHNOLOGY 
Naval architectural considerations in the design 
of a helicopter 
(lilA 79-20131	 p0692 179-53622 
BARIJE TRANSPORTATION 
Sea behaviour prediction of helicopters through 
free model tests
p0132 179-18670 
RARITIES COEHUETCATION SATELLITE (ESA) 
U MAROTS (ESA) 
RARITIES ORBITAL TEST SATELLITE 
U NAROTS (ESA)	 - 
RARITIES SATELLITES 
IT MAROTS (ESA) 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
p0111 179-17090 
Goodyear aerospace conceptual design maritime 
patrol airship ZP3G 
[AD-A068489)	 p0590 879-29150 
MARKET RESEARCH 
Factors and tradeoffs affecting ram-air parachutes 
designed for civilian personnel applications 
[1111 79-0457]	 p0264 179-26660 
How to get the world airborne --- market research 
and aircraft design for air transportation in 
developing countries 
(lilA 79-06951	 p0276 179-27360 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
(lilA 79-08421	 p0404 179-33829 
Some main points about general-aviation design 
practice
p0460 179-37047 
Design criteria for airline operation 
[1111 PAPER 79-1849] 	 p0634 179-49337 
A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
route authority
p0697 179-54280 
Engine requirements for future general aviation 
aircraft
p0221 879-15968 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS) 
volume 1 
[NASA-C9-158915]	 p0289 N79-17822 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS) 
volume 2 
[NASA-CR-158916]	 p0289 819-17823 
Cargo/logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS) 
executive summary 
(NASA-CR-158959]	 p0289 879-17824 
Study of future world markets for agricultural 
aircraft 
(NASA-CP-158937]	 p0377 879-21000 
MARKETING 
Airbus picks up speed - and the junior 1310 takes 
off
p0459 179-36774 
The European Airbus has definitively penetrated 
the world market
p0516 179-42062 
Additional analyses of air carried load factors 
and competition 
(PB-289577/9]	 p0380 879-21032 
HARKING 
Airfield marking paints state-of-the-art 
(P11-80-78-104]	 p0294 879-17876 
Design procedure for aircrew station labeling 
selection and abbreviation
p0656 879-30208
BAROTS (251) 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
p0111 179-17090 
BARS (PLANET) 
A Mars Airplane. . . Oh really --- aerospaceplane 
design for Mars exploration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0067]	 p0140 179-19516 
MARYLAND 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland 
approach and experience
p0409 179-34974 
BASS PU.TEBS 
U FLUID FILTERS 
BASS PLOW 
Thrust and mass flow characteristics of four 36 
inch diameter tip turbine fan thrust vectoring 
systems in and out of ground effect 
[NASA-CE-152239]	 p0542 879-26056 
BASS PLOW BARR 
A generalized 'capacity-pressure-rotational 
velocity' equation for axial turbines 
p0316 179-28718 
BASS TRANSFER 
Study of mass transfer between the primary zone 
and secondary air jets in gas turbine engine 
combustion chambers
p0526 179-42558 
BASS ACHUSETTS 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport --- airfield 
surface movements 
(P11-180-77-5)	 p0237 879-16881 
BATCHED FILTERS 
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance 
p0684 179-514611 
BATERIM. BEBOVAL (HACHIWING) 
U MACHINING 
MATERIALS HANDLING 
IT GROUND HANDLING 
Material developments for airline safety - Impact 
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 179-43277 
Design and analysis of an active jet control 
system for helicopter sling loads 
(BASA-TP-1397)	 p0221 879-15970 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks - 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: 
Warm weather conditions 
(AD-A069339)	 p0597 879-29364 
MATERIALS SCIENCE 
Materials problems in gas turbine engine 
technology; Colloquium, Munich, West Germany, 
October 27, 28, 1977, Report
p0509 179-40676 
Advances in materials technology through the BMVg 
- Goals, problems and main points of interest 
p0509 179-40677 
Development of materials and processes for engine 
components - Current and future points of interest 
p0509 179-40680 
Handbook on aircraft materials and their 
application technology
p0612 179-48311 
MATERIALS TESTS 
Laboratory fire testing of cabin materials used in 
commercial aircraft
p0211 179-24177 
Current work in materials and 
methods-of-construction research --- composite 
and ceramic materials for aerospace systems 
p0332 179-29591 
Installation for studying fatigue strength of 
materials in acoustic loading --- for aircraft 
skins
p0473 179-39070 
High strength fibers .for lighter-than-air craft 
(lIlA 79-1601]	 p0523 179-42395 
Overage indicators for prepreg products 
materials performance for military aircraft 
p0530 179-43253 
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft 
passenger seat materials, phase 2 
[NASA-CE-1521841	 p0089 879-12048 
MATHEMATICAL LOGIC 
IT ALGORITHMS 
IT FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS) 
IT LATTICES (MATHEMATICS) 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
Cascade - Queue model of airport users 
(SAE PAPER 780518) 	 1 p00014 179-10394 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine 
combustion chamber flows 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1421	 p0009 179-10797 
Calculation of transonic flows around wings 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-125]	 p0015 179-11132 
An instrumentation modeling technique used in the 
identification of aerodynamic coefficients from 
flight test data 
[IA? PAPER 78-99)	 p0016 179-11239 
Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine 
thermogasdynamics on the basis of prototype 
elements. I
p0028 179-12951 
Flight simulators --- Russian book
p0067 179-14475 
Nigh angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive control 
p0070 A79-15020 
Operational influence on avionics reliability 
p0073 179-15385 
Analytical representation of turbine 
characteristics in a form convenient for 
computer-aided computation of gas-turbine engine 
parameters
p0083 179-16802 
A study of the blown flap/jet flap analogy 
(1111 PAPER 79-01191 	 p0142 179-19544 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0359) 	 p0147 179-19688 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
rAIAA PAPER 79-0400] 	 p0148 179-19710 
Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter 
impulsive noise
p0197 179-22474 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 179-22475 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
[1111 PAPER 79-0070)	 p0201 179-23541 
On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic flows 
[1111 PAPER 79-00711	 p0201 179-23542 
Measurement and analysis of airport emissions 
p0206 179-23741 
Updated model assessment of pollution at major 
U.S. airports
p0206 179-23745 
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the 
computation of inviscid potential or rotational 
transonic flows
p0259 179-26487 
Noise transmission - Turboprop problem 
(AAA PAPER 79-0645) 	 p0271 179-26933 
Perspectives of technological development for 
helicopters 
(AIAA 79-0701]	 p0276 179-27364 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
[hAl PAPER 79-062]	 p0318 179-28967 
Hugoniot pressure loading in soft body impacts 
of aircraft 
fAIAA 79-0782]	 p0321 179-29026 
Numerical modelling of the combustion of fuel 
sprays in three ,dimensional can combustors 
(lIlA 79-70221	 p0329 A79-29395 
Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic 
servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor 
p0348 179-32027 
A basic problem in the analytical designing of 
aircraft gas turbine engines. I
p0348 179-32036 
Modeling the sensitivity of a linear system to a 
decrease in its order by the method of 
infinitesimal transformation in the problem of 
yaw control
p0348 179-32040 
In-flight captive store loads compared with 
wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations 
p0407 A79-34595 
Some possible applications of identification 
theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft 
communication
p0451 179-36589 
Design of quiet efficient propellers 
(SIB PAPER 790584]	 p0454 179-36719 
A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and 
electro-mechanical actuators for general 
aviation flight controls 
(SIB PAPER 790623]	 p0458 A79-36751 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0463 A79-38137 
Development of a gas turbine combustor dilution 
zone design analysis 
(kIll PAPER 79-11941	 p0468 179-38979 
Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion 
induced forces in ground effect 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1281]	 p0471 179-39017 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 A79-39912 
Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat 
transfer nodes 
(1111 PAPER 79-11241	 p0508 A79-40476 
Mathematical model of the oscillatory cycle 
associated with nonsteady interaction of a 
supersonic jet with a barrier
p0515 A79-42007 
Dilatational model of noise from a moving jet in 
terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer 
notion
p0516 A79-42053 
Near field problems in three-dimensional panel 
methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
characteristics
p0536 179-43779 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft 
stability 
[lilA 79-1638]	 p0567 179-45318 
The prediction of the turbulent flow field about 
an isolated airfoil 
[1111 PAPER 79-1543]	 p0577 179-46719 
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine 
engines using element prototypes. I
p0601 A79-46997 
Performance modelling methods --- in flight test 
programs
p0642 179-50167 
Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft 
operational environment of OD 963 class ships 
[1111 PAPER 79-16771	 p0688 179-52549 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic 
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
p0695 A79-54031 
On modeling sensitivity of a linear system to 
reduction of its order by the infinitesimal 
transformation method in the yaw motion control 
problem
p0695 A79-54044 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume 1. 
A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0787/8]	 p0035 879-10043 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume2. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[ NTIS/PS-78/0788/6]	 p0035 N79-10044 
The 737 aircraft flammability testing
p0087 1479-12030 
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on 
highly swept wings 
[NASA-CE-3022]	 p0099 N79-13006 
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in thin airfoil 
cascades 
[AD-A059118]	 p0158 1479-14029 
Development and validation of a piloted simulation 
of a helicopter and external sling load 
[NASA-TP-1285]	 p0162 N79-14083 
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) Cost model, volume 2 
[AD-A059516]	 p0164 1479-14094 
Plight test design for CH-47 parameter 
identification 
[NASA-CE-158948]	 p0171 879-15025 
Identification of the stability parameters of an 
aeroelastic airplane
p0177 1479-15077 
Mathematical models of aircraft dynamics for 
extreme flight conditions (theory and experiment) 
p0179 1479-15087 
Advanced Digital Simulator system (ADSS) 
modeling sensors and their operating environments 
(10-1059536)	 p0181 879-15103 
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Non-Gaussian structure of the simulated turbulent 
environment in piloted flight simulation 
p0223 879-15980 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
[NLR-NP-77016-U]	 p0232 879-16835 
Pressure modeling of vertically burning aircraft 
materials 
[RC78-BT-29)	 p0238 879-16932 
Carbon fiber dispersion models used for risk 
analysis calculations
p0296 879-18080 
Airport vicinity air pollution model. Abbreviated 
version users guide 
[FAA-RD-78-111]	 p0298 879-18475 
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter 
models 
tAD-A0619421	 p0302 879-18957 
Flow modelling and aerodynamic design techniques 
for centrifugal compressors
p0308 879-19386 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design --- computerized design 
p0309 879-19388 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
(Afl-A062155]	 p0364 879-20106 
Steady state behaviour of a cable used for 
suspending a sonar body from a helicopter 
FARL/AERO-BEPT-149] 	 p0372 879-20400 
The impact of changing technology on the demand 
for air transportation 
[NASA-CP-12191]	 p0418 879-22065 
Application of model algorithmic control to a 
lightly damped single input single output system 
(AD-A064222]	 p0425 879-22115 
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation

of commercial jet aircraft noise near airports 
p0428 879-22851 
Computer formulations of aircraft models for 
simulation studies 
[NASA-TP-1470]	 p0430 879-23008 
The production function and airframe cost estimation 
[AD-A065570]	 p0485 879-23952 
A simplified rotor system mathematical model for 
piloted flight dynamics simulation 
[NASA-TB-785753	 p0487 879-23977 
Recent experience in the development and 
application of ICC models
p0502 879-25410 
Development of a research plan for the improvement 
of aerodynamic models for analysis of ballistic 
range data 
(AD-R067950]	 p0539 879-26029 
Trends in reliability modeling technology for 
fault tolerant systems 
(NASATN-80089]	 p0544 879-26810 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation
p0555 879-27180 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
[ARL/AEEO-NOTE-379]	 p0580 W79-28144 
A study of altimeter-controlled terrain-following 
systems
p0582 879-28162 
The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: A 
survey of mathematical formulations and 
numerical models with an outline of the new 
British aerospace scheme
p0586 879-28475 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
(AD-A0672421	 p0595 879-29197 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 2: Data validation 
procedures 
[AD-A0672 113]	 p0595 879-29198 
ONERA5 model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 879-30242 
Global enclosure fire modeling with applications 
p0667 879-31172 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
[AD-A070128]	 p0669 879-31200 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow
[AD-A069884]	 p0671 879-31216 
The transonic oscillating flap 
[AD-A070022]	 p0705 819-32200 
Aircraft design loads due to non-stationary 
atmospheric turbulence patches 
(RLB-TR-78073-9)	 p0707 879-32216 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS): 
Training requirements analysis model (TRANOD) 
volume 1 
[AD-A068474]	 p0716 879-33202 
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
IT DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
IT NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 
IT QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING, 
Wing shape optimization for maximum cross-country 
speed, with mathematical programming 
p0480 879-23899 
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT EIGEBVAL0ES 
IT EIGENVECTORS 
RI STIFFNESS MATRIX 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-5A wing 
loading alleviation
pOOlO A79-14977 
An aircraft simulation using a product of 
exponetitials as matrizant
p0466 A79-38885 
An efficient algorithm for computing the 
Q-guidance matrix 
(AD-A064816]	 p0419 879-22074 
Equation modifying program, L219 (50800). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
[NASA-CE-2856)	 p0665 879-31153 
A program for calculating load coefficient 
matrices utilizing the force summation method, 
L218 (LOADS). Volume 2: Supplemental system 
design and maintenance document 
[NASA-CR-2854]	 p0665 879-31155 
Investigation of inverse Vandernonde matrix 
calculation for linear system applications 
adaptive flight control systems 
[AD-A069241]	 p0672 879-31225 
MATRIX ANALYSIS 
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS) 
MATRIX METHODS 
Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings 
p0696 A79-54051 
MATRIX STRESS CALCULATION 
U MATRIX METHODS 
MAX HOIST! NH-262 AIRCRAFT 
U 88-262 AIRCRAFT 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 579-14974 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
[AIAA PAPER 79-04003	 p0148 A79-19710 
Estimation of reliability from multiple 
independent grouped censored samples with 
failure times known
p0206 579-23643 
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter 
identification and state estimation 
(AISA 79-16361	 p0567 A79-45316 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
[AIAR 79-17021	 p0570 A79-45357 
Digital adaptive control laws for VIOL aircraft 
p0612 A79-48000 
Nultisensor integration for defensive fire control 
surveillance
p0615 579-48610 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraction
p0644 A79-50306 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
p0645 579-50433 
Recent results in parameter identification for 
high angle-of-attack stall regimes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-16401	 p0688 A79-52548 
Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
estimation methods --- equation error and 
maximum likelihood methods 
[NASA-TP-1306]	 p0360 879-20071 
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Stability and control derivative estimates 
obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 
aircraft 
[NASA-TN-72863]	 p0367 N79-20134 
Determination of the stability and control 
derivatives for the variable-response research 
aircraft using a modified maximum likelihood 
estimator 
[AD-4063270]	 p0384 179-21082 
Important factors in the maximum likelihood 
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microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0070 179-14978 
Structural Integrity Recording System for 
helicopters 
EARS 78-571	 p0125 A79-18178 
Microprocessor control of aircraft DMF 
p0193 179-21965 
Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I 
p0214 P.79-24349 
Advances in avionics -- emphasizing 
microprocessor technology and integrated circuits 
[AIP.A PAPER 79-05621	 p0253 A79-25862 
New approaches concerning the implementation of 
radar target extractors with the aid of very 
fast microprogrammable data processors 
p0265 A79-26754 
Practical on-engine' microprocessor control and 
monitoring systems for gas turbines 
EASME PAPER 79-GT-181]	 p0396 179-32440 
Hyperbolic positioning per se is passe 
navigation computations from range measurements 
using microprocessor
p0447 179-36070 
Digital flight control research using 
microprocessor technology
p0465 A79-38533 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0465 A79-38882 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 A79-40664 
Multivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 P.79-41113 
A multi microprocessor flight control system 
design principles 
[P.IAA 79-1700]	 p0569 A79-45355 
Microprocessor-based digital autopilot development 
for the XBQM-106 Nini-RPV
p0614 179-48608 
Built in test of 1/0 converters - Present 
approaches and recommendations for improved BIT 
effectiveness --- in airborne radar systems 
p0616 A79-48621 
A microprocessor system for flight control research 
p0616 P.79-48623 
The impact of low cost micro-processors on 
airborne navigation systems
p0679 A79-51048 
A multi microprocessor flight control system - 
Architectural concepts 
[P.11k 79-1925]	 p0698 P.79-54392 
Flight tests of a microprocessor control system 
[AIAA 79-1962]	 p0698 A79-54412 
Distributed microprocessors in avionics systems 
[AIAA 79-1965]	 p0698 A79-54413 
The application of microprocessor technology to 
in-flight computation
p0480 N79-23902 
Design of a milti-microprocessor system for 
real-time aircraft simulation
p0599 N79-29800 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot workload
p0656 N79-30210 
MICROPROGRAMMING 
Interactive microprogrammable control display unit 
/IMP CDU/ --- LEDs in aircraft cockpits 
p0331 179-29477 
MICROSCOPY 
NT ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
MICROSTEIP TRANSMISSION LINES 
A model for calculating the radiation field of 
microstrip antennas
p0315 P.79-28422 
!icrostrip antenna elements for use in 
hemispherically scanned arrays 
[AD-P.068566]	 p0557 N79-27366 
MICROSTRUCTURE 
Influence of thermomechanical treatment on 
microstructure and mechanical properties of high 
strength aluminum alloys 
[DLR-FB-77-50]	 p0048 N79-11203 
Meat treatment of P/N nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0442 R79-23254 
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MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
IICROVISION LANDING AID 
Plight, profile investigation for microwave landing 
system
p0076 A79-16162 
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
NT LENS ANTENNAS 
NT SLOT ANTENNAS 
Polish radar developments
p0002 A79-10283 
A yaw stabilised S.A.N. aerial
p0003 A79-10364 
Aerial isolation - a study of the interaction 
between co-sited aerials --- transmitting and 
receiving aircraft antennas
p0574 A79-46240 
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT 
NT LENS ANTENNAS 
NT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
NT MICROWAVE INTERTEECEETERS 
NT MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 
NT SLOT ANTENNAS 
An experimental passive microwave attitude 
measurement system for escape system steering 
p0403 A79-33637 
Airborne microwave ECM
p0637 A79-49554 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES 
NT EXTREMELY NIGH FREQUENCIES 
NT SUPEDHIGH FREQUENCIES 
MICROWAVE INTERPEROMETEBS 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
p0414 A79-39602 
MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS 
NT MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 
Theory and experiments on precision L band DEE 
for use with MLS in ATC
pO054 A79-13241 
Precision DEE at L-band using phase-coded 
transmission
p0055 A79-13245 
System for confirming ILS or HIS for Cat III type 
landing without decision height
p0056 A79-13262 
MLS in the United States --- using Time Reference 
Scanning Beam for aircraft landing
p005€ A79-13263 
Development of a microwave mnitilateration system 
for VTOL landing guidance
p0056 179-13273 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
[DGLP PAPER 78-135] 	 p0061 A79-14085 
MILECS - An integrated navigation and air traffic 
control system for the future needs of 
international aviation 
(OGLE PAPER 78-1361	 p0062 P.79-14086 
DAS for TMA navigation -- ONE Azimuth System for 
Terminal Maneuvering Area 
(DGLR PAPER 78-137] 	 p0062 A79-14087 
A new L-band MLS/DNE with high accuracy 
p008i 179-16537 
The new microwave landing systems and their growth 
potential
p0116 A79-17686 
The economic superiority of integrated navigation 
systems, represented for MILECS --- Microwave 
Integrated Landing/Enroute navigation and air 
traffic Control System
p0116 R79-17687 
The HIS approach and landing system
p0151 A79-20050 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 A79-20559 
Plying NASA's Terminal Configured Vehicle against 
the Microwave Landing System
p0260 A79-26534 
Siting criteria for HIS stations. II
p0281 P.79-28184 
Advanced application of the EADGE approach aid 
offshore
p0399 179-33457 
Advanced braking controls for business aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 7905991	 p0455 P.79-36731 
Application oriented simulation as a tool for the 
planning of radio beacon systems --- for 
aircraft communications
(OGLE PAPER 79-042]	 p0519 A79-42368 
Increasing effectiveness of piloting systems by

modern methods of digital signal processing 
[OGLE PAPER 79-046]	 p0520 A79-42372 
Onboard methods for increasing landing approach 
capacity upon introduction of HIS 
[OGLE PAPER 79-047]	 p0520 A79-42373 
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave 
landing system L-band precision DEE
p0621 A79-48692 
Advances in decelerating steep approach and 
landing for helicopter instrument approaches 
EARS 79-16]	 p0628 P.79-49069 
Construction of electronic models of microwave 
landing systems
p0684 A79-51266 
System Capacity of the approach- and landing aid 
SETAC
p0694 P.79-53855 
Status of the Federal Aviation Administration's 
microwave landing system 
(PB-287275/2]	 p0217 N79-15936 
Air traffic control by distributed management in a 
HIS environment
p0244 N79-17499 
Algorithms and logic for incorporating HIS back 
azimuth information into the NASA TCV. B-737 
airplane area navigation system 
[NASA-TM-80039]	 p0291 N79-17843 
Plying NASA's terminal configured vehicle against 
the microwave landing system
p0300 N79-18894 
Theory and experiments on precision L-band DEE 
(PUB-44-1977)	 p0549 B79-27124 
GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all weather 
approach
p0657 N79-30213 
Flight performance of the TCV B-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TRSB/NLS guidance 
[NASA-TM-80148]	 p0667 1179-31186 
Multipath propagation measurement by Doppler 
technique
p0675 N19-31478 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
London (Gatwick) Airport, August 1977 
[RAE-TR-78124]	 p0704 N79-32194 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
Manchester International Airport, 
October/November 1977 
[RAE-TR-78144]	 p0704 N79-32195 
Microwave landing systems. Citations from the 
NEtS data base -- a bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0777/7]	 p011l N79-33186 
Microwave landing systems. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base --- a bibliography 
with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0778/5]	 p0714 N79-33187 
MICROWAVE RADIATION 
U MICROWAVES 
MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 
HIS in the United States --- using Time Reference 
Scanning Beam for aircraft landing
p0056 A79-13263 
Evaluation of the navigation performance of 
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
(AIAA 79-17081	 p0570 A79-45362 
Test evaluation of phase III Bendix basic narrow 
and small community time reference scanning beam 
microwave landing system 
[FAA-RD-78-1271	 p0231 N79-16829 
MICROWAVE SENSORS 
The application of pulsed 'G' band radio 
altimeters to modern military aircraft 
p0638 P.79-49590 
MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 P.79-17095 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
[AIAA 79-1606]	 p0525 A79-42405 
The servoed modulation PECW radar altimeters in 
military applications
p0638 A79-49589 
Solar thermal aerostat research station /STARS/ 
[TAP PAPER 79-35]	 p0691 P.79-53261 
Initial feasibility study of a microwave-powered 
sailplane as a high-altitude observation platform 
[NASA-TM-78809]	 p0157 N79-14015 
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Aircraft obstruction of microwave links 
[0B-292372/0]	 pO44 879-26288 
MICROWAVES 
NT MILLIMETER WAVES 
Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted 
microwave-powered sailplane used as a 
high-altitude observation 
[NASA-CR-159089]	 p0580 879-28134 
MICRO WEIGHING 
7 WEIGHT MEASUREMENT 
MIDAIR COLLISIONS 
NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISICNS 
A relative motion analysis of horizontal collision 
avoidance
p0065 879-14410 
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the 
proximity warning device
p0065 A79-14413 
NASA says FAA understates air crash risk 
p0349 A79-32240 
Beacon-based collision avoidance system - 
Experimental results
p0401 879-33606 
Factors in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
collision avoidance logic
p0401 A19-33607 
Technical calculation methods for automatic 
collision recognition and avoidance in air traffic 
[DGLR PAPER 79-035]	 p0519 A79-42362 
Experience in the analysis of real and simulated 
collisions and dangerous encounters in German 
airspace 
[OGLE PAPER 79-036]
	 p0519 879-42363 
Aircraft accident report	 Midair collision 
involving a Falcon JET, 8121GW, and a Cessna 
150M, 86423K, Memphis, Tennessee 
[NTSB-AAB-78-14]	 p0288 879-17821 
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions, 
US general aviation, 1977 - 
[RTSB-AMM-78-13]	 p0289 879-17829 
Report of the FAA task force on aircraft 
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive summary 
[AD-A067905]	 p0540 819-26042 
Aviation safety 
[GPO-37-810]	 p0592 879-29162 
BIG AIRCRAFT 
Soviet swing-wings --- MiG-23 fighter family 
characteristics
p0112 A79-11125 
MILITARY AIR FACILITIES 
Radar applications of millimeter waves 
p0081 879-16552 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 A79-26725 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 
[AD-A061297]	 p0230 879-16819 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
(BASH) at area C-62, Eglin AFB, FL 
[AD-A061371]	 p0230 879-16820 
DOD's commendable initial efforts to solve land 
use problems around airfields 
[PB-291617/9]	 p0426 879-22120 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
Dyess Air Force Base, Texas 
[80-8068026]	 p0540 879-26039 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
[AD-A069448]	 p0661 879-30246 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT 
NT B-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-3A AIRCRAFT 
NT E-4A AIRCRAFT 
Military engine usage monitoring developments in 
the United Kingdom 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-65]
	 p0008 879-10772 
Time-phased development methodology - The key for 
reliable engines in future military aircraft 
weapons systems 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-167]
	 p0010 A79-10807 
Impact of operational issues on design of advanced 
composite structures for Army helicopters 
p0013 879-10907 
Commercial test software development practices for 
military applications --- for avionics support 
equipment
p0023 879-12320
An economical approach to an accident information 
retrieval system /AIRS/
p0066 879-14419 
BIN data collection and reporting method 
Reliability Improved Warranty for military 
aircraft 
-	 p0072 879-15360 
Navigation systems for USAF aircraft through the 
year 2000
p0076 879-16159 
F-18 Hornet
p0115 879-17650 
Analytical designing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
systems --- Russian book
p0115 A19-17675 
The air-superiority fighter
p0118 879-18096 
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission 
application 
CARS 78-09]	 p0119 879-18135 
Tilt rotor aircraft and the U.S. Navy
p0133 879-18673 
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft and preliminary 
design of a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy 
subsonic V/STOL mission
p0133 879-18678 
Flight research capabilities of the NASA/Army 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0131 879-18703 
Kiebitz Do 34 - The German contribution to the 
ARGUS program --- tethered rotor platform for 
battlefield surveillance system
p0150 819-19897 
An analysis of the new construction regulations 
for military and civil aircraft construction 
with respect to the demonstration of 
serviceability 
[OGLE PAPER 78-1931 	 p0184 879-20494 
Army outlook - Flight control systems --- for 
helicopters
p0198 879-22772 
Introducing cost effectiveness into the tactical 
airplane design cycle in a cost effective manner 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0235]	 p0203 879-23568 
Strike Drone - A defense suppression concept using 
unmanned cruise/loiter/attack vehicle 
[SAE PAPER 781017]	 p0256 879-25894 
Shale oil - The answer to the let fuel 
availability question 
[SAE PAPER 7810271 	 p0257 879-25900 
Avionics systems needed to optimize V/STOL potential 
p0266 A79-26814 
New airborne armament systems --- multimission 
design requirements 
[1188 79-0697]	 p0276 819-27362 
Inertial navigation - A historical account with a 
description of a modern system
p0335 A79-29762 
Very large vehicles - To be or --- aircraft design 
concepts
p0338 879-30484 
Large-vehicle concepts --- aircraft design 
p0338 A79-30485 
Tactical pilotless aircraft - Do they really have 
a future
p0344 879-31236 
A research study into the reliability of various 
fuel, hydraulic and air conditioning components 
of military aircraft
p0400 879-33459 
Study of installed environment of various 
equipments in military aircraft
p0400 179-33460 
Aircrew experiences in USAF elections, 1971-1977 
p0401 879-33609 
Analyzing technology potential for strategic airlift 
[8188 79-08411	 p0404 879-33828 
Large wing-in-ground effect transport aircraft 
[8181 79-0845]	 p0404 879-33830, 
Strategic airlift vehicle concepts 
[AIAA 19-08501	 p0405 879-33833 
Advanced nuclear systems for large aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0852]	 p0405 879-33835 
Weapons for the black-box war 
Dassault-Breguet - The Mirage 2000
p0459 879-36914 
The impact of operational requirements on V/STOL 
propulsion concept selection 
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(AIAA PAPER 79-12831 	 p0471 179-39018 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 179-39912 
Contribution of the engine 8 & 0 community to 
reduced cost of ownership of Army helicopters 
(hAI PAPER 79-1360)	 p0511 A79-40769 
Nuclear aircraft innovations and applications 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0846] 	 p0515 A79-41913 
Alpha Jet - The Franco-German training and 
tactical support aircraft
p0516 179-42063 
Possibilities and limits of the application of 
estimation methods for development costs and 
equipment Unit prices of flight systems in 
preliminary design, planning, and evaluation tasks 
[DGLR PAPER 79-052] 	 p0517 A79-42348 
Ilyushin 'Candid' --- Soviet transport for 
enhanced air mobility and logistical support 
p0525 179-421123 
Overage indicators for prepreg products 
materials performance for military aircraft 
p0530 179-43253 
Fundamentals of design. II - VTO for combat aircraft 
p0535 179-43724 
State of the art in aircraft loads monitoring 
p0561 179-44453 
Propulsion system and airframe integration 
consideration for advanced air-to-surface aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-11201	 p0563 A79-44800 
Electric power system control techniques 
p0615 A79-118614 
Advanced EPV electrical systems
p0615 179-48615 
The effect of standardization of avionics software 
quality assurance
p0617 179-48648 
Evaluation o f selected class III requirements of 
MIL-P-87858 /ASG/, 'Plying Qualities of Piloted 
Airplanes'
p0646 179-50439 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft Technical overview, definitions and 
basic waveforms
p0680 179-51128 
The determination of margins of safety for 
critical aircraft systems --- electronic 
equipment EMC
p0690 A79-52887 
Military considerations for helicopter flight 
controls
p0692 179-53628 
Integrated Avionics Control System (IACS) 
[AD-A0564761	 p0037 1179-10056 
Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military 
airfields 
[AD-A058736]	 p0106 1179-13067 
Computerization of tactical aircraft performance 
data for fleet application 
(AD-A059912]	 p0162 1179-14087 
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and 
loaded pavement profiles 
[AD-A05978 7 ]	 p0163 1179-14088 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Mk.T5 
(ARC-P/N-38241	 p0220 1179-15956 
Air Force turbine engine emission survey. United 
States. Volume 1: Test summaries 
[AD-A061532]	 p0234 N79-16858 
US Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
volume 3: Engine model summaries 
(AD-A061483]	 p0235 1179-16859 
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine 
components in simulated operational environments 
(NLR-MP-78001-U]	 p0235 1179-16860 
A survey of communications in the high noise 
environment of Army aircraft
p0311 1179-19646 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. 
Aircraft installation processes 
tAD-A0626833	 p0370 1179-20303 
Some UK research studies of the use of wing-body 
strakes on combat aircraft configurations at 
high angles of attack
p0413 N79-21999 
Development of a NICAD battery interface unit 
for use on Army aircraft 
[AD-A064290]	 p0427 1179-22637
An appraisal of models used in life cycle cost 
estimation for USAF aircraft systems 
[AD-A064333]	 p0429 N79-22964 
Optimum frequencies for aircraft classification 	 - 
(AD-A065697]	 p0490 1179-24220 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics --- military 
aircraft 
(10-1066983]	 p0501 1179-25244 
Application of engine usage analysis to component 
life utilization
p0553 B79-27160 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, F! 1977 revision 
[AD-1068175]	 p0649 1179-30140 
Enforcer aircraft 
(GPO-32-569]	 p0651 1179-30174 
Design procedure for aircrew station labeling 
selection and abbreviation
p0656 1179-30208 
GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all weather 
approach
p0657 1179-30213 
Experimental methods for aircraft design 
qualifications in an exploding warhead environment 
[AD-A070381]	 p0706 1179-32203 
MILITARY AVIATION 
Support systems for advanced military electronics 
ATE design trends
p0023 A79-12305 
The AR/ARE-132 Navstar navigator
p0058 179-13276 
The challenge of new technology for avionics testing 
U.S. Air Force assessment
p0080 179-16443 
Thoughts on the future of military aviation. I 
[DGLR PAPER 78-184]	 p0151 179-20025 
In-flight refuelling and the world of the eighties 
/Second Sir Alan Cobham Memorial Lecture! 
p0186 A79-20790 
Army outlook - Plight control systems --- for 
helicopters
p0198 A79-22772 
The logistics of life cycle cost --- in operations 
and support systems for fighter aircraft 
p0205 A79-23628 
Displays for Army combat aviation
p0332 A79-29486 
The new P3C Orion aircraft with the RIAP 
p0349 179-32231 
Survey of the Cost estimation process used during 
the transporter design stage --- military aviation 
[DGLB PAPER 79-054]	 p0517 A79-42349 
The application of pulsed 'G' band radio 
altimeters to modern military aircraft 
p0638 179-49590 
MILITARY HELICOPTERS 
NT AH-64 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT HEAVE LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT OH-58 HELICOPTER 
NT 5-61 HELICOPTER 
NT UN-I HELICOPTER 
NT UH-60A HELICOPTER 
NT UH-614 HELICOPTER	 - 
A systemized approach to helicopter safety 
p0066 179-14418 
Development of an environmental design and test 
guide for Army rotary-wing aircraft
p0075 A79-16078 
Integrated computer-display system for modern 
anti-tank/combat helicopters
p0078 A79-16233 
MBB helicopters for the army
p0078 179-16234 
Important criteria for the definition and design 
of future helicopter powerplants
p0078 A79-16236 
Chief features of future helicopter avionics 
p0079 179-16238 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
images on head-up displays for night or 
all-weather operations --- for military 
helicopters
p0079 A79-16240 
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The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight 
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 *19-16241 
Lynx reliability and maintainability design and 
military service experience --- helicopter 
performance
p0079 *79-16242 
Improvement of safety for helicopter crews 
p0079 *79-162143 
Why the flAT chose the 'Gazelle/Hot' /SA-342 11/ as 
antitank helicopter
p0083 *79-16976 
Helicopter combat mission simulator 
(ABS 78-13]	 p0120 *79-18139 
Environmental vibration testing of helicopter 
stores and equipment to the procedures outlined 
in MIL-STD-810C 
(ABS 78-20]	 p0121 *79-18146 
Filament wound main rotor, blade - The Army's new 
production blade for, the AR-i 
(ABS 78-36]	 .	 p0123 *79-18162 
Testing of the TOW missile-configured AN-1T 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
(ABS 78-431	 p0123 *79-18166 
Generalizing helicopter flight test performance 
data /GENFLT/ 
(ABS 78-441	 p0123 *79-18167 
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology 
demonstrator engine --- turboshaft for military 
helicopters 
(ABS 78-47]	 '	 p0124 *79-18170 
The application of multiplex data transmission 
standards to medium sized military helicopters 
p0132 179-18664 
U.S. Army helicopter technology initiatives 
p0133 *79-18671 
The development and use of simulators for 
helicopter flight training in the Royal Navy 
p0186 179-20791 
Army outlook - Plight control systems --- for 
helicopters
p0198 *79-22772 
The Lynx transmission and Conformal gearing 
helicopter drive train 
[SAE PAPER 781041]	 '	 p0258 *79-25909 
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
(AIAA 79-0781]	 p0321 *79-29025 
Advanced technology applied to the 09-60* and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 A79-31172 
Copter windshields made tougher - Special coating 
extends life, adds safety
p0400 *79-33588 
Death by misadventure --- helicopter escape system 
proposals
p0404 *79-33640 
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 
helicopter
p0639 *79-149815 
Aircraft RAN (998/PH) data comparative analysis 
(AD-A056893]	 p0031 1179-10001 
Intensive tropic function testing 
[*D-A056416]	 p0039 1179-10440 
The effective acoustic environment of helicopter 
crewmen
p0040 1179-10850 
A static acoustic signature system for the 
analysis of dynamic flight information 
p0040 1179-10852 
*8-10 helicopter main rotor flow survey 
(AD-A057443]	 p0092 1179-12078 
BEt participation in the plan for assisting in the 
definition of Army helicopter electro-optical 
symbology 
[AD-A058730]	 p0102 1179-13042. 
Evaluation of aircraft equipment monitoring 
devices, procedures, and techniques 
(AD-A059846)	 p0163 1179-14092 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAB-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 1179-19643 
Comparative injury patterns in US Army helicopters 
p0311 1179-19654 
Engineering analysis of crash injury in army 
aircraft
p0312 1179-19655 
Assessment of the benefits of aircraft 
crashworthiness
p0312 1179-19657 
Helicopter crashworthy fuel systems and their 
effectiveness in preventing thermal injury 
p0312 1179-19660 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the TAH-64
p0312 579-19664 
Helicopter underwater escape trainer (9D5) 
p0313 1179-19665 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
[AD-1062155]	 p0364 1179-20106 
Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAH-64, advanced 
attack helicopter 
(AD-1064359]	 p0420 1179-22077 
Nap-of-the-earth communication program for US Army 
helicopters 
[10-1063089]	 p0490 1179-24232 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AR-is 
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared 
radiation suppressor and an AN/ALQ-1414 jammer 
[AD-A067757]	 p0541 1179-26047 
A flight investigation of basic performance 
characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter 
[NASA-TM-80112]	 p0547 1179-27097 
Electromagnetic compatibility (EEC) investigation 
on CR147 Chinook helicopter 
[REPT-5J30-4479-02]	 '	 pO582 1179-28169 
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
(NASA-CB-152291]	 p0649 1179-30138 
MI-lU helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
[AD-1069828]	 p0652 1179-30177 
A helicopter high definition rotor blade radar 
p0656 1179-30207 
Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
system for IFR conditions
p0656 1179-30209' 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
p0657 1179-30211 
Project NAYTOLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 1179-30212 
Implementation of flight control in an integrated 
guidance and control system
p0657 1179-30215 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 1179-30216 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CH-47C with 
fiberglass rotor blades with T55-L-712 engines 
(AD-1069891]	 '	 p0705 1179-32199 
Flight test results of a virtual image, pantograph 
mounted, control and display station 
[AD-1070290]	 p0706 1179-32207 
If Army helicopter maintenance is to be ready for 
wartime, it must be made efficient and effective 
in peacetime 
[PB-295300/81	 p0712 1179-33155 
Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 2: 
Details of 911 2 system used to acquire torque 
load data in Sea King helicopters 
(ARL/MECH-BIG-NOTE-372] .	 p0715 1179-33190 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AR-1S 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (AR-1S/ECAS) 
[AD-A071343]	 ,	 p07161179-33198 
MILITARY OPERATIONS 
NT COMBAT 
High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting 
for surface to surface cruise missiles 
(ABS 78-101	 p0119 A79-18136 
In-flight refuelling and the world of the eighties 
/Second Sir Alan Cobham Memorial Lecture/ 
p0186 *79-20790 
Lighter-than-air craft for strategic mobility 
[AIAA 79-1597]	 ,	 p0523 *79-42391 
Airship potential in strategic airlift operations 
(AIAA 79-1598)	 p0523 *79-42392 
Coast guard missions for lighter-than-air vehicles 
[AIAA 79-1570]	 , p0524 179-42403 
Distributed TDMA - An approach to 3TIDS phase II 
Time Division , Multiple Access Joint Tactical 
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Information Distribution System
p0638 179-49584 
The development and evaluation of a g seat for a 
high performance military aircraft training 
simulator
p0225 879-15994 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0359 879-20023 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
[AD-P.069297]	 p0674 879-31235 
If Army helicopter maintenance is to be ready for 
wartime, it must be made efficient and effective 
in peacetime. 
[P8-295300/8]	 p0712 879-33155 
MILITARY SPACECRAFT 
Navigation by satellites
p0357 P.79-32582 
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY 
20 hp mini-EPV demonstrator engine programs 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-200]	 p0011 P.79-10820 
CITS - Tomorrow's test system today --- Central 
Integrated Test System for B-i avionics 
p0079 179-16431 
TF 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness 
study
p0080 A79-164110 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 P.79-20559 
The potential of liquid hydrogen as a military 
aircraft fuel
p0186 P.79-20773 
Naval Air Development center's unique 
environmental test facilities
p0195 P.79-22161 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
P0213 P.79-29236 
Technology and the new look meet the F/A-18 radar 
reliability challenge 
(SAE PAPER 781029]	 p0256 P.79-25897 
Future avionics - Keeping capability up, costs down 
p0273 A79-27093 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of NiMAT 
[AIAA 79-0698]	 p0277 A79-27370 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources
p0279 P.79-27666 
Military fiber optics applications
p0280 A79-28040 
Changing criteria in military aircraft design /The 
67th Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial Lecture/ 
p0315 A79-28432 
Electronic maps for tomorrow's cockpits --- for 
terrain navigation
p0339 179-29734 
Inertial navigation - A historical account with a 
description of a modern system
p0335 A79-29762 
Advances in materials technology through the BMVg
- Goals, problems and main points of interest 
p0509 A79-40677 
Military-technology-related flight testing in the 
framework of D?VLR/BWB cooperation - Status and 
perspectives
p0512 P.79-91233 
Multiband antenna --- for tactical naval aircraft 
p0614 P.79-48596 
Application of instrument rotation in the 873 
standard inertial navigation system
p0621 179-48696 
Air Force modular automatic test equipment 
development program
p0624 P.79-48878 
Techniques for fault isolation ambiguity reduction 
in military avionics
p0625 P.79-48891 
VSCF aircraft electrical power --- Variable Speed 
•	 Constant Frequency
p0685 A79-51912 
USA? thrust in aircraft electrical power technology 
p0686 A79-51916 
Lightweight hydraulic systems development 
p0686 A79-51917
Total environment survivability methodology 
(P.0-1061888]	 p0303 N79-18971 
Army aircraft fire control systems performance 
evaluation 
[AD-A070758]	 p0715 879-33194 
MILLIMETER WAVES 
Radar applications of millimeter waves 
p0081 179-16552 
SEATRACKS - A millimeter wave radar fire control 
system
p0274 179-27144 
Millimeter airborne radar target detection and 
selection techniques
p0618 P.79-48665 
MINERALS 
NT GRAPHITE 
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
P. miniature air sonar altimeter --- for remotely 
piloted terrain following aircraft
p0067 179-19613 
MINICOMPUTERS 
DEED-EC - The new ATC system in the FRG 
Display of Extracted Radar Data-Minicomputer 
p02O4 A79-23589 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tolerant 
computer for aircraft control --- Software 
Implemented Fault Tolerant systems
p0252 P.79-25718 
Concept of modular software for the stepwise 
construction of radar data processing systems 
with minicomputers, taking into account as 
example the Airtrack System
p0265 P.79-26759 
A general aviation flight test application of the 
on-board computer 
[51! PAPER 790583]	 p0453 P.79-36718 
General aviation aircraft design for performance 
using small computers 
[SAE PAPER 790614] 	 p0457 179-36743 
Dual digital flight control redundancy management 
system development program 
(AIAA 79-1701]	 p0569 179-45356 
INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0645 179-50430 
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
minicomputer 
[NASA-TM78502]	 p0157 879-14011 
Modernization of the low speed wind tunnel at 
Breguet de Velizy: Measuring system modernization 
minicomputer T I 980P. 
[AAAF-NT-78-12]	 p0441 879-23122 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 2. P. bibliography with 
abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/031 2/3]
	
p0485 879-23959 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 3. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0313/1]	 p0486 R79-23960 
MINIMIZATION 
U OPTIMIZATION 
MINIMUM DRAG 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
bodies
p0528 A79-43166 
Minimization theory of induced drag subject to 
constraint conditions 
[RASP.-CR-3140]	 p0482 879-23923 
MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
Flight testing the PFIP
p0299 879-18889 
MIRRORS 
Deformable mirror surface control - Hardware, 
algorithms 
(AIAA 79-1757]	 p0571 P.79-45393 
MISS DISTANCE 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
(AIAA 79-1734]	 p0571 179-45377 
P. comparison of air-to-air missile guidance laws 
based on optimal control and differential game 
theory 
(AIP.A 79-1736]	 p0571 179-45378 
MISSILE ANTENNAS 
In-house exploratory development program on 
microstrip antennas 
[AD-1058899]	 p0107 879-13233 
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MISSILE COMPONENTS 
NT MISSILE ANTEENAS 
Wings
p0301 N79-18921 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space 
travel 
[RAH-LIB-TBANS-2003]	 p0385 N79-21201 
Aerodynamics of low aspect ratio wings 
p0432 879-23053 
Pressure distributions on three different 
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a 
wingless missile at mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail --- conducted in 
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel 
[14ASA-TM-80097-VOL-1] 	 p0547 819-27099 
Ultra-high-modulus graphite-epoxy conical shell 
development, supplement 
[AD-A069795]	 p0662 879-30335 
MISSILE CONFIGURATIONS 
Unconstrained supersonic cruise and maneuvering 
configuration concepts --- for long range 
air-ground and air-air missiles 
rAIAA PAPER 79-0220]	 p0144 A79-19606 
Goniometric aerodynamics: A different perspective: 
Description - Applications --- missile 
configurations 
(AIAA 79-1650)	 p0567 A79-115326 
Improved transonic nose drag estimates for the 
NSWC missile aerodynamic computer program 
[AD-A056795]	 p0034 N79-10030 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
computer program for determining aerodynamic 
coefficients and flow deflection 
BMVG-PRWT-77-27]	 p0287 P79-17814 
Bumblebee program. Aerodynamic data. Part 1: 
Supersonic flow field, pressure field, and panel 
load data for validation of computational methods 
(NASA-CR-3114)	 p0378 879-21009 
Bumblebee Program: Aerodynamic data. Part 4: 
uing loads at 'pch numbers 1.5 and 2.0 
missile config*ations 
(NASA-CS-3117]	 p0417 879-22041 
Effect of nose bluntness and afterbody shape on 
aerodynamic characteristics of a monoplanar 
missile concept with bodies of circular and 
elliptical cross sections at a Mach number of 2.50 
[NASA-TM-80055]	 p0538 879-26023 
MISSILE CONTROL 
Band spread effect of a Doppler miss distance 
measurement system --- for missile scoring system 
p0064 &79-14232 
High-performance VTOL for over-the-horizon targeting 
for surface to surface cruise missiles 
(ABS 78-10]	 p0119 A79-18136 
The aerodynamic effectiveness of split flare 
stabilizers 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0093] 	 p0141 A79-19529 
Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers 
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by 
a missile with proportional guidance 
(AIAA 79-1624]	 p0566 A79-45306 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
TAIAA 79-1734]	 p0571 A79-45377 
A comparison of air-to-air missile guidance laws 
based on optimal control and differential game 
theory 
(AIAA 79-17361	 p0571 A79-45378 
Complex quaternion notation in coordinate 
transformations --- missile launching 
aircraft-inertial space transformations 
p0619 A79-48681 
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance 
p0684 A79-51464 
SLXC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
[AD-A059028]	 p0100 W79-13021 
Stability and control characteristics of a 
monoplanar elliptic missile model at Mach 
numbers from 1.60 to 2.86 
[NASA-TP-1352]	 p0287 879-17808 
Global positioning system tactical missile guidance 
p0353 879-20013 
MISSILE DESIGN 
Optimizing finned pilotless flight vehicle design 
parameters
p0069 A79-14870 
Atmospheric Plight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979,
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 A79-45302 
The place of aerodynamics in the design process 
p0301 879-18933 
A brief review of air flight weapons
p0431 879-23051 
Aerodynamics of low aspect ratio wings 
p0432 879-23053 
Weapon/aircraft interactions
p0556 N79-27205 
MISSILE DETECTION 
NT RADAR DETECTION 
Multichannel infrared receiver performance -- for 
airborne detection of antiaircraft missiles 
p0410 A79-35210 
MISSILE GUIDANCE 
U MISSILE CONTROL 
MISSILE LAUNCHERS 
A comparison of air-to-air missile guidance laws 
based on optimal control and differential game 
theory 
[AIAA 79-17361	 p0571 A79-45378 
MISSILE RANGES 
The air combat maneuvering range /ACHE/, a new' 
approach to aircrew training
p0053 A19-13220 
MISSILE SIMULATORS 
Flight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL 
[SAND-78-8240]	 p0106 879-13068 
MISSII.! STABILIZATION 
U MISSILE CCNTPOL 
U STABILIZATION 
MISSILE TESTS 
Testing of the TOW missile-configured AR-1T 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
[ABS 78-43)	 p0123 P.79-18166 
Test technique development in interference free 
testing, flow visualization, and remote control 
model technology at Langleys Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel
p0679 A79-51093 
Canard-body-tail, missile test at angles of attack 
to 50 deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78441]	 p0086 879-12021 
MISSILE TRACKING 
Application of an extended Kalman filter to an 
advanced fire control system
p0070 A79-15018 
An improved lateral stability augmentation system 
for air-to-air tracking 
[AIAA 79-1773]	 p0512 179-45402 
MISSILE TB AJECTOBIES 
Wind tunnel simulation of the firing of missiles 
carried under aircraft 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-65]
	 p0535 A79-43622 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
tAD-A068747]	 p0582 879-28166 
MISSILES 
NT AIR IC AIR MISSILES 
NT AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES 
NT ANTITANK MISSILES 
NT CRUISE' MISSILES 
NT RAMJET MISSILES 
Hind-tunnel studies of the effects of simulated 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of
	 - 
airplanes and missiles
p0278 A79-27424 
Euromissile - An example of cooperation with 
respect to missiles
p0517 A79-42067 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
p0178 879-15080 
Analysis of base-flow problems during powered 
supersonic flight
p0301 879-18926 
Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical 
missiles
p0387 979-21437 
High angle of attack aerodynamics 
[AGARD-CP-247]	 p0413 N19-21996 
A brief review of air flight weapons
p0431 879-23051 
MISSION PLANNING 
A Mars Airplane . . - Oh really --- aerospaceplane 
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design for Mars exploration 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0067) p0140 A79-19516 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
(AIAA 79-1571)	 p0521 179-42379 
Modern rigid airships as sea control escort 
platforms 
[AlA?. 79-1575]	 p0521 A79-42382 
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities 
requirements - Row realistic are they 
[AHS 79-28]	 p0629 A79-49080 
NSEG: A segmented mission analysis program for 
low and high speed aircraft. Volume 3: 
Demonstration problems 
[NASA-CR-2809]	 p0378 N79-21001 
BIDS 
U MODULAR INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM 
MIXED FLOW 
U MULTIPHASE FLOW 
MIXERS 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, C, 
and D 
[AD-A057310/5]	 p0038 N79-10065 
MIXING 
NT LAMINAR MIXING 
NT TURBULENT MIXING 
MIXTURES 
NT a QUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
NT EMULSIONS 
NT EUTECTIC ALLOYS 
NT FOG 
NT GAS MIXTURES 
NT METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 
NT NICLEAR EMULSIONS 
NT SMOKE 
Reclamation of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures 
(AD-A071813]	 p0718 1179-33211 
MODAL RESPONSE 
Structural parameter identification from measured 
vibration data --- for digital simulation of 
multiple shaker test 
[AIAA 79-0829]	 p0323 A79-29045 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-108]	 p0392 179-32383 
Modal analysis of gas turbine buckets using a 
digital test system 
rASME PAPER 79-GT-128]	 p0393 119-32393 
New methods for ground-testing aeronautical 
structures 
(ONEPA, TP NO. 1979-87] 	 p0538 A79-43620 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
(IRS 79-18)	 p0628 179-49071 
Design and development of a system to measure the 
mode shapes of a vibrating, rotating helicopter 
blade in a vacuum
p0217 1179-15937 
Modal interpolation program, L215 (INTERP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CR-2847]	 p0702 1179-32164 
MODE OF VIBRATION 
U VIBRATION NODE 
MODE SHAPES 
U MODAL RESPONSE 
MODELS 
NT AIRCRAFT MODELS 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
NT DYNAMIC MODELS	 - 
NT ENVIRONMENT MODELS 
NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
NT SCALE MODELS 
NT SEMISPAN MODELS 
NT SPACECRAFT MODELS 
NT WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
Design, fabrication, and testing of brassboard 
model ATCRES based surface trilateration data 
acquisition subsystem 
(AD-A051188)	 p0160 N79-14061 
A study of requirements, model configurations, and 
test plans for air cushion system comparison tests 
[AD-A069006]	 p0585 1179-28373 
MODEMS 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSK
MOMENTS 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
p0386 119-31691 
Standard Avionics Modules (SAM) for existing modems 
[10-1065629]	 p0435 1179-23083 
MODES 
NT COUPLED MODES 
NT FAILURE MODES 
NT VIBRATION MODE 
NODULAR INTEGRATED UTILITY SYSTEM 
Fluidized bed gas turbine experimental unit for 
MIUS applications 
[ORNL/HUD/19IUS-32]	 p0169 379-14564 
MODULATION 
NT AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
NT FREQUENCY MODULATION 
NT LIGHT MODULATION 
NT PHASE MODULATION 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
NT PULSEDURATION MODULATION 
Spread spectrum modulation. I - Benefit resulting 
from application to an integrated system 
p0058 A79-13274 
MODULATORS 
NT MODEMS 
MODULATORS-DEMODULATORS 
U MODEMS 
MODULES 
NT ELECTRONIC MODULES 
A high temperature turbine research module 
(ASME PAPER 18-GT-73]	 p0008 179-10769 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls 
for modular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
(AD-A065128)	 p0436 1479-23091 
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
(10-1069548)	 p0584 1179-28187 
HOME CIRCLES 
U FRACTURE MECHANICS 
MOISTURE 
NT SOIL MOISTURE 
MOISTURE CONTENT 
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE 
Moisture/temperature effects upon mean strength of 
composite-to-metal adhesively bonded joint 
elements --- for F-16 aircraft
p02O9 A19-24087 
Measurement of emulsion water content in aviation 
fuels
p0324 179-29122 
Environmental synergism and simulation in resin 
matrix composites --- under airfield humidity 
and temperature conditions
p0336 179-30011 
Formation of water-fuel emulsions in tanks of 
grounded aircraft	 -
p0 II51 179-36587 
Installation of icing tests
p0031 1179-10007 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
influence of various parameters on an icing 
section
p0032 1179-10012 
Helicopter ice detection, icing severity and 
liquid water content measurements
p0172 1179-15038 
MOLDING MATERIALS 
Pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of 
advanced composite RPV wing structure 
p0209 179-24093 
MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
MOLECULAR FLOW	 - 
NT SLIP PLOW 
NT TRANSITION PLOW 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 179-20761 
MOLIERE FORMULA 
U COSMIC RAY SHOWERS 
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS 
NT HERE 95 
MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 
Measuring the moment imparted by a liquid pump in 
startup regime
p0525 119-42550 
MOMENTS 
NT BENDING MOMENTS 
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NT LOADING MOMENTS 
NT MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
NT PITCHING MOMENTS 
NT ROLLING MOMENTS 
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
NT TORQUE 
NT YAWING MOMENTS 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
Autorotatiug flat-plate wings - The effect of the 
moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number 
p0513 A79-41418 
MOMENTUM THEORY 
Application of the local momentum theory to the 
aerodynamic characteristics of tandem rotor in 
yawed flight
p0128 A79-18640 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with application 
to helicopters --- momentum, Vortices, and 
potential theory 
[NASA-CN-3082]	 p0416 N79-22039 
MONITORS 
NT INFRARED RADIOMETERS 
A critical-review of performance monitoring 
systems on the basis of the experience obtained 
from routine applications --- for aircraft engines 
[AIAA 79-70061	 p0327 A79-29381 
The Dc-9-80 digital flight guidance systems 
monitoring techniques 
[ATAA 79-1704)	 p0570 A79-45359 
Evaluation of aircraft equipment monitoring 
devices, procedures, and techniques 
(AD-A059846]	 p0163 N79-14092 
Evaluation of a remote tone signaling 
control/monitor system as lightning/transient 
protection for solid state instrument landing 
systems 
[AD-A063766]	 p0425 N79-22116 
Digital data acquisition system for use in 
aircraft engine condition monitoring 
CARL-MEcB-ENG-REPT-151]	 p0436 N79-23088 
MO NO CRYS T AL S 
U SINGLE CRYSTALS 
MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS 
U INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
MONOPLANES 
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT 5-52 AIRCRAFT 
NT SAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-uS AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-il AIRCRAFT 
NT P-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT 
NT 8-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT 0-91 AIRCRAFT 
FT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT IL-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT 
NT NH-262 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT 9-3 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT, 
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT 
NT U-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT 
The Yak-18T aircraft: Construction and operation 
Russian book
p0126 A79-18297 
MONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
Radiation from quarter-wavelength monopoles on 
finite cylindrical, conical, and rocket-shaped 
conducting bodies --- airborne antenna design
p0647 A79-50606 
MONO PR OP ELL ANTS 
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine 
development
p01427 B79-22540 
MOIOPULSE ANTENNAS 
Optimal excitation of amplitude-direction-finder 
antennas operating on the basis of the 
comparison method
p0411 A79-35502 
MONTE CARI.O METHOD 
Application of an extended Kalman filter to an 
advanced fire control system
p0070 A79-15018 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0060)
	 p0139 A79-19511 
Performance of a pulse-decode circuit in the 
presence of interference
P0622 A79-48713 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
(NLR-MP-77016-0]	 p0232 R79-16835 
MOPS (PROPULSION SYSTEMS) 
U MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
MORTARS (MATERIAL) 
The electro-impulse dc-icing method --- aircraft 
structures 
•	 tU-227]
	
p0433 N79-23073 
NOTION EQUATIONS 
U EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
MOTION PERCEPTION 
Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- Visual 
display, motion cue and computer considerations 
p0132 A79-18666 
MOTION SICKNESS 
Motion in flight simulation: An annotated 
bibliography 
[AD-A061687]	 p0500 N79-25042 
MOTION SIMULATORS 
The NLN moving-base flight simulator
p0112 A79-11119 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
AIAA PAPER 79-0337]	 p0202 A79-23556 
Investigation of motion base drive techniques 
[AD-A053830]	 p0105 N79-13065 
Effects of visual and motion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures 
[NASA-TP-1365]	 p0162 N79-14082 
Visually induced motion in flight simulation 
p0224 N79-15989 
Motion versus visual cues in piloted flight 
simulation
p0224 N79-15990 
Motion and force cuing requirements and techniques 
for advanced tactical aircraft simulation 
p0224 N79-15991 
Influence of motion wash-out filters on pilot 
tracking performance
p0224 N79-15992 
Dynamic characteristics of' flight simulator motion 
systems
p0224 N79-15993 
Six degrees of freedom large motion system for 
flight simulators
p0225 N79-15995 
Motion in flight simulation: An annotated 
bibliography 
[AD-A061687]	 p0500 N79-25042 
MOTION STABILITY 
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT FLAME STABILITY 
NT FLOW STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
NT ROTARY STABILITY 
Lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling effects --- on 
aircraft stability
p0215 N79-15912 
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Effect of atmospheric turbulence on the stability 
of a lifting rotor blade
p0584 N79-28183 
MOTOR VEHICLES 
IT ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES 
Gas turbine engines and transmissions for bus 
demonstration programs 
(COO-4867-1)	 p0598 P79-29522 
Hydrogen use as a fuel, citations from the NTIS 
data base 
(NTIS/PS-79/0779/3] 	 p0720 179-33347 
NO TO ES 
NT ELECTRIC MOTORS 
IT SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 
MOUNTAINS 
Aircraft accident report: United Airlines, Inc., 
Douglas DC-8-54, N8047U near paysville, Utah, 18 
December 1977 
(NTSB-AAR-78-8]	 p0591 N79-29159 
MOUNTING 
Antenna to INC mounting for SAP motion compensation 
Inertial Measurement Unit
D0018 A79-11913 
MOUNTS 
U SUPPORTS 
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS 
Moving target detector data utilization study 
p0002 179-10318 
Multi-filter NIl system
p0003 A79-10320 
A family of air traffic control radars 
p0465 A79-38532 
Automated tracking for aircraft surveillance radar 
systems
p0638 179-49604 
RICA AIRCRAFT 
Synthetic image generation for visual simulation 
in training simulators using the Tornado visual 
simulator as an example 
(DGLP PAPER 78-150]	 p0062 A79-14095 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures on the basis of fracture mechanics 
(DOLE 79-021]	 p0347 A79-31948 
New test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
(DGLR 79-0221	 p0347 A79-31949 
Development of an airborne military system (MRCA 
I system) 
(MBB-UFE-1322-0]	 p0480 1179-23904 
Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction system 
of the tornado fighter aircraft
p0554 1479-21168 
MSBI.S 
U MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM 
MTBV 
Operational influence on avionics reliability 
90073 A79-15385 
Estimation of reliability from multiple 
independent grouped censored samples with 
failure times known
p0206 A79-23643 
Reliability growth on B-52 YLIR system 
p0248 P79-24958 
Reliability growth planning to achieve RIW/GMTB? 
requirements for an airborne radar
p0248 A79-24965 
Development of in-flight steady-state failure rates 
p0477 P79-39912 
Reliability and maintainability contribution to 
Hornet mission success
p0477 P79-39915 
Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration 
in service 
[PIAP PAPER 79-1234] 	 p0508 A79-40483 
MTI RADAR 
U MOVING TARGET INDICATORS 
MULTI-BOLE COMBAT AIRCRAFT 
O MICA AIRCRAFT 
MULTILAYER STRUCTURES 
U LAMINATES 
NULTILOOP SYSTEMS 
U CASCADE CONTROL 
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION 
Theory and experiments on precision L band ONE 
for use with HIS in ATC
p0054 P79-13241 
GPS multipath error model --- Global Positioning 
System
p0077 P79-16167
NACELLES 
Multipath propagation measurement by Doppler 
technique
p0675 N79-31478 
Investigation on information error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
p0675 N79-31480 
MULTIPHASE now 
IT TWO PHASE FLOW 
Experimental study on diffusers for mixed-flow 
machines 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-120) 	 p0399 P79-32936 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow JT8D-11 turbofan engine 
[AD-A058038]	 p0050 N79-11561 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow 1P30 turbofan engine 
(FAA-NA-78-3]	 p0365 N79-20115 
MULTIPLE ACCESS 
IT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS	 - 
MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION 
U MULTIPLEXING 
MULTIPLEXERS 
0 MULTIPLEXING 
MULTIPLEXING 
IT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
Multiplex system for the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64 
(ABS 78-14]	 p0120 P79-18140 
The application of multiplex date transmission 
standards to medium sized military helicopters 
p0132 P79-18664 
Multiplex technology applied to helicopters 
(ABS 79-14]	 p0627 A79-49067 
State of the art in digital signal processing with 
applications to multiple access systems 
p0676 R79-31487 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 N79-31491 
MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS) 
Solution of navigation problems in aircraft 
onboard systems equipped with digital computer 
p0533 P79-43506 
A multi microprocessor flight control system 
design principles 
(AIAA 79-1700] p0569 P79-45355 
A multi microprocessor flight control system - 
Architectural concepts 
(AIAA 79-19251	 p0698 P79-54392 
Distributed microprocessors in avionics systems 
[AIAA 79-1965]	 p0698 179-54413 
Design of a milti-microprocessor system for 
real-time aircraft simulation
p0599 P79-29800 
MULTISPECTEAL BAND SCANNERS 
A five channel MSS for aircraft platform 
p0197 P79-22578 
MULTISTAGE COMPRESSORS 
U TUR8OCOMPRESSORS 
MULTIVUIPTE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
IT REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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NACELLES 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-121]	 p0009 A79-10789 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
(AIAP PAPER 79-03811	 p0199 A79-23509 
Factors influencing nacelle design on the 747 
(AIPA PAPER 79-12361 	 p0470 P79-38996 
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1163] 	 p0603 P79-41347 
Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on 
cooling drag 
CAI AA PAPER 79-18201 	 p0607 P79-41900 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design
p0836 A79-49530 
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle 
(NASA-CASE-LEW-123893] 	 p0164 P79-14096 
Theoretical study of VTOL tilt-nacelle 
axisymmetric inlet geometries 
[11ASA-TP-1380]	 p0169 N79-14996 
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Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VIOL aircraft 
tNASA-TN-790561 	 p0169 N79-14999 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
p0554 N79-27171 
Ultrasonic inspection of engine nacelle structure 
searching for cracks 
fREPT-7610.9091	 pO557 N79-27522 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design 
(RASA-TN-79211]	 p0590 N79-29143 
PASA PROGRAMS 
NT ATLIT PROJECT 
NT QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM 
NT SPHINX 
NT SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH 
NT TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM 
NT TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
Technology for aircraft energy efficiency 
p0062 A79-14136 
Flight research capabilities of the NASA/Army 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0137 A79-18703 
Composite structure applications for commercial 
aircraft
p0 188 A79-20874 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
p0190 A79-21296 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria
p0198 A79-22921 
NASA plans and programs in support of integrated 
ATC development
p0204 A79-23588 
Engine technology for production turbofan engines 
p0248 A79-24827 
NASA research on general aviation power plants 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0561] 	 p0254 A79-25870 
Prop-fan propulsion - Its status and potential 
(SAE PAPER 7809951	 p0255A79-25880 
An acoustical study of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Research Aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0612]	 p0272 A79-26939 
Advanced supersonic technology and its 
implications for the future 
[AIAA 79-06941	 p0276 A79-27359 
Enhanced capabilities of future fighters as a 
result of HiNAT 
[AIAA 79-0698]	 p0277 A79-27370 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
A status report 
[AIAA 79-0780]	 p0321 A79-29024 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicle's /TCV/ Wind Analysis program 
using real-time digital simulation
p0336 A79-29900 
A NASA initiative for general aviation - The 
general aviation airfoil design and analysis 
service
p0346 A79-31613 
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency program 
p0346 A79-31912 
Up and away with QSRA --- Quiet Short-haul 
Research Aircraft
p0350 8.79-32241 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
[AIAA 79-08421	 p0404 A79-33829 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
[SAE PAPER 790591]
	 p0454 A79-36725 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1824]
	 p0694 A79-53750 
Overview of FIREMEN program at Ames Research Center 
p0088 N79-12040 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics 
p0088 N79-12041 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
D0088 N79-12043 
Fire resistant aircraft seat materials 
p0088 N79-12044
Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in 
aircraft
p0088 N79-12045 
Enclosure fire modeling
p0088 N79-12046 
Model fire tests on polyphosphazene rubber and 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrile rubber foams 
p0088 N79-12047 
NASA research on general aviation power plants 
[NASA-TN-79031]	 p0094 N79-12086 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results 
tNASA-TH-790131	 p0174 N79-15051 
Overview of NASA general aviation program 
p0221 N79-15962 
General aviation energy-conservation research 
programs
p0221 N79-15963 
Algorithms and logic for incorporating HLS back 
azimuth information into the NASA ICY 8-737 
airplane area navigation system 
(NASA-TN-80039]	 p0291 R79-17843 
Flying NASA's terminal configured vehicle against 
the microwave landing system
p0300 N79-18894 
NASA research objectives and roles
p0355 N19-20031 
Langley airfoil-research program
p0355 N79-20032 
Overview of two-dimensional airfoil research at 
Ames Research Center
p0355 N79-20033 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating for 
gas-turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-791161	 p0365 N79-20118 
Generalization of analytical tools for 
helicopter-rotor airfoils 
[NASA-CH-158480]	 p0378 1479-21011 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins 
(NASA-CP-2066)	 p0379 N79-21021 
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: 
Objectives and approach
p0379 N79-21022 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on in-flight 
measurements
p0379 N79-21023 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on flight 
planning to avoid high ozone
p0380 R79-21024 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Summary 
of recommendations
p0380 1479-21026 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
p0380 1479-21027 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
A: Ozone toxicity
p0380 1179-21028 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. In-flight measurements 
p0380 1179-21029 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. Flight 8 planning to avoid 
high ozone
p0380 1479-21030 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Appendix 
8: Overview papers. Ozone destruction techniques 
p0380 N79-21031 
Important factors in the maximum likelihood 
analysis of flight test maneuvers 
[NASA-TP-1459]	 p0425 1179-22113 
Ames Research Center publications, 1977 
(NASA-TN-78514]	 p0428 N79-22957 
Quiet propulsive lift for commuter airlines 
[NASA-TN-78596]	 p0539 1179-26035 
State of the art survey of technologies applicable 
to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and controls 
program 
[NASA-CR-159050]	 p0546 N79-27087 
NASA authorization, 1980, volume 1, part 2 
[GPO-46-134]	 p0589 1479-29105 
Spinoff 1979 
[NASA-TM-80481]	 p0589 N79-29108 
Design and testing of aredundant skewed inertial 
sensor complex for integrated navigation and 
flight control
p0655 N79-30202 
NASA gear research and its probable effect on 
rotorcraft transmission design 
(NASA-TN-79292)	 p0721 1179-33477 
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1 NASTRAN 
N AST N AN 
The use of 3-D finite element analysis in the 
design of helicopter mechanical components 
pOO13 A79-10909 
Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN 
(NASA-CR-3094]	 p0287 879-17812 
Analysis of high velocity impact on hybrid 
composite fan blades 
ENASA-TM-791331 	 p0372 879-20398 
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 N79-20419 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[NASA-T#-72862]	 p0376 N79-20989 
RATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SISTER 
An evaluation of certain selected modifications to 
the national airspace system bimodal tracking 
algorithm 
[AD-A072084] 	 p0720 879-33376 
NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM 
Considerations in local administration of airports 
in Canada
p0343 A79-30981 
National airport system plan 1978 - 1987 
p0432 879-23060 
International Air Transportation Competition Act 
of 1978 --- congressional reports 
[GPO-34-912]	 p0651 879-30168 
RATIONS 
NT DEVELOPING NATIONS 
NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
U RESONANT FREQUENCIES 
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 
Computational aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
[AIAR PAPER 79-0129]	 p0200 A79-23515 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order O/h2/ and O/b4/ 
p0248 A79-24829 
H/-if least squares method for the Navier-Stokes 
equations --- numerical simulation of separated 
viscous flows around wings and airfoils 
p0335 A79-29804 
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solutions for hypersonic 
viscous flows over blunt cones at large angles 
of attack
p0335 A79-29806 
Numerical solution of a body-propeller combination 
flow including swirl and comparisons with data 
p0338 A79-30474 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility --- for 
flows about three-dimensional configurations 
p0039 N79-10450 
Prospects for computing airfoil aerodynamics with 
Reynolds averaged Wavier-Stakes codes 
p0356 N79-20038 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20041 
Visualisations and calculations of air intakes at 
high angles of attack and low Reynolds number 
Navier-Stokes equation
p0415 879-22030 
NAVIGATION 
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NT GIMBALLESS INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
NT HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION 
NT INERTIAL NAVIGATION 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
NT RADAR NAVIGATION 
NT RADIO NAVIGATION 
NT SHORAN 
NT SPACE NAVIGATION 
NT SURFACE NAVIGATION 
NT TACAN
NT VHF ORNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11005-1)	 p0495 879-24988 
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NT BEACONS 
NT COMPASSES 
NT GYROCCMPASSES 
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NT NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS 
NT OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES 
NT RADAR BEACONS 
NT RADIO BEACONS 
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 
NT TERCOM 
Experimental design study of an airborne 
interferometer for terrain avoidance 
p0003 A79-10381 
International Conference on Electronic 
Navigational Aid Systems for Aircraft, Paris, 
France, November 14-18, 1977, Proceedings 
p0054 A79-13227 
Loran-C as an international aid to navigation 
p0058 A79-13243 
New-generation Tacan equipment
p0057 A79-13269 
Fail-soft output stage for navigation transmitters 
reliability design for TACAN equipment 
p0057 A79-13271 
The AN/ARN-132 Navstar navigator
p0058 A79-13276 
MILECS - An integrated navigation and air traffic 
control system for the future needs of 
international aviation 
[DGLE PAPER.78-136] 	 p0062 A79-14086 
DES for TMA navigation --- DME Azimuth System for 
Terminal Maneuvering Area 	 - 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1371	 p0062 A79-14087 
Application of a north seeking heading and 
attitude reference for the autonomous navigation 
of helicopters
p0068 A79-18668 
Navigation planning - Need for a new direction 
unnecessary redundancies between current 
navigation systems
p0076 A79-16157 
Aeronautical aspects of the DOT Rational Plan for 
Navigation
p0076 A19-16158 
VON - Its past, present, and future
p0076 A79-16161 
Direction finders in the service of safety for air 
and sea traffic
p0117 A79-17692 
DEED-NC - The new ATC system in the ERG 
Display of Extracted Radar Data-MiniComputer 
p0204 A79-23589 
Navstar/GPS /Global Positioning System,' and 
electronic counter measures --- TACAN system 
vulnerability
p0251 A79-25492 
How to add satellite navigational accuracy and 
stability to existing offshore NAV Systems 
p0277 A79-27388 
GPS - A universal navigation aid
p0319 A79-28980 
Hyperbolic positioning per se is passe 
navigation computations from range measurements 
using microprocessor
p0487 A19-36070 
Loran C - Its future in the shadow of Navstar GPS 
p0448 A79-36071 
Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry 
Russian book
p0863 A79-38145 
Theoretical principles of long range navigation 
systems. I
p0511 A79-81167 
Advanced instrumentation and data evaluation 
techniques for flight tests --- of aircraft 
navigation systems
p051 A79-41777 
CKS - Taiwan's 21st century airport
p0515 A79-81889 
The ONE-based Azimuth System /DAS/ as a commercial 
navigation aid 
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[DGLR PAPER 79-0381	 pO519 179-42364 
A simple integrated navigation system based on 
multiple 08! 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0411	 p0519 179-42367 
Quasi-autonomous navigation system --- for 
aircraft position indication
p0533 179-43505 
The basic geodetic shapes and position lines 
p0533 179-43507 
Some possibilities for the navigation of small 
passenger aircraft
p0534 179-43508 
Navigation instruments for snail passenger 
aircraft of the 1980s
p0534 179-43509 
Compass system for small aircraft
p0534 179-43510 
Use of a gyroscope -with adjustable torsion 
suspension in' precise gyroscopic sensors 
p0534 179-43511 
Technical scans for antcmation of air navigation 
p0534 179-43513 
Handbook of flight communication and radio equipment 
Russian book
p0564 179-44894 
A simple integrated navigation based on multiple DRE 
[DGLR PAPER 79-041]	 p0617 179-48640 
Application of instrument rotation in the 873 
standapd inertial navigation system
p0621 179-48696 
Meeting the challenge of precise navigation during 
nap-of-the-earth flight 
(ASS 79-121	 p0627 179-49065 
Navstar user equipment for civil and military 
applications
p0638 179-49587 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation system 
installed in the C-118 aircraft 
(AD-A060154)	 p0161 879-14077 
The Look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator 
(LACE) and potential applications 
(NASA-TM-78806)	 p0173 879-15044 
Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor communication 
and navigation system --- computer program 
verification	 -
p0354 879-20026 
User's guide to data preparation: Photogrammetric 
navigation analysis program Potonap 
[10-1064614]	 p0419 879-22070 
An evaluation of turn anticipation techniques and 
offset flying procedures using a single-waypoint 
RNAN system 
[AD-A066555]	 p0493 979-24974 
Electromagnetic compatibility (ENC) investigation 
on CR147 Chinook helicopter 
(REPT-5.Y30-4479-02] -
	 p0582 879-28169 
Recognition of the aircraft navigation light 
colour code
p0704 819-32186 
Navaid calibration evaluation with a computer 
controlled avionics data acquisition system 
(NLR-MP-78030-U]	 p0704 919-32193 
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS 
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS 
NT COMPASSES 
NT GYROCOMPASSES 
NT RADIO ALTIMETERS 
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 
Aircraft radio equipment --- Russian book 
p0016 179-11439 
Flight and navigation instruments for general 
aviation
p0055 179-13254 
GPS receiver operation
p0063 179-14189 
Texas Instruments phase I GPS user equipment - 
p0063 179-14190 - 
Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment 
-	 p0063 179-14191 
Test and evaluation procedures for the GPS user 
equipment
p0063 179-14192 
Inertial measuring unit for strapdown application 
-	 p0068 179-14663 
Helicopter navigation goals
p0076 179-16160 
Loran-C - A potential civil aviation navigation 
system
-	
p0076 179-16163
Use of the Omega Navigation System in the North 
Atlantic in the framework of the Navigation 
Minimum performance Specifications /NMPS/ 
p0127 179-18517 
Study of the structure of an integrated system of 
flight control, navigation and display 
p0279 179-27674 
Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and 
display system -
p0279 179-27675 
Linearization in the recursive estimation of 
navigation parameters
p0315 179-28604 
Aerospace applications of oscillators --- for 
location navigation, detection, 
telecommunications, and instrumentation 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-48)
	 p0535 179-43621 
Extremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 179-44878 
A deterministic investigation of strapped down 
navigation system accuracy
p0621 179-48695 
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 179-48715 
System configuration and algorithm design of the 
inertially aided JTIOS Relative Navigation 
function --- Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System 
-	 pO622 179-48716 
Autonomous navigation system --- using gyroscopic 
pendulums and gimbals for air navigation system 
which disposes 
(NASA-CASE-AEC-11257-1)	 p0713 N79-33177 
NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT AEBOSAT SATELLITES 
NT NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
	 - 
NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES 
IT TRANSIT SATELLITES 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance inthe terminal maneuvering area 
(DOLE PAPER 78-135)	 p0061 A79-14085 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 179-17095 
Navigation by satellites
p0397 179-32582 
Error analysis of a satellite interferometer 
navigation system
-	 p04 10 179-35097 
Extremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 A79-44878 
NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
Recent results in navigation systems utilizing 
signal aiding from Navstar satellites 
p0449 179-36096 
The global positioning system /NAVSTAR/ 
-	 p0574 179-46466 
NAYSTAR SATELLITES 
From Transit to Navstar - Development trends of 
satellite navigation
p0026 179-12527 
Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver 
/Navstat/	 -
p0055 A79-13248 
The AN/AEN-132 Navstar navigator
p0058 179-13276 
Principle of operation of Navstar and system 
characteristics
p0063 A79-14183 
Navigation planning - Need for a net direction 
unnecessary redundancies between Current 
navigation systems 	 - 
p0076 A79-16157 
Airlines long-range navigation assessment 
p0078 A79-16176 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
p0111 A79-11090 
Navstar/GPS /Global Positioning System/ and 
electronic counter measures --- TACAN system 
vulnerability - 
- - -
	 p0251 A79-25492 
Loran C - Its future in the shadow of Na ystar GPS 
p0448 179-36071 
Recent results in navigation systems utilizing 
signal aiding from Navetar satellites - 
p0449 179-36096 
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The global positioning system /NAVSTAB/ 
p0574 879-46466 
Navstar user equipment for civil and military 
applications
p0638 879-49587 
Functional requirements of the interface between 
the NAVSTAN GPS receiver model I and the 
advanced inertial reference sphere, volume 2 
[80-8057656]	 p0090 N79-12058 
Feasibility study of GPS-inertial navigation for 
helicopters and study of advanced 095 signal 
processing techniques, volume 3 
[AD-A057659]	 p0090 N79-12059 
Navstar aircraft aerial system. Some initial 
considerations 
rRAE-T-R8D- 19AV-441	 p0225 N79-16183 
Investigation of a preliminary GPS receiver design 
for general -aviation 
(AD-A069059]	 p0592 B79-29164 
NAVY 
Tilt rotor aircraft and the U.S. Navy
p0133 A79-18673 
Requirements and constraints in the development 
and qualification of gas turbine engines for the 
Navy 
[SAE PARER 780994)	 p0255 879-25879 
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft 
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy 
aircraft 
(80-8056217)	 p0050 N79-11566 
Boron/aluminum landing gear for Navy aircraft 
A-i aircraft nose wheel linkages 
(80-8058888]	 p0101 N79-13028 
Naval Air Systems Ccmnand-Naval Research 
Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for 
Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels 
[80-8060081]	 p0168 N79-14235 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data 
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft 
(80-8061894]	 p0303 N79-18972 
Heat transfer problems in advanced gas turbines 
for naval applications 
(80-8062866]	 p0365 N79-20121 
Naval aircraft operating and support 
cost-estimating model, Fl 1977 revision 
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field techniques
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modulation interference
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methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
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pO536 879-43779 
High frequency near field scattering by an 
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Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded 
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Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a 
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Aircraft electric power networks - Structures. I 
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p0460 A79-37238 
AC aircraft electrical systems with rare earth 
permanent magnet machines
p0686 879-51914
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Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
[AIAA 79-1782]	 p0512 879-45409 
Performance of current radar systems in an SW 
environment --- Electronic Warfare
p0637 879-49555 
Network design
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NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
Aircraft engine oil analysis by neutron activation 
techniques 
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N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
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results 
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Lateral aerodynamics extracted from flight test 
using a parameter estimation method 
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Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
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p0059 879-13976 
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Prediction of gas-turbine alloy creep 
characteristics
p0266 879-26841 
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas 
turbine engines
p0275 879-27313 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractography of cast nickel base superalloys 
[80-8061701]	 p0306 N79-19149 
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas 
turbine blades 
[NASA-TM-79088]	 p0369 N79-20180 
Aerospace structural metals handbook. Volume 5, 
supplement 11: Nonferrous alloys 
[80-8062553]	 p0369 N79-20228 
Heat treatment of P/N nickel-base superalloys for 
turbine disks
p0492 N79-23254 
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
Development of a NICAD battery interface unit 
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[AD-A064290]	 p0427 N79-22637 
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Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blading 
[NASA-cR-159574]	 p0497 N79-25018 
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT) 
Presentation of thermal or residual-light TV 
images on bead-up displays for night or 
all-weather operations --- for military 
helicopters
p0079 879-16240 
Pilot night vision system /PNVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /AAH/ 
CABS 78-16]	 p0120 879-18142 
Night/Adverse Weather 8-10 evaluator program 
p0464 879-38479 
Pave Low III --- H-53 helicopter avionics for 
night/adverse weather rescue of military aircraft 
p0619 879-48682 
H-X combat search and rescue avionics study results 
p0620 A79-48684 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
p0657 N79-30211 
NIGHT VISION 
Pilot night vision system /PNVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /AAH/ 
[AHS 78-16]	 p0120 A79-18142 
Scan converter and raster display controller for 
night vision display systems
p0655 N79-30203 
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Research on the creep-rupture strength of 
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chemistry 
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NITROGEN OXIDES 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
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gas turbine combustors 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-128] 	 p0009 879-10792 
Emissions of oxides of nitrogen from aircraft 
air quality impact
p0206 879-23743 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a gas 
turbine combustor 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1221]
	 p0472 879-39037 
Correlation technique for ambient effects on 
oxides of nitrogen --- from combustion products 
in atmospheric pollution
p0641 A79-49922 
Nitrogen oxide air pollution. Part 3: 
Atmospheric chemistry. A bibliography with 
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[NTIS/PS-78/0973/4]	 p0098 N79-12593 
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NT ENGINE NOISE 
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NT SONIC BOONS 
Applications of velocity potential function to 
acoustic duct propagation and radiation from 
inlets using finite element theory 
(NASA-TN-79071]	 p0220 879-15959 
NOISE ATTENUATION 
U NOISE REDUCTION 
NOISE ELININATION 
U NOISE REDUCTION 
NOISE GENERATORS 
Helicopter noise - State-of-the1art 
(AIA# PAPER 77-1337]	 p0025 A79-12395 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise
p0053 879-13173 
An airborne reference noise source for studying 
airplane flyover noise propagation and measurement 
[#IAA PAPER 79-0650] 	 p0270 879-26928 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the 7T15D engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0581]
	 p0272 879-26944 
Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and

path identification and characterization 
p0041 N79-10856 
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on 
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
nozzle geometry 
[NASA-TM-79095]	 p0375 N79-20830 
The generation, radiation and prediction of 
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix: 
Computer program listing 
[AD-A064685]	 p0428 N79-22858 
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
(NASA-CE-159118]	 p0677 879-32054 
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U HAZARDS 
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Turboprop interior noise studies 
(AI#A PAPER 79-0647]
	 p0271 #79-26931 
Combustion noise prediction update 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05881
	 p0272 #79-26942 
Experimental investigation of helicopter flight 
modes on helicopter-generated noise
p0604 A79-47873
& survey of communications in the high noise 
environment of Army aircraft
p0311 N79-19646 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 W79-19647 
Integrated noise model --- computerized simulation 
of commercial jet aircraft noise near airports 
p0428 879-22851 
Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise

adjustment procedures for different weather 
conditions 
(NASA-TP-1430]	 p0491 879-24773 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-79167]	 p0504 N79-25840 
Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159099)	 p0599 N79-29957 
Noise generation by jet-engine exhaust deflection 
(DLR-FP-78-21]	 p0654 879-30192 
NOISE MEASUREMENT 
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise 
impact on airport neighbors 
(SAN PAPER 780522] 	 p0004 A79-10397 
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from 
two parallel-flow jets 
(AIAA PAPER 77-1290)
	 p0059 A79-13978 
California airport monitor noise data
p0074 A79-15559 
An alternative to pseudo-tone microphones for 
airplane flyover noise testing
p0114 179-17609 
Aeroacostic characterization of free jets 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-147]	 p0127 179-18534 
Helicopter flight-path and acoustic-signal 
repeatability for noise-diagnosis and 
noise-certification
p0138 A79-18686 
Aircraft noise identification system by 
correlation technique
p0138 179-19362 
Advances in aeroacoustic windtunnel testing 
techniques for aircraft noise research 
p0155 879-20114 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
[8188 PAPER 79-0608]
	 p0267 879-26876 
Measured and predicted noise of the AVCO-Lycoming 
YF-102 turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0641] 	 p0267 A79-26877 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(&IAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0267 179-26881 
Direct experimental verification of the 
theoretical model predicting rotor noise 
generation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06581	 p0268 A79-26894 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
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(#188 PAPER 79-06661
	 p0270 179-26920 
Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in 
static fan noise testing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0656]
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An airborne reference noise source for studying 
airplane flyover noise propagation and measurement 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0650]
	 p0270 179-26928 
An acoustic problem in anechoic chambers arising 
from exhaust noise testing 
(8111 PAPER 79-06491	 p0271 879-26929 
Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of 
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(lIlA PAPER 79-0651)	 p0318 179-28966 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0668]
	 p0318 879-28969 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterburning turbofan engine in an 
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(8181 79-7018]	 p0328 A79-29391 
Light propeller aircraft noise 
(ONEB&, TP NO. 1979-56]
	 p0409 A79-34980 
Summary of noise reduction characteristics of 
typical general aviation materials 
[SAN PAPER 790627]
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A study of the evolution of noise exposure under 
different hypotheses of regulation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-44] 	 p0873 A79-39093 
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The effective acoustic environment of helicopter 
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analysis of dynamic flight information 
p0040 N79-10852 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of a T830 afterburning turbofan engine 
[NASA-Tp-1372)	 p0102 N79-13045 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-0 theory 
[NASA-TM-79082] 	 p0227 N79-16647 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
using an accelerometer to measure noise 
levels during wind tunnel tests 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-122611]	 p0228 N79-16805 
A commercial airport noise environment: 
Measurement, prediction and control 
rNASA-CE-310 7 ]	 p0313 N79-19814 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[NASA-CR-3110]	 p0313 N79-19815 
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program 
[NASA-CR-159047]	 p0504 N79-25843 
Effects of road traffic background noise on 
judgments of individual airplane noises 
[NASA-TP-1433]	 p0588 N79-28796 
Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a general 
aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159099)	 p0599 N79-29957 
NOISE METERS 
California airport monitor noise data
p0074 179-15559 
NOISE POLLUTION 
A method for assessing turbine engine 'run-up noise 
impact on airport neighbors 
[SAE PAPER 780522]	 p0008 A79-10397 
Pollution sources caused by aviation
p0006 179-10453 
Helicopter noise standards - Another point of 
view: A national approach to rotorcraft noise 
regulation
p0135 179-18687 
Aircraft noise identification system by 
correlation technique
p0138 A79-19362 
Twin jet shielding --- for aircraft noise reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06711 	 p0270 179-26924 
Problems of airports in the vicinity of foreign 
states
p0343 A79-30940 
Traffic background level and signal duration 
effects on aircraft noise judgment
p0407 A79-34580 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 179-34972 
FAA proposes that the standard noise model be the 
integrated noise model /INN/
p0409 179-34975 
A study of the evolution of noise exposure under 
different hypotheses of regulation 
[ONENA, TP NO. 197944]	 p0473 A79-39093 
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports 
on the environment
p0685 A79-51598 
Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft 
operations. Volume 6: Acoustic data on Navy 
aircraft 
(AD-A056217)	 p0050 N79-11566 
Aircraft/airport noise control 
(GPO-93-187)	 p0181 N79-15447 
DOD's commendable initial efforts to solve land 
use problems around airfields 
(PB-291617/9]	 p0426 N79-22120 
Aircraft sonic boon: Effects on buildings. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0265/3]	 p0489 N79-24201
NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT) 
Acoustic analysis of the propfan 
(NASA-CTh-162312]	 p0707 N79-32210 
ANOPP validation study: Lockheed 1-1011 
(RASA-CE-159138]	 p0722 N79-33968 
NOISE PROPAGATION 
Supersonic propeller noise in a uniform flow 
[lIlA PAPER 79-03481	 p0146 179-19681 
A finite element subvolume technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
[ATAR PAPER 79-0585]-	 p0267 A79-26882 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06391 	 p0268 179-26896 
An airborne reference noise source for studying 
airplane flyover noise propagation and measurement 
AIAA PAPER 79-0650] 	 p0270 A79-26928 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft 
fuselage related to interior noise transmission 
[lIlA PAPER 79-06461 	 p0271 A79-26932 
The derivation of a thickness noise formula for 
the far-field by Isom --- applied to helicopter 
rotors
p0410 179-35449 
Propeller aircraft noise around general aviation 
airports 
[SAE PAPER 790594]	 p0455 A19-36728 
An experimental study of propeller-induced 
structural vibration and interior noise 
(SAE PAPER 790625) 	 p0458 179-36753 
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
program
p0643 A79-50208 
Acoustic efficiency of boundary-layer transition 
[AD-A062171]	 p0361 N79-20085 
Status of knowledge of sonic booms 
(19ASA-TN-80113]	 p0491 N79-24955 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Comprehensive data report 
nozzle transfer functions 
[NASA-CR-159628]	 p0558 N79-27933 
NOISE REDUCTION 
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft 
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off 
program
p0022 179-12233 
Helicopter noise - State-of-the-art 
[1111 PAPER 77-1337] 	 p0025 A79-12395 
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from 
two parallel-flow jets 
[hAl PAPER 77-1290)	 p0059 A79-13978 
Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels 
inferred from internal fluctuating pressure 
measurements
p0068 179-14796 
Boeing's noise technology facilities
p0074 179-15569 
Design implications of recent gearbox noise and 
vibration studies --- for helicopters 
p0135 179-18688 
Demonstration of potential acoustic gains from
conventional cabin soundproofing treatments 
p0135 A79-18692 
Cabin noise reduction for the Agusta 1-109 
helicopter
p0135 A79-18693 
Recent developments in helicopter noise reduction 
p0153 179-20092 
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element 
method --- for aircraft noise reduction 
(lILA PAPER 79-06591	 P0267 179-26879 
An experimental study of USE flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
[LILA PAPER 79-0607]	 p0268 179-26908 
Considerations for the design of inlet flow 
conditioners for static fan noise testing 
(lILA PAPER 79-0657)	 p0269 179-26909 
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression 
mechanisms 
(LIlA PAPER 79-0674] 	 p0269 179-26912 
Twin jet shielding --- for aircraft noise reduction 
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Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in 
static fan noise testing 
(LIlA PAPER 79-0656) 	 p0270 179-26925 
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Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation from 
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[AIAA PAPER 79-0669] 	 p0318 179-28970 
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A thermodynamic investigation of the mixer for 
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turbine 
(lIlA 79-7017)	 p0328 179-29390 
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program
p0333 179-29593 
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally 
spaced fan rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-4]	 p0339 179-30503 
A review of tail rotor design and performance 
p0344 A79-31170 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p0408 179-34921 
A comparison of costs associated with local 
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p0409 179-34973 
Design of quiet efficient propellers 
[SAE PAPER 790584] 	 p0454 179-36719 
The impact of noise regulations on propeller design 
(SAE PAPER 790593]	 p0455 179-36727 
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airports 
[SAE PAPER 790594]	 p0455 179-36728 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results --- Quiet, 
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p0533 179-43499 
An experimental study of high frequency noise from 
model rotors - Prediction and reduction 
p0533 179-43500 
Helicopter noise rules - Are they appropriate and 
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Supersonic transport aircraft noise, problems of 
noise reduction and establishment of standards 
p0643 179-50237 
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports 
on the environment
p0685 A79-51598 
Composites for noise redaction --- helicopter 
structures
p0695 179-53891 
Internal mixer investigation for .YT6D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 1: Results 
[AD-A057309]	 p0037 879-10059 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A. B, C, 
and 0 
[AD-A057310/5]	 p0036 879-10065 
An active noise reduction system for aircrew helmets 
p00 110 879-10853 
Design of helicopter rotors to noise constraints 
p0040 879-10854 
The cost of applying current helicopter external 
noise reduction methods while maintaining 
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p0041 879-10855 
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case 
histories
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An analytical method for designing low noise 
helicopter transmissions
p0041 879-10859 
Helicopter internal noise redaction research and 
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p00I41 879-10861 
Trends in Langley helicopter noise research 
p0042 879-10863 
Research on helicopter rotor noise 
(AD-h058388)	 p0104 879-13054 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
(NASA-TB-78802)	 p0108 879-13820 
A theoretical investigation of noise reduction 
through the cylindrical fuselage of a 
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Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[RASA-TN-79072]	 p0221 879-15969 
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inlet treatment 
[NASA-TM-79079]	 p0227 879-16645 
A commercial airport noise environment: 
Measurement, prediction and control 
[NASA-CR-3107]	 p0313 879-19814 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
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Lewis 8i6 foot wind tunnel studies for noise 
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Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
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characteristics of a variety of slot baffle 
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls 
(AD-A070261]	 p0708 979-32223 
An investigation into the noise interference 
problems at Logan airport, Boston 
[AD-k072057]	 p0710 979-321417 
NOISE SPECTRA 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise
p0053 A79-13173 
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05921	 p0267 a79-26887 
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0644] 	 p0269 A79-26915 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06 140)	 p0269 A79-26917 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0595)	 p0269 A79-26918 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an aircraft 
fuselage related to interior noise transmission 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06461	 p0271 A79-26932 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05891 	 p0272 A79-26941 
Combustion noise prediction update 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0588] 	 p0272 A79-26942 
Inside noise of C-i cargo aircraft and the noise
reduction performance by interior materials 
p027 14 A79-27121 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0570]	 p0317 A79-289514 
Flight effects on subsonic jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0616] 	 p0317 a79-28961 
An experimental study of high frequency noise from 
model rotors - Prediction and reduction 
p0533 A79-43500 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1525 ]	 p0576 A79-46709 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
[UTIAS-230]	 p0109 879-13822 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
sounds --- auditory perception 
(UTIAS-236]	 p0245 879-17658 
Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise 
adjustment procedures for different weather 
conditions 
[NASA-TP-1430]	 p0491 879-214773
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
[NASA-TM-79208] 	 p0558 879-21930
NOISE SUPPRESSORS 
U NOISE REDUCTION 
NOISE THRESHOLD 
Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft 
noise 
(19ASA-TP-1335]	 p0299 879-18687 
Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria 
[aD-a072029]	 p0712 979-32969 
NOISE TOLERANCE 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria
p0198 A79-22921 
The annoyance of multiple noisy events --- ratings 
for simulated flyovers
 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0653]-
	
p0268 A79-26895
Effects of duration and other noise 
characteristics on the annoyance caused by 
aircraft-flyover noise 
(NASA-TP-1386]	 p0375 979-20832
Physical and subjective studies of aircraft 
interior noise and vibration 
•(NASA-TN-800814]	 p0445 879-23754 
Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria 
tAD-9072029]	 p0712 879-32969 
NONINAL P11.035 
U APPROXINATIOR 
NONADIABATIC PROCESSES 
U HEAT TRANSFER 
NONCOIDUCTOES 
U ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
IOIDESTEUCTITE TESTS 
Nondestructive inspection of aircraft structures 
and materials via acoustic emission
p0015 A79-10991 
Integration of nondestructive testing methods into 
design for structural integrity assurance 
p0136 A79-18694 
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure 
pOle? P.79-20817 
Possibilities concerning the nondestructive 
testing of composite materials with the aid of 
holography
p0337 A79-30323 
Non destructive evaluation /NDE/ of impact damage 
in thick graphite composite aircraft structures 
for dropped tools on airfields
p0530 A79-43257 
Potential applications of acoustic emission 
technology as a nondestructive evaluation method 
for naval aviation ground support 
[aD-a056650]	 p0039 979-10439 
Preliminary evaluation of several 
nondestructive-evaluation techniques for silicon 
nitride gas-turbine rotors 
(ANL-77-89]	 p0049 879-11414 
Non-destructive evaluation systems for the naval 
aviation maintenance environment technology 
assessment 
(AD-A058146]	 p0085 979-12003
Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military 
airfields 
[AD-a058736]	 p0106 879-13067
Assessment of state-of-the-art of in-service 
inspection methods for graphite epoxy composite 
structures on commercial transport aircraft	 - 
[NASA-CR-158969]	 p02111 979-17252
Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bond-lime flaws 
(10-1065584]	 p0488 879-214163
Ron-destructive inspection methods for propulsion 
systems and components 
(AGaRD-LS-103)	 p0502 879-251412
State-of-the-art of nondestructive inspection of 
aircraft engines
p0502 819-25413 
Non-destructive methods for the early detection of 
fatigue damage in aircraft components 
p0502 979-251417 
Broad-band transducers for nondestructive 
inspection of aeronautical components 
p0503 979-25419 
Proceedings from the Government/Industry Workshop 
on the Reliability of Nondestructive Inspections 
[aD-8068223]	 p0598 879-29531 
N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
mobile sources: a compendum of radiographic 
results 
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[AD-A068316)	 p0598 879-29532 
Multifrequenvy eddy current inspection for cracks 
under fasteners, phase 2 
[40-1071102]	 p0711 879-32560 
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey 
applicable to helicopter structures 
[40-1071973)	 p0719 879-33263 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
(PNL-2873)	 p0721 879-33486 
IONEQUILIBRIUI FLOE 
Density changes and turbulence production in the 
expansion cr compression of a turbulent flow at 
supersonic speed 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-1531	 p0053 479-13180 
Theory of thin wing in a supersonic flow with 
consideration of the non-equilibrium state of 
excitation of oscillating degrees of freedom 
[10-1065992]	 p0482 879-23928 
NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials (FIREMEN) 
A compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-TN-78523) 	 p0087 879-12029 
Fire resistant aircraft seat materials 
-	
p0088 879-12044 
Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate 
studies of improved fire resistant materials 
(RASA-TM-78550]	 p0181 879-15187 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers 
[NASA-CP-2094]	 p0666 879-31 166 
Status of candidate materials for full-scale tests 
in the 737 fuselage
p0666 879-31170 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program
p0667 N79-31176 
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
p0667 879-31177 
FIREMEN program
p0667 879-31178 
Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials 
for aircraft seats 
tNASA-Tfl-78594]	 p0708 879-32265 
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings
p0060 479-13979 
Most rational linearization of nonlinear unsteady 
heat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle 
parts , and engines
p0613 A79-48501 
Non-linear formulation of the aerodynamic forces 
for flight dynamic studies
p0179 N79-15090 
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
pO179 819-15091 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CB-159478] 	 p0309 879-19414 
Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter 
Acoustics 
[40-1069564]	
.	
p0712 879-32974 
NONLINEAR PEEDBECK-
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 479-15016 
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine 
thermogasdynamics on the basis of prototype 
elements. I
p0028 479-12951 
Control system time response Optimization - A 
nonlinear, programming approach -^ for aircraft 
flight 
[4114 PAPER 79-0540] 	 p0253 479-25859 
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine 
engines using element prototypes. I
p0601 479-46997 
NONLINEAR' SYSTEMS 
Time-frequency method of solving large problems in 
the dynamics of elastic structures with local 
nonlinearities --- for aircraft structures 
p0020. 479-12 155 
Calculation of the non linear aerodynamic 
coefficients of wings of various shapes and
their wakes, including canard configurations 
p0154 A79-20106 
Vibration and flutter investigations of aircraft 
with special nonlinear structural properties 
p0207 179-24073 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through non-linear aerodynamics 
(AIlA PAPER 79-1527]
	 p0576 A79-46710 
Application of bifurcation analysis and 
catastrophe theory methodology /BACTN/ to 
aircraft stability problems at high 
angles-of-attack
p0611 179-47943 
A nonlinear trajectory command generator for a 
digital flight-control system 
(NASA-TP-1221)	 p0104 879-13057 
Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic stability 
p0176 879-15070 
Theoretical estimation of nonlinear longitudinal 
characteristics of wings with small and moderate 
aspect ratio by the vortex-lattice method in 
incompressible flow 
[DLB-FB-78-26] 	 p0650 879-30161 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
[AD-A069301]	 p0669 879-31199 
NONLINEARIT! 
Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady 
flowfields near Mach 1, 
(AD-A060789)	 p0170 879-15010 
NONNEETONIAN FLOE 
Basic problem of controlling non-Newtonian fluid 
flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of 
aircraft plastics
p0069 479-14858 
NOIRIGIDITY 
U FLEXIBILITY 
NONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION 
The transonic oscillating flap 
[AD-A070022]	 p0705 879-32200 
NONUNIFORM FLOE 
Axial compressor operation with radially 
nonuniform inflow
p0280 A79-27743 
Unsteady small-gap ground effects 
[AD-4068400]	 p0581 879-28151 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
(AD-A069884)	 p0671 879-31216 
MONVISCOUS FLOW 
U TURBULENT FLOW 
lORD AIRCRAFT 
NT NH-262 AIRCRAFT 
NOED 262 AIRCRAFT 
U NH-262 AIRCRAFT 
NORMAL FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
U FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
NORTH AMERICAN AIRCRAFT 
NT B-i AIRCRAFT 
NT F-iOU AIRCRAFT 
NT T-2 AIRCRAFT  
NT T-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT 
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO) 
Thoughts on the future of military aviation. I 
[DGLR PAPER 78-184] '	 p0151 179-20025 
Highlights 
(AGARD-RIG8LIGHTS-79/1)	 p0355 N79-20029 
NORTHROP 'AIRCRAFT 
NT F-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-18 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
Two versions of the F-18 in hot competition 
p0345 479-31237 
JOSE CAPS 
U NOSE CONES 
NOSE CONES 
NT ROCKET NOSE CONES 
Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model 
at supercritical angles of attack and different 
Reynolds numbers
p0021 A79-12199 
Thedesign and fabrication of the de Havilland 
DHC-7 nose avionics compartment using aramid 
composites
po111 A79-17059 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
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p0528 179-43166 
Northrop F-SF shark nose development 
[NASA-CR-158936)	 p0035 879-10041 
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0415 879-22024 
NOSE FINS 
Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds 
p0342 A79-30608 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II 
p0348 179-32038 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a F-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 179-50165 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
fNASA-cR-1589221	 p0091 879-12066 
Effects of spanwise blowing on the surface 
pressure distribution and vortex-lift 
characteristics of a trapezoidal wing-strake 
configuration 
(NASA-TP-1290]	 p0228 879-16803 
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic 
characteristics for a systematic series of 
strake-wing configurations 
[NASA-T8-78642]	 p0359 879-20063 
Some tIN research studies of the use of wing-body 
strakes on combat aircraft configurations at 
high angles of attack
p0413 879-21999 
Design guidelines for the application of forebody 
and nose strakes to a fighter aircraft based on 
F-iS wind tunnel testing experiment
p0413 879-22000 
Strake-induced separation from the leading edges 
of wings of moderate sweep
p0413 879-22002 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
subsonic wings 
[NASA-CR-158661]	 p0481 879-23921 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on P-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 1: Summary and analysis 
[NASA-CN-3053]	 p0580 879-28143 
NOSE WHEELS 
Boron/aluminum landing gear for Navy aircraft 
A-7 aircraft nose wheel linkages 
tAD-A058888]	 p0101 879-13028 
NOSES (POREBODIES) 
NT NOSE CONES 
NT ROCKET NOSE CONES 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
(AIAA 79-16491	 p0567 179-45325 
NOTCH STRENGTH 
Damage tolerance in advanced composite materials 
pOO14 179-10915 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft 
structures
p0534 179-43515 
NOTCH TESTS 
NT CHANPT IMPACT TEST 
The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 
2024-T3 Aiclad 
NRL-TR-78064-U)	 p0598 R79-29544 
NOTCHED METALS 
O NOTCH TESTS 
JOXIOUS MATERIALS 
U CONTAMINANTS 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
0 NOZZLE FLOW 
NOZZLE DESIGN 
Development of an integral fuel injection concept 
for staged combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0384] 	 p0147 179-19701 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
[ASHE PAPER 79-GT-51] 	 p0341 A79-30527 
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
p0342 A79-30582 
Partially variable area turbine nozzle 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1227]	 p0469-179-38992 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust 
deflector 
[1111 PAPER 79-1285]	 p0471 179-39020
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the 
improved 2.75-inch rocket 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1297]	 p0471 179-39027 
Systematization of simple structural elements of a 
regulated gas turbine engine nozzle
p0526 179-42555 
Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage 
during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades 
p0527 179-42569 
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines 
Russian book
p0603 A79-47428 
The nonaxisymmetric nozzle - It is for real 
fighter aircraft performance viewpoint 
[1111 PAPER 79-18101	 p0607 A79-47893 
Performance evaluation of an air vehicle utilizing 
non-axisymmetric nozzles 
[1111 PAPER 79-18111	 p0607 179-47894 
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high 
wing loading 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18121	 p0684 179-512486 
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1814]	 p0684 179-51247 
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced 
supersonic fighter 
[hAl PAPER 79-1813)	 p0685 A19-51707 
Variable area exhaust nozzle 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-123781] 	 p0164 879-14097 
Aircraft engine nozzle 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1]	 p0487 879-23971 
YF-17/ADEN system study 
[NASA-CR-144882)	 p0549 879-27126 
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0380] 	 p0200 179-23510 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles installed on the ?-18 aircraft 
[AlAN PAPER 79-0101)	 p0201 A79-23532 
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients 
(ASHE PAPER 79-GT-145)	 p0394 A79-32411 
Aerodynamic improvement of the inlet pipe of a gas 
turbine
p0526 A79-42560 
NOZZLE FLOW 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 179-14847 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 A79-14848 
Experimental study of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of a nozzle guide vane row with 
air ejection onto the vane surface
p0082 A79-16787 
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
p0127 A79-18398 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on 
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[AIAA 
'
PAPER 79-0135)	 p0142 A79-19554 
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional 
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure 
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles 
p0197 179-22437 
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of control nozzles
p0197 179-22439 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets
p0211 A79-24118 
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the 
computation of inviscid potential or rotational 
transonic flows
p0259 A79-26487 
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0592]	 p0267 179-26887 
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, 
demonstrated with a jet flow 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0575]	 p0268 179-26905 
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
[ATAA PAPER 79-0607]	 p0268 179-26908 
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise 
[AlAN PAPER 19-0631)	 p0317 A79-28963 
Gas flow in nozzles --- Russian book
p0347 A79-32025 
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1451	 p0394 179-32411 
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Velocity slip and temperature difference of gas 
mixtures in quasi-one--dimensional nozzle flows 
p0450 179-36423 
Profiling of two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
nozzles and calculation of their flows 
p0463 179-38168 
Progress on Variable Cycle Engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1312]	 p0510 179-40759 
Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage 
during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades 
p0527 179-42569 
Experimental study of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of a stator cascade with cooling 
air discharge through the vane surface 
p0613 479-48498 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
[4144 PAPER 79-1856]	 P0635 179-49339 
NOZZLE GEOMETRY 
Investigation of an ejector thrust-augmentor with 
a perforated nozzle for the elected gas 
p0021 479-12196 
Performance characteristics of nonaxi symmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-iS aircraft 
(4141 PAPER 79-01013	 p0201 179-23532 
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise 
(4144 PAPER 79-0631)	 p0317 479-28963 
Profile of a nozzle shaping the free-molecule flow 
intended to investigate air-intakes and cascades 
p0449 479-36122 
A parametric study of support system interference 
effects on nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent 
drag in wind tunnel testing 
(1141 PAPER 79-1168]	 p0467 479-38968 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTS aeroacoustic characteristics 
Over The Wing STOL engine configurations 
p0475 479-39802 
Effects of Reynolds number and other parameters on 
the throttle-dependent, nozzle/afterbody drag of 
an 0.11 scale single-engine aircraft model 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1167)	 p0508 479-40481 
Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-iS propulsion wind tunnel model 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1164)	 p0511 179-41174 
An approximate method for calculating a laminar 
boundary layer in aicromozzles
p0526 P.79-42559 
The nonazisymmetric nozzle - It is for real 
fighter aircraft performance viewpoint 
(kIll PAPER 79-1810]	 p0607 A79-47893 
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on 
inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
nozzle geometry 
[NASA-TM-79095]	 p0375 N79-20830 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in V/STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TM-79150]	 pOUSl N79-23911 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aero-acoustic characteristics 
short takeoff aircraft noise 
[NASA-TM-79168]	 p0504 N79-25841 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
(NASA-CR3168]	 p0671 579-31212 
Cr6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept --- specific fuel 
consumption reduction 
(NASA-cR-159564]	 p0717 579-33206 
NOZZLE INSERTS 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel metal throat liners 
[40-4062318]	 p0368 N79-20143 
NOZZLE THRUST COEPPICIENTS 
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1 145]	 p0394 479-32411 
Characteristics of Laval nozzles with gasdynamic 
regulation
p0408 P.79-34650 
NOZZLES 
Evaluation of methods for prediction of propulsion 
system drag
	 - 
(1114 PAPER 79-1148] 	 p0466 179-38961 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
semispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hyperinixing nozzles
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
[NASA-TM-73236] 	 p0590 579-29144 
ITS 
U NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
NUCLEAR EMULSIONS 
Observation of atmospheric interactions at 
aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion 
experiments
p0461 179-37573 
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 
NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
[10-1066038]	 p0484 579-23951 
NUCLEAR PARTICLES 
NT NUCLEONS 
NT PHOTONS 
NUCLEAR PROPULSION 
Nuclear Bi-Brayton system for aircraft propulsion 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1 19]	 p0393 179-32389 
Advanced nuclear systems for large aircraft 
(#114 79-0852)	 p0405 179-33835 
Nuclear aircraft innovations and applications 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0846]	 p0515 179-41913 
NUCLEAR RADIATION 
NT GAMMA RATS 
NUCLEAR REACTORS 
IT HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS 
NUCLEAR VULNERABILITY 
Fixed byte and bit slice microcomputer 
survivability techniques --- in aircraft subject 
to electromagnetic or nuclear radiation 
(lilA 79-19641	 p0698 A79-54436 
!UcLEONS 
Vertical cutoff rigidity and the intensity 
distribution of cosmic rays near cape Town 
p0461 179-37468 
NULL ZONES 
Radiation pattern sidelobes and null filling 
produced by aircraft vibration 
(AD-A070472)	 p0710 N19-32422 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
NT APPROXIMATION 
IT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
NT ERROR ANALYSIS 
NT FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY 
IT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
NT INTERPOLATION 
NT ITERATION 
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
NT LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
IT MONTE CARLO METHOD 
NT NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD 
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Method of determining the stability and 
controllability characteristics of an aircraft 
from the transient processes
P0021 179-12176 
Numerical-analytical solution of the problem of 
the constrained torsion of a cantilever wing 
p0021 A79-12195 
Application of optimization techniques in 
engineering design --- computerized structural 
design
p0025 179-12404 
Determination of the dynamic derivatives of 
lengthwise and side movement with the mobile 
oscillating derivative balance and systematic 
studies of the influence of several parameters 
on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel 
testing 
[DGLB PAPER 78-115]	 p0061 A79-14073 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0002]	 p0138 179-191171 
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at subsonic 
and supersonic speeds 
[1111 PAPER 79-0404]
	 p01118 P.79-19713 
A surface source and vorticity panel method 
for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body 
geometries
p0194 479-21998 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0282)
	 p0202 179-23562 
Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively 
loaded curved frames 
(AIAA 79-0784]	 p0322 179-29028 
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Numerical methods in laminar and turbulent flow; 
Proceedings of the First International 
Conference, University College of Swansea,	 -
Swansea, Wales, July 17-21, 1978
p0335 A79-29801 
An analytical method o f evaluating the effect of 
cooling-air on air-cooled turbine performance 
utilizing the small-deviation method 
[SAL-TM-323)
	
p0337 879-30380
Numerical solution of a body-propeller combination 
flow including swirl and comparisons with data 
p0338 879-308714 
Numerical representation of aircraft geometry 
o0397 879-32588 
Numerical analysis of flow through turbine 
cascades by the 'lodified FLIC Method 
p0397 179-32590 
Numerical methods for solution of 
radiative-convective heat transfer problems - 
Radiative boundary layer --- for hypersonic 
blunt bodies in dense atmosphere
p0528 879-42971 
A careful numerical study of flowfields about 
external conical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
#188 PAPER 79-1511]	 p0575 179-146701 
Notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 119-54048 
A lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulaticn coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 979-10017 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
p0032 979-10018 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
[CONF-771204-3]	 p00311 979-10036 
Direct numerical sclution of the transonic 
perturbation integral equation for lifting and 
nonlifting airfoils 
[NASA-TN-78518]	 p0035 979-10045
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
minicomputer 
[NASA-TM-78502]	 p0157 979-144011 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
p011S 979-15080 
A numerical prediction of typical articulated 
rotor impedance
p0215 979-15905 
Worst case time-histories causing largest 
deviations from a desired flight path: An 
analytical approach 
[VTR-LR-267]	 p0290 N79-17839
Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
rNASA-TP-13701	 p0300 979-18915
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil design
p0301 N79-18946 
Industrial centrifugal compressors, volume 1 
(VXI-LECTURF-SERIES-95-VOL--1] 	 p0308 979-19385
Flow modelling and aerodynamic design techniques 
for centrifugal compressors
p0308 979-19386 
Viscous flows in centrifugal compressors 
p0309 979-19387 
Numerical solution of the Wavier-Stokes equations 
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 979-20041 
Application of numerical optimization to the 
design of advanced supercritical airfoils 
p0357 979-20089 
Application of the AWl C sub 1 sub sax prediction 
method to a number of airfoils
p0358 979-20052 
Computation of turbulent near wake for asymmetric 
airfoils 
(NASA-TM-78581)	 p0359 979-20061
Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory 
[AGARo-R-671]	 p0361 979-20087
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow 
computation 
[AGAWD-AG-2 141]	 p0362 979-20088
Analysis and calculations of lightning 
interactions with aircraft electrical circuits 
CAD-A0626061	 p0364 979-20108 
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method 
and applications to two-dimensional, transonic 
and supersonic flows
p0376 979-20977 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
(AD-1065632]	 p01431 979-23028 
Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous 
flow problems
p0586 979-28478 
The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: A 
survey of mathematical formulations and 
numerical models with an outline of the new 
British aerospace scheme
p0586 979-284475 
The computation of vortex flows by panel methods 
p0587 979-28482 
The prediction of compressor blade row 
performance: Numerical methods and theoretical 
approaches
p0581 979-28557 
Implementation and testing of numerical analysis 
techniques in avionics applications 
[AD-1069299]	 p0598 979-29187 
Acoustic analysis of the propfan 
[NASA-CN-162312]	 p0707 979-32210 
NUMERICAL CONTROL 
Design of the TF system in relation to experience 
with the CCV-Y104 program and functional 
redundancy --- digital flight control systems 
for tactical fighter aircraft 
[0019 PAPER 78-139]	 p0062 879-14088 
Microprocessor control of aircraft ONE 
p0193 879-21965 
Flight test control by means of a microprocessor. I 
p0214 179-28349 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
[ASME PAPER 79-01-56) 	 p0391 179-32351 
Practical 'on-engine' microprocessor control and 
monitoring systems for gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER 19-GT-1811	 p0396 879-32440 
NC equipment spurs blisk manufacture - Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0800 179-33589 
Digital flight control research using 
microprocessor technology
p0465 A79-38533 
Application of digital controls on the quiet clean 
short haul experimental engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12031	 p0469 879-38984 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12041	 p0475 179-39814 
Plight test of a VIOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
[lIlA 79-1703]	 p0570 179-45358 
Computer Monitor and Control - 1 flexible, 
cost-effective implementation
p0618 179-48670 
Microcomputer control of a test facility --- for 
avionics
p0618 179-48672 
Pole of Numerical Control Design in the computer 
aided design/manufacturing interface at Sikorsky 
CARS 79-30]	 p0630 179-49082 
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber 
optic interconnect system for computer 
controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C 
aircraft 
(AD-A060318]	 p0168 979-14298 
A computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition 
system 
[NLR-MP-78004-1J]	 p0233 979-16847 
Graphical NC systems as a basis for progress 
towards the integration of design, planning and 
machining
p0374 979-20761 
Multifunction keyboard implementation study 
[AD-A066140]	 p0501 979-25086 
NUIBBICAL PLOW VISUALIZATION 
Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal 
gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades 
p0021 179-12194 
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An efficient user-oriented method for calculating 
compressible flow about three-dimensicnal inlets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0081]	 p0141 A79-19524 
Computational aerodynamics development and outlook 
/Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
[AIAA PAPER 79-01293	 p0200 A79-23515 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order 0/h2/ and O/h4/ 
p0248 A79-24829 
Nonlinear mathematical simulation of unsteady flow 
past a helicopter rotor
p0513 A79-41573 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver 
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
(AIAA 79-14651	 p0565 A79-45269 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
(AIAA 79-1457)	 p0565 A79-45273 
Progress in transonic flow computations analysis 
and design methods for three-dimensional flows 
supercritical wings and wing-body combinations 
p0302 N79-18951 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0480 R79-23906 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
p0019 A79-12138 
Application of the method of alternating 
directions to the numerical analysis of the 
thermal states of a bladed turbine disk 
p0083 A79-16807 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible 
potential flow in cascades using finite area 
techniques 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00771	 pOlIO A79-19522 
Use of the method of variable directions for 
numerical study of the temperature states of a 
turbine disk with blades
D0613 A79-48518 
NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
Overtest results for the 7.3-n /24-ft/ diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
p0191 A79-21524 
Design and development of the 24-foot diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
(AIAA 79-04331	 p0263 A79-26641 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p0515 A79-41945 
0 
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES 
A shock capturing application of the finite 
element method --- to viscous compressible flow 
problem
p0247 A79-24771 
OBLIQUE WINGS 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings
p0060 A79-13988 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in transonic 
flows
p0191 A79-21520 
Theory of oblique wings of high aspect ratio 
[AD-A059798]	 p0159 N79-14044 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement flow 
(NASA-CR-158385)	 p0370 N79-20342 
The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in 
transonic flow 
rAD-A07o232]	 p07O2 N79-32166 
OBSERVATION 
NT EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FNCM SPACE) 
NT SATELLITE CESERVATION 
OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT 
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT P-S AIRCRAFT 
NT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT 0-2 AIRCRAFT 
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the 
light observation helicopter (Kiwa)
p0310 1479-19616 
Wind estimates from cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 N79-20616
Commercial aircraft derived high resolution wind 
and temperature data from the tropics for PGGE: 
Implications for NASA
p0374 N79-20621 
OBSTACLES 
0 BARRIERS 
OBSTRUCTING 
U BLOCKING 
OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS 
U.S. Coast Guard utilization of remote sensing 
techniques for ocean surveillance
p0198 A79-22673 
OCEAN DATA PLATFORMS 
U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS 
OCEAN DATA STATIONS 
U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
The potential role of airships for oceanography 
[AIAA 79-1574]	 p0521 A79-42381 
ODAS 
U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS 
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS 
An offshore airport that works - Nagasaki 
p0281 A79-28185 
Advanced application of the MADGE approach aid 
offshore
p0399 A79-33457 
Flight investigation of helicopter IFR approaches 
to oil rigs using airborne weather and mapping 
radar 
[ABS 79-52]	 P0633 A79-49104 
Reliability analysis for optimum design 
applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
structures
p0691 A79-53070 
OGRE WINGS 
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
OGIVES 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01313	 p0200 A79-23517 
Canard-body-tail missile test at angles of attack 
to 50 deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind 
•	 tunnel 
[14ASA-TM-78 1441]	 p0086 N79-12021 
OE-58 HELICOPTER 
Preliminary design study of a composite main rotor 
blade for the 08-58 helicopter. Volume 1: 
Trade analysis and preliminary design study of 
composite 08-58 main rotor blade 
[AD-A064159]	 p0420 N79-22080 
08-58 composite main rotor blades preliminary 
design investigation 
[AD-A065010]	 p0421 N79-22085 
Flight evaluation MN 2 integrated controller 
installed in an 08-58k helicopter 
[AD-A065072]	 p0438 979-23103 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation 0B-58C 
helicopter 
(AD-A071699)	 p011S N79-33196 
OIL ADDITIVES 
The thermal oxidation stability of R-3V lubricant 
for aviation
p0688 A79-52500 
OIL RECOVERY 
Reclama€ion of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures 
[AD-A071813]	 p0718 N79-33211 
OILS 
NT CRUDE OIL 
NT. FUEL OILS 
NT LUBRICATING OILS 
NT SHALE OIL 
Oil squeeze film dampers for reducing vibration of 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-133]	 p0394 A79-32402 
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments 
p0047 N79-11062 
OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
The Omega navigation system - An overview 
p0026 A79-12525 
Implementation of the Omega system for air 
navigation
p0054 .A79-13244 
Automated OMEGA/VIP monitoring and forecasting for 
air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report 
p0077 A79-16164 
Can low-cost VON and Omega receivers suffice for 
RNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique 
pOO77 A79-16165 
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Use of the Omega Navigation System in the North 
Atlantic in the framework of the Navigation 
Minimum Performance Specifications /NMPS/ 
p0127 *79-18517 
An airborne microcomputer for radio navigation 
p0199 *79-23250 
Omega - Global navigating by VLP fix
p0398 *79-32722 
Internationalization of OMEGA
p0447 *79-36069 
The MX 1105, an integrated Transit/Omega navigator 
p0448 A79-36072 
The distribution pattern of Omega observations 
p0509 179-40647 
Omega navigation system --- signal processing 
methods
p0533 *79-43504 
Opeëational experience with the AR/ARN-131 Omega 
Navigation Set
p0619 *79-48676 
Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega for 
airborne use 
(AD-A059329)	 p0160 879-14059 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation system 
installed in the C-118 aircraft 
[AD-A0601514]	 p0161 N79-14077 
Omega and VIP aircraft installations 
(RAE-TM-RAD-NAV-66]	 p0217 879-15930 
Factors affecting omega accuracy 
(NDRE-71]	 p0419 879-22069 
Environmental effects on VLF navigation systems, 
OMEGA 
IAD-A063882]	 p0419 879-22073 
• Omega possibilities: Limitations, options, and 
opportunities 
(AD-A065027]	 p032 879-23063 
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega 
navigation system installed in a VC-118 
aircraft, supplement 1 
[AD-A068106]	 p0582 N79-28165 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
NT MONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES 
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area 
of study of many years' standing at the 
Institute for communications Engineering of 
Braunschweig Technical University
p0026 *79-12526 
von - Its past, present, and future
p0076-A79-16161 
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low 
range airspeed
p0331 *79-29480 
An analysis of radio navigation sensor accuracies 
associated with area navigation (RNAV) 
[AD-A058544]	 p0089 879-12055 
Navaid calibration evaluation with a computer 
controlled avionics data acquisition system 
(NLN-MP-78030-U]	 p0704 879-32193 
ONNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
U VHF OMNIRANG! NAVIGATICN 
ON-LINE PROGRAMMING 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
p0017 A79-11488 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
optimal flight path control 
(AIAA 79-1620]	 p0565 A79-45303 
ONWARD COMPUTERS 
U AIRBORNE/SPACFBCBNE COMPUTERS 
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
NT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
NT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
NT BOMBING EQUIPMENT 
NT PLYING EJECTION SEATS 
NT SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
NT TERCON 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in F-16 avionics
p0079 A79-16432 
Digital integrated test system improves testability 
of avionics
p0080 *79-16436 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 179-17095 
A general aviation flight test application of the 
on-board computer
(SIR PAPER 790583)	 p0453 179-36718 
Onboard methods for increasing landing approach 
capacity upon introduction of ELS 
[DGLR PAPER 79-047]	 p0520 179-42373 
Aircraft antenna systems --- Russian book 
p0564 *79-44892 
Neal-time gravity filtering from on-board 
gradiometers 
(1111 PAPER 79-17671	 p0689 179-52556 
08-60* MEDEVAC kit
p0310 879-19614 
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the 
light observation helicopter (Kiwa)
p0310 879-19616 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0312/3] 	 p0485 N79-23959 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 3. 1 bibliography with 
abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0313/1) 	 p0486 879-23960 
CH-147 EEC evaluation of selected subsystems, EMC 
test report 
(AETE-77/16-4]	 p0592 879-29170 
Roadrunner: A novel radar guidance concept 
(SARD-79-0412C)	 p0720 879-33383 
ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional 
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure 
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles 
p0197 *79-22437 
Optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number 
ramjet in a cruise application 
(*11* 79-7040)	 p0330 A79-29410 
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS) 
Modal interpolation program, 1215(INTERP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
(NASA-CR-2848]	 p0664 879-31147 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE 
Engine demonstration test of a cooled laminated 
axial turbine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1229]	 p0469 179-38993 
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS 
ATC delays - The number one problem in the next 
decade
p0204 179-23586 
Environmental factors affecting the installation 
and operation of gas turbine engines in 
agricultural aircraft 
[SIR PIPER 781010]	 P0256 A79-25892 
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic 
interface development problems 
[AD-1057932]	 p0095 879-12092 
Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in 
Turbomachinery, part 1 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-1-PT-1)	 p0382 879-21053 
General aviation IFR operational problems 
(NASA-CR-159022)	 p0419 879-22068 
STOL Technology, volume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-60-VOL-2)	 p0429 879-23002 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
NT MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
Helicopter operations development plan 
[FAA-RD-78-101]	 p0299 879-18799 
Helicopter air traffic control operations 
[AD-A072793)	 p0713 879-33180 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
Operator and technician tasks for the heads-up 
display test set and versatile avionics shop 
test /VAST/
p0080 179-16446 
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL) 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL) 
NT TEST PILOTS 
OPTICAL ABSORPTION 
U LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
p0213 179-24236 
An optical communication system for aircraft 
p0280 179-28038 
Military fiber optics applications
p0280 *79-28040 
An optical-fiber multiterainal data system for 
aircraft 
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p0450 A79-36484 
Air Force Space Laser CcmannicatioflS
p0463 A79-38706 
Fly-by-light
p0533 A79-43458 
Aircraft fiber-optic interconnect systems project 
[AD-A068366] p0559 1179-27978 
OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation RH-is 
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared 
radiation suppressor and an AN/ALQ-144 jammer 
(AD-A067757] pO541 N79-260I47 
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING 
NT SCENT ANALYSIS 
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance 
p0684 A79-514614 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 
p0693 179-53632 
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT 
NT IMAGE CONVERTERS 
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
NT LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS 
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS 
NT OPTICAL GYROSCOPES 
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT OPTICAL RADAR 
NT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS 
NT PRISMS 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
NT WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
Dynamic response analysis of an F-iS Fast Pack 
optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 
(AIRA 79-0788) pO322 A79-29032 
Composite gimbal materials study 
[AD-A059089] p0106 1179-13083 
OPTICAL GYROSCOPES 
Air Force applications for optical rotation rate 
sensors
p0281 A79-28122 
OPTICAL HETERODYNING 
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low 
level tactical operations
p0620 A79-48685 
A CO2 laser for a compact imaging radar 
p0684 A79-51451 
OPTICAL MASER MODULATION 
U LIGHT MODULATION 
OPTICAL MASERS 
U LASERS 
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT 
Making fluid flows visible
p0449 A79-36373 
Influence of gridboard line width and spacing on 
windscreen distortion measurements 
[AD-A065821] p0433 N79-23070 
Optical flow measurements:	 Applications to wind 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
(AAAF-NT-78-07) pOI$UO N79-23117 
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS 
NT OPTICAL RANG! FINDERS 
Applications of electro-optical instrumentation in 
turbine engine development
pO114 A79-17600 
Automating prevailing visibility --- airport 
videograph sensor assessments
p0346 A79-31888 
Analysis and preliminary design of an optical 
digital tip clearance sensor for propulsion 
control 
(NASA-CR-159434) pO174 N79-15053 
Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor	 (STOPS) 
flight test report 
EAD-A065018) p0438 1179-23100 
OPTICAL MODULATION 
U LIGHT MODULATION 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
NT ABSORPTIVITY 
NT COLOR 
NT REFLECTANCE 
NT TRANSPARENCE 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design options study 
(AD-A070376] p0669 N79-31201 
OPTICAL RADAR 
Multifunction CO2 heterodyning laser radar for low
level tactical operations
p0620 P.79-48685 
Heterodyning CO2 laser radar for airborne 
applications
p0656 1179-30205 
OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS 
NT LASER RANGE FINDERS 
Determining the contour of helicopter rotor blades 
automatically using electro-optical techniques 
(ABS 79-32]	 p0630 A79-49084 
OPTICAL SCANNERS 
NT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS 
OPTICAL SENSORS 
U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
OPTICAL SIGNALS 
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION 
OPTICAL SPECTRUM 
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) 
OPTICAL TRACKING 
General principles of automatic video trackers. II 
- Area trackers
p0071 A79-15159 
Deformable mirror surface control - Hardware, 
algorithms 
[AIAA 79-1751]	 p0571 A79-45393 
Parametric analysis of stereoxnetric tracker for 
use in tactical aircraft 
[AD-A064688]	 p0421 N79-22086 
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES 
Plane problems of aerothermooptics --- refraction 
in two-dimensional nonuniform medium 
p0266 A79-26865 
OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft 
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off 
program
p0022 A79-12233 
Desensitizing constant gain feedback linear 
regulators
p0023 179-12290 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 179-13982 
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of 
gyrostabilized platforms
p0068 179-14671 
Optimal control of helicopter longitudinal motion 
on the basis of an operational algorithm 
p0069 A79-14873 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive control --- for C-SR wing 
loading alleviation
p0070 P.79-14977 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0070 7.79-14978 
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 7.79-15016 
Optimal control of turbine engines 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/DSC-33]	 p0148 A79-19772 
Control system time response optimization - A 
nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft 
flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0540)	 p0253 P.79-25859 
Air fleet and facility planning via optimal 
control models
p0265 P.79-26725 
Linearization in the recursive estimation of 
navigation parameters
p0315 7.79-28604 
Minimum landing-approach distance for a sailplane 
p0338 A79-30483 
VTOL aircraft optimal state-space tracking control 
•	 p0344 P.79-31173 
Radio-engineering tracking systems
p01110 P.79-35501 
Extremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 P.79-44878 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
optimal flight path control 
[AIAA 79-1620]	 p0565 7.79-45303 
Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers 
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by 
a missile with proportional guidance 
(AIAA 79-1624)	 pO566 A79-45306 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
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tunnel model 
[AIAA 79-1633]	 p0566 A79-45314 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
[AIAA 79-1676]	 p0568 479-45340 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
(4144 79-1734]	 p0571 479-45377 
• A comparison of air-to-air missile guidance laws 
based on optimal control and differential game 
theory 
(AIAA 79-1736)	 p0571 479-45378 
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
tAIAA 79-17821	 p0572 479-45409 
• Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611479-47939 
A multiple objective optimization approach to 
aircraft control systems design
p0612 479-47962 
Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of 
the minimum time-to-climb problem
pO64O 479-49869 
The optimal control frequency response problem in 
manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0284 879-17476 
Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
(NASA-TP-1370]	 p0300 879-18915 
Optimum cruise performance 
[AD-A062607]	 p0364 879-20107 
Display/control requirements for automated VTOL 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-158905]	 p0364 879-20112 
Active control for the Total-In-Plight simulator 
(ACTIPS) 
[NASA-CR-3118]	 p0487 879-23978 
Time optimal control of a jet engine using a 
quasi-Semite interpolation model 
(NASA-CP-158711)	 p0498 879-25019 
Optimal placement of regional flight simulators 
[AD-A060450]	 p0501 879-25043 
Study of the theoretical to real correapondance of 
an optimal control model and the significance of 
this model for the description of working 
methodology with partly automated aircraft 
guidance and control systems 
(118-35]	 p0556 879-27188 
Application of a finite element method to 
transonic flow problems using an optimal control 
approach
p0586 879-28477 
A method for obtaining practical 
flutter-suppression control laws using results 
of optimal control theory 
(NASA-TP-1471]	 p0588 879-28614 
ONERA's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 879-30242 
Optimal controller design methods for linear 
systems with uncertain parameters-development, 
evaluation, and comparison --- autopilots for 
remotely piloted vehicles
p0718 879-33215 
OPTIMIZATION 
NT PLIGHT OPTIMIZATION 
NT OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL 
NT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATICN 
Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-13]	 p0001 479-10257 
Application of gradient methods to the optimal 
design of components of load-bearing structures 
for aircraft minimum weight design 
p0020 479-12144 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings	 - 
p0020 479-12163 
Application of optimization techniques in 
engineering design --- computerized structural 
design
p0025 479-12404 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization 
computer program for preliminary design of 
fighter aircraft
p0025 479-12460 
Optimal designing of gas-turbine engine 
thermogasdynamics on the basis of prototype 
elements. I
p0028 A79-12951
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by 
a random search technique
p0028 479-12956 
Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers 
in Stokes flow
p0059 479-13944 
Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment 
p0063 A79-14191 
Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows 
p0064 419-14200 
Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of 
the physical limits 
[ABS 78-04]	 p0119 A79-18131 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0065)	 p0140 479-19514 
Design of transonic airfoil sections using a 
similarity theory 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0076]	 P0140 479-19521 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0079]	 p0140 479-19523 
A procedure for axial blade optimization 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-15]	 p0150 479-19802 
To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape 
optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade 
p0185 479-20566 
Development of modern airfoil sections for high 
subsonic cruise speeds 
(4144 79-0687]	 p0275 479-27353 
Optimizing gasturbine engine flexible rotor 
balancing by the LP-search method
p0280 479-27745 
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for 
composite high aspect ratio wings 
[AIAA 79-0726]	 p0282 479-28258 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
(4144 79-0724]	 p0283 479-28290 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0662]	 p0318 A79-28967 
Transonic flow computations by finite elements - 
Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 A79-29676 
Optimal excitation of amplitude-direction-finder 
antennas operating on the basis of the 
comparison method
p0411 479-35502 
Optimization of hypersonic three-dimensional shapes 
p0411 A79-35584 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 A79-35717 
Optimal selection of the geometrical 
characteristics ofthe reversing channel of a 
small-scale turbine with readmission of the gas 
for aircraft auxiliary power systems 
p0450 A79-36583 
The design and selection of optimum propellers for 
general aviation aircraft 
(54! PAPER 7905751	 •	 p0452 479-36711 
Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum 
• performance with minimum maintenance 
(SAE PAPER 790598) 	 p0455 479-36730 
Optimal thermogasdynamic design of gas turbine 
engines using element prototypes. I
p0601 479-46997 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method
p0601 479-47002 
Application of Lagrange Optimization to the drag 
polar utilizing experimental data 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1833]	 p0634 419-49335 
Reliability analysis for optimum design 
applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
structures
p0691 479-53070 
Wing center section optimization with stress and 
local instability constraints
p0598 479-53771 
Optimal design of wing structures with 
substructuring
p0694 A79-53773 
Design of supersonic airfoils by numerical 
optimization 
•	 p0699 479-54473 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Preliminary study of optimum ductburning turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
[NASA-TM-79047]	 p0093 879-12083 
Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic 
airfoil 
[NASA-CR3065]	 p0098 879-13001 
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
minicomputer 
[NASA-TM-78502] 	 p0157 879-14011 
Weight optimisation with flutter constraints 
[ARC-R/N-3823]	 p0222 879-15972 
Ejector optimization 
[AD-A061251)	 p0240 879-17172 
Turbocharger design and development --- technology 
assessment and design optimization
p0309 879-19393 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift
p0357 N79-20044 
Application of numerical optimization to the 
design of advanced supercritical airfoils 
p0357 879-20049 
Closed Brayton cycle system optimization for 
undersea, terrestrial, and space applications 
p0422 879-22096 
Adaptation for the economy or adaptation for 
energy conservation --- passenger aircraft design 
[AAAF-NT-77-23]	 p0444 879-23537 
Minimization theory of induced drag subject to 
- constraint conditions 
(NASA-CR-31401	 p0482 879-23923 
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity 
analysis and structural optimization 
(AD-A065935]	 p0484 879-23949 
Leading-edge slat optimization for maximum airfoil 
lift 
[NASA-TM-78566]	 p0547 879-27100 
Extension of running time in the RAE hypersonic 
shock tunnel 
[OUEL-1260/78]	 p0556 N79-27191 
Pump design
p0588 879-28567 
Multi-element airfoil design by optimization 
FNLR-TR-78135-U]	 p0703 879-32181 
OPTIMUM CONTROL 
U OPTIMAL CCNTBOL 
ORBIT CALCULATION 
Kalman filtering and smoothing in Potonap for 
orbit determination using GPS measurements 
[AD-A064613]	 p0419 879-22071 
ORBITS 
NT EARTH ORBITS 
ORDNANCE 
Quantification of the storage logistics thermal 
environment --- environmental criteria for 
ordnance
p0195 879-22162 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
rAD-A0621551	 p0364 879-20106 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
Thermodynamics of organic compounds 
[80-8065664]	 p0442 879-23232 
ORGANIZATIONS 
NT NORTH ATLANTIC TREAT! ORGANIZATION (NAIO) 
The FAA's airport landside model: Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
[AD-A051145]	 p0167 N79-14115 
ORIFICE PLOW 
Determination of cooling air mass flow for a 
horizontally-opposed aircraft engine installation 
(SA! PAPER 790609] 	 p0456 879-36740 
ORION AIRCRAFT 
U P-3 AIRCRAFT 
ORNITHOPTER AIRCRAFT 
U RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 
optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization 
systems with orthogonal filters
p0069 A79-14871 
ORROTROPIC PLATES 
Some observations on the local instability of 
orthotropic structural sections
p0400 879-33461 
A finite element model to study the buckling 
behavior of general orthotropic, oidplane 
symmetric, elastic plates
(NLR-TR-77062-U]	 p0711 879-32594 
OSCILLATING CYLINDERS 
Vortex-induced oscillations - A selective review 
p0474 879-39751 
OSCILLATING FLOW 
Development of turbulence through non-steady 
boundary layer
p0053 A79-13155 
Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
hypersonic flow
p0059 A19-13976 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings
p0060 879-13979 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental study
p0060 A79-13980 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0068 879-14834 
A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis 
p0129 819-18647 
Unsteady aerodynamics of a circulation controlled 
airfoil
p0129 A79-18648 
Hydrodynamic propulsion by large amplitude 
oscillation of an airfoil with chordwise 
flexibility
p0137 A79-18834 
On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic flows 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0071]	 p0201 879-23542 
Effects of periodic changes in free stream 
velocity on flows over airfoils near static stall 
p0212 879-24214 
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 A79-24215 
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating 
free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application 
p0213 A79-24217 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 879-24221 
Unsteady effects on a stalled wing in pulsed flow 
- Comparison with back-and-forth oscillating case 
p0389 879-32288 
Implementation of unsteady oscillatory flows in a 
transonic wind tunnel
p0389 A79-32290 
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
[8188 PAPER 79-1516]	 p0576 A79-46704 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives 
for airfoil spoiler motions
p0178 879-15085 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic forces in high 
frequency oscillatory flow
p0216 879-15915 
A slender delta wing oscillating in surface waves 
[VT8-LR-257]	 p0288 879-17818 
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, 
including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel 
spanning wing
p0359 879-20059 
Unsteady boundary layer flow reversal in a 
longitudinally oscillating flow 
[80-8063140]	 p0371 879-20349 
Theoretical analysis of transonic flow past 
unstaggered oscillating cascades 
AD-80630831	 p0492 879-24963 
OSCILLATIONS 
NT HARMONIC OSCILLATION 
NT NONSTABILIZ!D OSCILLATION 
NT PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS 
NT SELF OSCILLATION 
NT STABLE OSCILLATIONS 
NT TRANSIENT OSCILLATIONS 
NT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION 
NT WING OSCILLATIONS 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0225]	 p0203 879-23571 
Wing rock due to aerodynamic hysteresis 
p0283 879-28376 
Improved sonic-box computer program for 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings with thickness 
[NASA-CR-158906]	 p0043 N79-10998 
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	 PANELS 
Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic stability 
p0176 N79-15070 
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
p0179 879-15091 
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. 2: The 
equations of motion for wind tunnel pitch-yaw 
oscillation rigs 
ARL-AEBO-NOTE-3771	 p0488 879-23982 
OSCILLATORS 
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES 
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS 
Aerospace applications of oscillators --- for 
location navigation, detection, 
telecommunications, and instrumentation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-48]	 p0535 A79-43621 
OUTLET FLOW 
The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the 
flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-35)	 p0340 A79-30520 
Outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow 
cascades
p0305 879-18997 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit 
flow of a General Plectric CF6-50 engine 
p0496 879-24996 
OVERPRESSURE 
NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
(Afl-A066038)	 p0484 879-23951 
OXIDATION 
NT RUSTING 
Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions 
[AD-A058239]	 p0097 879-12242 
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel 
thermal oxidation tester --- fuel for gas 
turbine aircraft engines 
[AD-A061027]	 p0240 879-17014 
OXIDATION RESISTANCE 
The chemical stability of kerosene fractions 
p0517 A79-42275 
The thermal oxidation stability of N-3V lubricant 
for aviation
p0688 A79-52500 
OXIDES 
NT ALUMINUM OXIDES 
NT CARBON MONOXIDE 
NT NITRIC OXIDE 
NT NITROGEN OXIDES 
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas 
turbine blades 
[NASA-TM-79088]	 p0369 879-20180 
OXIDIZERS 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
OXYGEN 
NT LIQUID OXYGEN 
NT OZONE 
Characteristics of a turbojet bypass engine with 
afterburner during oxygen supply to the 
afterburner
p0083 A79-16808 
Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet 
engine with oxygen injection into the 
afterburner chamber
p0613 A79-48519 
OXYGEN BREATHING 
Electrification of woven and film materials 
p0348 A79-32042 
OZONE 
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements On 8747-100 and 
B747-SP aircraft: Correlations with atmospheric 
ozone and ozone encounter statistics 
[NASA-TN-79060] 	 p0170 N79-15013 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins 
[NASA-CP-2066]	 p0379 N70-21021 
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: 
Objectives and approach
p0379 N79-21022 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on is-flight 
measurements
p0379 879-21023 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on flight 
planning to avoid high ozone
p0380 879-21024 
Ozone Contamination in aircraft Cabins: Summary 
of recommendations
p0380 879-21026 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
p0380 879-21027
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
A: Ozone toxicity
p0380 879-21028 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. In-flight measurements 
p0380 N79-21029 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
B: Overview papers. Plight 8 planning to avoid 
• high ozone
p0380 N79-21030 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Appendix 
8: Overview papers. Ozone destruction techniques 
p0380 879-21031 
OZONOMETBY 
Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
inside cabins of two B-747 airliners and a Gates 
Learjet business jet
p0278 A79-27571 
Measurement of ozone in an aircraft
p0409 A79-34925 
P 
P-3 AIRCRAFT 
The new p3C Orion aircraft with the RAAF 
p0349 A79-32231 
The operational impact of Navys first TAAP program 
P-3C Test, Analyze and Fix
p0476 A79-39890 
AN/USM-449/V/ ATE for worldwide support of the P3 
Orion
p0624 A79-48884 
Comparison of engineering properties of 7050-T7E73 
and 7075-76510 extrusions for potential P-3 
applications 
[1D-10580021	 p0097 879-12207 
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber 
• optic interconnect system for computer 
controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C 
aircraft 
[AD-A060318]	 p0168 879-14294 
Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A, B and C 
airplanes 
•	 [AD-A062290]	 p0364 879-20105 
P-531 HELICOPTER 
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities
requirements - How realistic are they 
(ANS 79-28)	 p0629 A79-49080 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 
NT JAPAN 
PACKAGES 
NT INSTRUMENT PACKAGES 
PACKAGING 
NT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
PACKING DENSITY 
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance 
high-density packaging for ejection seat-mounted 
personnel parachutes
p0402 A79-33616 
PAINTS 
Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and 
tail rotor paint schemes 
[FAA-AM-78-29]	 p0229 N79-16813 
Airfield marking paints state-of-the-art 
(FAA-RD-78-104]	 p0294 879-17876 
PANEL FLUTTER 
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter 
incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-
by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel 
[AIAA 79-0797]	 p0323 A79-29040 
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism 
with active feedback controls
p0338 A79-30480 
Time-variant aerodynamics of oscillating airfoil 
surfaces in a supersonic flowfield
p0406 A79-34531 
PANELS 
NT CURVED PANELS 
NT WING PANELS 
The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties 
internal wave elimination 
[AINA PAPER 79-0273]	 p0144 A79-19636 
A cyclic load test for environmental durability 
evaluation of bonded honeycomb structure 
aircraft Al panels
p0209 A79-24089 
Thermal response of composite panels
p0250 A79-25350 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Noise transmission - 'turboprop problem 
(141114 PAPER 79-0645]	 p0271 179-26933 
Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low 
smoke, high strength, thermally stable aircraft 
floor paneling
p0087 1479-12033 
The use of panel methods with a view to problems 
in aircraft dynamics 
[NLI4-NP-77009-U]	 p0216 879-15916 
Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete 
tube actively cooled structural panel 
p0386 879-211430 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
p0386 179-21431 
Fluxiess brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively cooled panel
p0386 879-21432 
Design and fabrication of aradiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
p0387 1479-21433 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 1419-21434 
Tests of beaded and tubular structural panels 
p0387 N79-21436 
NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
(10-14066038)	 p0488 1479-23951 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial 
transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159071] p0551 1479-27246 
Actively cooled plate fin sandwich structural 
panels for hypersonic aircraft 
(NASA-CR-3159)	 p0676 879-31628 
Advanced weldbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
[140-1071016]	 p0721 879-33880 
PAPERS 
Contributions to fluid mechanics
p0676 879-315214 
PARACHUTE DESCENT 
Detached flow about an opening canopy
p0015 179-11006 
Parachute canopy opening dynamics
pools 1479-11008 
Free periodic oscillations of a parachute system 
in the longitudinal plane
p0029 1479-12971 
Paracone ejection seat --- evaluated and compared 
to present parachute system
p0066 1479-14420 
Parachute partial inversions
p0066 A79-14424 
Simulation studies of the flight dynamics of 
gliding parachute systems 
(AI1414 79-04173	 p0262 1479-26628 
Recovery system preliminary design - A simplified 
approach to determining drogue chute staging, 
timing, and altitude requirements 
[AIAA 79-0446]	 p0263 1479-26650 
A simple physical model of a descending parachute 
(AIAA 79-01447)	 p0263 1479-26651 
Flight simulation of a vehicle with a two-stage 
parachute system 
1411414 79-0448] 	 p0263 1479-26652 
Parachute inflation control using an attached apex 
drogue 
[AIAA 79-04491	 p0263 179-26653 
A first-order theory for the effects of line ties 
on parachute deployment 
(1411414 79-04501	 p0263 A79-26654 
Parachute partial inversions 
(1411414 79-0451)	 p0264 1479-26655 
Longitudinal oscillation damping for 
fully-inflated parachute canopies 
• [AIAA 79-04591	 p0264 1479-26662 
The validity of the Leicester computer model for a 
parachute with fully-deployed canopy 
[141141 79-0460] 	 p0264 A79-26663 
Hardware options for gliding airdrop guidance 
• systems	 - 
[AIAA 79-0471]	 p0264 1479-26671 
Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow 
p0325 1479-29151 
Parachute-rocket deceleration system design 
p0696 A79-54057 
Bailout from autorotating helicopters
p0313 1479-19666
PARACHUTE FABRICS 
Overtest results for the 7.3-rn /24-ft/ diameter 
hybrid Mevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
p0191 1479-21524 
Design criteria for and development of Kevlar 
ribbon parachutes 
(lilA 79-0430]	 p0262 179-26638 
Development and initial test results of parachutes 
with automatic inflation modulation /AIM/ 
141114 79-04671 	 p0265 1479-26673 
Development of hermetically sealed low-maintenance 
high-density packaging for election seat-mounted 
personnel parachutes
p01402 1479-33616 
On the status of experimental stress analysis of 
parachute canopies
p0404 1479-33646 
PARACHUTES 
N" DRAG CHUTES 
NT RECOVERY PARACHUTES 
NT RIBBON PARACHUTES 
An air launched test vehicle for election seat 
parachutes
p0067 A79-14430 
Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology 
Conference, 6th, Houston, Tex, March 5-7, 1979, 
Technical Papers
p0262 179-26626 
Fabrication and quality assurance procedure to 
assure a symmetrical lifting parachute 
(AAA 79-0427)	 p0262 179-26636 
A new life saving application for the parachute 
(AIAA 79-0456]	 p0264 1479-26659 
Factors and tradeoffs affecting ram-air parachutes 
designed for civilian personnel applications 
[lilA 79-0457]	 p02614 179-26660 
Commercial parachutes --- from safety standpoint 
[111414 79-0458]	 p0264 1479-26661 
Development and initial test results of parachutes

with Automatic Inflation Modulation /A.I.M./ 
p0402 1479-33618 
Basis for an objective evaluation of the paratroop 
lumping reliability
p0402 1479-33619 
Milestones in the history of parachute development 
p0402 1479-33620 
Effects of a spin chute installation on spin 
characteristics --- of light general aviation 
aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790564]	 p0452 1479-36705 
Experimental measurement of parachute canopy 
stress during Inflation 
[10-1058474]	 p0099 879-13011 
PARACHUTING 
U PARACHUTE DESCENT 
PARAGLIDERS 
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS 
Aerodynamics and performance of a gliding 
parachute with landing brakes
p0066 779-14423 
Hardware options for gliding airdrop guidance 
systems 
(1111 79-0471]	 p0264 1479-26671 
PARALLEL COMPUTERS 
Parallel procedures for aircraft parameter 
identification and state estimation-
 
(1411414 79-1636]	 p0567 1479-45316 
PARALLEL FLON 
NT PIPE FLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
Experimental investigation of noise reduction from 
two parallel-flow jets 
(141141 PAPER 77-1290] 	 p0059 179-13978 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
p0137 1479-18837 
Jet discharge coefficient through openings for 
parallel flow 
111114 79-7050] 	 p0331 A79-29418 
PARALLEL PLATES 
Motion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 1479-54048 
PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS), 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 179-40664 
The impact of parallel -computers on the design of 
nonlinear flight controllers 
(lilA 79-1966]	 p0698 A79-54414 
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	 PATTERN RECOGNITION 
PARALLEL STRIP LINES 
U MICROSTRIP. TRANSMISSION LINES 
PARAMETERIZATION 
Choice of the main parameters in the design of 
aircraft engines
p0026 P.79-12528 
Modeling parameter influences in gas turbine 
combustor design 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0358] 	 pO146 P.79-19685 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- for 
aircraft flight characteristics 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1803]	 p0606 P.79-87888 
Identification of the stability parameters of an 
aeroelastic airplane
p0177 N79-150'7 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 879-25808 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
[P.RL/AERO-NOTE-379]	 p0580 879-28184 
Parametric studies of model helicopter blade slap 
and rotational noise 
(AD-A068181]	 p0600 879-29962 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 879-30176 
PARAMETERS 
U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
PARTICLE BEAMS 
NT ELECTRON BEAMS 
PARTICLE DIFFUSION 
Thermophoresis - Enhanced deposition rates in 
combustion turbine blade passages 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-1] 	 p0149 P.79-19790 
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS 
Observation of atmospheric interactions at 
aeroplane altitude --- gamma ray emulsion 
experiments
p0861 A79-37573 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
Wear particle analysis of grease samples 
[AD-A069114]	 p0597 879-293114 
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES 
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a 
film-cooled leading edge
p0535 P.79-43678 
Particle trajectories in turbine cascades 
p0535 P.79-83679 
PARTICLES 
NT DROPS (LIQUIDS) 
NT ELECTRON BEAMS 
NT FOG 
NT LIGHT BEAMS 
NT METAL PARTICLES 
NT NUCLEONS 
NT PHOTONS 
NT POWDER (PARTICLES) 
NP POWDERED ALUMINUM 
NT SOOT 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
IBLL-RISLFY-TR-3308-(9091.9F) ]
	
p0292 879-17856 
PARTICULATE FILTERS 
U FLUID FILTERS 
PARTS 
U COMPONENTS 
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
NI A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT 80-105 HELICOPTER 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-54 HEIICCPTER 
NT COMET 4 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-53 HELICOPTER 
NT BFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT
Operational reliability of climate and pressure 
control equipment for passenger aircraft 
Russian book
p0012 P.79-10850 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
pOOh P.79-114114 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
•	 p0025 P.79-12396 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 P.79-12953 
Choice of a fuselage for a passenger aircraft 
p0028 P.79-12968 
A system for survival --- passenger aircraft 
escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics 
p0066 P.79-14826 
Findings of the Ottawa-Montreal 5101 demonstration 
service 
[AIP.A 79-0710]	 p0277 P.79-27369 
Computers on the airliner flight deck
p0344 P.79-31157 
The cost situation in the material maintenance of 
civil aviation aircraft 
[DGLR 79-01141	 p0347 P.79-31985 
Britain's better airbus wing --- A-310 aircraft 
wing design
p0408 P.79-34823 
Four jets for short-haul work RAe 1116
pO8O8 A79-34922 
A European view on gas turbine engine monitoring 
of present and future civil aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1200] 	 p01169 P.79-38982 
Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
airline fire safety
p0530 P.79-43271 
Some possibilities for the navigation of small 
passenger aircraft
p0534 A79-43508 
Navigation at high latitudes
p0538 P.79-113514 
Selection of geometric parameters and location of 
nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel 
test data. I
p0601 -P.79-46999 
Selecting the passenger airplane fuselage 
p0601 P.79-47014 
The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient 
solution to the airport congestion problem 
using cruise liner aircraft for in-air passenger 
transfer 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1865] 	 p0610 P.79-87921 
flesign criteria for airline operation 
[P.IAA PAPER 79-1849]	 p0634 P.79-49337 
Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 P.79-53722 
An analysis of long and medium-haul air passenger 
demand, volume 1 
[NASA-CE-152156]	 p0418 879-22062 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2 
[ 14ASA-CR-152157)	 p0418 N79-22063 
Adaptation for the economy or adaptation for 
energy conservation --- passenger aircraft design 
(AAAF-NT-77-23)	 p0844 879-23537 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validations, and applications 
[AD-A062863]	 p0500 4(79-250110 
Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft 
p0579 4(79-28120 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program
p0661 B79-31176 
PASSENGERS 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 P.79-18573 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria
-	
p0198 P.79-22921 
Physical and subjective studies of aircraft 
interior noise and vibration 
[NASA-TM-80084]	 p01145 4(19-23758 
PATROLS 
Goodyear aerospace conceptual design maritime 
patrol airship ZP3G 
rAD_A0684491
	
p0590 N79-29150 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
Estimation of aircraft target notion using pattern 
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recognition orientation measurements 
p0612 A79-47997 
Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques 
p0618 679-48602 
Synthetic aperture radar map matching for navigation 
p0614 679-148603 
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of - 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
p0414 879-22007 
Applications of pattern recognition systems for 
day/night precision aircraft control 
p0656 879-30204 
PAVEMENTS 
Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of 
aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 780568)	 p0006 679-10415 
An overview of airfield pavement design 
p0063 A79-14140 
Surface deformations as a runway design criterion 
p0151 679-20049 
Airfield pavement evaluation, volume 4. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0685/4]	 p0038 879-10070 
Literature review-elastic constants for airport 
pavement materials 
(AD-A056195]	 p0096 879-12100 
Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military 
airfields 
(60-6058736)	 p0106 879-13067 
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and 
loaded pavement profiles 
(AD-A059787]	 p0163 879-14088 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
[AD-A059785)	 pO168 879-14247 
Research in airport pavements 
(PB289432/7	 p0368 879-20145 
Systems approach to life-cycle design of 
pavements. Volume 3: LIFE2 program listing 
AD-A0646981	 p0443 879-23260 
Evaluation of materials for post-attack pavement 
repair 
[60-6066516]	 p0502 879-25251 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
[A0-A069548]	 p0584 8'9-28187 
Interim field procedure for bomb damage repair 
using crushed limestone for crater repairs and 
silikal trade name for spall repairs 
[AD-A068617]	 p0584 879-28189 
Techniques for cathodic protection testing over 
airfield pavements 
(AD-A0690451	 p0596 879-29200 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
(AD-A069448]	 pO66l 879-30246 
Pecycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
(AD-A072117]	 p0707 879-32218 
PAYLOAD DELIVER! (STS) 
NT WEAPONS DELIVERY 
PAYLOADS 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
[CONP-771215-1)	 p0067 679-14431 
Airship potential in strategic airlift operations 
(AIAA 79-15981	 p0523 679-42392 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration 
[NASA-TN-79041]	 p0094 879-12085 
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating containers 
and application to the problem of dynamic 
stability of helicopter underslung loads 
p0177 879-15073 
An RPV design study
p0219 879-15946 
PDM (MODULATION) 
U PULSE DURATION NODUIATICN 
PENNING 
Stress-peen straightening of complex machined 
aircraft parts
p0214 A79-24254 
PENDULOUS GYROSCOPES 
U GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS 
PENDULUMS 
NT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS 
PENETRATION 
Effect of injection angle on liquid injection in 
supersonic flow --- for increasing fuel jet
penetration 
rAIAA PAPER 79-0383)	 p0147 A79-19700 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
[AD-A068747]	 p0582 879-28166 
PENETRATION BALLISTICS 
U TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
PERCEPTION 
NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
NT NOTION PERCEPTION 
NT SENSORY PERCEPTION 
NT SPACE PERCEPTION 
NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION 
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION 
PERFECT GAS 
U IDEAL GAS 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
A gas path performance diagnostic system to reduce 
J75-P-17 engine overhaul costs 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1161	 p0002 A79-10267 
A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow 
compressor performance prediction 
[65MB PAPER 78-GT-139] 	 p0002 A79-10268 
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled 
turbine bladimg 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-122)	 p0009 A79-10790 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine 
combustion chamber flows 
(65MB PAPER 78-GT-142] 	 p0009 679-10797 
Research of the XF3-1 turbofan engine 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-199]
	 pOOh A79-10819 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
pOO17 619-111494 
Helicopter noise - State-of-the-art 
[AIAA PAPER 77-1337) 	 p0025 679-12395 
Early identification of high-maintenance helicopters 
p0074 A79-15411 
Aircraft structural reliability prediction based 
on dynamic loads and ultimate strength test data 
pOO76 A79-16111 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillating airfoils 
CARS 78-62]	 p0125 A79-18183 
Sea behaviour- prediction of helicopters through 
free model tests
p0132 A79-18670 
Prediction methods in aeroelasticity 
(ONEPA, TP NO. 1978-49)	 p0152 679-20079 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 A79-20118 
Improved wave drag predictions using modified 
linear theory
p0191 A79-21523 
PCS reduction of installed aircraft antennas 
Radar Cross Section prediction
p0247 679-24716 
Radar system design for track-while-scan 
p0248 679-25139 
Prediction of gas-turbine alloy creep 
characteristics
p0266 679-26841 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
-- Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
[AIAA 79-0770]	 p0321 A79-29023 
Turbine performance analysis and engine to rig 
correlation 
[6166 79-7048]	 p0331 A79-29416 
Performance estimation of partial admission turbines 
[65MB PAPER 79-GT-123)
	 p0393 A79-32392 
Relationships for nozzle performance coefficients 
[ASME PAPER 79-DT-145]	 p0394 A79-32411 
Evaluation of GPS performance for low-cost general 
aviation
p0447 A79-36065 
Reliability, performance, and fault isolation 
considerations in the design of interconnected 
navigation systems
-	 p0448 A79-36077 
The design and selection of optimum propellers for 
general aviation aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 790575]	 p0452 A79-36711 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects --- for general aviation aircraft 
[SAN PAPER 790576) 	 p0453 A79-36712 
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Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems 
(SA! PAPER 7906081	 p0456 A79-36739 
General aviation aircraft design for performance 
using small computers 
(SIB PAPER 7906181	 p0857 A79-36743 
Fossil fuel heat pumps for domestic, commercial 
and industrial space heating
p0862 179-37852 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0863 179-38137 
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and 
usage criteria --- high-pressure rotors in jet 
engines 
(1111 PAPER 79-11231	 p0466 A79-38953 
A novel correlation of centrifugal compressor 
performance for off-design prediction 
(ATAA PAPER 79-1159] 	 p0867 179-38965 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
[1181 PAPER 79-1189]	 p0468 179-38976 
Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion 
induced forces in ground effect 
(1111 PAPER 79-1281]	 p0871 A79-39017 
What small turbine engine does the small 
helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved 
with good intentions --- fuel consumption, 
performance, environmental and engine 
reliability and acceptability considerations 
subordinating advanced turbine engine 
development for small helicopters 
(1111 PAPER 79-1314]	 p0471 A79-39032 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight on jet mixing noise
p0875 179-39803 
Weight and cost estimating relationships for heavy 
lift airships 
[AIAA 79-1577)	 p0522 179-42383 
Canadian interest in modern LTA transport 
rallA 79-1585]	 p0522 A79-42386 
Plight dynamics analyses and simulation of Heavy 
Lift Airship 
fATAl 79-15931	 p0522 A797-42388 
Air buoyant vehicles - Energy efficient aircraft 
(1161 PAPER 79-1862) 	 p0610 179-47919 
Helicopter performance methodology at Bell 
Helicopter Textron 
(IRS 79-2]	 p0626 179-49055 
Improved method of predicting helicopter control 
response and gust sensitivity 
(ABS 79-251	 p0629 179-49077 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
(lIlA PAPER 79-17951	 'p0634 A79-49332 
A design perspective on new technologies for 
general aviation
p0636 179-491486 
Performance predictions for open ocean air cushion 
vehicles and surface effect ships
p0640 879-49903 
Dynamic test techniques - concepts and practices 
aircraft performance prediction from 
thrust/lift/drag model
p0642 179-50164 
Performance modelling methods --- in flight test 
programs
p0642 A79-50167 
A lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulation coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 879-10017 
Engineering and development program plan: Central 
flow control system 
(AD-A058549)	 p0089 879-12056 
Loran-C time difference calculationá 
(NASA-CR-157957]	 p0100 879-13019 
A new blade element method for calculating the 
performance of high and intermediate solidity 
axial flow fans 
(NASA-cR-3063]	 p0103 879-13047 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(10-1059025)	 p0103 879-13052 
Computerization of tactical aircraft performance 
data for fleet application 
(10-1059912]	 p0162 879-14087 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173 879-15041 
Prediction of unsteady aerodynamic forces in high 
frequency oscillatory flow
p0216 879-15915 
Plight test evaluation of predicted light aircraft 
drag, performance, and stability 
tRASA-CR-158076)	 p0218 879-15983 
A study of the effect of different cam designs on 
Bark 7 Rod 1 arresting gear performance 
[AD-A061486]	 p0238 879-16882 
An analytical technique for predicting the 
characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with 
at active flutter-suppression system and 
comparison with wind-tunnel data 
[RASA-TP-1367]	 p0242 879-17268 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 2: Performance 
prediction of helicopters 
(NASA-CR-3083]	 p0287 879-17811 
Formulation of aerodynamic prediction techniques 
for hypersonic configuration design 
(NASA-CR-158994)	 p0291 879-17850 
Introduction to equations of notion for performance 
[BSDU-78038)	 p0378 879-21002 
Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Bach 2.7 
cruise aircraft 
[NASA-TR-78732)	 p0388 879-21868 
Noise and performance calibration study of a Bach 
2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft 
tNASA-TN-800431 	 p0388 879-21869 
A study of the Sheriffs wing 
[BU-215)	 p0433 1479-23072 
Regression Simulation of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4) 
(10-1066398]	 p0499 579-25027 
Off-design performance of gas turbines, volume 1 
conferences, Belgium, Jan.-Feb. 1978 
(VKI-LEC-SEB-1 978-2-VOL-I)	 p0587 879-28555 
The importance of off-design operation 
p0587 879-28556 
The prediction of compressor blade row 
performance: Numerical methods and theoretical 
approaches
p0587 879-28557 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions, etc.
p0581 879-28560 
Axial turbine performance prediction
p0587 879-28561 
Problems involved in starting and shutdown of gas 
turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical aspects 
p0587 879-28565 
Prerotation in centrifugal pumps: Design criteria 
p0588 879-28574 
PEEPORNANCE TESTS 
Demonstration of ceramic design methodology for a 
ceramic combustor liner 
(ASNE PAPER 78-87-1371	 p0009 179-10794 
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear 
p0014 179-10918 
Test and evaluation procedures for the GPS user 
equipment
p0063 179-14192 
GPR Phase I user equipment field tests 
p0063 179-14193 
Performance evaluation of the experimental ECAS 
/Beacon Collision Avoidance System/
p0065 179-14412 
Lessons learned from the AN/AFC-164 test program 
airborne radio transceiver thermal cycling 
test
polls 179-17665 
Generalizing helicopter flight test performance 
data /GE11PLT/ 
(ABS 78-44]	 p0123 179-18167 
Development of an integral fuel injection concept 
for Staged combustors	 - 
(1111 PAPER 79-0384)	 p0147 179-19701 
Overtest results for the 7.3-m /24-ft/ diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
p0191 179-21524 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 179-24221 
P-18 status report
p0259 179-26529 
Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and 
display system
p0279 179-27675 
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Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and ' of a An evaluation of sidestick force/deflection 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scranjet characteristics on aircraft handling qualities 
(AIAA 79-70451	 90330 879-29413 p0644 A79-50428 
Flight test results --- for 727 aircra ft Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
p0333 879-29596 points with small aircraft models /engineering 
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor test/ 
cascades p0680 A79-51130 
(ASME PAPER 79-UT-11]	 p0390 879-32330 Plight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning [AIAA PAPER 79-1841]	 p0684 A79-51249 
transonic turbine cascades Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the 
ASNE PAPER 79-GT-37]	 p0390 A79-32342 Rini-Brayton rotating unit 	 (MINI-BRU) .
	 Volume 
An overview of the U.S. Navy Maximum Performance 2: Figures and drawings 
Ejection System [NASA-CR-159441-VOL-2]	 p0049 879-11409 
p0402 879-33613 Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using 
Development and initial test results of parachutes ASTM test method d2887 data with multiple linear 
with Automatic Inflation Modulation /A.I.3./ regression analysis 
p0402 A79-33618 [AD-8059185]	 pOO98 879-12245 
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating Definition study for variable cycle engine testbed 
p0403 879-33623 engine and associated test program 
Development and testing of a dual mode escape [RASA-CR-159459]	 .p0103 879-13048 
propulsion system Flight profile performance handbook. 	 Volume 3: 
p0403 A79-33635 As-1G	 (COBRA) 
A new high product rate 10 nanosecond, 256 point [80-1060056]	 p0171 879-15030 
correlator --- for weapon system applications Flight profile performance handbook.
	 Volume 4: 
and fluid mechanics research AN-is	 (COBRA) 
p0405 879-34305 [14D-A060057]	 p0171	 879-15031 
The impact of noise regulations on propeller design Flight profile performance handbook.
	 Volume 5: 
[SAE PAPER 790593]	 p0455 879-36727 YPH-64	 (Advanced Attack Helicopter-lAN) 
Determination of cooling air mass flow for a [80-8060058]	 p0172 879-15032 
horizontally-opposed aircraft engine installation Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
[SAP PAPER 790609]
	 1 
p0456 879-36740 aviation aircraft 
A canister fuel pump for general aviation aircraft (FAA-RD-78-122]	 p0229 879-16815 
(SAE PAPER 790624] 	 p0458 879-36752 Test evaluation of phase III Bendix basic narrow 
An experimental study cf propeller-induced and small community time reference scanning beam 
structural vibration and interior noise microwave landing system 
(SAP PAPER 7906251	 p0458 879-36753 [FAA-RD-78-127]	 p0231 879-16829 
Vind tunnel performance of four energy efficient F-16 high angle of attack testing 
propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise p0299 879-18886 
[SAP PAPER 790573]
	
p0459 879-36759 Principles of helicopter performance 
Model study of aircraft disk brakes [AD-A061671]	 P0303 879-18970 
PO465 879-38816 Supercritical tests of a self-optimizing, 
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments variable-Camber wind tunnel model 
p0465 879-38817 p0357 879-20048 
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl Developments in testing airfoil techniques at 
afterburner University of Southampton 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1199] 	 p0469 A79-38981 p0358 879-20056 
Partially variable area turbine nozzle Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A. B and C 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1227]	 p0469 A79-38992 airplanes 
Engine demonstration test of a cooled laminated (80-1062290)	 p0364 879-20105 
axial turbine Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
fATAl PAPER 79-12291	 p0469 A79-38993 combustor using jet A and A diesel fuel 
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the (NASA-TN-79089)	 p0365 879-20114 
improved 2.75-inch rocket 3T80 and 3T9D jet engine performance improvement 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1297]	 PO471	 879-39027 program.	 Task 1:	 Feasibility analysis 
Emission characteristics of a premix combustor [NASA-CR-159449]	 p0365 879-20116 
fueled with a simulated partial-oxidation CF6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
oroduct gas Task 1:	 Feasibility analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1322] 	 p0472 879-39038 [NASA-CR-159450]	 p0384 879-21074 
V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch Ceramic mainshaft roller bearing performance in a 
and variable inlet guide vane fans - A report on gas turbine engine 
experimental data [AD8067904]	 p0557 879-27516 
8188 PAPER 79-1286]	 p0509 879-40487 Internal/external lighting (aviation materiel) 
Assembly and testing of flight-vehicle hydraulic [AD-A068951]	 p0583 879-28171 
and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised AALC fan model test program 
edition/ --- Pussian book [80-8069058]	 p0585 879-28372 
p0564 879-44893 PASA CP6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
The DG-P00 - A rugged, high performance heading Long-term CP6-6D low-pressure turbine 
reference unit --- directional gyro design deterioration 
considerations (NASA-CB-159618]	 p0595 879-29191 
p0619 879-48677 subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
A new U.U.T./test station interface system for IFR conditions 
p0625 879-48896 p0656 879-30209 
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the UH-60A Black Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive landing 
Hawk gear, taxi mode test system for YF-12A 
(ABS 79-10]	 p0627 879-49062 [NASA-CR-144884]	 p0668 879-31192 
The Sikorsky elastomeric rotor --- helicopter Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
rotor bearings operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
fAns 79-49)	 p0632 879-49100 be used on vertical lift aircraft 
The circulaticn control rotor flight demonstrator [NASA-TP-1510]	 p0671 879-312114 
test program Aerodynamic data for three supercritical airfoils: 
[AffS 79-511	 90633 879-49103 RAE(NPL)	 9515 and 9530, and RAE 9550.
	 Parts 1 
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for and 2 
engine ingestion prevention in F-iS. (ARC-R/M-3820) p0703 879-32178 
p0642 A79-50166 Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity --- London	 (Gatwick)	 Airport, August 1977 
determination at Naval Air Test Center [RAE-TR-78121$]	
.	
p0704 879-32194 
p0644 A79-50307 Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system at 
The Swedish approach to escape system testing Manchester International Airport, 
p0644 879-50427 October/November 1971
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	 PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 
1RAE-TR781441	 p07o4 1179-32195 
Interim results of DABS/ATCRBS electromagnetic 
compatibility testing 
(10-1072087]	 p0710 819-32418 
Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
(NASA-TP-1523)	 p0717 819-33210 
Regression Simulation of Turbine Engine 
Performance (ESTER), task 1 
[AD-A071400]	 p0718 879-33213 
PERFUSION 
DIFFUSION 
PERIODICALS 
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered 
aircraft, 'US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ARN-78-141	 p0289 W79-17830 
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application 
operations, US general aviation 1977 
[NTSE-ANM-78-21]	 p0290 879-17837 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPIERT (COMPUTERS) 
NT REMOTE CCNSOL!S 
PERIPHERAL JET PLOW 
Skirt components of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an air-cushion vehicle using 
the oncoming flow to generate lift
p0028 179-12949 
Optimization of jet distribution along the blade 
for VTOL jet propelled rotor
p0129 179-18641 
Surface-effect components of aerodynamic 
characteristics of air-cushion vehicle with ram 
pressurization
p0601 179-46995 
Windtunnel measurements on the interference 
between a jet and a wing located outside the 
jet. Part 1: Text, tables, and figures 
[NLR-TR-77009- 13]	 p0702 819-32175 
PERMEABILITY 
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and 
flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy 
composites 
[AD-A0685861	 p0585 879-28245 
PERSONNEL 
NT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL) 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT FLIGHT CREWS 
NT FLYING PERSCNNEL 
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL) 
NT SCIENTISTS 
NT TEST PILOTS 
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT 
The dynamics of a general aviation pilot promotion 
campaign	 -
p0466 179-38886 
PERSONNEL SELECTION 
NT PILOT SELECTION 
PERTURBATION. 
The effect of disturbance on a wing
p0479 N79-23893 
PERTURBATION TBEONY 
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 179-15016 
Lag damping in autorotation by a perturbation method 
for rigid rotor blades 
[INS 78-25]	 p0121 179-18151 
Slender wing in compressible flow --- Russian book 
p0254 179-25872 
A general solution for distorted flows in cascades 
of aerofoils 
[AS!! PAPER 79-GT-65]	 p0391 179-32353 
On a property of the linearized boundary layer 
equations with self-induced pressure 
p0513 179-41968 
Application of singular perturbation techniques 
/SPT/ and continuation methods for on-line 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0612 179-47991 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft aane'lvers 
(NASA-CR-3167)	 p0654 879-30194 
PETROLEUM 
U CRUDE OIL
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
NT ASPHALT 
NT DIESEL FUELS 
NT GASOLINE 
NT GREASES 
NT LUBRICATING OILS 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
kerojet fuels from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
(DOE/!RA-0023)	 p0559 879-28058 
PHANTOM AIRCRAFT 
NT F-4 AIRCRAFT 
PHASE ANGLE 
U PHASE SHIFT 
PHASE MODULATION 
NT PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
Spread spectrum modulation. II - Characteristics 
p0058 A79-13275 
PHASE SHIFT 
Effect of interblade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
(AS!! PAPER 79-GT-153)	 p0394 A79-32418 
PHASE SHIFT KEYING 
Precision OME at L-band using phase-coded 
transmission
p0055 179-13245 
Spread spectrum modulation. II - Characteristics 
p0058 179-13275 
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT COAL LIQUEFACTION 
NT EVAPORATION 
NT FREEZING 
NT TRANSPIRATION 
NT VAPORIZING 
PHASED ARRAYS 
The control of tolerances in an array antenna 
p0019 179-11934 
Grating lobe control in limited scan arrays 
p0137 179-18714 
Radiation field of a conformal phased array of 
rotational-polarization elements situated on a 
surface of revolution
p0398 179-32734 
In-house exploratory development program on 
sicrostrip antennas 
(AD-A058899)	 p0107 N79-13233 
PHENOLIC RESINS 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics. Phase 
2: Sandwich panel resin system development 
[RASA-CB-152120]	 p0674 N79-31354 
PHILOSOPHY 
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 N79-30236 
PHOSPHORIC ACID 
Phosphoric acid non-tank anodize /PANTA/ process 
for repair bonding --- of aluminum aircraft 
surfaces
p0187 179-20815 
An automated system for phosphoric acid anodizing 
of aluminum alloys
p0210 179-24107 
Aircraft service experience of bonded assemblies 
prepared with phosphoric acid anodized prebond 
surface treatment
p0531 A79-43317 
PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS 
NT PHOSPHORIC ACID 
PHOSPHORYLATION 
Phosphorylated epoxy adhesives
p0088 N79-120142 
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
Nitrogen oxide air pollution. Part 3: 
Atmospheric chemistry. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0973/4] 	 p0098 879-12593 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY 
U PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
PH OTOCUR B BETS 
U ELECTRIC CURRENT 
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 
Design and checking of helicopter transmission 
components using photoelastic analysis techniques 
p0136 179-18699 
Designing with experimental mechanics 
three-dimensional photoelastic analysis of 
helicopter components 
[INS 79-11]	 p0627 179-49063 
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PHOTOELASTIC STRESS MEASUREMENT 
U PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS 
PHOTOELASTICIT! 
Three-dimensional photoelastic Stress analysis of 
the dovetail region of the TF-30 turbine 
engines third-stage fan 
fAD-A063300)	 p0384 N79-21079 
PHOTOEMISSI WIT! 
U EMISSIVITY 
PHOTOGRAMNRTRY 
User's guide to data preparation: Photograinmetric 
navigation analysis program Fotonap 
IAD-A0646141	 p0419 879-22070 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS 
NT NUCLEAR EMUlSIONS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT 
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT 
NT PHOTOGRANMETFY 
Turbine blade tip clearance measurement utilizing 
borescope photography 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-1641 	 p0010 A79-10805 
Design and development of a system to measure the 
mode shapes of a vibrating, rotating helicopter 
blade in a vacuum
p0217 N79-15937 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING 
Radar simulation from optical photography --- for 
scene prediction map in navigational guidance 
p0071 A79-15154 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT HOLOGRAPHY 
NT INFRARED IMAGERY 
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT STEREOPHOTOGPAPHY 
NT STEREOSCOPY 
PHOTOMAPPING 
Potential applications of a high altitude powered 
platform in the ocean/coastal zone community 
[AIAA 79-1602]	 p0523 A79-42396 
PHOTON BEAMS 
NT LIGHT BEANS 
PHOTONS 
NT LIGHT BEAMS 
Feasibility study of transit photon correlation 
anemometer for Ames Research Center unitary wind 
tunnel plan 
[NASA-CR-152238]	 p0367 1179-20140 
PHOTOR!CONRAISSANCB 
Stereovisual reconnaissance system
p0113 A79-17147 
PHOTOREDUCTION 
U PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION 
Photovoltaics and environmental impact 
considerations
p0503 N79-25496 
PHYHALOCYANIN 
The development of a cure cycle for C-b 
phthalocyanine-graphite fiber fiber composites 
p0344 A79-31039 
PHUGOID OSCILLATIONS 
U OSCILLATIONS 
U OSCILLATORS 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Fuel property effects on combustor performance 
aircraft synthetic and petroleum-derived fuels [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-178]
	 p0395 A79-32438 
PHYSICAL WORK 
Technology trends and maintenance workload 
requirements for the A-i, F-Il, and F-14 aircraft [AD-A070036]	 p0701 N79-32153 
PHYSIOLOGY 
NT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 
PICKOPES 
U SENSORS 
PICKUPS	 - 
U SENSORS 
PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
Deforinable mirror surface control - Hardware, 
algorithms 
[AIAA 79-1757] 	 pO571 A79-45393 
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES
Broad-band ultrasonic transducers for 
non-destructive inspection of aeronautical 
components 
[ONERA. TP NO. 1979-45]	 p0473 A79-39094 
PIEZORESISTIVE TRANSDUCERS 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
PILOT ERROR 
Why doesn't aircraft accident investigation 
prevent accidents
p0275 A79-27319 
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make 
and model, US Civil Aviation, 1976 [PB-283000/8]	 p00114 H79-11016 
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines, 
Inc. BAC 1-11, 111550, Rochester, New York, July 
9, 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-2]	 p0302 1179-18961 
Aircraft accident report: North Central Airlines, 
Inc., Convair 580, N 14825C, Kalamazoo Municipal 
Airport, Kalamazoo, Michigan, July 25, 1978 (NTSB-AAR-79-4] 	 p0362 1179-20090 
Simulation study of the operational 
characteristics of a two/three-dimensional 
multiwaypoint area navigation (RNAV) system 
pilot performance and flight echnical errors (AD-A073204]	 p0714 N7933183 
PILOT PERFORMANCE 
Aircraft lighting equipment --- interior and 
exterior illumination
p0016 A79-11366 
pilot's view of the evolving air transport 
p0052 A79-13085 
Man-machine interface --- aircraft control and 
displays
p0055 A79-13250 
Considerations on the design of warning systems

for aircraft flight malfunctioning 
p0055 A79-13252 
The effectiveness of pilot warning instruments - 
An engineering model based upon flight test data 
p0065 A79-14411 
Flight profile investigation for microwave landing 
system
p0076 A79-16162 
Correlation aspects of helicopter flight mechanics 
and pilot behaviour
p0132 A79-18667 
An operators viewpoint on future rotoocraft N & 0 
criteria
p0132 A79-18668 
Cockpit displays and the growing role of the pilot 
in the ATC system
p0266 A79-26875 
Evaluation of an inquiry to pilots concerning 
their knowledge of the bird strike problem and 
experience of strikes
p0327 A79-29370 
A flyable suspended model helicopter for the 
investigation of the human pilot behaviour 
p0412 A79-35923 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 
shear landings 
[DGLR PAPER 79-029]
	 p0518 A79-42356 
The influence of the amount of automation in a 
flight path guidance system on flight path 
deviation and pilot work load 
[DGLP PAPER 79-044]
	 p0520 A79-42370 
New onboard structure of display and control 
system for piloting and air traffic control (DGLR PAPER 79-0493
	 p0520 A79-42375 
Effect of reduced visibility on VTOL handling 
quality and display requirements [AIAA 79-1680]	 p0569 A79-45343 
Initial results of an inflight simulation of 
augmented dynamics in fighter approach and landing [AIAA 79-17831	 p0572 A79-45410 
Flight experience with advanced Controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
[NASA-TM-78527] 	 p0036 1179-10054 
Effects of visual and notion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures (NASA-TP-1365]	 p0162 N79-14082 
Development and validation of a piloted simulation 
of a helicopter and external sling load (NASA-TP-1285]	 p0162 1179-14083 
Piloted aircraft simulation concepts and overview 
rNASA-CR-152200] 	 p0166 1179-14114 
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	 PISTON ENGINES 
Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 28244) for 
maintaining instrument proficiency among 
instrument-rated army pilots 
[AD-A0605571	 p0181 N79-15102 
Influence of motion wash-out filters on pilot 
tracking performance
p0224 879-15992 
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee 
p02 144 N79-174429 
The optimal control frequency response problem in 
manual control --- of manned aircraft systems 
p0244 879-17476 
Two-segment approach investigation on a 
moving-base piloted flight simulator 
(VTH-LP-250]	 p0295 879-17880 
Visual pockets: A design parameter for helicopter 
instrument panels
p0311 879-19641 
Flight investigation of piloting techniques and 
crosswind limitations using a research type 
crosswind landing gear 
[I4ASA-TP-1423]	 p0930 4479-23012 
Flight evaluation 88 2 integrated controller 
installed in an 08-588 helicopter 
EAD-A0650721	 p0438 879-23103 
08888's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p0660 879-30242 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 179-30243 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
[NASA-C8-144885]	 p0668 879-31193 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter handling 
qualities data. Volume 2: Data analysis 
(NASA-CR-3145)	 p0672 879-31222 
Simulation study of the operational 
characteristics of a two/three-dimensional 
multiwaypoint area navigation (8888) system 
pilot performance and flight echnical errors 
(80-8073204]	 p0714 N79-33183 
PILOT SELECTION 
The dynamics of a general aviation pilot promotion 
campaign
p0466 879-38886 
PILOT TRAINING 
Synthetic image generation for visual simulation 
in training simulators using the Tornado visual 
simulator as an example 
(OGLE PAPER 78-1501	 p0062 879-14095 
- ACMR/I system --- Air Combat Maneuvering 
Range/Instrumentation
p0064 879-114233 
Flight simulators --- Russian book
p0067 879-14475 
Computer generated images for aircraft use 
p0186 879-20792 
Visual simulation devices for flight training 
simulators --- Russian book
p0259 879-26354 
Airline approach to CAT III
p0260 879-26533 
New technology S618 simulator
p0399 879-33458 
Aerodynamic data develcpment for the turboprop 
T-4 4 A Operational Flight Trainer 
(8188 79-16371	 p0567 879-45317 
Flight testing and simulator flight fidelity 
determination at Ravel Air Test Center 
p0644 879-50307 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of gravity 
offset and velocity mismatch
p0695 879-53946 
Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0179 879-15093 
Piloted Aircraft Environment Simulation Techniques 
(AGARD-CP-249]	 p0222 879-15973 
Differences between simulation and real world at 
the lANG air to air combat simulator with a wide 
angle visual system
p0225 879-15997 
Manned air combat simulation: A tool for design 
development and evaluation for modern fighter 
weapon systems and training of aircrews 
p0225 ,N79-15998 
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter 
departure/spin susceptibility
p0225 879-15999 
Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPI): 
Aerial refueling visual simulation-engineering 
[80-8063283]	 p0426 879-22118 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 2: Aerobatics 
(80-8064305]	 p0488 879-23985 
F-iS flight simulator: Development and analysis 
of computer scoring algorithm 
AD-A067765]	 p0556 879-27188 
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT 
NT DRONE AIRCRAFT 
NT P188888 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT 
NT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
Tactical pilotless aircraft - Do they really have 
a future
p0344 879-31236 
Propulsion --- remotely piloted vehicles 
p0219 879-15950 
NPV electric power system study. Phase 2: Hot 
bench mockup development 
[AD-A065008]	 p0424 879-22110 
PILOTS 
Holographic lens for pilot's head up display, 
phase 4 
[AD-A058660]	 p0102 879-13043 
PILOTS (PERSONNEL) 
NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS 
NT TEST PILOTS 
Air traffic control strategies for handling air 
traffic in the terminal area 
[DGLR PAPER 79-032]	 p0518 879-42359 
Investigation concerning an Airborne Terminal /AT/ 
for pilot/controller communication over a 
ground/board/ground data link 
(0018 PAPER 79-0501	 p0521 879-92376 
PIPE PLOW 
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the 
feeder line on the operation of safety valves 
p0185 879-20760 
The influence of geometric asymmetry on the flow 
downstream of row of jets discharging normally 
into a free stream
p0248 879-25065 
Neat generation in cavities at high velocity flights 
resonance-pipe effect 
[NM VG-FBWT-77-28]	 p0288 879-17815 
PIPELINES 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II	 - 
p0536 879-43734 
Techniques for cathodic protection testing over 
airfield pavements 
(AD-A0690 445]	 p0596 879-29200 
PIPER AIRCRAFT 
Comparative analysis of PA-31-350 Chieftain 
(N44LV) accident and NASA crash test data 
[NASA-TN-80102]	 p0713 879-33172 
PIPES (TUBES) 
Tests of beaded and tubular structural panels 
p0387 879-21436 
PISTON ENGINES 
NT DIESEL ENGINES 
Aircraft piston oils: Past - present - future 
p0024 879-12377 
Tnergy conservation in general aviation and 
operation and maintenance of #vco Lycoming 
piston engines
p0024 #79-12381 
Energy conservation in general aviation piston 
powered aircraft
p0024 879-12382 
Concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and fuel 
consumption of the aircraft piston engine 
(SAE PAPER 790605] 	 p0456 879-36737 
Determination of cooling air mass flow for a 
horizontally-opposed aircraft engine installation 
[SAE PAPER 790609] 	 p0456 879-36740 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and oil characteristics 
[SAE PAPER 790629] 	 p0458 879-36756 
What small turbine engine does the small 
helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved 
with good intentions --- fuel consumption, 
performance, environmental and engine 
reliability and acceptability considerations 
subordinating advanced turbine engine 
development for small helicopters 
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[AXAA PAPER 79-1314) 	 p0471 A79-39032 
Fuels, lubricants and other fluids used in aviation 
Russian book
p0603 779-147433 
Pilot program to develop operating time emission 
degradation factors for general aviation piston 
engines 
[AD-A058158]	 p0050 1;79-11562 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lycoming 
10-360-A1B6D piston engine 
[AD-A066556]	 p0503 679-25544 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircraft Avco-Lycoming 
10-360-BiSO piston engine 
[AD-A066589]	 pO503 679-25545 
Critical assessment of emissions from aircraft 
piston engines 
[AD-A071002]	 p0654 679-30190 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental 
Motors TSTO-360-C piston engine 
[AD-A070010]	 p0670 679-31211 
PISTON THEORY 
Effect of friction on motion of a piston driven by 
combustion products
p0411 A79-35656 
Calculation of the working process in a 
piston-type 'slow' compression wind tunnel 
p0525 A79-42546 
PISTONS 
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14597- 1]
	 p0444 679-23431 
PITCH (INCLINATION) 
Analytic design of airplane automatic pitch 
controller
p0069 A79-14863 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
cascade of turbine blades
p0083 A79-16792 
A comparison of predicted and experimental rotor 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade 
pitch 
CARS 78-191	 p0121 A79-18145 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 A79-48503 
A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing 
engine pressure ratio feedback signals 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12562-1] 	 p0367 679-20135 
Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
and control
p0480 679-23895 
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. 2: The 
equations of motion for wind tunnel pitch-yaw 
oscillation rigs 
APL-AERO-NOTE-377]	 p0488 679-23982 
Longitudinal aerodynamics extracted from flight 
tests using a parameter estimation method 
[AEL/AEHO-NOTE-379) 	 p0580 H79-28144 
Parametric studies of model helicopter blade slap 
and rotational noise 
tADA068181)	 p0600 679-29962 
Heave-pitch-roll analysis and testing of air 
cushion landing systems 
(NASA-CN-2917)	 p0651 679-30175 
PITCH ANGLES 
U PITCH (INCLINATION) 
PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL 
U LONGITUDINAL CONTROL 
PITCHING MOMENTS 
Lift and longitudinal moment of a 
small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a 
body of revolution
p0021 179-12168 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental study
p0060 A79-13980 
Effect of interblade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-153]
	 90394 A79-32418 
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof 
airplane 
[SAE PAPER 790604) p0456 179-36736 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 179-43223
Normal force and pitching moment of wing-body 
combinations in the nonlinear angle-of-attack 
range at subsonic speeds
p0414 679-22022 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating BACA 0012 airfoil. Volume 1: 
Technical report 
[NASA-CR-30921	 p0417 679-22052 
PITOT TUBES 
Pitot-tubes at 90 and 180 degrees of yaw 
p0 186 A79-20793 
Construction and calibration of pitot-static systems 
p0345 179-31564 
PIVOTED WING AIRCRAFT 
U TILT WING AIRCRAFT 
PL/1 
GASP-PL/I simulation of integrated avionic system 
processor architectures 
[NASA-CH-158244]	 p0303 679-18973 
PLAN POSITION INDICATORS 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0354 679-20023 
PLANAR STRUCTURES 
Minimization theory of induced drag subject to 
constraint conditions 
[NASA-CE-3140]	 p0482 679-23923 
PLANE RAVES 
An asymptotic result for the scattering of a plane 
wave by a smooth convex cylinder 
[AD-A065588]	 p0490 619-24229 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
The ATMOSAT Program 1975-78 --- manned 
superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric 
monitoring 
[AIAA 79-1608]	 p0524 A79-42399 
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS 
NT PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 
PLANETARY EXPLORATION 
U SPACE EXPLORATION 
PLANETARY SPACE PLIGHT 
O INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT 
PLANETS 
NT EARS (PLANET) 
PLANFORMS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT CARET WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT RECTANGULAR PLANPORNS 
NT RECTANGULAR PLATES 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
NT SWEPTBACK WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
NT WING PLANPORMS 
PLANNING 
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NT MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
NT MISSION PLANNING 
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NT URBAN PLANNING 
PLASMA FLOW 
U MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOW 
PLASMA SOUND WAVES 
U MAGNETCHYDRODYNANIC WAVYS 
PLASMA SPRAYING 
Development of a new flame sprayed erosion 
resistant abradable coating system --- for gas 
turbine engine parts 
tASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-6]	 p0149 A79-19794 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for 
turbine gas path sealing 
[NASA-TM-790221 '
	 p0097 N79-12223 
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update 
[NASA-TM-79053]	 p0174 879-15048 
PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The P16 
p0006 A79-10619 
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 A79-20856 
Advanced composite 727 elevator and 737 stabilizer 
.programs
p0188 A79-20873 
Lightning protection techniques for graphite/epoxy 
aircraft structures
p0188 A79-20875 
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	 PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) 
Applicability of certain plastics in aviation 
industry from viewpoint of toxicology 
p0212 P.79-24195 
Economical processing of fiber-reinforced 
components with thermal expansion molding 
CFRP structures for aircraft aileron 
[DGLR PAPER 79-011] 	 p0390 P.79-32307 
Direct effects, protection methods for thin 
skins/composites --- lightning protection for 
aircraft
p0683 479-51144 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design options study 
[AD-A070376)	 p0669 879-31201 
PLASTIC COATINGS 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
p0479 879-23891 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
(NASA-TM-80092)	 o0547 879-27098 
PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
Four lectures on fatigue crack growth
p0251 P.79-25484 
Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively 
loaded curved frames 
[AIAA 79-0784]	 p0322 P.79-29028 
PLASTIC FILMS 
U POLYMERIC FILMS 
PLASTIC MATERIALS 
P PLASTICS 
PLASTIC PROPERTIES 
NT XLASTOPLASTICI"Y 
NT SUPEAPLASTICITY 
PLASTIC YIELDING 
U PLASTIC DEPCRMATION 
PLASTICS 
NT CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
NT POLYBUTADIENE 
NT POLYESTER RESINS 
NT POLYTETPA?IUOROBTHYLENE 
NT POLYVINYL CHLORIDE 
NT REINFORCED PLASTICS 
NT TEFLON (TRADEMARK) 
ST THERMOPLASTIC FILMS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS 
NT THERMOSETTING RESINS 
Basic problem of controlling non-Newtonian fluid 
flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of 
aircraft plastics
pOO69 P.79-14858 
Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- for ice 
formation prevention on aircraft transparencies 
[SAX PAVER 790600]	 p0455 A79-36732 
PLASTISOLS 
NT SMOKE 
PLATES 
Performance of graphite epoxy as an antenna ground 
plane 
tAD-A058346]	 p0108 R79-13247 
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS) 
NT ELASTIC PLATES 
NY OSTHOTNOPIC PLATES 
NT REINFORCED PLATES 
Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in 
a stiffened sheet
pO15O A79-20007 
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0373 N79-20416 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
p0386 N79-21431 
Fluxiess brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively ccoled panel
p0386 879-21432 
A variational theorem for laminated composite 
plates of nonlinear materials and applications 
to posthuckling
p0494 N79-24977 
Low EN signature response techniques 
[AD-A06f211]	 p0597 879-29397 
Residual surface strain distributions near holes 
which are coidworked to various degrees
(AD-A068396)	 p0598 879-29550 
PLATFORMS 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
(AIAA 79-16071	 p0524 P.79-42398 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
[AIP.A 79-16061	 p0525 P.79-42405 
Initial feasibility study of a microwave-powered 
sailplane as a high-altitude observation platform 
(NASA-TN-78809)	 p0157 879-14015 
PLUG NOZZLES 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
(NASA-TM-78802) 	 p0108 879-13820 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
[NASA-TN-79157]	 p0886 1979-23966 
PLUGGING 
Airfoil cooling hole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived fuels 
NASA-TM-790761	 p0370 879-20265 
PLUMES 
NT POCKET EXHAUST 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within cooling tower plumes 
p0193 P.79-21967 
Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume 
from the compressor research facility at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1861	 p0396 A79-32445 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
p0532 P.79-43436 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisymmetric nozzle afterbody performance in 
transonic flow 
[AD-A057363]	 p0046 1179-11052 
Space shuttle afterbody aerodynamics/plume 
simulation data summary 
[NASA-TP-1384]	 p0287 879-17810 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
[CONF-790142-1]	 p0669 N79-31204 
PLUVIOGRAPBS 
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
PNEUMATIC CONTROL 
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the 
feeder line on the operation of safety valves 
p0185 P.79-20760 
A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and 
electro-mechanical actuators for general 
aviation flight controls 
rSAE PAPER 790623] 	 p0458 P.79-36751 
A pneumatic distributor for the control system of 
a turbojet engine
p0527 P.79-42574 
Advanced flight control actuation system 
(AFCAS-E/P): Feasibility investigation of an 
electro/paeumatic dual power driven concept 
(AD-A063992]	 p0425 879-22114 
PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT 
NT GAS VALVES 
The perils and pitfalls of low-cost vibration
alternatives - Practical experience with 
pneumatic exciters for production screening 
electronic equipment tests
p0075 P.79-16087 
Fast-acting valves for use in shock tubes. II - 
Formation of shock waves
P0528 P.79-43153 
Assembly and testing of flight-vehicle hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems /2nd enlarged and revised 
edition/ --- Russian book
p0564 P.79-44893 
The circulation control rotor flight demonstrator 
test program 
[AMS 79-51]	 p0633 P.79-49103 
PNEUMATIC RESET 
U PNEUMATIC CONTROL 
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES) 
Effects of a military cargo pod and tail fins on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 
wide-body transport model 
[NASA-TM-800521 p0363 879-20101 
Boeing 747 aircraft with large external pod for 
transporting outsize cargo 
[NASA-CR-159067] 	 p05143 879-26063 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss 
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POINT HATCHING METHOD (MATHEMATICS)	 SUBJECT INDEX 
p0554 N79-27171 
POINT HATCHING METHOD (NATEERATICS) 
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
POINT SOURCES 
Correlation-extremal direction finding of extended 
and point sources of electromagnetic oscillations 
p0411 179-35506 
POINTING CONTROL SISTERS 
Transfer alignment for precision pointing 
applications --- in inertial navigation systems 
p0619 479-48679 
POISNUILLE FLOW 
U LAMINAE PLOW 
POISSON PROCESS 
U STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
POLAR REGIONS 
Air France's Paris-Tokyo transpolar flight in 1978 
p0397 179-32583 
Navigation at high latitudes
p0534 179-43514 
POLARIZATION (WAVES) 
NT CIRCULAR POLARIZATICH 
POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Low profile polarization cage for VON-S antennas 
p0343 179-30784 
POLARIZATION CHARTS	 * 
U GRAPHS (CHARTS) 
POLICIES 
NT ENERGY POLICY - 
NT PROCUREMENT POLICY 
Disaggregate mode-share models for air freight 
policy analysis
p0564 179-45249 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in an 
Air Force reparable item process: A model of 
aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0093 N79-12082 
POLLUTANTS 
U CONTAMINANTS 
POLLUTION 
NT AIR POLLUTION 
NT ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION 
NT NOISE POLLUTION 
POLLUTION CONTROL 
The effects of aircraft engine pollutant emission 
measurement variability on engine certification 
policy 
[ASRE PAPER 78-GT-86)	 p0001 179-10261 
The effects of ambient conditions on gas turbine 
emissions - Generalized correction factors 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-87) 	 p0001 179-10262 
Pollution sources caused by aviation
'p0006 179-10453 
Wide range operation of advanced low ROx aircraft 
gas turbine combustors 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-128)
	 p0009 179-10792 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet combustion 
p0190 179-21347 
Reducing air pollutant emissions at airports by 
controlling aircraft ground operations 
p0206 179-23744 
The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor

Program: Phase I - Description and status 
for aircraft gas turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-192]	 p0341 A79-30557 
A review of small gas turbine combustion system 
development 
rAsME PAPER 79-GT-136]	 p0394 179-32405 
Airport noise control and land use compatibility 
study
p0409 A79-34972 
A comparison of costs associated with local 
actions to reduce aircraft noise impacts 
p0409 A79-34973 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland 
approach and experience
p0409 A79-34974 
Concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and fuel 
• consumption of the aircraft piston engine 
[SAN PAPER 790605] 	 p0456 179-36737 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13181	 p0472 A79-39034 
Contribution to the development of motor emission 
regulations 
[ONNRA, TN NO. 1979-1131 	 p0473 179-39092 
Analytical-kinetic models for the evaluation of 
polluting emissions from aircraft gas turbines - 
Limiting techniques
p0689 179-52758 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 2 
[P8-282412/6]	 p0039 N79-10072 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 1 
[P3-283470/3]	 p0050 N79-11580 
Investigation of turbo-dyne energy chamber (G:R: 
value trademark): An air bleed device 
(P8-285381/0)	 p0168 1179-14397 
Cost effectiveness analysis of the proposed 
revisions in the exhaust emission standards for 
new and in-use gas turbine aircraft engines 
based on EPA's independent estimates 
[P8-286388/4]	 p0175 379-15056 
Aircraft/airport noise control 
[GPO-93-187)	 p0181 N79-15447 
The feasibility of controlling turbine engine test 
cell particulate emissions with a baghouse 
[AD-A061120]	 p0234 1179-16855 
Boundary conditions for pollution abatement of 
fast cook-offs and static tests 
(AD-1061093]	 p0242 1179-17362 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 1: Program 
description and reSults --- air pollution control 
[NR!C-1238-6-VOL-1]	 p0293 R79-17860 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. VOlume ?: JT8D-9 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-7-VOL-2)	 p0293 1179-17663 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: .3T3D-7 test data 
-- air pollution control 
[REEC-1238-8-VOL-3] 	 p0293 1179-178614 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 4: 3T30-7 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-9-VOL-4)	 p0293 1179-17865 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 5: J73D-3B test data 
air pollution control 
(NEEC-1238-10-VOL-5)	 p0293 1179-17866 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: .3T9D-3A test data 
air pollution control 
[RR!C-1238-11-VOL-6)	 p0293 N79-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: R8211-228 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-7)	 p0293 1179-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C700-2D test data 
(NBEC-1238-13-VOL-8]	 p0293 1179-17869 
Control of air pollution from aircraft and 
aircraft engines
p0308 1179-19376 
Low efficiency control measures for jet engine 
test cells 
(AD-A062665)	 p0384 N79-21078 
Evaluation of emission control strategies for 
airfield operations at the Los Angeles and San 
Francisco International Airports 
(P8-289622/3]	 p0385 R79-21100 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at General Electric
p0497 N79-25011 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 1179-25012 
Lean, premixed, prevaponized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 1179-25013 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor conceptual 
design study
p0497 1179-25014 
Experimental Clean Combustor Program (!CCP), phase 3 
commercial aircraft turbofan engine tests 
with double annular combustor 
(NASA-CE-135384)	 p0670 1179-31207 
POLLUTION MONITORING 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 179-15085 
An aircraft compatible laser induced fluorescence 
system - In situ and remote measurements of 
trace gases
p0194 179-21989 
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Measurement and analysis of airport emissions 
p0206 A79-23741 
Aircraft engine emissions are under continuing 
surveillance
p0342 1.79-30581 
Traffic background level and signal duration 
effects on aircraft noise judgment
p0407 1.79-34580 
Comparisons of turbine engine combustor exhaust 
emissions measurements using three gas-sampling 
probe designs 
[1.0-1.061733]	 P0305 879-19005 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
[1.0-1.067242)	 p0595 879-29197 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
qround pollution. Volume 2: Data validation 
procedures 
(1.0-1.067243)	 p0595 879-29198 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
JT3D-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust 
nozzle emission sample 
(AD-A072019]	 p0670 1179-31209 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental 
Rotors TSIG-360-C piston engine 
(1.0-1.070010)	 P0670 879-31211 
Turbine engine particulate emission characterization 
(1.0-1.073198)	 g71' 879-33208 
POLYAHIDE RESINS 
NT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK) 
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
POLYBUTADIEJE 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: 
Polybutadiene based foams 
(1.0-1.064859] 	 PO441 879-23219 
POLYCARBONATES 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The F16 
p0006 1.79-10619 
POLYESTER RESINS 
Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on 
synthetic polymers
P0635 1.79-49348 
POLYESTERS 
The fluorenone polyester ISO FP! of Isovolta 
Company, Austria
p0667 N79-31183 
POLYXHIDE RESINS 
Flexible polyimide fuel tank sealants --- for 
military aircraft
p0188 1.79-20868 
Non-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft and 
spacecraft applications 
[IA? PAPER 79-204] 	 p0691 1.79-53355 
Composites emerging for aeropropulsion applications 
p0693 1.79-53720 
Dynamic behavior of aircraft materials 
[AD-A064592)	 p0420 4179-22078 
Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PMR-15 
polyimide structural elements --- space shuttle 
aft body flap
p0661 879-30301 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic 
polyimide resin
p0666 V79-31171 
POLYMER CHEMISTRY 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 1.79-22774 
POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
Future trends in aircraft structural materials 
p0319 1.79-28977 
Possibilities concerning the nondestructive 
testing of composite materials with the aid of 
holography
p0337 1.79-30323 
Composites emerging for aeropropulsion applications 
p0693 1.79-53720 
Advanced composites for turbines
p0694 1.79-53889 
Composite rotors - An evolving art
p0695 1.79-53890 
Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PER-15 
polyimide structural elements --- space shuttle 
aft body flap
POSITION (LOCATION) 
p0661 879-30301 
POLYMERIC FILMS 
Electrification of woven and film materials 
p0348 1.79-32042 
Thermoplastics for aircraft interiors
p0088 879-12034 
Waterborne coatings for aircraft 
(1.0-1.057783)	 p0097 1179-12226 
Surface finishing --- adhesive bonding of plastic 
film to metal airfoir surfaces 
(NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-3]	 p0385 879-21183 
POLYMERIZATION 
An investigation into the use of polymer-concrete 
for rapid repair of airfield pavements 
(1.0-1.059121)	 p0107 879-13203 
POLYMERS 
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 1.79-20856 
Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on 
synthetic polymers
p0635 1.19-49348 
POLYNOMIALS 
NT HERRITIAN PCLYNOEIAL 
POLYTEEE1.PLUOROETHYLEIE 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense radiative 
and convective environments
p0452 1.79-38123 
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for BPV recovery 
(AIAA 79-0(416)	 P0262 1.79-26627 
Development of an aircraft composite propeller 
[SAT PAPER 790579]	 p0453 1.79-36714 
Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on 
synthetic polymers
p0635 1.79-49348 
Flammability of cabin furnishing materials --- in 
airliner interiors
p0693 1.79-53722 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 1: 
Polyether based foams 
(AD-A061482)	 p0239 879-16989 
Analysis of the mechanical properties of rigid 
foams with particular consideration of a rigid 
polyether structural foam 
(80-229)	 p0441 4479-23227 
POLYURETHANE RESINS 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 2: 
Polybutadiene based foams 
[AD-A064859]	 PO441 0479-23219 
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE 
Model fire tests on polyphosphazene rubber and 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrile rubber foams 
p0088 1179-12047 
PORES 
U POROSITY 
POROSITY 
Wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel: 
Equivalent porosity 
[ESA-TT-545)	 p0661 1479-30247 
POROUS WALLS 
Numerical study of the induction of porous walls 
of the working section of a low-velocity wind 
tunnel
p0022 1.79-12228 
Effect of absorber parameters on the acoustic 
characteristics of a cylindrical combustion 
chamber
p0126 1.79-18379 
Nonsteady flow of an incompressible liquid over 
slender permeable profiles
p0213 1.79-27062 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges 
p0535 1.79-143710 
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT 
N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
mobile sources: A compendum of radiographic 
results 
[1.0-1.068316]	 p0598 1479-29532 
POSITION (LOCATION) 
Position determination and path tracking system 
using stationary ground-based radio networks 
p0116 1.79-11686 
Geodesy and coordinate conversion for position 
determination of aircraft
p0397 1.79-32581 
Omega - Global navigating by VLF fix
p0398 1.79-32722 
Low cost inertial aiding for NAVSTAN/GPS receivers 
in naval ship navigation 
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p0617 A79-48656 
Tracker antenna location study 
(AD-A059026]	 p0108 879-13235 
The search and rescue satellite (SABSAT) system 
project
p0296 879-18115 
POSITION ERRORS 
System for confirming ILS or MIS for Cat III type 
landing without decision height
p0056 879-13262 
Principle of operation of Navstar and system 
characteristics
p0063 879-14183 
A laser yaw alignment system for wind tunnels 
p0113 879-17592 
A wind-tunnel investigation into the effect of 
errors in blade setting on the stalling 
performance of a compressor cascade 
[8188 79-7031]	 p0330 879-29403 
The distribution pattern of Omega observations 
p0509 879-40647 
Transfer alignment for precision pointing 
applications --- in inertial navigation systems 
p0619 879-48679 
Evaluation of the radar altimeter reference method 
for determining altitude system positioning errors 
p0645 879-501136 
POSITION INDICATORS 
NT PLAN POSITION INDICATORS 
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 
Emergency position-indicating radio-beacon systems 
using 406 MHz band mobile-satellite service 
p0112 879-17095 
Quasi-autonomous navigation system --- for 
aircraft position indication
p0533 879-43505 
Aeros pace applications of oscillators --- for 
location navigation, detection, 
telecommunications, and instrumentation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-48] 	 p0535 879-43621 
Earth-Referenced Maneuvering Plight Path Display 
(8188 79-18941	 p0573 879-45421 
The Look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator 
(LACE.) and potential applications 
(NASA-TN-78806)	 p0173 1479-15044 
The near-term potential of Doppler location 
[AD-80636151	 p0382 879-21041 
CH-113 crash position indicator flight trials 
[AETE-78/39]	 p0591 879-29156 
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY) 
NT BOOMS (EQUIPMENT) 
NT CANS 
POTABLE LIQUIDS 
NT BEVERAGES 
POTENTIAL ENERGY 
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
POTENTIAL FLOW 
Method of calculating potential flows of an

incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
p0019 879-12126 
Viscous transonic flows about 3-D wings 
p0058 879-13296 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings 
Lifting-line theory of cblique wings p0060 879-13979 
p0060 879-13988 
Theoretical prediction of dynamic stall on 
oscillatingairfoils 
(ARS 78-62]	 p0125 879-18183 
Green's function method for compressible unsteady 
potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage 
interaction
p0129 A79-18645 
An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign 
procedure using a fictitious gas method 
[8188 PAPER 79-0075]
	 p0140 879-19520 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible 
potential flow in cascades using finite area 
techniques 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00771
	 p0140 879-19522 
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio 
wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic 
expansions	 - 
p0194 879-21997 
A surface source and vorticity panel method 
for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body 
geometries
p0194 879-21998 
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the 
computation of inviscid potential or rotational 
transonic flows
p0259 879-26487 
Theoretical lover limits of forebody drag 
p0261 879-26593 
The finite element method for turbomachinery 
analysis --- subsonic compressible flow 
p0335 879-29840 
Finite-element approach to compressor 
blade-to-blade cascade analysis
p0514 #79-41752 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for 
wing-fuselage combinations --- transonic 
potential flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1513]	 p0575 879-46702 
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1555]
	 p0602 879-47342 
A method for calculating the potential flow around 
a system of aerodynamic profiles in an 
incompressible fluid
p0685 A79-51684 
Motion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 879-54048 
Some calculations of transonic potential flow for 
the NACA 648006 airfoil with oscillating flap 
p0352 879-20005 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods --- applicable to airfoils 
p0356 879-20043 
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow 
computation 
[AGAND-AG-241]	 p0362 879-20088 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flow around 
profiles in cascade
p0383 879-21059 
The computation of transonic flow in wind tunnels 
at inlets and cascades using the finite element 
method 
[MBE-UFE-1421-0]	 p0493 879-24970 
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis for 
circulation-controlled airfoils 
[AD-8067913]	 p0539 879-26030 
Multi-element airfoil viscous-invjscid interactions 
[NASA-CR-159125]	 p0701 879-32157 
Transonic wing redesign using a generalized 
fictitious gas method 
[80-8070013]	 p0705 879-32202 
POTENTIAL THEORY 
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations 
p0023 879-12366 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with application 
to helicopters --- momentum, vortices, and 
potential theory 
[NASA-CR-3082]	 p0416 879-22039 
A three dimensional flow computing system 
applicable to axial and radial flow turbomachines 
p0587 879-28558 
POWDER (PARTICLES) 
NT POWDERED ALUMINUM 
Pull-scale fire modeling tests of a compact rapid 
response foam and dry chemical powder dispensing 
system 
[FAA-NA-78-24]	 p0289 879-17825 
POWDER METALLURGY 
Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
alloys
p02 10 A79-24100 
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in gas 
turbine engines
p0275 879-27313 
The application of rapid solidification rate 
snperalloys to radial wafer turbine blades 
[8188 PAPER 79-1226]
	 p0469 879-38991 
POWDERED ALU!INUM 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications 
[AD-8061428]	 p0238 879-16958 
POWER AIPLIPIENS 
Fail-soft output stage for navigation transmitters

reliability design for TACAN equipment 
p0057 #79-13271 
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POWER CONDITIONING 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 P.79-26966 
High power UHF slide screw tuner for antenna 
breakdown measurements
p0349 P.79-32190 
Permanent magnet generators - Next generation in 
VSCF power systems --- Variable Speed Constant 
Frequency
p0350 479-32243 
Electromechanical actuation for business aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790622)	 p0457 9.79-36750 
Development of a 10 NVA power conditioner unit, 
aircraft, 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz 
[AD-P.056119]	 pOCUS N79-11069 
POWER DENSITY (ELECTROMAGNETIC) 
1  RADIANT FLUX DENSITY 
POWER EFFICIENCY 
Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines 
p045O P.79-36380 
Effectiveness of readmission of the gas in 
high-pressure-ratio small-scale turbines --- for 
aircraft auxiliary power systems
p0450 P.79-36584 
POWER GENERATORS 
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS 	 0 
POWER LINES 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0464 P.79-38531 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling --- electric cables for aircraft 
[AD-A058954]	 p0109 N79-13861 
Evaluation of a remote tone signaling 
control/monitor system as lightning/transient 
protection for solid state instrument landing 
systems 
(AD-A063766]	 p0425 N79-22116 
POWER PLANTS 
Powerplant integration - The application of 
current experience to future developments 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-113)	 p0008 P.79-10788 
POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
U POWER CONDITIONING 
POWER SERIES 
On the evaluation of wall interference in 
two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by 
subsonic linear theory 
[ABC-R/9-3819)	 p0217 R79-15922 
POWER SPECTRA 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
[AIP.A PAPER 79-0595]	 p0269 P.79-26918 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
p0447 A79-36024 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number 
(P.IAA PAPER 79-15251	 p0576 P.79-46709 
Gust response analyses for ten general aviation 
aircraft using a two-degree-of-freedom power 
spectral technique 
(ARAP-344]	 p0235 i79-16861 
Gust load estimation using a simplified power 
spectral technique 
[ARAP-362'	 p0294 N79-17870 
Prediction of the angular response power spectral 
density of aircraft structures 
[AD-A066141]	 p0485 N79-23956 
POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS 
The solid state remote power controller - Its 
status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0012 P.79-10896 
Power hybridization - Fey to reducing avionics 
power supply weight and volume
p0617 P.79-48652 
POWER TRANSMISSION 
Loss-of-lubrication operation of helicopter 
transmissions 
[ABS 78-49]	 p0124 P.79-18172 
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions 
(ABS 78-50]	 p0124 P.79-18173 
High altitude powered platform - A microwave 
powered airship 
[AIAP. 79-1606]	 p0525 P.79-42405
2-4B mission electrical power
p0615 P.79-48617 
Initial feasibility study of a microwave-powered 
sailplane as a high-altitude observation platform 
[RASA-TN-78809)	 p0157 N79-14015 
POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research	 - 
p0133 P.79-18674 
Stoppable and stowable jet-flap rotor concept 
p0134 P.79-18679 
Jet flow interactions --- in powered lift STOL 
aircraft
p0153 P.79-20089 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft 
AIAA 79-1709]	 p0570 P.79-45363 
Configuration management and automatic control of 
an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust 
[NASA-TP-1222)	 p0294 1179-17872 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft 
rNP.sP.-T8-78595]	 p0537 1179-26009 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect 
(WIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted 
in Langley V/STOL tunnel 
(NASA-TN-78793]	 p0663 1179-31141 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[AD-A072118]	 p0705 1179-32198 
PPX (POSITION INDICATORS) 
U PLAN POSITION INDICATORS 
PRECAUTIONS 
U ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY) 
NT RAIN 
NT SNOW 
PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT 
Cloud physics observations inside hailstorms with 
an armored aircraft data system
p0192 P.79-21960 
PRECISION 
Guidance accuracy considerations for the microwave 
landing system L-band precision DIE
p0621 P.79-48692 
Applications of pattern recognition systems for 
day/night precision aircraft control 
p0656 1179-30204 
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Gas turbine jet exhaust noise prediction 
[SAE APP 876)	 p0018 A79-11623 
Operational influences on maintainability 
p0073 P.79-15382 
Use of helicopter flight simulation for 
height-velocity test predictions and flight test 
risk reduction 
[ABS 78-41]	 p0123 P.79-18164 
Engineering analysis of dynamic stall
p0212 A79-24215 
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift 
development on airfoils in a viscous fluid 
p0212 P.79-24216 
Reliability growth planning to achieve RIW/GNTBF 
requirements for an airborne radar
p0248 P.79-24965 
Validation of IEMCAP using the 8-52 
Intrasystem Electro Magnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Program
p0250 P.79-25326 
Life Cycle Cost in advanced technology engine 
- development 
[SAE PAPER 781029] 	 p0257 P.79-25901 
A finite element subvolume technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0585] 	 p0267 P.79-26882 
Diagnostic evaluation of jet noise suppression 
mechanisms 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0674]	 p0269 P.79-26912 
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior noise! 
(P.IAP. PAPER 79-0582]	 p0272 A79-26943 
Factors affecting residual strength prediction of 
a cracked aircraft structure
p0284 P.79-28380 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
(AIP.A PAPER 79-0570]	 p0317 P.79-28954 
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A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633] 	 p0317 #79-28964 
An overview of technical problems in helicopter 
rotor loads prediction methods 
[4144 79-0816]	 p0323 #79-29041 
The effect of endless btrn-in on reliability 
growth projections --- for solid state aviation 
electronics equipment
p0477 A79-39920 
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611 479-47939 
Avionics computer software operation and support 
Cost estimation
p0616 479-48620 
A practical approach to helicopter internal noise 
prediction
p0041 579-10857 
A survey of analytical and experimental techniques 
to predict aircraft dynamic characteristics at 
high angles of attack
p0177 879-15079 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
p0178 N79-15080 
Blown flap noise prediction 
fNASA-CR-1589781	 p0227 879-16648 
The prediction of lightning-induced voltages on 
metallic and composite aircraft
p0243 879-17422 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 879-20039 
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow 
computation 
(AGARD-AG-241]	 p0362 879-20088 
Application of finite-element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p0375 879-20831 
Procedure for noise prediction and optimization of 
advanced technology propellers 
[NASA-CR-3080]	 p0423 879-22100 
The generation, radiation and prediction of 
supersonic let noise. Volume 2, appendix: 
Computer program listing 
[AD-A06 1 685]	 p0428 879-22N311 
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program 
[NASA-cR-159047]	 p0504 879-25843 
Comparison of theoretical predicted longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics with full-scale wind 
tunnel data on the ATLIT airplane 
[NASA-cR-158753]
	 90537 879-26018 
Forecasting engine life
p0552 879-27154 
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests 
PREDICTIONS	
p0579 879-28123 
NT IMPACT PREDICTION 
NT LINEAR PR!EICTION 
NT NOISE PREDICTION ( AIRCRAFT) 
NT PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
Improved prediction of laminar leading edge 
separation
p0357 879-20050 
Application of the ANT C sub 1 sub max prediction 
method to a number of airfoils
p0359 879-20052 
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
(NASA-CA-159118)	 p0677 879-32054 
PREDICTORS 
U PREDICTIONS 
PREFLIGHT ANALYSIS 
Aircraft aerodynamic coefficient estimation 
p0070 479-144974 
PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS 
New technology 5618 simulator
p0399 A79-33458 
PR EN! AT ER S 
7 HEATING EQUIPMENT 
PRENIXED PLANES 
Lean combustion limits of a confined 
premixed-prevaporized propane jet 
{AIAA PAPER 79-05381	 p0253 479-25856 
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-3
(ESA-TT-522) p0376 879-20980 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
(NASA-CP-2078) p0496 879-24994 
PRESSING (FORMING) 
Achieving consistency in the production of 
critical jet engine components by means of press 
forging
p0625 479-48945 
PRESSURE 
NT BASE PRESSURE 
NT DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 
NT DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
NT HIGH PRESSURE 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
N? INLET PRESSURE 
NT INTERNAL PRESSURE 
NT ISOSTATIC PRESSURE 
NT LCW PRESSURE 
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
NT OVERPRESSURE 
N? SOUND PRESSURE 
NT STAGNATION PRESSURE 
NT STATIC PRESSURE 
NT SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES 
NT WAIL PRESSURE 
PRESSURE CABINS 
U PRESSURIZED CABINS 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Analysis of the flow field in a radial compressor 
(ASNE PAPER 78-CT-7] p0008 479-10776 
Solution ofthe inverse problem of aerodynamics by
a random search technique
p0028 A79-12956 
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow 
perturbations
p0138 479-19313 
High speed interference heating loads and pressure

distributions resulting from elevori deflections 
shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic 
aircraft surfaces 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0145)
	 p0142 479-19562 
The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, El, at 
ONEBA's Pauga-Mauzac Center 
CONTRA, TP NO. 1978-51]
	 pa155 479-20112 
Effect-of the entropy layer on the hypersonic flow 
around aerodynamic control surfaces
p0190 479-211418 
Improved wave drag predictions using modified 
linear theory
p0191 479-21523 
Hypersonic flow over conical wing-body combinations 
p0195 A79-22000 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-24)	 -	 p0195 #79-22330 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0351]
	 p0201 A79-23550 
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity 
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at 
high subsonic speed 
(AIAA 79-70331	 p0331 479-29419 
Flow past a small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex filament breakdown
p0349 A79-32054 
Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on 
wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors 
p0389 A79-32295 
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor 
cascades 
(ASH! PAPER 79-GE-111
	 p0390 A79-32330 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number. 
I - Pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
[ASME PAPER 79-CT-111)	 p0393 A79-32386 
The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure 
and temperature distortions in multistage axial 
flow compressors	 - 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-184]
	 p0396 479-32443 
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator 
at transonic Mach numbers 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1165] 	 p0467 A79-38967 
An iterative lifting surface method for thick 
bladed hovering helicopter rotors 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1517]	 p0576 A79-46705 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method 
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p0601 479-47002 
Calculation of the pressure distribution over a 
slender wing in supersonic flow
p066? 879-52147 
Aerodynamic performance of a 1.35-pressure-ratio 
axial-flow fan stage 
t19ASA-TP-1299]	 p0033 1179-10022 
Effect of an alternate vinglet on the pressure and 
spanwise load distributions of a first 
generation jet transport Wing 
[NASA-TM-78786]	 p0157 1179-14012 
Calculation of aerodynamic pressure distributions 
on arbitrary aircraft geometries using the 
woodward aerodynamic analysis program 
(80-8059709]	 p0158 1179-14028 
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to various 
back pressure 
[40-8057292]	 p0160 879-14047 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-11: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-23, mid section 
(AD-A060869)	 p0170 879-15005 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-I: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-33, aft section 
[80-8060870]	 p0170 879-15006 
Effects of spanwise blowing on the surface 
pressure distribution and vortex-lift 
characteristics of a trapezoidal wing-strake 
configuration 
(NASA-TP-1290]	 p0228 879-16803 
Experimental studies on the effects of a sting 
support on the pressure distribution around a 
spherical object 
[NASA-CB-158127]	 p0285 879-17800 
A modification to linearized theory for prediction 
of pressure loadings on lifting surfaces at high 
supersonic Mach numbers and large angles of attack 
(NASA-TP-1406]	 p0286 879-17806 
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a 
simulated wing-elevon cove with variable leakage 
at a free-stream Mach number of 6.9 
[NASA-TM-74095)	 g0297 879-18284 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design 
p0358 879-20054 
Pressure and thermal distributions on wings and 
adjacent surfaces induced by elevon deflections 
at Mach 6 
[NASA-TP-1356]	 p0370 879-20344 
Boundary layer effects on pressure variations in 
Ludwieg tubes
D0377 1179-20995 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from 
pressure plotting tests 
[REPT-18]	 p0377 1179-20999 
Bumblebee program. Aerodynamic data. Part 1: 
Supersonic flow field, pressure field, and panel 
load data for validation of computational methods 
[NASA-CTh3114]	 p0378 879-21009 
Pressure distributions on axial flow compressor 
blading and comparison with distributions on 
similar cascade blading
p0383 1179-21061 
Prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions of wing-tail 
configurations at very high angles of attack 
p0415 1179-22025 
Surface pressure data for a supersonic-cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, 3.30 
[NASA-TM-80061]	 p0417 1179-22051 
An investigation into the pressure distributions 
over a wing and store combination at low speeds 
[BU-226]	 p0431 879-23047 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in - 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 1179-23112 
Wall interference effects
p0439 879-23113 
The effect of blockage in shear flow in the wind 
tunnel 
[110-221]	 p0941 1179-23125 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79136]	 p0486 1179-23963
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
A method of computing the pressure distribution on 
a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor 
p0540 1179-26044 
Pressure distributions on three different 
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a 
wingless missile at mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail --- conducted in 
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel 
NASA-TM-80097-VOL-11	 p0547 1179-27099 
Calculation of pressure distribution for a 
wing-body combination at subsonic Mach numbers 
(IEA-N-AU-1091]	 p0548 1179-27110 
PRESSURE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
NT WAVE DRAG 
Theoretical lower limits of forebody drag 
p0261 A79-26593 
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests
p0579 w79-28123 
PRESSURE EFFECTS 
Effects of inlet distortions on a multi-stage 
compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion 
(AIAA 79-7003]	 p0327 879-29379 
Influence of the flow angle on the characteristics 
of an elbow-shaped air intake --- of gas turbine 
engines
p0450 879-36585 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1309]	 p0471 A79-39031 
Predicted 11100 engine response to circumferential 
pressure and temperature distortion 
tAIAA PAPER 79-13101	 p0476 A79-39819 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 A79-42892 
Experimental investigation of effects of jet decay 
rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate: 
Tabulated data 
[NASA-CR-158990]	 p0218 1179-15941 
ffect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow 
characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79134]	 p0486 1179-23969 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and 
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan 
engine 
[NASA-TM-79237]	 p0653 1179-30187 
PRESSURE FIELDS 
U PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
PRESSURE GAGES 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation 
p0253 879-25850 
Feasibility and Cost effectiveness of airborne 
tire pressure indicating systems 
[40-8065513]	 p0494 1179-24981 
PRESSURE GRADIENTS 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 A79-42892 
Adverse pressure gradients effects on supersonic 
boundary layer turbulence 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1563]	 p0577 A79-46730 
An experimental investigation into the influence 
of acoustic disturbances on the development of a 
turbulent boundary layer 
(APC-11/M-3825]	 p0226 1179-16238 
Pressure modeling of vertically burning aircraft 
materials 
[HC78-BT-29]	 p0238 1179-16932 
Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical 
solicitations
p0555 1179-27177 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels 
inferred from internal fluctuating pressure 
measurements
p0068 879-14796 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 879-15211 
Stability and pressure measurements in the Naval 
Surface Weapons Center hypervelocity tunnel 
p0079 879-15664 
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Pressure measurements on a spinning wind tunnel 
model by means of telemetry
p0113 1.79-17593 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet -- high lift V/STOL 
wing-flap 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0352]
	
p0146 1.79-19683 
Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation 
p0253 1.79-25850 
Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips 
with incidence
p0406 1.79-34534 
Unsteady aerodynamic pressure measurements on 
rotating lifting systems
p0513 1.79741494 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-H: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
23-23, mid section 
[AD-A060869]	 p0170 979-15005 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
[NASA-TP-1366]	 p0226 979-166141 
Measurements of acoustic sources in motion 
(NASA-TM-788191 	 p0227 979-16649 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight 
differential pressure measurements for drag 
investigations 
(NASA-CASE-FRc-11024-1)	 p0285 979-17797 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe 
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 W79-20000 
Effect of number of probes and their orientation 
on the calculation of several compressor face 
distortion descriptors 
(NASA-TH-72859]	 p0435 N79-23087 
Fuselage surface pressure measurements of a 
helicopter wind-tunnel model with a 3.15-meter 
diameter single rotor 
(NASA-TN-80051]	 p0537 979-26015 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1502]	 p0671 979-31213 
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS 
Fluctuating surface pressure characteristics on a 
helicopter fuselage under hover and forward 
flight conditions
p0135 A79-18691 
Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena 
in vaneless radial diffusers 
(ASHE PAPER 78-GT-231	 p0195 1.79-22329 
Unsteady pressures on a NACA 64A010 airfoil - 
Experimental and theoretical results 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03303	 p0261 1.79-26545 
Subsonic base pressure fluctuations
	 - 
p03 142 1.79-30610 
On a property of the linearized boundary layer 
equations with self-induced pressure 
p0513 1.79-41568 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on the 
stall margin of a .385-21 turbojet engine 
[NASA-TH-79123] 	 p0486 N79-23968 
PRESSURE PROBES 
U PRESSURE SENSORS 
PRESSURE RECOVERY 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets	 -
p0211 A79-24178 
PRESSURE REDUCTION 
An investigation of the performance of a -.J52-P-8A 
engine operating under the influence of high 
bleed flow extraction rates 
[AD-A057325]	 p0046 979-11054 
PRESSURE REGULATORS 
Development of anti-G valves for high performance 
aircraft
p0066 1.79-141414 
Pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of 
advanced composite RPV wing structure 
p0209 1.79-24093 
PRESSURE SENSORS 
Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine 
engine 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-52)
	 p0007 1.79-10760 
Pitot-tubes at 90 and 180 degrees of yaw 
p0186 1.79-20793 
An omnidirectional, tilt insensitive, wind speed 
threshold detector
p0192 1.79-21915 
The Dulles Airport pressure-sensor array for 
gust-front detection - System design and 
preliminary results
p0192 179-21919 
Pressure measurement in air data instrumentation 
P0253 1.79-25850 
The Dulles International Airport wind-shear 
detection system Statistical results 
p0278 179-27574 
Calibration and use of a sailplane varicineter to 
measure vertical velocity fluctuations 
p0336 1.79-30112 
Construction and calibration of pitot-static systems 
p0345 A79-31564 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
[SAE PAPER 790567]	 p0452 1.79-36707 
Aeropropulsion systems test facility rake 
calibration test in tunnel A 
(AD-1068975]	 pO556 979-27189 
PRESSURE SUITS 
Development of anti-G valves for high performance 
aircraft
pOO66 1.79-14414 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
U PRESSURE SENSORS 
PRESSURE VESSELS 
Spacewonnd composite structures 
[AsS. 78-52]	 p0124 1.79-18175 
PRESSURE WELDING 
NT DIFFUSION WELDING 
NT ULTRASONIC WELDING 
PRESSURIZED CABINS 
Operational reliability of climate and pressure 
control equipment for passenger aircraft 
Russian book
p0012 1.79-10850 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 0 - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
(p0156 1.79-20119 
Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized 
piston twin aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790563]
	 p0452 A79-367014 
PRESTON TUBES 
U PVIOT TUBES 
U SPEED INDICATORS 
PRETESTS 
U TESTS 
PRETWISTING 
U TWISTING 
PREVENTION 
NT ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
NT CORROSION PREVENTION 
NT FIRE PREVENTION 
NT ICE PREVENTION 
PRINERS (COATINGS) 
Evaluation of new bonding systems for depot-level 
maintenance of aircraft honeycomb panels 
[AD-A066117]	 p0488 979-214161 
PRINCETON SAILWINGS 
U SAILNINGS 
PRINTED CIRCUITS 
NT LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION 
resnel Lens Optical Landing System !K6 Nod 3 
stabilization circuit board test specifications 
[10-1059786]	 p0161 979-14075 
PRISES 
Fluid mechanical refracting gas prism and 
aerodynamics of E - beam sustained discharge in 
supersonic flow, both applicable to laser 
technology 
[AD-A062390]	 p0371 979-20374 
PRIVATE AIRCRAFT 
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT 
PROBABILITY 
U PROBABILITY THEORY 
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
Asymmetric stator interaction noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06381
	 p0318 A79-28965 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
pO447 1.79-36024 
Probability that the propagation of an undetected 
fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure 
[AD-A057335]	 p0049 979-11439 
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS - 
Error assessment and control 
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p0366 N79-20131 
PROBABILITY THEORY 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 479-13955 
An introduction to co-kill probability estimation 
in the N on N encounter --- during combat 
aircraft maneuvers 
(4144 79-17291	 p0571 479-45373 
Probabilistic analysis of air carrier accidents 
D0296 N79-18078 
PROBES 
Two dimensional anemometric probe --- two 
dimensional flow. Wind tunnel tests 
(AAAF-NT ; 78-09]	 p0440 979-23116 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
NT ASYMPTOTIC METHODS 
5T ITERATIVE SOLUTICN 
Aerodynamic inputs for problems in aircraft 
dynamics, volume 2 
[VHI-LECTURE-SERIES-99-VOL-2)	 p0216 1979-15914 
High turning blading for axial flow machines. 
Introduction and summary of the problems 
-	 p0383 N79-21068 
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and 
design system. Volume 5: System demonstration 
problems 
[NASA-CP-159045]	 p0676 1479-31624 
PROCEDURES 
NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY) 
Material and process control - Aircraft integral 
fuel tanks
p0210 479-24122 
PROCUREMENT 
NT GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 
Current deficiences in simulation for training 
p0222 1479-15974 
PROCUREMENT POLICY 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
[DOE/ERA-0024]	 p0557 979-27336 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Cost and operational effectiveness of R&M 
improvements
p0073 479-15403 
MBB helicopters for the army
p0078 479-16234 
Reliability improvement program --- for military 
aircraft electronic components
p0082 479-16591 
Present and future developments in aerospace 
materials and structures
p0208 479-24081 
Milestones in the history of parachute development 
90402 A79-33620 
The Rockwell International Sabreliner-65: Case 
study in aircraft design --- Book
p0451 A79-36645 
Development of the Beecbcraft model 77 
(SAE PAPER 790617)	 p0457 A79-36745 
General aviation turbine engine /GATE/ ccncepts 
[A:AA PAPER 79-1157] 	 p0467 i79-38964 
Turbo-fan design for general aviation - The 
evolution of the RB.401 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1160]	 p0467 479-38966 
Compass Cope airframe design history 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1792]	 p0605 479-47881 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
[AIAA PAPER -79-1807]	 p0606 479-47891 
CADAM data handling from conceptual design through 
produce support 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1846]	 p0609 479-47912 
Air Force modular automatic test equipment 
development program
p0624 A79-48878 
Antennas for the Black Hawk helicopter 
(AHS 79-151	 p0627 479-49068 
The DC-9 Super 80 - Much more than a simple stretch 
p0634 A79-49223 
A design perspective on new technologies for 
general aviation
D0636 479-49486 
Small hovercraft design - Evolution to simplicity 
p0640 479-49906 
Current Canadian developments related to low-speed 
heavy lift ACV
p0641 479-49915 
Aircraft engine developments centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency
p0643 A79-50207 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0300 N79-18896 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 
Certain problems which had to be solved between 
the prototype stage and mass production stage in 
the development of an engine --- turboprop 
engine tests
p0026 479-12532 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced 
composite outer wings for the 4-70 attack aircraft 
p0111 479-17066 
Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas 
turbine engines
p0189 479-20884 
Reliability based quality /RBQ/ technique for 
evaluating the degradation of reliability during 
manufacturing --- for army helicopter systems 
and components
p0205 479-23631 
Composite wing/fuselage integral concept 
p0207 A79-24078 
The PABST program - A validation of bonding 
primary structure --- Primary Adhesively Bonded 
Structure Technology for aluminum aircraft parts 
p0208 A79-24083 
Cast aluminum structures technology --- for large 
primary aircraft
p0208 A79-24084 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques 
[SAY PAPER 781031) 	 p0257 479-25903 
GASP IV simulation model for the composites and 
bonding production facility
p0274 479-27297 
Development of the Beechcraft Model 77 
(SAE PAPER 790617] 	 p0457 479-36745 
Computer graphics create the new wave of design 
p0460 479-37046 
Some main points about general-aviation design 
practice
p0460 479-37047 
Design, meet production --- aircraft cost and 
performance tradeoff considerations
p0460 479-37048 
Engineering and manufacturing communication via 
the computer data base 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1845]	 p06O9 479-47911 
Graphical NC systems as a basis for progress 
towards the integration of design, planning and 
machining
p0374 1479-20761 
Aeritalia point of view and objectives on computer 
aided design
p0374 N79-20766 
A discussion of the production design office	 - 
benefits of C.A.D. --- in the aircraft industry 
p0374 N79-20767 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 R79-25408 
Engine/aircraft structural integration: An overview 
p0554 P79-27167 
Ramjet cost estimating handbook 
[AD-4056991]	 p0594 N79-29188 
PRODUCTION NAJAGENERT 
Geometric data transfer --- for computerized 
aircraft engineering drawings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1844)	 p0609 479-47910 
F-16 Avionics Intermediate Shop /AIS/ Interim - 
Contractor Support initiatives 
[4144 PAPER 79-19681	 p0610 479-47923 
Cockpit management
p0299 1479-18890 
PRODUCTION METHODS 
U PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 
PRODUCTIVITY 
Airline productivity redefined - An analysis of 
U.S. and European carriers
p0410 479-35100 
The productivity of airships in long-range 
transportation 
[4144 79-15961	 p0523 479-42390 
PRODUCTS 
NT PETROLEUM PRCDUCTS 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
U PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
PROGRAM TREND LINE ANALYSIS 
A review of the icing situation from the 
standpoint of general aviation
p0481 879-23918 
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS) 
Experimental verification of program KRASH - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(SAN PAPER 7905891	 p0454 179-36723 
Computer Monitor and Control - A flexible, 
cost-effective implementation
p0618 179-48670 
Evolving methods for reducing avionics data in an 
AIS? environment --- Avionics Integration 
Suppport Facility flight program testing 
p0618 179-48671 
Testability, the key tc economical and 
operationally effective avionic test software 
p0625 179-48890 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, phase 1 
(10-1058547]	 p0089 N79-12050 
Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor communication 
and navigation system --- computer program 
verification
p0354 N79-20026 
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program 
[NASA-CR-159047]	 p0504 879-25843 
ANOPP validation study: Lockheed L-1011 
[NASA-CR-159138]	 p0722 N79-33968 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
NT PL/1 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0465 179-38882 
Assessment of software development and maintenance 
costs due to retrofit of embedded avionics 
computer 
(AIAA 79-1906)	 p0697 179-54383 
PROGRAMS 
NT ARGUS PROJECT 
NT ATLIT PROJECT 
NT DEFENSE PROGRAM 
NT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS 
NT NASA PROGRAMS 
NT QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM 
NT SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH 
NT TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM 
NT TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Management of test program development for S-3A 
avionics, maintainability and automatic test 
equipment
p0023 A79-12319 
The operational impact of Navy's first TAlE program 
P-3C Test, Analyze and Fix
p0476 179-39890 
Overview of FIREMEN program at Ames Research Center 
p0088 879-12040 
Current deficiences in simulation for training 
p0222 N79-15974 
Development of Integrated Programs for 
Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD) : Reference 
design process 
[NASA-CE-29811	 p0382 N79-21044 
PROJECT PLANNING 
Navigation planning - Need for a new direction 
unnecessary redundancies between current 
navigation systems
p0076 179-16157 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
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[AD-&068565]	 p0549 N79-27119 
RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE 
RADIO INTERFERENCE 
U RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
RADIO NAVIGATION 
NT HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION 
NT LORAN 
NT LORAN C 
NI SHOBAR 
NT TACAN 
NT VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION 
The Omega navigation system - An overview 
p0026 179-12525 
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area 
of study of many years' standing at the 
Institute for Communications Engineering of 
Braunschweig Technical University
p0026 179-12526 
Implementation of the Omega system for air 
navigation
p0054 179-13299 
Expansion of the 960 to 1 215 MHz band use - 
Aspects, achievements, goals --- for integrated 
aircraft communication, navigation and 
identification systems
p0056 179-13265 
Spread spectrum modulation. I - Benefit resulting 
from application to an integrated system 
p0058 A79-13274 
Multifunctional potentials of present-day radio 
navigation systems
p0058 179-13277 
Navigation systems for USA? aircraft through the 
year 2000
p0076 A79-16159 
The economic superiority of integrated navigation 
systems, represented for NILECS --- Microwave 
Integrated Landing/Enronte navigation and air 
traffic Control System
p0116 179-17687 
An airborne microcomputer for radio navigation 
p0199 179-23250 
Omega - Global navigating by VLF fix
p0398 179-32722 
The measurement of RF-pulse phase and amplitude in 
the landing system DLS
pO4O8 179-39608 
Internationalization of OMEGA
p0997 179-36069 
Sources and magnitude of radio compass 
instrumental errors
p0533 179-93503 
Extremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 A79-94878 
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RANDOM LOADS 
An analysis of radio navigation sensor accuracies 
associated with area navigation (BRAY) 
IAD-A0585 44 1 	 p0089 N79-12055 
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega 
navigation system installed in a VC-118 
aircraft, supplement 1 
(AD-1068106]	 p0582 N79-28165 
RADIO RANGES 
I RADIO BEACONS 
RADIO RECEIVERS 
Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver 
/Navstar/
p0055 A79-13248 
GPS receiver operation
p0063 A79-14189 
Texas Instruments Phase I GPS user equipment 
p0063 A79-14190 
Performance enhancements of UPS user equipment 
p0063 &79-14191 
Navstar user equipment for civil and military 
applications
p0638 A79-49987 
Functional requirements of the interface between 
the NAVSTAR GPS receiver model I and the 
advanced inertial reference sphere, volume 2 
[AD-1057656]	 p0090 N79-12058 
Investigation of a preliminary UPS receiver design 
for general aviation 
(AD-1069059)	 p0592 N79-29160 
RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS 
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS 
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system 
project
p0296 N79-18115 
RADIO SCATTERING 
Bearing errors in the vRV omnirange due to 
scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver 
p0074 A79-15460 
RADIO TELEMETRY 
Some possible applications of identification 
theory techniques in telemetry --- for aircraft 
communication
p0451 A79-36589 
RADIO TRACKING 
Position determination and path tracking system 
using stationary ground-based radio networks 
p0116 A79-17688 
Radio-engineering tracking systems
p0410 A79-35501 
RADIO TRANSMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TBRNSMISSICN 
NT NULTIPATH TRANSMISSICN 
NT SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION 
NT SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION 
RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
NT CNNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES 
NT RADIO BEACONS 
High power UHF slide screw tuner for antenna 
breakdown measurements
p0349 A79-32190 
Evaluation of an P,/CW range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
p0448 A79-36086 
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system 
project
p0296 N79-18115 
RADIO WAVES 
NT HYDROXYL EMISSION 
NT MICROWAVES 
NT MILLIMETER NAVES 
RADIOGRAP8T 
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine 
air sealed'tecbnology
p0047 N79-11065 
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation 
program 
[AD-A057928]	 p0092 N79-12071 
High resolution radiography in the aero-engine 
industry
p0502 N79-25414 
N-ray inspection of aircraft structures using 
mobile sources: A cerpendun of radiographic 
results 
[AD-A068316]	 p0598 1479-29532 
RADIOMETERS 
NT INFRARED DETECTORS 
NT INFRARED PAEIONETIRS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS
R ADO I B S 
Padose design/fabrication criteria for supersonic 
ER aircraft --- By-ill
p0209 A79-24091 
Lightning protection with segmented diverters 
for aircraft radomes and dielectric structures 
p0249 A79-25317 
Fecent advances in radome design
p0637 A79-49574 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space 
travel 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-20031	 p0385 W79 21201 
RAFTS 
NT LIFE RAFTS 
RAIL TRANSPORTATION 
Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in 
track-guided traffic 
RAILROADS	 - 
U RAIL TRANSPORTATION 
RAIN 
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for 
aircraft simulators 
NASA-CASB-ABC-11158-1]	 p0719 N79-33220 
RAIN EROSION 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and space 
travel 
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-2003] .	 p0385 1979-21201 
RAINSTORMS 
NT THUNDERSTORMS 
RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
Hot isostatic pressing structural materials for 
ramjet applications
p0210 A79-24103 
Experimental study on the burning out of 
flameholders --- in ramjets 
[AIAA 79-7C21]	 p0329 A79-29394 
Optimizing the endurance of a low Mach number 
ramjet in a cruise application 
(AIAA 79-7040)	 p0330 A79-29410 
The effect of swirl on a ramjet dump combustor 
[AIAA 79-7042]	 p0330 A79-29411 
Analytical modeling of ramjet combustor heat 
transfer modes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1124]	 p0508 A79-40476 
Enthalpies of combustion of ramjet fuels 
p0573 A79-46055 
Application of light extinction measurements to 
the study of combustion in solid fuel ramjets 
(AD-A059879)	 p0167 N79-14230 
Introductory studies of SOPRAM, a RAM engine with 
solid propellant 
tFOA-C-20229-D3]	 p0240 N79-17022 
Validation of scranjet exhaust simulation 
technique at Mach 6 
[NASA-CE-3003]	 p0363 N79-20104 
Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical 
missiles
p0387 P79-21437 
Enthalpy of combustion of RJ-6 
(AD-A067968)	 p0559 179-28037 
Panjet cost estimating handbook 
[AD-A056991]	 p0594 N79-29188 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
(NASA-TN-80141]	 p0671 N79-31215 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
combustor 
[AD-A070701]	 p0719 N79-33293 
RAMJET MISSILES 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
[NASA-TP-1353]	 p0287 N79-17809 
RAMPS (STRUCTURES) 
Ski-jump - A great leap for tactical airpower 
V/STOL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp 
(AIAA 79-0696)	 p0276 A79-27361 
Aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform 
p0687 A79-52138 
RANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS 
U STATISTICAL DISTIBUTIONS 
RANDOM LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
Processing a randcm loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0027 A79-12535 
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A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
(AIAA PAPER 79-02381 	 p0144 A79-19613 
Four lectures on fatigue crack growth
p0251 179-25884 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
p01407 A79-34604 
RANDOM PROCESSES 
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by 
a random search technique
p0028 179-12956 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method
p0601 A79-47002 
RANDOM VIBRATION 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
p0407 A79-34604 
RANGE (EXTREMES) 
NT FREQUENCY RANGES 
RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING 
Short Range Terminal Radar (SRTR) definition study 
rpAA-RD-78-64)	 ç	 p0297 N79-18156 
RANGE CONTROL 
U TRAJECTORY CONTROL 
RANGE ERRORS 
GDS multipath error model --- Global Positioning 
System
0077 A79-16167 
A new L-band MIS/ONE with high accuracy 
p0081 179-16537 
Beading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters 
p0349 A79-32164 
Hyperbolic positioning per se is passe 
navigation computations from range measurements 
using microprocessor
p0447 179-36070 
RANGE FINDERS 
NT LASER BARGE FINDERS 
NT OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS 
Evaluation of an PH/CE range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
p0448 A79-36086 
Measuring metres to the target
p0694 179-53723 
Experimental SCAS performance results 
(AD-A058936)	 p0160 N79-14064 
Parametric analysis of stereoinetric tracker for 
use in tactical aircraft 
(AD-A064688]	 p0421 R79-22086 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
[NASA-CASE-BPO-14361-1] 	 p0544 N79-26253 
RANGE INDICATORS 
U RANGE FINDERS 
RANGE MEASUREMENT 
41 NANGEPINDING 
RANGEPINDIRG 
Stability analysis of relative navigation systems 
TDNA system for multi-member aircraft 
communities
0449 A79-36090 
RANGES (FACILITIES) 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
NT MISSILE RANGES 
NT TEST RANGES 
Airlines long-range navigation assessment 
p0078 A79-16176 
A new dimension. Wallops Island flight test 
range: The first fifteen years 
(NASA-RP-1028)	 p0368 N79-20166 
RANGING 
U RANGEFIRDING 
RAPCON (CONTROL) 
U RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
RAPID QUENCHING (METALLURGY) 
Potential uses of rapidly solidified alloys in . gas 
turbine engines
p0275 A79-27313 
RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
Role of helicopters in airport access
p0128 A79-18574 
Airport plan based on the PIPE Concept proposal 
for a remodelled Catania-Fontanarossa 
p0687 179-52300 
RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS 
NT SAMARIUM COMPOUNDS 
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS 
AC aircraft electrical systems with rare earth 
permanent magnet machines
p0686 179-51914
RARE GASES 
NY HELIUM 
RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 179-20761 
RATE METERS 
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
RATES (PER TIME) 
NT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS) 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
NT AIRSPEED 
NT ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY 
NT BURNING BATE 
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY 
NT DECELERATION 
NT EVAPORATION RATE 
NT EXHAUST VELOCITY 
NT FLOW VELOCITY 
NT GROUND SPEND 
NT HEAT FLUX 
NT HIGH ACCELERATION 
NT HIGH SPEED 
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED 
NT LOW SPEED 
NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY 
NT BASS FLOW RATE 
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
NT RADIAL VELOCITY 
NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY 
RI ROTOR SPEED 
NT SIGNAL FADING RATE 
NT SPIN REDUCTION 
NT SUBSONIC SPEED 
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
NY TIP SPEED 
RI TRANSONIC SPEED 
NT WIND VELOCITY 
RATIOS 
NT ASPECT RATIO 
NT FUEL-AIR RATIO 
NT HIGH ASPECT RATIO 
NT LIFT DRAG RATIO 
NT LOW ASPECT RATIO 
NT MACH NUMBER 
NT REYNOLDS NUMBER 
NT SIGNAL TC NOISE RATIOS 
NT STROUBAL NUMBER 
NT THICKNESS RATIO 
NT THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO 
RAY TRACING 
Computation of the radiation characteristic of 
antennas on complicated structures in the high 
frequency case. Principle of the geometrical 
theory of diffraction 
[DTVLR-PB-7802]	 p0226 N79-16184 
REACTION JETS 
U JET FLOW 
U .JET THRUST 
REACTION KINETICS 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unmixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic 82-air streams 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03551	 p0146 179-19686 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
[AD-A061050]	 p0239 N79-17011 
REACTION TIME 
Rapid reaction time techniques for a strapdown 
navigator employing electrostatic gyro technology 
1,0621 179-148697 
REAL GASES 
Theoretical investigations of real gas effects in 
cryogenic wind tunnels 
[DS-FB-76/50B]	 p0288 N79-17820 
REAL TIME OPERATION 
Experimental design for real-tine simulations of 
air traffic control concepts
p0017 179-11481 
ACMR/I system --- Air Combat Maneuvering 
Ran ge/Instrumentation
nOO64 R79-14233 
Real-time/near real-tine recce wideband data links 
airborne reconnaissance systems
p0112 179-17146 
Real-time simulation in air traffic control 
D0207 179-23850 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicle's /ICV/ Wind Analysis program 
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RECTANGULAR WINGS 
using real-time digital simulation
p0336 A79-29900 
Real time weather display in the general aviation 
cockpit 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1821) 	 p0608 A79-47901 
A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for GPS 
low-dynamics navigation system
p0617 P.79-48657 
A real tine video bandwidth reduction system based 
on a CCD Radamard transform device --- for 
avionics
p0621 A79-48702 
Real time compression of video signals 
protection against jamming
pO€22 P.79-48712 
Realization of a helicopter-oriented real-time 
data system for research, experimental, and 
prototype flight testing 
CARS 79-50]	 p0632 179-49102 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 179-51090 
Wind tunnel real-tine data acquisition system 
(NASA-TM-80081) 	 p0385 879-21097 
Real-time estimation of aerodynamic coefficients 
by means of an extended Kalman filter 
[SAND-78-2032)	 p0590 879-29152 
Design of a nilti-microptocessor system for 
real-tine aircraft simulation
p0599 879-29800 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume I: Operational software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center 
(AD-A070973)	 p0663 879-30959 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 2: support software complex 
automation support to the Air Traffic Control 
System Command Center. 
[AD-A0701 71]	 p0663 879-30960 
Survey and evaluation of potential real-time 
interactive flight test facilities for the 8-1 
(AD-A070343)	 p0708 879-32222 
REP.!. VARIABLES 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
NT BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
NT COLLINFARITY 
NT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
NT GREEN FUNCTION 
NT LINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
NT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
IT POWER SERIES 
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS	 - 
IT VORTICITY 
REATTACHED PLOW 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment 
ASME PAPER 78-GT-194]	 p0011 P.79-10817 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00041 	 p0138 P.79-19472 
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows 
applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge 
flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0284] 	 p0144 179-19644 
B B AT TACH BENT 
U ATTACHMENT	 - 
RECEIVERS 
NT RADAR RECEIVERS 
NT RADIO RECEIVERS 
Flight termination receiver catalog 
[AD-A058656)	 p0181 879-15232 
RECEIVING S!STE!S 
O RECEIVERS 
RECIPROCATING ENGINES 
U PISTON ENGINES 
BECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW 
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows 
applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge 
flow 
[AZAP. PAPER 79-0284]	 pO144 A79-19644 
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem 
of avoiding hot gas recirculation 
tASME PAPER 79-GT-103 	 p0339 179-30508 
RECLAMATION 
IT GAS RECOVERY
BECOGJITIOB 
IT PATTERN RECOGNITION 
NT TARGET RECOGNITION 
RECONHEWDATIONS 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Ray area. Introduction and 
conclusions
p0042 N79-10943 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
p0380 N79-21027 
RECONNAISSANCE 
IT AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE 
IT PHOT'ORECONNAISSANC! 
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
RI G-91 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAT 
NT 0-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 
Kiebitz Do 34 - The German contribution to the 
ARGUS program --- tethered rotor platform for 
battlefield surveillance system
p0150 A79-19897 
Compass Cope airframe design history 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1792]	 p0605 P.79-47881 
Design and operation of Epervier reconnaissance RPV 
p0219 N79-15952 
Maritime patrol airship concept study 
[AD-A070131]	 p0663 879-31138 
RECORDING 
NT DATA RECORDING 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
NT PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING 
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
NT FLIGHT LC&D RECORDERS 
IT FLIGHT RECORDERS 
NT WEATHER DATA RECORDERS 
Airborne video recording system
p0114 179-17608 
Recording methods for steady state and transient 
signals --- aircraft engine tests
p0253 P.79-25849 
RECOVERABILITY 
Launch and Recovery --- technology assessment 
p0219 879-15951 
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPAC!PLRNRS 
IT SPACE SHUTTLES 
RECOVERY 
A minimum weight analysis of aerospace vehicle 
recovery systems 
(AD-A056025)	 p0092 879-12072 
An analysis of the stability of an aircraft 
equipped with an air cushion recovery system 
[AD-1057434]	 p0095 879-12098 
RECOVER! PARACHUTES 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
tCONF-771215-1]	 p0067 179-14431 
Recovery system preliminary design - A simplified 
approach to determining drogue chute staging, 
timing, and altitude requirements 
[AIAA 79-0446]	 p0263 A79-26650 
RECTANGULAR PLANFOBMS 
RI RECTANGULAR PLATES 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS 
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem 
with shading --- modeling aircraft compartments 
thermodynamics
p0028 P.79-12784 
RECTANGULAR PLATES 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
p0407 P.79-34604 
RECTANGULAR WINGS 
Calculation of transonic flows around wings 
[ONEPA, TP NO. 1978-125) 	 .	 pOOlS A79-11132 
Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by 
highly inclined lifting surfaces 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-831	 p0127 P.79-18551 
Optimization of the weight of a wing with 
constraints on the static aeroelasticity 
p0525 P.79-42410 
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing 
with conventional airfoil sections 
(AIAA 79-16321	 p0566 P.79-45313 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow 
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p0602 679-47099 
Notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 679-58048 
Bumblebee Program: Aerodynamic data. Part 4: 
Wing loads at Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.0 
missile configuraticus 
(NASA-CR-3117]	 p0417 1479-22041 
N ECU PERA TOR S 
U REGENERATORS 
RECYCLING	 - 
Recycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
(60-6072117]	 p0707 879-32218 
REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY) 
Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions 
(An-A0582391	 pOCS7 -879-12242 
REDUNDANCY 
Redundant control systems for flight vehicles 
Russian book
p0254 679-25875 
Dual digital flight control redundancy management 
system development program 
[6166 79-1701]	 p0569 679-45356 
F-iS flight control system redundancy concepts 
(1166 79-1771)	 p0572 679-45400 
Digital flight control reliability - Effects of 
redundancy level, architecture and redundancy 
management technique 
[AIAA 79-18931	 p0573 679-45418 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and 
control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 879-20016 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 879-20420 
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS 
Electronic system safety - Testing reality --- for 
avionics 
(DAB PAPER 7905701	 p0452 679-36710 
Analytic redundancy for flight control sensors on 
the Lockheed L-1011 aircraft
p0611 179-47960 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 679-47971 
Behaviour of a two-dissimilar unit imperfect 
standby system with ccnnected switching and 
priority repair
p0690 679-52874 
Optical control technology --- for 
helicopters-fiber-optic data transfer 
p0693 679-53632 
Fly-by-wire tail rotor controls
p0693 679-53635 
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
transport aircraft structures
p0373 879-20414 
Design of redundant structures --- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
commercial transport aircraft
p0373 879-20418 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
(60-6070387]	 p0673 979-31226 
REDUNDANT STRUCTURES 
U REDUNDANT COMPONENTS 
REENTRY VEHICLES 
NT AEROSPAC!PLANES 
REFERENCE SYSTEMS 
An experimental passive microwave attitude 
measurement system for escape system steering 
p0403 679-33637 
The basic geodetic shapes and position lines 
p0 533 A79-43507 
Microcomputer applications in strapdown heading 
and attitude reference system
p0614 A79-48606 
REFERENCES (STANDARDS) 
U STANDARDS 
REFLECTANCE 
Display measurements. Measurements of 
reflectance-type displays 
(AD-A068602]	 p0594 1979-29185 
REFLECTION 
NT MACH REFLECTION 
NT SIGNAL REFLECTION 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAB-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 N79-19643 
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 
U REFLECTANCE 
REFLECTIVITY 
U REFLECTANCE 
REFLECTORS 
NT RADAR REFLECTORS 
REFRACTION 
Plane problems of aerothermooptics --- refraction 
in two-dimensional' nonuniform medium 
p0266 679-26865 
REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
NT PENE 95 
NT TUNGSTEN 
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
(ASME PAPER 78-NA/GT-121 	 p0150 619-19799 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines 
[NASA-TM-79100]	 p0353 N79-20008 
REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS 
NT TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-1nA 
(6166 PAPER 79-11921	 p0468 679-38977 
REFRACTORY METALS 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT TUNGSTEN 
REFEASIL (TRADEMARK) 
U FIBERS 
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY 
NT REFRIGERATORS 
Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a 
supercooled droplet production system for 
research on icing 
REFRIGERATORS 
Turbine-driven refrigeration units in gas turbine 
engine cooling systems --- Russian book 
p0016 A79-11441 
REFUELING 
NT AIR TO AIR REFUELING 
REGENERATIVE COOLING 
Advanced environmental cooling concepts for 
supersonic aircraft 
(ASME PAPER 78-ENAS-21) 	 p0027 679-12570 
Through-heating of chambers with regenerative 
cooling --- for aircraft engines
p0527 A79-42570 
Thermal-Structural design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
(NASA-CR-145368)	 p0173 879-15045 
Design and analysis of a scramjet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0386 N79-21426 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
[NASA-CR-3181]	 p0717 E79-33209 
REGENERATORS 
Regenerator matrices for automotive gas turbines 
p0528 679-42981 
REGIONAL PLANNING 
NT URBAN PLANNING 
Off-airport land use compatibility - The Maryland 
approach and experience
p0409 A79-34974 
A developmental computer model for investigations 
of air traffic management problems: A case 
investigating two decision strategies 
(AD-A071075]	 p0668 B79-31189 
REGIONS 
NT NULL ZONES 
NT POLAR REGIONS 
NT REMOTE REGIONS 
NT TROPICAL REGIONS 
REGRESSION (STATISTICS) 
U REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Prediction of selected jet fuel test results using 
ASTM test method d2887 data with multiple linear 
regression analysis 	 - 
(AD-1059185]	 p0098 879-12245 
On the application of certain statistical methods 
to wind-tunnel testing 
[ARC-CP-1390]	 p0216 879-15919 
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Determination of stability and control parameters 
of a light airplane from flight data using two 
estimation methods --- equation error and 
maximum likelihood methcds 
(NASA-TP-1306]	 p0360 N79-20071 
Regression simulation of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
[AD-k063975)	 p0424 N79-22106 
Fegression Simulation of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4) 
[10-1066398]	 u0499 N79-25027 
Recent experience in tbe development and 
application of ICC models
p0502 N79-25410 
Regression Simulation of Turbine Engine 
Performance (RSTBP) • task 1 
tAD-A071400)	 p0718 N79-33213 
REGULATION 
U CCNIROL 
REGULATIONS 
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Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow 
and experimental program for resilient leading 
edge 
(NASA-CE-152276]	 p0538 879-26028 
RESINS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK) 
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
NT POLYESTER RESINS 
NT POLYIMIDE RESINS 
NT POLYURETHANE RESINS	 - 
NT THERMOPLASTIC FILMS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS 
NT THERMOSETTING RESINS 
The chemical Stability of kerosene fractions 
pO517 A79-42275 
RESISTANCE HEATING 
Aircon electrically heated acrylic --- for ice 
formation prevention on aircraft transparencies 
[SAE PAPER 790600)	 p0455 A79-36732
RESISTIVITY 
U ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
RESOLUTION	 - 
NT HIGH RESOLUTION 
NT RADAR RESOLUTION 
Visual criteria for out of the cockpit visual scenes 
p0222 579-15916 
RESOLVING POWER 
U RESOLUTION 
RESONANCE 
NT RESONANT VIBRATION 
RESONANCE TESTING	 - 
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during 
multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation 
p0069 A79-14869 
Full scale ground and air resonance testing of the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Bearingless Rain Rotor 
(ABS 79-231
	
p0629 A79-49075 
RESONANT CAVITIES 
U CAVITY RESONATORS 
RESONANT FREQUENCIES 
An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind 
tunnels in subresonant frequency range 
(AIAA 79-0764)	 p0320 A79-29018 
Determination of the natural frequency of an 
airship model 
[AIAA 79-1582]	 -	 p0524 A79-42402 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and node shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
EARS 79-18]	 p0628 A79-49071 
RESONANT VIBRATION 
Examination of the air resonance stability 
characteristics of a bearingless main rotor 
lABS 78-22]	 p0121 A79-18148 
Antiresonant rotor isolation for vibration reduction 
in helicopters 
[ABS 78-28]	 p0121 A79-18150 
Friction damping of resonant stresses in gas 
turbine engine airfoils 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-109]	 p0392 A79-32384 
A new analytic method for the study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 A79-41767 
Full scale ground and air resonance testing of the 
Army-Boeing Vertol Bearingless Rain Rotor 
(ABS 79-23]	 p0629 A79-49075 
Experimental evaluation of the effect 
.
of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
[NASA-TM-79066)	 p0226 879-16300 
The analysis of engine vibrations
p0552 879-27150 
RRSONATORS 
NT CAVITY RESONATORS 
A model for calculating the radiation field of
microstrip antennas	 - 
p0315 A79-28422 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline from the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
(DOE/ERA-0024)	 p0557 579-27336 
RESOURCES 
NT CRUDE OIL 
NT EARTH RESOURCES 
NT FORESTS 
NT FOSSIL FUELS 
NT GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 	 - 
RESPONSE TINE (CONPUTERS) - 
FAA remote terminal system frequency assignment 
model
p0250 A79-25323 
RESPONSES 
NT DYNAMIC RESPONSE	 - 
NT NODAL- RESPONSE 
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
RESTRAINTS 
U CONSTRAINTS 
RETARDANTS 
NT FLARE RETARDANTS. 
RETRACTABLE LARDING GEAR 
U LANDING GEAR	 - 
RETROACTION 
U RETROTHB0ST 
RETROFITTING	 - 
cFN56 - Franco-American ten-tonne turbofan 
production launch
p0512 A79-41207 
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R!TROTHROST 
Parachute-rocket deceleration system design 
p0696 A79-54057 
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPAC!PL11R!S 
NT SPACE SH!PrTIES 
REUSE 
Reclamation of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures 
[AD-A071813)	 p0718 N79-33211 
REVERSE TIME 
U REACTION TIME 
REVERSED PLOW 
Statistical evaluation of reverser influence on 
bypass turbojet engine parameters in the forward 
thrust regime
p0069 A79-14850 
The combustion of a range of distillate fuels in 
small gas turbine engines 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-175]	 p0395 A79-32435 
Unsteady boundary layer flow reversal in a 
longitudinally oscillating flow	 - 
(AD-A063140)	 p0371 N79-20349 
REVIEWING 
Carbon Fiber Risk Analysis: Conclusions 
p0426 N79-22209 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers 
in Stokes flow
p0059 A79-139114 
Genesis of the European high-Reynolds-number 
transonic wind tunnel project 
(ONERA, TP NC. 1978-139]	 p0117 A79-17769 
Nechanism of determination of the shedding 
frequency of vortices behind a cylinder at low 
Reynolds numbers
p0137 A79-18845 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0004] 	 p0138 A79-19472 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on P-iS inlet instantaneous distortion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0104]	 p0141 A79-19533 
Scale effects on supercritical airfoils 
p0154 A79-20110 
Characteristic aerodynamic coe fficients at high 
Reynolds numbers
p0248 A79-25247 
Experimental and analytical investigation of the 
effects of Reynolds number and blade surface 
roughness on multistage axial flow compressors 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-2)	 p0339 879-30501 
Effects of Reynolds number and other parameters on 
the throttle-dependent, nozzle/afterbody drag of 
an 0.11 scale single-engine aircraft model 
AIAA PAPER 79-1167)	 p0508 A79-40481 
Autorotating flat-plate wings - The effect of the 
moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number 
p0513 879-41418 
Trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1503]	 p0575 A79-46697 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as .a 
function of Reynolds number 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1525]	 p0576 A79-46709 
Flow-field in a vortex with breakdown above sharp 
edged delta wings 
(NASA-T-1-753391	 p0086 1179-12017 
Experiments on tandem diffusers with 
boundary-layer suction applied in between 
(NASA-CB-158957]	 p0286 1179-17803 
Prospects for computing airfoil aerodynamics with 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes 
P0356 N79-20038 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous flow over airfoils 
p0357 1979-20045 
Design and characteristics of high Reynolds number 
test facilities: The Ludwig tube
p0377 1179-20994 
Visualisations and calculations of air intakes at 
high angles of attack and low Reynolds number 
Navier-Stokes equation
p0415 N79-22030 
Calibration of the AErC-PVT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel aerodynamic test section at various 
Reynolds numbers 
(AD-8065112]	 p0425 N79-22117 
The effect of surface imperfections on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at
moderate Reynolds numbers 
[P3-217]	 p0431 N79-23048 
The design of models and their supports, the Evans 
clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of the 
various proposals --- the design of high 
Reynolds number, transonic wind tunnels 
p0439 1179-23110 
European transonic wind tunnel project for high 
Reynolds numbers --- cryogenic proposal 
SAAAF-NT-78-01]	 p0440 1179-23118 
Construction problems specific to models for high 
Reynolds number wind tunnels --- scale models 
(AAAP-NT-78-02)	 p0441 N79-23124 
Pigh Reynolds Number Subsonic Aerodynamics 
VEI-LECTUR!-SERIES-161	 p0579 W79-28119 
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
(NASA-CB-3178)	 p0668 1179-31195 
RP-8 AIRCRAFT 
U ?-8 AIRCRAFT 
RN-2 HELICOPTER 
U UN-i HELICOPTER 
RIBBON PARACHUTES 
Overtest results for the 7.3-rn /24-ft/ diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
p0191 A79-21524 
Design criteria for and development of Kevlar 
ribbon parachutes 
IAIAA 79-0830)	 p0262 A79-26638 
Design and development of the 24-foot diameter 
hybrid Kevlar-29/nylon ribbon parachute 
[8188 79-0433]	 p0263 A79-26641 
RIBS (SUPPORTS) 
Thermal stability of ribbed sheet systems 
p0019 P.79-12137 
BICRAROSOR-DUSHMAR EQUATION 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
BIDING QUALITY 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
p0025 P.79-12396 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria
p0198 A79-22921 
B-i ride control
p0237 N79-16876 
Physical and subjective studies of aircraft 
interior noise and vibration 
[NASA-TN-80084]	 p0445 1179-23754 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
[NASA-CB-1114885]	 p0668 N79-31193 
RIENANN PROBLEM 
U CAUCH! PROBLEM 
RIGID BODIES 
U RIGID STRUCTURES 
RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
The fibre composite helicopter blade
p0535 P.79-43712 
Project NAVTOLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 R79-30212 
RIGID ROTORS 
The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 P.79-16241 
The Netherlands experimental vertical axis wind 
turbine
p0112 879-17120 
Analytical design of a high performance stability 
and control augmentation system for a hingeless 
rotor helicopter 
fANS 78-27]	 p0122 A79-18153 
An experimental study of Coupled rotor-body 
aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors 
in hover
p0130 P.79-18656 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight
p0131 P.79-18662 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 P.79-22475 
Stability and unbalance response of centrally 
preloaded rotors mounted in journal and squeeze 
film bearings
p0349 879-32085 
Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
helicopter rotor in cruising flight 
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(1DA061134]	 p0235 7379-16862 
RIGID STRUCTURES 
NT RIGID ROTORS 
Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in 
a stiffened sheet
p0150 179-20007 
Analysis of the mechanical properties of rigid 
foams with particular consideration of a rigid 
polyether structural foam 
[BU-229]	 p0441 3379-23227 
RIGIDITY 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional rigidity 
[1111 PAPER 79-00451	 p0139 179-19498 
BINS 
Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-251	 p0196 179-22331 
RING LASERS 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
[10-1059028]	 p0100 879-13021 
RING STRUCTURES 
NT REINFORCEMENT SINGS 
NT RING WINGS 
Manufacture of ring rolled components for gas 
turbine engines
p0189 179-20984 
Rotor bust protection: Design guidelines for 
containment
p0553 879-27166 
RING WINGS 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
p0028 179-12963 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 179-47009 
RISK 
Separation- and collision risk in air traffic control 
p0207 A79-23858 
Risk - Taken or controlled --- airline operations 
p0679 179-51049 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high performance 
aircraft 
(AD-A060519)	 p0171 879-15016 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation. 
Volume 1: Final report. Volume 2: Supporting 
appendices 
(NASACR-159989]	 p0295 7379-18074 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use of 
carbon fiber composites in commercial aviation: 
Executive summary
p0295 879-18075 
Overview of the carbon fiber problem
p0295 N79-18076 
Synthesis of national risk profile
p0296 879-18085 
Interpretation of results
p0296 N79-18086 
Carbon fibers and composites
p0426 879-22199 
Source of released carbon fibers
p0426 879-22200 
An assessment of local risk --- to area associated 
with commercial operations of aircraft with 
graphite fiber composite structures
p0426 879-22207 
An assessment of national risk: General concepts 
and overall approach --- carbon fiber 
utilization in commercial aviation  
p0426 879-22208 
Carbon Fiber Risk Analysis: Conclusions 
p0426 879-22209 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CS-159027]	 p0586 879-28419 
RIVETED JOINTS -	 - 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
propagation in sheet made of Alclad7076-T6 
(NLR-TR-78071-U]	 p0387 H79-21447 
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests
[NLR-TR-77103-U]	 pO709 1179-32350 
ROADS	 - 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
[NT! S/PS-78/1 284/5] 	 p0238 N79-16884 
ROCKET ENGINE DESIGN 
Path in rocket technology - Selected works, 
1928-1946 --- Russian book
p0278 179-27599 
ROCKET ENGINES 
NT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 2 
(NASA-CE-145074)	 p0232 879-16839 
ROCKET EXHAUST 
Feasibility of non-catapult ejection and hazard of 
an ejection seat rocket plume 
(AD-A067080)	 p0539 879-26036 
ROCKET FIRING	 - 
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the 
improved 2.75-inch rocket 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1297]	 p0471 179-39027 
ROCKET PLIGHT 
Optimizing finned pilotless flight vehicle design 
parameters 
•	 p0069 179-14870 
Optimizing linear flight vehicle stabilization 
systems with orthogonal filters 
-	
p0069 179-14871 
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle laying out 
an uncoiling line
p0398 179-32919 
ROCKET LAUNCHERS 
Helicopter component environmental vibration 
testing - The poor man's fatigue test 
[ABS 79-491	 p0632 179-49101 
AH-1G helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
[AD-A069828]	 p0652 879-30177 
ROCKET NOSE CORES 
Improved transonic nose drag estimates for the 
NSWC missile aerodynamic computer program 
[AD-A056795]	 p0034 879-10030 
ROCKET NOZZLES 
NT DUAL THRUST NOZZLES 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisynmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-lB aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER. 79-0101]	 p0201 179-23532 
Evaluation of ground-launch firings for the 
improved 2.75-inch rocket 
(lIAR PAPER 79-1297)	 p0471 179-39027 
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust 
augmenting ejectors 
[10-1059546] -	 p0175 879-15055 
ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
NT NONOPROPELLANTS 
NT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS 
Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
p0681 179-51132 
POCKET SONDES 
U SOUNDING ROCKETS 
ROCKET THRUST 
NT RETROTHEUST 
Laser propulsion
p0262 179-26598 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed spin 
of a light plane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1790]	 p0605 179-47879 
ROCKET VEHICLES 
NT SOUNDING ROCKETS 
RODS 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine 
(NASA-TR-79074)	 p0220 879-15960 
ROGALLO RINGS 
U FLEXIBLE RINGS 
POLL 
Aerodynamics of slender bodies at high angles of 
attack
p0197 179-22393 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0354 N79-20023 
Heave-pitch-roll analysis and testing of air 
cushion landing systems 
[NASA-CE-2917]	 p0651 879-30175 
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Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
[AD-A069301]	 p0669 879-31199 
ROLL CONTROL 
U LATERAL CONTROL 
ROLL FORMING 
Basic problem of controlling non-Newtonian fluid 
flow in roll clearance --- roll forming of 
aircraft plastics
p0069 A79-14858 
Preparation of double-curvature planking by rolling 
for aircraft structures
p0686 A79-52130 
ROLLER BEARINGS 
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions 
ABS 78-50]	 p0124 879-18173 
A functional evaluation of a thrust carrying 
cylindrical roller bearing design 
[ASHY PAPER 78-LUB-28]	 p0199 879-23241 
Review of aircraft bearing rejection criteria and 
causes
p0569 879-45250 
Ceramic mainshaft roller bearing performance in a 
gas turbine engine 
[80-8067904]	 p0557 879-27516 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft 
turbine engines 
[80-8069440]	 P0662 879-30555 
Investigation of the use cf ceramic material in 
aircraft engine bearings 
[AD-A070631]	 p0718 879-33214 
ROLLING 
Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape 
rolling process for producing turbine engine 
airfoils 
(NASA-CR-159455)	 p0099 879-12087 
ROLLING MOMENTS 
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock
p0463 879-38135 
ROTARY DRIVES 
U MECHANICAL DRIVES 
ROTARY GYROSCOPES 
On mechanics of gyroscopes in gimbal suspension 
p0064 879-14209 
D ynamics of nonideal gyroscopic systems 
p0064 879-14212 
ROTARY STABILITY 
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
The influence of tilting pad bearing 
characteristics on the stability of high speed 
rotor-bearing systems
p0075 879-16012 
Dynamic stability of a two-blade rotor 
p0085 879-11999 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Nigh-wing model A 
[NASA-CN-3101]	 p0664 1479-31149 
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT 
NT AR-64 HELICOPTER 
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-54 HYLICCPTER 
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS 
NT 8-53 HELICCPTER 
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT HELICOPTERS 
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS 
NT 08-58 HELICOPTER 
NT P-531 HELICOPTER 
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
NT 5-61 HELICCRTER 
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT TANDEM ROTCR HELICOPTERS 
NT TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT 
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER 
NT UH-60A HELICOPTER 
NT UH-61A HELICOPTER 
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
Development of an environmental design and test 
guide for Army rotary-wing aircraft
p0075 879-16078 
Rotorcraft technology for the year 2000 
pOO78 879-16229
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
[ENS 78-30]	 p0122 879-18156 
The use of analytic tools in the design and 
development of rotorcraft
p0128 879-18638 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft
p0130 879-18653 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research
p0 133 879-18674 
Kiebitz Do 34 - The German contribution to the 
ARGUS program --- tethered rotor platform for 
battlefield surveillance system
p0150 879-19897 
A system for interdisciplinary analysis - A key to 
improved rotorcrat design 
CANS 79-81
	 p0626 879-49060 
Proceedings of the Technical Conference on the 
Effects of Helicopter Downwash on Free Projectiles 
[80-8058123]	 p0091 879-12067 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
[NASA-TM-80541]	 p0491 879-24951 
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in 
rotorcraft
p0553 N79-27159 
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
[NASA-CR-152291)	 p0649 879-30138 
NASA gear research and its probable effect on 
rotorcraft transmission design 
(NASA-TN-79292]	 p0721 N79-33477 
ROTARY WINGS 
NT BEABINGLESS ROTORS 
NT CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS 
NT LIFTING ROTORS 
NT RIGID ROTORS 
NT TILTING ROTORS 
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS 
Damage-tolerant design of the YUH-618 main rotor 
system
p0013 879-10911 
The survivability of helicopters to rotor blade 
ballistic damage
p0014 879-10913 
Damage tolerant design of the YAH-64 main rotor 
blade
p0014 879-109114 
Composite rotor hub. I, II --- fatigue and load 
tests for CB-548 helicopter design
p0014 879-10916 
Survey of the application of reinforced composites 
in European helicopters
p0014 879-10917 
Development of a riultitubular spar composite main 
rotor blade
p0015 879-10919 
Boeing Vertol bearingless main rotor structural

design approach using advanced composites 
p0015 A79-10920 
Helicopter noise - State-of-the-art 
[#188 PAPER 77-1337]	 p0025 879-12395 
The Lynx hingeless rotor system and flight 
characteristics --- military helicopter 
p0079 879-16241 
Trends in helicopter rotor head design 
p0079 879-16244 
Composite materials in helicopters
p0081 A79-16514 
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
instrumentation
pO113 A79-17583 
Analytic investigation of advancing blade drag 
reduction by tip modifications 
CANS 78-01]	 p0118 879-18127 
what are the lift and propulsive force limits at 
high speed for the conventional rotor 
[ENS 78-02]	 p0118 879-18128 
Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter 
main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number 
effects and comparisons of four tip shapes 
CARS 78-03)	 p0119 879-18129 
Full-scale wind tunnel tests of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Correlation with model 
rotor test data and with theory 
[ABS 78-038]	 pO119 #79-18130 
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Rotor airfoil optimization - An understanding of Gust response and its alleviation for a hingeless 
the physical limits helicopter rotor in cruising flight 
EARS 78-041	 p0119	 A7918131 p0131	 #79-18662 
Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary Hybrid heater/paste and heater/flexible coating 
results schemes for de-icing helicopter rotor blades 
rAHS 78-05]	 p0119 879-18132 p0138 879-18685 
Design and development tests of a four-bladed Helicopter tail rotor noise generated by 
light helicopter rotor system aerodynamic interactions 
[8115 78-07]	 p0119 879-18134 10135 879-18689 
A comparison of predicted and experimental rotor Fluctuating surface pressure characteristics on a 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade helicopter fuselage under hover and forward 
pitch flight conditions 
(ABS 78-19]	 p0121	 879-18145 p011S 879-18691 
Examination of the air resonance stability Monitoring of fatigue loading on rotor system and 
characteristics of a bearingless main rotor related components 
[ABS 78-221	 p0121 879-18148 p013 6 #79-18696 
Antiresonant rotor isolation for vibration reduction Flight research capabilities of the NASA/Army 
in helicopters Rotor Systems Research Aircraft 
[ABS 78-4]	 p0121	 879-18150 I	 p0137 879-18703 
Lag damping in autorotation by a perturbation method The CB-46 rotor blade transition from metal to 
for rigid rotor blades composite materials 
(AP.S 78-251	 p0121	 879-18151 EASER PAPER 78-WA/AERO-9]	 p0148 #79-19723 
Inertia welding of YAH-64 main rotor drive shaft The application of winglets to rotors 
[ARS 78-32]	 p0122 879-18158 p0154 A79-20109 
Filament wound main rotor blade - The Army's new Helicopter aerodynamics 
production blade for the All-i EDGLR PAPER 78-225]	 p0183 819-20482 
[ABS 78-361
	
p0123 #79-18162 An advanced composite helicopter main rotor hub 
The 214 fiberglass blade - Design for inspectability p0188 879-20876 
for helicopters A calculation of rotor impedance for hovering 
[ABS 78-37]	 p0123 879-18163 articulated-rotor, helicopters 
The aeroelastically conformable rotor ccncept p0191 879-21521 
tABS 78-591	 p0125 #79-18180 Theoretical modeling of high-speed helicopter 
Wind-tunnel test results cf a full-scale impulsive noise 
sulticyclic controllable twist rotor p0197 #79-22474 
[ABS 78-60]	 p0125 #79-18181 Near-field analysis of helicopter rotating blades 
Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control modulation interference 
loads p0248 879-25131 
(ABS 78-61]	 p0125 A79-18182 Helicopter rotor radius optimization 
Onset of leading edge separation effects under [8188 PAPER 79-05514] 	 p0254 879-25865 
dyiamic conditions and low Each number Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept 
(8115 78-63)	 p0126	 879-18184 subsonic wings 
The prediction ol supercritical pressure (#188 PAPER 79-0551] 	 p0254 819-25869 
distributions on blade tips of arbitrary shape An investigation of model helicopter rotor blade 
over a range of advancing blade azimuth angles slap at low tip speeds 
for helicopter rotors (AIRA PAPER 79-0613)	 p0272 879-26938 
p0128 879-18639 Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for 
Application of the local momentum theory to the helicopter rotor structures 
aerodynamic characteristics of tandem rotor in p0273 879-26986 
yawed flight Design and development of an helicopter rotor hub 
p0128 #79-18640 and elastomeric bearing 
Green's function method for compressible unsteady (8188 79-0815] p0283 879-28289 
,potential aerodynamic analysis of rotor-fuselage An overview of technical problems in helicopter 
-interaction rotor loads prediction methods 
p0129 879-18645 [8188 19-0816]	 p0323 879-29041 
2D simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor --- Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor 
helicopter design operation on the basis of a numerical experiment 
p0129 879-18646 p0342 879-30690 
A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis Fatigue data on a variety of non-woven glass 
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Nonlinear mathematical simulation of unsteady flow 
past a helicopter rotor
p0513 P.79-41573 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. II 
g0513 P.79-41751 
Finite-element approach to compressor 
blade-to-blade cascade analysis
p0514 P.79-41752 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
(AIP.P. 79-1667)	 p0568 P.79-45333 
Aerodynamic excitation forces of blade vibrations 
in axial turbomachinery as a result of 
interference from nearby cascades
p0614 P.79-48572 
Effect of tip shape on blade loading 
characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover 
CARS 79-1]
	
p0625 P.79-49054 
An integrated analytical and experimental
investigation of helicopter hub drag 
tP.HS 79-51	 p0626 P.79-49058 
Ten years of Aerospatiale experience with the 
fenestron and conventional tail rotor 
(P.85 79-581	 p0633 P.79-49108 
Interactional aerodynamics - A new challenge to 
helicopter technology 
MIS 79-59]	 p0633 P.79-49109 
Ky-iS flight test results compared with design goals 
(P.IP.A PAPER 79-18391	 p0634 P.79-49336 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
(ONERA. EP NO. 1979-30] 	 p0647 P.79-50925 
Structural design and analysis of prop-fan blades 
(P.IAP. PAPER 79-1116]	 p0685 P.79-51704 
A study of some characteristics of the operation 
of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment 
p0694 P.79-53728 
Is the Weis-Pogh principle exploitable in 
turbonachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding
p0697 P.79-54362 
P. lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulation coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 R79-10017 
The status of rotor noise technology: One mans 
opinion
p0042 879-10862 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-A: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, forward section 
[P.D-A061359]	 p0228 N79-16807 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: Harmonic 
analysis of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, aft section 
[AD-P.061360]	 p0228 N79-16808 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-fl: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, rums 
15-22, forward section 
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(AD-6061079]	 p0229 879-16809 data, basic configuration wake explorations 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor (AD-A061861]	 p0482 879-23931 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 2-F:	 Harmonic Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs helicopter configuration.	 Volume 36:	 Flow 
15-22, aft section angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
[AD-A061080]	 p0229 1179-16810 frequency band, basic investigations and hub 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor Variations 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 2-C:	 Harmonic (AD-6061766)	 p0482 879-23932 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
23-33, forward section helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 38:
	 Plow 
[AD-A061361]	 p0229 879-16811 angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
ffect of casing treatment on performance of a frequency band, air elector systems and other 
two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan devices 
INASA-TP.-1409]	 p0234 879-16852 tAD-A0617673	 p0483 879-23933 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 6-A: helicopter configuration.	 Volume 28:
	 Harmonic 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
single film data, buildup to baseline 7 -	 ill, midsection 
tAD-60619941	 p0302 87918958 [AD-A061860]	 p0483 1179-23934 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor An experimental investigation of the effect of 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume P-c: rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data,
--- in the langley v/stol wind tunnel 
hubcaps and air ejectors (NASA-TN-80066)	 p0504 879-25844 
rAD-6061995]	 p0302 879-18959 A flight investigation of basic performance 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 4G:	 One-third helicopter 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film (8686-78-80112]	 p0547 879-27097 
data, fairings and surface devices --- utility Axial ccmressor stall --- effects on aircraft 
aircraft engines 
(AD-A063000]	 p0360 819-20074 p0557 879-27435 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 6-C: response to inlet radial and circumferential 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake distortion 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors --- [NASA-TP--1278]	 p0583 879-28177 
utility aircraft wvaluation of stiffness and damping coefficients 
tAD-A0621401	 p0360 879-20075 for fluid-film bearings 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor p0585 879-28367 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 7-A: Experimental and theoretical studies on model 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, helicopter rotor noise 
buildup to baseline --- utility aircraft IEASA-CF-1588444)	 p0589 879-28984 
(AD-A0626391	 p0360 879-20076 Parametric studies of model helicopter blade slap 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor and rotational noise	 - 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 7C:	 Frequency (AD-A068181]	 p0600 879-29962 
analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage 
utility aircraft rotor redesigned to account for the presence of 
[60-6062640]	 p0360 879-20077 a part-span damper 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor [NASA-TP-1483]	 p0654 879-30191 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 7-0: The promise of multicyclic control --- to control 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open fatiguing blade loads and rotor vibration 
hubcaps --- utility aircraft [NASA-TN-796211	 p0663 879-31137 
[60-6062641]	 p0360 879-20078 Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor acoustics 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 7-F: (60-4069564]	 p0712 879-32974 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex 
ejectors with hubcaps --- utilitary aircraft generation process 
[AD-A062117]	 p0361 879-20080 (NASA-CR-3184]	 p0712 879-33162 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor An experimental study of the response of a 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 7-G: turbomachine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, distortion 
fairings and surface devices --- utility aircraft p0716 879-33203 
(60-6062642]	 p0361 379-20081 ROTOR BLADES 
Interactional aerodynamic of the single rotor Derivation of control loads for bearingless rotor 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 8-A: systems --- in helicopter design 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, p9013 679-10906 
buildup to baseline A new approach to helicopter rotor blade research 
(60-60622514)	 p0361	 879-20082 instrumentation 
The role of rotor impedance in the Vibration p0113 A79-17583 
analysis of rotorcraft, part 44 The aeroelastically conformable rotor concept 
[?4ASA-C9-152261)	 p0363 879-20103 CAPS 78-59]	 p0125 679-18180 
Secondary-flow-related vortex cavitation Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control 
p0378 879-21003 loads 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor (AHS 78-61]	 p0125 679-18182 
helicopter configuration.	 Volume 4E:
	 One-third Composite blade for a 5 m diameter tilt rotor 
octave band spectrograms of wake split- film p0133 679-18676 
data, air ejectors The CH- 146 rotor blade transition from metal to 
[60-6063653]	 p0379-N79-21018 composite materials 
Experimental investigation of three helicopter (AS8P PAPER 78-WA/AERO-91 	 p0148 679-19723 
rotor airfoils designed analytically --- in the Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
Langley 6 by
 19 inch and 6 by 28 inch transonic a multistage, axial-flow turbonachine 
wind tunnels (ASIIE PAPER 78-GT-6]	 p0195 679-22328 
[NASA-TP-1396]	 p0416 879-22037 Hear-field analysis of helicopter rotating blades 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. 	 Volume 1:
	 Basic modulation interference 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with application p0248 679-25131 
to helicopters --- momentum, vortices, and An in-place recalibration technique to extend the 
potential theory temperature capability of capacitance-sensing, 
(NASA-CR-3082]	 p0416 1179-22039 rotor-blade-tip-clearance measurement systems 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor
	
I (SAP PAPER 781003]
	 p0256 619725885 
helicopter configuration. 	 Volume 6B:
	 One-third An investigation of model helicopter rotor blade 
octave band spectrograms of wake single film slap at low tip speeds
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(AIAA PAPER 79-0613)	 p0272 A79-26938 
Flap-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the 
method of' aultiblade coordinates --- for rotor 
deflections in forward flight 
(AIAA 79-07291	 p0319 A79-29003 
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity 
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at 
high subsonic speed 
(AIAA 79-7033)	 p0331 A79-291119 
Retreating blade and dynamic stall --- for 
helicopter rotors
p0389 A79-32294 
Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on 
wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors 
p0389 A79-32295 
Erosion resistant clad rotor blades - Boride 
coatings do the job
p0400 A79-33590 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. II 
p0513 A79-41751 
An iterative lifting surface method for thick 
bladed hovering helicopter rotors 
[AIAA PAPER 79-15171	 p0576 A79-46705 
Composite rotors - An evolving art
p0895 A79-53890 
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress 
in a turbine rotor 
(NASA-CAS!-LEW-12232-1]	 p0037 879-10057 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
[AD-A059239]	 p0101 879-13029 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
(AD-A060331]	 p0159 879-14036 
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering 
for helicopter vibration reduction 
(NASA-CR-158985]	 p0161 879-14079 
Preliminary design study of a composite main rotor 
blade for the 05-58 helicopter. Volume 1: 
Trade analysis and preliminary design study of 
composite 08-58 main rotor blade 
[AD-A064159]	 p0420 879-22080 
A method of computing the pressure distribution on 
a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor 
p05 140 879-26044 
Icing tests of a 05-18 helicopter with an 
electrothermal ice protection system under 
simulated and natural icing conditions 
(AD-A067737]	 p0541 879-26050 
ROTOR BLADES (TUBBOBACHIBEBY) 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 A79-13955 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 A79-1*848 
Viscous flow analysis in mixed flow rotors --- in 
turbomachinery 
[ASBE PAPER 78-WA/GT-3]	 90149 A79-19792 
Wind-tunnel impellers in fiber-composite design 
for the Swiss Aircraft Works in Emmen, Switzerland 
[OGLE PAPER 78-196) 	 p0184 A79-20496 
Method for design and manufacture of the stage of 
a radial compressor
p0212 A79-24196 
A fñdaaental criterion for the application of 
rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow 
compressors
p0213 A79-24220 
Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded 
compressor or fan rotor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0550] p0253 A79-25861 
Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume 
production 
[SAE PAPER 781000] 	 p0255 A79-25863 
Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a 
compressor rotor blade 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0280] 	 p0260 A79-26544 
Operational experience with linked-blade 
high-output gas-turbine
p0266 A79-26830 
Direct experimental verification of the 
theoretical model predicting rotor noise 
generation 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0658) 	 p0268 A79-26894 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0640] 	 p0269 A79-26917
Designing a ring for protecting the gas-turbine 
engine casing from fragments of the rotor 
p0316 A79-28627 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbonachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results	 - 
(AIAA 79-7011)	 p0328 A79-29386 
An experimental investigation of film cooling on a 
turbine rotor blade 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-32)	 p0340 A79-30518 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on 
overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip 
diameter axial-flow turbine 
(ASRE PAPER 79-GT-42)	 p0340 A79-30521 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
90341 A79-30558 
Development of linear and non-linear hub springs 
for two-bladed rotors
p0344 A79-31171 
Advanced technology applied to the 7N-60A and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 A79-31172 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow 
through turboinachine blades of any geometry 
p0345 A79-31247 
On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, 
with special reference to asymmetric rotors 
p0345 A79-31390 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
(ASRE PAPER 79-GT-1081	 p0392 A79-32383 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-112) 	 p0393 A79-32387 
Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for 
axial flow compressors 
(AS!!! PAPER 79-GT-125)	 p0393 A79-32394 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
(AS!!! PAPER 79-GT-1821	 p0396 A79-32441 
Preliminary studies using photon correlation 
velocimetry in tnrbo:achinery and combustion 
systems
p0405 A79-34314 
Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration' 
in service 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1234]	 p0508 A79-40483 
Subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1516)	 p0576 A79-46704 
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor 
blade for the circulation control rotor system 
(ASS 79-46) '	 p0632 A79-49098 
An approach for estimating vibration 
characteristics of nonuniform rotor blades 
p0639 A79-49718 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration on 
overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter tip 
diameter axial-flow turbine 
(NASA-T8-79025) 	 p0085 879-12015 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
p0098 879-12998 
A new blade element method for calculating the 
performance of high and intermediate solidity 
axial flow fans 
[NASA-CR-3063]	 p0103 879-13047 
Research on centrifugal effects on turbine rotor 
blade film cooling 
(AD-A060202) ,	 p0165 879-14106 
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a 
two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan 
(NASA-TP-1409)	 p0234 1179-16852 
Strain gage system evaluation program 
(NASA-CR-1591186]	 p0307 879-19314 
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant 
life rotor 
[NASA-CR-152244]	 p0363 879-20099 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
(AD-A063843)	 90424 879-22105 
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal 
compressors
p0427 879-22508 
Helicopter rotor airfoil 
[14ASA-CASE-LAR-12396-1]	 '	 p0492 1179-24958 
An evaluation of linear acoustic theory for a 
hovering rotor 
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[NASA-TM-80059]	 n0544 N79-26881 
RAE projections for aircraft rotor blades 
[AD-A068822]	 p0550 N79-27130 
Performance of two-stage fan having 
low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor bladin g 
[NASA-TP-14931	 p0551 N79-27103 
Snail turbines: Experiences with disk ruptures 
p0553 N79-27163 
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 N79-27176 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 N79-27181 
Establishment of manufacturing method and 
technology for the fabrication of helicopter 
main rotor blade spars by continuous seam 
diffusion bonding titanium sheet material 
[AD-A067590]	 p0582 N79-28170 
Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage 
rotor redesigned to account for the presence of 
a part-span damper 
[NASA-TP-1483]	 p0654 N79-30191 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
[NASA-TP-15021	 p0671 N79-31213 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
[AD-A069884]	 p0671 N79-31216 
ROTOR DISKS 
U TURBINE WHEELS 
ROTOR HUBS 
U HUBS 
U ROTORS 
ROTOR LIFT 
Application of the lifting line concept to 
helicopter computation 
rOWENA, TP NO. 1578-901
	
pOO18 A79-11571 
What are the lift and propulsive force limits at 
high speed for the conventional rotor 
CARS 78-02]	 p0118 A79-18128 
A lifting-surface method for hover/climb airloads 
fAHS 79-3]	 p0626 A79-49056 
Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11045-1] 	 p0291 N79-17847 
ROTOR SPEED 
The influence of tilting pad bearing 
characteristics on the stability of high Speed 
rotor-bearing systems
pOOlS A79-16012 
Acceleration of unbalanced flexible rotors through 
the critical speeds
p0345 A79-31388 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energizaticn 
[AIRA 79-1631]	 p0566 A79-45312 
Flight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system 
[An-A071648] 	 p0715 579-33195 
ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSRA/ Emergency 
Escape System 
CARS 78-12]	 p0120 A79-18138 
The RSRA Active Isolation/Rotor Balance System 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0130 A79-18654 
U.S. Army helicopter technology initiatives 
p0133 A79-18671 
Helicopter emergency escape
p0403 A79-33626 
Inertial dynamics of a general purpose rotor 
[NASA-TM-78557]	 p0301 579-18916 
Design and development of a notion compensator for 
the RSRA main rotor control
p0427 579-22541 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance --- rotor 
systems research aircraft 
[NASA-PP-1043]	 p0715 579-33191 
ROTOBCR AFT 
U ROTARY RING AIRCRAFT 
ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT 
Digital simulation of the Cperational Loads Survey 
flight tests 
[ASS 78-581	 p0125 A79-18179 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in hover 
CARS 78-641	 p0126 A79-18185
Simulation requirements for rotorcraft --- visual 
display, notion cue and computer considerations 
p0132 A79-18666 
An operators viewpoint on future rotorcraft R & D 
criteria
p0132 A79-18668 
Future advanced technology rotorcraft 
[AIAA 79-0705]	 p0276 A79-27366 
Mission environment simulation for Army rotorcraft 
development: Requirements and capabilities. 
p0222 N79-15977 
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, US 
general aviation, 1977 
(NTSB-ARM-78-15]	 p0290 579-17831 
Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11045-1]	 p0291 579-178117 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft, part 4 
[NASA-CR-152261]	 p0363 579-20103 
ROTORS 
NT BYAPINGLESS ROTORS 
NT CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS 
NT COMPRESSOR ROTORS 
NT HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS 
NT IMPELLERS 
NT LIFTING ROTORS 
NT RIGID ROTORS 
NT ROTARY RINGS 
NT TAIL ROTORS 
NT TILTING ROTORS 
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS 
NT TURBINE WHEELS 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support systems 
(11AA 79-0732]	 p0319 A79-29006 
The balance of flexible rotors and their possible 
use in aero engines 
[AIAA 79-7014]	 p0328 A79-29389 
Determination of the flaw size in turbine rotors 
by ultrasonics - A necessary requirement for 
fracture-mechanics test evaluation
p0337 A79-30281 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
rASH! PAPER 79-GT-56]	 p0391 A79-32351 
Flastomer mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbomachinery 
[ASHY PAP!? 79-GT-149]	 p0394 A79-32414 
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and 
usage criteria --- high-pressure rotors in jet 
engines 
CAI &A PAPER 79-11231 	 p0466 A79-38953 
The monorotor gas turbine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1230]	 p0470 A79-389914 
New techniques in jet engine balancing 
p0507 A79-140314 
Digital simulation of a three-phase generator 
p0616 A79-48618 
Rotation of a loaded rotor in a rigid bearing 
p0688 A79-521182 
Preliminary evaluation of several 
nondestructive-evaluation techniques for silicon 
nitride gas-turbine rotors 
[ANL-77-89]	 p0049 N79-114114 
ROtcr fragment protection program: Statistics on 
aircraftgas turbine engine rotor failures that 
occurred in US commercial aviation dgring 1976 
[NASA-CE-159474]	 p0304 N79-18977 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 1: Basic considerations 
p0305 579-19000 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 2: Investigation of two 
transonic compressor cascades and comparison 
with rotor data
p0305 579-19001 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions 
[NASA-CR-158522]	 p0421 N79-22087 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
(AD-A064776]	 p0436 1379-23089 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans	 - 
p0480 579-23906 
Engine rotor burst containment/control studies 
p0553 N79-27162 
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	 SAFETY 
Rotor bust protection: Design guidelines for 
containment
p0553 N79-27166 
Stabilit y and nonlinear response of rotor-bearing 
systems with squeeze film bearings
p0598 N79-29519 
ROUGHNESS 
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
RPV 
U REMOTELY PILOTED -VEHICLES 
RUBBER 
NT YLASTONEES 
NT SILICONE RUBBER 
Model fire tests on pclyphosphazene rubber and 
polyvinyl chloride (SVC)/nitrile rubber foams 
pOOH8 R79-12047 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
[AD-A069448)	 p0661 N79-30246 
RUDDERS 
NT SERIAL RUDDERS 
NT MARINE RUDDERS 
Design and test of the 172K fluidic rudder 
[NASA-CR-158974]	 p0104 N79-13055 
RULES 
VT FLIGHT RULES 
NT INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES 
NT WEIITRAN RULE 
RUN TIME (COMPUTERS) 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00793	 p0180 A79-19523 
Acoustic duct liner optimization using finite 
elements 
[AIBA PAPER 79-0662]	 p0318 A79-28967 
RUNWAY CONDITIONS 
Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of 
aircraft 
(SAP PAPER 7805681	 p0006 A79-10415 
Airplane takeoff from unpaved airdromes 
p0069 A79-14874 
Surface deformations as a runway design criterion 
D0151 579-20049 
Environmental models for acisture absorption by 
aircraft composites
p0278 5.79-27572 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0463 A79-38137 
Factors influencing runway capacity as typified by 
the Munich-Piem airport 
[DGLR PAPER 79-030]	 p0518 A79-42357 
Airfield pavement evaluation, volume 14• A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0685/4] 	 p0038 N79-10070 
An operational research investigation of the 
ice-detection capability and utility of the 
surface condition analyzer (SCAN) system and its 
applicability to Navy-wide use 
(AD-A067174)	 p0539 N79-26037 
NORWAY LIGHTS 
Lighting and marking of exit taxiways 
(AD-A060259)	 p0180 N79-15098 
Evaluation of threshold, and prethreshold lights 
for medium intensity approach lighting systems 
[FAA-NA-79-44)	 p0237 N79-16878 
RUNWAYS 
Commercial SIOL - The airplane, the airport 
(SAE PAPER 780520)	 p0004 5.79-10396 
The airport capacity increasing potential of 
angled runway exit designs 
(RAE PAPER 7805671 	 p0006 A79-104114 
Arresting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency 
[SAY ARP 1538]	 p0018 A79-11625 
Determination of the suitability of soils for the 
construction of dirt runways
p0336 179-29972 
Evaluation of airfield pavement materials based on 
synthetic polymers
p0635 A79-119348 
Literature review-elastic constants for airport 
pavement materials 
(AD-A056195]	 p0096 R79-12100 
An investigation into the use of polymer-concrete 
for rapid repair of airfield pavements 
[AD-A059121]	 p0107 N79-13203 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures near 
airports
(fl-REPT-95-1053)	 p0166 N79-14112 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
[NLR-MP-77016-U]	 p0232 N79-16835 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/1284/5]	 p0238 N79-16884 
Runway surface condition sensor 
[AC-150/5220-13)	 p0294 N79-17878 
Research in airport pavements 
[P8-289432/7]	 p0368 N79-20145 
Evaluation of materials for post-attack pavement 
repair 
(AD-A066516)	 p05O2 N79-25251 
Ground winds for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, 
1979 revision 
rNASA-TN-78229]	 p0504 N79-25662 
Aircraft and avionic related research required to 
develop an effective high-speed runway exit system 
(NASA-CR-159075]	 p0556 N79-27185 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
(AD-8069548)	 p0584 R79-28187 
Interim field procedure for bomb damage repair 
using crushed limestone for crater repairs and 
silikal trade name for spall repairs 
(AD-A068617)	 p0584 N79-28189 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
[5.0-5069448]	 p0661 N79-30246 
Surveys of grooves in 19 bituminous runways 
(AD-5069889)	 p0673 R79-31233 
Runway configuration management system concepts 
[AD-A069960)	 p0674 879-31234 
Comparison of some methods to determine the delays 
of landing aircraft with respect to runway 
capacity 
[NLR-NP-77028-U]	 p0704 N79-32191 
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for 
aircraft simulators 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11158-11 	 p0719 1479-33220 
RUPTURING 
Small turbines: Experiences with disk ruptures 
p0553 B79-27163 
RUSTING 
Influence of corrosion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
[NLR-TR-75080-U]	 p0242 N79-17269 
RYAN AIRCRAFT 
NT FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
S 
SHARD 
U STJPFRHIGH FREQUENCIES 
U ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
S-A-H DEVICES 
U SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES 
S-I DIAGRAMS 
Fatigue data on a variety of non-woven glass 
composites for helicopter rotor blades 
p0343 179-31029 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-1DA 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1192) 	 p0468 5.79-38977 
A users manual for a computer program to generate 
fatigue spectrum loading sequences 
(AD-A069288)	 p0668 N79-31198 
S-64 HELICOPTER 
U CR-S'S HELICOPTER 
5-3 AIRCRAFT 
Management of test program development for 5-35. 
-- avionics, maintainability and automatic test 
equipment
p0023 5.79-12319 
Analysis of the impact of a 270 VOC power source 
on the avionic power supplies in the S-3A aircraft 
AD-A0665261	 p0495 N79-24989 
Application of color-coding in airborne tactical 
displays 
(5.0-5.067558]	 p0551 N79-27137 
S-61 HELICOPTER 
New technology S61N simulator
p0399 5.79-33458 
SABRELINEB AIRCRAFT 
U T-39 AIRCRAFT 
SAFETY 
NT AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
NT FLIGHT SAFETY 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
NT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
Factor of safety - USA? design practice 
conferences 
(AD-A070237)	 p0703 N79-32183 
SAFETY DEVICES 
NT ARRESTING GRAS 
NT EJECTION SEATS 
Ni' PLYING EJECTION SEATS 
NT HELMETS 
SAFE Association, Annual Symposium, 15th, Las 
Vegas, Nev., December 5-8, 1977, proceedings 
p006 A79-14401 
Parachute partial inversions
p0066 179-14424 
The effect of the aerodynamic resistance of the 
feeder line on the operation of safety valves 
pO185 179-20760 
Lightning protection with segmented diverters 
for aircraft radoses and dielectric structures 
p0249 179-25317 
Commercial parachutes --- from safety standpoint 
[lIAR 79-0458]	 p0264 179-26661 
Ejection systems in the year 2000
p0402 A79-33622 
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating 
p0403 179-33623 
High strength stitching for aircraft personnel 
restraint systems
p0404 179-33639 
Death by misadventure --- helicopter escape . system 
proposals
p0404 179-33640 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
fAD-A0592393	 p0101 579-13029 
Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 N79-19658 
Some improvements to the UK helicopter cockpit 
p0312 N79-19659 
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire 
detection systems 
(10-1063974)	 p0428 N79-22882 
Aircraft vortex marking program 
[NASA-CR-162299]	 p0701 N79-32156 
SAFETY FACTORS 
A new dimension in 'SAN' --- manned spacecraft 
search and rescue operations
p0067 A79-14427 
Clear air turbulence accidents
p0067 179-14439 
Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in 
track-guided traffic
p0116 179-17690 
Some environmental and safety aspects of using 
hydrogen as a fuel
p0186 179-20774 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 N79-20420 
The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis 
of damage tcierance requirements with specific 
reference to NIL-A-834144 
[NLR-TR-77005-U]	 p0550 1179-27135 
Injuries in air transport emergency evacuations 
[AD-1069372]	 p0581 R79-28160 
SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
Can government specified reliability and 
maintainability requirements for complex aircrew 
escape systems be met
p0065 A79-141103 
Safety of air transport
p0252 179-25542 
Aircraft fire protection and rescue procedures 
/2nd edition/ --- Book
p0252 179-25750 
Some behavioural aspects of airfield bird control 
p0325 A79-29355 
Airport project Munich II - Aspects on the 
economic utilization of the airport area under 
consideration of the bird strike problem 
p0325 179-29357 
Bird control­ The experience of one aerodrome 
p0226 179-29369 
Aviation safety - Facts and fiction
p0349 179-32230 
Aviation emergency procedures
p0401 179-33611
Material developments for airline safety - Impact 
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 179-43277 
Risk - Taken or controlled --- airline operations 
p0679 A79-51049 
Enclosure fire modeling
p0088 1179-12046 
Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and 
tail rotor paint schemes 
(FAA-AM-78-29)	 p0229 1179-16813 
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee 
p0244 1179-17429 
Helicopter operations development plan 
[FAA-HD-78-101]	 p0299 1179-18799 
Development of crashworthy passenger seats for 
general-aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CE-159100]	 p0666 1179-31164 
SAILPLANES 
U GLIDERS 
SAILS 
HT SATLWINGS 
The use of wing tip sails to reduce vortex drag 
p0118 179-18001 
The design and testing of a vertical-axis wind 
turbine using sails 
-	 p0127 179-18467 
SAILEXIGS 
Lift and drag of sail aerofoil
p0515 179-41945 
Plight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption- and handling 
characteristics
p0639 179-49818 
A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
eight sailwing airfoil sections
p0480 979-23897 
SALT SPRAY TESTS 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 179-26546 
SAMARIUM COMPOUNDS 
The 150 KVA samarium cobalt USC? starter generator 
electrical system 
(AD-A070078)	 p0710 1179-32468 
SAMPLED DATA 
U DATA SAMPLING 
SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS 
U DATA SAMPLING 
SAMPLING 
NT AIR SAMPLING 
NT DATA SAMPLING 
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the 
determination of stability and control derivatives 
!NASA-TM-72858] 	 p0095 N79-12096 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY (CA) 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area 
(NASA-CP-2044)	 p0042 1179-10942 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and 
conclusions.
p0042 N79-10943 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. The setting 
p0042 N79-10944 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 1179-10945 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Existing studies 
p0042 1179-10946 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Technological options 
p0042 1179-10947 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs 
p0043 N79-10948 
SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION 
U SANDWICH STRUCTURES 
SANDWICH STRUCTURES 
Thermal response of composite panels
p0250 179-25350 
Special sandwich constructions for the interior of 
commercial aircraft
p0530 179-43270 
Recent advances in radomne design
p0637 179-49574 
High heat flux actively cooled honeycomb sandwich 
structural panel for a hypersonic aircraft 
(NASA-CR-2959)	 p0372 N79-20397 
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	 SCALING LAWS 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
p0386 879-21431 
Fluxless brazing and heat treatment of a plate-fin 
sandwich actively cooled panel
p0386 879-21432 
Design and fabrication of a radiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
D0387 N79-21433 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments with 
improved fire resistance characteristics. Phase 
2: Sandwich panel resin system development 
INASA-CE-152120)	 p0674 879-31354 
SATAN (SENSOR) 
U TERRAIN ANALYSIS 
SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE 
U ATTITUDE STABILITY 
SATELLITE CAPTURE 
U SPACECRAFT RECOVERY 
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 
U SPACECRAFT CONNUNICATTCN 
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 
From Transit to Navstar - Development trends of 
satellite navigation
p0026 879-12527 
Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver 
/Navstar/
p0055 879-13248 
Airlines long-range navigation assessment 
p0078 879-16176 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
pOill 879-17090 
Navigation by satellites
p0397 A79-32582 
Error analysis of a satellite interferometer 
navigation system
p0410 879-35097 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
p0474 879-39602 
The global positioning system /NAVSTAP/ 
p0574 879-46466 
Low cost inertial aiding for NAVSTAF/GP S receivers 
in naval ship navigation
p0617 879-48656 
A real-tine sequential filtering algorithm for UPS 
low-dynamics navigation system
p0617 879-48657 
SATELLITE NETWORKS 
Strategic satellite communications come of age 
Air Force airborne and ground UHF teletype 
terminals
p0190 879-21350 
UPS - A universal navigation aid
p0319 879-28980 
Navigation by satellites
D0397 879-32582 
SATELLITE OBSERVATION 
Wind estimates from Cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 879-20616 
SATELLITE ORBIT CALCULATION 
U ORBIT CALCULATION 
SATELLITE POWER TRANSMISSION (TO EARTH) 
Laser aircraft propulsion
p0082 879-16618 
Laser-powered aircraft and rocket systems with 
laser energy relay units
p0082 879-16619 
SATELLITE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION 
Aerospace and military - Progress in space 
structure research, aircraft landing systems, 
integrated optics, and digital communications 
p0185 879-20559 
SATELLITE TRANSMISSION 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
p0111 879-17090 
The search and rescue satellite (SAPSAT) system 
project
p0296 879-18115 
A novel approach to the design of an all digital 
aeronautical satellite communication system 
p0674 879-31461 
SATELLITE-BORNE INSTRUMENTS 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
p0474 A79-39602
SATELLITES 
NT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES 
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES 
NT COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 
HT EXPLORER SATELLITES 
NT MARITIME SATELLITES 
NT NAROTS (ESA) 
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
NT NAVSTER SATELLITES 
NT SOLAR POWER SATELLITES 
NT SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
NT TRANSIT SATELLITES 
SCALE EFFECT 
Scale effects on supercritical airfoils 
p0154 879-20110 
Scale effects at transonic speeds basic 
considerations
p0376 N79-20992 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from 
pressure plotting tests 
rREPT-18)	 p0377 879-20999 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation 
p0579 P79-28122 
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests
p0579 879-28123 
SCALE HEIGHT 
The role of the backside parameter in height control 
p0406 879-34522 
SCALE MODELS 
Pull-scale wind tunnel tests of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Correlation with model 
rotor test data and with theory 
[885 78-038]	 p0119 879-18130 
A simple physical model of a descending parachute 
rATAR 79-0447]	 p0263 879-26651 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
flow facility 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0666]	 p0270 879-26920 
Aerodynamic and acoustic comparisons of 
scaled-down and actual engine jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-057(4] 	 p0273 A79-26946 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1149]	 p0508 A79-40480 
The Beech Model 77 Skipper' spin program 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1835] 	 p0608 879-47907 
Nultiband antenna --- for tactical naval aircraft 
p0614 879-48596 
Laboratory tests to determine lightning attachment 
points with small aircraft models /engineering 
test/
p0680 879-51130 
Feasibility design study for scale model of ZPG-X 
airship 
[AD-8058624]	 p0100 879-13015 
Icing testing in the large Nodane wind-tunnel on 
full-scale and reduced scale models 
(NASA-TN-75373]	 p0363 879-20102 
Model diffuser investigation for propulsion wind 
tunnel 16T 
(AD-8065822] p0488 879-23984 
Analytical and scale model research aimed at 
improved bangglider design
p0546 N79-27081 
Investigations of interference effects in a wind 
tunnel caused by a model support strut on a 
reflection plane mounted half model 
[FFA-TN-AU-1335:2] 	 p0548 979-27109 
ACV cushion comparison tests: Preliminary review 
and definition of model and tests 
[AD-A068888)	 p0586 879-283714 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 879-30176 
A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
model at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
[AD-A070192]	 p0665 879-31156 
SCALING 
Geometric scaling and performance of dump 
combustors with vortex amplification and swirl 
generation by gas jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0382]	 p0147 879-19699 
SCALING LAWS 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flapped wings 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0343]	 -	 p0146 A79-19678 
SCANNERS 
NT INFRARED SCANNERS 
NT NULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS 
MLS in the United States --- using Time Reference 
Scanning Ream for aircraft landing
p0056 A79-13263 
SCANNING 
NT RADAR SCANNING 
Electronically scanned Tacan antenna
p0057 A79-13272 
SCANNING DEVICES 
U SCANNERS 
SCAB PROGRAR 
O SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH 
SCARS (GEOLOGY) 
0 EROSION 
SCATTERING 
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
NT BACKSCATTERING 
NT ELECTROMAGNETIC SCA"TTRING 
NT FORWARD SCATTERING 
SCENE ANALYSIS 
Radar simulation frcm optical photography --- for 
scene prediction map in navigational guidance 
p0071 A79-15154 
SCHEDULING 
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
An analysis of bolter-bole spacing in aircraft 
carrier landings 
[AD-A068585]	 p0593 1179-29176 
SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise
P0053 A79-13173 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferometry 
[AD-A067233]	 p0543 1179-26073 
SCHOTTEY EFFECT 
U WORK FUNCTIONS 
SCIENTISTS 
Highlights 
( AGAEO-HIGHLIGHTS-79/1]	 p0355 1179-20029 
SCOUT HELICOPTER 
U P-531 HELICOPTER 
SCRANJET ENGINES 
U SUPERSONIC COMBUSTTCR RAMJET ENGINES 
SCRANJETS 
U SUPERSONIC CCMBUSTICN RAMJET ENGINES 
SCREENS 
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable 
height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow 
[AIAA 79-7002]	 P0327 A79-29378 
SEA ICE 
Iceater I - Air cushicn ice breaker in commercial 
operations	 -
p0641 A79-49912 
SEA KING HELICOPTER 
U 511-3 HELICOPTER 
SEA KNIGHT HELICOPTER 
U CH-46 HELICOPTER 
SEALANTS 
U SEALERS 
SEALERS 
Material and process control - Aircraft integral 
fuel tanks
p0210 !.79-24122 
Adhesive sealing - A fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 A79-24123 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft
p0210 A79-24124 
Dynamic laboratory evaluation of integral 
fuel-tank sealants
p0211 A79-24125 
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
pOO46 1179-11057 
Use of coatings in turbomachinery gas path seals 
p0046 1179-11058 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
(AD-A0665921	 p0501 1179-25236 
Fasil integral fuel tank sealants, part 1 
(AD-A067889]	 p0585 1179-28329 
SEALING 
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments 
p0047 H79-11062
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine 
air sealed technology
p0047 979-11065 
Gas turbine disc sealing system design 
p0048 1179-11072 
SEALS (STOPPERS) 
NT HERMETIC SEALS 
A discussion of turbine and compressor sealing 
devices and systems
p0024 A79-12373 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
[ASH! PAPER 78-WA/GT-7]	 p0149 A79-19795 
Flexible polyimide fuel tank sealants --- for 
military aircraft
p0188 A79-20868 
Fuel tank sealant requirements for advance high 
performance aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0807]	 p0283 A79-28288 
Transmission meal development 
[NASA-CR-135372]	 p0039 N79-10423 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
(AD-A057269)	 p0046 R79-11055 
Seal Technology in Gas Turbine Engines 
[AGARD-CP-237)	 p0046 1179-11056 
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0046 1179-11057 
American Airlines' operational and maintenance 
experience with aerodynamic seals and oil seals 
in turbofan engines
p0047 1179-11061 
Oil sealing of aero engine bearing compartments 
p0047 1179-11062 
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine 
air sealed technology
pO047 R79-11065 
Determining and improving labyrinth seal 
performance . in current and advanced high 
performance gas turbines
p0047 1979-11068 
Factors associated with rub tolerance of 
compressor tip seals --- self sustained 
combustion of titanium
p0047 1179-11069 
Self-acting shaft seals --- gas turbine engines 
p0047 1179-11070 
Self active pad seal application for high pressure 
engines
p0047 N79-11071 
Wear of seal materials used in aircraft propulsion 
systems 
[1ASA-TM-79003]	 p0097 1179-12204 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for 
turbine gas path sealing 
[RASA-TN-79022]	 p0097 1179-12223 
Composite seal for turbomachinery --- backings for 
turbine engine shrouds 
[NASA-CASE-LBW-12131-1]	 p0298 1179-18318 
Thernoelastic and dynamic phenomena in seals 
[AD-A061754]	 p0309 1179-19396 
Development of spiral-groove self-acting seals for 
helicopter engines 
[NASA-CR-159622]	 p0711 1179-32551 
SEARS (JOINTS) 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
[AD-A057269)	 p0046 1179-11055 
SEAPLANES 
The hydrofoil sea-plane as high-speed naval craft 
p0532 A79-43456 
The characteristics of the spray generated by the 
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging 
normally on water 
(AD-A0677142)	 p0541 1179-26049 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect 
(WIG) aerodynamic characteristics --- conducted 
in Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78793]	 p0663 1179-31141 
SEARCH RADAR 
Radar system design for track-while-scan 
p0248 A79-25139 
An evaluation of certain selected modifications to 
the national airspace system bimodal tracking 
algorithm 
[AD1072084]	 p0720 N79-33376 
SEARCHING 
Analysis of visual detection performance: Fall 
1978 experiment 
[AD-A065118)	 p0432 1179-23061 
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SEATS 
NT EJECTION SPATS 
NT PLYING EJECTION SEATS 
U.S. Navy developments in crashworthy seating 
p0403 479-33623 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
tRAP PAPER 7905901	 p0454 479-36724 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
(SAN PAPER 790591)'	 p0454 479-36725 
Aircraft passenger seat material development for 
airline fire safety
p0530 479-43271 
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the TIH-60A Black 
Hawk 
CARS 79-101	 p0627 479-49062 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 479-52694 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 N79-12043 
Fire resistant aircraft seat materials 
p0088 N79-12044 
abrics for fire resistant passenger seats in 
aircraft
p0088 N79-12045 
Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft 
passenger seat materials, phase 2 
[NASA-cP-152184]	 p0089 N79-12048 
Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 N79-19658 
Some improvements to the UN helicopter cockpit 
p0312 N79-19659 
Development of crashworthy passenger seats for 
general-aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159100)	 p0666 N79-31164 
Seat test program
p0666 N79-31168 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program
p0657 N79-31176 
Seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration 
cues to aircraft simulator pilot 
(NASA-CASE-LAP-12149-23	 pO673 N79-31228 
Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered materials 
for aircraft seats 
[NASA-TN-78594]	 pOlOS N79-32265 
SECONDARY FLOW 
An axial compressor eüd-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-81] 	 p0007 479-10767 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 479-14847 
Boundary layer induced secondary flows due to 
wing-body interference 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0190]	 p0142 479-19557 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velqcity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passag 
[NASA-CR-3067]	 '	 p0234 N79-16853 
secondary-flow-related vortex cavitation 
p0378 N79-21003 
SECONDARY RADAR 
Stochastic Response Secondary Surveillance Radar 
• B. S. S.
p0003 479-10341 
Operational evaluation cf an Air Traffic Control 
Radar Beacon System open array antenna 
p0274 h79-27139 
Reflection elimination in secondary surveillance 
radar --- for air traffic control
p0574 479-46241 
SECULAR PERTURBATION 
U LONG TARN EFFECTS 
SEDIMENTS 
continuation study of alternate fuels nitrogen 
chemistry 
[AD-A069011)	 p0597 N79-29359 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
[NASA-TM-79231)	 p0719 N79-33336 
SEEKERS 
U HOMING DEVICES 
SEEPAGE 
Anal ysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
[AD-A059025]	 p0103 1479-13052
SEGMENTS 
On the attenuation of sound by three-dimensionally 
segmented acoustic liners in a rectangular duct 
(14ASA-TN-80118)	 p0558 N79-27932 
SELECTION 
NT PILOT SELECTION 
Millimeter airborne radar target detection and 
selection techniques
p0618 479-48665 
SELF ALIGNMENT 
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of 
qyrostabilized platforms
p0068 479-14671 
A laser yaw alignment system for wind tunnels 
pO113 A79-17592 
Transfer alignment for precision pointing 
applications --- in inertial navigation systems 
p0619 A79-48679 
SELF INDUCED VIBRATION 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
SELF OSCILLATION 
Free periodic oscillations of a parachute system 
in the longitudinal plane
pO029 479-12971 
Influence of liquid oscillations in fuel line on 
head of pump operating in regimes without 
reverse flow
p0069 479-14834 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
p0069 479-14865 
SELF REGULATING 
U AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
NT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 
NT CMOS 
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
NT SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 
NT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
Frequency converter technology for aircraft power 
systems
p0685 479-51913 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES 
NT LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using 
a tunable diode laser
p0281 A79-28139 
SEMICONDUCTORS (MATERIALS) 
NT CMOS 
NT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
SEIXSPAI MODELS 
Test technique development in interference free 
testing, flow visualization, and remote control 
model technology at Langleys Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel
p0679 479-51093 
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and 
spanwise load distributions of a first 
generation jet transport wing 
[NASA-TM-78786]	 p0157 919-14012 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
semispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermixing nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
[NASA-TM-73236]	 p0590 N79-29144 
SENSES 
U SENSORY PERCEPTION 
SENSIBILITY 
U SENSITIVITY 
SENSITIVITY 
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE 
A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbofan 
engine'osing the multivariable Ryquist array 
feedback control design
p0207 479-23797 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to variations in 
dynamic stability parameters
p0180 N79-15095 
Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted 
microwave-powered sailplane used as a 
high-altitude observation 
[RASA-CE-159089]	 p0580 N79-28134 
SENSORS 
Multisensor utilization investigation --- for 
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automated ATC surveillance
p0003 A79-10332 
Advanced Digital Simulator system (RUSS) 
modeling sensors and their operating environments 
(AD-A059536)	 p0181 N79-15103 
SENSOR! PERCEPTION 
NT AUDITORY PERCEPEIC! 
NT SPACE PERCEPTION 
NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION 
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION 
Notion and force cueing requirements and 
techniques for advanced tactical aircraft 
simulation 
[AD-A064691]	 p0438 N79-23102 
SEPARATED PLOW 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION 
Detached flow about an opening canopy
p0015 479-11006 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at 
the trailing edge of a slender wing
p0019 A79-12127 
Some types of separated flow past slotted wings 
p0020 A79-12148 
Calculation of the flow with separation for 
airfoils and multi-element airfoil systems 
placed in proximity of the ground or in closed 
tunnels
p0058 479-13295 
Onset of leading edge separation effects under, 
dynamic conditions and low Mach number 
[AilS 78-63]	 p0126 A79-18188 
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept 
wing with a high angle of attack 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1978-124] 	 p0128 A79-18554 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0002] 	 p0138 A79-19471 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
fAIAA PAPER 79-0004]	 p0138 479-19472 
Fin-cone interference flow field 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0200] 	 p0143 A79-19595 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0283]
	 p0144 A79-19643 
Green's function method for the computational 
aerodynamic analysis of complex helicopter 
configurations 
(AIAR PAPER 79-0347]	 p0146 A79-19680 
Separated and unsteady flows in aeronautics - 
Research at the University of Bristol 
p0154 A79-20107 
Experimental results on boundary layers and 
detached flows 
[OGLR PAPER 78-220]	 p0183 A79-20479 
Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady 
regimes of a low Speed compressor 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-681 	 p0213 A79-24219 
Behavior of elastic systems in separated flow 
p0252 479-25618 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils	 - 
(ATAA PAPER 79-0552]
	 p0254 A79-25863 
Experimental investigation of the effect of 
surface discontinuity on step-backward flow 
p0273 A79-27000 
H/-l/ least squares method for the Navier-Stokes 
equations --- numerical simulation of separated 
viscous plows around wings and airfoils 
p0335 A79-29804 
Approximate analysis of strake wings at low speeds 
p0342 1.79-30608 
Sound absorption through flow separation - A new 
possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines 
p0512 A79-41238 
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets 
pO513 1.79-41414 
Modeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids 
p0527 1.79-42806 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1500]	 p0575 1.79-46694 
Aerodynamics of spoiler ccntrol devices 
[1.111. PAPER 79-1873]	 p0610 1.79-47925 
Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent 
separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift 
p0033 N79-10019
The flying hot wire and related instrumentation 
[NASA-CE-3066]
	 p0049 N79-11352 
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on 
highly swept wings 
(NASA-CR-3022]	 p0099 N79-13006 
A study of turbulent flows about oscillating 
airfoils 
rAD-A0604911	 p0170 N79-15011 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 N79-15084 
A new boundary-layer interaction techniques for 
separated flows 
fNASA-TN--786901 	 p0228 N79-16802 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
[BRVG-FBWT-78-4]	 p0288 N79-17816 
Analysis of base-flow problems during powered 
supersonic flight
p0301 N79-18926 
Visualization of the separation and subsequent 
transition near the leading edge of airfoils 
p0351 N79-19995 
A new flow model for highly separated airfoil 
flows at low speeds 
-	
-	 p0358 N79-20053 
Structure of the turbulent separated flow around a 
stalled airfoil 
(NASA-CR-152263]	 p0378 N79-21010 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation 
p0579 N79-28122 
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
[NASA-CR-3178]	 p0668 N79-31195 
SEPARATORS	 - 
NT AIR FILTERS 
NT FLUID FILTERS 
SEQUENTIAL CONTROL 
A real-time sequential filtering algorithm for UPS 
low-dynamics navigation system 
-	 p0617 A79-48657 
SERIES (MATHEMATICS) 
NT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES 
NT POWER SERIES 
SEBRATIA 
Boundary layer control on wings using sound and 
leading edge serrations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1875]	 p0610 A79-47926 
SERVICE LIFE 
Military engine usage monitoring developments in 
the United Kingdom 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-65]
	 p0008 A79-10772 
Development of a compact gas turbine combuster to 
give extended life and acceptable exhaust 
emissions 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-146]
	 p0010 A79-10799 
Determination of inspection intervals for aircraft 
structures with allowance for the two-stage 
nature of fatigue damage
pOO19 1.79-12135 
Operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines 
as a function of the technical state 
-	 p0083 1.79-16806 
Northrop/United States Air Force application of 
failure predictions to an operational aircraft 
for F-SE/F
p0113 A79-17527 
Engine life usage experience of Y F17/YJ101 flight 
and ground testing 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/UT-11]	 p0149 1.79-19798 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 B - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
p0156 1.79-20119 
Analytical life estimation for helicopter components 
[DGLS PAPER 78-195] 	 p0184 1.79-20495 
Estimation of the useful life of the lover chord 
of the girder of the PC-7 'Turbo-Trainer' 
(DGLR PAPER 787 198]	 p0184 A79-20498 
Causes for the deterioration of splined 
connections in aircraft engines during service 
p0249 1.79-25249 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
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SBHE LAYERS 
(SAY PAPER 780990)	 p0255 879-25876 
Requirements and constraints in the development 
and qualification of gas turbine engines for the 
Navy 
(SAP PAPER 780998] 	 p0255 879-25879 
Life cycle Cost in preliminary engine design 
for P-iS 
[SAE PAPER 7810321	 p0257 879-25904 
Statistical estimation of economic life for 
aircraft structures 
(818k 79-07611	 p0283 879-28275 
Prospects of using wedge-shaped models for 
investigating thermal fatigue of turbine blades 
p0398 879-32825 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and oil characteristics 
(SAE PAPER 7906291	 p0458 879-36756 
Changing requirements in aircraft design 
p0460 879-37044 
Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration 
in service 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1234]	 p0508 879-80483 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
(8188 PAPER 79-12803	 p0509 879-40486 
Service life parameters of turbine blades 
p0510 879-40684 
Methodological considerations on the service life 
design of turbine disks
p0510 879-40687 
C?6 jet engine performance deterioration 
(8188 PAPER 79-1233)	 p0512 879-41175 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, 
Ga., November 14-15, 1977
p0561 879-44451 
Overview of the C-5A Service Loads Recording Program 
p0562 879-84456 
Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring 
program
p0562 879-44457 
Long-life GTE operation based on technical condition 
Gas Turbine Engine
p0613 879-48517 
Designing with experimental mechanics 
three-dimensional photoelastic analysis of 
helicopter components 
(ABS 79-11)	 P0627 879-49063 
Fatigue of helicopters: Service life evaluation 
method
p0434 879-23079 
The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis 
of damage tolerance requirements with specific 
reference to 811-8-83444 
(NLR-TR-77005-U]	 p0550 879-27135 
SERVICES 
NT MEDICAL SERVICES 
NT METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES 
SEE VOCONTEOL 
A flyable suspended model helicopter for the 
investigation of the human pilot behaviour 
p0412 879-35923 
Fly-by-light
p0533 A79-43458 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 879-28121 
Structural aspects of active controls
p0658 879-30221 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight control 
system that can be generalized
p0658 879-30224 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
[80-8070387]	 P0673 879-31226 
SERVOHECHANISES 
Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air 
vehicle
p0692 879-53631 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
pO695 879-58031 
Investigation of alow-cost servoactnator for HYSAS 
(80-8059188)	 p0104 879-13059 
Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 879-22095
Fluidics: Feasibility study 
electro/hydraulic/fluidic direct drive servo valve 
(80-8069798)	 p0654 879-30195 
SERVOSTABILITY CONTROL 
U SERVOCONTROL 
SES 
U SURFACE EPPECT SHIPS 
SB-3 HELICOPTER 
Simulation of helicopter poverplant performance 
(ASH! PAPER 78-GT-51)	 p0008 879-10774 
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY 
NT SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY 
SHADOWS 
Three-dimensional radiative heat-transfer problem 
with shading --- modeling aircraft compartments 
thermodynamics
p0028 A79-1278L 
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
NT TURBOSHAPTS 
An unstable subsynchronous critical speed solution 
of shaft failures in P-16 engine start system 
(SAP PAPER 781055)	 p0258 879-25916 
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling 
improvements using high-strength nonmetallic 
adapter/bushings 
(80-8068637)	 p0595 879-29193 
Helicopter drive system B and N design guide 
(80-8069835]	 p0652 879-30180 
SHAKERS 
A second series of exploratory acoustic fatigue 
tests using a shaker 
(NLB-TR-78002-0]	 p0242 879-17270 
SHALE OIL 
Alternative aircraft fuels
p0012 879-10824 
Shale oil - The answer to the jet fuel 
availability question 
(SAY PAPER 781027)	 p0257 A79-25900 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
[80-8060322]	 p0181 879-15203 
SHALLOW SHELLS 
Effect of base cavities on the aerodynamic drag of 
an axisymmetric cylinder
p0535 879-43711 
SHANKS 
U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) 
SHANNON INFORMATION THEORY 
U INFORMATION THEORY 
SHAPES 
NT ELLIPTICITY 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft 
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173 879-15041 
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes 
designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow 
(NASA-TP-1375)	 p0215 879-15903 
SHARP LEADING EDGES 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
(8188 PAPER 79-0282)	 p0202 A79-23562 
Effect of canard vertical location, size, and 
deflection on canard-wing interference at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TH-78790]	 p0157 879-14013 
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta 
wings with sharp subsonic leading edges 
p0300 879-18909 
SHATTERING 
U FRAGMENTATION 
SHEAR FATIGUE 
U SHEAR STRESS 
SHEAR PLOW 
Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
p0689 879-52718 
The effect of blockage in shear flow in the wind 
tunnel 
(80-221)	 p0441 879-23125 
SHEAR LAYERS 
The effect of shear layer instability on jet 
exhaust noise
p0053 179-13173 
Discrete noise spectrum generated by an 
acoustically excited jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0592)	 p0267 A79-26887 
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The effect of short regions of high surface 
curvature on turbulent boundary layers 
p0687 1.79-52273 
SHEAR PROPERTIES 
NT SHEAR STRENGTH 
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem 
p0127 1.79-18550 
SHEAR STRENGTH 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 1.79-3571' 
SHEAR STRESS 
NT TORSIONAL STRESS 
LOADS: a computer program for determining the 
shear, bending moment and axial loads for 
fuselage type structures 
[NASA-CR-151905]
	
130242 N79-17262 
SHEARING STRESS 
U SHEAR STRESS 
SHEET METAL 
U METAL SHEETS 
SHELL STABILITY 
Deformation of a shell under the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow
p0529 1.79-143174 
SHELL THEORY 
Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow 
p0325 1.79-29151 
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS) 
NT CONICAL SHELLS 
NT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
NT DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS) 
NT RADOMES 
NT SHALLOW SHELLS 
NT SPHERICAL SHELLS 
NT THIN WALLED SHELLS 
SHIELDING 
NT HEAT SHIELDING 
Twin jet shielding --- for aircraft noise reduction 
(1.11.1. PAPER 79-0571]
	 p0270 1.79-26924 
Engine rotor burst containment/control studies 
p0553 N79-27162 
SHIPS 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of V/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
[1.11.1. PAPER 79-0337] 	 p0202 1.79-23556 
SEATNACKS - 1. millimeter wave radar fire control 
system
p0274 1.79-27144 
Estimation of target elevation angle from 2-0 radars 
for shipboard fire control
p0274 1.79-27145 
How to add satellite navigational accuracy and

stability to existing offshore NAY Systems 
p0277 1.79-27388 
Low cost inertial aiding for NAVSTAR/GPS receivers 
in naval ship navigation
p0617 1.79-48656 
Naval architectural considerations in the design 
of a helicopter 
[AIAA 79-2013]	 p0692 A79-53622 
A hybrid technique for combining the moment method 
treatment of wire antennas with the GTD for 
curved surfaces 
[1.0-1.058495]	 p0108 R79-132141 
Hot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems --- cooling exhaust gas from gas 
turbine powered ships 
[AD-A062205]	 p0371 H79-20354 
VOLAR: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recovery from small 
ships. Volume 1: Program description 
[AD-A066172]	 p0485 N79-23954 
VOLAN: A digital computer program for simulating 
VSTOL aircraft launch and recover from small 
ships. Volume 2: Appendices 
[1.0-1.066173]	 p0485 N79-23955 
Technology requirements and readiness for very 
large vehicles 
(NASA-TN-80127] 	 p05146 N79-27086 
A study of requirements, model configurations, and 
test plans for air cushion system comparison tests 
[1.0-1.069006]	 p0585 N79-28373 
VTOL controls for shipboard landing 
(NASA-CE-162140]	 pO54 N79-30193 
Simulation and study of V/STOL landing aids for 
USMC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 R79-30214 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on 
board ships 
[NLR-MP-78032-U]	 p0706 579-32204 
SHOCK ABSORBERS	 - 
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear -
p0014 1.79-10918 
Foam Impact Attenuation System --- for PPV recovery 
[1.11.1. 79-0416]
	 p0262 1.79-26627 
Designing aircraft shock absorbers
	 - 
p0397 1.79-32585 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 1: 
Polyether based foams	 - 
[1.0-1.061482]	 p0239 N79-16989 
Crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 N79-19658 
SHOCK DIFFUSERS 
U DIFFUSERS 
U SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
SHOCK LAYERS 
Hypersonic flow over conical wing-body combinations 
p0195 1.79-22000 
Hypersonic viscous shock layer on infinite-span 
arrow wings at angle of attack
p0410 1.79-35158 
SHOCK LOADS 
NT BLAST LOADS 
SHOCK RESISTANCE 
NT IMPACT RESISTANCE 
A new method for designing shock-free transonic 
configurations 
(NASA-CR-158063]	 p0169 1479-14997 
SHOCK TESTS 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
rNASA-IM-791571	 p01486 N79-23966 
SHOCK TURFS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 1.79-15211 
Fast-acting valves for use in shock tubes. II - 
Formation of shock waves
p0528 1.79-43153 
Experimental techniques for transonic testing in 
shock tubes
p0377 1479-20998 
Wind-tunnel shock-tube simulation and evaluation 
of blast effects on an engine inlet 
[AD-A065388]	 p0436 1479-23092 
SHOCK TUNNELS 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 A79-13982 
Extension of running time in the RAE hypersonic 
shock tunnel 
[OUEL-1260/78]	 p0556 N79-27191 
SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the

determination of cascade shock losses 
[AIRA PAPER 79-00142]
	 p0138 1.79-19495 
SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS 
NT SHOCK TUBES 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0204]	 p0143 1.79-19597 
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0002)	 p0138 1.79-19471 
High speed interference heating loads and pressure 
distributions resulting from elevon deflections 
shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic 
aircraft surfaces 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0145)	 p0142 1.79-19562 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning 
transonic turbine cascades 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-37] 	 p0390 1.79-32342 
Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1498)	 p0575 1.79-46693 
Experimental measurements of shock/boundary-layer 
interaction of a supercritical airfoil 
[AIAA PAPER 79-14991	 p0603 A79-47345 
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	 SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
Interference of vortexes with shocks in airscoops 
- Dissipation of vortexes
p0688 A79-52445 
Shock-boundary layer interaction in compressor 
cascades: A review of available data 
p0443 879-23428 
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES 
Three-dimensional shock structures for 
transonic/supersonic compressor rotors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0043]	 p0139 A79-19496 
SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic 
gas flow
p0022 A79-12226 
Transformation of coordinates associated with 
linearized supersonic notions
p0156 A79-20206 
Attached shock regime at the edges of a conical wing 
p0316 A79-28835 
On the role of shocks in the 'sub-transonic' 
flutter phenomenon 
[AIAA 79-07651	 p0320 A79-29019 
Surge-induced structural loads in gas turbines 
IASNE PAPER 79-GT-91]	 p0392 A79-32368 
On some methods for the numerical simulation of 
flows with complex structure
p0408 A79-34691 
Investigation of the regimes of flow past the 
upper surfaces of delta wings with shock waves 
separated from the leading edges
D0410 A79-35110 
The transonic integral equation method with curved 
shock waves
p0513 A79-41407 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 A79-113136 
Wave propagation associated with wings --- three 
dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic aircraft
p0534 A79-43597 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1526)	 p0602 A79-47341 
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 A79-49456 
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing 
shock pulse techniques 
[AD-A057308)	 pOC49 879-11410 
Theriaospheric propagation of sonic booms from the 
,Concorde supersonic transport 
'IAD-A067201]
	
p0505 879-25855 
SHOCK WAVES 
NT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES 
NT SONIC BOORS 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in 
supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a 
bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave 
fitting 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0379]	 p0147 A79-19698 
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03451	 p0202 A79-23551 
Shock waves around bodies travelling at slightly 
greater than sonic Speed
p0333 A79-29659 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-129) 	 p0398 A79-32398 
- Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external - 
expansion surface 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1170] 	 p0467 A79-38969 
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep 
wing 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-102)	 p0623 A79-48849 
Pesearch on adaptive wall wind tunnels 
[AD-A062110]	 p0368 879-20144 
Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and 
shock noise studies
p0443 879-23379 
Status of knowledge of sotic booms 
[NASA-TN-80113]	 pO451 819-24955 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation 
p0579 879-28122 
An off design shock capturing finite difference 
approach for caret waverider configurations 
[AD-A068819]	 p0581 879-28156
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
(NASA-CB-3178]	 p0668 N79-31195 
SHOOTING STAR AIRCRAFT	 r 
U T-33 AIRCRAFT 
SHORAN 
A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DRE 
basis
-	 p0054 A79-13242 
SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT NERCURE AIRCRAFT 
Advanced composite fan frame for the Quiet Clean 
Short-Haul Experimental Engine /QCSEE/ 
p0188 A79-20879 
Up and away with QSRA --- Quiet Short-haul 
Research Aircraft
p0350 A79-32241 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p0408 A79-34921 
Pour jets for short-haul work RAe 146
p0408 A79-34922 
Boeing 757/767 - On-the-spot report 
-	 p0450 A79-36374 
Application of digital controls on the quiet clean 
short haul experimental engines 
[ATIA PAPER 79-1203]	 p0469 A79-389811 
Design and performance of the propulsion system 
for the quiet short-haul research aircraft /QSRA/ 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1313)	 p0510 A79-40760 
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
program
p0643 A79-50208 
Operational requirements for flight control and 
navigation systems for short haul transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CR-152208]	 pOO89 N79-12054 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2 
(NASA-CR-152157)	 p0418 879-22063 
SHORT RANGE NAVIGATION 
U SHORAN 
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
Commercial STOL - The airplane, the airport 
[SAE PAPER 180520] 	 p0004 A79-10396 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
p0017 A79-11444 
Jet flow interactions --- in powered lift STOL 
aircraft
p0153 A79-20089 
Findings of the Ottawa-Montreal STOL demonstration 
service 
[AIAA 790710]	 p0277 A79-21369 
Up and away with OSHA --- Quiet Short-haul 
Research Aircraft
p0350 A79-32241 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data	 -
p0406 A79-34521 
Calculation of a laminar wall jet in a wake 
p0450 A79-36582 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aeroacoustic characteristics 
Over The Wing STOL engine configurations 
p0475 A79-39802 
irst flight imminent for new technology wing 
p0508 A79-40327 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1664]	 p0603 A79-47346 
Design of-the circulation control wing STOL 
demonstrator aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-18421	 p0609 A7-47909 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
(NASA-TN-78527)	 p0036 N79-10054 
Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft in 
natural and computer-generated turbulence and 
shear
-	
p0223 879-15981 
Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane, 
appendix C 
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(90-9063848]	 p0426 979-22215 
STOL technology, volume I 
VRI-LECTUBE-SERIES-60-VOL 1)	 p0429 7179-22996 
Airworthiness and certification aspects of civil 
aircraft for STOL
p0429 979-22997 
Wind tunnel corrections for STOL models 
p0429 979-22998 
Review of large low speed wind tunnel requirements 
for syot testing
p0429 1479-22999 
Review lecture on transport aircraft. Concepts, 
• utilization and prospects 
•	 p0429 979-23000 
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0429 979-23001 
STOL Technology, volume 2 
[VKX-LECTORE-SERIES-60-VOL-2]	 p0429 979-23002 
Plight dynamics prcblens with STOL operation 
p0429 979-23003 
The aerodynamics and performance characteristics 
of direct lift schemes
p0429 979-23004 
Engine integration and noise considerations for 
STOL aircraft
p0430 979-23005 
Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of 
wing lift augmentation schemes
p0430 979-23006 
Special Ground testing facilities and testing 
techniques for STCL aircraft
p0430 979-23007 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aero-acoustic characteristics 
short takeoff aircraft noise 
(NASA-T!-79168]	 p0504 979-25841 
Quiet propulsive lift for commuter airlines 
[NASA-T9-78596]	 p0539 979-26035 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
tNASA-T!-792181	 p0581 979-28146 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STCL approach 
and landing: Development of capability and 
preliminary results 
(NASA-CE-152307]	 p0595 979-29196 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 979-30243 
Effect of transport/bcmber loads spectrum on crack 
growth 
[AD-A069287]	 p0668 979-31197 
SHORT WAVE RADIATION 
NT MICROWAVES 
NT MILLIMETER WAVES 
SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSK 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
D0346 A79-31691 
The penetration of electromagnetic fields into 
aircraft from externally mounted MV antennas 
p0690 979-52891 
SHROUDED BODIES 
U SHROUDS 
SHROUDED PROPELLERS 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for 
mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. Volume 2: 
Ducted propellers 
[AD-A056948]	 p0037 979-10062 
Disassembly inspection and overhaul of 1-229 gear 
reduction and propeller assemblies 
[AD-A059795]	 p0165 979-141014 
SHROUDED TURBINES 
Operational experience with linked-blade 
high-output gas-turbine
p0266 979-26830 
Damping capacity of paired shrouded turbine blades 
in relation to shroud contact conditions 
p0398 A79-32827 
Composite seal for turbomachinery --- backings for 
turbine engine shrouds 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12131-1]	 p0298 979-18318 
SHROUDS 
Composite seal for turbomachinery --- backings for 
turbine engine shrouds 
[NASA-CASE-LEN-12131-1]	 p0298 979-18318
SHUNTS 
U BYPASSES 
U CIRCUITS 
SHUTDOWNS 
Problems involved in starting and shutdown of gas 
turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical aspects 
p0587 979-28565 
SHUTTLE ORBITERS 
U SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS 
SIC (COEFFICIENT) 
U STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR 
NT RADAR IMAGERY 
An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a

function of processing parameters --- for

synthetic aperture radar data processing 
p0618 979-48666 
SIDEBANDS 
Capture-effect and sideband-reference glide-slope 
performance in the presence of deep snow 1977-1978 
tEEP-36-1]	 p0231 979-16833 
SIDELORE REDUCTION 
Grating lobe control in limited scan arrays 
p0137 979-18114 
AnI?? antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
- suppression characteristics
p0247 979-24718 
SIDELOBES 
Radiation pattern sidelobes and null filling 
produced by aircraft vibration 
[AD-A0704472]	 p0710 979-32422 
SIGHT 
U VISUAL PERCEPTION 
SIGNAL DETECTION 
Integrated communication, navigation and	 - 
identification in the 1980's and beyond using 
low duty distributed time-frequency-phase code 
technology --- for aircraft, missiles, and other 
mobile platforms
p0057 A79-13266 
Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor 
radar emission detection
p0622 979-48717 
SIGNAL DETECTORS 
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire 
detection systems 
(AD-A06397 44]	 p01428 7179-22882 
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATORS 
0 SIGNAL DETECTORS 
SIGNAL DISTORTION 
Preprocessing for advanced image matching techniques 
p0614 979-48602 
SIGNAL ENCODING 
Precision DRE at L-band using phase-coded 
transmission	 -
p0055 979-13245 
Nigh speed digital transmission, the key for a 
simple Aerosat airborne equipment 
-	
p0112 A79-17098 
SIGNAL FADING RATE 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-PSK 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
p0346 A79-31691 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
NT FUNCTION GENERATORS 
SIGNAL MEASUREMENT 
Aircraft antenna pattern measurements using near 
field techniques
D0247 A79-24721 
The measurement ôfRF-pulse phase and amplitude in 
the landing system DLS
p0408 979-34608 
SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Multi-filter HTI system
p0003 979-10320 
Development of a microwave multilateration system 
for VTOL landing guidance
p0058 979-13273 
.31105 modular design to use SAW devices --- Joint 
Tactical Information Distribution System for 
aircraft communications
p00614 979-14247 
RPM - A recent real life case history 
Reliability Planning and Management test program 
for airborne surveillance radar
p0073 979-15391 
Recording methods for steady state and transient 
signals --- aircraft engine tests 
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SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE SEMICONDUCTORS 
p0253 A79-25819 
The coming of age of digital electronics in 
commercial transports --- emphasizing signal 
processing technology and Boeing 767 avionics 
(AIAA 79-0686)	 p0275 A79-27352 
Multimode radar processor --- for combat aircraft 
p0280 A79-28058 
Linearization in the recursive estimation of 
navigation parameters
p0315 A79-28604 
Reconstructed flight control sensor signals via 
Luenberger observers
p0349 A79-32158 
Heading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters 
p0349 A79-32164 
The FA-6B Weapon Systems trainer
p0350 A79-32246 
Correlation-extremal direction finding of extended 
and point sources of electromagnetic oscillations 
p0411 A79-35506 
Recent results in navigation systems utilizing 
signal aiding from Navstar satellites 
pOqqg A79-36096 
Application oriented simulation as a tool for the 
planning of radio beacon systems --- for 
aircraft communications 
[DGLR PAPER 79-042]	 p0519 A79-42368 
Increasing effectiveness of piloting systems by
modern methods of digital signal processing 
{DGLR PAPER 79-046]	 p0520 A79-42372 
Omega navigation system --- signal processing 
methods
p0533 A79-4350' 
Pxtremal radio-navigation --- Russian book 
p0563 A79-44878 
Guidance law design for tactical weapons with 
strapdown seekers 
(AIRA 79-1732)	 p0571 A79-45376 
Failure detection in signal processing and sensing 
in flight control systems
p0612 A79-47971 
Microcomputer applications in strapdown beading 
and attitude reference system
p0614 A79-48606 
Multisensor integration for defensive fire control 
surveillance
pOfiS A79-48610 
Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAN 
motion compensation
p0617 h79-48641 
Radar signal processing development for 
application of VHSI
p0618 A79-48664 
Sigh speed radar processing using CMOS/SOS 
technology 
(AlAN 79-1901]	 p0657 A79-54380 
Feasibility study of GPS-inertial navigation for 
helicopters and study of advanced GPS signal 
processing techniques, volume 3 
[AD-A057659]	 p0090 N79-12059 
Modernization of the lcw speed wind tunnel at 
Breguet de Velizy: Measuring system modernization 
minicomputer T I 980N 
(AAAF-NT-78-12]	 p0441 N79-23122 
Information processing for target detection and 
identification 
(AD-AOf 8907]	 p0586 N79-28393 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
p0675 N79-31482 
State of the art in digital signal processing with 
applications to multiple access systems 
p0676 879-31487 
SIGNAL RECEPTION 
NT SYMBOLS 
SIGNAL REELECTION 
Study of RADC newport antenna test range: Methods 
of reflection reductions and increased frequency 
coverage 
[AD-A065151]	 p0443 879-23331 
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS 
Estimate of the noise immunity of a double-YSK 
modem in communications channels with fading 
for short wave aircraft communication 
p0346 A79-31691 
Small signal compensation of magnetic fields 
resulting from aircraft maneuvers
p0638 A79-49605
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 
NT DATA TRANSMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT NULTIPATH TRANSMISSION 
NT RADAR TRANSMISSION 
NT RADIO TELEMETRY 
NI SATELLITE TRANSMISSION 
NI SHORT WAVE. RADIO TRANSMISSION 
NT TELEMETRY 
RE TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 
Construction of electronic models of microwave 
landing systems
p0684 A79-51266 
Inflight utilization of an optical fiber 
transmission system on a Falcon 10 aircraft 
p0376 N79-20986 
SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 
Infrared signature measurement techniques and 
simulation methods for aircraft survivability 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1186]	 p0468 A79-38975 
Radar cross section fundamentals for the aircraft 
designer 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1818]	 p0607 A79-47898 
A static acoustic signature system for the 
analysis of dynamic flight information 
p0040 N79-10852 
SIGNATURES 
NT RADAR SIGNATURES 
NT SPECTRAL SIGNATURES 
SIGNS (SYMBOLS) 
U SYMBOLS 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER 
NY SH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT UB-60A HELICOPTER 
NE UH-61A HELICOPTER 
Aerodynamic design of the Sikorsky 5-76 helicopter 
[ASS 78-06]	 p0119 A79-18133 
Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development 
for successful dynamic characteristics 
(ABS 78-23)	 p0121 A79-18149 
Sikorsky S-76 stresses performance
p0198 A79-22839 
Spirit helicopter handling qualities design and 
development 
ABS 79-24)	 p0629 A79-49076 
SIKORSKY 8SS-2 HELICOPTER 
U SH-3 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY 5-61 HELICOPTER 
U S-61 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY S-64 HELICOPTER 
U CH-54 HELICOPTER 
SIKORSKY 5-65 HELICOPTER 
U H-53 HELICOPTER 
SILICON 
Artificial icing test phobic coatings on Un-1H 
helicopter rotor blades 
(AD-1059875)	 p0220 N79-15954 
SILICON CARBIDES 
Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
CAStlE PAPER 78-WA/GT-121 	 p0150 A79-19799 
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas 
turbine: Ceramic turbine rotor technology 
[AD-A067176)	 p0499 N79-25029 
SILICON COMPOUNDS 
NT SILICON CARBIDES 
NT SILICON NITRIDES 
SILICON NITRIDES 
Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-12] 	 p0150 179-19799 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATORIZED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts --- for gas turbine engines 
[AD-A064597]	 p0423 N79-22102 
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas 
turbine: Ceramic turbine rotor technology 
[AD-A067176]	 p0499 N79-25029 
SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
U SOLAR CELLS 
SILICON TRANSISTORS 
NT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE JUNCTIONS 
U SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE SEMICONDUCTORS 
U SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE TRANSISTORS 
U SOS (S!NICONDUCTOSS) 
SILICONE RUBBER 
Recent advances in fire resistant materials in 
aircraft construction
p0530 179-43269 
SILICONIZING 
An experimental, low-cost, silicon 
slurry/aluminide high-temperature coating for 
superalloys 
[SASA-TM-79178]	 p0596 579-29292 
SILTS 
U SEDIMFNTS 
SIMILARITY THEOREM 
Design of transonic airfoil sections using a 
similarity theory 
(1111 PAPER 79-0076)	 p0140 179-19521 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
(lIlA PAPER 79-01081	 p0141 179-19535 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flapped wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03 143)	 p0146 179-19678 
Analog simulation and its defining similarity 
criteria in the analysis of supersonic flows 
past wings
p0348 179-32032 
Aeroelastic models for cryogenic wind tunnels 
(ONERA, TV 80. 1979-39] 	 p01473 179-39088 
Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of 
Schlichting's cascade analysis
p0382 579-21058 
SIMILITUDE LAW 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analog-criteria 
p0695 179-54036 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
(NASA-TP-1435)	 p0652 579-30176 
SIMULATION 
ST ACOUSTIC SIMULATION 
NT ANALOG SIMULATION 
NT COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION 
NT CONTROL SIMULATION 
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION 
NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
NT EXHAUST FLOW SINULATICS 
NT PLIGHT SIMULATION 
ST LANDING SIMULATION 
Application oriented simulation as a tool for the 
planning of radio beacon systems --- for 
aircraft communications 
(DGLR PAPER 79-042) 	 p0519 A79-42368 
The Swedish approach to escape system testing 
p06 444 A79-50427 
Gust-vehicle parameter identification by dynamic 
simulation in wind-tunnels
p0180 N79-15097 
Air traffic control/full beacon collisicn 
avoidance system Chicago simulation 
[10-1069524]	 p0713 579-33178 
SIMULATOR TRAINING 
U TRAINING SIMULATORS 
SIMULATORS 
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS 
NT CONTROL SIMULATION 
NT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS 
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
NT MOTION SIMULATORS 
NT TARGET SIMULATORS 
NT TRAINING SIMULATORS 
NT VIBRATION SIMULATORS 
A simulator study of aircraft ground-run handling 
in the Fosim Research Simulator - Some results 
and experiences
p0259 179-26498 
Evaluation of an ejectcr-powered engine simulator 
at transonic Mach numbers 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1165]	 p0467 179-38967 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-11491	 p0508 A79-40480 
SINGLE CRYSTALS 
Directionally solidified blades - Greater strength 
p0449 179-36248 
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Obtaining solutions of the lifting-surface equation 
p0528 A79-43135
SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS) 
A surface source and vorticity panel method 
for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body 
geometries
p0194 179-21998 
Singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing 
p0315 A79-28622 
Singular perturbation techniques for on-line 
optimal flight path control 
(AIAA 79-16201	 p73565 179-45303 
SINKS 
NT HEAT SINKS 
SITES 
NT LANDING SITES 
NT LAUNCHING PADS 
Siting criteria for. NLS stations. II
p0281 179-28184 
Tokyo's new Narita airport - An illusion 
p0343 179-30932 
SITTING POSITION 
Seat/Occupant crash dynamic analysis verification 
test program 
(SAE PAPER 790590]	 p0454 A79-36724 
SIZE DETERMINATION 
NT PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT 
The sizing of a V/STOL aircraft for multimission 
application 
tARS 78-09]	 p0119 179-18135 
Determination of the flaw size in turbine rotors 
by ultrasonics - A necessary requirement for 
fracture-mechanics test evaluation
p0337 179-30281 
Proper aircraft tire size selection - Optimum 
performance with minimum maintenance 
•	 [SAE PAPER 790598] 	 p0455 A79-36730 
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and 
usage criteria --- high-pressure rotors in jet 
engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1123]	 p0466 179-38953 
SKIDDING 
Friction and wear characteristics of wire-brush 
skids 
[NASA7TP-1495]	 -p0592 N79-29171 
SKIS (STRUCTURAL MEMBER) 
Ultrasonic welding /solid state bonding/ of 
aircraft structure - Fact or fancy
p0015 179-10921 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons with 
finite element and classical analyses 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/AERO-31	 p0148 179-19717 
Advanced composite cover to substructure 
attachment technology --- for aircraft wing skin 
p0208 179-24079 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials
p0399 A79-33201 
Adhesive bonded structure of new pressurized 
piston twin aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790563] 	 p0452 179-36704 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft 
!P-12 skin structures
p0529 179-43243 
Hybrid Wing Box structure
p0532 A79-43331 
Direct effects, protection methods for thin 
skins/composites --- lightning protection for 
aircraft
p0683 179-511144 
Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete 
tube actively cooled structural panel 
p0386 N79-21430 
Actively cooled plate fin sandwich structural 
panels for hypersonic aircraft 
[NASA-CR-3159]	 p0676 7479-31628 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in 
candidate skin materials 
(NLR-MP-78022-U)	 p0711 N79-32597 
Skin And Spar Interface Program (SASIP) 
sweptback and variable sweep wings 
[AD-A071715]	 p0716 N79-33199 
SKIN FRICTION 
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG 
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG 
Indirect measurement of turbulent skin friction 
p0511 179-40770 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen-fueled 
aircraft 
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SMALL PERTURBATION PLOW 
	
p0641 A79-119921	 A note on yawed slender wings 
SKIN RESISTANCE	 p0315 A79-28429 
FHP coupling to a composite aircraft	 The determination of parameters of a chemically 
-	 p0249 A79-25321	 active magnetogasdynamic medium in the proximity 
SKIN TEMPERATURE (NON-BIOLCGICM.)	 of a wave. II 
Quantification of the storage logistics thermal 	 p0316 A79-28721 
environment -- environmental criteria for 	 Slender wings for civil and military aircraft 
ordnance	 /Eighth Theodore von Karman Memorial Lecture/ 
	
p0195 A79-22152	 tORERA. TP 50. 1979-123) 	 p0514 A79-41766 
Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount 	 Further advancements in the concept of 
stabilizer in flight under icing conditions 	 delta-winged hybrid-airships 
(FFAP-A-396)	 p0233 N79-16845	 [lIAR 79-1599)	 p0523 A79-42393 
SKIRTS
	
Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices 
Performance predictions for open ocean air cushion 	 [AIAM PAPER 79-1872] 	 p0635 179-49341 
vehicles and surface effect ships	 Calculation of the pressure distribution over a 
	
o0640 A79-49905	 slender wing in supersonic flow 
Hovercraft skirt design requirements	 p0687 A79-52147 
	
p0640 A79-49907	 - Synthesis of the thickness effect in the case of 
Road fleet operation of air cushion assisted
	
flow past a slender delta wing with leading edge 
vehicles - An evaluation of technical and	 vortices 
economic problems	 p0687 179-52268 
	
p0641 A79-49910	 - -	 Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
Test plan for a one-half scale laboratory model of 	 p0179 N79-15091 
a rigid skirt hold-down system	 Ron-conical flow past slender wings with leading 
[AD-A06171)	 p0440 1179-23115	 edge vortex sheets 
A study of requirements, model configurations, and	 tARC-R/M-3814]	 p0216 1179-15920 
test plans for air cushion system comparison tests	 On slender wings with leading edge camber 
(AD-A069006)	 pO585 579-28373	 p0415 N79-22032 
SKYCRANE HELICOPTER
	
SLIDING FRICTION 
U CB-54 HELICOPTER
	
- Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for 
SLANT PERCEPTION
	
high-energy brakes 
U SPACE PERCEPTION	 pOO82 179-16679 
SLEDS.	 Effect of friction on motion of a piston driven by 
NT ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS	 combustion products 
SLENDER BODIES	 p0411 179-35656 
NT SLENDER CONES	 SLIP PLOW 
Lift and longitudinal moment of a	 Effect of slip on the aerodynamic characteristics 
small-aspect-ratio wing in the proximity of a	 of a wing at hypersonic speed 
body of revolution	 p0127 179-18396 
	
p0021 A79-12168	 SLIPSTREAHS 
Experimental results on boundary layers and	 NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS 
detached flows	 Calculation of a laminar wall jet in a wake 
(DGLB PAPER 78-2201 	 pO182 A79-20479	 p0450 A79-36582 
Aerodynamics of slender bodies at high angles of	 Simulated propeller slipstream effects on a 
attack	 supercritical wing 
	
p0197 A79-22393	 [NASA-CR-152138]	 p0498 B79-25024. 
Transonic flows past nonaxisymmetric slender	 SLOPES 
shapes - Classical equivalence rule analysis 	 NT GLIDE PATHS 
	
p0315.179-28612	 SLOT ANTENNAS 
Steady and unsteady vortex-induced asymmetric	 An 1FF antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
loads - Review and further analysis --- on	 suppression characteristics 
slender axisynmetric bodies	 p0247 A79-24718 
r. AIAA PAPER 79-1531)	 p0576 A79-116713	 An iterative approach for computing an antenna 
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for	 aperture distribution from given radiation 
slender bodies alone and with lifting surfaces 	 pattern data 
to high angles of attack 	 80-10655901	 p0490 1179-24217 
	
p0414 579-22023	 UHF coplanar-slot antenna for 
SLENDER CONES	 aircraft-to-satellite data communications 
Measurement of the drag of slender cones in 	 (NASA-TN-79239]	 p0667 1179-31185 
hypersonic flow at low Reynolds numbers using a 	 SLOTS 
- magnetic suspension and balance	 NT WING SLOTS 
[OUEL-1235/781	 p0483 579-23938	 Account of film turbulence for predicting film 
SLENDER WINGS	 -	 cooling effectiveness in gas turbine combustors 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS
	 [ASH! PAPER 79-01-200)	 p0397 179-32457 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at	 SLOTTED ANTENNAS 
the trailing edge of a slender wing 	 U SLOT ANTENNAS 
	
p0019 A79-12127	 SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic	 Axisymmetric calculations of transonic wind tunnel 
gas flow	 interference in slotted test sections 
	
-	
p0022 A79-12226	 p0573 179-46060 
Optimum-two dimensional wings in supersonic flows	 Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
	
p0064 A79-14200	 transonic airfoil wind tunnels 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing	 p0358 579-20058 
structure	 Effect of the model vertical position in a slotted 
	
p0070 A79-14876	 wall wind tunnel 
Effect of slip on the aerodynamic characteristics 	 (AAAF-NT-78-05)	 p0440 N79-23119 
of a wing at hypersonic speed 	 SMALL PERTURBATION PLOW 
	
p0127 A79-18396	 Small perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating 
An alternative approach to the high aspect ratio	 disturbances in a vaneless diffuser 
wing with jet flap by matched asymptotic 	 [ASME PAPER 78-01-1514]	 p0002 179-10270 
expansions	 Viscous transonic flows about 3-0 wings 
	
p0194 A79-21997	 p0058 179-13296 
Slender wing in compressible flow --- Russian book	 Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
-	
p0254 A79-25872	 •	 airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow	 - 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 	 perturbations 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 	 pO138 179-19313 
eigenmodes	 Slender wing in compressible flow --- Russian book 
[AlMA 79-07481	 P0282 A79-28263	 p0254 179-25872 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing 
p0315 A79-28622 
Small disturbance swirl flow in turbomachinery 
bladings
p0334 A79-29705 
The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure 
and temperature distortions in multistage axial 
flow compressors 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1e4]	 p0396 A79-32443 
SMOKE 
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 A79-20856 
Effect of primary-zone eouivalence ratio on 
pollutant formation 
rNASA-TP-1463]	 p0435 579-23086 
A study of smoke movement in an aircraft fuselage 
(RAE-TM-EP-6131	 p0540 N79-26040 
SMOOTHING 
NT DATA SMOOTHING 
SNAKING 
U LATERAL OSCILLATION 
SNATCHING 
U SPACECRAFT RECOVERY 
SNOW 
Tests under snow and icing conditions with the HO 
103 engine installation
p0032 579-10014 
Capture-effect and sideband-reference glide-slope 
performance in the presence of deep snow 1977-1978 
(EER-36-1]	 p0231 579-16833 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/1284/5]	 p0038 579-16884 
SOARING 
The science and technology of low speed and 
motorless flight, part 1 
[NASA-CP-2085-PT-1]	 p0479 579-23889 
Design of propellers for motorsoarers 
-	
p0480 579-23903 
A study of course deviations during cross-country 
soaring
p0595 579-27072 
SO OAR 
U SCUND DETECTING AND RANGING 
SODIUM AZIDES 
Some recent developments in solid propellant gas 
generator technology 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1327]	 p0511 A79-40761 
SODIUM COMPOUNDS 
NT SODIUM A2IDES 
SOFT LANDING 
Parachute-rocket deceleration system design 
p0696 A79-54057 
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT 
NT AEROSPACEPLANES 
SOFT RECOVERY 
U SOFT LANDING 
SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS) 
U COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
U COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 
SOIL MECHANICS 
Determination of the suitability of soils for the 
construction of dirt runways
p0336 A79-29972 
abrication of fiberglass reinforced plastic 
surfacing under wet conditions 
[AD-A059698]	 p0167 N79-14217 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
(AD-A059785)	 p0168 579-14247 
SOIL MOISTURE 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
[AD-A059785]	 p0168 N79-14247 
SOLAR AZIMUTH 
U AZIMUTH 
SOLAR CELLS 
The Sunsbip --- solar powered airship design 
p0195 A79-22324 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
Project Sunrise --- solar-powered aircraft flight 
demonstration 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1264]
	
p0470 &79-39010 
SOLAR ENERGY CCNVERSION 
Photovoltaics and environmental impact 
considerations
p0503 579-25496 
SOLAR GENERATORS 
NT SOLAR CELLS
SOLAR POWER SATELLITES 
Solar thermal aerostat research station /STARS/ 
(lAy
 PAPER 79-35]	 p0691 A79-53261 
SOLAR PROPULSION 
NE SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
SOLDERING 
NT ULTRASONIC SOLDERING 
The technology of brazing and soldering is 
broad-based and vital to the industrial economy 
/1979 Adams Lecture!
p0689 A79-52856 
SOLID PROPELLANTS 
NT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
Some recent developments in solid propellant gas 
generator technology 
[AIAA PAPER 79-13271	 p0511 A79-40761 
Application of light extinction measurements to 
the study of combustion in solid fuel ramjets 
(AD-A0598793	 p0167 579-14230 
SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
Introductory studies of SOFRA, a RAN engine with 
solid propellant 
(FOA-C-20229-D3]	 p0240 N79-17022 
SOLID ROTATION 
U ROTATING RODIES 
SOLID STATE DEVICES 
NT CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 
NT CNOS 
NT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
NT SEMICONDUCTORLASERS 
NT SOLID STATE LASERS 
NT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
NT YAG LASERS 
The solid state remote power controller - Its 
status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0012 A79-10896 
A new I-band MLS/DNE with high accuracy 
p0081 A79-16537 
Development of a solid state vertical instrument 
display system --- for helicopters 
[ASS 78-18]	 p0120 A79-18149 
The effect of endless burn-in on reliability 
growth projections --- for solid state aviation 
electronics equipment
p0477 A79-39920 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction of 
pilot workload
p0656 579-30210 
SOLID STATE LASERS 
NT TAG LASERS 
Small hole drilling and inspection with pulsed 
laser systems --- in air-cooled aircraft engine 
structures 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1268]	 p0470 A79-39012 
SOLID-SOLID INTERFACES 
Fretting fatigue, with reference to aircraft 
structures 
[SAE PAPER 790612]	 p0456 A79-36741 
A tire runway interface friction prediction model 
concept
p0463 A70-38137 
SOLIDIFICATION 
The application of rapid solidification rate 
superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1226]	 p01469 A79-38991 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications 
[AD-A061428]	 p0238 579-16958 
Evaluation of an advanced directionally solidified 
gamma/gamma s -alpha Mo eutectic alloy 
[NASA-CE-159416]	 p0369 579-20222 
SOLUTIONS 
NT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 
NT GAS MIXTURES 
NT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS 
SONAR 
A miniature air sonar altimeter --- for remotely 
piloted terrain following aircraft
p0067 A79-14613 
Steady state behaviour of a cable used for 
suspending a sonar body from a helicopter 
ARL/AERO-REPT-149] 	 p0372 N79-20400 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
NASA-CASE-NPO-14361-1 1
	
p0544 579-26253 
SONDES 
NT DRORSONDES 
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SPACE PLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK 
SONIC BOOMS 
Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization 
to supersonic cruise aircraft design 
(AIAA-PAP!N 79-0652)	 p0270 P39-26927 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet noise, 
shock noise and internal noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06151 p0271 P39-26936 
Wave propagation associated with wings --- three 
dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic aircraft
p05314 A79-43597 
Monitoring stratospheric winds with
Concorde-generated infrasound
pO574 &79-46225 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
sounds --- auditory perception 
(UTIAS-236]	 p0245 979-17658 
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[RTIS/PS-79/0265/3]	 p0489 979-24201 
Aircraft scnic boom: Studies on aircraft flight, 
aircraft design, and measurement. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0264/6) 	 p0491 979-24780 
Status of knowledge of sonic booms 
rNASA-TM-80113]	 p0491 979-24955 
Thermospheric propagation of sonic booms from the 
Concorde supersonic transport 
(AD-A067201)	 p0505 979-25855 
SONIC FLOW 
U TRANSONIC FLOW 
SONIC SOLDERING 
Tj ULTRASONIC SOLDERING 
SONIC SPEED 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SOOT 
Formation of sooty particles in combustion 
chambers with series injection of air into the 
combustion zone
p0406 P39-34550 
Ionic mechanisms of carbon formation in flames 
aircraft fuel combustion 
tAD-A0688721	 p0596 979-29270 
SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS) 
Nigh speed radar processing using CMOS/SOS 
technology 
(AIAR 79-1901]	 p0697 A79-54380 
SOUND 
U ACOUSTICS 
SOUND ABSORPTION 
Ti SCUND TRANSMISSION 
SOUND BARRIER 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SOUND DETECTING AND RANGING 
A miniature air sonar altimeter --- for remotely 
piloted terrain following aircraft
p0067 A79-14613 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within cooling tower plumes 
p0193 P39-21967 
Simultaneous measurements of turbulence in the

lower atmosphere using sodar and aircraft 
p0193 A79-21968 
SOUND FIELDS 
The influence of the transonic flow field on 
high-speed helicopter impulsive noise 
p0135 A79-18690 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-0 theory 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-05771	 p0269 P39-26911 
Procedure for noise prediction and optimization of 
advanced technology propellers 
[NASA-C9-3080]	 p0423 979-22100 
SOUND GENERATORS 
The generation and propagation of mound in 
turbulent jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0573)
	 p0317 P39-28955 
SOUND MEASUREMENT 
U ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS 
SOUND PERCEPTION 
U AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
SOUND PRESSURE 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
[AIRA PAPER 79-02251	 p0203 P39-23571 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0589)	 p0272 P39-26941 
Hovering impulsive noise - Some measured and 
calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in 
an anechoic chamber
p0533 179-43499 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1526]	 pO602 179-47341 
Acoustic efficiency of boundary-layer transition 
(AD-A062171]	 p0361 979-20085 
Aerodynamic noise theory --- lighthill method, 
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations 
p0443 979-23378 
Large amplitude response of complex structures due 
to high intensity noise 
(AD-A071401)	 p0721 179-33505 
SOUND PROPAGATION 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0581]
	 p0272 A79-26944 
The generation and propagation of sound in 
turbulent jets 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0573]	 p0317 179-28955 
Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and 
path identification and characterization 
p0041 979-10856 
A finite element approach to the problem of sound 
propagation and attenuation in jet engine air 
intakes
p0108 979-13818 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[NASA-TN-80109) 	 p0558 979-27931 
SOUND TRANSDUCERS 
IT MICROPHONES 
SOUND TRANSMISSION 
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, 
demonstrated with a jet flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0575)
	 p0268 A79-26905 
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06441	 p0269 A79-26915 
Turboprop interior noise studies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0647]
	 p0271 A79-26931 
Noise transmission - Turboprop problem 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0645]
	 p0271 A79-26933 
Duct noise radiation through a jet flow 
p0642 A79-50110 
General aviation interior noise study
p0226 979-166140 
SOUND VELOCITY 
U ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
SOUND DAVIS 
IT AERODYNAMIC NOISE 
IT AIRCRAFT NOISE 
IT ENGINE NOISE 
IT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE 
IT NOISE (SOUND) 
IT SONIC ROOMS 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D engine 
(NASA-TM-79074)	 p0220 979-15960 
Jet noise radiation from discrete vortices 
[ARC-R/M-3826]	 p0227 N79-16652 
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroaconstics 
[NASA-TM-80053] 	 p0299 979-18686 
Acoustic driving of rotor 
tNASA-CASE-NPO-14005-1] 	 p0375 979-20827 
Airframe aerodynamic noise-total radiated acoustic 
power approach 
[10-1062861)	 p0375 N79-20834 
SOUNDING 
IT ACOUSTIC SOUNDING 
SOUNDING ROCKETS 
Some TIG-welding applications in the aerospace 
industry
p0342 179-30644 
SPACE BASES 
Global services systems - Space communication 
[AIAA 79-0946]	 p0408 A79-34761 
SPACE CONRUNICATION 
95 SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
U AEROSPACEENVIRONMENTS 
SPACE EXPLORATION 
A Mars Airplane . . . Oh really --- aerospaceplane 
design for Mars exploration 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0067)	 p0140 P39-19516 
SPACE PLIGHT 
IT INTERPLANETARY PLIGHT 
SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK 
An overview of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
Communication and Tracking System 
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p0150 679-19853 
SPACE NAVIGATION 
The global positioning system /NAVSTAR/ 
p0574 679-46466 
SPACE PERCEPTION 
Methods for the validation of syrthesized images 
in visual flight simulation --- space perception 
during landing approach
p0354 N79-20021 
SPACE PLASMA H/N INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS 
U SPHINX 
SPACE PROCESSING 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
[A!AA PAPER 79-02251 	 p0203 679-23571 
SPACE PROGRAMS 
T EUROPEAN SPACE PRCGPAMS 
SPACE SHULE ORBITERS 
An overview of the Space Shuttle Orbiter 
Communication and Tracking System
p0150 #79-19853 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 4479-15084 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
Orbiter 
[NASA-CR-160146]	 p0359 879-20068 
Turbulence simulation mechanization for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
[NASA-CR-161194]	 p0368 N79-20174 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Mach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
[60-6062377]	 p0369 4479-20175 
Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PMB-15 
polyimide structural elements --- space shuttle 
aft body flap
p0661 4479-30301 
SPACE SHUTTLES 
Space shuttle afterbody aerodynamics/plume 
simulation data summary 
(NASA-TP-1384]	 p0287 4479-17810 
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACERORNE) 
Considerations on the airtorne use of ONE 
interrogators or SSR transponders for 
ground-derived landing and surveillance systems 
p0055 #79-13247 
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
U AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
NT SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITEPS 
NT SPACE SHUTTITS 
SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS 
A model for calculating the radiation field of 
microstrip antennas
p0315 679-28422 
SPACECRAFT CABINS 
Non-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft and 
spacecraft applications 
[IA? PAPER 79-2014) 	 p0691 A79-53355 
SPACECRAFT CHARGING 
Electrification of woven and film materials 
p0348 A79-32042 
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION 
An overview of the Space Shuttle Orbiter 
Communication and Tracking System
p0150 679-19853 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
pO474 679-39602 
UHF coplanar-slot antenna for 
aircraft-to-satellite data communications 
[NASA-TM-79239]	 p0667 4479-31185 
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS 
NT SPACECRAFT CABINS 
Failure analysis of aerospace components 
p0213 679-24235 
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS 
Technology requirements and readiness for very 
large vehicles 
[NASA-TM-80127]	 p05146 N79-27086 
SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
Current work in materials and 
methods-of-construction research --- Composite 
and ceramic materials for aerospace systems 
p0332 A79-29591
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
Introduction to the computer-aided desian of 
flight vehicles --- Russian book on spacecraft 
design
p0279 A79-27648 
A generalized modal shock spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
tAIAA 79-0745]	 p0320 A79-29017-
Some TI-welding applications in the aerospace 
industry
p0342 679-30644 
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference for Future 
Space Systems, Boulder, Cob., August 6-8, 1979, 
Collection of Technical Papers
p0565 679-45302 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 4479-12043 
Scientific research, 1977 --- an overview of air 
transportation, aircraft design, propulsion 
systems, space technology, and reconnaissance 
p0712 N79-33150 
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Aerospace applications of oscillators --- for 
location navigation, detection, 
telecommunications, and instrumentation 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-48]	 p0535 A79-143621 
SPACECRAFT MODELS 
An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying 
models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel 
p0412 679-35925 
Real-time gravity filtering from on-board 
gra diometers 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1767)	 p0689 A79-52556 
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES 
The solid state remote power controller - Its 
status, use and perspective --- for aircraft and 
spacecraft
p0012 679-10896 
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION 
NT SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
Laser-powered aircraft and rocket systems with 
laser energy relay units
p0082 A79-16619 
Path in rocket technology - Selected works, 
1924-1946 --- Russian book
p0278 679-27599 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
p0406 679-34521 
SPACECRAFT RECOVERY 
A new dimension in I SAR I --- manned spacecraft 
search and rescue operations
p0067 A79-14427 
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a basic 
polyimide resin
p0666 1479-31171 
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES 
44-D helical approach of a transport aircraft in am 
ATC environment 
[AIAA 79-1776]	 p0572 A79-45404 
SPACELAR PAYLOADS 
NT POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Transatlantic flights of stratospheric balloons 
p0677 4479-31687 
SPACING 
RI AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING 
SPAIN 
Special investigation report: Wing failure of 
Boeing 747-131 near Madrid, Spain, P May 1976 
[STSB-AAR-78-12]	 p0651 N79-30167 
SPARLOADER AIRCRAFT 
Effects of laminar flow control on the performance 
of a large span-distributed-load flying-wing 
cargo airplane concept 
[R#SA-TN-787151	 p0292 879-17851 
SPARWISE BLOWING 
NT BLOWING 
Benefits of spanwise blowing at transonic speeds 
(ONEPA, TP NO. 1978-98]	 p0152 679-20082 
Effect of spanwise blowing in the angle-of-attack 
regime alpha equals 0 plus 90 deg 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-80]	 p0152 679-20083 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations 
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SPIN TESTS 
[AIAA 79-1633	 p0568 A79-45330 
SPARK IGNITION 
The effect of hydrogen addition on ignition delays 
and flame propagation in spark ignition engines 
p046 44 A79-38387 
SPECIFICATIONS 
NT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS 
NT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
SPECIMEN GEOMETRY 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
[DGLP PAPER 78-1811	 p0151 A79-20022 
SPECTRA 
NT ENERGY SPECTRA 
NT NOISE SPECTPA 
NT POWER SPECTRA 
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
U SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
SPECTRAL CORRELATION 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05891	 p0272 A79-26941 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
fUTIAS-2301	 p0109 879-13822 
SPECTRAL BOISE 
U WHITE NOISE 
SPECTRAL SIGNATURES 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other impulsive 
•sounds --- auditory perception 
[UTIP.S-236]	 p0245 N79-17658 
Effect of transport/bcmber loads spectrum on crack 
growth 
[AD-A069287]	 p0668 1179-31197 
A user's manual for a computer program to generate 
fatigue spectrum loading sequences 
[AD-A069288)	 p0668 879-31198 
SPECTROGRAMS 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6B: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake single film 
data, basic configuration wake explorations 
[AD-A061861]	 p0482 4179-23931 
SPECTROMETERS 
NT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS 
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 
NT FLAME SPECTROSCOPY 
SPECTROSCOPY 
NT FLAME SPECTROSCOPY 
NT HOLOGRAPHIC SPECTRCSCOPY 
NT I RAY SPECTROSCOPY 
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
NT PLANE SPECTROSCOPY 
Enhancement of radar imagery by maximum entropy 
processing
p0053 A79-13201 
Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena 
in vaneless radial diffusers 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-231
	 p0195 A79-22329 
Interior noise path identification in light 
aircraft using multivariate spectral analysis 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0644)	 p0269 A79-26915 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence and 
jet transport landing performance
p0278 A79-27576 
Application of advanced data reduction methods to 
gas turbine dynamic analysis
PO447 A79-36024 
SPEED CONTROL 
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power 
• management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
[AilS 78-48]	 p0124 A79-18171 
Sidestick/Throttle Controller - An alternate 
approach
p01464 A79-38476 
SPEED INDICATORS 
NT ANEMOMETERS 
UT ROT-FILM ANEMOMETERS 
NT ROT-WINE ANEMOMETERS 
NT LASER A1IRMCMETERS 
Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine 
engine 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-52] 	 p0007 A79-10760 
Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry 
Russian book
p0463 A79-38145 
SPEED REGULATION 
U SPEED CONTROL
SPEEDOMETERS 
U SPEED INDICA'IOBS 
SPHERICAL ANTENNAS 
A report on the Sperry Done Radar
p0637 A79-49567 
SPHERICAL SMELLS 
Experimental studies on the effects of a sting 
support on the pressure distribution around a 
spherical object 
[NASA-CR-158127]	 p0285 879-17800 
SPHINX 
Laser aircraft --- using kerosene 
SPIKE ANTENNAS 
U MONOPOLE ANTENNAS 
SPIN 
Exploratory study of the influence of wing 
leading-edge modifications on the spin 
characteristics of a low-wing single-engine 
general aviation airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1837]	 p0608 A79-47908 
Porebody/wing vortex interactions and their 
influence on departure and spin resistance 
p0413 879-22001 
SPIN DYNAMICS 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed spin 
of a light plane 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1790)
	 p0605 A79-47879 
SPINEQ: A program for determining aircraft 
equilibrium spin characteristics including 
stability 
[11ASA-TM-78759) 	 p0048 879-11074 
The dynamic stability in flight of spinning blunt 
body projectiles
p0179 879-15092 
SPIN REDUCTION 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to a 
typical low-wing general aviation design 
[AIAA 79-1625]	 p0566 A79-45307 
SPIN STABILIZATION 
Pressure measurements on a spinning wind tunnel 
model by means of telemetry
p0113 A79-17593 
Spin flight research summary 
[SAE PAPER 790565]	 p0452 A79-36706 
SPINEQ: A program for determining aircraft 
equilibrium spin characteristics including 
stability 
[NASA-TM-78759)	 p0048 4179-11074 
Systems development of a stall/spin research 
facility using remotely controlled/augmented 
aircraft models. Volume 1: Systems overview 
[NASACR-145351]	 p0180 879-15101 
The application of spanwise blowing for high angle 
of attack spin recovery
p0414 N79-22904 
SPIN TESTS 
Effects of a spin chute installation on spin 
characteristics --- of light general aviation 
aircraft 
(NAB PAPER 790564)
	 p0452 A79-36705 
The effects of configuration changes on spin and 
recovery characteristics of a low-wing general 
aviation research airplane 
[AlAN PAPER 79-1786]	 p0604 A79-47876 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed spin 
of a light plane 
AIEA PAPER 79-1790]	 p0605 A79-47879 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
[AlAN PAPER 79-18021	 p0606 A79-47887 
The Beech Model 77 'Skipper' spin program 
[NINA PAPER 79-1835]	 p0608 A79-47907 
The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
of the F-16 flight control system
p06146 A79-50438 
Correlation of experimental and theoretical 
steady-state spinning motion for a current 
fighter airplane using rotation-balance 
•aerodynamic data 
[AD-10581 142]	 p0091 1179-12069 
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter 
departure/spin susceptibility
p0225 879-15999 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft 
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[NASA-TN-80510] 	 p0651 879-30173 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model A 
[NAS#-CR-3101]	 p0664 879-31149 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
rNASA-CR-30991	 p0665 879-31152 
SPLINES 
A reliable spline coupling --- for aircraft power 
transmission 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/AERO-I11	 p0148 879-19725 
Causes for the deterioration of splined 
Connections in aircraft engines during service 
p0249 879-25249 
Nodal interpolation program, L215 (INT!RP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CR-2847]	 p0702 879-32164 
SPLITTING 
Transonic 3-8 flow analysis of compressor cascade 
with splinter vanes 
[AD-A057504]	 p0048 879-11034 
SPOILER SLOT AILERONS 
Wind tunnel tests of the GA(W)-2 airfoil with 205 
aileron, 25% slotted flap, 30% Fowler flap and 
10 slot-lip spoiler 
[NASA-CR-145139]	 p0033 879-10021 
SPOILERS 
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof 
airplane 
[SA! PAPER 7906041	 p0456 479-36736 
Structural adhesive bond repair of aircraft flight 
control surfaces
p0531 879-43314 
Aerodynamics of spoiler control devices 
(8148 PAPER 79-18731	 p0610 479-47925 
Reproducibility of structural strength and 
stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spoilers 
[NASA-TN-78723] 	 pOOS7 879-12156 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives 
for airfoil spoiler motions
p0178 879-15085 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
rNASA-T p-1353]	 p0287 879-17809 
Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model 
(NASA-TP-1419]	 p0416 879-22038 
An investigation into the transient aerodynamics 
associated with . a spciler emerging into a 
uniform airstream 
(80-219]	 p0431 879-23046 
SPRAY NOZZLES 
Comparative nozzle study for applying aqueous film 
forming foam on large-scale fires 
[AD-A058562]	 p0105 879-13064 
SPRAYED COATINGS 
Development of a new flame sprayed erosion - 
resistant abradable coating system --- for gas. 
turbine engine parts 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-6]	 p0149 A79-19794 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal system for 
turbine gas path sealing 
(ASNE PAPER 78WA/GT7]	 p0149 479-19795 
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests 
(NLR-T877103U]	 p0709 879-32350 
SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
O PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
U SPRAYED COATINGS 
SPRAYING 
NT CROP DUSTING 
NT PLANE SPRAYING 
NT PLASMA SPRAYING 
SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION 
Design of a spread-spectrum navigation receiver 
/Navstar/
p0055 879-13248 
Spread spectrum modulation. I - Benefit resulting 
from application to an integrated system 
p0058 879-13274 
Spread spectrum modulation. II - Characteristics 
p0058 A79-13275 
Distributed time division multiple access /DTDNA/ 
- An advanced communication technique with
application to CCC and integrated CR1 
Command, Control, Communication and integrated 
Communication, Navigation, Identification 
p0058 879-13367 
SPRINGS (ELASTIC) 
Development of linear and non-linear hub springs 
for two-bladed rotors
p0344 A79-31171 
Design and development of a motion compensator for 
the ESRA main rotor control
p0427 N79-22541 
STABILITY	 - 
NT ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY 
NT AERO8YNAMIC STABILITY 
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY 
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY 
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY 
NI COMBUSTION STABILITY 
NT CONTROL STABILITY 
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY 
NT PLANE STABILITY	 - 
NT PLOW STABILITY - 
NI GYROSCOPIC STABILITY 
NT HOVERING STABILITY 
NT LATERAL STABILITY 
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY 
NT NOTION STABILITY 
NT ROTARY STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STATIC STABILITY 
NT STORAGE STABILITY 
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY 
NT THERMAL STABILITY 
STABILITY AUGMENTATION 
Active control --- aircraft systems 
-	 p0026 879-12534 
Analytical design of a high performance stability 
and control augmentation system for a hingeless 
rotor helicopter 
(AHS 78-271	 p0122 479-18153 
A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth 
handling qualities 
[AHS78-29]	 p0122 A79-18155 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control --- stability augmentation 
using manual control 
[NASA-CASE-LAN-12268-1] 	 p0367 1079-20136 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
[40-4063147]	 p0371 N79-20348 
STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
NT PITCHING MOMENTS 
NT ROLLING MOMENTS 
NT YAWING MOMENTS 
Aerodynamic force and moment on oscillating 
airfoils in cascade 	 - 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1811 	 p0011 879-10812 
Determination of the dynamic derivatives of 
lengthwise and side movement with the mobile 
oscillating derivative balance and systematic 
studies of the influence of several parameters 
on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel 
testing 
(DGLR PAPER 78-115) 	 p0061 879-14073 
Stability and pressure ieasurements in the Naval
Surface Weapons Center hypervelocity tunnel 
-	 p0074 879-15664 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments --- in high performance 
aircraft design
p0074 879-15665 
Hethod of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, 
and crbssed aerodynamic derivatives of an 
aircraft at subsonic velocities
p0127 879-18385 
Lift, moment and pressure distribution on cambered 
airfoil in generalized sinusoidal flow 
perturbations
p0138 A79-19313 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0400] 	 p0148 879-19710 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 879-20118 
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	 STARTERS 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number. 
I - Pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
ASHY PAPER 79-GT-111]	 p0393 A79-32386 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation --- aircraft 
stability 
[AIAA 79-16381	 p0567 A79-45318 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a I-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 879-50165 
A computer program for aircraft identification and 
derivative extraction
p0644 879-50306 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
pofqS *79-50433 
AFPTC parameter identification experience --- Air 
Force Plight Test Center aircraft flight testing 
p0645 *79-50434 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to dynamic stability 
derivatives 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1621] 	 p0688 A79-52546 
Plight-determined stability and control 
derivatives for the F-ill Tact research aircraft 
(NASA-TP-1350]	 p0038 879-10068 
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the 
determination of stability and control derivatives 
[RASA-TB-72858]	 p0095 879-12096 
Air Force Flight Test Center experience in the 
identification of stability and control 
parameters from dynamic flight test maneuvers 
p0177 879-15074 
Nonlinear parameter identification and its 
application to transport aircraft
p0177 879-15078 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
90178 879-15080 
The use of panel methods for stability derivatives 
p0178 879-15081 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p017e #79-15082 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability derivatives 
for airfoil spoiler motions
p0178 879-15085 
Aircraft stability characteristics at high angles 
of attack
p0179 879-15089 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic
cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 879-15094 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to variations in 
dynamic stability parameters
p0180 #79-15095 
The estimation of lateral-directional aerodynamic 
derivatives at subsonic speeds
p0215 879-15909 
A review of methods for obtaining subsonic 
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives 
p0215 879-15910 
Transonic/supersonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives --- prediction methods in aircraft 
design
p0215 879-15911 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic derivatives 
stability and control estimates for aircraft 
design
p0216 879-15913 
Stability and control derivative estimates 
obtained frcm flight data for the Beech 99 
aircraft 
(NASA-TM-728631	 p0367 879-20134 
A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
model at Bach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
[AD-A070192]	 p0665 879-31156 
STABILITY TESTS 
NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS 
NT WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS 
Design, analysis, and testing of a new generation 
tail rotor 
(AilS 79-571	 p0633 A79-49107 
STABILIZATION 
NT SPIN STABILIZATICN 
Investigations for the calculation of robust 
control systems --- aircraft control, sensor
failure 
[ESA-TT-488]	 p0048 879-11076 
Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System BK6 Mod 3 
stabilization circuit board test specifications 
[AD-A059786]	 p0161 879-14075 
A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing 
engine pressure ratio feedback signals 
NASA-CASE-LAR-12562-1]	 p0367 879-20135 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 879-30216 
STABILIZED PLATFORMS 
8-3* antenna pedestal turntable
p0019 *79-11923 
Considerations on optimal self-alignment of 
gyrostabilized platforms
p0068 A79-14671 
STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS) 
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
The aerodynamic effectiveness of Split flare 
stabilizers 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0093]	 p0141 *79-19529 
Advanced composite 727 elevator and 737 stabilizer 
programs
p0188 *79-20873 
Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount 
stabilizer in flight under icing conditions 
[FYAP-A-396]	 p0233 879-16845 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stabilators 
(AD-A062691)	 p0364 879-20110 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Bach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
[AD-A062377]	 p0369 879-20175 
STABLE OSCILLATIONS 
A new analytic method for the study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 *79-41767 
STAGNATION PRESSURE 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 *79-13982 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-24]	 p0195 *79-22330 
STALLING 
J85-CAN-15 comoressor stall and flameout 
investigation
p0646 *79-50441 
Systems development of a stall/spin research 
facility using remotely controlled/augmented 
aircraft models. Volume 1: Systems overview 
(NASA-CB-145351]	 p0180 879-15101 
STANDARDIZATION 
NT COMMONALITY (EQUIPMENT) 
Modular Avionics Packaging (NAP) 
[AD-A059637]	 p0163 879-14093 
Standard avionic module study 
[AD-A0613 1*9]	 p0233 879-16846 
Avionics standardization potential analysis 	 - 
(AD-A066138)	 p0485 879-23958 
STANDARDS 
RICA standards - Improved specs. and regulations 
in avionics equipment
p0477 *79-39919 
The economic impact of revised gaseous emission 
regulations for commercial aircraft engines 
(PB-286772/9]	 p0181 879-15486 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft: Technical overview, definitions 
and basic waveforms
90297 879-18246 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
tAD-1067242]	 p0595 879-29197 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 2: Data validation 
procedures 
(AD-A067243)	 p0595 879-29198 
STANDS 
U SUPPORTS 
STARFXGBTER AIRCRAFT 
U P-104 AIRCRAFT 
STARLIFTER AIRCRAFT 
U c-141 AIRCRAFT 
STARTERS 
NT ENGINE STARTERS 
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STARTING 
Problems involved in starting and shutdown of gas 
turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical aspects 
p0587 879-28565 
STATE EQUATIONS 
U EQUATIONS OF STATE 
STATE VECTORS 
Design of proportional-plus-integral controllers 
for multivariable systems
p0281 A79-28223 
Parameter and state estimation applicable to 
aircraft identification problem
p0561 P.79-83946 
STATIC AEBODTNAIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept forward 
wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel 
(NASA-TN-78739)	 p0580 879-28138 
STATIC DEPORIATION 
Deformation of a shell under the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow
p0529 P.79-43174 
STATIC DISCHARGERS 
Aircraft static charging testing 
fONERA, TB 80. 1978-110)	 p0258 P.79-26130 
Electric charging of helicopters --- aircraft 
hazards and static dischargers for accident 
prevention 
(BNVG-FBWT-78-7]	 p0297 879-18278 
An investigation into the noise interference 
problems at Logan Airport, Boston 
tAD-A07205 7 ]	 p0710 879-32817 
STATIC ELECTRICITY 
Static electricity phenomena - Theory and problems 
-- aircraft hazards 
•
	
	
p0683 P.79-511147 
Static electricity hazards in aircraft fuel systems 
(AD-A061450]	 p0240 879-17012 
Summary report of the lightning and Static 
Electricity committee 
STATIC LOADS 
Determination of the natural freuency of an 
airship model 
(AlAP. 79-1582)	 p0524 P.79-42402 
A-10 static structural test program 
[AD-A071782]	 p0715 879-33192 
STATIC PRESSURE 
Construction and calibration of pitot-static systems 
p03 445 A79-31564 
Conversion of wing surface pressures into 
normalized lift coefficient 
(SAN PAPER 7905671 	 p0452 P.79-36707 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow 
characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
(NASA-TM-79134]	 p0886 879-23969 
STATIC STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 P.79-37295 
Aerodynamic development of a small horizontal tail 
for an active control relaxed stability 
transport application 
[AIAA 79-1653]	 p0568 P.79-45327 
F-16 flight control system redundancy concepts 
(AIAA 79-17711	 p0572 A79-451400 
A study of longitudinal controllability and 
stability requirements for small general 
aviation airplanes 
[AD-A0601167)	 p0175 879-15058 
STATIC TESTS 
Aircraft structural reliability prediction based 
on dynamic- loads and ultimate strength test data 
p0076 P.79-16111 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
(ABS 78-42]	 p0123 P.79-18165 
Reduction of rotor-turbulence interacticn noise- in 
static fan noise testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0656] 	 p0270 P.79-26925 
Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0631)	 p0317 A79-28963 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 P.79-31957 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust 
deflector 
(P.IAA PAPER 79-12851	 p0471 P.79-39020 
Operation and test of composite horizontal 
stabilizer for the Sikorsky Spirit helicopter 
[ABS 79-45]	 p0632 A79-49097 
Boundary conditions for pollution abatement of 
fast cook-offs and static tests 
(AD-A061093]	 p0242 879-17362 
Effect of several geometric parameters on the 
static internal performance of three 
-nonaxisyniaetric nozzle concepts 
(NP.SA-TP-1468] 	 p0538 879-26022 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
senispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermixing nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
(NASA-TN-73236)	 p0590 879-29144 
STATICS 
	
!4T ELECTROSTATICS 	 - 
STATIONS 
NT CREW STATIONS 
NT GROUND STATIONS 
NT WEATHER STATIONS 
Master plan flight service station automation 
program 
(AD-P.052001/5) 	 p0381 879-21036 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
NT ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
NT FACTOR ANALYSIS 
N! PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
NT STATISTICAL CORRELATION. 
NT STATISTICAL TESTS 
Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines 
p0028 P.79-12950 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 P.79-13955 
Statistical evaluation of reverser influence on 
bypass turbojet engine parameters in the forward 
thrust regime
	
-	 p0069 P.79-14850 
Statistical estimation of economic life for 
aircraft structures 
[AIP.A 79-07611 -	 p0283 A79-28275 
Statistical analysis of aircraft maneuvering data-
(P.IAA 79-0741)	 p0319 A79-29013 
Determination of sample size in flight loads 
programs --- for aircraft structures - 
p0561 P.79-44454 
Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load 
spectra
p0563 A79-414463 
Statistical diagnostics of aircraft engines 
p0601 P.79-46996 
A statistical analysis of selected human factors 
involved in aviation safety 
[AD-A059284]	 p0O89 879-12052 
Airport improvement task force delay study: Data 
collection, reduction and analysis	 - 
[AD-1056201]	 p0096 1179-12099 
Annual review of aircraft accident data, U.S. air 
carrier operations, 1977 
(P8-287423/8]	 p0160 879-14053 
Tower airport statistics handbook, calendar year 
1977 
[AD-A060217-]	 p0180 879-15099 
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US 
general aviation, calendar year 1977 
p0217 879-15925 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil 
Aviation issue number 5 - 1976 accidents 
[14TSR-!A-77-3]	 -	 p0217 879-15926 
Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft, US general aviation, 
1977 
[NTSB-ANH-78-18]	 p0290 879-17834 
Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-19]	 p0290 1179-17835 
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSR-ANM78-20]	 p0290 879-17836 
Probabilistic analysis of air carrier accidents 
p0296 N79-18078 
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	 STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Safety hazard of aircraft icing
p0881 N79-23916 
Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover noise 
adjustment procedures for different weather 
conditions 
[NASA-TP-1430]	 p0491 N79-24773 
Forcasting the quantitative characteristics of 
aircraft icing 
(HLL-TRANS-1364-(9022.549) )
	
p043 N79-24971 
An experimental comparison of the readability of 
two digital altimeters 
fARL/SYS-NOTE-60]	 p0542 R79-26053 
STATISTICAL COBEELATICE 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Hk.T5 
[ARC-R/N-3824)	 p0220 N79-15956 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION PUNCTICNS 
The distribution pattern of Omega observations 
p0509 A79-40647 
STATISTICAL MECHANICS 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
(OGLE PAPER 78-181)	 p0151 119-20022 
STATISTICAL PROBABILITY 
U PROBABILITY THEORY 
STATISTICAL TESTS 
A critical-review of performance monitoring 
systems on the basis of the experience obtained 
from routine applications --- for aircraft engines 
[AIAA 79-70061	 p0327 A79-29381 
STATOR BLADES 
Rake induced time-variant aerodynamics including 
rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 A79-24218 
Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator 
blades as calculated and measured in bind tunnel 
[ONERA, TP 50. 1979-25]	 pb329 A79-29397 
mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
[ANNE PAPER 79-GT-9]	 p0339 A79-30507 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-55]	 p0391 A79-32350 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a stator 
row including the effects of airfoil camber 
[ASRE PAPER 79-GT-110]	 p0392 A79-32385 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine 3: Effect of stator vane end clearances 
on performance 
(NASA-TM-789561	 p0103 N79-13049 
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a 
two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan 
(NASA-TP-1409)	 p0234 R79-16852 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/stator relative circumferential positioning 
on blade wake transport and interaction 
(AD-A067969)	 p0543 N79-26060 
STATORS 
Asymmetric stator interaction noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0638)	 p0318 A79-28965 
Measurement of heat-transfer rate to a gas turbine 
stator 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-119)	 p0399 A79-32935 
The mOnorotor gas turbine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1230)	 p0470 179-38994 
Digital simulation of a three-phase generator 
p0616 A79-48618 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine. 2: Effects of variable 
stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
[NASA-TN-78993]	 p0292 R79-17859 
STEAD! FLOW 
NT HARTMANR PLOW 
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady 
flow past finite-span wing
p0316 A79-28846 
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
(AIAA 79-1456)	 p0565 A79-145261 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 A79-47009
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, 
including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel 
spanning wing
p0359 879-20059 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 N79-23112 
STEAD! STATE 
Correlation of experimental and theoretical 
steady-state spinning motion for a current 
fighter airplane using rotation-balance 
aerodynamic data 
[AD-A058142]	 p0091 879-12069 
Steady state behaviour of a cable used for 
suspending a sonar body from a helicopter 
[ARL/AERO-REPT-149]	 p0372 N79-20400 
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 W79-27176 
STEELS 
NT HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium 
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications 
p0442 N79-23242 
Collected engineering data sheets, Air Force data 
sheet program --- airframe materials 
[AD-8070665]	 p0705 579-32201 
Environment load interaction effects on crack growth 
(AD-R071660]	 p0721 N79-33504 
STEEP GRADIENT AIRCRAFT 
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT 
STEERABLE ANTENNAS 
Small lightweight electronically steerable 
cylindrical antenna successfully utilized in an 
air traffic management system
p0614 A79-48597 
STEEPING 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 A79-33614 
STELLAR DOPPLER SHIFT 
U DOPPLER EFFECT 
STEREOGE RPM! 
U STEPEOPHCTOGAAPHT 
STER ED PH OTOGE AP BY 
Numerical studies of conversion and transformation 
in a surveillance system employing a multitude 
of radars, part 2 --- advanced air traffic 
control services 
(AD-A072086]	 p0709 1479-32415 
Numerical studies of conversion and transformation 
in a surveillance system employing a multitude 
of radars, part 1 --- advanced air traffic 
control services 
[AD-A072085]	 p0710 579-32416 
STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY 
U STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY 
STEREOSCOPIC VISION 
Stereovisual reconnaissance system 
STEREOSCOPE 
NY STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY 
Parametric analysis of stereometric tracker for 
use in tactical aircraft 
[AD-A064688]	 p0421 N79-22086 
STERILIZATION EFFECTS 
NT THERMAL DEGRADATION 
STERNS 
U APTEREODIES 
STIFF STRUCTURES 
U RIGID STRUCTURES 
STIFFERIEG 
Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in 
a stiffened sheet
p0 150 A79-20007 
Structural stiffening of transmission housings 
with metal matrix materials 
[AIAA 79-0806)	 p0283 119-28287 
STIFFNESS 
The fibre composite helicopter blade
p0535 119-43712 
Evaluation of stiffness and damping coefficients 
for fluid-film bearings
p0585 879-28367 
STIFFNESS MATRIX 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique. based on stiffness matrix 
eigenmodes 
[AIAA 79-0748]	 p0282 119-28263 
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NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
{AD-A066038]	 p0484 1179-23951 
STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES 
NT ARGON LASERS 
NT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS 
NT CARBON MONOXIDE LASERS 
NT CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS 
NT HELIUM-NEON LASERS 
NT INFPARED LASERS 
NT LASERS 
NT PULSED LASERS 
NT RING LASERS 
NT SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 
NT SOLID STATE LASERS 
NT TAG LASERS 
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
NT RANDOM PROCESSES 
Stochastic Response Secondary Surveillance Radar 
/5. N. S.S. R./
p0003 A79-10341 
High angle of attack flight control using 
stochastic model reference adaptive control 
p0070 A79-15020 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0238] 	 p0144 A79-19613 
Separation and collision risk in air traffic control 
p0207 R79-23858 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. I 
p0462 A79-38118 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in an 
Air Force reparable item process: A model of 
aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0093 N79-12082 
Nonlinear stochastic control design for gas 
turbine engines 
[AD-A065075]	 p0423 N79-22103 
STOKES FLOW 
Optimization of body shape at small Reynolds numbers 
in Stokes flow
p0059 A79-13944 
STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS) 
Particle trajectories in turbine cascades 
p0535 P.79-43679 
STOL AIRCRAFT 
U SNORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
STORABLE PROPELLANTS 
NT AIRCRAFT FUELS 
STORAGE 
Quantification of the storage logistics thermal 
environment --- envircnniental criteria for 
ordnance
p0195 P.79-22162 
STORAGE BATTERIES 
NT NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
STORAGE STABILITY 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
p0324 A79-29121 
Method of determining precipitates formed during 
use and storage of synthetic oils --- for 
supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines 
p0324 A79-29124 
Preventing fires in airport fuel systems 
p0408 A79-34923 
Changes in the quality of T-6 fuel upon prolonged 
storage
p0623 A79-48858 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
EAD-A0590281	 p0100 1179-13021 
Stability characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels 
from alternative sources 
[BETC/RI-78/23)	 p0489 1179-24178 
Continuation study of alternate fuels nitrogen 
chemistry 
[AD-A069011]	 p0597 R79-29359 
STORAGE TANKS 
Preventing fires in aviation fuel storage and 
transport systems. II
p0536 A79-43734 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: 
Warm weather conditions 
(AD-A069339)	 p0597 1179-29364 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3: 
Cold weather conditions
(AD-A070818)	 p0720 1179-33339 
STORES 
NT HAILSTORMS 
NI STORMS (METEOROLOGY) 
NT THUNDERSTORMS 
STORES (METEOROLOGY) 
NI HAILSTORMS 
NT THUNDERSTORMS 
Echo interpretation of severe storms on airport 
surveillance radars 
[AD-A061085]	 p0240 1179-17123 
Evaluation of the Ryan Stormscope as a severe. 
weather avoidance system for aircraft 
p0297 N79-18229 
STRAIGHT WINGS 
U RECTANGULAR WINGS 
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRAIN ENERGY METHODS 
Evaluation of the practical aspects of vibration 
reduction using structural optimization techniques 
EARS 79-21]	 p0628 A79-49074 
STRAIN FATIGUE 
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS) 
STRAIN GAGES 
Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the YP-12A wing
p0259 P.79-26400 
On the status of experimental stress analysis of 
parachute canopies
PO404 P.79-33646 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Mk.T5 
(APC-R/M-3824)	 p0220 N79-15956 
Strain gage system evaluation program 
[RASA-CR-159486]	 p0307 1179-19314 
STRAIN SOFTENING 
U PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
STRAFES 
Plow patterns and aerodynamic characteristics of 
wing with strake 
[RIAP. PAPER 79-18771	 p0610 A79-47928 
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
Performance analysis of a particularly simple 
Kalman filter --- for strapdown inertial 
navigation system
p0027 A79-12610 
Comparison of typical gyro-errors for strapdown 
applications
p0067 A79-14662 
Inertial measuring unit for strapdown application 
p0068 P.79-14663 
Inertial technology and reliability --- for 
navigation systems
p0082 A79-16584 
Technological evolution of inertial navigation for 
aircraft
p0334 A79-29760 
Navigation at high latitudes
p0534 P.79-43514 
Guidance law design for tactical weapons with 
strapdovn seekers 
[AIAA 79-1732]	 p0571 A79-45376 
Microcomputer applications in strapdown heading 
and attitude reference system
p0614 A79-48606 
Transfer alignment for precision pointing 
applications --- in inertial navigation systems 
p0619 A79-48679 
Automatic test software for calibrating strapdovn 
systems	 -
p0620 A79-118689 
A deterministic investigation of strapped down 
navigation system accuracy
p0621 P.79-48695 
Application of instrument rotation in the 973 
standard inertial navigation system
p0621 A79-48696 
Rapid reaction time techniques for a strapdown 
navigator employing electrostatic gyro technology 
p0621 P.79-48697 
The implementation and application of a sensor 
interfacing unit for strapdown inertial systems 
ENAL-TR-532]	 p0230 1179-16821 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and

control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 N79-20016 
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A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdovn simulator program. Volume 1: 
Introduction and summary 
(AD-A062807] p0381 879-21037 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 2: 
Analytical development 
(AD-A062808]	 p0381 879-21038 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 3: Program 
and description and users guide 
[10-1062809]	 p0381 879-21039 
A new baseline for the inertial navigation 
strapdown simulator program. Volume 4: program 
listings 
[AD-A062810]	 p0381 879-21040 
Error model verification for a three axis laser 
gyro strapdown inertial measurement unit 
(AD-A064047]	 p0419 879-22072 
Design and testing of a redundant skewed inertial 
sensor complex for integrated navigation and 
flight control
p0655 879-30202 
STRATOFOBTRESS AIRCRAFT 
0 8-52 AIRCRAFT 
STRATOSPHERE 
A comparison of temperatures and winds reported by 
the Concorde SST with data obtained from 
rawinsonde and satellite
p01944 A79-21991 
Monitoring stratospheric winds with 
Concorde-generated infrasound
p0574 179-46225 
Aircraft air pollution, volume 3. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0645/6]	 p0722 879-33650 
STEATOTANKER AIRCRAFT 
U c-135 AIRCRAFT 
STREAMLINE PLOW 
0 LAMINAR FLOW 
STREAMLINED BODIES 
IT PAIRINGS 
The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties 
internal wave elimination 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0273] 	 p0144 179-19636 
STREAMLINING 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
p0019 A79-12138 
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow 
past a profile
p0021 179-12205 
STREAMS 
IT GAS STREAMS 
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 
0 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY) 
IT ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
STRESS ANALYSIS 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 A79-11370 
The implementation and practical verification of a 
superposition method for the solution of elastic 
crack problems
p0075 179-15769 
Stress-peen straightening of complex machined 
aircraft parts
p0214 179-24254 
Large plastic deformation analysis of impulsively 
loaded curved frames 
(AIAA 79-0784]	 p0322 A79-29028 
Friction damping of rescnant stresses in gas 
turbine engine airfoils 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-109]	 p0392 A79-32384 
Improving turbine efficiency --- aerodynamic and 
stress analyses for gas turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-176]	 p0395 A79-32436 
On the status of experimental stress analysis of 
parachute canopies
p0404 179-33646 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-1DA 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1192] 	 p0468 179-38977 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1193] 	 p0468 179-38978
IC? life prediction for a flight-by-flight load 
sequence of a turbine disc --- Low Cycle Fatigue 
p0534 179-43600 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, 
Ga., November 14-15, 1977
p0561 179-44451 
Flight spectra development for fighter aircraft 
p0562 A79-44459 
Flight-by-flight spectrum development --- sequence 
stress analysis for aircraft structures 
p0562 A79-44460 
Methods of gust spectra prediction for fatigue 
damage
p0563 179-44461 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter 
aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack 
p0563 A79-44462 
Test simulation of fighter aircraft maneuver load 
spectra
p0563 179-144463 
Developments in gear analysis and test techniques 
for helicopter drive systems 
(ASME PAPER 79-DE-15] 	 p0604 A79-47654 
Simplified analysis spectrum for joints exposed to 
complex continuously varying stresses 
aerospace structures 
(1111 PAPER 79-18081	 p0606 179-47892 
Designing with experimental mechanics 
three-dimensional photoelastic analysis of 
helicopter components 
CANS 79-11]	 p0627 179-49063 
Local buckling and crippling of I, Z and channel 
section struts 
(ESDD-78020]	 p0090 879-12060 
Experimental measurement of parachute canopy 
stress during inflation 
[AD-A058474]	 p0099 879-13011 
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional 
stress analysts of hollow fan blades for 
aircraft jet engines 
[NAL-TB-533]	 p0241 879-17261 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel metal throat liners 
(10-1062318]	 p0368 879-201143 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 879-20415 
Three-dimensional photoelastic stress analysis of 
the dovetail region of the TF-30 turbine 
engine's third-stage fan 
[10-1063300]	 p0384 879-21079 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
(AGABD-cP-248]	 p0551 879-27148 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques
p0552 N79-27151 
Some theoretical and experimental investigations 
of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor 
p0553 B79-27158 
Boundary-integral equation analysis of an advanced 
turbine disk rim slot
p0553 N79-27161 
Technical evaluation report on the 52nd Symposium 
of the Propulsion and Energetics on Stresses, 
Vibrations, Structural Integration and Engine 
Integrity (Including Aeroelasticity and Flutter) 
(AGARD-AR-133]	 p0584 879-28181 
Investigation of stress-strain history modeling at 
stress risers, phase 2 
(AD-A069162)	 p0588 879-28620 
The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 
2024-T3 Alclad 
(NRL-TR-78064-U]	 p0598 879-29544 
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and - 
design system. Volume 5: System demonstration 
problems 
(NASA-CB-159045]	 p0676 879-31624 
STRESS CALCULATIONS 
U STRESS ANALYSIS 
STRESS CONCENTRATION 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 179-14848 
Overstress testing of helicopter transmissions 
CARS 78-50]	 p0124 179-18173 
Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in 
a stiffened sheet 
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P0150 879-20007 
Stress-intensity factors for a wide range of 
semi-elliptical surface cracks in 
finite-thickness plates
p0316 879-28890 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial radial 
compressor impellers using the framework method 
finite element method and descriptive geometry 
p0309 979-19391 
Stress intensity factors in third-stage fan disk 
of the tF-30 turbine engine 
[80-80621031	 p0365 979-20119 
Fracture --- stress intensity and metal fatigue in 
aircraft structures
p0372 979-20411 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0372 979-20413 
Effects of geometric variables on stress intensity 
factors for crack gages 
[AD-A068631]	 p0558 979-27533 
Residual surface strain distributions near holes 
which are coldworked to various degrees 
[AD-A068396]	 p0598 979-29550 
STRESS CORROSION 
.T STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 
Hot salt stress corrosion studies 
[AD-A068402]	 p0596 979-29300 
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies
p0111 879-17018 
Residual strength of a cracked lug --- stress 
corrosion cracking of aluminum alloy lags 
[ARL/STRUC-NOTE-442]	 p0039 979-10845 
Introduction to fracture mechanics --- crack 
initiation and stress corrosion cracking of 
aircraft structures
p0372 979-20410 
STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRESS NEASURENENT 
NT I RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT 
Processing a randcm loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0027 879-12535 
On the Status of experimental stress analysis of 
parachute canopies
p0804 879-33646 
A second series of exploratory acoustic fatigue 
tests using a shaker 
[NLR-TR-78002-U]	 p0242 979-17270 
Strain gage system evaluation program 
rNASA-cR-159486]	 p0307 979-19314 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 979-20420 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials -- hy personic heating 
simulation 
[NASA-TN-72865]	 p0546 N79-27088 
Residual surface strain distributions near holes 
which are coldworked to various degrees 
[80-8068396]	 p0598 979-29550 
STRESS RELIEVING 
Decreasing stress concentrations in structures 
made of high-strength materials
p0020 A79-12145 
STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTH 
U CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH 
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS 
A variational theorem for laminated composite 
plates of nonlinear materials and applications 
to postbnckling
p0494 N79-24977 
STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION 
U STRESS CONCENTRATION 
STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS 
U STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS 
Cost benefits from improved hot section life 
prediction technology --- for aircraft engine 
combustor and turbine parts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1154]	 p0467 879-38963 
LCF life prediction for a flight-by-flight load 
sequence of a turbine disc --- Low Cycle Fatigue 
p0534 879-43600
Investigation of stress-strain history modeling at 
stress risers, phase 2 
[#11-8069162]	 p0588 N79-28620 
STRESSES 
NT CRITICAL LCADING 
NT RESIDUAL STRESS 
NI SHEAR STRESS 
NT TENSILE STRESS 
NT THERMAL STRESSES 
NT TORSIONAL STRESS 
NT VIBRATIONAL STRESS 
The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, 
realistic edge conditions, curvature and 
in-plane panel stresses on the noise reduction 
characteristics of general aviation type panels 
(NASA-CE-1574521
	 p0599 N79-29958 
STRINGERS 
Reduction of cabin noise during cruise conditions 
by stringer and frame damping 
[AIAA PAPER 78-504]	 p0315 A79-28611 
STRIP TRANSMISSION LINES 
NT MICEOSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES 
An 1FF antenna with superior sidelobe and backlobe 
suppression characteristics
p0247 879-24718 
STROUHAL NUMBER 
Peak Stronhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number
p0406 879-34537 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
NT DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
NT ENERGY METHODS 
NT EQUILIBRIUM METHODS 
NT FLUTTER ANALYSIS 
NT MATRIX METHODS 
NT STRAIN ENERGY METHODS 
cyclic linkage of finite elements with application 
to aircraft structural analysis 
[IA? PAPER 78-213] 	 p0016 879-11294 
Wind tunnel simulation of wind-structure 
interactions
p0114 A79-17606 
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem 
p0127 A79-18550 
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at subsonic 
and supersonic speeds 
[8188 PAPER 79-0404) 	 p0148 879-19713 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-181]	 p0151 879-20022 
Towards a realistic structural analysis/design 
system --- computerized aircraft design 
p0 199 879-22946 
Adaptive approximations in finite element 
structural analysis --- for aircraft components 
p0199 A79-22951 
Divergence of forward swept composite wings 
AlAN 79-0722]	 p0282 879-28255 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 
eigemmodes 
[AIAA 79-0748]	 p0282 A79-28263 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
A status report 
[AIAA 79-0780]	 p0321 #79-29024 
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- improved 
computer systems programming approach for 
aircraft structural analysis 
[AlAN 79-0737]	 p0324 A79-29051 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled 
gas turbine blades 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-19]	 p0341 #79-30553 
A computational scheme for structural influence 
coefficients of certain planar wings 
p0407 A79-34597 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques 
[AlAN PAPER 79-1193] 	 p0468 A79-38978 
Partially variable area turbine nozzle 
[AlAN PAPER 79-1227] 	 p0469 A79-38992 
Structural loads due to gusts on semibuoyant 
airships 
AlAN 79-1581]
	
p0522 A79-42384 
Systematization of simple structural elements of a 
regulated gas turbine engine nozzle
p0526 A79-42555 
Deformation of a shell under the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow 
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p0529 179-43174 
The structural effects and detection of variations 
in Hercules 3501-51 and Avco 5505 resin systems 
p0530 A79-43261 
Service fatigue loads monitoring, simulation, and 
analysis; Proceedings of the Symposium, Atlanta, 
Ga., November 14-15, 1577
p0561 A79-44451 
Some observations on four current subjects related 
to aeroelastic stability
p0602 A79-47093 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 A79-493113 
Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
D0689 A79-52718 
Wing center section optimization with stress and 
local instability constraints
p0694 179-53771 
Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings 
p0696 A79-514051 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled 
gas turbine blades 
(NASA-TM-789E31.
	
p0049 879-11433 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
forced response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
p0098 879-12998 
Vehicle Design !valuaticn Program (VDEP). A 
computer program for weight sizing, economic, 
performance and mission analysis of 
fuel-conservative aircraft, multibodied aircraft 
and large cargo aircraft using both OP and 
alternative fuels 
[NASA-C9-145070]	 p0100 879-13026 
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional 
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for 
aircraft jet engines 
(NAL-TR-533)	 p0241 879-17261 
Turbomachinery flutter: Introductory concepts 
p03O7 879-19353 
Industrial Centrifugal Ccmpressors, Volume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VOL-2)	 p0309 879-19389 
Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft 
structures 
fAGARD-LS-971	 p0012 879-20409 
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 879-20419 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[.NASA-TM-728621 	 p0376 879-20989 
Development of Integrated Programs for 
Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD): Reference 
design process 
[NASA-CB-2981)	 p0382 879-21044 
Failures in adhesively bended structures 
p0444 879-23454 
Lov-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 879-23890 
Some new airfoils
p0480 879-23896 
ANALYZE: Analysis of aerospace structures with 
membrane elements 
[AD-A0656331	 pO491 879-24379 
Aeroelastically conformable rotor mission analysis 
[AD-ft067338]	 p0495 879-24985 
User's guide: Computer program with interactive 
graphics for analysis of plane frame structures 
(CPEANE) 
[AD-A067349]	 p0503 879-25428 
Stresses, vibrations, structural integration and 
engine integrity (including aeroelasticity and 
flutter) 
(AGARD-CP-248]	 p0551 879-27148 
Structural analysis of a gas turbine impeller 
using finite-element and holographic techniques 
p0552 879-27149 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft 
turbine engines 
[10-1069440]	 p0662 879-30555 
Nodal interpolation program, L215 (INT!FP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CR-2847)	 p0702 879-32164 
Structural life prediction and analysis technology 
(AD-A010935]	 p0721 879-33483 
STRUCTURAL BEAMS 
0 BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
Conference on Helicopter Structures Technology, 
Moffett Yield, Calif., November 16-18, 1977, 
Proceedings
p0013 179-10903 
Structural design flight maneuver loads using 
POP-10 flight dynamics model
pOO13 A79-10905 
A study of structural concepts for low radar cross 
section /LRCS/ fuselage configurations 
p0013 179-10908 
The use of 3-D finite element analysis in the 
design of helicopter mechanical components 
p0013 A79-10909 
Boeing Vertol bearingless main rotor structural
design approach using advanced composites 
p0015 A79-10920 
Decreasing stress concentrations in structures 
made of high-strength materials
p0020 A79-12145 
Application of optimization techniques in 
engineering design --- computerized structural 
design
p0025 179-121404 
An overview of airfield pavement design 
p0063 A79-14140 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing 
structure
p0070 179-14876 
Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a 
supercooled droplet production system for 
research on icing
p0114 A79-17595 
Integration of nondestructive testing methods into 
design for structural integrity assurance 
p0136 179-18694 
Aerodynamic development of a high pressure leading 
edge blowing boundary layer control system 
[hAl PAPER 79-0116)	 p0141 A79-19542 
A multi-disciplinary approach to structural design 
for stochastic loads 
rAlAl PAPER 79-02381	 p0144 179-19613 
Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern 
structural designs 
[DGLR PAPER 78-176] 	 p0151 179-20018 
Effect of CFRP technology on structural design and 
fatigue behavior of modern fighter aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 78-179] 	 p0151 179-20020 
The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, Fl, at 
OOIERA's Fauga-Nauzac Center 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-51)	 p0155 A79-20112 
Towards a realistic structural analysis/design 
system --- computerized aircraft design 
p0199 119-22946 
Application of fracture mechanics to design --- Book 
p0273 A79-26980 
Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials 
Conference, 20th, St. Louis, Mo., April 14-6, 
1979, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads 
p0282 179-28251 
SUN lecture - Introduction of new SON technology 
into production systems --- Structures, Dynamics 
and Materials technology in aircraft design 
[lilA 79-0719]	 p0282 179-28252 
Reroelastic tailoring studies in fighter aircraft 
design 
[AAA 79-0725]	 p0282 179-28257 
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for 
composite high aspect ratio wings 
(AIAA 79-0126)	 p0282 179-28258 
Structural development of the Modernized Chinook 
helicopter transmission gearing 
[AIAA 79-0728]	 p0282 A79-28260 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
[lilA 79-0757]	 p0283 179-28272 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
[lilA 79-07241	 p0283 A79-28290 
A generalized modal shock spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
[LIlA 79-0745]	 p0320 179-29017 
Hugoniot pressure loading in soft body impacts 
of aircraft 
(1111 79-07821	 p0321 A79-29026 
Research needs in aerospace structural dynamics 
[lilA 79-0826]	 p0323 179-29042 
Calculation of wings of variable sweep 
p0348 179-32047 
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Design and testing of two supercritical compressor 
cascades 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-11)	 p0390 879-32330 
A new high product rate 10 nanosecond, 256 point 
correlator --- for weapon system applications 
and fluid mechanics research
p0405 179-314305 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 879-35717 
Design description of a four-place business jet 
using two 98-19 engines 
[SIR PAPER 790580] 	 p0453 879-36715 
A starter for gas turbine engines
p0459-A79-36797 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the 
design of turbomachinery 
[8188 PAPER 79-1231]	 p0470 879-38995 
Canadair Challenger --- business jet subsystems 
and structural design
p05C7 879-40313 
State of. the art in aircraft loads monitoring 
p05E1 879-44453 
Highlights of the C-141 service life monitoring 
program
p0562 879-44457 
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for 
Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage 
AIfl PAPER 79-1805]	 p0606 879-47890 
Composite helicopter tail booms 
(ABS 79-91 p0627 879-49061 
Design and development of a hybrid composite rotor 
blade for the circulation control rotor system 
(ABS 79-463	 p0632 879-49098 
Design and development of the Agusta A 109 
helicopter
p0639 179-49815 
Wing center section optimization with stress and 
local instability constraints
p0694 879-53771 
Optimal design of wing structures with 
substructuring
p06914 879-53773 
Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on 
aircraft wings
p0694 879-53871 
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes 
designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow 
(NASA-TP-1375]	 p0215 879-15903 
Design outline for a new multiman ATC simulation 
facility at NASA-Ames Research Center 
p0244 879-17501 
Turbomachinery flutter: Introductory concepts 
p0307 879-19353 
The design and development of high performance 
combustors
p0308 N79-19380 
Design of multistage ccnpressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
p0309 879-19390 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines 
(RASA-TM-79100]	 p0353 879-20008 
Application of numerical optimization to the 
design of advanced supercritical airfoils 
p0357 879-20049 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design 
p0358 879-20054 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
transonic airfoil wind tunnels
p0358 879-20058 
Numerical design of shockless airfoils 
[NASA-CR-158439]	 p0359 879-20065 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional objects 
helicopter design
p0374 879-20762 
DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication 
system
p03714 879-20763 
Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
Flight, part 1 --- ccnferences 
[RASA-CP-2065-PT-1] 	 p0385 879-21422 
Hypersonic structures: An aerodynamicist's 
perspective, or one man's dream is another man's 
nightmare
p0385 879-21423
Design problems of small turbomachinery 
p0422 879-22097 
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium 
turbines for high temperature reactors 
p0423 879-22098 
The design of models and their supports, the Evans 
clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of the 
various proposals --- the design of high 
Reynolds number, transonic wind tunnels 
p0439 879-23110 
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 B79-23890 
Optimum tail plane design for sailplanes 
p0479 879-23892 
Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
and control
p0480 879-23895 
Some new airfoils
p0480 879-23896 
Design of propellers for motorsoarers
p0480 879-23903 
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity 
analysis and structural optimization 
[10-1065935]	 p0484 879-23949 
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with 
substructuring 
[10-1065936]	 p0484,3179-23950 
The application of structured design and 
distributed techniques to avionics information 
processing architectures
p0505 879-25991 
7. new facility for structural engine testing 
p0554 879-27173 
Wing design, body design, high lift systems and 
flying qualities with introduction
p0579 879-28125 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind tunnel models 
r ONERA-NT-1978-6]
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The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - !AH-64
p0013 179-10904 
Impact of operational issues on design of advanced 
composite structures for Army helicopters 
p0013 179-10907 
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy 
pOO13 179710910 
Thermal design of airborne radars - Present and 
future
pOO18 179-11919 
Quality index for an iterative process of 
optimizing long-range aircraft parameters 
p0020 179-12152 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings
p0020 179-12163 
Aircraft manufacturing quality assurance 
p0069 879-14868 
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics 
of composite airframe structures 
(ABS 78-51]	 p0124 879-18174 
Progress on the ERSIP approach to improved 
structural integrity in gas turbine engines - An 
overview --- Engine Structural Integrity Program 
(ASME PAPER 78-VA/GT-13]	 p0150 179-19800 
Radome design/fabrication criteria for supersonic 
EN aircraft --- HP-ill
p0209 179-24091 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite structures 
-	
p0211 179-24131 
Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume 
production 
[SAP PAPER 781000] 	 p0255 879-25883 
Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport 
aircraft structures 
[SAP PAPER 781021] 	 p0256 179-25896 
Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for 
helicopter rotor structures
p0273 879-26986 
Accelerated basic loads analysis --- improved 
computer systems programming approach for 
aircraft structural analysis	 - 
[hAl 79-0737]	 p0324 A79-29051 
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	 STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 
Experimental verification of program ERASH - A 
mathematical model for general aviation 
structural crash dynamics 
(SEE PAPER 790589]	 p0459 A79-36723 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1189]	 p0468 A79-38976 
British civil airworthiness requirements for 
airships 
(AIAA 79-16001	 p0523 A79-42399 
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout 
Helicopter /ASH/ 
[ASS 79-19]	 p0628 A79-49072 
Certification of composites in civil aircraft 
CARS 79-143)	 p0632 A79-49095 
Design criteria for airline operation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1849]	 p0634 A79-49337 
The feasibility of modern dirigibles 
[ONERA, ER NO. 1979-93) 	 p0636 A79-89541 
Hovercraft skirt design requirements
p0640 A79-49907 
Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk
p0640 A79-449909 
Structural concepts and experimental 
considerations for a versatile high-speed 
research airplane 
(NASA-TM-787 443)	 p0162 879-14080 
Summary report of the Aircraft Design Committee 
•	 p0244 879-17430 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. Part 1: 
Selections of the aero-design parameters 
p0307 879-19351 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. Part 2: 
Aero-mechanical considerations, testing and 
operation
p0307 879-19352 
Flow modelling and aerodynamic design techniques 
for centrifugal compressors
p0308 N79-19386 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design --- computerized design 
p0309 1179-19388 
Development testing of stages for centrifugal 
process compressors
p0309 879-19392 
Turbocharger design and development --- technology 
assessment and design optimization
p0309 879-19393 
Fracture Mechanics Design Methodology --- aircraft 
structures 
[AGERD-LS-97]	 p0372 1179-20409 
Design of heavy sections --- fracture mechanics of 
plate or forged airframe components
p0373 1179-20416 
Design of redundant structures --- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
commercial transport aircraft
p0373 1179-20418 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions 
[NASA-CF-158522]	 p0421 879-22087 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
[AD-A069548)	 p0584 1179-28187 
Design considerations for reliable FEW flight 
control
p0659 879-30231 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design options study 
(AD-A070376]	 p0669 879-31201 
HiMAT structural development design methodology 
aeroelastic tailoring of the canard And wing 
box and distributed load tests 
[NASA-C8-144886)	 p0705 879-32197 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
[NASA-CR-3141]	 p0717 879-33209 
STRUCTURAl. DYNAMICS 
U DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
Structural adhesives and bonding; Proceedings of 
the Conference, El Segundo, Calif., March 13-15, 
1979
p0696 A79-54226 
A feasibility study for development of structural 
aluminum alloys from rapidly solidified powders 
for aerospace structural applications
(AD-A061428)	 p0238 1179-16958 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 and 
AZ 74.61 die forgings 
(MLR-MP-77040-U]	 p0239 879-16968 
Dynamic structural analysis with substructures 
(AD-A065937)	 p0490 1179-24378 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
[NASA-TM-7-5501] 	 p0673 1179-31230 
STRUCTURAL FAILURE 
Finite element analysis of fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft components
p0075 A79-15794 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial 
Lecture!
p0118 A79-18004 
Analytical life estimation for helicopter components 
[DGLR PAPER 78-195) 	 p0184 A79-20495 
The role of metallurgy in aircraft accident 
investigation and litigation
p0198 A79-22710 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
p0316 A79-28891 
Probability that the propagation of an undetected 
fatigue crack will not cause a structural failure 
[AD-A057335]	 p0049 1179-11439 
Structural area inspection frequency Evaluation 
(SAIFE). Volume 2: Description of simulation 
logic 
[AD-A059689)	 p0171 4479-15026 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Nk.T5 
(ANC-R/N-3824)	 p0220 879-15956 
STRUCTURAL FATIGUE 
U FASIGUE (MATERIALS) 
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
An application of ground vibration test results to 
calculate aeroelastic stability and control 
parameters 
(AIAA 79-0830]	 p0323 179-290146 
A computational scheme for structural influence 
coefficients of certain planar wings 
p0407 A79-34597 
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS 
U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS 
NT BEAMS (SUPPORTS) 
NT ROY BEAMS 
NT CANTILEVER REAMS 
NT ELASTIC PLATES 
NT FLAT PLATES 
NT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES 
NT ORTUCTROPIC PLATES 
NT PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS) 
NT REINFORCED PLATES 
NT SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER) 
NT STRAKES 
NT STRINGERS 
NT STRUTS 
NT TRUSSES 
NT WING PANELS 
Error localization in turbojet engines through
determination of the characteristics of 
structural members --- German thesis 
p0515 A79-41827 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
(RASA-CE-3110]	 p0313 1179-19815 
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine 
structures
p0386 N79-21428 
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY 
Damage-tolerant design of the YUH-61 A main rotor 
system
pOO13 A79-10911 
Aircraft structural reliability prediction based 
on dynamic loads and ultimate strength test data 
p0076 A79-16111 
Reliability of aircraft structures
p0082 A79-16583 
Fatigue strength of airplanes and modern 
structural designs 
(DGLR PAPER 78-176)	 p0151 A79-20018 
Determination of the fatigue strength of heavily 
stressed components of the Alpha-Jet 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1771	 p0151 A79-20019 
Crack free and cracked life of the pressurized 
cabin of the A 300 8 - Calculation, tests and 
design measurements to improve damage tolerance 
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p0156 179-20119 
Material and process control - Aircraft integral 
fuel tanks
p0210 179-24122 
Commercial parachutes -- from safety standpoint 
[1111 79-0458]	 p0264 179-26661 
Fracture mechanics and fail-safe design for 
helicopter rotor structures
p0273 179-26986 
Crashworthiness tests cm model aircraft fuselage 
structures 
[lilA 79-0688]	 p0275 179-27354 
Design against fatigue - Current trends --- for 
aircraft structural reliability 
(lilA 79-0689)	 p0275 179-27355 
Factors affecting residual strength prediction of 
a cracked aircraft structure
P0284 179-28380 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
0316 179-28691 
Aircraft design and strength /2nd revised and 
enlarged edition,' --- Russian book
p0463 179-38140 
Derivation of flight-by-flight spectra for fighter 
aircraft --- stress analysis for ground attack 
p0563 179-44462 
Reliability analysis for optimum design 
applied to offshore drilling and aircraft 
structures
p0691 A79-53070 
Damage tolerance in practice --- aircraft safety 
and stress measurement
p0373 N79-20420 
Structural properties of adhesives, volume 1 
[AD-A065500)	 p0488 879-24155 
Build 1 of an accelerated mission test of a TF41 
with block 76 hardware 
[AD-A068595]	 p0583 879-28179 
STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY 
U STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
NT SHELL STABILITY 
Relative pavement bearing strength requirements of 
aircraft 
[SAD PAPER 780568]	 p0006 179-10415 
Thermal stability of ribbed sheet systems 
p0019 179-12137 
Approximate solution of some boundary value 
problems on aircraft structural integrity 
p0022 179-12234 
An aeromechanical stability analysis for 
bearingless rotor helicopters 
[IRS 78-21]	 p0121 A79-18147 
Examination of the air resonance stability 
characteristics of.a Learingless main rotor 
[ABS 78-221	 p0121 179-18148 
Sikorsky S-76 analysis, design, and development 
for successful dynamic characteristics 
[ABS 78-23]	 p0121 179-18149 
An experimental study cf coupled rotor-body 
aeromechanical instability of hingeless rotors 
in hover
p0130 179-18656 
Flap-lag stability with dynamic inflow by the 
method of multiblade coordinates --- for rotor 
deflections in forward flight 
(1111 79-0729)	 p0319 179-29003 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support systems 
[lilA 79-0732]	 p0319 179-29006 
An application of ground vibraticn test results to 
calculate aeroelastic stability and control 
parameters 
11111 79-0830]	 p0323 179-29046 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculations 
[ATAA 79-07721
	 p0324 179-29050 
Experimental investigation of the endurance of 
airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
p0346 179-31716 
Effective rigidity of a thin-walled beam 
D0348 179-32051 
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities ma 
linear cascade wind tunnel 
(ONERA. TP
 NO. 1979-61	 p0390 179-32296 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-112]	 p0393 179-32387
Some observations on the local instability of 
orthotropic structural sections
pO400 179-33461 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the 10-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 A79-38136 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. II 
p0513 179-41751 
A new analytic method for the study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 179-41767 
Some observations on four current subjects related 
to aeroelastic stability
p0602 179-47093 
Developments in gear analysis and test techniques 
for helicopter drive systems 
(ASNE PAPER 79-DE-151
	 p0604 179-47654 
Dynamics requirements for an Advanced Scout 
Helicopter /ASE/ 
[IRS 79-19]	 p0628 179-49072 
Chemical analysis of structural adhesives and 
resins for composites
P0696 179-54232 
Mechanical characterization of structural adhesives 
p0696 179-54238 
Dynamic stability of a two-blade rotor 
p0085 879-11999 
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight 
p0376 879-20983 
1-10 static structural test program 
[10-1071782]	 p0715 879-33192 
STRUCTURAL STRAIN 
Bibliography on the fatigue of materials, 
components and structures. Volume 2 - 1951-1960 
Book
p0192 179-21725 
Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet
	 - 
fuel-injection strut
p0386 879-21427 
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION 
NT BENDING VIBRATION 
NT FLUTTER 
NT PANEL FLUTTER 
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER 
NT TORSIONAL VIBRATION 
NT TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
Automatic resonance condition maintenance during 
multipoint flight vehicle vibration excitation 
p0069 179-14869 
The RSRA Active Isolation/Rotor Balance System 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0130 179-18654 
Finite element dynamic analysis of production 
aircraft --- for rotor induced helicopter 
airframe vibrations
p0130 179-18655 
Fluid-structure interaction dynamics in fuel cells 
aircraft vibrational analysis 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0237]
	 p0145 179-19674 
Statistical influence of size and configuration 
on fatigue strength of structural members of 
transport aircraft 
[DGLR PAPER 7.8-1811	 p0151 179-20022 
Prediction methods in aeroelasticity 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-491	 p0152 A79-20079 
Engineering studies of aircraft hydraulic drives 
Russian book
p0185 179-20671 
Vibration and flutter investigaticns of aircraft

with special nonlinear structural properties 
p0207 179-24073 
A finite element subvolume technique for 
structural-borne interior noise prediction 
in aircraft 
(kIll PAPER 79-0585]	 .	 p0267 179-26882 
Dynamic response analysis of an F-15 Fast Pack 
optical system installation --- structural 
vibration under flight environment 
[AIAA 79-0788]	 p0322 179-29032 
Structural parameter identification from measured 
vibration data --- for digital simulation of 
multiple shaker test 
(hAl 79-0829]	 p0323 A79-29045 
Vibration measurements on planetary gears of 
aircraft turbine engines 
(AIAA 79-7012]	 p0328 179-29387 
Acoustic simulation of the flight vibration 
environment 
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p0335 A79-29859 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
p0341 879-30558 
On the balancing convergence of flexible rotors, 
with special reference to asymmetric rotors 
p0345 879-31390 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
[ASNE PAPER 79-UT-10B)	 p0392 479-32383 
The time-variant aerodynamic response of a' stator 
row including the effects of airfoil camber 
[ASH! PAP!! 79-UT-10]	 p0392 A79-32385 
Model verification of force determination for 
measuring vibratory loads --- of rotors on 
helicopters
pO450 879-36379 
An experimental study of propeller-induced 
structuralvibration and interior noise 
[SAE PAPER 7906251 	 p0458 179-36753 
Designing with damping materials to reduce noise 
and structural fatigue --- of aircraft components 
(SAP PAPER 790631)	 p0458 879-36758 
A new analytic method for che study of classic 
helicopter ground resonance
p0514 879-41767 
Sew methods for ground-testing aeronautical 
structures 
[ONEPA, TP NO. 1979-471 	 p0534 A79-43620 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
[ARS 79-18]	 p0628 A79-49071 
Evaluation of the practical aspects of vibration 
reduction using structural optimization techniques 
[ARE 79-21]	 p0628 A79-49074 
An approach for estimating vibration 
characteristics of ncnuniform rotor blades 
p0639 A79-49718 
INACT - Interactive test data analysis --- with 
minicomputers
p0895 A79-50430 
Effect of structural parameters on the flap-lag 
response of a rotor blade in forward flight 
(AD-A060331]	 p0159 879-14036 
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 10, no. 9 
p0240 879-17046 
Noise and vibration problems: Outline notes 
p0579 879-28124 
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and 
design system. Volume 5: System demonstration 
problems 
[NASA-CR-159045]	 p0676 879-31624 
Large amplitude response of complex structures due 
to high intensity noise 
[AD-A071401]	 p0721 879-33505 
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
The effects of latest military criteria on the 
structural weight of the Hughes advanced attack 
helicopter - YAH-64
p0013 A79-10904 
Application of gradient methods to the optimal 
design of components of load-bearing structures 
for aircraft minimum weight design 
p0020 479-12144 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
p0279 A79-27737 
The evaluation of the weight of engine 
installations on transport aircraft
p0461 479-37827 
Computerized systems analysis and optimization of 
aircraft engine performance, weight, and life 
cycle costs 
[NASA-TN-79221]	 p0599 N79-29938 
STRUTS 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0637]	 p0270 A79-26923 
Local buckling and crippling of I, Z and channel 
section struts 
(ESDU-78020)	 pOC90 879-12060 
Locking redundant link 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11900-1] 	 p0168 879-14382 
Thermostrnctural analysis of a scramjet 
fuel-injection strut
p0386 v79-21427 
Investigations of interference effects in a wind 
tunnel caused by a model support strut on a
reflection plane mounted half model 
[FFA-T8-AU-1335:2]	 p0548 1479-27109 
SOBCIRCUITS 
U CIRCUITS	 - 
SUBLATTICES 
U LATTICES (MATHEMATICS) 
SUBMERGED BODIES 
Helicopter underwater escape trainer (905) 
p0313 879-19665 
SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT 
Propulsion cycle and configuration commonality 
considerations for subsonic V/STOL design 
[ASH! PAPER 78-GT-881	 p0007 179-10764 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-1211	 p0009 819-10789 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
[CONF-771215-1]	 p0067 879-14431 
Positive tail loads for minimum induced drag of 
subsonic aircraft
p0080 479-16494 
Technology for future air transports 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0529]	 p0253 A79-25853 
Development of modern airfoil sections for high 
subsonic cruise speeds 
[AIAA 79-0687]	 p0275 A79-27353 
Structural aluminum materials for the 1980s 
[AIAA 79-0755]	 p0282 879-28270 
Aeroacoustic design of the Prop Fan 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0610)	 p0317 879-28960 
Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic 
V/STOL 
(ASH! PAPER 78-GT-57) 	 p0398 879-32934 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor program 
at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 879-25012 
High Reynolds Number Subsonic Aerodynamics 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-16]	 p0579 879-28119 
Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft 
p0579 879-28120 
SUBSONIC PLOW 
Calculation of effect of viscosity on nonseparated 
subsonic flow past a wing with flap
p0022 179-12240 
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations 
p0023 A79-12366 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
(CNERA, TP NO. 1978-81)	 p0060 A79-13991 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
cascade of turbine blades	 - 
p0083 A79-16792 
On the noise emitted by cold subsonic coaxial jets 
p0117 479-17767 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on 
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0135]	 p0142 879-19554 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flapped wings 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0343]	 p0146 A79-19678 
Effect of spanwise blowing in the angle-of-attack 
regime alpha equals 0 plus 90 deg 
CONERA, TP NO. 1918-801 	 p0152 A79-20083 
Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Each no. 
0.8 
[SIR PAPER 780997] 	 p0255 879-25881 
Flight effects on subsonic jet noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0616]	 p0317 879-28961 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculations 
[AIAA 79-0772]	 p0324 879-29050 
On the design of thin subsonic airfoils 
p0329 879-29052 
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity 
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at 
high subsonic speed 
(AIAA 79-7033]	 p0331 879-29419 
The finite element method for turbomachinery 
analysis --- subsonic compressible flow 
p0335 879-29840 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
(45MB PAPER 79-GT-51) 	 p0341 879-30527 
Subsonic base pressure fluctuations
p0342 879-30610 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow 
through turbomachine blades of any geometry 
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p0345 A79-31247 
Peak Stroulial frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number
pO4O6 A79-34537 
A finite element approach to subsonic aerodynamics 
p0411 A79-35777 
Experimental investigation of the aercdynamic drag 
of simple bodies in two-phase flow
.pO529 A79-43172 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
pO529 A79-43223 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges 
p1535 A79-43710 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
[AIAA 79-1667]	 pO568 A79-45333 
Trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1503]	 pO575 A79-46697 
subsonic flow past an oscillating cascade with 
finite mean flow deflection 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1516 1	 pO576 A79-46704 
Peak Stroubal frequency of subsonic jet noise as a 
function of Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1525]	 pO576 A79-46709 
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1534]	 p0577 A79-46715 
The calculation of non-linear aerodynamic 
characteristics of wings and their wakes in 
subsonic flow
p06O2 A79-47099 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 A79-48503 
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep 
wino 
f ONERA, TP NO. 1979-102]	 p0623 A79-48849 
Influence of the ellipticity of the inlet section 
of an S-shaped air intake on the uniformity of 
the outward flow --- for aircraft engines 
p0686 A79-52128 
Vortex effects for canard-ving configurations at 
high angles of attack in subsonic flow 
(NASA-TM-785431	 pO158 N79-14022 
outlet air angle prediction for subsonic flow 
cascades
p03O5 N79-18997 
A comparison of panel methods for subsonic flow 
computation 
(AGARD-AG-2411	 p0362 N79-20088 
Numerical optimization techniques for bound 
circulation distribution for minimum induced 
drag of nonplanar wings: Basic formulations 
[NASA-CR-3154]	 p0482 N79-23924 
Alternate subsonic low-cost engine 
(AD-A067277)	 pO542 N79-26058 
Calculation of pressure distribution for a 
wing-body combination at subsonic Mach numbers 
r FFA-IN-AU-1091 ] 	 pO548 N79-27110 
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
subsonic and supersonic flow 
[AD-A067586]	 pO561 N79-28149 
The computation of vortex flows by panel methods 
pO587 N79-28482 
SUBSONIC FLUTTER 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
CAIAA PAPER 79-02831	 p0144 A79-19643 
Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
(DGLR PAPER 78-2291	 p0183 A79-20480 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store 
flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft 
CAIAA 79-0791] -	 p0322 A79-29035 
Effect of interblade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-153]	 p0394 A79-32418 
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on 
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of a ving-fuselage configuration 
with a 44 deg swept wing 
(NASA-TP-1351]	 p0099 N79-13002 
SUBSONIC SPEED 
Method of calculating the longitudinal, lateral, 
and crossed aerodynamic derivatives of an 
aircraft at subsonic velocities
pO127 A79-18385
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at subsonic 
and supersonic speeds 
CAIAA PAPER 79-0404)
	 p01Q8 A79-19713 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 A79-20088 
Simplified calculation method for subsonic 
airloads on ving-body combinations
p05O7 A79-40200 
The estimation of lateral-directional aerodynamic 
derivatives at subsonic speeds
p0215 B79-15909 
A review of methods for obtaining subsonic 
longitudinal aerodynamic derivative^ 
p0215 B79-15910 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from 
pressure plotting tests 
[REPT-18]	 p0377 B79-20999 
Self stabilizing sonic inlet 
rNASA-CASE-LEW-11890-1)
	 pO493 N79-24976 
Aerodvnamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime 
(AD-A0671221 ,	 p0538 N79-26025 
Engine performance considerations for the large 
subsonic transport
p0551 W79-27139 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept forward 
wing --- in the Langley 7x10 ft high speed tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78739)	 p0580 N79-28138 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-wing concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7- 
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-80057]	 p0649 N79-30147 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattice method, L216 (DUBFLEX). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
(NASA-CR-2850]	 p0664 N79-31148 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, L216 (DUBTLX). Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CR-2849]
	 p07O2 N79-32163 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at 
subsonic speeds --- Langley V/STOL tunnel tests 
(RASA-TP-1533]	 p0712 N79-33164 
Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 
1: Summary 
rNASA-CR-132558]	 p0717 B79-33207 
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of 
active controls concepts for subsonic transport 
aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159148]	 p0718 P79-33217 
SUBSORIC WIND TUNNELS 
A general correction method of the interference in 
2-4imensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls 
pOO12 A79-10867 
Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very 
high temperature models in a closed subsonic 
wind tunnel
pO114 A79-17594 
Computation of aerodynamic interference effects on 
oscillating airfoils with controls in ventilated 
subsonic wind tunnels 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0346]	 p0146 A79-19679 
Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
0	 pO154 A79-20111 
The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, F1, at 
0 19ERA-s Fauga-Mauzac Center 
IONERA, TP NO. 1978-511	 pO155 A79-20112 
ONERA wind tunnels --- Fauga pressurized subsonic 
and CEPT transonic induction operations 
p0189 A79-21192 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0552]	 p0254 A79-25863 
The new European subsonic aerodynamic testing 
facilities --- aircraft wind tunnels 
rONERA, TP NO. 1979-971	 p0516 A79-42066 
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Dynamic windtunnel simulation of active control 
systems
p0659 879-30233 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley •7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-CR-159120]	 p0663 879-31143 
A low-velocity airflow calibration and research 
facility 
(PB-294501/2)	 p0674 879-31237 
SUBSTITUTES 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics --- military 
aircraft 
[AD-A066983]	 p0501 W19-25244 
SUBSTITUTION 
U SUBSTITUTES 
SUBSTRUCTURES 
Optimal design of wing structures with 
substructuring
p0694 A79-53773 
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity 
analysis and structural optimization 
[AD-A065935]	 p0484 879-23949 
SUBTROPICAL REGIONS 
U TROPICAL REGIONS 
SUCTION 
Stability of three-dimensional compressible 
boundary layers over wings with sucticn 
(AIAA PAPER 79-02651	 p0144 179-19631 
Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered 
general aviation aircraft
p0214 A79-24304 
Experiments on tandem diffusers with 
boundary-layer suction applied in between 
[NASACR-158951]	 p0286 879-17803 
Semidirect computation of three-dimensional 
viscous flows over suction holes in laminar flow 
control surfaces 
[NASA-CE-159017]	 p0378 879-21005 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
[NASA-TP-1452]	 p0423 879-22099 
SUB AVIATION AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
Why the ALAT chose the 'Gazelle/Hot' /SA-342 8/ as 
antitank helicopter
p0083 A79-16976 
SUITS 
NT PRESSURE SUITS 
SULFUR 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in fuels 
p0189 A79-21222 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
tAD-40603221	 p0181 879-15203 
SULFUR COMPOUNDS 
NT SULFURIC ACID 
NT 'IHIOLS
_
 
SULFURIC ACID 
Accuracy of determination of aromatic hydrocarbon 
content in jet fuels by the sulfuric acid method 
p0324 A79-29120 
SUPER SABRE AIRCRAFT 
U F-100 AIRCRAFT 
SUPEBALLOYS 
U HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS 
SUPERCHARGERS 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continental Motors TSIO-360-C engine 
[SAE PAPER 790607] 	 p0459 A79-36760 
Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for 
turbochargers 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1911 	 p0563 A79-44794 
Turbocharger design and development --- technology 
assessment and design optimization
p0309 879-19393 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors 'TSIO-360-C engine 
(NASA-TM-79121]	 p0374 879-20528 
Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and head 
distribution under full- and part-load conditions 
rRTS-116131	 p0490 879-24342 
SUPERCHARGING 
U SUPERCHARGERS
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS 
Air Force applications of lightweight 
superconducting machinery --- in airborne power 
sources
p0279 A79-27666 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
System considerations for airborne, high power 
superconducting generators
p01814 A79-20548 
SUPERCONDUCTORS 
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 A79-26966 
SUPERCOOLING 
Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a 
supercooled droplet production system for 
research on icing
p0114 A79-17595 
SUPERCRITICAL FLOE 
Vortex system at the nose part of a fuselage model 
at supercritical angles of attack and different 
Reynolds numbers	 -
p0021 A79-12199 
Flow of ideal gas in tapering nozzles
p0127 A79-18398 
The prediction of supercritical pressure 
distributions on blade tips of arbitrary shape 
over a range of advancing blade azimuth angles 
for helicopter rotors
p0128 A79-18639 
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using 
generalized coordinates 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00121	 p0138 A79-19477 
Tinsteady airloads in supercritical transonic flows 
(AIAA 79-0767)	 p0321 A79-29021 
Computation of supercritical compressor and 
turbine cascades with a design method for 
transonic flows 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-30] 	 p0340 A79-30516 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics
p0399 A79-33456 
Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over 
a NASA supercritical profile 
[NASA-CE-111888]	 p0215 879-15904 
Supercritical tests of a self-optimizing, 
variable-Camber wind tunnel model
p0357 879-20048 
SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES 
Analytical design of a contoured wind-tunnel liner 
for supercritical testing
p0351 879-19993 
Supercritical tests of a self-optimizing, 
variable-Camber-wind tunnel model
p0357 879-20048 
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0065]	 p0140 A79-19514 
Scale effects on supercritical airfoils 
p0154 A79-20110 
Research and development in the area of fluid 
mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal 
Republic of Germany 
[DGLR PAPER 78-223]	 p0183-A79-20481 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0351)	 p0201 A79-23550 
Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Mach no. 
- 0.8 
(SA! PAPER 780997] 	 p0255 A79-25881 
The DPVLR-F4 transonic wing as European test model 
p0512 A79-41234 
Supercritical airfoil boundary-layer measurements 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1501]	 p0575 179-46695 
Experimental measurements of shock/boundary-layer 
interaction of a supercritical. airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 79-14991	 p0603 A79-47345 
Flight comparison of the transonic agility of the 
F-111A airplane and the F-111 . supercritical wing 
airplane 
[RASA-TP-1368]	 p0104 879-13056 
The design of supercritical wings by the use of 
three-dimensional transonic theory 
(NASA-TP-1400)	 p0228 879-16804 
Delta method, an empirical drag buildup technique 
[NASA-CE-151971]	 p0285 879-17801
'I 
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Progress in transonic flowcomputations analysis 
and design methods for three-dimensional flows 
supercritical wings and wing-body combinations 
p0302 N79-18951 
In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and 
wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing 
p0352 879-20002 
Application of numerical optimization to the 
design of advanced supercritical airfoils 
p0357 879-20049 
Simulated propeller slipstream effects on a 
supercritical wing 
(NASA-CE-152138]	 p0498 879-25024 
An artificial viscosity method for the design of 
supercritical airfoils 
(NASA-CR-158840]	 p0580 879-28136 
Aerodynamic data for three supercritical airfoils: 
RAE(NPL) 9515 and 9530, and RAE 9550. Parts 1 
and 2 
(ABC-R/M-3820]	 p0703 879-32178 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical 
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
(NASA-TN-X-3250)	 p0712 879-33159 
SOPEBBIGH FREQUENCIES 
Precision 08! at L-band using phase-coded 
transmission
p0055 179-13245 
Modeling the I-band radar augmentation system of a 
high altitude supersonic target
p0247 A79-24715 
Evaluation of an F5/CV range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
p0448 A79-36086 
Combined X/Sa-band tracking radar
p0637 879-49565 
SUPENHYBRID MATERIALS 
NT GRAPHITE-EPDXY COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
SUPERIMPOSITION (MATHEMATICS) 
U SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS) 
SUPER MAGNETS 
U HIGH FIELD MAGNETS 
SUPERPLASTICITY 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the USAF/McDonnell RIATS program --- Built-up 
Low-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for F-15 
p0208 879-214082 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
[AIAA 79-0757)	 p0283 879-28272 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium 
helicopter airframe ccmponents 
[8115 79-33]	 p0630 879-49085 
Study of the applicaticn of superplastically 
formed and diffusion bonded (SPP/DC) titanium 
structure to laminar flow control (LYC) wing 
design 
[NASA-CR-158979]	 p0360 879-20070 
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion bonding 
of B-i components
p041I2 879-23251 
Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures 
p0442 879-23252 
SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS) 
The implementation and practical verification of a 
superposition method for the solution of elastic 
crack problems
p0075 879-15769 
SUPEEPRESSUR! BALLOONS 
The ATMOSAT Program 1975-78 --- manned 
superpressure balloon flights for atmospheric 
monitoring 
[AIAA 79-1608]	 p0524 A79-42399 
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT F-U AIRCRAFT 
NT F-S AIRCRAFT 
NT F-8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-lA AIRCRAFT 
NT F-iS AIRCRAFT 
NT F-16 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-17 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-100 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-104 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT FIBERFE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT 
NT NIG AIRCPAFT
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic 
characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle 
p0021 879-12182 
A parachute that goes up --- lift-devices for 
subsonic and transonic deliveries and recoveries 
[CONP-771215-1]	 p0067 879-14431 
Advances in supersonic configuration design methods 
[8118 PAPER 79-0233]	 p0145 879-19672 
Research and development in the area of fluid 
mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal 
Republic of Germany 
[OGLR PAPER 78-223] 	 p0183 A79-20481 
Impact of cruise speed on productivity of 
supersonic transports 
(8188 PAPER 79-0231]	 p02O3 A79-23570 
Development and flight test evaluation of fuel 
tank sealants for Mach 3+ aircraft
p021O A79-24124 
Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization 
to supersonic cruise aircraft design 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0652]
	 p0270 A79-26927 
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft 
(lIAR 79-0692]	 p0275 A79-27357 
Supersonic combat aircraft design 
AIAA 79-0699]	 p0276 A79-27363 
Structural aluminum materials for the 1980s 
[AIAA 79-0755]	 p0282 A79-28270 
Fuel tank sealant requirements for advance high 
performance aircraft 
(AIAA 79-0807]	 p0283 879-28288 
Method of determining precipitates formed during 
use and storage of synthetic oils --- for 
supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines 
p0324 A79-29124 
Aerodynamics of engine air intakes
p0342 A79-30582 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft 
!P-12 skin structures
p0529 A79-43243 
Rave propagation associated with wings --- three 
dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic aircraft
p0534 A79-43597 
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through non-linear aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1527)	 p0576 A79-46710 
Technique for developing design tools from the 
analysis methods of computational aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAgER 79-15291	 p0576 179-46711 
Historical development of worldwide supersonic 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1815]	 p0607 A79-117895 
Application of singular perturbation techniques 
/SPT/ and continuation methods for on-line 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0612 A79-47991 
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports 
on the environment
p0685 A79-51598 
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced 
supersonic fighter 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1813]	 p0685 A79-51707 
Preliminary study of optimum ducthnrning turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
[NASA-TN-79047]	 p0093 4179-12083 
An analytic theory of supersonic/hypersonic 
stability at high angles of attack
p0178 N79-15082 
Transonic airfoil codes
p0355 N79-20034 
Flight test techniques for a transonic aircraft 
p0377 879-20997 
High angle of incidence implications upon air 
intake design and location for supersonic cruise 
aircraft and highly maneuverable transonic 
aircraft
p011iS N79-22026 
Surface pressure data for a supersonic-Cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, 3.30 
(NASA-TM-80061]	 p0417 4479-22051 
SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0062]	 p0139 A79-19512 
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The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties 
internal wave elimination 
[AIAA PAPER 79-02731	 p0144 A79-19636 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0070)	 p0201 A79-23541 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0351]	 p0201 A79-23550 
Design of supersonic airfoils by numerical 
optimization
p9699 A79-54473 
General purpose computer program for interacting 
supersonic configurations. Users manual 
determining unsteady aerodynamic foreces 
(NASA-CE-145128]	 p0285 879-17798 
An off design shock capturing finite difference 
approach for caret waverider configurations 
(AD-A068819]	 p0581 R79-28156 
SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS 
The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in 
transonic turbine cascades
p0398 A79-32670 
Radiating laminar boundary layer flow over a flat 
plate at a large free-stream Mach number 
p0528 A79-142989 
Adverse pressure gradients effects on supersonic 
boundary layer turbulence 
[ATAA PAPER 79-15631 	 p0577 A79-46730 
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of 
finite thickness 
.(ILR-23]	 p0548 879-27103 
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unmixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic 82-air streams	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03551 	 p0146 A79-19686 
Ignition of liquid fuel lets in a supersonic air 
stream 
(AlA?. PAPER 79-12381	 p0470 A79-38997 
Validation of scramjet exhaust simulation 
technique at Mach 6 
(NASA-CR-3003]	 p0363 879-20104 
Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical 
missiles
p0387 N79-21437 
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach A and 7 of a 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet 
(AlA?. 79-70451	 p0330 A79-29413 
F&utoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to a 
supersonic airstream 
(AIR?. PAPER 79-1239) 	 p0475 A79-39818 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled scramjet 
[AIR?. PAPER 79-1482]	 p0574 A79-46686 
Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
fuel-injector for scranjet applications 
p0635 A79-49345 
Combustor modelling for scramjet engines 
p0689 A79-52675 
Thermal-structural design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
[NASA-CR-145368)	 p0173 R79-15045 
Airframe-integrated propulsion system for 
hypersonic cruise vehicles
p0385 879-21424 
Design and analysis of a scramjet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0386 N79-21426 
Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet 
fuel-injection strut
p0386 N79-21427 
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled engine 
structures
p0386 R79-21428 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scranjet 
(NASA-CE-31411	 p0717 R79-33209 
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0027 A79-12599 
Three-dimensional shock structures for 
transonic/supersonic compressor rotors 
[AlA?. PAPER 79-0043]	 p0139 A79-19496 
To the problem of starting and airfoil-shape 
optimization of the supersonic compressor cascade 
p0 185 A79-20566
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor 
cascades	 - 
ASM! PAPER 79-GI-11) 	 p0390 A79-32330 
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH 
Propulsion integration of a supersonic cruise 
strike-fighter 
(AlA?. PAPER 79-01003	 p0201 A79-23531 
Advanced supersonic technology and its 
implications for the future 
[AIAA 79-0694]	 p0276 A79-27359 
Twin jet noise shielding for a supersonic cruise 
vehicle 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0670]	 p0318 A79-28971 
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1814]	 p0684 A79-51247 
Theoretical evaluation of high-speed aerodynamics 
for arrow-wing configurations 
[RASP.-TP-1358]	 p0158 879-14023 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise 
airplane configuration at Mach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, and 3.30 --- Langley Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel test 
[NASA-Tfl-78792]	 p0158 979-14025 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
(NASA-TP-1366)	 p0226 879-16641 
Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium 
structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft 
(14ASA-CR-2744)	 p0298 N79-18320 
Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Mach 2.7 
cruise aircraft 
[RASA-TN-78732]	 p0388 R79-21868 
Noise and performance calibration study of a Mach 
2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-TM-80043]	 p0388 879-21869 
Jet noise and performance comparison study of a 
Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft 
(NASA-TN-80094)	 p0589 879-28982 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities of 
transport category aircraft 
[RASA-TM-80120]	 p0589 879-29141 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic 
performance of highly swept wings --- supersonic 
cruise aircraft research 
[NASA-TM-80142]	 p0701 879-32158 
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS 
The flow at the inlet and in the throat region of 
a plane supersonic air intake
p0190 A79-21420 
Ejector optimization 
[AD-A061251]	 p0240 879-17172 
SUPERSONIC DRAG 
Improved wave drag predictions using modified 
linear theory
p0191 A79-21523 
Method for studying experimentally the aerodynamic 
interference of small secondary structures with 
a lifting surface
p0324 A79-29096 
Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices 
[AlA?. PAPER 79-1872]	 p0635 A79-49341 
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of conical and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds 
•	 p0028 A79-12966 
Unconstrained supersonic cruise and maneuvering 
configuration concepts --- for long range 
air-ground and air-air missiles 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0220]	 p0144 A79-19606 
On the aerodynamics of hypersonic cruise vehicles 
at off-design conditions
p0153 A79-20088 
A model of external burning propulsion 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0358] 	 p0201 A79-23549 
Modeling the X-band radar augmentation system of a 
high altitude supersonic target
p0247 A79-24715 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0259 A79-26527 
Comparison of BTJES and TJE characteristics in 
supersoniè cruising flight --- Bypass Turbojet 
Engine
p0280 A79-27740 
Overall aerodynamic characteristics of caret and 
delta wings at supersonic speeds
p0601 A79-47012 
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Calculation of the pressure distribution over a 
slender wing in supersonic flow
po687 a79-52147 
Design and demonstration of a system for routine, 
boomless supersonic flights 
[FAA-ED-77-72]	 p0231 4479-16828 
Analysis of base-flow problems during powered 
supersonic flight
p0301 4479-18926 
SUPERSONIC FLOW 
Regimes of supersonic flow past thin wings 
p0021 179-12188 
Calculation of flow past conical bodies with 
• supersonic leading edges
p0022 179-12227 
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations 
-	
p0023 A79-12366 
Density changes and turbulence production in the 
expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at 
supersonic speed 
[ONERA, VP 440. 1978-153]	 p0053 179-13180 
optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows 
p0064 179-14200 
Calculation of supersonic flow past wings with 
consideration of tangential discontinnities shed 
from the edges within the scope of a model using 
a system of Euler equations
p0079 179-16372 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
fAIAA PAPER 79-00021	 p0138 179-19471 
Nigh speed smoke flow visualization for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(AIAI PAPER 79-0042)
	 p0138 179-19495 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03591	 p0147 179-19688 
Effect of injection angle on liquid injection in 
supersonic flow --- for increasing fuel jet 
penetration 
[hAl PAPER 79-0383]	 p0147 179-19700 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0153 A79-20101 
Influence of the transverse curvature of the lover 
surface on the conical supersonic flow field on 
a delta vehicle
p0191 A79-21635 
Experimental study on flow in a supersonic 
centrifugal impeller 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-2]	 p0195 179-22327 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
[hIll PAPER 79-0131] 	 p0200 A79-23517 
Investigation of cross flow shocks on delta wings 
in supersonic flow 
(hIll PAPER 79-0345]
	 p0202 179-23551 
Influence of fundamental parameters on the 
supersonic base flow problem in presence of an 
exhaust jet 
[lIlA PAPER 79-01331 	 p0204 179-23578 
Laminar boundary layer with foreign gas injection 
on a conical body
p0274 179-27203 
Attached shock regime at the edges of a conical wing 
p0316 179-28835 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
(AAA 79-07701	 p0321 179-29023 
Shock waves around bodies travelling at slightly 
greater than sonic speed
p0333 179-29659 
Facility for studying the action of unsteady 
supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane 
cascade
p0344 179-31143 
Analog simulation and its defining similarity 
criteria in the analysis of supersonic flows 
past wings
p0348 179-32032 
Time-variant aerodynamics of oscillating airfoil 
surfaces in a supersonic flowfield
p0406 179-34531 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 4479-41771 
The amplification factor in the two-dimensional 
interaction between a transverse sonic jet and a
supersonic flow
p0526 179742565 
Region of a plane pointed profile in supersonic flow 
p0528 179-43136 
Deformation of a shell under the influence of a 
supersonic gas flow
p0529 A79-43174 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver

for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
(hIll 79-11465]	 p0565 179-45269 
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 179-49456 
Comment on 'active flutter control using 
generalized unsteady aerodynamic theory' 
p0640 179-49873 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analog-criteria 
p0695 179-54036 
An improved supersonic, three-dimensional, 
external, inviscid flow field code 
[NASA-CR-3108]	 p0286 879-17807 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
[VTR-LE-268]	 p0288 4479-17819 
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta 
wings with sharp subsonic leading edges 
p0300 4479-18909 
Fluid mechanical refracting gas prism and 
aerodynamics of E - beam sustained discharge in 
supersonic flow, both applicable to laser 
technology 
[AD-A062390]	 p0371 4479-20374 
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method 
and applications to two-dimensional, transonic 
and supersonic flows
p0376 4479-20977 
Bumblebee program. Aerodynamic data. Part 1: 
Supersonic flow field, pressure field, and panel 
load data for validation of computational methods 
[NASA-CE-3114]	 p0378 4479-21009 
The generation, radiation and prediction of 
supersonic jet noise. Volume 2, appendix: 
Computer program listing 
[ADA064685]	 p0428 4479-22854 
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the 
trailing edge of transonic turbine blades 
p0443 4479-23426 
Theory of thin wing in a supersonic flow with 
consideration of the non-equilibrium state of 
excitation of oscillating degrees of freedom 
[AD-1065992]	 p0482 4479-23928 
Supersonic flow in the area of antisymmetric thin 
cruciform wings with supersonic leading edges in 
a horizontal plane, with consideration of flow 
separation on the edges 
[10-1065993]	 p0482 4479-23929 
Supersonic flow past conical bodies with nearly 
circular cross sections 
[AD-A068004]	 p0538 4479-26027 
Aeropropulsion systems test facility rake 
calibration test in tunnel A 
[10-1068975]	 p0556 4479-27189 
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
subsonic and supersonic flow 
[10-1067586]	 p0581 4479-28149 
SUPERSONIC FLOW INLETS 
U SUPENSONIC INLETS 
SUPERSONIC PLOTTER 
Supersonic unstalled fl-utter
p0027 179-12599 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0044] 	 p0139 179-19497 
Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
[DGLR PAPER 78-222] 	 p0183 179-20480 
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin 
orthogonal vibration modes 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-1261	 p0393 179-32395 
Nathematical model of the oscillatory cycle 
associated with nonsteady interaction of 's 
supersonic jet with a barrier
p0515 179-42007 
Supersonic unstalled flutter --- aerodynamic - 
loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion 
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(NASA-TM-79001)	 p0043 N79-11000 
Analysis of supersonic stall bending flutter in 
axial-flow compressor by actuator disk theory 
[NASA-TP-1345]	 p0099 1479-13003 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines
p0555 N79-27175 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation
p0555 79-27180 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 1479-27181 
SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the YF-12A wing
p0259 A79-26400 
SUPERSONIC INLETS 
Design of.tvo-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0067 A79-14517 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in 
supersonic inlets at angle of attack using a 
bicharacteristic method with discrete shock wave 
fitting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03791	 p0147 0.79-19698 
Diffusers for supersonic intakes - The dependence 
of conical diffuser performance on inlet flow 
conditions 
(LIlA 79-7027)	 p0329 A79-29399 
Effect of cooling of the central body on startup, 
separation of the flow at the intake and the 
throttling characteristics of air scoops at 
supersonic and hypersonic velocities 
p0688 A79-52438 
Interference of vortexes with shocks in airscoops 
- Dissipation of vortexes
p0688 A79-52445 
A computer program for the calculation of the flow 
field in supersonic mixed-compression inlets at 
angle of attack using the three-dimensional-
method of characteristics with discrete shock 
wave fitting 
[NASA-TM-78947]	 p0033 1479-10023 
A throat-bypass stability-bleed system using 
relief valves to increase the transient 
stability of a mixed-compression inlet -- TF-12 
aircraft inlet tests in the Lewis 10 by 10 ft 
supersonic wind tunnel 
(NASA-TP-1083]	 p0583 N79-28176 
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW 
The sound power spectrum of shock-free jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-05951	 p0269 A79-26918 
Mathematical model of the oscillatory cycle 
associated with nonsteady interaction of a 
supersonic jet with a barrier
p0515 A79-42007 
Dilatational model of noise from a moving jet in 
terms of arbitrary jet structure and observer 
motion
p0516 A79-142053 
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES 
Determination of ejector nozzle starting parameters 
p0068 A79-14847 
Convective heat exchange of gas-particle stream in 
flow passage of throttling device with vane-type 
turning element
p0280 A79-27742 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets (LILA PAPER 79-1526)	 p0602 0.79-47341 
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
Supersonic propeller noise in a uniform flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0348]	 p0146 A79-19681 
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at subsonic 
and supersonic speeds 
[LILA PAPER 79-01404)	 p0148 A79-19713 
Computer calculation of aerodynamic 
characteristics of aircraft at supersonic 
velocities
p0191 A79-21634 
High-performance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
[LILA PAPER 79-1871]	 p0610 0.79-47924 
Transonic/supersonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives --- prediction methods in aircraft 
design
p0215 N79-15911 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic derivatives 
stability and control estimates for aircraft
design
p0216 1479-15913 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-TP-1353)	 p0287 1479-17809 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel 
(NASA-TN-79167) 	 p0504 1479-25840 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
NT CCNCCRDE AIRCRAFT 
Summation of defects in the case of nonisothermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system components
p0020 A79-12164 
Advanced environmental cooling concepts for 
supersonic aircraft 
(RIME PAPER 78-ENAS-211 	 p0027 A79-12570 
Projected aircraft systems development 
(RAS PAPER 78-1914)	 p0189 A79-21278 
Impact of cruise speed on productivity of 
supersonic transports 
[LILA PAPER 19-0231)	 p0203 A79-23570 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale model 
of a supersonic transport concept in an anechoic 
flow facility 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0666]	 p0270 0.79-26920 
Modern concepts for design of delta wings for 
supersonic aircraft of second generation --- for 
drag reduction
p0561 A79-43993 
Supersonic transport aircraft noise, problems of 
noise reduction and establishment of standards 
p0643 A79-50237 
Inlet design studies for a Mach 2.2 advanced 
supersonic cruise vehicle 
[LIAA PAPER 79-18114] 	 p06814 A79-51247 
Aerodynamic design and analysis of the AST-200 
supersonic transport configuration concept 
[NASA-CR-159051]	 p0411 1479-22046 
Characteristics of the advanced supersonic 
technology AST-105-1 configured for transpacific 
range with Pratt and Whitney aircraft variable 
stream control engines 
(NASA-TN-78818)	 p01479 N79-23888 
SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transonic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 A79-24295 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning 
transonic turbine cascades 
ASNE PAPER 79-GT-37] 	 p0390 179-32342 
The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in 
transonic turbine cascades
p0398 0.79-32670 
Rolls-Royce RB.401-07 turbofan engine for business 
aircraft in the 1980's 
[SAE PAPER 790620) 	 p0457 A79-36148 
The flow through low cambered transonic turbine 
cascade
p0421 4179-22089 
SUPERSONIC WAKES 
An extension to the method of Garabedian and Korn 
for the calculation of transonic flow past an 
aerofoil to include the effects of a boundary 
layer and wake 
(ARC-R/!-3828)	 p0590 N79-29154 
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
The 1-4-1 system of jack movements for the 
flexible liners of supersonic wind tunnels 
p0261 A79-26594 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-129)	 p0394 179-32398 
An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying 
models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel 
p0412 A79-35925 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel metal throat liners 
[AD-A062318)	 p0368 N79-20143 
Wind tunnel 
[NASA-CASE-tAR- 10135-1) 	 p0384 N79-21083 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind tunnel models 
[ONERA-NT-1978-6)	 p0708 1479-32224 
SUPERSONICS 
Transformation of coordinates associated with 
linearized supersonic notions
p0156 A79-20206 
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Improved wave drag predictions using modified 
linear theory
p0191 A79-21523 
The determination of parameters of a chemically 
active magnetogasdynamic medium in the proximity 
of a wave. II
p0316 A79-28721 
Supersonic transport vis-a-vis energy savings 
(NASA-TN-75869)	 p0665 979-31163 
SUPPLYING 
Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views 
p0106 N79-13199 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
NT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS 
NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 
NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Support systems for advanced military electronics 
ATE design trends
p0023 A79-12305 
The logistics of life cycle cost --- in operations 
and support systems for fighter aircraft 
p02O5 A79-23628 
SUPPORTS 
NT PYLONS 
Elastomer mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbcmachinery 
EASER PAPER 79-GT-199] 	 p0398 A79-32914 
Balance and sting design for cryogenic wind tunnels 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-40] 	 p0473 A79-39089 
SUPPRESSORS 
NT ECHO SUPPRESSORS 
Infrared suppressor effect on T63 turbomhaft 
engine performance 
(NASA-TN-78970]	 p0045 N79-11043 
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES 
JTIDS modular design to use SAW devices --- Joint 
Tactical Information Distribution System for 
aircraft communications
p0064 A79-14247 
SURFACE COOLING 
Aerodynamic effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00481 	 p0139 A79-19501 
Drag reduction by cooling in hydrogen fueled 
aircraft
D0152 A79-20084 
Laminar flow stabilization by surface cooling on 
hydrogen fueled aircraft 
rAIAA PAPER 79-18633
	 p0610 A79-47920 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine and 
airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
P0386 979-21425 
Design and analysis of a scranjet engine 
regenerative cooled and airframe-integrated 
p0386 N79-21426 
Design and fabrication of a skin stringer discrete 
tube actively cooled structural panel 
p0386 H79-21430 
Design and anal ysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structural panel
p0386 579-21431 
Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0387 979-21434 
SURFACE CRACKS 
Stress-intensity factors for a wide range of 
semi-elliptical surface cracks in 
finite-thickness plates
p0316 A79-28890 
SURFACE DEFECTS 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0372 579-20413 
The effect of surface imperfections on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at 
moderate Reynolds numbers 
(80-217]	 p0431 N79-23048 
SURFACE DISTORTION 
Experimental investigation of the effect of 
surface discontinuity on step-backward flow 
p0273 A79-27000 
Effect of number of probes and their orientation 
on the calculation of several compressor face 
distortion descriptors 
(NASA-TM-72859]	 p0435 979-23087 
SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS 
Performance predictions for open ocean air cushion 
vehicles and surface effect ships
p0640 A79-49905
SURFACE FINISHING 
Aircraft manufacturing quality assurance 
p0069 A79-14868 
The comparative evaluation of prebond surface 
treatments for titanium --- military aircraft 
structures
p0209 A79-24086 
An automated system for phosphoric acid anodizing 
of aluminum alloys	 -
p0210- A79-24 107 
X-ray determination of internal stress states due 
to surface treatment of TiA16V8 and TiA16V6Sn2 
p0447 A79-36003 
Use of coatings in turbomachinery gas path seals 
p0046 979-11058 
Surface finishing --- adhesive bonding of plastic 
film to metal airfoir surfaces 
[N&SA-CASE-!SC-12631-3] 	 p0385 579-21183 
The nature of adhesion mechanisms and the 
influence of surface treatments on the behaviour 
of bonded joints
p0444 N79-23455 
SURFACE GEOMETRY 
Application of an interactive graphics system for 
the design and optimization of aircraft lifting 
surfaces
p0025 A79-12436 
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at subsonic - 
and supersonic speeds 
(AIAR PAPER 79-0804)	 p0198 A79-19713 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-182]	 p0396 A79-32441 
Numerical representation of aircraft geometry 
p0397 A79-32588 
Effects of upper surface modification on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA 63 sub 
2-215 airfoil section 
[RASA-TM-78503]	 p0158 N79-14024 
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
[NASA-T9-75377] 	 p0300 979-18914 
SURFACE INTERACTIONS 	 - 
U SURFACE REACTIONS 
SURFACE IONIZATION 
High frequency surface current and charge 
densities induced on aircraft by a plane 
electromagnetic wave 
AD-A059810]	 p0168 979-14298 
SURFACE LAYERS 
Radiation field of a conformal phased array of 
rotational-polarization elements situated on a 
surface of revolution
p0398 A79-32734 
SURFACE NAVIGATION 
Sea-air rescue and offshore aerial navigation 
using Loran C
p0057 A79-13270 
Aeronautical aspects of the DOT National Plan for 
Navigation
p0076 A79-16158 
Influence and availability of maritime satellite 
communications and navigation
p0111 A79-17090 
Position determination and path tracking system

using stationary ground-based radio networks 
•	 p0116 A79-17688 
Direction finders in the service of safety for air 
and sea traffic
p0117 A79-17692 
How to add satellite navigational accuracy and 
stability to existing offshore NAV Systems 
p0277 A79-27388 
Internationalization of OMEGA
p0447 A79-36069 
JTIDS relative navigation - Architecture, error 
characteristics and operational benefits 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0622 A79-48715 
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
NT COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
NT SKIN TEMPERATURE (NON-BIOLOGICAL) 
NT SURFACE CRACKS 
NT SURFACE DEFECTS 
NT SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
NT WALL TEMPERATURE 
Runway surface condition sensor	 - 
(AC-150/5220-13)	 p0298 979-17878 
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Nodal interpolation program, L215(INTERP). Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document --- to calculate displacements at 
several points on an aerodynamic surface 
tNASA-CE-28481	 p0664 N79-31147 
SURFACE REACTIONS 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings
p0060 179-13988 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
Surface deformations as a runway design criterion 
p0151 179-20049 
Experimental and analytical investigation of the 
effects of Reynolds number and blade surface 
roughness on multistage axial flow compressors 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-2] 	 p0339 179-30501 
The effect of disturbance on a wing
p0479 N79-23893 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS 
The influence of the blading surface roughness on 
the aerodynamic behavior and characteristic of 
an axial compressor 
rASNE PAPER 79-GT-102]	 p0392 A79-32378 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
NT SKIN TEMPERATURE (NON-BICLOGICAL) 
NT WALL TEMPERATURE 
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES 
NT ANTITANK MISSILES 
NT CRUISE MISSILES 
SURFACE TREATMENT 
U SURFACE FINISHING 
SURFACE VEHICLES 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES 
NT ROTOR VEHICLES 
NT ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS 
NT SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS 
A technical update on satellites for aircraft 
communication and surveillance
p0077 179-16169 
CFB Vehicle design and performance objectives 
Crash Fire Rescue
p0401 179-33612 
SURFACE WAVES 
A slender delta wing oscillating in surface waves - 
(VTH-LE-257)	 p0288 579-17818 
SURFACES 
Construction of an initial approximation for the 
solution of the integral equation of a lifting 
surface
p0447 179-35928 
SURGES 
Properties of induced transients associated with 
EM fields produced by lightning or other 
relatively slow rise-time EMP --- in aircraft 
p0249 179-25322 
Surge-induced structural loads in gas turbines 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-913	 p0392 179-32368 
SURVEILLANCE 
NT SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE) 
A technical update on satellites for aircraft 
communication and surveillance
p0077 179-16169 
Analysis of Coast Guard missions for a maritime 
patrol airship 
(1111 79-15711	 p0521 179-42379 
Modern rigid airships as sea control escort 
platforms 
(AIAA 79-1575)	 p0521 179-42382 
Multisensor integration for defensive fire control 
surveillance
p0615 179-48610 
SURVEILLANCE RADAR 
NT AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE RADAR 
Polish radar developments
p0002 179-10283 
Nultisensor utilization investigation --- for 
automated ATC surveillance
p0003 179-10332 
Stochastic Response Secondary Surveillance Radar 
/S. P. S. S.
p0003 179-10341 
RPM - A recent real life case history 
Reliability Planning and Management test program 
for airborne surveillance radar
p0073 A79-15391 
The future - ARTS III --- Automated Radar Terminal 
Systems for air traffic control
p0198 179-22705
The future of surveillance systems in civil aviation 
p0247 179-24800 
Operational evaluation of an Air Traffic Control 
Radar Beacon System open array antenna 
p0274 A79-27139 
-Reflection elimination in secondary surveillance 
radar --- for air traffic control
p0574 179-46241 
An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a
function of processing parameters --- for
synthetic aperture radar data processing 
p0618 179-48666 
Echo interpretation of severe storms on airport 
surveillance radars 
(10-1061085)	 p0240 N79-17123 
Numerical studies ,f Conversion and transformation 
in a surveillance system employing a multitude 
of radars, part 2 --- advanced air traffic 
control services 
[AD-A012086)	 p0709 N79-32415 
Numerical studies of conversion and transformation 
in a surveillance system employing a multitude 
of radars, part 1 --- advanced air traffic 
control services 
[10-1072085]	 p0710 N79-3241€ 
Next generation airport surveillance radar 
(ASR-) definition study --- operational 
requirements of radar for air traffic control 
[AD-A072691]	 p0713 579-33179 
SURVEYING 
U SURVEYS 
SURVEYS 
A survey of analytical and experimental techniques 
to predict aircraft dynamic characteristics at 
high angles of attack
p0177 N79-15079 
Operational aspects of remote sensing from aircraft 
[NLR-NP-77036-U]	 p0242 579-17304 
Surveys of grooves in 19 bituminous runways 
[10-1069889]	 p0673 N79-31233 
SURVIVAL 
Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport 
aircraft structures 
[SI! PAPER 781021]	 p0256 179-25896 
Assessment of the benefits of aircraft 
crashworthiness
p0312 N79-19657 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ran 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
[AD-A070113]	 p0669 N79-31202 
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 
A system for survival --- passenger aircraft 
escape systems utilizing pyrotechnics 
p0066 179-14426 
An overview of the U.S. Navy Maximum Performance 
Ejection System
p0402 A79-33613 
Inflatable survival systems for helicopters 
p0403 179-33624 
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape, 
rescue and survival 
(AD-1058208]	 p0089 579-12051 
Test and evaluation of modified high performance 
jet aircrew life preserver 
(AD-A063959]	 p0419 N79-22067 
SUSCEPTIBILITY (MAGNETISM) 
U MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY 
SUSPENDING (HANGING) 
NT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION 
Steady state behaviour of a cable used for 
suspending a sonar body from a helicopter 
AEL/AERO-R!PT-149) 	 p0372 579-20400 
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES) 
Development and validation of a piloted simulation 
of a helicopter and external sling load 
[NASA-TP71285]	 p0162 579-14083 
SUSPENSIONS 
On mechanics of gyroscopes in gimbal suspension 
p0064 179-14209 
SWEEP ANGLE 
NT LEADING EDGE SWEEP 
Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
(AIAA PAPER 79-14981 	 p0575 A79-46693 
SWEEP EFFECT 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating RICA 0012 airfoil 
[ABS 79-4]	 p0626 A79-49057 
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Laboratory simulation of swept lightning strokes 
/Engineering test/
p0680 A79-51131 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: 
Data report 
[NASA-CE-145350]
	
p0227 879-16801 
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, 
including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel 
spanning wing
p0359 879-20059 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil. Volume 1: 
Technical report 
(NASA-C!-3092]	 p0417 879-22052 
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UT LEADING EDGE SWEEP 
SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
Divergence of forward swept composite wings 
[AlP). 79-0722]	 p0282 A79-28255 
Application of Lagrange Optimization to the drag 
polar utilizing experimental data 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1833]	 p0634 A79-49335 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept forward 
wing --- in the Langley 700 ft high speed tunnel 
INASA-TN-78739]	 p0580 879-28138 
SWEPT WINGS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
NT S?EPTBACK WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
Viscous transonic flows about 3-0 wings 
p0058 P.79-13296 
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the 
V-wing concept 
[DGLR PAPER 78-114]	 pOC61 A79-14072 
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept 
wing with a high angle of attack 
[ONERA, TP 80. 1978-124]	 p0128 A79-18554 
Application of advanced technologies to improve 
C-141 cruise performance --- wing modifications 
for drag reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00661
	 p0140 P.79-19515 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configurations
p0153 P.79-20100 
Computational transonic design procedure for 
three-dimensional wings and wing-body combinations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03441
	 p0202 P.79-23552 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0282] 	 p0202 P.79-23562 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a 
transonic swept wing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0264]
	 p0203 P.79-23563 
Amplification factors at transition on an unswept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0267]
	 p0203 P.79-23564 
Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept 
subsonic wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0551]
	 p0254 P.79-25869 
Singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing 
p0315 P.79-28622 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II 
p0348 P.19-32038 
The stability of the boundary layer on a swept 
wing with wall cooling 
[AlAP. PAPER 79-18951
	 p0574 P.79-46692 
Selection of geometric parameters and location of 
nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel 
test data. I
p0601 179-46999 
Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic 
speeds
p06O4 A79-47750 
Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices 
[AINA PAPER 79-1872]
	 p0635 P.79-49341 
selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing
using tunnel test data. II
p0695 P.79-54042 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
[CONP-771204-3]	 p0038 879-10036 
Wind-tunnel investigation of the thrust augmentor

performance of a large-scale swept wing model 
in the Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
rNASA-TH-!-73239]	 p0286 879-17804 
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
[NASA-TN-75377]	 p0300 879-18918 
In-flight three-dimensional boundary layer and 
wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing 
p0352 879-20002 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from 
pressure plotting tests 
[REPT-18]	 p0377 879-20999 
Strake-induced separation from the leading edges 
of wings of moderate sweep
p0413 879-22002 
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
p0414 879-22007 
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept 
wings with leading edge vortices
p0414 879-22021 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 1: General trends 
(AD-P.063819]	 .p0417 879-22057 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime 
[AD-A067122]	 p0538 879-26025 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale

semispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermixing nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility. 
[NASA-TN-73236]	 p0590 879-29188 
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic 
speeds using a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A068328]	 p0590 N79-29149 
SWEPEBACK WINGS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a 
sweptback wing
p0514 A79-41763 
Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat 
aircraft
p0536 A79-43725 
Near field problems in three-dimensional panel 
methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
characteristics
p0536 P.79-83779 
Calculation of the flow around a swept wing, 
taking into account the effect of the 
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 2: Wing 
with laminar boundary layer on the lower surface 
(1)LB-TR-77066-U]	 p0702 N79-32176 
Skin And Spar Interface Program (SASIP) 
sweptback and variable sweep wings 
[AD-A071715]	 p0716 879-33199 
SWIRLING 
Some low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
axi-symmetric jet
p0194 P.79-21999 
Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector 
p0279 P.79-27731 
The effect of swirl on a ramjet dump combustor 
[P.IAA 79-7042]	 p0330 A79-29411 
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1199]
	 p0469 P.79-38981 
The application of multiple swirl nodules in the 
design and development of gas turbine combustors 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1196]	 p0603 A79-47349 
Factors controlling stabilit y
 of swirling flames 
at diffusers in gas turbines
p0643 P.79-50209 
SWIRLING WAKES 
U TURBULENT WAKES 
SWITCHES 
NT SWITC9ING CIRCUITS 
A-418
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	 SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 
SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
Behaviour of a two-dissimilar unit imperfect 
standby system with cctnected switching and 
priority repair
p0690 179-52874 
SWITCHING ELEMENTS 
U SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
SWIVELS 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust 
deflector 
(AIliA PAPER-79-1285]	 p0471 179-39020 
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING 
Computer formulations of aircraft models for 
simulation studies 
[NASA-TP-1470]	 p0430 N79-23008 
SYMBOLS 
Digital symbology generator program 
[AD-A060216]	 p0166 N79-1U111 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: Airline 
pilots opinions about content, symbology, and 
format 
(NASA-TB-78601]	 p0703 1179-32185 
SYMMETRICAL BODIES 
NT AXZSYNMETPIC BODIES 
NT BODIES OF REVOLUTION 
NT CONICAL BODIES 
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES 
NT FAIRINGS 
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS 
NT SLENDER CONES 
NT STREAMLINED BODIES 
SYNCHRONOUS DETECTORS 
U CORRELATORS 
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 
Digital simulation of a three-phase generator 
p0616 179-48618 
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES 
NT AEROSAT SATELLITES 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
p0474 A79-39602 
ST NT BANE 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p0680 A79-51100 
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR 
A yaw stabilised S.A.R. aerial
p0003 179-10364 
Antenna to THU mounting for SAN motion compensation 
Inertial Measurement Unit
p0018 179-11913 
Better utilization of SAN dynamic range 
airborne display capacity improvement 
p0053 179-13200 
TASAR, a thinned adaptive synthetic aperture radar 
p0274 179-27135 
Synthetic aperture radar map matching for navigation 
p0614 179-48603 
Quaternion matching in transfer alignment for SAN 
motion compensation
pO617 179-48641 
An analysis of SAPPHIRE image parameters as a
function of processing parameters --- for
synthetic aperture radar data processing 
p0618 179-48666 
SYNTHETIC FIBERS 
NT DACRON (TRADEMARK) 
3T GLASS FIBERS 
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
SYNTHETIC FUELS 
NT SYNTHANE 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0018 179-11599 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics; SQUID Workshop, Loycla 
College, Columbia, Md., September 7-9, 1977, 
Technical Papers
p0051 A79-12977 
Future fuels in gas turbine engines
p0051 179-12979 
Ignition/stabilization/atomization - Alternative 
fuels in gas turbine combustors
p0051 179-12982 
Flame emissivities - Alternative fuels 
P0051 179-12984 
Alternate aircraft fuels prospects and operational 
implications
p0063 179-14138
A characteristic time correlation for combustion 
inefficiency from alternative fuels 
(1111 PAPER 79-0357)	 p0147 179-19687 
Effects of fuel properties on soot formation in 
turbine combustion 
tSA! PAPER 781026]	 p0257 179-25899 
Shale oil - The answer to the jet fuel 
availability question 
(SAE PAPER-781027]	 p0257 A79-25900 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels
p0258 179-25917 
Utilization of alternative fuels for 
transportation; Proceedings of the Symposium, 
University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, Calif., 
June 19-23, 1978
p0635 179-49376 
Naval Air Systems Command-Naval Research 
Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs for 
Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels 
[AD-1060081]	 p0168 1179-14235 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination of 
properties of synthetic fuels 
[NASA-TH-79035]	 p0238 1179-16930 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics --- synthetic aircraft fuels 
[AD-8061050]	 p0239 1179-17011 
Fuel hydrogen content as an indicator of radiative 
heat transfer in an aircraft gas turbine combustor 
(10-11067709]	 p0584 1119-26224 
SYNTHETIC METHANE 
U SYNTHANE 
SYNTHETIC RESINS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT KEVLAR (TRADEMARK) 
NT NYLON (TRADEMARK) 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
NT POLYESTER RESINS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC FILMS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS 
NT THERMOSETTING RESINS 
SYNTHETIC RUBBERS 
NT ELASTOMERS 
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 
An evaluation technique for determining the cost 
effectiveness of condition monitoring systems 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-166]	 p0010 179-10806 
MILECS - An integrated navigation and air traffic 
control system for the future needs of 
international qviation 
(DGLN PAPER 78-136]	 p0062 179-14086 
Cost effective improvement of the timeless C-130 
Hercules airlifter
p0073 A79-15404 
TY 41 condition monitoring system effectiveness 
study
p0080 179-16440 
Objectives related to an enhancement of the 
effectivity of HALEY. I --- civil aircraft 
utilization in Hungary
p0250 A79-25368 
Future avionics - Keeping capability up, costs down 
p0273 179-27093 
Measuring and improving ATC capacity
p0399 179-33024 
Factors in evaluating the effectiveness of a 
collision avoidance logic
p0401 179-33607 
CFR Vehicle design and performance objectives 
Crash Fire Rescue
p0401 179-33612 
Death by misadventure --- helicopter escape system 
proposals
p0404 179-33640 
Plight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
(AIAA 79-1702]	 p0570 179-45357 
Filtering and threat logic design and evaluation 
for the beacon collision avoidance system 
[lIlA 79-1707]	 p0570 179-45361 
Avionics design for testability - An aircraft 
contractor's viewpoint
D0624 A79-48888 
A new U.0.T./test station interface
p0625 179-48896 
1-419
SYSTEM FAILURES
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Feasibility study of mini-BPV for attach 
p0219 *79-15953 
Aircraft and avionic related research required to 
develop an effective high-speed runway exit system 
(NASA-CR-159075)	 p0556 *79-27185 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integrated flight systems
p0658 N79-30223 
SYSTEM FAILURES 
Considerations on the design of warning systems 
for aircraft flight malfunctioning 
p0055 P.79-13252 
Automatic failure detection systems in commercial 
aircraft 
(DGLR PAPER 78-1140]	 p0062 879-14089 
Tine-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft 
p0073 879-15379 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in F-16 avionics
p0079 879-16432 
Airworthiness of helicopters /Cierva Memorial 
lecture/
pO118 P.79-18004 
Simulation of automatic flight control system 
failures 
[ABS 78-281	 P0122 879-18154 
The DC-9-80 digital flight guidance system's 
monitoring techniques 
(P.188 79-1704]	 p0570 879-45359 
Behaviour of a two-dissimilar unit imperfect 
standby system with connected switching and 
priority repair
p0690 879-52874 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Issues in the design and analysis of airport 
ground transport systems 
(SAT PAPER 7805191 	 p00014 #79-10395 
Potorcraft for transport use - European requirements 
[SAE PAPER 780535] 	 p0005 879-101104 
Directions for developing an air cargo system 
planning model 
[SAT PAPER 7805561 	 p0006 879-10411 
Implementation of the omega system for air 
navigation
p0054 879-13244 
An economical approach to an accident information 
retrieval system /AIRS/
p0066 870-14419 
Flight control safety - A total systems approach 
p0072 879-15371 
CITS - Tomorrow's test system today --- Central 
Integrated Test System for B-i avionics 
p0079 179-16431 
Application of the fault tree in fault testing and
design improvement --- of aircraft components 
p0082 P.79-16585 
Drone formation control system /DFCS/ - P. new 
generation test range system
p0448 179-36084 - 
Disaggregate mode-share models for air freight 
policy analysis
p0564 P.79-45249 
A system for interdisciplinary analysis - A key to 
improved rotorcraft design 
(ABS 79-81	 p0626 P.79-49060 
AFFTC parameter identification experience --- Air 
Force Flight Test Center aircraft flight testing 
p0645 *79-50434 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly 
Technology (MIBAT) simulation development, 
configuration evaluation, and test plan 
development	 - 
[AD-A057324]	 p0090 1379-12057 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(80-80590251	 p0103 R79-13052 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (MIRA) 
using the F-15 and a transport aircraft 
p0353 1379-20017 
Aeritalia point of view and objectives on computer 
aided design
p0374 R79-20766 
The NASA-Langley 7-inch transonic cascade wind 
tunnel at the Deutsche versnchsanstalt fuer 
Luft- und Rauinfahrt and first test results 
p03e3 R79-21067 
Systems approach to life-cycle design of 
pavements. Volume 3: LIPT2 program listing
(P.D-1064698)	 p0443 4479-23260 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
Overview 
[80-8068380]	 p0579 4479-28129 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
rAD-A068381]	 p0580 *79-28130 
A gas turbine off-design computing system 
p0587 R79-28563 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOFLTX) summary. 
Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
(NASP.-CR-2846-1)	 p0664 *79-31144 
Air traffic control/full beacon collision 
avoidance system Chicago simulation 
(AD-A069524]	 p0713 1379-33178 
SYSTEMS DESIGN 
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
NT COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN 
Powerplant integration - The application of 
current experience to future developments 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GY-113]	 p0008 A79-10788 
Aircraft air conditioning systems --- Russian book 
pOO17 P.79-11442 
F-16 LEO test programs - A systems approach 
•	 Lime Replaceable Units
p0023 879-12321 
ABINC Communications Addressing and Reporting
System /ACP.RS/ - The data link that got 
implemented and why
p0052 P.79-13082 
The evolving air transport avionics
p0052 A79-13084 
Onboard navigation and flight control integrated 
system architecture
pOOSS P.79-13251 
Distributed time division multiple access /DTDMA/ 
- An advanced communication technique with 
• application to CCC and integrated CE! 
Command, Control, Communication and integrated 
Communication, Navigation, Identification 
p0058 P.79-13367 
Integration of .GPS with inertial navigation systems 
p0064 P.79-14194 
Navigational systems requirements via collision 
risk model ­- for aircraft
p0077 P.79-16171 
Shop test success is a function of the airborne 
system design --- in 1'-16 avionics
p0079 179-16432 
Analytical designing of complex systems. I-I---- - - - 
for aircraft
p0083 A79-16794 
Optimal control of turbine engines 
[ASME °APER 78-WA/DSC-33]	 p0148 P.79-19772 
Wide-aperture digital VCR
p0156 179-20230 
System considerations for airborne, high power 
superconducting generators
p0184 P.79-20548 
The Dulles Airport pressure-sensor array for 
gust-front detection - System design and 
preliminary results
p0192 A79-21919 
Advanced weapons carriage concepts through 
integrated design --- for aircraft 
[#188 PAPER 79-0092]	 p0201 879-23534 
Air Force Space Laser Communications
p0213 879-24236 
Fadar system design for track-while-scan 
p0248 179-25139 
Design considerations for the NOAA airborne 
meteorological radar and data system 
p0252 179-25689 
Study of the structure of an integrated system of 
flight control, navigation and display 
p0279 A79-27674 
Tests of an integrated piloting, navigation, and 
display system
p0279 *79-27675 
An optical communication system for aircraft 
p0280 A79-28034 
Digital Avionics Information System /0115/ and 
Advanced Integrated Display System /AIDS/ 
cockpit programs
p0332 P.79-29485 
A- 420
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	 T-39 AIRCRAFT 
Omega - Global navigating by VIP fix
p0398 A79-32722 
Reliability, performance, and fault isolation 
considerations in the design of interconnected 
navigation systems
p0448 179-36077 
A Demonstration Advanced Avionics System for 
general aviation 
[SAE PAPER 790569]	 p0452 179-36709 
A family of air traffic control radars 
p0465 179-38532 
Airport engineering --- Bock
p0507 179-140139 
Identifying desirable design features for the C-XE 
aircraft - A systems approach 
(AAA PAPER 79-1796]	 p0605 A79-47883 
A multiple objective optimization approach to 
aircraft control systems design
p0612 179-47962 
Analysis design of complex systems. II --- for 
simultaneous improvement of all basic prototype 
flight vehicle performance characteristics 
p0613 179-48505 
Electric power system control techniques 
p0615 179-486114 
Electrical power-system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 A79-48616 
Tactical electronic reconnaissance sensor 
radar emission detection
D0622 A79-48717 
Multiplex technology applied to helicopters 
(ABS 79-141
	
p0627 179-49067 
A design perspective on new technologies for 
general aviation
D0636 A79-494486 
Aeronautical information data subsystems /AIDS/ 
p0647 A79-0920 
Modern systems for air traffic control 
p0647 A79-50921 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs 
p0043 879-10948 
Network design
p00414 879-11008 
Self active pad seal application for high pressure 
engines
-	
p0047 879-11071 
Gas turbine disc sealing system design 
p0048 879-11072 
Engineering and development program plan: Central 
flow control system 
(iD-A058549)	 p0089 879-12056 
Systems integration analysis for future tower cab 
configurations/systems 
(AD-A059006]	 p0161 879-14066 
Systems development of a stall/spin research 
facility using remotely controlled/augmented 
aircraft models. Volume 1: Systems overview 
(NASA-CB-145351]	 p0180 879-15101 
Advanced Digital Simulator system (1055) 
modeling sensors and their operating environments 
[AD-A059536]	 p0181 879-15103 
Design and development of a system to measure the 
mode shapes of a vibrating, rotating helicopter 
blade in a vacuum
p0217 879-15937 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts 
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft 
(NASA-CE-158976]	 p0218 879-15942 
Software requirements for the A-7E aircraft 
(AD-A061751]	 p0304 879-18974 
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design 
and feasibility testing 
[RASA-cR-159505]	 p0304 7179-18976 
Design considerations for implementing integrated 
mission-tailored flight control modes 
digital fly-by-wire and the ccv yf-16 aircraft 
p035 44 879-20022 
CAD for electric systems design --- in aircraft 
production
p0374 879-20765 
Design and characteristics of high Reynolds number 
test facilities: The Ludwig tube
p0377 879-20994 
The predesign phase of the second-generation 
comprehensive helicopter analysis system 
(AD-A063921]	 p0420 N79-082
National airport system plan 1978 - 1987 
p0432 879-23060 
Hydraulic compressor for a wind tunnel 
p0439 879-23107 
Active control for the Total-In-Plight simulator 
(ACT IFS) 
(11ASACR3118)	 p04487 879-23978 
System design requirements for advanced 
rotary-wing agricultural aircraft 
,NASA-CR-158938]	 p0541 879-26046 
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
[NASA-CE-152286)	 p0543 879-26067 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (VALT) CH-47 research system 
(NASA-TP-1436]	 p0595 879-29195 
Are today's specifications appropriate for 
tomorrows airplanes?
p0660 879-30239 
Review of design and operational characteristics 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel 
(NASA-TN-80123]	 p0701 879-32159 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, L216 (DUBPLE). Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CR-2849)	 p0702 879-32163 
Autonomous navigation system --- using gyroscopic 
pendulums and gimbals for air navigation system 
which disposes 
[BASA-CASE-ARC-11257-1] 	 p0713 879-33177 
SISTERS MANAGEMENT 
Dual digital flight control redundancy management 
system development program 
(AIAA 79-17011	 p0569 A79-45356 
The application of system dynamics to a managerial 
model ofaeronautical systems division 
(AD-A059312]	 p0169 879-14919 
Impact of area navigation on controller 
productivity and ATC system capacity 
[FAA-RD-78-51]	 p0231 879-16825 
SISTERS STABILITY 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support systems 
(AIAA 79-0732)	 p0319 A79-29006 
Effect of interblade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-153]	 p0394 A79-32418 
Stability analysis of relative navigation systems 
IDNA system for multi-member aircraft 
communities
p0449 179-36090 
Stability and nonlinear response of rotor-bearing 
systems with squeeze film bearings
p0598 879-29519 
T 
T TAIL SURFACES 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a I-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 179-50165 
T-tails and top technology
p0691 179-53226 
T-2 AIRCRAFT 
Flight verification of the advanced flight Control 
Actuation System (APCAS) in the T-2C aircraft 
[AD-A060326]	 p0175 879-15059 
T-28 AIRCRAFT 
Cloud physics observations inside hailstorms with 
an armored aircraft data system
p0192 179-21960 
T-33 AIRCRAFT 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel --- T-33 aircraft 
(AAAP-NT-78-17]	 p0438 879-23104 
T-38 AIRCRAFT 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine 
thrust - Applications to trimming for economic 
and operational benefits 
(lilA 79-7010]	 p0328 A79-29385 
Northrop P-5: Case study in aircraft design --- Book 
p0332 179-29574 
T-39 AIRCRAFT 
The Rockwell International Sabreliner-65: case 
study in aircraft design --- Book
p0451 179-36645 
A-421
T-53 ENGINE
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
1-53 ENGINE 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of T53 and 
155 power turbines 
(ABs 79-363	 p0631 179-49088 
Study of 153 engine vibration 
[NASA-CE-135449]	 p0037 N79-10061 
T-55 ENGINE 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[1111 PAPER 79-0105]	 p0200 179-23512 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of 153 and 
155 power turbines 
(IRS 79-361	 p0631 179-49088 
1-63 ENGINE 
Testing to assess the affect of degraded fuel 
specifications on the cold start ability of a 
163-1-700 engine 
[AIAA 79-70091	 p0328 179-29384 
Infrared suppressor effect on 163 tnrboshaft 
engine performance 
[14ASA-TN-78970] 	 p0045 N79-11043 
TABLES (DATA) 
Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an axial 
flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) 
[NASA-CR-157842]	 p0099 1179-13009 
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US 
general aviation, calendar year 1977 
p0217 1179-15925 
TIdE 
New-generation Tacan equipment
p0057 179-13269 
Fail-soft output stage for navigation transmitters 
reliability design for TACAN equipment 
p0057 179-13271 
Electronically scanned Tacan antenna
- p0051 179-13272 
Tacan 111W program --- Reliability Improvement 
Warranty for avionics
p0072 179-15359 
Navstar/GPS /Global Positioning System/ and 
electronic counter measures --- TACAN system 
vulnerability
p0251 179-25492 
A navigation filter for an integrated 
GPS/JTIDS/INS system for a tactical aircraft 
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
p0448 179-36087 
Increasing the accuracy of integrated 
Doppler/TACAN navigation through frequent change 
of TACAN stations
p0514 179-41778 
- _Sy.stemcapacity_of_tbe_approach- and landing aid 
SET AC
pOE94 179-53855 
Acquisition planning for tactical avionics systems 
(AD-A059600]	 p0163 1179-14089 
Motion and force cuing requirements and techniques 
for advanced tactical aircraft simulation 
p0224 N79-15991 
Motion and force cueing requirements and 
techniques for advanced tactical aircraft 
simulation 
[ADA064691]	 p0438 1179-23102 
An asynchronous data transmission system with low 
error probability for the SETAC landing aid 
p0675 N79-31468 
TACHISTOSCOPES 
Tachystoscopic testing of onboard instruments 
p0465 179-38817 
TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION 
U TACAN	 --
TACTICS 
Computerization of tactical aircraft performance 
data for fleet application 
(10-1059912]	 p0162 1179-14087 
TAGGING 
U MARKING 
TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
Positive tail loads for minimum induced drag of 
subsonic aircraft
pOO80 179-16494 
Nonlinear gust loads analysis - Monte Carlo vs. 
describing function analysis 
[lIlA PIPER 79-0060]	 p0139 179-19511 
Extensive cost reduction studies: Composite 
empennage component - L-1011 commercial airliner 
p0187 179-20807
Experimental investigation of the endurance of

airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
p03 416 179-31716 
Analytical and experimental investigation of 
V-type empennage contribution to directional 
control in hover and forward flight 
[ABS 79-56]	 p0633 179-49106 
Highly survivable truss type tail boom 
[AD-k056430]	 p0036 1179-10052 
Comparison of the aerodynamic properties of an 
aeroplane with the tail-first configuration and 
with the conventional configuration 
[BLL-RTS-11520]	 p0285 879-17794 
Experimental studies on the effects of a sting 
support on the pressure distribution around a 
spherical object 
[NASA-CE-1581271	 p0285 1179-17800 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiterat Mach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
[10-1062377]	 p0369 1179-20175 
Highly survivable truss tail boom 
[AD-1064181]	 p0420 N79-22079 
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with 
substructuring 
(10-1065936]	 p0484 1179-23950 
Optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution 
computerized design 
[10-1067927]	 p0539 1179-26031 
TAIL MOUNTINGS 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
TAIL PLANES 
U HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
TAIL ROTORS 
NT HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS 
Helicopter tail rotor noise generated by 
aerodynamic interactions
p0135 179-18689 
Ten years of Aerospatiale experience with the 
fenestron and conventional tail rotor 
[IRS 79-581	 p0633 179-49108 
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor blades 
[AD-A057329]	 p0045 N79-11038 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
[10-1059239]	 p0101 1179-13029 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: Harmonic 
analysis of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
7-14, aft section 
[10-1061360]	 p0228 1179-16808 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-F: Harmonic 
analyses of airframe surface pressure data, runs 
15-22, aft section 
[10-1061080]	 p0229 979-16810 
Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and 
tail rotor paint schemes 
[FAA-AN-78-29]	 p0229 1179-16813 
TAIL SURFACES 
NT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES 
NT 1 TAIL SURFACES 
Flexibility of the bearing pedestals of 
control-surface hinge plates --- aircraft 
structures
p0687 A79-52145 
Pressure distributions on three different 
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a 
wingless missile at mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail --- conducted in 
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel 
rRAsA-IN-80097-V0L-11 	 p0547 N79-27099 
'TAILLESS AIRCRAFT 
NT F-102 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-106 AIRCRAFT 
NT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT 
Very large-vehicles - To be or --- aircraft design 
concepts
p0338 179-301484 
Large-vehicle concepts --- aircraft design 
p0338 179-30485 
TAILS (ASSEMBLIES)	 - 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES	 - 
TAKEOFF	 - 
NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF 
Arrting hook installation, land based aircraft, 
emergency 
[SIR APP 1538]	 p0018 179-11625 
1-422
U 
SUBJECT INDEX	 TUNA 
Improvements to the PATOLA computer program 
including nosewheel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 	 - 
[NASA-TM-78768]	 p0162 1479-14081 
Lighting and marking of exit taxiways 
'10-10602591	 p9180 1179-15098 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
[AD-A062097]	 p0361 1179-20084 
Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A, B and C 
airplanes 
rAD-10622901	 p0364 1179-20105 
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0429 1179-23001 
Aircraft and avionic related research required to 
develop an effective high-speed runway exit system 
[NASA-CR-159075]	 p0556 1179-27185 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capatilities of 
transport category aircraft 
[NASA-TM-80120]	 p0589 1179-291111 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air Lines, 
Inc., Boeing 727-224, 1132725, Tucson Arizona, 3 
June 1977 
(NTSB-AAB-78-9)	 p0591 1179-29158 
Aircraft accident report: National Jet Services, 
Inc., Douglas DC-3, 1151071, Evansville Dress 
Regional Airport, Indiana, 13 December 1977 
[NTSB-AAR-78-10]	 p0591 N79-29161 
TAKEOFF RUNS 
Qualitative analysis of the effect of jet aircraft 
acoustic characteristics on the optimal take-off 
program
p0022 A79-12233 
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p0053 A79-13158 
Quantification of the storage logistics thermal 
environment --- envircmental criteria for 
ordnance
p0195 A79-22162 
Temperature/humidity criteria for advanced 
composite structures
p0211 A79-24131 
Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the YP-12A wing
p0259 A79-26400 
Thermal influences in gas turbine transients - 
Effects of changes in compressor characteristics 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-143)	 p0394 A79-32409 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(AINA PAPER 79-1309] 	 p0471 A79-39031 
Predicted P100 engine response to circumferential 
pressure and temperature distortion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1310]	 1	 p01476 A79-39819 
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is 
initiated in jet fuels under static conditions
p0564 179-44953 
Aerospace structural metals handbook. Volume 5, 
supplement 11: Nonferrous alloys 
[AD-A062553]	 p0369 N79-20228 
Experimental study of low temperature behavior of 
aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
(NASA-CR-159615)	 p0597 1479-29355 
TEMPERATURE FIELDS 
U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
TEMPERATURE INDICATORS 
U INDICATING INSTRUMENTS 
TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[RASA-TM-79136)	 p0486 N79-23963 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and 
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan 
engine 
[NASA-TM-79237]	 p0653 4479-30187 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
The Cessna-207 aircraft turbulence and temperature 
measuring system
p0194 A79-21974 
Evaluation of the temperature of the initiation of 
jet fuel decomposition by means of the 'hardness 
factor'
p0623 A79-48857 
Temperature measurements on the Vickers Viscount 
stabilizer in flight under icing conditions 
[PPAP-A-396]	 p0233 1479-16845 
Commercial aircraft derived high resolution wind 
and temperature data from the tropics for FGGE: 
Implications for NASA
p0374 N79-20621 
Inflight fuel tank temperature survey data 
(NASA-CE-159569]	 p0483 N79-23940 
TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
NT TEMPERATURE PROBES 
TEMPERATURE PROBES
 
An in-place recalibration technique to extend the 
temperature capability of capacitance-sensing, 
rotor-blade-tip-clearance measurement systems 
[SAE PAPER 781003] 	 p0256 A79-25885 
TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
orbiter 
(NASA-CE-160146)	 p0359 N79-20068 
TEMPERATURE SENSORS 
Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine 
engine 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-521	 p0007 A79-10760 
Overestimates of entrainment from wetting of 
aircraft temperature sensors in cloud 
p0249 A79-25296 
TENNESSEE 
Aircraft accident report: Midair collision 
involving a Falcon JET, N1210W, and a Cessna 
150M, N6423K, Memphis, Tennessee 
[RTSN-AAR-78-14]	 p0288 N79-17821 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
Fatigue reliability under multiple-amplitude loads 
p0316 A79-28891 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1 alloy forgings 
p0517 A79-142245 
High strength fibers for lighter-than-air craft 
(AIAA 79-1601]	 p0523 A79-42395 
Reproducibility of structural strength and 
stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spoilers 
(NASA-TM-78723) 	 p0097 N79-12156 
TENSILE STRESS 
Finite element analysis of the shear-lag problem 
p0127 A79-18550 
TERCON 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation data 
with applications to improve penetration 
[AD-1068747]	 p0582 879-28166 
TERMINAL BALLISTICS 
Optimum operating techniques of two-state 
hypersonic gun tunnel
p0060 A79-13982 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic rem 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
(AD-A070113)	 p0669 979-31202 
TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PNOGEAN. 
Operational benefits from the Terminal Configured 
Vehicle --- aircraft equipment for air traffic 
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improvement
p0004 479-10390 
Flying NASAs Terminal Configured Vehicle against 
the Microwave Landing System
p0260 A79-26534 
Operation and evaluation of the terminal 
configured vehicle mission simulator in an 
automated terminal area metering and spacing ATC 
environment
p0335 479-29899 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicles /TCV/ Wind Analysis program 
using real-tine digital simulation
p0336 479-29900 
Comparative study of flare control laws 
optimal control of b-737 aircraft approach and 
landing 
(NASA-CR-158114)	 p0230 N79-16822 
Algorithms and logic for incorporating HIS back 
azimuth information into the NASA TCV 8-737 
airplane area navigation system 
[NASA-TM-80039)	 p0291 N79-178143 
Flying NASA's terminal configured vehicle against 
the microwave landing system
p0300 N79-18894 
Capturing and tracking performance of the 
horizontal guidance and control systems of the 
terminal configured vehicle 
[RASA-TN-80068]	 p0499 N79-25034 
Flight performance of the TCV 8-737 airplane at 
Kennedy Airport using TRSB/NLS guidance 
[NASA-TN-80148]	 p0667 N79-31186 
TERMINAL FACILITIES 
Planning the passenger terminal 
[SAE PAPER 780517]	 p0004 A79-10393 
Airport development in Micronesia 
(SAE PAPER 780530]	 p0005 479-10400 
Large-area information display using digital laser 
beam deflection
-	
p0116 479-17689 
Designing airport terminals for transfer passengers 
p0128 A79-18573 
Air traffic control strategies for handling air 
traffic in the terminal area 
(OGLE PAPER 79-032]	 p0518 479-42359 
Sharjah - An airport out of Arabian Nights 
innovative airport design
p0536 A79-43732 
Current status of airport terminal complex 
development abroad
p0643 A79-50240 
Airport power supply --- Russian book
p0647 479-50499 
Airport plan based on the PIPE concept proposal 
for a remodelled Catania-Fontanarossa 
p0687 479-52300 
Flight termination receiver catalog 
(AD-A058656)	 p0181 N79-15232 
Engineering and development program plan: 
Terminal/tower control 
(FAA-ED-14-2A]	 p0231 N79-16832 
Short Range Terminal Radar (SRTR) definition study 
[FAA-RD-78-641	 p0297 N79-18156 
TERMINAL GUIDANCE 
NT LASER GUIDANCE 
Impact of new navigation methods on flight 
guidance in the terminal maneuvering area 
[DGLR PAPER 78-135]	 p0061 479-14085 
DAS for TEA navigation --- DEE Azimuth System for 
Terminal Maneuvering Area 
[DGLR PAPER 78-137]	 p0062 479-14087 
Procedure for flight guidance in the terminal 
maneuvering area for an experimental program 
employing a flying test device
p0115 A79-17680 
Evolution of a TRACON --- terminal guidance system 
for New York area airports
p0205 A79-23597 
Development of specifications for taxiing guidance 
and control systems 
[DGLR PAPER 79-034]	 p0518 A79-42361 
Investigation of different system configurations 
for a TEA navigation system taking special 
account of traffic load and channel requirements 
CDGLR PAPER 79-039] 	 p0519 A79-42365 
Fundamentals of navigation in the terminal 
maneuvering area
p0521 479-42377
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft 
(AIAA 79-17091	 p0570 A79-45363 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
[AIAA 79-1734]	 p0571 A79-45377 
Coherent optical processing for missile guidance 
p0684 A79-51464 
RNAV route design-terminal area design procedures 
and transition area design guidelines 
[FAA-RD-78-61)	 p0291 N79-17841 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft 
(NASA-TM-78595]	 p0537 R79-26009 
TERNARY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL) 
U DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
TERRAIN ANALYSIS 
Expanding the region of convergence for SITAR 
through improved modelling of terrain 
nonlinearities -- Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided 
Navigation
p0619 A79-48678 
Meeting the challenge of precise navigation during 
map-of-the-earth flight 
rARS 79-12]	 p0627 A79-49065 
TERRAIN CONTOUR MATCHING NAVIGATION SYSTEM 
U TERCOM 
TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT 
A miniature air sonar altimeter --- for remotely 
piloted terrain following aircraft
p0067 A79-14613 
Pilot night vision system /PRVS/ for advanced 
attack helicopter /AAH/ 
[ARS 78-161	 p0120 A79-18142 
A piloted simulator investigation of augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter nap-of-the-earth 
handling qualities 
CARS 78-291	 p0122 479-18155 
Terrain-following radar - Key to low-altitude flight 
p0620 A79-48686 
Meeting the challenge of precise navigation during 
nap-of-the-earth flight 
EARS 79-121	 p0627 A79-49065 
A study of altimeter-controlled terrain-following 
systems
p0582 N79-28162 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Flight test results 
[RASA-CR-144885] 	 p0668 1479-31193 
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS 
NT MANS (PLANET) 
TEST REDS 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
TEST CHAMBERS 
NT ANECEOIC CHAMBERS 
An experimental investigation of turbojet test 
cell augmentors 
[AD-A057903]	 p0096 N79-12101 
NASA Cr6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-term CF6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
[NASA-CE-159618)	 p0595 N79-29191 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
The perils and pitfalls of low-cost vibration
alternatives - Practical experience with 
pneumatic exciters for production screening 
electronic equipment tests
p0075 A79-16087 
The challenge of new technology , for avionics testing 
U.S. Air Force assessment
p0080 479-16443 
Turbine performance analysis and engine to rig 
correlation 
(AIAA 79-70481	 p0331 A79-29416 
Facility for studying the action of unsteady 
supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane 
cascade	 - 
p0344 A79-31143 
Aerodynamic effects simulator --- for testing 
aircraft escape systems
p04O2 479-33617 
Survivability in aircraft fires - New standards 
are needed
p0462 479-38091 
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock
p0463 A79-38135 
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator 
at transonic Mach numbers 
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TEST STUDS 
[AIRA PAPER 79-11651	 p0467 A79-38967 
Characteristics of an Air Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk
p0640 A79-49909 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 A79-504140 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
/qualification test!
p0681 A79-51136 
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Test 
facilities and test equipment 
[AD-A058209]	 p0096 879-12104 
Definition study for variable cycle engine testbed 
engine and associated test program 
(NASA-CR-159659]	 p0103 879-13048 
Feasibility evaluation of advanced eddy current 
inspection equipment for use in Naval aviation 
maintenance environment 
[AD-A060076]	 p0168 N79-14401 
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel 
thermal oxidation tester --- fuel for gas 
turbine aircraft engines 
[A0-A061027]	 p0240 N79-17014 
Development testing of stages for centrifugal 
process compressors
p0309 879-19392 
TEST FACILITIES 
NT ANECHOIC CHAMBERS 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
NT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS 
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS 
NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES 
NT ENVIRONMENTAL LABCRATCRX!S 
NT HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS 
NT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS 
NT MISSILE RANGES 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
NT SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT TEST RANGES 
NT TEST STANDS 
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT WIND TUNNELS 
Propulsion test facilities technical capabilities 
and international use 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-184) 	 p0011 A79-10813 
Application of shock-tube technology to the 
measurement of heat-transfer rate to gas turbine 
components
p0072 A79-15211 
Boeing's noise technology facilities
p0074 A79-15569 
Flow field calibration results for the AFDC High 
Enthalpy Ablation Test Facility /HEAT/ 
p0114 A79-17622 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
[ASS 78-42]	 p0123 A79-18165 
Testing of the TOW missile-configured AR-1T 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
[ABS 78-431	 p0123 A79-18166 
Design and development of a rotating water table 
for flow studies in turbonachine stages 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/D!-16]	 p0148 A79-19762 
Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
p0154 A79-20111 
The low-density channel of the Aerodynamic Institute 
p0185 A79-20761 
Naval Air Development Center's unique 
environmental test facilities
p0195 A79-22161 
Low speed testing techniques for V/STOL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0334]	 p0202 A79-23558 
Recent advances in indirect lightning effects 
research
p0249 A79-25313 
Unique environmental test facilities at Orlando 
Division of Martin Marietta Aerospace 
p0338 A79-30448 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
p0461 A79-37296 
A streamlined control system development process 
to optimize aircraft propulsion system
performance 
[AIWA PAPER 79-1344]	 p0472 A79-390148 
Microcomputer control of a test facility --- for 
avionics
p0618 A79-98672 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test facility 
p0635 A79-49348 
Laboratory test procedures to determine lightning 
attachment points on actual aircraft parts /A 
qualification test!
p0681 A79-51133 
Laboratory tests to determine the physical damage 
/direct effects/ caused by lightning 
p0681 A79-51137 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program - 
An update
p0689 A79-52694 
Icing test facilities at the National Gas Turbine 
Establishment
p0031 N79-10006 
Jet engine test cells: Emissions and control 
measures, phase 2 
[PB-282412/6]	 p0039 N19-10072 
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Test 
facilities and test equipment 
(AD-A058209]	 p0096 N79-12104 
A thermal investigation of the AFAPL turbine 
engine heat transfer test facility 
[AD-A059338]	 p0167 N79-14117 
Icing test facilities and test techniques in Europe 
p0173 N79-15042 
Icing test facilities in Canada
p0173 N79-15043 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
[NASA-TN-79054]	 p0174 1179-15050 
Design outline for a new multinan ATC simulation 
facility at NASA-Ames Research Center 
p0244 579-17501 
Small fan-jet engines
p0299 879-18891 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
NASA-CP-2045-YOL-1-PT-11 	 p0355 879-20030 
Langley airfoil-research program
p0355 N79-20032 
Developments in testing airfoil techniques at 
University of Southampton
p0358 N79-20056 
Transonic Aerodynamic Testing 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-42]	 p0376 N79-20990 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 N79-20993 
Design and characteristics of high Reynolds number,  
test facilities: The Ludwig tube
p0377 N79-20994 
Special Ground testing facilities and testing 
techniques for STOL aircraft
p0430 879-23007 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
[AD-A066592]	 p0501 879-25236 
Ground winds for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, 
1979 revision 
[NASA-TM-78229]	 p0504 879-25662 
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust 
calculation technique using two prototype P100 
turbofan engines in an altitude facility 
tNASA-TP-1482]	 p0542 N79-26057 
A new facility for structural engine testing 
p0554 879-27173 
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis 
[AD-A070623]	 p0715 879-33193 
TEST PILOTS 
The test pilot in the airline industry or 'My bags 
are packed and I'm ready to go'
p0464 A79-38478 
TEST RANGES 
NT BALLISTIC RANGES 
NT MISSILE RANGES 
Drone formation control system /DFCS/ - A new 
generation test range system
p0498 A79-36084 
A new dimension. Wallops Island flight test 
range: The first fifteen years 
[NASA-RP-1028]	 p0368 879-20166 
TEST STANDS 
Experimental investigation of the endurance of 
airplane fin sections in acoustic loading 
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p0246 A79-31716 
TEST VEHICLES 
NT FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES 
Load and dynamic assessment of s-52E-00e carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 1: Summary 
(NASA-CR-150833]	 p0035 1179-100118 
Load and dynamic assessment of E-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and load analysis results 
[NASA-CE-150834]	 p0036 1179-10049 
Load and dynamic assessment of E-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration I space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 3: Pylon 
load data method 1 
[NASA-CE-150835)	 p0036 1179-10050 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster deceleration 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume U: Pylon 
load data 
[NASA-C?-1508345)	 p0036 1179-10051 
TESTERS 
U TEST EQUIPMENT 
TESTING 
U TESTS 
TESTING MACHINES 
U TEST EQUIPMENT	 - 
TESTING TIME 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 979-23112 
TESTS 
Effects of a military cargo pod and tail fins on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 
wide-body transport model 
[NASA-TM-80052]	 p0363 N79-20101 
TETHERED BALLOONS 
The influence of ballonet motions on the 
longitudinal stability of tethered aerostats 
[AIAA 79-0445]	 p0263 A79-26649 
Tethered telecommunications, broadcast, and 
monitoring systems 
[AIAA 79-1609]	 p0524 A79-42400 
TETHERING 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
CANS 78-42]	 p0123 479-18165 
A unique facility for V/STCL aircraft hover testing 
Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility
(NASA-TP-11173)	 p0595 N79-29199 
TETHERLINES 
Dynamic stability of a flight vehicle laying out 
an uncoiling line
p0398 A79-32919 
TETNOONS 
O SUPERPRESSURE BALLCONS 
TEXAS 
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard 
Dyess Air Force Base, Texas 
[AD-A068026]	 p0540 N79-26039 
TEXTBOOKS 
Aerodynamics 
[NASA-TT-P-765]	 p0480 R79-23908 
TF-30 ENGINE 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
noise of an afterbnrning turbofan engine in an 
F-ill airplane 
(AIAA 79-7018]	 p0328 0.79-29391 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13093	 p0471 A79-39031 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow TF30 turbofan engine 
(FAA-NA-78-3]	 p0365 N79-20115 
TF-34 ENGINE 
Parts tracking and engine history recording for 
on-condition maintenance 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1280]	 p0509 479-40486 
TF-41 ENGINE 
TF Ill condition monitoring system effectiveness 
study
p0080 0.79-16440 
?FX AIRCRAFT 
U F-ill AIRCRAFT
THEOREMS 
NT SIMILARITY THEOREM 
THEORETICAL PHYSICS 
Contributions to fluid mechanics
p0676 1179-31524 
THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
High speed interference heating loads and pressure 
distributions resulting from elevon deflections 
shock wave interaction effects on hypersonic 
aircraft surfaces 
[AIAA PAPER 79-01451	 p0142 A79-19562 
Numerical methods for solution of 
radiative-convective heat transfer problems - 
Radiative boundary layer --- for hypersonic 
blunt bodies in dense atmosphere
p0528 0.79-42971 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Most rational linearization of nonlinear unsteady 
heat conduction problems --- for flight vehicle 
parts and engines
p0613 A79-48501 
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS 
NASA thermal barrier coatings - Summary and update 
p0189 A79-21295 
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update 
(NASA-TM-79053)	 p0174 1179-15048 
Industry tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier 
coating --- for gas turbine engine applications 
(NASA-TP-1425)	 p0498 1179-25023 
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS 
Summation of defects in the case of nonisothermal 
programmed loads --- for supersonic transport 
propulsion system components
p0020 A79-12164 
Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
hot corrosion
p0261 A79-26546 
Thermal cycling endurance problems in gas-turbine 
parts
p0266 179-26838 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 A79-31957 
Prospects of using wedge-shaped models for 
investigating thermal fatigue of turbine blades 
p0398 0.79-32825 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise aircraft 
TY-12 skin structures
pO529 0.79-43243 
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION 
NT PYROLYSIS 
The temperature at which thermal dissociation is 
initiated in let fuels under static conditions 
p0564 A79-44953 
Evaluation of the temperature of the initiation of 
jet fuel decomposition by means of the 'hardness 
factor'
p0623 179-48857 
THERMAL DEGRADATION 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
(PB-294841/2]	 p0662 N79-30490 
THERMAL EFFECTS 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 
U THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Integrated Thermal Avionics Design. (lEAD) 
[AD-A061227]	 p02921179-17855 
THERMAL EXPANSION 
Pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of 
advanced composite RPV wing structure 
p0209 A79-24093 
THERMAL FATIGUE 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies
p0111 A79-17018 
Prospects of using wedge-shaped models for 
investigating thermal fatigue of turbine blades 
p0398 479-32825 
Fatigue acceleration in box beams under mechanical 
and thermal stress (second series) 
[ARC-R/M-3817]	 p0226 1179-16311 
A contribution on thermal fatigue in cooled 
turbine blading
p0552 B79-27153 
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THERMAL PROPERTIES 
U THERNODYNANIC PROPERTIES 
THERMAL PROTECTION 
Direct effects protection methods for thin 
skins/composites
p0682 A79-51143 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating for 
gas-turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-79116] 	 p0365 879-20118 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scramjet 
(NASA-CR-3141]	 p0717 879-33209 
THERMAL RESISTANCE 
Low-cycle fatigue of thermal-barrier coatings at 
982 deg C 
[NASA-TP-1322]	 p0102 879-13046 
THERMAL RESOURCES 
NT GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
THERMAL SHIELDING 
U BEAT SHIELDING 
THERMAL STABILITY 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
p0016 A79-11368 
Thermal design of airborne radars - Present and 
future
pOO18 A79-11919 
Thermal stability of ribbed sheet systems 
p0019 A79-12137 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 A79-22774 
Effectiveness of the antioxidation additive ionol 
in jet fuels
p0324 A79-29121 
Method of determining precipitates formed during 
use and storage of synthetic oils --- for 
supersonic aircraft gas turbine engines 
p0324 A79-29124 
The tendency of jet fuels to form deposits on a 
heated surface
p0623 A79-48856 
The thermal oxidation stability of B-3V lubricant 
for aviation
p0688 A79-52500 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 N79-12043 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations --- thermal and 
storage stability 
(AD-A059028]	 p0100 819-13021 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
[NASA-TM-75395]	 p0370 879-20264 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
(NASA-TM-79231)	 p0719 879-33336 
THERMAL STRESSES 
The utilization of data relating to fin geometry 
and manufacturing processes of ceramic matrix 
systems to the design of ceramic heat exchangers 
p0028 A79-12824 
On calculating the temperature state of 
film-cooled turbine vanes
p0068 179-14849 
Fibre-composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft 
structures Thermal-stress and thermal-fatigue 
studies
p0111 A79-17018 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
blade torsional rigidity 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0045]	 p0139 A79-19498 
Research conducted by ONERA on the relationship 
between the behavior and cumulative damage of 
materials and structures 
[ONERA, PP 80. 1978-50] 	 p0156 A79-20121 
Considerations of cooling method of turbine blade 
from view points of thermal stress and life 
p0337 A79-30378 
Elimination of friction induced thermal cracks in 
landing gear components
p0531 A79-43273 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 A79-49343 
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress 
in a turbine rotor 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12232-1] 	 p0037 879-10057 
Fatigue acceleration in box beans under mechanical 
and thermal stress (second series)
(ARC-R/83817)	 p0226 879-16311 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresseson an advanced aircraft structure with 
similar materials 
[NASA-TM-72862]	 p0376 879-20989 
Thermostructural analysis of a scramjet 
fuel-injection Strut
p0386 879-21427 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure with 
dissimilar materials --- hypersonic heating 
simulation 
[NASA-TM-72865]	 p0546 N79-27088 
THEENOHBNICAL PROPERTIES 
NT HEAT OF COMBUSTION 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 A79-22774 
Thermal response of composite panels
p0250 A79-25350 
THERMOCOUPLES 
Recent developments in sensors for the gas turbine 
engine 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-52]
	 p0007 A79-10760 
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES 
NT BRAYTON CYCLE 
A thermodynamic investigation of the mixer for 
noise reduction based on the work availability 
function 'exergy' --- of bypass jet engine gas 
turbine 
[AIAA 79-7017]	 p0328 A79-29390 
Closed Cycle Gas Turbines 
[VKI-L!CTURE-SERIES-24]	 p0422 879-22093 
Closed power cycles' analysis
p0422 879-22094 
Hydraulic compressor for a wind tunnel 
p0439 H79-23107 
THERMODYHNIC EFFICIENCY 
A low cost, on-site performance monitoring system 
thermodynamics of shaft power gas turbines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-211	 p0390 A79-32334 
The aerodynamic penalties associated with turbine 
blade cooling
p0304 N79-18986 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
NT EMISSIVITY 
NT ENTHALPY 
NT ENTROPY 
NT HEAT OF COMBUSTION 
NT MELTING POINTS 
NI SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES 
NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
NT THERMAL EXPANSION 
NT THERMAL STABILITY 
NT THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
NT TRERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels
p0024 A79-12378 
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of 
flow fields below VTOL vehicles in ground 
proximity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0338]
	 p011s A79-19675 
Calculation of the working process in a 
piston-type 'slow' compression wind tunnel 
p0525 P.79-42546 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisymmetric nozzle afterbody performance in 
transonic flow 
[AD-1057363)	 p0046 879-11052 
Evaluation of motor gasoline in the jet fuel 
thermal oxidation tester --- fuel for gas 
turbine aircraft engines 
tAD-A061027	 p0240 879-17014 
Design of multistage compressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
p0309 879-19390 
Thermal characteristics of 3501-6/AS and 5208/T300 
graphite epoxy composites 
[AD-1071067]	 p0674 879-31357 
Physical and chemical properties of .JP-4 fuel for 
1978 
[AD-A070525)	 p0719 879-33337 
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials 
(AD-A070739]	 p0720 879-33338 
THERMODYNAMICS 
NT AEROTHERMODYEAMICS 
NT COMBUSTION PHYSICS 
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Principles of jet engine operation 
[110-11056158]	 pOO46 979-11050 
Thermodynamics of organic compounds 
[AD-A065664]	 p0442 979-23232 
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest, fall 1978 
(AD-A0690 1141	 p0600 979-30139 
THERHOELASTICIT! 
Thermoelastic and dynamic phenomena in seals 
[110-11061759]	 p0309 979-19396 
THERMOGRAMS 
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT 
Influence of thermcmechanical treatment on 
microstructure and mechanical properties of high 
strength aluminum alloys 
[DLH-FB-77-50]	 p0048 979-11203 
Thermomechanical treatment of aluminum alloys 
airframe materials 
[NLR-MP-77031-U]	 p0239 979-16967 
THERMOMECHAIIICS 
U THERMODYNAMICS 
THERMOMETRY 
U TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
THERMONUCLEAR PROPULSION 
U NUCLEAR PROPUlSION 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
NT EMISSIVITY 
NT MELTING POINTS 
NT SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES 
NT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
NT THERMAL STABILITY 
mechanical and thermophysical properties of
grapbite/pclyiside composite materials 
p0661 1179-30317 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1978 --- thermophysical 
properties 
[BETc/PPS-79/2]	 p0709 1179-32381 
THERMOPHYSICS 
U THERMODYNAMICS 
THERMOPLASTIC FILMS 
Thermoplastics for aircraft interiors
p0088 1179-12034 
THEB!OPLASTTC RESINS 
NT THERMOPLASTIC FILMS 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 A79-22774 
YC-14 thermoplastic/graphite elevator
p0529 1179-43241 
THERMOSETTING RESINS 
NT EPDXY RESINS 
NT NYLON (TEAEMANK) 
NT PHENOLIC RESINS 
Thermochemical characterization of some thermally 
stable thermoplastic and thermoset polymers 
p0198 1179-22774 
Adhesive sealing - A fuel leak deterrent --- for 
aircraft tanks
p0210 A79-24123 
THERMOSPHERE 
Thermospheric propagation of sonic booms from the 
Concorde supersonic transport 
(AD-A067201]	 p0505 979-25855 
THERMOSTABILIT! 
U THERMAL STABILITY 
THERMOTROPISM 
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
THICK WALLS 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction 
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge 
(AD-A0651811	 p0431 979-23020 
THICKNESS RATIO 
Inverse mixed problem for a profile with a 
prescribed velocity distribution on one of its 
sides and a known thickness distribution 
p0029 A79-12970 
Effects of thickness on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an initial low-speed family 
of airfoils for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TM-x-72843]	 p0098 1179-13000 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
18% thick shock-free airfoil (NLR 7501) 
[NLR-MP-78016-1J)	 p0703 979-32180 
THIN AIRFOILS 
NT INFINITE SPAR WINGS 
NT THIN WINGS 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-194] 	 p0011 A79-10817 
Theory of lifting surface in fluids of high 
electrical conductivity
p0025 A79-12394 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
[1111111 PAPER 79-0204]	 p0143 1179-19597 
Computation of aerodynamic interference effects on 
oscillating airfoils with controls in ventilated 
subsonic wind tunnels 
[1111111 PAPER 79-0346)	 p0146 A79-19679 
Behavior of elastic systems in separated flow 
p0252 1179-25618 
Nonsteady flow of. an incompressible liquid over 
slender permeable profiles
p0273 1179-27062 
On the design of thin subsonic airfoils 
p0324 A79-29052 
Supersonic unstalled flutter --- aerodynamic 
loading of thin airfoils induced by cascade motion 
(NASA-TM-79001]	 p00113 979-11000 
THIN FILMS 
An investigation of vibration dampers in 
gas-turbine engines
p0553 979-27164 
THIN WALLED SHELLS 
Creep calculation for thin-walled structures 
operating under unsteady heating and loading 
conditions
p0348 A79-32046 
Cost-effective production of flight vehicle shells 
by the pressure and flow-pressure processes 
[DGLR PAPER 79-008]	 p0390 1119-32305 
Computer analysis of semi-monocoque shell sections 
p0689 A79-52718 
THIN WALLS 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 
eigenmodes 
[AIAA 79-0748]	 p0282 1179-28263 
Effective rigidity of a thin-walled bean 
p0398 A79-32051 
THIN WINOS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings
p0020 A79-12163 
Regimes of supersonic flow past thin wings 
p0021 A79-12188 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic 
gas flow
p0022 1179-12226 
Calculation of supersonic flow past wings with 
consideration of tangential discontinuities shed 
from the edges within the scope of a model using 
a system of Ruler equations
p0079 1179-16372 
Lifting surface theory for skewed and swept 
subsonic wings 
[1111111 PAPER 79-05511	 p0254 A79-25869 
Slender wing in compressible flow --- Russian book 
p0259 A79-25872 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 A79-35927 
Unsteady hypersonic gas flow past a thin 
finite-span wing
p0513 A79-41567 
Obtaining solutions of the lifting-surface equation 
p0528 1179-43135 
Solution of a mixed boundary value problem for 
flow past a thin delta wing
p0640 1179-49882 
A numerical solution of supersonic and hypersonic 
viscous flow fields around thin planar delta wings 
p0032 1179-10018 
Effect of canard vertical location, size, and 
deflection on canard-wing interference at 
subsonic speeds 
(NASA-TM-78790]	 p0157 1179-14013 
Theory of thin wing in a supersonic flow with 
consideration of the non-equilibrium State of 
excitation of oscillating degrees of freedom 
110-11065992]	 p0482 1179-23928 
Supersonic flow in the area of antisysmetric thin 
cruciform wings with supersonic leading edges in 
a horizontal plane, with consideration of flow 
separation on the edges 
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(AD-A065993]	 p0482 979-23929 
THIOLS 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and high 
sulfur petroleum fuels --- compatibility of 
aircraft materials to fuels 
(10-1060322]	 p0181 N79-15203 
THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbonachinery rotor 
passage 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-114)	 p0001 179-10266 
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent 
boundary layer on a yawed flat plate induced by 
leading edge vortex
p0052 A79-13150 
Viscous transonic flows about 3-0 wings 
p0058 179-13296 
Stability of three-dimensional compressible 
boundary layers over wings with suction 
[11(11 PAPER 79-0265]	 p0144 A79-19631 
A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers 
on practical wing configurations
p 0466 179-38906 
In-flight three-dimensicmal boundary layer and 
wake measurements from a swept supercritical wing 
p0352 879-20002 
Calculation of the flow around a swept wing, 
taking into account the effect of the 
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 2: Wing 
with laminar boundary layer on the lower surface 
[NLR-TB-77066-U]	 p0702 1479-32176 
THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPOSITES 
Multidimensional advanced composites for improved 
impact resistance
p0208 A79-24080 
Three-dimensional laminate plates with through and 
part-through cracks
p0708 979-32276 
THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOW 
NT SECONDARY FLOW 
Computations of three-dimensional gas-turbine 
combustion chamber flows 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1421 	 p0009 179-10797 
Numerical solution of the direct problem of ideal
gas flow in three-dimensional turbine cascades 
p0021 179-12194 
Measurements in an azisymmetric turbulent boundary 
layer with weak and strong three-dimensional 
disturbances
p0052 179-13151 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings
p0060 179-13979 
Operation of a multistage axial compressor with 
nontwisted blades from viewpoint of 
three-dimensional axisymnetric flow theory 
p0138 179-19382 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
[1111 PAPER 79-0002] 	 p0138 179-19471 
Three-dimensional shock structures for 
transonic/supersonic compressor rotors 
(1111 PAPER 79-0043) 	 p0139 179-19496 
Three dimensional modelling of cascade flows 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00(17]	 p0139 179-19500 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimizationand comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
[1111 PAPER 79-0065)	 pOlZlO 179-19514 
An efficient user-oriented method for calculating 
compressible flow about three-dimensicnal inlets 
(kIll PAPER 79-0081]	 p0141 179-19524 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet --- high lift V/STOL 
wing-flap 
[kIll PAPER 79-0352] 	 p0146 179-19683 
Application of computational aerodynamics methods 
to the design and analysis of transport aircraft 
p0153 179-20099 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in transonic 
flows	 -
p0191 A79-21520 
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of ccntrol nozzles
p0197 179-22439 
Recent advances in the sciutiOn of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading
edge vortex separation 
kIll PAPER 79-0282)	 p0202 179-23562 
An alternating direction explicit method for 
computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields 
in turbomachines 
[SAE PAPER 781001]	 P0256 179-25884 - 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-0 theory 
[lIAR PAPER 79-0577]	 p0269 179-26911 
An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
3D model for blade-hub and blade-casing 
interaction - Experiments and calculations 
[lIAR 79-7029]	 p0329 A79-29401 
Computer programs of flow calculation on relative 
stream surfaces Si and S2 employing 
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and 
non-orthogonal velocity components and their 
application to the design of turbomachine blades 
based on three-dimensional flow 
[lilA 79-7035]	 P0330 179-29406 
Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on 
the return flows and stable operating range of 
an axial flow fan 
[15(1! PAPER 79-GT-31]	 -p0340 A79-30517 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow 
through turbomachine blades of any geometry 
- p0345 179-31247 
An application of 3-D viscous flow analysis to the 
design of a low-aspect-ratio turbine 
- [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-531	 p0391 179-32348 
Three-dimensional lifting-surface theory for an 
annular blade row 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-182]	 p0396 179-321441 
Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing 
near the free surface of a ponderable fluid 
p041O 179-35155 
Profiling of two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
nozzles and calculation of their flows 
-	
p0463 179-38168 
Development of a gas turbine combustor dilution 
zone design analysis 
[AIAA PAP!! 79-1194]	 p0468 179-38979 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the 
design of turbomachinery 
[lIAR PAPER 79-1231]	 p0470 179-38995 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
aerodynamic characteristics of three-dimensional 
bodies
p0528 179-43166 
Wave propagation associated with wings --- three 
dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic aircraft
p0534 179-43597 
Near field problems in three-dimensional panel 
methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
characteristics
p0536 179-43779 
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
[lIlA 79-14561	 p0565 179-45261 
Three-dimensional coordinates about wings 
[lilA 79-1461]	 p0565 179-45265 
Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
(1111 PAPER 79-14981	 p0575 179-46693 
Water tunnel flow visualization - Insight into 
complex three-dimensional flow fields --- around 
fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1530]	 p0576 179-46712 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility --- for 
flows about three-dimensional configurations 
p0039 N79-10450 
An automated procedure for computing the 
three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body 
combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 
2: Program user's manual and code description 
[ AD-A054998]	 pOOH? N79-12027 
The design of supercritical wings by the use of 
three-dimensional transonic theory 
(NASA-TP-1400]	 p0228 N79-16804 
An improved supersonic, three-dimensional, 
external, inviscid flow field code 
(RASA-CR-3108]	 p0286 979-17807 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
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THREE DIHEWSIORAL MOTION
	
SUBJECT INDEX 
fields) 
(BNVG-PEUT-78-4)	 p0288 879-17816 
Progress in transonic flow computations analysis 
and design methods for three-dimensional flows 
supercritical wings and wing-body combinations 
p0302 879-18951 
A study of inlet conditions for three-dimensional 
transonic compressor flows 
[AD-A062688]	 p0361 879-20086 
Semidirect computation of three-dimensicnal 
viscous flows over suction holes in laminar flow 
control surfaces 
(NASA-CE-159017)	 p0378 N79-21005 
Axial flow turbines --- flow relations and equations 
p0822 879-22092 
Numerical evaluation of transonic equivalence rule 
(80-8067902)	 p0548 879-27101 
The computation of vortex flows by panel methods 
p0587 879-28482 
A three dimensional flcw computing system 
applicable to axial and radial flow turboinachines 
p0507 879-28558 
The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in 
transonic flow 
[AD-A0702321	 p0702 879-32166 
Theoretical studies of three dimensional transonic 
flow through a compressor blade row 
[80-80710201	 p0702 979-32172 
THREE DIMENSIONAL NOTION 
NT SECONDARY PLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOW 
THROTTLING 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
[818k PAPER 79-0640) 	 p0269 879-26917 
Convective beat exchange of gas-particle stream in 
flow passage of throttling device with vane-type 
turning element
p0280 879-27742 
Mathematical model and stability of a hydraulic 
servodrive with a fluidic throttle governor 
p0348 879-32027 
The role of the backside parameter in height control 
p0406 879-34522 
Sidestick/Throttle Controller - An alternate 
approach
D0464 879-38476 
Effect of cooling of the central body on startup, 
separation of the flow at the intake and the 
throttling characteristics of air scoops at 
supersonic and hypersonic velocities 
p0688 879-52430 
Mathematical model and stability of hydraulic 
servo drive with jet-throttle regulation 
p0695 #79-54031 
THRUST 
NT JET THRUST 
NT LOW THRUST 
NT RETROTHRUST 
NT ROCEET THRUST 
NT VARIABLE THRUST 
The cP6-32 as a derivative engine of the CF6-6 
[SAE PAPER 7805111	 p0004 879-10391 
On the conventional definitions of thrust/drag of 
an aircraft equipped with a turbojet engine 
p0006 879-10618 
Rffect of forward speed on noise emission and 
thrust of small aircraft propellers 
• [DGLR PAPER 78-127)	 p0061 879-14080 
A special extension of the General Point 
Performance Equation --- for flight paths 
p0412 879-35926 
Dynamic test techniques - Concepts and practices 
aircraft performance prediction from 
thrust/lift/drag model
p0642 #79-50164 
Energy maneuverability display validation --- F-16 
aircraft 
[APFDL-TR-78-35-VOL-1)	 p0884 879-23947 
Thrust and mass flow characteristics of four 36 
inch diameter tip turbine fan thrust vectoring 
systems in and out of ground effect 
[N#SA-C8-152239)	 p0542 979-26056 
THRUST AUGMENTATION 
Investigation of an ejector thrust-augmentor with 
a perforated nozzle for the ejected gas 
p0021 879-12196 
Characteristics of a turbojet bypass engine with 
afterburner during oxygen supply to the
afterburner
p0083 A79-16808 
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem 
of avoiding hot gas recirculation 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-10)	 p0339 879-30508 
A summary of NASA/Air Force p ull Scale Engine 
Research programs using the P100 engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-13081
	 p0509 879-40488 
High-performance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1871)	 p0610 879-47924 
Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet 
engine with oxygen injection into the 
afterburner chamber
p0613 879-48519 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 A79-50440 
Augmented turbofan performing well in test series 
p0690 A79-52866 
End wall and corner flow improvements of the 
rectangular Alperin jet-diffuser ejector 
[AD-A057663]	 p0046 879-11051 
An investigation of the performance of a 352-P-8A 
engine operating under the influence of high 
bleed flow extraction rates 
(AD-8057325)	 p0086 N79-11058 
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust 
augmenting ejectors 
(80-8059546)	 p0175 N79-15055 
Wind-tunnel investigation of the thrust augmentor

performance of a large-scale swept wing model 
in the Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
(14ASA-TN-X-73239)	 p0286 879-17804 
Computer-aided design study of hypermizing nozzles 
[80-8062374)	 p0365 N79-20122 
Hind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale VTOL 
aircraft model with wing root and wing thrust 
augmentors --- Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78589]	 N79-33167 
THRUST BEARINGS 
High efficiency fluid film thrust bearings for 
turbomachinery
p0024 A79-12371 
A functional evaluation of a thrust carrying 
cylindrical roller bearing design 
[ASH! PAPER 78-LUB-28J 	 pO199 879-23241 
Self-acting shaft seals --- gas turbine engines 
p0047 879-11070 
Operating characteristics of a cantilever-mounted 
resilient-pad gas-lubricated thrust bearing 
[NASA-TP-1438]	 p0427 979-22518 
THRUST CONTROL 
NT THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Design of a nultivariable controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakians 
method of inequalities
p0023 A79-12287 
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power

management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
(ABS 78-483	 p0124 879-18171 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed spin 
of a light plane 
[8188 PAPER 79-17903	 p0605 A79-47879 
THRUST HEASURENENT 
Recent results obtained with a new method for 
measuring aircraft power and drag in flight 
(SAE PAPER 7906163 	 p0457 A79-36744 
Performance modelling methods --- in flight test 
programs
p0642 A79-50167 
Comparison of calculated and 
altitude-facility-measured thrust and airflow of 
two prototype 7100 turbofan engines 
(NASA-TP-1373)	 p0102 879-13044 
Guide to in-flight thrust measurement of turbojets 
and fan engines 
[AGARDAG237)	 p0366 879-20127 
Fundamentals of thrust measurement in flight 
p0366 N79-20128 
Propulsion system thrust and drag book-keeping 
p0366 879-20129 
Thrust expressions, methodology, and options 
p0366 N79-20130 
Instrumentation
p0366 879-20132 
Afterbody tests in the Nodane hot gas bench 
[AAAF-NT-78-10)	 p0437 879-23095 
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Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust 
calculaticn technique using two prototype P100 
turbofan engines in an altitude facility 
[NASA-TP-1482]	 p0542 N79-26057 
THRUST POWER 
U THRUST 
THRUST REVERSAL 
Determination of the deflection angle of a jet 
impinging on a deflector with an end plate 
for thrust reversers
p0082 179-16789 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
(kIll PAPER 79-0105) p0200 A79-23512 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets
p0211 A79-24178 
Determination of turning angle of a jet impinging 
on a bucket with visor --- for thrust reversers 
p0613 A79-48500 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[NASA-TB-79059]	 p0174 N79-15049 
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
Flight and propulsion control integration for 
selected in-flight thrust vectoring nodes 
[AS!! PAPER 78-GT-79]	 p0008 179-10768 
The Tr-Fan V/STOL propulsion/control concept 
[kIll PAPER 79-0121]	 p0142 A79-19546 
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the problem 
of avoiding hot gas recirculation 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-10]	 p0339 A79-30508 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 179-33614 
Vertical-seeking autopilot design --- of thrust 
vector controlled ejection seat
p0402 179-33615 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust 
deflector 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1285]	 p0471 A79-39020 
Type A V/STOL propulsion system development 
[hAl PAPER 79-1287]	 p0510 A79-40755 
Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-18 propulsion wind tunnel model 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1164]	 p0511 179-41174 
Fundamentals of design. II - VTO for combat aircraft 
p0535 A79-43724 
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines 
Russian book
p0603 179-47428 
Thrust vectoring applied tc aircraft having high 
wing loading 
(1111 PAPER 79-18123	 p0684 179-51246 
Nozzle design and integration in an advanced 
supersonic fighter 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1813]	 pO685 A79-51707 
THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
p0279 179-27737 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p0464 179-38477 
THRUSTORS 
U ROCKET ENGINES 
THUNDERSTORMS 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence and 
jet transport landing performance
p0278 179-27516 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 179-52046 
Thunderstorm turbulence investigations for 
1973-1974 in support of the National Severe 
Storms Laboratory (NSSL) 
[AD-A065943]	 p0445 1379-23604 
Case studies on convective storms. Case study 2, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
[PB-295753/8]	 p0722 N79-33758 
Case studies on convective storms. Case study 1, 
22 June 1976: First echo case 
(PB-295754/8)	 p0722 N79-33759 
TIG WELDING 
U GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT 
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
(ASH! PAPER 78-GT-1211	 p0009 179-10789
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power 
management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
[IRS 78-48]	 p0124 179-18171 
U.S. Army helicopter technology initiatives 
p0133 179-18671 
Tilt rotor aircraft and the U.S. Navy
p0133 179-18673 
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft and preliminary 
design of a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy 
subsonic V/STOL mission
p0133 179-18678 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report 
(AIAA 79-07041	 p0277 179-27371 
XV-15 flight test results compared with design goals 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1839]	 p0634 A79-49336 
TILT 
WING 
AIRCRAFT 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970 
p0604 179-47606 
Free wing assembly for an aircraft 
[NASA-CASE-PRC-10092-1]	 p0090 879-12061 
TILTED PROPELLERS 
The influence of feedback on the aeroelastic 
behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including 
the effects of fuselage motion 
.(NASA-CR-158778)	 p0549 1379-27125 
TILTING ROTORS 
Optimization of jet distribution along the blade 
for VTOL jet propelled rotor
p0129 179-18641 
Composite blade for aS m diameter tilt rotor 
p0133 A79-18676 
IV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft and preliminary 
design of a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy 
subsonic V/STOL mission
p0133 179-18678 
A wind-tunnel investigation of tilt-rotor gust 
alleviation systems 
(NASA-CR-152264)	 p0543 879-26062 
TIME 
NT DOWNTIME 
NT MTRF 
NT REACTION TIME 
NT RESPONSE TIME (COMPUTERS) 
T TESTING TIME 
NT TRANSIT TIME 
TIRE CONSTANT 
Loran-C time difference calculations 
(NASA-CR-157957)	 p0100 1379-13019 
TIME DELAY 
U TIME LAG 
TIME DEPENDENCE 
MLS in the United States --- using Time Reference 
Scanning Beam for aircraft landing
pOO56 179-13263 
Time-dependent failure rates for jet aircraft 
p0013 179-15379 
A calculation procedure for three-dimensional, 
time-dependent, inviscid, compressible flow 
through torbomachine blades of any geometry 
p0345 179-31247 
Characteristic time correlations of pollutant 
emissions from an annular gas turbine combustor 
of aircraft engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1941	 p0396 179-32452 
The role of time-history effects in the 
formulation of the aerodynamics of aircraft 
dynamics
p0178 1379-15086 
Test evaluation of phase III Bendix basic narrow 
and small community time reference scanning beam 
microwave landing system 
[FAA-RD-78-1273	 p0231 N79-16829 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 1: Program 
description and results --- air pollution control 
(NFEC-1238-6-VOL-1]	 p0293 879-17860 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. Volume 2: JT8D-9 test data 
air pollution control 
[NREC-1238-7-VOL-2] 	 p0293 879-17863 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT3D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
(NEEC-1238-8-VOL-3] 	 p0293 N79-17864 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 4: 373D-7 test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-9-VOL-4) 	 p0293 879-17865 
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Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 5: JT3D-3B test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-10-VOL-5)	 p0293 879-17866 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT9D-3A test data 
air pollution control 
(NRFC-1238-11-VOL-6]	 p0293 879-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: RB211-22B test data 
air pollution control 
(NREC-1238-12-VOL-7)	 p0293 879-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C 1 00-2D test data 
tNREC-1238-13-VOL-81	 p0293 879-17869 
Design, calibration, and application of a sensor 
for measuring time dependent angle of attack of 
helicopter blades
p0303 879-18968 
Time marching finite area method
p0304 879-18990 
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS 
Integrated communication, navigation and 
identification in the 1980's and beyond using 
low duty distributed tine-frequency-phase code 
technology --- for aircraft, missiles, and other 
mobile platforms
p0057 479-13266 
Distributed time division multiple access /DTDA/ 
- An advanced communication technique with 
application to CCC and integrated CNI 
Command, Control, Communication and integrated 
Communication, Navigation, Identification 
p0058 479-13367 
Stability analysis of relative navigation systems 
TUNA system for multi-member aircraft 
communities
p0449 479-36090 
Distributed IDEA - An approach to JTIDS phase II 
Time Division Multiple Access Joint tactical 
Information Distribution System
p0638 479-49584 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 879-31491 
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
An optical-fiber multiterminal data system for 
aircraft
p0450 479-36484 
TIME LAG 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 
shear landings 
(DGLR PAPER 79-029] 	 p0518 479-42356 
Predictive guidance for interceptors with time 
delays
p0611 479-47939 
TINE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Cross-country sailplane flight as a dynamic 
optimization problem
p0059 479-13672 
System for stabilizing the vertical overload of an 
aircraft
p0315 479-28607 
Application of singular perturbation techniques 
/SPT/ and continuation methods for on-line 
aircraft trajectory optimization
p0612 479-47991 
The time budget as a criterion for the workload of 
air traffic controllers 
(MBE-UFE-1353-0]	 p0483 879-23943 
TINE RESPONSE 
Control system time response optimization - A 
nonlinear programming approach --- for aircraft 
flight 
[#144 PAPER 79-0540]	 p0253 #79-25859 
Radar signal processing development for 
application of VESI
p0618 479-48664 
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
Transfer function modeling of air traffic 
concentration
p0128 479-18635 
Worst case time-histories causing largest 
deviations from a desired flight path: An 
analytical approach 
(VTH-LR-267)	 p0290 879-17839 
TIME SHARING 
Turbine design system 
(AD-A066092)	 p0487 879-23974
TIP DRIVEN ROTORS 
An in-place recalibration technique to extend the 
temperature capability of capacitance-sensing, 
rotor-blade-tip-clearance measurement systems 
[SAE PAPER 781003] 	 p0256 A79-25885 
Rotor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec tip 
speed fan. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical 
design report 
(NASA-CR-159596)	 p0542 879-26055 
YIP SPEED 
Pull-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter 
main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number 
effects and comparisons of four tip shapes 
CARS 78-031	 p0119 479-18129 
An investigation of model helicopter rotor tiade 
slap at low tip speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0613]	 p0272 479-26938 
The impact of noise regulations on propeller design 
(SAE PAPER 790593]	 p0455 A79-36727 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel
p0474 479-39801 
Hovering impulsive noise - Some measured and 
calculated results --- from helicopter rotors in 
an anechoic chamber
p0533 479-43499 
Procedure for noise prediction and optimization of 
advanced technology propellers 
[NASA-CR-3080)	 p01123 R79-22100 
TIPS 
NT BLADE TIPS 
NI WING TIPS 
TIRES 
NT AIRCRAFT TIRES 
TITANIUM 
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding technology 
in the OSAF/McDonnell BLATS program --- Built-up 
Low-cost Advanced Titanium Structures for F-15 
p0208 479-24082 
Lowercost structure by substituting AP1410 steel 
for titanium --- in airframes
p0208 479-24085 
The comparative evaluation of prebond surface 
treatments for titanium --- military aircraft 
structures
p0209 479-24086 
Factors associated with rub tolerance of 
compressor tip seals --- self sustained 
combustion of titanium
p0047 R79-11069 
Study of the application of superplastically 
formed and diffusion bonded (SPF/DC) titanium 
structure to laminar flow control (LFC) wing 
design 
(NASA-CB-158979]	 p0360 879-20070 
TITANIUM ALLOTS 
Experience with net-shape processes for titanium 
alloys
p0210 479-24100 
Design and fabrication of advanced titanium 
structures 
[AIAA 79-0757]	 p0283 479-28272 
Future trends in aircraft structural materials 
p0319 #79-28977 
X-ray determination of internal stress states due 
to surface treatment of TiA16V4 and TiA16V6Sn2 
p0447 479-36003 
Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine 
fan blades 
[4144 PAPER 79-1269]	 p0471 479-39013 
Practical considerations for manufacturing 
high-strength Ti-1OV-2Fe-3A1 alloy forgings 
p0517 479-42245 
Design of advanced titanium structures --- for

Advanced Tactical Systems aircraft fuselage 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1805]	 p0606 479-47890 
Superplastic forming diffusion bonding of titanium 
helicopter airframe components 
(ABS 79-33]	 p0630 479-49085 
Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium 
structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-CR-2744]	 p0298 879-18320 
Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a 
TF-30 turbine engine 
(40-4061801]	 p0305 879-19004 
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium 
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications 
p0442 879-23242 
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Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusicn bonding 
of B-i components
p0442 N79-23251 
Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures 
p0442 N79-23252 
Fracture toughness in titanium alloys 
[AD-A067785]	 p0543 979-26176 
Hot salt stress corrosion studies 
(AD-A0684021	 p0596 N79-29300 
Collected engineering data sheets, Air Force data 
sheet program --- airframe materials 
[AD-A070665]	 p0705 N19-32201 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
(NIB-MP-78027-U]	 p0709 N79-32283 
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS) 
NT IMPACT TOLERANCES 
The Control of tolerances in an arrayantenna 
P0019 A79-11934 
Recognition of damage-tolerance in civil 
airworthiness standards 
(SAE PAPER 781019)	 p0256 A79-25895 
An integrated fault-tolerant avionics system 
concept for advanced aircraft 
[AD-A065136]	 p0435 N79-23082 
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
NT HUMAN TOLERANCES 
TOLLMEIN-SCHLICHTING WAVES 
Amplification factors at transition on an unsrept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
[LIAR PAPER 79-0267] 	 p0203 A79-23564 
TONOMETRI 
U PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TOOLING 
Tooling and assembly procedures, serviceability 
program elements -- for aircraft composite 
structures
p0209 A79-24090 
Composites tooling speeds fabrication - Energy, 
labor cost cut sharply
p0400 A79-33587 
TOOLS 
NT MACHINE TOOLS 
TORNADO AIRCRAFT 
U MRCA AIRCRAFT 
TOROIDAL WHEELS 
Airplane takeoff from unpaved airdromes 
p0069 A79-14874 
TORQUE 
Acoustic driving of rotor 
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14005-1)	 p0375 1479-20827 
Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 1: 
Details of MK 1 system presently used to acquire 
data in Wessex MK 318 helicopters 
fARL-MECH-ENG-N0TE-371]	 p0668 N79-31194 
Load spectrum measuring equipment. Part 2: 
Details of HK 2 system used to acquire torque 
load data in Sea King helicopters 
(ARL/MECH-ENGNOT!372]	 p0715 979-33190 
TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS 
U TORQUENETERS 
TO B Q U EM B EBB S 
Rotorshaft torguemeter --- principles and 
applications 
[ARS 79-38]	 p0631 A79-49090 
TORSION 
Coupled bending-torsion flutter in cascades 
(LILA 79-0793)	 p0322 A79-29036 
TORSIONAL STRESS 
Derivation of control loads for bearingless rotor 
systems --- in helicopter design
poo13 A79-10906 
The aeroelastically conformable rotor ccmcept 
[AHS 78-59]	 p0125 A79-18180 
TORSIONAL VIBRATION 
Numerical-analytical solution of the problem of 
the constrained torsion of a cantilever wing 
p0021 A79-12195 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
p0069 A79-14865 
Analysis of free torsional rotor blade 
oscillations under special consideration of 
asymmetric swash-plate support
p0131 A79-18660 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. I 
p0462 A79-38118
TOUCHDOWN 
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display on 
simulated transport touchdown performance 
(NASA-TP-1520)	 p0715 N79-33189 
TOWED BODIES 
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating containers 
and application to the problem of dynamic 
stability of helicopter underslung loads 
p0177 N79-15073 
TOWED TARGETS 
U TOWED BODIES 
TOWERS 
NT AIRPORT TOWERS 
Sodar and aircraft measurements of turbulence 
parameters within cooling tower plumes 
pO193 A79-21967 
Aviation obstructions and the particular 
conditions for construction projects in the 
vicinity of airports
p0251 A79-25372 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures near 
airports 
(R-BEPT-95-1053]	 p0166 N79-14112 
TOWING 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International Airport 	 airfield 
surface movements 
[FAA-AEQ-77-5)	 p0237 N79-16881 
TOXIC HAZARDS 
Smoke hazards from aircraft materials
p0187 A79-20856 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
(P8-294841/2)	 p0662 N79-30490 
TOXICITY 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. Appendix 
A: Ozone toxicity
p0380 N79-21028 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
[P8-294841/2]	 p0662 N79-30490 
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD 
Material developments for airline safety - Impact 
on the safety of ground maintenance employees 
p0531 A79-43277 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
[PB-294841/2)	 p0662 N79-30490 
TOXICOLOGY 
Applicability of certain plastics in aviation 
industry from viewpoint of toxicology 
p0212 A79-24195 
Recent advances in materials toxicology 
p0666 N79-31169 
TRACE CONTABIRANTS 
An aircraft compatible laser induced fluorescence 
system - In situ and remote measurements of 
trace gases
p0194 A79-21989 
TRACKING (POSITION) 
NT INFRARED TRACKING 
-NT MISSILE TRACKING 
NT OPTICAL TRACKING 
NT RADAR TRACKING 
NT RADIC TRACKING 
NT RANGE AND. RANGE RATE TRACKING 
Multiple laser tracker operations
p0071 A79-15156 
Synthesis of digital flight control tracking 
systems by the method of entire eigenstructnre 
assignment
p0616 A79-48625 
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter 
environment 
(AD-A058844]	 p0102 N79-13041 
Precision controllability of the F-15 airplane 
(NASA-TM-72861]	 p0487 979-23979 
TRACKING ANTENNAS 
U DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS 
TRACKING FILTERS 
Reading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters 
p0349 A79-32164 
The alpha-beta-gamma tracking filter in the Z-domain 
in aircraft tracking
p0619 A79-148680 
Influence of motion wash-out filters on pilot 
tracking performance
p0224 N79-15992 
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TRACKING NETWORKS 
NT SPACE FLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK 
Dependence of track quality on the number of radar 
sensors --- air traffic control
p0115 A79-17684 
Position determination and path tracking system 
using stationary ground-based radio networks 
p0116 479-17688 
Radio-engineering tracking systems
p04I0 A79-35501 
Manoeuvre handling in a multiradar, a.t.c. system 
p0512 P.79-41176 
TRACKING RADAR 
Radar applications of millimeter waves 
p0081 479-16552 
Problems of computer-aided tracking, giving 
particular attention to radar which can be 
electronically turned
p0265 A79-26761 
The intercept of covert radar
p0463 479-38132 
Combined /Ka-band tracking radar
p0637 479-49565 
The A.I. tracking problem --- Airborne Interception 
p0637 479-49566 
TRACKING STUDIES 
U TRACKING (POSITION) 
TRACTS 
U SITES 
TRAFFIC 
NT AIR TRAFFIC 
P lanning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area 
(NASA-CP-2044]	 p0042 N79-10942 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco BaT area. Introduction and 
conclusions	 - 
p0042 N79-10943 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. The setting 
p0042 N79-10944 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 N79-10945 
A simulation investigation of cockpit display of 
aircraft traffic during curved, descending, 
decelerating approaches 
(NASA-TN-80093] 	 p0542 N79-26052 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
NT AIR TRAFFIC CCNI'RCL 
NT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL 
Meeting airport ground access demands for the 
1980's at Los Angeles International Airport 
p0063 479-14139 
Comparison of safety principles in aviation and in 
track-guided traffic
p0116 479-17690 
TRAILING EDGES 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of flows at 
the trailing edge of a slender wing
pOC19 479-12127 
Application of advanced technologies to improve 
C-141 cruise performance --- wing modifications 
for drag reduction 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00661
	 p0140 479-19515 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukowsky condition 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01521
	
p0143 479-19567 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
[4144 PAPER 79-0603]	 p0268 479-26907 
Radiation of an acoustic source near the trailing 
edge of a wing in forward motion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0605]	 p0272 479-26940 
Formation of a trailing vortex
p0284 A79-28377' 
Singularity at the trailing edge of a swept wing 
p0315 479-28622 
The development of high lift, single-component 
airfoil sections
p0343 479-30922 
The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in 
transonic turbine cascades
p0398 #79-32670 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 479-41771 
Aerodynamics of airfoils with porous trailing edges 
p0535 #79-43710
Trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number 
[A!AA PAPER 79-15031	 p0575 A79-46697 
Flight testing the circulation control wing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1791)
	 p0605 479-47880 
On single-degree-of-freedom flutter induced by 
activated controls
p0640 479-49867 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous flow over airfoils 
p0357 N79-20045 
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the 
trailing edge of transonic turbine blades 
-	 p0443 N79-23426 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
[NASA-TP-1453]	 p0492 N79-24961 
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
(NASA-CR-3178)	 p0668 N79-31195 
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
An experimental study of USE flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
[4144 PAPER 79-0607]
	 p0268 A79-26908 
Variable area exhaust nozzle 
[NASA-CASE-LBW-12378-1]	 p0164 N79-14097 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[NASA-CE-3110]	 p0313 N79-19815 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for maximum 
lift
p0357 N79-20044 
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
rNASA-TM-79208]	 p0558 N79-27930 
TRAINERS 
U TRAINING DEVICES 
TRAINING AIRCRAFT 
NT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT 
NT CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
WT G-91 AIRCRAFT 
N'! T-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-28 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-33 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-38 AIRCRAFT 
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT 
The Yak-18T aircraft: Construction and operation 
Russian book
p0126 479-18297 
Estimation of the useful life of the lower chord 
of the girder of the PC-7 'Turbo-Trainer' 
[DGLP PAPER 78-198]	 p0184 A79-20498 
Alpha Jet - The Franco-German training and 
tactical support aircraft
p0516 A79-42063 
Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop 
T-44A Operational Flight Trainer 
(AIAA 79-16373	 p0567 479-45317 
The Beech Model 77 'Skipper' spin program 
(AIAA PAP!? 79-1835] 	 p0608 A79-47907 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
[NASA-CR-3099]	 p0665 N79-31152 
TRAINING DEVICES 
The NLB moving-base flight simulator
p0112 A79-17119 
The .development and use of simulators for 
helicopter flight training in the. Royal Navy 
p0186 A79-20791 
Proposed advancements .
 In simulation of atmospheric 
phenomena for improved training
p0223 N79-15979 
Recent advances in television visual systems 
p0223 1179-15986 
TRAINING EVALUATION 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Training requirements analysis model (TRANOD), 
volume 1 
F AD-4068474]	 p0716 1179-33202 
TRAINING SIMULATORS 
NT COCKPIT SIMULATORS 
NT FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
Synthetic image generation for visual simulation 
in training simulators using the Tornado visual 
simulator as an example 
[DGLR PAPER 78-150]	 p0062 A79-14095 
ACNR/I system --- Air Combat Maneuvering 
Range/Instrumentation 
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p00611 A79-14233 
360-deg non-programmed visual display --- for 
flight training
pooh A79-15152 
Visual simulation systems --- for vehicle operator 
training
pOOh A79-15153 
Real-time simulation in air traffic control 
p0207 A79-23850 
Visual simulation devices for flight training 
simulators --- Russian book
p0259 A79-26354 
The EA-6B neapon Systems trainer
p0350 1179-32246 
Simulators cntting the fuel bill --- review of 
airline, military, general aviation and Soviet 
trainers
p0398 A79-32750 
New technology S61N simulator
p0399 1179-33458 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 1: Basic Contact 
[AD-A058416)	 p0105 879-13066 
Current deficiences in simulation for training 
p0222 879-15974 
The development and evaluation of a g seat for a 
high performance military aircraft training 
simulator
p0225 879-15994 
Survey of radar simulation training at AIC field 
facilities 
(FAA-N11-78-27) 	 90294 879-17877 
Helicopter underwater escape trainer (905) 
p0313 879-19665 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 2: Aerobatics 
[AD-A064305]	 p0488 1179-23985 
Optimal placement of regional flight simulators 
[AD-A060450	 p0501 879-25043 
TRAJECTORIES 
NT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES 
NT MISSILE TRAJECTORIES 
NT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES 
NT SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES 
Proceedings of the Technical Conference on the 
Effects of Helicopter Downuash on Free Projectiles 
(fl)-A0581231	 pOC91 1179-12067 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
p0017 A79-11494 
Minimum landing-approach distance for a sailplane 
p0338 A79-30483 
Wind tunnel simulation of the firing of missiles 
carried under aircraft 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-651 	 p0535 A79-43622 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, Description of the measurement 
equipment and comparison of results with data 
from other sources 
rNLR-NP-77028-U]	 p0229 879-16812 
Development of the integrated flight trajectory 
control concept
p0353 879-20015 
Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis 
fAD-110624291	 p0362 879-20092 
The calculation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
IHPL-DNACS-11/781	 p0541 1179-26051 
TRAJECTORY CONTROL 
NT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 
A nonlinear trajectory command generator for a 
digital flight-control system 	 - 
(NASA-TP-1221]	 p0104 879-13057 
Configuration management and automatic control of 
an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust 
(NASA-TP-1222)	 p0294 879-17872 
TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT 
A novel technique for obtaining aerodynamic data 
using simple, free flight trajectory measurements 
p0612 1179-48051 
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic 
loads, and model flow-field characteristics 
obtained in the AEDC PWY/4T and VFK/A wind 
tunnels at Mach number 1.63 
[AD-A065137]	 p0431 879-23017 
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 
Cross-country sailplane flight as a dynamic 
optimization problem
p0059 179-13672
The extremal trajectory map - A new representation 
of combat capability 
(AIAA 19-1622)	 p0566 A79-45304 
Approximate trajectory solutions for fighter 
aircraft 
(AIAR 79-16231	 p0566 A79-45305 
Numerical computation of optimal evasive maneuvers 
for a realistically modeled airplane pursued by 
a missile with proportional guidance 
[AIAA 79-1624]	 p0566 1179-45306 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
aircraft 
[AIAA 79-1709]	 p0570 A79-45363 
Optimal missile guidance for low miss and 
perpendicular impact 
(AIAA 79-1734]	 p0571 A79-115377 
Application of singular perturbation techniques 
/SPY/ and continuation methods for on-line 
aircraft trajectory optimization
D0612 A79-47991 
Aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform 
p0687 A79-52138 
The calculation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[NPL-DNACS-11/78]	 p0541 879-26051 
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[RE-577]	 p0550 879-27128 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
(NASA-CR-3161]	 p0654 879-30194 
TRANSCENDENTAL FUNCTIONS 
NT EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
TRANSDUCERS 
NT MICROPHONES 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES 
NT PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS 
NT PRESSURE SENSORS 
NT ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS 
Dynamic data analysis --- gas turbine engine 
vibration transducers
p0252 A79-25845 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
Transfer function modeling of air traffic 
concentration
p0128 A79-18635 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Comprehensive data report 
nozzle transfer functions 
[NASACR159628]	 p0558 1179-27933 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0651 879-30216 
TRANSFER OF TRAINING 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 1: Basic Contact 
[AD-A058416]	 p0105 1r79-13066 
Contributions of platform motion to simulator 
training effectiveness. Study 2: Aerobatics 
[AD-A064305]	 p0488 879-23985 
TRANSFERRING 
NT DROP TRANSFER 
TRANSFORUTIONS (MATHEMATICS) 
NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS 
NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION 
TRANSIENT LOADS 
NT BLAST LOADS 
NT GUST LOADS 
NT IMPACT LOADS 
NT LANDING LOADS 
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic 
characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle 
p0021 A79-12182 
TRANSIENT OSCILLATIONS 
The impact of the total lightning environment on 
aircraft flight control systems
p0249 A79-25319 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
Method of determining the stability and 
controllability characteristics of an aircraft 
from the transient processes
p0021 A79-12176 
The analysis and identification of flux-induced 
voltage transients on low-loss transmission 
lines with application to the 
Lightning-Transient-Analysis /LTA/ problem 
p0259 1179-26246 
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Thermal influences in gas turbine transients - 
Effects of changes in compressor characteristics 
[ASFE PAPER 79-GT-143]	 p0394 A79-32409 
The estimation of induced-voltage peak magnitude 
and energy level under LTA,'ENP excitation of 
low-loss aircraft cabling --- Lightning Transit 
Analysis/Electro-Magnetic Pulse
p0860 A79-37238 
Identification of voltage transients on aircraft 
cabling under LTA excitation --- Lightning 
Transient Analysis
p0464 A79-38531 
Model study of transient processes in a hydraulic 
power amplifier
p0465 A79-38814 
Estimation for advanced technology engines 
p0611 A79-47957 
Problems involved in starting and shutdown of gas 
turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical aspects 
p0587 879-28565 
TRANSIENTS (SURGES) 
U SURGES 
TRANSISTORS 
NT SOS (SEMICONDUCTORS)  
TRANSIT SATELLITES 
From Transit to Navstar - Development trends of 
satellite navigation
p0026 A79-12527 
How to add satellite navigational accuracy and 
stability to existing offshore NAV Systems 
p0277 A79-27388 
The MX 1105, an integrated Transit/Omega navigator 
p0448 A79-36072 
TRANSIT TIME 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validations, and applications 
rAD-A062863)	 p0500 U79-25040 
TRANSITION PLOW 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
[AIRA PAPER 79-00041
	 p0138 A79-19472 
Distribution of the intermittency factor along the 
transition region between laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers
p0190 A79-21421 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
[AIEA PAPER 79-0552]	 p0254 A79-25863 
TRANSITION METALS 
NT CHROMIUM 
NT COBALT 
NT TITANIUM 
NT TUNGSTEN 
TRANSLATIONAL NOTION 
NT SECONDARY PLOW 
NT THREE DIMENSICHAL PLOW 
Effect of inertia of blower on stability of 
air-cushion vehicle
p0561 A79-44083 
The unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade in 
translation
p0555 N79-27180 
TRANSMISSION 
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATICN 
NT CONDUCTIVE BEAT TRANSFER 
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
NT DATA TRANSMISSION 
NT ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION 
NT HEAT TRANSFER 
NT HEAT TRANSMISSION 
NT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT LIGHT TRANSMISSION 
NT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION 
NT NULTIPATH TRANSMISSION 
NT MULTIPLEXING 
NT RADAR TRANSMISSION 
NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 
NT SATELLITE TNANSMISSICN 
NT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION 
NT SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION 
NT SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 
NT SOUND TRANSMISSION 
NT SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION 
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER 
NT TELEVISION TRANSMISSICN 
NT TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING 
NT TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
NT WAVE PROPAGATION 
Advanced coupling development program 
[AD-A064296]	 p0421 879-22522 
User's manual for steady state and transient 
thermal analysis of a shaft-bearing system 
( SN AR ER TB) 
[AD-8064150]	 p0427 N79-22523 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 
Low profile polarization cage for VOR-S antennas 
p0343 A79-30784 
Utilization of computerized !MC techniques to 
evaluate C-E system to environment compatibility 
Electromagnetic Compatibility analysis for 
Communications Electronic systems
p0690 A79-52885 
A reliable and survivable data transmission system 
for avionics processing
p0354 879-20025 
TRANSMISSION FLUIDS 
Loss-of-Lubrication operation of helicopter 
transmissions 
[ABS 78-491	 p0124 A79-18172 
TRANSMISSION LINES 
NT COMMUNICATION CABLES 
NT FLUID TRANSMISSION LINES 
NT MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES 
NT OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES 
NT POWER LINES 
NT STRIP TRANSMISSION LINES 
The analysis and identification of flux-induced 
voltage transients on low-loss transmission 
lines with application to the 
Lightning-Transient-Analysis /LTA/ prcblem 
p0259 A79-26246 
Aircraft cable parameter study 
[AD-A058267]	 p0092 879-12077 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. 
Aircraft installation processes 
EAD-A062683]	 p0370 879-20303 
A study of the EMP interaction with aircraft over 
an imperfect ground plane 
[AD-A070388]	 p0710 879-32420 
TRANSMISSIONS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
Advancements in design and testing of helicopter 
drive systems
p0134 A79-18683 
Design and checking of helicopter transmission 
components using photoelastic analysis techniques 
p0136 A79-18699 
A reliable spline coupling --- for aircraft power 
transmission 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/AERO-11]	 p0148 a79-19725 
Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- UH-60A 
helicopter transmission application 
[SAE PAPER 781039]
	 p0258 a79-25907 
The Lynx transmission and Conformal gearing 
helicopter drive train 
(SAE PAPER 781041] 	 p0258 A79-25909 
Structural stiffening of transmission housings 
with metal matrix materials 
[AIRA 79-0806]	 p0283 A79-28287 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0875 A79-39805 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[ADa056956]	 p0038 879-10064 
An analytical method for designing low noise 
helicopter transmissions 	 - 
p0041 879-10859 
Design and development of a motion compensator for 
the RSRA main rotor control
p0427 N79-22541 
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise 
reduction program. Volume 3: Evaluation of 
fiber PP metal-matrix housing specimens 
(AD-A066794]	 p0494 879-24983 
Gas turbine engines and transmissions for bus 
demonstration programs 
[COO-4867-1)	 p0598 N79-29522 
Helicopter drive system 8 and N design guide 
[AD-A069835)	 p0652 879-30180 
Helicopter drive system F and N design guide 
[ADA069691]	 p0652 N79-30181 
Evaluation of pylon focusing for reduced 
helicopter vibration 
[AD-A069712]	 p0655 N79-30196 
TRANSMITTERS 
NT OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES 
NT RADAR TRANSMITTERS 
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NT RADIO BEACCNS 
NT RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT 
U SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS 
Three-dimensional shock structures for 
transonic/supersonic compressor rotors 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0043]	 p0139 A79-19496 
An off-design correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-6)	 p0390 979-32329 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages' 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-55]	 p0391 979-32350 
The effect of blade-to-blade flow variations on 
the mean flow-field of a transonic compressor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-15151 	 p0575 979-46703 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 2: Investigation of two 
transonic compressor cascades and comparison 
with rotor data
p0305 979-19001 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. Part 1:
Selections of the aero-design parameters 
p0307 979-19351 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. part 2: 
Aero-mechanical considerations, testing and 
operation
p03O7 979-19352 
TRANSONIC FLIGHT 
Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail buffet 
pressure distribution and responses of 
fighter aircraft in transonic maneuvers 
p0338 979-30482 
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a 
sveptback wing
p0514 A79-41763 
Flight comparison of the transonic agility of the 
F-111A airplane and the F-ill supercritical wing 
airplane 
(NASA-TP-13681	 p0104 979-13056 
A new method for designing shock-free transonic - 
configurations 
(NASA-CB-158063]	 p0169 979-14997 
The problem: Aircraft in transonic flight 
p0376 979-20991 
TRANSONIC PLOW 
Calculation of transonic flows around wings 
[ONERA, TP 90. 1978-125] -
	
pOOlS 979-11132 
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow 
• past a profile
p0021 A79'-12205 
Theory of large-aspect ratio wings in transonic 
gas flow
p0022 979:_12226 
Viscous transonic flows about 3-0 wings 
p0058 A79-13296 
A systematic procedure for generating useful 
conformal mappings --- application to transonic 
aerodynamics
p0059 A79-13664 
The influence of the transonic flow field on 
high-speed helicopter impulsive noise 
p0135 A79-18690 
Calculation of transonic inlet flowfields using 
generalized coordinates 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0012]	 p0138 A79-19477 
Aerodynamic effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00481	 p0139 979-19501 
An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign 
procedure using a fictitious gas method 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00751	 p0140 A79-19520 
Design of transonic airfoil sections using a 
similarity theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0076]	 p0140 A79-19521 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0204] 	 p0143 A79-19597 
Finite element methodology results compared with 
experimental data for a severely deformed wing 
in transonic. flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03043	 p0145 A79-19659 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flapped wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03431 	 p0146 A79-19678 
Benefits of spanwise blowing at transonic speeds 
(ONERA, TP 90. 1978-98] 	 p0152 979-20082
Application of computational aerodynamics methods 
to the design and analysis of transport aircraft 
p0153 A79-20099 
Investigation of the transonic drag 
characteristics for non-slender wing-body 
combinations and their equivalent axisymmetric 
bodies at zero lift
p0153 979-20102 
Evaluation and analysis of computations and 
experiments for transonic wing body configurations 
p0154 979-20105 
Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil in a 
transonic flow by shear interferometry 
-	
-	 p0190 979-21417 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in transonic 
flows
p0191 A79-21520 
Numerical investigation of the gasdynamic 
characteristics of control nozzles
p019! A79-22439 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
p rediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
(9199 PAPER 79-0070]	 p0201 979-23541 
On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic flows 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0071)	 p0201 979-23542 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0351]	 p0201 979-23550 
Computational transonic design procedure for 
three-dimensional wings and wing-body combinations 
[9199 PAPER 79-0344] 	 p0202 979-23552 
Quasi-natural numerical methods for the 
computation of inviscid potential or rotational 
transonic flows
p0259 979-26487 
Transonic flows past nonaxisyinmetric slender 
shapes - classical equivalence rule analysis 
p0315 979-28612 
On the role of shocks in the 'sub-transonic' 
flutter phenomenon 
[AIAA 79-0765]	 p0320 979-29019 
Numerical computation of aeroelastically corrected 
transonic loads 
(9199 79-0766]	 p0320 979-29020 
Unsteady airloads in supercritical transonic flows 
[1199 79-0767]	 p0321 979-29021 
Experiments in unsteady transonic flow 
[AIAA 79-0769]	 p0321 A79-29022 
Effects of inlet , distortions on a multi-stage 
compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion 
(9199 79-7003]	 p0327 979-29379 
Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator 
blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-25]	 p0329 979-29397 
Study of the flow field behind a transonic axial 
compressor rotor using laser-anenometry and 
unsteady pressure measurements 
(9199 79-7034]	 p0330 979-29405 
Density distribution in a non-stationary bow wave 
in a transonic flow
p0333 979-29660 
Transonic flow computations by finite elements - 
Airfoil optimization and analysis
p0333 979-29676 
Computation of supercritical compressor* and 
turbine cascades with a design method for 
transonic flows 
[959! PAPER 79-GT-301 	 p0340 979-30516 
The flow past a supersonic trailing edge in 
transonic turbine cascades
p0398 979-32670 
Some experimental results connected with the 
transonic instabilities on an airfoil 
p0398 A79-32671 
Application of Laser Doppler Anemometry to 
aeroacoastic research	 -
p0474 179-39500 
The transonic integral equation method with curved 
shock waves
p0513 979-41407 
The amplification factor in the two-dimensional 
interaction between a transverse sonic jet and a 
supersonic flow
p0526 A79-42565 
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
[AIAA 79-1456]	 p0565 179-45261 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
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[AIAA 79-1457)	 p0565 A79-45273 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
(AIAA 79-16671	 p0568 A79-45333 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at high 
angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1500)	 p0575 A79-46694 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for 
wing-fuselage combinations --- transonic 
potential flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1513]	 p0575 A79-46702 
Results of an improved version of LTBAN2 for 
computing unsteady airloads on airfoils 
oscillating in transonic flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1553]	 p0577 A79-46726 
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1555]	 p0602 A79-47342 
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep 
wing 
[ONERA, TP 60. 1979-1021	 p0623 A79-48849 
Contribution to the asymptotic theory of sonic 
flow past airfoil profiles
p0684 A79-51347 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
tCONP-771204-3]	 p0034 879-10036 
Direct numerical solution of the transonic 
perturbation integral equation for lifting and 
nonlifting airfoils 
[NASA-TM-78518]	 p0035 879-10045 
Performance of single-stageaxial-flow transonic 
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios 
of 1.19 and 1.26, respectively, and with design 
pressure ratio of 1.82 
tNASA-TP-1338]	 p0037 879-10060 
Improved sonic-box computer program for 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings with thickness 
(14ASA-CR-158906)	 p0043 879-10998 
Sonic-box method employing local Mach number for 
oscillating wings with thickness 
(NASA-CE-158907]	 p0043 879-10999 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisymmetric nozzle afterbody performance in 
transonic flow 
(AD-A057363)	 p0046 879-11052 
The aeroelastic analysis of a two-dimensional 
airfoil in transonic flow 
(AD-A057505)	 p0087 879-12023 
An automated procedure for computing the 
three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body 
combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 
2: Program user's manual and code description 
(AD-A054998)	 p0087 879-12027 
Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady 
flowfields near Mach 1, 
(AD-A060789]	 p0170 879-15010 
The design of supercritical wings by the use of 
three-dimensional transonic theory 
[NASA-TP-1400]	 p0228 879-16804 
Mass injection and jet flow simulation effects on 
transonic afterbody drag 
(AD-A061378]	 p0241 879-17178 
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods including 
boundary layer and viscous interaction effects 
[NASA-CR-158136]	 p0286 879-17805 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
flow distribution, numerical optimization, 
and airfoil design
p0301 879-18946 
Progress in transonic flow computations analysis 
and design methods for three-dimensional flows 
supercritical wings and wing-body combinations 
p0302 879-18951 
Time marching finite area method
p0304 879-18990 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in

the transonic range. 1: Basic considerations 
p0305 879-19000 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 2: Investigation of two 
transonic compressor cascades and comparison 
with rotor data
p0305 879-19001 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 3: Comparison of 
experimental and theoretical results of flow
studies on blade-to-blade surfaces in an axial 
compressor rotor
p0305 879-19002 
A procedure for analyzing transonic flow over 
harmonically oscillating airfoils
p0352 879-20003 
A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus 
for unsteady aerodynamics research 
-	 p0352 879-20004 
Some calculations of transonic potential flow for 
the NACA 64A006 airfoil with oscillating flap 
p0352 879-20005 
Transonic flow over the NACA 64A006 with an 
oscillating flap-calculations based on the Euler 
equations
p0353 879-20007 
Transonic airfoil codes
p0355 879-20034 
Application of direct-inverse techniques to 
airfoil analysis and design
p0355 879-20035 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20041 
Recent developments in finite element analysis for 
transonic airfoils
p0357 879-20047 
Numerical design of shockless airfoils 
(NASA-CM-158439)	 p0359 879-20065 
A study of inlet conditions for three-dimensional 
transonic compressor flows 
[AD-A062688]	 p0361 879-20086 
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method 
and applications to two-dimensional, transonic 
and supersonic flows
p0376 879-20977 
Experimental techniques for transonic testing in 
shock tubes
p0377 879-20998 
The flow through low cambered transonic turbine 
cascade
p0421 879-22089 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
transfer 
(NASA-CB-3123)	 p0430 879-23016 
User guide for STBNLN: A boundary-layer program 
for contoured wind-tunnel liner design 
(NASA-CB-159058]
	
p0439 879-23114 
Improvements on the CU/Vernon wind tunnel 
transonic operation 
(AAAP-NT-78-13]	 p0441 879-23123 
Transonic flows in turbomachinery. Volume 1: 
Theory, part 2 
(VXI-LECTUBE-SERIES-59-1-PT-2] 	 p0443 879-23425 
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the 
trailing edge of transonic turbine blades 
p0443 879-23426 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0480 N79-23906 
A finite element method for the computation of the 
transonic potential flow past airfoils 
tMBE-UPE-1352-0)	 p0483 879-23935 
Airfoil optimization for transonic flow using the 
methods of finite elements and characteristics 
[MBE-UP!-1362-0]	 p0483 879-23937 
Theoretical analysis of transonic flow past 
unstaggered oscillating cascades 
[AD-8063083]	 p0492 879-24963 
The computation of transonic flow in wind tunnels 
at inlets and cascades using the finite element 
method 
tMBB-UPE-1421-0]	 p0493 879-24970 
An exploratory study of a finite difference method 
for calculating unsteady transonic potential flow 
[NASA-TN-80105]	 p0547 879-27096 
Numerical evaluation of transonic equivalence rule 
[AD-8067902]	 p0548 879-27101 
Design of shock-free transonic flow in 
turbomachinery 
(AD-A067703)	 p0551 879-27144 
Application of a finite element method to 
transonic flow problems using an optimal control 
approach
p0586 879-28477 
An extension to the method of Garabedian and Korn

for the calculation of transonic flow past an 
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aerofoil to include the effects of a boundary 
layer and wake 
(ARC-R/M-3828)	 p0590 979-29154 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensicual and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
(AD-A069223)	 p0885 979-31157 
Experimental data base for computer program 
assessment: Report of the Fluid Dynamics Panel 
Working Group 04 
[AGAND-AR-138]	 p0665 N79-31159 
Introduction and overview of configurations 
for transonic flows
p0665 979-31160 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
(NASA-TM-75501]	 p0673 979-31230 
The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in 
transonic flow 
(AD-A070232]	 p0702 979-32166 
Theoretical studies of three dimensional transonic 
flow through a compressor blade row 
[AD-A071020]	 p0702 979-32172 
The transonic oscillating flap 
rAD-A0700221	 pOlOS 979-32200 
Transonic wing redesign using a generalized 
fictitious gas method 
(AD-A070013]	 p0705 979-32202 
TRANSONIC FLUTTER 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01341	 p0142 A79-19553 
On the stability of the boundary layer cm a 
transonic swept wing 
(AIhA PAPER 79-02641	 p0203 A79-23563 
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter 
incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-
by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel 
(AIAA 79-0797)	 p0323 A79-29040 
Transonic flutter analysis of a rectangular wing 
with conventional airfoil sections 
(AIAA 79-1632]	 p0566 A79-45313 
Wind tunnel tests of a blade subjected to midcbord 
torsional oscillation at high subsonic stall 
flutter conditions 
tNASA-TM-789981	 p0086 979-12016 
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Si-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-3 
(SA-TT-522)	 p0376 979-20980 
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight 
p0376 979-20983 
Determination of subcritical frequency and damping 
from B-i flight flutter test data 
[NASA-CR-3152]	 p0503 979-25426 
TRANSONIC INLETS 
0 SUPERSONIC INLETS 
TRANSONIC MUZZLES 
Contributions to experimental fluid mechanics 
development of aerodynamics test facilities in 
Germany fcllowimg World War 2
pO673 979-31229 
TRANSONIC SPEED 
A design point correlation for losses due to 
part-span dampers on transonic rotors 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-153] 	 p0010 A79-10802 
Lifting-line theory for a swept wing at transonic 
speeds
p0604 A79-47750 
A study of canard-wing interference using 
experimental pressure data at transonic speeds 
(NASA-T?-1355]	 p0215 979-15902 
Transonic/supersonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives --- prediction methods in aircraft 
design
p0215 979-15911 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic derivatives 
stability and control estimates for aircraft 
design
p0216 979-15913 
The analysis and design of transonic two-element 
airfoil systems
p0356 979-20042 
Scale effects at transonic speeds basic 
considerations
p0376 979-20992 
The design of wind tunnel Models for tests at
transonic speeds and high Reynolds numbers 
p0377 979-20996 
Experimental techniques for transonic testing in 
shock tubes
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
p0377 979-20998 
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic 
speeds using a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A068328]	 p0590 979-29149 
Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
flight Reynolds number 
[NASA-CR-3178]	 p0668 979-31195 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild gothic 
planform. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
[ABC-R/N-3827]	 p0703 979-32179 
TRANSONIC TURBINES 
U SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
The proposed cryogenic European Transonic Wind 
Tunnel /ETN/
p0112 A79-17118 
Genesis of the European high-Reynolds-number 
transonic wind tunnel project 
(ONEBA, TP NO. 1978-139) 	 p0117 A79-17769 
A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment - 
Azisymmetric flows 
(AIAA PAPER 79-02031	 p0143 A79-19596 
• Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
p0154 A79-20111 
ONERA wind tunnels --- Fangs pressurized subsonic 
and CENT transonic induction operations 
p0189 A79-21192 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test of 
transonic wing designs 
Al Ak PAPER 79-0080]	 p0200 A79-23526 
Unsteady pressures on a NACA 64A010 airfoil - 
Experimental and theoretical results 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0330)	 p0261 A79-26545 
IN scanning camera measurements of an exhaust 
plume from an axisymnetric nozzle afterbody 
model at transonic Mach numbers
p0281 A79-28097 
An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind 
tunnels in subresonant frequency range 
(AIAA 79-0764]	 p0320 A79-29018 
The European transonic wind-tunnel project 
p0343 A79-31021 
Implementation of unsteady oscillatory flows in a 
transonic wind tunnel
p0389 A79-32290 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
P.5MB PAPER 79-GT-129]	 p0394 A79-32398 
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock 
•	 p0463 A79-38135 
Axisymmetric calculations of transonic wind tunnel 
interference in slotted test sections 
p0573 A79-46060 
Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic 
wind tunnels 
(AIAP. PAPER 79-1532) 	 p0576 P.79-46714 
Canard-body-tail missile test at angles of attack 
to SO deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind 
tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78441]	 p0086 979-12021 
Calibration of the AEDC-PWT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel with the propulsion test section at 
various Reynolds numbers 
[AD-A057877]	 p0096 N79-12103 
Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic 
airfoil 
(NASA-CR-3065]	 p0098 979-13001 
on the evaluation of wall interference in 
two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by 
subsonic linear theory 
(ARC-R/M-3819)	 p0217 979-15922 
An experimental investigation into the influence 
of acoustic disturbances on the development of a 
turbulent boundary layer 
(APC-R/9-3825)	 p0226 979-16238 
Transonic assessment of two-dimensional wind 
tunnel wall interference using measured wall 
pressures
p0351 979-19991 
Evaluation of interference in the OSU 6 in. by 22 
in. transonic airfoil tunnel
P0351 979-19994 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
transonic airfoil' wind tunnels
p0358 979-20058 
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Research on adaptive wall wind tunnels 
(AD-A062110]	 p0368 879-20144 
Transonic Aerodynamic Testing 
(VKI-LECTUWE-SERIES-92)	 p0376 879-20990 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 879-20993 
The NASA-Langley 7-inch transonic cascade wind 
tunnel at the Deutsche Versnchsanstalt fuer 
Luft- und Raumfahrt and first test results 
p0383 879-21067 
wind tunnel real-tine data acquisition system 
(NASATN-80081)	 p0385 979-21097 
Calibration of the AEDC-PIT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel aerodynamic test section at various 
Reynolds numbers 
[AD-A065112]	 p0925 879-22117 
Large transonic wind tunnels 
(VKI-LECTOBE-SERIES-52)	 p0438 879-23105 
The injector driven tunnel
p0938 979-23106 
Hydraulic compressor for a Wind tunnel 
p0439 979-23107 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0939 979-23108 
The design of models and their supports, the Evans 
clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of the 
various proposals --- the design of high 
Reynolds number, transonic wind tunnels 
p0939 979-23110 
Experimental studies in a Ludwieg tube transonic 
tunnel
p0439 979-23111 
Wall interference effects
p0439 879-23113 
European transonic wind tunnel project for high 
Reynolds numbers --- Cryogenic proposal 
rAAAF-NT-78-01]	 p0940 979-23118 
Improvements on the CU/Vernon wind tunnel 
transonic operation 
rAAAF-NT-78-131	 p0941 1379-23123 
Construction problems specific to models for high 
Reynolds number wind tunnels --- scale models 
[AAAF-NT-78-02]	 p0441 979-23124 
Model diffuser investigation for propulsion wind 
tunnel 16T 
(AD-A065822)	 p0488 979-23984 
Some remarks on the design of transonic tunnels 
with low levels of flow unsteadiness 
(RASA-CE-27221	 p0500 979-25039 
Wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel: 
Equivalent porosity 
(ESA-TT-545]	 p0661 979-30247 
Review of design and operational characteristics 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel 
(NASA-TR-801231	 p0701 879-32159 
An experimental investigation of the acoustic 
characteristics of a variety of slot baffle 
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls 
[AD-A070261]	 p0708 979-32223 
TRANSONICS 
U TRANSONIC PLOW 
TRANSPARENCE 
Aerospace Transparent Materials and Enclosures 
(12th) 
IAD-A065049]	 p0433 879-23066 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 2: A 
general specification 
[AD-A065462]	 p0433 879-23067 
TRANSPARENT MATERIALS 
U TRANSPARENCE 
TRANSPIRATION 
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled 
turbine blading 
(ASRE PAPER 78-GT-122] 	 p0009 A79-10790 
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NI BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-5 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-hR AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-135 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CARGO AIRCRAFT 
NT CH-46 HELICCWTFR
NT CR-Ill HELICOPTER 
NI CH-54 HELICCPTER 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 3 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 9 AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT 
NT EUROPEAN AIRBUS 
NT F-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT H-53 HELICOPTER 
NT HFB-320 AIRCRAFT 
NT 1-1011 AIRCRAFT 
NT NERCURE AIRCRAFT 
NT NR-262 AIRCRAFT 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER 
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER 
NT SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT 
NT SPANLOADER AIRCRAFT 
NT TANKER AIRCRAFT 
NT UH-60A HELICOPTER 
NT UH-61A HELICOPTER 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT 
NT TC-18 AIRCRAFT 
The CP6-32 as a derivative engine of the CF6-6 
(SAT PAPER 7805111
	
p0009 A79-10391 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
p0017 A79-111444 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
p0025 A79-12396 
New technologies for transport aircraft - 
Expectations and hopes of the air transportation 
industry 
(DGLR PAPER 78-099)
	 p0060 A79-14061 
Study of the integration of active control 
elements in the high lift system of a transport 
aircraft into maneuver control, gust-load 
Control, and direct control of lift 
[DGLR PAPER 78-111]	 p0060 A79-14069 
Very large aircraft - Technology and operational 
implications
p0062 A79-19137 
Laser aircraft propulsion
p0082 A79-16618 
Investigation of the crash impact characteristics 
of composite airframe structures 
(ABS 78-511	 p0124 A79-18174 
Fuel conservative aircraft engine technology 
p0152 A79-20078 
Application of computational aerodynamics methods 
to the design and analysis of transport aircraft 
p0153 A79-20099 
Recent applications of advanced computational 
methods in the aerodynamic design of transport 
aircraft configurations
p0153 A79-20100 
Problems raised by the application of the natural 
stability reduction concept to transport aircraft 
D0155 A79-20117 
Evaluation of a method to extract performance data 
from dynamic maneuvers for a jet transport 
aircraft
p0155 A79-20118 
Trislander fatigue test progress
p0189 A79-20885 
Technology for future air transports 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05291	 p0253 A79-25853 
Damage-tolerance practices applied to transport 
aircraft structures 
[SAE PAPER 781021] 	 p0256 A79-25896 
The coming of age of digital electronics in 
commercial transports --- emphasizing signal 
processing technology and Boeing 767 avionics 
[AIAA 79-0686]	 p0275 A79-27352 
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft 
(AIAA 79-06921	 p0275 A79-27357 
Findings of the Ottawa-Nontreal STOL demonstration 
service 
[AIAA 79-0710]	 p0277 A79-27369 
Lateral noise-attenuation results from flyovers of 
three transport aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06511	 p0318 A79-28966 
Bird strikes to transport aircraft jet engines 
p0326 A79-29365 
Very large vehicles - To be or --- aircraft design 
concepts
p0338 A79-30484 
Large-vehicle concepts --- aircraft design 
p0338 A79-30485 
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	 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT CONID 
The cost situation in the material maintenance of 
civil aviation aircraft 
bULB 79-014]	 p0347 A79-31945 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II 
p0348 879-32038 
Very Large Vehicle Conference, Arlington, Va.,. 
April 26, 27, 1979, Technical Papers 
p0404 879-33827 
Analyzing technology potential for strategic airlift 
[8188 79-0841]	 p0404 879-33828 
Large wing-in-ground effect transport aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0845]	 p0404 A79-33830 
Large lighter-than-air vehicles 
(8188 79-0847)	 p0804 A79-33831 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphitian aircraft 
(AIAA 79-08491	 p0405 879-33832 
Strategic airlift vehicle concepts 
[AJAR 79-0850]	 p0405 879-33833 
Technology requirements and readiness for very 
large vehicles 
fRIAR 79-0851 1	 p0405 A79-33834 
The results of synthesizing and evaluating 
potential solutions for Multi-?unction Inertial 
Reference Assembly /8188/ candidate configurations 
for transport and fighter aircraft 
D0448 879-36082 
Bonding and durability --- for airframe structures 
(SAE PAPER 7905611	 p0451 879-36702 
The evaluation of the weight of engine 
installations on transport aircraft
D0461 879-37827 
Westland unveils 8G30 transport helicopter 
p0462 879-38092 
Survey of the cost estimation process used during 
the transporter design stage --- military aviation 
(DGLR PAPER 79-0541	 p0517 A79-42349 
Lighter-than-air craft for strategic mobility 
bRIAR 79-15971	 p0523 879-42391 
Airship potential in strategic airlift operations 
[RIAR 79-1598]	 p0523 879-42392 
Ilyushin 'Candid --- Soviet transport for 
enhanced air mobility and logistical support 
p0525 879-42823 
New paths for the development of aircraft 
equipment opened up by the use of modern 
computer technology --- digital systems for 
civil aviation
p0533 879-43501 
Use of AIDS recorded data for assessing service 
load experience --- Aircraft Integrated Data 
System
p0562 879-44455 
Aerodynamic development of a small horizontal tail 
for an active control relaxed stability 
transport application 
[AIAA 79-16531	 p0568 A79-45327 
Decoupled longitudinal controls for shear 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
during approach and landing engine jet transport 
[8188 79-1678]	 p0568 879-45341 
4-0 helical approach of a transport aircraft in an 
ATC environment 
fRIAR 79-1776]	 p0572 879-45404 
All electric subsystems for next generation 
transport aircraft 
IATAA PAPER 79-1832) 	 p0608 879-47906 
The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient 
solution to the airport congestion problem 
using cruise liner aircraft for in-air passenger 
transfer 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1865]	 p0610 A79-47921 
Electrical power system for new-technology 
transport power-by-wire airplane
p0615 879-48616 
What the FAA would like in airworthiness standards 
[8188 PAPER 79-1851] 	 p0634 879-49338 
Impact of noise generated by supersonic transports 
on the environment
p0685 879-51598 
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing 
using tunnel test data. II
p0695 879-54042 
An overview of the PABST program --- Primary 
Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology for 
aircraft
p0657 879-54241
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures
p0107 879-13200 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation system 
installed in the C-118 aircraft 
[80-8060154]	 p0161 879-14077 
Nonlinear parameter identification and its 
application to transport aircraft
p0177 879-15078 
Gust-vehicle parameter identification by dynamic 
simulation in wind-tunnels
p0180 879-15097 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts 
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158976]	 p0218 B79-15982 
Energy efficient engine: Propulsion 
system-aircraft integration evaluation 
[NASA-cR-159488]	 p0233 879-16850 
Active controls for civil transports
p0236 879-16873 
An analysis of fuel conserving operational 
procedures and design modifications for 
bomber/transport aircraft. Volume 1: Executive 
summary 
[80-8061746]	 p0303 879-18969 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function Inertial Reference Assembly (NIRA) 
using the F-is and a transport aircraft 
p0353 879-20017 
An analysis of fuel conserving operational 
procedures and design modifications for 
bomber/transport aircraft, volume 2 
[80-8062609]	 p0364 879-20109 
Damage tolerance analysis of redundant structures 
transport aircraft structures
p0373 879-20414 
Design of redundant structures --- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
commercial transport aircraft
p0373 N79-20418 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system concepts 
for subsonic commercial transport aircraft 
[NASA-cR-158998]	 p0382 879-21043 
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high 
aspect ratio wing at a high angle of incidence 
p0414 879-22005 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 
large-scale VTOL lift-fan transport model 
[NASA-TN-78560]	 p0416 879-22035 
Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model 
[NASA-TP-1419]	 p0416 879-22038 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift system studies 
(14ASA-T880074]	 pOUll 879-22061 
Review lecture on transport aircraft, concepts, 
utilization and prospects
p0429 879-23000 
Flight dynamics problems with STOL operation 
p0429 879-23003 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
[NASA-TP-1453]	 p0492 879-24961 
The influence of fleet variability on crack growth 
tracking procedures for transport/bomber aircraft 
[AD-8066596]	 p0503 879-25433 
Engine performance considerations for the large 
subsonic transport
p0551 879-27139 
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega
navigation system installed in a VC-118 
aircraft, supplement 1 
[AD-A068106]	 p0582 879-28165 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities of 
transport category aircraft 
[NASA-TN-80120]	 p0589 879-29141 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the effect of nonmetric over-the-wing nacelles 
on wing-body aerodynamics 
[BASA-TP-1503]	 p0590 R79-29146 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
(BLR-NP-78035-U]	 p0660 879-30240 
Effect of transport/bomber loads spectrum on crack 
growth 
(AD-8069287]	 p0668 879-31197 
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Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 	 - 
NLR-NP-77023-D]	 p0709 N79-32344 
Study of the application of hydrogen fuel to 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Volume 
1: Summary 
(NASA-CE-132558]	 p0717 N79-33207 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES	 - 
NT EDDY VISCOSITY 
NT ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
NT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 
NT THERMAL CONtUcTIVIT! 
NT VISCOSITY 
TRANSPORTATION 
NT AIR TRANSPORTATION 
NT MARINE TRANSPORTATION 
NT RAIL TRANSPORTATION 
NT RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS 
NT URBAN TRANSPORTATION 
Issues in the design and analysis of airport 
ground transport systems 
SAE PAPER 780519]	 p0008 A79-10395 
Aeronautical aspects of the DOT National Plan for 
Navigation
p0076 A79-16158 
Cargo Logistics Airlift Systems Study (CLASS). 
Volume 2: Case study approach and results 
[NASA-CR-158913]	 p0894 N79-24978 
The 1990 system characteristics and requirements 
p0548 H79-27113 
Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0779/3]	 p0720 N79-33347 
TRANSPORTATION ENERGY 
Rule of fuel management --- for airlines 
p0127 A79-18521 
In-flight refuelling and the world of the eighties 
/Second Sir Alan Cobbam Memorial Lecture/ 
p0186 A79-20790 
Utilization of alternative fuels for 
transportation; Proceedings of the Symposium, 
University of Santa Clara, Santa Clara, Calif., 
June 19-23, 1978
p0635 A79-49376 
JT9D-70/59 improved high pressure turbine active 
clearance control system --- for specific fuel 
consumpticn improvement 
(NASA-CR159661)	 p0670 N79-31208 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
liquid hydrogen, liquid methane, and synthetic 
aviation kerosene 
[NASA-TN-80155]	 p0711 N79-32637 
TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
- p0407 A79-34604 
TRANSVERSE VIBRATION 
U TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION 
TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady 
flow past finite-span wing
p0316 A79-28846 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
subsonic wings 
(NASA-CA-158661)	 p0481 N79-23921 
TREES (MATHEMATICS) 
Application of the fault tree in fault testing and 
design improvement --- of aircraft components 
p0082 A79-16585 
TRIANGULAR WINGS 
U DELTA WINGS 
TRIANGULATION 
Design, fabrication, and testing of a brassboard 
model ATCRRS based surface trilateration data 
acquisition subsystem 
(AD-A057933)	 p0161 N79-14065 
TRIGGERS 
U ACTUATORS 
TRIM (BALANCE) 
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE 
TROJAN AIRCRAFT 
U T-28 AIRCRAFT 
TROPICAL REGIONS 
Intensive tropic function testing 
[AD-A056416)	 p0039 N79-10840 
TROPICS 
U TROPICAL REGIONS 
TROPOPAUSR 
Design specifications for the capped balloons with 
special reference to their survival in the
equatorial tropopause 
[AIAA 79-0426]	 p0262 A79-26635 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
U MAINTENANCE 
TRUNCATION (MATHEMATICS) 
U APPROXIMATION 
TRUNKS (LINES) 
U TRANSMISSION LINES 
TRUNNIONS 
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS) 
TRUSSES 
Highly survivable truss type tail boom 
(AD-A056430)	 p0036 N79-0052 
Highly survivable truss tail boom 
rAD-A068181]	 p0420 N79-22079 
TUBING 
U PIPES (TUBES) 
TUNERS 
High power UHF slide screw tuner for antenna 
breakdown measurements
p0349 A79-32190 
TUNGSTEN 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten

fiber reinforced superafloy turbine blades 
p0111 A79-17029 
Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCralY: A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
(NASA-TN-79094)	 p0369 N79-20187 
TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCrAl! - A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
p0337 A79-30397 
TUNGSTEN INERT GAS WELDING 
U GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
TURBINE BLADES 
Determination of the aerodynamic damping of 
turbine blade vibrations with allowance for the 
pitch, exit blae angle, and blade curvature 
p0006 A79-10568 
An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-81] 	 p0007 A79-10767 
Performance and design of transpiration-cooled 
turbine blading 
CASH? PAPER 78-GT-122]	 p0009 119-10790 
Turbine blade tip clearance measurement utilizing 
borescope photography 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-164]	 p0010 A79-10805 
Influence of geometric effects on the aspect ratio 
optimization of axial turbine bladings 
[ASME PAPER 78-01-173]	 p0010 A79-10809 
Aerodynamic force and moment on oscillating 
airfoils in cascade 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-181]	 p0011 A79-10812 
Dynamic stall of an airfoil with leading edge 
bubble separation involving time dependent 
re-attachment 
CASM! PAPER 78-GT-194)	 p0011 A79-10817 
A probability estimate of the long-term strength 
of aviation gas-turbine rotor blades 
p0059 A79-13955 
Influence of some factors on GTE turbine blade 
vibrational energy dissipation
p0068 A79-14845 
On calculating the temperature state of 
film-cooled turbine vanes
p0068 A79-14849 
Applications of OS composites in aircraft gas

turbines --- directional solidification 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-73] 	 p0081 A79-16512 
Influence of the pitch/chord ratio of a subsonic 
cascade of turbine- blades
p0083 A79-16792 
Operation of long-service-life gas-turbine engines 
as a function of the technical state 
p0083 A79-16806 
Application of the method of alternating 
directions to the numerical analysis of the 
thermal states of a bladed turbine disk 
p0083 A79-16807 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten 
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades 
p0111 A79-17029 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures -	 - 
p0113 A79-17542 
The design and testing of a vertical-axis wind 
turbine using sails	 - 
p0127 A79-18467 
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TURBINE BLADES COBTD 
Aerodynamic effects of surface cooling-flow 
injection on turbine transonic flow fields 
(ATAA PAPER 7900483	 p0139 179-19501 
Thermophoresis - Enhanced deposition rates in 
combustion turbine blade passages 
(ASME PAPER 78-VA/GT-1)	 p0149 A79-19790 
An inverse problem of vertical-axis wind turbines 
p0186 179-20800 
The effect of a transversely injected stream on 
the flow through turbine cascades. III - 
Influence of aspect ratio 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-24]
	
p0195 179-22330 
An integrated quasi-3D finite element calculation 
program for turbosachinery flows 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-56] 	 p0196 179-22336 
Determination of friction losses in a turbine 
blade boundary layer
p0199 A79-23377 
Turbine airfoil repair
p0211 179-24144 
Heat transfer investigation of laminated turbine 
airfoils
0214 179-24291 
Aerodynamics and heat transfer of transonic 
turbine blades at off-design angles of incidence 
p0214 179-24295 
Theoretical-experimental analysis of influence of 
coolant discharge from perforated turbine vanes 
on their aerodynamic characteristics 
p0219 179-27727 
A system which uses a laser beam to control the 
regime of vibration tests with turbine and 
compressor blades
p0316 179-28638 
Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for predicting 
dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines 
rAIAA 79-0733]	 p0319 A79-29007 
Transient temperature distribution in cooled 
turbine blades 
[lIlA 79-7046]	 p0330 A79-29414 
Researches on air-cooled high-temperature turbine 
Japanese book
p0337 179-30376 
The effect of slot configuration and arrangement 
on the characteristics of jet flow 
[RAL-TM-195]	 p0337 A79-30377 
Considerations of Cooling method of turbine blade 
from view points of thermal stress and life 
p0337 179-30378 
A two-dimensional cascade test of an air-cooled 
turbine nozzle
p0337 179-30379 
Tungsten fiber reinforced FeCrA1Y - A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
p0337 179-30397 
Heat transfer to turbine blades, with special 
reference to the effects of mainstream turbulence 
[ASt4E PAPER 79-GT-26]	 p0339 179-30514 
Determination of heat transfer coefficients around 
a blade surface from temperature measurements 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-28]	 p0340 179-30515 
An experimental investigation of film cooling on a 
turbine rotor blade 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-32] 	 p0340 179-30518 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled 
gas turbine blades 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-191	 p0341 179-30553 
Facility for studying the action of unsteady 
supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane 
cascade
p0344 A79-31143 
Shock boundary layer interaction on high turning 
transonic turbine cascades 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-371 	 p0390 A79-32342 
Measurements of heat transfer in circular, 
rectangular and triangular ducts, representing 
typical turbine blade internal cooling passages 
using transient techniques 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-40) 	 p0391 A79-32343 
A general solution for distorted flows in cascades 
of aerofoils 
tASME PAPER 79-GT-65]	 p0391 A79-32353 
An experimental study of endvall and airfoil 
surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine 
blade cascade 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-993 	 p0392 A79-32375 
Friction damping of resonant stresses in gas 
turbine engine airfoils 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-109] 	 p0392 179-32384
Performance estimation of partial admission turbines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1231	 p0393 179-32392 
A design review of ceramic components for turbine 
engines 
(ASBE PAPER 79-GT-183J	 p0396 A79-32442 
Research on the creep-rupture strength of 
aluminized and nonaluminized jet-engine turbine 
blades prepared from Nimonic 80A
p0397 179-32586 
Rumerical analysis of flow through turbine 
cascades by the Modified PLIC Method 
p0397 A79-32590 
Prospects of using wedge-shaped models for 
investigating thermal fatigue of turbine blades 
p0398 A79-32825 
Damping capacity of paired shrouded turbine blades 
in relation to shroud contact conditions 
p0398 119-32827 
Evaluation of the aerodynamic damping of the 
oscillations of turbine blades with a view to 
pitch, stagger angle, and curvature of blades 
p0398 179-32828 
sc equipment spurs blisk manufacture - Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 179-33589 
Directionally solidified blades - Greater strength 
p0449 179-36248 
A method of reducing aircraft turbine blade 
vibrations
p0465 A79-38819 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1119]	 p0466 A79-38951 
The application of rapid solidification rate 
superalloys to radial wafer turbine blades 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1226]	 p0469 179-38991 
Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine 
fan blades 
(AIAA PAPER 79-12691	 p0471 179-39013 
Method of determining non-steady-state force 
characteristics and flywheel effect of turbine 
blades from the streamflow pattern
p0473 A79-39071 
Service life parameters of turbine blades 
p0510 A79-40684 
Computer calculations of steady-state temperature 
fields in air-cooled turbine rotor blades 
p0526 179-42551 
Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage 
during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades 
p0527 A79-42569 
Nonstationarity of heat transfer in the blade 
cascade of an axial-flow turbine during engine 
start-up
p0527 A79-42572 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient 
cascade
p0527 179-42891 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 A79-42892 
Particle trajectories near an airfoil with a 
film-cooled leading edge
p0535 A79-43678 
Particle trajectories in turbine cascades 
p0535 179-43679 
On the influence of relative pitch in the subsonic 
turbine cascade
p0613 179-48503 
Long-life GTE operation based on technical condition 
Gas Turbine Engine
p0613 179-48517 
Use of the method of variable directions for 
numerical study of the temperature states of a 
turbine disk with blades
p0613 179-48518 
Meat transfer over the initial section of turbine 
blade cooling channels under conditions of 
rotation
p0699 A79-52608 
Evaluation of the cyclic behavior of aircraft 
turbine disk alloys 
(NASA-CE-159409]	 p0037 879-10058 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of air-cooled 
gas turbine blades 
[NASA-TN-78963]	 p0049 W79-11433 
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Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades 
[AD-A058194]	 p0094 1179-12091 
Research on aeroelastic phenomena in thin airfoil 
cascades 
[AD-A059718]	 p0158 879-14029 
Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program 
[AD-A061062]	 p0234 879-16856 
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design 
and feasibility testing 
[NASA-CR-1595051	 p03O4 879-18976 
Turbine Blade Cooling 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-83]	 p030I4 879-18979 
Turbine blade cooling
p0304 879-18980 
Alternative turbine cooling technology 
p0304 879-18984 
The aerodynamic penalties associated with turbine 
blade cooling
p0304 N79-18986 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CR-159478]	 p0309 879-19414 
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas 
turbine blades 
[NASA-TM-79088]	 p0369 879-20180 
Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCral y : A first 
generation composite turbine blade material 
(RASA-TM-790941	 p0369 879-20187 
Evaluation of an advanced directionally solidified 
gamma/gamma'-alpha Mo eutectic alloy 
(NASA-CR-159416]	 p0369 B79-20222 
Introduction to cooling of gas turbine blades 
p0422 879-22090 
Aerodynamic problems in cooled turbine blading 
design for small gas turbine
p0422 879-22091 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATORIZED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts --- for gas turbine engines 
IAD-A0645971	 p0423 879-22102 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0148/1]	 p0425 879-22111 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. Citations 
from the Engineering Index data base 
[WTIS/PS-79/0149/91
	 p0425 879-22112 
The confluence of two supersonic jets at the 
trailing edge of transonic turbine blades 
p0443 879-23426 
Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blading 
[NASA-CR-159574]	 p0497 879-25018 
A contribution on thermal fatigue in cooled 
turbine blading
p0552 879-27153 
Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for 
gas turbine blade life prediction
p0552 879-27156 
Some theoretical and experimental investigations 
of stresses and vibrations in a radial flow rotor 
p0553 879-27158 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
p0554 879-27171 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions, etc.
p0587 879-28560 
TURBINE ENGINES 
NT EUCTED TAN ENGINES 
NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT JET ENGINES 
NT RAMJET ENGINES 
NT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION BALlET ENGINES 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT T-63 ENGINE 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TP-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT TURBOPROP ENGINES 
A method for assessing turbine engine run-up noise 
impact on- airport neighbors 
[SAE PAPER 780522]
	 p0004 A79-10397
Turbine engines in light aircraft
p0024 A79-12380 
Advanced turbine powerplants for future helicopter 
systems
p0078 179-16228 
New technological advances in the development of 
helicopter turbine powerplants for the 1980•s 
p0078 A79-16232 
Screening properties of silicon-base ceramics for 
turbine engine applications 
(ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-12) 	 pO150 179-19799 
Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered 
general aviation aircraft
p0214 A79-24304 
Applying design-to-life cycle cost methods during 
engine advanced development 
[SAE PAPER 781030]
	 p0257 A79-25902 
Turbine engine cost reduction using Life Cycle 
Cost techniques 
(SAP PAPER 7810311
	 p0257 A79-25903 
The balance of flexible rotors and their possible 
use in aero engines 
(AIAA 79-7014]	 p0328 A79-29389 
High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-141]
	 p0341 A79-30555 
The GATE studies - Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
p03 142 A79-30560 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines - Overviewing the GATE studies 
[51! PAPER 790619]
	 p0457 A79-36747 
General aviation turbine engine /GATE/ concepts 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1157)
	 p0467 P.79-38964 
What small turbine engine does the small 
helicopter need, or The road to hell is paved 
with good intentions --- fuel consumption, 
performance, environmental and engine 
reliability and acceptability considerations 
subordinating advanced turbine engine 
development for small helicopters 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1314]
	 p0471 A79-39032 
Further test results with the airjet distortion 
generator - A new tool for aircraft turbine 
engine testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1185]	 p0510 A79-40752 
Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for 
turbochargers 
(AS ME PAPER 78-GT-191]
	 p0563 179-44794 
Advanced composites for turbines
p0694 179-53889 
Computer-aided analysis and design of the shape 
rolling process for producing turbine engine 
airfoils 
(14ASA-CN-159455]	 p0094 979-12087 
Advanced fault detection and isolation methods for 
aircraft turbine engines 
rAD-A058891)	 p0104 879-13053 
A thermal investigation of the AFAPL turbine 
engine heat transfer test facility 
[AD-A059338]	 p0161 N19-14117 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test rig 
[RASA-TM-79054)	 pO178 879-15050 
Nigh freezing point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79015]	 p0181 879-15199 
The gate studies: Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
(NASA-TN-79075)	 p0220 N79-15956 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines: Overviewing the GATE studies 
[NASA-TM-79073]	 p0233 879-16849 
The feasibility of controlling turbine engine test 
cell particulate emissions with a baghouse 
[AD-A061120]	 p0234 N79-16855 
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[WTSB-AMM-78-14]	 p0289 879-17830 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine. 2: Effects of variable 
stator-vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
(NASA-TM-78993]	 p0292 879-17859 
Composite seal for turbomachinery --- backings for 
turbine engine shrouds 
[NASA-CASF-lEW-12131-1]	 p0298 879-18318 
Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a 
TF-30 turbine engine 
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(AD-A061801]	 p0305 879-19004 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (ATEGG) 
fractograpby of cast nickel base superalloys 
[AD-A0617011	 p0306 R79-19149 
Cr6 jet engine performance improvement program.. 
Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
tNASA-CR-15914501	 p0384 1179-21074 
3180 revised high-pressure turbine cooling and 
other outer air seal program 
[NASA-CR-159551]	 p0384 879-21076 
Regression simulation of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
[AD-A063975]	 p0424 879-22106 
Application of electron-beam welding to aviation 
production --- tests of turbine engine tarts 
welded by electron beam
p0491 879-24940 
Self , stabilizing sonic inlet 
(RASA-CASE-LEV-11890-1)	 '	 p0493 879-24976 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
concepts 
[RASA-CR-159603]	 p0497 879-25017 
regression Simulaticn of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4) 
IAD-A0663981	 p0499 879-25027 
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight testing 
with liquid hydrogen 
[NASA-TB-79196]	 p0551 879-27140 
The analysis of engine vibrations
p0552 879-27150 
Forecasting engine life
D0552 879-27154 
Small turbines: Experiences with disk ruptures 
p0553 879-27163 
Rotor bust protection: Design guidelines for 
containment
p0553 879-27166 
Small turbine engine integration in aircraft 
installations
p0554 879-27170 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod 
caused by rotor blade loss
p0554 879-27171 
Experimental study of low temperature behavior of 
aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
[NASAC159615]	 p0597 879-29355 
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system 
preliminary analysis and design report 
(NASA-cn-1594e7]	 p0654 879-30189 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft 
turbine engines 
(4D-A069440]	 p0662 879-30555 
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience: 
Implications for the P100 engine diagnostic 
system program 
tAD-A069282]	 '	 p0671 879-31217 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1978 --- thernophysical 
properties 
[BETC/PPS-79/2) 	 p0709 N79-32381 
Turbine engine particulate emission characterization 
fAD-A0731981 '	 p0717 879-33208 
Reclamation of synthetic turbine engine oil mixtures 
[AD-A071813]	 p0718 879-33211 
TURBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES 
111 scanning camera measurements of an exhaust 
plume from an axisymmetric nozzle afterbody 
model at transonic Bach numbers
p0281 #79-28097 
Partially variable area turbine nozzle 
(AIAA PAPER 70-1227] 	 p0469 #79-38992 
Systematization of simple structural elements of a 
regulated gas turbine engine nozzle
p0526 #79-42555 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
3130-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust 
nozzle emission sample 
(AD-A072019]	 p0670 879-31209 
TURBINE INSTRUMENTS 
A high temperature turbine research module 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-73) 	 p0008 879-10769 
On-line computer for transient turbine cascade 
instrumentation
pOO17 #79-11488 
Dynamic data analysis --- gas turbine engine 
vibration transducers
p0252 #79-25845 
TURBINE PUMPS 
Measuring the moment imparted by a liquid pump in
TON BOCO ERR ES SO ES 
startup regime
p0525 #79-42550 
TURBINE WHEELS 
Influence of stator vane canting on alternating 
stress level in turbine rotor blades 
p0068 #79-14848 
Application of the method of alternating 
directions to the numerical analysis of the 
thermal states of a bladed turbine disk 
p0083 #79-16807 
Fracture mechanics problems for gas turbine engine 
structures
p0113 A79-17542 
Numerical investigations on the generation and 
development of rotating stalls 
tASM! PAPER 78-WA/GT-5] 	 p0149 #79-19793 
A cumulative fatigue damage model for gas turbine 
engine disks subjected to complex mission loading 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/GT-141	 p0150 A79-19801 
Jet cooling at the rim of a rotating disk 
[ASH! PAPER 78-GT-251	 p0196 A79-22331 
Integrally cast turbine rotor for high volume 
production 
[SAE PAPER 781000] 	 p0255 #79-25883 
Method for digital computer calculation of 
unsteady temperature fields in turbomachine discs 
p0280 #79-27746 
Determination of the flaw size in turbine rotors 
by ultrasonics - A necessary requirement for 
fracture-mechanics test evaluation
p0337 #79-30281 
The effects of coolant air inlet conditions on the 
flow regime between a turbine disk and its casing 
EASME PAPER 79-GT-351	 p0340 #79-30520 
Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry 
nozzleless turbine casings 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-87] 	 p0391 A79-32364 
NC equipment spurs blink manufacture - Full-scale 
production slated --- Numerical Control for 
integrated helicopter compressor blade and disk 
manufacture
p0400 879-33589 
Damage tolerant design - An approach to reducing 
the life cycle cost of gas turbine engine disks 
(AIRA PAPER 79-11891	 .	 p0468 #79-38976 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-1DA 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1192]	 p0468 #79-38977 
Methodological considerations on the service life 
design of turbine disks
pOSlO #79-40687 
Computer calculation of steady-state temperature 
fields in cooled turbine disks
p0526 #79-42553 
LCV life prediction for a flight-by-flight load 
sequence of a turbine disc --- Low Cycle Fatigue 
p0534 #79-43600 
u se of the method of variable directions for 
numerical study of the temperature states of a 
turbine disk with blades
p0613 A79-48518 
TURBINES 
NT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES 
NT GAS TURBINES 
NT SHROUDED TURBINES 
NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES 
NT TWO STAGE TURBINES 
A discussion of turbine and compressor sealing 
devices and systems
p0024 #79-12373 
The Netherlands experimental vertical axis wind 
turbine
p0112 A79-17120 
Fluid dynamics of diffuser-augmented wind turbines 
p0186 #79-20798 
Engine demonstration test of a cooled laminated 
axial turbine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-12291	 p0469 879-38993 
The monorotor gas turbine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1230]	 p0470 #79-38994 
Alternative turbine cooling technology 
P0304 879-18984 
TURBOCHARGERS 
U SUPERCHARGERS 
U TURBOCONPRESSORS 
TUEB OC ON PR ES SODS 
A new stage stacking technique for axial-flow 
compressor performance prediction 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1391	 - p0002 #79-10268 
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An axial compressor end-wall boundary layer 
calculation method 
[ASME PAPER 78-UT-e11	 p0007 179-10767 
Representation of ccmpressor characteristics in 
coordinates convenient for computer calculation 
of GTE parameters
p0068 179-10844 
Technology evolution in the Allison Model 250 engine 
for helicopter propulsion
p0138 179-18681 
Operation of a multistage axial compressor with 
nontvisted blades frcm viewpoint of 
three-dimensional axisymmetric flow theory 
p0135 879-19382 
Numerical investigations on the generation and 
development of rotating stalls 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-5] 	 p0149 179-19793 
Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
a multistage, axial-flow turbomachine 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-6]
	 p0195 879-22328 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-34]
	 p0196 179-22335 
Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady 
regimes of a low speed compressor 
[0NERA, TP NO. 1978-68] 	 p0213 879-24219 
A fundamental criterion for the application of 
rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow 
compressors
p0213 179-24220 
An experimental study of pulsating flow in a three 
stage axial flow compressor
p0213 #79-24221 
Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a 
compressor rotor blade 
(1181 PAPER 79-0280] 	 p0260 879-26544 
Axial compressor operation with radially 
nonuniform inflow
p0280 879-27743 
Effect of hub and tip annular flow blockage on the 
performance of a single-stage axial-flow 
compressor 
(8188 79-70011	 p0327 879-29377 
Asymmetric distortion generation in a variable 
height annulus --- for compressor inlet flow 
[8188 79-7002]	 p0327 879-29378 
Effects of inlet distortions on a multi-stage 
compressor --- transonic flow pressure distortion 
[8188 79-7003] p0327 879-29379 
An extension of the classical cascade model to a 
3D model for blade-huh and blade-casing 
interaction -.Experiments and calculations 
[8188 79-7029]	 p0329 879-29401 
Aerodynamic development and performance of the 
cy6-6/1M2500 compressor 
[8188 79-7030]	 p0329 879-29402 
Study of the flow field behind a transonic axial 
compressor rotor using laser-anemometry and 
unsteady pressure measurements 
[AIAA 79-7034)	 p0330 179-29405 
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity 
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at 
high subsonic speed 
(AIAA 79-70331	 p0331 179-29419 
Experimental and analytical investigaticn of the 
effects of Reynolds number and blade surface 
roughness on multistage axial flow compressors 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-21
	 p0339 879-30501 
Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by 
inv jscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
computation 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-5]
	 p0339 179-30504 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-9]
	 p0339 879-30507 
Computation of supercritical, compressor and 
turbine cascades with a design method for 
transonic flows 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-30]
	 p0340 7,79-30516 
Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on 
the return flows and stable operating range of 
an axial flow fan 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-31]
	 p0340 879-30517 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
p0341 179-30558 
Study of compressor aeroelastic instabilities in a 
linear cascade wind tunnel
rCNERA, TP NO. 1979-6]
	 p0390 179-32296 
An off-design Correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
(AS NE PAPER 79-GT-6)
	 p0390 179-32329 
Design and testing of two supercritical compressor 
cascades 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-11]
	 p0390 879-32330 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages 
[ASh! PAPER 79-01-551
	 p0391 879-32350 
The influence of the blading surface roughness on 
the aerodynamic behavior and characteristic of 
an axial compressor 	 - 
(ASME PAPER 79-01-1023
	 p0392 879-32378 
Forced vibrations of a single stage axial 
compressor rotor 
[ASh! PAPER 79-01-108)
	 p0392 A79-32383 
Optimization for rotor blades of tandem design for 
axial flow compressors 
[ASh! PAPER 79-GT-125]
	 p0393 #79-32394 
The prediction of steady, circumferential pressure 
and temperature distortions in multistage axial 
flow compressors 
(ASh! PAPER 79-01-184)
	 p0396 879-32443 
Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume 
from the compressor research facility at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Ease, Ohio 
(ASh! PAPER 79-GT-1851
	 p0396 A79-32445 
Selected problems concerning unstable operation of 
aircraft turbine engine compressors
p0397 879-32589 
Preliminary studies using photon correlation 
velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion 
systems
90405 879-34314 
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
compressor stage
p0451 879-36586 
Selection of aircraft turbocharger systems 
(SA! PAPER 790608)
	 p0456 879-36739 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continental Rotors 1510-360-C engine 
rSA! PAPER 790607] 	 p0459 879-36760 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(8188 PAPER 79-1309]
	 PO471 179-39031 
Experimental studies of axial and radial 
compressors by means of new measurement techniques 
p0512 879-81237 
Computer aided design of mixed flow turbines for 
turbochargers 
[ASh! PAPER 78-GT-1911
	 p0563 A79-44794 
Laser velocimeter applied to the study of circular 
distorsion effects in a low speed compressor 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1979-30]	 p0687 A79-50925 
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress 
in a turbine rotor 
(NASA-CASE-LEW-12232-11
	 p0037 579-10057 
7erforrnance of single-stage axial-flow transonic 
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios 
of 1.19 and 1.26, respectively, and with design 
pressure ratio of 1.82 
[19ASA-TP-1338]	 p0037 579-10060 
Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the 
Mini-Brayton rotating unit (MINI-8RU) . Volume 
': Figures and drawings 
(NASA-CH-159481-VOL-2)	 p0049 N79-11409 
Analysis of supersonic stall bending flutter in 
axial-flow compressor by actuator disk theory 
(14ASA-IP-1345)	 pOO99 879-13003 
A new blade element method for calculating the 
performance of high and intermediate solidity 
axial flow fans 
[NASA-CR-30631
	 p0103 879-13047 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
(AD-A059025]	 p0103 R79-13052 
Comparison between flows in cascades and rotors in 
the transonic range. 3: comparison of 
experimental and theoretical results of flow 
studies on blade-to-blade surfaces in an axial 
compressor rotor
p03O5 579-19002 
Aerodynamic and Mechanical factors affecting the 
surge line: Inlet flow distortion influences on 
axial flow compressors
p0307 579-19363 
Industrial Centrifugal Compressors, Volume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-95-VoL-2]	 p0309 N79-19389 
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	 TURBOFAN ENGINES 
Design of multistage compressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
03o9 879-19390 
Development testing of stages for centrifugal 
process compressors
p0309 879-19392 
Turbocharger design and development --- technology 
assessment and design optimization 
-	 p0309 879-19393 
A study of inlet conditions for three-dimensional 
transonic compressor flows 
[AD-A062688]	 p0361 879-20086 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential motors TSIO-360-C engine 
(NASA-TN-79121]	 p0374 1179-20528 
Circumferential asymmetry in axial flow compressors 
p0382 879-21056 
A stall criterion for cascades
p0383 879-21060 
Pressure distributions on axial flow compressor 
blading and comparison with distributions on 
similar cascade blading
p0383 879-21061 
Summary of applied research programs being 
conducted on miniature turbomachines for 
producing cryogenic temperatures operating on 
gas bearings turbo compressors and expanderS 
utilizing helium and nitrogen as working fluids 
p0383 879-21072 
Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and head 
distribution under full- and part-load conditions 
(RTS-11613)	 p0490 879-24342 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/stator relative circumferential positioning 
on blade wake transport and interaction 
[10-1067969]	 p0543 879-26060 
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 979-27176 
Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical 
solicitations
p0555 879-27177 
Review of the AGARD S and N panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SEP approach to 
high-temperature LCF life prediction 
p0555 1179-27179 
Axial compressor stall --- effects on aircraft 
engines
p0557 1179-27435 
Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic 
behavior of industrial turbocompressor circuits 
p0581 879-28564 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio,  
variable-pitch fan stage 
[NASATP1502]	 pO671 879-31213 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
[AD-A069884]	 p0671 879-31216 
Handling problems resulting from compressor 
deterioration --- in single engine jet aircraft 
(NLREP-78019-U]	 p0707 879-32214 
Tunnel 16T performance: Two-and three-stage 
compressor performance 
(AD-A070191] p0708 879-32221 
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis 
(AD-A070623)	 p0715 879-33193 
Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 compressor 
middle stages --- the effects of varying both 
diffusion through the rotor and compressor 
blades and blade aspect ratio 
(NASA-TP-1523]	 p0717 879-33210 
TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT 
NT A-7 AIRCRAFT 
NT BAC 111 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT 
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT 
NT C-141 AIRCRAFT 
NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT 
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT 
NT F-ill AIRCRAFT 
NT 11-62 AIRCRAFT 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p0408 179-34921 
TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TF-34 ENGINE
NT TV-41 ENGINE 
The CF6-32 as a derivative engine of the CP6-6 
(SAP PAPER 780511)	 p0004 179-10391 
The RB211-535 - New member of the family 
(SAP PAPER 780512] 	 p0004 A79-10392 
A design point correlation for losses due to 
part-span dampers on transonic rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-153)	 pOO10 179-10802 
Advanced turbofan engines for low fuel consumption 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1921	 p0011 A79-10816 
Baking turbofan engines more energy efficient 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-1981	 p0011 A79-10818 
Research of the XP3-1 turbofan engine 
(ASEE PAPER 78-GT-199]	 p0011 A79-10819 
Design of a multivariable controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakians 
method of inequalities
p0023 A79-12287 
Statistical evaluation of reverser influence on 
bypass turbojet engine parameters in the forward 
thrust regime
p0069 179-14850 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0044] 	 p0139 A79-19497 
The Tr-Fan V/STOL propulsion/control concept 
[AIAA PAPER 79-01211	 p0142 A79-19546 
Definition of electronic engine control 
environment for an advanced aircraft engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-03851	 p0148 A79-19702 
Engine life usage experience of 1F17/1J101 flight 
and ground testing 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-11]	 p0149 179-19798 
Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy 
fan blades --- foreign object damage to turbofan 
engines
p0189 A79-20880 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0105)	 p0200 A79-23512 
A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbofan 
engine using the multivariable Nyguist array 
feedback control design
p0207 179-23797 
Total pressure recovery of flared fan nozzles used 
as inlets
p0211 A79-24178 
Engine technology for production turbofan engines 
p0248 179-24827 
Measured and predicted noise of the AVCO-Lycosing 
!F-102 turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0641] 	 p0267 A79-26877 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber acoustic 
inlet treatment 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0600) 	 p0261 179-26881 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0660)	 p0268 A79-26893 
Considerations for the design of inlet flow 
conditioners for static fan noise testing 
(AIBA PAPER 79-06571 	 p0269 A79-26909 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-n theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0577)	 p0269 A79-26911 
Noise from struts and splitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0637]	 p0270 A79-26923 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a 3T15D 
engine 
(AIAA PAPER 19-0654)	 p0270 179-26926 
Flight effects on noise generated by the 318D 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel 
tAIAA PAPER 79-06141	 p0271 A79-26937 
Combustion noise prediction update 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0588]	 p0272 A79-26942 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the .3T15D engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05811	 p0272 179-26944 
Tinsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0579]	 p0272 A79-26945 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics 
-	 p0280 A79-27744 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
engine noise 
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[6166 PAPER 79-0669)	 p0318 679-28970 
A sonic fatigue analysis of a cylindrical shell 
turbofan engine inlet 
[#166 79-0749)	 p0320 679-29016 
Bird strike on medium/large civil fan engines 
p0326 A79-29364 
A new technique to compute installed jet engine 
thrust - Applications to trimming for economic 
and operational benefits 
(AIAA 79-7010)	 p0328 679-29385 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinerv - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
(6166 79-70111	 p0328 679-29386 
The future shape of medium and long-range civil 
engines
p0333 679-29607 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration	 - 
p0391 679-30559 
Rolls-Royce Adour
p0392 679-30580 
An analysis of aeroengine fan flutter using twin 
orthogonal vibration modes 
[65MB PAPER 79-GT-1261	 p0393 679-32395 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
p0406 679-34521 
P101 engine derivative work advances
p0907 679-34600 
Quieter short and medium haul aircraft 
p0408 679-34921 
Manufacturers developing fuel-efficient engines 
p0450 679-36380 
Design description of a four-place business jet 
using two WR-19 engines 
(SAE PAPER 790580)	 p0453 #79-36715 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results --- Quiet, 
Clean General Aviation Turbofan 
(SAE PAPER 790596]
	
p0455 679-36729 
Rolls-Royce RB.401-07 turbofan engine for business 
aircraft in the 1980's 
(SAE PAPER 790620]	 p0457 679-36748 
Damage-tolerant fan blade design	 - 
IAIAA PAPER 79-1119)	 p0466 679-38951 
Propulsion system sensitivities for a strategic 
aircraft 
(AjAR PAPER 79-11211	 p0466 A79-38952 
Turbo-fan design for general aviation - The 
evolution of the RB.401 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1160]
	 p0467 #79-38966 
Test verification of •a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 19-11991	 p0469 #79-38981 
The impact of operational requirements on V/STOL 
propulsion concept selection 
(6166 PAPER 79-1283]	 p0471 #79-39018 
Multivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[#166 PAPER 79-12041	 p0475 A79-39814 
Predicted P100 engine response to circumferential 
pressure and temperature distortion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1310]	 p0476 679-39819 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Full Scale Engine 
Research programs using the P100 engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1308]
	 p0509 679-40488 
Type A V/STCL propulsion system development 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1287]	 p0510 #79-90755 
Nultivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 #79-41113 
C76 jet engine performance deterioration 
(6166 PAPER 79-1233]
	 p0512 #79-41175 
CFN56 - Franco-American ten-tonne turbofan 
production launch
p0512 A79-41207 
High tip speed/FOG resistant boron-aluminum fan 
blades
p0532 679-43332 
Garrett AT? 3
D0533 A79-43469 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1861]	 p0609 #79-47918 
The DC-9 Super 80 - Much more than a simple stretch 
p0634 679-49223 
Blown wings from Kiev --- short takeoff and 
landing through wing-overbloving
p0634 #79-49232
Derivative engines for the 1980s will help limit 
acquisition and maintenance costs
p0643 679-50206 
Aircraft engine developments Centre on improved 
performance, higher efficiency
	 - 
p0643 #79-50207 
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine 
program
p0643 679-50208 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for 
an afterburning turbofan engine
p0646 A79-50440 
- - Augmented turbofan performing well in test series 
p0690 #79-52866 
Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using 
the NGTE engine test facility
p0032 1479-10013 
American Airlines' operational and maintenance 
experience with aerodynamic seals and oil seals 
in turbofan engines
p0097 1479-11061 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow 318D-11 turbofan engine 
[AD-6058038]	 p0050 (479-11561 
Preliminary study of optimum ductburuing turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
rRASA-TM-79047]	 p0093 1479-12083 
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and 
integration study 
[NASA-CR-135396]	 p0093 (479-12084 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration 
(NASA-TM-79041)	 p0094 (479-12085 
Comparison of calculated and 
altitude-facility-measured thrust and airflow of 
two prototype P100 turbofan engines 
(19ASA-T p-1373)	 p0102 (479-1304(4 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and static 
• noise of a TF30 afterburning turbofan engine 
(NASA-TP-1372)	 p0102 (479-13045 
Compartmental lubrication system 
• (60-6060172)	 p0165 (479-14105 
• Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[NASA-TM-79059]	 p0174 (479-15049 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results 
[NASA-TN-79013]	 p0174 1479-15051 
Measured and predicted noise of the i&vco-Lycoming 
!P-102 turbofan noise 
[(4656-114-79069]	 p0220 (479-15957 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the 31150 engine 
•	 [NASA-TM-79074]	 p0220 1479-15960 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a 1T15D 
engine 
[NASA-TM-79072]	 p0221 4479-15969 
Energy efficient engine: Propulsion 
system-aircraft integration evaluation 
(NASA-CB-159488]	 p0233 (479-16850 
Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program 
[AD-A061062)	 p0234 579-16856 
Operating and performance characteristics of a 
duct burning turbofan engine with variable area 
turbines 
[AD-A061026]	 p0234 (479-16857 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
(NASA-TN-79085)	 p02112 4479-17263 
Small fan-jet engines
p0299 1479-18891 
Stress intensity factors in third-stage fan disk 
of the TF-30 turbine engine 
[#0-6062103]	 p0365 (479-20119 
Guide to in-flight thrust measurement of turbojets 
and fan engines 
(AGARD-AG-237)	 p0366 (479-20127 
Fundamentals of thrust measurement in flight 
p0366 1479-20128 
Application of finite element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p0375 (479-20831 
Three-dimensional photoelastic stress analysis of 
the dovetail region of the TP-30 turbine 
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engines third-stage fan 
(AD-A063300]	 p0384 879-21079 
Nonlinear stochastic control design for gas 
turbine engines 
(AD-A0650751	 p0423 879-22103 
Lo-frequency augnentor instability study 
(AD-1065144]	 p0423 879-22104 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
[AD-A063843]	 p0424 N79-22105 
Lo-frequency augmentor instability investigation 
computer program users manual 
UAD-A065774]	 p0436 879-23093 
Characteristics of the advanced supersonic 
technology AST-105-1 configured for transpacific 
range with Pratt and Whitney aircraft variable 
stream control engines 
rNASA-TN-788181 	 p0479 879-23888 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TN-79136] 	 p0486 879-23963 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on flow 
characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-79134]	 p0486 879-23969 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[NASA-TM-791831	 p0497 879-25015 
Operating condition and geometry effects on 
low-frequency afterburner combustion instability 
in a turbofan at altitude 
[NASA-TP-1475]	 p0498 879-25022 
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust 
calculation technique using two prototype P100 
turbofan engines in an altitude facility 
[NASA-TP-1482]	 p0542 879-26057 
Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and 
afterburner system
p0554 879-27172 
The effect of intake conditions on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines
p0555 879-27175 
Build 1 of an accelerated mission test of a TE'41 
with block 76 hardware 
(AD-A068595]	 p0583 879-28179 
NASA Cr6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-term CF6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
rNASA-CE-159618]	 p0595 879-29191 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion and 
combined distortion on inlet flow to a turbofan 
engine 
[NASA-TN-79237]	 p0653 879-30187 
B summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine 
research programs using the TiCO engine 
(NASA-TM-19267]	 p0653 879-30188 
Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP) , phase 3 
commercial aircraft turbofan engine tests 
with double annular ccmbustor 
[NASA-CR-13538 14]	 p0670 879-31207 
JT9D-70/59 improved high pressure turbine active 
clearance control system --- for specific fuel 
consumption improvement 
(NASA-CR-159661]	 p0670 879-31208 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
JT3D-1 turbofan engine --- to acquire exhaust 
nozzle emission sample 
(A0-A072019]	 p0670 879-31209 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
(NASA-CR-159641)	 p0717 879-33205 
C76 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept --- specific fuel 
consumption reduction 
[NASA-CR-159564]	 p0717 879-33206 
EU RBO PAN S 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0640] 	 p0269 A79-26917 
Acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally 
spaced fan rotors 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-4]	 p0339 A79-30503 
Influence of freely rotating inlet guide vanes on 
the return flows and stable operating range of 
an axial flow fan 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-31]	 p0340 A79-30517 
An off-design correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-61 	 p0390 A79-32329
Advanced forging process for gas turbine engine 
fan blades 
(AIBA PAPER 79-1269]	 p0471 A79-39013 
Gas curtain in gas turbine engines
p0525 A79-42547 
Aerodynamic performance of a 1.35-pressure-ratio 
axial-flow fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1299]	 p0033 879-10022 
Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating 
core swirl from a full scale 1.6 stage pressure 
ratio tan (QP-5A) 
(NASA-TN-78991]	 p0043 879-11001 
Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades 
[A0-8058194]	 p0094 879-12091 
The Charpy impact test as a method for evaluating 
impact resistance of composite materials 
tAD-10579671	 p0098 879-12465 
Reasurenents of inlet flow distortions in an axial 
flow fan (6 and 9 blade rotor) 
t19ASA-CR-157842]	 p0099 879-13009 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan tone 
noise calculated using a 3-fl theory 
(NASA-TE-79082)	 p0227 879-16647 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow TF30 turbofan engine 
(FAA-NA-78-3]	 p0365 879-20115 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
tAD-A0638 4 3)	 p0424 879-22105 
Pump design
p0588 879-28567 
A computer-aided design method for axial flow 
pumps and fans
p0588 879-28568 
TURBOJET AIRCRAFT 
U JET AIRCRAFT 
TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL 
Oesign of a multivariable controller for a 
high-order turbofan engine model by Zakian's 
method of inequalities
p0023 A79-12287 
Control system requirements for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 A79-12530 
Control systems and problems of their development 
from the viewpoint of technological and 
operational requirements --- for aircraft gas 
turbine engines
p0026 A79-12531 
A nonlinear approach to the design of jet engine 
control systems
p0070 A79-15016 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1204]	 p0475 A79-39814 
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
tNASAT7926 7 ]	 p0653 879-30188 
TURBOJET ENGINES 
NT DUCTED FAN ENGINES 
NT 3-57 ENGINE 
NT 3-75 ENGINE 
NT 3-79 ENGINE 
NT 3-85 ENGINE 
NT T-53 ENGINE 
NT T-55 ENGINE 
NT TF-30 ENGINE 
NT TP-41 ENGINE 
NT TURBOFAN ENGINES 
NT TURBCPROP ENGINES 
On the conventional definitions of thrust/drag of 
an aircraft equipped with a turbojet engine 
p0006 A79-10618 
A rotating stall control system for turbojet engines 
CASNE PAPER 78-GT-115)	 p0007 A79-10757 
The application of low cost manufacturing 
technology to a turbine gas generator 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-202]	 p0012 A79-10822 
Design of two-dimensional external compression 
supersonic inlets
p0067 A79-14517 
Maintainability by design --- turboshaft engine 
management
p0074 A79-15410 
Parametric method for diagnosing the state of 
aircraft engines on the basis of limited 
information
p0082 A79-16781 
Characteristics of a turbojet bypass engine with 
afterburner during oxygen supply to the 
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afterburner
pOO83 879-16908 
Gearbox casings of fibre-reinforced plastic for 
aero engines
p0111 879-17058 
Coaxial flow noise - Isothermal flow --- for 
turbojet engine exhaust
p0191 879-21595 
Recent General Electric engine development testing 
for improved service life 
[SAN PAPER 780990]	 p0255 879-25876 
Life cycle cost in preliminary engine design 
for P-iS	 - 
(SAN PAPER 7810321	 p0257 A79-25904 
Experiments concerning the anomalous behaviour of 
aero-engine exhaust noise in flight 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0648]	 p0271 879-26930 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
p0279 879-27737 
Comparison of BT3ES and WE characteristics in 
supersonic cruising flight --- Bypass Turbojet 
Engine
p0280 819-27740 
Characteristics of aetoelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
(8188 79-7011]	 p0328 879-29386 
Engine evaluation of a vibration damping treatment 
for inlet guide vanes 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-163) 	 p0385 879-32425 
The multiple application core engine - Sizing and 
usage criteria --- high-pressure rotors in jet 
engines 
rAIAA PAPER 79-1123]	 p0466 879-38953 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
(AIAA PAPER 79-11703	 p0467 879-38969 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1149]	 p0508 879-40480 
Error localization in turbojet engines through 
determination of the characteristics of 
structural members --- German thesis 
p0515 879-41827 
C7856 - An act of cooperation, a new class of 
engine, a path towards the aeronautics of tomorrow 
p0516 879-42065 
A pneumatic distributor for the control system of 
a turbojet engine
p0527 A79-42574 
Characteristics of afterburning bypass turbojet 
engine with oxygen injection into the 
afterburner chamber
p0613 879-48519 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
8188 PAPER 79-11611 	 p0685 A79-51705 
Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines using 
the NGTE engine test facility
p0032 N79-10013 
An experimental study of a catalytic combustor for 
an expendable turbojet engine 
(80-8056512)	 p0045 1979-11048 
ATC accommodation of fuel conservative turbojet 
operations 
(AD-8059050]	 p0094 N79-12089 
An experimental investigation of turbojet test 
cell augmentors 
[AD-A057903]	 p0096 N79-12101 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
[NASA-TM-7906]	 p0226 N79-16300 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turhomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
(NASA-TB-79085]	 p0242 179-17263 
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design 
and feasibility testing 
(NASA-CR-159505)	 p0304 N79-18976 
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
combustor using jet A and A diesel fuel 
(NASA-T8-79089]	 p0365 N79-20114 
Low cost expendable engine 
[AD-A062864]	 p0366 N79-20125 
Guide to in-flight thrust measurement of turbojets 
and fan engines 
[AGARD-AG-237]	 p0386 N79-20127
Fundamentals of thrust measurement in flight - 
p0366 N79-20128 
Experimental investigation of turbojet test cell 
aug mentors 
(AD-A063172)	 p0384 N79-21080 
Identification and dual adaptive control of a 
turbojet engine 
[NASA-TM-79145]	 p0442 N79-23257 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
[RASA-TH-79157]	 p0486 N79-23966 
Alternate subsonic low-cost engine 
rAD-R0672771	 p0542 1979-26058 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ramjet inlet 
NASA-TN-80141]	 p0671 N79-31215 
Handling problems resulting from compressor 
deterioration --- in single engine jet aircraft 
[NLP-MP-78019-G]	 p0707 fl79-32214 
TURBORACRINE BLADES 
NT COMPRESSOR BLADES 
NT ROTOR BLADES (TURBONACHXN!RT) 
NT STATOR BLADES 
NT TURBINE BLADES 
A low cost blade design for a Darrieus-type 
vertical-axis wind turbine
p0064 879-14291 
Automation of blade design for aircraft 
turbomachines --- Russian book
p0126 A79-18298 
Design and development of a rotating water table 
for flow studies in turbomachine stages 
(ASH! PAPER 78-WA/D!-163	 p0148 A79-19762 
A procedure for axial blade optimization 
(ASEE PAPER 78-VA/GT-15]	 p0150 879-19802 
Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy 
fan blades --- foreign object damage to turbofan 
engines
p0189 A79-20800 
Computer programs of flow calculation on relative 
stream surfaces Si and S2 employing 
non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and 
non-orthogonal velocity components and their 
application to the design of turbomachine blades 
based on three-dimensional flow 
[AIAA 79-7035)	 p0330 A79-29406 
Small disturbance swirl flow in turbomachinery 
bladings
p0334 879-29705 
Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of 
oscillating loaded cascades at low Mach number. 
I - Pressure distribution, forces, and moments 
[ASME PAPER 79-GT-1111	 p0393 879-32386 
Effect of interblade phase angle and incidence 
angle on cascade pitching stability 
EASNE PAPER 79-GT-1531
	 p0394 A79-32418 
Problems associated with flows in aerodynamic 
wakes of blade cascades
p0534 A79-43607 
Aerodynamic excitation forces of blade vibrations 
in axial turbouachinery as a result of 
interference from nearby cascades
p0614 879-48572 
Model tests on cooling of gas turbine blades 
p0697 879-54273 
Is the Reis-Pogh principle exploitable in 
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding
p0697 A79-514362 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery- NASA full scale engine test 
results 
[NASA-TN-79085)
	
p0242 N79-17263 
Turbine Blade Cooling 
VKI-LFCTURE-SERIES-83]	 p0304 W79-18979 
esearch on the flutter of axial turbomachine 
blading 
(AD-A063102]	 p0366 N79-20126 
High turning blading for axial flow machines. 
Introduction and summary of the problems 
p0383 N79-21068 
TUBBONACHINERT 
NT AXIAl FLCW TURBINES 
NT CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS 
NT CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 
NT GAS TURBINES 
NT SHROUDED TURBINES 
NT SUP!RSCNIC TURBINES	 - 
NT TURBINE PUMPS 
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NT TURBINES 
NT TURBOCONPRESSORS 
NT TURBOFANS 
NT TWO STAGE TURBINES 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbomachinery rotor 
passage [ASNE PAPER 78-GT-114]	 p0001 179-10266 
High efficiency fluid film thrust hearings for 
turboinachinery p0024 A79-12371 
The application of foil air bearing turhoinachinery 
in aircraft environmental control systems (ASME PAPER 78-ERAS-18]	 p0027 A79-12567 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the 
determination of cascade shock losses (AIAR PAPER 79-00142) 	 p0138 A79-19495 
A new approach for solving the vorticity and 
continuity equations in turbonachinery ducts [AIAA PAPER 79-00463	 p0139 579-19499 
Viscous flow analysis in mixed flow rotors --- in 
turhomachinery (ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-3] 	 p0149 179-19792 
Aerodynamics of fluid flow engines [OGLE PAPER 78-226]	 p0163 179-20483 
An integrated quasi-3D firite element calculation 
program for turbomachinery flows [ASME PAPER 78-G'"-56]	 p0196 579-22336 
An alternating direction explicit method for 
computing three-dimensional viscous flow fields 
in turbomachines [SAE PAPER 781001]	 p0256 A79-25884 
The finite element metbcd for turbomachinery 
analysis --- subsonic compressible flow 
p0335 879-29840 
Elastomer mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbcmachinery [ASME PAPER 79-GT-149] 	 p0394 A79-32414 
Radial equilibrium in axial turbomachines p0461 179-37828 
The role of three-dimensional flow analysis in the 
design of turbomachinery [AIRA PAPER 79-1231]	 p0470 579-38995 
Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows 
in turbomachines (ONERA, TP NO. 1979-59] 	 p0474 A79-39095 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of T3 and 
T55 power turbines [ABS 79-361	 pO631 179-49088 
Use of coatings in turbonachinery gas path seals 
p0046 N79-11058 
Turbonachinery flutter: Introductory concepts 
p0307 N79-19353 
Identification of various flutter regimes and 
discussion of dynamic stall p0307 N79-19354 
Proceedings of the Seminar on Advanced Problems in 
Turbomachinery, part 1 (VKI-LECTURE-SERIES1PT1]	 p0382 N79-21053 
Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of 
Schlichtinmg's cascade analysis
p0382 879-21058 
Riah turning blading for axial flow machines. 
Introduction and summary of the problems 
p0383 N79-21068 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method p8383 1479-21070 
Summary of applied research programs being 
conducted on miniature turhomachines for 
producing cryogenic temperatures operating on 
gas bearings turbo compressors and expanders 
utilizing helium and nitrogen as working fluids 
p0383 879-21072 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions [NASA-CR-158522] 	 p0421 N79-22087 
Design problems of small turbonachinery 
p0422 N79-22097 
Sample calculation 4: Phi = 9 deg 57
p0427 N79-22490 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet flow 
distortions [AD-A058959]	 p0437 N79-23094 
Transonic flows in turhcmachinery. Volume 1: 
Theory, part 2
[ VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-59-1-PT-2] 	 p0443 N79-23425 
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor [NASA-CASENP014597-1] 	 nO444 N79-234431 
Design of shock-free transonic flow in 
turboinachinery [AD-A067703]	 p0551 879-27144 
A three dimensional flow computing system 
applicable to axial and radial flow turbomachines 
p0587 879-28558 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions, etc.
pO587 879-28560 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbomnachine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion
p0716 879-33203 
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT 
NT C-130 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT E-27 AIRCRAFT 
NT 88-262 AIRCRAFT 
NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT 
Optimization of jet distribution along the blade 
for VIOL jet propelled rotor
p0129 179-18641 
Prop-fan propulsion - Its status and potential (SAT PAPER 780995]	 p0255 179-25880 
Noise transmission - Turboprop problem (1111 PAPER 79-06451 	 p0271 A79-26933 
Aerodynamic data development for the turboprop 
T-445 Operational Flight Trainer 
1A!AA 79-1637)	 p0567 579-45317 
The aeroacoustics of advanced turbopropellers 
p0643 579-50236 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise 
Lewis 8x6 foot wind tunnel studies for noise 
reduction in high speed turboprop aircraft [NASA-TM-79124]	 p0359 N79-20069 
Interference effects of aircraft components on the 
local blade angle of attack of a wing-mounted 
propeller (NASA-TM-78587]	 p0498 1479-25021 
Driftdown calculations for the YH/227D aircraft [SAND-78-1807]	 p0653 R79-30182 
TURBOPROP ENGINES 
RI 1-53 ENGINE 
Evolution of the turboprop for high speed air 
transportation (ASME PAPER 78-GT-2011	 p0012 A79-10821 
Certain problems which had to be solved between 
the prototype stage and mass production stage in 
the development of an engine --- turboprop 
engine tests p0026 A79-12532 
Modern engine development test techniques --- for 
helicopters p0134 179-18680 
Turboprop interior noise studies (AIAA PAPER 79-0647] 	 p0271 579-26931 
Vibration measurements on planetary gears of 
aircraft turbine engines [lIlA 79-70121	 p0328 579-29387 
The growth and evolution, of the TPE331 [ASME PAPER 79-GT-164] 	 p0395 A79-32426 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Mach 0.8 cruise [SAE PAPER 790573] 	 p0459 579-36759 
Tome noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel
p0474 179-39801 
Energy efficient aircraft engines [lISA PAPER 79-18611	 p0609 179-47918 
TURBOP UN PS 
U TURBINE PUMPS 
TO NBOEOTO ES 
U TURBINE WHEELS 
TO RBO S RAFTS 
Maintainability by design --- turboshaft engine 
management
p0074 579-15410 
Advanced turbine powerplants for future helicopter 
systems p0078 179-16228 
The Rolls-Royce Gem turboshaft engine for 
helicopters and its future developments 
p0078 179-16237 
800 shaft horsepower advanced technology 
demonstrator engine --- turhoshaft for military 
A-455
TURBULENCE	 SUBJECT INDEX 
helicopters 
CARS 78-471	 p0124 A79-18170 
Modern engine development test techniques --- for 
helicopters
p0134 A79-18680 
.Rotorshaft torguemeter --- principles and 
applications 
CARS 79-38]	 p0631 A79-49090 
Application of finite-element and holographic 
techniques in the design of turboshaft engine 
components 
tARS 79-411	 p0631 A79-49093 
Development of a no adjustment' turboshaft engine 
control system 
(ASS 79-421	 p0632 A79-49094 
An advanced technology engine family for general 
aviation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11611	 p0685 879-51705 
Infrared suppressor effect on T63 turbosbaft 
engine performance 
(NASA-TN-78970] 	 p0045 879-11043 
Dynamic behaviour and control of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 N79-22095 
Design problems of small turbomachinery 
p0422 1779-22097 
Performance estimation for a highly loaded 
eight-blade propeller combined with an advanced 
technology turboshaft engine 
[NASA-TN-80075) 	 p0423 879-22101 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls 
for modular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
[AD-A065128]	 p0436 879-23091 
TURBULENCE 
NT ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE 
NT CLEAR AIR TUPB'JLENCE 
NT GUSTS 
NT ISOTROPIC TUNPTILENC! 
NT 109 LEVEL TURBULENCE 
NT LOW TURBULENCE 
Improvement of the aerodynamic circuit in the 
Breguet-Velizy low speed wind tunnel 
(AAAP-NT-78-11]	 p0441 879-23121 
Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge 
flows --- JT9D engine tests
p0496 879-24995 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit

flow of a General Electric C76-50 engine 
p0496 879-24996 
Identification of aircraft parameters in 
turbulence with non-rational spectral density 
p0584 879-28182 
TURBULENCE EFFECTS 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
IAIAA PAPER 79-0617]	 p0271 879-26935 
Seat transfer to turbine blades, with special 
reference to the effects of mainstream turbulence 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-26)
	 p0339 A79-30514 
Account of film turbulence for predicting film 
cooling effectiveness in gas turbine combustors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-2001 p0397 A79-32457 
Lifting surface approach to the estimation of gust 
response of finite wings
p0407 879-34596 
The influence of turbulence on drag
p0563 A79-448711 
Stability of the perturbed longitudinal motion of 
a lift-controlled aircraft
p0687 879-52146 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
(VTH-LB-268]	 p0288 879-17819 
Effects of turbulence on laminar separation on 
aerodynamic surfaces such as airfoils and 
compressor blading 
[SASA-CE-158488]	 p0416 N79-22036 
The effect of surface imperfections on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at 
moderate Reynolds numbers 
(80-2171	 p0431 879-23048 
Effect of atmospheric turbulence on the stability 
of a lifting rotor blade
p0584 879-28183 
TURBULENCE NITERS 
Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature 
round and rectangular twin-jet flows
p0516 A79-42061 
Experimental clean combustor program: Phase 3: 
Turbulence measurement addendum 
[NASA-CR-135422]	 p0094 N79-12082 
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LATER 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbomachiner y
 rotor 
passage 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-114] 	 p0001 A79-10266 
Measurements in three-dimensional turbulent 
boundary layer on a yawed flat plate induced by 
leading edge vortex
p0052 879-13150 
Measurements in an axisymmetricturbulent boundary 
layer with weak and strong three-dimensional 
disturbances
p0052 A79-13151 
Development of turbulence through non-steady 
boundary layer
p0053 A79-13155 
Distribution of the intermittency factor along the 
transition region between laminar and turbulent 
boundary-layers
p0190 A79-21421 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0603]	 p0268 A79-26907 
Seduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise in 
static fan noise testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0656]
	 p0270 A79-26925 
Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator 
blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-251 	 p0329 879-29397 
Considerations regarding velocity distribution and 
wall friction in incompressible axisymmetric 
turbulent boundary layers with transverse 
curvature
p0334 879-29694 
A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers 
on practical wing configurations
pO466 679-38906 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 A79-42029 
The influence of turbulence on drag
p0563 A79-44874 
Investigation of three-dimensional shock/boundary 
layer interactions at swept compression corners 
CAIAA PAPER 79-1498) 	 p0575 879-46693 
Adverse pressure gradients effects on supersonic 
boundary layer turbulence 
[AIAA PAPER 79-15631	 p0577 879-46730 
The effect of short regions of high surface 
curvature on turbulent boundary layers 
p0687 879-52273 
An experimental investigation into the influence 
of acoustic disturbances on the development of a 
turbulent boundary layer 
ARC-R/M-3825]	 p0226 879-16238 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil design 
p0358 879-20054 
Mechanics of boundary layer transition, part 2: 
Instability and transition to turbulence 
EVKI-LECTURE-SERIES-3-PT-2]	 p0676 879-31530 
TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
Turbulence characteristics of compressor discharge 
flows --- JT9D engine tsts
p0496 879-24995 
TURBULENT PLOW 
NT CAVITATION FLOW 
Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in 
turbulent inflows 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-9 11]	 p0007 879-10762 
Weak extinction limits of turbulent flowing mixtures 
flame stabilization 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-144]	 p0010 A79-10798 
Experimental study of an asymmetric thermal wake 
p0053 A79-13158 
Density changes and turbulence production in the 
expansion or compression of a turbulent flow at 
supersonic speed 
[ONPRA, TP NO. 1978-153]	 p0053 A79-13180 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0002]	 pO138 879-19471 
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
A-456
SUBJECT INDEX 
[REAR PAPER 79-0004]	 p0138 A79-19472 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
[AIAA PAPER 79-00101	 p0201 879-23541 
On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic flows 
(LIAR PAPER 79-0071)	 p0201 879-23542 
Experimental investigation of the effect of 
surface discontinuity on step-backward flow 
p0273 R79-27000 
Two-frequency-range theory of unstable turbulent 
combustion oscillations in a jet engine 
combustion chamber. II - Analysis of the 
characteristic equation and comparison with 
experiment
p0279 479-27728 
Numerical methods in laminar and turbulent flow; 
Proceedings of the First International 
Conference, University College of Swansea, 
Swansea, 'sales, July 17-21, 1578
p0335 A79-29801 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-33] 	 p0340 A79-30519 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. I 
p0462 479-38118 
Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion 
induced forces in ground effect (LILA PAPER 79-1281]	 90471 A79-39017 
Indirect measurement of turbulent skin friction 
p0511 479-40770 
Application of a laminar lighting device to the 
smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind 
tunnels 
[ONERA, 'P 80. 1979-82]	 p0513 A79-41304 
Rotor blade stability in turbulent flows. II 
p0513 A79-41751 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
pOSlLs A79-41771 
Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature 
round and rectangular twin-jet flows 
p051 A79-42061 
The influence of longitudinal pressure gradient 
and turbulence of the flow upon heat transfer in 
turbine blades
p0528 879-42892 
The prediction of the turbulent flow field about 
an isolated airfoil 
(LIAL PAPER 79-143)	 p0577 879-46719 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1856]	 p0635 A79-49339 
Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent 
separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift 
p0033 879-10019 
Experimental investigation of the subwing tip and 
its vortex structure 
(NASA-CP.-3058]	 p0C99 879-13005 
A study of turbulent flows about oscillating 
airfoils 
[AD-A060491)	 p0170 879-15011 
Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
(NASA-TN-79072]	 p0221 879-15969 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
using an accelerometer to measure noise 
levels during wind tunnel tests 
NASA-CAS!-LAR-12261-1)	 p0228 879-16805 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(NASA-CR-3067]	 p0234 879-16853 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization of 
lifting bodies. (Solution of three-dimensional 
basic thermo fluid dynamics equations with 
strong interacting attached and separated flow 
fields) 
(BNVG-FBWT-78-4)	 p0288 879-17816 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
for arbitrary two-dimensional multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20041 
Structure of the turbulent separated flow around a 
stalled airfoil 
[R4SAC8152263]	 p0378 879-21010 
Effects of flow turbulence and noise on 
aerodynamic phenomena and measured quantities
TURBULENT lAKES 
wind tunnel tests and boundary layer 
transition
p0439 879-23109 
Aerodynamic noise theory --- lighthill method, 
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations 
p04113 879-23378 
Laser anemometer measurements at the exit of a 
T63-C20 combustor 
[UASA-CR-159623]	 p0586 879-28456 
Gust alleviator feasibility study for 091! 
p0659 879-30230 
Evaluation of F-ill weapon bay aero-acoustic and 
weapon separation improvement techniques 
[AD-A070253]	 p0669 879-31203 
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER 
Neat transfer to turbine blades, with special 
reference to the effects of mainstream turbulence 
[ASRE PAPER 79-GT-26]	 p0339 A79-30514 
TURBULENT JETS 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
pO137 A79-18837 
The plane turbulent impinging jet
p0137 179-18841 
Some low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
axi-symmetric jet
p0194 A79-21999 
Aerodynamics of flame jets --- Russian book 
p0259 A79-26355 
Sound absorption caused by vorticity shedding, 
demonstrated with a jet flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0575]	 p0268 A79-26905 
An experimental study of 058 flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
[ATAA PAPER 79-0607]
	 p0268 9.79-26908 
The generation and propagation of sound in 
turbulent jets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0573]	 p0317 179-28955 
An experimental study of a jet issuing from a 
lifting wing --- vertical-horizontal flight 
transitions in VTOL aircraft
p0338 179-30481 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields --- low Be turbulence and acoustic 
characteristics
	
-	 p0406 9.79-34539 
Roise characteristics of heated high veiccity 
rectangular jets --- jet engine application 
p0464 9.79-38399 
Helical instabilities of slowly divergent jets 
p0513 879-41414 
TURBULENT HIEING 
Jet mixing noise - Comparison of measurement and 
theory 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0570] 	 p0317 879-28954 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
(VTR-LE-268]	
-	 p0288 879-17819 
Jet noise: A status report --- jet mixing and 
shock noise studies
p0443 879-23379 
TURBULENT WAKES 
RI PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS 
NT SLIPSTREAHS 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the
	 - 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
p0028 179-12963 
Experimental study of an asymmetric-thermal wake 
p0053 879-13158 
The wake Vortex Advisory System --- used for safe 
aircraft landing
p0057 179-13268 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
p0137 879-18837 
Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a 
compressor rotor blade 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0280] 	 p0260 179-26544 
An experimental study of the influence of 
flight-stream turbulence on jet mixing noise 
[REAR PAPER 79-0617]	 p0271 879-26935 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05793	 p0272 179-26945 
Numerical solution of a body-propeller combination

flow including swirl and comparisons with data 
p0338 179-30474 
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TURNING FLIGHT 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial flow 
compressor 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-91	 p0339 479-30507 
Wake turbulence and the jumbo jets - Whose 
responsibility, pilot or controller
p0343 479-309143 
Preliminary studies using photon correlation 
velocimetry in turbomachinery and combustion 
systems
p0405 479-34314 
Turbulent wake measurements with a laser velocimeter 
[4144 PAPER 79-1087]	 p0462 479-38058 
Modeling of turbulent wakes in ideal fluids 
p0527 479-42806 
Problems associated with flows in aerodynamic 
wakes of blade cascades
p0534 479-43607 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 879-47009 
Experimental study of the turbulent wake 
downstream of a fan jet
p3613 879-148507 
Measurement of aircraft wakes at 250-meter 
altitude with a 10.6-micron CR laser Doppler 
velocimeter
p0691 879-53517 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
[AD-A057075]	 p0034 1479-10034 
Computation of turbulent near wake for asymmetric 
airfoils 
[NASA-TH-78581] 	 p0359 879-20061 
TURNING FLIGHT 
Folded shear plane control apparatus for aircraft 
steering and stabilization 
[414k 79-1682]	 p0569 479-45344 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory --- development of a real 
time algorithm for optimal three dimensional 
aircraft maneuvers 
[NASA-CR-3167]	 p0654 879-30194 
TUTOR AIRCRAFT 
U CL-41 AIRCRAFT 
TYC (CONTROL) 
U THRUST VICTOR CONTROL 
TWISTED RINGS 
The aeroelastically conformable rotor concept 
CARS 78-59]	 p0125 479-18180 
Wind-tunnel test results cf a full-scale 
multicyclic controllable twist rotor 
(4415 78-601	 p0125 879-18181 
TWISTING 
Twisting of the blades of an axial turbine stage 
during tangential inclination of the nozzle blades 
p0527 479-42569 
fiNAl structural development design methodology 
aeroelastic tailoring of the canard and wing 
box and distributed load tests 
[NASA-CR-144886]	 p0705 079-32197 
TWO DINENSIOWAL BODIES 
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting 
on an aerofoil 
[AD-A064122]	 p0085 879-12000 
A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus 
for unsteady aerodynamics research
p0352 879-20004 
TWO DINENSIORAL BOUNDARY LAYER 
Flow around a circular cylinder near a plane 
boundary
p0137 479-18844 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
(VTH-L14-268)	 p0288 879-17819 
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
Oscillating airfoils. II - Newtonian flow theory 
and application to power-law bodies in 
hypersonic flow
p0059 479-13976 
20 simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor 
helicopter design
p0129 879-18646 
The plane turbulent impinging jet
p0137 879-188441 
The calculation of two-dimensional compressible 
potential flow in cascades using finite area 
techniques 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0077]	 p0140 A79-19522
SUBJECT INDEX 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
[4144 PAPER 79-0108]	 p0141 479-19535 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
[4144 PAPER 79-0359]	 p0147 479-19688 
Propagation of inlet flow distortions through an 
axial compressor stage 
[ASM! PAPER 78-GT-3141	 p0196 479-22335 
Theoretical study of simultaneous two-dimensional 
high-pressure and one-dimensional low-pressure 
flows of an ideal gas in ejector nozzles 
p0197 A79-221437 
Profiling of two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
nozzles and calculation of their flows 
p0463 879-38168 
Effect of base cavities on the aerod y namic drag of 
an axisymmetric cylinder
p0535 479-43711 
7. fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
[4140 79-114561	 p0565 479-45261 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver 
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
[0184 79-11465]	 p0565 479-45269 
Trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1503]	 p0575 479-46697 
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
[4144 PAPER 79-1534] 	 p0577 479-46715 
A simple fluid-flow model of ground effect on 
hovering
p0683 479-51241 
Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional turbulent 
separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift 
p0033 879-10019 
Compressible viscous flowfields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
[40-4059231]	 p0086 079-12022 
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall 
progression
p0357 879-20051 
Langley's two-dimensional research facilities: 
Capabilities and plans
p0388 879-20055 
Viscous-inviscid flow matching: Numerical method 
and applications to two-dimensional, transonic 
and supersonic flows
p0376 879-20977 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flew around 
profiles in cascade
p0383 879-21059 
Two dimensional anemometric probe --- two 
dimensional flow. Wind tunnel tests 
(AAAF-NT-78-09]	 pOlillO 079-23116 
A new approach to the solution of large, full 
matrix equations: A two-dimensional potential 
flow feasibility study 
(NASA-CR-3173]-	 p0676 879-31533 
TWO DINENSIONAL JETS 
The development and structure of turbulent plane 
jets
p0137 479-18837 
The amplification factor in the two-dimensional 
interaction between a transverse sonic jet and a 
supersonic flow
D0526 479-142565 
TWO PHASE FLOW 
Suction fuel supply systems for turbine powered 
general aviation aircraft
p02114 879-243014 
Convective heat exchange of gas-particle stream in 
flow passage of throttling device with vane-type 
turning element
p0280 479-27142 
xperimental investigation of the aerodynamic drag 
of simple bodies in two-phase flow
p0529 479-143172 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
[40-4059025]	 p0103 879-13052 
TWO STAGE TURBINES 
An analytical method of evaluating the effect of 
cooling-air on air-cooled turbine performance 
utilizing the small-deviation method 
[NAL-TN-323]	 p0337 A79-30380 
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SUBJECT INDEX	 URSTEAD! P1.0W 
T23 AIRCRAFT 
U T-2 AIRCRAFT 
T3J AIRCRAFT 
0 1-39 AIRCRAFT
U 
U-2 AIRCRAFT 
The U-2 story
p0260 A79-26537 
OH-i HELICOPTER 
Helicopter hearing failure detection utilizing 
shock pulse techniques 
[AD-A057308]	 p0C49 N79-11410 
Tests to determine the ullage explosion tolerance 
of helicopter fuel tanks 
(AD-A058188]	 p0C92 N79-12074 
Natural icing flight tests and additional 
simulated icing tests of a 08-15 helicopter 
incorporating an electrothermal ice protection 
system 
[AD-A059704]	 p0162 579-14084 
Artificial icing test phobic coatings on UN-1H 
helicopter rotor blades 
(AD-A059875)	 p0220 1479-15954 
Rescue helicopters in primary and secondary missions 
p0310 579-19606 
UH-601 HELICOPTER 
A study of structural concepts for low radar cross 
section /LBCS/ fuselage configurations 
p0013 179-10908 
Development of the 09-601 helicopter
p0079 479-16239 
Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- 08-601 
helicopter transmission application 
(51! PAPER 781039) 	 p0258 179-25907 
Advanced technology applied to the 08-601 and S-76 
helicopters
p0344 179-31172 
Fever controls, easier inspection - Diffusion 
bonding shows cost advantages
p0400 179-33591 
Crashworthy armored crewseat for the 09-601 Black 
Hawk 
(ABS 79-10)	 p0627 179-49062 
Antennas for the Black Hawk helicopter 
(ABS 79-15)	 p0627 179-49068 
Composites important to Black Hawk --- U9-60A 
helicopter
p0695 179-53893 
014-601 NEDEVAC kit
p0310 579-19614 
Crash survivability of the 08-601 helicopter 
p0312 579-19663 
UN-61A HELICOPTER 
Damage-tolerant design of the Y09-611 main rotor 
system
p0013 179-10911 
ULTRA SHORT WAVE RADIO EQUXPEENT 
47 VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RALIO EQUIPMENT 
ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES 
Theory and experiments on precision I hand DEE 
for use with NLS in ATC
p0054 179-132111 
Expansion of the 960 to 1 215 MHz hand use - 
Aspects, achievements, goals --- for integrated 
aircraft communication, navigation and 
identification systems
p0056 179-13265 
A technical update on satellites for aircraft 
•	 communication and surveillance
p0077 A79-16169 
A new I-band HIS/ONE with high accuracy 
p0081 179-16537 
Strategic satellite communications come of age 
Air Force airborne and ground UHF teletype 
terminals
p0190 179-21350 
High power UHF slide screw tuner for antenna 
breakdown measurements
p0349 179-32190 
Adaptive array tradeoffs for existing airborne UHF 
radios
p0614 179-48598 
Flight termination receiver catalog 
[AD-1058656]	 p0181 579-15232 
Design of VHF and UHF communications air/ground 
antennas 
(FAA-RD-79-7)	 p0240 N79-17078
Theory and experiments on precision L-band ONE 
[FUE-44-1977]	 p0549 579-27124 
Jify coplanar-slot antenna for 
aircraft-to-satellite data communications 
(NASA-TE-79239)	 p0667 R79-31185 
ULTRASONIC PLAN DETECTION 
Determination of the flaw size in turbine rotors 
by ultrasonics - & necessary requirement for 
fracture-mechanics test evaluation 
ULTRASONIC SOLDERING
	
p0337 179-30281 
Ultrasonic bonding arrives - 75% cost savings seen 
p0400 179-33586 
ULTRASONIC TESTS 
Broad-band ultrasonic transducers for 
non-destructive inspection of aeronautical 
components 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-45] 	 p0473 179-39094 
Ultrasonic method of gun gas detection --- for 
engine ingestion prevention in F-15
p0642 179-50166 
Ultrasonic inspection of engine nacelle structure 
searching for cracks 
(REPT-7610.909)	 p0557 579-27522 
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar attachment 
joints and lugs in viscount aircraft 
[R!PT-7610.910]	 p0558 579-27523 
ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS 
Broad-band ultrasonic transducers for 
non-destructive inspection of aeronautical 
components 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-45] 	 p0473 179-39094 
Broad-band transducers for nondestructive 
inspection of aeronautical components 
p0503 579-25419 
ULTRASONIC WELDING 
Ultrasonic welding /solid state bonding! of 
aircraft structure - Fact or fancy
p0015 179-10921 
UNCANBEEED WINGS 
NT RING WINGS 
Ron-conical flow past slender wings with leading 
edge vortex sheets 
(ARC-R/fl-3814)	 p0216 579-15920 
UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS 
Explosive removal of egress panels for emergency 
escape from helicopters underwater
p0066 179-14417 
UNIFOBE PLOW 
• Supersonic propeller noise in a uniform flow 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0348]
	 p01116 179-19681 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
(ArIA PAPER 79-0603)	 p0268 179-26907 
An investigation into the transient aerodynamics 
associated with a spoiler emerging into a 
uniform airstream 
[BU-219]
	 p0431 R79-23046 
UNITED KINGDOM 
A consideration of general aviation in the UK 
[TT-7902]	 p0537 N79-26010 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NT CALIFORNIA 
NT DELAWARE 
NT PLCRIDA 
NT GEORGIA 
NT ILLINOIS 
Ni' MARYLAND 
NT MASSACHUSETTS 
NT MICHIGAN 
NT TENNESSEE 
NT TEXAS 
NT WYOMING 
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US 
general aviation, calendar year 1977 
p0217 R79-15925 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil 
Aviation issue number 5 - 1976 accidents 
(NTSB-BA-77-3)	 p0217 N79-15926 
Synthesis of national risk profile
p0296 N79-18085 
UNEARNED SPACECRAFT 
NT NAVIGATION SATELLITES 
NT NAVSTAR SATELLITES 
NT TRANSIT SATELLITES 
UNSTEADY FLOW 
NT OSCILLATING FLOW 
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations 
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UNSTEADY FLOW CCWTD
p0023 #79-12366 
Development of turbulence through non-steady 
boundary layer
p0053 A79-13155 
Unsteady calculation of vortex sheets emitted by 
highly inclined lifting surfaces 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-83]	 p0127 119-18551 
20 simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor 
helicopter design
p0129 119-18646 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
[.8188 PAPER 79-0134]	 p0142 119-19553 
Trailing edge conditions for unsteady flows at 
high reduced frequency --- application of 
Kutta-Joukowsky condition 
[8188 PAPER 79-01521	 p0143 119-19567 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
[818k PAPER 79-0204] 	 p0143 879-19597 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
IAIAA PAPER 79-0283] 	 p0144 119-19643 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0400] 	 p0148 879-19710 
Separated and unsteady flows in aeronautics - 
Research at the University of Bristol 
p0154 -119-20107 
Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
[DGLB PAPER 78-222]	 p0183 879-20480 
Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
a multistage axial-flow tnrbomachine 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-6] 	 p0195 879-22328 
Experimental investigation of unsteady phenomena 
in vaneless radial diffusers 
[ASNE PAPER 78-GT-23]	 p0195 879-22329 
Some features of the unsteady pressure field in 
transonic airfoil buffeting 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0351]	 p0201 879-23550 
Longitudinal motion of an aircraft in unsteady flow 
p0212 479-24194 
Numerical predictions of the unsteady lift 
development on airfoils in a viscous fluid 
-	 p0212 879-24216 
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating 
free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application 
p0213 879-24217 
Effect of compressor geometry on the unsteady 
regimes of a low speed compressor 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-62] 	 p0213 A79-24219 
Numerical study of unsteady flows of viscous 
incompressible fluids about airfoils by a 
combined method of order O/h2/ and O/h4/ 
p0248 A79-24829 
Nonsteady flow of an incompressible liquid over 
slender permeable profiles
p0273 -A79-27062 
Instability of fluid flow in centrifugal injector 
p0279 879-27731 
An analysis of unsteady transonic flow in wind 
tunnels in subrescnant frequency range 
fAIAA 79-0764 1	 p0320 879-29018 
Unsteady airloads in supercritical transonic flows 
(8188 19-0767]	 p0321 #79-29021 
Experiments in unsteady transonic flow 
[AIAA 79-07691	 p0321 #79-29022 
A refined prediction method for supersonic 
unsteady aerodynamics with AIC partition scheme 
Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient 
(AIAA 79-07701	 p0321 879-29023 
Aerohydroelastic opening of a shell in unsteady flow 
p0325 879-29151 
Density distribution in a non-stationary bow wave 
in a transonic flow
p0333 #79-29660 
Goertler vortices in the nonlinear region 
unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown 
wind tunnels
p0334 A79-296814 
The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p0383 #79-30923 
Facility for studying the action of unsteady 
supersonic gas streams on the blades of a plane 
cascade
p0344 879-31143
SUBJECT INDEX 
Unsteady effects on a stalled wing in pulsed flow 
- Comparison with back-and-forth oscillating case 
p0389 119-32288 
Implementation of unsteady oscillatory flows in a 
transonic wind tunnel
p0389 879-32290 
Review of problems of unsteady aerodynamics of 
helicopters
p0389 879-32293 
Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on 
wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors 
p0389 879-32295 
Unsteady upstream effects in axial-flow supersonic 
compressor stages 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-55]	 p0391 A79-32350 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 	 -
effects --- for general aviation aircraft 
[SAE PAPER 790576]	 p0453 879-36712
Analysis of an unsteady aerodynamic force on a 
blade due to ununifors amplitude gusts 
p0473 A79-39059 
Experimental analysis methods for unsteady flows 
in turbomachines 
[OREPA, TP NO. 1979-59)	 p0474 A79-39095
Unsteady hypersonic gas flow past a thin 
finite-span wing
p0513 879-41567 
Nonlinear mathematical simulation of unsteady flow 
past a helicopter rotor
p0513 A79-41573 
yxperiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 #79-43223 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energization 
[8188 79-1631]	 p0566 879-45312
Fully conservative numerical solutions for 
unsteady irrotational transonic flow about 
airfoils 
(AIIA PAPER 79-15551	 p0602 879-47342
Theoretical flap-lag damping with various dynamic 
inflow models 
[ASS 79-20]	 p0628 879-49073
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 879-49456 
Improved sonic-box computer program for 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on 
oscillating wings with thickness 
[NASA-CR-158906]	 p0043 879-10998
Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics 
Panel Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamics 
[AGARD-AR-128]	 p0087 879-12028
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
[311050)	 p0105 879-13062
Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady 
flowfields near Mach 1, 
(AD8060789)	 p0170 879-15010
Identification of unsteady effects in lift buildup 
p0178 879-15083 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 879-15084 
A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus 
for unsteady aerodynamics research
p0352 N79-20004 
Unsteady viscous thin airfoil theory 
[AGARD-R-671)	 p0361 879-20087
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 879-23112 
Some remarks on the design of transonic tunnels 
with low levels of flow unsteadiness 
(NASA-CR-2722]	 p0500 879-25039
An exploratory study of a finite difference method 
for calculating unsteady transonic potential flow 
[NASA-TN-80105]	 p0547 879-27096
Unsteady rotor blade loading in an axial 
compressor with steady-state inlet distortions 
p0555 B79-27176 
Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical 
solicitations
p0555 879-27177 
Aeromechanics --- unsteady flow, aeroelasticity, 
flutter, and servocontrol
p0579 879-28121 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
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doublet lattic method, 1216 (DUBFLX) . Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CB-2849)	 pOl02 879-32163 
UNSNEPT WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT RECTANGULAR WI5GS 
NT RING WINGS 
Amplification factors at transition on an unswept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0267)	 p02O3 A79-23564 
UPDRAFTS 
U VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS 
UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
NT THERMOSPHERE 
UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap - 
configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0120)	 p0142 A79-19545 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet --- high lift V/SlOG. 
wing-flap 
FAIAA PAPER 79-03521	 p0146 A79-19683 
Ground effects on USB configurations --- Tipper 
Surface Blowing
pOlgl A79-21525 
An experimental study of USB flap noise reduction 
through mean flow modification --- Upper Surface 
Blown 
[AIAA PAPER 79-060'] 	 p0268 A79-26908 
Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due 
to wing-jet interaction 
[NASA-CR-158349]	 p0301 N79-18917 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at 
subsonic speeds --- Langley V/STOL tunnel tests 
tNASA-TP-15331	 p0712 879-33164 
UP NASH 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-10156]	 p0635 A79-49339 
URBAN PLANNING 
Meeting airport ground access demands for the 
1980's at Los Angeles International Airport 
p0063 A79-14139 
URBAN RESEARCH 
The total energy cost of freight transport 
p0065 879-111322 
Experimental investigation of helicopter flight 
modes on helicopter-generated noise
p0604 A79-47873 
URBAN TRANSPORTATION 
Meeting airport ground access demands for the 
1980 9 s at Los Angeles International Airport 
p0063 879-14139 
Role of helicopters in airport access
p0128879-18574 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area 
[NASA-CP-2044)	 p0042 N79-10942 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and 
conclusions
p0042 979-10943 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. The setting 
D0042 879-10944 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 979-10945 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Existing studies 
p0042 879-10946-
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Technological options 
p0042 N79-10947 
Planning for airport access: An analysis o f the 
San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs 
p0043 N79-10948 
USA (UNITED STATES) 
0 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS) 
An automated procedure for computing the 
three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body 
combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 
2: Program user's manual and code description 
(AD-8054998)	 p0087 979-12027 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual
(FAA .RD-78-120]	 p0229 N79-16814 
General purpose computer program for interacting 
supersonic configurations. User's manual 
determining unsteady aerodynamic foreces 
(NASA-CR-145128)	 p0285 879-17798 
Airport vicinity air pollution model. Abbreviated 
version user's guide 
[FAA-RD-78-1111	 p0298 979-18475 
Users manual for linear Time-Varying Helicopter 
Simulation (Program TVRIS) 
[NASA-CR-159020]	 p0375 0179-20769 
User's guide to data preparation: Photogrammetric 
navigation analysis program Fotonap 
(AD-8064614]	 p0419 979-22070 
User's manual for steady state and transient 
thermal analysis of a shaft-bearing system 
( SB A B ERT H) 
(AD-A064150)	 p0427 879-22523 
Fuselage-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
(AD-A065587]	 p0489 979-24215 
User's guide: Computer program with interactive 
graphics for analysis of plane frame structures 
(CFRA!E) 
AD-80673491	 p0503 879-25428 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 4: 
Software manual 
[80-8068383]	 p0580 879-28131 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Reliability and maintainability model users 
guide, volume 2--- life cycle costs 
[AD-A068826]	 p0593 N79-29182 
A user's manual for a computer program to generate 
fatigue spectrum loading sequences 
[AD-A069288]	 p0668 919-31198 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, 1216 (DUBPLX). Volume 1: 
Engineering and usage 
(NASA-CR-2849]	 p0702 879-32163 
Modal interpolation program, 1215 (INTEBP) 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CB-2847]	 p0702 1179-32164 
Research Aircraft Measurement System (RAMS) 
graphic system user guide 
(PB-296343/7]	 p0722 0179-33901 
USER REQUIREMENTS 
Principle of operation of Navstar and system 
characteristics
p0063 A79-14183 
Texas Instruments Phase I GPS user equipment 
p0063 A79-14190 
Performance enhancements of GPS user equipment 
p0063 879-14191 
Test and evaluation procedures for the UPS user 
equipment
p0063 A79-14192 
GPS Phase I user equipment field tests 
p0063 A79-14193 
An analysis of the new construction regulations 
for military and civil aircraft construction 
with respect to the deionstrat jon of 
serviceability 
[DGLR PAPER 78-193]	 p0184 A79-201$94 
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low 
range airspeed
p0331 A79-29480 
Can Europe choose a common fighter
p0512 A79-41209 
User requirements for future combat search and 
rescue vehicles
p0620 879-48683 
Can avionic testability requirements be enforced 
p0624 879-48887 
Advanced Scout Helicopter flying qualities 
requirements - How realistic are they 
CARS 79-28]	 p0629 879-49080 
UTILITY AIRCRAFT 
NT 80-105 HELICOPTER 
NT -531 HELICOPTER 
NT T-39 AIRCRAFT 
NT U-2 AIRCRAFT 
NT OH-i HELICOPTER 
NT 08-60 A HELICOPTER 
NT UH-61A HELICOPTER 
Analysis of the economic benefits of utility 
helicopter safety design features
p0072 879-15373 
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Sikorsky 5-76 stresses performance
p0198 A79-22839 
Environmental factors affecting the installation 
and operation of gas turbine engines in 
agricultural aircraft 
r. SAE PAPER 781010)	 p0256 A79-25892 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4G: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-film 
data, fairings and surface devices --- utility 
aircraft 
(AD-A063000]	 p0360 879-20074 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors 
utility aircraft 
(AD-A062140)	 p0360 879-20075 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: 
Yreguency analyses of wake split-film data, 
buildup to baseline --- utility aircraft 
[AD-A0626391	 p0360 879-20076 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7C: Frequency 
analyses of wake split-film data, solid hubcaps 
utility aircraft 
(AD-A062640)	 p0360 879-20077 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor, 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-0: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, open 
hubcaps --- utility aircraft 
(AD-h062641)	 p0360 879-20078 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-!: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, air 
ejectors with hubcaps --- utilitary aircraft 
[AD-A062117]	 p0361 879-20080 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-G: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
fairings and surface devices --- utility aircraft 
[AD-A062642)	 p0361 879-20081 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation RU-21 H 
guardrail P aircraft 
(AD-A0683471	 p0593 N79-29178 
UTILIZATION 
NT COAL UTILIZATION 
NT LASER APPLICATIONS 
NT REUSE 
NT WASTE ENERGY UTILIZATION 
An assessment of national risk: General' concepts 
and overall approach --- carbon fiber 
utilization in commercial aviation
p0426 879-22208 
V 
V BAND 
U EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
P/STOL AIRCRAFT 
NT AH-64 HELICOPTER 
NT 80-105 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-46 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER 
NT CH-54 HELICOPTER 
NT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS 
NT FLYING PIATFORNS 
NT 8-53 HELICOPTER 
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS 
NT HELICOPTERS 
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS 
NT OH-58 HELICOPTER 
NT P-531 HELICOPTER 
NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT BOTANY WING AIRCRAFT 
NT S-61 HELICOPTER 
NT SR-3 HELICOPTER 
NT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS 
NT TILT ROTOR AIRCFAFT 
NT OH-i HELICOPTER 
NT UR-60A HELICOPTER 
NT '38-61A HELICOPTER 
NT VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT X-22A AIRCRAFT 
NT XV-15 AIRCRAFT 
Propulsion cycle and configuration commonality 
considerations for subsonic PISTOL design
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-88]	 p0007 A79-10764 
Development of an inlet for a tilt nacelle 
subsonic V/STOL aircraft 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-1211 	 p0009 A79-10789 
Aspects of short-takeoff aircraft --- optimization 
of aircraft, airports and flight regimes 
pOOh A79-11444 
The sizing of a PISTOL aircraft for inultimission 
application 
CARS 78-091
	
90119 A79-18135 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
PISTOL testing 
CARS 78-821	 p0123 A79-18165 
Composite wing technology on the AV-RR advanced 
aircraft 
(ABS 78-53)	 p0124 A79-18176 
Aerodynamics of wing-slipstream interaction 
especially for V/STOL configurations 
p0129 A79-18683 
The value of various technology advances for 
several V/STOL configurations
p0133 A79-18672 
A method for estimating takeoff and landing 
performance of P/STOL aircraft in shipboard 
environments
P0133 A79-18675 
XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft and preliminary 
design of a larger aircraft for the U.S. Navy 
subsonic P/STOL mission
p0133 A79-18678 
The Tr-Fan P/STOL propulsion/control concept 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0121] 	 p0182 A79-19546 
Critical considerations for wind-tunnel testing 
V/STOL aircraft models --- for hover/wingborne 
flight transition 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0332] 	 p0145 A79-19671 
Transition aerodynamics for close-coupled 
wing-canard configuration --- V/STOL operations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0336] 	 p0145 A79-19673 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet --- high lift P/STOL 
wing-flap 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0352] 	 p0146 a79-19683 
Some basic test results of P/STOL jet induced lift 
effects in hover 
[AIRE PAPER 79-03391 	 p0202 A79-23553 
Jet-induced aerodynamics of P/STOL aircraft over a 
moving deck 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0337]	 p0202 A79-23556 
Low speed testing techniques for P/STOL aircraft 
in the Princeton dynamic model track 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0334)	 p0202 A79-23558 
P/STOL aircraft engine and mechanical drive 
component integration 
[SAE PAPER 781038]	 p0258 A79-25906 
Use of radio controlled models in the conceptual 
development of V/STOL aircraft 
(SA! PAPER 781050)	 p0258 A79-25915 
Avionics systems needed to optimize PISTOL potential 
p0266 A79-26874 
Ski-jump - A great leap for tactical airpower 
V/STOL jet launching from upward-inclined ramp 
(AIli 79-06961	 p0276 A79-27361 
Evaluation of •IFR handling qualities of 
helicopters using the RAE airborne V/STOL 
simulator 
fRIAR 79-0702]	 p0276 A79-21365 
Ship motion effects on landing impact loads 
V/STOL landing on aircraft carrier 
(AIAA 79-0742]	 p0320 A79-29018 
V/STOL all weather BUD landing simulation /Status 
report/
p0331 A79-29878 
Design benefits from P/STOL control/display 
simulation program at Lockheed
p0331 A79-29479 
Future VSTOL requirements for omnidirectional low 
range airspeed
90331 A79-29480 
An X-22A flight experiment to investigate 
control-display requirements for the AP-8R VTOL 
aircraft
p0332 A79-29484 
Augmented vectored thrust engines and the 'problem 
of avoiding hot gas recirculation 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-10]	 p0339 A79-30508 
Propulsion system considerations for the subsonic 
P/STOL 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-57) 	 p0398 A79-32934 
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The British Aerospace Harrier: Case study in 
aircraft design --- Book
pOUSl 879-366411 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
p0461 #79-37296 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field of a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[8188 PAPER 79-11814]	 p0468 879-38974 
Methodology for prediction of V/STOL propulsion 
induced forces in ground effect 
(8188 PAPER 79-1281] 	 p0471 879-39017 
The impact of operational reguirements on V/STOL 
propulsion concept selection 
[8188 PAPER 79-1283) 	 p0471 879-39018 
V/STOL aircraft configuration effects on exhaust 
gas ingestion 
[8188 PAPER 79-1284]	 p0471 879-39019 
V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch 
and variable islet guide vane fans - A report on 
experimental data 
(lIlA PAPER 79-12861
	
p0509 879-40487 
Type A V/STOL propulsion system development 
(8188 PAPER 79-1287)	 p0510 879-40755 
Flight test of a VTOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
[AIAA 79-1703]	 p0570 879-45358 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for powered-lift 
- aircraft 
(8188 79-1709)	 p0570 879-45363 
Design criteria for optimal flight control systems 
[#188 79-17821
	
90572 879-45409 
Alleviation of stability and control difficulties 
of a V/STOL Type B aircraft 
[8188 79-17851	 p0573 879-45412 
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
(#188 PAPER 79-1163] 	 p0603 879-47347 
Development of V/STOL aircraft - 1950 to 1970 
p0604 879-147606 
V/STOL Technology - Where do we stand
p0604 879-47607 
Recent V/STOL aircraft designs
p0604 879-47608 
The characteristics of a lift cruise fan V/STOL 
configuration in near proximity to a small deck 
with finite edge positions 
[8188 -PAPER 79-1854]	 p0609 #79-47913 
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on 
a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1855]	 p0609 879-47914 
Blown wings from Kiev --- short takeoff and 
landing through wing-overblowing
p0634 879-49232 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
[#188 PAPER 79-1856]	 p0635 879-149339 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design
p0636 879-49530 
Flight demonstration of the AV-8B V/STOL concept 
(8188 PAPER 79-1841]	 p0684 #79-51249 
Results of power systems study advanced 
fighter/attack and V/STOL airplanes
p0686 879-51915 
Aircraft takeoff from a ski-jump platform 
p0687 879-52138 
Progress in mathematical modeling of the aircraft 
operational environment of DO 963 class ships 
[AIAA PAPER 79-16771	 p0688 #79-525149 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude 
concept 
[RASA-CR-152130]	 p0033 1479-10024 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1 
(NASA-CE-152128]	 p0033 1479-10025 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude 
concept 
[NASA-CR-152131]	 90033 1479-10026 
study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL fighter 
attack aircraft 
(NASA-CR-152129]	 p0034 1479-10027 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, phase 1	 - 
(NASA-CR-152132]	 p0034 1479-10028 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND
(NASA-CR-152187]	 p0035 1479-10038 
An examination of the factors affecting the thrust 
requirements and the hover and short takeoff 
performance of several jet V/STOL fighter concepts 
[80-8058128]	 p0091 1479-12068 
A nonlinear trajectory command generator for a 
digital flight-control system 
[NASA-TP-. 1221]	 p01014 1479-13057 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
1: Technical discussion 
(80-8060206)	 p0159 1479-14038 
Configuration management and automatic control of 
an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored thrust 
tRASA-TP-12223	 p0294 1479-17872 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
[10-8062097]	 p0361 1479-20084 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in V/STOL aircraft 
[NASA-TH-79150]	 p0481 1179-23911 
Thrust and mass flow characteristics of four 36 
inch diameter tip turbine fan thrust vectoring 
systems in and out of ground effect 
[NASA-CR-152239]	 p0542 1479-26056 
Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
system to measure the flow field around a large 
scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[NASA-CR-152212)	 p0544 1479-26374 
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[NASA-Tti-79176] 	 p0546 1479-27093 
Aeronautical research into vertical problems in - 
V/STOL aircraft approach landing 
[IFD-4-78]	 p0550 N79-27134 
Aerodynamics of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion 
system 
[NASA-T14-78606)	 p0551 1479-27138 
A comparison of the V/STOL handling qualities of 
the VAK-191B with the requirements of AGARD 
report 577 and NIL-F-83300 
[NASA-TP-1494]	 p0555 1479-27182 
Low speed wind tunnel test of ground proximity and 
deck edge effects on a lift cruise fan V/STOL 
configuration, volume 2 
[RASA-CR-152248]	 p0580 879-281142 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design 
[11ASA-T8-79211)	 p0590 N79-29143 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover testing 
Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility

[RASA-IP-1473]	 p0595 879-29199 
The Guidance and control of Helicopters and V/STOL 
aircraft at night and in poor visibility 
(AGABD-CP-2583	 p0655 1479-30198 
High performance composites and adhesives for 
V/STOL aircraft 
[A0-1069611]	 p0661 1479-30332 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of 
ground-induced effects for a low-aspect-ratio 
highly swept arrow-wing configuration 
[NASA-TP-1508]	 p0672 1479-31223 
VACUOR TESTS 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
[ABS 79-18)	 p0628 179-49071 
VACUUI TUBE OSCILLATORS 
NT CATHODE RAY TUBES 
VACUUB TUBES 
NT CATRCDE RAY TUBES 
VALIDITY 
Restrictive assumptions and range of validity of 
Schlichting's cascade analysis
p0382 1479-21058 
Validation of aircraft noise prediction program 
(NASA-CR-159047)	 p0504 1479-25843 
Development of criteria for monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
[10-80672142]	 p0595 1479-29197 
Development of criteriafor monitoring of airport 
ground pollution. Volume 2: Data validation 
procedures 
80-8067243]	
-	
p0595 1479-29198 
VALUE ENGINEERING 
The application of computer aided techniques to 
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VALVES
	 SUBJECT INDEX 
project design --- for aircraft
p0261 A79-26592 
VALVES 
NT AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES 
NT CONTROL VALVES 
NT DANPEPS (VALVES) 
NT GAS VALVES 
NT PRESSURE REGULATORS 
NT RELIEF VALVES 
Investigaticn of turbo-dyne energy chamber (G:R: 
value trademark) : An air bleed device 
[P8-285381/0]	 p0168 1179-14397 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
[A13-A070387]	 p0673 4179-31226 
VANELESS DIFFUSERS 
Snail perturbation analysis of nonuniform rotating 
disturbances in a vaneless diffuser 
(ASHE PAPER 78-GT-1f43	 p0002 A79-10270 
Exoerimental investigation of unsteady phenomena 
in vaneless radial diffusers 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-231 	 p0195 A79-22329 
VANES 
NT GUIDE VANES 
NT JET VANES 
NT WIND VANES 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive gas-turbine 
engine 3: Effect cf stator vane end clearances 
on performance 
(NASA-TM-78956]	 p0103 1179-130149 
VAPOR PHASES 
Anal ysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during .JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 3: 
Cold weather conditions 
(AD-A070818]	 p0720 N79-33339 
VAPORIZING 
NT COAL GASIFICATION 
NT EVAPORATION 
NT TRANSPIRATION 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TM-79148]	 p0486 1179-23964 
Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon 
emissions for a premixed prevaponized combustion 
system --- for gas turbine engines 
(NASA-T791541	 p0486 4479-23965 
Premixed Prevaporized Ccmbustor Technology Forum 
(14ASA-CP-2078]	 p0496 N79-24994 
VAPORS 
Laboratory tests to determine the possibility of 
ignition of fuel vapors by lightning 
p0681 A79-51135 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 1: 
Warm weather conditions 
(AD-A0693391	 p0597 4479-29364 
VARIABILITY 
Variability of annoyance response due to aircraft 
noise 
(NASA-TP-1335)	 p0299 N79-18687 
VARIABLE AREA WINGS 
U TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES 
Projected aircraft systems development 
(AAS PAPER 78-19141 	 p0189 A79-21278 
liultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the 7100 turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-12014]	 p01475 A79-39814 
General Electric Company variable cycle engine 
technology demonstrator programs 
[AIAL PAPER 79-1311]	 p0510 A79-140758 
Progress on Variable cycle Engines 
[AIAA PAPER 19-1312] 	 p0510 A79-40759 
Hultivariable control design principles applied to 
a variable cycle turbofan engine
p0511 A79-141113 
Preliminary study of optimum dnctburning turbofan 
engine cycle design parameters for supersonic 
cruising 
(14ASA-TN-79047)	 p0093 4179-12083 
Definition study for variable cycle engine testbed 
engine and associated test program 
[NASA-CN-159459]	 P0103 1179-13048 
Operating and performance characteristics of a 
duct burning turbofan engine with variable area 
turbines 
(AD-A061026]	 p02314 1479-16857
Variable cycle engine technology program planning 
and definition study 
(NASA-CH-159539]	 p0435 1479-23084 
Analytical derivatives 
(AD-10614944]	 p0436 1479-23090 
Regression Simulation of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4) 
[AD-A066398]	 p01199 N79-25027 
VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES 
Development of gas turbine performance seeking logic 
ILSEE PAPER 78-GT-13]	 p0001 A79-10257 
Aerodynamic design of fixed and variable geometry 
nozzleless turbine casings 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-87]	 p0391 A79-32364 
Partially Variable area turbine nozzle 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1227]	 p0469 A79-38992 
A general method for the layout of ailerons and 
elevators of gliders and motorplanes 
p0545 1479-27076 
VARIABLE LIFT 
U LIFT 
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
Effect of forward speed on noise emission and 
thrust of small aircraft propellers 
(DGLR PAPER 78-127)	 p0061 A79-14080 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
helicopter vibration reduction by blade pitch 
variation
p0131 A79-18657 
Free-feathering rotor --- helicopter applications 
p0131 A79-18661 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0105]	 p0200 A79-23512 
V/STOL performance comparisons with variable pitch 
and variable inlet guide vane fans - A report on 
experimental data 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1286]	 p0509 A79-40487 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
(NASA-TP-1502)	 p0671 1479-31213 
VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
Soviet swing-vings --- NiG-23 fighter family 
characteristics.
p0112 A79-17125 
Dynamics of controlled longitudinal notion of an 
airplane with a variable-geometry wing 
p0251 A79-25517 
Calculation of wings of variable sweep 
p0348 A79-32047 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 A79-38136 
Fundamentals of design. III - V-G for combat 
aircraft
p0536 A79-143725 
Nigh-performance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1871]	 p0610 A79-47924 
Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep 
wing 
(ONERA, TP NO. 1979-102] 	 p0623 A79-48849 
Structural analysis of variable-sweep wings 
p0696 A79-54051 
Skin And Spar Interface Program (SASIP) 
sweptback and variable sweep wings 
(AD-A071715]	 p0716 1479-33199 
VARIABLE THRUST 
Propeller unsteady thrust due to operation in 
turbulent inflows 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-941 	 p0007 A79-10762 
VARIANCE (STATISTICS) 
NT ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
NT REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
VARIATIONS 
NT WIND VARIATIONS 
VARIONETEBS 
Calibration and use of a sailplane variometer to 
measure vertical velocity fluctuations 
p0336 A79-30112 
VATOL AIRCRAFT 
The impact of operational requirements on V/STOL 
propulsion concept selection 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1283]	 p0471 A79-39018 
VCE 
U VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES 
VECTOR ANALYSIS 
NT COLLINEARITY 
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	 VERTICAL PINS 
NT VORTICITY 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculations 
[AIAA 79-14571	 p0565 A79-45273 
Complex quaternion notation in coordinate 
transformations --- missile launching 
aircraft-inertial space transformations 
p0619 A79-48681 
A vector-continuous loading concept for 
aerodynamic panel methods 
(NASA 7TN-80109]	 p0492 N79-24956 
VECTOR CONTROL 
U DIRECTIONAL CCNTROL 
VECTOR SPACES 
NT RIGENVALUES 
NT EIGENVECTORS 
NT- MATRICES (MATHENATICS) 
NT STATE VECTORS 
NT- STIFFNESS MATRIX 
NT VOBTICITY 
VECTORS (NA?RE!ATICS) 
NT IIGENVEC'IORS 
NT STATE VECTORS 
NT VORTICITY 
VEHICLE WHEELS 
NT NOSE WHEELS 
Airplane takeoff frcm unpaved airdromes 
p0069 679-14874 
VELOCITY 
NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
NT AIRSPEED 
NT ANGULAR VELOCITY 
NT CRITICAL VELOCITY 
NT EXHAUST VELOCITY 
NT FLOW VELOCITY 
NT GROUND SPEED 
NT HIGH SPEED 
NT HYPERSONIC SPEED 
NT LOW SPEED 
NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
NT RADIAL VELOCITY 
NT ROTOR SPEED 
NT SUBSONIC SPEED 
NT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
NT TIP SPEED 
NT TRANSONIC SPEED 
NT WIND VELOCITY 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
Experimental study of an asymmetric thermal wake 
p0053 A79-13158 
Mechanism of determination of the shedding 
frequency of vortices behind a cylinder at low 
Reynolds numbers
p0137 679-18045 
Some low speed experimental results on the effects 
of swirl and velocity distribution on an 
au-symmetric jet
p0194 679-21999 
Periodically unsteady flow in an imbedded stage of 
a multistage, axial-flow turbomachine 
[ASH! PAPER 78-GT-6]	 p0195 679-22328 
Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded 
compressor or fan rotor 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0550)	 p0253 A79-25861 
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0633]	 p0317 A79-20964 
Blade-to-blade pressure, temperature, and velocity 
profiles downstream of a single rotor row at 
high subsonic speed 
[AIAA 79-7033]	 p0331 A79-29419 
Consideraticns regarding velocity distribution and 
wall friction in incompressible axisymnetric 
turbulent boundary layers with transverse 
curvature
p0334 679-29694 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
- large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(NASA-CR-30671	 p0234 H79-16853 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to inlets 
and nozzles --- in V/STOI aircraft 
[NASA-TM-79150]	 p0481 N79-23911 
Studies of the acoustic transmission 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with inverted 
velocity profiles: Comprehensive data report	 - 
nozzle transfer functions 
[NASA-CR-159628]	 p0558 N79-27933 
Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
response to inlet radial and circumferential
distortion 
[RASA-TP-1278]	 p0583 N79-28177 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coanDular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 1 
[NASA-CR-159515]	 p0653 N19-30185 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures, comprehensive data 
report, volume 2 
[NASA-CE-159516]	 p0653 N79-30186 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of inverted 
velocity profile coannular exhaust nozzle models 
and development of aerodynamic and acoustic 
prediction procedures 
,NASA-CE-3168]
	
p0671 N79-31212 
VELOCITY HEROES 
Heading and speed errors for x, y tracking filters 
p03 149 A79-32164 
VELOCITY FIELDS 
U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
VELOCITY NEASUWENENT 
NT WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet --- high lift V/STOL 
wing-flap 
r AIAA PAPER 79-03521
	
p0146 679-19683 
Aircraft velocity and altitude measurements using 
a tunable diode laser
p0281 A79-28139 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
[ASHE PAPER 79-GT-331	 p0340 A79-30519 
Preliminary studies using photon correlation 
velocisetry in turbomachinery and combustion 
systems
p0405 A79-34314 
Turbulent wake measurements with a laser velocimeter 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1087] 	 p0462 679-38058 
Laser velocimetry measurements on high temperature 
round and rectangular twin-jet flows 
p0516 A79-42061 
Multiradar tracking system using radial velocity 
measurements
p0638 679-49608 
Velocity measurement about a NACA 0012 airfoil 
with a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A056447]	 p0034 579-10029 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and 
probe-aircraft accelerations 
[NASA-TN-78561]	 p0302 579-18960 
Wind estimates from cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 N79-20616 
VELOCITY PROFILES 
U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 	 - 
VENTILATION 
The P-16 environmental control system 
[ASNE PAPER 78-ENAS-11)	 p0027 A79-12560 
vuselage ventilation under wind conditions 
p0667 N79-31175 
VENTUNI - TUBES 
Effect of swirler-nounted mixing venturi on 
emissions of flame-tube combustor using jet A fuel 
[NASA-TP-1393]	 p0164 N79-14099 
VERTEBRATES 
NT BIRDS	 - 
VERTICAL AXE CURRENTS 
Calibration and use of a sailplane variometer to 
measure vertical velocity fluctuations 
p0336 679-30112 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
•	 p0464 A79-38477 
Minimum altitude-loss soaring in a specified 
vertical wind distribution
p0545 579-27071 
VERTICAl. ATTITUDE TAKEOP-LANDING AIRCRAFT 
U VATOL AIRCRAFT 
VERTICAl. DISTRIBUTION 
Vertical cutoff rigidity and the intensity 
distribution of cosmic rays near Cape Town 
p0461 A79-37468 
VERTICAl. PINS 
UFINS	 - 
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VERTICAL FLIGHT 
Analysis of optimal loop and split-S by energy 
state modeling
p0602 A79-47C98 
VERTICAL LANDING 
Evaluation of an FN/CV range measurement system 
for VIOL landing
p0448 479-36086 
Plight test of a VTOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
[4144 79-1703)	 p0570 479-45358 
Evaluation of the navigaticn performance of 
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
[4144 79-17081	 p0570 479-45362 
on the limits of steep helicopter approaches 
[RAE-LIP-TBANS-1960] 	 p0161 879-14078 
The characteristics of the spray generated b y the 
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging 
normally on water 
[AD-A067742]	 p0541 879-26049 
An experimental investigation of control-display 
requirements for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft in the 
terminal area 
[AD-A068818]	 p0583 879-28175 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (VALT) CH-47 research system 
fNASA-TP-1436)	 p0595 R79-29195 
VTOL controls for shipboard landing 
[NASA-CR-162140)	 p0654 -879-30193 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on 
board ships 
[NLB-NP-78032-U]	 p0706 879-32204 
VERTICAL NOTION 
Feasibility demonstration of a vertical seeking 
seat steering system
p0402 879-33614 
Vertical-seeking autopilot design --- of thrust 
vector controlled ejection seat
p0402 479-33615 
Theoretical fundamentals of radio altimetry 
Russian book
p0463 479-38145 
VERTICAL STABILIZERS 
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS) 
VERTICAL TAILS 
U STABILIZERS (PLDID DYNAMICS) 
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES 
VERTICAL TAKEOFF 
A method for estimating takeoff and landing 
performance of V/STOL aircraft in shipboard 
environments
p0133 479-18675 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/SIOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
1: Technical discussion 
(AD-A060206]	 p0159 879-14038 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VIOL operations from small Ships and 
carriers
p0222 879-15978 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (VALT) CH-47 research system 
(NASA-TP-1436]	 p0595 879-29195 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used on 
board Ships 
[NLE-MP-78032-u]	 p0706 879-32204 
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
NT FLYING PLATFORMS 
NT X-22A AIRCRAFT 
Development of a microwave multilateration system 
for VTOL landing guidance
p0058 A79-13273 
High-performance VIOL for over-the-horizon targeting 
for surface to surface cruise missiles 
[ABS 78-101	 p0119 479-18136 
Ply-by-wire for vertical lift 
[ABS 78-15]	 p0120 479-18141 
Optimization of jet distribution along the blade 
for VTOL jet propelled rotor
p0129 479-18641 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research
p0133 479-18674 
Status report on advanced development program 
utilizing circulation control rotor technology 
p0133 479-18677 
Stoppable and stowable jet-flap rotor concept 
p0134 479-18679
Aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of 
flow fields below VIOL vehicles in ground 
proximity 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0338)	 pOlDS 479-19675 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VIOL aircraft 
CAI AA PAPER 79-0381] 	 p0199 A79-23509 
VIOL aircraft optimal state-space tracking control 
p0344 A79-31173 
Evaluation of an P14/CR range measurement system 
for VTOL landing
PO448 879-36086 
Fundamentals of design. II - VTO for combat aircraft 
p0535 479-43724 
Parameter and state estimation applicable to 
aircraft identification problem
p0561 A79-43946 
Effect of reduced visibility on VIOL handling 
quality and display requirements 
!AIAA 79-16801	 p0569 479-145343 
Eialuation of the navigation performance of
	 - 
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
(4144 79-17081	 p0570 479-45362 
Nozzles for vectored thrust jet engines 
Russian book
p0603 A79-47428 
Digital adaptive control laws for V TOL aircraft 
p0612 479-48000 
Theoretical study of VIOL tilt-nacelle 
axisymmetric inlet geometries 
(NASA-TP-1380]	 p0169 879-14996 
Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
(IIASA-TM-79056)	 p0169 879-14999 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VIOL operations from small ships and 
carriers
p0222 879-15978 
The aerodynamic and thermodynamic characteristics 
of fountains and some far field temperature 
distributions --- vertical takeoff aircraft 
ground effect 
[AD-A061335]	 p0232 879-16843 
Display/control requirements for automated VIOL 
aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158905]	 p0364 879-20112 
Modern digital flight control system design for 
VIOL aircraft 
[NASA-CR-159019]	 p0367 879-20133 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 
large-scale VIOL lift-fan transport model 
[NASA-TM-78560]	 Ip0416 879-22035 
Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-12A airplane, 
appendix C 
(AD-4063848)	 p0426 879-22215 
Technical evaluation report on the 27th Guidance 
and Control Panel Symposium on the V/STOL 
Aircraft at Night and in Poor Visibility 
(AGARD-AB-142]	 p0484 879-23946 
Wind-tunnel investigation of highly maneuverable 
supersonic V/STOL fighter 
(NASA-IM-78599]	 p0537 879-26017 
The characteristics of the spray generated by the 
efflux of various aircraft propulsors impinging 
normally on water 
[AD-A067742]	 p0541 879-26049 
A comparison of the V/STOL handling qualities of 
the VAK-191B with the requirements of AGARD 
report 577 and MIL-P-83300 
[19ASA-TP-1494]	 p0555 879-27182 
An experimental investigation of control-display 
requirements for a jet-lift VIOL aircraft in the 
terminal area 
[40-4068818]	 p0583 879-28175 
Naintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
INASA-CP-152291)	 p0649 879-30138 
VIOL controls for shipboard landing 
(NASA-CR-1621440)	 p0654 879-30193 
Maritime patrol airship concept study 
rAD-A0701311	 p0663 879-31138 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles --- to 
be used on vertical lift aircraft 
(NASA-TP-1510)	 p0671 879-31214 
Wind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale VIOL 
aircraft model with wing root and wing thrust 
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VIBRATION DAMPING 
aagmentors --- Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
(NASA-TN-78589]	 1479-33167 
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING 
U VERTICAL LANDING 
U VERTICAL TAKEOFF 
VERTOL HILITANT HELICOPTERS 
U BOEING AIRCRAFT 
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES 
A technical update on satellites for aircraft 
communication and surveillance
p0077 179-16169 
Experimental analysis of V.H.F. antennas for 
helicopter homing systems using scale-model 
techniques
p0405 179-34392 
Automated VHF Frequency Assignment System (?AS) 
for FAA air traffic control communications 
[AD-1061336]	 p0225 N79-16172 
Design of VHF and IN? communications air/ground 
antennas 
[?A1-PD-79-7]	 p0240 N79-17078 
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT 
Radio navigation and antenna technology, an area 
of study of many years' standing at the 
Institute for Communications Engineering of 
Braunschweig Technical University
p0026 179-12526 
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES 
The Omega navigation system - An overview 
p0026 A79-12525 
Automated OMEGA/VLF monitoring and forecasting for 
air traffic safety enhancement - A progress report 
p0077 379-16164 
Omega - Global navigating by VLF fix
p0398 379-32722 
Omega and VLF aircraft installations 
[RAE-TN-BAD-NAV-66] 	 p0217 N79-15930 
Environmental effects on VIP navigation systems, 
01-EGA 
(10-1063882]	 p0419 N79-22073 
VHF OHNIRANOR NAVIGATION 
A simple integrated navigation system on VOR-DRE 
basis
p0054 379-13242 
Bearing errors in the VHF omnirange due to 
scattering from wires --- in aircraft receiver 
p0074 379-15460 
VOR - Its past, present, and future
p0076 379-16161 
Can low-cost VON and Omega receivers suffice for 
RN&V - A new computer-based navigation technique 
p0077 379-16165 
Wide-aperture digital VON
p0 156 379-20230 
Low profile polarization cage for VON-S antennas 
p0343 179-30784 
Navigation at high latitudes
p053I4 379-83514 
VIBRATION 
IT BENDING VIBRATION 
IT COMBUSTION VIBRATION 
IT FLUTTER 
IT FORCED VIBRATION 
IT FREE VIBRATION 
NP PANEL FLUTTER 
IT RANDOR VIBRATION 
IT RESONANT VIBRATION 
IT STRUCTURAL VIBRATION 
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p0068 A79-14834 
Vortex pattern at the upper surface of a swept 
wing with a high angle of attack 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-1241	 p0128 A79-18554 
The plane turbulent impinging jet
p0137 A79-18841 
Experimental results on boundary layers and 
detached flows 
(DGLR PAPER 78-220] 	 p0183 A79-20479 
Formation of a trailing vortex
p028 A79-28377 
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady 
flow past finite-span-wing
p0316 A79-28846 
Goertler vortices in the nonlinear region 
unsteadiness development and onset in blowdown 
wind tunnels
p0334 A79-29684 
Study of some characteristics of helicopter rotor 
operation on the basis of a numerical experiment 
p0342 A79-30690 
Practical design of minimum induced loss propellers 
[SAE PAPER 790585]	 p0854 A79-36720 
Vortex-induced oscillations - A selective review 
p0474 A79-39751 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows of 
the F-15 
(AIAA 79-1649]	 p0567 A7945325 
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 A79-47520 
A study of some characteristics of the operation 
of a lifting propeller by numerical experiment 
p0694 A79-53728 
Is the Weis-Fogh principle exploitable in 
turbomachinery --- aerodynamic lift generation 
without vortex shedding
p0697 A79-54362 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
tAD-A057075]	 p0034 979-10034 
Experimental investigation of wing fin 
configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes 
of aircraft 
tNASA-TM-78520]	 p0086 979-12018 
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on 
highly swept wings 
(NASA-cR-3022]	 p0099 979-13006 
Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data 
measured at John F. Kennedy International Airport 
[AD-A055059]	 p0158 3479-14026 
Proceedings of the Aircraft Wake Vortices Conference 
[AD-A055510]	 p0159 1479-14031 
Vortex-lift roll-control device 
[NASA-CASE-LAP-11868-2]	 p0166 3479-14108 
Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0178 979-15084 
Jet noise radiation from discrete vortices 
[ARC-R/M-3826]	 p0227 N79-16652 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
computer program for determining aerodynamic 
coefficients and flow deflection 
(BNVG-PEWT-77-27]	 p0287 979-17814 
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
[NASA-TN-75377]	 p0300 979-18914 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities and 
probe-aircraft accelerations 
rNASA-VH-78561]	 p0302 3479-18960 
Secondary-flow-related vortex Cavitation 
p0378 3479-21003 
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface of 
a swept wing at high angle of attack 
p0414 979-22007 
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept 
wings with leading edge vortices
p0414 3479-22021 
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VORTICITY	 SUBJECT INDEX 
An experimental investigation of the entrainment 
of a leading-edge vortex
p0416 1379-22033 
Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model-
(NASA-TP-1419]	 p0416 479-22038 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with application 
to helicopters --- momentum, vortices, and 
potential theory 
[NASA-CR-30821	 p0416 3379-22039 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in an 
annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
[NASA-TP-1452]	 p0423 479-22099 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction 
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge 
(AD-A0651811	 p0431 479-23020 
Aircraft wake vortices. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
INTIS/PS-79/0166/3]	 p0483 479-23939 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing pins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
[NASA-TP-1453]	 p0492 479-24961 
Ground-based measurements of the wake vortex 
characteristics of a E-747 aircraft in various 
configurations 
[NASA-TM-80474)	 p0537 879-26016 
The computation of vortex flows by panel methods 
p0587 479-28482 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: High-wing model B 
(NASA-CR-3097]	 p0649 479-30145 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg to 
90 deg --- conducted in langely spin tunnel 
(NASA-CE-3099]	 pO665 N79-31152 
A vortex lattice technique for computing 
ventilated wind tunnel wall interference 
[10-4070445]	 p0707 479-32220 
VORTICITY 
Aerodynamic field induced by a jet penetrating a 
cross flow at subsonic velocities 
[0NRA, TP NO. 1978-el] 	 p0060 479-13991 
A new approach for solving the vorticity and 
continuity equations in turbomachinery ducts 
[4111 PAPER 79-00461
	 p0139 479-19499 
Rear field problems in three-dimensional panel 
methods --- mathematical modeling of flow 
characteristics
p0536 479-43779 
Prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions of wing-tail 
configurations at very high angles of attack 
p0415 N79-22025 
VOYAGEUR HELICOPTER 
U CH-46 HELICOPTER 
VIOL 
U VERTICAL LARDING 
U VERTICAL TAKEOFF 
VIOL AIRCRAFT 
U VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT 
VULNERABILITY 
NT NUCLEAR VULNERABILITY 
Vulnerability assessment of aircraft systems to 
indirect lightning effects
p0682 A79-51142 
Total environment survivability methodology 
[40-4061888]	 p0303 479-18971 
NOVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the NOVA-2 
computer program 
tAD-A0660381	 p0484 479-23951 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 --- simulating vulnerability 
to airports and communities from fibers released 
during aircraft fires 
[NASA-CR-159027]	 p0586 479-28419 
A simulation model of attack helicopter 
vulnerability to hostile artillery fire 
[AD-A069753]	 p0593 479-29179 
Experimental methods for aircraft design 
qualifications in an exploding warhead environment 
fAD-A0703811	 p0706 479-32203
LTITA 
W WINGS 
U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
WAKES 
NT AIRCRAFT WAKES 
NT HELICOPTER WAKES 
NT LAMINAR WAKES 
NT NEAR WAKES 
NT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS 
NY SLIPSTREAMS 
NT SUPERSONIC WAKES 
NT TURBULENT WAKES 
Investigation of the profile drag and the mean and 
pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by 
means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0020 479-12151 
Features of flow past slotted wings
p0022 179-12236 
Wake induced time-variant aerodynamics including 
rotor-stator axial spacing effects
p0213 479-24218 
The inner regions of annular jets
p0603 479-47520 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-A: 
One-third Octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, buildup to baseline 
[AD-8061994]	 p0302 479-18958 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-C: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
hubcaps and air ejectors 
[40-4061995]	 p0302 479-18959 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous flow over airfoils 
p0357 879-20045 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 42: One-third 
octave band spectrograms of wake split-fil6 
data, air ejectors 
(AD-A063653)	 p0379 479-21018 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/stator relative circumferential positioning 
on blade wake transport and interaction 
AD-A0679691	 p0543 479-26060 
WALL PLOW 
A general correction method-of the interference in 
2-dimensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls 
p0012 479-10867 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0108)
	 p0141 479-19535 
A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment - 
Axisymmetric flows 
11114 PAPER 79-0203) 	 p0143 479-19596 
Calculation of separated boundary-layer flows 
applied to stalled diffusers and external wedge 
flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0284)
	 p0144 479-19644 
Development of a low-correction wind tunnel wail

configuration for testing high lift airfoils 
p0154 A79-20108 
A fundamental criterion for theapplication of 
rotor casing treatment --- in axial flow 
compressors
p0213 479-24220 
An experimental study of endwall and airfoil 
surface heat transfer in a large scale turbine 
blade cascade 
ASME PAPER 79-GT-99)
	 p0392 479-32375 
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in an axial 
compressor stage
p0451 479-36586 
On the evaluation of wall interference in 
two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by 
subsonic linear theory 
[ARC-R/n-3819]	 p0217 N79-15922 
Research on adaptive wall wind tunnels 
[AD-A0621101	 p0368 479-20144 
WALL JETS 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet --- high lift V,'STOL 
wing-flap 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0352].
	 p0146 479-19683 
Calculation of a laminar wall jet in a wake 
p0450 179-36582 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
Sound absorption through flow separation - A new 
possibility for acoustic attenuation of engines 
p0512 179-41238 
WALL PRESSURE 
Transonic assessment of two-dimensional wind. 
tunnel wall interference using measured wall 
pressures	 -
p0351 579-19991 
Estimation of tunnel blcckage from wall pressure 
signatures: a review and data correlation 
(NASA-CR-1522411	 pO101 579-32219 
WALL TEMPERATURE 
The stability of the boundary layer on a swept 
wing with wall cooling 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1495]	 p0574 179-46692 
WALLS 
NT BULKHEADS 
NT POROUS WALLS 
NT THICK WALLS 
NT THIN WALLS 
NT WIND TUNNEL WALLS 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
NASA-TW-755011	 p0613 N79-31230 
WANKEL ENGINES 
A review of Curtiss-Wright rotary engine 
developments with respect to general aviation 
potential 
[SAP PAPER 790621] 	 p0457 179-36749 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(NASA-TM-792541	 p0670 N79-3121,0 
WARFARE 
NT COMBAT 
Performance of current radar systems in an EN 
environment --- Electronic Warfare
p0637 A79-49555 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
[AD-1069297]	 p0674 579-31235 
WARNING DEVICES 
U WARNING SYSTEMS 
WARNING SIGNALS 
U WARNING SYSTEMS 
WARNING SYSTEMS 
NT EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS 
Considerations on the design of warning systems 
for aircraft flight malfunctioning 
p0055 A79-13252 
Collision avoidance in the integrated system. II - 
Characteristics
p0056 179-13259 
The wake Vortex Advisory System --- used for safe 
aircraft landing
p0057 179-13268 
Automatic failure detection systems in commercial 
aircraft 
[OGLE PAPER 78-140]	 p0062 A79-14089 
The effectiveness of pilot warning instruments - 
An engineering model based upon flight test data 
p0065 179-14411 
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the 
proximity warning device
p0065 A79-14413 
Conflict warning for the radar controller in air 
traffic control
p0116 179-17685 
Experimental evaluation of a wind shear alert and 
energy management display 
[DGLR PAPER 78-1531	 p0151 A79-20016 
Joint aircraft-ground systems automation: Peal 
time data transmission requirements --- for wind 
hazard warning
p0205 179-23592 
En route minimum safe altitude warning /E-NSAW/ 
p0205 A79-23594 
Flight deck alarm systems
p0252 A79-25541 
Conflict alert for the air traffic control system 
p0401 179-33605 
multichannel infrared receiver performance --- for 
airborne detection of antiaircraft missiles 
p0410 179-35210 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p0464 179-38477 
Evaluation of the Ryan Stormscope as a severe 
weather avoidance system for aircraft 
p0297 579-18229
WAVE PROPAGATION 
Feasibility and cost effectiveness of airborne 
tire pressure indicating systems 
[10-1065513]	 p0494 !179-24981 
Report of the FAA task force on aircraft 
separation assurance. Volume 1: Executive summary 
[10-1067905]	 p0540 N79-26042 
A self contained collision avoidance system for 
helicopters
p0656 N79-30206 
Operational evaluation of an optical infrared 
Airborne Proximity Warning Indicator (APWI) 
[AD-A073178]	 p0114 N79-33181 
WASTE ENERGY UTILIZATION 
Effect of friction on notion of a piston driven by 
combustion products
p0411 179-35656 
WATER 
NT COASTAL WATER 
Waterborne coatings for aircraft 
[AD-A057783]	 p0041 N79-12226 
Water absorption of fluids/oils --- contamination 
of aircraft engine oils and inhibitors 
[AD-A065915]	 p0488 N79-24158 
EATER CONTENT 
U MOISTURE CONTENT 
WATER COOLING 
U LIQUID COOLING 
WATER INJECTION 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial flow 
compressors 
[AD-A059025]	 p0103 579-13052 
357-59W engine emission test report 
[AD-A060842]	 p0174 R79-15054 
EATER LANDING, 
NI DITCHING (LANDING) 
WATERQUALITY 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
pOOh 179-15085 
WATER TABLES 
Design and development of a rotating water table 
for flow studis in turbomachine stages 
[ASNE PAPER 78-WA/DE-161	 p0148 179-19762 
WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT 
NT SEAPLANES 
WATER TUNNELS 
U HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS 
WATER VEHICLES 
NT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
NT SHIPS 
NT SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS 
WAVE AMPLIFICATION 
Amplification factors at transition on an unswept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
[AIAA PAPER 79-02671	 p0203 A79-23564 
WAVE ATTENUATION 
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION 
NT SHOCK WAVY ATTENUATION 
NAVE DIFFRACTION 
Computation of the radiation characteristic of 
antennas on complicated structures in the high 
frequency case. Principle of the geometrical 
theory of diffraction 
[DFVLR-FB-78-02]	 p0226 N79-16184 
Applications of diffraction theory to aeroacoustics 
[NASA-TN-80053] '	 p0299 N19-18686 
WAVE DISPERSION 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperboloidal inlet ducts 
[NASA-TM-80109]	 p0558 N79-27931 
WAVE DRAG 
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG 
Improved wave drag predictions using modified 
linear theory
p0191 179-21523 
NAVE EQUATIONS 
Aerodynamic noise theory --- lighthill method, 
turbulent flow, sound pressure, and wave equations 
pO443 R79-23378 
NAVE EXCITATION 
NT ACOUSTIC EXCITATION 
NAVE INTERACTION 
NT SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION 
WAVE OSCILLATORS 
U OSCILLATORS 
WAVE PROPAGATION 
NT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION 
NT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION 
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WAVE RADIATION	 SUBJECT INDEX 
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite element 
method -- for aircraft noise reduction 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06591 	 p0267 A79-26879 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0439 N79-23108 
Nultipath propagation measurement by Doppler 
technique
p0675 879-31478 
HAVE RADIATION 
U ELECTROMAGNETIC FADIATTCN 
WAVE REFLECTION 
NT EACH REFLECTION 
WAVE RESISTANCE 
Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil in a 
transonic flow by shear interferometry 
pO19O A79-21417 
WAVE SCATTERING 
NT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING 
NT ELECTRONAGEFTIC SCATTERING 
WAVEFORMS 
Effects of lightning Current waveform components 
on graphite/epoxy composite material 
aircraft hazards
p0187 m79-20865 
A new standard for lightning qualification testing 
of aircraft: Technical overview, definitions 
and basic waveforms
p0297 N79-18246 
WIVEGUIDES 
NT OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES 
WEAPON SYSTEMS 
NT GROUND OPEN ATICRAL SUPPORT SYSTEM 
Time-phased development methodology - The key for 
reliable engines in future military aircraft 
weapons systems 
rASME PAPER 78-GT-167)	 p0010 679-10807 
Testing of the TOW missile-configured AR-IT 
helicopter --- Tube-launched Optically-tracked 
Wire guided 
[AsS 78-43]	 p0123 179-18166 
Applied ICE. Volume 1 --- Nook
p0192 679-21800 
Advanced weapons carriage concepts through 
integrated design --- for aircraft 
(6161 PAPER 79-0092] 	 p0201 679-23534 
Strike Drone - A defense suppression Concept using 
unmanned cruise/loiter/attack vehicle 
(SAE PAPER 781017]	 p0256 679-25894 
New airborne armament systems --- multimission 
design requirements 
(lilA 79-06971	 p0276 179-27362 
Head-up Display and Weapon Aiming Computer 
/HUDWAC/ system for the Sea Harrier
p0332 179-29482 
New test concepts and their influence on maintenance 
[DGLR 79-022]	 p0347 179-31949 
The 51-68 Weapon Systems trainer
p0350 A79-32246 
Weapons for the black-box war
p0408 179-34824 
Reliability and maintainability contribution to 
Hornet mission success
p0477 679-39915 
Guidance law design for tactical weapons with 
strapdown seekers 
(kIll 79-1732)	 p0571 A79-45376 
Avionics design for testability - An aircraft 
contractor's viewpoint
p0624 179-48888 
Measuring metres to the target
p0694 679-53723 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
[AD-A058555)	 p0102 N79-13040 
The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and 
Support (ALPOS) cost model, volume 3 
[10-105935 14]	 p0163 N79-14091 
Development of a systematic technique for 
analyzing the effectiveness of aircraft class 4 
modifications 
(10-6060551]	 p0172 879-15033 
Remotely piloted vehicles - aerodynamics and 
related topics, volume 2 
(VKI-LECTURE SERIES-101-VOL-2]	 p0219 1(79-15949 
Feasibility study of mini-Spy for attack 
p0219 879-15953
Low budget simulation in weapon aiming 
p0223 ((79-15984 
Manned air combat simulation: A tool for design 
development and evaluation for modern fighter 
weapon systems and training of aircrews 
p0225 879-15998 
The Impact of Integrated Guidance and Control 
Technology on Weapons Systems Design 
(AGARD-CP-257]	 p0353 ((79-20009 
Global positioning system tactical missile guidance 
P0353 879-20013 
F-id advanced electro-optical pod field-of-view 
simulation study --- task complexity during 
laser guided weapons delivery 
[AD-A063530)	 p0382 R79-21050 
Adding the challenge of nap-of-the-earth 
p0655 N79-30199 
Plight test results of a virtual image, pantograph 
mounted, control and display station 
[AD-A070290]	 p0706 N79-32207 
Preliminary
 airworthiness evaluation AR-is 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (AR-1S/ECAS) 
[10-6071343]	 p0716 N79-33198 
WEAPONS 
NT GUNS (ORDNANCE) 
A brief review of air flight weapons
p0431 1(79-23051 
WEAPONS DELIVERY 
Separation testing of large weapons from the B-i 
bomber	 -
p0645 179-50429 
Evaluation of F-ill weapon bay aero-acoustic and 
weapon separation improvement techniques 
(10-1070253]	 p0669 R79-31203 
WEAR 
A decision theory model for health monitoring of 
aeroengines --- metal particles in lubricating 
oils as wear indicator
p0284 A79-28381 
Wear of seal materials used in aircraft propulsion 
systems 
[14ASA-TN-79003]	 p0097 879-122014 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
[ELI-RISLEI-TN-3308-(9091.9F) ]
	
p0292 879-17856 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
(EASA-TM-79185]	 p0490 879-24350 
Friction and wear characteristics of wire-brush 
skids 
(NASA-TP-1495]	 p0592 879-29171 
Wear particle analysis of grease samples 
(AD-A069114)	 p0597 879-293414 
WEAR INHIBITORS 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 A79-31957 
WEAN TESTS 
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for 
high-energy brakes
p0082 A79-16679 
Effects of extended oil changes on aircraft piston 
engine wear and oil characteristics 
(SAN PAPER 790629)
	 p0458 A79-36756 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0475 179-39805 
actors associated with rub tolerance of 
compressor tip seals --- self sustained 
combustion of titanium
p0047 879-11069 
Aircraft engine oil analysis by neutron activation 
techniques 
[10-6066202]	 p0489 R79-24169 
WEATHER 
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
(NTSB-ANM-78--16)	 p0290 1479-17832 
An advanced guidance and control system for rescue 
helicopters
p0657 879-30217 
WEATHER CHARTS 
U NETEOROLCGICAL CHARTS 
WEATHER CONDITIONS 
0 WEATHER 
WEATHER CONTROL 
U WEATHER MODIFICATION 
WEATHER DATA RECORDERS 
Analysis of air motion measurements from aircraft 
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SUBJECT INDEX
p0194 A79-21992 
Evaluation of the Ryan Storinscope as a severe 
weather avoidance system for aircraft 
p0297 N79-18229 
WEATHER FORECASTING 
Summary report of the Weather Services Committee 
p0244 1.979-17431 
WEATHER RAPS 
U METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS 
WEATHER RODIPICATION 
NT CLOUD DISPERSAL 
NT TOG DISPERSAL 
NT LIGHTNING SUPPP!SSEON 
A modern thermo-kinetic warm fog dispersal system 
(AD-A064428)-	 p0444 879-23595
WEATHER RADAR 
U METEOROLOGICAL RADAR 
WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT 
A comparison of temperatures and winds reported by 
the Concorde SST with data obtained from 
rawinsonde and satellite
n0194 179-21991 
Design considerations for the NOAA airborne 
meteorological radar and data system 
p0252 A79-25E89 
WEATHER STATIONS 
Summary report of the Weather Services Committee 
p0244 N79-17431 
WEATHERING 
Environmental exposure effects on composite 
materials for commercial aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158838]	 p0585 879-28232
WEBS (SUPPORTS) 
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle 
[NASA-CASE-LEN-12389-31	 p0164 879-14096
WEDGES 
Prospects of using wedge-shaped models for 
investigating thermal fatigue of turbine blades 
p0398 A79-32825 
WRIGHT (MASS) 
NT STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 
Weight optimisation with flutter constraints 
[ARC-R/M-3823]	 p0222 N79-15972
WEIGHT ANALYSIS 
Weight and cost estimating relationships for heavy 
lift airships 
(AIAA 79-15771	 p0522 A79-42383
Structural loads due to gusts on semibuoyant 
airships 
(AIAA 79-15811	 p0522 A79-42384 
Vehicle Design Evaluation Program (VOEP) . A 
computer program for weight sizing, economic, 
performance and mission analysis of 
fuel-conservative aircraft, multibodied aircraft 
and large cargo aircraft using both JP and 
alternative fuels 
(NASA-CB-145070]	 p0100 879-13026 
A method to estimate weight and dimensicns of 
large and snail gas turbine engines 
(NASA-CE-159481]	 p0173 879-15046 
WRIGHT FACTORS 
U WEIGHT (MASS) 
WEIGHT INDICATORS 
8-52 aircraft gross weight computational system 
p0114 179-17610 
WEIGHT MEASUREMENT 
A method to estimate weight and dimensions of 
large and small gas turbine engines 
(NASA-CB-159481]	 p0173 979-15046 
WEIGHT REDUCTION 
A glance at Soviet helicopter design philosophy 
p0013 179-10910 
Application of gradient methods to the optimal 
design of components of load-bearing structures 
for aircraft minimum weight design 
p0020 179-12144 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing 
structure
p0070 179-14876 
Inertia welding of YAS-64 main rotor drive shaft 
(ABS 78-32]	 p0122 A79-18158
Filter weight minimization for rectified 
superconducting alternator power supplies 
for aircraft
p0273 179-26966 
Influence of bypass ratio on jet engine weight 
p6279 A79-27737 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 	 -	 -
WHEEL REAMER 
[AIAA 79-07241	 p0283 179-28290 
Industry seeks lighter aircraft weight 
aircraft design performance
p0449 179-36100 
Composite applications at Hell Helicopter 
(SA! PAPER 7905781 	 p0453 179-36713 
Impact of advanced technologies on aircraft design 
p0460 A79-37045 
Propulsion system sensitivities for a strategic 
aircraft	 - 
(hAl PAPER 79-11211	 p0466 A79-38952 
Optimization of the weight of a wing with 
constraints on the static aeroelasticity 
p0525 179-42410 
Design development of an advanced composite aileron 
graphite-epoxy structure for L-1011 
(WIll PAPER 19-18071	 p0606 179-47891 
Power hybridization - Key to reducing avionics 
power supply weight and volume
p0617 179-48652 
Antennas for the Black Hawk helicopter 
(ABS 79-15)	 p0627 179-49068 
Ten years of Aerospatiale experience with the 
fenestron and conventional tail rotor 
[ABS 79-58]	 p0633 A79-49108 
Power by wire for aircraft - The all-electric air 
vehicle
p0692 179-53631 
A minimum weight analysis of aerospace vehicle 
recovery systems 
[AD-8058025]	 p0092 879-12072 
Aircraft engine nozzle 
(NASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1]	 p0487 879-23971 
A variational theorem for laminated composite 
plates of nonlinear materials and applications 
to postbucJcling
p0494 879-24977 
WELD STRENGTH 
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation 
program 
[AD-A057928]	 p0092 879-12071 
WELD TESTS 
Application of electron-beam welding to aviation 
production --- tests of turbine engine parts 
welded by electron beam
p0491 B79-24940 
WELDED JOINTS 
C-130 veldbonded fuselage panel flight evaluation 
program	 - 
(AD-A057928]	 p0092 N79-12071 
Application of electron-bean welding to aviation 
production --- tests of turbine engine parts 
welded by electron beam
p0491 R79-24940 
WELDED STRUCTURES 
Ultrasonic welding /solid state bonding/ of 
aircraft structure - Fact or fancy
p0015 A79-10921 
WELDING 
NT BRAZING 
NT DIFFUSION WELDING 
NT ELECTRON REAM WELDING 
NT FRICTION WELDING 
NT GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING 
NT LASER WELDING 
NT ULTRASONIC SOLDERING 
NT ULTRASONIC WELDING 
Advanced weldbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
(AD-1071016]	 p0721 879-33480 
WEST GERMANY 
U GERMAN! 
WESTLAJD AIRCRAFT 
NT P-531 HELICOPTER 
Westland unveils WG30 transport helicopter 
p0462 A79-38092 
WESTLAND 9-531 HELICOPTER 
U 9-531 HELICOPTER 
WETNESS 
U MOISTURE CONTENT 
WETTING 
Overestimates of-entrainment from wetting of 
aircraft temperature sensors in cloud 
p0249 A79-25296 
WHEEL BRAKES	 - 
Friction and wear of carbon-graphite materials for 
high-energy brakes 
-	 p0082 179-16679 
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WHEELS	 SUBJECT INDEX 
model study of aircraft disk brakes
p0465 A79-38816 
WHEELS 
NT NOSE WHEELS 
NT TOROIDAL WHEELS 
NT TURBINE WHEELS 
NT VEHICLE WHEELS 
WHIRL 
U ROTATION 
WHIRL INSTABILITY 
U ROTARY STABILITY 
WHIRLING 
U ROTATION 
WHIRLING TESTS 
U SPIN TESTS 
WHITE NOISE 
Response of plate to nonstationary random load 
p0407 A79-34604 
WHITMAN ROLE 
Propagation of buzz-saw noise in a nonuniform medium 
contoured jet engine inlets 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0639]	 p0268 A79-26896 
WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
Wide angle visual system developments
p0224 N79-15988 
VIDEBAND 
U BROADBAND 
WIDEBAND CONNONICATION 
Real-time/near real-time recce wideband data links 
airborne reconnaissance systems
pO112 1.79-17146 
WIENER FILTERING 
Radar system design for track-while-scAn 
p0248 1.79-25139 
Real-time gravity filtering from on-board 
gradiometers 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1767]	 p0689 A79-52556 
WILDLIFE 
NT BIRDS 
WIND (METEOROLOGY) 
NT GROUND WIND 
NT GUSTS 
NT JET STREAMS ( HETEOFOLOGY) 
Minimum altitude-loss soaring in a specified 
vertical wind distribution
p0585 N79-27071 
Wind shear, volume 1. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-78/1314/0)	 p0599 N79-29772 
WIND CIRCULATION 
U ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION 
WIND DIRECTION 
Response and other characteristics of a flat

bladed, dual pitch propeller anemometer 
p0192 179-21914 
Monitoring stratospheric winds with

Concorde-generated infrasound 
WIND EFFECTS 
Wind tunnel simulation of wind-structure 
interactions
p0114 1.79-17606 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0105]	 p0200 A79-23512 
The consideration of the effect of winds in the 
mechanics-of-flight equations
p0345 A79-31565 
mechanism of extremity injuries occurring during 
ejection from P-B aircraft
p0401 1.79-33610 
Problems of onboard determination of wind 
relationships with optimal filters --- in 
inertial navigation system 
[DGLR PAPER 79-048]	 p0520 A79-42374 
Interactional aerodynamics - A new Challenge to 
helicopter technology 
[ABS 79-59]	 p0633 A79-49109 
Variables characterizing the wind effects on an 
aircraft
p0639 A79-49807 
Better performance for aircraft tracking and 
holding under gust and shearwind influence by 
use of direct digital control 
[ESA-TT-506]	 p0044 879-11033 
A contribution to the increase of aircraft 
guidance precision under wind disturbance 
conditions by using direct digital control
[DLR-PP-77-148]	 p0048 R79-11075 
Fuselage ventilation under wind conditions 
p0667 N79-31175 
VIED NEASUREMENT 
NT WIND VELCCITY MEASUREMENT 
Aircraft dropwindsonde system
p0190 179-21466 
The Dulles Airport pressure-sensor array for 
gust-front detection - System design and 
preliminary results
p0192 A79-21919 
A comparison of temperatures and winds reported by 
the Concorde SST with data obtained from 
ravinsonde and satellite
p0194 A79-21991 
Analysis of air motion measurements from aircraft 
p019 14 179-21992 
Joint aircraft-ground systems automation: Real 
time data transmission requirements --- for wind 
hazard warning
p0205 1.79-23592 
The Dulles International Airport wind-shear 
detection system Statistical results 
p0278 A79-27574 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
(AIRA 79-16071	 p0524 A79-42398 
Windshear indication systems
p0687 A79-523149 
WIND PROFILES 
Commercial aircraft derived high resolution wind 
and temperature data from the tropics for FGGE: 
Implications for NASA
p0374 979-20621 
WIND SHEAR 
Possible near-term solutions to the wind shear 
hazard 
[SAE PAPER 780572]
	 p0006 A79-10416 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0324)
	 p0145 179-19667 
Ex perimental evaluation of a wind shear alert and 
energy management display 
(DGLR PAPER 78-153] 	 p0151 179-20016 
An omnidirectional, tilt insensitive, wind speed 
threshold detector
p0192 A79-21915 
The Dulles International Airport wind-shear 
detection system Statistical results 
p0278 179-27579 
Stable boundary layer wind shear nodal for 
aircraft flight hazard definition
p0278 A79-27575 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence and 
jet transport landing performance
p0278 A79-27576 
Detection of CAT and low altitude wind shear by 
on-board aircraft 18 sensors - An update 
p0403 1.79-33630 
The effects of low-level wind shear on the 
approach and go-around performance of a landing 
jet aircraft 
(SAE PAPER 790568)	 p0452 A79-36708 
A wind shear/downdraft drift angle warning system 
p0464 A79-38477 
Nisse& approach of commercial aircraft regarding 
wind shear in the ground boundary layer 
[DGLR PAPER 79-028]	 p0518 A79-142355 
Influence of delay time and dead time on wind 
shear landings 
[DGLR PAPER 79-029]	 p0518 A79-42356 
Decoupled longitudinal controls. for shear 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
during approach and landing engine jet transport 
[AIAA 79-16781	 p0568 A79-45341 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 A79-52046 
Windshear indication systems
p0687 A79-52349 
Acquisition of control information in a wind shear 
p0245 N79-17518 
Simulation study to evaluate.a 
constant-groundspeed approach method in moderate 
and severe wind shears 
NASA-T880060]	 p0362 N79-20089 
The analysis of National Transportation Safety 
Board small single-engine fixed-wing aircraft 
accident/incident reports for the potential 
presence of low-level wind shear 
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(AD-A069438)	 p0588 879-28848 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air Lines, 
Inc., Boeing 727-224, 832725, Tucson Arizona, 3 
June 1977 
[NTSB-AAR-78-9]	 p0591 879-29158 
Wind shear, volume 1. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-8/1314/0]	 pO599 879-29772 
Aircraft response to windshears and downdraughts 
p0659 879-30229 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation into 
the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric motions of a 
- simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
DC 9 aircraft 
NLR-T877078-U]	 p0704 879-32192 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled 
longitudinal controls during approach and 
landing of a medium jet transport in the 
presence of wind shear	 - 
[NASA-TP-1519]	 p0718 879-33218 
Evaluation of the pulsed acoustic Doppler with 
shear sensing system at Dulles International 
Airport 
(AD-8073206]	 p0719 879-33222 
WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS 
NT WIND TUNNEL DRIVES 
NT WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments --- in high performance 
aircraft design
p0074 A79-15665 
The pressurized subsonic wind tunnel, El, at 
ONERA'S Fauga-Nauzac Center 
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-51]	 p0 155 879-20112 
The RAP S metre pressurised low speed wind tunnel 
D0155 A79-20113 
The German-Dutch wind tunnel DEW - Design aspects 
and status of construction
p0155 A79-20115 
Wind-tunnel impellers in fiber-composite design 
for the Swiss Aircraft Works in Emmen, Switzerland 
[DGLR PAPER 78-196]	 p0184 879-20496 
Pitot-tubes at 90 and 180 degrees of yaw 
p0166 879-20793 
ONERA wind tunnels --- Fauga pressurized subsonic 
and CENT transonic induction operations 
po1e9 879-21192 
Wind tunnel 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-1013511	 p0384 879-21083 
Improvements on the C4/Vernon wind tunnel 
transonic operation 
[AAAF-WT7813] p0441 879-23123 
Construction problems specific to models for high 
Reynolds number wind tunnels --- scale models 
[AAAP-NT-78-021	 p0441 879-23124 
Wind tunnel measurements of dynamic derivatives in 
the German Federal Republic 
[IFD-5-78]	 pO548 879-27107 
Contributions to experimental fluid mechanics 
development of aerodynamics test facilities in 
Germany following World War 2
p0673 879-31229 
Review of design and operational characteristics 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel 
[14ASA-TB-80123]	 p0701 879-32159 
WIND TUNNEL BALANCES 
U WEIGHT INDICATORS 
U WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS 
WIND TUNNEL CALIBRATION 
A general correction method of the interference in 
2-dimensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls 
p0012 879-10867 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments --- in high performance 
aircraft design
p0074 879-15665 
WIND TUNNEL DRIVES 
Calculation of the working process in a 
piston-type 'slow' compression wind tunnel 
p0525 A79-42546 
Large transonic wind tunnels 
[VKI-LECTURESERIESS2)	 p0438 879-23105 
The injector driven tunnel
p0438 879-23106 
Hydraulic compressor for a wind tunnel 
I	 p0439 879-23107 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
WIND TUNNEL NODELS 
p0439 879-23108 
WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
Investigation of the electrification of an 
aircraft model by a humid airstream in a wind 
tunnel
p0020 879-12162 
A laser yaw alignment system for wind tunnels 
p0113 879-17592 
Pressure measurements on a spinning wind tunnel 
model by means of telemetry
p0113 879-17593 
Measurement of heat transfer and forces on very 
high temperature models in a closed subsonic 
wind tunnel
pO114 879-17594 
Wind tunnel simulation of wind-structure 
interactions
pO114 879-17606 
Full-scale wind tunnel tests of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Correlation with model 
rotor test data and with theory 
JABS 78-038]	 p0119 A79-18130 
Design and wind tunnel testing of 1.5 m diameter 
model rotors
p0129 A79-18649 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
[8188 PAPER 79-0062] 	 p0139 879-19512 
Experimental studies of unsteady aerodynamics on 
wind tunnel models of helicopter rotors 
p0389 879-32295 
Wind tunnel model study of the hot exhaust plume 
from the compressor research facility at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-186]	 p0396 879-32445 
An exploratory investigation of quasi-free flying 
models in a supersonic short-duration wind tunnel 
p0412 879-35925 
Aeroelastic models for cryogenic wind tunnels 
[ONERA, TP 80. 1979-39]	 p0473 879-39088 
.Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-18 propulsion ,iind tunnel model 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1164]	 p0511 879-41174 
The DFVLB-F4 transonic wing as European test model 
p0512 879-41234 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
tunnel model 
[AIAA 79-16331	 p0566 879-45314 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
p0574 179-46238 
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics
p0639 879-49818 
Summary report of the second wind tunnel test of 
the Boeing LEC model 
[NASA-CR-157792]	 p0285 879-17799 
Supercritical tests of a self-optimizing, 
variable-Camber wind tunnel model
p0357 879-20048 
The design of wind tunnel Models for tests at 
transonic speeds and high Reynolds numbers 
p0377 879-20996 
Large transonic wind tunnels 
VKI-LECTURE-SEBIES-521 	 p0438 879-23105 
The design of models and their supports, the Evans 
clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of the 
various proposals --- the design of high 
Reynolds number, transonic wind tunnels 
p0439 879-23110 
Improvement of the aerodynamic circuit in the 
Breguet-Velizy low speed wind tunnel 
(AAAF-NT-78-11]	 p0441 879-23121 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil --- on 
wind tunnel models to reduce spin entry after 
stall 
(NASA-CE-158717]	 p0537 879-26013 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept forward 
wing --- in the Langley 7x1O ft high speed tunnel 
[NASA-TE-78739]	 p0580 879-28138 
Plow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-ving concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
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WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES	 SUBJECT INDEX 
(NASATN80057]	 p0649 Z79-30141 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 
!NASA-TP-14351	 p0652 579-30176 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind tunnel models 
tONERA-NT-1978-61	 p0708 579-32224 
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES 
Computerized heat-transfer and stress analysis of 
wind tunnel metal throat liners 
[50-5062318]	 p0368 579-20143 
WIND TUNNEL-STABILITY TESTS 
Aerodynamic characteristics of combat aircraft at 
large angles of attack 
[DGLR PAPER 78-113] 	 p0061 579-14071 
Determination of the dynamic derivatives of 
lengthwise and side movement with the mobile 
oscillating derivative balance and systematic 
studies of the influence of several parameters 
on the results --- in low speed wind tunnel 
testing 
[0015 PAPER 78-115]	 p0061 579-14073 
Stability and pressure measurements in the Naval

Surface Weapons center hypervelocity tunnel 
p0074 579-15664 
Amplification factors at transition on an unswept 
wing in free flight and on a swept wing in wind 
tunnel --- aircraft stability analysis 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0267]
	 p0203 579-23564 
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of simulated 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of 
airplanes and missiles
p0278 A79-27424 
WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
Propulsion test facilities technical capabilities 
and international use 
(ASRE PAPER 78-GT-184)	 p0011 579-10813 
Parachute canopy opening dynamics
p0015 579-11008 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 579-12953 
Development of turbulence through non-steady 
boundary layer
p0053 579-13155 
Experimental study of an asymmetric thermal wake 
p0053 579-13158 
The proposed cryogenic European Transonic Wind 
Tunnel /ETV/
p0112 579-17118 
What are the lift and propulsive force limits at 
high speed for the conventional rotor 
[555 78-02]	 p0118 579-18128 
Pull-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter 
main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number 
effects and comparisons of four tip shapes 
[ASS 78-03]	 p0119 579-18129 
Full-scale wind tunnel tests of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Correlation with model 
rotor test data and with theory 
[ABS 78-035]	 p0119 579-18130 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale 
multicyclic controllable twist rotor 
[ABS 78-60]	 p0125 579-18181 
Experimental effects of tip shape on rotor control 
loads 
[ABS 78-61]	 p0125 579-18182 
The design and testing of a vertical-axis wind 
turbine using sails
p0127 579-18467 
20 simulation of unsteady phenomena on a rotor 
helicopter design
p0129 579-186146 
A new approach to rotor blade stall analysis 
p0129 579-18647 
Unsteady aerodynamics of a circulation Controlled 
airfoil
p0129 579-18648 
Design and wind tunnel testing of 1.5 n diameter 
model rotors	 -. 
p0129 579-18649 
Hot-wire measurements cf stall and separation on 
helicopter rotor blades
p0130 579-18651 
Flow around a circular cylinder near .a plane 
boundary
p0137 579-18844
High speed smoke flow visualization for the

determination of cascade shock losses 
[AIlS PAPER 79-0042)
	 p0138 579-19495 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
to improve C-141 cruise performance 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0065)
	 p0140 A79-19514 
U.S. aerospace industry opinion of the effect of 
computer-aided prediction-design technology on 
future wind-tunnel test requirements for 
aircraft development programs 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0107]
	 p0141 179-19534 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the P-SE 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0118]
	 p0141 A79-19543 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0147)	 p0143 579-19564 
Critical considerations for wind-tunnel testing 
V/STOL aircraft models --- for hover/wingborne 
flight transition 
[lISA PAPER,79-03323	 p0145 579-19671 
The role of wind tunnels in future aircraft 
development /Daniel and Florence Guggenheim 
International Memorial Lecture/
p0151 179-20077 
Development of a low-correction wind tunnel wall

configuration for testing high lift airfoils 
p0154 A79-20108 
Advances in aeroacoustic windtunnel testing 
techniques for aircraft noise research 
p0155 A79-201111 
Research and development in the area of fluid

mechanics and aerodynamics in the Federal 
P.epublic of Germany 
(DGLR PAPER 78-223]
	 p0183 579-20481 
The importance of experimenting in aerodynamics 
and fluid mechanics --- on-line wind 
tunnel-computer integration 
[DGLR PAPER 78-229]
	 p0184 579-20485 
Fluid dynamics of diffuser-augmented wind turbines 
p0186 579-20798 
ONERA wind tunnels --- Pauga pressurized subsonic 
and CENT transonic induction operations 
p0189 579-21192 
Aerodynamics of slender bodies at high angles of 
attack
p0197 179-22393 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
(AISA PAPER 79-0380]
	 p0200 579-23510 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons of 
the inlet/airframe interaction of the F-iS 
airplane 
[USA PAPER 79-0102)	 p0200 579-23513 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel tent of 
transonic wing designs 
[lISA PAPER 79-0080]
	 p0200 579-23526 
Propulsion integration of a supersonic cruise 
strike-fighter 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0100]	 p0201 A79-23531 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-18 aircraft 
(AIlS PAPER 79-0101]
	 p0201 A79-23532 
Some basic test results of V/STOL jet induced lift 
effects in hover 
[ATAA PAPER 79-0339]
	 p0202 A79-23553 
Powered wind tunnel testing of the AV-8B - A 
straightforward approach pays off 
[AlAS PAPER 79-0333)
	 p0202 A79-23557 
Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Mach no. 
0.8 
[SAE PAPER 780997]	 p0255 579-25881 
Plight effects on noise generated by the JT8D 
engine with inverted primary/fan flow as 
measured in the NASA-Ames 40- by 80-foot wind 
tunnel 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0614)
	 p0271 A79-26937 
An investigation of model helicopter rotor blade 
slap at low tip speeds 
(AIRS PAPER 79-0613)
	 p0272 A79-26938 
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft 
[AIAA 79-0692]	 p0275 579-27357 
Some new approaches for wind-tunnel testing 
through the use of computers 
[lISA 79-0707]	 p0277 A79-27367 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program report 
[lISA 79-07041	 p0277 579-27371 
Influence of bypass ratio change on fan 
aerodynamic characteristics
p0280 A79-277144 
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	 WIND TUNNEL TESTS CONTD 
Airframe noise component interaction studies P0574 A7986238 
(AIAA PAPER 79-06681	 p0318 A79-28969 Evaluation of flow quality in two NASA transonic 
Experiments in unsteady transonic flow wind tunnels 
(lilA 79-0769]	 p0321 A79-29022 (AAA PAPER 79-15321	 p0576 179-46714 
Transonic boundary layer on compressor stator Selection of geometric parameters and location of 
blades as calculated and measured in wind tunnel nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel 
(ONERA, TP NO.	 1979-251	 p0329 879-29397 test data. I 
A wind-tunnel investigation into the effect of p0601 879-46999 
errors in blade setting on the stalling Experimental measurements of shock/boundary-layer 
performance of a compressor cascade interaction of a supercritical airfoil 
[AIAA 79-70311	 p0330 879-29403 [AIAA PAPER 79-1499]	 p0603 879-47345 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and 7 of a Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scraujet cooling drag 
(lIlA 79-70451	 p0330 A79-29813 (8111 PAPER 79-1820]	 p0607 A79-47900 
Aerodynamic development of the 727-100 A cheap, effective icing detector for general 
p0333 879-29598 aviation aircraft 
An experimental study of a jet issuing from a (kIll PAPER 79-1823) 	 p0608 179-47902 
lifting wing --- vertical-horizontal flight Engine-aircraft afterbody interactions - 
transitions in VTOL aircraft Recommended testing techniques based on !F-17 
p0338 179-30881 experience 
Subsonic base pressure fluctuations [AIAA PAPER 79-1829]	 p0608 A7947903 
p0342 A79-30610 Ringlet toe out angle optimization for the Gates 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location Learjet Longhorn Wing 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a (8188 PAPER 79-1831)	 p0608 879-47905 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane on 
p0348 A79-32038 a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
Aircraft response to lateral gusts- Exploratory [AIAA PAPER 79-1855]	 p0609 A79-87914 
study Boundary layer control on wings using sound and 
p0389 879-32278 leading edge serrations 
Implementation of unsteady oscillatory flows in a (A!AA PAPER 79-1875]	 p0610 179-87926 
transonic wind tunnel Experimental study of the turbulent wake 
p0389 A79-32290 downstream of a fan jet 
Computer-aided design - Aerodynamics p0613 A79-48507 
p0399 879-33456 Subsonic and transonic flows on a variable sweep 
In-flight captive store loads compared with wing 
wind-tunnel and mathematical simulations [ONERA, F? NO.	 1979-1021	 p0623 179-48849 
p0407 879-34595 10? measurements on propellers 
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of an Ayres p0625 179-49052 
S2R-800 Thrush Agricultural Airplane The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
ISAR PAPER 7906181 	 p0457 179-36746 of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient (ABS 79-8]	 p0626 A79-19057 
propellers designed for Bach 0.8 cruise An integrated analytical and experimental 
[SAE PAPER 7905731	 p0859 879-36759 investigation of helicopter hub drag 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high [ARS 79-5]	 p0626 A79-49058 
angles of attack The circulation control rotor flight demonstrator 
p0461 A79-37295 test program 
Experimental data on the dynamic properties of [ABS 79-51]	 p0633 879-49103 
several propeller vanes --- turbulence Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
measurement in wind tunnel Rotor Research Aircraft 
p0466 879-38943 (ABS 79-541	 p0633 A79-49105 
Evaluation of an ejector-powered engine simulator XV-15 flight test results compared with design goals 
at transonic Mach numbers (8188 PAPER 79-18391 	 p0634 A79-49336 
tAIAA PAPER 79-1155] 	 p0467 879-38967 Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
A parametric study of support system interference forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
effects on nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent [AIAA PAPER 79-1856]	 p0635 879-49339 
drag in wind tunnel testing Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1168] 	 p0467 A79-38968 fuel-injector for scramjet applications 
V/STOL aircraft configuration effects on exhaust p0635 A79-49385 
gas ingestion Aerodynamic interaction on a close-coupled 
(8188 PAPER 79-12841 	 p0471 879-39019 canard-wing configuration 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed (ONERA, FR NO. 1979-95]	 p0636 179-49543 
propellers in a wind tunnel An investigation of the rolling stability 
p0474 879-39801 derivatives of a T-tail fighter configuration at 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a high angles-of-attack 
testing technique for fighter aircraft p0642 179-50165 
(8118 PAPER 79-11491 	 p0508 879-40480 The aeroacoustics of advanced turbopropellers 
Effects of Reynolds number and other parameters on p0643 179-50236 
the throttle-dependent, noxzle/afterbody drag of The evolution of the high-angle-of-attack features 
an 0.11 scale single-engine aircraft model of the P-16 flight control system 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1167) 	 p0508 879-40481 p0646 179-50438 
Application of a laminar lighting device to the Test technique development in interference free 
smoke visualization of aerodynamic flows in wind testing, flow visualization, and remote control 
tunnels model technology at Langley's Unitary Plan wind 
[ORERA, TP NO.	 1979-82)	 p0513 A79-41304 tunnel 
Autorotating flat-plate wings - The effect of the p0679 179-51093 
moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number Selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
p0513 179-41418 a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing 
Measurement of heat transfer rate to turbine using tunnel test data. II 
blades and nozzle guide vanes in a transient p0695 A79-54042 
cascade Wind tunnel tests of the GA(W)-2 airfoil with 201A. 
p0527 A79-42891 aileron, 25% slotted flap, 30% Fowler flap and 
Wind tunnel simulation of the firing of missiles 10% slot-lip spoiler 
carried under aircraft [NASA-CE-1451391	 p0033 N79-10021 
(ONERA, TP NO.	 1979-651	 p0535 A79-83622 Design and test of an annular sting support 
Azisymmetric calculations of transonic wind tunnel concept for aftbody nozzle wind tunnel testing 
interference in slotted test sections [AD-A056945]	 p0038 N79-10063 
p0573 A79-86060 The influence of aerodynamic interference on high 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter angle of attack wind tunnel testing 
suppression systems [AD-A056045]	 p0043 N79-11002
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Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
aircraft with various external stores at Bach 
numbers from 0.5 to 1.3 
[AD-A057409]	 p0044 879-11005 
wind tunnel tests of a blade subjected to midchord 
torsional oscillation at high subsonic stall 
flutter conditions 
(NASA-TM-78998]	 p0086 E79-12016 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
(NASA-CR-158922]	 p0091 879-12066 
Effects of thickness on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an initial low-speed family 
of airfoils for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TN-X-72943]	 p0098 879-13000 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating pressures 
associated with the transonic buffeting and wing 
rock of a one-seventh scale model of the F-5A 
aircraft 
(WASA-CE-3061]	 p0099 879-13004 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic cruise 
airplane configuration at Bach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, and 3.30 --- langley Unitary Plan wind 
tunnel test	 - 
[NASA-TN-78792]	 p0158 879-14025 
Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
[NASA-TM-79059] 	 p0174 879-15049 
Dynamic Stability Parameters 
(AGARD-CP-235)	 p0175 879-15061 
Techniques for dynamic stability testing in wind 
tunnels
p0176 879-15062 
New NASA-Ames wind-tunnel techniques for studying 
airplane spin and two-dimensional unsteady 
aerodynamics
p0176 879-15064 
Wind tunnel testing of dynamic derivatives in Vest 
Germany
p0176 879-15066 
Some factors affecting the dynamic stability 
derivatives of a fighter-type model
p0176 879-15071 
Aerodynamic interactions on the righter CCV test 
aircraft
p0177 879-15076 
Gust-vehicle parameter identification by dynamic 
simulation in wind-tunnels
p0180 879-15097 
A study of canard-wing interference using 
experimental pressure data at transonic speeds 
[NASA-TP-1355]	 p0215 879-15902 
On the application of certain statistical methods 
to wind-tunnel testing 
[ARC-CP-1390]	 p0216 879-15919 
Experimental investigation of effects of blade tip 
geometry on loads and performance for an 
articulated rotor system 
[NASA-TP-13031	 p0218 879-15938 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
using an accelerometer to measure noise 
levels during wind tunnel tests	 - 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12261-1]	 p0228 879-16805 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in a 
large-scale turbine-vane passage 
[NASA-CR-3067]	 p0234 879-16853 
An analytical technique for predicting the 
characteristics of a flexible wing equipped with 
an active flutter-suppression system and 
comparison with wind-tunnel data 
(NASA-TP-1367]	 p0242 879-17264 
Aerodynamic properties of a flat plate with cavity 
for optical-propagation studies 
(NASA-TN-78487] 	 p0285 879-17796 
Summary report of the second wind tunnel test of 
the Boeing tiC model 
(NASA-CE-157792]	 p0285 879-17799 
Wind-tunnel investigation of the thrust augmentor 
performance of a large-scale swept wing model 
in the Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
[RASA-TN-X-73239]	 p0286 879-17804 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-TP-1353]	 p0287 879-17809
SUBJECT I!DEI 
Space shuttle afterbody aerodynamics/plume 
simulation data summary 
[NASA-TP-1384]	 p0287 879-17810 
Boundary layer transition measurements on the AEDC 
10 deg cone in three RAE wind tunnels and their 
implications 
[ARC-R/B-3821]	 p0288 879-17817 
Research on self-correcting wind tunnels 
p0351 879-19992 
Analytical design of a contoured wind-tunnel liner 
for supercritical testing
p0351 879-19993 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, 
part 1 --- conference on development of 
computational codes and test facilities 
NASA-cP-2045-VOL-1-PT-1]	 p0355 879-20030 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Bach 0.8 cruise 
Lewis 8x6 foot wind tunnel studies for noise 
reduction in high speed turboprop aircraft 
(NASA-TN-79124)	 p0359 879-20069 
Icing testing in the large NOdane wind-tunnel on 
full-scale and reduced scale models 
(RASA-TN-753731	 p0363 579-20102 
Studies of self streamlining wind tunnel real and 
imaginary flows 
(NASA-CR-158831)	 p0368 879-20142 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale NASA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter at Bach numbers from 0.90 
to 1.55 
[AD-A062377]	 p0369 879-20175 
Design guidelines for the application of forebody 
and nose strakes to a fighter aircraft based on 
V-16 wind tunnel testing experiment
p0413 879-22000 
Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air 
intake on a fighter configuration
p0415 879-22029 
A survey of recent high angle of attack; wind 
tunnel testing at Aeritalia
p0416 N79-22034 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 
large-scale VTOL lift-fan transport model 
(NASA-T11-785601	 p0416 879-22035 
Experimental investigation of three helicopter 
rotor airfoils designed analytically --- in the 
Langley 6 by 19 inch and 6 by 28 inch transonic 
wind tunnels 
[RASA-TP-1396]	 p0416 879-22037 
Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation of 
flight spoilers as trailing-vortex-alleviation 
devices on a transport aircraft model 
[RASA-TP-1419]	 p0416 879-22038 
Surface pressure data for a supersonic-cruise 
airplane configuration at Bach numbers of 2.30, 
2.96, 3.30 
(NASA-TN-80061]	 p0417 879-22051 
Wind tunnel corrections for STOL models 
p0429 879-22998 
Review of large low speed wind tunnel requirements 
for STOL testing
p0429 879-22999 
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic 
loads, and model flow-field characteristics 
obtained in the AEDC PVT/4T and VFK/A wind 
tunnels at Bach number 1.63 
(AD-A065137)	 p0431 879-23017 
Effect of number of probes and their orientation 
on the calculation of several compressor face 
distortion descriptors 
[NASA-TB-72859]	 p0435 879-23087 
Wind-tunnel shock-tube simulation and evaluation 
of blast effects on an engine inlet 
AD-A065388]	 p0436 879-23092 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel --- T-33 aircraft 
[AAAY-NT-78-17)	 p0438 N79-2104 
Effects of flow turbulence and noise on 
aerodynamic phenomena and measured quantities
wind tunnel tests and boundary layer 
transition
p0439 879-23109 
Experimental studies in a Ludwieg tube transonic 
tunnel
p0439 R79-23111 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 879-23112 
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Two dimensional anemometric probe --- two 
dimensional flow. Wind tunnel tests 
fAAAF-NT-78-091	 p0440 N79-23116 
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind, 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
(AAAF-NT-78-07]	 p0440 879-23117
Effect of the model vertical position in a slotted 
wall wind tunnel 
rAAAF-Nr-78-051	 p0440 879-23119 
Similitude, manufacturing, identificaticn, and 
instrumentation of test models --- aircraft models 
FAAAP-NT-78-24] p0440 879-23120 
Noderni'ation of the low speed wind tunnel at 
Breguet de Velizy: Measuring system modernization 
• --- minicomputer ¶ I 980A 
[AAAF-NT-78-12]	 p0441 879-23122
Improvements on the C4/Vernon wind tunnel 
transonic operation 
(AAAF-NT-78-13J	 p0481 879-23123
The effect of blockage in shear flow in the wind 
tunnel 
rBu-221]	 p0441 879-23125 
Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
and control
p0400 879-23895 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
[NASA-TP-1453]	 p0492 879-24961 
The computation of transonic flow in wind tunnels 
at inlets and cascades using the finite element 
method 
MR8-UFE-1421-0]	 p0493 879-24970
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel 
[NASA-TN-79167]	 p0504 879-25840 
An experimental investigation of the effect of 
rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
in the langley v/stol wind tunnel 
(NASA-TM-80066]	 p0504 879-25844 
Wind-tunnel investigation of highly maneuverable 
supersonic V/STOL fighter 
(19ASA-TM-78599]	 p0537 879-26017
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 	 -
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration --- wind tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP-1434)	 p0538 879-26020 
Effect of nose bluntness and afterbody shape on 
aerodynamic characteristics of a monoplanar 
missile concept with bodies of circular and 
elliptical cross sections at a Mach number of 2.50 
[NASA-T0-80055]	 p0538 879-26023 
A wind-tunnel investigation of tilt-rotor gust 
alleviation systems 
[NASA-CR-152264)	 p0543 879-26062
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
[NASA-cR-152286]	 p0543 879-26067
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferometry 
[AD-A0672331	 p0543 879-26073
Wind tunnel tests of four flexible wing ultralight 
gliders
p0546 879-27084 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
[19ASA-TE-80092]	 p0547 879-27098 
Wind tunnel measurements of dynamic derivatives in 
the German Federal Republic 
[IFD-5-78)	 p054 879-27107 
Investigations of interference effects in a wind 
tunnel caused by a model support strut on a 
reflection plane mounted half model 
(FFA-TN-ATJ-1335:2]	 p0548 879-27109 
Small turbine engine integration in aircraft 
installations
p0554 879-27170 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 879-27178 
AeropropulsiOn systems test facility rake 
calibration test in tunnel A 
[AD-A068975]	 p0556 879-27189
scaling effects on shock-induced separaticn 
p0579 879-28122
Scaling effects on drag prediction --- wind tunnel 
tests
p0579 W79-28123 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based on F-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 1: Summary and analysis 
(NASA-CR-3053)	 p0580 879-28143 
A throat-bypass stability-bleed system using
relief valves to increase the transient 
stability of a mixed-compression inlet --- TF-12 
aircraft inlet tests in the Lewis 10 by 10 ft 
supersonic wind tunnel 
[NAS4TP1083)	 p0583 879-28176 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
semispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented jet flap with hypermixiig nozzles 
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel and Static Test 
Facility 
[NASA-TN-73236]	 p0590 879-29144 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the effect of nonmetric over-the-wing nacelles 
on wing-body aerodynamics 
(19ASA-TP-1503)	 p0590 879-29146 
Wind tunnel test of ACES 2 ejection seat with 
anthropometric dummy in asymmetric configurations 
[80-8068614]	 p0592 879-29163 
The effect of winglets on the KC-135A aircraft 
tests in the Langley 8 ft transonic pressure 
tunnel 
(80-8068324)	 p0593 879-29177 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 1: 
Technical discussion and analysis of results 
[AD-A069646]	 p0650 879-30148 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
base 
[AD-8069647]	 p0650 879-30149 
Similitude requirements and scaling relationships 
as applied to model testing 	 - 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 879-30176 
Evaluation of pylon focusing for reduced 
helicopter vibration 
rAD-8069712)	 p0655 879-30196 
Wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel: 
Equivalent porosity 
(ESA-TT-545)	 p0661 879-30247 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results from cruising 
flight: Airbus and Concorde --- conferences 
(NASA-TN-75238)	 p0663 N79-31136 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
(NASA-CR-159120)	 p0663 879-31143 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle --- conducted in 
Langley V/STOL tunnel 
[NASA-TN-80132]	 p0664 879-31151 
A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale F-ill 
model at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
(AD-A070192]	 p0665 879-31156 
Experimental data base for computer program 
assessment: Report of the Fluid Dynamics Panel 
Working Group 04 
[IGARD-AR-138)	 p0665 879-31159 
Windtunnel measurements on the interference 
between a jet and a wing located outside the 
jet. Part 1: Text, tables, and figures 
(NLR-TR-77009-U]	 p0702 879-32175 
Experimental investigation of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing in a jet flow --- wind 
tunnel tests 
[WLR-TB-77081-U]	 p0703 879-32177 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild gothic 
planform. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
[ARC-R/N-3827]	 p0703 879-32179 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
10% thick shock-free airfoil (818 7501) 
[N1R-NP-78016-U]	 p0703 579-32180 
Tunnel 16T performance: Two-and three-stage 
compressor performance 
[80-8070191]	 p0708 879-32221 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics of 
an F-8 airplane modified with a supercritical 
wing with comparison to wind-tunnel results 
(NASA-TM-X-3250]	 p0712 879-33159 
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Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuraticn at 
subsonic speeds --- Langley V/STOL tunnel tests 
(NASA-TP-15331	 p0712 879-33164 
Wind-tunnel investigation of
 a large-scale VTOL 
aircraft model with, wing root and wing thrust 
augmentors --- Ames 40 by 80 foot wind tunnel 
[NASA-TN-18589)	 879-33167 
Wind* tunnel investigation of the free-wing/free 
trimmer concept 
[NASA-CW-162351]	 p0718 979-33216
WIND TUNNEL WALLS 
A general correction method of the interference in 
2-dimensional wind tunnels with ventilated walls 
pOC12 A79-10867 
Numerical study of the induction of porous walls 
of the working section of a low-velocity wind 
tunnel
p0022 A79-12228 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer affects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01083 	 p011ll A79-19535
A transonic wind tunnel interference assessment - 
Axisyinmetric flows 	 - 
tAIAA PAPER 79-0203] 	 p0143 179-19596 
Development of a low-correction wind tunnel wall

configuration for testing high lift airfoils 
p0 154 A79-20108 
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter 
incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-
by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel 
(lIlA 79-0797]	 p0323 179-29040
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
(1111 PAPER 79-15341	 p0577 A79-46715
La Recherche Aerospatiale. Bi-monthly Bulletin 
No. 1978-1 
[ESA-TT-491]	 pOC85 979-11996
The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce dynamic 
interference in wind tunnels 
(311050]	 p0105 979-13062 
Transonic assessment of two-dimensional wind 
tunnel wall interference using measured wall 
pressures
p0351 979-19991 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for 
transonic airfoil wind tunnels
p0359 919-20058 
Research on adaptive wall wind tunnels 
[AD-A062110]	 p0368 879-20144
Wall interference effects
p0439 979-23113 
User guide for STBNLN: A boundary-layer program 
for contoured wind-tunnel liner design 
(NASA-CR-159058)	 p0439 979-23114 
Effect of the model vertical position in a Slotted 
wall wind tunnel 
(AAAF-NT-78-05]	 p0440 979-23119
Improvements on the CA/Vernon wind tunnel 
transonic operation 
[AAAP-NT-78-13]	 p0441 979-23123
A vortex lattice technique for computing 
ventilated wind tunnel wall interference 
(AD-1070445]	 p0707 979-32220
WIND TUNNELS 
NT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS 
NT CASCADE WENt TUNNELS 
NT CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS 
NT SHOCK TUNNELS 
NT SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT SUPEPSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
NT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 
Construction of a refrigerated wind tunnel with a 
supercooled droplet production system for 
research on icing
p0114 179-17595 
Experimental investigation of the effect of 
surface discontinuity on step-backward flow 
p0273 179-27000 
Raking fluid flows visible
p0449 A19-36373 
On the test procedures of the derivative balances 
used in Nest Germany
p0176 919-15067
Effects of a military Cargo pod and tail fins on 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 
wide-body transport model 
[NASA-TM-80052]	 p0363 879-20101 
Feasibility study of transit photon correlation 
anemometer for Ames Research Center unitary wind 
tunnel plan 
[NASA-cR-152238]	 p0367 879-20140 
Design and characteristics of high Reynolds number 
test facilities: The Ludwig tube
p0377 979-20994 
Boundary layer effects on pressure variations in 
Ludwieg tubes
p0377 879-20995 
A simple method of adapting a wind tunnel 
Schlieren system for interferonetry 
ARL-AFRO-NOTE-378] 	 p0385 879-21098 
The application of spanwise blowing for high angle 
of attack spin recovery
p0414 879-22004 
Special Ground testing facilities and testing 
techniques for STOL aircraft
p0430 979-23007 
An introduction to dynamic derivatives. 2: The 
equations of motion for wind tunnel pitch-yaw 
oscillation rigs 
CARL-AENO-NOTE-377]	 p0488 879-23982 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection and 
geometric anhedral on the low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly 
swept arrow-wing configuration --- langley 1 by 
10 foot tunnel 
(NASA-TR-80083)	 p0547 879-27095 
Contributions, to experimental fluid mechanics 
development of aerodynamics test facilities in 
Germany following World war 2
p0673 579-31229 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing wall 
interference 
(NASA-TN-75501]	 p0673 879-31230 
Estimation of tunnel blockage from wall pressure 
signatures: A review and data correlation 
(NASA-CR-152241]	 p0107 879-32219 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind , tunnel models 
rONEPA-9r-1978-6]	 p0708 979-32224 
WIND VANES, 
?xperiinental data on the dynamic properties of 
several propeller vanes --- turbulence 
measurement in wind tunnel
p01466 179-38943 
WIND VARIATIONS 
Windshear indication systems
p0687 179-52349 
WIND VELOCITY 
Theoretical study of the effect of wind velocity 
gradients on longitudinal stability and control 
in climbing and level flight 
rNASA-TP-13321	 p0166 879-14110 
Wind estimates from cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 879-20616 
A low-velocity airflow calibration and research 
facility 
[PB-294501/2]	 p0674 879-31237 
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 
Response and other characteristics of a flat 
bladed, dual pitch propeller anemometer 
p0192 179-21914 
An omnidirectional, tilt insensitive, wind speed 
threshold detector
p0192 179-21915 
Calibration and use of a sailplane variometer to 
measure vertical velocity fluctuations 
p0336 179-30112 
Experimental data on the dynamic properties of 
several propeller vanes --- turbulence 
measurement in wind tunnel
p0466 179-38943 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 179-52046 
WINDING 
NT FILAMENT WINDING 
WINDRXLLIJG 
U AUTOPOTATION 
WINDRILLS (WIEDPOWNNED MACHINES) 
The design and testing of a vertical-axis wind 
turbine using sails
p0121 179-18467 
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valuation of NOSTAS computer code for predicting 
dynamic loads in two-bladed wind turbines 
(AIAA 79-07331	 p0319 A79-29007 
WINDOWS (APERTURES) 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 1: Program summary 
(AD-A068719]	 p0550 N79-27131 
WINDPOWER!D GENUATOBS 
A lay cost blade design for a Darrieus-type 
vertical-axis wind turbine
p0064 A79-14291 
The Netherlands experimental vertical axis wind 
turbine
p0112 A79-17120 
Fluid dynamics of diffuser-augmented wind turbines 
p0186 A19-20798 
An inverse problem of vertical-axis wind turbines 
p0186 A79-20800 
Aeroelastic response and stability of a coupled 
rotor/support systemwith application to large 
horizontal axis with turbines
p0226 N79-16346 
WINDS ALOFT 
NT JET STREAMS (NTTEOBOLOGT) 
WINDSCREENS 
U WINDSHIELDS 
WINDSHIELDS 
All weather cockpit canopies. I - The 716 
p0006 A79-10619 
All weather cockpit canopies. II - 'The Challenger' 
p0006 479-10620 
USA? bird impact resistant windshield technology 
program
p0326 479-29366 
Copter windshields made tougher - Special coating 
extends life, adds safety
p0400 A79-33588 
Aircraft glassmaker --- windshield supply for 
Boeing 767 and 747 aircraft
p0405 A79-34470 
Influence of gridboard line width and spacing on 
windscreen distortion measurements 
(AD-A065821]	 p0433 N79-23070 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical cost 
analysis. Volume 1: Program summary 
[AD-A068719]	 p0550 879-27131 
Atmospheric Electricity Hazard (ARE) 
(40-1069338)	 p0651 879-30169 
Windshield technology demonstrator program-canopy 
detail design options study 
[AD-1070376]	 p0669 N79-31201 
High speed bird impact testing of aircraft 
transparencies 
(10-1071814]	 p0713 879-33113 
WING CANNER 
Attached shock regime at the edges of a conical wing 
p0316 479-28835 
The development of high lift, single-component 
airfoil sections
p0343 479-30922 
WING FLAPS 
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS 
NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS 
Some types of separated flow past slotted wings 
p0020 179-12148 
Features of flow past slotted wings
p0022 179-12236 
Calculation of effect of viscosity on monseparated 
subsonic flow past a wing with flap
p0022 A79-12240 
Determination of the geometrical parameters and 
position of the nose flap at the root section of 
a swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. I 
p0028 179-12953 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap 
configurations 
(4114 PAPER 79-0120) 	 p0142 479-19545 
Subsonic and transonic similarity rules for 
jet-flappedwings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0343)	 p0146 479-19678 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0153 A79-20101 
The 'cloud-in-cell' technique applied to the roll 
up of vortex sheets	 j0461 179-37725 
Unsteady wing boundary layer energizaticn 
(AIAA 79-16311	 p0566 A79-45312
WING LOADING 
Selection of geometric parameters and location of 
nose flap on swept wing root profile from tunnel 
test data. I
p0601 A79-46999 
A method of the theory of airfoil profiles with a 
jet flap
p0602 A79-47119 
Approximation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of a wing with a double-slotted flap 
p0686 A79-52129 
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing 
using tunnel test data. II
p0695 A79-54042 
A study of the Sheriff's wing 
(80-215)	 p0433 879-23072 
WING FLOW NETHOD TESTS 
Method of calculating potential flows of an 
incompressible fluid past a wing with a 
high-lift device
pOO19 479-12126 
The high-lift characteristics in the case of the 
V-wing concept 
(OGLE PAPER 78-1141 	 p0061 179-114072 
Stability of three-dimensional compressible 
boundary layers over wings with suction 
(kIll PAPER 79-0265)	 p0144 179-19631 
Characteristic aerodynamic coefficients at high 
Reynolds numbers
p0248 179-25247 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CEOL 
engine noise 
(kIll PAPER 79-0669)	 p0318 179-28970 
Analog simulation and its defining similarity 
criteria in the analysis of supersonic flows 
past wings
p0348 179-32032 
Recent progress in active controls applied to 
flutter suppressors 
-	
p0389 179-32277 
Unsteady effects on a stalled wing in pulsed flow 
- Comparison with back-and-forth oscillating case 
p0389 179-32288 
Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips 
with incidence
p0406 179-34534 
Analog modeling in studying supersonic flow around 
a wing and its governing analog-criteria 
p0695 179-54036 
Notion of rectangular wing between parallel walls 
p0696 A79-54048 
Plow around small-aspect-ratio delta wing with 
vortex 'bursting'
p0696 179-54058 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CEOL 
engine noise 
(NASA-T!-79078)	 p0371 879-20390 
WING LOADING 
Method for determining maximum allowable stress 
for preliminary aircraft wing design 
p0016 179-11370 
A method of solving multicriterial optimization 
problems for load-bearing structures --- for 
large aspect ratio wings
p0020 179-12163 
Longitudinal distribution of hydrodynamic load on 
a gliding flat-bottomed plate with keel 
p0021 179-12200 
Iterative method of aircraft wing strength 
calculation taking into account the effect of 
deformations on distribution of aerodynamic forces 
p0022 A79-12213 
Processing a randcs loading process by computer to 
obtain life information --- in-flight critical 
stress measurements in aircraft wing structures 
p0027 179-12535 
A comparison of- predicted and experimental rotor 
loads to evaluate flap-lag coupling with blade 
pitch 
(ABS 78-19]	 p0121 179-18145 
Aerodynamics of wing-slipstream interaction 
especially for V/STOL configurations 
p0129 179-18643 
Effect of spanwise blowing on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the P-SE 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0118)	 -	 pO141 179-19543 
Estimation of the useful life of the lower chord 
of the girder of the PC-7 'Turbo-Trainer' 
(OGLE PAPER 7871981 	 p0184 A79-20498 
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Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the YP-124 wing
p0259 419-26400 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
[4144 79-0738)	 p0323 479-29049 
Lifting surface approach to the estimation of gust 
response of finite wings 	 - 
p0407' 479-34596 
The cloud-in-cell technique applied to the roll 
up of vortex sheets
p0461 479-37725 
Results of an improved version of LTBAN2 for 
computing unsteady airloads on airfoils 
oscillating in transonic flow 
rAIlA PAPER 79-1553)	 ' p0577 479-46726 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by let-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[4141 PAPER 79-16641 	 p0603 479-47346 
An investigation of the rolling stability 
derivatives of a 1-tail fighter configuration at 
high angles-of-attack
p0642 179-53165 
Thrust vectoring applied to aircraft having high 
wing loading 
(1144 PAPER 79-1912)	 p0684 A79-51246 
Calculation of the pressure distribution over a 
slender wing in supersonic flow
p0687 479-52147 
Formulas for spanwise distribution of li ft on 
aircraft wings	 -
p0694 479-53871 
Feasibility of combining linear theory and impact 
theory methods for the analysis and design of 
high speed configurations 
[NASA-CE-3069]	 p3157 879-14016 
Effects of laminar flow control on the performance 
of a large span-distributed-load flying-wing 
cargo airplane concept 
[NAS#-TN-787151	 p0292 879-17851 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by let-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTN configurations 
[NASA-T8-79218)	 p0581 879-28146 
WING NACELLE CONPIGUEATICWS 
Blown wings from Kiev --- short takeoff and 
landing through wing-overblowing
p0634 479-49232 
Interference effects of aircraft components on the 
local blade angle of attack of a wing-mounted 
propeller 
rNASA-T8-785871	 p0498 879-25021 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aero-acoustic characteristics 
short takeoff aircraft noise 
[NASA-TN-791681 	 p0504 879-25841 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[NASA-TN-79218]
	
1?0581 879-28146 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the effect of nonmetric over-the-wing nacelles 
on wing-body aerodynamics 
[NASA-T P-15031	 p0590 879-29146 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at 
subsonic speeds --- langley'V/STOL tunnel tests 
[NASA-TP--15331	 p0712 879-33164 
WING OSCILLATIONS 
Numerical-analytical solution of the problem of 
the constrained torsion of a cantilever wing 
p0021 479-12195 
Approximate solution of some boundary value 
problems on aircraft structural integrity 
p0022 479-12234 
Harmonic vibrations of an annular wing in the 
steady flow of an ideal fluid
p0028 179-12963 
Airplane wing self-oscillatory bending-torsion 
vibrations
P0069 479-14865 
Rotor blade lag plane frequency optimisation using 
visco-elastic damping --- for helicopters 
p0130 479-18652 
Unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
[4144 PAPER 79-0204] 	 p0143 A79-19597 
Aerodynamic characteristics of an unsteady 
separated flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0283] 	 p0144 479-19643
Unsteady flows --- subsonic and supersonic 
aeroelasticity oscillating airfoils and 
displacement bodies 
[DGLR PAPER 78-222]
	 p0183 479-20480 
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating 
free stream --- helicopter rotor blade application 
p0213 479-24217 
'Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A 
feasibility study 
(4144 79-0789)	 p0322 479-29033 
Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and 
deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter 
[AIAA 79-07941	 p0322 479-29037 
Flutter speed degradation of damaged, optimized 
flight vehicles 
[lILA 79-0795]	 p0323 479-29038 
An elementary explanation of the flutter mechanism 
with active feedback controls
p0338 479-30480 
The effect of chordwise flexibility on the lift of 
a rapidly accelerated airfoil
p0343 A79-30923 
Recent progress in active controls applied to 
flutter suppressors 	 -
p0389 479-32277 
Unsteady pressure measurements on rotor blade tips 
with incidence
p0406 479-34534 
Some observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock
p0463 479-38135 
Aeroelastic stability analysis of the AD-1 manned 
oblique-wing aircraft
p0463 479-38136 
On the transonic-dip mechanism of flutter of a 
sveptback wing
p0514 479-41763 
Experiments on an aerofoil at high angle of 
incidence in longitudinal oscillations 
p0529 179-43223 
Results of an improved version of LTRAR2 for 
computing unsteady airloads on airfoils 
oscillating in transonic flow 
[4114 PAPER 79-1553]	 p0577 479-46726 
Harmonic oscillations of annular wing in steady 
ideal fluid flow
p0601 479-47009 
Sonic-box method employing local Mach number for 
oscillating wings with thickness 
[NASA-CB-158907]	 p0043 879-10999 
An experimental study of the dynamic forces acting 
on an aerofoil 
[40-4064122)	 p0085 879-12000 
A study of turbulent flows about oscillating 
airfoils 
[40-4060491]	 ,	 p0170 879-15011 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA0012 airfoil. Volume 2: 
Data report 
[RASA-CR-145350]	 p0227 879-16801 
A slender delta wing oscillating in surface waves 
[VTU-LB-257] '	 p0288 879-17818 
Investigation of torsion free, wing trend flutter 
models 
[AD-A0619 142]	 -	 p0302 879-18957 
A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus 
for unsteady aerodynamics research
p0352 879-20004 
Some calculations of transonic potential flow for 
the NACA 644006 airfoil with oscillating flap 
p0352 879-20005 
Transonic flow over the NACA 644006 with an 
oscillating flap-calculations based on the Euler 
equations
p0353 879-20007 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic loading 
of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil. Volume 1: 
Technical report 
INASA-CR-3092]	 p0417 879-22052 
Lateral stability at high angles of attack, 
particularly wing rock
p0658 879-30226 
WING PANELS 
Optimization of high-aspect-ratio multiweb wing 
structure
p0070 479-14876 
Defects experienced in the production of advanced 
composite outer wings for the 4-70 attack aircraft 
p0111 479-17066 
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	 WING PROFILES 
Composite wing technology on the AV-88 advanced 
aircraft 
CARS 78-53)	 p0124 879-18176 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
[8188 PAPER 79-0282) 	 p0202 879-23562 
Advanced composite cover to substructure 
attachment technology --- for aircraft wing skin 
D0208 879-24079 
Method for studying experimentally the aerodynamic 
interference of small secondary structures with 
a lifting surface
p0324 879-29096 
Optimization of wing structures to satisfy 
strength and frequency requirements
p0411 879-35717 
Fabrication of thick graphite/epoxy wing surface 
structure --- or subsonic transport aircraft 
p0529 879-43245 
Hybrid Wing Box structure
pO532 879-43331 
Preparation of double-curvature planking by rolling 
for aircraft structures
p0686 #79-52130 
Wing center section optimization with stress and 
local instability constraints
p0694 879-53771 
Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium 
structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-CR-2744]	 p0298 879-18320 
Study of the application of superplastically 
formed and diffusion bonded (SPF/DC) titanium 
structure to laminar flow control (LEC) wing 
design 
[14ASA-CS-158979)	 p0360 879-20070 
Design of redundant structures --- structural 
design criteria and fracture mechanics of large 
commercial transport aircraft
p0373 879-20418 
Bumblebee Program: Aerodynamic data. Part 4: 
Wing loads at Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.0 
missile configurations 
[NASA-CH-3117]	 p0417 879-22041 
Evaluation of composite wing for XFV-128 airplane, 
appendix C 
[AD-A063848]	 1,0426 879-22215 
A vector-continuous loading concept for 
aerodynamic panel methods 
INAS#-TM-80104]	 p0492 879-24956 
WING PLANFORNS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS 
NT SWEPTBAcK WINGS 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS 
Recent theoretical developments and experimental 
studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics - 
With a view towards design
p0017 #79-11549 
Calculation of the transient aerodynamic 
characteristics of a supersonic flight vehicle 
p0021 879-12182 
Optimum two dimensional wings in supersonic flows 
p0064 879-14200 
Analytic investigation of advancing blade drag 
reduction by tip modifications 
(AilS 78-01]	 p0118 879-18127 
Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern helicopter 
main rotor - Investigation of tip Mach number 
effects and comparisons of four tip shapes 
[MIS 78-03]	 p0119 879-18129 
Numerical study of the supersonic flow around wings 
p0153 879-20101 
Experimental verification of annular wing theory 
p0185 #79-20661 
A surface source and vorticity panel method 
for potential flow in arbitrary and wing/body 
geometries
p0194 879-21998 
Fundamentals of design. I - 'Whys' and 
'wherefores' of wings
p0251 #79-25485 
Helicopter rotor radius optimization 
18188 PAPER 79-0554]	 p0254 879-25865 
A note on yawed slender wings
p0315 879-28429
First flight imminent for new technology wing 
p0508 #79-40327 
Wing geometry effects on leading-edge vortices 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18721	 p0635 #79-49341 
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter 
models 
rAD-8061942]	 p0302 N79-18957 
Minimization theory of induced drag subject to 
constraint conditions 
(NASA-cN-3140)	 p0482 879-23923 
Summary of past experience in natural laminar flow 
and experimental program for resilient leading 
edge 
(NASA-CR-152276)	 p0538 N79-26024 
Application of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
wings with and without strakes
p0580 979-28145 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-wing concept at 
subsonic speeds --- in the Langley high speed 7-
by 10-ft wind tunnel 
(885 A-TN-80057) 	 p0649 879-30147 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild gothic 
planform. Part 1: Further low speed tests. 
Part 2: Transonic tests 
ARc-R/II-3827]	 p0703 N79-32179 
WING PROFILES 
NT WING SPAN 
Numerical solution of a linear integral equation 
of the first kind in the inverse problem of 
symmetric flow past a wing
p0019 A19-12138 
Investigation of the profile drag and the mean and 
pulsation velocities in the wake of wings by 
means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0020 879-12151 
Effect of viscosity on nonseparated transonic flow 
past a profile
p0021 879-12205 
Solution of the inverse problem of aerodynamics by 
a random search technique
p0028 #79-12956 
Nonlinear unsteady potential flow calculations for 
three-dimensional oscillating wings
p0060 #79-13979 
Aerodynamic forces in finite wings in oscillatory 
flow - An experimental study
p0060 #79-13980 
An efficient transonic shock-free wing redesign 
procedure using a fictitious gas method 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0075)	 pOlilO #79-19520 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0147)	 p0143 #79-19564 
Transition aerodynamics for close-coupled 
wing-canard configuration --- V/STOL operations 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0336]	 p0145 #79-19673 
Evaluation and analysis of computations and 
experiments for transonic wing bod y configurations 
pO154 #79-20105 
Calculation of the non linear aerodynamic 
coefficients of wings of various shapes and 
their wakes, including canard configurations 
p0158 879-20106 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test of 
transonic wing designs 
(#188 PAPER 79-0080) 	 p0200 #79-23526 
Transonic wing design for transport aircraft 
(AIRA 79-0692)	 p0275 879-27357 
The wing section theory of Kutta and Zhukovski 
p0334 #79-29701 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II 
p0348 879-32038 
Autorotating flat-plate wings- The effect of the 
moment of inertia, geometry and Reynolds number 
p0513 #79-41418 
Allowable notch effectivity criterion for aircraft 
structures
p0534 A79-43515 
Wave propagation associated with wings --- three 
- dimensional unsteady flow analysis for 
supersonic- aircraft
p0534 A79-43597 
Three-dimensional coordinates about wings 
(#188 79-1461)	 p0565 879-45265 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
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tunnel model 
(AIAL 79-16331	 p0566 A79-45314 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations for 
wing-fuselage combinations --- transonic 
potential flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15131 	 p0575 A79-46702 
Technique for developing design tools from the 
analysis methods of computational aerodynamics 
tAIAA PAP!? 79-15291 	 p0576 A79-46711 
Analytic formulas for wing profile aerodynamic 
characteristics in incompressible flow 
p0601 A79-47000 
Solution of the inverse aerodynamics problem by 
the random search method
p0601 A79-47002 
Design of the circulaticn control wing STOL 
demonstrator aircraft 
(AIAA PAP!? 79-18421	 p0609 A79-47909 
Numerical solution of the problem of unsteady 
supersonic flow around the front part of the 
wings with a detached shock wave
p0636 A79-49456 
Calculation of the planar supercritical flow over 
a NASA supercritical profile 
rSAsA-CR-111888]	 ,0215 879-15904 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight 
differential pressure measurements for drag 
investigations 
(NASA-CAS!-PRC-11024-1] 	 p0285 879-17797 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensicnal 
situation) 
[VTN-LB-268]	 p0288 879-17819 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probeS 
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 879-20000 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction 
program for thick wings with bounded leading edge 
[AD-A065181]	 p0431 879-23020 
Wing shape optimization for maximum cross-country 
speed, with mathematical programming 
p0480 N79-23899 
An annular wing 
(NASA-CAS!-?RC-11007-2]	 p0492 879-24959 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of leading-edge 
devices on delta wings (data report) 
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot subsonic wind 
tunnel 
(NASA-CR-159120)	 p06€3 879-31143 
Windtunnel measurements on the interference 
between a jet and a wing located outside the 
jet. Part 1: Text, tables, and figures 
(NLR-TR-77009-U]	 p0702 879-32175 
WING ROOTS 
Selecting the geometrical parameters and location 
of the nose flap at the wing root profile of a 
swept wing on the basis of wind tunnel data. II 
p0348 479-32038 
Selecting the geometric parameters and position of 
a nose flap on the root profile of a swept wing 
using tunnel test data. II
p0695 179-54042 
WING SLATS 
U LEADING EDGE SLATS 
WING SLOTS 
Some types of separated flow past slotted wings 
p0020 A79-12148 
Features of flow past slotted wings
p0022 A79-1223f 
Flight testing the circulation control wing 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1791] 	 p0605 479-47880 
The aerodynamic noise of a slot in an aerofoil 
[ARC-R/N-3830]	 p0590 879-29155 
WING SPAN 
The method of discrete vortices --- for steady 
flow past finite-span wing
p0316 479-28846 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
•	 (AIAA 79-07381	 p0323 479-29049 
Second approximation in theory of a finite-span 
thin wing in a hypersonic gas flow
p0447 479-35927 
Formulas for spanwise distribution of lift on 
aircraft wings
p0694 179-53811 
Effects of spanwise blowing on the surface 
pressure distribution and vortex-lift
characteristics of a trapezoidal wing-strake 
configuration 
(NASA-TP-1290]	 p0228 879-16803 
!ffects of laminar flow control on the performance 
of a large span-distributed-load flying-wing 
cargo airplane concept 
[NASA-TM-78715]	 p0292 879-17851 
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test results, 
including the effects of sweep, from the tunnel 
spanning wing
-	 p0359 879-20059 
Performance evaluation method for dissimilar 
aircraft designs --- using the square of the 
wing span for nondimensional comparisons of 
aerodynamic characteristics 
(NASA-RP-1042)	 p0649 879-30139 
WING TANKS 
Flutter suppressor for transonic flight 
p0376 879-20983 
WING TIP VORTICES 
The use of wing tip sails to reduce vortex drag 
p0118 479-18001 
Experimental investigation of the subwing tip and 
its vortex structure 
[NASA-CR-30581	 p0099 879-13005 
WING TIPS 
A parametric study of support system interference 
effects on nozzle/afterbody throttle dependent 
drag in wind tunnel testing 
tAIAR PAP!? 79-1168]	 p0467 A79-38968 
Flight experiments to evaluate the effect of 
wing-tip sails on fuel consumption and handling 
characteristics
p0639 A79-119818 
A viscous flow analysis for the tip Vortex 
generation process 
(?ASA-C9-3184]	 p0712 t179-33162 
Wind tunnel investigation of the free-wing/free 
trimmer concept 
[NASA-CE-162351]	 p0718 879-33216 
WING-FUSELAGE STORES 
Adaptive control of wing store flutter - A 
feasibility study 
(4144 79-0789]	 p0322 A79-29033 
WINGED VEHICLES 
Optimization of hypersonic three-dimensional shapes 
p0411 A79-35584 
WINGLETS 
The application of winglets to rotors
p0154 A79-20109 
Winglets give USA? KC-135 new look in life 
p0207 A79-23975 
The Learjet Longhorn series - The first jets with 
winglets
p0260 479-26532 
The Learjet 'Longhorn' series - The first jets 
with winglets 
(SA! PAP!? 7905811	 p0453 479-36716 
Winglets are no drag --- enhancement of 
aerodynamic efficiency with vertical wingtip 
extensions
p0532 479-43457 
Winglet toe out angle optimization for the Gates 
Learjet Longhorn Wing 
(4144 PAP!? 79-1831] 	 p0608 479-47905 
T-tails and top technology
p0691 A79-53226 
Effect of an alternate winglet on the pressure and 
spanwise load distributions of a first 
generation jet transport wing 
[NASA-TM-78786]	 p0157 879-14012 
The Learjet Longhorn series: The first jets with 
winglets
p0299 879-18893 
The effect of winglets on the KC-135A aircraft 
tests in the Langley 8 ft transonic pressure 
tunnel 
[40-4068324]	 p0593 879-29177 
WINGS 
NT ARROW WINGS 
NT BEARINGL!SS NOTONS 
NT CANBBRED WINGS 
NT CARET WINGS 
NT CRUCIFORM WINGS 
NT DELTA WINGS 
NT FIXED WINGS 
NT FLEXIBLE WINGS 
NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS 
NT LIFTING ROTORS 
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NT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS general aviation airplane 
NT OBLIQUE WINGS [lIlA PAPER 79-1837)	 p0608 179-47908 
YT DARAGLIDERS Boundary layer control on wings using sound and 
NT RECTANGULAR WINGS leading edge serrations 
NT RIGID ROTORS thAI PAPER 79-18751	 p0610 179-47926 
NT RING WINGS Flow patterns and aerodynamic characteristics of 
NT ROTARY WINGS wing with strake 
NT SLENDER WINGS (lIlA PAPER 79-1877)	 p0610 179-47928 
NT SUPEPCRIIICAL WINGS Stability of the perturbed longitudinal notion of 
NT SWEPT FORWARD WINGS a lift-controlled aircraft 
NT SWEPT WINGS p0687 179-52146 
NT SWEPTBACR WINGS Optimal design of wing structures with 
NT THIN WINGS snbstrncturing 
NT TILTING ROTORS p0694 179-53773 
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS Experimental investigation of wing fin 
NT TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes 
NT TWISTED WINGS of aircraft 
NT UNCARBERED WINGS (NASA-Tfl-78520)	 p0086 N79-12018 
NT UNSW!PT WINGS yree wing assembly for an aircraft 
NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS [NASA-cASR-PRC-10092-1] 	 pOO90 N79-12061 
Problems in the method of discrete vortices for A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled wing 
solving linear wing theory problems (NASA-TP-1266)	 p0157 N79-14019 
p0022 179-12224 1)etection of the transitional layer between 
Program REV - A wing structural optimization laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing surface 
computer program for preliminary design of --- using an accelerometer to measure noise 
fighter aircraft levels during wind tunnel tests 
p0025 179-12460 [NASA-CAS!-LAR-12261-1)	 p0228 N79-16805 
The smooth approximation method and its Wings 
application to the mathematical description of p0301 N79-18921 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing Turbomachinery flutter: 	 Introductory concepts 
p0028 179-12955 p0307 R79-19353 
Positive tail loads for minimum induced drag of Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
subsonic aircraft wing glove model test data --- space shuttle 
p0080 179-16494 orbiter 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise [NASA-CE-160146)	 p0359 N79-20068 
fighter wing Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control 
[lIlA PAPER 79-00621 	 p0139 179-19512 glove flight conceptual design study 
Ground effects on USE configurations --- Upper (NASA-IN-80054)	 p0363 N79-20100 
Surface Blowing A study on the utilization of advanced composites 
p0191	 179-21525 in commercial aircraft wing structure: 
Pressure-controlled thermal expansion molding of Executive summary 
advanced Composite RPV wing structure [NASA-CR-158902-1] 	 p0369 N79-20189 
p02O9 179-24093 Pressure and thermal distributions on wings and 
Application of the isothermal square bend process adjacent surfaces induced by devon deflections 
to Fi Ll wing beams at !lach 6 
p0209 179-24099 (NASA-TP-1356)	 p0370 N79-20344 
An aeroelastic optimization procedure for Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of 
composite high aspect ratio wings wing lift augmentation schemes 
AIAA 79-0726]	 p0282 179-28258 p0430 N79-23006 
Wing rock due to aerodynamic hysteresis Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
p0283 179-28376 boundary layer flows over wings with wall mass 
Formation of a trailing vortex transfer 
p0284 179-28377 [RASA-CR-3123)	 p0430 N79-23016 
On the role of shocks in the 'sub-transonic' Aerodynamics of low aspect ratio wings 
flutter phenomenon p0432 N79-23053 
[AIAR 79-0765]	 p0320 179-29019 The effect of disturbance on a wing 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store p0479 N79-23893 
flutter suppressor --- in fighter/attack aircraft Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
[lilA 79-07911	 p0322 179-29035 Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
An experimental study of a jet issuing from a and control 
lifting wing --- vertical-horizontal flight p0480 N79-23895 
transitions in VIOL aircraft Numerical optimization techniques for bound 
p0338 179-30481 circulation distribution for minimum induced 
A computational scheme for structural influence drag of nonplanar wings:	 Basic formulations 
coefficients of certain planar wings [NASA-CR-3154]	 p0482 N79-23924 
p0407 179-34597 Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
Britain's better airbus wing --- 1-310 aircraft as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
wing design transport airplane model 
p0408 179-34823 [NASA-TP-1453]	 p0492 N79-211961 
Parameters of three-dimensional flow past a wing A general method for the layout of ailerons and 
near the free surface of a ponderable fluid elevators of gliders and motorplanes 
p0410 179-35155 p0545 N79-27076 
Effect of forward acceleration on aerodynamic Experimental investigation into the feasibility of 
characteristics of wings an extruded wing 
p0462 179-38124 p0545 B79-27077 
A method for the calculation of 3D boundary layers Improvement of hang glider performance by use of 
on practical wing configurations ultralight elastic wing 
p0466 179-38906 p0546 N79-27082 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar attachment 
effects on 01W aeroaccnstic characteristics --- joints and lugs in viscount aircraft 
Over The Wing 5101 engine configurations (REPT-7610.910)	 p0558 N79-27523 
p0475 179-39802 An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
On a smooth approximation method and its subsonic and , supersonic flow 
application to mathematical description of wing (10-1067586)	 p0581 N79-28149 
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The application of system dynamics to a 
managerial model of aeronautical systems 
division 
[AD-A059312]	 p0169 879-14919 
Development of a systematic technique fcr 
analyzing the effectiveness of aircraft class 
4 modifications 
(AD-A060551]	 p0172 879-15033 
Development of smart target for simulation of 
one-on-one air-to-air combat 
[AD-A056739]	 p0295 879-17879 
Analysis of the functional requirements for an 
intelligent airborne computer system 
(AD-A061649)	 p0303 879-18962 
Unsteady boundary layer flow reversal in a 
longitudinally oscillating flow 
[AD-A063140]	 p0371 879-20349 
Determination of the stability and ccntrcl 
derivatives for the variable-response research 
aircraft using a modified maximum likelihood 
estimator 
(AD-A063270]	 p0384 879-21082 
Error model verification for a three axis laser 
gyro strapdown inertial measurement unit 
[AD-A064047]	 p0419 879-22072 
Parametric analysis of stereometric tracker for 
use in tactical aircraft 
[AD-A064688)	 p0421 879-22086 
Application of model algorithmic control to a 
lightly damped single input single output system 
[AD-A064222]	 p0425 879-22115. 
A study of embedded computer system software 
acquisition management and recommendations to 
improve development visibility 
[A0-A065879]	 p0445 879-23681 
The production function and airframe cost 
estimation 
[AD-A065570]	 p0485 879-23952 
Optimal placement of regional flight simulators 
[AD-A060450]	 p0501 879-25043 
A simulation model of attack helicopter 
vulnerability to hostile artillery fire 
(A-A069753)	 p0593 879-29179 
A method for evaluating KC-135 avionics 
configurations 
[AD-A069446]	 pC594 879-29186 
Implementation and testing of numerical analysis 
techniques in avionics applications 
[AD-A069299]	 p0594 879-29187 
Investigation of roll performance for a highly 
nonlinear statically unstable fighter-type 
aircraft 
(AD-A069301)	 p0669 879-31199 
The design of digital controllers for the C-141 
aircraft using entire eigenstructure 
assignment and the development of an 
interactive computer design program 
(AD-A0691921	 p0672 879-31224 
Investigation of inverse Vandermonde matrix 
calculation for linear system applications 
[AD-A069241]	 p0672 879-31225
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
dump combustor
p0706 879-32209 
An investigation of flame stability in a coaxial 
combustor 
[AD-A070701]	 p0719 879-33293 
AIR FORCE MATERIALS LAB., WRIGHT-PATTERSON APR, OHIO. 
Aerospace structural metals handbook. Volume 5, 
supplement 11: Nonferrous alloys 
(AD-A062553)	 p0369 879-20228 
An analysis of the low cycle fatigue behavior of 
the superalloy Rene 95 by strainrange 
partitioning 
[AD-A068252]	 p0596 879-29295 
Residual surface strain distributions near holes 
which are coldworked to various degrees 
[AD-A068396]	 p0598 879-29550 
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COWHAND, WHIGHT-PATTERSON APR, 
OHIO. 
- Summary of applied research programs being 
conducted on miniature turboinachines for 
producing cryogenic temperatures operating on 
gas bearings turbo compressors and expanders 
utilizing helium and nitrogen as working fluids 
p0383 879-21072 
Theory of thin wing in a supersonic flow with 
consideration of the non-equilibrium state of 
excitation of oscillating degrees of freedom 
-(AD-A065992]	 p0482 879-23928 
Supersonic flow in the area of amtisymmetric 
thin cruciform wings with supersonic leading 
edges in a horizontal plane, with 
consideration of flow separation on the edges 
[AD-A065993)	 p0482 879-23929 
AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION, BETRESDA, ND. 
Summary of the Aircraft Operations Committee 
p0243 879-17428 
AIRCRAFT RESEARCH ASSOCIATION LTD., BEDFORD 
(ENGLAND). 
Possibilities for scale effect on swept wings at 
high subsonic speeds. Recent evidence from 
pressure plotting tests 
[REPT-18)	 p0377 879-20999 
AIBESEANCH MFG. CO ., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Thermal-structural design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scrainjet 
[NASA-CH-145368]	 p0173 879-15045 
Design and analysis of a scramjet engine 
p0386 879-21426 
Advanced fabrication techniques for cooled 
engine structures
p0386 879-21428 
AIRESEARCU MFG. CO., PHOENIX, ARIZ. 
Transonic 3-0 flow analysis of compressor 
cascade with splinter vanes 
[A0-A057504]	 p0044 879-11004 
Analysis, design, fabrication and testing of the 
Mini-Brayton rotating unit (8181-BEn). Volume 
2: Figures and drawings 
[NASA-C8-159441-VOL-2)	 p0049 879-11409 
Variable geometry torque converter 
(AD-A058603]	 p0103 879-13051 
Small laminated axial turbine hot-rig test program 
(AD-A061062]	 p0234 879-16856 
Closed Brayton cycle system optimization for 
undersea, terrestrial, and space applications 
p0422 879-22096 
Research and evaluation program on a backup 
control system for gas turbine engines 
(AD-A064326]	 p0424 879-22107 
Alternate subsonic low-cost engine 
At-A0672773	 p0542 879-26058 
Three-dimensional finite-element techniques for 
gas turbine blade -life prediction
p0552 W79-27156 
&IRESEARCH MPG. CO., TORHANCE, CALIF. 
Lift performance indicator system feasibility 
study	 - 
AD-A0592381	 p0093 879-12079 
Electromechanical actuation development 
[AD-A065734]	 p0438 879-23101 
Thermal-structured design study of an 
airframe-integrated Scranjet 
(NASA-CB-3141]	 p0717 879-33209 
ALLGEBEINER DEUTSCHER AUTOIORIL-CLUB-E.V., MUNICH 
(WEST GERMANY). 
Rescue helicopters in primary and secondary 
missions
p0310 879-19606 
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ARMY AVIATION ENGINEERING PLIGHT ACTIVITY, 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MPG. Co.. YOU, PA. 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
(AIAA PAPEE 79-0579)	 p0272 A79-26945 
ARBAC INDUSTRIES, PORT WASHINGTON, PA. 
Airborne determination of ground speed: A 
feasibility study 
[AD-A073193]	 p0714 N79-33182 
AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC., TULSA, OKLA. 
American Airlines' operational and maintenance 
experience with aerodynamic seals and oil 
seals in turbofan engines
p0047 N79-11061 
AMERICAN POWER JET CO., RIDGEPIELD, N.J. 
Technology trends and maintenance workload 
requirements for the A-i, p-14, and P-14 aircraft 
[AD-A070036] p0701 E79-32153 
ANALYSIS AND TECHNOLOGY, INC., NORTH STONINGTOE, 
CORN. 
Analysis of visual detection performance: Pall 
1978 experiment 
(AD-A065118]	 p0432 N79-23061 
ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORP., READING, MASS. 
Modern digital flight control system design for 
VTOL aircraft 
[RASA-CE-159019]	 p0367 N79-20133 
Users manual for linear Tine-Varying Helicopter 
Simulation (Program TVHIS) 
(NASA-C2-159020)	 p0375 N79-20769 
Avionics standardization potential analysis 
[AD-A066138]	 p0485 N79-23958 
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS ASSOCIATES, INC., HAMPTON 1 VA. 
Development of a digital guidance and control 
law for steep approach automatic landings 
using modern control techniques 
(NASA-CE-3074)	 p0230 N79-16824 
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS ASSOCIATES, INC., MOUNTAIN 
VIEW, CALIF. 
Evaluation of the navigation performance of 
shipboard-VTCL-landing guidance systems 
(AIAA 79-17081	 p0570 A79-45362 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot 1FF /SPIPR/ requirements 
[AIAA 79-1886]	 p0573 A79-45413 
Implementation of an optimum profile guidance 
system on STOLAND 
(SASA-CR-152187)	 p0035 N79-10038 
ANALYTICAL METHODS, INC., FELLEVUE, WASH. 
The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties 
[AIAR PAPER 79-0273]	 p0144 A79-19636 
Application of the AMI C sub 1 sub max 
prediction method to a number of airfoils 
p035e N79-20052 
A viscous/potential flow interaction analysis 
for circulation-ccntrclled airfoils 
(AD-A067913)	 p0539 N79-26030 
Helicopter flow field analysis 
(AD-A069542)	 p0702 1179-32174 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., LAUREL, 
MD.
Short Range Terminal Radar (SETH) definition study 
[PAR-RD-78-64]	 p0297 1179-18156 
Bumblebee program. Aerodynamic data. Part 1: 
supersonic flow field, pressure field, and 
panel load data for validation of 
computational methods 
[NASA-CB-3114]	 p0378 1179-21009 
The near-tern potential of Doppler location 
[AD-A063615]	 p0382 1179-21041 
Structures for hypersonic airbreathing tactical 
missiles
p0387 1179-21437 
Bumblebee Program: Aerodynamic data. Part II: 
Wing loads at Mach numbers 1.5 and 2.0 
[NASA-CB-3117]	 p01117 N79-22041 
Next generation airport surveillance radar 
(ASH-()) definition study 
[AD-1072691)	 p0713 N79-33179 
APPLIED RESEARCH LAB., STAT! COLLEGE, PA. 
Measurements of inlet flow distortions in an 
axial flow fan (6 and 9 tlade rotor) 
(NASA-CR-157842]	 p009S 1179-13009 
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL. 
Preliminary evaluation of several 
nondestructive-evaluation techniques for 
silicon nitride gas-turbine rotors 
[ANL-77-89]	 p0049 1179-114111
Airport vicinity air pollution model. 
Abbreviated version user's guide 
[PIA-RD-78-111]
	
p0298 1179-18475 
Analysis of plume rise from jet aircraft 
[COWP-7901421]	 p0669 N79-31204 
ARINC RESEARCH CORP., ANNAPOLIS, MD. 
Development and evaluation of Selective Address 
Beacon (SAN) system 
[AD-A058457]	 pOlOO 1179-13022 
Investigation of the feasibility of using the 
discrete address beacon system data link for 
non-ATC communications 
(AD-A058453)	 p0100 1179-13023 
AN/APS-96 radar modification program 
[AD-1062569]	 p0370 1179-20310 
Reliability improvement warranty terms and 
conditions for the Integrated Avionics Control 
Systems (IACS) 
[AD-A069454]	 pO670 1179-31205 
Avionics Cost development for use of Loran-C 
navigation systems by low performance 
general-aviation aircraft 
[AD-A068268]	 p0706 1179-32206 
ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO., PHOENIX. 
Photovoltaics and environmental impact 
considerations
p0503 179-25496 
ARIZONA STATE UNIV., TENPE. 
A method for selecting a crashworthy fuel systel 
design
p0312 N79-19661 
ARIZONA UNIV., TUCSON. 
A new method for designing shock-free transonic 
configurations 
[NASA-CR-158063]	 p0169 N79-14997 
ARMY AEROMEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., POET PUCKER, ALA. 
The effective acoustic environment of helicopter 
crewmen
pOOqO 1179-10850 
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter 
environment 
[AD-A0584411]	 p0102 1179-13041 
US Army aviation fatigue-related accidents, 1971 
- 1977
p0310 1179-19621 
Visual pockets: A design parameter for 
helicopter instrument panels
p0311 1179-19641 
Helicopter crashworthy fuel systems &nd their 
effectiveness in preventing thermal injury 
p0312 1179-19660 
ARMY AGENCY FOR AVIATION SAFETY, PORT ROCKER, ALA. 
Comparative injury patterns in US Army helicopters 
p0311 1179-19654 
Engineering analysis of crash injury in army 
aircraft
p0312 9179-19655 
Assessment of the benefits of aircraft 	 - 
crashworthiness
p0312 N79-19657 
ARMY AIR MOBILITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LAB., 
NOYPETT YIELD, CALIF. 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circulation-controlled rotor 
p0212 A79-24179 
ARMY ARNAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD. 
A static acoustic signature system for the
analysis of dynamic flight information 
p0040 1179-10852 
ARMY ARMAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
DOVER, N. .1. 
Evaluation of new bonding systems for 
depot-level maintenance of aircraft honeycomb 
panels 
[AD-A066117]	 p0488 1179-24161 
ARMY AVIATION ENGINEERING FLIGHT ACTIVITY, EDWARDS 
APE, CALIF. 
AM-1G helicopter main rotor flow survey 
(AD-A057443)	 p0092 179-12078 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation EH-1H 
helicopter quick fix, phase lA 
.[AD-A058785]	 p0100 1179-13027 
TS-2A airtanker evaluation, phase 2 
[RD-A060940]	 p0172 N79-15034 
Artificial-icing test phobic coatings on OH-1H 
helicopter rotor blades 
(AD-A059875]	 p0220 N79-15954. 
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Engineer design test 1, Hughes YAH-64 8 advanced 
attack helicopter 
(AD-A064359)	 p0420 879-22077 
Plight evaluation !K 2 integrated controller 
installed in an OH-58A helicopter 
[AD-A065072]	 p0436 879-23103 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation AR-1S 
helicopter equipped with a Garrett infrared - 
radiation suppressor and an AN/ALQ-144 jammer 
(AD-A067757)	 p0541 N79-26047 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation P0-21 H 
guardrail V aircraft 
[AD-A068347]	 p0593 879-29178 
AR-1G helicopter, 19-round lightweight airborne 
launcher jettison envelope determination 
[AD-A069828]	 p0652 879-30177 
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test, 
OV-1C takeoff performance 
(AD-A069827]	 p0652 879-30178 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation CH-47C with 
fiberglass rotor blades with 155-1-712 engines 
(AD-A069891]	 p0705 879-32199 
Preliminary airworthinessevaluation OH-58C 
helicopter 
(AD-A071699)	 p0715 879-33196 
Limited airworthiness and flight characteristics 
evaluation model 214k helicopter with 
fiberglass main rotor blades 
(AD-A071721)	 p0716 879-33197 
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation PH-is 
helicopter installed with enhanced cobra 
armament system (PH-1S/!cAS) 
[AD-A071343]	 p0716 879-33198 
8.3!! AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Performance of two-stage fan having 
low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor blading 
[NASA-TP-1493]	 p0551 879-27143 
AR!! AVIATION RESEARCH ANt DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
PORT EUSTIS, VA. 
Summary Report of the Icing committee 
p0243 H79-17425 
crashworthy helicopter seats and occupant 
restraint systems
p0312 879-19658 
ARMY AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
HAMPTON, VA. 
Experimental investigation of three helicopter 
rotor airfoils designed analytically 
[NASA-TP-1396]	 p0416 879-22037 
ARMY AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
MOPFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulaticn-controlled rotors in hover 
(ARS 78-64]	 p0126 8.79-18185 
Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of 
the art review 
(RASA-TN-78539]	 p0086 N79-12019 
Mission environment simulation for Army 
rotorcraft development: Requirements and 
capabilities
p0222 879-15977 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft, part 4 
[NASA-cR-152261]	 p0362 879-20103 
ARM! AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT COMMAND, ST. 
LOUIS, MO. 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 A79-22475 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of 153 
and 155 power turbines 
EARS 79-36]	 p0631 8.79-49088 
Aircraft RPM (MMH/PH) data comparative analysis 
[AD-A056893] 	 p0031 879-10001 
Doppler Hover System (DHS) flight test report 
(AD-A056777)	 p0036 879-10053 
Comparison of the effect of structural coupling 
parameters on flap-lag forced response and 
stability of a helicopter rotor blade in 
forward flight 
[AD-A056465]	 -p0045 879-11037 
Rear of seal materials used in aircraft 
propulsion systems 
(NASA-TM-79003)	 p0097 879-12204 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-1324]	 p0157 875-14018
A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled 
wing 
[NASA-TP-1266]	 p0157 879-14019 
Digital symbology generator program 
[AD-A060216]	 -	 p0166 N79-14111 
US Army helicopter fatigue requirements and 
substantiation procedures
p0434 879-23075 
Stabilized Terrain Optical Position Sensor 
(STOPS) flight test report 
(AD-A065018)	 p0438 879-23100 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79148]	 p0486 879-23964 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on 
flow characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
(NASA-TM-79134]	 p0486 879-23969 
RAM projections for aircraft rotor blades 
AD-A068822)	 p0550 879-27130 
Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini 
remotely piloted vehicle 
[NASA-TM-80132]	 p0664 879-31151 
ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Proceedings of the Technical Conference on the 
Effects of Helicopter Downwash on Free 
Projectiles 
[AD-A058123]	 p0091 879-12067 
ARMY AVIONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY, 
FONT MONMOUTH, N. J. 
Integrated Avionics Control System (IPCS) 
(8.0-8.056476]	 p0037 879-10056 
A survey of communications in the high noise 
environment of Army aircraft
p0311 879-19646 
Applications of pattern recognition systems for 
day/night precision aircraft control 
p0656 879-30204 
Heterodyning CO2 laser radar for airborne 
applications
p0656 879-30205 
The impact of a multi-function programmable 
control display unit in affecting a reduction 
of pilot workload
p0656 879-30210 
ARMY CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB., 
CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 
Systems approach to life-cycle design of 
pavements. Volume 3: LIFE2 program listing 
[AD-A064698]	 p0443 879-23260 
ARMY ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS., POET BELVOIB, VA. 
Analysis, storage, and retrieval of elevation 
data with applications to improve penetration 
(AD-A068747)	 p0582 879-28166 
ARMY ENGINEER WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, 
VICESBUNG, MISS. 
Literature review-elastic constants for airport 
pavement materials 
(8.0-8.056195)	 p0096 879-12100 
Nondestructive evaluation procedure for military 
airfields 
(AD-A058736)	 p0106 879-13067 
Users guide: computer program with interactive 
graphics for analysis of plane frame 
structures (CPR ANN) 
[AD-A067349]	 p0503 879-25428 
Development of a structural design procedure for 
rigid airport pavements 
(AD-A069548]	 p0584 879-28187 
ARMY MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ACTIVITY, ABERDEEN 
PROVING GROUND, MD. 
A computer program for double sweep optimal 
smoothing 
(AD-A066512)	 p0502 879-25278 
ARMY MISSIlE COMMAND, REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALA. 
Feasibility study of mini-EPV for attack 
p0219 879-15953 
ARMY MISSILE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, 
REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALA. 
Radar track data correlation or reachable sets 
revisited: The reachable state 
[AD-A065045]	 p0443 879-23318 
Plight test results of a virtual image, 
pantograph mounted, control and display station 
(AD-A070290]	 p0706 879-32207 
ARMY MOBILITY EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
COMMAND, PONT BELVOIR, VA. 
Water absorption of fluids/oils 
(AD-A065915)	 p0488 879-24158 
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ARO, INC., 
ABBY PROPULSION LAB., CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[8188 PAPER 79-1318]	 p0472 879-39034 
ANN! RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LABS., PONT EUSTIS, VA. 
Aeroaconstic research: An Army perspective 
p0042 N79-10864 
Tests to determine the nllage explosion 
- tolerance of helicopter fuel tanks 
[80-8058188]	 p0092 B79-12074 
Helicopter icing research
p0243 N79-17421 
CH-47 helicopter internal cargo load and 
restraint system mock-up study 	 - 
(AD-8064207]	 p0420 N79-22081 
The predesign phase of the second-generation 
comprehensive helicopter analysis system 
(AD-A063921)	 p0420 N79-22082 
Overview of helicopter ice protection system 
developments
p0481 N79-23919 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6B: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, basic configuration wake 
explorations 
[80-8061861]	 p0482 N79-23931 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 38: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, basic investigations and hub 
variations 
[AD-A061766]	 p0482 1179-23932 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 38: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in lcw 
frequency band, air ejector systems and other 
devices 
[AD-A061767]	 p0483 1179-23933 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 28: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 7 - 14, midsection 
(AD-A061860]	 p0483 N79-23934 
AR!! RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LABS., HAMPTON, VA. 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
p0131 879-18657 
Flight research capabilities of the NASA/Army
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0137 879-18703 
An experimental investigation of the effect of 
rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
(NASA-TM-80066]	 p0504 1179-258411 
ANN! RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY LABS., HOFFET1 FIELD, 
CALIF. 
Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Investigation of tip 
Bach number effects and comparisons of four 
tip shapes 
[ASS 78-03]	 p0119 879-18129 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program 
report 
[AIAA 79-0704]	 p0277 879-27371 
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Research Aircraft 
[ASS 79-54]	 p0633 879-49105 
XV-15 flight test results compared with design 
goals 
(8188 PAPER 79-1839]	 p0634 879-49336 
Velocity measurement about a NACA 0012 airfoil 
with a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A056447]	 p0034 N79-10029 
Wind tunnel tests of four flexible wing 
nitraligbt gliders
p0546 N79-27084 
ARMY RESEARCH INST. FOR THE BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCES, ALEXANDRIA, VA. 
Evaluation of a flight simulator (device 2B24) 
for maintaining instrument proficiency among 
instrument-rated army pilots - 
[AD-A060557]	 p0181 N79-15102 
ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Calibration of the AEDC-PVT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel with the propulsion test section at 
various Reynolds numbers 
[AD-A057877]	 pC096 N79-12103 
ARMY STRUCTURES LAB., HAMPTON, VA. 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0147] 	 p0143 879-19564
Critical considerations for wind-tunnel testing 
•	 PISTOL aircraft models 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0332)	 p0145 879-19671 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed 
•	 spin of a light plane 
[AIAA PAPER 791790]	 p0605 879-47879 
• ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND, ABERDEEN PROVING 
GROUND, ND. 
Internal/external lighting (aviation materiel) 
[80-8068951)	 p0583 N79-28171 
Army aircraft fire control systems performance 
evaluation 
[80-8070758]	 p0715 1179-33194 
ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND, FORT HORROR, VA. 
Adding the challenge of nap-of-the-earth 
p0655 979-30199 
ARMY TROPIC TEST CENTER, APO.NEW YORK 09827. 
Intensive tropic function testing 
[AD-A056416]	 p0039 1179-10440 
ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER, ARNOLD AIR 
FORCE STATION, TERN. 
A new facility for structural engine testing 
p0554 B79-27173 
ARO, INC., ARNOLD AIR FORCE STATION, TERN. 
Engine icing measurement capabilities at the AEDC 
p0031 1179-10008 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/24-scale 
P-ill aircraft with various external stores at 
Bach numbers from 0.5 to 1.3 
[AD-A057409)	 p0044 1179-11005 
Exhaust plume thermodynamic effects on 
nonaxisyametric nozzle afterbody performance 
in transonic flow 
[88-8057363]	 p0046 1179-11052 
Correlation of experimental and theoretical 
steady-state spinning motion for a current 
fighter airplane using rotation-balance 
aerodynamic data 
[80-8058142]	 p0091 N79-12069 
A summary report on store heating technology 
[80-8059415]	 p0159 1179-14030 
Sensitivity of aircraft spinning motion to 
dynamic cross-coupling and acceleration 
derivatives 
[80-8060516]	 p0175 1179-15060 
Aircraft motion sensitivity to variations in 
dynamic stability parameters
pO18O N79-15095 
Comparisons of turbine engine combustor exhaust 
emissions measurements using three 
gas-sampling probe designs 
[80-8061733]	 p0305 1179-19005 
Computerized beat-transfer and stress analysis 
of wind tunnel metal throat liners 
[80-8062318] p0368 1179-20143 
Effects of vertical tail flexibility on the 
• aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.03-scale 
NASA Space Shuttle Orbiter at Bach numbers 
from 0.90 to 1.55 
[AD-A062377)	 p0369 1179-20175 
Transonic wind tunnels
p0377 1179-20993 
Calibration of the AEDC-PWT 16-foot transonic 
tunnel aerodynamic test section at various 
Reynolds numbers 
[AD-A065112]	 p0425 1179-22117 
Comparison of store trajectory and aerodynamic 
loads, and model flow-field characteristics 
obtained in the AFDC PWT/4T and VFK/A wind 
tunnels at Bach number 1.63 
(AD-A065137)	 p0431 R79-23017 
Experimental studies in a Ludwieg tube transonic 
tunnel
p0439 1179-23111 
Model diffuser investigation for propulsion wind 
tunnel 161 
[80-8065822]	 pO488 1179-23984 
Optical in situ versus probe measurements of 
nitric oxide concentration as a function of 
axial position in a combustor exhaust 
[AD-A067329]	 p0498 1179-25025 
Aeropropulsion systems test facility rake 
calibration test in tunnel A 
[AD-A068975]	 p0556 1179-27189 
Wing/store flow-field measurements at transonic 
speeds using a laser velocimeter 
[AD-A068328]	 p0590 N79-29149 
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A force and moment test of a 1/24-scale P-ill 
model at Mach numbers from 0.7 to 1.3 
[AD-1070192]	 p0665 1179-31156 
A vortex lattice technique for computing 
ventilated wind tunnel wall interference 
(AD-A0701145]	 p0707 P79-32220 
Tunnel 16T performance: Two-and three-stage 
compressor performance 
[AD-A070191]	 pC708 1179-32221 
An experimental investigation of the acoustic 
characteristics of a variety of slot baffle 
configurations for transonic wind tunnel walls 
(AD-A070261]	 p0708 1179-32223 
ASSOCIATION AEBONAUTIQUE PT ASTNONAUTIQUEDE 
FRANCE, PARIS. 
European transonic wind tunnel project for high 
Reynolds numbers 
[AAAP-NT-78-01]	 p0440 1179-23118 
Effectof the model vertical position in a 
slotted wall wind tunnel 
(AAAF-NT-78-05]	 p0440 1179-23119 
Similitude, manufacturing, identificaticn, and 
instrumentation of test models 
(AAAF-NT-78-24]	 p0440 1179-23120 
Modernization of the ic y speed wind tunnel at 
Dragnet de Velizy: Measuring system 
modernization 
(AAAP-NT-78-12] 	 p0441 1179-23122 
Construction problems specific to models for 
high Reynolds number wind tunnels 
(AAAP-BT-78-02]	 p0441 1179-23124 
Adaptation for the eccmcmy or adaptation for 
energy conservation 
[AAAF-NT-77-23] 	 p0444 1179-23537 
ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTIONS ELECTEIQUES DE CEABLENOI 
(BELGIUM). 
Problems involved in starting and shutdown of 
gas turbines: Thermodynamic and mechanical 
aspects
p0587 1179-28565 
ATLANTIC SCIENTIFIC CORP., INDIAN HARBOUR PEACH, FLA. 
An investigation into the noise interference 
problems at Logan Airport, Boston 
(AD-A072057]	 p0710 1179-32417 
ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, fARRELL 
(ENGLAND). 
High resolution radiography in the aero-engine 
industry
00502 1179-25414 
AUBURN UNIV., ALA. 
An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in 
subsonic and supersonic flow 
[AD-A067586]	 p0581 1179-28149 
AUDI ISO AUTO UNION A.G., NECKARSULN (WEST GERMANY). 
Update of development on the new Audi 1150 rotary 
engine generation
p0221 1179-15965 
Review of the Rhein-Plugzeugbau Wankel powered 
aircraft program
p0221 1179-15966 
AVco LYCOMING DIV., STRATFORD, CONN. 
Transmission seal development 
(NASA-CB-135372]	 p0039 1179-10423 
Structural analysis of a gas turbine impeller 
using finite-element and holographic techniques 
p0552 1179-27149 
Development of spiral-groove self-acting seals 
for helicopter engines 
[NASA-CE-159622]	 p0711 N79-32551 
ATCON AVIATICN CONSULTANTS, BOULDER, COLO. 
Operational requirements for flight control and 
navigation systems for short haul transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CF-152208]	 - p0089 1179-12054 
AVIONS MARCEL TASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION, 
SAINT-CLOUD (FRANCE). 
DRAPO: A computer aided design and fabrication 
system
p0374 1179-20763 
Visualisations and calculations of air intakes 
at high angles of attack and low Reynolds.number 
p0415 1179-22030 
Wall interference effects
p0439 1179-23113 
Improvement of the aerodynamic circuit in the 
Breguet-Velizy low speed wind tunnel 
(AAAP-NT-78-11]	 p0441 1179-23121 
Determining the dynamic response due to an 
imbalance at the attachments of a motor on a pod
p0554 B79-27171 
B 
BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, 
MD.
	
Highly survivable truss type tail boom	 - 
(AD-A056430]	 p0036 1179-10052 
Highly survivable truss tail boom 
[AD-1064181]	 p0420 N79-22079 
BATTELLE COLUMBUS LABS., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 
NASA aviation safety reporting system 
(NASA-TN-78540)	 p0170 1179-15014 
EATTELLE COLUMBUS LABS., OHIO. 
Error analysis of a satellite interferometer 
navigation system	 -
pOlelO A79-35097 
Satellite interferometer as an advanced 
navigation/communication system
p0474 A79-39602 
Applications of a high-altitude powered platform 
/RAPP/ 
(AIAA 79-1603]	 p0524 A79-42397 
Computer-aided analysis and design of the, shape 
rolling process for producing turbine engine 
airfoils 
(NASA-CR-159455)	 p0094 N79-12087 
Feasibility evaluation of advanced eddy current 
inspection equipment for use in Naval aviation 
maintenance environment 
[AD-1060076]	 p0168 1179-14401 
Introduction to fracture mechanics
p0372 1179-20410 
Fracture
p0372 1179-20411 
Fatigue crack growth analysis
p0373 1179-20415 
Damage tolerance in practice
p0373 1179-20420 
Extended analytical study of the 
free-wing/free-trimmer concept 
[NASA-CB-3135]	 p0417 1179-22040 
Collected engineering data sheets, Air Force 
data sheet program 
[AD-A070665]	 p0705 N79-32201 
Muitifrequency eddy current inspection for 
cracks under fasteners, phase 2 
[AD-A071102]	 p0711 1179-32560 
BATTELLE PACIFIC WORTHIEST LABS., RICHIAND, WASH. 
Summary report of the Turbulence Committee 
p0243 1179-17424 
Develop the application of a digital memory 
acoustic emission system to aircraft flaw 
monitoring 
[P1IL-2873]	 P0721 1179-33486 
BEAM ENGINEERING, INC., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 
Structure-of the turbulent separated flow around 
a stalled airfoil 
[NASA-CE-152263)	 p0378 1179-21010 
BELL HELICCPTER CO.., FORT WORTH, TEE. 
Vibratory ice protection for helicopter rotor 
blades 
(AD-A057329]	 p0045 1179-11038 
Experimental investigation of the subwing tip 
and its vortex structure 	 - 
[NASA-CR-3058]	 p0099 N79-13005 
BELL-NORTHERN RESEARCH LTD., OTTAWA (ONTARIO). 
Electromagnetic compatibility (EEC) 
investigation on CH147 Chinook helicopter 
RRPT-5330-4479-02]	 p0582 1179-28169 
BENDIX CORP., BALTIMORE, MD. 
Design, fabrication, and testing of brassboard 
model ATCRBS based surface trilataration data 
acquisition subsystem 
[AD-A051148]	 p0160 1179-14061 
Design, fabrication, and testing of a brassboard 
model ATCEBS based surface trilateration data 
acquisition subsystem 
[AD-A057933] 
	
pO161 1179-14065 
BENDIX -CORP., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 
Development of a high temperature rotary 
actuator for aircraft hydraulic systems 
(AD-A057931]	 p0091 1179-12070 
BENDIX CORP., TETEBBOBO, N. J. 
Advanced flight control actuation system 
(AFCAS-E/P): Feasibility investigation of an 
electro/pnen,atic dual power driven concept 
(AD-A063992)	 p0425 N79-22114 
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	 HOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE CO., SEATTLE, 
BERTELSEN HYG. CO ., INC., NEPONSET, ILL. 
Introduction to the arcopter arc wing and the 
Bertelsen effect for positive pitch stability 
and control
p0480 879-23895 
BIRRLE APPLIED RESEARCH, INC., JERICHO, N. I. 
Design charts and boundaries for identifying 
departure resistant fighter configurations 
[AD-8058043]	 p0C92 879712073 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 1: High-wing model B 
(NASA-CR-3097]	 p0649 879-30145 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: High-wing model A 
(NASA-CR-3101)	 p06€8 879-31149 
Rotary balance data for a single-engine trainer 
design for an angle-of-attack range of 8 deg 
to 90 deg 
(NASA-CR-3099]	 p0665 N79-31152 
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine 
general aviation design for an angle-of-attack 
range of 8 deg to 90 deg. 2: Low-wing model B 
[NASA-CR-3098]	 p0712 879-33163 
BION!TICS CORP., HAMPTON, VA. 
A laboratory study of the subjective response to 
helicopter blade-slap noise 
[NASA-CR-158973]	 p01O8 879-13819 
BIOTECHNOLOGY, INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. 
An evaluation of a new format for ejection 
information in a NATOPS manual 
[AD-A056910]	 p0035 879-10037 
BODENSEEWERK G!BAETETECHNIK G.H.B.H., UEBERLINGEN 
(WEST GERMANY). 
GCU, the Guidance and Control Unit for all 
weather approach
p0657 879-30213 
BOEING AEROSPACE CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
Recent advances in the sciution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0282]	 p0202 879-23562 
Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-18 propulsion wind tunnel 
model 
(8188 PAPER 79-1164] 	 p0511 879-41174 
Cast Aluminum Structures Technology, phase 3 
(CAST) 
[AD-A057422]	 p0048 879-11188 
Integration of air cushion landing system 
technology into the JINDIVIK remotely piloted 
vehicle 
[80-8058004]	 p0092 879-12075 
Crew escape concepts for advanced high 
performance aircraft 
[80-8060519]	 p0171 879-15016 
Visual criteria for out of the cockpit visual 
scenes
p0222 879-15976 
Hybrid technology cost reduction and reliability 
improvement study 
[80-8062247]	 p0370 879-20319 
Subcritical drag minimization for highly swept 
wings with leading Edge vortices
1)0414 879-22021 
Factors influencing the accuracy of aerodynamic 
hinge-moment prediction 
[AD-80666C6)	 p0492 879-24965 
-Development and demonstration of manufacturing 
processes for fabricating graphite/PNR-15 
polyimide structural elements
p0661 879-30301 
The transonic oscillating flap 
[80-8070022]	 p0705 879-32200 
Transonic wing redesign using a generalized 
fictitious gas method 
[80-8070013]	 p0705 879-32202 
BOEING CO., PERTON, WASH. 
Split-film anemometer measurements on an airfoil 
with turbulent separated flow
p0515 879-42029 
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
A theoretical and experimental means to predict 
ice accretion shapes for evaluating aircraft 
handling and performance characteristics 
p0173 N79-15041 
Proposed advancements in simulation of 
atmospheric phencmena for improved training
p0223 879-15979 
The continuity factor in aircraft development 
p0300 879-18896 
Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multi-element 
airfoils
p0356 879-20080 
Electromagnetic coupling analysis of a learjet 
aircraft 
80-8062490]	 p0370 879-20311 
Engine/aircraft structural integration: An 
overview
p0554 879-27167 
Investigation of penetration of electromagnetic 
energy through joints in advanced composite 
structures 
[AD-A069589]	 pOliO 879-32441 
BOEING CO., WICHITA, EARS. 
Load and dynamic assessment of 8-528-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 1: summary 
(NASA-CE-150833]	 p0035 879-10048 
Load and dynamic assessment of P-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 2: 
Airplane flutter and load analysis results 
[RASA-CE-1508341	 p0036 879-10049 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-528-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster decelerator 
subsystem drop test vehicle. Volume 3: Pylon 
load data method 1 
[NASA-CE-150835)	 p0036 879-10050 
Load and dynamic assessment of B-52B-008 carrier 
aircraft for finned configuration 1 space 
shuttle solid rocket booster deceleration 
subsystem.drop test vehicle. Volume 4: Pylon 
load data 
(NASA-CR-150836]	 p0036 879-10051 
8-528-0 08/DTV (Drop Test Vehicle) configuration 
1 (with and without fins) flight test results 
- captive flight and drop test missions 
[NASA-CE-150855]	 p0091 879-12065 
The influence of fleet variability on crack 
growth tracking procedures for 
transport/bomber aircraft 
AD-A 066596]	 p0503 879-25433 
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE CO., BENTOW, WASH. 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration	 - 
p0341 879-30559 
Nonlinear parameter identification and its 
application to transport aircraft
p0177 879-15078 
BOEING COMMERCIAl. AIRPLANE CO., SEATTLE, WASH. 
Application of computational aerodynamics 
methods to the design and analysis of 
transport aircraft
p0153 879-20099 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls 
/ DI LO FL EX/ 
[R188 79-0743]	 p0320 879-29015-
Design and performance of the propulsion system 
for the quiet short-haul research aircraft 
/QSRA/ 
[8188 PAPER 79-1313] -
	
pO51O 879-40760 
The size and performance effects of high lift 
system technology on a modern twin engine jet 
transport 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1795]	 p0634 879-49332 
Fire testing in the Boeing 707 cabin section 
p0087 879-12032 
Development of lightweight, fire-retardant, low 
smoke, high strength, thermally stable 
aircraft floor paneling
P0087 879-12033 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments 
with improved fire resistance characteristics 
p0088 879-12041 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments 
with improved fire resistance characteristics, 
phase 1: Fire containment test of a wide body 
aircraft lavatory module 
[NASA-CR-152074]	 p0096 879-12151 
Repair of bonded primary structure 
[AD-A059945]	 p0162 N79-14086 
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Nonlinear interaction between mean and unsteady 
flowfields near Bach 1, 
[AD-A060789]	 p0170 679-15010 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system 
concepts for subsonic commercial transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158976]	 p0218 679-15942 
Assessment of state-of-the-art of in-service 
inspection methods for graphite epoxy 
composite structures on commercial transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158969]	 p0241 679-17252 
Summary report of the Aircraft Design Committee 
p0244 679-17430 
Summary report of the second wind tunnel test of 
the Boeing LFC model 
[NASA-CB-157792]	 p0285 679-17799 
Development of fire test methods for airplane 
interior, materials 
[NASA-CN-160119J	 p0306 679-19112 
A procedure for analyzing transonic flow over 
harmonically oscillating airfoils
p0352 679-20003 
Inverse boundary-layer technique for airfoil 
design
p0356 679-20054 
Reduction of computer usage Costs in predicting 
unsteady aerodynamic loadings caused by 
control surface motions: Analysis and results 
[NASA-CR-30091	 p0360 679-20072 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: 
Appendix B: Overview papers. Ozone 
destruction techniques
p0380 679-21031 
Evaluation of laminar flow control system 
concepts for subsonic commercial transport 
aircraft 
[NASA-CE-158998]	 p0382 679-21043 
Development of Integrated Programs for 
Aerospace-vehicle design (IPAD) : Reference 
design process 
[NASA-CR-2981]	 p0382 679-21044 
Computer program to calculate three-dimensional 
boundary layer flows cver wings with wall mass 
transfer 
[NASA-CB-3123]	 p0430 679-23016 
Low-speed single-element airfoil synthesis 
p0479 679-23890 
Inflight fuel tank temperature survey data 
(NASA-CE-159569]	 p0483 679-23940 
Design and evaluation of aircraft heat source 
systems for use with high-freezing point fuels 
[NASA-CE-159568]	 p0489 679-24172 
The ultralight sailplane
p0545 679-27080 
Environmental exposure effects on composite 
materials for commercial aircraft 
[NASA-CR-158838)	 p0585 679-28232 
New Concepts in aircraft journal bearings 
[AD-A068619]	 pC598 679-29520 
Dynamic loads analysis system (DYLOPLEX) 
summary. Volume 1: Engineering formulation 
[NASA-CR-2846-1]	 p0664 679-31144 
Dynamic loads analysis system (D!LOELEX) 
summary. Volume 2: Supplemental system design 
information 
[NASA-CR-2846-2]	 p0664 679-31145 
Nodal interpolation program, L215(INTERP). 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document 
(NASA-CR-28118]	 p0664 679-31147 
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattice method, 1216 (DUNFLEX) 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document 
(NASA-CB-2850]	 p0664 679-31148 
Equation modifying program, L219 (EQEOD) . Volume 
2: Supplemental system design and maintenance 
document 
[NASA-CR-2856]	 p0665 679-31153 
Time history solution program, 1225 (TEV126). 
Volume 2: Supplemental system design and 
maintenance document 
[NASA-CE2860]	 p0665 679-31154 
A program for calculating load coefficient 
matrices utilizirg the force summation method, 
L218 (LOADS). Volume 2: Supplemental system 
design and maintenance document
[NASA-CR-2854)	 p0665 679-31155
A review of Boeing interior materials and fire 
test methods development programs
p0667 N79-31177 
FIREMEN program
p0667 B79-31178 
Development of aircraft lavatory compartments 
with improved fire resistance characteristics. 
Phase 2: Sandwich panel resin system 
development 
[NASA-CE-152120]	 p0674 679-31354
ATLAS, an integrated structural analysis and 
design system	 Volume 5: System 
demonstration problems 
(NASA-CR-159045]	 p0676 679-316214
A program to compute three-dimensional subsonic 
unsteady aerodynamic characteristics using the 
doublet lattic method, L216 (DUBPLX). Volume 
1: Engineering and usage 
[NASA-CB-2849]	 p0702 679-32163
Nodal interpolation program, 1215 (!NTERP). 
Volume 1: Engineering and usage 
[19ASA-CR-2847] 	 p0702 679-32164 
BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES, INC., SEATTLE, WASH. 
Recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading 
edge vortex separation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0282]	 p0202 A79-23562 
BOEING ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION, SEATTLE, WASH. 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls 
/D! 10 FL XX! 
[AIAA 79-0743]	 p0320 A79-29015 
BOEING MILITARY AIRPLANE DEVELOPMENT, SEATTLE, WASH. 
Airplane responsive engine selection (APES). 
Volume 1: APES user guide 
[AD-A057392)	 p0094 679-12090 
A method to estimate weight and dimensions of 
large and small gas turbine engines 
[NASA-CB-159481)	 p0173 679-15046 
BOEING.VERT0L CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Definition and analytical evaluation of a power 
management system for tilt-rotor aircraft 
[ABS 78-48]	 p0124 A79-18171
Design of helicopter rotors to noise constraints 
p0040 679-10854 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-!: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, run 15-22, mid-section 
[AD-A060868)	 p0169 679-15004
Interactional-aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-fl: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 23-23, mid section 
fAD-A060869)	 pOliO B79-15005
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-I: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 23-33, aft section 
[AD-A060870]	 p0170 679-15006
Interactional aerodynamics of the single-rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 1 
[AD-A060389]	
.	
p0170 679-15008
Canopy glint screening investigation 
[AD-A060093)	 p0171 679-15028
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-At 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 7-14, forward section 
(AD-A061359]	 . p0228 679-16807
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-C: 
Harmonic analysis of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 7-14, aft section 
[AD-A061360]	 p0228 N79-16808
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-D: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 15-22, forward section 
(AD-A061079)	 p0229 679-16809
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-?: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 15-22, aft section 
[AD-A061080]	 p0229 N79-16810
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 2-0: 
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Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 23-33, forward section 
(AD-A061361)	 p0229 879-16811 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 2: 
Performance prediction of helicopters 
(NASA-CB-3083)	 p0287 879-17811 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume Rb: Frequency 
analyses of wake single film data, basic 
configuration wake exploration 
[AD-A062013]	 p0302 879-18956 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-A: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, buildup to baseline 
(AD-A061994]	 p0302 879-18958 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-C: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
hubcaps and air ejectcrs 
(AD-A061995)	 p0302 879-18959 
Observations on the dynamic stall 
characteristics of advanced helicopter rotor 
airfoils
p0352 879-20006 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 40: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, fairings and surface devices 
[AD-A063000)	 p036C 879-20074 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6-C: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, hubcaps and air ejectors 
[AD-A062140]	 p0360 879-20075 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-A: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
buildup to baseline 
[AD-A062639]	 p0360 879-20076 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7C: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
solid hubcaps 
[ADA062640]	 p0360 879-20077 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-0: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
open hubcaps 
[AD-A062641]	 p0360 879-20078 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration, volume 7-H. 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
air ejectors 
(AD-A062590)	 p0361 879-20079 
Interacticual aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-F: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
air ejectors with hubcaps 
[AD-A062117]	 p0361 879-20080 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-G: 
Frequency analyses of wake-split-film data, 
fairings and surface devices 
[A0-A062642]	 p0361 879-20081 
Interacticnal aerodynamic of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 8-8: 
Frequency analyses of wake single film data, 
buildup to baseline 
(AD-A062254]	 p0361 879-20082 
Simulation correlation, and analysis of the 
structural response of a CH-47A to crash impact 
(AD-A062643]	 p0363 879-20094 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4B: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, basic configuration wake 
exploraticns 
(AD-A063712]	 p0378 879-21012 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4A: 
One-third Octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, buildup to baseline 
[AD-A063711]	 p0379 879-21013 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4-fl: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, open hubcaps 
[AD-A063214)	 p0379 879-21014
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 7-B: 
Frequency analyses of wake split-film data, 
basic configuration wake explorations 
(AD-A063243]	 p0379 879-21015 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4F: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, air ejectors with hubcaps, 
wings 
[AD-A063244]	 p0379 879-21018 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 5: Harmonic 
analyses of hub wake 
(AD-A063245)	 p0379 879-21011 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 4E: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
split-film data, air ejectors 
[AD-A063653]	 p0379 879-21018 
Rotary-wing aerodynamics. Volume 1: Basic 
theories of rotor aerodynamics with 
application to helicopters 
[NASA-CB-3082]	 p0416 879-22039 
Identification of high payoff research for more 
efficient applicator helicopters in 
agriculture and forestry 
[NASA-CB-152258]	 p0419 879-22076 
05-58 composite main rotor blades preliminary 
design investigation 
(AD-A065010)	 p0421 879-22085 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 6B: 
One-third octave band spectrograms of wake 
single film data, basic configuration wake 
explorations 
(AD-A061861)	 p0482 879-23931 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 3A: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency band, basic investigations and hub 
variations 
[AD-A061766]	 p0482 879-23932 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 38: Flow 
angle and velocity wake profiles in low 
frequency hand, air ejector systems and other 
devices 
(AD-A061767]	 p0483 879-23933 
Interactional aerodynamics of the single rotor 
helicopter configuration. Volume 28: 
Harmonic analyses of airframe surface pressure 
data, runs 7 - 14, midsection 
[AD-A061860]	 p0483 579-23934 
Helicopter transmission vibration and noise 
reduction program. Volume 3: Evaluation of 
fiber FP metal-matrix housing specimens 
[AD-A066794]	 p8494 879-24983 
Evaluation of pylon focusing for reduced 
helicopter vibration 
[AD-A069712)	 p0655 879-30196 
Development of crashworthy passenger seats for 
general-aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CB-159100]	 p0666 879-31164 
Study of design constraints on helicopter noise 
[NASA-CA-159118]	 p0677 879-32054 
BOLT, BEBANEK, AND NEWNAN, INC., CAMBRIDGE, BASS. 
Subjective evaluation of helicopter blade slap 
noise
p0040 879-10844 
Helicopter cabin noise: Methods of source and 
path identification and characterization 
p0041 879-10856 
BOLT, BEBANEK, AND JEWNAN, INC., CANOGA PARK, CALIF. 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an 
aircraft fuselage related to interior noise 
transmission	 - 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0646)	 p0271 A79-26932 
Computer-aided collection of demographic data 
within day-night level contours: Two test cases 
[AD-A061657]	 p0306 879-19010 
Helicopter noise level functions for use in 
community noise analyses
	 - 
[AD-A068455]	 p0600 879-29964 
BORG-WANNER CORP., DES PLAINES, ILL. 
Sample calculation 4: Phi = 9 deg 57 
p0427 879-22490 
BOAST (RENNY V) AND ASSOCIATES, WAYNE, PA. 
Aerodynamic 'design and analysis of propellers 
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for mini-remotely piloted air vehicles. 
Volume 2: Ducted propellers 
(AD-A056948)	 p0037 N79-10062 
A new blade element method for calculating the 
performance of high and intermediate solidity 
axial flow fans 
[WASA-CR-3063]	 p0103 N79-13047 
BOSTON UNIV., MASS. 
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic potential 
aerodynamics for complex configurations - 
p0023 1479-12366 
BRISTOL UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
Unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating containers 
and application to the problem of dynamic 
stability of helicopter Underslung loads 
p0177 1479-15073 
An investigation into voltage modulation in 
aircraft V.S.C.F. systems
p0240 N79-17158 
On slender wings with leading edge camber 
p0415 1479-22032 
An investigation into the transient aerodynamics 
associated with a spoiler emerging into a 
uniform airstream 
tBU-2191	 p0431 1479-23046 
An investigation into the pressure distributions 
over a wing and store combination at low speeds 
[50-226]	 p0431 1479-23047 
The effect of surface imperfections on the 
aerodynamic performance of an airfoil at 
moderate Reynolds numbers 
[BU-217]	 p0431 N79-23048 
A study of the Sheriff's wing 
[BU-2151	 p0433 1479-23072 
The electro-impulse de-icing method 
[50-227]	 p0433 1479-23073 
The trajectories of spherical particles in flow 
through cascaded turning vanes 
[BU-220]	 p0437 1479-23096 
The effect of blockage in shear flow in the wind 
tunnel 
[50-221]	 p0441 1479-23125 
Analysis of the mechanical properties of rigid 
foams with particular consideration of a rigid 
polyether structural foam 
(BU-229]	 p04141 1479-23227 
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, BRISTOL (ENGLAND). 
Fabrication of titanium at high temperatures 
-	 p0442 1479-23252 
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, PRESTO! (ENGLAND). 
Integration of an airframe with a turbofan and 
afterburner system
p0554 N79-27172 
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WANTON (ENGLAND). 
Simulating the visual approach and landing 
p0222 1479-15975 
Mission simulation as an aid to display assessment 
p0355 179-20028 
Flying qualities and the fly-by-wire aeroplane 
p0660 1479-30238 
BRITISH AEROSPACE AIRCRAFT GROUP, WETBEIDGE 
(ENGLAND). 
A discussion of the production design office 
benefits of C.A.D.
p0374 1479-20767 
BRITISH AEROSPACE DYNAMICS GROUP, BRISTOL (ENGLAND). 
The panel method for subsonic aerodynamic flow: 
A sui!vey of mathematical formulations and 
numerical models with an outline of the new 
British aerospace scheme
p0586 N79-28475 
The computation of vortex flows by panel methods 
p0587 N79-28482 
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., PRESTON (ENGLAND). 
Transonic/supersonic lateral aerodynamic 
derivatives
p0216 N79-15913 
Control-configured contat aircraft
p0236 1479-16868 
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP., WEYBRIDGE (ENGLAND). 
Active controls for civil transports 
p0236 N79-16873 
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP. (OPERATING) LTD., BRISTOL 
(ENGLAND). 
An RPV design study
p0219 N79-15946 
Aerodynamics
p0219 1479-15947
Propulsion
p0219 1479-15950 
Launch and Recovery
p0219 579-15951 
BRITISB COLUMBIA UNIV., VANCOUVER. 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability 
derivatives for airfoil spoiler motions 
p0178 1479-15085 
BRITISH LIBRARY LENDING DIV., BOSTON SPA (ENGLAND). 
Comparison of the aerodynamic properties of an 
aeroplane with the tail-first configuration 
and with the conventional configuration 
[BLL-RTS-11520]	 p0285 1479-17794 
Separation and investigation of wear particles 
from aero-engines 
(B1L-NISLE!-TN-3308-(9091.9F) ) 	 p0292 1479-17856 
Aerodynamic behavior of fibres and sampling of 
respirable dust 
[BLL-RIS-11267]	 p0298 1479-18470 
Two-stage supercharger sets: Efficiency and 
head distribution under full- and part-load 
conditions 
[RTS-11613)	 p0490 1479-24342 
Forcasting the quantitative characteristics of 
aircraft icing 
[BLL-TRANS-1364-(9022.549) ]	 p0493 N79-24971 
BROWN, BOVERI AND CO., LTD., BADEN (SWITZERLAND). 
A three dimensional flow computing system 
applicable to axial and radial flow 
turbomachines
p0587 1479-28558 
A gas turbine off-design computing system 
p0587 1479-28563 
BUNDESMINISTERION DEN VENTEIDIGUNG, BONN (WEST 
GERMANY). 
Contribution to the development of theoretical 
calculations for the design and optimization 
of lifting bodies. (Solution of 
three-dimensional basic thermo fluid dynamics 
equations with strong interacting attached and 
separated flow fields) 
(BNVG-FBWT-78-4j	 p0288 1479-17816 
BUNKER-EANO CORP., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO. 
Multifunction keyboard implementation study 
[AD-A066140]	 p0501 N79-25046 
C 
CA! ELECTRONICS LTD., MONTREAL (QUEBEC). 
Recent advances in television visual systems 
p0223 1479-15986 
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TICE., PASADENA. 
Flying hot-wire study of two-dimensional 
turbulent separation on an NACA 4412 airfoil 
at maximum lift
p0033 1179-10019 
The flying hot wire and related instrumentation 
(NASA-CR-3066)	 p0049 N79-11352 
Oscillatory aerodynamics and stability 
derivatives for airfoil spoiler motions 
p0178 N79-15085 
Unsteady small-gap ground effects 
[AD-A068400]	 p0581 1479-28157 
Optimal controller design methods for linear 
systems with uncertain parameters-development, 
evaluation, and comparison
p0718 1479-33215 
CALIFORNIA RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, INC., WOODLAND 
HILLS.	 - 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
[AD-A070128]	 p0669 N79-31200 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LIVERMORE. LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB. 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons 
with finite element and classical analyses 
[ASHE PAPER 78-WA/NERO-3] 	 p0148 A79-19717 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES. 
Application of the finite element method to 
rotary-wing aeroelasticity
p0131 A79-18659 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support 
systems 
(AIAA 79-0732]	 p0319 1479-29006 
Aeroelastic response and stability of a coupled 
rotor/support system with application to large 
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horizontal axis with turbines
p0226 1179-16346 
Ideatificaticn of aircraft parameters is 
turbulence with non-rational spectral density 
p0584 1179-28182 
Forecast of future aviation fuels. Part 1: 
Scenarios 
(NASA-CB-158871)	 p0597 N79-293511 
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO, LA JOLLA. 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
p0675 1179-31482 
CALIFORNIA UNIV. AT LOS ANGELES. 
Nonlinear equations of equilibrium for elastic 
helicopter or wind turbine blades undergoing 
moderate deformation 
[NASA-CE-159478]	 p0300 N79-194111 
CALSPAN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER, BUFFALO, N.Y. 
Gust alleviation using direct turbulence 
measurements 
(6166 79-1674)	 p0568 679-115339 
Gust alleviation - Criteria and control laws 
(6166 79-1676)	 p0566 679-453110 
A study of inlet conditions for 
three-dimensional transonic compressor flows 
(AD-A062688)	 p0361 1179-20086 
Effects of ccntrol system dynamics on fighter 
approach and landing longitudinal flying 
qualities, volume 1 
[AD-6067550]	 p0556 1179-27183 
Theoretical studies of three dimensional 
transonic flow,through a compressor blade row 
[AD-A071020]	 p0702 1179-32172 
CALSPAN CORP., BUFFALO, N. Y. 
The Total In-Plight Simulator (TIPS) 
aerodynamics and systems: Description and 
analysis 
[NASA-CR-158965]	 p0166 1179-14113 
Identification of the stability parameters of an 
aeroelastic airplane
p0177 1179-15077 
Total environment survivability methodology 
[AD-A061888]	 p0303 1179-18971 
Research on self-correcting wind tunnels 
p0351 879-19992 
Research on adaptive wall wind tunnels 
(AD-A062110)	 p0368 1179-20144 
Active control for the Total-In-Plight simulator 
(ACTIPS) 
[NASA-CF-3118]	 p0487 1179-23978 
Blast, induced distortion experiments on an 
engine inlet 
(AD-A066811] p0490 1179-25026 
An operational research investigation of the 
ice-detection capability and utility of the 
surface condition analyzer (SCAN) system and 
its applicability to Navy-wide use 
[AD-A067174]	 p0539 1179-26037 
An experimental investigation of control-display 
requirements for a jet-lift VTOL aircraft in 
the terminal area 
[AD-A068818]	 p0583 1179-28175 
Survey and evaluation of potential real-time 
interactive flight test facilities for the B-i 
[60-6070343]	 p0706 1179-32222 
CAMBRIDGE UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
The aerodynamic noise of a slot in an aerofoil 
[AEC-R/N-3830)	 p0590 1179-29155 
CANADIAN ARMED FORCES EASE HOSPITAL, RUSSELL PARK. 
(SASKATCHEWAN). 
Development of casualty evacuation kit for the 
light observation helicopter (Kiwa) 
p0310 1179-19616 
CANTERBURY UNIV., CHRISTCHURCH (NEW ZEALAND). 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmission in lined ducts with flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0660]	 p0268 679-26893 
CARLETON UNIV., OTTAWA (ONTARIO). 
A novel approach to the design of an all digital 
aeronautical satellite communication system 
p0674 1179-31461 
CENTRE D'ESSAIS DR PROPOLSEURS, SACLAY (FRANCE). 
Installation of icing tests
p0031 N79-10007 
Experimental and theoretical study of the 
influence of various parameters on an icing 
section
p0032 1179-10012
CENTRE D'ESSAIS DES PROPOLSEUNS, ORSAY (PRANCE). 
The integrity of aircraft jet engines under the 
impact of foreign bodies
p0554 179-27174 
CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETODES SPATIALBS, TOULOUSE 
(FRANCE). 
Previsions and experimental results in open 
balloon controlled descent
p0677 1179-31691 
CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO., WICHITA, MANS. 
A review of the icing situation from the 
standpoint of general aviation 
-	 p0481 1179-23918 
CHRYSLER CORP., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
Development of a NICAD battery interface unit 
[60-6064290]	 ,	 p0427 1179-22637 
CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO. 
Maximum likelihood identification of aircraft 
parameters with unsteady aerodynamic modelling 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0400)	 p0148 679-19710 
Viscous flow analysis in mixed flow rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GT-3]	 p0149 679-19792 
The Learjet Longhorn series: The first jets 
with winglets
p0299 1179-18893 
CIVIL AEBORRDICAL INST., OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 
Conspicuity assessment of selected propeller and 
tail rotor paint schemes	 - 
[FAA-AM-78-29]	 p0229 1179-16813 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. 
Appendix A: Ozone toxicity
p0380 1179-21028 
Injuries in air transport emergency evacuations 
(AD-A069372)	 p0581 879-28160 
Electrical insulation fire characteristics. 
Volume 2: Toxicity 
[PB-294841/2]	 p0662 879-30490 
CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT. 
OFFICE, TYNDALL APB, FLA. 
Oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions 
(AD-A058239)	 p0097 1179-12242 
An investigation into the use of 
polymer-concrete for rapid repair of airfield 
pavements 
[A0-A059121]	 p0107 1179-13203 
Air quality analysis of possible F-is and 6-10 
aircraft engine modifications to reduce 
pollution 
[60-6059976]	 p0165 1179-14107 
Measurement and analysis of airport emission 
[AD-A061295]	 p0242 N79-17361 
!valuation of materials for post-attack pavement 
repair 
[AD-A066516]	 p0502 1179-25251 
Aircraft air pollution emission estimation 
techniques, ACE? 
[60-6067262]	 p0504 1179-25550 
CIVIL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Dynamic response of aircraft to unloaded and 
loaded pavement profiles 
[10-6059787]	 p0163 1179-14088 
CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Airworthiness and certification aspects of civil 
aircraft for STOL
p0429 179-22997 
COBRO CORP., SILVER SPRING, ID. 
Evaluation of aircraft equipment monitoring 
devices, procedures, and techniques 
'(AD-A059846)	 p0163 1179-14092 
COLORADO STATE UNIV., FOR? COLLINS. 
Effects of turbulence on laminar separation on 
aerodynamic surfaces such as airfoils and 
compressor blading 
[NASA-CR-158488]	 p0416 1179-22036 
COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER. 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
[AD-A057075]	 p0034 1179-10034 
COLUMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK. 
Noise transmission - Turboprop problem 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0645].
	
p0271 179-26933 
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE ON THE STATE OF THE 
UNION (U. S NOOSE). 
FAA determination of no hazard for structures 
near airports 
[H-BEPT-95-1053]	 p0166 1179-14112 
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES (U. S. HOUSE). 
Enforcer aircraft 
[GPO-32-569]	
-	
p0651 1179-301714 
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COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRABSPCRTATION 
(U. S. SENATE) 
Propelled lighter-than-air vehicles 
(GPO-43-457)	 p0482 879-23925 
Aircraft and airport noise reduction 
[GPO-29-661]	 p0500 879-25038 
Aviation safety 
(GPO-37-810)	 p0592 879-29162 
International Air Transportation Competition Act 
of 1978 
(GPO-34-912]	 p0651 879-30168 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS (U. S. HOUSE). 
Aircraft/airport noise ccntrol 
[GPO-93-187)	
-	
P0181 879-15447 
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (U. S. ROUSE). 
NASA authorization, 1980, volume 1, part 2 
[GPO- 146-134)	 p0589 879-29105 
COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE, OTTAWA (ONTARIO). 
The search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) system 
project
p0296 879-18115 
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE (ENGLAND). 
Graphical NC systems as a basis for progress 
towards the integration of design, planning 
and machining
p0374 N79-20761 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS, CUPERTIIO, CALIF. 
Upper-surface modifications for C sub 1 max 
improvement of selected NASA 6-series airfoils 
(NASA-TN-78603)	 p0649 879-30143 
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., SILVER SPRING, MD. 
Potential applications of a high altitude 
powered platform in the ocean/coastal zone 
community 
[AIAA 79-1602)	 p0523 A79-42396 
The predesign phase of the second-generation 
comprehensive helicopter analysis system 
(AD-A063921)	 p0420 879-22082 
Central flow contrcl scftware design document. 
Volume 1: Operational software complex 
(AD-A070973]	 p0663 879-30959 
Central flow control software design document. 
Volume 2: Support software complex 
(AD-A070771)	 p0663 879-30960 
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., TREVOSE, PA. 
Escape system trajectory sensitivity analysis 
[AD-A062429]	 p0362 879-20092 
COMPUTING DEVICES CO., OTTAWA (ONTARIO). 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique 
for an afterburning turbofan engine 
p0646 A79-50440 
CONNECTICUT UNIV., STORRS. 
An information matrix approach for aircraft 
parameter-insensitive ccntrol
p0070 A79-14977 
CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE, NONE (ITALY). 
Transatlantic flights of stratospheric balloons 
p0677 879-31687 
CONTROL DATA CORP., HAMPTON, VA. 
Predesign of the second-generation comprehensive 
helicopter analysis system 
(AD-A064131)	 p0421 1179-22083 
CONTROL DATA CORP., MINNEAPOLIS, RIVE. 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. 
Appendix B: Overview papers. Plight 8 
planning to avoid high ozone
p0380 879-21030 
CONTROL DATA CORP., ST. PAUL, MINN. 
Feasibility study for a numerical aerodynamic 
simulation facility: Summary 
[NASA-CF-152286]	 p0543 879-26067 
CORNELL UNIV., ITHACA, N. 1. 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations 
for wing-fuselage comtinations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1513]	 p0575 A79-46702 
Research on helicopter rotor noise 
(AD-A058388]	 p0104 879-13054 
Numerical calculation of inviscid transonic flow 
through rotors and fans
p0I480 879-23906 
COSTRUZIONI AERONAUTICHE GIOVANNI AGOSTA S.p.A., 
GALLARATE (ITALY). 
Present fatigue analysis and design of 
helicopters requirements and qualification 
procedures
p0434 879-23078 
CRANPIELD INST. OF TECH., BEDFORDSHIRE (ENGLAND). 
The development and evaluation of a g seat for a 
high performance military aircraft training
simulator
p0225 879-15994 
Unsteady effects of circumferential pressure 
distorted inlet flows in compressors 
AD-A062550]	 p0366 879-20123 
CREARE, INC., HANOVER, 1148. 
Alternative turbine cooling technology 
p0304 879-18984 
Turbocharger design and development
p0305 879-19393 
The fluid dynamic design of advanced centrifugal 
compressors
p0427 879-22508 
CURTISS-NRIGHT CORP., WOOD-RIDGE, N.J. 
A review of Curtiss-Wright rotary engine 
developments with respect to general aviation 
potential 
(SAE PAPER 790621)	 p0457 A79-36749 
Rotary engine developments at Curtiss-Wright 
over the past 20 years and review of general 
aviaticn engine potential
p0221 879-15967 
D 
DAYTON UNIV., OHIO. 
A model for unsteady effects in lateral dynamics 
for use in parameter estimation 
(AIAA 79-1638)	 p0567 A79-45318 
The aeroelastic analysis of a two-dimensional 
airfoil in transonic flow 
(AD-A057505]	 p0087 879-12023 
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model validation, 
phase 1 
[AD-A0585117]	 p0089 879-12050 
The Charpy impact test as a method for 
evaluating impact resistance of composite 
materials 
[AD-A057967]	 p0098 879-12465 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 1: 
Experimental Results and Design summary 
[AD-A070113]	 p0669 879-31202 
DAYTON UNIV. RESEARCH INST., OHIO. 
Impact of soft bodies on jet engine fan blades 
[AD-A058194]	 p0094 879-12091 
Behavior of nonmetallic materials in shale oil 
derived jet fuels and in high aromatic and 
high sulfur petroleum fuels 
(AD-A060322]	 p0181 879-15203 
Frost formation on an airfoil: A mathematical 
model 1 
[NASA-CR-3129]	 p0428 879-22706 
Predicted crack repair costs for aircraft 
structures 
[AD-A068699]	 p0589 879-29138 
Fuel tank survivability for hydrodynamic ram 
induced by high velocity fragments. Part 2: 
Numerical analyses 
[AD-A070128)	 p0669 879-31200 
DCV INDUSTRIES, STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 
User guide for STRMLN: A boundary-layer program 
for contoured wind-tunnel liner design 
(NASA-CE-159058]	 pO439 879-23114 
DECISION SCIENCE, INC., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Tactical performance characterization basic 
methodology 
[AD-A069297]	 p0674 179-31235 
DEFENCE AND CIVIL INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE. 
DOWRSVIEW (ONTARIO). 
Preliminary investigation of the seated height 
limit for safe through-the-canopy ejection 
from the CT-114 aircraft 
AD-A0624031	 p0362 879-20093 
Test and evaluation of modified high performance 
jet aircrew life preserver 
[AD-A063959]	 p0419 879-22067 
DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, OTTAWA. (ONTARIO). 
Tracker antenna location study 
[AD-A059026]	 p0108 879-13235 
DELTA ELECTRONIC CONTROL CORP., IRVINE, CALIF. 
Development of a 10 EVA power conditioner unit, 
aircraft, 115/200 volt, 3-phase, 400 Hz 
[AD-A056119]	 pOO45 879-11049 
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, EAHTLESVILLE, OKLA. 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1977 
[BERC/PPS-78/2]	 p0049 879-11240 
Thermodynamics of organic compounds 
[AD-A06566 14]	 p0442 1179-23232 
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	 DOUGLAS (CHARLES Ak), CHEVY CHASE, EDs 
Stability characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels 
from alternative sources 
[BETC/BI-78/23]	 p0489 879-24178 
Enthalpy of combustion of RJ-6 
(AD-A067968)	 p0559 879-28037 
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Federal Energy Data System (FEDS) technical 
documentation 
[P8-281815/1]	 p0050 N79-11542 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
aviation gasoline frcm the mandatory petroleum 
allocation and price regulations 
(DOE/ERA-0024)	 p0557 879-27336 
Findings and views concerning the exemption of 
kerojet fuels from the mandatory petrcleum 
allocation and price regulations 
[DOE/ERA-0023]	 p0559 879-28058 
Aviation turbine fuels, 1978 
[BETC/PPS-79/2]	 pOlOS 879-32381 
DEPARTMENT OP THE AIR FORCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
p0154 A79-20111 
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experience. Volume 1: Summary and analysis 
[NASA-CH-3053]	 p0580 879-28143 
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
F-16 high angle of attack testing
p0299 1179-18886 
GENERAL DYNAMICS/FORT WORTH, TEE. 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0062]
	 p0139 A79-19512 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft, volume 1 
(NASA-CR-152128)	 p0033 1179-10025 
Aerodynamic characteristics of forebody and nose 
strakes based onF-16 wind tunnel test 
experience. Volume 2: Data base 
(NASA-CR-158922)	 p0091 1179-12066 
F-16 multi-national fighter
p0236 1179-16869 
Design guidelines for the application of 
forebody and nose strakes to a fighter 
aircraft based on F-16 wind tunnel testing 
experiment
p0413 879-22000 
Behavior of adhesively bonded joints under 
cyclic loading
p0444 1179-23453 
Energy maneuverability display validation 
(AFFDL-TR-78-35-VOL-1)	 p0484 N79-23947 
composite forward fuselage systems integration, 
volume 2 
(AD-A066560)	 p0494 N79-24984 
Enhanced fighter mission effectiveness by use of 
integrated flight systems
p0658 N79-30223 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 
Direct drive control valve for fly-by-wire 
flight control system actuators 
ADA062030]	 p0306 1179-19007 
The 150 KVA samarium Cobalt USCF starter 
generator electrical system 
(AD-A070078)	 p0710 N79-32468 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-18 aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0101]	 p0201 A79-23532 
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Wave propagation in ducts using the finite 
element method 
(lIAR PAPER 79-0659)	 p0267 A79-26879 
Application of digital controls on the quiet 
clean shorthaul experimental engines 
(AIAR PAPER 79-12031	 p0469 A79-38988 
Superalloy knife edge seal repair 
(AD-A057269)	 p0046 879-11055 
Experimental clean combtstor program: Phase 3: 
Turbulence measurement addendum 
(NASA-CR-135422]	 p0094 879-12088 
Definition study for variable cycle engine 
testbed engine and associated test program 
(NASA-CE-1594591	 p0103 879-13048 
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle 
(NASA-CAS!-LEW-12389-3) 	 p0164 1179-14096 
Variable area exhaust nozzle 
(NASA-CASE-LEW-12378-1)	 p0164 879-18097 
Hybrid packaging of integrated circuits for 
engine controls 
(AD-A062125)	 p0370 879-20326 
cy6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
[NASA-CR-159450]	 p0384 879-21074 
Advanced composite engine rotor design 
[AD-A063843]	 p0424 879-22105 
Regression simulation of turbine engine 
performance/aircraft regression model 
[AD-A063975]	 p0424 879-22106 
- Analytical derivatives 
(AD-1064944]	 p0436 879-23090 
Turbine design system 
A0-A066092)	 p0487 879-23974 
Turbulence measurements in the compressor exit
flow of a General Electric CP6-50 engine 
p0496 879-24996 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor 
program at General Electric
p0497 879-25011 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor 
conceptual design study
p0497 879-25014 
Design study and performance analysis of a 
high-speed multistage variable-geometry fan 
for a variable cycle engine 
[NASA-CE-159545]	 p0498 879-25020 
State-of-the-art of nondestructive inspection of 
aircraft engines
p0502 879-25413 
Aircraft engine design using experimental stress 
analysis techniques
p0552 879-27151 
Experimental Clean Ccmbt•stcr Program (ECCP) 
phase 3 
(NASA-CR-135384)	 p0670 879-31207 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
(NASA-CR-159641)	 p0717 879-33205 
CP6 jet engine performance improvement program. 
Short core exhaust nozzle performance 
improvement concept 
[NASA-C11-159564]	 p0717 879-33206 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., DATTCB1 REACH, PTA. 
Visual criteria for out of the cockpit visual 
scenes
p0222 879-15976 
System description: Aviation Wide-Angle Visual 
System (AWAVS) Computer Image Generator (CIG) 
-visual system 
(AD-A065060)	 p0445 879-23683 
Laboratory development of computer generated 
image displays for evaluation in terrain 
flight training 
[AD-A070065]	 p0674 879-31236 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., EVENDALI, OHIO. 
The effect of throttling on forward radiated fan 
noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0640]	 p0269 A79-26917 
Analysis and preliminary design of an optical 
digital tip clearance sensor for propulsion 
control 
(NASA-CB-159434)	 p0114 879-15053 
NASA CP6 jet engine diagnostics program: 
Long-term CP6-6D low-pressure turbine 
deterioration 
(NASA-CE-159616]	 p0595 879-29191 
GENERA!. ELECTRIC CO., LYNN, MASS. 
Assessment of augmented electronic fuel controls
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP., 
for modular engine diagnostics and condition 
monitoring 
10-1065128]	 p0436 879-23091
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 
Reduction of rotor-turbulence interaction noise 
in static fan noise testing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0656]	 p0270 A79-26925 
Analysis and calculations of lightning 
interactions with aircraft electrical circuits 
AD-A062606]	 p0368 879-20108 
Evaluation of an advanced directionally 
solidified gamma/gamma-alpha No eutectic alloy 
[NASA-CR-159416)	 p0369 879-20222 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., UTICA, N. I. 
Nodular Avionics Packaging (NAP) 
(AD-A059637]	 p0163 879-14093
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., WEST LYNN, EARS. 
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
p0643 A79-50208 
GENREAL ROTORS CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, lED. 
Exploratory development of an overhaul coating 
process for gas turbine proponents 
[AD-A061270]	 p0234 879-16854
GENERAL RESEARCH CORP., SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. 
Life cycle cost analysis concepts and procedures 
p0502 879-25408 
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA. 
An aircraft compatible laser induced 
fluorescence system - In situ and remote 
measurements of trace gases
p0194 A79-21989 
Wave propagation in ducts using the finite 
element method 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0659)	 p0267 179-26879
An experimental study of a jet issuing from a 
lifting wing
p0338 A79-30481 
A study of turbulent flows about oscillating 
airfoils 
[AD-A060491]	 p0170 879-15011 
Application of finite element techniques in 
predicting the acoustic properties of turbofan 
inlets
p0375 879-20831 
A method of computing the pressure distribution 
on a single-bladed hovering helicopter rotor 
p0540 879-26044 
GERMAN ABET HOSPITAL, MUNICH (NEST GERMANY). 
Rescue helicopters in primary and secondary 
missions
p0310 879-19606 
GIN ISPENA, PARIS (FEANCB). 
The equipment-system interface in an antitank 
helicopter at night
P0657 879-30211 
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHIO. 
	
Weight and cost estimating relationships for 	 -
heavy lift airships 
[AIAA 79-1577]	 p0522 179-42383
Feasibility design studyfor scale model of 
ZPG-X airship 
[AD-A058624]	 p0100 879-13015
Goodyear aerospace conceptual design maritime 
patrol airship ZP3G 
(10-10684149]	 p0590 879-29150
GRUEHAN AEROSPACE COEP., BETEPAGE, N.Y. 
High speed interference beating loads and 
pressure distributions resulting from elevom 
deflections 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0145]	 p0142.179-19562
Numerical computation of aeroelastically 
corrected transonic loads 
[lilA 79-0766]	 p0320 179-29020 
Crash simulation of composite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program	 -	 - 
[lilA 79-0781]	 p0321 179-29025
Opportunities for supersonic performance gains 
through non-linear aerodynamics 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1527)	 p0576 179-46710
Performance of a PISTOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1163] 	 p0603 A79-47347
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane 
on a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
(hAl PAPER 79-1855]	 p0609 179-47914 
Effect of nozzle spacing on ground interference 
forces for a two jet V/STOL aircraft 
(lIlA PAPER 79-1856]	 p0635 179-49339 
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Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTCL 
fighter attack aircraft 
[NASA-CE-152129]	 p0034 N79-10021 
An automated procedure for computing the 
three-dimensional transonic flow over 
wing-body combinations, including viscous 
effects. Volume 2: Program user's manual and 
code description 
[AD-A054998]	 pOOP7 879-12027 
HYPOSH (Hydraulic Power Sharing system) 
[AD-A061406]	 p0235 N79-16863 
An improved supersonic, three-dimensional, 
external, inviscid flow field code 
[NASA-CR-3108]	 p0286 879-17807 
Induced effects of lightning on an all composite 
aircraft
p0297 879-18242 
The analysis and design of transonic two-element 
airfoil systems
p0356 879-20042 
Wake curvature and trailing edge interaction 
effects in viscous flow over airfoils 
p0351 879-20045 
Validation of scramjet exhaust simulaticn 
technique at Bach 6 
[NASA-CS-3003]	 p0363 879-20104 
The computation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[RE-577]	 p0550 N79-27128 
Metallic coatings for graphite/epoxy composites 
(AD-A069871]	 p0662 879-30334 
Development of calorimetric fatigue gauge 
(AD-A070844)	 p0720 879-33453 
GUTEBOFFNUNGSHUETTE STERKEAD! A.G. (WEST GERMANY). 
Contribution to the calculation of the dynamic 
behavior of industrial turbocompressor circuits 
p0581 879-28564 
GUTEHOPFNUNGSHUETEE STEBKRIDE A.G. OBERHAUSEN (WEST 
GERMANY). 
Design of multistage ccmpressors with 
consideration of the real behavior of gas and 
gas mixtures
p03O9 879-19390 
Calculation and design of closed cycle helium 
turbines foz high temperature reactors 
p0023 879-22098 
H 
H. H. AEROSPACE DESIGN CO., INC., BEDFORD, MASS. 
The FAA's airport landside model: - Analytical 
approach to delay analysis 
[AD-A051145]	 p0167 N79-14115 
HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CCNN. 
Test methodology correiatioic for foreign object 
damage 
[AD-A057322]	 p0095 N79-12093 
Disassembly inspection and overhaul of Z-22A 
gear reduction and propeller assemblies 
[AD-A059795]	 p0165 7479-14104 
Interactive multi-node blade impact analysis 
[NASA-CE-159462]	 p0292 879-17858 
HARCO CORP., MEDINA, OHIO. 
Techniques for cathodic protection testing over 
airfield pavements 
(AD-A069045)	 p0596 879-29200 
HARRY DIAMOND LABS., ADELPHI, MD. 
Design of VHF and UHF communications air/ground 
antennas 
[FAA-BD-79-7]	 p0240 1179-17078 
HARTMAN (WILLIAM P.), KNOXVILLE, TERN. 
Potential applications of acoustic emission 
technology as a nondestructive evaluation 
method for naval aviation ground support 
[AD-A056650]	 p0039 1179-10439 
HAWKER SIDDELE! AVIATION LTD., HATFIELD (ENGLAND). 
A review of methods for obtaining subsonic 
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives 
p0215 1179-15910 
Flight dynamics prcblems with STOL operation 
p0429 1179-23003 
HAWKER SIDDELEY DYNAMICS LTD.. HATFIELD (ENGLAND). 
The place of aerodynamics in the design process 
p0301 7479-18933 
BOCBSCBULE DER B0NDESWEHR, MUNICH. (WEST GERMANY). 
Stall behaviour evaluation from flight test 
results
p0659 1179-30227 
HONEYWELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
[AIAA 79-1702]	 p0570 A79-45357 
Digital adaptive control laws for VTOL aircraft 
p0612 A79-48000 
Composite gimbal materials study 
[AD-A059089]	 p0106 879-13083 
P-8 active control
p0236 879-16870 
Advanced fluidic temperature studies 
[AD-A063147]	 p0371 7479-20348 
Color display design guide 
(AD-A066630]	 p0495 879-24991 
HONEYWELL, INC., ST. LOUIS PARK, MINN. 
Investigation of a low-cost servoactuator for 
HYSAS 
AD-A059188]	 p0104 879-13059 
Program for the critical components of a 
fly-by-tube backup flight control system, part 1 
tAD-A070387]	 p0673 879-31226 
HONEYWELL SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH CENTER, MINNEAPOLIS, 
MINN. 
Helicopter high grain control 
[NASA-cR-159052]	 p0672 1179-31221 
HYL INDUSTRIES, INC., SANTA ANA, CALIF. 
Applicability of fiber optics to aircraft fire 
detection systems 
[AD-A063974]	 p0428 1179-22882 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., CANOGA PARK, CALIF. 
Global positioning system tactical missile 
guidance
p0353 879-20013 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., CULVER CITY, CALIF. 
Phosphorylated epoxy adhesives
p0088 879-12002 
HUGHES HELICOPTERS, CULVER CITY, CALIF. 
On methods for application of harmonic control 
p0131 A79-18657 
Parameter identification applied to analytic 
hingeless rotor modeling
p0197 A79-22475 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[AD-A056956]	 p0038 879-10064 
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering 
for helicopter vibration reduction 
[NASA-CR-158985]	 p0161 N79-14079 
The approach to crew protection in the crash 
environment for the YAH-64
p0312 879-19664 
Evaluation of an energy distribution system for 
helicopter landing gears during hard landing 
(AD-A065298]	 p0433 879-23069 
HUGHES RESEARCH LABS., MALIBU, CALIF. 
Holographic lens for pilot's head up display, 
phase 4 
[AD-A058660]	 p0102 879-13043 
HUMAN ENGINEERING LABS., ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD. 
HEL participation in the plan for assisting in 
the definition of Army helicopter 
electro-optical symbology 
[AD-A058730]	 p0102 879-13042 
Internal cockpit reflections of external point 
light sources for the model YAH-64 advanced 
attack helicopter
p0311 879-19643 
HYDRAULIC RESEARCH TEXTRON, VALENCIA, CALIF. 
An electric control for an electrohydraulic 
active control aircraft landing gear 
(NASA-CR-3113]	 p01184 879-23948 
HYDROLAB CORP., AUSTIN, TEE. 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 A79-15085' 
lIT RESEARCH INST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Turbine engine particulate emission 
characterization 
(AD-A073198)	 p0717 N79-33208 
ILLINOIS INST. OF TECH., CHICAGO. 
Studies of the dynamic stall or airfoil profiles 
for helicopter rotors 
[AD-A065106]	 p0433 879-23071 
ILLINOIS UNIV. AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. 
Effect of atmospheric turbulence on the 
stability of a lifting rotor blade 
p0584 879-28183 
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ILLINOIS UNIT. AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, URBANA. 
Can low-cost VON and Omega receivers suffice for 
RNAV - A new computer-based navigation technique 
p0077 79-16165 
Feedback controlled aircraft sensitivity to 
parameter variations 
[AD-A057643]	 p0095 N79-12097 
Control strategies for complex systems fcr use 
in aerospace avionics 
(AD-A059492)	 p0163 379-14090 
Analysis of base-flow problems during powered 
supersonic flight
p0301 N79-18926 
IMPERIAL COLL. OF SCYINCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LONDON 
(ENGLAND). 
Future fuels for aviation
p0106 N79-13193 
The role of fundamental combustion in the future 
aviation fuels program
pO107 N79-13195 
INCOSYM, INC., CALABASA, CALIF. 
Failure modes and redundancy analysis for the 
Multifunction Inertial Reference Assembly (NINA) 
tAD-A0614491	 p0232 1179-16834 
INDIAN INST. OF TECH., BCIEAI. 
Application of vortex lattice method for the 
evaluation of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of wings with and without strakes
p0580 579-28145 
INDIANAPOLIS CENTER POE ADVANCED RESEARCH, IND. 
Compressor research facility aerodynamics analysis 
(AD-A070623]	 p0715 579-33193 
INDUSTBIEANLAGEN-BETRIEBSGESNLLSCHAPT I.B.M., 
OTTOBBURN (VEST GERMANY). 
Differences between simulation and real world at 
the IABG air to air combat simulator with a 
wide angle visual system
p0225 N79-15997 
Fatigue crack growth
p0372 N79-20412 
Design of heavy sections
p0313 N79-20416 
INFORMATION SPECTRUM, INC., WABMINSTER, PA. 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 1: 
Overview 
[AD-A068380)	 p0579 N79-28129 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-A068381]	 p0580 N79-28130 
Maintenance improvement. An analysis approach 
including inferential techniques. Volume Ci: 
Software manual 
(AD-A068383)	 p0580 179-28131 
Maintenance improvement: An analysis approach 
including inferential technical data 
[AD-A068382]	 p0649 N79-30141 
INGLEWOOD CITY DEPT. OF PLANNING AND DEVELCEMEIT, 
CALIF. 
LAX airport/land use planning study. Phase 1 
report: Short term noise abatement 
(PB-281622/1]	 p0038 179-10071 
INSTITUT AEROTECHNIQUF CE SAINT-CYB, 
SAINT-CIBL' ICOLE (FRANCE). 
Hydraulic ccmpreasor for a wind tunnel 
p0439 1179-23107 
The priming of a wind tunnel with a hydraulic 
compressor
p0439 N79-23108 
INSTITU? DE RECHERCHE D'INFOIMATIQUE IT 
D I A0TOMATISME, ROQUENCOURT (FRANCE). 
Application of a finite element sethcd to 
transonic flow problems using an optimal 
control approach
p0586 1179-28477 
11511101 PRANCO-ALL!MAED TN BECHERCHES, ST. LOUIS 
(FRANCE). 
Optical flow neasureents: Applications to wind 
tunnels or motor bench tests 
[AAAP-1T-78-07]	 pO';ICO 1179-23117 
INSTITUT PURR AEGEWANOTE H&T!EIALFOBSCEUNG DEN 
PBAUNHOFFER-GESELLSCHAPT E. V., EERIER (WEST 
GERMANY). 
The nature of adhesion mechanisms and the 
influence of surface treatments on the 
behaviour of bonded joints
p0444 N79-23455
JET PROPULSION LAB., 
INSTITUT PURR PLUGMECHANIK, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERMANY). 
Gust-vehicle parameter identification by dynamic 
simulation in wind-tunnels
p0180 179-15097 
INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES DR LION, 
VILLEUNEANNE (PRANCE). 
The analysis of engine vibrations
p0552 179-27150 
INSTITUTE OF FLUID MECHANICS AND AEBOSPATIAL 
DESIGN, BUCHAREST (RUMANIA). 
Experimental techniques for transonic . testing in 
shock tubes
p0377 N79-20998 
INSTYTUT LOTNICTWA, WARSAW (POLAND). 
Improvement of hang glider performance by use of 
nitralight elastic wing
p0546 179-27082 
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD., 
NEWCASTLE (ENGLAND). 
Extensions to the tested range of a cascade flow 
calculation method
p0383 N79-21070 
IOWA STATE UNIV. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AMES. 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 
eigenmodes 
[AIAA 79-0748]	 p0282 A79-28263 
Axial-flcw compressor turning angle and loss by 
inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
computation 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-5]	 p0339 A79-30504 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
[AIAA 79-1465]	 p0565 A79-45269 
Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over 
delta wings with sharp subsonic leading edges 
p0300 N79-18909 
The influence of compressor inlet guide 
vane/stator relative circumferential 
positioning on blade wake transport and 
interaction 
[AD-A067969]	 p0543 179-26060 
Minimum altitude-loss soaring in a specified 
vertical wind distribution
p0545 179-27071 
IOWA UNIV., IOWA CITY. 
Substructuring methods for design sensitivity 
analysis and structural optimization 
[ AD-A065935]	 p0484 179-23949 
Fail-safe optimal design of structures with 
substructuring 
[AD-A065936]	 p048'; N79-23950 
Dynamic structural analysis with substructures 
[AD-A065937]	 p0490 1179-24378 
ISOVOLTA CO., WIENER NEUDOAF (AUSTRIA). 
The fluorenone polyester ISO PPE of Isovolta 
Company, Austria
p0667 1179-31183 
ISRAELI AIR FORCE, ZABAL. 
Flight testing the KFIR
p0299 N79-18889 
.IAHES AND ASSOCIATES, LANCASTER, CALIF. 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
[NASA-CASE-FRC-11005-1]	 p0495 N79-24988 
JET PROPULSION LAB., CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., 
PASADENA. 
A Mars Airplane . . . oh really 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0061]	 p0140 A79-19516 
Hydrogen enrichment for low-emission jet 
combustion	 -
p0190 A79-21347 
On the stability of the boundary layer on a 
transonic swept wing 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0264]	 p0203 A79-23563 
Free oscillations of a large drop in space 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0225]	 p0203 A79-23571 
Twin jet shielding 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0611] p0270 A79-26924 
Separation of core noise and jet noise 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0589]	 p0272 A79-26941 
Plight effects on subsonic jet noise 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0616)	 p0317 A79-28961 
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A generalized nodal shock spectra method for 
spacecraft loads analysis 
[AIAA 79-0745]	 p0320 A79-29017 
Emission characteristics of a premix coi,bustor 
fueled with a simulated partial-oxidation 
product gas 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1322] 	 p0472 A79-39038 
Enclosure fire modeling
p0088 879-12046 
Acoustic driving of rotor 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14005-1]	 p0375 879-20827 
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-1)	 p0444 879-23431 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14361-1]	 p0544 879-26253 
Compatibility of elastcmers in alternate jet fuels 
(NASA-CE-158773]	 p0557 879-27321 
Global enclosure fire modeling with applications 
p0667 879-31172 
Enclosure fire dynamics mcdel
p0667 879-31173 
Fuselage ventilaticn under wind conditions 
p0667 879-31175 
Aircraft vortex marking program 
[NASA-CB-162299]	 p0701 879-32156 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., EALTIROB!, RD. 
Some aspects of unsteady insect aerodynamics: 
Acceleration potential methods in plane 
unsteady airfoil theory, and measurements of 
unsteady-periodic forces generated by the 
blowfly
p0300 879-18903 
Non-destructive methods for the early detection 
of fatigue damage in aircraft components 
p0502 879-25417 
JOINT INST. FOR ADVANCEMENT CF FLIGHT SCIENCES, 
HAMPTON, VA. 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06C8] 	 p0267 A79-26876 
On sound radiation frcm the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0603] 	 p0268 A79-26907 
An experimental study of USB flap noise 
reduction through mean flow modification 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0607]	 p0268 A79-26908 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store 
flutter suppressor 
[AIAA 79-0791]	 p0322 A79-29035 
Numerical solution for the flow field of a body 
with jet 
[AIAA 79-14521	 p0565 A79-45258 
Acoustic analysis of the propfan 
(NASA-CR-162312]	 p0707 879-32210 
JOINT PUBLICATIONS BES!ABCR SERVICE, ARLINGTON, VA. 
Application of electron-beam welding to aviation 
production
p0491 879-24940 
K 
KAMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BLCCMFIELD, CONE. 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale
sulticyclic controllable twist rotor 
CARS 78-60]	 p0125 A79-18181 
The Cost of applying current helicopter external 
noise reduction methods while maintaining 
realistic vehicle performance
p0041 879-10855 
An analytical method for designing low noise 
helicopter transmissions
p0041 879-10859 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
[AD-A058197]	 p0095 879-12094 
Design, fabrication and laboratory testing of a 
helicopter composite main rotor hub 
[AD-A060313]	 p0162 879-14085 
Design and demonstration of a system for 
routine, boomless supersonic flights 
[FAA-RD-77-72]	 p0231 879-16828 
Driveshaft alignment indicator 
(AD-A065988]	 p0487 N79-23973 
KANAN AIRCRAFT CORP.. BLOOMFIELD, CONE. 
Preliminary design study cf a composite main 
rotor blade for the CH-58 helicopter. Volume 
1: Trade analysis and preliminary design 
study of composite 08-58 main rotor blade
[AD-A064159]	 p0420 879-22080 
KAMAN AVIDTNE, BURLINGTON, MASS. 
Wind-tunnel shock-tube simulation and evaluation 
of blast effects on an engine inlet 
[AD-A065388]	 p0436 879-23092 
ROVA-2S, a stiffened panel extension of the 
NOVA-2 computer program 
[AD-A066038)	 p0484 879-23951 
KANSAS UNIV., LAWRENCE. 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons 
with finite element and classical analyses 
[ASHE PAPER 78-WA/AEEO-3) 	 p0148 A79-19717 
Ground effects on USE configurations 
P0191 A79-21525 
A comparison of hydraulic, pneumatic, and 
electro-mechanical actuators for general 
aviation flight controls 
(SAE PAPER 790623)	 p0458 A79-36751 
Summary of noise reduction characteristics of 
typical general aviation materials 
[SAN PAPER 7906271 	 p0458 A79-36755 
Design and development of a system to measure 
the mode shapes of a vibrating, rotating 
helicopter blade in a vacuum
p0217 879-15937 
General aviation interior noise study 
p0226 879-16640 
The development of the DAST I remotely piloted 
research vehicle for flight testing an active 
flutter suppression control system 
tNASA-CR-1448811	 p0291 879-17849 
Experimental and finite element investigation of 
the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin 
panel for a hypersonic aircraft
p0309 879-19412 
KANSAS UNIV. CENTER FOR RESEARCH, INC., LAWRENCE. 
Investigation of the cross-ship comparison 
monitoring method of failure detection in the 
RIMAT RPRV 
[NASA-CR-144879]	 p0091 879-12064 
Analysis of some aerodynamic characteristics due 
to wing-jet interaction 
ENASA-CR-1583491	 p0301 R79-18917 
Comparison of theoretical predicted longitudinal 
aerodynamic characteristics with full-scale 
wind tunnel data on the ATLIT airplane 
(NASA-CR-158753]	 p0537 879-26018 
The effect of oblique angle of sound incidence, 
realistic edge conditions, curvature and 
in-plane panel stresses on the noise reduction 
characteristics of general aviation type panels 
(NASA-CE-157452]	 p0599 879-29958 
KERTBOE INTERNATIONAL, INC., HAMPTON, VA. 
Sensitivity study for a remotely piloted 
microwave-powered sailplane used as a 
high-altitude observation 
[NASA-CR-159089]	 p0580 879-28134 
L 
LABORATOIRE D'AUTOMATIQUE ET D'ANALTSE DES 
SYSTENES, TOULOUSE (FRANCE). 
A reliable and survivable data transmission 
system for avionics processing
p0354 879-20025 
LABORATOIRE DE RECHERCHES BALISTIQUES ET 
AERODTNANIQUES, VERNON (FRANCE). 
Improvements on the 04/Vernon wind tunnel 
[AAAF-NT-78-13]	 p0441 879-23123 
LABOBATORIO DE ACUSTICA E SONICA, SAC PAULO (ERAZIL). 
Ultrasonic inspection of engine nacelle 
structure searching for cracks 
[REPT-7610.909]	 p0557 879-27522 
Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar attachment 
joints and lugs in viscount aircraft 
[RBPT-7610.910] 	 p0558 879-27523 
LB MATERIEL TELEPOCEIQUE, TRAPPES (FRANCE). 
Six degrees of freedom large motion system for 
flight simulators
p0225 879-15995 
LEAR SIEGLER, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, RICH. 
Development of the integrated flight trajectory 
control concept
p0353 879-20015 
LEAR SIEGLER, INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 
A Mars Airplane . . . Oh really 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0067]	 p0140 A79-19516 
C-22
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	 LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., BUBBANK. 
LEHIGH UNIV., EETHLEH!N, PA. 
Structuring of data systems: 
Psychophysiological data from the dynamic 
flight simulator 
(AD-A061175]	 p0544 1179-27014
Three-dimensional laminate plates with through 
and part-through cracks
p0708 1179-32276 
LIEGE UNIV. (BFLGIUH). 
On global optimal sailplane flight strategy 
p0545 1179-27073 
Distortions, rotating stall and mechanical 
solicitations
p0555 1179-27177 
LIGHTNING AND TRANSIENTS RESEARCH INST., ST. PAUL, 
MINN. 
An HF compatible lightning diverter strip 
p0297 1179-18237 
LIGHTNING TECHNOLOGIES, INC., PITTSFIELD, MASS. 
Summary report of the Lightning and Static 
Electricity Committee
p02113 1179-17427 
A new standard for lightning qualification 
testing of aircraft: Technical Overview, 
definitions and basic waveforms
p0297 1179-18246 
The feasibility of inflight measurement of 
lightning strike parameters 
(NASA-CE-158981]	 p0651 1179-30165 
LINCOLN LAB., BASS. INST. OF TECH., LEIINGTCN. 
Airborne measurements of ATCRBS fruit 
(ATC-84]	 p0230 1179-16823 
Short Range Terminal Radar (SETH) definition study 
[FAA-RD-78-64]	 p029? 1179-18156 
Uplink ATCRBS envircnment measurements along the 
Boston-Washington corridor. Volume 2: 
Interrogator characteristics 
[AD-A067944]	 p0540 1179-26041
Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) Air 
Traffic Ccntrol Radar Beacon System (ITCHES) 
interference analysis 	 - 
(80-1068565]	 p0549 1179-27119 
Next generaticn airport surveillance radar 
(ASH-()) definition study 
[AD-8072691]	 pO713 1179-33179
LITTLE (ARTHUR D.), INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
An assessment of the risks presented by the use 
of carbon fiber composites in commercial 
aviation. Volume 1: Final report. Volume 2: 
Supporting appendices 
[NASA-CE-1589893	 p0295 1179-18074
An assessment of the risks presented by the use 
of carbon fiber composites in commercial 
aviation: Executive summary
p0295 1179-18075 
Overview of the carbon fiber problem 
p0295 1179-18076 
Probabilistic analysis of air carrier accidents 
p0296 1179-18078 
Carbon fiber release conditions
p0296 1179-18079 
Carbon fiber dispersion models used for risk 
analysis calculations 	 S
p0296 1179-18080 
Estimation of economic losses
p0296 N79-18083 
Honte Carlo simulation of single accident 
airport risk profile
p0296 1179-18084 
Synthesis of national risk profile
p0296 1179-18085 
Interpretation of results
p0296 1179-18086 
LITTLE (ARTHUR 0.), INC., WASHINGTCII, D. C. 
An assessment of national risk: General 
concepts and overall approach
p0426 1179-22208 
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC., WOODLAND HILLS, CALIF. 
Target marker placement for dive-toss deliveries 
with wings non-level
p0354 1179-20023 
LIVERPOOL UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
Circumferential asymmetry in axial flow 
compressors
p0382 1179-21056 
Pressure distributicns on axial flow compressor 
blading and comparison with distributions on 
similar cascade bladimg
p0383 1179-21061
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP.., BURBANK, CALIF. 
Development of the 1-1011 flight management system 
p0300 1179-18895 
LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA CO., BURBANK. 
Extensive cost reduction studies: composite 
empennage component - L-1011 commercial airliner 
p0187 479-20807 
Twin jet noise shielding for a supersonic cruise 
vehicle 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0670]	 p0318 A79-28971 
Design maneuver loads for an airplane with an 
active control system 
[kIll 79-0738)	 p0323 479-29049 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
[SAE PAPER 790588]	 p0454 879-36722 
Design development of an advanced composite 
aileron 
[hAl PAPER 79-1807]	 p0606 A79-47891 
Thermoplastics for aircraft interiors 
p0088 1179-12034 
Comparison of engineering properties of 
7050-T7E73 and 7075-T6510 extrusions for 
potential P-3 applications 
[AD-A058002]	 p0097 1179-12201 
Natural icing flight tests and additional 
simulated icing tests of a UN-1H helicopter 
incorporating an electrothermal ice protection 
system 
[AD-A059704]	 p0162 1179-14084 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 1 
(NASA-CE-145032]	 p0218 1119-15939 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane 
[NASA-CR-14527 14]	 p0218 1179-159110 
General aviation airplane structural 
crashworthiness programmers manual 
(FAA-BD-78-120)	 p0229 1179-16814 
Development, experimental verification and 
application of program KEASH for general 
aviation airplane structural crash dynamics 
[111-28682)	 p0230 1119-16817 
Configuration development study of the X-24C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 2 
[NASA-CR-145074]	 p0232 1179-16839 
Configuration development study of the X-211C 
hypersonic research airplane, phase 3 
[NASA-CN-145103]	 p0232 1179-16840 
Fuel conservative subsonic transport 
p0236 N79-16874 
Improvement of overload capability of air 
carrier aircraft tires 
(FAA-ED-78-133]	 p0241 1179-17229 
Delta method, an empirical drag buildup technique 
(NASA-CE-151971]	 p0285 1179-17801 
Fabrication and evaluation of advanced titanium 
structural panels for supersonic cruise aircraft 
[NASA-CE-2744]	 p0298 1179-18320 
Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive 
bonds, part 2, phase 2 
[AD-A061805]	 p0310 1179-19418 
Formulas for takeoff performance P3-A, B and C 
airplanes 
[AD-A062290]	 p0364 N79-20105 
Analysis of the impact of a 270 VDC power source 
on the avionic power supplies in the 5-31 
aircraft 
[AD-A066526]	 p0495 1179-211989 
Icing tests of a UN-1H helicopter with an 
electrothermal ice protection system under 
simulated and natural icing conditions 
[AD-A067737]	 p0541 N79-26050 
Summary of results for a twin-engine, low-wing 
airplane substructure crash impact condition 
analyzed with program KEASH 
[AD-A069171]	 p0549 1179-21116 
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy 
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial 
transport aircraft 
(NASA-CR-159071]	 p0557 1179-27246 
Experimental study of low temperature tehavior 
of aviation turbine fuels in a wing tank model 
[NASA-CE-159615]	 p0597 1179-29355 
L-1011 active controls, design philosophy and 
experience
p0660 1179-30236 
Testing and analysis of dual-mode adaptive 
landing gear, taxi node test system for !F-12A 
[RASA-CE-144884]	 p0668 1179-31192 
C-23
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Study of the application of hydrcgen fuel to [AD-A068223]	 p0598 879-29531 
long-range subsonic transport aircraft. Correlation of data related to shock-induced 
Volume 1:	 Summary trailing-edge separation and extrapolation to 
(NASA-CB-132556)	 poll? 979-33207 flight Reynolds number 
Accelerated development-and flight evaluation of (NASA-CE-3178]	 p0668 979-31195 
active controls concepts for subsonic Estimation of tunnel blockage from wall pressure 
transport aircraft signatures:	 A review and data correlation 
(NASA-CE-159148]	 p0718 979-33217 [NASA-CE-152241]	 p0707 979-32219 
ANOPP validation study:	 Lockheed L-1011 LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
[NASA-CE-159138]	 p0722 879-33968 Investigation of a laser Doppler velocimeter 
LOCKHEED-CALIPOBNIA CO., SUNLAND. system to measure the flow field of a large 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
aircraft (AIAA PAPER 79-1184) 	 p0468 A79-38974 
p0525 A79-43243 Aircraft wake vortex characteristics from data 
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA CO., MARIETTA. measured at John F. Kennedy International 
Supercritical wing design using numerical Airport 
optimization and comparisons with experiment [AD-A055059]	 p0158 979-14026 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0065)	 p0140 A79-19514 Laser Doppler- velocimeter measurements of 8-747 
Scale effects on supercritical airfoils wake vortex characteristics 
p0154 A79-20110 (AD-A048275)	 p0159 979-14034 
Effects of simulated forward flight on jet Air pollutant emission factors for military and 
noise, shock noise and internal noise civil aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0615]	 p0271 A7926936 [P8-292520/4]	 p0504 979-25567 
Improved sonic-box computer program for Investigation of a laser Doppler velociaeter 
calculating transonic aerodynamic loads on system to measure the flow field around a 
oscillating wings with thickness -	 large scale V/STOL aircraft in ground effect 
[RASA-CR-158906)	 p0043 879-10998 [NASA-CE-152212]	 p0544 979-26374 
Sonic-box method employing local Mach number for LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
oscillating wings with thickness	 - Laser aircraft 
(NASA-CE-158907]	 p0043 979-10999 -	 p0261 A79-26597 
C-130 weldbonded fuselage panel flight Introduction to, ground station systems of, and 
evaluation program	 -	 _ civil applications of remotely piloted vehicles 
(ADA057928]	 p0092 879-12071 p0218 879-15945 
Analysis of a theoretically optimized transonic A feasibility study for development of 
airfoil structural aluminum alloys from rapidly 
[NASA-CR-3065]	 p0098 979-13001 solidified powders for aerospace structural 
Blown flap noise predicticm applications 
[NASA-CE-158978]	 p0227 879-16648 [AD-A061428]	 p0238 879-16958 
C-5A load alleviation LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 
p0237 879-16875 An acoustical study of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study 	 (ClASS), Research Aircraft 
volume 1 (AIAA PAPER 79-06123	 p0272 A79-26939 
(NASA-CR-158915)	 p0289 879-17822 Effect of flow separation vortices on aircraft 
.Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS), unsteady aerodynamics	 - 
volume 2 -	 p0178 979-15084 
(NASA-CP-158916)	 p0289 979-17823 A summary of AGARD FDP meeting on dynamic 
Cargo/Logistics Airlift System Study (CLASS), stability parameters 
executive summary p0658 879-30220 
[NASA-CR-158959)	 p0289 979-17824 LOGICON, INC., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Advanced system design requirements for large Definition of requirements for a performance 
and small fixed-wing aerial application measurement system for C-S aircrew members 
systems for agriculture - -	 CAD-A063282)	 p0426 979-22119 
[NASA-cR-158939]	 p0291 979-17848 LOGISTICS EANAGEMENT INST., WASHINGTON, B. C. 
The application of spanwise blowing for high The economic impact of revised gaseous emission 
angle of attack spin recovery regulations for ccamercial aircraft engines 
p0414 979-22004 -(P8-286772/9)	 p0181 879-15486 
The generaticm, radiaticn and prediction of	 - LOUGHBOROUGH UNIV. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND). 
supersonic jet noise.	 Volume 2, appendix: A consideration of general aviation in the UK 
Computer program listing (TT-7902)	 p0537 879-26010 
(AD-A064685)	 p0428 N79-22854 LOUISIANA STATE UNIV., BATONROUGE. 
Development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction Development of a research plan for the 
program for thick wings with bounded leading 	 - improvement of aerodynamic models for analysis 
edge of ballistic range data 
[AD-A065181]	 p0431 879-23020 (AD-ft067950)	 p0539 879-26029 
Studies of the acoustic transmission LOW ENERGT.TRANSPORT SYSTEMS, CAPISTRANO BEACH, 
characteristics of coaxial nozzles with 	 - CALIF. 
inverted velocity profiles:	 Comprehensive Summary of past experience in natural laminar 
data--report flow and experimental program for resilient 
(NASA-CB-159628]	 p0558 979-27933 leading edge	 -. 
Advantages and problems of large subsonic aircraft -	 (NASA-CR-152276)	 p0538 979-26024 
p0579 879-28120 LUFTPABRT-8UNDESANT, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERMANY). 
Aeromechanics Meteorological icing conditions	 - 
p0575 879-28121 -	 p0031 879-10005 
Scaling effects on shock-induced separation LUNDGEEN (DALE A.), GAINESVILLE, PLA. 
p0579 979-28122 Low efficiency control measures for jet engine 
Scaling effects on drag prediction test cells	 - 
p0579 879-28123 (AD-A062665]	 p0384 979-21078 
Wing design, body design, high lift systems and 
flying qualities with introduction M 
-	 p0579 879-28125 - 
Advanced computer technology in aerodynamics. MACNEAL-SCBWEIDLER CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Lecture 1:	 Computer-aided aircraft design Aeroelastic addition to NASTRAN 
p0579 979-28126 [NASA-CE-3094]	 p0287 979-17812 
Investigation of stress-strain history modeling MAN-ACOUSTICS AND NOISE, INC., SEATTLE, WASH. 
at stress risers, phase 2 A commercial airport noise environment: 
[AD-A069162)	 p0588 879-28620
-
Measurement, prediction and control 
Proceedings from the Government/Industry [NASA-CR-3107]	 p0313 879-19814 
Workshop on the Reliability of Nondestructive -	 Commercial aircraft flight deck noise criteria 
Inspections (AD-A072029]	 p0712 879-32969
C-24 
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MANUFACTURE BEIGE DR LAMPES NT DR MATERIEL 
ELECTRONIQUE, BRUSSELS (BELGIUM). 
Design and operation of Epervier reconnaissance 
BPV
p0219 1179-15952 
MARCONI-ELLIOTT AVIONIC SYSTEMS LTD., ROREBANWOOD 
(ENGLAND). 
Control and display concepts for combat aircraft 
p0354 1179-20019 
MARCONI-ELLIOTT AVIONIC SYSTEMS LTD., ROCHESTER 
(ENGLAND). 
Some aspects of the design and development of 
the maritime autopilot nodes for the Westland 
Lynx heliccpter
p0655 1179-30201 
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE, BETHESDA, MD. 
Lean combustion limits of a confined 
premixed-prevaporized propane jet 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0538]	 p0253 A79-25856 
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE, ORLANDO, FLA. 
High altitude altimeter flight test 
(AD-A066904]	 p0542 1179-26054 
MAINLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARE. 
Application of the equilibrium spin technique to 
a typical low-wing general aviation design 
[AIAR 79-1625]	 p0566 A79-45307 
A study of the drooped leading edge airfoil 
(NASA-CP-158717)	 p0537 1179-26013 
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE. 
Alternative aircraft fuels
p0012 A79-10824 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0045)	 p0139 A79-19498 
Design of quiet efficient propellers 
[SAE PAPER 790584]	 p0454 A79-36719 
Characteristics of an Sir Cushion Landing System 
incorporating an inelastic trunk
p0640 579-49909 
Fabrics for fire resistant passenger seats in 
aircraft
p0088 1179-12045 
Visually induced motion in flight simulation 
p0224 1179-15989 
Gust response and its alleviation for a 
hingeless helicopter rotor in cruising flight 
[AD-A061134]	 p0235 1179-16862 
Acquisition of control information in a wind shear 
p0245 1179-17518 
Simulation evaluation of combined 4D BNSV and 
airborne traffic situation displays and 
procedures applied to terminal aerial maneuvers 
(NASA-cR-158474)	 p0380 1179-21033 
An analysis of long and medium-haul air 
passenger demand, vclume 1 
[NASA-CR-152156]	 p0418 1179-22062 
An analysis of short haul air passenger demand, 
volume 2 
(NASA-CR-152157]	 p0418 1179-22063 
An economic model of the manufacturers' aircraft 
production and airline earnings potential, 
volume 3 
[NASACR152158]	 p0418 1179-22064 
The impact of changing technology on the demand 
for air transportation 
(NASA-CE-152191]	 p0418 1179-22065 
Investigation of the Multiple Method Adaptive 
Control (MMAC) method for flight control systems 
[NASA-CB3C89]	 p0437 1179-23099 
Design of propellers for mctorsoarers 
p0480 1179-23903 
A wind-tunnel investigation of tilt-rotor gust 
alleviation systems 
[NASA-CE-152264]	 p0543 1179-26062 
Engine rotor burst containment/control studies 
p0553 1179-27162 
An •off design shock capturing finite difference 
approach for caret waverider configurations 
[AD-A068819)	 p0581 1179-28156 
Experimental and theoretical studies on model 
helicopter rotor noise 
(NASA-CE-158E44]	 p0589 1179-28984 
Parametric studies of model helicopter blade 
slap and rotational noise 
(AD-A068181]	 p0600 1179-29962 
VIOL controls for shipbcard landing 
[NASA-CR-162140]	 p0854 1179-30193 
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CO., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-11491	 p0508 519-40480 
Feasibility of combining linear theory and 
impact theory methods for the analysis and 
design of high speed configurations 
[NASA-CB-3069)	 p0157 1179-14016 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOI 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
1: Technical discussion 
(AD-A060206)	 p0159 1179-14038 
Manned air combat simulation: A tool for design 
development and evaluation for modern fighter 
weapon systems and training of aircrews 
p0225 1179-15998 
Improvements in surface singularity analysis and 
design methods
p0356 1179-20043 
Improved prediction of laminar leading edge 
separation
p0357 1179-20050 
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall 
progression
p0357 1179-20051 
Design and fabrication of a radiative actively 
cooled honeycomb sandwich panel
p0387 B79-21433 
Definition and non-destructive detection of 
critical adhesive bond-line flaws 
[AD-A0655854]	 p0488 1179-24163 
Thrust and mass flow characteristics of four 36 
inch diameter tip turbine fan thrust vectoring 
systems in and out of ground effect 
[NASA-CR-152239)	 p0542 1119-26056 
Aircraft hydraulic systems dynamic analysis 
[AD-A067549]	 p0550 1179-27129 
Effect of variances and manufacturing tolerances 
on the design strength and life of 
-mechanically fastened composite joints 
[AD-A069170]	 p0557 1179-27518 
Bolted field repair of composite structures 
(AD-A067923]	 p0585 1179-28238 
Research on visual display integration for 
advanced fighter aircraft 
[AD-A069605]	 p0653 1179-30184 
Multi-element airfoil viscous-inviscid 
interactions 
[NASA-CE-159125]	 p0701 1179-32157 
Environment load interaction effects on crack 
growth 
[50-5071660]	 p0721 1179-33504 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON 
BEACH, CALIF. 
Global services systems - Space communication 
[AIAA 79-0946]	 p0408 A79-34761 
Optimum tail fairings for bodies of revolution 
[AD-A067927)	 p0539 1179-26031 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., LONG BEACH, CALIF. 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected - 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
- studies 
[AISA 79-08421	 p0404 579-33829 
Aerodynamics and performance characteristics of 
wing lift augmentation schemes
p0430 1179-23006 
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on F-15 inlet instantaneous distortion 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0104]	 p0141 579-19533 
F-18 status report
p0299 1179-18888 
Preliminary feasibility assessment of 
Multi-function- Inertial Reference Assembly 
(NINA)
p0353 1179-20017 
Lift system induced aerodynamics of V/STOL 
aircraft in a moving deck environment. Volume 
2. Static and dynamic jet-induced force and 
moment data 
(AD-A062097)	 p0361 1179-20084 
High heat flux actively cooled honeycomb 
sandwich structural panel for a hypersonic 
aircraft 
[NASA-CB-2959)	 p0372 1119-20397 
Hypersonic airframe structures: Technology 
needs and flight test requirements 
(NASA-CH-3130]	 p0582 N79-28168 
Simulation and study of V/STCL landing aids for 
USMC AV-8 aircraft
p0657 1179-30214 
C-25
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MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ELECTRCNICS CO., ST. CHARLES, MO. 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VIOL operations from snail ships 
and carriers
p0222 N79-15978 
BCDONBELL-DOUGLAS RESEARCH LABS., ST. LOUIS, MO. 
An analysis of thermal stress and gas bending 
effects on vibrations of compressor rotor stages 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0045]
	
p0139 179-19498 
Compressible viscous flcvfields and airframe 
forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in 
ground effect 
(AD-A059231]	 p008f N79-12022 
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC., LATHAM, B. I. 
Static evaluation of surface coatings for 
compliant gas bearings in an oxidizing 
atmosphere to 650 C
p0347 179-31957 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rotor 
[ASNE PAPER 79-01-56]	 p0391 179-32351 
Elastomer mounted rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbomachinery 
[ASNE PAPER 79-GT-149]
	 p0394 A79-32414 
Computer-assisted high-speed balancing of 153 
and 155 power turbines 
(ABS 79-361
	 p0631 179-49088 
Study of 153 engine vibration 
[NASA-CE-135449]	 p0037 N79-10061 
MECHANICS RESEARCH, INC., MCLEAN, VA. 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
pOO17 179-11494 
MELBCURN! UNIV., CARLTCN (AUSTRALIA). 
Recognition of the aircraft navigation light 
colour code
p07O4 N79-32186 
NESSERSCHNITT-BCELKOV-BLORM G.M.B.H., MUNICH (REST 
GERMANY). 
Tests under snow and icing conditions with the 
NO 105 engine installation
p0032 P79-10014 
Some factors affecting the dynamic stability 
derivatives of a fighter-type model 
p0176 N79-15071 
Presentation of stability derivatives in missile 
aerodynamics and theoretical methods for their 
prediction
p0178 P79-15080 
Airbreathing engines - aerodynamic aspects 
p0301 P79-18925 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and 
control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 N79-20016 
CAD for electric systems design
p0374 P79-20765 
High angle of attack characteristics of 
different fighter conuiguraticns
p0413 P79-21998 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter-type 
configuration during and beyond stall 
p0413 N79-22003 
Normal force and pitching moment of wing-body 
combinations in the nonlinear angle-of-attack 
range at subsonic speeds
p0414 P79-22022 
Intake design and intake/airframe integration

for a post-stall fighter aircraft concept 
p011s P79-22027 
Fatigue life estimation methods for helicopter 
structural parts
p0434 P79-23077 
Evaluation of a digital helicopter control system 
[NBB-UFE-1349-0)	 p048e P79-23980 
Dynamic pressure loads in the air induction 
system of the tornado fighter aircraft 
p0554 P79-27168 
NES$ERSCNNITT-BCELKOW-BLCH! G.M.B.8., OTTOERURN 
(VEST GERMANY). 
Vortex models on missile configurations 
(BNVG-FBWT-77-27]	 p0287 P79-17814 
Development of an airborne military system (NRCA 
system) 
[NBE-UP!-1322-0]	 p0480 P79-23904 
Aerodynamic problems in engine airframe 
integration on fighter airplanes 
(MBB-UPE-1359-0]	 p0483 P79-23936 
Airfoil optimization for transonic flow using 
the methods of finite elements and
characteristics 
(NBN-UFE-1362-0]	 p0483 N79-23937 
The computation of transonic flow in wind 
tunnels at inlets and cascades using the 
finite element method 
(NBE-UPE-1421-0)	 p0493 P79-24970 
Polar lift and drag determination during flight 
tests 
(NRE-UPE-1410-0]	 p0495 P79-24986 
Stability and control aspects of the cCV-P104c 
p0659 P79-30234 
NESSBBSCHNIDT-HOELKOV G.M.B.H., MUNICH (VEST 
GERM ANY) 
A finite element method for the computation of 
the transonic potential flow past airfoils 
(NBE-UFE-1352-0]	 p0483 P79-23935 
The time budget as a criterion for the vorklcad 
of air traffic controllers 
(MBE-UPP-1353-O]	 p0483 P79-23943 
HESSERSC8NID7-BOELKOR U. N. N.H., OTTOBBUNN (VEST 
GERMANY) . 
Ice accretion and its effects on aerodynamics of 
unprotected aircraft components
p0173 P79-15040 
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV., EAST LANSING. 
Corrosion tracking and prediction for c-141A 
aircraft maintenance scheduling 
(AD-A057984]	 p0085 P79-12002 
Measurements in a large angle oblique jet 
impingement flow 
[NASA-CH-158385]	 p0370 P79-20342 
MICHIGAN UNIV., ANN ARBOR. 
The effect of fuel sprays on emissions from a 
gas turbine combustor 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1321]
	 o0472 179-39037 
Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on 
cooling drag 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1820]
	 p0607 179-47900 
Occupant injury mechanisms in civil helicopter 
accidents	 - 
p0311 P79-19653 
Critical assessment of emissions from aircraft 
piston engines 
(10-1071002]	 p0654 P79-30190 
MILCO INTERNATIONAL, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. 
Basic avionics module design for general 
aviation aircraft 
(NASA-CR-158953]	 p0093 P79-12081 
State of the art survey of technologies 
applicable to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and 
controls program 
[NASA-CS-159050]	 p0546 579-27087 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND). 
Helicopter Icing Symposium 
[10-1067981)	 p0541 P79-26048 
MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS. 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as 
a function of Reynolds number
p04O6 179-34537 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields
p0406 179-34539 
Peak Strouhal frequency ,
 of subsonic jet noise as 
a function of Reynolds number 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1525]
	 p0576 A79-46709 
Heat transfer problems in advanced gas turbines 
for naval applications 
[AD-A062e66]	 p0365 P79-20121 
MISSION RESEARCH CORP., ALEUQUERQUE, N. MET. 
Aircraft cable parameter study 
(10-1058267]	 p0092 E79-12077 
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., MISSISSIPPI STATE. 
Review lecture on transport aircraft. Concepts, 
utilization and prospects
p0429 P79-23000 
Takeoff and landing ground rules
p0429 P79-23001 
A study of the EMP interaction with aircraft 
over an imperfect ground plane 
(AD-A070388]	 p0710 N79-32420 
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE. 
Determination of cooling air mass flow for a 
horizontally-opposed aircraft engine 
installation 
[SAE PAPER 790609] 	 p0456 179-36740 
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations for arbitrary two-dimensional 
multi-element airfoils
p0356 P79-20041 
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MISSOURI UNIV. -ROLI.A. 
The application of finite element techniques to 
acoustic transmissicn in lined ducts with flow 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0660] 	 p0266 A79-26893 
MITRE CORP.. BEDFORD, MASS. 
Implementing JTIDS in tactical aircraft 
p0676 1179-31091 
Next generation airport surveillance radar 
(ASR-()) definition study 
(AD-A072691]	 p0713 1179-33179 
MITRE CORP., MCLEAN, VA. 
ATC accommodation of fuel conservative turbojet 
operations 
(AD-A059050)	 p0094 1179-12089 
Short Range Terminal Radar (SRTR) definition study 
(FAA-ED-78-64]	 pC297 1179-18156 
Definition, description, and interfaces of the 
FAA's developmental programs. Volume 2: ATC 
facilities and interfaces 
(AD-A068401)	 p0549 1179-27118 
Runway configuration management system concepts 
[AD-A069960]	 p0674 1179-31234 
MOBIL RESEARCH AND DEVELCPH!NT CORP., PAOLSNGRO, N. 
J.
Factors affecting electrostatic hazards 
(AD-A066927)	 p0501 1179-25245 
MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP., EA!TCN, 0810. 
Jet engine exhaust analysis by subtractive 
chromatography 
(AD-A067898)	 p0583 1179-28178 
Analysis of the emissions from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 
1: Warm weather conditions 
[AD-A069339]	 p0597 1179-29364 
Reclamation of synthetic turbine engine oil 
mixtures 
(AD-A071813)	 p0718 1119-33211 
Analysis of aircraft fuels and related materials 
[AD-A070739]	 p072C 1179-33338 
Analysis of the emissicns from storage tanks 
during JP-4 fuel transfer operations. Phase 
3: Cold weather conditions 
[AD-A070818]	 p0720 1179-33339 
MOTOREN- 0110 TUBBINEI-UIIOI MUEICHEI G.M.E.R. (WEST 
GERMAN!). 
P. contribution on thermal fatigue in cooled 
turbine blading
pO552 1179-27153 
NATIONAL AEBO- AND ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH INST., 
AMSTERDAM (NETHERLANDS). 
Scale effects at transonic speeds basic 	 - 
considerations
p0376 1179-20992 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT, OTTAWA 
(ONTARIO).' 
A dynamic calibrating apparatus for cross 
derivative experiments
p00711 A79-15665 
Techniques for dynamic stability testing in wind 
tunnels
p0176 1179-15062 
Experiments 05 cross-coupling and translational 
acceleration derivatives
p0176 1179-15068 
Sensitivity of aircraft notion to aerodynamic
cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 1179-15090 
Handling qualities of a simulated STOL aircraft 
in natural and computer-generated turbulence 
and shear
p0223 1179-15981 
Effect of high angles cf attack on dynamic 
stability parameters
p0413 1179-21997 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[AD-A072118]	 p0705 1179-32198 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Resource conservation through airborne electronics 
p0052 A79-13079 
Technology for aircraft energy efficiency 
p0062 A79-14136 
Aeronautical test facilities capabilities and use 
p0154 A79-20111
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONa 
NASA plans and programs in support of integrated 
RTC development
p0204 A79-23588 
Technology for future air transports 
(AIAA PAPER 790529]	 p0253 A79-25853 
Cockpit displays and the growing role of the 
pilot in the AIC system
p0266 A79-26875 
Research needs in aerospace structural dynamics 
(AIAA 79-0826)	 p0323 A79-29042 
The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency program 
p0306 P.79-31912 
Large lighter-than-air vehicles 
AIAA '79-0807]	 pO4O4 A79-33831 
Pivoting output unit control systems activated 
by jacks 
(NASA-TN-75581]	 p0038 1179-10066 
Flow-field in a vortex with breakdown above 
sharp edged delta wings 
(NASA .-T1175339)	 p0086 1179-12017 
Technical problems encountered with the LALA-1 
flying laboratory 
[RASA-TM-75585]	 p0090 1179-12062 
The 11-15-aircraft (samolot 11-15) 
[NASA-TM-75586]	 p0090 1179-12063 
Overview of NASA general aviation program 
p0221 1179-15962 
Active controls in aircraft design 
AGAPD-AG-23 11]	 p0235 1179-16860 
NACA research on hydrogen for high altitude 
aircraft
p0239 1179-16999 
New initiatives in high altitude aircraft 
p0239 1179-17000 
Suntan
p0239 1179-17001 
Hydrogen technology, 1900-1945
p0239 1179-17008 
Vortex pattern development on the upper surface 
of a swept wing at high angle of attack 
(NASA-TM-75377]	 p0300 1179-18914 
NASA research objectives and roles
p0355 1179-20031 
Icing testing in the large Modane wind-tunnel on 
full-scale and reduced scale models 
[NASA-TM-75373]	 p0363 N79-20102 
Some aspects of aircraft jet engine fuels 
(NASA-TM-75395]	 p0370 579-20264 
Aerodynamics 
[NASA-TT-P-765]	 p01180 1179-23908 
Aircraft icing: Introduction
p0481 1179-23913 
Advanced rotorcraft technology: Task force report 
(NASA-TM-80541]	 p0491 1179-24951 
Spinoff 1979 
(NASA-711-80481]	 p0589 1179-29108 
Systems implications of active controls 
p0658 1179-30219 
A comparison of predictions obtained from wind 
tunnel tests and the results from cruising 
flight: Airbus and Concorde 
[NASA-T11-75238]	 p0663 1179-31136 
Supersonic transport vis-a-vis . energy savings 
(NASA-TM-75464]	 p0665 1179-31163 
Investigation of air stream from combustor-liner 
air entry holes, 3 
[NASA-'IM-75430)	 p0670 1179-31206 
Wind tunnels with adapted walls for reducing 
wall interference 
[NASA-TM-75501]	 p0673 1179-31230 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. ARES 
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF. 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
[SAE PAPER 780523]	 p0004 A79-10398 
Analytic investigation of advancing blade drag 
reduction by tip modifications 
(ABS 78-01]	 p0118 A79-18127 
Full-scale wind tunnel test of a modern 
helicopter main rotor - Investigation of tip 
Mach number effects and comparisons of four 
tip shapes 
(ABS 78-03]	 p0119 P.79-18129 
Analytical design of a high performance 
stability and control augmentation system for 
a hingeless rotor helicopter 
(ABS 78-27)	 p0122 A79-18153 
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A piloted simulator investigation of 
augmentation systems to improve helicopter 
nap-of-the-earth handling qualities 
(ABS 78-29)	 p0122 179-18155 
Wind-tunnel test results of a full-scale 
aulticyclic controllable twist rotor 
(ABS 78-60)	 p0125 179-18181 
Flap-lag-torsion aeroelastic stability of 
circulation-controlled rotors in hover 
[ABS 78-64]	 p0126 179-18185 
Bole of helicopters in airport access 
p0128 179718574 
Recent progress in rotorcraft and powered-lift 
research
pO133 179-18674 
Flight research capabilities of the NASA/Army 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft
p0137 A79-18703 
Computation of three-dimensional turbulent 
separated flows at supersonic speeds 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0002)	 p0138 179-19471 
Supercritical wing design using numerical 
optimization and comparisons with experiment 
[kIll PAPER 79-0065) 	 p014C 179-19514 
Design of transonic airfoil Sections using a 
similarity theory 
(kIll PAPER 79-0076]	 p0140 179-19521 
An efficient algorithm for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
[1111 PAPER 79-0079]	 p0140 179-19523 
U.S. aerospace industry opinion of the effect of 
computer-aided prediction-design technology on 
future wind-tunnel test requirements for 
aircraft development programs 
(1111 PAPER 79-0107]	 p0141 A79-19534 
Calculation of transonic aileron buzz 
(1111 PAPER 79-0134)	 p0142 179-19553 
Experimental evaluation of a wind shear alert 
and energy management display 
(DGLR PAPER 78-153) 	 p0151 179-20016 
Thermochemical characterization of some 
thermally stable thermoplastic and thermoset 
polymers
p0198 179-22774 
Computational aerodynamics development and 
outlook /Dryden Lecture in Research for 1979/ 
(lIla PAPER 79-0129] 	 p0200 179-23515 
Computation of supersonic viscous flows over 
ogive-cylinders at angle of attack 
[kIll PIPER 79-0131]	 p0200 179-23517 
Computational optimization and wind tunnel test 
of transonic wing designs 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0080] 	 p0200 179-23526 
Effects of turbulence model selection on the 
prediction of complex aerodynamic flows 
(1111 PAPER 79-0070)	 p0201 179-23541 
On turbulence modeling for unsteady transonic 
flows 
(AIAA PAPER 79-00711 	 p0201 179-23542 
Dynamic simulation studies of fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas
p0204 179-23581 
Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics 
with a circulation-controlled rotor 
p0212 179-24179 
Thermal response of composite panels 
p0250 179-25350 
Propeller slipstream wing interactions at Bach 
no. 0.8 
[SAE PAPER 780997]
	
p0255 179-25881 
The annoyance of multiple noisy events 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0653)	 p0268 179-26895 
An acoustical study of the IV-15 Tilt Rotor 
Research Aircraft 
(LIlA PAPER 79-0612)	 p0272 179-26939 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program 
report 
(AIAA 79-0704]	 p0277 179-27371 
Analysis of flight effects on noise radiation 
from dual-flow coaxial jets 
[AAA PAPER 79-0619]	 p0317 179-28962 
Formulation of the aeroelastic stability and 
response problem of coupled rotor/support 
systems 
(lilA 79-0732)	 p0319 179-29006 
Experiments in unsteady transonic flow 
[lilA 79-0769]	 p0321 179-29022 
Investigation of flexible nozzle wall-flutter 
incidents in the NASA-Ames Research Center 11-
by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel 
[lilA 79-0797]	 p0323 179-29040 
A Demonstration Advanced Avionics System for 
general aviation 
(SIR PAPER 790569) 	 p0452 179-36709 
Transient ablation of Teflon in intense 
radiative and convective environments 
p0462 A79-38123 
Effects of forward velocity on sound radiation 
from convecting monopole and dipole sources in 
jet flow
p0464 179-38393 
Evaluation of turbo-propulsion simulators as a 
testing technique for fighter aircraft 
[AIll PAPER 79-11491	 p0508 179-40480 
Design and performance of the propulsion system 
for the quiet short-haul research aircraft 
/QSRA/ 
(AIAA PAPER 79-13131	 p0510 A79-40760 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 179-41771 
Simulation study of the operational effects of 
fuel-conservative approaches
p0527 179-42800 
A fast, conservative algorithm for solving the 
transonic full-potential equation 
ATAA 79-1456]	 p0565 179-45261 
A two-dimensional unsteady Euler-equation solver 
for flow regions with arbitrary boundaries 
[lilA 79-1465]	 p0565 179-45269 
Computation of subsonic and transonic flow about 
lifting rotor blades 
[AAA 79-1667]	 p0568 179-45333 
A review of helicopter control-display 
requirements for decelarating instrument 
approach 
(lilA 79-1683]	 p0569 179-45345 
Evaluation of the navigation performance of 
shipboard-VTOL-landing guidance systems 
[lilA 79-1708]	 p0570 179-45362 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for 
powered-lift aircraft 
lilA 79-1709]	 p0570 179-45363 
A piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
precision decelerating approaches to hover to 
determine single-pilot IFR /SPIFR/ requirements 
(lIlA 79-1886]	 p0573 179-45413 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at 
high angle of attack 
[1111 PAPER 79-1500]	 p0575 179-46694 
Trailing-edge flows at high Reynolds number 
[hAl PAPER 79-1503]	 p0575 179-46697 
Effect of viscosity on wind-tunnel wall 
interference for airfoils at high lift 
[hAl PAPER 79-1534]
	 p0577 179-46715 
Recent V/STOL aircraft designs
p0604 179-47608 
Full-scale wind tunnel study of nacelle shape on 
cooling drag 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1820]	 p0607 179-47900 
Aerodynamic effects of an attitude control vane 
on a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion system 
(1111 PAPER 79-1855] 	 p0609 179-47914 
Effect of tip shape on blade loading 
characteristics for a two-bladed rotor in hover 
[ABS 79-1]	 p0625 179-49054 
Piloted simulator investigation of helicopter 
control systems effects on handling qualities 
during instrument flight 
ABS 79-26]	 p0629 179-49078 
Flight investigation of helicopter IFS 
approaches to oil rigs using airborne weather 
and mapping radar 
(ABS 79-521	 p0633 179-49104 
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Research Aircraft 
[ABS 79-54]	 p0633 179-49105 
IF-iS flight test results compared with design 
goals 
[1111 PAPER 79-1839]	 p0634 A79-49336 
Linearization of the boundary-layer equations of 
the minimum time-to-climb problem
p0640 179-49869 
Estimation of longitudinal aircraft 
characteristics using parameter identification 
techniques
p0645 179-50432 
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Flight controls/avionics research - Impact on 
future civil heliccptet operating efficiency 
and mission reliability
p0692 A79-53627 
Direct numerical sciution of the transonic 
perturbation integral equation for lifting and 
nonlifting airfoils 
(N*SAT818518) p0035 1179-10045 
Flight experience with advanced controls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STCL aircraft 
(NASA-TM-78527)	 p0036 879-10054 
Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility 
p0039 1179-101450 
Aeroacoustic research: An Army perspective 
p0042 879-108614 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area 
(NASA-CP-20444)	 p0042 1479-10942 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Introduction and 
conclusions
p0042 1179-10943 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. The setting 
p0042 1179-109144 
Components of the airport access system 
p0042 1179-10945 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Existing studies 
p0042 1179-10946 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Technological options 
p0042 1479-109147 
Planning for airport access: An analysis of the 
San Francisco Bay area. Three subsystem designs 
p0043 1179-10948 
Experimental investigation of wing fin 
configurations for alleviation of vortex wakes 
of aircraft 
[NASA-T78520]	 p0086 1179-12018 
Comprehensive helicopter analysis: A state of 
the art review 
[NASA-TM-78539]	 p0086 1179-12019 
Canard-body-tail missile test at angles of 
attack to 50 deg in the Ames 11-foot transonic. 
wind tunnel 
(NASA-TM-78441]	 p0086 1179-12021 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials 
(FIREMEN): A compilation of presentations and 
papers 
[NASA-TM-78523]	 p0087 1179-12029 
Overview of FIREMEN prcgram at Ames Research 
Center
p0088 1179-12040 
Air pollution from aircraft operations at San 
Jose Municipal Airport, California 
(NASA-TM-76506)	 p0098 1179-12585 
A nonlinear trajectory command generator for a 
digital flight-control system 
[NASA-TP-1221]	 p0104 1179-13057 
Airfoil design by numerical optimization using a 
minicomputer 
(NASA-TM-78502)	 p0157 1179-14011 
Vortex effects for canard-wing configurations at 
high angles of attack in subsonic flow 
[NASA-TM-78543]	 p0158 1179-14022 
Effects ofupper surface modification on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the MICA 63 sub 
2-215 airfoil section 
(NASA-TM-78503)	 p0158 1179-14024 
Effects of visual and motion simulation cueing 
systems on pilot performance during takeoffs 
with engine failures 
(NASA-TP-1365]	 p0162 879-14082 
NASA aviation safety reporting system 
(NAsA-TM-7e540)	 pO170 1179-15014 
New NASA-Ames wind-tunnel techniques for 
studyingairplane spin and two-dimensional 
unsteady aerodynamics
p0176 1179-15064 
The role of tine-history effects in the 
formulation of the aerodynamics of aircraft 
dynamics
pO176 1179-15086 
Flash-fire propensity and heat-release rate 
studies of improved fire resistant materials 
(NASA-TM-78550]	 p0181 1179-15187
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. CO!TD 
Mission environment simulation for Army 
rotorcraft development: Requirements and 
capabilities
p0222 1179-15971 
Visual simulation requirements and hardware 
p0223 1179-15983 
Active controls in aircraft design. Executive 
summary
p0235 879-16865 
Summary report of the Human Factors Committee 
p0244 879-171429 
Aerodynamic properties of a flat plate with 
cavity for optical-propagation studies 
[NASA-TM-78487]	 p0285 1179-17796 
Wind-tunnel investigation of the thrust 
augmentor performance of a large-scale swept 
wing model 
[14ASA-TM-1-73239]	 p0286 1179-17804 
Constant lift rotor for a heavier-.than air craft 
NASA-CASE-ARC-11045-1] 	 p0291 879-178147 
configuration management and automatic control 
of an augmentor wing aircraft with vectored 
thrust 
NASA-TP-1222 j
	
p0294 1179-17872 
Approximation concepts for numerical airfoil 
optimization 
[NASA-TP-1370]	 p0300 1179-18915 
Inertial dynamics of a general purpose rotor 
[NASA-TM-78557]	 p0301 1179-18916 
Some recent progress in transonic flow computation 
p0301 879-189146 
Evaluation of a wake vortex upset model based on 
simultaneous measurements of wake velocities 
and probe-aircraft accelerations 
[NASA-TM-78561]	 p0302 1179-18960 
Holography and LDV techniques, their status and 
use in airfoil research
p0351 1179-19999 
A new two-dimensional oscillating wing apparatus 
for unsteady aerodynamics research 
p0352 1179-20004 
Overview of two-dimensional airfoil research at 
Ames Research Center
p0355 879-20033 
Prospects for computing airfoil aerodynamics 
with Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes codes 
p0356 879-20038 
Optimization of multi-element airfoils for 
maximum lift
p0357 1179-20044 
Application of numerical optimization to the 
design of advanced supercritical airfoils 
-	
p0357 1179-20049 
Computation of turbulent near wake for 
asymmetric airfoils 
[19ASA-TM-78581] 	 p0359 1179-20061 
Survey of helicopter control/display 
investigations for instrument decelerating 
approach 
[NASA-TM-78565]	 p0364 879-20111 
Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics for 
slenderbodies alone and with lifting surfaces 
to high angles of attack
p0414 879-22023 
High angle of incidence implications upon air 
intake design and location for supersonic 
cruise aircraft and highly maneuverable 
transonic aircraft
p0415 1179-22026 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 
large-scale VTOL lift-fan transport model 
(NASA-TM-78560]	 p0416 1179-22035 
Ames Research Center publications, 1977 
[NAS*-TM-78514]	 p0428 1179-22957 
Computer formulations of aircraft models for 
simulation studies 
(NASA-TP-1470)	 p0430 1179-23008 
A piloted simulator study on augmentation 
systems to improve helicopter flying qualities 
in terrain flight 
[NASA-TM-78511]	 p01437 1179-23098 
Aircraft engine nozzle 
[14ASA-CASE-ARC-10977-1]	 p01487 1119-23971 
A simplified rotor system mathematical model for 
piloted flight dynamics simulation 
[NASA-TM-18575]	 p0487 1179-23917 
Interference effects of aircraft components on 
the local blade angle of attack of a 
wing-mounted propeller 
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[NASA-TN-7e587]	 p0498 879-25021 
Fuel-conservative guidance system for 
powered-lift aircraft 
(NASA-TM-78595]	 p0537 879-26009 
Wind-tunnel investigation of highly maneuverable 
supersonic V/STOL fighter 
(NASA-TM-78599]	 p0537 879-26011 
Quiet propulsive lift for commuter airlines 
[NASA-TN-78596]	 p0539 879-26035 
Leading-edge slat optimization for maximum 
airfoil lift 
[NASA-TN-76566]	 p0547 879-27100 
An advanced cockpit instrumentation system: The 
coordinated cockpit display 
[NASA-TM-78559]	 p0551 N79-27136 
Aerodynamics of a tilt-nacelle V/STOL propulsion 
system 
(NASA-TM-78606]	 - p0551 N79-27138 
A comparison of the V/STOL handling qualities of 
the VAK-191B with the requirements of AGARD 
report 577 and MIL-F-03300 
[NASA-TP-1494]	 p0555 879-27182 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale 
sesispan model with a swept wing and an 
augmented let flap with hypermixing nozzles 
(NASA-TN-73236)	 p0590 879-29144 
Upper-surface modifications for c sub 1 max 
improvement of selected NASA 6-series airfoils 
[NASA-TN-78603]	 p06149 879-301143 
Flight experience with advanced ccntrcls and 
displays during piloted curved decelerating 
approaches in a powered-lift STOL aircraft 
p0660 879-30243 
The promise of multicyclic control 
(NASA-TN-78621]	 p0663 N79-31137 
Conference on Fire Resistant Materials: A 
compilation of presentations and papers
	 - 
•	 [NASA-CP-20914]	 p0666 879-31166 
Fire resistant aircraft seat program 
p0667 879-31176 
Cockpit displays of traffic information: 
Airline pilots opinions about content, 
•	
symbology, and format 
[NASA-TM-78601]
	
p0703 879-32185 
low-cost inertial navigation for moderate-g 
missions 
[NASA-TM-78611]	 p0706 4479-32205 
Release-rate calorimetry of multilayered 
materials for aircraft seats 
[NASA-T8-7859 44]	 p0708 879-32265 
Wind-tunnel investigation of a large-scale VIOL 
aircraft model with wing root and wing thrust 
a ugluent or S 
[NASA-TM-78589]	 1479-33167 
Autonomous navigation system 
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11257-1)	 p0713 879-33177 
A review of some head-up display formats 
(NASA-TP-1499)	 p0716 879-33201 
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for 
aircraft simulators 
[NASA-CASR-ARC-11158-1) 	 p0719 N79-33220 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 844GM 
I. DE!DEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF. 
Utilization of the wing-body aerodynamic 
analysis program 
[NASA-TN-72856]	 p0033 879-10020 
Flight-determined stability and control 
derivatives for the F-ill Tact research aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1350]	 p0038 B79-10068 
Free wing assembly for an aircraft 
(NASA-CIS!-FRC-10092-1] 	 p0090 879-12061 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and 
Static noise of a TP30 afterburning turbofan 
engine	 - 
(NASA-TP-1372]	 p0102 N79-13045 
Flight comparison of the transonic agility of 
the F-lilA airplane and the F-ill 
supercritical wing airplane 
[NASA-TP-1368]	 p0104 879-13056 
Digital fly-by-wire flight control validation 
experience 
[NASA-TM-72860]	 p0166 879-14109 
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics from 
dynamic flight test data
p0177 879-15075 
F-H active control
p0236 879-16870 
Highly maneuverable aircraft technology 
p0236 879-16871
Propulsion-flight control integration technology 
p0236 4479-16872 
An improved system for use in conducting wake 
investigation for a wing in flight 
[19ASA-CAsE-FRc-11024-1) 	 p0285 879-17797 
Stability and control derivative estimates 
obtained from flight data for the Beech 99 
aircraft 
[NASA-TM-72863]	 p0367 4479-20134 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure 
with similar materials 
[NASA-TN-72862]	 p0376 879-20989 
Tests of beaded and tubular structural panels 
p0387 W79-21436 
Important factors in the maximum likelihood 
analysis of flight test maneuvers 
[NASA-TP-1459]	 p01425 879-22113 
Effect of number of probes and their orientation 
on the calculation of several compressor face 
distortion descriptors 
(NASA-TM-72859)	 p0435 4479-23087 
Precision controllability of the F-iS airplane 
[19ASA-TM-72861)	 p0487 879-23979 
An annular wing 
[NASA-CAS!-FRc-11007-2] 	 p0492 879-24959 
A system for providing an integrated display of 
instantaneous information relative to aircraft 
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal 
situation 
(NASA-CAS!-FRC-11005-1] 	 p0495 879-24988 
Ground-based measurements of the wake vortex 
characteristics of a B-747 aircraft in various 
configurations 
(NASA-T!-80474]	 p0537 879-26016 
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust 
calculation technique using two prototype 44100 
turbofan engines in an altitude facility 
(NASA-TP-1482)	 p0542 879-26057 
Correlation of predicted and measured thermal 
stresses on an advanced aircraft structure 
with dissimilar materials 
(NASA-TN-12865)	 p0546 879-27088 
Performance evaluation method for dissimilar 
aircraft designs 
(NASA-RP-1042)	 p0649 1479-30139 
Similitude requirements and scaling 
relationships as applied to model testing 
(NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 879-30176 
Analysis of a lateral pilot-induced oscillation 
experienced on the first flight of the !F-16 
aircraft 
(NASA-TM-72867]
	 p0672 879-31220 
Flight determined lift and drag characteristics 
of an F-8 airplane modified with a 
supercritical wing with comparison to 
wind-tunnel results 
(NASA-IM-x-3250)	 p0712 879-33159 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF. 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content 
effects on 44-15 inlet instantaneous distortion 
[AIRA PAPER 79-01014] 	 p0141 A79-19533 
Experimental investigation of the buckling 
characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a 
hypersonic aircraft - Including comparisons 
with finite element and classical analyses 
[ASME PAPER 78-WA/A!RO-3]	 p0148 A79-19717 
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparisons 
of the inlet/airframe interaction of the 44-15 
airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0102]
	 p0200 A79-23513 
Elevated-temperature effects on strain gages on 
the TF-12A wing
p0259 A79-26400 
Applications of Laplace transform methods to 
airfoil motion and stability calculations 
(NINA 79-0772]	 p0324 A79-29050 
Measurements and predictions of flyover and 
static noise of an afterburning turbofan 
engine inam F-ill airplane 	 - 
(AIAA 79-7018]	 p0328 A79-29391 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows 
of the 44-15 
(AIAA 79-16493	 p0567 A79-45325 
Flight test experience with an adaptive control 
system using a maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation technique 
(AIAA 79-1702)	 p0570 A79-145357 
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	 RATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. CONTD 
Flight control systems development of highly 
maneuverable aircraft technology /HiNAT/ vehicle 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1789] 	 p0605 A79-47878 
Considerations in the analysis of flight test 
maneuvers
p0645 A79-50433 
A simplified gross thrust computing technique 
for an afterburning turbofan engine 
p0646 A79-50440 
Effect of sampling rate and record length on the 
determinaticn of stability and control 
derivatives 
[NASA-TN-72858]	 p0095 N79-12096 
Comparison of calculated and 
altitude-facility-measured thrust and airflow 
of two prototype P100 turbofan engines 
[NASA-TP-1373]	 p0102 N79-13044 
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe
transverses of a wing wake at low speeds 
p0352 1479-20000 
In-flight three-dimensicnal boundary layer and 
wake measurements frcm a swept supercritical 
wing
p0352 179-20002 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
GODDARD SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, ND. 
Wind estimates from cloud motions: Result of an 
in situ aircraft verification experiment 
p0374 1479-20616 
NATIONAL AERCHAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEE. 
Non-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft 
and spacecraft applications 
[lAP PAPER 79-204]	 p0691 A79-53355 
The 737 aircraft flammability testing 
pOOH? 4179-12030 
Surface finishing 
[NASA-cASP-MSC-12631'3]	 p0385 1479-21183 
Hydrazine monopropellant reciprocating engine 
development
p0427 1479-22540 
Analytical modeling of the dynamics of brushless 
dc motors for aerospace applications: A 
conceptual framework 
[NASA-TN-80445] 	 p0502 1479-25310 
Airport flammability, full scale fire tests 
p0666 N79-31167 
Seat test program
p0666 4479-31168 
Status of candidate materials for full-scale 
tests in the 737 fuselage
p0666 N79-31170 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. JOHN 
F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, CcCOA BEACH, FLA. 
Ground winds for Kennedy Space center, Florida, 
1979 revision 
[NASA-TN-78229]	 p0504 1479-25662 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, EANETON, 'VA. 
Operational benefits frcm the Terminal 
Configured Vehicle
p0004 A79-10390 
Recent theoretical developments and experimental 
studies pertinent to vortex flow aerodynamics 
- With a view towards design
pOOl? A79-11549 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
p0025 A79-12396 
'Comparative study of the convergence rates of 
two numerical techniques
p0060 A79-13989 
Alternate aircraft fuels prospects and 
operational implicaticns 
•	 p0063 A79-14138 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight ccntrol systems 
p0070 A79-14978 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 A79-15085 
A new approach to helicopter rotor blade 
research instrumentation
po113 A79-17583 
Rotor-airfoil flight investigation - Preliminary 
results	 - 
[ABS 78-05] p0119 A79-18132 
Rotor Systems Research Aircraft /RSBA/ Emergency 
Escape System 
(ABS 78-12)	 p0120 A79-18138
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
[ABS 78-42)	 p0123 A79-18165 
Design study results of a supersonic cruise 
fighter wing 
[AIRA PAPER 79-0062]	 p0139 A79-19512 
A similarity rule for compressibility and 
sidewall-boundary-layer effects in 
two-dimensional wind tunnels 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0108]	 p0141 A79-19535 
A numerical study of jet entrainment effects on 
the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0135]	 p0142 A79-19554 
High speed interference heating loads and 
pressure distributions resulting from devon 
deflections 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0145]	 p0142 179-19562 
Comparison of two flow surveys above stalled wings 
(AIAA PAPER 79-01471	 p0143 A79-19564 
The supersonic triplet - A new aerodynamic panel 
singularity with directional properties 
rAIlA PAPER 79-0273]	 p0144 A79-19636 
Comments on a proposed standard wind hazard 
environment and its use in real-time aircraft 
simulations 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0324]	 p0145 179-19667 
Critical considerations for wind-tunnel testing 
PISTOL aircraft models 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0332]	 p0145 179-19671 
Transition aerodynamics for close-coupled 
wing-canard configuration 
[AAA PAPER 79-0336]	 p0145 179-19673 
Critical influence of finite rate chemistry and 
unmixedness on ignition and combustion of 
supersonic 432-air streams 
[lIAR PAPER 79-0355]	 p0146 179-19686 
A model of transverse fuel injection applied to 
the computation of supersonic combustor flow 
tRIAl PAPER 79-0359)	 p0147 A79-19688 
Numerical comparisons of panel methods at 
subsonic and supersonic speeds 
(AIAA PAPER 79-040(4]	 p0148 A79-19713 
Recent advances in convectively cooled engine 
and airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
p0153 A79-20087 
Development of noise and vibration ride comfort 
criteria 
-	 p01941 179-22921 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisyminetric 
nozzles installed on the F-18 aircraft 
[1111 PAPER 79-0101)	 p0201 179-23532 
A shock capturing application of the finite 
element method
p0247 A79-24771 
Flying NASA's Terminal Configured Vehicle 
against the Microwave Landing System 
p0260 179-26534 
A comparison of linear acoustic theory with 
experimental noise data for a small-scale 
hovering rotor 
(1111 PAPER 79-0608] 	 p0261 A79-26876 
On sound radiation from the trailing edge of an 
isolated airfoil in a uniform flow 
(lIlA PAPER 79-0603] 	 p0268 179-26907 
An experimental study of USE flap noise 
reduction through mean flow modification 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0607]	 p0268 179-26908 
Airframe noise measurements on a small-scale 
model of a supersonic transport concept in an 
anechoic flow facility 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0666)	 p0270 A79-26920 
Some effects of applying sonic boom minimization 
to supersonic cruise aircraft design 
[lIAR PAPER 79-0652] 	 p0270 A79-26927 
Characteristics of propeller noise on an 
aircraft fuselage related to interior noise 
transmission 
[1111 PAPER 79-06(46) 	 p0271 179-26932 
Advanced supersonic technology and its 
implications for the future 
[lIlA 79-0694]	 p0276 A79-27359 
Wind-tunnel studies of the effects of simulated 
damage on the aerodynamic characteristics of 
airplanes and missiles
p0278 179-27424 
Accuracy of an approximate static structural 
analysis technique based on stiffness matrix 
eigenmodes 
(lilA 79-0748]	 p0282 179-28263 
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Stress-intensity factors for a wide range of 
semi-elliptical surface cracks in 
finite-thickness plates
p0316 A79-28890 
Capabilities and applications of a computer 
program system for dynamic loads analyses of 
flexible airplanes with active controls 
/DYLOPL!X/ 
(AAA 79-07431	 p0320 179-29015 
NASA/FAA general aviaticn crash dynamics program 
- A status report 
(lilA 79-07801	 p0321 179-29024 
Decoupler pylon - A simple, effective wing/store 
flutter suppressor 
[1111 79-0791)	 p0322 179-29035 
Research needs in aerospace structural dynamics 
(AIAA 79-0826] p0323 A79-29042 
Initial wind tunnel tests at Mach 4 and 7 of a 
hydrogen-burning, airframe-integrated scramjet 
(lilA 79-7045]	 p0330 179-29413 
Operation and evaluation of the terminal 
configured vehicle mission simulator in an 
automated terminal area metering and spacing 
ATC environment
p0335 179-29899 
Verification and validation of the NASA Terminal 
Configured Vehicle's /TCV/ Wind Analysis 
program using real-tine digital simulation 
p0336 179-29900 
Advanced air transport concepts
p0344 179-31121 
Helicopter emergency escape
p0403 179-33626 
Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift systems 
studies 
(AIAA 79-0842)	 p0404 A79-33829 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphibian 
aircraft 
[lilA 79-0849]	 p04O5 179-33832 
Technology requirements and readiness fcr very 
large vehicles 
[AIAA 79-0851]	 p0405 179-33834 
Spin flight research summary 
[SI! PAPER 790565] p0452 A79-36706 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
(SAE PAPER 790588) 	 p0854 179-36722 
NASA general aviation crashworthiness seat 
development 
[SAE PAPER 790591]	 p0454 179-36725 
Full-scale wind-tunnel investigation of an Ayres 
52R-800 Thrush Agricultural Airplane 
[SA! PAPER 790618]	 p0457 179-36746 
An experimental study of propeller-induced 
structural vibration and interior noise 
(SAE PAPER 7906251	 p0458 179-36753 
Control considerations for CCV fighters at high 
angles of attack
p0461 179-37295 
A unique facility for V/STCL aircraft hover 
testing
p0461 A79-37296 
Autoignition of hydrogen injected transverse to 
a supersonic airstream 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1239]
	 p0475 A79-39818 
Performance characteristics of a wedge nozzle 
installed on an F-18 propulsion wind tunnel 
model 
(1111 PAPER 79-1164]	 p0511 179-41174 
Fabrication research for supersonic cruise 
aircraft
p052S A79-43243 
Effects of boron and glass hybrid 
epoxy-composites on graphite-fiber release in 
an aircraft fire
pO531 179-43272 
Vector processor algorithms for transonic flow 
calculaticns 
(AXAA 79-1457]	 p0565 179-45273 
Application of two synthesis methods for active 
flutter suppression on an aeroelastic wind 
tunnel model 
[1111 79-1633]	 -	 p0566 179-45314 
Effects of spanwise blowing on two fighter 
airplane configurations 
(AIAA 79-1663)	 p0568 179-45330 
Decoupled longitudinal controls for shear 
penetration in the terminal area environment 
(AIAA 79-1678]	 p0568 A79-45341
Plight test of a VTOL digital autoland system 
along complex trajectories 
[AZAA 79-1703]	 p0570 A79-45358 
Preliminary study of pilot lateral control of 
two light airplanes near the stall 
(lilA 79-1775]	 p0572 A79-45403 
Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
	 -
p0574 A79-46238 
Numerical investigation of the perpendicular 
injector flow field in a hydrogen fueled 
scram jet 
[1111 PAPER 79-1482]
	 p0574 179-46686 
Application of stability theory to laminar flow 
control 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1493]	 p0574 A79-46691 
A careful numerical study of flowfields about 
external conical corners. I - Symmetric 
configurations 
(1111 PAPER 79-1511]	 p0575 A79-46701 
Evaluation cf flow quality in two NASA transonic 
wind tunnels 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1532]
	 p0576 179-46714 
Experiments of shock associated noise of 
supersonic jets 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1526]	 p0602 A79-47341 
The effects of configuration changes on spin and 
recovery characteristics of a low-wing general 
aviation research airplane 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1786]	 p0604 179-47876 
Some results from the use of a control 
augmentation system to study the developed 
spin of a light plane 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1790]	 p0605 A79-47879 
Some flight data extraction techniques used on a 
general aviation spin research aircraft 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1802)
	 p0606 179-47887 
The nonaxisymmetnic nozzle - It is for real 
(hAl PAPER 79-1810]	 p0607 A79-47893 
Historical development of worldwide supersonic 
aircraft 
[AIAA PAPER 79-18151 p0607 179-47895 
Exploratory study of the influence of wing 
leading-edge modifications on the spin 
characteristics of a low-wing single-engine 
general aviation airplane 
[1111 PAPER 79-1837]	 p0608 179-47908 
The aerial relay system - An energy-efficient 
solution to the airport congestion problem 
[lIlA PAPER 79-1865]	 p0610 179-47921 
High-perforsance wings with significant 
leading-edge thrust at supersonic speeds 
(kIll PAPER 79-1871)
	 p0610 A79-47924 
Nonlinear decoupled control synthesis for 
maneuvering aircraft
p0611 A79-47959 
A multiple objective optimization approach to 
aircraft control systems design
p0612 A79-47962 
Experimental measurements of the rotating 
frequencies and mode shapes of a full scale 
helicopter rotor in a vacuum and correlations 
with calculated results 
CARS 79-18]	 p0628 119-49071 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 179-49343 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test 
facility
p0635 179-49344 
Characterization of a swept-strut hydrogen 
fuel-injector for scramjet applications 
p0635 179-49345 
A real-time simulation facility for advanced 
digital guidance and control system research 
p0679 A79-51090 
Advanced crew station concepts, displays, and 
input/output technology for civil aircraft of 
the future
p0679 179-51091 
An evaluation of some display parameters for an 
advanced landing display
p0679 179-51092 
Test technique development in interference free 
testing, flow visualization, and remote 
control model technology at Langley's Unitary 
Plan wind tunnel
p0679 179-51093 
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Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft 
p06eC 179-51100 
Combustor modelling for scramjet engines 
p0689 A79-52675 
NASA/FAA general aviation crash dynamics program 
- An update
p0689 879-52694 
Synthesis of aircraft structures using 
integrated design and analysis methods 
p0040 879-10454 
Helicopter Acoustics, Fart 2 
[NASA-CP-2052-P1-2]	 p0040 879-10843 
The effect of operaticns cn the ground noise 
footprints associated with a large 
multibladed, nonbanging helicopter 
p0040 879-10851 
Trends in Langley helicopter noise research 
p0042 879-10863 
Single pilot IFR operating problems determined 
from accidental data analysis 
(RASA-TM-78773]	 p0044 879-11013 
Description and preliminary studies of a 
computer drawn instrument landing approach 
display 
[NASA-TM-76771]	 pOOlIS 879-11039 
SPIHEQ: A program for determining aircraft 
equilibrium spin characteristics including 
stability 
(NASA-TM-78759]	 p0048 879-11074 
Reproducibility of structural strength and 
stiffness for graphite-epoxy aircraft spoilers 
[NASA-TN-78723]	 pCC97 879-12156 
Effects of thickness on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an initial low-speed family 
of airfoils for general aviation applications 
[NASA-T1l-1-72843]	 p0098 879-13000 
Effects of wing leading-edge flap deflections on 
subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing-fuselage 
configuration with a 44 deg swept wing 
(NASA-TP-1351]	 pCC9S 879-13002 
Description and preliminary calibration results 
for the Langley hypersonic CP4 tunnel 
[NASA-TM-78800]	 p0105 879-13061 
Initial results of a porous plug nozzle for 
supersonic jet noise suppression 
(NASA-TM-78802)	 p0108 879-13820 
A theoretical investigaticn of noise reduction 
through the cylindrical fuselage of a 
twin-engine, propeller-driven aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1325]	 p0108 879-13821 
Effect of an alternate winglet cm the pressure 
and spanwise load distributions of a first 
generation jet ttaflsFort wing 
(NASA-TM-78786]	 p0157 879-14012 
Effect of canard vertical location, size, and 
deflection on canard-wing interference at 
subsonic speeds 
[NASA-TN-78790]	 p0157 879-14013 
Initial feasibility study of a microwave-powered 
sailplane as a high-altitude observation 
platform 
[NASA-TN-78809]	 p0157 879-14015 
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
16-percent-thick variable-geometry airfoil 
designed for general aviation applications 
[NASA-TP-1324]	 p0157 879-14018 
A laser velocimeter flow survey above a stalled 
wing 
[NASA-TP-1266)	 p0157 879-14019 
Theoretical evaluation of high-speed 
aerodynamics for arrow-wing configurations 
[NASA-TP-1358]	 p0158 879-14023 
Aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic 
cruise airplane configuration at Each numbers 
of 2.30, 2.96, and 3.30 
[NASA-TN-78792)	 pOiSE 879-14025 
Structural concepts and experimental 
considerations for a versatile high-speed 
research airplane 
[RASA-TM-78743]
	
p0162 879-14080 
Improvements to the FATCLA computer program 
including nosewbeel steering: Supplemental 
instruction manual 
[NASA-TM-78768]
	
p0162 879-14081 
Development and validation of a piloted 
simulation of a helicopter and external sling 
load 
[NASA-TP-1285]	 p0162 879-14083
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. CONED 
Vortex-lift roll-control device 
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2] 	 p0166 879-14108 
Theoretical study of the effect of wind velocity 
gradients on longitudinal stability and 
control in climbing and level flight 
(NASA-TP-1332)	 p0166 879-14110 
Locking redundant link 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11900-1)	 p0168 879-14382 
The Look-point Aircraft Coordinate Estimator 
(LACE) and potential applications 
[NASA-TN-78806]	 p0173 879-15044 
Compensating linkage for main rotor control 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-11797-1)	 p0175 879-15051 
Results of piloted simulator studies of fighter 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0179 1179-15093 
A study of canard-wing interference using 
experimental pressure data at transonic speeds 
[NASA-TP-1355]	 p0215 879-15902 
A theoretical investigation of forebody shapes 
designed for natural laminar boundary-layer flow 
(NASA-TP-1375]	 p0215 879-15903 
Aerodynamic characteristics at high angles of 
attack
p0216 879-15917 
Experimental investigation of effects of blade 
tip geometry on loads and performance for an 
articulated rotor system 
(NASA-TP-1303]	 p0218 1179-15938 
General aviation energy-conservation research 
programs
p0221 879-15963 
Engine requirements for future general aviation 
aircraft
pO221 879-15968 
Design and analysis of an active jet control 
system for helicopter sling loads 
[NASA-TP-1397]	 p0221 879-15910 
Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter 
departure/spin susceptibility
p0225 879-15999 
Fluctuating loads measured on an over-the-wing 
supersonic jet model 
[14ASA-TP-1366) 	 p0226 1179-16641 
Measurements of acoustic sources in motion 
(NASA-TE-78819)	 p0227 879-16649 
A new boundary-layer interaction techniques for 
separated flows 
[NASA-TM-78690]	 p0228 879-16802 
Effects of spanvise blowing on the surface 
pressure distribution and vortex-lift 
characteristics of a trapezoidal wing-strake 
configuration 
[NASA-TP-1290]	 p0228 879-16803 
The design of supercritical wings by the use of 
three-dimensional transonic theory 
(14ASA-TP-1400]	 p0228 879-16804 
Detection of the transitional layer between 
laminar and turbulent flow areas on a wing - 
surface 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12261-1]	 p0228 879-16805 
An analytical technique for predicting the 
characteristics of a flexible wing equipped 
with an active flutter-suppression system and 
comparison with wind-tunnel data 
[NASA-TP-1367)	 p0242 879-11264 
A modification to linearized theory for 
prediction of pressure loadings on lifting 
surfaces at high supersonic Mach numbers and 
large angles of attack 
19ASA-TP-1406)	 p0286 879-17806 
Stability and control characteristics of a 
inonoplanar elliptic missile model at Mach 
numbers from 1.60 to 2.86 
(NASA-TP-1352)	 p0287 879-11808 
An experimental wind-tunnel investigation of a 
ram-air-spoiler roll-control device on a 
forward-control missile at supersonic speeds 
(NASA-TP-1353)	 p0287 1179-17809 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
[NASA-CAS!-LAR-12326-1]	 p0287 879-17813 
Algorithms and logic for incorporating MLS back 
azimuth information into the NASA TCV 3-737 
airplane area navigation system 
(NASA-TM-80039]	 p0291 879-17843 
Effects of laminar flow control on the 
performance of a large span-distributed-load 
flying-wing cargo airplane concept 
(NASA-TM-78715)	 p0292 1179-17851 
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LEO instrument approach instruction display 	 - Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
(NASA-TN78823]	 p0292 879-17854 Plight, part 1 
Pressure and heat-transfer distributions in a [NASA-CP-2065-PT-1)	 p0385 879-21422 
simulated wing-elevon cove with variable Hypersonic structures:	 An aerodynacuicist's 
leakage at a free-stream Each number of 6.9 perspective, or one man's dream is another 
(NASA-TN-74095)	 p0297 879-18284 man's nightmare 
Apparatus for measuring an aircraft's speed and p0385 879-21423 
height Airframe-integrated propulsion system for 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12275-1) 	 p0296 879-18296 hypersonic cruise vehicles 
Appiicaticns of diffraction theory to p0385 879-21424 
aeroacoustics Recent advances in convectively cooled engine 
[NASA-TN-80053]	 p0299 879-18686 and airframe structures for hypersonic flight 
Variability of annoyance response due to p0386 879-21425 
aircraft noise Thermostructural analysis of a scracujet 
(NASA-TP-1335]	 p0299 879-18687 fuel-injection strut 
Plying NASA's terminal configured vehicle p0386 879-21427 
against the microwave landing system Radiative, actively cooled panel tests results 
p0300 879-18894 p0387 879-21434 
Transonic assessment of two-dimensional wind Recent Advances in Structures for Hypersonic 
tunnel wall interference using measured wall Plight, part 2 
pressures (NASA-CP-2065-PT-2)	 p0387 879-21435 
p0351 879-19991 Tests of beaded and tubular structural panels 
Analytical design of a contoured wind-tunnel p0387 879-21436 
liner for supercritical testing Preliminary noise tradeoff study of a Each 2.7 
p0351 879-19993 cruise aircraft 
Application of the laser velocimeter to airfoil [NASA-TE-78732]	 p0388 879-21868 
research Noise and performance calibration study of a 
p0351 879-19997 Each 2.2 supersonic cruise aircraft 
Some calculations of transonic potential flcw [NASA-TM-80043]	 p0388 879-21869 
for the NACA 64A006 airfoil with oscillating Experimental investigation of three helicopter 
flap rotor airfoils designed analytically 
p0352 879-20005 [ NASA-TP-1396] 	 p0816 879-22037 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Research, volume 1, Low-speed wind-tunnel parametric investigation 
part 1 of flight spoilers as 
(NASA-CP-2045-VOL-1-c7-1) 	 p0355 879-20030 trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
Langley airfcil-researcb program transport aircraft model 
p0355 879-20032 (NASA-'1P-1419) 	 p0416 879-22038 
Low speed airfoil design and analysis Surface pressure data for a supersonic-cruise 
p0355 879-20036 airplane configuration at Each numbers of 
Langley's two-dimensional research facilities: 2.30,	 2.96,	 3.30 
Capabilities and plans (NASA-TN-80061)	 •p0817 879-22051 
p0356 879-20055 Demand for large freighter aircraft as projected 
A new airfoil research capability by the NASA cargo/logistics airlift system 
p0356 879-20057 studies 
Design and calibration of slotted walls for [14ASA-TN-80074]	 p0417 879-22061 
transonic airfoil wind tunnels -	 Performance estimation for a highly loaded 
p0356 879-20058 eight-blade propeller combined with an 
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics at Each advanced technology turboshaft engine 
numbers from 0.60 to 2.70 of two supersonic [NASA-TM-80075]	 p0423 879-22101 
cruise fighter configurations Carbon fibers and composites 
[NASA-TE-78764]	 p0359 879-20062 p0426 879-22199 
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic Source of released carbon fibers 
characteristics for a systematic series of p0426 879-22200 
strake-wing configurations End-to-end testing 
[NASA-TE-78642]	 p0359 879-20063 p0826 879-22208 
Determination of stability and control Carbon Fiber Risk Analysis: 	 Conclusions 
parameters of a light airplane from flight p0826 879-22209 
data using two estimation methods Evaluation applied to reliability analysis of 
[NASA-TP-1306)	 p0360 879-20071 reconfigurable, highly reliable, 
Simulation study to evaluate a fault-tolerant, computing systems 
constant-groundspeed approach method in (NASA-TH-80090)	 p0428 879-22783 
moderate and severe wind shears A correlation of mixing noise from coannular 
[NASA-TM-80060] 	 p0362 879-20089 jets with inverted flow profiles 
Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control (NASA-TP-1301]	 p0428 879-22849 
glove flight conceptual design study Flight investigation of piloting techniques and 
(NASA-TN-80054) 	 p0363 879-20100 crosswind limitations using a research type 
Effects of a military cargo pod and tail fins on crosswind landing gear 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a large [NASA-TP-1423] 	 p0430 879-23012 
wide-body transport model Aerodynamic characteristics at Each numbers of 
(NASA-TE-80052] 	 p0363 879-20101 1.5,	 1.8, and 2.0 of a blended wing-body 
A pitch attitude stabilization system utilizing configuration with and without integral canards 
engine pressure ratio feedback signals [NASA-TP-1427)	 p0830 879-23013 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12562-1j	 p0367 879-20135 Comparison of electromechanical and 
A velocity vector control system augmented with cathode-ray-tube display mediums for an 
direct lift control instrument approach display 
(NASA-CASE-LAR-12268-1) 	 p0367 879-20136 (NASA-TE-80069)	 p0434 879-23080 
Pressure and thermal distributions on wings and Miniature flow-direction and airspeed sensor for 
adjacent surfaces induced by elevon airplanes and radio controlled models in spin 
deflections at Mach 6 studies 
[RASA-TP-1356]	 p0370 879-20344 [NASA-TP-1467]	 p0435 879-23081 
Effects of duration and other noise Filtering technique based on high-frequency 
characteristics on the annoyance caused by plant modeling for high-gain control 
aircraft-flyover noise [NASA-CAS!-LAR-12215-1]	 p0437 879-23097 
(NASA-TP-1386]	 p0375 879-20832 Physical and subjective studies of aircraft 
Wind tunnel interior noise and vibration 
[NASACASELAN101351]	 p0384 879-21083 [NASA-TM-80084]	 p0445 879-23754 
Wind tunnel real-time data acquisition system Characteristics of the advanced supersonic 
(NASA-TM-80081]	 p0385 879-21097 technology AST-105-1 configured for 
transpacific range with Pratt and Whitney
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aircraft variable stream control engines 
(NASA-TN-78818) 	 p0479 879-23888 
The science and technology of low speed and 
notorless flight, part I 
(NASA-CP-2085-PT-1)	 p0479 979-23889 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of 
plastic coating cn the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-ccsstruction sailplane airfoil 
p0479 979-23891 
The application of microprocessor technology to 
in-flight computation
p048C 979-23902 
Statistical comparisons of aircraft flyover 
noise adjustment procedures for different 
weather conditions 
(NASA-TP-1430)	 p0491 979-24773 
Status of knowledge of sonic booms 
[NASA-TN-80113]	 p0491 979-24955 
A vector-continuous loading concept for 
aerodynamic panel methods 
(NASA-TM-80104]	 p0492 979-24956 
Helicopter rotor airfoil 
[NASA-cAs!-LAR-1239€-1]	 p0492 979-24958 
Low-speed wind tunnel results for a modified 
13-percent-thick airfcil 
[NASA-TM-1-74018]	 p0492 979-24960 
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of wing fins 
as trailing-vortex-alleviation devices on a 
transport airplane model 
(NASA-TP-1453)	 p0492 979-24961 
A cooling system for an aircraft having a cruise 
range from Mach 2 to Mach 8 
[NASA-cASE-LAR-12406-1] 	 p0494 879-24980 
Capturing and tracking performance of the 
horizontal guidance and control systems of the 
terminal configured vehicle 
[NASA-TN-80068]	 p0499 979-25034 
An experimental investigation of the effect of 
rotor tip shape on helicopter blade-slap noise 
[NASA-TN-80066]	 p0504 879-25844 
Fuselage surface pressure measurements of a 
helicopter wind-tunnel model with 4 3.15-meter 
diameter single rotor 
(NASA-TN-80051]	 p0537 979-26015 
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on 
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration 
(NASA-Tr-1434]	 p0538 979-26020 
Effect of several geometric parameters on the 
static internal performance of three	 - 
nonaxisynmetric nozzle ccncepts 
(NASA-TP-1468]	 p0538 979-26022-
Effect of nose bluntness and afterbody shape on 
aerodynamic characteristics of a monoplanar 
missile concept with bcdies of circular and 
elliptical cross sections at a Mach number of 
2.50 
(NASA-TN-60055)	 p0538 979-26023 
A simulation investigation of cockpit display of 
aircraft traffic during curved, descending, 
decelerating approaches 
[NASA-TN-80098 J
	
p0542 979-26052 
Full-scale aircraft simulation with cryogenic 
tunnels and status of the National Transonic 
Facility 
[NASA-TN-80085]	 p0543 979-26064 
Trends in reliability modeling technology for 
fault tolerant systems 
[NASA-TN-80089)	 p0544 879-26810 
An evaluation of linear acoustic theory for a 
hovering rotor 
[BASA-TM-80059]	 p0544 879-26881 
A study of course deviations during 
cross-country soaring
p0545 979-27072 
Treatment of the control mechanisms of light 
airplanes in the flutter clearance process 
p0545 879-27078 
Technology requirements and readiness for very 
large vehicles 
[NASA-TM-80127]	 p054f 879-27086 
Influence of optimized leading-edge deflection 
and geometric anhedral on the low-speed 
aerodynamic characteristics of a 
low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing 
configuration 
(NASA-TM-80083]	 p0547 979-27095
An exploratory study of a finite difference 
method for calculating unsteady transonic 
potential flow 
(NASA-TM-80105)	 p0547 879-27096 
A flight investigation of basic performance 
characteristics of a teetering-rotor attack 
helicopter 
[NASA-TN-80112]	 p0547 879-27097 
An exploratory investigation of the effect of a 
plastic coating on the profile drag of a 
practical-metal-construction sailplane airfoil 
[NASA-TM-80092]	 p0547 879-27098 
Pressure distributions on three different 
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a 
wingless missile at mach 1.60. 2.36, and 3.70 
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail 
(NASA-TM-80097-VOL-1) 	 p0547 879-27099 
Meteorological and operational aspects of 46 
clear air turbulent sampling missions with an 
instrumented B-578 aircraft. Volume 2, 
appendix C; Turbulence missions 
[NASA-TM-80045]	 p0558 879-27772 
An experimental study of sound radiation from 
hyperbolcidal inlet ducts 
(NASA-TM-80109]	 p0558 979-27931 
On the attenuation of sound by 
three-dimensionally segmented acoustic liners 
in a rectangular duct 
[NASA-TN-80118]	 p0558 879-27932 
The effect of canard relative size and vertical 
location on the subsonic longitudinal and 
lateral-directional static aerodynamic 
characteristics for a model with a swept 
forward wing 
(NASA-TM-78739]	 p0580 879-28138 
Potential applications of advanced aircraft in 
developing countries 
[NASA-TN-80133]	 p0581 879-28158 
A method for obtaining practical 
flutter-suppression centrol laws using results 
of optimal control theory 
[RASA-TP-1471]	 p0588 879-28614 
Effects of road traffic background noise on 
judgments of individual airplane noises 
[NASA-TP-1433)	 p0588 879-28796 
Jet noise and performance comparison study of a 
Mach 2.55 supersonic cruise aircraft 
(NASA-TN-80094)	 p0589 879-28982 
A computer program for detailed analysis of the 
takeoff and approach performance capabilities 
of transport category aircraft 
(NASA-Tfl-80120)	 p0589 979-29141 
An experimental and theoretical investigation of 
the effect of nonsetric over-the-wing nacelles 
on wing-body aerodynamics 
(NASA-TP-1503]	 p0590 879-29146 
Friction and wear characteristics of wire-brush 
skids 
[NASA-TP-1495]	 p0592 879-29171 
Description of the VTOL Approach and Landing 
Technology (WALT) CH-47 research system 
(NASA-TP-1436]	 p0595 979-29195 
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover 
testing 
(NASA-TP-1473)	 p0595 879-29199 
Flow visualization studies of a general research 
fighter model employing a strake-wing concept 
at subsonic speeds 
(EASA-T9-80057]	 p0649 979-30147 
Radio-controlled model design and testing 
techniques for stall/spin evaluation of 
general-aviation aircraft 
[NASA-T!-80510] 	 p0651 979-30173 
Similitude requirements and scaling 
relationships as applied to model testing 
[NASA-TP-1435]	 p0652 879-30176 
Design and testing of a redundant skewed 
inertial sensor complex for integrated 
navigation and flight control
p0655 979-30202 
Fatigue and fracture
p0661 879-30315 
Mechanical and thernophysical properties of 
graphite/polyimide composite materials 
p0661 879-30317 
Powered low-aspect-ratio Wing In Ground effect 
(WIG) aerodynamic characteristics 
[NASA-TM-78793]	 p0663 879-31141 
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Wind-tunnel investigation of an armed mini NASA thermal barrier coatings - Summary and update 
remotely piloted vehicle p0189 179-21295 
(NASA-TM-80132] 	 p0664 879-31151 The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test 
Plight performance of the TCV 8-737 airplane at rig 
Kennedy Airport using TBSB/RLS guidance p0190 179-21296 
[NAsA-TM-80148]	 p0667 879-31186 Filtration effects on ball bearing life and 
Conceptual study of a turbojet/ranjet inlet condition in a contaminated lubricant 
(NASA-TN-80141] 	 p0671 879-31215 [ASME PAPER 78-LUB-34]
	 p0199 A79-23246 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of Effect of lip and centerbody geometry on 
ground-induced effects for a low-aspect-ratio aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
highly swept arrow-wing configuration tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
[NASA-TP-1508]	 p0672 879-31223 [AIAA PAPER 79-0381]
	 p0199 A79-23509 
Seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
cues to aircraft simulator pilot [AIRA PAPER 79-0380]	 p0200 A79-23510 
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12149-2] 	 p0673 879-31228 Effect of forward velocity and crosswind on the 
Effect of outboard vertical-fin position and reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
orientation on the low-speed aerodynamic fan engine 
performance of highly swept wings [AIAA PAPER 79-0105] 	 p0200 A79-23512 
(NASA-TM-80142)	 p0701 879-32158 Lean combustion limits of a confined 
Review of design and operational characteristics premixed-prevaporized propane jet 
of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel (AIAA PAPER 79-0538]
	 p0253 A79-25856 
(NASA-TM-80123]	 p0701 879-32159 NASA research on general aviation power plants 
Comparison of alternate fuels for aircraft [1111 PAPER 79-0561]	 p0254 179-25870 
[NASA-TM-80155) 	 p0711 879-32637 Prop-fan propulsion - Its Status and potential 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a [SAE PAPER 780995]	 p0255 179-25880 
vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at An in-place recalibration technique to extend 
subsonic speeds the temperature capability of 
[NASA-TF-1533]	 p0712 879-33164 capacitance-sensing, rotor-blade-tip-clearance 
Comparative analysis of P1-31-350 Chieftain measurement systems 
(N44LV)	 accident and NASA crash test data [SAE PAPER 781003] 	 p0256 A79-25885 
[NASA-TN-80102]	 p0713 879-33172 Evaluation of the application of some gas 
Effect of image tilt of a virtual image display chromatographic methods for the determination 
on simulated transport touchdown performance of properties of synthetic fuels 
(NASATP-1520]	 p0715 879-33189 p0258 179-25917 
Fixed-base simulation study of decoupled Effect of a chromium-containing fuel additive on 
longitudinal controls during approach and hot corrosion 
landing of a medium jet transport in the p0261 A79-26546 
presence of wind shear Measured and predicted noise of the 
(NASA-TP-1519]	 p0718 879-33218 AVCO-Lycoming !F-102 turbofan engine 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. [AIAR PAPER 79-0641]	 p0267 A79-26877 
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO. Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber 
Wide range operation of advanced low 801 acoustic inlet treatment 
aircraft gas turbine combustors [AIAA PAPER 79-0600]	 p0267 A79-26881 
(ASME PAPER 78-GT-128]	 p0009 A79-10792 Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan 
Alternative aircraft fuels tone noise calculated using a 3-B theory 
p0012 A79-1.0824 [AIAA PAPER 79-0577]	 p0269 A79-26911 
The solid state remote power controller - Its Evaluation of two inflow control devices for 
status, use and perspective flight simulation of fan noise using a 3715D 
p0012 179-10896 engine 
Characteristics and combustion of future (AIAA PAPER 79-0654] 	 p0270 179-26926 
hydrocarbon fuels Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
p0018 179-11599 tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D 
Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft engine 
engines and fuel systems [AIRA PAPER 79-0581]	 p0272 A79-269144 
p0018 179-11600 Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and 
Alternative aviation turbine fuels inside cabins of two 5-747 airliners and a 
p0024 179-12378 Gates Learjet business jet 
Supersonic unstalled flutter p0278 A79-27571 
p0027 A79-12599 Experimental study of coaxial nozzle exhaust noise 
Correlation of combustor acoustic power levels [lIlA PAPER 79-0631] 	 p0317 179-28963 
inferred from internal fluctuating pressure Investigation of wing shielding effects on CTOL 
measurements engine noise 
p0068 A79-14796 [AIAA PAPER 79-0669] 	 p0318 179-28970 
Predicted inlet gas temperatures for tungsten Evaluation of MOSTAS computer code for 
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades predicting dynamic loads in two-bladed wind 
p0111 179-17029 turbines 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the [AIAA 79-0733]	 p0319 A79-29007 
determination of cascade shock losses Effect of broadened-specification fuels on 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0042] 	 p0138 A79-19495 aircraft engines and fuel systems 
An efficient user-oriented method for [AIAA 79-70081	 p0327 179-29383 
calculating compressible flow about Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
three-dimensional inlets turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0081]	 p0141 A79-19524 results 
Reynolds number, scale and frequency content (AIAA 79-70113	 p0328 179-29386 
effects on F-iS inlet instantaneous distortion Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCrA1! - A first 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0104] 	 p0141 179-19533 generatior composite turbine blade materiel 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flcw field p0337 179-30397 
in supersonic inlets at angle of attack using Axial-flow compressor turning angle and loss by 
a bicharacteristic method with discrete shock inviscid-viscous interaction blade-to-blade 
wave fitting computation 
[AIAA PAPER 79-03791	 p0147 A79-19698 [ASME PAPER 79-GT-5]
	 p0339 179-30504 
Fuel conservative aircraft engine technology Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration 
p0152 A79-20078 on overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter 
Impact behavior of filament-wound graphite/epoxy tip diameter axial-flow turbine 
fan blades [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-42]
	 p0340 179-30521 
p0189 179-20880 An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
Ion chromatographic determination of sulfur in [ASNE PAPER 79-GT-51)	 p0341 179-30527 
fuels Thermal-structural mission analyses of 
p0189 A79-21222 air-cooled gas turbine blades
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[ASEE PAPER 79-GT-19]	 p0341 A79-30553 
High-freezing-point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
[ASEE PAPER 79-GT-141]	 p0341 A79-30555 
The Advanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor 
Program: Phase I - Description and status 
(ASME PAPER 79-GT-152]	 ç0341 A79-30557 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion on compressor blade vibrations 
p0341 A79-30558 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration
p0341 A79-30559 
The GATE studies - Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
p0342 A79-30560 
An off-design correlaticn of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
[ASME PAPER 19-GT-6]
	
p0390 A79-32329 
Laser balancing demonstration on a high-speed 
flexible rctor 
(ASEF PAPER 79-GT-56)
	
p0391 A79-32351 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(ASNE PAPER 79-G7-129)	 p0394 A79-32398 
Elastoner mounted- rotors - An alternative for 
smoother running turbcmacbinery 
CASHE PAPER 79-GT-149)
	
p9394 A79-32414 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating 
for gas-turbine engines
p0410 879-311996 
Preliminary OCGAT program test results 
(SAE PAPER 790596)
	
p0455 A79-36729 
New opportunities for future small civil turbine 
engines - Overviewing the GATE studies 
(SAE PAPER 790619)	 p0457 879-36747 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed fcr Each 0.8 cruise 
[SAE PAPER 790573) 	 p0459 879-36759 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continental !lotors TSIO-360-C engine 
[SAE PAPER 790607]	 p0459 A79-36760 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1170]	 p0467 879-38969 
The strainrange partitioning behavior of an 
advanced gas turbine disk alloy, AF2-19A 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1192]	 p0466 879-38977 
Analysis of the impact of the use of broad
specification fuels on ccmbustors for 
commercial aircraft gas turbine engines 
(AIEA PAPER 79-11951	 p0466 A79-38980 
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner 
[AIAR PAPER 79-1199]	 p01469 879-38981 
Application of digital ccntrols on the quiet 
clean short haul experimental engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1203]	 p0469 A79-38984 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1309] 	 p0471 A79-39031 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1318) 	 p0472 879-39034 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel
p0474 A79-39801 
Assessment at full scale of nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on OTW aeroacoostic characteristics 
p0475 A79'-39802 
An improved method for predicting the effects of 
flight cn jet mixing noise
p0I475 879-39803 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines
p0475 879-39804 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical systems 
p0475 A79-39805 
Noltivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the 7100 turbofan engine 
(8188 PAPER 79-1204] 	 p0475 879-39814 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Poll Scale Engine 
Research programs using the P100 engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-13081 	 p0509 879-40488 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1664] 	 p0603 A79-47346
Performance of a V/STOL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1163]	 p0603 A79-47347 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[AIAA PAPER 791861]	 p0609 A79-47918 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design
p0636 879-49530 
QCSEE - The key to future short-haul air transport 
p0643 879-50208 
Composites emerging for aeropropulsion 
applications
p0693 A79-53720 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1824]
	 p0694 A79-53750 
Aerodynamic performance of a 1.35-pressure-ratio 
axial-flow fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1299]	 p0033 879-10022 
A computer program for the calculation of the 
flow field in supersonic mixed-compression 
inlets at angle of attack using the 
three-dimensional method of characteristics 
with discrete shock wave fitting 
[NASA-TN-78947]	 p0033 879-10023 
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress 
in a turbine rotor 
(RASA-CAS!-L!W-12232-1]	 p0037 879-10057 
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic, 
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios 
of 1.19 and 1.26, respectively, and with 
design pressure ratio of 1.82 
[NASA-TE-1338]	 p8037 879-10060 
Supersonic unstalled flutter 
[NASA-TM-79001] 	 p0043 879-11000 
Aerodynamic and acoustic effects of eliminating 
.core swirl frcm a full scale 1.6 stage 
pressure ratio fan (QP-5A) 
(NASA-T9-78991]	 p0043 879-11001 
infrared suppressor effect on T63 turboshaft 
engine performance 
(NASA-TN-78970]	 p00115 879-11043 
Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0046 879-11057 - 
Self-acting shaft seals	 -	 -
p0047 879-11070 
Thermal-structural mission analyses of 
air-cooled gas turbine blades 
[NASA-T8-78963]	 p0049 N79-11433 
Effect of rotor tip clearance and configuration 
on overall performance of a 12.77-centimeter 
tip diameter axial-flow turbine 
[NASA-TE-79025]	 p0085 879-12015 
Wind tunnel tests of a blade subjected to 
midchord torsional oscillation at high 
subsonic stall flutter conditions 
[NASA-TM-78998]	 p0086 879-12016 
An approach to optimum subsonic inlet design 
(NASA-TN-79051) 	 p0086 N79-12020 
Preliminary study of optimum ductbnrning 
turbofan engine cycle design parameters for 
supersonic cruising 
[NASA-TE-79047] 	 p0093 879-12083 
Effect at flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioration 
(NASA-TN-79041] 	 p0094 179-12085 
NASA research on general aviation power plants 
(NASA-TN-79031] 	 p0094 879-12086 
Near of seal materials used in aircraft 
propulsion systems 
[NASA-TE-79003]	 p0097 879-12204 
Development of sprayed ceramic seal systems for 
turbine gas path sealing 
(NASA-TN-79022]	 p0097 879-12223 
Analysis of supersonic stall bending flutter in 
axial-flow compressor by actuator disk theory 
NASA-TP-1345]	 p0099 879-13003 
Low-cycle fatigue of thermal-barrier coatings at 
98-2 deg C 
(NASA-TP-1322 .)	 p0102 879-13046 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive 
gas-turbine engine 3: Effect of stator vane 
end clearances on performance 
[NASA-TM-78956]	 p0103 879-13049 
Characteristics and combustion of future 
hydrocarbon fuels
p0107 879-13196 
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Impact of future fuel properties on aircraft 
engines and fuel systems
p0107 1179-13197 
Cam-operated pitch-cban4e apparatus 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13050-1]	 p0164 1179-14095 
Integrated gas turbine engine-nacelle 
[NASA-CAS!-LEW-12389-31 	 p0164 879-14096 
Variable area exhaust nozzle 
(NASA-CASE-LEw-12372-1]	 p0164 879-14097 
Effect of swirler-mounted mixing venturi on 
emissions of flame-tube combustor using jet A 
fuel 
[NASA-TP-1393]	 p0164 1179-144099 
Theoretical study of VTCL tilt-nacelle 
axisymmetric inlet geometries 
(NASA-TP-1380]	 p0169 879-144996 
Aerodynamic performance of scarf inlets 
[NASA-TM-79055]	 p0165 879-14998 
Effect of lip and centerbody gecmetry on 
aerodynamic performance of inlets for 
tilting-nacelle VTOL aircraft 
[NASA-TN-79056]	 p0169 879-14999 
Aircraft cabin ozone measurements on 11747-100 
and B747-SP aircraft: Correlations with 
atmospheric ozcne and ozcne encounter statistics 
[NASA-T11-79060J 	 p017C 1179-15013 
NASA thermal barrier coatings: Summary and update 
[NASA-TN-79053]	 p0174 879-15048 
Effect of fcrward velocity and crosswind cn the 
reverse-thrust performance of a variable-pitch 
fan engine 
(NASA-TN-79059]	 pC174 N79-15049 
The NASA high pressure facility and turbine test 
rig 
(1ASA-TN-79054)	 p0174 879-15050 
Preliminary QCGAT program test results 
[NASA-TN-79013]	 p0174 1179-15051 
High freezing point fuels used for aviation 
turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79015]	 p0161 1179-15199 
Measured and predicted noise of the 
Avco-Lycoming YP-102 turbofan noise 
(NASA-TN-79C69]	 p0220 4479-15957 
The gate studies: Assessing the potential of 
future small general aviation turbine engines 
(NASA-TM-79075]
	
p0220 879-15958 
Applicaticns of velocity potential function to 
acoustic duct propagation and radiaticn from 
inlets using finite element theory 
[74ASA-T11-79071]	 p0220 1179-15959 
Analysis of radiation patterns of interaction 
tones generated by inlet rods in the JT15D 
engine 
[NASA-TN-79074]	 p0220 1179-15960 
The rotary combustion engine: A candidate for 
general aviation 
[NASA-CP-2067)	 p0221 1179-15961 
Evaluation of two inflcw ccntrol devices for 
flight simulation of fan noise using a JT15D 
engine 
[NASA-TM-79072]	 p0221 879-15969 
Experimental evaluation of the effect of inlet 
distortion cn compressor blade vibrations 
(NASA-T11-79066)	 p0226 1179-16300 
Full-scale engine tests of bulk absorber 
acoustic inlet treatment 
(NASA-TN-79079]	 p0227 1179-16645 
Effects of inflow distcrticn profiles on fan 
tone noise calculated using a 3-fl theory 
(NASA-TM-79082]	 p0227 1179-16647 
New opportunities fcr future small civil turbine 
engines: Overviewing the GATE studies 
[NASA-TM-79073]	 p0233 1179-16849 
Effect of casing treatment on performance of a 
two-stage high-pressure-ratio fan 
(NASA7P1409)	 p0234 4479-16852 
Evaluation of the application of some gas 
chromatographic methods for the determination 
of properties of synthetic fuels 
(NASA-TN-79035]	 p0232 1179-16930 
Characteristics of aeroelastic instabilities in 
turbomachinery - NASA full scale engine test 
results 
[NASA-TN-79085]	 p0242 879-17263 
Aircraft Icing
p0243 879-17418 
Cold-air performance of free power turbine 
designed for 112-kilowatt automotive 
gas-turbine engine. 2: Effects of variable
stator-Vane-chord setting angle on turbine 
performance 
(NASA-TN-78993)	 p0292 1179-17859 
Composite seal for turbomachinery 
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12131-1] 	 p0298 1479-18318 
Materials and structural aspects of advanced 
gas-turbine helicopter engines 
[NASA-TN-79100]	 p0353 1179-20008 
Wind tunnel performance of four energy efficient 
propellers designed for Nach 0.8 cruise 
(NASA-15-79124)	 p0359 1179-20069 
Parametric performance of a turbojet engine 
combustor using jet A and 7. diesel fuel 
[NASA-TN-79089)	 p0365 1179-20114 
Tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier coating 
for gas-turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-79116]	 p0365 4479-20118 
An oxide dispersion strengthened alloy for gas 
turbine blades 
[19ASA-IN-79088] 	 p0369 879-20180 
Tungsten fiber reinforced PeCral!: A first 
generatior composite turbine blade material 
(NASA-TM-79094] 	 p0369 1179-20187 
Airfoil cooling hole plugging by combustion gas 
impurities of the type found in coal derived 
fuels 
[19ASA-IH-19076]	 p0370 879-20265 
Investigation of wing shielding effects on CEOL 
engine noise 
[NASA-1N-79078]	 p0371 1179-20390 
Analysis of high velocity impact on hybrid 
composite fan blades 
rNASA-7 p1-79133]	 p0372 1179-20398 
Effects of air injection on a turbocharged 
Teledyne Continential Motors TSIO-360-c engine 
[NASA-TN-79121]	 p0374 1179-20528 
Commercial aircraft derived high resolution bind 
and temperature data from the tropics for 
FGGE: Implications for NASA
p0374 1179-20621 
Effects of geometric and flow-field variables on

inverted-velocity-profile coaxial jet noise 
NASA-TN-79095]	 p0375 1179-20830 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft cabins 
(NASA-cP-2066)	 p0379 1179-21021 
Ozone contamination in aircraft cabins: 
Objectives and approach
p0379 879-21022 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Summary 
of recommendations
p0380 879-21026 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins: Post 
workshop review of recommendations
	 - 
p0380 4479-21027 
Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins. 
Appendix B: Overview papers. In-flight 
measurements
p0380 879-21029 
Design problems of small turbomachinery 
p0422 1179-22097 
Performance of a vortex-controlled diffuser in 
an annular swirl-can combustor at inlet Mach 
numbers up to 0.53 
(NASA-TP-1452)	 p0423 1179-22099 
Operating characteristics of a 
cantilever-mounted resilient-pad 
gas-lubricated thrust bearing 
[19ASA-TP-1438)	 p0427 1179-22518 
Effect of primary-zone equivalence ratio on 
pollutant formation 
(NASA-TP-14163J 	 p0435 1479-23086 
Identification and dual adaptive control of a 
turbojet engine 
[NASA-T4-79145] 	 p0442 879-23257 
Theoretical fan velocity distortions due to 
inlets and nozzles 
(NASA-T44-79150] 	 p0481 1179-23911 
Aircraft icing 
[NASA-CP-2086]	 p0481 879-23912 
Executive summary of Aircraft Icing Specialists 
Workshop
p0481 1179-23914 
Combined pressure and temperature distortion 
effects on internal flow of a turbofan engine 
(NASA-TM-79136]
	 p04486 879-23963 
Lean, premixed prevaporized combustion for 
aircraft gas turbine engines 
[NASA-TN-791448]	 p0486 1179-23964 
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Effect of degree of fuel vaporization upon
emissions for a premixed prevaporized 
combustion system 
[NASA-TN-79154]	 p04e6 879-23965 
Effect of shocks on film cooling of a full scale 
turbojet exhaust nozzle having an external 
expansion surface 
[NASA-TM-79157)	 p0486 879-23966 
Effects of steady-state pressure distortion on 
the stall margin of a 395-21 turbojet engine 
[NASA-rtl-79123)	 p0486 879-23968 
Effect of steady-state pressure distortion on 
flow characteristics entering a turbofan engine 
[NASA-TN- 1 9134]	 p048€ N79-23969 
Diagnostics of wear in aeronautical Systems 
(NASA-TM-79185]	 p0490 879-24350 
Self stabilizing sonic inlet 
[NASA-CASE-LEN-11890-1]	 p0493 879-24976 
Premixed Prevaporized Combustor Technology Forum 
(NASA-CP-2078)	 p0496 879-24994 
Effect of fuel/air nonunifcrmity on nitric oxide 
emissions
p0496 879-25004 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
(NASA-TM-79183]	 p0497 879-25015 
Fundamentals of Gas Turbine combustion 
(NASA-CP-2087]	 p0497 879-25016 
Operating condition and geometry effects on 
low-frequency afterburner combustion 
instability in a turbofan at altitude 
[NASA-TP-1475)	 p0498 879-25022 
Industry tests of NASA ceramic thermal barrier 
coating 
[NASA-TP-1425]	 pC49E 879-25023 
Tone noise of three supersonic helical tip speed 
propellers in a wind tunnel 
[NASA-TN-79167]	 p0504 879-25840 
Assessment at full scale cf nozzle/wing geometry 
effects on 018 aero-acoustic characteristics 
[NASA-TM-79168]	 p0504 879-25841 
Performance of a V/STCL tilt nacelle inlet with 
blowing boundary layer control 
[NASA-TM-791761	 pO546 979-27093 
Turbine engine altitude chamber and flight 
testing with liquid hydrogen 
[NASA-TM-79196)	 p0551 879-27140 
Energy efficient aircraft engines 
[NASA-TN-79204]	 p0551 879-27141 
Performance of two-stage fan having 
low-aspect-ratio first-tage rotor blading 
(NASA-TP-1493)	 p0551 879-27143 
Review of the AGARO S and N panel evaluation 
program of the NASA-Lewis SEP approach to 
high-temperature LCP life prediction 
p0555 879-27179 
Supersonic unstalled flutter
p0555 879-27181 
Trailing edge noise data with comparison to theory 
(NASA-TN-79208]	 p0558 879-27930 
Wing aerodynamic loading caused by jet-induced 
lift associated with STOL-OTW configurations 
(NASA-T8-79218]	 p0581 879-28146 
A throat-bypass stability-bleed system using 
relief valves to increase the transient 
stability of a mixed-compression inlet 
[NASA-TP-1083]	 p0583 879-28176 
Effect of rotor meridional velocity ratio on 
response to inlet radial and circumferential 
distortion 
[NASA-TP1278]	 p0583 879-28177 
Recent applications of theoretical analysis to 
V/STOL inlet design 
(NASA-TN-79211]	 p0590 879-29143 
An experimental, low-cost, silicon 
slurry/alumiflide high-temperature coating for 
superalloys 
[NASATN-79178]	 p0596 879-29292 
computerized systems analysis and optimization 
of aircraft engine performance, weight, and 
life cycle costs 
(NASA-T!1-79221)
	
p0599 879-29938 
Effect of steady-state temperature distortion 
and combined distortion on inlet flow to a 
turbofan engine 
[NASA-TN-79237]	 p0653 879-30187 
A summary of NASA/Air Force full scale Engine 
research programs using the P100 engine 
[RASA-TN-79267]	 p0653 879-30188
Performance of two-stage fan with a first-stage 
rotor redesigned to account for the presence 
of a part-span damper 
[RASA-TP-1483]	 p0654 879-30191 
UHF coplanar-slot antenna for 
aircraft-to-satellite data communications 
(NASA-TN-79239) p0667 879-31185 
An overview of NASA research on positive 
displacement type general aviation engines 
(NASA-TM-79254)	 p0670 879-31210 
Aerodynamic performance of 1.38-pressure-ratio, 
variable-pitch fan stage 
[NASA-TP-1502]	 p0671 879-31213 
Aerodynamic performance of axial-flow fan stage 
operated at nine inlet guide vane angles 
(NASA-7P-1510] .	 p0671 879-31214 
Effects of diffusion factor, aspect ratio and 
solidity on overall performance of 14 
compressor middle stages 
(NASA-TP-1523]	 p0717 N79-33210 
Jet Fuel Thermal Stability 
(NASA-TM-79231)	 p0719 879-33336 
NASA gear research and its probable effect on 
rotorcraft transmission design 
(NASA-TN-79292]	 p0721 879-33477 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
MARSHALL SPACE PLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
aircraft flight hazard definition
p0278 A79-27575 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 A79-52046 
Space shuttle afterbody aerodynamics/plume 
simulation data summary 
(NASA-TP-1384]	 p0287 879-17810 
Design and characteristics of high Reynolds 
number test facilities: The Ludwig tube 
p0377 N79-20994 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
PASADENA OFFICE, CALIF. 
Acoustic driving of rotor 
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14005-1) 	 p0375 879-20827 
Centrifugal-reciprocating compressor 
[NASA-CASE-NPO-14597-1) 	 p0444 879-23431 
Echo tracker/range finder for radars and sonars 
(NASA-CASE-NPO-14361-1] 	 p0544 879-26253 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADNINISTRATION. 
WALLOPS STATION, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 
Potential applications of a high altitude 
powered platform in the ocean/coastal zone 
community 
AIAA 79-1602].	 p0523 A79-42396 
Wind study for high altitude platform design 
[AIAA 79-1607]	 p0524 A79-42398 
A new dimension. Wallops Island flight test 
range: The first fifteen years 
[NASA-RP-1028)	 p0368 879-20166 
Processing of on-board recorded data for quick 
analysis of aircraft performance 
[NASA-RP-1043]	 p0715 879-33191 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., AMSTERDAM (NETHERLANDS). 
The use of panel methods for stability derivatives 
p0178 879-15081 
The use of panel methods with a view to problems 
in aircraft dynamics 
(NLR-NP-77009-U]	 p0216 879-15916 
Influence of motion wash-out filters on pilot 
tracking performance
p0224 879-15992 
In-flight measurement of aerodynamic loads on 
captive stores, Description of the 
measurement equipment and comparison of 
results with data from other sources 
[NIB-NP-77028-U]	 p0229 879-16812 
A method to determine the delays of landing 
aircraft with respect to runway capacity 
[NLN-NP-77016-U]	 p0232 879-16835 
A computer-controlled avionics-data acquisition 
system 
(NLR-NP-78004-U]	 p0233 879-16847 
Testing of coatings and materials for jet engine 
components in simulated operational environments 
[NLR-NP-78001-U]	 p0235 979-16860 
Beat treatment studies of aluminum alloy 
forgings of the AZ 74.61 type. Fatigue crack 
propagation performance, under maneuver - 
spectrum loading 
(NLB-TR-76074-U]	 p0238 879-16965 
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Residual strength of the aluminum alloy 7475-776 
at low temperatures 
[081-10-76 103-U]	 p0236 079-16966 
Thermomechanical treatment of aluminum alloys 
(NLR-NP-77031-U]	 p023S 079-16967 
Some engineering property comparisons for 7050 
and AZ 74.61 die forgings 
(NLR-NP-77040-U]	 p0239 079-16966 
Influence of corrcsion damage on fatigue crack 
initiation 
(NLR-TB-75060-U)	 p0242 079-17269 
A second series of exploratory acoustic fatigue 
tests using a-shaker 
(019-10-78002-U)	 p0242 079-17270 
Operational aspects of remote sensing frcm 
aircraft	 - 
(NLB-NP-77036-U]	 p0242 079-17304 
The need of stick force stability for 
attitude-stabilized aircraft, part 2 
(010-10-77027-U]	 p0294 079-17875 
Environmental effects on crack growth in 
flight-simulation tests on 2024-T3 and 7075-16 
material 
[NLB-TR-76104-U]	 p0295 079-18012 
Effect of flight load spectrum variations on 
fatigue life of riveted specimens and crack 
propagation in sheet made of Alclad 7076-16 
[910-18-78071-U]	 p0387 079-21447 
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in 
the Netherlands during the period March 1977 - 
February 1979 
(NIR-RP-79006-U]	 p0387 079-21448 
The effect of sheet edge working on the fatigue 
life under flight-simulation loading 
[NLB-TR-77C95-T1]	 p0388 079-21449 
Notes concerning testing time requirements in 
steady and unsteady measurements
p0439 079-23112 
The requirement of damage tolerance. An analysis 
of damage tolerance requirements with specific 
reference to NIL--83444 
[NLR-TR-77005-U]	 p0550 079-27135 
Handling problems through compressor deterioration 
p0554 079-27169 
A simulator investigation of handling quality 
criteria for CCV transport aircraft 
[NLR-RP-78035-U]	 p0660 079-30240 
Windtunnel measurements on the interference 
between a jet and a wing located outside the 
jet. Part 1: Text, tables,- and figures 
[010-10-77009-0)	 p0702 079-32175 
Calculation of the flow arcund a swept wing, 
taking into account the effect of the 
three-dimensional boundary layer. Part 2: 
Wing with laminar boundary layer on the lower 
surface 
[010-10-77066-U]	 p0702 079-32176 
Experimental investigatics of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a wing in . a jet flow 
[NLR-TB-77C81-9]	 p0703 079-32171 
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 
18% thick shock-free airfoil (010 7501) 
-[NLR-NP-78016-U)	 p0703 079-32180 
Multi-element airfoil design by optimization 
(NLR-TR-78135-U]	 p0703 079-32181 
Comparison of some methods to determine the 
delays of landing aircraft with respect to 
runway capacity 
[OLR-NP-77028-U]	 -	 p0704 079-32191 
Wind shear during approach: An investigation 
into the influence of a tower measured wind 
environment on the symmetric moticns of a 
simulated aircraft during an automatic approach 
[010-10-77078-0)	 p0704 079-32192 
Navaid calibration evaluation with a computer 
controlled avionics data acquisition system 
- (NLR-MP-78030-U)	 p0704 079-32193 
Qualification tests for helicopters to be used 
on board ships 
[NLR-NP-78032-U]	 p0106 079-32204 
Handling problems resulting from compressor 
deterioration 
[NLR-NP-78019-U]	 p0707 079-32214 
Aircraft design loads due to non-stationary 
atmospheric turbulence patches 
[NLR-T0-78073-U]	 p0707 079-32216 
Residual strength properties of carbon/epoxy 
composite materials 
(0L0-T0-77C39-U]	 -	 p0708 079-32281
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
[PLR-NP-78027-U]	 p0709 079-32283 
Residual strength of (0, + or - 45) sob s and (+ 
or - 45, 0) sub s carbon/epoxy laminates 
(NLB-TB-77115-U]	 p0709 079-32287 
Environmental fatigue crack propagation in 
metal/composite laminates 
[NLP-TB-77122-U]	 p0709 079-32288 
Aluminum alloys for advanced structural 
applications in transport aircraft 
NLR-NP-77023-U]	 p0709 079-32344 
Effect of an anti-corrosion penetrant on the 
fatigue life of various riveted joints during 
flight simulation tests 
[010-19-77103-U]	 p0709 079-32350 
A finite element model to study the buckling 
behavior of general orthotropic, nidplane 
symmetric, elastic plates 
(010-10-77062-U]	 p0711 079-32594 
Engineering application of fracture mechanics to 
flight simulation 
(OLP-11 p-78015-U]	 p0711 079-32596 
Gust spectrum fatigue crack propagation in - 
candidate skin materials 
(010-08-78022-U)	 p0711 079-32597 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., ENNELOORD (NETHERLANDS). 
The effects of gust alleviation on fatigue in 
2024-13 Alclad 
[001-10-78064-U] -	 p0598 079-29544 
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKYO (JAPAN). 
Effects of inflow distortion profiles on fan

tone noise calculated using a 3-D theory 
(AIAA PAPER 79-05771 	 p0269 A79-26911 
The implementation and application of a sensor 
interfacing unit for strapdown inertial systems 
[NAL-TR-532]	 p0230 079-16821 
Structural analysis of hollow blades: Torsional 
stress analysis of hollow fan blades for 
aircraft jet engines 
[NAL-TR-533]	 p0241 079-17261 
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPEWINENTAL CENTER, 
ATLANTIC CITY, N. .3. 
Simulation study of the effect of 
fuel-conservative approaches on ATC procedures 
and terminal area capacity 
[SAE PAPER 780523]	 p0004 A79-10398 
Dynamic simulation studies of fuel conservation 
procedures used in terminal areas 
-	 p0204 A79-23581 
Simulation study of the operational effects of 
fuel-conservative approaches
p0527 A79-42800 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed. 
flowJT8D-11 turbofan engine 
(AD-A058038]	 p0050 079-11561 
Pilot program to develop operating time emission 
degradation factors for general aviation - 
piston engines 
AD-A0581581 -
	
p0050 079-11562 
An analysis of radio navigation sensor 
accuracies associated with area navigation 
(900V) 
[AD-A058544]	 p0089 079-12055 
Testing the feasibility of Differential Omega 
for airborne use 
[AD-A059329]	 p0160 079-14059 
Test of crash-resistant fuel system for general 
aviation aircraft 
[FAA-RD-78-122]	 p0229 079-16815 
Terminal area delay and fuel consumption analysis 
[FAA-EM-78-20]	 p0231 079-16826 
Air traffic control in the year 2000 
[FAA-NA-78-4]	 p0231 079-16827 
-Test evaluation of phase III Bendix basic narrow 
and small community time reference scanning 
beam microwave landing system 
[PAA-0D-78-127]	 p0231 079-16829 
Evaluation of threshold and prethreshold lights 
for medium intensity approach lighting systems 
(FAA-WA-78-44]	 p0237 N79-16878 
ATARS/ATC simulation tests with site-adaptation 
logic 
[FAA-NA-78-42]	 p0237 079-16879 
Plan for the reliability and maintainability 
evaluation of the Discrete Address Beacon, 
System (DABS) engineering laboratory model's 
[PAR-DA-78-31]	 p0241 079-17253 
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Full-scale fire modeling tests of a compact 
rapid response foam and dry chemical powder 
dispensing system 
[FAA-NA-78-24)	 p0289 879-17825 
Survey of radar simulation training at ATC field 
facilities 
[P68-86-78-27]	 p0294 879-17877 
Pool, fire radiation through a door in a 
simulated aircraft fuselage 
[P68-88-78-38]	 p0295 879-17966 
Emission sample probe investigation of a mixed 
flow TP30 turbofan engine 
[FAA-NA-78-3]	 p0365 N79-2011 
Evaluation of a remote tcnE signaling 
control/mcnitor system as lightning/transient 
protection for scud state instrument landing 
systems 
[AD-A063766]	 p0425 879-22116 
An evaluation of turn anticipation techniques 
and offset flying procedures using a 
single-waypoint 8888 system 
[AD-A066555]	 p0493 879-24974 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircraft Avco Lyconing 
10-360-A1B6D piston engine 
[AD-A066556]	 p0503 879-255414 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light-aircraft Avco-Lycosing 
10-360-BiED piston Engine 
(AD-6066589]	 p0503 879-25545 
The analysis of National Transportaticn Safety 
Board small single-engine fixed-wing aircraft 
accident/incident reports for the potential 
presence of low-level wind shear 
[AD-A069 1438]	 p0588 879-28848 
Exhaust emission traverse investigation of a 
JT3D-1 turbofan engine 
[AD-A072019]	 p0670 879-31209 
Exhaust emissions characteristics for a general 
aviation light aircraft Teledyne Continental 
Motors 1510-360-C piston engine 
[AD-8070010]	 p0670 879-31211 
Interim results of DAES/AICRBS electromagnetic 
compatibility testing 
[AD-A07200)	 p0710 879-321418 
Air traffic control/full beacon collisicn 
avoidance system Chicago simulation 
(AD-A06952143	 p0713 879-33178 
Simulation study of the operational 
characteristics of a two/three-dimensional 
multiwaypoint area navigation (RNAV) system 
[AD-A073204]	 p0714 879-33183 
Evaluation of the pulsed acoustic Doppler with 
shear sensing system at Dulles International 
Airport 
[AD-A073206]	 p0719 879-33222 
An evaluation of certain selected modifications 
to the national airspace system bimodal 
tracking algorithm 
(AD-A072084]	 p0720 879-33376 
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
A low-velocity airflcw calibration and research 
facility 
(PB-294501/2)	 pC674 879-31237 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPREBIC RESEARCH, BOULDER, 
COLO. 
Case studies en convective storms. Case study 
2, 22 June 1976: First echo case 
(P8-295753/8]	 p0722 879-33758 
Case studies cm convective storms, case study 
1, 22 June 1976: First echo case 
[P5-295754/8)	 p0722 879-33759 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LAB., EAST KILERIDE (SCOTLAND). 
Pump design
p0586 879-28567 
A computer-aided design method for axial flow 
pumps and fans
p0588 879-28568 
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT, PYESTOCK 
(ENGLAND). 
Icing test facilities at the National Gas 
Turbine Establishment
p0031 879-10006 
Icing tests on turbojet and turbofan engines 
using the NGTE engine test facility 
p0032 W79-10013 
Icing trials on the front fuselage and engine 
intakes of helicopters at conditions 
simulating forward flight
p0172 N79-15039 
Application of engine usage analysis to 
component life utilization
p0553 N79-27160 
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, 
MIAMI, FLA. 
Record keeping on aircraft instruments 
[P8-295698/5]	 p0706 879-32206 
Research Aircraft Measurement System (RAMS) 
graphic system user guide 
[PB-296343/7)	 p0722 879-33901 
NATIONAL PHYSICAl. LAB., TEDDINUTON (ENGLAND). 
The calculation of optimal aircraft trajectories 
[NPL'-DN#CS-11/78]	 p0541 N79-26051 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, HALIFAX (NOVA 
SCOTIA). 
Autonomous navigation system 
I 8&SA-CASE-ARc-11257-1]	 p0713 N79-33177 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA 
(ONTARIO). 
The dynamic ice detector for helicopters 
p0031 879-10010 
Icing tests of a small gas turbine with inertial 
separation anti-icing system
p0032 N79-10015 
Helicopter ice detection, icing severity and 
liquid water content measurements
p0172 N79-15038 
Icing test facilities in Canada
p0173 N79-15043 
NATIONAL SEVERE STORES LAB., NORMAN, OKLA. 
Echo interpretation of severe storms on airport 
surveillance radars 
AD-A061085]	 p0240 879-17123 
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE, 
SPRINGFIELD, VA. 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume 1. 
A bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0787/8]	 p0035 N79-10043 
Air traffic control simulation models, volume2. 
A bibliography with abstracts 
[141IS/PS-78/0788/6]	 p0035 879-10044 
Airfield pavement evaluation, volume 4. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0685/4]	 p0038 N79-10070 
Clear air turbulence. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0938/7] 	 p0050 879-11632 
Nitrogen oxide air pollution, part 3: 
Atmospheric chemistry. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/0973/4)	 p0098 879-12593 
Remotely piloted vehicles, volume 2. A' 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-78/1246/4]	 p0172 N79-15035 
Roads and runways, snow removal and deicing 
techniques. A bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-78/1284/5]	 p0238 879-16884 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. 
Citations from the NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0148/1] 	 p0425 N79-22111 
Turbine blades: Erosion and Corrosion. 
Citations from the Engineering Index data base 
(NTIS/PS-79/01149/9]	 p0425 N79-22112 
Aircraft wake vortices. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0166/3] 	 p0483 579-23939 
Discrete address beacon system. A bibliography 
with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0244/8] 	 p0484 179-23945 
Aerospace computer systems. part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 2. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
NTIS/PS-79/0312/3]	 p0485 879-23959 
Aerospace computer systems. Part 1: Avionics 
applications, volume 3. A bibliography with 
abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0313/1]	 pO486 879-23960 
Aircraft sonic boom: Effects on buildings. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0265/3] 	 p0489 879-24201 
Aircraft sonic boom: Studies on aircraft 
flight, aircraft design, and measurement. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NIIS/PS-79/0264/6] 	 p0491 N79-24780 
Wind shear, volume 1. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTIS/PS-78/1314/0] 	 p0599 879-29772 
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Lighter than air vehicles. Citations frcm the 
NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0471/7]	 p0650 1179-30162 
Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/01172/5)	 p0650 1179-30163 
Bird strikes and aviation safety. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
NTIS/PS-79,0753/8]	 p0713 1179-33174 
Microwave landing systems. Citations from the 
NTIS data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0777/7] 	 p0714 N79-33186 
Microwave landing systems. Citations from the 
Engineering Index data base 
[NTIS/PS-79/0778/5] 	 p0714 1179-33187 
Air traffic congestion and capacity. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
[NTIS/PS-79/0594/6] 	 p0714 1179-33188 
Hydrogen use as a fuel. Citations from the NTIS 
data base 
[NTI5/PS-79,'0779/3)	 p0720 1179-33347 
Aircraft air pollution, volume 3. A 
bibliography with abstracts 
(NTIS/PS-79/0645/6]	 p0722 N79-33650 
NATIONAL TELECONNUNICATIOR INFORmATION 
ADHXNISTBATION, BOULDER, CCLC. 
Aircraft obstruction of microwave links 
[PB-292372/0]	 p0544 1179-26288 
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY ROARS, WASNIRGYON, 
D. C. 
Listing of accidents/incidents by aircraft make 
and model,US Civil Aviation, 1976 
[PB-283000,8]	 p0044 1179-11016 
Annual review of aircraft accident data, U.S. 
air carrier operations, 1977 
(PB-287423/8]	 p0160 1179-14053 
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US 
general aviation, calendar year 1977 
p0217 N79-15925 
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format OS 
Civil Aviation issue number 5 - 1976 accidents 
[NTSB-BA-77-3)	 p0217 1179-15926 
Aircraft accident report: midair collision 
involving a Falcon JET, N121GW, and a Cessna 
15011, 11642311, Memphis, Tennessee 
[NTSE-AAR-78-14]	 p0288 1179-17821 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air 
lines, Incorporated, McDonnell-Douglas 
DC-b-b, 1168045, Los Angeles, California, 
March 1, 1978 
(NTSB-AAR-79-1)	 p0289 1179-17826 
Listing of accidents/incidents by make and 
model, OS civil aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-12]	 p0289 N79-17828 
Briefs of accidents invc].ving midair collisions, 
US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSE-AMN-78-13]	 p0209 1179-17829 
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-ANN-78-14]	 p0289 1179-17830 
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, US 
general aviation, 1977 
(NTSB-111N-78-15]	 p0290 N79-17831 
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
(NTSB-ANN-78-16]	 p0290 1179-17832 
Briefs of accidents involving alcobcl as a 
cause/factor, US general aviation, 1977 
(NTSP-AMN-78-17]	 p0290 N79-17833 
Briefs of accidents invclving missing and 
missing later recovered aircraft, US general 
aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-AmN-78-18]	 p0290 1179-178344 
Briefs of accidents, involving 
corporate/executive aircraft, US general 
aviation, 1977 
[NTSE-ANH-78-19]	 p0290 1179-17835 
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/hole built 
aircraft, US general aviation, 1977 
[NTSE-AmN-78-20]	 p0290 1179-17836 
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application 
operations, US general aviation 1977 
[NTSE-ANN-78-21]	 p0290 1179-17837 
Briefs of accidents involving commuter air 
carriers and on-demand 'air taxi operations, Us 
general aviation, 1977 
[NTSB-AM1-78-22]	 p0290 1179-17838 
Aircraft accident report: Allegheny Airlines, 
Inc. BAC 1-11, N155C, Rochester, New York,
July 9, 1978 
[NTSB-AAR-79-2]	 p0302 1179-18961 
Aircraft accident report: North Central 
Airlines, Inc., Convair 580, N4825C, Kalamazoo 
Municipal Airport, Kalamazoo, Michigan, July 
25, 1970 
NTSB-AAR-79-4J	 p0362 1179-20090 
Aircraft accident report: E.S.M. Group, Inc., 
Cessna Citation, 1151mW and North Central 
Airlines, Inc., DC-9-30, 1195711 LaGuardia 
Airport, Flashing, New York, 21 June 1978 
[RTSB-AAR-79-3]	 p0362 1179-20091 
Safety hazard of aircraft icing
p0481 1179-23916 
Aircraft accident report: Las Vegas Airlines, 
Piper PA-31-350, 944LV, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
August 30, 1978 
[NTSB-AA14-79-8]	 p0539 1179-26034 
Aircraft accident report: Rocky Mountain 
Airways, Inc., DeHavilland DHC-6-300, N24R11, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, 27 February 1979 
[NTSB-AAR-79-10]	 p0591 1179-29157 
Aircraft accident report: Continental Air 
Lines, Inc., Boeing 727-224, 1132725, Tucson 
Arizona, 3 June 1977 
[NTSB-IiAR-78-9]	 p0591 1179-29158 
Aircraft accident report: united Airlines, 
Inc., Douglas DC-8-54, 11801470 near Kaysville, 
Utah, 18 December 1977 
[NTSB-AAR-78-8]	 p0591 1179-29159 
Aircraft accident report: Alaska Aeronautical 
Industries, Inc., DeHavilland DHC-6-200, 
N56311A, near Ilianna, Alaska, 6 September 1977 
(NTSB-78-5]	 p0591 1179-29160 
Aircraft accident report: National Jet 
Services, Inc., Douglas DC-3, 1151071, 
Evansville Dress Regional Airport, Indiana, 13 
December 1977 
[NTSB-AAR-78-10)	 p0591 1179-29161 
Special investigation report: Wing failure of 
Boeing 7117-131 near Madrid, Spain, 9 may 1976 
,[NTSB-AAR-78-12)	 p0651 1179-30167 
Aircraft accident report: Swift Aire Lines, 
Inc., Nord 262, N418SA, marina Del Rey, 
California, march 10, 1979 
[NTSR-AAR-79-13]	 p0666 1179-31165 
Single engine, fixed wing general aviation 
accidents 
[PB-297216/4]	 p0713 1179-33176 
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, SILVER SPRING, ND. 
Summary report of the Data Acquisition and 
Utilization
p0244 1179-17432 
NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, ND. 
wind tunnel investigation of the free-wing/free 
trimmer concept 
[NASA-CE-162351]	 p0718 1179-33216 
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WARMINSTEB, PA. 
Investigation of motion base drive techniques 
(AD-A053830)	 p0105 1179-13065 
Statistical review of counting accelerometer 
data for Navy and marine fleet aircraft 
[AD-1061894]	 p0303 1179-18972 
Design procedure for an information transfer 
method CUBITS for allocating panel area for 
aircrew station controls and displays 
p0311 1179-19631 
Design of an off-axis wide field-of-view visual 
display system for flight simulators 
[AD-a066530]	 p0501 1179-25044 
The application of structured design and 
distributed techniques to avionics information 
processing architectures	 -
p05O5 1179-25991 
Feasibility of non-catapult ejection and hazard 
of an ejection seat rocket plume 
[AD-A067080]	 p0539 1179-26036 
Development of an inflatable bead/neck restraint 
system for ejection seats, update 
[AD-A067124]	 p0540 4479-26038 
Influence of jet fuel on permeation and 
flammability characteristics of graphite epoxy 
composites 
[AD-A068586]	 pO585 1179-28245 
Design procedure for aircrew station labeling 
selection and abbreviation
p0656 1179-30208 
NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER, LAKEBURS?, N.J. 
Non-destructive evaluation systems for the naval 
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	 NAVAL SNIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 
aviation maintenance environment technology 
assessment 
(AD-A058146)	 p0085 N79-12003 
Presnel Lens Optical Landing System N.6 Nod 3 
stabilization circuit board test specifications 
[AD-A059786]	 p0161 N79-14075 
Lighting and marking of exit taxiways 
[AD-A060259]	 p0180 N79-15098
Approach light ailing criteria 
(NAEC-911)	 p0237 N79-16880 
A study of the effect of different can designs 
on Hark 7 Nod 1 arresting gear performance 
(AD-A061486)	 p0238. N79-16882 
Surveys of grooves in 19 bituminous runways 
[AD-A065889]	 -	 p0673 R79-31233 
NAVAL AIR PROPULSION TEST CENTER, TRENTON, N.J. 
Performance of hot fuel in a single tube heat 
exchanger test rig 	 -	 - 
[AD-A058744]	 p0106 N79-13183 
Rotor fragment protecticn program: Statistics 
on aircraft gas -turbine engine rotor failures 
that occurred in US ccmaercial aviation during 
1976 
(NASA-CE-1594743	 p0304 N79-18977
Rotor bust protection: Design guidelines for 
containment
p0553 N79-27166 
NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY, NORFOLK, VA. 
Evaluation of a commercial OMEGA navigation 
system installed in the C-hO aircraft 
(AD-1060154)	 p0161 N79-14077 
Pacific area evaluation of a commercial Omega 
navigation system installed in a VC-118 
aircraft, supplement 1 
[AD-A068106]	 p0582 fl79-28165 
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/STOL testing 
CABS 78-42]	 p0123 A79-18165
A unique facility for V/STOL aircraft hover 
testing
p0461 A79-37296 
Naval Air Systems Ccmmand-Naval Research 
Laboratory Workshop on Basic Research Needs 
for Synthetic Hydrocarbon Jet Aircraft Fuels 
[AD-A060081]	 p0168 N79-14235 
The predicticnof lightning-induced voltages on 
metallic and composite aircraft	 - 
p0243 N79-17422 
Avionics technology for tactical data handling 
p0505 N79-25979 
Project NAVTOLAND (Navy vertical takeoff and 
landing capability development)
p0657 N79-30212 
Are today's specifications appropriate for 
tomorrow's airplanes?
p0660 179-30239 
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUXENT RIVER, ND. 
Testing the F-la at the US Naval Air Test Center 
[AD-A058036]	 p0092 N79-12076 
A program for determining flight simulator 
field-of-view requirements 
(AD-A058932)	 p0105 N79-13063 
Environmental requirements for simulated 
helicopter/VIOL operations frcm small ships 
and carriers
p0222 N79-15978 
Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling 
improvements using high-strength nonmetallic 
adapter/bushings 
(AD-1068637]	 p0595 179-29193
NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
Report on Nodular Avionic Packaging (NAP) 
industry briefing and response 
(AD-A059193]	 p0101 879-13039 
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HUENERE, CALIF. 
Airfield marking paints state-of-the-art 
(FAA-RD-78-104)	 p0294 N79-17876 
Recycling of asphalt concrete airfield pavement: 
A laboratory study 
[AD-A072117]	 p0707 879-32218 
NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Manufacturing technology for fiber optic bundle 
cabling 
(AD-A058954)	 p0109 979-13861 
Fiber optics use in the P-3C aircraft. A fiber 
optic interconnect system for computer 
controlled alphanumeric displays in a P-3C 
aircraft
[AD-A060318]	 p0168 879-14294 
Airborne fiber optics manufacturing technology. 
Aircraft installation processes 
[AD-A062683]	 p0370 179-20303 
Omega possibilities: Limitations, options, and 
opportunities 
(AD-A065027)	 p0432 879-23063 
Aircraft fiber-optic interconnect systems project 
(AD-A068366]	 p0559 879-27978 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, NCNTEREY, CALIF. 
An experimental investigation of turbojet test 
cell augmentors 
(AD-A057903]	 p0096 N79-12101 
Microcomputer based flight data recorder/monitor 
with solid state memory 
( AD-A057990]	 -	 p0098 879-12750 
Computerization of tactical aircraft performance 
data for fleet application 
(AD-A059912]	 p0162 N79-14087 
Acquisition planning for tactical avionics systems 
(AD-A059600)	 p0163 N79-14089 
Application of light extinction measurements to 
the study of combustion in solid fuel ramjets 
[AD-A059879]	 p0167 879-14230 
The development and implementation of algorithms 
for an A-7E performance calculator 
[AD-A061344]	 p0232 379-16841 
Hot flow testing of multiple nozzle exhaust 
eductor systems 
AD-A062205]	 p0371 N79-20354 
Experimental investigation of turbojet test cell 
augmentors 
[AD-A063172]	 p0384 N79-21080 
Theoretical analysis of transonic flow past 
unstaggered oscillating cascades 
(kt-A063083]	 p0492 N79-24963 
Application of color-coding in airborne tactical 
displays 
[AD-A067558]	 p0551 879-27137 
Design of shock-free transonic flow in 
turbomacbinery 
[At-A067703]	 p0551 879-27144 
An analysis of bolter-hole spacing in aircraft 
carrier landings 
[AD-A068585]	 p0593 879-29176 
A developmental computer model for 
investigations of air traffic management 
problems: -A case investigating two decision 
strategies 
(AD-A071075)	 p0668 879-31189 
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Comparative nozzle study for applying aqueous 
film forming foam on large-scale fires 
[AD-A058562]	 p0105 879-13064 
Software requirements for the A-7E aircraft 
(AD-A061751]	 p0304 879-18974 
Failure studies of a third stage fan disk from a 
TF-30 turbine engine	 - 
[AD-A061801]	 -	 p0305 879-19004 
New agents for the extinguishment of magnesium 
fires 
[AD-A061664]	 p0306 N79-19122 
Stress intensity factors in third-stage fan disk 
'f the TF-30 turbine engine 
(AD-A062103]	 p0365 N79-20119 
Three-dimensional photoelastic stress analysis 
of the dovetail region of the TP-30 turbine 
engine's third-stage fan 
[AD-A063300]	 p0384 879-21079 
Thermospheric propagation of sonic booms from 
the Concorde supersonic transport 
[AD-A067201]	 p0505 879-25855 
High performance composites and adhesives for 
V/STOL aircraft 
[AD-A069611]	 p0661 879-30332 
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 
ANNAPOLIS, ND. 
Nodal fire tests on polyphosphazene rubber and 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)/nitrile rubber foams 
p0088 879-12047 
NAVAL SHIP RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, 
BETHESDA, ND	 -	 - 
An investigation of the performance of a 
J52-P-8A engine operating under the influence 
of high bleed flow extraction rates 
(AD-A057325)	 p0046 879-11054 
An examination of the factors affecting the 
thrust requirements and the hover and short 
takeoff performance of several jet V/STOL 
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fighter concepts 
[AD-A058128]	 pCO91 1179-12068 
Dynamic response of lift fans subject to various 
backpressure 
(AD-A057292)	 p0160 1179-14047 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
caNard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 1: General trends 
[AD-A063819]	 p0417 879-22057 
Performance of a TAP-2 hydrofoil 
(10-1065102]	 p04113 1179-23261 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-coupled 
canard as applied to low-to-moderate swept 
wings. Volume 2: Subsonic speed regime 
[AD-A067122)	 p0538 1179-26025 
The characteristics of the spray generated by 
the efflux of various aircraft propulsors 
impinging normally cn water 
[AD-A067742]	 p0541 1179-26049 
A flow field study for top mounted inlets on 
fighter aircraft ccnfigurations 
(10-1069732]	 p0650 879-30151 
NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER, DAHLGREN, VA. 
A computer model for determining weapon release 
parameters for a helicopter in non-accelerated 
flight 
[10-1062155]	 p0364 1179-20106 
An efficient algorithm for computing the 
Q-guidance matrix 
(10-1064816]	 p0419 1179-22074 
NAVAL SURFACE WEAPONS CENTER, WHITE OAK, ID. 
In-house exploratory development program on 
microstrip antennas 
[AD-A058899]	 p0107 879-13233 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mcunts. 
1: Polyether based foams 
[10-1061482]	 p0239 1179-16989 
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock acunts. 
2: Polybutadiene based foams 
[AD-A064859]	 p0441 1179-23219 
NAVAL TEST PILOT SCHOOL, PITUIENT RIVER, ND. 
Principles of jet engine operation 
(AD-A056158)	 p0046 1179-11050 
Principles of helicopter performance 
(AD-A061671]	 p0303 879-18970 
NAVAL TRAINING EQUIPEENT CENTER, ORLANDO, FLA. 
Wide angle visual system developments 
p0224 1179-15988 
Helicopter underwater escape trainer (9D5) 
p0313 W79-19665 
Notion in flight simulaticn: An annotated 
bibliography 
[AD-A061687]	 p0508 1179-25042 
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LIKE, CALIF. 
In-flight measurements of captive loads on a 
store as ccnpared with wind tunnel and 
mathematical simulations 
[10-1060960]	 p0228 1179-16806 
Boundary conditions for pollution abatement of 
fast cook-offs and static tests 
(AD-A061093)	 p0242 N1S-17362 
Thermal characteristics of 3501-6/AS and 
5208/T300 graphite epoxy composites 
[AD-1071067]	 p0674 1179-31357 
NCR CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Corporate aviation in the 1980's
p0299 1179-18892 
NEVADA UNIV., LAS VEGAS. 
Computation of aerodynamic interference effects 
on oscillating airfoils with controls in 
ventilated subsonic wind tunnels 
[lIlA PAPER 79-0346]	 p0146 A79-19679 
NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE. 
Characterizing expansive soils for airport 
pavement design 
[AD-A059785]	 p0168 N79-14247 
An evaluation of asphalt-rubber mixtures for use 
in pavement systems 
[AD-A069448]	 p0661 N79-30246 
NEW YORK UNIV., N. Y. 
Radiation of an acoustic source near the 
trailing edge of a wing in forward motion 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0605]	 p0272 A79-26940 
Recent progress in finite-volume calculations 
for wing-fuselage combinations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1513)	 p0575 179-46702 
Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a 
swept wing by a finite volume method 
[CONP-771204-3] 	 p0034 1179-10036
Transonic airfoil codes
p0355 1179-20034 
Numerical design of shockless airfoils 
[NASA-CR-158439]	 p0359 1179-20065 
An artificial viscosity method for the design of 
supercritical airfoils 
(NASA-CE-158840]	 p0580 1179-28136 
NIELSEN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC. • MOUNTAIN 
VIEW, CALIF. 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the

determination of cascade shock losses 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0042]
	 p0138 A79-19495 
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 
characteristics of upper-surface-blown 
wing-flap configurations 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0120]
	 p0142 179-19545 
Combined strength and aeroelastic wing synthesis 
via constraint approximation 
[AIAA 79-0724]	 p0283 179-28290 
An off-design correlation of part span damper 
losses through transonic axial fan rotors 
(ASNE PAPER 79-GT-6] 	 p0390 179-32329 
-Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(15MB PAPER 79-GT-129] 	 p0394 179-32398 
Evaluation of methods for prediction of 
propulsion system drag 
[AIlA PAPER 79-1148]	 p0466 179-38961 
Improved transonic nose drag estimates for the 
- NSWC missile aerodynamic computer program 
(10-1056795)	 - -	 p0034 1179-10030 
Prediction of lateral aerodynamic loads on 
aircraft at high angles of attack
p0415 1179-22024 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV. AT RALEIGH. 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
[AD-A064776]	 p0436 879-23089 
An actuator disk analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
[AD-A069884]	 p0671 1179-31216 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbomachine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion
p0716 1179-33203 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE-UNIV., RALEIGH. 
Plight test evaluation of predicted light 
aircraft drag, performance, and stability 
[NASA-CR-152076]	 p0218 R79-15943 
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of 
subsonic wings 
[NASA-CE-158661]	 p0481 1179-23921 
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIV., FARGO. 
Waterborne coatings for aircraft 
[10-1057783]	 p0097 1179-12226 
NORTHERN RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING CORP., CANBNIDGE, 
MASS. 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 1: Program 
description and results 
[RREC-1238-6-VOL-1] 	 p0293 1179-17860 
Time degradation factors for the turbine engine 
exhaust emission. Volume 2: 3T8D-9 test data 
(NR!C-1238-7-VOL-2)	 p0293 R79-17863 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 3: JT3D-7 test data 
NREC-1238-8-VOL-3] 	 p0293 879-17864 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 4: JT3D-7 test data 
(RREC-1238-9-VOL-4)	 p0293 1179-17865 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 5: 3T3D-3R test data 
[NRFC-1238-10-VOL-5]	 p0293 1179-17866 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 6: JT9D-3A test data 
[NREc-1238-11-VOL-6]	 p0293 1179-17867 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 7: R8211-22B test 
data 
(NR!C-1238-12-V0L-7)	 p0293 N79-17868 
Time degradation factors for turbine engine 
exhaust emissions. Volume 8: C700-20 test data 
NREC-1238-13-VOL-8]	 p0293 1179-17869 
NORTHROP CORP. • HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
Performance characteristics of nonaxisymmetric 
nozzles installed on the F-18 aircraft 
[AIAP. PAPER 79-0101]	 p0201 179-23532 
C- 44
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Aircraft wake flow effect and horizontal tail 
buffet
p0338 A79-30482 
SOme observations on the mechanism of aircraft 
wing rock
p0463 A79-38135 
Water tunnel visualization of the vortex flows 
of the F-15 
[AIA1 79-1649]	 p0567 A79-45325 
Demonstraticn of aircraft wing/store flutter 
suppression systems
p0574 A79-46238 
Study of aerodynamic technology for VSTCL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Horizontal attitude 
Concept 
(NASA-CR-152130]	 p0033 N79-10024 
Study of aerodynamic technology fcr VSTOL 
fighter/attack aircraft: Vertical attitude 
concept 
[NASA-CS-152131]	 p0033 179-10026 
Northrop P-5F shark nose development 
[NASA-CA-158936]	 p0035 N79-10047 
Investigation of steady and fluctuating 
pressures associated with the transonic 
buffeting and wing rock cf a one-seventh scale 
model of the p-SN aircraft 
[WASA-CR-3061]	 p0099 4479-13004 
A survey of analytical and experimental 
techniques to predict aircraft dynamic 
characteristics at high angles of attack 
p0177 N79-15079 
Aircraft stability characteristics at high 
angles of attack
p0179 N79-15089 
Validation of NIL-F-94900: General 
specification for flight control system for 
piloted military aircraft. Volume 1: Summary 
of IF-17 and C-5A validations 
[AD-A061807]	 p0306 4479-19008 
Validation of BIL-P-94900: General 
specification for flight control system for 
piloted military aircraft. Volume 2 IF-17 
lightweight fighter validation 
[AD-A062008]	 p0306 N79-19009 
Stress intensity analysis: Analytical, finite 
element for surface flaws, holes
p0372 N79-20413 
Analysis of aircraft structure using applied 
fracture mechanics
p0373 4479-20419 
Forebody/wing vortex interactions and their 
influence on departure and spin resistance 
p0413 1479-22001 
TP-17/ADEN system study 
[NASA-CE-144682]	 p0549 N79-27126 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 1: 
Technical discussion and analysis of results 
[AD-A069646]	 E0650 N79-30148 
Analysis of wind tunnel data pertaining to high 
angle of attack aerodynamics. Volume 2: Data 
-'	 base	 - 
[AD-A069647]	 p0650 4479-30149 
Improvement of fighter aircraft maneuverability 
through employment of ccntrol configured 
vehicle technology
p0656 179-30225 
Advanced weldbonding process establishment for 
aluminum 
(AD-A071016) p0721 N79-33480 
NORTHROP CORPORATE LABS., HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
A water tunnel flow visualization study of the 
P-15 
[NASA-CR-144878]	 p0298 1479-18286 
NORTHWESTERN UNIV., EVANSTCW, ILL. 
ThermoelastiC and dynamic phenomena in seals 
[AD-A061754]	 p0309 4179-19396 
NORTON CO., WORCESTER, BASS. 
Investigation of the use of ceramic material in 
aircraft engine bearings 
[AD-A070631] p0718 N79-33214 
NORWEGIAN DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHNENT, EJELLEE. 
Factors affecting omega accuracy 
(NDBE-71)	 p0419 N79-22069 
NOTE? DANE UNIT., IND. 
A design point correlation for losses due to 
part-span dampers on transonic rotors 
(ASH? PAPER 78-GT-183) 	 pOOlO A79-10802
On the laminar separation, transition, and 
turbulent reattachment of low Reynolds number 
flows near the leading edge of airfoils 
(AIRA PAPER 79-0004) 	 p0138 A79-19472 
High speed smoke flow visualization for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0042] 	 P0138 A79-19495 
A visual investigation of the separation and 
subsequent transition near the leading edge of 
airfoils 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0552]	 p0254 A79-25863 
Low-turbulence high-speed wind tunnel for the 
determination of cascade shock losses 
[ASH! PAPER 79-GT-129]- 	 p03914 4179-32398 
The influence of aerodynamic interference on 
high angle of attack wind tunnel testing 
[AD-A056045]	 p0043 1479-11002 
Visualization of the separation and subsequent 
transition near the leading edge of airfoils 
p0351 N79-19995 
Time optimal control of a jet engine using a 
quasi-Bermite interpolation model 
(NASA-CE-158711)	 p0498 1479-25019 
Alternatives for jet engine control 
(NASA-CE-158390)	 p0594 N79-29190 
NUOVO PIGNONE S.P.A, FLORENCE (ITALY). 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. Part 1:
Selections of the aero-design parameters 
p0307 N79-19351 
Transonic compressors for heavy gases. Part 2: 
Aero-mechanical considerations, testing and 
operation
p0307 4479-19352 
Development testing of stages for centrifugal 
process compressors
p030 4179-19392 
0 
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAB., TENN. 
Fluidized bed gas turbine experimental unit for 
NIUS applications 
(OBNL/EUD/11IDS-32]	 p0169 4179-14564 
OFFICE NATIONAl. D'RTUDES El DR BECHERCHES 
AEROWAUTIQ4JES, PARIS (FRANCE). 
Study in a straight cascade wind tunnel of 
aeroelastic instabilities in compressors 
p0555 4179-27178 
OFFICE NATIONAL D'BTUDES ET BE RECHERCHES 
AEROSPATIALES, NODA*IE (FRANCE). 
Afterbody tests in the Nodane hot gas bench 
[AAAP-NT-78-10]	 p0437 4479-23095 
Buffeting measurements in flight and in a wind 
tunnel 
•	 (AAAF-NT-78-17] 	 p0438 1179-23104 
Optical flow measurements: Applications to wind 
-tunnels or motor bench tests 
(AAAF-NT-78-07] pO440 4179-23117 
OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES El BE RECHERCHES 
ABROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE). 
Energy conservation aircraft design and 
operational procedures
p0107 1479-13200 
Icing test facilities and test techniques in 
Europe
p0173 4479-15042 
Determining the nonlinearities of dynamic 
stability
p0176 4479-15070 
Non-linear formulation of the aerodynamic forces 
for flight dynamic studies
p0179 4479-15090 
Vortex pattern developing on the upper surface 
of a swept wing at high angle of attack 
p0414 4179-22007 
Special Ground testing facilities and testing 
techniques for STOL aircraft
p0430 4479-23007 
The injector driven tunnel 
-.	
p0438 1479-23106 
Broad-band transducers for nondestructive 
inspection of aeronautical components 
•	 p0503 4179-25419 
Experimental study of the flight envelope and 
research of safety requirements for hang-gliders 
•	 p0546 N79-27083 
Unstable flow regimes, including rotating stall, 
surge, distortions, etc.
p0587 4479-28560 
C-45
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CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
Structural aspects of active controls 
p0658 079-30221 
ONERA's model of the pilot in discrete time 
p066 C 079-30262 
Construction problems for high Reynolds number 
wind tunnel models 
(ONERA-NT-1978-6)	 p0708 079-32224 
OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUD!S FT DP BECOERCHES 
AEROSPATIALYS, TOULOUSE (FRANCE). 
Effects of flow turbulence and noise on 
aerodynamic phenomena and measured quantities 
p0439 079-23109 
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, LONDON (ENGLAND) 
European scientific notes, volume 32, number 5 
	
AD-0065400]	 p0945 079-23885 
OGDEN AIR LOGISTICS CENTER, BILL APR, UTAH. 
Cold weather environmental ground starting test 
using JET-8 in Eglin climatic chamber 
(AD-A063377]	 p0385 079-21222 
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS. 
Unsteady pressures on a BACA 64A010 airfoil - 
Experimental and theoretical results 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0330)	 p0261 079-26545 
Interaction of policy and stochastic effects in 
an Air Force reparable item process: A model 
of aircraft engine aging and removal over time 
p0093 079-12082 
A hybrid technique for ccmbining the moment 
method treatment of wire antennas with the GTD 
for curved surfaces 
[AD-A058495] p0108 079-13241 
High frequency surface current and charge 
densities induced on aircraft by a plane 
electromagnetic wave 
(AD-A059810)	 p0168 079-14298 
Aeroservoelastic stability analysis of an 
airplane with a control augmentation system 
p0305 079-19006 
Evaluation of interference in the OSU 6 in. by 
22 in. transonic airfcil tunnel
p0351 079-19994 
Flight test techniques for low speed airfoil 
evaluation
p0352 079-20001 
An evaluation of four single element airfoil 
analytic methods
p0356 079-20039 
High frequency near field scattering by an 
elliptic disk 
(00-0065586]	 p0489 079-24214 
Fuselage-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
[AD-A065587]	 p0489 079-24215 
Wing-mounted antenna code: User's manual 
	
\ [AD-A065589]	 p0490 079-24216 
An iterative approach for computing an antenna 
aperture distribution from given radiation 
pattern data 
(AD-A065590)	 p0490 079-24217 
Optimum frequencies for aircraft classification 
(AD-A065697)	 p0490 079-24220 
An asymptotic result for the scattering of a 
plane wave by a smooth convex cylinder 
taD-A065588]	 p0490 079-24229 
A study of altimeter-ccntrolled 
terrain-following systems
p0582 079-28162 
Theory, design and experimental study of an 
eddy-current/hydromechanical stability 
augmentor for aircraft
p0584 079-28185 
Information processing for target detection and 
identification 
[AD-A068907)	 p0586 079-28393 
OHIO STATE UNIV. RESEARCH POURDATICN, COLUMBUS. 
Large amplitude response cf complex structures 
due to high intensity noise 
(An-A071401)	 p0721 079-33505 
OHIO UNIV., ATHENS. 
Initial flight test of a Loran-C receiver/data 
collection system 
[NASA-CR-157629]	 pOlOO 079-13018 
Loran-C time difference calculations 
[NASA-CE-157957]	 p0100 079-13019 
Capture-effect and side band-reference 
glide-slope performance in the presence of 
deep snow 1977-1978 
[EER-36-1]	 p0231 079-16833 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILINATER. 
Handling qualities of large flexible
control-configured aircraft 
[NASA-CR-1586S4]	 p0499 079-25033 
OKLAHOMA UNIV., NORMAN. 
A spectral analysis of thunderstorm turbulence 
and jet transport landing performance 
p0278 A79-27576 
Assessment of new technologies for general 
aviation aircraft 
(GABC-4]	 p0232 N79-16837 
Supersonic flow past conical bodies with nearly 
circular cross sections 
(AD-A068004)	 p0538 079-26027 
OLD DOMINION SYSTEMS, INC., GAITHERSBURG, ND. 
User's guide to data preparation: 
Photogramoetric navigation analysis program 
Poton ap 
AD-A0646143	 p0419 1479-22070 
Kalman filtering and smoothing in Fotonap for 
orbit determination using GPS measurements 
[AD-A064613]	 p0419 079-22071 
OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA. 
Comparative study of the convergence rates of 
two numerical techniques
p0060 A79-13989 
A shock capturing application of the finite 
element method
p0241 079-24771 
Evaluation of finite element formulations for 
transient conduction forced-convection analysis 
p0635 079-49343 
Network design
p0044 N79-11008 
Comparative study of flare control laws 
[NASA-CR-158114]	 p0230 079-16822 
Aerodynamic side-force alleviator means 
NASA-CASE-LAR-12326-1]	 p0287 079-17813 
Design, calibration, and application of a sensor 
for measuring time dependent angle of attack 
of helicopter blades
p0303 079-18968 
Numerical optimization techniques for bound 
circulation distribution for minimum induced 
drag of nonplanar wings: Basic formulations 
(NASA-CR-3154)	 p0482 079-23924 
Subsonic wind-tunnel investigation of 
leading-edge devices on delta wings (data 
report) 
(NASA-CE-159120]	 p0663 079-31143 
OLD DOMINION UNIV. RESEARCH FOUNDATION, NORFOLK, VA. 
Analytical studies of separated vortex flow on 
highly swept wings 
[NASA-CE-3022]	 p0099 079-13006 
Experimental investigation of effects of jet 
decay rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat 
plate: Tabulated data 
(RASA-CR-158990]	 p0218 079-15941 
Experimental studies on the effects of a sting 
support on the pressure distribution around a 
spherical object 
(NASA-CB-158127]	 p0285 079-17800 
Experiments on tandem diffusers with 
boundary-layer suction applied in between 
(NASA-CR-158957)	 p0286 079-17803 
ORI, INC., SILVER SPRING, ND. 
An assessment of local risk
p0426 079-22207 
State of the art survey of technologies 
applicable to NASA's aeronautics, avionics and 
controls program 
(NASA-CR-159050]	 p0546 1479-27087 
Advanced risk assessment of the effects of 
graphite fibers on electronic and electric 
equipment, phase 1 
(NASA-CE-159027]	 p0586 079-28419 
OXFORD UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
Measurement of the drag of slender cones in 
hypersonic flow at low Reynolds numbers using 
a magnetic suspension and balance 
(OUEL-1235/78)	 p0483 4479-23938 
Extension of running time in the RAE hypersonic 
shock tunnel 
(OUEL1260/78]	 p0556 079-27191 
P 
PACER SYSTEMS, INC., ARLINGTON, VA. 
Review of airworthiness standards for 
certification of helicopters for Instrument 
Flight Rules (IFR) operation 
C-46
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT GROUP, 
[AD-8068397]	 p0349 1119-27121 
PANAHETRICS, INC., WAITHAN, HESS. 
Advanced technology fuel mass flovmeter 
[AD-A063963]	 p0828 i179-22108 
PAYNE, INC., ANNAPOLIS, ND. 
Wind tunnel test of ACES 2 ejection seat with 
anthropometric dummy in asymmetric 
configurations 
[AD-A068614)	 p0592 1179-29163 
PAYNE-NAXIE CONSULTANTS, BERKELEY, CALIF. 
Policy impacts of ATC autcination: Human factors 
considerations 
(AD-A051064)	 p0160 1179-14060 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE. 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial flow fan to inlet 
flow distcrtions	 - 
(NASA-CR-158522)	 p0421 1179-22087 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE ONIV., UNIVERSITY PARK. 
An experimental study of three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer and turbulence 
characteristics inside a turbcmachinery rotor 
passage 
(ASNE PAPER 78-GT-11 I1] 	 p0001 A79-10266 
Characteristics of the wake of a lightly loaded 
compressor or fan rotor 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0550]	 p0253 879-25861 
Turbulence characteristics in the near wake of a 
compressor rotor blade 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0280]	 p0260 879-26544 
Unsteady stator response to upstream rotor wakes 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0579]	 p0272 879-26945 
Mean velocity and decay characteristics of the 
guidevane and stator blade wake of an axial 
flow compressor 
(ASEE PAPER 79-GT-9)	 p0339 879-30507 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects 
(SAN PAPER 790576] 	 p0453 879-36712 
A graph-theoretic method to quantify the airline 
route authority
p0697 879-54280 
The analysis of propellers including interaction 
effects 
(NASA-CB-158111)	 p0233 1179-16851 
Acoustic efficiency of boundary-layer transition 
(AD-A062171]	 p0361 1179-20085 
Secondary-flow-related vortex cavitation 
p0378 1179-21003 
The effects of design and operating variables on 
the response of an axial. flow fan to inlet 
flow distortions 
(AD-A058959)	 p0437 N79-23094 
PISA UNIV. (ITALY). 
Self active pad seal application for high 
pressure engines
p0047 1179-11071 
Prediction of aeroelastic instabilities in 
rotorcr aft
p0553 1179-27159 
POLITECNICO DI TORINO (ITALY). 
Experimental investigation into the feasibility 
of an extruded wing
p0545 579-27077 
POLYTECHNIC INST. OF NEW YORK, BROOKLYN. 
Some nonlinear problems in transonic helicopter 
acoustics 
(AD-A069564]	 p0712 1179-32974 
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 
Effect of flight loads on turbofan engine 
performance deterioraticn
p0341 A79-30559 
Analysis of the impact cf the use of broad 
specification fuels on combustors for 
commercial aircraft gas turbine engines 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1195] 	 p0468 A79-38980 
Aircraft engine icing, technical summary 
p0031 1179-10011 
Energy efficient engine: Propulsion 
system-aircraft integration evaluation 
[NASA-CN-159488]	 p0233 1179-16850 
Strain gage system evaluation program 
[NASA-CR-159486)	 p0307 1179-19314 
JT9D-70/59 improved high pressure turbine active 
clearance control system 
[NASA-CR-159661]	 p0670 1179-31208 
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAF!, NEST PALE BEACH, FLA. 
Regression Simulation of turbine engine 
performance: Accuracy improvement (task 4)
[AD-A066398]	 -	 p0499 1179-25027 
PRATT AND WRITHE! AIRCRAFT GROUP, EAST HARTFORD, 
CO NI. 
A jet exhaust noise prediction procedure for 
inverted velocity profile coannular nozzles 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0633) 	 p0317 A79-28964 
The selection of materials technologies for 
full-scale development 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1152] 	 p0467 A79-38962 
Causes of high pressure compressor deterioration 
in service 
[AIAA PAPER 79-12341	 p0508 A79-40483 
Progress on Variable cycle Engines 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1312) 	 p0510 A79-40759 
Internal mixer investigation for .3T8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 1: Results 
AD-A057309]	 p0037 1179-10059 
Internal mixer investigation for JT8D engine jet 
noise reduction. Volume 2: Appendices A, B, 
C, and 0 
(AD-A057310/5]	 p0038 1179-10065 
Energy efficient engine preliminary design and 
integration study 
[NASA-CE-135396]	 p0093 1179-12084 
Analytical evaluation of the impact of broad 
specification fuels on high bypass turbofan 
engine combustors 
[NASA-CB-159454]	 p0103 R79-13050 
Engine component improvement and performance 
retention
pOlO'? 1179-13198 
Low energy consumption engines
p0107 1179-13199 
JT8D and J79D jet engine performance improvement 
program. Task 1: Feasibility analysis 
[NASA-CR-159449]	 p0365 1179-20116 
.3180 revised high-pressure turbine cooling and 
other outer air seal program 
[NASA-CR-159551)	 p0384 1179-21076 
Variable cycle engine technology program 
planning and definition study 
[NASA-CR-159539)	 p0435 N79-23084 
Study of blade aspect ratio on a compressor 
front stage aerodynamic and mechanical design 
report 
(NASA--cR-159555]	 p0435 1179-23085 
Turbulence characteristics of compressor 
discharge flows
p0496 1179-24995 
Advanced low emissions catalytic combustor 
program at Pratt and Whitney
p0497 1179-25012 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized combustor 
conceptual design study
p0497 1179-25013 
Rotor redesign for a highly loaded 1800 ft/sec 
tip speed fan. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical 
design report 
[NASA-CE-159596]	 p0542 1179-26055 
Boundary-integral equation analysis of an 
advanced turbine disk rim slot
p0553 1179-27161 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of 
inverted velocity profile coannular exhaust 
nozzle models and development of aerodynamic 
and acoustic prediction procedures, 
comprehensive data report, volume 1 
[NASA-CB-159515)	 p0653 1179-30185 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of 
inverted velocity profile coannular exhaust 
nozzle models and development of aerodynamic 
and acoustic prediction procedures, 
comprehensive data report, volume 2 
[NASA-CB-159516]	 p0653 1179-30186 
Energy efficient engine flight propulsion system 
preliminary analysis and design report 
[NASA-CR-159487]	 p0654,1179-30189 
Lean, premixed, prevaporized fuel combustor 
conceptual design study 
[NASA-CE-159647]	 p0707 1179-32211 
PRATT AND WRITHE! AIRCRAFT GROUP, WEST PALE BEACH, 
FLA. 
Test verification of a turbofan partial swirl 
afterburner 
[AIU PAPER 79-1199]
	
p0469 A79-38981 
Nultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the F100 turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1204]	 p0475 A79-39814 
C-Il?
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT OP CANADA LTD.,	 CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX 
A summary of NASA/Air Force Pull Scale Engine 
Research programs using the 7100 engine 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1308]	 p0509 879-40488 
Evaluation of the cyclic behavior of aircraft 
turbine disk alloys 
[NASA-CR-159409]	 p0037 879-10058 
Turbine exit geide vane program 
[AD-A060343]	 p0168 879-14101 
Compartmental lubrication system 
(AD-A060172]	 p0165 879-18105 
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of GATOBIZED 
(trade name) ceramic-wrought alloy attachment 
concepts 
[AD-A064597]	 p0423 879-22102 
Lo-frequency augmentor instability study 
(AD-A0651 144]	 p0423 879-22104 
Lo-frequency augmentor instability investigation 
computer program user's manual 
(AD-A065774)	 p0436 879-23093 
Hot salt stress corrosics studies 
(AD-A068402]	 p0596 879-29300 
Laminated turbine vane design and fabrication 
[NASA-CR-159655]	 p0716 879-33204 
Structural life prediction and analysis technology 
(AD-A070935]	 p0721 -579-33883 
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT OF CANADA LTD., 
LONGUBUIL (QUEBEC). 
Small turbine engine integration in aircraft 
installations
p0554 879-27170 
PRINCETON UNIV., N. .7. 
unsteady thin airfoil theory for transonic flows 
with embedded shocks 
(AIAA PAPER 79-020 44)	 p0143 879-19597 
Turboprop interior noise studies 
(8188 PAPER 79-06471 	 p0271 879-26931 
Master Plan for prediction of vehicle interior 
noise 
[8188 PAPER 79-0582]	 p0272 879-26943 
Unsteady sirloads in supercritical transonic flows 
(8188 79-07671	 p0321 879-29021 
NASA/Princeton digital avionics flight test 
facility
p0635 879-493414 
In-flight simulation with pilot-center of 
gravity offset and velocity mismatch 
pC695 879-53946 
A study of longitudinal controllability and 
stability requirements for 'small general 
aviation airplanes	 - 
(AD-A060467]	 p0175 879-15058 
A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics 
of eight sailving airfoil sections 
pO480 879-23897 
The influence of feedback on the aeroelastic 
behavior of tilt proprotor aircraft including 
the effects of fuselage motion 
[NASA-CR-158778]	 pO5I4S 879-27125 
An in-flight simulator investigation of roll and 
yaw control power requirements for STOL 
approach and landing: Development of 
capability and preliminary results 
[NASA-CB-152307]	 p0595 879-29196 
PURDUE UNIV., LAFAYETTE, IND. 
Calculation of the three-dimensional flow field 
in supersonic inlets at angle of attack using 
a bicharacteristic method with discrete shock 
wave fitting 
(8188 PAPER 79-0379] 	 p0147 879-19698 
LDV measurements on propellers
p0625 879-49052 
Axial flow in trailing line vortices 
[AD-A057075]	 p0034 879-100314 
Analysis of water ingestion effects in axial 
flow compressors 
(AD-A059025)	 p0103 879-13052 
Alternative hydrocarbon fuels: Combustion and 
chemical kinetics 
(AD-A061050].	 p0239 879-17011 
Investigation of torsion free wing trend flutter 
models 
[80-8061942]	 p0302 879-18957 
Combustion in the gas turbine, parts 1, 2, 3 
p0307 N79-19366 
Fuel injection
p0308 879-19368 
Diffusers for gas turbine combustion systems 
p0308 879-19369
Ignition in the gas turbine
p0308 879-19372 
Control of air pollution from aircraft and 
aircraft engines
p0308 879-19376 
Ignition of fuel sprays by hot surfaces and 
stabilization of aircraft fires 
(80-1065153)	 p0441 879-23181 
Flutter analysis of two-dimensional and 
two-degree-of-freedom airfoils in 
small-disturbance, unsteady transonic flow 
[AD-A069223]	 p0665 879-31157 
Q 
QUANTA SYSTEMS CORP., ROCEVILLE, MD. 
Lighting 'and marking of exit taxiways 
(80-8060259]	 p0180 879-15098 
Approach light aiming criteria 
[NAEC-911]	 p0237 879-16880 
R 
RAIL CO., BALTIMORE, MD. 
Maintenance cost study of rotary wing aircraft, 
phase 2 
(NASA-CB-152291]	 p0649 879-30138 
RANCOR, INC., VIENNA, VA. 
A report on atmospheric obstructions to 
visibility. Volume 2: Results of literature 
search 
[At-A0717 142] p0722 979-33739 
RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. 
Probability that the propagation of an 
undetected fatigue crack will not cause a 
structural failure 
[AD-A057335]	 p0049 879-11439 
An appraisal of models used in life cycle cost. 
estimation for USAF aircraft systems 
(AD-A064333)	 p0429 879-22964 
Aircraft turbine engine monitoring experience: 
Implications for the 7100 engine diagnostic 
system program 
(AD-A069282)	 p0671 879-31217 
RANG! COMMANDERS COUNCIL, NRITE SANDS MISSILE 
RANGE, N. ME!. 
Flight termination receiver catalog 
(80-8058656)	 p0181 879-15232 
RAYTHEON CO., WAYLAND, MASS. 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 A79-52046 
RCA FLIGHT OPERATIONS, TRENTON, W. J. 
Civil Helicopter icing problems
p0481 879-23917 
BEDIFON SIMULATION LTD., CRAWL!! (ENGLAND). 
A high resolution visual system for the 
simulation of in-flight refuelling 
p0224 879-15987 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INST., TROT; N. Y. 
Wing shape optimization for maximum 
cross-country speed, with mathematical 
programming
p0480 879-23899 
Composite structural materials 
(14ASA-CR-158851]	 p0585 879-28235 
Transform domain processing for digital 
communication systems using surface acoustic 
wave devices
p0675 879-31482 
State of the art in digital signal processing 
with applications to multiple access systems 
p0676 879-31487 
RESEARCH INST. OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, STOCKHOLM 
(SWEDEN). 
Introductory studies of 507588, a RAM engine 
with solid propellant 
(FOA-c-20229-D3]	 p0240 879-17022 
Construction using carbon fiber composite 
materials and aluminum: A cost comparison 
[FOA-c-20280-P9]	 p0596 879-29248 
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N. 
C.
Development of a microwave multilateration 
system for VIOL landing guidance
p0058 879-13273 
Systems development of a stall/spin research 
facility using remotely controlled/augmented 
aircraft models. Volume 1: Systems overview 
[NASA-CE-145351]	 p0180 879-15101 
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ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., CANOGA PARK, CALIF. 
Cockpit management
p0299 879-18890 
1P 14D Skyray development: Nov it can be told 
p0300 879-18897 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. 
An advanced guidance and control system for 
rescue helicopters
p0657 879-30217 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
An innovative technique for static and dynamic 
V/SIOL testing 
(AHS 78-42)	 p0123 A79-18165 
Static test of a large scale swivel nozzle 
thrust deflector 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1285]	 p0471 A79-39020 
The characteristics of a lift cruise fan V/STOL 
configuration in near proximity to a small 
deck with finite edge positions 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1854]	 p0609 A19-47913 
Viscid/inviscid interaction analysis of thrust 
augmenting ejectors 
(AD-A0595146)	 p0175 879-15055 
Flight verificaticn of the advanced flight 
Control Actuation System (AFCAS) in the T-2C 
aircraft 
[AD-A060326]	 p0175 879-15059 
Computer-aided design study of hypermixing nozzles 
[AD-A06237 14]	 p0365 879-20122 
Lightweight hydraulic system extended endurance 
test 
(AD-A062749)	 p0371 1479-20358 
Evaluation of composite wing for XPV-128 
airplane, appendix C 
(AD-A063848)	 p0426 879-22215 
Low speed wind tunnel test of ground proximity 
and deck edge effects cn a lift cruise fan 
V/STOL configuration, volume 2 
(NASA-CR-152248]	 pO58O 879-281142 
Fluidics: Feasibility study 
electro/hydranlic/fluidic direct drive servo 
valve 
[AD-A069798]	 p0654 879-30195 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWN!!, CALIF. 
Prediction of in-depth gap heating ratios from 
wing glove model test data 
fNASA-CR-1601461	 p035 879-20068 
Design and analysis of a plate-fin sandwich 
actively cooled structrral panel
p0386 1479-21431 
Fluxiess brazing and heat treatment of a 
plate-fin sandwich actively cooled panel 
p0386 N79-21832 
Actively coaled plate fin sandwich structural 
panels for hypersonic aircraft 
[NASA-CR-3159)	 p0676 879-31628 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 
Fracture toughness in titanium alloys 
[AD-A067785]	 p0542 879-26176 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical 
cost analysis. Volume 1: Program summary 
(AD-A068719)	 p0550 879-27131 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical 
cost analysis. Volume 2: Design data and 
maintenance procedures 
[AD-A068720]	 p0592 879-29173 
Aircraft transparency failure and logistical 
cost analysis. Volume 3: Transparency analysis 
[AD-A068721]	 pC592 879-29174 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
New concepts in composite material landing gear 
for military aircraft. Volume 1: Technical 
discussion 
(AD-A058529)	 p0101 879-13032 
New concepts in composite material landing gear 
for military aircraft. Volume 2: Appendices 
(AD-A058672)	 p0101 879-13033 
B-i ride control
p0237 879-16876 
Formulation of aerodynamic prediction techniques 
for hypersonic configuration design 
[NASA-CB-1589914]	 p0291 879-17850 
Study of the application of superplastically 
formed and diffusion bonded (SPF/DC) titanium 
structure to laminar flow control (LTC) wing 
design 
[NASA-CR-158979]	 p0360 879-20070 
Structures and IRS for the NNPEP/HYTID 
p0387 879-21438
Concurrent superplastic forming/diffusion 
bonding of B-i components
p0442 879-23251 
The impact of alternate fuels on aircraft 
configuration characteristics 
(AD-A066983)	 p0501 879-252411 
Determination of subcritical frequency and 
damping from B-i flight flutter test data 
(NASA-CE-3152]	 p0503 879-25426 
Ride qualities criteria validation/pilot 
performance study: Plight test results 
(NASA-CR-144885)	 p0668 879-31193 
HiRAT structural development design methodolcgy 
[NASA-CR-144886]	 p0705 879-32197 
ROLLS-ROYCE LTD., BRISTOL (ENGLAND). 
Use of coatings in turbomachinery gas path seals 
p0046 879-11058 
The contribution of dynamic X-ray to gas turbine 
air sealed technology
p0047 879-11065 
Axial turbine performance prediction 
p0587 1479-28561 
ROLLS-ROTC! LTt, DERBY (ENGLAND). 
Oil sealing of aero engine hearing compartments 
pOO47 7479-11062 
Gas turbine disc sealing system design 
p0048 879-11072 
The aerodynamic penalties associated with 
turbine blade cooling
p03O4 879-18986 
The design and development of high performance 
combustors
p0308 879-19380 
Two-dimensional compressible potential flow 
around profiles in cascade
p0383 879-21059 
A stall criterion for cascades
p0383 879-21060 
Engine integration and noise considerations for 
STOL aircraft
p0430 879-23005 
Engine performance considerations for the large 
subsonic transport
p0551 879-27139 
The effect of intake conditions.on supersonic 
flutter in turbofan engines
p0555 879-27175 
Axial compressor stall
p0557 879-27435 
ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, GRIPPISS APR, N.Y. 
Recent experience in the development and 
application of LCC models
p0502 879-25410 
Nicrostrip antenna elements for use in 
hemispherically scanned arrays 
[AD-A068566]	 p0557 879-27366 
New devices for digital communications in avionics 
p0675 879-31481 
Radiation pattern sidelobes and null filling 
produced by aircraft vibration 
(AD-A070472]	 p0710 879-32422 
ROYAL AIR FORCE INST. OF AVIATION MEDICINE, 
FARNBOROUGH (ENGLAND). 
Some improvements to the UK helicopter cockpit 
p0312 879-19659 
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, BEDFORD (ENGLAND).

The use of sound absorbing walls to reduce 
dynamic interference in wind tunnels 
[311050]	 p0105 1479-13062 
Nonlinear oscillations at high incidence 
p0179 N79-15091 
Motion versus visual cues in piloted flight 
simulation
p0224 879-15990 
An experimental investigation into the influence 
of acoustic disturbances on the development of 
a turbulent boundary layer 
[ARC-R/N-3825]	 p0226 879-16238 
Boundary layer transition measurements on the 
AEDC 10 deg cone in three RAE wind tunnels and 
their implications 
(ARC-R/N-3821]	 p0288 879-17817 
The design of wind tunnel Models for tests at 
transonic speeds and high Reynolds numbers 
p0377 879-20996 
The design of models and their supports, the 
Evans clean-flow tunnel. A review of some of 
the various proposals
p0439 N79-23110 
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Some remarks on the design of transonic tunnels 
with low levels of flow unsteadiness 
(NISI-CE-2722]	 p0500 P79-25039 
Aerodynamic data for three supercritical 
airfoils: RAE(NPL) 9515 and 9530, and PA! 
9550. Parts I and 2 
(APC-R/11-3820]	 p0703 P79-32178 
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHER!?, PARNBOEOUGH (ENGLAND). 
On the limits of steep helicopter approaches 
.[RAP-LIB-TRANS-1960]	 p0161 P79-14078 
Investigation into the effect of residual 
stresses on fatigue strength and measurement 
of residual stress, with special reference to 
aircraft ccnstructicn 
[RAE-LIB-IBANS-1977]	 p0171 P79-15027 
Mathematical models of aircraft dynamics for 
extreme flight conditions (theory and 
experiment)
p0179. P79-15087 
The estimation of lateral-directional 
aerodynamic derivatives at subscnic speeds 
pOlS 879-15909 
On the application of certain statistical 
methods to wind-tunnel testing 
[ARC-CP-1390]	 p0216 879-15919 
Non-conical flow past slender wings with leading 
edge vortex sheets 
(ABC-R/P-3814]	 p0216 879-15920 
Analysis of the zero-lift wave drag measured on 
delta wings 
[AEC-R/H-3818]	 p0216 P79-15921 
On the evaluation of wall interference in 
two-dimensional ventilated wind tunnels by 
subsonic linear theory 
(ARC-R/K-3819)	 p0217 579-15922 
Omega and VIP aircraft installaticns 
(RAE-TN-RAD-PAV-66)	 p0217 579-15930 
Impedance measurements on a spinning model 
helicopter rotor 
[ARC-CP-1389]	 p0220 P79-15955 
The development of a parametric method of 
measuring fin fatigue loads based on flight 
measurements on a lightning Nk.T5 
(ARC-R/M-3824)	 p0220 P79-15958 
The response of aircraft to discrete ramp gusts 
(RA!-TR-77165)	 p0222 P79-15971 
Weight optimisation with flutter constraints 
(ARC-B/N-3823]	 p0222 P79-15972 
Visibility modelling for a landing simulator

with special reference to low visibility 
p0223 P79-15982 
Low budget simulation in weapon aiming 
p0223 P79-15984 
Navstar aircraft aerial system. Some initial 
considerations 
(RAE-TN-RAD-NAV-44]	 p0225 P79-16183 
Fatigue acceleraticn in box beams under 
mechanical and thermal stress (second series) 
[ARC-R/M-3817]	 .	 p0226 P79-16311 
Jet noise radiation from discrete vortices 
(ANC-P/R-3826)	 p0221 P79-16652 
Some aspects of helicopter communications 
p0311 879-19647 
Rain-erosion resistant materials in air and 
space travel 
[RAE-LIR-TRANS-2003]	 p0385 879-21201 
Some UK research studies of the use of wing-body 
strakes on combat aircraft configurations at 
high angles of attack
p0413 P79-21999 
Strake-induced separation from the leading edges 
of wings of moderate sweep
p0413 P79-22002 
A brief review of air flight weapons 
p0431 P79-23051 
An evaluation of coatings for steel and titanium 
alloy fasteners for aircraft applications 
p0442 P79-23242 
A study of smoke movement in an aircraft fuselage 
[BA!-TN-'EP613) 	 p0540 579-26040 
Weapon/aircraft interactions
p0556 P79-27205 
An extension to the method of Garabedian and 
Korn for the calculation of transonic flow 
past an aerofoil to include the effects of a 
boundary layer and wake 
[ARC-R/W3828]	 p0590 879-29154 
Environmental effects on the elastic-plastic 
properties of adhesives in bond metal joints
[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1999]	 p0596 P79-29328 
An analysis of a programmed load fatigue failure 
(RAE-TR-78078)	 p0599 P79-29562 
Subjective assessment of a helicopter approach 
system for lEN conditions
p0656 P79-30209 
Lateral stability at high angles of attack, 
particularly wing rock
P0658 P79-30226 
Performance predictions and trials of a 
helicopter UP? data link
p0675 P79-31476 
Wind tunnel tests on cambered wings of mild 
gothic planfora. Part 1: Further low speed 
tests. Part 2: Transonic tests 
(APC-N/8-3827)	 p0703 P79-32179 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system 
at London (Gatwick) Airport, August 1977' 
(RAE-TN-78124)	 p0704 P79-32194 
Trials of the Doppler microwave landing system 
at Manchester International Airport, 
October/November 1977 
( NA!-TR-781443	 p0704 879-32195 
ROYAL INST. OF TECH., STOCKHOLM (SWEDEN). 
Wind tunnel test at low speeds of a dorsal air 
intake on a fighter configuration
p0415 579-22029 
ROYAL MILITARY COIL. OF SCIENCE, SBPIVENHAM 
(ENGLAND). 
The dynamic stability in flight of spinning 
blunt body projectiles
p0179 P79-15092 
ROYAL NETHERLANDS AIRCRAFT FACTORIES POKKER, 
SCBIPHOL-OOST. 
Operational experience with adhesive bonded 
structures
p0444 879-23450 
RUHR UNIV., BOCHUM (WEST GERMAN!). 
A stress and strain analysis of industrial

radial compressor impellers using the 
framework method
p03O9 P79-19391 
Finite element methods for inviscid and viscous 
flow problems
p0586 P79-28474 
SAINT LOUIS UNIV., CAHOKIA, ILL. 
Helicopter bearing failure detection utilizing 
shock pulse techniques 
[AD-A057308]	 p0049 P79-11410 
SAN DIEGO AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING, INC., CALIF. 
Test plan for a one-half scale laboratory model 
ofa rigid skirt hold-down system 
[AD-A065171]	 p0440 879-23115 
SAN FRANCISCO UNIV., CALIF. 
Ignition characteristics of some aircraft 
interior fabrics
p0126 A79-18302 
SANDIA CORP., LIVERMORE, CALIF. 
Roadrunner: 'A novel radar guidance concept 
SAND-79-0412C]	 p0720 P79-33383 
SANDIA LABS,., ALBUQUERQUE, N. REX. 
Sensitivity of aircraft motion to aerodynamic

cross-coupling at high angles of attack 
p0179 P79-15094 
Real-time estimation of aerodynamic coefficients 
by means of an extended Kalman filter 
[SAND-78-2032)	 p0590 P79-29152 
Driftdowm calculations for the P8/2270 aircraft 
[SAND-78-1807]	 p0653 579-30182 
SANDIA LABS., LIVERMORE, CALIF. 
Flight Dynamics Laboratory at SLL 
[SAND-78-8240]	 p0106 P79-13068 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC., HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 
Turbulence siinulaticn mechanization for Space 
Shuttle Orbiter dynamics and control studies 
[NASA-CR-161194]	 p0368 P79-20174 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC., LA JOLLA, CALIF. 
Development of criteria for monitoring of 
airport ground pollution. Volume 1: Study 
[AD-A067242]	 p0595 P79-29197 
Development of criteria for monitoring of 
airport ground pollution. Volume 2: Data 
validation procedures 
[AD-A067243]	 p0595 879-29198 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC., MCLEAN, VA. 
Predesign of the second generation comprehensive 
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	 SOUTHAMPTON UNIV. 
helicopter analysis system 
(AD-A064289)	 p0421 279-22084 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., GLASECIBORY, 
CORE. 
The prediction of the turbulent flow field about 
an isolated airfoil 
(AIAA PAPER 79-15431	 p0577 A79-46719 
A viscous flow analysis for the tip vortex 
generation process 
[NASA-C8-3184]	 p0712 279-33162 
SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
Application of singular perturbation techniques 
/SPT/ and continuation methods for on-line 
aircraft trajectory optimization - 
p0612 279-47991 
A study of the application of singular 
perturbation theory 
(NASA-CR-3167]	 P0654 279-30194 
SCOTT ENVIRONMENTAL TECBNOLOGY, INC., 
PLUMSTEADVILLE, PA. 
157-592 engine emission test report 
[AD-2060842]	 p0174 279-15054 
Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
United States. Volume 1	 Test summaries 
[AD-A061532]	 p0234 279-16858 
US Air Force turbine engine emission survey. 
Volume 3: Engine model summaries 
[AD-A061483)	 p0235 279-16859 
F-100 turbine engine afterburner emission tests 
[AD-8063789]	 p0424 279-22109 
SERVICE TECHNIQUE DR L'AEEOWAUTIQUE, PARIS (PRANCE). 
Control configured vehicle design philosophy 
p023 279-16866 
SHAKER RESEARCH CORP., BALLSTCN LANE, E. Y. 
Turbojet blade vibration data acquisition design 
and feasibility testing 
(NASA-CB-159505]	 P0304 279-18976 
SHELL RESEARCH LTD., CHESTER (ENGLAND). 
Future aviation fuels fuel suppliers views	 - 
p0106 279-13194 
SHOCK AND VIBRATION INPORHATICN CENTER (DEFENSE), 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 10, no. 9 
p0240 279-17046 
SIGMA CORP., HOUSTON, TEE. 
LOADS: a computer program for determining the 
shear, bending mcment and axial loads for 
fuselage type structures 
[NASA-CB-151905]	 p0242 279-17262 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT, STRATFORD, COIN. 
The ESRA Active Isolation/Rotor . Balance System 
p0130 279-18654 
Finite element analysis of heliccpter structures 
p0039 279-10453 
A practical approach to helicopter internal 
noise prediction
p0041 279-10857 
Preliminary design study of a tail rotor blade 
jettison concept 
(AD-8059239]	 p0101 279-13029 
Locking redundant link 
(NASACASE-LA211900-1)	 p0168 279-14382 
Compensating linkage for main rotor control 
(NASA-CAS!-LAE-11797-1) 	 p0175 279-15057 
011-608 MEDEVAC kit
p0310 879-19614 
Advancements in helicopter Cockpit technology 
p0310 879-19625 
Crash survivability of the UH-60A heliccpter 
p0312 279-19663 
Advanced coupling development program 
[AD-A064296]	 p0427 279-22522 
Design and development of a motion compensator 
for the RSRA main rotor control
p0427 279-22541 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 1: 
Design handbook 
(AD-A065268)	 p0433 179-23068 
Aeroelastically conformable rotor mission analysis 
(AD-A067338]	 p0495 279-24985 
Helicopter drive system R and H design guide 
[AD-2069835]	 p0652 279-30180 
SIHAT, HELI.IESEN AND EICHNER, INC., WASHINGTON,D. C. 
Additional analyses of air carried load factors 
and competition 
(P8-289577/9)	 p0380 N79-21032 
SINGER CO., SUNHYVALE, CALIF. 
Advanced Digital Simulator system (ADSS) 
[AD-A059536]	 p0181 N79-15103
SINGER-KEARPOTT, WAYNE, N. J. 
Dynamic simulation of a multi-sensor 
communication and navigation system 
p0354 979-20026 
SEP INDUSTRIES, INC., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA. 
Aircraft engine sump fire mitigation, phase 2 
[NASA-CE-135379)	 p0241 279-17219 
User's manual for steady state and transient 
thermal analysis of a shaft-bearing system 
S BAR ER TB) 
AD-A064150]	 p0427 279-22523 
SMITHS INDUSTRIES LTD., CHELTENHAM (ENGLAND). 
The development and in-flight evaluation of a 
triplex digital autostabilization system for a 
helicopter
p0655 279-30200 
SOCIETE BERTIN ET CU, VILLEURRANNE (FRANCE). 
Two dimensional anemonetric probe 
(AAAF-NT-78-09]	 p0440 279-23116 
SOCIETE CREUSOT-LOIRE, PARIS (PRANCE). 
Application of aerodynamic design techniques to 
process compressor design
p0309 N79-19388 
SOCIETE DR FABRICATION D'INSTRUMENTS DE NESUR! 
SPIN, MASS! (FRANCE). 
Stabilizing electro-optical systems on helicopters 
p0657 279-30216 
SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ETUDE BY 02 CONSTRUCTION 02 
MOTEURS D'AVIATION, MELON (PRINCE). 
Turbine blade cooling
p0304 N79-18980 
SOCIETE RATIONALE D'ETODE ET DE CONSTRUCTION RE 
NOTEORS U' AVIATION, VILLAROCHE (FRANCE). 
Forecasting engine life
p0552 n79-27154 
The importance of off-design operation 
p0587 279-28556 
SOCIETE NATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE ABROSPATIALE, 
MARIGNANE (PRANCE.) 
Casualty evacuation by helicopter
p0310 N79-19615 
A computer aided design and fabrication system 
adapted to the design of three dimensional 
objects
p0374 279-20762 
SOCIETE RATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE, PARIS 
(PRANCE). 
Helicopter internal noise reduction research and 
development application to the SA 360 and SA 
365 Dauphin
p0041 N79-10861 
Fatigue of helicopters: Service life evaluation 
method
p0434 N79-23079 
Buffeting measurements In flight and in a wind 
tunnel 
(AAAF-11T-78-171 ]	 -p0438 879-23104 
SOCIETE WATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE AEEOSPATIALB, 
TOULOUSE (PRANCE). 
Transonic/supersonic longitudinal aerodynamic 
derivatives
p0215 279-15911 
Behavior of a transport aircraft with a high 
aspect ratio wing at a high angle of incidence 
p0414 N79-22005 
Results related to simulated and in-flight 
experimentation with an electric flight 
control system that can be generalized 
p0658 279-30224 
SOLAR TURBINES INTERNATIONAL, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
Wide range operation of advanced low NOX 
aircraft gas turbine combustors 
[ASME PAPER 78-GT-128)	 p0009 279-10792 
Non-flammable polyimide materials for aircraft 
and spacecraft applications 
(IAF PAPER 79-204) 	 p0691 A79-53355 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
aircraft and spacecraft
p0088 279-12043 
Internally coated air-cooled gas turbine blading 
[NASA-CR-159574]	 p0497 279-25018 
Development of fire-resistant, low smoke 
generating, thermally stable end items for 
commercial aircraft and spacecraft using a 
basic polyinide resin
p0666 279-31171 
SOUTHAMPTON UNIV. (ENGLAND). 
An active noise reduction system for aircrew 
C-si
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helmets
p0040 879-10853 
Developments is testing airfoil techniques at 
University of Southampton
p0352 N79-20056 
Studies of self streamlining wind tunnel real 
and imaginary flows 
(NASA-CR-158831)	 p0362 879-20142 
Aerodynamic noise theory
p04143 N79-23378 
Jet noise: A status report
p0443 879-23379 
Noise and vibration problems: Outline notes 
p0579 N79-28124 
SOUTHWEST FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION, 
SAN ANTONIO, TEE. 
Recent advances in materials toxicology 
p0666 N79-31169 
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INST., SAN ANTONIO, VEX. 
Engine induced structural-borne noise in a 
general aviation aircraft 
(SAT PAPER 790626] 	 p0452 A79-36754 
Development of a blast simulator for testing 
simulated aircraft fuel tanks 
[AD-A058816]	 p0101 N79-13034 
Engine-induced structural-borne noise in a 
general aviation aircraft 
[NASA-CR-159099]	 p0599 N79-29957 
Experimental methods for aircraft design 
qualifications in an exploding warhead 
environment 
[AD-A070381]	 p0706 N79-32203 
Nondestructive evaluation of fiber reinforced 
epoxy composites: A state-of-the-art survey 
[AD-A071973]	 p0719 N79-33263 
SPECTRUM DEVELOPHENT LABS., INC., COSTA MESA, CALIF. 
Transonic flow past a symmetrical airfoil at 
high angle of attack 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1500]
	 p0575 A79-46694 
Feasibility study of transit photon correlation 
anemometer for Ames Research Center unitary 
wind tunnel plan 
[NASA-CE-152238]	 p0367 N79-20140 
SPERRY RAND CORP., GREAT NECK, N. I. 
SLIC-7 laser gyro investigations 
[AD-A059028]	 p0100 N79-13021 
SPERRY RESEARCH CENTER, SUDBUNY, BASS. 
Low EM signature response techniques 
[AD-A068211]	 p0597 N79-29397 
SRI INTERNATIONAL CORP., H!NLC PARK, CALIF. 
SIFT - Design and analysis of a fault-tclerant 
computer for aircraft control
p0252 A79-25718 
Policy impacts of ATC automation: Human factors 
considerations 
[AD-A051064]	 pO16C R79-19060 
Nap-of-the-earth communication program for US 
Army heliccpters 
[AD-A063089]	 p0490 w79-24232 
STANDARD ELEKTRIK LORENZ A.G., STUTTGART (WEST 
GERMANY). 
A self Contained collision avoidance system for 
helicopters
p0656 N79-30206 
An asynchronous data transmission system with 
low error probability for the SETAC landing aid 
p0675 N79-31468 
STANFORD RESEARCH INST., BENLO PARK, CALIF. 
Atlanta center upgraded third generation enroute 
ATC system operations: A case study 
(AD-A056180]	 p0161 N79-14071 
STANFORD TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC., ECLEAN, VA. 
Investigation of a preliminary GPS receiver 
design for general aviation 
[ADA069059]	 p0592 N79-29164 
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF. 
Role of helicopters in airport access 
p0128 A79-185711 
The annoyance of multiple noisy events 
[AIAA PAPER 79-06531
	 p0268 A79-26895 
On the role of shocks in the sub-transonic' 
flutter phenomenon 
(AIAA 79-0765]	 p0320 A79-29019 
Some observations on four current subjects 
related to aeroelastic stability
p0602 A79-47093 
A design method with application to prefilters 
and sampling-rate selection in digital flight 
control systems
P0095 N79-12095 
Flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of a constant 
life rotor 
[NASA-CB-152244]	 p0363 N79-20099 
A variational theorem for laminated composite 
plates of nonlinear materials and applications 
to postbuckling
p0499 1179-29977 
Analytical and scale model research aimed at 
improved hangglider design 
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO. 	
p0546 N79-27081 
Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as 
a function of Reynolds number 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1525]
	 p0576 A79-46709 
STATE UNIV. OF NEV YORK AT ALBANY. 
Recommendations of the panels: Panel on flight 
planning to avoid high ozone
p0380 1179-21024 
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO. 
- Peak Strouhal frequency of subsonic jet noise as 
a function of Reynolds number
p0406 A79-34537 
Asymmetry of a circular jet observed in near and 
far fields
p0406 A79-34539 
STEVENS INST. OF TECH., HOBOKEN, N. J. 
Research on the flutter of axial turbomachine 
bla ding 
-[AD-A063102]	 p0366 879-20126 
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND, OFFUTT AFB, NEBR. 
Giant image 2 reliability and maintainability 
B-52D 
(AD-A057938]	 p0099 879-11291 
STUTTGART UNIV. (NEST GERNANY). 
The effect of disturbance on a wing
p0479 N79-23893 
Some new airfoils 
• p0480 879-23896 
A general method for the layout of ailerons and 
elevators of gliders and notorplanes 
p0549 N79-27076 
SUSSEX UNIV., BRIGHTON (ENGLAND). 
An investigation of vibration dampers in 
gas-turbine engines
p0553 R79-27169 
SYRACUSE UNIV., N. Y. 
Study of RATC newport antenna test range: 
Methods of reflection reductions and increased 
frequency coverage 
[AD-A065151]	 p0443 N79-23331 
SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
Rotorcraft system identification techniques for 
handling qualities and stability and control 
evaluation 
CABS 78-30]	 p0122 A79-18156 
Identification of a STOL propulsion plant model 
from flight data
p0406 A79-34521 
flultivariable control altitude demonstration on 
the P100 turbofan engine 
(AIAA PAPER 79-1204)
	 p0475 A79-39814 
Advanced fault detection and isolation methods 
for aircraft turbine engines 
(AD-A058891)	 p0104 N79-13053 
Flight test design for CH-47 parameter 
identification 
(NASA-CB-158948]	 p0171 N79-15025 
Impact of area navigation on controller 
productivity and ATC system capacity 
[FAA-ED-78-51]	 p0231 N79-16825 
PNAV route design-terminal area design 
procedures and transition area design guidelines 
[FAA-RD-78-61]	 p0291 N79-17841 
Path controllers: Unification of concepts and 
comparison of design methods 
(AD-A070252)	 p0673 N79-31227 
SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., WEST PALN BEACH, FLA. 
General aviation IFR operational problems 
(NASA-CE-159022]	 p0419 N79-22068 
SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABS., INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
The status of rotor noise technology: One man's 
opinion
p0042 N79-10862 
High energy HHD fuels development program 
[AD-A060156]	 p0168 N79-14239 
Dynamic evaluation of experimental integral 
fuel-tank sealants, part 2 
(AD-A066592)	 p0501 N79-25236 
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	 TENNESSEE UNIV., 
SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABS., INC., NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
Prediction and measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces and pressure distributions of wing-tail 
configurations at very high angles of attack 
p0415 1179-22025 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., BAW!BOBNE, CALIF. 
Identification of key maneuver-limiting factors 
in high-angle-of-attack flight
p0180 1179-15096 
A study of the effects of aircraft dynamic 
characteristics on structural loads criteria 
(STI-TR-1099-1)	 p0232 1179-16838 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 1: 
Executive summary 
(AD-A066809)	 p0499 1179-25035 
Analysis of digital flight control systems with 
flying qualities applications. Volume 2: 
Technical report 
[AD-A067177] p0500 1179-25036 
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 
Piloted aircraft simulation concepts and overview 
(NASA-CR-152200]	 p0166 1179-14114 
A compilation and analysis of helicopter 
handling qualities data. Volume 2: Data 
analysis 
(NASA-CB-3145)	 p0672 N79-31222 
Powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the 
presence of naturally-occurring and 
computer-generated atmospheric disturbances 
[AD-A072118]	 p0105 1179-32198 
T 
TACTICAL AIR WARFARE CENTER, !GLIN APR, FLA. 
Current deficiences in simulation for training 
p0222 1179-15974 
TECHNICAL UNIV. OF DENMARK, L!NGBT. 
Evaluation of stiffness and damping coefficients 
for fluid-film bearings
p0585 1179-28367 
TECBNION - ISRAEL INST. OP TECH., HAIFA. 
Comparative study between two different active 
flutter suppressicn systems
p8081 179-16495 
Flutter suppression and gust alleviation using 
active controls - Review of developments and 
applications based on the aerodynamic energy 
concept
p0156 A79-20128 
Numerical solution for supersonic flow near the 
trailing edge of a flat plate
p0514 A79-41771 
Active external store flutter suppression in the 
Yp-17 flutter model
p0639 A79-49866 
On single-degree-of-freedom flutter induced by 
activated controls
p8640 A79-49867 
TECHNISCHE HOCHSC8ULE, DARESTART (WEST GERMANY). 
Boundary layer effects cm pressure variations in 
Ludwieg tubes
p0377 1179-20995 
Optimum tail plane design for sailplanes 
p0479 1179-23892 
Wind tunnel measurements of dynamic derivatives 
in the German Federal Republic 
(110-5-78]	 p0548 1179-27107 
Aeronautical research into vertical problems in 
V/STOL aircraft approach landing 
(IFD-4-78)	 p0550 1179-27134 
TECHNISCHE HOGESCROOL, DRIFT (NETHERLANDS). 
Non-Gaussian structure of the simulated 
turbulent environment in piloted flight 
simulation
p0223 1179-15980 
A slender delta wing oscillating in surface waves 
(VTH-LB-257)	 p0286 1179-17818 
Interaction of the supersonic flow below a wing 
and a supersonic free jet (two-dimensional 
situation) 
(VTH-LB-268)	 p0286 1179-17819 
Worst case time-histories causing largest 
deviations from a desired flight path: An 
analytical approach 
(VTH-LB-267]	 p0290 1179-17839 
Two-segment approach investigation on a 
moving-base piloted flight simulator 
(VTR-LR-250)	 p0295 1179-17880
An experimental investigation of the entrainment 
of a leading-edge vortex
p0416 1179-22033 
Fatigue properties of adhesive-bonded laminated 
sheet material of aluminum alloys 
[LE-276]	 p0598 1179-29543 
Aircraft response to windshears and downdraughts 
p0659 1179-30229 
Prediction methods for fatigue crack growth in 
aircraft material 
(LB-282] p0721 1179-33498 
TECHNISCBE UNIV., BERLIN (WEST GERMANY). 
Generation and breakdown of aerodynamic lift: 
Physical mechanism
p0479 1179-23894 
Lee side flow field over slender delta wings of 
finite thickness 
[ILR-23]	 p0548 N79-27103 
Study of the theoretical to real correspondence 
of an optimal control model and the 
significance of this model for the description 
of working methodology with partly automated 
aircraft guidance and control systems 
(ILB-35)	 p0556 1179-27184 
TBCBNISCHE ONIVEESITAET, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERMANY). 
Multipath propagation measurement by Doppler 
technique
p0875 1179-31478 
Investigation on information error caused by 
traffic loading in approach and landing systems 
-	
p0675 1179-31480 
TECHNISCHE UNIVEESITNET, DIBNSTADT (WEST GERMANY). 
Wind tunnel testing of dynamic derivatives in 
West Germany
p0176 1179-15066 
TECENISCRE UNIVERSITAET, HANOVER (WEST GERMANY). 
Dynamic behaviour and ccntrol of single-shaft 
closed-cycle gas turbines
p0422 1179-22095 
TECHNISCEE UNIVEBSITAET, MUNICH (WEST GERMANY). 
Heat generation in cavities at high velocity 
flights 
[RNVG-PBWT-77-28]	 p0288 1179-17815 
TECHNOLOGY/SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
Atmospheric Electricity Hazard (ARE) 
[AD-A069338]	 p0651 1179-30169 
TECHNOLOGY, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. 
Structural area inspection frequency Evaluation 
(SAIFE). Volume 2: Description of simulation 
logic 
(AD-A059689)	 p0171 1179-15026 
TELCOM, INC., ARLINGTON, VA. 
Analysis of the projected operational 
effectiveness of developmental weapon control 
avionics hardware 
[AD-A058555]	 p0102 1179-13040 
TELEDYNE CAR, TOLEDO, OHIO. 
Advanced Turbine Engine Gas generator (AT!GG) 
fractography of cast nickel base superalloys 
(AD-A061701)	 p0306 1179-19149 
Ceramic mainshaft roller bearing performance in 
a gas turbine engine 
[&D-A0679011]	 p0557 1179-27516 
Advanced General Aviation Turbine Engine (GATE) 
study 
[NASA-CE-159624]
	
p0594 1179-29189 
TELEDYNE CONTINENTAl. MOTORS, MOBILE, ALA. 
Concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and fuel 
consumption of the aircraft piston engine 
(SAP PAPER 790605)	 p0456 A79-36737 
Computer simulation of an aircraft engine fuel 
injection system 
[NASA-CE-157641]
	
p0174 N79-15052 
TELEDYNE RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO., SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
EPT electric power system study, phase 1: 
Technology assessment 
[AD-A060336]	 p0165 1179-14102 
RPV electric power system study. Phase 2: Hot 
bench mockup development 
[AD-A065008]	 p0424 1179-22110 
TELEDYNE SYSTEMS CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 
Redundant strapdown navigation, guidance, and 
control of a control configured vehicle 
p0353 1179-20016 
TENNESSEE UNIV., KNOXVILLE. 
A finite element approach to the problem of 
sound propagation and attenuation in jet 
engine air intakes
p0108 1179-13818 
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Investigation of the aerodynamic and accustic 
performance of a ic y-pressure ratio 
tandem-blade compressor
p03044 879-18975 
TENNESSEE UNIV., TULLAHONA. 
Stable boundary layer wind shear model for 
aircraft flight hazard definition
p027e A79-27575 
TEXAS AGE UNIV., COLLEGE STATION. 
Some theoretical considerations of a stall proof 
airplane 
[SAE PAPER 7906044] 	 p0456 A79-3673€ 
A lifting surface performance analysis with 
circulaticn coupled wake for advanced 
configuration hovering rotors
p0032 N79-10017 
Inverse transonic airfoil design methods 
including boundary layer and viscous 
interaction effects 
[NASA-CR-158136]	 p0286 879-17805 
Application of direct-inverse techniques to 
airfoil analysis and design
p0355 879-20035 
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLL., LUBBOCK. 
Dynamics of complex structures-analysis and 
experiment: Damaged aircraft stahilators 
[AD-A062691]	 p0364 879-20110 
TEXTRON BELL AEROSPACE CO., BUFFALO, N. T. 
Concept for a large multi-mission amphibian 
aircraft 
[LIAR 79-0849]	 p0405 A79-33832 
General purpose computer program for interacting 
supersonic configurations. User's manual 
[NASA-CB-145128]	 p0285 879-17798 
Design and fabrication cf a skin stringer 
discrete tube actively ccoled structural panel 
p0386 879-21430 
Air cushion landing gear applications study 
[NASA-CR-159002]	 p0540 879-26045 
TEXTRON HELL AEROSPACE CO., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
AALC fan model test program 
[AD-A069058]	 p0585 879-28372 
A study of requirements, model configurations, 
and test plans for air cushion system 
comparison tests 
[AD-A069006]	 p0565 879-28373 
Maritime patrol airship concept study 
[AD-A070131]	 p0663 879-31138 
TEXTRON BELL RELICOPTEE, FONT WORTH, TEX. 
The role of rotor impedance in the vibration 
analysis of rotorcraft
p0130 A79-18653 
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft - Program 
report 
(LILA 79-0704)	 p0277 A79-27371 
Crash simulation of ccmposite and aluminum 
helicopter fuselages using a finite-element 
program 
[LIAR 79-0781]	 p0321 R79-29025 
Wind tunnel and flight test of the XV-15 Tilt 
Rotor Research Aircraft 
[ABS 79-54]	 p0633 A79-49105 
TV-15 flight test results compared with design 
goals 
[AIAA PAPER 79-1839)	 p0634 A79-49336 
Helicopter internal noise control: Three case 
histories
p0041 879-10858 
Effect of operational envelope limits on 
teetering rotor flapping 
(AD-A059187)	 pO101 879-13030 
Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface 
documentation 
(AD-A063237)	 p0382 879-21047 
Correlation study between vibrational 
environmental and failure rates of civil 
helicopter components 
(NASA-CR-159033)	 p0432 879-23064 
System design requirements for advanced 
rotary-wing agricultural aircraft 
[NASA-CB-158938)	 p0541 879-26046 
Helicopter obstacle strike tolerance concepts 
analysis 
[AD-A069877]	 p0652 879-30179 
Flight test evaluation of the high inertia rotor 
system 
[AD-A071648)	 p0715 879-33195 
TIMKEN CO., CAETCN, OHIO. 
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft
turbine engines 
(AD-A069440)	 p0662 879-30555 
TISDALE (HENRY P., SR.), OAKHURST, N. J. 
A velocity vector control system augmented with 
direct lift control 
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12268-1] 	 p0367 879-20136 
TOKYO UNIV. (JAPAN). 
A numerical prediction of typical articulated 
rotor impedance
P0215 879-15905 
TOLEDO UNIV., OHIO. 
A sensitivity analysis for the P100 turbofan 
engine using the multivariable Nyguist array 
p0207 A79-23797 
Evaluation of NOSTAS computer code for 
predicting dynamic loads in two-bladed wind 
turbines 
(AIAA 79-0733)	 p0319 A79-29007 
TORONTO UNIV. (ONTARIO). 
Direct correlation of noise and flow of a jet 
using laser doppler 
(UTIAS-230]	 p0109 879-13822 
On the loudness of sonic booms and other 
impulsive sounds 
tUTIAS-236]	 p0245 879-17658 
TOTO KOGYO CO. LTD., HIROSHIMA (JAPAN). 
Development status of rotary engine at Toyo Kogyo 
p0221 879-15964 
TRADOC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ACTIVITY, WHITE SANDS 
MISSILE RANGE, N. HEX. 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 3: 
AR-1G (COBRA) 
EAD-A060056]	 p0171 879-15030 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 4: 
AR-is (COBRA) 
(AD-A060057]	 p0171 879-15031 
Flight profile performance handbook. Volume 5: 
YAH-64 (Advanced Attack Helicopter-AAH) 
[AD-A060058]	 p0172 879-15032 
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Research in airport pavements 
P8-289432/7)	 p0368879-20145 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER, CAMBRIDGE, BASS. 
Pulsed laser Doppler measurements of wind shear 
p0686 A79-52046 
Proceedings of the Aircraft Wake Vortices 
Conference 
[A0-A055510]	 p0159 879-14031 
Experimental ECAS performance results 
rAD-A058936]	 pO16O 879-14064 
Systems integration analysis for future tower 
cab configurations/systems 
(AD-A059006]	 p0161 879-14066 
The airport performance model. Volume 1: 
Extensions, validations, and applications 
(AD-A062863)	 P0500 879-25040 
TRIBON NEARING CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Filtration effects on ball bearing life and

condition in a contaminated lubricant 
[ASIIE PAPER 78-LUR-34]
	 p0199 A79-23246 
TRW DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP, NEDONDO BEACH, 
CALIF. 
Standard Avionics Nodules (SAN) for existing 
modems 
AD-A065629]	 p0435 R79-23083 
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) 
Development and demonstration 
[AD-A068438]	 p0593 879-29181 
TUEBINGEN UNIV. (WEST GEENANY). 
Electric charging of helicopters 
(BNVG-PBWT-78-7)	 p0297 879-18274 
TUFTS UNIV., MEDFORD, BASS. 
Air traffic control by distributed management in 
a HIS environment
p0244 N79-17499 
Design outline for a new multisan ATC simulation 
facility at NASA-Ames Research Center 
p0244 879-17501 
a	
u 
UNIFIED INDUSTRIES, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 
A study of aircraft towing as proposed for 
Boston-Logan International. Airport 
(FAR-AEQ-77-5)	 p0237 879-16881 
UNION CARBIDE CORP., TONAWABDA, N.Y. 
Study of hydrogen recovery systems for gas 
vented while refueling liquid-hydrogen fueled 
aircraft 
C-54
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(NASA-CE-1589911	 p0295 1179-18057 
UNITED TECHNOLCGIES CORP., EAST HARTFORD, CCIN. 
Prop-fan propulsion - Its status and potential 
(SAP PAPER 780955)	 P0255 179-25880 
Aerodynamic and acoustic investigation of 
inverted velocity profile coannular exhaust 
nozzle models and development of aerodynamic 
and acoustic prediction procedures 
[NASA-CE-316e]	 p0671 N19-31212 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., SSRATPORD, CONE. 
Review of engine/airframe/drive train dynamic 
interface development problems 
(AD-A057932)	 p0095 1179-12092 
Helicopter transparent enclosures. Volume 2: A 
general specificati9n 
(AD-A0651462]	 p0433 1179-23067 
Establishment of manufacturing method and 
technology for the fabrication of helicopter 
main rotor blade spars by continuous scan 
diffusion bonding titanium sheet material 
(AD-A067590)	 p0582 1179-28170 
Helicopter drive system 11 and N design guide 
(AD-A069691]	 p0652 1119-30181 
UNITED TECHNOLCGIFS CORP., WI4DSOB LOCKS, CORN. 
Cam-operated pitch-change apparatus 
[NAsA-cAsE-LEW-13050-1)	 p0164 1179-14095 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CENTER, EAST HARTFORD, 
CORN. 
Noise from struts and aplitters in turbofan exit 
ducts 
(AIAA PAPER 79-0637] 	 p0270 A79-26923 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0668]	 p0318 A79-28969 
Analysis of the impact of the use of broad 
specification fuels on combustors for 
commercial aircraft gas turbine engines 
[AIRA PAPER 79-11951	 p0468 119-38980 
Lean stability augmentation for premixing, 
prevaporiZing combustors 
[AIRA PAPER 79-1319] 	 p0472 119-39035 
Research on centrifugal effects on turbine rotor 
blade film cooling 
[AD-A060202]	 p0165 1179-14106 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic 
loading of an oscillating 11ACA0012 airfoil. 
Volume 2: Data report 
[NASA-CR-145350]	 p0227 1179-16801 
Study of mean- and turbulent-velocity fields in 
a large-scale turbine-vane passage 
(NAsA-cR-3067]	 p0234 1179-16853 
Turbomachinery flutter: Introductory concepts 
pO3o1 1115-19353 
Identification of various flutter regimes and 
discussion of dynamic stall
p0307 1179-19354 
Airframe noise component interaction studies 
[NASA-cR3110)	 p0313 1179-19815 
Some steady and oscillating airfoil test 
results, including the effects of sweep, from 
the tunnel spanning wing
p0359 1179-20059 
Study of future world markets for agricultural 
aircraft 
(NASA-cR-158937]	 p0377 1179-21000 
The influence of sweep on the aerodynamic 
loading of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil. 
Volume 1: Technical report 
(NASA-CE-3092]
	
p0417 1179-22052 
Nonlinear stochastic control design for gas 
turbine engines 
	
[AD-A065075]	 p0423 1179-22103 
An experimental study of the response of a 
turbo-machine rotor to a low frequency inlet 
distortion 
	
(AD-A064776)	 p0436 1179-23089 
Autoignition of fuels
p0496 1179-25001 
An actuator dish analysis of an isolated rotor 
with distorted inflow 
	
(AD-A065884]	 p0671 1179-31216 
UNIVENSITE DES SCIENCES ET TECHNIQUES DR LILLB 
(FRANCE). 
A new method for testing free models in the 
laboratory to determine aerodynamic 
characteristics
p0176 1179-15063 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN ILLINOIS, DE EALB. 
Development of computer-generated phenograms to 
forecast regional conditions hazardous to
VON EARMAN INST. FOR FLUID DYNAMICS, 
low-flying aircraft 
(AD-A068812)	 p0582 1179-28161 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES. 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings 
p0060 A79-13988 
Lifting-line theory of oblique wings in 
transonic flows
p0191 A79-21520 
Theory of oblique wings of high aspect ratio 
[AD-A059798]	 p0159 1179-14044 
The oblique wing as a lifting-line problem in 
transonic flow 
[AD-A070232]	 p0702 1179-32166 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, CARBONDALE. 
GASP-FL/I simulation of integrated avionic 
system processor architectures 
(NASA-CN-158244) p0303 1179-18973 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS AT CARRONDALE. 
Exploring team avionics systems by simulation 
p0985 A79-38882 
V 
VIRGINIA INST. OF MARINE SCIENCE, GLOUCESTER POINT. 
Development and evaluation of a helicopter-borne 
water-quality monitoring system
p0071 A79-15085 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST. AND STATE UNIV., 
RL ACES 3D NC 
Information distribution in distributed 
microprocessor based flight control systems 
p0070 A79-14978 
Nonlinear structural crash dynamics analyses 
(SAE PAPER 790588]	 p0454 A19-36722 
Simulation of distributed microprocessor-based 
flight control systems
p0509 A79-40664 
Nonlinear steady and unsteady aerodynamics of 
wings and wing-body-combinations
p0085 1179-12010 
VIRGINIA UNIV., CHARLOTTESVILLE. 
A performance measure for evaluating aircraft 
landing trajectories
p0017 119-11494 
Passenger ride quality in transport aircraft 
p0025 A79-12396 
Pressure and velocity measurements in a three 
dimensional wall jet 
[AIAA PAPER 79-0352]	 p0146 A79-19683 
Stability and nonlinear response of 
rotor-bearing systems with squeeze film bearings 
p0598 1179-29519 
Design of a milti-microprocessor system for 
real-time aircraft simulation
p0599 1179-29800 
VON KARNAN INST. FOR FLUID DYNAMICS, 
RHODE-SAINT-GENESE (BELGIUM). 
Lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling effects 
p0215 1179-15912 
Aerodynamic inputs for problems in aircraft 
dynamics, volume 2 
[VKI-LECTURE-SERIES-99-VOL-2]	 p021 6 1179-15919 
Remotely piloted vehicles - aerodynamics and 
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p0436 879-23091 DAAfi01-76-C-0583 DAA002-77-C-0028 DOT-FAA77NA-4037 
p0487 1179-23973 p0247 179-24718 p0702 1179-32174 p0570 119-45361 
p0495 1179-24985 DAAJ01-72-A-0027 D41J02-77-C-0034 DOT-PAA77NA-4048 
p0652 1179-30179 p0049 879-11410 p0655 1179-30196 p0238 879-16932 
p0652 1179-30180 DAAJ01-75-C-1 126 DAAJ02-77-C-0035 DOT-FATO-679 
p0652 1179-30181 P0122 179-16154 p0038 1179-10064 p0638 179-49604 
p0655 1179-30196 DAAJO 1-76-C-0389 DAA.J02-77-C-0036 DOT-FA70WA-2448 
DR PROJ.	 1L2-63209D103 p0122 179-18154 1	 p0311	 879-20348 p0274 179-27129 
p05141 1179-26050 D11J02-74-C-0028 DRAJ02-77-C-0037 DOT-F671W11-223 
Dl PROJ.	 1L2-63211-D-157 p0258 179-25907 p0095 1179-12092 p0298 879-18475 
p0371 879-20348 DARJ02-74-C-0039 DAAJ02-77C0039 DOT-PA71 811-242 
p0420 879-22082 P0041	 1179-10859 p0095 879-12094 p0540 879-26041 
p0421 1179-22083 DAAJ02-74-C-0040 DA1J02-77-C-0041 DOT-PA72WA-2801 
p0421 1179-22084 p0283 179-28287 PO495 879-24985 p0621 179-48692 
Dl PROJ.	 1R7-65706-N-541 p0494 1179-24983 DAAJ02-77-C-0045 DOT-1172WA-3098 
p0502 1179-25278 DAAJ02-74-C-0054 p0382 1179-21047 p0231 1179-16825 
DR PROJ.	 181-62113-1-661 p0427 879-22522 DAAJ02-77-C-0049 p0291 1179-17841 
p0662 879-30335 DAA302-74-C-0065 p0652 1179-30179 DOT-PI72WAI-242 
Dl PROJ.	 207-63743-A-772 p0433 879-23067 D&AJ02-77-C-0052 p0638 179-49604 
p0674 1179-31236 p0433 1179-23068 p0163 879-14092 DOT-P172811-261 
DR PROJ. 411-61102-8-52! DAAJ02-75-C-0013 DAAJ02-77-C-0057 p0549 1179-27119 
p0584 1179-28187 p0014	 179-10916 p0420 1179-22082 DOT-FA73WA-3169 
DR PROJ. 4A7-63734-DT-08 p0162 1179-14085 DAAJ02-77-C-0058 p0156 179-20230 
p0443 1179-23260 DAAJ02-75-C-0041 p0421 1179-22083 DOT-PA73WA-3272 
DhAA09-76-C-2013 p0146 179-19680 DAA302-77-C-0059 p0074 179-15460 
p0484 879-23949 DAAJ02-76-C-0015 p0421 1179-22084 DOT-PA738A1-361 
D&AB07-72-C-0259 p0363 1179-20094 DAAJ02-77-C-0062 p0163 V79-14088 
p0095 1179-12097 DRAJ02-76-C-0030 p0321 179-29025 DOT-P173W11-377 
DAAB07-76-C-0868 p0424 1179-22108 DAA302-77-C-0065 p0096 1179-12100 
p0490 1179-24232 DAAJ02-76-C-0031 p0436 879-23091 p0584 1179-28187 
DRAB07-76-C- 1746 p0037 1179-10062 DAAJ02-77-C-0074 DOT-PA74 111-1091 
p0233 1179-16844 DIAJ02-76-C-0036 p0421 1179-22085 p0174 1179-15052 
DAAB07-77-C-2176 p0093 1179-12079 D61J02-77-C-0075 DOT-PA74111-1100 
p0614 179-48597 DAAJ02-76-C-0043 p0420 1179-22080 p0293 R79-17860 
D61807-78-A-6606 p0101 879-13030 DAAK11-77-C-0023 p0293 1179-17863 
p067ô 1179-31205 DAAJ02-76-C-0047 p0484 879-23949 p0293 1179-17864 
DAADO5-74-C-0747 p0652 1179-30180 p0484 1179-23950 p0293 879-17855 
p0427 1179-22523 p0652 1179-30181 p0490 1179-24378 p0293 1179-17866 
DAAD05-76-C-0726 DAAJ02-76-C-0051 0618 1 1-17-C-0043 p0293 879-17867 
p0101 1179-13034 p00145 1179-11038 p0706 1179-32203 p0293 1179-17868 
DAA!07-76-C-0063 DAA302-76-C-0054 DAAK40-77-c-01 07 p0293 879-17869 
p0051 179-12982 p0427 1179-22637 p0614 179-48602 DOT-PA74NR-1102 
DAAP02-77-C-0020 DAAJ02-76-C-0061 DAAK50-78-C-0008 p0654 1179-30190 
p0229 1179-16811 p0171	 1179-15028 p0630 179-49084 DOT-PA74WA-3363 
DAIG-76-G-0318 DAAJ02-76-C-0064 DAAK51-78-C-0011 p0231 1179-16828 
p0254 179-25869 p0715 879-33195 p0628 179-49074 DOT-PA74 81-3423 
DAAC29-C-027 DAAJ0276-C-0069 DAAK70-77-C-0 175 p0002 A79-10318 
p0272 179-26938 p0626 179-49056 p0181 1179-15103 p0003 179-10332 
DAAG29-75-G-01 47 DAAJ02-77-C-0002 066K70-77-C-0254 DOT-rA74w1-3493 
pOliO 1179-15011 p0162 1179-14084 p0419 1179-22070 p0171 1179-15026 
p0419 1179-22071
0-2 
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DOT-FA74W8-3532 p0464 A79-38399 FAA P803. 071-713-000 F33615-72C1796 
P0089 879-12050 p0516 879-42061 p0425 879-22116 p0284 879-28380 
D0T-P8748A1-423 001-05-50232 FAA P803. 081-431-100 F33615-73-C-2084 
p0673 879-31233 p0004 879-10394 p0289 879-17825 p0094 879-12090 
DOT-FA758A-3123 D0T-OS-60501 FAA P803. 082-431-02 F33615-73-C-3051 
p0717 879-33208 p0380 879-21032 p0673 879-31233 p0568 879-145339 
00T-FA75WA-3679 DOT-OS-80020 FAA P803.	 154-751-100 p0568 A79-145340 
p0175 879-15058 p0699 A79-54437 p0719 879-33222 p0166 879-14113 
DOT-F8758A-3707 DOT-TSC-769 FAA P803.	 181-521-000 p0177 879-15077 
p0454 A79-36723 p0160 879-14061 p0295 879-17966 p0487 879-23978 
p0229 879-16814 p0161 879-14065 FAA P803. 184-521-100 p0556 879-27183 
p0230 879-16817 DOT-TSC-1 023 p0229 879-16815 F33615-13-C-3101 
p0549 879-27116 p0158 879-14026 FAA P803. 201-521-100 p0180 879-15096 
DOT-FA75WA-3714 DCT-TSC-1 145 p0503 879-25544 F3361573C5066 
p0161 879-14071 p0159 879-14034 p0503 879-25545 p0111	 A79-17066 
DOT-FA75WA1531 DOT/1SCRA7715 p0670 879-31209 P33615-73-8-3149 
p0168 879-14247 p0662 879-30 1490. p0670 879-31211 p0404 A79-33646 
DOT-PA76WA-3725 DOT/TSC-BA-77-16 FAA P803. 216-103-100 F33615-74-C-1040 
p0595 879-29197 p0662 879-30490 p0294 879-17877 p0018 879-11913 
p0595 879-29198 0881-77/140 FAA P803. 975-001-018 P33615-74-C-2012 
DOT-PA76WA-3788 p0335 879-29804 p0231 879-16827 p0552 879-27156 
p0100 879-13022 0888-73/737 FNV7K82223-73-009-730906 P3361574C2014 
p0100 879-13023 p0117 A79-17767 p0548 879-27110 p0103 879-13052 
p0706 879-32206 DTCA-76/98214-004817586 P8V-FK-82223-76-002-21-001 F33615-74-C-2016 
DOT-PA76WA-3791 p0529 A79-43223 p0548 879-27109 p0550 879-27129 
p0041 879-10855 DTCA-77/9831300/481/7586 73615-73-C-2046 F33615-78-C-2037 
DOT-PA76WA-3809 p0389 879-32288 p0007 879-10157 -	 p0710 879-32468 • 
p0037 879-10059 B(11-1)-2463 F14701-77-C-0078 F33615-74-C-2059 
p0038 879-10065 p0193 879-21967 p0611 879-47939 p0508 879-40476 
DOT-F8768A-3840 p0193 879-21968 704701-75-C-0180 F33615-74-C-2060 
p0031 879-10011 B(11-1)-2616 p0449 879-36096 p0164 879-14101 
DOT-P876881-612 p0186 879-20798 F04701-75-C-0212 F33615-74-C-2070 
p0250 879-25323 E(49-18)-1742 p0090 879-12058 p0370 879-20326 
p0225 879-16172 p0169 879-14564 p0090 879-12059 P33615-75-C-1149 
DOT-P8769A1-620 E(89-26)-1028 F04701-75-C-0239 p0381 879-21037 
p0278 A79-27575 p0309 879-19414 p0592 879-29164 p0381 879-21038 
DOT-FA76WAI-635 EC-77-A-31-1011 F04701-76-C-0002 p0381 879-21039 
p0160 879-14060 p0103 879-13049 p0614 879-48603 p0381 879-21040 
DOT-FA76WAI-643 p0292 879-17859 PO4701-78-0181 F33615-75-C-1178 
p0167 879-14115 EP-77-A-01-2593 p0617 879-48657 p0593 879-29181 
DOT-FA77WA-1432 p0370 879-20265 p08635-77-C-0216 P33615-75-C-1275 
p0065 879-14410 B!-78-C-02-4867 p0174 879-15054 p0080 879-16436 
p0065 879-14411 p0598 879-29522 p0424 879-22109 P33615-75-C-2008 
DOT-P8778A-3936 8P1-B-800397 P08635-77-C-0248 p0715 879-33193 
p0139 879-19511 p0193 879-21968 p0596 879-29200 F33615-75-C2030 
p0232 879-16838 ZPA-68-01-3158 P08637-78-8-0252 p0428 879-22882 
p0705 879-32198 p0050 879-11580 p0234 879-16855 P33615-75-C-2043 
DOTFA77WA3941 EPA6801-4142 F08637-7881387 p0168 879-14239 
p0231 879-16833 p0039 879-10072 p03814 879-21078 P33615-75-C-2053 
DOT-FA77WA-3955 8PA68-014647 P19628-C-0038 p0148 879-19772 
p0663 879-30959 p0181 879-15486 p0689 A79-52556 P33615-75-C-2063 
p0663 879-30960 EPA-68-02-2614 P19628-78-C-002 p0150 879-19801 
DOT-PA7788-3966 p0504 879-25567 p0638 879-49604 p0721 879-33483 
p0549 879-27127 EPA-68-03-2159 F19628-78-C-0002 F33615-75-C-2073 
DOT-FA77RA-4069 p0001 879-10262 p0065 879-14410 p0255 879-25882 
p0241 879-17229 EEl P803.	 1204 p0065 A79-1'4'411 PO481 879-23974 
DOT-FA77WA-4070 p0543 879-26060 p0230 879-16823 P33615-75-C-2075 
p0494 879-24981 BX-76-C-02-3077 p0540 879-26041 p0165 879-14105 
DOT-P877W81-37 p0355 879-20034 p0549 879-27119 F33615-75-C-3010 
p0592 879-29164 !!76C-02-0016 F19628-78-00006 p0092 879-12071 
DOT-PA77W81704 p0336 879-30112 p0250 879-25323 P33615-75-C-3073 
p0707 879-32218 ET-76-C-02-3077 F29601-75-C-0046 p0087 879-12027 
DOT-F877W81-723 p0038 879-10036 p0234 879-16858 F33615-75-C-3078 
p0712 879-32969 p0580 879-28136 p0235 879-16859 p0588 879-28620 
DOT-PA77WAI-724 ET-76-C-04-0789 F29601-75-00086 F33615-75-C-3088 
p0240 879-17123 p0106 879-13068 p0168 879-14298 p0092 879-12075 
DOT-FA77WAI-727 p0590 879-29152 F29601-76-C-0015 F33615-75-C-3105 
p0230 879-16823 p0653 879-30182 p0661 879-30246 p0669 879-31201 
DOT-PA77WA1-774	 . p0720 879-33383 P29601-76-C-0091 p0713 879-33173 
p0710 879-32417 BT-76-C-05-5035 p0092 879-12077 F33615-75-C-5114 
DOT-P8778A1-786 P0214 879-24291 P29601-78-00019 p0211 879-24134 
p0180 879-15098 E1-76-C-06-1830 p0484 879-23951 P33615-75-C-5152 
p0237 879-16880 p0721 879-33486 F30602-C-0121 p0094 819-12091 
DOT-PA78WA4075 FAA P803.	 023-281 p0074 879-15460 F33615-75-C-5185 
p0077 879-16167 p0297 879-18156 F30602-75-C-0121 p011Ll 879-17622 
p00914 879-12089 FAA P803.	 043-304-500 p0483 879-23331 P33615-75-C-5209 
DOT-FA78WA-4151 -	 p0160 879-14059 F30602-77C-0166 p0488 879-24163 
P0180 879-15099 FAA P803. 044-326-350 p0597 879-29397 P33615-75-C-5218 
DOT-FA78WA-421 4 p0493 879-24974 P33601-78-0-0042 p0593 879-29182 
p0714 879-33182 FAA P803. 044-326-500 p0651 879-30169 p0716 879-33202 
DOT-PA78WAI-847 p0089 879-12055 P33615-C-0020 F33615-75-C-5224 
p0294 879-17876 FAA P1403.	 045-390-100 p0404 879-33646 p0310 879-19418 
DOT-PA78WAI-851 p0231 879-16829 733615-68-C-1227 F33615-75-C-5236 
p0240 879-17078 FAA P803.	 052-241-04 -	 p0404 879-33646 p0563 A79-44463 
D0T-88781411-936 p0230 879-16823 P33615-69-C-1541 P33615-75-C-5284 
p0713 879-33180 p0540 879-26041 p0188 A79-20868 p0085 879-12002 
D0T-7879884184 FAA P803.	 052-241-310 P33615-71-C-1397 P33615-75-0-0090 
p0549 879-27118 p0713 879-33178 p0188 879-20868 p0460 879-37238 
p0674 879-312314 FAA P14C3.	 071-412-550 F33615-72-C-1187 p0468 879-38531 
DOT-0S-30038 p0237 879-16878 p0091 879-12070 P33615-76-C-0013 
p0269 879-26912 p0501 879-25046
0-3 
ONTBACT N0BBR INDEX 
P33615-76-C-0039 p33615-76-C-5034 p0592 879-29174 F44620-76-C-0044 
p0220 N79-15989 p0181 1179-15203 P33615-77-C-3062 p0202 179-23552 
P33615-76-C-0056 F33615-76-C-5062 p0650 1179730148 P44620-76-C-0052 
p0426 1179-22119 p0711 1179-32560 p0650 879-30109 p0721 1179-33505 
P33615-76-C-0528 P33615-76-C-5123 F33615-77-C-3079 F44620-76-C-0055 
p0306 1179-19010 p0046 1179-11055 p0673 1179-31227 p0436 1179-23089 
p0600 879-29964 F33615-76-C-5124 P33615-77-C-3096 p0671 1179-31216 
P33615-76-C-0530 p0C98 1179-12465 p0322 179-29033 P49620-77-c-0023 
p0592 879-29163 F33615-76-C-5130 P33615-77-C-3123 p0429 1179-22964 
P33615-76-C-1307 p0234 1179-16854 p0283 A79-28275 p0671 1179-31217 
p0435 1179-23083 P33615-76-C-5151 P33615-77-C-3126 P49620-77-C-0024 
F33615-76-C-2013 p0211	 179-24134 p0202 179-23551 p0213 179-24218 
p0103 879-13051 P33615-76-C-5155 P33615-77-C-3140 P49620-77-c-0029 
F33615-76-C-2014 p0596 N79-29300 p0557 1179-27518 p0596 1179-29270 
p0720 879-33338 p33615-76-C-5191 P33615-77-C-3155 P49620-77-C-0090 
P33615-76-C-2019 p0596 1179-29295 pOSOl 1179-25244 p0581 1179-28156 
p0662 879-30555 P33615-76-C-5205 P33615-77--C-5002 P49620-78-C-0020 
P33615-76-C-2021 p0488 1179-24155 p0471 879-39013 p0142 179-19557 
p0317 179-28954 P33615-76-C-5211 P33615-77-C-5003 P49620-78-C-0023 
p0428 879-22854 p0095 1179-12093 p0097 1179-12226 p0281 179-28139 
F33615-76-C-2024 F33615-76-C-5253 F33615-77-C-5009 P49620-78-C-0057 
p0423 1179-22104 p0211	 179-24125 p0705 879-32201 p0702 1179-32172 
p0436 879-23093 p0501 879-25236 P33615-77-C-5126 F49620-78-0041 
F33615-76-C-2037 F33615-76-C-5344 p0696 179-54240 p0139 179-19499 
p0718 1179-33211 p02O9 179-24090 P33615-77-C-5134 P41421000 
P33615-76-C-2043 P33615-76-C-5412 p0188 879-20868 p0650 1179-30151 
p0594 1179-29188 p0721 1179-33480 P33615-77-C-5139 • BUD-N-40-72 
F33615-76-C-2063 F33615-16-C-5439 p0585 879-28329 p0169 1179-14564 
p0542 879-26058 p0494 1179-24984 P33615-77-c-5169 11DA903-78-C-0176 
P33615-76-C-2069 P33615-77-C-015 p0207 179-24077 p0579 1179-28129 
p0165 879-14102 p0605 879-47882 p0249 179-25321 p0580 1179-28130 
p0424 1179-22110 P33615-77-C-0116 p0297 1179-18242 p0580 1179-28131 
P33615-76-C-2071 p0393 179-32389 P33615-77-C-5171 p0649 1179-30141 
p0044 879-11004 P33615-77-c-0536 p0396 179-32442 NIN-DEP/PE-AT/2057/042 
F33615-76-C-2090 p0653 879-30184 F33615-77-C-5186 p0483 1179-23938 
p0339 179-30500 P33615-77-C-0616 p0238 1179-16958 NIPR-A11RDL-75-5 
P3361576C2092 p0583 1179-28178 F33615-77-C-5201 p0557 1179-27516 
p0072 179-15211 P33615-77-C-0800 p0024 1179-22105 NIPR-P!-8952-76-65017 
p0396 179-32441 p0589 1179-29138 P33615-77-3109 p0306 1179-19122 
p0396 179-32445 F33615-77-C-1070 p0606 879-47890 MOD-AT/2101/013/SBA 
p0399 179-32935 p0247 179-24721 P33615-78-C-0011 p0329 179-29399 
F33615-76-C-2118 P33615-77-C-1103 p0674 879-31235 NAS-9913 
p0575 179-46703 p0090 1179-12057 P33615-78-C-0122 p0575 879-46702 
F33615-76-C-2123 F33615-77-C-1105 p0605 179-47883 NASA 08088 C-41581-B 
p0366 879-20125 p0163 1179-14091 P33615-78-C-1430 p0304 879-18977 
P33615-76-C-2176 p0164 1179-14094 p0617 179-48657 NASA ORDER L-32158-A 
p0469 879-38993 F33615-77-C-1167 F33615-78-C-1563 p0500 879-25039 
p0234 879-16856 p0485 1179-23958 p0621 A79-08695 NASA 08088 L-60036-A 
P3361576-C3018 F33615-77-C-1196 P33615-78-C-2018 p0378 879-21009 
p0353 879-20007 p0100 1179-13021 p0615 179-48614 p0417 1179-22041 
F33615-76-C-3021 P33615-77-C-1222 P33615-78-C-2203 NASA TASK 3 
p0101	 879-13032 p0542 1179-26054 p0436 1179-23090 p0410 A79-35097 
p0101 879-13033 P33615-77-C-2046 P33616-78-C-1576 p0474 A79-39602 
P33615-16-C-3034 p0240 879-17012 p0615 A79-48610 NASA TASK 19 
p0306 1179-19008 P33615-77-C-2047 P33657-71-C-1055 p0524 A79-42397 
p0306 879-19009 p0501 1179-25245 p0708 879-32222 NASA TASK 28 
F33615-76-C-3037 F33615-77-C-2055 P33657-72-C-0206 p0408 A79-34761 
p0306 879-19007 p0469 179-38983 p0469 179-38992 . NASA 36074-13 
P33615-76-C-3039 P33615-77-C-2056 P33657-74-C-0129 p0406 179-30521 
p0574 179-46238 E0171 1179-15016 p0463 179-38137 NASW-2780 
P3361 576C3043 P3361 577C2058 P3365774C0604 p0074 179-15665 
p0438 1179-23101 p0370 1179-20311 p0618 179-48666 NASW-2800 
F33615-76-C-3072 F33615-77-c-2068 P33657-76-C-0213 p0410 179-35097 
p0180 879-15096 p0165 879-14106 p0469 179-38992 p0474 A79-39602 
F33615-76-C-3098 P33615-77-C-2071 F33657-76-C-0215 p0524 179-42397 
p0598 879-29520 p0718 879-33213 p0306 1179-19149 NASW-2961 
F3361576C3099 P3361577C-2074 P33657-76-C-0713 p0546 1179-21087 
p0484 1179-23947 p0292 879-17855 p0209 179-24093 NASW-3198 
P33615-76-C-3104 P33615-77-C-2082 P33657-76-0-0873 -	 p0670 1179-31206 
p0303 879-18969 p0669 1179-31200 p0563 879-40461 NASW-3199 
p0364 N79-20109 p0669 1179-31202 F33657-77-C-0425 p0038 879-10066 
P33615-76-C3106 P3361577C-2096 p0257 179-25903 p0086 1179-12017 
p0684 179-51246 p0511 179-41113 P33657-77-C-0672 p0090 1179-12062 
F3361576C3111 P33€1577-C-2102 p0448 179-36087 p0090 879-12063 
p0208 A79-24084 p0303 879-18971 F33657-78-C-0290 p0300 1179-18914 
p0048 1179-11188 P33615-77-C-2108 p0382 1179-21050 p0363 879-20102 
P33615-76-C-3116 p0424 1179-22106 P40600-76-C-0011 p0370 879-20264 
p0668 879-31197 P33615-77-C-2109 p0351 N79-19992 p0663 879-31136 
p0668 1179-31198 p0499 N79-25027 p0368 1179-20144 p0665 1179-31163 
P33615-76C3122 P3361577C3015 P41608-76-D-A005 p0673 1179-31230 
p0364 1179-20108 1	 p0232 1179-16834 p0598 879-29531 8151-0007 
P33615-76-C-3130 F33615-77-C-3016 P41608-77-0-1021 p0-291 879-17849 
p0503 879-25433 p0577 879-46730 p0598 1179-29531 NAS1-9308 
P3361576C3133 P3361577C3026 P41608-78-C-1240 p0215 1179-15904 
p0721 879-33504 p0499 1179-25035 p0597 N79-29364 NAS1-10210 
P33615-76-C-3137 p0500 879-25036 p0720 879-33339 p0011 179-11494 
p0162 1179-14086 P33615-77-C-3037 P44620-75-C-0047 NAS1-11621 
F33615-76-C-3146 p0144	 879-19606 p0143 179-19596 p0557 1179-27246 
p0087 1179-12023 P33615-77-C-3060 P44620-75-C-0080 NAS1-12325 
F33615-76-C-3170 p0550 1179-27131 p0575 A79-46693 p0154 A79-20110 
p0492 879-24965 p0592 N79-29173
D-4 
CONTRACT NOREEN INDEX 
NAS1-12346 NAS1-14358 NAS1-15022 88S2-8115 
p0408 879-34761 p0367 879-20133 p0430 879-23016 p0142 A79-19544 
11AS1-12403 p0375 879-20769 NAS1-15045 NAS2-8558 
p0640 879-49909 NAS1-14404 p0378 879-21005 p0283 879-28290 
p0651 879-30175 p0313 879-19814 NAS1-15068 N8S2-8612 
NAS1-12426 NAS1-14406 p0227 879-166118 p0285 879-17801 
p0357 879-20045 p0356 879-20039 NAS1-15069 N8s2-8697 
8851-12806 NA51-14459 p0606 879-47891 p0098 879-13001 
p0386 879-21430 p0484 879-23948 NAS1-15074 8852-8700 
NAS1-12900 11851-14465 p0157 879-14016 p0096 879-12151 
p0144 879-19636 p0C99 879-13005 NAS1-15075 p0674 879-31354 
NAS1-12910 NAS1-111476 p0291 879-17850 NAS2-8734 
p0058 879-13273 p0070 A7914977 UAS1-15078 P0338 879-30482 
NAS1-12911 NAs1-14517 p0432 879-23064 p0463 879-38135 
p0676 879-31624 p0351 879-19993 815115083 p0099 879-13004 
8851-12919 p0439 879-23114 p0318 879-28969 NAS2-8959 
p0372 879-20397 8AS114522 p0313 879-19815 p0544 879-26374 
14AS1-12972 p0131 879-18657 NAS1-15110 1IAS2-9024 
p0717 879-33207 p0356 879-20040 p0320 879-29020 p0166 879-141111 
NAS1-13034 NAS1-14549 NAS1-15113 NAS2-9028 
p0287 879-17812 p0122 879-18156 p0612 879-47991 p0089 879-12054 
NAS1-13148 NAS1-14552 p0654 879-30194 NAS2-9079 
p0321 879-29025 p0161 879-14079 NAS1-15145 p0103 879-13047 
NAS1-13285 NAS1-14566 p0077 879-16165 NAS2-9143 
p0100 879-13026 p0360 879-20070 11851-15148 p0649 879-30138 
8851-13382 NAS1-14624 p0585 879-28232 N#S2-9331 
p0386 879-21431 p0684 879-51247 NAS1-15153 p0668 879-31195 
p0676 879-31628 NAS1-14625 p0541 879-26046 8852-9337 
NAS1-13500 p0318 #79-28971 N8S1-15154 p0089 879-120118 
p0144 879-19613 8851-14630 p0454 879-36719 11AS2-93114 
p0292 879-17852 p0218 879-15942 p0707 879-32210 p0672 879-31222 
p0375 879-20787 p0285 879-17799 IIAS1-15159 19AS2-9460 
p0417 879-22046 p0382 879-21043 p0035 879-10047 p0035 879-10038 
p0482 1179-23923 11851-14637 NAS1-15169 NAS2-9472 
p0543 879-26063 p0666 879-31164 p0202 879-23562 p0498 879-25024 
p0580 819-28134 NAS1-14631 NAS1-15185 NAS2-9513 
!IAS1-13502 p0180 879-15101 p0291 879-17848 p0466 879-38961 
p0695 879-53946 NAS1-14690 NAS1-15186 SAS2-9690 
8851-13599 p0323 #79-29049 p0291 879-17848 p0542 879-26056 
p0378 879-21001 p0718 879-33217 118S115202 11852-9769 
NAS1-13613 NAS1-14698 p0540 879-260115 p0033 879-10025 
p0043 879-10998 p0295 879-18057 8AS115214 8AS2-9770 
p0043 879-10999 NAS1-14700 p0577 879-46719 p0034 1179-10027 
NAS1-13653 p0382 879-210114 88S1-15216 NAS2-9171 
p0364 879-20112 NAS1-14742 p0651 879-30165 p0033 879-10024 
NAS1-13707 p0634 879-49332 NAS1-15223 p0033 879-10026 
p0058 879-13273 NAS1-14789 p0576 879-46714 N8S2-9772 
NAS1-13792 P0672 879-31221 7AS1-15226 p0034 879-10028 
p0252 879-25718 NAS1-14795 p0040 879-10854 5AS2-9807 
8851-13918 p0377 879-21000 p0677 879-32054 p0146 879-19681 
p0320 879-29015 NAS1-14833 NAS1-15267 p0423 1179-22100 
p0664 879-31144 p0576 879-46714 p0318 879-28966 NAS2-9882 
p06611 879-31145 8851-14849 !18S115275 p0580 879-28142 
p0664 1179-31147 p0649 879-30145 p0202 879-23562 N#S2-9883 
p0664 879-31148 p0664 1179-31149 NAS1-15284 p0707 1179-32219 
p0665 879-31153 p0665 879-31152 p0093 1179-12081 NAS2-9896 
p0665 879-31154 p0712 1179-33163 NAS1-15304 p0543 1179-26067 
p0665 1179-31155 NAS1-14861 p0241 1179-17252 NAS2-10040 
p0702 879-32163 p0458 879-36754 NAS1-15313 p0419 1179-22076 
p0702 879-32164 P0599 879-29957 p0419 879-22068 NAS2-10072 
NAS1-139811 8851-14873 NAS1-15351 p0367 879-20140 
p0173 879-150115 p0227 1179-16801 P0576 879-46710 NAS2-10093 
p0386 879-21426 p0417 879-22052 NAS1-15369 p0378 879-21010 
p0717 879-33209 NAS1-14892 p0701 1179-32157 8852-10097 
8851-13986 p0676 879-31533 NAS1-15379 p0635 879-49339 
p0285 879-17798 NAS1-14893 p0586 1179-28419 NAS2-10113 
NAS1-14000 p0104 879-13055 8851-15380 p0538 1179-26024 
p0187 879-20807 8851-149011 p0295 1179-18074 88S3-17853 
NAS1-14010 p0712 879-33162 NAS1-15471 p0270 879-26925 
p0171 879-15025 !1AS1-14921 p0504 879-25843 11853-17863 
NAS1-14086 p0612 879-48000 NAS1-15545 p0270 879-26923 
p0142 879-19545 N8S1-14924 p0556 879-27185 NAS3-18021 
NAS1-14088 p0582 879-28168 NAS1-15651 p0469 879-38984 
p0230 1179-16824 NAS1-14948 p0722 1179-33968 NAS3-18517 
WAS 1-14122 p0494 1179-24978 N#S2-6505 p0049 879-11409 
p0360 1179-20072 }IAS1-14967 p0124 879-18171 118S3-18520 
IIAS1-14152 p0289 1179-17822 NAS2-6598 p0391 879-32351 
p0363 879-20104 p0289 1179-17823 p01211 879-18171 8853-19427 
11851-14162 p0289 1179-17824 NAS2-7007 p0347 879-31957 
p0286 879-17807 NAS1-14970 p0287 879-17811 88S3-19436 
NAS1-14180 p0108 1179-13819 p0416 1179-22039 p0241 1179-17219 
p0386 879-21428 NAS1-15004 11AS2-7262 NAS3-19736 
NAS1-14193 p0369 879-20189 P0543 1179-26062 p0094 879-12088 
p0286 879-17803 p0369 879-20190 NAS2-7350 p0670 879-31207 
NAS1-14222 NAS1-15006 p0595 879-29196 NAS3-19752 
p0218 879-15939 p0091 1179-12066 NAS2-7613 p0234 1179-16853 
p0218 879-15940 p01113 1179-22000 p0130 879-18653 NAS319755 
p0232 1179-16839 p0580 879-28143 p0197 879-22475 p0456 879-36737 
p0232 1179-16840 14AS1-15009 p0363 879-20103 p0174 879-15052 
NAS1-14246 p0661 879-30301 NAS2-7850 118S3-20030 
p0357 879-20047 p0149 879-19792 p0457 #79-36749
0-5 
CONTRACT RUBBER INDEX 
81S3-20041 8154-2199 808-15-005-162 p0722 879-33759 
p0498 379-25020 p0495 879-24988 p0147 179-19698 NSF C-760 
NAS3-20045 NP.S42278 8GR15005-191 p0192 179-21960 
p0039 879-10423 p0503 879-25426 p0147 179-19698 NSF C-1061 
NP.S3-20048 NP.S4-2498 p0033 879-10023 p0217 N79-15928 
p0510 179-40759 p0417 879-22040 808-16-002-038 NSF C-2062 
81S3-20050 NAS4-2499 p0200 179-23517 p0217 N79-15927 
p0271 P.79-26936 pO49 879-27126 NGR-17-003-021 NSF ENG-76-03135 
81S3-20056 NP.S4-2526 p0515 179-42029 p0114 179-17606 
p0047 879-11068 p0567 179-45325 NGB22-004-030 NSF ENG76-84439 
NP.S3-20061 p0298 879-18286 p0023 P.79-12366 p0121 179-18151 
p0317 179-28964 8154-2542 NGR-22-009-339 p0319 179-29003 
p0510 179-40759 p0668 879-31193 p0553 879-27162 NSF ERS-76-80328 
p0653 879-30185 NAS4-25600 NGB-23-004-091 p0217 879-15927 
p0653 879-30186 p0705 879-32197 p0370 879-20342 p0217 879-15928 
p0671 879-31212 NP.S6-1364 NGR-25-001-005 NSF 08-42133 
NP.S3-20091 1	 p0368 879-20166 p0356 879-20041 p0610 P.79-47926 
p0292 879-17858 81S7-100 NGR33016-167 NSF SER-76-05002 
NAS3-20298 p0140 P.79-19516 p0355 879-20034 p0001 179-10257 
p0307 879-19314 p0190 P.79-21347 p0359 879-20065 NSF 7522488 
NAS3-20367 p0203 179-23563 NGR-33-016-201 p0146 179-19683 
p0037 N79-10058 p0203 179-23571 p0355 879-20034 USG-1018 
NAS3-20380 p0272 P.79-26941 p0580 879-28136 p0437 879-23099 
p0094 879-12087 p0317 179-28961 NGR-36-009-017 NSG-1075 
NAS3-20383 p0320 P.79-29017 p0100 N79-13018 p0194 P.79-21989 
p0369 N79-20222 p0472 179-39038 p0100 879-13019 NSG-1077 
81S3-20582P. p0088 879-12046 808-39-009-270 p0218 879-15943 
p0103 879-13048 p0444 879-23431 p0406 179-34537 BSG-1083 
8153-20587 p044 879-26253 p0576 179-46709 p0456 179-36740 
p0716 879-33204 p0557 879-27321 NGR-39-009-275 USG-1098 
8153-20591 p0701 879-32156 p0272 P.79-26945 p0247 P.79-24771 
p0542 879-26055 NAS8-20630 808-47-003-052 NSG-1101 
N&S3-20602 p0670 879-31208 P0663 879-31143 p0017 P.79-11494 
p0510 179-40759 NA98-28130 1198-47-005-219 NSG-1121 
8153-20609 p0178 879-15084 p0146 179-19683 p0128 P.79-18574 
p0037 879-10061 81S8-30652 BIVR-1725 NSG-1139 
NAS3-20628 p0178 879-15084 p0295 879-18012 p0191 179-21525 
p0093 879-12084 NP.58-31173 p0709 879-32350 p0301 879-18917 
NAS3-20629 p0368 879-20174 NIVR-1737 NSG-1143 
p0384 879-21074 NAS8-31294 p0702 879-32176 p0285 879-17800 
p0717 879-33206 p0428 879-22706 NIVR-1744 NSG-1165 
8153-20630 NAS8-31377 p0708 879-32281 p0033 879-10021 
p0365 879-20116 p0278 P.79-27576 p0709 879-32287 NSG-1174 
p0384 879-21076 81S8-31805 BM-1745 P0286 879-17805 
81S3-20631 P0035 879-10048 p0294 879-17875 p0355 879-20035 
p0595 879-29191 p0036 879-10049 8178-1761 850-1192 
NIS3-20632 p0036 879-10050 p0702 879-32175 p0358 879-20053 
p0508 179-40483 p0036 879-10051 NIVR-1764 NSG-1239 
NP.S3-20646 p0091 879-12065 p0238 879-16966 p0509 179-40664 
p0233 879-16850 NAS9-11445 NIVR-1768 NSG-1253 
p0654 879-30189 p0178 879-15084 p0703 879-32177 p0211 179-26931 
81S3-20756 NP.S9-14000 8113-1775 p0272 P.79-26943 
p0383 879-21073 p0359 879-20068 p0707 879-32216 USG-1257 
NAS3-20757 NP.S9-14520 NIVR-1806 p0338 179-30481 
p0594 379-29189 p0242 879-17262 p0709 879-32288 NSG-1301 
81S3-20758 NAS9-15168 8178-1808 p0458 179-36755 
p0497 879-25017 p0306. 879-19112 p0711 879-32594 p0599 879-29958 
81S3-20795 817! 5018-002-4 88 PROJ. 061-192 NSG-1308 
p0711 879-32551 p0210 179-24100 p0702 879-32166 pp453 179-36712 
NAS3-20797 . NCP.2-OR-730-601 NB PROJ. 062-230 p0233 879-16851 
p0558 879-27933 p0191 179-21520 pOSel 879-28157 1159-1321 
8P.S3-20799 NCA2-0R730-601 NB PROJ. 094-363 p0635 179-49343 
p0717 879-33205 p0060 P.79-13988 p0366 879-20126 NSG-1357 
NAS3-20802 NCR-730-501 NB PROJ. 097-383 p0099 879-13006 
p0103 879-13050 p0191 879-21520 p0365 879-20121 p0482 879-23924 
NAS3-20804 891-05-002-229 NB PR0J.	 098-038 850-1407 
p0472 179-39035 p0049 879-11352 p0239 879-17011 p0456 179-36736 
NAS3-20808 NGL-05-020-243 88 PROJ. 207-068 1ISG-1412 
p0457 P.79-36749 p0320 179-29019 p0035 879-10037 p0378 879-21011 
NAS3-20809 p06O2 179-47093 NB PROJECT 062-230 NSG-1417 
p0435 879-23085
.
NGL-22-009-124 p0315 179-28429 p0148 P.79-19710 
NAS3-20811 p0654 879-30193 NEC 1-586 p0567 179-45318 
p0435 879-23084 801-22-009-640 p0154 179-20108 p0567 179-45319 
NAS3-20814 p0697 879-54280 NEC P.-3662 NSG-1419 
p0597 879-29355 NGL-33-018-003 p0514 179-41752 p0138 179-19472 
8AS3-20815 p0585 N79-28235 NBC 1-4310 p0254 P.79-25863 
p0483 879-23940 NGL-39-009-007	 . p0153 P.79-20089 p0351 879-19995 
p0489 879-24172 p0001 179-10266 NBC 1-7096 NSG-1421 
N1S3-21006 801-47-003-039	 . p0127 979-18467 p0458 P.79-36751 
p0174 879-15053 p0218 879-15941 NEC 1-9185 NSG-1437 
81S3-21015 NGL-49-002-044 p0275 179-27354
-	 p0481 819-23921 
p0304 879-18976 p0082 179-16618 BBC 9-7901 NSG-1450 
81S3-21135 p0261 179-26597 p0514 179-41752 p0271 P.79-26933 
p0141 179-19524 NGR-05-007-414 NSC-66E-0401-02(01) 850-11169 
NP.S3-21205 p0131 P.79-18659 p0507 179-40200 p0272 P.79-26940 
p0173 879-15046 p0319 179-29006 NSF ITN-74-03406-102 NsG-1474 
NAS3-21256 NGR-05-020-409 p0278 179-27576 p0267 179-26876 
p0707 879-32211 p0042 879-10942 NSF P.TN-76-81487 p0544 879-26881 
8153-21267 NGR-09-010-085 p0194 179-21989 p0707 879-32210 
p0586 879-28456 p0267 179-26885 NSF ATN-77-23757 NSG-1480 
p0565 P.79-45258 p0722 879-33758 p0230 879-16822 
0-6
CONTRACT RUBBER 18081 
NSG-1496 p0368 1179-20142 800014-78-C-0493 861339-76-C-0088 
p0565 179-45303 1ISG-7 192 p0585 879-28372 p0445 879-23683 
NSG-1570 p0268 179-26893 800014-78-C-0588 1162269-74--C-0577 
p0566 179-45307 I1SG-7373 p0585 1179-28373 p0426 879-22215 
p0537 879-26013 p0640 179-49867 800014-78-C-0641 1162269-78-C-0619 
NSG-1574 N00014-72-C-0102 p0688 179-52548 p0101 879-13028 
p0537 879-26018 p0351 879-19992 N00014-78-C-0739 116226975C0001 
NSG-1579 800018-72-0O328 p0586 879-28374 p0362 879-20092 
p0580 879-28136 p0688 17952548 1100014-78-C-0810 86226975C-0210 
NSG-2039 800014-72-C-0351 p0432 879-23061 p0638 179-49605 
p0126 179-18302 p0158 1179-14029 800014-78-G-0155 862269-76C-0076 
I1SG-2095 p0555 879-27180 p0572 179-45409 p0045 879-11049 
p0589 879-28984 N00014-78-C-0151 900017-72-C-8401 N62269-76-C-0105 
NSG-2112 p0831 879-23020 p0338 179-30474 p0058 179-13367 
p0169 879-14997 1100014-75-C-0520 800017-73-C-1418 p0638 179-49584 
NSG-2129 p0060 179-13988 p0361 879-20085 1162269-76-C-0188 
p0418 879-22062 p0191	 179-21520 p0421 879-22087 p0102 879-13043 
p0818 1179-22063 p0159 879-14044 p0437 879-23094 N62269-76-C-0201 
p0418 879-22064 p0702 879-32166 1100019700O598 p0175 879-15059 
p0418 879-22065 W00014-75-C-0722 p0210 179-24100 N62269-76-C-0370 
NSG-2134 p0356 879-20042 1100019-74-C-0301 p0332 179-29484 
p0515 179-42029 N00014-75-C-0761 p0210 179-24100 p0583 879-28175 
NSG-2140 p0309 879-19396 100019-74-C-0484 1162269-76-C-0558 
p0146 179-19679 N00014-75-C-1143 p0423 879-22102 p08e9 879-24214 
NSG-2156 p0394 179-32418 800019-76-C-0183 p0489 879-24215 
p0244 819-17499 p0034 879-10034 p0210 179-28100 p0490 879-28216 
p0284 879-17501 p0239 879-17011 800019-76-C-0251 p0490 879-24217 
NSG-2180 800014-76-C-0157 p0718 1179-33218 p0490 879-24229 
p0380 879-21033 p0315 179-28829 800019-76-C-0278 1162269-77-C-0024 
NSG-2181 p0581 879-28157 p0235 879-16862 p0097 879-12207 
p0549 879-27125 110001476C0182 110001976C0427 N62269-77C0106 
NSG-2194 p0169 879-14997 p0543 879-26176 p0092 879-12073 
p0143 179-19597 1100018-76-C-0246 1100019-76-C-0552 1162269-77-C-0138 p0321 179-29021 p0365 879-20121 p0869 179-38991 p0614 179-48596 
NSG-223 6 800014-76-C-0253 B00019-76-C-0651 862269-77-C-0171 
p0224 879-15989 p0214 179-28295 p0720 87933453 p0425 879-22114 
NSG-2238 1100014-76-C-0420 W00019-77-C-0110 1162269-77-C-0232 
p0465 179-38882 p0108 879-13053 p0102 1179-13040 p0046 1179-11051 
p0303 1179- 18973 N00014-76-C-0494 W00019-77-C-0247 1162269-77-C-0347 
NSG-2298 p0086 879-12022 p0530 179-43253 p0548 1179-27018 
p0261	 179-26545 800018-76-C-0502 900019-77-C-0250 862269-77-C-0365 
NSG-2317 p0495 1179-28990 p0662 1179-30338 p0159 1179-18038 
p0363 1179-20099 1100014-76-0O540 1100019-77-C-0363 p0361 1179-20088 
NSG-3012 p0011 179-10817 p0361 1179-20086 1162269-77-C-0366 
p0253 179-25861 p0366 1179-20126 1100019-77-C-0430 p0585 819-28238 
p0260 179-26584 F00014-76-C-0573 p0208 179-24080 1162269-77-C-0377 
p0339 179-30507 p0108 879-13241 1100019-77-C-0864 p0500 879-25041 
NSG-3031 800018-76-C-0698 p0319 179-29013 1162269-77-8-8260 
p0099 879-13009 p0145 179-19675 800019-77-0O516 p0100 1179-13015 
p0421 1179-22087 p0232 1179-16883 p0370 879-20310 1162269-77-8-0389 
p0437 879-23094 ,110001476C0710 80001977CO527 p0885 1179-23954 
NSG-3032 p0611 179-47957 p0365 879-20122 p0485 1179-23955 
p0339 179-30507 p0823 879-22103 1100019-77-C-0535 862269-78-C-0003 
NSG-3033 1100014-76-C-0742 p0235 1179-16862 p0673 879-31226 
p0339 179-30504 p0357 1179-20048 800019-78-C-0177 862269-78-C-0005 
NSG-3036 800014-76-C-0780 p0597 1179-29359 p0371 1179-20358 
p0267 179-26879 p0611 179-47943 1100019-78-C-0572 1162269-78-C-0007 
p0375 1179-20831 1100014-76-C-0880 p0435 979-23082 p0495 1179-24989 
NSG-3048 p0548 879-27101 800019-78-88-81002 N62269-78-C-0126 
p0498 879-25019 1100014-76-C-1104 p0129 179-18688 p0495 1179-28992 
p0594 879-29190 p0557 1179-27516 900019-79-C-0058 862269-78-C-0176 
NSG-3079 1l00014-77-C-0052 p0710 879-32881 p0658 1179-30195 
p0139 179-19498 p0351 879-19992 1100024-78-C-5384 962269-78-11-4580 
1150-3082 1100014-77-C-0073 p0382 879-21081 p0590 879-29150 
p0319 179-29006 p0184 179-19688 800123-77-C-0094 862269-78-8-6956 
p0309 1179-19418 N00014-77-C-0180 p0233 1179-16846 p0663 1179-31138 
NSG-3084 p0689 879-30140 900123-77-C-0996 1162269-78-8-8416 
p0207 179-23791 800014-77-C-0271 p0701 879-32153 p0235 1179-16863 
NSG-31 16 p0175 879-15055 11001 40-73-0005 962269-78-8-8646 
p0597 1179-29354 1100014-77-C-0321 p0087 1179-11068 p0880 979-23115 
NSG-3127 p0035 879-10037 1100180-74-C-0759 868305-77-C-0005 
p0416 879-22036 1100014-77-C-0349 p0087 1179-11068 p0167 1179-18217 
NSG-3133 p0895 1179-24991 N00140776-C-0206 868335-76-C-2281 
pOO10 179-10802 1100014-77-C-0861 'p0686 179-51915 pO597 879-29388 
p0138 179-19895 p0368 1179-20105 1100140-77-C-1345 968335-77-C-0555 
p0390 179-32329 N00018-77-C-0672 p0257 *79-25899 p0598 1179-29532 
NSG-3148 p0539 879-26031 p0395 179-32838 N68335-77-C-1116 
p0472 179-39037 1100018-77-C-0775 800163-77-C-0295 p0168 1179-14401 
NSG-3171 p0573 179-85812 p0163 879-14093 1168335-77-8-5735 
p0207 179-23797 N00014-78-C-0079 N00163-77-C-0296 p0039 R79-10839 
950-4012 p0575 *79-86702 p0477 179-39914 868335-78-C-2022 
p0091 1179-12064 800014-78-C-0257 800163-77-C-0298 p0180 1179-15098 
1150-4018 p0465 179-38533 p0370 879-20319 p0237 1179-16880 
p0499 879-25033 p0616 179-88623 1100600-76-C-1494 8803. SQUID 
NSG-4020 p0698 179-54812 ,	 p0539 879-26030 p0034 879-10038 
p0718 1179-33216 1400018-78-C-0284 1160921-77-C-1085 p0239 1179-17011 
1150-7072 p0539 879-26037 p0038 879-10030 PRO3EC1 SQUID 
p0081 179-16495 N00018-78-C-0349 860921-77-C-0117 p0051 179-12977 
p0639 *79-89866 p0170 879-15010 p0336 *79-30155 p0189 *79-21295 
NSG-7172 p0705 879-32200 860921-77-C-0234 p0190 179-21296 
p0358 979-20056 p0705 1179-32202 p0576 179-86713 p0398 *79-32818
0-7 
CONTRACT RUBBER INDEX 
BB-RLD-1976-1.3.1 505-03-13-11 505-08-26-01 505-11-23-04 
p0294 879-17875 p0451 879-24773 p0162 879-14083 p0417 879-22051 
R8-9tD76008 505-03-13-15 505-08-33-11 p0430 879-23013 
p0704 879-32192 p0040 879-10843 p0592 879-29171 505-11-23-13 
838LD77007 505-03-13-17 505-08-33-12 p0157 879-14013 
p0704 979-32192 pOlO8 879-13820 p0430 879-23012 p0215 879-15902 
FF41411801 p0227 879-16649 505-09-13-11 505-11-24 
p0175 879-15055 p0299, 879-18686 p0108 879-13819 p0038 879-10068 
RNLAF-BB-RLO-C1 505-03-13-18 p0299 879-18687 p0102 879-13044 
p0238 879-16965 p0558 879-27931 p0375 879-20832 p0104 879-13056 
89L8FR3-KLUC11 p0550 879-27932 p0445 879-23754 p0435 879-23087 
p0242 879-17269 505-03-22 p0588 879-28796 p0487 879-23979 
880141184 p0094 879-12088 505-09-23-01 p0649 879-30139 p0086 875-12022 505-04 p0033 879-10022 p0108 879-13821 505-11-31-02 
p0423 879-22103 p0037 879-10060 505-09-23-11 p0286 879-17807 p0431 879-23020 p0102 879-13046 p0226 879-16641 p0370879-20344 
RTI PROJ.	 430-1362 p0164 879-14099 505-09-31 505-11-31-02-00 
p0180 879-15101 p0234 879-16852 p0551 879-27136 p0363 879-20104 
R7989G288 p0427 879-22518 505-09-31-05-00 505-11-33-01 p0498 879-25020 p0435 879-23086 p0716 879-33201 p0671 879-31215 SF54502001 p0450 879-25023 505-09-33-01 505-11-43-07 
p0661 979-30332 p0551 879-27143 p0173 879-15044 p0595 879-29199 SRC-B/SR/89865 p0583 979-28177 505-09-41 505-53-09-01 
p0017 879-11488 p0654 979-30191 p0162 879-14082 p0044 879-11013 SRI PROJ. 4979 p0671 879-31213 p0430 879-23008 505-10731 p0490 879-24232 p0671 979-31214 505-09-43-01 p0033 879-10026 
SRI PROJ.	 5719 p0717 879-33210 p0715 879-33189 506-06-11 p0160 879-14060 505-04-13-02 505-09-53-01 p0359 879-20061 
SWRI PROJ. 02-4860 p0538 879-26022 p0221 879-15970 506-17722-01 
p0599 879-29957 p0712 979-33164 505-10-3 p0297 979-18284 USBR-14-06-D-7699 505-04-22 p0416 979-22035 506-17-23-02 
p0252 879-25681 p0435 879-23085 505-10-11-01 p0287 879-17812 
8-31-109-880-38 p0586 879-28456 p0157 979-14011 510-55 p0099 879-13003 
p0049 879-11414 505-05 p0169 879-14996 p0158 979-14024 510-56-01 p0669 879-31204 505-05-41 505-10-13-04 pOO87 879-12029 
W-7405-ENG-26 p0668 879-31195 p0435 979-23081 512-51-04 p0689 879-52856 505-06-11 505-10-13-07 p0166 879-14109 
WF1412109 p0035 879-10045 p0649 979-301145 513-50-13-02 
p0417 879-22057 p0543 879-26067 p0664 979-31149 p0428 879-22783 9F14142109 505-06-21 p0665 979-31152 513-52-01-16 p0538 879-26025 p0285 879-17796 505-1013107 p0499 879-25034 
WF32323202 505-06-31 p0712 879-33163 513-52-13-52 
p0228 879-16806 p0547 879-27100 505-10-21 p0362 979-20089 WF41400000 505-06-31-02 , p0086 979-12019 513-53-11 p0235 979-16863 pOCS8 879-13000 p0363 879-20099 p0036 979-10054 
p0585 979-28245 505-06-33-07 505-10-22 513-54-13-02 
p0654 879-30195 p0416 979-22037 p0543 879-26062 p0434 979-23080 9F41411300 505-06-33-08 505-10-23 p0595 879-29195 
p0100 879-13015 p0228 879-16802 p0364 879-20111 514-52-01 p0440 879-23115 505-06-33-10 p0437 879-23098 p0086 879-12018 
9841421091 p0033 979-10021 PO487 879-23977 ' 514-52-03-02 p0541 879-26049 ,	 p0157 979-14018 505-10-23-00 p0416 879-22038 
8841421201 p0492 979-24960 p0157 879-114019 p0492 879-24961 
p0092 879-12073 505-06-34 505-10-23-03 514-54-04 8841461406 p0652 879-30176 p0218 979-15938 p0102 979-13045 
p0598 879-29532 505-06-42-01 505-10-23-04 514-55-03-21 
9854580000 p0500 979-25039 p0544 879-26881 p0363 979-20100 
p0101 879-13039 505-06-43-08 505-10-23-05 515-51-11-01 
81-78-5504-1 P0543 879-26064 P0504 979-25844 p0170 879-15014 p0232 879-16837 p0701 117932159 p0537 879-26015 516-50-11-02-00 
Z841400001 505-06-51 p0664 879-31151 p0300 879-18915 
p0046 979-11054 p0158 879-14022 505-10-31 5165029-01 
9861112001 505-06-53-01 p0033 879-10024 p0100 879-13026 
p0107 879-13233 p0492 879-24956 p0033 879-10025 516-50-23-01 
ZF61412001 p0580 979-28138 p0034 879-10027 p0292 979-17851 
p0091 879-12068 p0649 '879-30147 p0034 979-10028 ,	 p0292 879-17852 505-p4 p0498 979-25022 505-06-53-03 p0590 879-29144 p0375 879-20787 
505-02-03-01 p0676 B79-31533 505-10-32 p0417 879-22046 p0547 979-27098 505-06-54 p0555 879-27182 p0423 879-22101 
505-02-13-41 p0033 879-10020 505-10-41 p0546 879-27086 
p0097 979-12156 505-06-63-02 P0286 979-17804 516-58-11 505-C2-23-01 p0360 879-20071 505-11-13-01 p0089 879-12054 
p0479 879-23889 p0718 879-33218 '	 p0158 879-14025 p0302 879-18960 
P 0547 1175-27096 505-06-64 P0286 1179-17806 516-58-11-01 505-02-23-02 p0C95 879-12096 505-11-13-03 p0703 979-32185 
p0242 879-172614 '	 p0367 1179-20134 , p0228 879-16804 516-58-21 505-02-24 p0425 879-22113 505-11-13-04 p0537 979-26017 
p0376 979-20989 P0672 979-31220 p0590 879-291116 p0551 879-27138 p0668 879-31193 505-07-10-02 505-11-16-02 517-53-13-04 
505-02-33-02 p0706 979-32205 p0157 879-14012 p0558 879-27772 
p0713 879-33172 505-07-11 ' 505-11-21-02 517-53-13-14 
505-02-33-05 p0104 879-13057 '	 p0228 879-16803 p0162 1179-14081 
p0588 879-28614 p0294 879-17872 505-11-23-00 517-53-113-01 
505-02530100	 ' p0537 87926009 p0099 879-13002 pOlSB 1179-14023 p0385 1179-21422 505-07-13-02 505-11-23-01 ' p0359 1179-20062 
p0387 879-21435 p0045 879-11039 p0215 879-15903 p0388 879-21869 505-02-54 505-07-33-04 505-11-23-03 p0479 1179-23888 
p0546 879-27088 p0048 879-11074 p0287 879-17808 p0589 879-28982 505-031303 505-0821 p0287 879-17809 p0589 979-29141. p0428 879-22849 p0181 879-15187 p0538 379-26023 517-53-43-02 p0708 1179-32265 p0547 879-27099	 ' pO538 N79-26020 
D-8
CONTRACT RUNNER INDEX 
p0547 879-27095 
p0672 879-31223 
p0701 879-32158 
518-51-01 
p0301 879-18916 
p0663 879-31137 
518-58-21	 879-33167 
743-03 p0583 879-28176 
743-53-43-01 
p0491 879-24955 
750-03-30-01 
p0292 879-17854 
766-73-61 
p0712 879-33159 
769-02-01 
p0539 879-26035 
791-40-03 
p0285 879-17801 
791-40-11 
p0098.879-12585 
791-40-13-01 
p0151 879-14015 
p0363 879-20101 
p0417 879-22061 
pO543 879-26063 
p0581 879-28158 
791-40-19 
p0649 879-30138 
791-40-41 
p0418 879-22062 
p0418 879-22063 
p0418 875-22064 
p0418 879-22065 
791-40-43-01 
p0547 879-27097 
992-21-01 
p0042 879-10942
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1-7013 ............................p0590 879-29144*8 
	
8-7074	 ............................pOlO8 879-13057*8 
8-7099 ............................p0294 879-17872*8 
8-7117 ............................p0555 879-27182*1 
8-7347 .............................p0042 879-10942*1 
8-7352 ............................p0162 879-14082*8 
8-7450 ............................p0285 879-17796*1 
8-7477 ............................p0430 879-23008*8 
	
8-7505	 ............................p0157 879-14011*1 
8-7507 ............................p0158 879-14024*8 
1-7523 ............................p0098 879-12585*8 
1-7538 ............................pOt4Sl 879-23977*1 
1-7548 ............................p0181 879-15187*1 
	
8-7591	 ............................p0035 879-10045*1 
	
8-7593	 ............................p0086 879-12018*1 
	
8-7605	 ............................p0087 879-12029*8 
8-7625 ............................p0036 879-10054*8 
	
8-7661	 ............................p0086 879-12019*1 
8-7662 ............................p0170 879-15014*1 
8-7677 ............................p0158 879-14022*8 
8-7682 ............................p0300 879-18915*8 
	
8-77014	 ............................p0428 879-22957* 
8-7708 ............................p0716 879-33201*1 
	
8-7731	 ............................pO3Ol 879-18916*8 
	
8-7733	 ............................p0551 879-27136*1 
8-7734 ............................p0416 879-22035*8 
8-7735 ............................p0302 879-18960*8 
	
8-7751	 ............................p0364 879-20111*1 
	
8-7753	 ............................p0547 879-27100*1 
8-7769 ............................p0437 879-23098*1 
8-7803 ............................p0359 879-20061*1 
8-7812 ............................p0498 879-25021*8 
	
A-782 	 ............................. . .... 879-33167*8 
8-7849 ............................p0551 879-27138*8 
8-7856 ............................p0708 879-32265*1 
8-7860 ............................p0537 879-26009*8 
	
8-7861	 ............................p0539 879-26035*1 
8-7876 ............................p0537 879-26017*1 
8-7884 ............................p0703 879-32185*8 
8-7889 ............................p0649 879-30143*1 
	
8-7894	 ............................p0666 879-31166*8 
8-7920 ............................p0706 879-32205*8 
1-7955 ............................p0663 879-31131*8 
A&AP-NT-77-23 .....................p01414 11 879-23531 * 
AAAP-NT-7 9-01 .....................p0440 879-23118 8 
AAAF-NT-78- 02 .....................p0441 879-23124 P 
ARAP-HT-7805 .....................p0440 579-23119 1 
AAAF-NT-7807 .....................p0440 879-23117 $ 
AAAF-NT-78-09 .....................p0440 879-23116 8 
AAAP-NT-7810 .....................p0437 879-23095 8 
AAAP-NT-78-11 .....................p0441 879-23121 8
AAAF-NT-78-12 .....................p0441 879-23122 I 
AAAP-NT-78-13 .....................p0441 879-23123 * 
AAAP-NT-78-17 .....................p0438 879-23104 $ 
AAAF-NT-78-24 .....................p0440 879-23120 $ 
lAS PAPER 78-194 ..................p0189 179-21278 I 
AC-78-01	 ..........................p0175 879-15056 * 
AC-150/5220-13 ....................p0294 879-17878 * 
ACS-11595 .........................p0306 879-19007 I 
ACUREX/TR78/102 ..................p0039 879-10072 * 
AC150/5900-18 ......................p0673 879-31232 * 
80-8048275 ........................p0159 819-14034 I 
10-1051064 ........................p0160 879-14060 * 
80-8051145 ........................p0167 879-14115 * 
#0-8051148 ........................p0160 879-14061 * 
80-8052001/5 ......................p0381 879-21036 * 
80-1053110 ........................pOl6l 879-14116 I 
80-8053830 ........................p0105 879-13065 1 
80-8054998 ........................p0087 879-12027 1 
10-1055059 ........................p0158 879-14026 * 
80-8055510 ........................p0159 879-14031 * 
80-8056045 .........................p0043 879-11002 * 
10-1056119 ........................p0045 879-11049 1 
AD-A056158 ........................p0046 879-11050 1 
80-1056180 ........................p0161 879-14011 1 
10-1056195 ........................p0096 879-12100 * 
AD-1056201	 ........................p0096 879-12099 * 
80-8056217 ........................p0050 879-11566 1 
10-8056416 ........................p0039 819-101440 * 
80-8056430 ........................p0036 879-10052 * 
AD-A056447 ........................p0034 879-10029 * 
AD-A056476 ........................p0037 879-10056 * 
80-1056485 ........................p0045 879-11037 * 
80-1056511	 .........................p00(45 879-11036 * 
80-8056512 ........................p0045 879-11048 1 
10-8056513 ........................p0043 879-11003 * 
10-1056521 ........................p0036 879-10055 * 
10-1056650 ........................p0039 879-10439 I 
80-1056739 ........................p0295 879-11879 $ 
AD-A056777 ........................p0036 879-10053 I 
AD-A056795 ........................p0034 879-10030 * 
10-1056893 ........................p003l 879-10001 $ 
10-1056910 ........................p0035 819-10037 * 
10-1056945 ........................p0038 879-10063 * 
#0-8056948 ........................p0037 879-10062 * 
AD-A056956 ........................p0038 879-10064 * 
10-1056991 ........................p0594 879-29188* 
80-8057075 ........................p0034 879-10034 $ 
10-1057269 ........................p0046 879-11055 * 
10-1057292 ........................pOl6O 879-14047 * 
80-8057308 ........................pOOI49 819-11410 * 
10-1057309 ........................p0037 879-10059 * 
10-1057310/5 ......................p0038 879-10065 I 
80-1057322 ........................p0095 879-12093 * 
80-1057324 ........................pOO9O 879-12057 I 
80-8057325 .........................p0046 879-11054 * 
10-1057329 ........................p0045 879-11038 * 
AD-A057335 ........................p0049 879-11439 * 
80-8057363 ........................p0046 879-11052 $ 
AD-A057392 ........................p0O94 N79-12090 * 
80-8057409 ........................p0044 879-11005 * 
80-8057422 ........................p00148 879-11188 $ 
10-1057434 ........................p0095 879-12098 * 
80-8057443 ........................p0092 879-12078 $ 
1DA0575014..........................p0044 879-11004 * 
80-8057505 ........................p0087 879-12023 I 
#0-8057643 ........................p0095 879-12097 * 
AD-1057656 ........................p0090 879-12058 $ 
80-8057659 ........................pOO9O 879-12059 $ 
AD-A057663 ........................pOOI46 879-11051 * 
5-1
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AD-A057783 • p0097 879-12226 14 AD-A059637 p0163 879-14093 14 
AD-A057877 ........................ pOD96 879-12103 A AD-A059689 ........................ p0171 979-15026 * 
AD-A057903 ........................ p0096 879-12101	 * AD-A059698 ........................ p0167 879-14217 * 
AD-A057928 ........................ p0092 879-12071	 14 AD-A099704 ........................ p0162 879-1140814 * 
AD-A057931 ........................ p0091 879-12070 14 AD-14059709 ........................ p0158 979-14028 * 
AD-A057932 ........................ p0095 879-12092 14 AD-A059718 ........................ p0158 879-14029 14 
AD-4057933 ........................ p0161 879-14065 * 14DA059784 ........................ p0165 7779-111103 $ 
AD-A057938 ........................ p0049 979-11291	 14 AD-A059785 ........................ p0168 879-14247 14 
AD	 057967 ........................ p0098 879-12465 A AD-A059786 ........................ pOl6l 879-14075 * 
AD-A057984 ........................ p0085 879-12002 14 AD-14059787 ........................ p0163 879-19088 14 
AD-A057990 ........................ p0008 N79--12750 14 AD-1059795 ........................ p0165 879-14104 * 
140-14058002 ........................ p0097 879-12207 14 AD-A059798 ........................ p0159 879-14049 * 
ADA05800I4 ........................ p0092 879-12075 14 140-14059810 ........................ p0168 879-14298 14 
140-14058025 ........................ p0092 879-12072 14 140-14059846 ........................ p0163 979-14092 * 
140-14058036 ........................ p0092 979-12076 * AD-A059875 ........................ p0220 879-15954 14 
AD-A058038 ........................ p0050 879-11561	 * AD-A059879 ........................ p0167 879-14230 $ 
140-14058043 ........................ p0092 879-12073 14 140-14059912 ........................ p0162 879-14087 * 
AD-A058123 ........................ p0091 879-12067 14 140-14059945 ........................ p0162 879-14086 14 
AD-1058128 ........................ p0091 879-12068 14 140-14059976 .......................... p0165 879-14107 14 
AD-A058139 ........................ p0096 879-12102 14 140-1060056 ........................ p0171 879-15030 14 
140-14058142 ........................ p0091 879-12069 * 10-1060057 ........................ p0171 879-15031 14 
140-1058146 ........................ p0085 879-12003 14 140-14060058 ........................ p0172 879-15032 * 
AD-1058158 ........................ p0050 879-11562 14 140-1060076 ........................ p0168 879-14401 t 
AD-A058188 ........................ p0092 879-12074 14 140-1060081 ........................ p0168 879-111235 8 
10-1058194 ........................ pOO9II 1479-12091	 14 AD-A060093 ........................ p0171 879-15028 A 
1417-14058197 ........................ p0095 879-12094 14 AD-A060154 ........................ p0161 979-14077 * 
10-1058208 ........................ p0089 879-12051	 14 AD-14060156 ........................ p0168 879-111239 14 
140-1058209 ........................ p0096 879-12104 14 140-14060172 ........................ p0165 879-14105 * 
140-14058239 ........................ p0097 1479-1227I2	 14 140-8060202 ........................ p0165 879-114106 14 
10-1058267 ........................ p0092 879-12077 14 AD-A060206 ........................ p0159 879-1 11038 14 
10-14058346 ........................ p0108 879-13247 14 AD-A060216 ........................ p0166 879-14111 14 
140-14058388 ........................ p0104 879-13054 14 AD-1060217 .......................... pO18O 979-15099 14 
147-1058416 ........................ p0105 879-13066 14 140-14060218 ........................ p0167 879-14231 * 
140-1058444 ........................ p0102 879-13041	 11 140-14060259 ........................ p0180 979-15098 * 
AD-A058453 ........................ p0100 879-13023 * 117-1060293 ........................ p00 116 879-11056 14 
AD-1058457 ........................ p0100 879-13022 14 1417-4060313 ........................ p0162 879-14085 * 
10-14058474 ........................ p0099 879-13011	 14 140-14060318 ........................ p0168 979-142911 * 
ID-1058495 ........................ p0108 879-13241	 14 10-1060322 ........................ p0181 979-15203 14 
140-1058514 ........................ p0105 879-13060 14 140-8060326 ........................ p0175 879-15059 * 
140-1058529 ........................ p0101 879-13032 14 10-14060331 ......................... p0159 879-14036 14 
AD-14058544 ........................ p0089 879-12055 14 AD-A060336 ........................ p0165 879-14102 14 
10-14058546 ........................ p0089 1479-12049 14 140-8060343 ........................ p0164 879-14101 14 
AD-14058547 ........................ p0089 1479-12050 14 10-14060389 ........................ p0170 879-15008 14 
AD-A058549 ........................ p0089 879-12056 14 140-40601450 ........................ p0501 879-250113 * 
AD-1058555 ........................ p0102 879-13040 14 817-80601452 ........................ p0174 879-15052*8 
AD-1058562 ........................ p0105 879-13064*14 10-1060467 ........................ p0175 1179-15058 14 
AD-A058603 ........................ p0103 1179-13051	 14 10-14060477 ........................ p0106 979-13192 14 
AD-A0586214 ........................ p0100 1479-13015 14 140-140601491 ........................ p0170 879-15011 14 
10-14058656 ........................ p0181 879-15232 14 140-14060516 ........................ p0175 879-15060 8 
AD-A058660 ........................ p0102 879-130113 14 140-6060519 ........................ p0171 1479-15016 14 
1417-1058672 ......................... p0101 1479-13033 14 140-14060551 ........................ p0172 879-15033 a 
140-14058730 ........................ p0102 979-13042 14 AD-1060557 ........................ p0181 879-15102 14 
14D1058736........................ p0106 1479-13067 14 140-14060789 ........................ p0170 879-15010 * 
140-14058744 ........................ p0106 1479-13183 14 10-6060842 ........................ p0174 979-150514 * 
60-14058785 ........................ p0100 1479-13027 14 AD-A060868 ........................ p0169 1479-15004 * 
AD-A058816 ........................ p0101 879-130311 14 140-8060869 ........................ p0170 879-15005 * 
10-1058888 ........................ p0101 1479-13028 14 117-1060870 ........... . ............ pOl7O 879-15006 14 
AD-14058891 ........................ pO1011 1479-13053 14 140-6060940 ........................ p0172 1179-150311 14 
AD-A058899 ........................ p0107 879-13233 14 AD-A060960 ........................ p0228 879-16806 14 
AD-A058932 ........................ p0105 879-13063 14 140-14061026 ........................ pO2314 879-16857 * 
AD-A058936 ........................ p0160 1479-114064 14 10-1061027 ........................ p0240 4179-17014 14 
10-1058954 ........................ p0109 979-13861 14 10-1061050 ........................ p0239 1479-17011 14 
10-14058959 ........................ p0437 879-23094*4 140-6061062 ........................ p0234 879-16856 14 
10-1059006 ........................ p0161 879-14066 14 147-1061079 ........................ p0229 N79-116809 * 
10-1059025 ........................ p0103 979-13052 14 AD-A061080 ........................ p0229 979-16810 14 
10-14059026 ........................ p0108 1479-13235 14 60-1061085 ........................ p0240 1479-17123 * 
10-1059028 ........................ p0100 1179-13021 14 10-14061093 ........................ p02 712 879-17362 14 
AD-A059050 ........................ p0094 1479-12089 14 140-1061120 ........................ p0234 879-16855 * 
117-14059089 ........................ p0106 1479-13083 14 AD-14061134 ........................ p0235 1179-16862 14 
At)-A059121 ......................... p0107 1179-13203 14 140-14061227 ........................ p0292 979-17855 14 
60-14059185 ........................ p0098 879-12245 14 140-14061251 ........................ p0240 879-17172 14 
10-1059187 ........................ p0101 879-13030 14 140-1061270 ........................ p0234 4479-16854 14 
10-1059188 ......................... p0104 1479-13059 14 AD-1061295 ........................ p02 712 1479-17361 14 
140-1059193 ........................ pOlO1 1779-13039 14 140-14061297 ........................ p0230 1479-16819 14 
10-1059231 ........................ p0086 1479-12022 14 10-1061335 ........................ p0232 1479-16843 14 
10-1059238 ........................ p0093 979-12079 14 10-14061336 ........................ p0225 879-16172 14 
10-1059239 ........................ p0101 879-13029 11 10-6061344 ........................ p0232 1479-16841 14 
AD-A059284 ........................ p0089 1479-12052 14 140-14061349 ........................ p0233 1179-16896 14 
140-14059312 ........................ p0169 4179-14919 14 AD-6061351 ........................ p0233 1479-16844 14 
140-14059329 ........................ p0160 1479-14059 14 140-1061359 ........................ p0228 1179-16807 14 
140-14059338 ........................ p0167 879-14117 14 140-14061360 ........................ p0228 979-16808 14 
140-1059354 ........................ p0163 1479-14091 14 140-14061361 ........................ p0229 979-16811 14 
10-14059415 ........................ p0159 1179-14030 14 AD-A061371 ........................ p0230 979-16820 14 
10-14059452 ........................ p0031 4179-10002 14 AD-14061378 ........................ pO2Ill 1179-17178 14 
10-14059492 ........................ p0163 1479-14090 14 10-1061408 ........................ p0235 1179-16863 14 
10-1059516 ........................ p0164 1479-14094 14 140-14061428 ........................ p0238 1179-16958 14 
1417-1059536 ........................ p0181 1479-15103 14 1417-140611149 ........................ p0232 1179-168314 14 
10-1059546 ........................ p0175 879-15055 14 10-14061450 ........................ p0240 1179-17012 14 
AD-14059600 ......................... p0163 1479-14089 14 10-140611174 ........................ p0087 879-12028 14
9-2 
REPORT/ACCESSION RUBBER 114081 
10-1061482 • p0239 879-16989 14 10-1063283 • p01426 879-22118 14 
*0-1061483 ........................ p0235 879-16859 14 10-1063300 ........................ p03814 879-21079 * 
10-1061486 ........................ p0238 879-16882 14 10-1063377 ........................ p0385 1479-21222 14 
10-1061532 ........................ p0234 879-16858 14 10-1063530 ........................ p0382 879-21050 * 
10-1061649 ........................ p0303 879-18962 * 10-1063615 ........................ p0382 879-210141	 14 
10A061657 ........................ p0306 879-19010*14 8D8063653 ........................ pO379 879-21018 14 
10-1061664 ........................ p0306 879-19122 * 10-1063711 ........................ p0379 1479-21013 * 
10-8061671 ........................ p0303 879-18970 14 88-1063712 ........................ p0378 1479-21012 14 
140-1061687 ........................ p0500 879-250142 14 AD1063765 ........................ p01418 1479-22066 * 
10-1061701 ........................ p0306 1479-19149 14 8D1063766 ........................ pO(425 1479-22116 14 
60-1061733 ........................ p0305 1479-19005 14 140-1063789 ........................ p0142(1 879-22109*14 
10-1061746 ........................ p0303 879-18969 14 10-1063793 ........................ p0235 ((79-16864 14 
10-1061751 ........................ p03O4 879-18974 $ 10-1063794 ........................ p0112 879-15036 14 
80-8061754 ........................ p0309 879-19396 14 ID1063819 ......................... p0417 879-22057 14 
80-8061766 ........................ p0482 879-23932 14 10-1063843 ........................ p01424 879-22105 * 
1.0-1061767 ........................ p0483 879-23933 14 *0-8063848 ........................ p0426 879-22215 * 
80-8061801 ........................ p0305 879-190014 * 80-14063850 ........................ p0222 1479-15973 14 
ID-1061805 ........................ p0310 ((79-19418 14 140-8063851 ........................ p0l75 879-15061 * 
AD-A061807 ........................ pO3O6 879-19008 14 80-8063882 ........................ p0(419 879-22073 14 
140-14061860 ........................ p0483 1479-23934 14 1D-2)63921 ........................ p0420 1479-22082 * 
10-1061861 ........................ p0482 879-23931 14 AD-106359 ........................ p0419 879-22067 14 
80-8061888 ........................ p0303 879-18971	 14 10-1.063963 ........................ pO(124 1479-22108 14 
140-14061894 ........................ p0303 1479-18972 14 140-1063974 ........................ p0(428 4479-22882 14 
140-14061942 ........................ p0302 879-18957 14 140-8063975 ........................ p04214 1479-22106 14 
80-14061948 ........................ p0231 879-16830 14 80-14063992 ........................ p01425 879-221114 14 
140-1061994 ........................ p0382 879-18958 14 10-1064047 ........................ p0419 1479-22072 14 
80-1061995 ........................ p0302 819-18959 14 80-140614122 ........................ p0085 1479-12000 
140-1062008 ........................ p0306 879-19009 14 10-8064131 ........................ p0(121 879-22083 14 
140-8062013 ........................ p0302 879-18956 14 80-8064150 ........................ pO'127 1479-22523 14 
10-8062030 ........................ p0306 879-19007 14 140-14064159 ........................ p0420 879-22080 14 
10-1062097 ........................ p0361 879-20084 14 AD-1064181 ........................ p0(120 879-22079 14 
80-8062103 ........................ p0365 879-20119 14 80-8064207 ........................ p0420 879-22081 14 
AD-1062110 ........................ p0368 87920144 14 AD-A064222 ........................ p0425 879-22115 14 
10-1062117 ........................ p0361 879-20080 14 10-8064289 ........................ p01421 ((79-22084 14 
80-8062125 ........................ p0370 1479-20326 14 140-14064290 ........................ p01427 ((79-22637 14 
140-80621140 ......................... p0360 ((79-20075 14 10-1064296 ........................ p0427 879-22522 14 
140-8062155 ........................ p03614 1479-20106 14 10-1064305 ........................ p0488 1479-23985 14 
140-14062171 ........................ p0361 879-20085 14 80-14064326 ........................ p04214 879-22107 14 
10-1062205 ........................ p0371 879-203514 * 140-14064333 ........................ p0429 1479-22964 14 
80-8062247 ......................... p0370 879-20319 14 80-8064359 ........................ p01420 1479-22077 14 
80-140622514 ........................ p0361 1479-20082 14 80-8064428 ........................ p0(4(44 1479-23595 14 
80-1062290 ........................ p0364 819-20105 14 80-1064429 ........................ p0432 1479-23062 14 
10-8062318 ........................ p0368 879-20143 14 80-14064592 ........................ p0420 879-22078 14 
10-1062374 ......................... p0365 879-20122 14 10-1064597 ........................ p0423 879-22102 14 
10-8062377 ........................ p036(4 1479-20175 14 10-1064613 ........................ p0419 1479-22071 14 
10-1062390 ........................ p0371 879-20374 14 80-8064614 ........................ p01419 879-22070 14 
10-1062403 ........................ p0362 879-20093 .. 10-14064685 ........................ p01428 879-228514 14 
80-8062429 ........................ p0362 ((79-20092 14 10-14064688 ........................ p0421 879-22086 14 
10-10621490 ........................ p0370 ((79-20311	 14 80-8064691 ........................ p0 1438 879-23102 14 
10-1062550 ........................ p0366 879-20123 14 10-1064698 ........................ p0(143 1479-23260 14 
10-8062553 ........................ p0369 879-20228 14 140-10614776 ........................ p0436 1479-23089 14 
10-1062569 ........................ p0370 879-20310 14 AD-1064816 ........................ p0(419 1479-22074 14 
140-1062590 ........................ p0361 1479-20079 14 10-1064859 ......................... p0441 879-23219 14 
140-1062606 ........................ p0364 1479-20108 14 10-1064944 ........................ p0436 879-23090 14 
10-1062607 ........................ p036(1 ((79-20107 14 10-1064979 ........................ p0241 879-17229 14 
140-1062609 ........................ p0364 879-20109 14 140-8065008 ........................ p04214 879-22110 14 
10-1062639 ........................ p0360 ((79-20076 14 10-8065010 ........................ p0421 879-22085 14 
10-10626140 ........................ p0360 879-20077 14 10-1065018 ........................ p0(138 1479-23100 14 
10-1062641 ........................ p0360 ((79-20078 14 80-1065027 ........................ p0l432 879-23063 14 
AD-A062642 ......................... p0361 ((79-20081 14 10-1065045 ........................ p0443 N79-23318 14 
10-14062643 ........................ p0363 1479-20094 14 10-10650149 ........................ p0433 1479-23066 14 
10-8062646 ........................ p0382 879-210148 14 10-1065060 ........................ p0(445 1479-23683 14 
AD-1062665 ........................ p0384 1479-21078 14 80-1065072 ........................ p0(438 1479-23103 14 
10-8062683 ........................ p0370 1479-20303 14 140-1065075 ........................ p0423 879-22103 14 
10-1062688 ........................ p0361 1479-20086 14 10-1065102 ........................ p0443 1479 7 23261 14 
10-1062691 ........................ p0364 ((79-20110 14 10-1065106 ........................ p0433 879-23071 14 
10-80627149 ........................ p0371 1479-20358 14 10-1065112 ........................ p0425 1479-22117 14 
10-1062807 ........................ p0381 ((79-21037 14 10-1065118 ........................ p0(432 879-23061 14 
10-1062808 ........................ p0381 879-21038 14 10-1065128 ........................ p0436 879-23091 14 
10-1062809 ........................ p0381 879-21039 14 80-1065136 ........................ p0435 879-23082 14 
10-1062810 ......................... p0381 1479-210140 14 10-1065137 ........................ p0431 ((79-23017 14 
10-1062861 ........................ p0375 ((79-20834 14 10-10651414 ........................ p0423 1479-22104 14 
10-1062863 ........................ p0500 879-25040 14 10-1065151 ........................ p0443 879-23331 * 
10-1062864 ........................ p0366 879-20125 14 80-1065153 ......................... p0441 879-23181 14 
140-1062866 ........................ p0365 879-20121	 14 10-1065171 ........................ p04(40 879-23115 14 
AD-1063000 ........................ p0360 879-200714 14 10-1065181 ........................ p0431 1479-23020 14 
10-8063083 ........................ p0492 879-24963 14 ID-1065268 ........................ p0433 879-23068 14 
10-8063089 ........................ p0490 ((79-24232 14 10-1065298 ........................ p0433 879-23069 14 
10-1063102 ........................ p0366 1479-20126 14 80-1065368 ........................ p0290 879-17840 14 
10-1063140 ........................ p0371 879-20349 14 140-1065388 ........................ p0436 879-23092 14 
10-10631147 ........................ p0371 879-20348 14 80-1065400 ........................ p0445 879-23885 14 
10-1063172 ........................ p0384 ((79-21080 14 10-10654411 ........................ p0367 1479-20139 14 
AD-1063214 ........................ p0379 ((79-21014 14 10-8065462 ........................ p0433 879-23067 14 
10-1063237 ........................ p0382 879-21047 14 80-1065500 ......................... p0(488 1479-214155 14 
10-10632143 ........................ p0379 879-21015 14 10-1065513 ........................ p0494 1479-24981 $ 
140-10632414 ........................ p0379 879-21016 14 140-1065570 ........................ p0485 879-23952 14 
10-1063245 ........................ p0379 879-21017 14 10-1065584 ........................ p0488 879-211163 14 
10-1063270 ........................ p0384 1479-21082 14 10-8065586 ........................ p0489 ((79-24214 14 
10-14063282 ........................ p01426 1479-22119 14 10-1065587 ........................ p01489 1479-24215 14
E-3 
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10-1065588 • p0490 879-24229 5 AD-1067757 • p0541 879-26007 a 
10-1065589 ........................ p0490 819-24216 5 10-1067765 ........................ p0556 979-27188 5 
10-1065590 ........................ p0490 879-24217 a AD-1067785 ........................ pOS43 879-26176 a 
10-1065629 ........................ p0435 879-23083 5 10-1067889 ........................ p0585 879-28329 5 
ID-1065632 ........................ p0431 879-23028 a 10-1067898 ........................ pO583 879-28178 5 
AD-1065633 ........................ p0491 879-24379 5 AD-1067902 ........................ pOSO8 879-27101 5 
10-1065664 ........................ p0442 879-23232 5 AD-1067908 ......................... p0557 879-27516 5 
10-1065697 ........................ p0890 879-24220 a 10-1067905 ........................ p0500 879-26042 a 
10-1065734 ........................ p0438 879-23101 5 80-1067910 ........................ p0584 879-28188 a 
80-1065774 ........................ p0836 879-23093 5 10-1067913 ........................ p0539 879-26030 a 
80-1065821 ........................ p0433 879-23070 5 10-1067923 ........................ p0585 879-28238 S 
10-1065822 ... ..................... pO4SO 879-23984 5 8D1067927 ........................ p0539 879-26031 a 
10-1065879 ......................... p0445 879-23681 5 80-8067944 ........................ p0580 879-26041 a 
80-8065915 ........................ p0488 879-24158 a 80-8067950 ........................ p0539 879-26029 5 
80-8065927 ........................ p0367 879-20137 5 80-8067968 ........................ p0559 879-28037 a 
10-1065928 ........................ p0353 879-20009 5 10-1067969 ........................ p0543 979-26060 a 
80-1065935 ........................ p0888 879-23949 5 AD-1067981 ........................ p0541 879-26048 a 
10-1065936 ........................ p0084 879-23950 a 80-8068004 ........................ p0538 879-26027 a 
10-1065937 ........................ p0490 879-24378 * 80-1068026 ........................ p0540 879-26039 a 
10-1065939 ........................ p0366 N79-2127 S 10-1068106 ........................ pO582 879-28165 * 
10-1065943 ........................ p0445 1979-23604 5 10-1068175 ........................ p0649 879-30140 5 
10-1065988 ........................ p0487 879-23973 5 10-1068180 ........................ p0589 879-28984*a 
80-1065992 ........................ p0482 879-23928 a AD-1068181 ........................ p0600 879-29962 a 
ID-1065993 ........................ p0482 879-23929 a 10-1068211 ........................ pOS97 879-29397 a 
10-1066038 ........................ p0484 879-23951 5 10-1068223 ........................ p0598 879-29531 * 
10-1066092 ........................ p0487 879-23974 5 10-1068252 ........................ pOS96 879-29295 a 
10-1066117 ........................ p0488 979-24161 1 80-1068268 ........................ p0706 879-32206 5 
80-8066138 ........................ p0085 879-23958 5 10-1068316 ........................ p0598 879-29532 * 
10-1066140 ........................ p0501 879-25046 1 10-1068328 ........................ p0593 879-29177 a 
10-1066141 ........................ p0485 879-23956 a 10-1068328 ........................ p0590 879-29149 a 
10-0.066172 ........................ p0485 979-23954 * 10-1068387 ........................ p0593 879-29178 S 80-1066173 ........................ p0485 879-23955 5 AD-1068366 ........................ p0559 979-27978 * 10-1066202 ........................ p0489 879-24169 * 10-1068380 ........................ p0579 879-28129 I 
AD-1066393 ........................ p0500 879-25041	 5 80-1068381 ........................ p0580 819-28130 * 
10-1066398 ........................ p0499 879-25027 5 10-1068382 ........................ p0649 979-30141 a 
10-1066493 ........................ p0494 879-24982 $ 10-1068383 ........................ p0580 879-28131 5 
10-1066512 ........................ p0502 879-25278 5 10-1068396 ........................ p0598 879-29550 a 
10-1066516 ........................ p0502 979-25251 a 10-1068397 ........................ p0549 879-27127 * 
10-1066526 ........................ p0495 879-24989 * 10-1068400 ........................ p0581 879-28157 * 
10-1066530 ........................ p0501 879-25044 5 80-1068401 ........................ p0549 879-27118 5 
10-1066555 ........................ p0493 879-24974 5 10-1068402 ......................... p0596 879-29300 * 
ID-1066556 ........................ p0503 879-25544 *, 10-1068438 ......................... p0593 879-29181 5 
10-1066560 ........................ p0498 879-24984 a 10-1068449 ........................ p0590 879-29150 a 
10-1066589 ........................ p0503 879-25545 a 10-1068455 ........................ p0600 8797-29964 a 
10-1066592 ......................... p0501 879-25236 5 10-1068474 ........................ p0716 879-33202 * 
AD-1066596 ........................ p0503 879-25433 * ID-1068482 ......................... p0480 879-23946 * 
10-1066606 ........................ p0492 979-24965 a 80-8068565 ........................ p0549 879-27119 * 
10-1066630 ........................ p0495 879-24991 * 10-1068566 ......................... p0557 879-27366 a 
10-8066697 ......................... p0495 879-24990 * 80-8068585 ........................ p0593 879-29176 a 
10-1066794 ........................ p0894 879-24983 5 80-1068586 ........................ p0585 879-28245 5 
80-8066804 ........................ p0361 879-20087 * 10-1068595 ........................ p0583 879-28179 * 
10-1066808 ........................ p0372 879-20809 5 10-1068602 ........................ p0594 879-29185 a 
80-1066809 ........................ p0499 879-25035 5 10-1068614 ........................ p0592 879-29163 5 
AD-1066811 ........................ p0499 879-25026 * ID-1068617 ......................... p0584 879-28189 a 
80-8066887 ......................... p0501 879-25247 * 80-8068619 ........................ p0598 879-29520 5 
10-1066904 ........................ p0542 879-26054 S 10-8068631 ........................ pOSSe 879-27533 5 
ID-1066917 ......................... p0245 879-17658 5 10-1068637 . .	 ..................... p0595 979-29193 * 
10-1066927 ........................ p0501 879-25245 a 10-1068699 ........................ p0589 979-29138 5 
10-1066983 ........................ p0501 979-25248 5 10-1068719 ........................ p0550 879-27131 a 
AD-1067080 ........................ p0539 879-26036 * 10-1068720 ........................ pO592N79-29173 a 
10-1067122 ........................ p0538 879-26025 5 10-1068721 ........................ p0592 879-29174 S 
10-1067124 ........................ p0540 979-26038 a 10-1068747 ........................ p0582 879-28166 * 
10-1067171 ........................ p0362 879-20088 S ID-1068812 ........................ p0582 879-28161 5 
10-1067174 ........................ p0539 879-26037 * 10-1068818 ........................ p0583 879-28175 5 
10-1067175 ........................ p0544 879-27014 a 10-1068819 ........................ pO581 879-28156 * 
10-1067176 ........................ p0499 879-25029 5 10-8068822 ........................ p0550 879-27130 5 
10-1067177 ........................ p0500 979-25036 * 10-1068826 ........................ p0593 879-29182 5 
10-1067201 ........................ pO505 879-25855 a 10-8068872 ........................ p0596 979-29270 5 
10-1067208 ........................ p0434 879-23074 5 10-1068888 ........................ p0586 879-28374 * 10-1067219 ........................ p0495 879-24992 5 10-1068907 ........................ p0586 979-28393 * 
10-1067233 ........................ p0543 879-26073 5 10-1068951 ........................ p0583 879-28171 a 
10-1067242 ........................ p0595 879-29197 a AD-1068975 ........................ p0556 879-27189 6 
10-1067283 ........................ pOS95 879-29198 * 10-1068980 ........................ p0442 979-23236 a 
10-1067262 ........................ pOSO8 879-25550 5 80-1069006 ........................ pOSB5 879-28373 5 
10-1067277 ........................ p0542 879-26058 5 10-1069011 ........................ p0597 879-29359 * 
10-1067323 ........................ p0413 879-21996 5 10-1069044 ........................ p0600 879-30134 S 
10-1067329 ........................ p0498 879-25025 1 10-1069045 ........................ p0596 879-29200 * 
10-1067338 ........................ p0495 879-24985 4 10-1069058 ........................ p0585 879-28372 * 
10-1067389 ........................ p0503 879-25428 a 80-1069059 ......................... p0592 879-29164 * 
ID-1067549 ......................... p0550 879-27129 a 80-1069114 ........................ p0597 879-29344 * AD-1067550 ........................ p0556 879-27183 S 10-1069162 ........................ p0588 879-28620 * 
10-1067558 ........................ p0551 879-27137 5 10-1069170 ........................ p0557 879-27518 a 10-1067586 ........................ p0581 879-28149 5 10-1069171 ........................ p0549 879-27116 S 
10-8067588 ........................ p0537 879-26016*a 10-1069192 ........................ p0672 979-31224 a 
10-1067590 ........................ p0582 879-28110 5 10-1069223 ........................ p0665 879-31157 * 10-1067703 ......................... p0551 879-27144 5 10-1069240 ........................ p0672 879-31218 * 10-1067709 ........................ p0544 879-26224 * AD-1069241 ........................ p0672 879-31225 * 10-1067737 ........................ p0541 879-26050 5 80-1069282 ........................ p0671 879-31217 * 10-1067742 ........................ p0581 879-26049 5 ID-1069287 ........................ p0668 179-31197 a
3-4 
BEPORT/ACCESSION RUBBER INDEX 
• p0668 879-31198 8 AD-A071020	 • p0702 879-32172 I 
.......... p0674 879-31235 8 AD-A071067	 ........................ p0678 879-31357 * 
.......... p0594 879-29187 1 10-7.071075	 ........................ p0668 879-31189 1 
.......... p0669 879-31199 * 7.0-7.071102 	 ........................ p0711 879-32560 * 
.......... p0651 879-30169 1 AD-A071131	 ........................ p0655 879-30198 * 
.......... p0597 879-29364 8 7.0-7.071343	 ........................ p0716 879-33198 1 
.......... p0581 879-28160 * 7.0-7.071400	 ........................ p0718 879-33213 I 
.......... p0588 879-28848 * 40-7.071801	 ........................ p0721 879-33505 8 
.......... p0662 879-30555 * 7.0-7.071594	 ........................ p0584 879-28181 1 
.......... p0594 879-29186 * AD-A071648	 ........................ p071S 879-33195 * 
.......... p0661 879-30246 8 40-7.071660	 ........................ p0721 879-33504 $ 
.......... p0670 879-31205 8 7.0-7.071699	 ........................ p0715 879-33196 * 
.......... p0713 879-33178 * 7.0-7.071709	 ........................ p0658 879-30218 $ 
.......... p0702 879-32174 * 7.0-7.071715	 ........................ p0716 879-33199 8 
.......... p0584 879-28187 8 AD-4071721	 ........................ p0716 879-33197 * 
.......... p0712 879-32974 I 7.0-7.071742	 ........................ p0722 879-33739 * 
.......... p0710 879-32441	 8 AD-8071782	 ........................ p0715 879-33192 * 
.......... p0653 879-30184 8 7.0-7.071813 	 ........................ p0718 879-33211 $ 
.......... p0661 879-30332 1 7.0-7.071814	 ........................ p0713 879-33173 $ 
.......... p0650 879-30148 * 7.0-7.071973	 ........................ p0719 879-33263 8 
.......... p0650 879-30149 * 7.0-7.072019	 ........................ p0670 879-31209 I 
.......... p0652 879-30181	 8 40-8072029	 ........................ p0712 879-32969 8 
.......... p0655 879-30196 $ 7.0-7.072057	 ........................ p0710 879-32417 8 
.......... p0650 879-30151	 1 7.0-7.072084	 ........................ p0720 879-33376 1 
.......... p0593 879-29179 * 80-8072085	 ........................ p0710 879-32416 $ 
.......... p0662 879-30335 * 80-7.072086	 ........................ p0709 879-32415 8 
.......... p0654 879-30195 * 7.0-4072087	 ......................... p0710 879-32418 1 
.......... p0652 879-30178 8 7.0-7.072117	 ........................ pOlO7 879-32218 I 
.......... p0652 879-30177 * 7.0-8072118	 ........................ p0705 879-32198 8 
.......... p0652 879-30180 8 80-7.072691	 ........................ p0713 879-33179 1 
.......... p0662 879-30334 8 7.0-7.072793 	 ........................ p0713 879-33180 * 
.......... p0652 879-30179 * 80-8073176	 ......................... p0714 879-33184 * 
.......... p0671 879-31216 1 7.0-7.073178	 ........................ p0714 879-33181 1 
.......... p0673 879-31233 * 10-7.073193	 ........................ p0714 879-33182 * 
.......... p0705 879-32199 * 7.0-1073198	 ........................ p0717 879-33208 * 
.......... p0502 879-25412 8 7.D-A073204	 ........................ p0718 879-33183 1 
.......... p0488 879-23981 * 10-7.073206	 ........................ p0719 879-33222 8 
.......... p0674 879-31234 8 
.......... p0500 879-25037 1 AD-E000260	 ........................ p0365 879-20119 * 
.......... p0489 879-24202 i 40-8200096	 ........................ p0092 879-12077 8 
.......... p0496 879-24993 * 10-8200173	 ........................ p0168 879-14298 * 
.......... p0670 879-31211	 0 7.0-8200233	 ........................ p0488 879-23951 * 
.......... p0705 879-32202 8 7.0-8300446	 ........................ p0420 879-22078 * 
.......... p0705 879-32200 * 7.0-8300451	 ........................ p0436 879-23092 * 
.......... p0701 879-32153 * 7.0-8300477	 ........................ p0499 879-25026 8 
.......... p0674 879-31236 * AD!400280	 ........................ p0488 879-24161 * 
.......... p0710 879-32468 8 7.0-8430167	 ........................ p0 1427 879-22523 1 
.......... p0669 879-31202 * 102830172	 ......................... p0420 879-22079 * 
.......... p0669 879-31200 8 
.......... p0663 879-31138 * AEDC-TP-77-121	 .................... pOO96 879-12103 * 
.......... p0708 879-32221 * ABDC-TE-77-126	 .................... p0091 879-12069 8 
.......... p0665 879-31156 8 AEDC-TR-78-7	 ...................... p0305 879-19005 * 
.......... p0702 879-32166 8 AEDC-T8-78-12	 ...................... p0175 879-15060 * 
.......... p0703 879-32183 8 AEDC-TR-78-24	 ..................... p0046 879-11052 * 
.......... p0673 879-31227 1 AEDC-1R-78-32	 ..................... p0498 879-25025 8 
.......... p0669 879-31203 8 AEDC-TR-78-35	 ..................... p0044 879-11005 8 
.......... p0708 879-32223 * A!DC-TR-78-36	 ..................... p0368 879-20144 1 
.......... p0706 879-32207 8 A!DC-TR-78-45	 ..................... p0431 579-23017 * 
.......... p0708 879-32222 0 AEDC-TE-78-46	 ..................... p0159 879-18030 * 
.......... p0669 879-31201	 * AEDC-TP-78-54	 ...................... p0368 879-20143 * 
.......... p0706 879-32203 * AEDC-TR-78-60	 ..................... pO42S 879-22117 8 
.......... p0673 879-31226 8 A!DC-TB-79-5	 ...................... p0590 879-29149 8 
.......... p0710 879-32420 1 AFDC-TR-79-16	 ..................... p0708 879-32223 8 
.......... p0707 879-32220 1 AEDC-TR-79-21	 ..................... p0707 879-32220 $ 
.......... p0667 879-31184 8 
.......... p0710 879-32422 I A8DC-TSR-78-929	 ................... p0369 879-20175 * 
.......... p0719 879-33337 8 AEDC-TSR-78-P48 	 ................... p0488 879-23984 $ 
.......... p0293 879-17860 0 AEDC-TSR-78-V49 	 ................... p0558 879-27189 * 
.......... p0293 879-17863 * APDC-TSR-79-P10 	 ................... pO7O8 879-32221 * 
.......... p0293 879-17864 1 AEDC-TSR-79-P14	 ................... p0665 879-31156 * 
.......... p0293 879-17865 8 
.......... p0293 879-17866 * AFRO-1253	 ......................... p0160 879-14047 8 
.......... p0293 879-17867 8 7.880-1256-VOL-1	 ................... p0417 879-22057 I 
.......... p0293 879-17868 * A880-1257-V0L2	 ................... p0538 879-26025 $ 
.......... p0293 879-17869 1 
.......... p0715 879-33193 * AEROCREI1-TP-382	 ................... p0596 879-29270 * 
.......... p0718 879-33214 * 
.......... p0705 879-32201 * AEROTHERR-F8-76-218	 ............... p0050 879-11580 * 
.......... p0719 879-33293 * 
.......... pO72O 7379-33338 1 AES-11730	 ......................... p0710 879-32868 1 
.......... p0715 879-33194 * 
.......... p0663 879-30960 8 7.818-77/16-4	 ...................... p0592 879-29170 * 
.......... p0720 879-33339 * 1818-78/39	 ........................ p0591 879-29156 * 
.......... p0720 879-33453 $ 
.......... p0721 879-33483 * APAL-T8-78-32	 ..................... p0100 879-13021 * 
.......... p0551 879-27148 * APAL-TR-78-33	 ..................... p0090 879-12057 * 
.......... p0663 879-30959 * APAL-TR-78-47	 ..................... p0435 879-23083 * 
.......... p0654 879-30190 * APAL-TR-78-49-VOL-2 	 ............... p0164 879-14094 $ 
.......... p0721 879-33480 8 A8AL-TR-78-49-VOL-3	 ............... p0163 879-14091 *
8-5 
REPORT/ACCESSION 8U8888 INDEX 
AF8i —TR-78-141	 • p0382 4479-21048 ft 
A?AL—TR-78-143	 . p0542 1179-26054 ft 
AFAL —T14-78-168 .................... p0485 1179-23958 $ 
APAL—TR-79-1027 ................... p0593 1179-29181 ft 
AFAL —TP-79-1029 ................... p0594 1479-29185 * 
A1'APL—TR-77-30—VOL-4 .............. p0306 1179-19149 * 
AFAPL—TR-77-50 —VOL-2 .............. p0594 1179-29188* 
AFAPL—T14-77-52 .................... p0167 1179-14117 * 
AFAPL —TR-77-75 .................... p0164 1179-14101 ft 
APAPL—TB-77-93 .................... p0167 1179-14231 ft 
APAPL—TR-78-10 .................... pOl6S 1179-14239 U 
kFAPL-88-78-13 —Y0L-1 .............. pO094 1179-12090 ft 
APAPL —TR-78-18 .................... p0103 1179-13051 ft 
APAPL—TE-78-23 .................... p0044 1179-11004 $ 
A?APL —TR-78-26 .................... p0091 1179-12070 ft 
A8APL—rR-78-29 .................... p02311 1179-16857 I 
AFAPLT1477831 .................... p0542 1179-26058 ft 
AFAPL—T14-78-32 .................... p0165 1179-14105 11 
AFAPL —TB-78-33 .................... p0366 1179-20125 ft 
AYAPI—TR-78-35 .................... p0103 1179-13052 * 
P.FAPL —TR-78-38 .................... p0165 1179-14102 ft 
APAPL—TR-78-39 .................... p0370 1179-20326 * 
AFAPL—TR-78-44 .................... p0501 1179-25247 ft 
APAPL—TR-78-47 .................... p0234 1179-16856 * 
A?PL—TE-78-50 .................... p0718 1179-33211 ft 
APAPL—TR-78-52 .................... p0165 1179-14103 * 
AFAPL—TR-78-56 .................... p0240 1179-17012 * 
AFAPL—T14-78-63 .................... p0165 1179-14106 * 
APAPL—TR-78-76 .................... p0424 1179-22106 $ 
AFAPL—T11-78-77 .................... p0550 1179-27129 * 
APPL—TR-78-82 .................... p0423 1179-22104 * 
AFAPL—TR-78-83 .................... p0 1136 1179-23093 ft 
APAPL-TR7884 .................... p0428 1179-22882 ft 
AFAPL—TR78-85—V0L-2 .............. p0428 1179-22854 ft 
APAPL—T14-78-86 .................... p0240 1179-17014 ft 
APAPL—TR-78-89 .................... p0501 1179-25245 ft 
kFAPL—Tl4-78-93 .................... p0 1124 1179-22110 ft 
AFAPL —TR-78-101 ................... p0436 1179-23090 * 
APAPL—T11-78-103 ................... p0499 1179-25027 11 
AFPL—TR-78-104 ................... p0710 1179-32468 1 
AFAPL—TR-78-106 ................... p0721 1179-33483 I 
APAPL—TR-79-2007 .................. p0662 1179-30555 ft 
AFAPL —T1l-79-2013 .................. p0718 1179-33213 ft 
AFAPL—rR-79-2014 .................. p0544 1179-26224 ft 
APAPL —TR-79-2016 .................. p0720 1179-33338 ft 
AFAPL—TR-79-2019 .................. p0672 1179-31218 * 
AFAPI—TR-79-2020 .................. p0583 1179-28179 ft 
AFPL—TR-79-2021 .................. p0715 1179-33193 ft 
flAPL—TR-79-2040 .................. p0719 1179-33337 ft 
AYATL—TR-78-55 .................... p0044 1179-11005 ft 
AFCEC111-78 ...................... p0230 879-16819 U 
APC44C-8-3-78 ...................... p0230 1179-16820 ft 
APES C—TN-1-79 ..................... p0667 1179-31194 ft 
AFBSC/ESL—TB-79-01 ................ p0584 1179-28189 ft 
AFETO—TM-8-78 ..................... p0540 1179-26039 ft 
APFDL—TB-77-7—V0L-1 ...............p0306 1479-19008 ft 
APFDL—TR-77-7— VCL-2 ...............p0306 1179-19009 U 
AFYDL—TR-77-21 ....................p0092 1179-12075 ft 
APFDL—TR-77-26 ....................p0092 #79-12072 ft 
AVFDL—TR-77-98 ....................p0713 #79-33173 ft 
AF1'DL—TR-77-122—VOL-2 .............p0087 #79-12027 ft 
AFPDL—TI4-77-126 ...................p0087 1179-12023 ft 
AFPDL—TR-77-138 ...................p0092 1179-12071 U 
APPDL —TR-78-1 .....................p0418 1179-22066 1 
A?FDL—TR-78-2—VOL-1 ...............p0101 #79-13032 ft 
AFPDL—T14-78-2 —VOL-2 ...............p0101 1179-13033 ft 
AFPDL—T14-78-7 .....................p0048 879-11188 ft 
AFPDL—TR-78-23 ....................p0240 #79-17172 ft 
AFFDL—T14-78-25 ....................p0232 1179-16834 ft 
AFPDL—TI4-78-26 .................... p0038 1179-10063 ft 
AFPDL—T8-78-32 ....................p0306 #79-19007 ft 
AFPDL—TR-78-35—VOL-1 ..............p0 1184 1179-23947 U 
AFFDL—TR-78-53 ....................p0099 1179-13011 ft 
AP?DL—TR-78-56 ....................p0171 1179-15016 ft 
APFDL-11-78-57 ....................p02 1 1 #79-17178 ft 
AFFDL—TE-78-72 ....................p0492 879-24965 ft 
A!PDL —TR-78-76 ....................p0292 1179-17855 ft 
APFDLT8-7879 ....................p0162 1179-114086 ft 
AFFDL—TR-78-90 ....................p0303 #79-18971 ft 
AF?DL—TR-78-94—V0L1 ..............p0650 1179-301118 ft 
AYPDL—TR-78-94—VOL-2 ..............p0650 #79-30149 ft 
AFFDL—TB-78-96 —VOL1 ..............p0303 1179-18969 ft
APFDL—TR-78-96—VOL-2	 .............. p0364 1179-20109 
APFDL—Tfl-78-97	 .................... p0598 1179-29520 
APFDL— r8-78-98	 .................... p0431 1179-23028 
AFPDL—TR-78-106	 ................... p0364 1179-20108 
A?FDL—TE-78-110—VOL-2	 ............. p0494 1179-24984 
AP7DL—TE-78-114	 ................... p0669 879-31201 
APPDL—TR-78-115—VOL-1	 ............. p0499 879-25035 
AFFDL—T11-78-115—VOL-2	 ............. p0500 #79-25036 
APPDL—TR-78-121	 ................... p0370 1179-20311 
AFPD —TB-78-122—V0L-1	 ............. p0556 #79-27183 
APFDL—Tr4-78-124	 ................... p0593 879-29177 
AYPDL—TB-78-131	 ................... p0364 1179-20107 
APPT4L—TR-78-134	 ................... p0668 1179-31197 
APPDL —TR-78-136	 ................... pO668 879-31198 
AFFDL—TB-78-137	 ................... p0721 #79-33504 
A??DL—TB-78-141	 ................... pO375 1;79-20834 
APPDL—TR-78-150	 ................... p0438 879-23101 
APPDL—T14-78-152	 .................... p0501 879-25244 
APPDL —TR-78-153—V0t-2	 ............. p0592 #79-29173 
ftFPDL—TE-78-153—VOL-3	 ............. p0592 #79-291711 
AP8DL—TR-78-158	 ................... p0503 #79-25433 
AP!DL—T14-78-164	 ................... p0651 879-30169 
AFPDL—TE-78-167	 ................... p0588 1179-28620 
APPDL—TR-78-168	 ................... p0433 879-23066 
APPD1—TR-78-170	 ................... p0491 1179-24379 
A8PDL—TR-78-171	 ................... p0494 1179-24982 
AFPDL—TR-78-178	 ................... p0673 1179-31227 
APPDL —TB-78-179	 ................... p0557 879-27518 
AFPDL—T14-78-182—PT-1	 .............. p0669 1179-31202 
14?PDL—TR-78-182— PT-2	 .............. p0669 #79-31200 
APFDL—TR-78-188'	 ................... p0485 #79-23956 
A?FDL— R-78-197	 ................... p0501 #79-25046 
kPDL—TB-78-202	 ................... p0665 879-31157 
AYPDL—TR-79-3002	 .................. p0558 #79-27533 
AVPDL—T14-79-3003	 .................. p0669 1179-31203 
AP80L—Tf4-79-3008	 .................. p0706 1179-32203 
APPDL—T#-79-3014	 .................. p0715 #79-33192 
APPDL—TB-79-3028	 .................. p0721 #79-33505 
AF8DL —TB-79-3054	 .................. p0716 #79-33199 
AFGL—APSG-393	 ..................... p0432 1479-23062 ft 
APGL—APSG-402	 ..................... p0444 879-23595ft 
A?G1—TR-78-0191 ................... p0432 #79-23062 ft 
APGL—TP-78-0278 .................... p0444 #79-23595 ft 
AFGWC—T8-78-004 ................... p0419 1179-22073 1 
APHBL—TR-78-2(2) .................. p0593 #79-29182 ft 
AP11PL—TR-78-15 .................... p0105 1179-13066 ft 
AFBBL—TR-78-51 .................... p0426 #79-22118 ft 
£PHBL—TB-78-52 .................... p0488 #79-23985 ft 
AFHRL—T14-78-54 .................... p0426 #79-22119 ft 
PPHRL—TR-78-58—V0L-1 .............. p0716 #79-33202 ft 
APHRL—TR-78-72 .................... p0556 #79-27188 ft 
AYHBL—TB-78-73 .................... p0438 #79-23102 ft 
AFHRL—TR-78-94 .................... p0674 #79-31235 ft 
AFIT—CI-79-8	 ...................... p0303 #79-18962 ft 
AFIT—CI-79-43T .................... p0384 879-21082 ft 
APIT—CI-79-116D .................... p0371 1179-20349 ft 
AFIT—GSN/SN/771)-30 ................p0036 879-10055 ft 
APIT—LSS8-6-781	 ................... p0089 #79-12052 ft 
ftPIT—LSSR-10-7811 .................. p0172 #79-15033 1 
FIT—LSSR-18-78B .................. p0501 #79-25043 ft 
APIT—LSSR-22-78A .................. p0169 #79-14919 1 
APIT—LSSB-26-78A .................. p0098 #79-12245 1 
AFIT/&!/DS/79-1	 ................... p0719 879-33293 ft 
APIS7DS/AA/78S-1 .................. pOOle3 #79-11003 U 
APIT/GA!/kA/788-6 ................. p0045 1179-11036 ft 
AIT/CAE/LA/788-7 ................. p0295 #79-17879 ft 
AFIT/GAE/AA/788-15 ................ p0045 1179-11048 ft 
APIT/G4444/AE/77S-2 ................. p0158 #79-14028 ft 
UFIT/OCSfEB/79-1 .................. p0594 #79-29187 ft 
APIT/GE/2E,/78-21 .................. p0425 #79-22115 ft 
APIT/GBP/P8/78D-11 ................ p0 1121 879-22086 ft 
AFIT/GGC/E!/78-6 .................. p0105 #79-13060 ft 
liPIT/GGCfEE/78-8 .................. p0419 1179-22072 ft 
AFIT/GGC/EE/7811-5 ................. p0095 4479-12098 ft 
AFIT/G9CfB/79-1 .................. p0672 #79-31224 1 
APIT/GGC/E!/79-2 .................. p0672 #79-31225 ft 
APIT/GGC/E!/79-4 .................. p0669 #79-31199 ft 
AFIT/G011/SN/78D-8 ................. p0485 #79-23952 ft 
APIT/GSB/SN/78S-1 ................. p0445 #79-23681 ft 
AFIT/GST/NA/7911-5 ................. p0594 4479-29186 ft 
AP17/GST/S8/7911-4 ................. p0593 #79-29179 t
44-6
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APNL-TR-68- 115-vOL-5-sOPPL-1 I	 p0369 879-20228 14 
#PBL-Th-77-29 ...................... p0094 879-12091 8 
AYNL-TR-77-152-PT-2 ............... p0501 879-25236 14 
APML-T8-77-163-PT-2 ............... p0310 879-19918 14 
APBL-TP-78-16 ..................... p0095 879-12093 14 
AFBL-rR-78-29 ..................... p0085 1479-12002 14 
ANL-TR-78-44 .. ................... p0C97 879-12226 14 
A?BL-TR-78-54 ..................... p0098 879-12465 * 
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AIAA PAPER 19-1087 ................ p0(462 P.79-38058 A REAP. PAPER 79-1526 ................ p0602 P.79-47341*8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1116 ................ p0685 A79-51704 A AIAA PAPER 79-1527 ................ p0576 P.79-46710*8 
AXAA PAPER 79-1119 ................ p0466 P.79-38951 A AIAA PAPER 79-1529 ................ p0576 P.79-46711 8 
P.IP.P. PAPER 79-1120 ................ p0563 P.79-44800 8 AIAA PAPER 79-1530 ................ p0576 P.79-46712 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1121 ................ PO466 A79-38952.# AIAA PAPER 79-1531 ................ p0576 P.79-467138 
AIAA PAPER 79-1123 ................ p0466 P.79-38953 8 AIAA PAPER 79-1532 ................ p0576 179-467114*8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1124 ................ p0508 P.79-40476 8 REAP. PAPER 79-1534 ................ p0577 P.79-46715*8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1148 ................ p0466 P.79-38961*8 AIAA PAPER 79-1543 ................ p0577 P.79-46719*8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1149 ................ p0508 P.79-40480*8 P.144 PAPER 79-1553 ................ p0577 P.79-46726 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1152 ................ p0467 A79-38962*A AIAA PAPER 79-1555 ................ p0602 P.79-47342 8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1154 ................ p0467 P.79-38963 8 AIP.A PAPER 79-1563 ................ p0577 P.79-46730 * 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1157 ................ p0467 P.79-38964*8 AIAA PAPER 79-1621 ................ p0688 P.79-52546 A 
P.111 PAPER 79-1159 ................ p0467 P.79-38965 * AIAA PAPER 79-1630 ................ p0688 P.79-52547 8 
AIAP. PAPER 79-1160 ................ p0467 P.79-38966 8 AIP.A PAPER 79-1640 ................ p0688 P.79-52548 * 
AIAA PAPER 79-1161 ................ p0685 P.79-51705 1 AIAA PAPER 79-1664 ................ p0603 A79-147346** 
AIAI PAPER 79-1163 ................ p0603 A79-47347*A AIAA PAPER 79-1677 ................ p0688 A79-52549 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1164 ................ p0511 P.79-41174*8 AIAA PAPER 79-1767 ................ p0689 P.79-52556 8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1165 ................ p0(467 P.79-38967 A AIAA PAPER 79-1786 ................ p0604 P.79-47876*8 
P.111 PAPER 79-1167 ................ p0508 P.79-40481 A P.IAA PAPER 79-1789 ................ p0605 A79-47878** 
AIAA PAPER 79-1168 ................ p0467 P.79-38968 * AIAA PAPER 79-1790 ................ p0605 P.79-47879*8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1170 ................ p0467 P.79-38969*8 REAP. PAPER 79-1791 ................ p0605 P.79-47880 A 
AIP.A PAPER 79-1184 ................ p0468 A79-38974*A AIAA PAPER 79-1792 ................ p0605 A79-47881 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1185 ................ p0510 P.79-40752 * P.IAA PAPER 79-1793 ................ p0605 P.79-47882 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1186 ................ p0468 P.79-38975 8 AIP.A PAPER 7.9-1795 ................. p0634 P.79-49332*8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1189 ................ p0468 P.79-38976 S AIAA PAPER 79-1796 ................ p0605 P.79-47883 * 
1111 PAPER 79-1192 ................ p0468 P.79-38977*8 AIAP. PAPER 79-1798 ................ p0605 P.79-147884 8 
lEAP. PAPER 79-1193 ................ p0468 P.79-38978 8 hAP. PAPER 79-1799 ................ pO6O6 A79-47885 8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1194 ................ p0468 A79-38979 * REAP. PAPER 79-1801 ................ p0606 A79-47886 A 
hAP. PAPER 79-1195 ................ p0468 A79-38980** AIAA PAPER 79-1802 ................ p0606 P.79-47887*8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1196 ................ p0603 P.79-47349 A REAP. PAPER 79-1803 ................ p0606 P.79-47888 * 
P.IAP. PAPER 79-1199 ................ p0469 P.79-38981*8 AIAA PAPER 79-1804 ................ p0606 P.79-47889 * 
AIAA PAPER 79-1200 ................ p0469 P.79-38982 8 AIP.A PAPER 79-1805 ................. p0606 P.79-47890 8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1202 ................ p0469 P.79-38983 A AIAP. PAPER 79-1807 ................ p0606 P.79-47891*8 
P.IP.A PAPER 79-1203 ................ p0(469 A79-38984** AIP.P. PAPER 79-1808 ................ p0606 P.79-47892 * 
lEAP. PAPER 79-1204 ................ p0475 P.79-39814*8 lIAR PAPER 79-1810 ................. p0607 P.79-47893*8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1226 ................ p0(469 A79-38991 * REAP. PAPER 79-1811 ................ p0607 P.79-47894 8 
LEAP. PAPER 79-1227 ................ p0469 P.79-38992 * P.IP.P. PAPER 79-1812 ................ p0684 P.79-51246 A 
AIAP. PAPER 79-1229 ................ p0469 P.79-38993 1 lIlA PAPER 79-1813 ................ p0685 A79-51707 * 
lEAP. PAPER 79-1230 ................ p0470 P.79-38994 8 AIAA PAPER 79-1814 ................ p0684 P.79-51247*1 
P.111 PAPER 79-1231 ................ p0470 P.79-38995 8 AIP.A PAPER 79-1815 ................ p0607 P.79-47895*8 
AIP.A PAPER 79-1233 ............... p0512 P.79-41175 * hAP. PAPER 79-1816 ................ p0607 P.79-47896 * 
AIAA PAPER 79-1234 ................ p0508 P.79-40483*8 P.IAA PAPER 79-1818 ................ p0607 P.79-47898*8 
LEAP. PAPER 79-1235 ................ p0475 A79-39817 8 REAP. PAPER 79-1820 ................ p0607 P.79-47900*8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1236 ................. p0470 P.79-38996 I P.IAA PAPER 79-1821 ................ p0608 P.79-47901 * 
AIAA PAPER 79-1238 ................ p0470 P.79-38997 8 AIAP. PAPER 79-1823 ................ p0608 P.79-47902 A 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1239 ................ p0475 P.79-39818*8 AIP.A PAPER 19-1824 ................ p0694 P.79-53750*8 
-	 AIP.P. PAPER 79-1264 ................ p0470 P.79-39010 8 REAP. PAPER 79-1829 ................ p0608 P.79-47903* 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1265 ................ p0470 P.79-39011 * P.IAA PAPER 79-1830 ................ p0608 P.79-47904 * 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1268 ................ p0470 P.79-39012 * AIAA PAPER 79-1831 ................. p0608 P.79-47905 * 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1269 ................ p0(471 A79-39013 8 P.IAP. PAPER 79-1832 ................ P0608 P.79-47906 A 
AIAA PAPER 79-1280 ................ p05C9 P.79-40486 * P.IAA PAPER 79-1833 ................ p0634 P.79-49335 8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1281 ................ p0471 P.79-39017 * AIP.A PAPER 79-1834 ................ p0684 P.79-51248 8 
AIAP. PAPER 79-1283 ................. p0471 P.79-39018 I AIAP. PAPER 79-1835 ................. P0608 P.79-47907 * 
AIAA PAPER 79-1284 ................ p0471 P.79-39019 1 P.IAP. PAPER 79-1837 ................ p0608 P.79-47908*8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1285 ................ p0(471 P.79,39020*8 P.IP.A PAPER 79-1839 ................ p0634 P.79-49336*8 
AIP.P. PAPER 79-1286 ................ p0509 P.79-40487 A AIAA PAPER 79-1841 ................ p068(4 P.79-51249 * 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1287 ................ p0510 P.79-40755 * AIP.P. PAPER 79-1842 ................ p0609 P.79-47909 8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1297 ................ p0(471 P.79-39027 8 AIAA PAPER 79-1844 ................ p0609 P.79-47910 8 
P.111 PAPER 79-1308 ................ p0509 P.79-40488*8 hEAP. PAPER 79-1845 ................ p0609 P.79-47911 * 
REAP. PAPER 79-1309 ................ p0471 P.7939031*I hIP.A PAPER 79-1846 ................ p0609 P.79-479128 
AIAP. PAPER 79-1310 ................ p0476 P.79-39819 * AIAA PAPER 79-1849 ................ p0634 P.79-49337 8 
AIAP. PAPER 19-1311 ................ p0510 A79-40758 A hEAP. PAPER 79-1851 ................ p0634 P.79-49338 8 
AIAA PAPER 79-1312 ................ p0510 P.79-40759*8 lEAP. PAPER 79-1854 ................ p0609 P.79-47913*8 
LEAP. PAPER 79-1313 ................ p0510 P.79-40760*8 AIAP. PAPER 79-1855 ................ p0609 P.79-47914*8 
P.111 PAPER 19-1314 ................ p0471 P.79-39032 * AIAA PAPER 79-1856 ................ p0635 P.79-49339*8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1316 ................ p0603 P.79-47348 $ REAP. PAPER 79-1861 ................ p0609 P.79-47918*8 
lEAP. PAPER 79-1317 ................ p0472 P.79-39033 8 P.111 PAPER 79-1862 ................. p0610 P.79-47919 8 
REAP. PAPER 79-1318 ................ p0472 P.79-39034*8 P.IAA PAPER 79-1863 ................ p0610 P.79-47920 * 
AIP.A PAPER 79-1319 ................ p0472 P.79-39035*8 P.IAA PAPER 79-1864 ................ p0684 P.79-51250 8 
P.IAP. PAPER 79-1321 ................. p0472 P.79-39037*8 AIAA PAPER 79-1865 ................ p0610 179-47921*8 
P.IAA PAPER 79-1322 ................ p0472 P.79-39038*8 AIAP. PAPER 79-1868 ................ p0610 P.79-47923 * 
lIAR PAPER 79-1327 ................ p0511 A79-40761 * AIAA PAPER 79-1871 ................ p0610 P.19-47924*8 
P.IP.A PAPER 79-1343 ................ p0472 P.79-39047 8 P.IAP. PAPER 79-1872 ................ p0635 179-49341 *
B-9 
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1781 PIPER 79-1873 p0610 879-47925 * 8181 79-0829 . p0323 #79-29045 * 
8711 PAPER 79-187 p0610 179-47926 * 1711 79-0830 • p0323 179-29046 14 
1718 PAPER 79-1877 ................ p0610 879-47928 14 8188 79-08141 ...................... p0404 879-33828 * 
1711 79-0416 ...................... p0262 879-26627 * 1711 79-0842 ...................... p0404 879-33829*8 
8188 79-0417 ...................... p0262 879-26628 14 8188 79-0895 ...................... p0904 879-33830 $ 
8188 79-0420 ...................... p0262 879-26631	 * 1118 79-0847 ...................... p0404 879-33831*8 
8188 79-0426 ...................... p0262 879-26615 14 1111 79-0849 ....................... p01405 179-33832*14 
1788 79-0427 ...................... p0262 879-26636 14 #718 79-0850 ...................... p0405 879-33833 * 
8781 79-0430 ...................... p0262 879-26638 14 lilA 79-0851 ...................... p0405 879-33834*8 
lilA 79-0433 ...................... p0263 879-26641	 14 8111 79-0852 ...................... p0405 879-33835 14 
1188 79-0445 ...................... p0263 879-26649 14 #181 79-09116 ...................... p0(408 879-34761** 
lilA 79-0446 ...................... p0263 879-26650 14 lIlA 79-1452 ...................... p0565 879-45258*8 
lilA 79-0447 ...................... p0263 879-26651 14 lilA 79-1456 ...................... p0565 179-45261*14 
1188 79-0498 ...................... p0263 879-26652 8 lilA 79-1457 ...................... p0565 #79-45273*8 
lilA 79-0449 ...................... p0263 879-26653 * 8711 79-1461° ...................... p0565 879-45265 14 
#188 79-0450 ...................... p0263 179-26654 14 #181 79-1465 ...................... p0565 #79-45269*8 
8711 79-0451 ...................... p0269 #79-26655 14 #111 79-1570 ...................... p0524 #79-92403 14 
1111 79-0456 ...................... p0264 879-26659 14 lilA 79-1571 ...................... p0521 879-92379 * 
1118 79-0457 ...................... p0264 879-26660 14 kIll 79-1573 ....................... p0521 879-42380 14 
lIlA 79-0458 ...................... p0264 879-26661	 * lilA 79-1574 ...................... p0521 #79-42381 8 
lilA 79-0459 ...................... p0264 #79-26662 14 1711 79-1575 ...................... p0521 879-42382 * 
1181 79-0460 ...................... p0269 A79-26663,# #788 79-1577 ...................... p0522 879-42383*8 
8111 79-0467 ...................... p0265 179-26673 * 1711 79-1581 ...................... p0522 179-42384 * 
8711 79-0471 ...................... p026(4 879-26671 14 lIlA 79-1582 . ...................... p052 14 879-42402 * 
1111 79-0686 ...................... p0275 879-27352 14 1188 79-1583 ...................... pOS22 879-112385 14 
lIlA 79-0687 ...................... P0275 879-27353 14 1111 79-1585 ...................... p0522 09-42386 14 
lilA 79-0688 ...................... p0275 879-27354 * lilA 79-1587 ...................... p0522 879-42387 * 
8111 79-0689 ...................... p0275 179-27355 14 1711 79-1591 ...................... p0525 879-92404 * 
#711 79-0690 ...................... p0275 179-27356 * 1781 79-1593 ...................... p0522 #79-42388 14 
1111 79-069' ...................... p0275 #79-27357 14 8191 79-1595 ...................... p0522 179-42389 * 
1711 79-0693 ...................... p0276 179-27358 14 8111 79-1596 ...................... p0523 179-42390 * 
lilA 79-0694 ...................... p0276 #79-27359*8 lIlA 79-1597 ...................... p0523 179-42391 14 
1118 79-0695 ...................... p0276 #79-27360 14 #718 79-1598 ...................... p0523 179-42392 14 
1111 79-0696 ...................... p0276 #79-27361	 * 8111 79-1599 ...................... p0523 179-42393 * 
lilA 79-0697 ...................... p0276 #79 727362 14 1181 79-1600 ...................... p0523 #79-42394 * 
1111 79-0698 ...................... p0277 879-27370 14 1711 79-1601 ...................... p0523 179-92395 14 
1181 79-0699 ...................... p0276 879-27363 * lilA 79-1602 ...................... p0523 179-42396*8 
lilA 79-0701 ....................... p0276 #79-27364 14 lilA 79-1603 ....................... p0524 179-42397*8 
1111 79-0702 ...................... p0276 #79-27365 14 8711 79-1606 ...................... p0525 179-42405 * 
#111 79-0704 ...................... p0277 179-27371*8 AlAl 79-1607 ...................... p0524 879-42398*8 
lilA 79-0705 ...................... p0276 #79-27366 14 1181 79-1608 ...................... p0524 #79-42399 * 
1111 79-0707 ...................... p0277 179-27367 * lilA 79-1609 ...................... p0524 #79-142400 * 
lilA 79-0708 ...................... p0277 #79-27368 14 lilA 79-1610 ...................... p0524 #79-42401 14 
lilA 79-0710 ...................... p0277 179-27369 14 1111 79-1620 ...................... p0565 #79-45303*8 
lilA 79-0719 ...................... p0282 179-28252 14 1111 79-1622 ...................... p0566 179-45309 * 
1181 79-0722 ...................... p0282 879-28255 14 lilA 79-1623 ...................... p0566 #79-45305 14 
8111 79-0724 ...................... p0283 179-28290*8 1711 79-1624 ...................... p0566 179-45306 * 
8111 79-0725 ...................... p0282 #79-28257 * lilA 79-1625 ...................... p0566 179-45307*8 
lilA 79-0726 ...................... p0282 #79-28258 * lilA 79-1631 ...................... p0566 879-45312 14 
lIlA 79-0728 ....................... p0282 879-28260 * 1711 79-1632 ...................... p0566 879-45313 * 
1181 79-0729 ...................... p0319 #79-29003 14 lilA 79-1633 ...................... p0566 879-45314*8 
1111 79-0732 ...................... p0319 879-29006*8 lIlA 79-1636 ...................... p0567 179-45316 8 
1111 79-0733 ...................... p0319 179-29007*8 1711 79-1637 ....................... p0567 179-45317 8 
1781 79-0737 ...................... p0324 #79-29051 * AIAA 79-1638 ...................... p0567 #79-45318*8 
1711 79-0738 ...................... p0323 879-29049*8 1711 79-1639 ...................... p0567 179-45319*8 
1711 79-0739 ...................... p0319 #79-29011	 14 #111 79-1641 ...................... p0567 879-45320 14 
lIlA 79-0741 ...................... p0319 #79-29013 8 AIll 79-1649 ...................... p0567 #79-95325*8 
lilA 79-0742 ...................... p0320 179-29014 14 lilA 79-1650 ...................... p0S67 879-45326 * 
lilA 79-0743 ...................... p0320 179-29015*8 lIlA 79-1653 ...................... p0568 #79-45327 14 
1711 79-0744 ...................... p0320 179-29016 14 lIlA 79-1656 ...................... p0568 179-45328 * 
1781 79-0745 ...................... p0320 179-29017*8 8111 79-1663 ...................... p0568 179-45330*8 
lilA 79-0748 ...................... p0282 #79-28263*8 #181 79-1667 ...................... p0568 179-45333*8 
lilA 79-0755 ...................... p0282 179-28270 14 1181 79-1674 ...................... p0568 179-45339*8 
lilA 79-0757 ...................... p0283 #79-28272 14 lilA 79-1676 ...................... p0568 179-445340*8 
lilA 79-0761 ...................... p0283 #79-28275 14 1111 79-1678 ...................... p0568 #79-4453141*8 
lilA 79-0764 ...................... p0320 #79-29018 14 1111 79-1679 ...................... p0569 179-45342 * 
lilA 79-0765 ...................... p0320 179-29019*8 lIlA 79-1680 ...................... p0569 #79-45343 $ 
hAl 79-0766 ...................... p0320 179-29020*8 lilA 79-1682 ...................... p0569 #79-45344 * 
lIlA 79-0767 ...................... p0321 179-29021*8 1711 79-1683 ...................... p0569 179-45395*8 
1711 79-0769 ...................... p0321 879-29022*8 1181 79-1686 ...................... p0569 #79-45346 * 
lilA 79-0770 ....................... p0321 179-29023 14 1111 79-1700 ...................... p0569 179-45355 * 
lilA 79-0772 ...................... p0324 179-29050*8 lIlA 79-1701 ...................... p0569 879-45356 14 
1711 79-0780 ...................... p0321 879-29024*8 #711 79-1702 ...................... p0570 979-45357*14 
lilA 79-0781 ...................... p0321 879-29025*8 lIlA 79-1703 ...................... p0570 179-95358*8 
lIlA 79-0782 ...................... p0321 #79-29026 14 #711 79-1709 ....................... p0570 A79-45359 14 
1111 79-0784 ...................... p0322 879-29028 14 1111 79-1706 ...................... p0570 #79-95360 14 
1711 79-0788 ...................... p0322 #79-29032 14 1711 79-1707 ...................... p0570 179-45361 $ 
1111 79-0789 ...................... p0322 #79-29033 8 lIlA 79-1708 ...................... p0570 #79-45362*8 
8111 79-0790 ...................... p0322 #79-29039 14 lilA 79-1709 ...................... p0570 179-95363*8 
lIlA 79-0791 ...................... p0322 #79-29035*8 #111 79-1729 ...................... p0571 179-45373 14 
lilA 79-0793 ...................... p0322 #79-29036 * lilA 79-1732 ...................... p0571 #79-45376 14 
1111 79-0794 ...................... p0322 879-29037 14 1711 79-1734 ...................... p0571 179-45377 14 
hAl 79-0795 ...................... p0323 879-29038 14 1711 79-1736. ...................... p0571 #79-45378 14 
1111 79-0797 ...................... p0323 l79-29040** lilA 79-1744 ...................... p0571 179-95386 14 
1711 79-0806 ...................... p0283 179-28287 14 lilA 79-1745 ...................... p0571 179-45387 14 
#111 79-0807 ...................... p0283 179-28288 14 1111 79-1757 ...................... p0571 179-45393 14 
hIll 79-0815 ...................... p0283 879-28289 14 1111 79-1771 ...................... p0572 179-45400 14 
1111 79-0816 ...................... p0323 #79-29091 14 1188 79-1772 ...................... p0572 179-45401 14 
1711 79-0826 ...................... p0323 179-29092*8 1181 79-1773 ...................... p0572 179-45402 14
8-10 
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1144 79-1775	 • p0572 A7945403*8 
	
1111 79-1776	 • p0572 479-45404 1 
4111 79-1782 ...................... p0572 179-45409 * 
1144 79-1783 ...................... pOS72 479-454410 8 
£111 79-1785 ...................... p0573 479-95412 * 
£144 79-1886 ...................... p0573 479-454138* 
£11?. 79-1887 ...................... p0573 479-145419 1 
	
£114 79-1893	 ...................... p0573 17945418 I 
4144 79-1894 ...................... p0573 479-45421 1 
	
4144 79-1901	 ...................... p0697 7179-514380 1 
£144 79-1906 ...................... p0697 479-54383 8 
	
£141 79-1914	 ...................... p0698 419-514389 1 
£114 79-1917 ...................... p0698 479-54390 8 
kIll 79-1925 ...................... pC698 479-58392 8 
	
£144 79-1961	 ...................... p0699 479-54437 1 
£111 79-1962 ...................... p0698 479-54412 * 
	
£144 79-1964	 ...................... p0698 479-54436 8 
	
£144 79-1965	 ...................... p0698 479-54413 1 
4144 79-1966 ...................... p0698 419-54414 * 
£141 79-2013 ...................... p0692 479-53622 1 
	
1111 79-2034	 ...................... p0692 479-53621 8 
	
£144 79-7001	 ...................... p0327 479-29377 1 
4144 79-7002 ...................... p0327 479-29378 8 
4114 79-7003 ...................... p0327 479-29379 8 
kIll 79-7004 ...................... p0327 479-29380* 
£111 79-7006 ...................... p0327 479-29381 8 
£111 79-7001 ...................... p0327 A79-29382 I 
£111 79-7008 ...................... p0327 479-29383*8 
1111 79-7009 ...................... p0328 479-29389 * 
1111 79-7010 ...................... p0328 479-29385 * 
	
£111 79-7011	 ...................... p0328 479-29386*8 
1111 79-7012 ...................... p0328 479-29387 * 
	
£141 79-7014	 ...................... p0328 479-29389 * 
£111 79-7017 ...................... p0323 479-29390 3 
lilA 79-7018 ...................... p0328 479-29391*8 
£111 79-7019 ...................... p0328 479-29392 8 
	
£141 79-7021	 ...................... p0329 479-29394 8 
1111 79-7022 ...................... p0329 479-29395 * 
£111 79-7025 ...................... p0329 479-29397 * 
kIll 79-7027 ...................... p0329 479-29399 * 
£114 79-7029 ...................... p0329 479-29401 * 
£141 79-7030 ...................... p0329 479-29402 8
	
kIll 79-7031	 ...................... p0330 479-291403 8 
£111 79-7032 ...................... p0330 479-29404 8 
lilA 79-7033 ...................... p0331 479-29419 * 
1111 19-7034 ...................... p0330 479-29405 * 
£114 79-7035 ...................... p0330 479-29406 * 
1114 79-70140 ...................... p0330 479-29410 8 
	
£114 79-7042	 ...................... p0330 479-29411 * 
1141 79-7045 ...................... p0330 #79-29413*8 
	
lilA 79-70146	 ...................... p0330 479-29418 * 
	
1111 79-7048	 ...................... p0331 479-29416 * 
£111 79-7049 ...................... p0331 #79-29417 4 
£111 79-7050 ....................... p0331 479-29418 * 
1111-81338-78-75 .................. p0160 379-14047 * 
AIAI-PAPER78-815 ................. p0368 379-20141 8 
AIAA-PAPER-79-0381 ................ p0169 379-14999*8 
4IAA-PAPFR-79-0641 ................ p0220 379-15957*8 
AIAA-PAPE8-790768 ................ p0547 379-27096*1 
4144-79-0105 ...................... p0174 379-15049*8 
#144-79-1524 ...................... p0558 379-27930*8 
4111-79-1824 ...................... p0670 379-31210*8
IIRESE1RCH-21252143	 .............. p0044 379-11004 8 
AIR!SEIRCB-212878	 ................ p0234 379-16856 8 
AIEESEARCH3127754	 ............... p0103 379-13051 1 
AIRESEAECH-31-2935-2	 .............. p0099 379-11409*8 
AI3BSEARCH-41-2111	 ................ p0424 379-22107 $ 
IIRIS3ARCH-76-. 212199(21)	 .......... p0542 379-26058 8 
AIEESEARCH-77-13967	 ............... p0113 379-15045*8 
AIRES8#RCB-7814821	 ............... p0093 379-12079 1 
AIR!SEABCB-78-15067	 ............... p0438 379-23101 * 
413ES8A8C878151442-1 	 ............. p0717 379-33209*8 
AK-5280-P-11	 ...................... p0487 379-23978*8 
ALRC-LC1C2299002	 ................ p0586 379-28374 8 
AL781007	 .......................... p0241 379-17219*1 
181-30-77-24	 ...................... p0230 379-16824*8 
1888C-T37825	 .................... p0106 379-13083 1 
1833CT37838S0PPL	 ............... p0662 379-30335 * 
A8NRC-rR-78-50	 .................... p0582 379-28170 8 
1833C-TR-7911	 .................... p0499 379-25029 *
A!8C-R-92 ......................... p0092 879-12077 * 
483L-TR-73-110-VOL-6 .............. p0050 379-11566 * 
ANEL-TR-78-39 ..................... p0306 379-19010*8 
I8BL-TR-78-87 ..................... p0600 879-29964 8 
A8BL-13-78-93 ..................... p0433 879-23070 1 
1331-13-78-97 ..................... p0653 879-30184 * 
4881-18-78-108 .................... p0592 379-29163 8 
INS-1369 .......................... p0175 379-15058 I 
#NSAA-TR-246 ...................... p0502 379-25278 * 
184-1	 .............................. p0720 879-33376 1 
184-220 ........................... p0720 879-33376 8 
ANL-77-89 ......................... p0049 379-11414 8 
APL/.3110-TG-1318 ................... p0382 73 79-21041 1 
4831-18-78-182 .................... p0484 379-23951 1 
13-2 .............................. p0596 379-29270 1 
43-3 .............................. p0661 879-30332 * 
p0557 879-27246*8 
13-76-2 ........................... p0033 879-10021*1 
#3-000-1101	 ....................... p0039 879-10445 8 
#8-001-269 ........................ p0372 879-20400 * 
13-001-281	 ........................ p0385 879-21098 8 
43-001-296 ........................ p0488 879-23982 8 
#8-001-298	 ........................ p0436 379-23088 8 
18-001-301	 ........................ p0668 879-31194 1 
43-001-303 ........................ p0715 379-33190 1 
13-001-308 ........................ p0580 879-28144 8 
43-001-311	 ........................ p0664 879-311146 * 
48-001-325 ........................ p0542 379-26053 1 
18-001-325 ........................p0593 879-29180 8 
43p-344 ..........................p0235 879-16861 * 
1813-362 ...........................pO294 N79-17870 * 
1FBI7L-C14-00386 ....................p0427 879-22523 * 
18881-18-02123 ....................p0420 379-22079 * 
43C-CP-1389 .......................p0220 879--15955 if 
ABC-CP-1390 .......................p0216 879-15919 * 
ARC-R/N-3814 ......................p0216 879-15920 * 
AEC-8/N-3817 ......................p0226 879-16311 * 
ARC-B/8-3818 ......................p0216 879-15921 8 
ARC-8/8-3819 ......................p0217 879-15922 * 
ABC-E/N-3820 ......................p0703 879-32178 8 
ABC-R/N-3821 ......................p0288 N79-17817 * 
13C-R/8-3823 ......................p0222 879-15972 8 
ARC-R/N-3824 ......................p0220 379-15956 * 
ABC-R,'N-3825 ......................p0226 879-16238 8 
ARC-E/M-3826 ......................p0227 879-16652 1 
ARC-3/8-3827 ......................p0703 879-32179 * 
ARC-R/8-3828 ......................p0590 379-29154 8 
13C-8/M-3830 ......................p0590 379-29155 * 
A8C-36049 .........................p0216 879-15919 * 
ARC-36785 .........................p0227 B79-16652 8 
ARC-36863 .........................p0216 879-15920 * 
18C-37251	 .........................p0220 879-15955 $ 
ARC-37297	 ..........................p0216 879-15921 * 
ABC-37369 .........................p0226 879-16311 * 
13C-37395	 .........................p0288 879-17817 8 
ARC-37409 .........................p0217 879-15922 * 
AEC-37442 .........................p0220 379-15956 1 
AEC-37524 .........................p0226 879-16238 1 
#RC-37537 ..........................p0222 879-15972 * 
181-88-79-8 .......................p0678 879-31236 * 
131-13-298 ........................p0181 879-15102 * 
ARL-IERO-80T8-377 .................p0488 879-23982 8 
114L-lER0-N01!-378 .................p0385 879-21098 * 
ARL-AEBO-N0T3-380 .................p0664 879-31146 * 
1RL-8ECH-ERG-ROTE-371 .............p0668 879-31194 I 
ARL-N!CH-ENG-EEPT-151 .............p0436 879-23088 * 
411/1180-8012-378 .................p0543 879-26073 * 
ARL/12B0-NOTE-379 .................p0580 879-28144 * 
B-Il 
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ARL/A!RO-REPT- 149	 . p0372 879-20400 I 
ARL/!ECH-ERG-NOTE-372 ............. p0715 879-33190 1 
ARL/STBUC-NOTE-442 ................ p0039 879-10445 I 
ARL/S!S-NOTE-60 ................... p0542 879-26053 1 
ARL/SYS-NOTE-60 ................... pOS93 879-29180 1 
ARL/T!-78-178 ..................... pO42l 879-22087*1 
ARLCD-TR-78019 .................... p0488 879-24161 * 
ARO-12716.1-E ..................... p0104 879-13054 * 
ARO-12931.1-!X .................... p0600 879-29962 * 
ARO-12931.2-!X .................... p0589 879-28984*1 
ARO-12937.1-2 ...................... p0712 879-32974 I 
180-13100.2-! ..................... p0170 879-15011 I 
180-14585.1-! ..................... p0159 879-14036 I 
ASC-R-116-REV ..................... p0649 879-30140 I 
ASC-R-120 ......................... p0649 879-30140 * 
ASD-TB-77-2 ....................... p0089 879-12051 a 
ASD-TR-77-3 ....................... p0096 879-12104 I 
ASD-TR-78-1 ....................... p0445 879-23604 1 
ASD-TR-18-21 ...................... p0089 879-12051 I 
ASD-TR-78-22 ...................... p0096 879-12104 I 
ASD-TR-78-39 ...................... p0589 879-29138 a 
ASI-1876-39 ...................... pO364 879-20112*1 
AS!! PAPER 78-ERAS-11 ............. p0027 A79-12560 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-ERAS-18 ............. p0027 879-12567 1 
ASNE PAPER 78-!NAS-21 ............. p0027 A79-12570 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-PEAS-23 ............. p0027 879-12572 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-2 ................ p0195 879-22327 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-6 ................ p0195 A79-22328 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-7 ................ p8008 179-10776 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-10 ............... p0008 879-10777 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-13 ............... p0001 A79-10257 a 
ASNE-PAPER 78-01-23 ............... p0195 879-22329 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-G'I-24 ............... p0195 879-22330 1 
ISMS PAPER 78-01-25 ............... p0196 179-22331 I 
ASNE PAPER 78-GT-31 ............... p0196 879-22332 1 
ASNE PAPER 78-01-33 ............... p0196 179-22334 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-34 ............... p0196 179-22335 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-51 ............... p0008 179-10774 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-52 ............... p0007 179-10760 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-56 ............... p0196 879-22336 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-57 ............... p0398 879-32934 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-58 ............... p0196 179-22337 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-65 ............... p0008 179-10772 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-73 ............... p0008 879-10769 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-G1-79 ............... p0008 879-10768 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-81 ............... P0007 879-10767 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-86 ............... p0001 879-10261 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-87 ............... p0001 A79-10262 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-G1-88 ................ p0007 879-10764 * 
ASKS PAPER 78-01-94 ................ p0007 879-10762 1 
ASNE PAPER 78-GT-95 ............... p0007 179-10761 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-99 ............... p0007 879-10759 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-107 .............. p0001 179-10263 a 
ASKS PAPER 78-GT-108 .............. p0008 179-10787 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-109 .............. p0001 879-10260 * 
ASEE PAPER 78-01-113 .............. p0008 179-10788 a 
AS!E PAPER 78-01-114 .............. p0001 A79-10266*a 
ASEE PAPER 78-01-115 .............. p0007 879-10757 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-116 .............. p0002 179-10267 a 
ASNE PAPER 78-G1-119 .... . ......... pO399 879-32935 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-120 .............. p0399 A79-32936 a 
ASKS PAPER 78-01-121 .............. p0009 179-10789 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-122 .............. p0009 A79-10790 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-128 .............. p0009 179-10792*1 
ASNE PAPER 78-01-129 .............. p0009 179-10793 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-137 .............. p0009 879-10794 a 
ASKS PAPER 78-GT-139 --------------p0002 179-10268 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-142 .............. p0009 179-10797 1 
AS!! PAPER 78G1-144 .............. p0010 179-10798 1 
ASKS PAPER 78-01-146 .............. p0010 A79-10799 a 
ASNE PAPER 78-01-153 .............. p0010 A79-10802*I 
ASKS PAPER 78-01-154 .............. p0002 179-10270 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-164 .............. p0010 179-10805 I 
ASNE PAPER 78-G1-166 .............. p0010 879-10806 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-167 .............. p0010 A79-10807 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-GT-173 .............. p0010 179-10809 I 
ASNE PAPER 78-01-181 .............. p0011 879-10812 I 
ASKS PAPER 78-G1-184 .............. p0011 179-10813 1 
AS!E PAPER 78-01-191 .............. p0563 179-44794 a 
ASNE PAPER 78G1192 .............. p0011 879-10816 a 
ASNE PAPER 78-01-194 .............. p0011 A79-10817 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-198 .............. p0011 179-10818 * 
ASKS PAPER 78-01-199 .............. p0011 879-10819 a
ASNE PAPER 78-01-200 .............. p0011 A79-10820 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-01-201 .............. p0012 179-10821 a 
AS!! PAP!! 78-01-202 .............. p0012 179-10822 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-LUB-28 .............. p0199 879-23241 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-LUB-34 .............. p0199 179-23246*1 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/AERO-3 ........... p0148 879-19717*1 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/A!Ro-9 ........... p0148 879-19723 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/1ERO-I1 ......... . p0148 179-19725 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/DE-16 ............. p0148 179-19762 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-VA/DSc-33 ........... p0148 179-19772 I 
ASKS PAPER 78-WA/GT-1 ............. p0149 A79-19790 I 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GT-2 ............. p0149 879-19791 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-81/01-3 ............. p0149 A79-19792** 
ASNE PAPER 78-WA/GE-5 .............. p01 1 9-A79-19793 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GT-6 ............. p0149 A79-19794 a 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/G1-7 ............. p0149 179-19795 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GE-11 ............ p0149 879-19798 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GT-12 ............ p0150 179-19799 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-88/01-13 ............ p0150 879-19800 * 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GE-14 ............ p0150 879-19801 1 
AS!! PAPER 78-WA/GE-I5 ............ pOl5O 179-19802 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-D!-15 ............... p060 11 879-47654 * 
AS RE PAPER 79-GT-2 ................ p0339 879-30501 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-4 ................ p0339 A79-30503 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-G1-5 ................ p0339 A79-30504*# 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-6 ................ p0390 A79-32329** 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-9 ................ p0339 179-30507*1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-10 ............... p0339 A79-30508 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-GE-11 ............... p0390179-32330 1 
AS NE PAPER 79-01-19 ............... p0341 879-30553*1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-21 ............... p0390 A79-32334 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-26 ............... p0339 179-30514 1 
AS!! PAPER 79-G1-28 ............... p0340 A79-30515 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-30 ............... p0340 179-30516 I 
AS!E PAPER 79-01-31 ............... p0340 179-30517 a 
AS!! PAPER79-GT-32 ............... p0340 879-30518 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-3
	 ............... p03'IO A79-30519 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-GE-3 ............... p0340 179-30520 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-37 ............... p0390 179-323182 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-40 ............... p0391 179-32343 * 
AS!! PAPER 19-01-42 ............... p0340 179-30521*1 
AS!E PAPER 79-01-46 ............... p0340 879-30523 1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-51 ............... p0341 179-30527*1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-53 ............... p0391 A79-32388 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-55 ............... p0391 179-32350 I 
IS!! PAPER 79-01-56 ............... p0391 179-32351** 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-57 .
 ............... p0341 A79-30528 I 
AS!E PAPER 19-01-65 ............... p0391 879-32353 1 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-87 ............... p0391 179-32364 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-G1-91 ............... p0392 879-32368 1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-95 ............... p0392 179-32371 * 
AS!! PAPER 79GT-99 ............... p0392 A79-32375 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-102 .............. p0392 A79-32378 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-108 .............. p0392 A79-32383 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-109 .............. p0392 179-32384 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-110 .............. p0392 A79-32385 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-111 .............. p0393 A79-32386 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-112 .............. p0393 179-32387 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-119 .............. p0393 179-32389 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-123 ............... p0393 A79-32392 I 
AS!! PAPER 79G1-124 .............. p0393 879-32393 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-125 .............. p0393 A79-32394 I 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-126 .............. p0393 179-32395 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-129 .............. p0394 879-32398*1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-133 .............. p03911 179-32402 I 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-136 .............. p0394 179-32405 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-141 .............. pO34l A79-30555*I 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-143 .............. p0394 A79-32409 I 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-145 .............. p0394 179-32411 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-1189 .............. p0394 A79-32414** 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-153 .............. p0394 A79-32418 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-163 .............. p0395 179-321825 * 
AS!! PAPER 79G1-164 .............. p0395 A79-32426 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-165 .............. p0395 179-32427 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-175 .............. p0395 A79-32435 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-176 .............. p0395 879-32436 $ 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-178 .............. p0295 179-321838 1 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-181 .............. p0396 179-32440 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-182 .............. p0396 A79-32441 * 
AS!! PAPER 79G1-183 .............. p0396 A79-32442 a 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-184 .............. p0396 179-32443 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-186 .............. p0396 179-32445 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-188 .............. p0396 A79-32447 I 
AS!! PAPER 79-GT-192 .............. p03181 A79-30557** 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-194 .............. p0396 179-32452 * 
AS!! PAPER 79-01-200 .............. p0397 879-32457 * 
ASRL-TR-174-7 ..................... p0543 879-26062*1 
ASRL-TR-189-1 ..................... p0235 879-16862 * 
2-12
BEP09T/ACCESSIOR 14089814 INDEX 
ATC-B-92200/8CR-137	 . p0598 879-29532 14 
ATC-83-VOL-2 ...................... p0540 879-26041 14 
ATC-811 ............................ p0230 879-16823 14 
ATC-94100/8C9-41 .................. p0233 979-16844 * 
AV-FR-8059 ........................ p0385 879-21100 14 
AVRADCOM-TR-78-38(PL) ............. p0045 879-11093# 
AVRADCOM-TR-78-41 ................. p0164 879-14099*8 
AVBAC0N-TR-78--45 ................. p0157 879-14018*8 
AVRAtCOt1-TB-78-47 ................. p0097 879-12204*8 
AVEADCON-TB-78-49 ................. p0551 879-27143*8 
AVRADCON-T9-78-50 ................. p0157 879-14019*8 
AVRADCOM-TE-78-52 ................. p0097 879-12223*8 
AVRADCON-TR-78-53 -----------------p0218 879-15938*8 
AVRADCON-T8-78-54 ................. p0085 879-12015*8 
AVRADCON-TR-78-55 (AN) ............. p0286 879-17804*8 
AVRAtCON-TB-78-56(AM) ............. p0086 879-12019*8 
AVRADCON-TB-79-4 .................. p0353 879-20008*8 
AVRADCON-TR-79-5 .................. p0582 879-28170 14 
AVRADC0N-rR-79-10 ................. p06514 879-30191*8 
AVRADC014-TR-79-11 ................. p0416 879-22037*8 
AVRAVCON-TR-79-12 -----------------p0486 879-23968*8 
AYRAOCON-TR-79-18 ................. p0486 879-23964*8 
AVBADCON-TP-79-19 ................. p0486 879-23969*8 
AVRADCON-TE-79-41 ................. p0664 1479_31151*$ 
BB14-3702	 .......................... p0306 879-19010*8 
BBN-3713 .......................... p0600 879-29964 14 
BENDIX-489A09A .................... p0161 879-14065 * 
BBNDIX-489A108 .................... p0160 879-14061 * 
BERC/PPS-78/2 ..................... p0049 879-11240 14 
8E1c/PPS-79/2 ..................... pOlO9 879-32381 * 
BETC/RI-78/23 ..................... p0489 879-24178 * 
BHT-699-099-096 ................... p0652 879-30179 14 
BLL-RISL!Y-TR-3308(9C9l.9P) ..... . p0292 879-17856 
BLL-BIS-11267 ..................... p0298 879-18470 
BLL-RTS-11520 ..................... p0285 879-17794 
BLL-TRA14S-1364-(9022.549) 	 ........ . p0493 879-24971 
BNVG-PBWT-77-27 ................... p0287 879-17814 14 
8NVG-1BWT7728 ................... p0288 879-17815 * 
BNVG-FBWT-78-4 .................... p0288 879-17816 14 
BNVG-FBWT-786 .................... 4O293 879-17862 * 
ENVG-PBWT787 .................... p0297 879-18274 * 
B855426 ........................... p0225 879-16183 14 
8861322 ........................... p0222 879-15971 14 
8961816 ........................... p0540 879-26040 14 
8862457 ........................... p0217 879-15930 14 
8863386 ........................... p0216 879-15921 * 
8863387 ........................... p0216 879-15919 14 
8863389 ........................... p0220 879-15955 14 
8863623 ........................... p0217 879-15922 14 
88614190 ........................... p0288 1479-17817 * 
8864191	 ............................ p0226 879-16311 14 
BR64192	 ........................... p0216 879-15920 14 
8864875 ........................... p0222 879-15972 * 
8964876 ........................... p0220 879-15956 # 
886 14877 ........................... p0226 879-16238 14 
8864878 ........................... p0227 879-16652 14 
8865223 ........................... p0161 879-14078 14 
8865871	 ........................... p0599 879-29562 14 
8866146 ........................... p0171 879-15027 14 
B966512 ........................... p0590 879-29155 14 
B866513 ........................... p0590 879-29154 * 
8866981	 ........................... p0704 879-32194 * 
8867275 ........................... p0385 879-21201 14 
8867351	 ............................p0704 879-32195 * 
8967755 ........................... p0703 4479-32179 14 
8867756 ........................... O7O3 87932178 * 
8867977 ............................ p0596 879-29328 14 
80-215 ............................ p0433 879-23072 14 
80-217 ............................ p0431 879-23048 14 
50-219 ............................ p0431 1479-23046 14 
80-220 ............................ O437 979-23096 14 
80-221	 ............................ p0441 879-23125 14 
80-226 ............................ p01431 4479-23047 14 
80-227 ............................ p0433 879-23073 14
50-229	 ............................ p0441 879-23227 * 
CALsPAN-A8-5280-F-10-REV-1 ....... . p0l66 979-14113*14 
CALSPAN-AK-5280-P-12 .............. pOS56 879-27183 * 
CALSPAR-AK-5985-Y-1 ............... p0583 879-28175 * 
CALSPA14-8A-3103-14-101 ............. p0708 879-32222 14 
CALSPAN-BK-5934-A-1 ............... p0368 979-20144 14 
CALSPAN-XE-6129-A-4 ............... p0361 1479-20086 14 
CALSPAR-6200-X-2 .................. p0303 879-18971 14 
CALSPA11-6275-A-1 .................. p0702 879-32172 14 
CALSPAW-6283-8-1 .................. p0539 879-26037 14 
CASD-ASC--78-001 .................... p0662 879-30335 14 
CASD-NADC-76-003 .................. p0101 979-13028 14 
CAsD-NSC-78-001 ................... p0232 979-16843 14 
C50-79-17 ......................... p0584 979-28190 14 
C?EDO-TR-77-42 .................... p0163 979-14088 14 
C!EDO-TR-78-10 .................... p0107 1479-13203 14 
CEEDO-TB-78-11 .................... p0097 879-12242 14 
CE!D0-TR-78-16 .................... p0502 879-25251 14 
CFPDO-T14-78-19 .................... p0306 979-19122 14 
CEEDO-TR-78-22 .................... p0105 4479- 13064*14 
CESDO-T9-78-24 .................... p0234 979-16855 14 
CE!D0-TR-78-31 .................... pOS96 879-29200 14 
CEEDO-fl4-78-33 --------------------pO5O4 979-25550 14 
CEEDO-IB-78-34-VOL-1 .............. p0234 979-16858 14 
CEEDO-TR-78-34-VOL-3 .............. p0235 879-16859 14 
CEso0-'rB-78-35 .................... p0165 979-14107 14 
CEEOO-TR-78-36 .................... p0242 979-17361 14 
CESDO-TR-78-37 .................... p0174 879-15054 14 
CEEDO-TR-78-53 .................... p0384 879-21078 14 
CEEDO-TR-78-5 14 .................... p0424 879-22109*14 
CEEDO-T14-79-02 .................... p0661 879-30246 14 
C!L-C14-78-018 ..................... p0167 979-14217 14 
CEI4F-AP-28	 ........................ p0168 879-14247 14 
CEBL-TE-M-253-VQL-3 ............... p0443 879-23260 14 
Cl4-ISSN-0082-5255 ................. p0109 879-13822 14 
CN-ISSN-0082-5255 ................. p0245 979-11658 14 
CONF-771204-3 ..................... p0034 1479-10036 14 
C0NP-771215--1	 ..................... p0067 A79-14431 
CONF-790142-1 ..................... p0669 879-31204 14 
C0l4P-790536 ....................... p0720 879-33383 14 
COO-3077-158 ...................... p0580 879-28136*14 
C00-4867-1	 ........................ p0598 879-29522 14 
CI4INC-FRL-281-4 ................... p0301 979-18917*14 
C14N-780301-00087 .................. p0050 879-11542 14 
csc/SD-78/6172-VOL-1 .............. p0663 979-30959 14 
CSC/SD-78/6172-VOL-2 .............. p0663 879-30960 14 
CSU-31-1372-1935 .................. p0416 879-22036*14 
0-180-25309-1 ..................... p0705 879-32202 14 
DC-13 ............................. p0095 879-12097 14 
DC-17	 ............................. p0163 1479-14090 14 
DCIEN-TR-78X36 .................... pOtll9 979-22067 14 
DCIEM-TP-78137 .................... p0362 879-20093 14 
DCW-R-15-02 ....................... p01439 979-23114*8 
DOA-EDR--9460 ...................... p0234 879-16854 14 
D0A-E0B-9528 ...................... p0383 879-21073*14 
0014-8014-9575 ...................... p0158 879-14029 14 
D]DA-!0R-9710 ...................... p0718 N79-33213 14 
DDA-RN-79-4 ....................... p0586 4479-28456*14 
0ECC-61126-001 .................... p0045 879-11049 14 
DFVLR-PB-78-02 .................... p0226 1479-16184 14 
8-13
REPORT/ACCESSION RUBBER INDEX 
DOLR PAPER 78-099	 p0060 879714061 $ 
DOLE PAPER 78-111	 p0060 879-14069 $ 
DOLE PAPER 78-112 ................. p0060 879-14070 
DOLE PAPER 78-113 ................. p0061 879-14071 
DOLE PAPER 78-114 ................. p0061 879-14072 $ 
DGLR PAPER 78-115 ................. p0061 879-14073 a 
DOLE PAPER 78-124 ................. p0061 879-14077 
DGLR PAPER 78-125 ................. p0061 879-14078 * 
DGLR PAPER 78-126 ................. p0061 879-14079 * 
OGLE PAPER 78-127 ................. p0061 879-14080 
DGLR PAPER 78-135 ................. p0061 879-14085 8 
DGLR PAPER 78-136 ................. p0062 879-14086 8 
DOLE PAPER 78-137 ................. p0062 879-14087 8 
DOLE PAPER 78-139 ................. p0062 879-14088 
DOLE PAPER 78-140 ................. p0062 879-14089 8 
DOLE PAPER 78-150 ................. p0062 879-14095 a 
DOLR PAPER 78-153 ................. p0151 879-20016*1 
DOLE PAPER 78-176 .................. p0151 879-20018 * 
DGLR PAPER 78-177 ................. p0151 879-20019 * 
DGLR PAPER 78-179 ................. p0151 879-20020 
OGLE PAPER 78-181 ................. p0151 879-20022 
DGLR PAPER 78-184 ................. p0151 879-20025 
DOLE PAPER 78-190 ................. p0184 879-20491 a 
OGLE PAPER 78-193 ................. p0184 879-20494 # 
DOLE PAPER 78-195 ................. p0184 879-20495 8 
DOLE PAPER 78-196 ................. p0184 879-20496 
DGLB PAPER 78-198 ................. p0184 879-20498 a 
OGLE PAPER 78-218 ................. p0183 879-20477 a 
DOLE PAPER 78-220 ................. p0183 879-20479 8 
OGLE PAPER 78-222 ................. p0183 879-20480 a 
DOLE PAPER 78-223 ................. pOlO3 879-20481 8 
DOLE PAPER 78-225 ................. p0183 879-20482 a 
DOLE PAPER 78-226 ................. p0183 879-20483 a 
DOLE PAPER 78-229 ................. p0184 A79-20485 I 
DOLE PAPER 79-008 ................. p8390 879-32305 8 
DOLE PAPER 79-009 ................. p0401 879-33600 1 
DOLE PAPER 79-011 ................. p0390 879-32307 I 
OGLE PAPER 79-023 ................. p0517 879-42351 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-024 ................. p0517 879-42352 a 
OGLE PAPER 79-025 .................. p0518 879-42353 * 
DGLR PAPER 79-026 ................. p0518 879-42354 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-028 ................. p0518 A79-42355 8 
DOLE PAPER 79-029 ................. p0518 A79-42356 I 
DGLR PAPER 79-030 ................. p0518 A79-42357 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-031 ................. p0518 A79-42358 I 
DOLE PAPER 79-032 ................. p0518 A79-42359 I 
DOLE PAPER 79-033 ................. p0518 879-42360 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-034 ................. p0518 A79-42361 * 
DGLB PAPER 79-035 ................. p0519 879-42362 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-036 .................. p0519 879-42363 1 
DOLE PAPER 79-038 ................. p0519 879-42364 0 
DOLE PAPER 79-039 ................. p0519 879-42365 8 
DGLE PAPER 79-040 ................. p0519 879-42366 8 
DOLE PAPER 79-041 ................. p0519 A79-42367 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-041 ................. p0617 879-48640 
DOLE PAPER 79-042 ................. p0519 A79-42368 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-043 ................. p0520 A79-42369 I 
DOLE PAPER 79-044 ................. p0520 879-42370 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-045 ................. p0520 A79-42371 I 
DOLE PAPER 79-046 ................. p0520 A79-42372 * 
DOLE PAPER 79-047 ................. p0520 879-42373 * 
DOLE PAPER 79-048 ................. p0520 A79-42374 a 
DOLE PAPER 79-049 ................. p0520 879-42375 8 
DOLE PAPER 79-050 ................. p0521 879-42376 0 
OGLE PAPER 79-052 ................. p0517 879-42348 8 
DOLE PAPER 79-054 ................. p0517 879-42349 * 
DOLE 79-014 ....................... p0347 A79-31945:# 
DOLE79-019 ....................... p0347 879-31946 a 
OGLE 79-020 ....................... p0347 879-31947 a 
DOLE79-021 ....................... p0347 879-31948 8 
DOLE79-022 " .......................p0347 879-31949 a 
DLR-PB-77-48 ...................... p0044 879-11033 a 
DLR-PE-77-48 ...................... p0048 879-11075 I 
DLE-PB-77-50 ....................... p0048 879-11203 * 
DLE-PB-77-63 ...................... p0662 879-30391 8 
DLE-PB-78-04 ...................... p0653 879-30183 8 
DLR-PE-78-07 ...................... p0655 879-30197 * 
DLE-PB-78-21 ...................... p0654 E79-30192 * 
DLE-FB-78-26 ...................... p0650 979-30161 * 
DLR-IB-552-77/41 .................. p0048 879-11076 8 
DNA-45132 ......................... PO499 879-25026 8 
DNA-4545F ......................... p0420 E79-22078 * 
DNA-45902 ......................... p0436 879-23092 a 
DOE/EIA-0031/1 .................... p0050 879-11542 a
DOE/ERA-0023 ...................... p0559 879-28058 0 
DOE/?RA-0024 ...................... p0557 879-27336 8 
DOE/EASA/1011-78/28 ................ p0292 9.79-17859*8 
DOE/RASA/1011-78/29 ............... p0103 N79-13049*a 
00E/EASA/2593-79/1 ................ p0370 979-20265*8 
DOE/NASA/3082-78/1 ................ 'p0309 879- 19414*8 
DOT-P-50-78-4 ..................... p0380 879-21032 8 
DOT-TSC-FAA-77-12 ................. p0159 879-14031 * 
DOT-TSC-?AA-77-19 ................. p0161 879-14066 8 
DOT-'ISC-FAA-78-2 .................. pOi6l 879-14066 a 
DOT-TsC-PAA-78-7 .................. p0161 979-14065 8 
DOT-TSC-FAR-78-28 ................. p0537 979-26016*8 
DOT-2SC-URTA-78-48-11 ............. p0662 879-30490 * 
09082-2-78-61 ..................... p0443 879-23310 8 
DRDNI-T-79-33 , .....................p0706 979-32207 8 
DEEO-Tfl778-4 ...................... p0108 879-13235 * 
DS-EE-76/50B ...................... p0288 879-17820 * 
OsS-3PB-2127662 ................... p0582 879-28169 1 
DTNSEDC-78/063	 .................... p0160 879-14047 1 
DTNSRDC-79/001-VOL-1	 .............. p0417 879-22057 8 
DTNSEDC-.79/002 	 .................... p0538 879-26025 * 
DTNSRDC/AS7D-78/07	 ................ p0541 879-26049 0 
DrNSEOC/ASED-78/08	 ................ p0091 879-12068 * 
DTNSRDC/ASED-79/03	 ................ p0650 879-30151 * 
D214SRDC/ASED-387	 .................. pO046 879-11054 6 
DTNSRDC/SPD-0843-01	 ............... p0443 879-23261 a
03-11220-2-VOL-1 .................. p0035 879-10048*8 
D3-11220-2-VOL-2 .................. p0036 879-10049*0 
D3-11220-2-VOL-3 .................. p0036 879-10050*8 
03-11220-2-VOL-4 .................. p0036 979-10051*0 
03-11220-3 ........................ p009i 879-12065*8 
D6-IPAD-70010-D ................... p0382 879-21044*8 
D6-25400-0005-VOL-5 ............... p0676 879-31624*8 
D5-44455-VOL-1 .................... p0664 979-31144*8 
D6-44455-VOL-2 .................... p0664 879-31145*0 
06-44456-VOL-1 .................... p0702 979-32164*8 
06-44457 .......................... p0664 879-31147*0 
06-44458-VOL-1 .................... p0702 879-32163*8 
06-44459 .......................... p0664 879-31148*0 
D6-44463-VOL-2 ..................... p0665 879-31155*0 
D6-44465-VOL-2 .................... p0665 879-31153*8 
D6-44469-VOL-2 .................... p0665 879-31154*8 
06-44815-3 ......................... p0585 979-28232* 
06-44885 .......................... p0096 979-12151*8 
D6-46839 .......................... p0674 879-31354*0 
06-46976 .......................... p0430 879-23016*a 
06-47109 .......................... p0218 879-15942*0 
D6-48071 .......................... p0306 979-19112*0 
06-48097 .......................... p0489 879-24172*0 
D6-48611	 .......................... pO483 979-23940*8 
D180-22807-1 ...................... p0048 979-11188 $ 
0180-24054-1 ...................... p0370 879-20319 * 
0180-24086-1	 ...................... p0171 879-15016 * 
0180-24256-1 ....................... p0370 979-20311 $ 
D180-24604-1 ...................... p0492 979-24965 0 
0180-25240-1	 ...................... p0710 879-32441 * 
0180-25330-1 ...................... p0705 879-32200 0 
0210-11193-1 ...................... p0419 879-22076*8 
0210-11336-1 ...................... p0666 979-31164*0 
D210-11354-1 ....................... p0363 879-20094 a 
D210-11390-1 ...................... p0655 979-30196 $ 
D210-11442-1-VOL-3 ................ p0494 879-24983 $ 
07605-927002 ...................... p0540 879-26045*1 
E-97R-54 ........................... p0581 879-28157 * 
E-004	 ............................. p0486 979-23964*8 
2-006	 ............................. p0481 879-23911*8 
E-010 ............................. p0486 979-23965*8 
2-013 ............................. p0486 979-23966*1 
E-026 ............................. p0497 879-25016*8 
E-027 ............................. pO481 979-23912*1 
E-030 ............................. p0504 879-25840*8 
E-031	 ............................. p0504 N79-25841*a 
E-043 ............................. p0546 879-27093*0 
2-045 .............................p0596 879-29292*8 
E-050 .............................p0497 N79-25015*a 
2-052	 .............................p0490 879-24350*a 
2-062	 ..............................p0551 879-27140*0 
E-089 .............................p0551 979-27141*0 
2-14
EEPORT/ACCBSSIO.N DUMBER 111DB! 
2-093	 • p0558 87927930*0 
2-096	 • P0590 979_29143** 
2-110	 • p0581 879-28146*4 
2-112	 • p0599 17929938*t 
2-143	 ............................. p0653 1179-3018 
2-146 ............................. p0667 4479-31185*1 
2-165 ............................. p06?0 879-31210*4 
2-183 ............................. p0653 4179-30188*4 
2-236 ............................. p0721 417933477*4 
2-8950 ............................ p0583 879-28176*1 
8-0987 ............................ p0583 1479-28177*8 
8-8997 ............................ p0234 N7916852* 
8-9025 ............................ p0033 1479-10022*4 
8-9181-1	 .......................... p0885 4479-12015*8 
8-9186 ............................ p0099 4179-13003*8 
8-9237	 ............................ 4(0551 4479-27143*8 
8-9461	 ............................ p0037 147910060t 
E-9688 ............................ p0102 4479-13046*8 
2-96914	 ............................ p0033 1479-10023*1 
2-9700 ............................ p0671 4479-31213*8 
2-9714	 ............................ p0671 4179-31214*8 
2-9720 ............................ p0049 879-11433*8 
2- 9730	 ............................. p0045 }l7911043$ 
2-9756 ............................ p0169 1479-14996*1 
8-9762 ............................ p0164 879-14099*! 
2-9774	 ............................ p0043 879-11001*! 
2-9775 ............................ p0292 879-17859*8 
2-9782 ............................ p0086 417912016*8 
8-9785 ............................ p00(43 1479-11000*8 
E-9786 ............................ p0654 4479-30191*4 
2-9789 ............................. p0097 879-12204*1 
2-9797 ............................ p0379 879-21021*1 
8-9800 ............................ p0221 879-15961*1 
2-9802	 ............................ p0174 4479-15051*4 
2-98014	 ............................ pOl8l 879-15199*8 
2-9815	 ............................ p0427 979-22518*8 
E-9819	 ............................ p0097 4179-12223*8 
2-9828 ............................ p0094 979-12086*8 
2-9832	 ............................ p0423 4179-22099*8 
8-9834	 ............................ p0238 1179-16930*8 
2-984 14 ............................ p0094 4179-12085*1 
2-98 4 6 ............................ pC498 4179-25023*1 
2-9846-1	 .......................... p0365 87920118** 
2-9856 ............................ p0093 879-12083*1 
2-9860 ............................ POOB6 N7912020* 
8-9862	 ............................ 4(0174 979-15048*8 
E-9863	 ............................. p0174 1179-15050*8 
2-9865 ............................ p0169 1179-14998*8 
2-9866 ............................ pO169 4479-14999*8 
E-9873	 ............................ p0174 1479-15049*8 
2-9875 ............................ p0170 1179-15013*1 
8-9882 ............................. p0226 1179-16300*4 
2-9885 ............................ p0220 1179-15957*8 
8-9886	 ............................... pOL498 4179-25022*8 
2-9888 ............................ p0220 4179-15959*8 
8-9889 ............................p0221 1179-15969*8 
2-9890 ............................p0233 979-16849*8 
2-9891	 ............................p0220 979-15960*8 
8-9892 ............................p0220 979-15958*8 
8-9893 ............................p0370 879-20265*8 
2-9895 ............................p0371 879-20390*8 
2-9896 ............................p0435 879-23086*8 
2-9899 ............................p022? 979-16645*8 
8-9904	 ............................p0227 1479-16647*1 
2-9908 ............................p0242 979-17263*8 
2-9912 ............................p0369 879-20180*8 
2-9913 ............................p0365 879-20114*1 
2-9918 ............................p0369 4179-20187*4 
2-9919 ............................p0375 1479-20830*8 
2-9933 ............................p0496 979-24994*8 
2-9943 ............................p0717 879-33210*8 
2-9955	 ............................p0374 879-20528*8 
2-9958 ............................p0486 4479-23968*8 
2-9960 ..............................p0359 979-20069*8 
2-9979 ............................p0372 1179-20398*8 
8-9982	 ............................p0486 979-23969*8 
2-9984 ............................p0486 1179-23963*8 
2-10000 ...........................p0442 1179-23257*4 
ECAC—PR-76005 ....................p0225 879-16172 * 
22-791	 ............................p0498 879-25019*8 
229-36-1	 ..........................p0231 979-16833 4 
EPA-340/178001A ..................p0050 879-11580 8 
2PA-340/118001B .................p0039 1179-10072 4 
EPA-450/378117 ..................p0504 1179-25567 *
ESA—TT-488 ........................p0048 4179-11076 1 
!SA—TT-491 ........................p0085 879-11996 * 
ESA—TT-506 ........................p0044 879-11033 4 
ESA—TT-521 ........................p0662 4179-30391 4 
ESA—TT-522 ........................p0376 879-20980 8 
ESA-1T-545 ........................p0661 979-30247 * 
ESDU-78013 ........................p0032 879-10016 
ESDU-78020 ........................p0090 979-12060 
2SDU-78038 ........................p0378 4179-21002 
ESL-78-3815-6 .....................p0490 879-24220 $ 
!SL-78-4583-3 .....................p0490 4179-24229 4 
ESI-78-4583-5 .....................p0490 1479-244216 4 
PSL-78-4583-6 .....................p0490 879-24211 4 
2SL-4583-1	 ........................pOI489 979-24214 I 
!SL-4583-2 ........................p0489 879-24215 1 
ESL-783815-8 ......................p0586 879-28393 * 
FSL-784372-5 ......................p0108 4479-13241 * 
ESL-784583 ........................p0489 879-24215 * 
ESN-32-5 ..........................p0445 4479-23885 4 
!TI—C9-78-485 .....................p0420 1479-22078 I 
!TL-0161	 ..........................p0419 979-22071 8 
PTL-0170—VOL-2 ....................p0722 879-33739 4 
ETL-0174 ..........................p0419 879-22070 1 
81L-0179 ..........................p0582 4479-28166 4 
2X208/GRU.2IcWC.79 .................p0597 979-29359 * 
8XX014/GRUS.IPEB.78 ................p0240 4479-17012 I 
P—C4705 ...........................p0104 1479-13055*8 
FAA—AAP-78-1 ......................p0167 979-14116 * 
FAA— AEQ-77-5 .......................p0237 4479-16881 4 
FAA— AN-78-29 ......................p0229 4179-16813 1 
2A2— A11-79-6 .......................p0581 979-28160 * 
FAA—IVP-77-22 .....................p0161 1479-14071 4 
YAA-44VP-78-1 ......................pOl6O 879-14060 $ 
FAA—AVP-78-2 ......................p0167 1179-14115 4 
228— AVP-78-10 .....................p0180 879-15099 * 
FAA—FD-11-1A ......................p0089 879-12056 4 
FAA—ED-14-2A ......................p0231 879-16832 8 
2448-20-18-114 ......................p0089 4479-12049 1 
24444-841-77-10 ......................p0161 879-14066 I 
2441-841-77-16 ......................p0161 879-14066 * 
P441-28-78-5-3— A ...................p0231 879-16830 * 
P1444-28-78-5-3 — B ...................p0231 879-16831 1 
PftA—EM-78-7 .......................p0096 879-12099 8 
24444-28-78-14 ......................p0094 879-12089 $ 
FAA—EN-78-16-2 —VOL-2 ..............p0549 1479-27118 4 
FAA-28-78-19-1 —VOL-1 ..............p05(40 879-26042 * 
24444-28-78-20 ......................p0231 879-16826 I 
FAA—PSS-01A .......................p0381 879-21036 4 
24444-4444-77-40 ......................p0050 879-11561 * 
24444-844-77-45 ......................p0089 H79-12055 1 
P4444-4444-77-179 —VOL-1 ...............p0293 879-17860 * 
FAA—NA-77-179—VOL-2 ...............p0293 8797-17863 * 
FAA—N44-77-179 —VOL-3 ...............p0293 4479-17864 * 
FAA—NA-77-179—VOL-4 ...............p0293 4179-17865 * 
FAA—NA-77-179—VOL-5 ...............p0293 879-17866 4 
P4444—NA-77-179—VOL-6 ...............p0293 879-17867 * 
FAA—NA-77-179—V0L-7 ...............p0293 879-17868 * 
FAA—NA-77-179—VOL-8 ................p0293 879-17869 1 
84444-844-78-3 ........................p0365 879-20115 * 
8144-844-78-4 .......................p0231 879-16827 * 
2449-4144-78-8 .......................p0290 879-17840 * 
84444-4144-78-10 ......................p0160 4479-14059 $ 
2844-81-78-24 ......................p0289 879-17825 4 
24444-844-78-25 ......................p0050 879-11562 4 
2441-844-78-27 ......................p0294 879-17877 4 
244 4-844-78-28 ......................p0503 1479-25545 1 
84444-448-78-29 ......................p0231 879-16829 1 
FAA— BA-78-31 ......................p0241 4479-17253*4 
29 4-844-78-35 ......................p0425 W79-22116 1 
-FAA—BA-78-38 ......................p0295 979-17966 $ 
211-4444-78-39 .......................p0588 4479-28848 $ 
2944-4414-78-40 .......................p0231 1(79-16826 * 
2144-441-78-41 ......................p0493 4479-24974 * 
2-15
REPORT/ACCESSION NU8BER INDEX 
FAA-84-78-42	 . p0237 479-16879 4 
PAA-14A-78-44	 • p0237 479-16878 4 
FAA— NA-78-46 ...................... p071's 479-33183 8 
FAA— NA-78-48 ...................... p0229 479-16815 8 
FAA— NA-78-49 ...................... p0503 879-25544 8 
FAA— NA-78-156 ..................... p0174 879-15052*8 
FAA— NA-78-166 ..................... p0654 479-30190 4 
P48-88-79-1	 ....................... p0719 479-33222 * 
P88-88-79-3 ....................... p0670 479-31211 4 
FAA-88-79-10 ...................... p0670 479-31209 8 
P88-88-79-16 ...................... p0720 479-33376 4 
P8A-8A-79-17-P1-1 ................. p0710 1579-32416 4 
PAA-N8-79-18-T-2 ................. p0709 479-32415 * 
P88-88-79-150 ..................... p0238 479-16932 8 
P88-88-79-180 ..................... p0710 479-32418 4 
FAA-F-6750.1 ...................... p0231 479-16833 4 
P88-RD-76-14-SUPPL-1 .............. p0225 479-16172 * 
P88-40-76-138 ..................... p0096 479-12100 I 
P88-40-77-68 ...................... pOlS9 479-14031 4 
P88-417-77-72 ...................... p0231 479-16828 * 
P88-40-77-81 ...................... p0584 479-28187 8 
FAA-ED-77-85 ...................... p0159 479-14034 4 
P88-RD-77-132-VOL-2 ............... p0038 479-10065 4 
F88-050--77-132-1-VOL-1 ............. p0037 479-10059 8 
P88-40-77-149 ..................... p0230 479-16823 8 
P8840-77160 ..................... p0163 479-14088 4 
F48-01D-77-174 ..................... p0160 479-14061 * 
FAA— ED-77-175 ..................... pOO5O 479-11561 * 
P88-80-77-178-1-VOL-1 ............. p0595 479-29197 4 
F88-RD-77-178-2 ................... p0595 479-29198 4 
P88-RD-78-29-vOL-2 ................ p0171 479-15026 4 
P88-RD-78-33-VOL-2 ................ p0540 479-26041 4 
P88-40-78-44 ...................... p0237 479-16878 * 
P88-40-78-47 ...................... p0158 479-14026 4 
FAA-RD-78-51 ...................... p0231 479-16825 8 
P88-80-78-53 ...................... p0160 479-14064 4 
P88-80-78-56-VOL-1 ................ p0293 479-17860 4 
P88-1ID-78-56-V0L-2 ................ p0293 879-17863 * 
P88-BD-78-56-VOL-3 ................ p0293 479-17864 8 
P88-RD-7 8-56-VOL-4 ................ p0293 479-17865 4 
FAA4D-78-56-VOL-5 ................ pC293 479-17866 * 
F88-ED-78-56-VOL-6 ................ p0293 479-17867 4 
V88-RD-78-56-VOL-7 ................ p0293 479-17868 $ 
FAA-BD-78-56-VOL-8 ................ p0293 879-17869 * 
P88-40-78-57 ...................... p0089 879-12050 * 
P88-80-78-58 ...................... p0707 479-32218 4 
P84-80-78-59 ...................... p0168 479-14247 8 
P88-40-78-60 ...................... p0240 879-17123 4 
P88-40-78-61 ...................... p0291 879-17841 4 
P88-40-78-63 ...................... p0161 879-14065 8 
FAA-R0-78-64 ...................... p0297 879-18156 * 
FAA-ED-78-65 ...................... p0713 879-33179 a 
P88-BD-78-67 ...................... p0174 479-15052*4 
P88-80-78-74 ...................... p0050 879-11562 I 
P88-010-78-77 ...................... p0294 479-17877 4 
P18-80-78-82 ...................... p0654 479-30190 8 
P88-40-78-85 ...................... p0089 879-12055 * 
P88-40-78-89 ...................... p0365 879-20115 * 
P88-80-78-91	 ...................... p0160 879-14059 4 
P18-80-78-94 ...................... p0180 879-15098 4 
P88-417-78-101 ..................... p0299 479-18799 * 
FAA-ED-78-104 ..................... p0294 879-17876 8 
P88-80-78-105 ..................... p0289 479-17825 4 
P88-80-78-109 ..................... p0481 879-23912*8 
P88-40-78-111 ..................... p0298 879-18475 8 
P88-80-78-113 ..................... p0175 879-15058 * 
P18-80-78-114 ..................... p0493 879-24974 8 
P8#-8D-78-117 ..................... p0235 479-16861 8 
P88-40-78-118 ..................... p0294 879-17870 4 
P88-80-78-119 ..................... p0230 879-16817 8 
P88-40-78-120 .................... p0229 879-16814 4 
FAA-RD-78-122 ..................... p0229 879-16815 * 
FAA-RD-78-127 ..................... p0231 879-16829 * 
P88-80-78-129 ..................... p0503 479-25545 * 
P48-80-78-132 ..................... p0232 479-16837 4 
P88-80-78-133 ..................... p0241 879-17229 8 
P88-R0-78-13 15-1 ................... p0494 879-24981 8 
P18-110-78-135 ..................... p0295 479-17966 $ 
P88-80-78-137 ..................... p0237 879-16880 4 
FAA-RD-78-138 ..................... p0237 879-16879 4 
FAA-ED-78-139 ..................... p0238 479-16932 * 
488-80-78-142 ...................... p0503 879-25544 8 
488-80-78-146 ..................... p0537 879-26016*8 
488-80-78-147 ..................... p0549 879-27119 4 
F#8-8D-78149 ..................... p0425 879-22116 4 
411-80-78-150 ..................... p0713 879-33180 8 
418-80-78-153 ..................... p0714 879-33181 *
488-80-78-155 ..................... p0232 879-16838 4 
481-80-78-157 ...................... p0549 879-27127 * 
FAA-8D-78-158 ..................... p0719 479-33222 4 
FAA-ED-79-3 ....................... p0588 879-28848 • 
P88-40-79-7 ....................... p0240 879-17078 8 
488-RD-79-11	 ...................... p0710 879-32418 * 
P88-80-79-13 ...................... p0549 879-27116 * 
481-40-79-18 ...................... p0670 479-31211 4 
P44-80-79-15 ...................... p0717 879-33208 4 
418-80-79-16 ...................... p0713 879-33178 8 
P88-80-79-19 ....................... p0714 879-33182 4 
488-40-79-23 ...................... p0670 879-31209 * 
488-80-79-28 ...................... p0673 879-31233 * 
P88-80-79-31	 ...................... p0714 879-33183 8 
P88-40-79-33-VOL-i ................ p0663 879-30959 * 
P8A-80-79-33-VOL-2 ................ p0663 879-30960 * 
448-110-79-58 ...................... p0710 479-32417 * 
488-40-79-59 ...................... p0705 879-32198 8 
P88-80-79-66 ...................... p0712 879-32969 * 
P88-40-79-75 ...................... p0714 879-33184 8 
P88-77-13 ......................... p0159 879-14034 8 
P88-77-26	 ......................... p0160 879-14061 * 
P88-78-5 .......................... p0158 879-14026 * 
POL-78-005 ........................ p0715 879-33193 4 
PPA— t8-80-1091	 .................... p0548 879-27110 4

P48 —TN-8U-1335:2 .................. p0548 479-27109 * 
PPAP-8-396 ........................ p0233 879-16845 * 
PP0L—TR-78-8 ...................... p0703 879-32183 8 
PJSRL—T8-78-0016 .................. p0489 879-24169 * 
FLOW—RR-127 ....................... p0548 879-27101 * 
FOA-C-20229-03 .................... p0240 879-17022 * 
408-C-20280-P9 .................... p0596 879-29248 * 
P8-9787 ........................... p0423 879-22102 4 
P8-11662 ..........................p0716 479-33204*4 
PSD-7411-78-05 ....................p0425 879-22114 * 
PTD-ID(BS)T-1775-78 ...............p0482 479-23928 4 
PTD-I0 (8S) T-1859-78 ...............p0482 879-23929 * 
PO4-44-1977 .......................p0549 479-27124 $ 
FZN-6817 ..........................pO382 879-21050 * 
G84C-4	 ............................p0232 879-16837 * 
GE816558.........................pOlOO 879-13015 4 
G84-16607	 .........................p0590 879-29150 * 
GPO-29-006	
........................p0166 879-14112 4 
GPO-29-661 ........................p0500 879-25038 8 
GPO-32-569 ........................p0651 879-30174 
040-34-912 .........................p0651 879-30168 
GPO-37-810 ........................p0592 879-29162 8 
040-43-457 ........................p0482 479-23925 * 
GP0-46134 ........................p0589 879-29105 * 
040-93-187 ........................pOl8l 479-15447 * 
HR!PT95-1053 ....................p0166 879-14112 * 
I1843	 .............................p0712 879-33159*8 
4-985	 ..............................p0104 879-13056*4 
81004	 .............................p0038 879-10068*4 
4-1015	 ............................p0102 879-13044*4 
8-1017	 ............................p0102 879-13045*4 
4-1022	 ............................p0652 479-30176*8 
4-1061	 ............................p0542 479-26057*8 
8-1064	 ............................p0649 879-30139*4 
8-1070 .............................p0435 879-23087*4 
8-1071	
............................p0033 879-10020*4 
4-1073	 ............................pO's87 819-23979*4 
4-1076	 ............................p0425 479-22113*4 
8-1077	 ............................p0095 879-12096*4 
4-1080	
............................p0166 879-14109*8 
8-1081	 ............................p0367 879-20134*8 
8-1086	 ............................p0376 479-20989*8 
4-1092	
............................p0546 879-27088*8 
88SC-95-86 ........................p0651 879-30174 
4-16
BEPORT/ICCBSSIO8 805888 INDEX 
HDL-CR-78-186-1	 . p0424 879-22107 8 
IIPLTN1-78	 . p0102 879-13042 8
88-78-31 .
	
.......................... p0038 879-10064 8 
88-78-149	 ......................... p0433 879-23069 8 
HONEYWELL-W0454881 ................ p0371 879-20348 8 
HONEYWELL-W0597-FE ................ p0104 879-13059 8 
HONETWELL-18S9C79 ................. p0495 879-24991 8 
OONETWELL-79S8C33 ................. p0672 879-31221*0 
HTL-K-WEST-D-1530 .................. p0428 879-22882 1 
800-4	 ............................. p0716 879-33201st 
ItT PAPER 78-99	 ................... p0016 879-11239 
lAP PAPER 78-213	 .................. p0016 879-11294 
IA?	 PAPER 79-35	 ................... p0691 879-53261 
IA?	 PAPER 79-2014	 .................. p0691 479-53355* 
ICA?-995	 .......................... p0295 879-18012 $ 
ICAP-i 059	 ......................... p0598 879-29544 * 
ICAP-1086	 ......................... p0598 879-29543 0 
ict-1100	 ......................... p0721 879-33498 * 
I?D-4-78	 .......................... p0550 879-27134 8 
IPD-5-78	 .......................... p0548 879-27107 * 
118-23	 ............................ p0548 879-27103 * 
118-35	 ............................ p0556 879-27184 * 
18-76-EG-18	 ....................... p0502 879-25310*0 
ING-101	 ........................... p0038 879-10071 $ 
18-1	 .............................. p0709 879-32288 0 
18-3	 .............................. p0238 879-16965 * 
18-13	 ............................. p0499 879-25029 a 
ISBR-0-11-471153-4 ................ p0703 879-32178 * 
ISSN-0-11-471160-7 ................ p8703 879-32179 0 
ISBN-0-309-02800-0 ................ p0368 879-20145 8 
ISBN-0-85679-214-4 ................ p0032 879-10016 
ISBN-0-85679-222-5 ................ p0090 879-12060 
ISBN-0-85679-242-X ................ p0378 879-21002 
ISBN-2-1170-0448-3 ................ p0444 879-23537 * 
ISBN-2-7170-0886	 .................. p0440 879-23118 8 
ISBR-2-7170-0487-4 ................ p01441 879-23124 0 
1S88-2-7170-0490-4 ................ p0440 879-23119 8 
ISBN-2-7170-0492-0 ................ p04140 879-23117 8 
ISBN-2-7170-0494-7 ................ p0440 879-23116 8 
1588-2-7170-0495-5 ................ p01137 879-23095 0 
ISBN-2-7170-0496-3 ................ p0441 879-23121 8 
ISBN-2-71700497-1 ................ p0441 879-23122 * 
ISBN-2-7170-0498-X ................ p04141 879-23123 * 
ISBN-2-71700021 ................ p0438 879-23104 0 
1588-2-7170-0509-9 ................ p0440 879-23120 * 
ISBN-3-7983-0597-8 ................. p0548 879-27103 4 
ISEN-3-798306400 ................ p0556 879-27184 0 
ISBN-92-835-0217-5 ................ p0031 879-10002 * 
ISBN-92-835-0218-3 ................ p0046 879-11056 * 
ISBN-92835-0222-1 ................ p0222 879-15973 0 
ISBN-92-835-0223-1 ................ p0175 879-15061 a 
ISBN-92-835-0225-6 ................ p0235 879-16864 8 
ISBR-92-835-0227-2 ................ p0442 879-23236 $ 
ISBN-92-835-0230-2 ................ p0413 879-21996 * 
ISBR-92-835-0232-9 ................ p0434 879-230711 4 
ISBN-92-835-0235-3 ................ p0551 879-27148 8 
1S88-92-835-0237-X ................ p0502 879-25412 0 
ISBN-92-8350238-8 ................ p0655. 879-30198 a 
ISB8-92-835-0239-6 ................ p0658 879-30218 # 
ISBN-92-835-1294-4 ................ p0372 879-20409 a 
ISBN-92-835-1297-9 ................ p0l06 879-13192 a 
ISBN-92-835-1299-5 ................ p0093 879-12080 4 
ISBN-92-835-1300-2 ................ pO087 879-12028 8 
ISBN-92-835-1302-9 ................ p0172 879-15036 0 
ISBN-92-835-13037 ................ p0353 879-20009 a 
ISEN-92-835-1304-5 ................ p0366 879-20127 0 
ISBN-92-835-1306-1 ................ p0361 879-20087 $ 
ISBN-92-835-1308-8 ................ p0367 879-20139 a 
ISBR-92-83513096 ................ p0367 879-20137 4 
ISBN-92835-1310X ................ p0496 879-24993 0 
ISBN-92-83513118 ................ p0367 879-20138 0 
ISBN-92-83513126 ................ pO362 879-20088 0 
ISBN-92-835-1314-2 ................ p0584 879-28181	 8
ISBN-92-835-1315-0 ................p0489 879-24202 * 
ISBN-92-835-1316-9 ................p0500 879-25037 a 
ISB9-92835-1319-3 ................p0484 879-23986 8 
ISBN-92-835-1320-7 ................pO4B9 879-23981 $ 
ISSN-92-835-1323-1 .................p0665 879-31159 8 
ISI-W-7958-02A-VOL-1 ..............p0579 879-28129 a 
ISI-W-7958-02B-VOL-2..............p0580 879-28130 1 
ISI-9-7958-02C ....................p0649 879-30141 $ 
ISI-W-7958-02D-VOL-4 ..............p0580 879-28131 a 
ISSN-0085-4301 ....................p0819 879-22069 8 
ISSN-0140-9751 ....................p0537 879-26010 0 
ISU-2RI-AMPS-79037 ................p0583 879-26060 0 
ITO-i	 .............................p0159 879-14036 8 
3P1-P08-79-28 .....................p0557 879-27321sa 
3PL-PUB-79-77 .....................p0701 879-32156*8 
3SC-11552, .........................p0502 879-25310*0 
.3TCG/AS-76-T-004 ..................p0101 879-13034 8 
.311050	 ............................p0105 879-13062 $ 
KA-TR-147 .........................p0836 879-23092 * 
8A-TR-153 .........................p0484 879-23951 a 
KU-P8L-399-1 ......................p0537 879-26018*8 
K0-PBL-417-10 .....................p0599 879-29958*a 
L-11442 ...........................p0499 819-25034*8 
1-11623 ...........................p0547 879-27098*0 
1-11641 ...........................pO228 879-16803*0 
L-11703 ...........................p0816 879-22037*0 
1-11836 ...........................p0221 879-15970*8 
1-11925 ............................p0152 879-14083*0 
1-12153 ...........................p0218 879-15938sa 
1-12155 ...........................p0428 879-22849*8 
1-12225 ...........................p0108 879-13821*8 
1-12232-VOL-i-PT-1 ................p0355 879-20030*8 
1-12268 ...........................p0287 879-17808*8 
1-12269 ...........................p0045 879-11039*8 
L-12273 ...........................p0166 879-14110*8 
1-12291 ...........................p0360 879-20071*0 
1-12295 ...........................p0162 879-14081*8 
L12328............................p0088 879-110714*0 
1-12339-PT-2 ......................pOO8O 879-10843*a 
1-12426 ...........................p0359 879-20062*8 
1-12481	 ...........................p0099 879-13002*0 
1-12483 ...........................p0299 879-18687*0 
1-12485 ...........................p0158 879-14023*8 
1-12491	 ...........................p0215 879-15902*1 
1- 12511	 ........................ 	 p0226 879-16641*a 
1-12518 ............................p0287 879-17809*0 
L-12519 ...........................p015? 879-14012*8 
1-12523 ...........................p0157 879-14013*0 
1-12550 ............................pO215 879-15903*a 
L-12552 ...........................pO228 879-16804*0 
1-12567 ...........................p0242 879-17264*8 
1-12570 ...........................p0158 879-14025*0 
L-12579 ...........................p0375 879-20832*8 
1-12591	 ...........................p0297 879-18284*8 
1-12622 ...........................pO416 879-22038*8 
1-12626 ...........................p0891 879-24773*0 
1-12632 ...........................p0538 879-26023*a 
1-12636 ...........................p0370 879-20344*a 
1-12651 ...........................p0588 879-28796*0 
1-12653-PT-1 ......................p0385 879-21422*0 
1-12653-PT-2 ......................p0387 879-21435*0 
1-12654 ...........................p0286 879-17806*0 
1-12673 ...........................p0649 879-30147*0 
1-12682 ...........................p0830 879-23012*0 
1-12727 ...........................p0430 879-23013*8 
L-12728 ...........................p0588 879-28614*a 
1-12776 ...........................p0492 n79-28961*a 
1-12777 ...........................p01417 879-22051*8 
1-12781 ...........................p0595 879-29195*0 
1-12784 ...........................p0538 879-26020*8 
1-12805 ...........................p0434 879-23080*8 
1-12810 ...........................p0538 879-26022*0 
1-12812 ............................p0435 879-23081*0. 
1-12842 ...........................p0718 879-33218*0 
1-12914 ...........................p0595 879-29199*0 
1-12973 ...........................p0479 879-23889*1 
1-12993 ...........................p0547 879-27099** 
1-13010 ...........................p0590 879-29146*a 
8-17 
REPORT/ACCESSION 108884 INDEX 
L-13026	 • 1O664 879-31151*8 
L-13036 ........................... p0671 879-31215*8 
1-13064	 ........................... p0713 879-33172*8 
L-13087 ........................... p0715 879-33189*8 
L-13088 ........................... p0672 879-31223*4 
L-13095	 ........................... p0592 1179-29171*4 
L-13108 ........................... p0712 879-33164*8 
Lc-78-10924 ....................... p0368 1479-20145 $ 
LCD-78-341	 ........................ p0426 879-22120 * 
LCD-79-407 ........................ p0712 879-33155 4 
LCD-79-409 ........................ p0701 879-32154 8 
LG77E80218 ........................ p0092 879-12071 4 
LG78ER240 ......................... p0588 1179-28620 * 
LG78840212 ........................ p0090 879-13001*8 
1.078240225 ........................ p0043 879-10998*8 
LG788B0226 ........................ p0043 1179-10999*8 
LG78280227 ........................ p0431 879-23020 * 
LG78E140237 ........................ p0227 1179-16648*8 
LG78E80261 ........................ p0598 879-29531 4 
LG78E110262-VOL-2 .................. p0428 879-22854 8 
1.078880265 ........................ p0289 879-17824*8 
LG78200266-VOL1 .................. p0289 1479-17822*8 
LG78!80267-VCL-2 .................. pO289 879-17823*8 
LG79890005 ........................ pO29l 879-17848*8 
LIDS-TH-928 ....................... p0654 879-30193*8 
LNSC-EBEC-TR-D568 ................. p0544 879-263748* 
LNSC-HR8C-TR-0496975 .............. p0159 879-14034 8 
LNSC-HREC-TP-D568181 .............. p0158 879-14026 4 
L!SC-HBEC-7R-D568208 .............. p0504 879-25567 8 
1.14-276 ............................ p0598 879-29543 8 
1.11-282 ............................ p0721 879-33498 * 
1.8-23683	 .......................... p0229 879-16814 8 
1.8-26752-1	 ........................ p0717 4479-33207*4 
1.8-27975-VOL-1 .................... p0285 879-17801*8 
1.9-28240 .......................... p0162 879-14084 4 
1.8-28461	 .......................... p0364 879-20105 * 
1.8-28499	 .......................... p0097 879-12207 4 
LR-28652-Pr-2 ..................... p0310 879-19418 8 
1.8-28667 .......................... p0541 879-26050 * 
1.8-28682 .......................... p0230 879-16817 8 
1.8-28776 .......................... p0668 879-31192*8 
1.8-28780 .......................... p0495 879-24989 8 
1.8-28869 .......................... p0549 879-27116 8 
1.8-29111	 ........................... p0718 879-33217*8 
LR-29177 .......................... p0722 879-33968*8 
LYC-77-65 ......................... p0039 879-10423*8 
L2C7925 ......................... p0711 879-32551*8 
M-VPAPB-T-76-1 .................... p0103 879-13052 8 
8-276 ............................. p0287 879-17810*8 
NAE-1422	 .......................... p0595 1179-29196*8 
8AN1023B ........................ p0313 879-198148* 
MAN-1037 .......................... p0712 879-32969 * 
888708-1442-0 ..................... p0151 479-20025 
MBB-UF-1444-0 ..................... p0151 479-20020 
8811-082-1322-0 .................... p0480 879-2390 14 * 
888-088-1349-0 .................... p0488 879-23980 * 
NBB-UPB-1352-0 .................... p0483 1179-23935 * 
888-088-1353-0 .................... p0483 879-23943 * 
NBB-U?E-1359-0 .................... p0483 879-23936 * 
888-088-1362-0 .................... p0483 879-23937 * 
NBB-UPE-1410-0 .................... p0495 879-24986 * 
NBB-UPE-1421-0 .................... p0493 879-24970 * 
NDC-44839 ......................... p0582 879-28168*8 
MDC-45425 ......................... p0653 879-30184 * 
NDC-65583 ......................... p0585 879-28238 * 
NDC-A5704 ......................... p0542 879-26056*8 
80CG7823 ......................... p0539 1179-26031 * 
MDC'-J7176 ......................... p0669 879-31201 11 
NDCJ7184 .......................... p0713 879-33173 5 
8880182-12 ........................ p0300 879-18914*4 
N2BADCON-2250 ..................... p0488 879-24158 *
89-79100018 ....................... p0674 979-31234 8 
?IPC-DA-780 ........................ pO718 879-33211 * 
NEC-DA-839 ........................ p0583 979-28178 5 
NEC-DA-865 ........................ p0720 1179-33338 8 
NTI-78T1166 ........................ p0037 879-10061*8 
819-7-3-527 ....................... p0583 979-28171 8 
818-78-49 .......................... p0094 879-12089 * 
8'TB-7904-VoL-2 .................... p0549 879-27118 8 
114-77-1142 ........................ p0360 979-20070*8 
94-78-4 ........................... p0231 f79-16827 $ 
914-78-604-VOL-1 ................... p0550 979-27131 * 
NA-78-604-VOL-2 .................... p0592 979-29173 * 
NA-78-604-VOL-3 ................... p0592 979-29174 * 
814-78-897 ......................... p0668 979-31193*8 
914-78-917 ......................... p0543 979-26176 8 
1114C142240 ........................ pO101 979-13039 * 
RADC-13920-2 ...................... p0303 1179-18972 5 
NADC-75287-60 ..................... p0175 979-15059 * 
NADC-76154-30 ..................... p0092 879-12073 11 
NADC-76220-60 ..................... p0165 1179-14104 * 
1IADC-76269-30 ..................... p0097 1179-12207 * 
NADC-77001-60 ..................... p0425 879-22114 * 
NADC-7705030 ..................... p0046 979-11051 11 
NLDC-77100-40 ..................... p0362 979-20092 $ 
NADc-77107-30-VOL-1 ............... p0159 1179-14038 8 
NADC-77107-30-VOL-2 ............... p0361 979-20084 5 
NADC-77109-30 ..................... p0585 879-28238 * 
NAOC-77123-30-VOL-1 ............... p0485 1179-23954 * 
9A0C-77123-30-VOL-2 ............... p0485 979-23955 * 
NADC-77183-30-APP-C ................ p0426 979-22215 11 
NADC-77197-60-PT--1 ................ p0673 979-31226 * 
NADC-77218-30 ..................... p0371 979-20358 $ 
NADC-77265-30 ..................... p0100 979-13015 * 
N14DC-77277-30 ..................... p0500 879-25041 * 
NADc-77306-20 ..................... p0105 979-13065 8 
91400-77326-60 ..................... p01495 879-24992 * 
NIDC-78033-60 ..................... p0654 979-30195 4 
8400-78074-60 ..................... p0663 979-31138 * 
NADC-78075-60 ..................... p0590 979-29150 * 
NADC-78089-60 ..................... p0235 979-16863 $ 
NADC-78191-60 ..................... p0102 879-13043 * 
8400-78213-60 ..................... p0540 979-26038 * 
NADC-78225-60 ..................... p0539 1179-26036 * 
91400-79012-60 ..................... p0495 879-24989 * 
NADC-79022-60 ..................... p0585 979-28245 $ 
81400-79023-20 ..................... p0501 879-25044 11 
8400-79027-20 ..................... p0440 979-23115 * 
N4DC-79041-30 ..................... p0489 979-24214 $ 
11ADC-79042-30 ..................... p01489 1179-24215 * 
NADC-79043-30 ..................... p0490 879-24229 8 
NADC-79044-30 ..................... p0490 879-24216 * 
NADC-79045-30 ..................... p0490 979-24217 * 
14ADC-79052-60 ..................... p0544 979-27014 * 
NAFC-GSED-120 ..................... p0085 979-12003 $ 
NAEC-TD-NISC-88 ................... p0673 879-31233 * 
NAEC-91-7917 ...................... p0161 879-14075 * 
NA8C-91-7927 ...................... p0238 979-16882 * 
NAEC-92-116 ....................... p0598 979-29532 * 
llA!C-92-127 ....................... p0039 879-10439 5 
848C92-128 ....................... p0168 979-14401 * 
8480-92-129 ....................... p0597 979-29344 * 
848C-911	 .......................... p0237 W79-16880.# 
NAL-TN-195 ........................ p0337 479-30377 * 
NAL-T8-323 ........................ p0337 479-30380 $ 
814L-TR-369 ........................ p0670 1179-31206*8 
NAL-Tl4-423 ........................pOO86 879-12017*8 
NAL-T8-532 ........................p0230 879-16821 * 
NAL-T14-533 ........................p0241 979-17261 * 
NAPCP89 .........................p0304 1179-18977*8 
NAPC-P8-11 ........................p0106 979-13183 * 
N14BFC-118WSN1-78 ...............p0161 1179-14077 8 
81488-C-118-WSM-1-78-SUPPL-1 .......p0582 879-28165 * 
NASA-CASE-ARC- 10977-1 .............p0487 879-239718* 
8-18
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NASA-CASE-AEC-11045-1	 . p0291 979-17847 
NASA-CASE-ARC-11158-1 	 . p0719 1179_33220*t 
NASA-CAS9-ARC-11257-1	 • p0713 N7933177*9 
NASA-CASE-RC-10092-1	 p0090 979-12061* 
19ASA-CAS9-FRC-11005-1 ............. p0995 979-24988*9 
116SA-CASE-F8C- 11007-2 ............. p0992 979-24959*9 
NASA-CAS!-PRC-11024-1 ............. p0285 979_17797** 
NASA-CASE-LAR-10135-1 ............. p0384 1479_21083* 
NASA-CASE-LAR-11797-1 ............. p0175 979-15057*9 
NASA-CASE-LAB-11868-2 ............. p0166 879..14108* 
NASA-CAS!-LAE-11900-1 ............. p0168 879-.14382* 
NASA-CASE-LA8-12149-2 ............. p0673 979-31228* 
WASA-CASE-LAE-12215-1 ............. p0937 N79-23097 
NASA-CASE--LAB-12261-1 ............. p0228 979-16805*9 
NASA-CASE-LAB-12268-1 ............. p0367 979-20136*9 
NASA-CASE-LAB-12275-1 ............. p0298 979-18296* 
NASA-CASE-LAE-12326-1 ............. p0287 979-17813*8 
NASA-CASE-LAB-12396-1 ............. p0992 979-24958*9 
NASA-CASE-LAE-12406-1 ............. p0499 N79_24980*t 
NASA-CASE-LA8-12562-1 ............. p0367 979-20135*0 
WASA-CASE-LEW-11890-1 ............. p0493 979-24976* 
NASA-CASE-L!W-12131-1 ............. p0298 979-18318* 
NASA-CASE-LEW-12232-1 ............. p0037 979-10057* 
NASA-CASE-LEN-12378-1 ............. p0169 979-14097* 
NASA-CASE-LEN-12389-3 ............. p0164 979-14096* 
NASA-CAS!-LEW-13050-1 ............. p0169 979-14095* 
NASA-CASE-MSC-12631-3 ............. p0385 979-21183*9 
NASA-CASE-NPO-140051 ............. p0375 979-20827* 
NASA-CASE-NPC-14361-1 ............. p0599 979-26253*9 
NASA-CASE-NPO-19597-1 ............. p0999 979-23931*8 
NASA-CP-2049 ...................... p0042 879-10992*8 
WAS A-CP-2045-VOL-1 -PT-i ........... p0355 879-20030*8 
NASA-CP-2052-PT-2 ................. p0090 979-10893*0 
NASA-CP-2065PT-1 ................. p0385 7179-21922*8 
NASA-CP-2065-PT2 ................. p0387 879-21 435*9 
NASA-CP-2066 ...................... p0379 979-21021*9 
NASA-CP-2067 ...................... p0221 979-15961*9 
NASA-CP-2078 ...................... p0996 1179-24994*0 
NASA-CP-2085-PT-1 ................. p0979 979-23889*9 
IIP.SA-CP-2086 ...................... p0981 879-23912*8 
NASA-CP-2087 ...................... p0997 879-25016*9 
W p SA-CP-2099 ...................... p0666 979-31166*9 
NASA-CR-2722 ...................... p0500 979-25039*9 
NASA-C9-2744 ...................... p0298 879-18320*9 
NASA-CR-2809 ...................... p0378 979-21001*9 
NASA-CE-2846-1 .................... p0669 979-31149*9 
NASA-CR-28462 .................... p0669 879-31195*9 
NASA-CR-2897 ...................... p0702 879-32169*9 
NASA-CR-2898 ...................... p0669 879-31147*9 
NASA-C9-2849 ...................... p0702 879-32163*9 
NASA-CB-2850 ...................... p0669 979-31148*8 
NASA-CR-2859 ...................... p0665 879-31155*8 
NASA-C11-2856 ...................... p0665 979-311 53*9 
8ASACR2860 ...................... p0665 879-31154*9 
WASA-CE-2917 ...................... p0651 979-30175*9 
NASA-CR2959 ...................... p0372 979-20397*9 
NASA-CR-2981 ...................... p0382 879-21094*9 
NASA-C113003 ...................... p0363 879-20109*9 
NASA-CE-3009 ...................... p0360 879-20072*9 
NASA-CR-3022 ...................... p0099 879-13006*9 
NASA-CE-3053 ...................... p0580 879-28143*9 
NASA-CE-3058 ...................... p0099 879-13005*9 
NASA-CR-3061 ...................... p0099 879-13004*9 
NASA-C11-3063 ...................... p0103 879-13047*8 
NASA-CR-3065 ...................... p0098 979-13001*9 
NASA-CR-3066 ...................... p0049 1179-11352*8 
NAS A-C93067 ...................... p0239 879-16853*8 
NASA-CE-3069 ...................... p0157 879-14016*9 
NASA-CR-3079 ...................... p0230 879-16824*9 
NASA-CR3080 ...................... p0423 879-22100*8 
NASA-C83082 ...................... p0416 979-22039*9 
NASA-C93083 ...................... p0287 879-17811*9 
NASA-CB-3089 ...................... p0937 879-23099*8 
NAS A-CR-3092 ...................... p0 1 17 879-22052*9 
NASA -CR-3094 ...................... p0287 879-17812*9 
NASA-CR-3091 ...................... p0649 879-30145*9 
NASACR-3098 ...................... p0712 979-33163*8 
NASA-C83099 ...................... p0665 879-31152*9 
NASA-CE-3101 ...................... p0664 879-31199*8 
NASA-CR3107 ...................... p0313 879-19819*8 
NASA-CR-3108 ...................... p0286 979-17807*9 
NASA-CR-3110 ...................... p0313 879-19815*9
89S9-CR-3113 ...................... p0984 7179-23948*8 
RASA-CB-3114 ...................... pO318 7179-21009*8 
NASA-CR-3117 ...................... p0917 979-22091*9 
11ASA-CR-3118 ...................... p0487 879-23978*9 
NASA-CR-3123 ...................... p0430 879-23016*8 
NASA-CE-3129 ...................... p0928 979-22706*8 
NASA-CB-3130 ...................... p0582 879-28168*9 
NASA-CE-3135 ...................... p0417 879-22040*8 
11ASA-CF-3190 ...................... pO482 979-23923*9 
NASA-C8-3191 ...................... p0717 879-33209*8 
14ASA-C17-3145 ...................... p0672 879-31222*0 
11ASA-CR-3152 ...................... p0503 979-25426*9 
NASA-CB-3154 ...................... p01182 879-23924*8 
NASA-C9-3159 ...................... p0676 879-31628*8 
NASA-CB-3167 ...................... p0654 879-30194*8 
NASA-CR-3168 ...................... p0671 979-31212*9 
NASA-CR-3173 ...................... p0676 979-31533*8 
WASA-CB-3178 ...................... p0668 879-31195*8 
NASA-C9-3184 ...................... p0712 879-33162*8 
NASA-CR-111888 .................... p0215 879-15904*8 
NASA-CP-132558 .................... p0717 979-33207*9 
NASA-CE-135372 .................... p0039 879-10923*8 
NASA-CR-135379 .................... p024l 879-17219*9 
NASA-CP-135384 .................... p0670 979-31207*9 
NASA-CF-135396 .................... p0093 879-12084*8 
17ASA-CR-135422 .................... p0099 879-12088*9 
NASA-CR-135449 .................... p0037 879-10061*8 
NASA-CR--149878 .................... p0298 979-18286*1 
WAS4-CR-194879 .................... p0091 979-12064*9 
NASA-CR-144881 .................... p0291 879-17849*9 
NASA-CR-144882 .................... p0599 979-27126*9 
84S8-C1l-144884 .................... p0668 1179-31192*9 
NASA-CR-144885 .................... p0668 879-31193*8 
NASA-CE-144886 .................... p0705 879-32197*9 
NASA-CR-145032 .................... p0218 979-15939*8 
NASA-CR-195070 .................... p0100 979-13026*9 
NASA-CB-195074 ..................... p0232 879-16839*9 
NASA-CE-145103 .................... p0232 879-16840*0 
NASA-C9-145128 .................... p0285 979-17798*9 
NASA-C9-145139 .................... p0033 879-10021*8 
fl9SA-CE-145274 .................... p0218 1179-15940*8 
NASA-CB-195350 .................... p0227 879-16801*0 
NASA-CE-145351 .................... p0180 879-15101*8 
NASA-CR-145368 .................... p0173 879-15045*8 
NASA-CB-150833 .................... p0035 979-10048*9 
NASA-CE-150834 .................... p0036 1179-10049*8 
NASA-CE-150835 .................... p0036 979-10050*8 
NASA-C8-150836 .................... p0036 1179-10051*9 
NASA-CR-150855 .................... p0091 979-12065*9 
NASA-CE-151905 .................... p0242 879-17262*8 
N&SA-C1l-151971 ..................... p0285 1179-17801*8 
NASA-CE-152074 .................... p0096 1179-12151*8 
NASA-CW-152120 .................... p0679 879-31354*8 
NASA-CB-152128 .................... p0033 1179-10025*8 
NASA-CE-152129 .................... p0039 979-10027*9 
NASA-CR-152130 .................... p0033 979-10024*8 
NASA-CB-152131 .................... p0033 1179-10026*9 
NASA-CR-152132 .................... p0039 879-10028*8 
NASA-CR-152138 .................... p0498 879-25024*8 
NASA-CE-152156 .................... p0418 1179-22062*9 
NASA-CE-152157 .................... p0418 879-22063*0 
?7ASA-C8-152158 .................... p0418 1179-22064*0 
NASA-CR-152184 .................... p0089 1179-12048*9 
IIASA-CB-152187 .................... p0035 1179-10038*0 
NASA-C11-152191 .................... p0 1118 879-22065*9 
NASA-CR-152200 .................... p0166 1179-14114*9 
NASA-CR-152208 .................... p0089 879-12054*8 
NASA-CE-152212 .................... p0549 N79-26374* 
NASA-C9-152238 .................... p0367 1179-20190*9 
NASA-CE-152239 .................... p0592 879-26056*8 
8ASA-C11-152241 .................... p0707 879-32219*8 
NASA-CR-152244 .................... p0363 1179-20099S9 
1IASA-CB-152248 .................... p0580 879-28142*9 
NASA-C8-152258 .................... p0419 1179-22076*8 
NASA-C1l-152261 .................... p0363 879-20103*0 
11ASA-CE-152263 .................... p0378 1179-21010*8 
NASA-CB-152264 .................... p0593 1179-26062*9 
11ASA-CE-152276 .................... p0538 979-26024*9 
NASA-CE-152286 .................... p0543 879-26067*9 
NASA-CB-152291 .................... p0649 879-30138*0 
NASA-CR-152307 .................... p0595 979-29196*9 
NASA-CB-157452 .................... p0599 879-29958*9 
NASA-CE-157629 .................... p0100 879-13018*8 
19ASA-CR-157691 ..................... p0174 879-15052*8 
NASA-C11-157792 .................... p0285 7179-17799*1 
NASA-CB-157892 .................... p0099 879-13009*0 
I1ASA-CB-157957 .................... p0100 879-13019*8 
11ASA-CR-158063 ..................... p0169 879-14997*8 
NASA-CW-158076 .................... pO2l8 979-5993*9 
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RASA-CE-158111	 . p0233 879-16851*8 
NASA-CR-158114 .................... p0230 879-16822*8 
NASA-CR-158127 .................... p0285 879-17800*8 
NASA-CR-158136 .................... p0286 879-17805*8 
NASA-CR-158244 ..................... p0303 879-18973*8 
NASA-CE-158349 .................... p0301 879-18917*. 
NASA-CR-158385 .................... p0370 879-20342*8 
NASA-CR-158390 .................... pOS94 879-29190*8 
NASA-CR-158439 .................... p0359 879-20065*8 
NASA-CE-158474 .................... p0380 879-21033*8 
NASA-C8-158480 .................... p0378 879-21011*8 
19ASA-CR-158488 .................... p0416 879-22036*8 
NASA-CE-158522 .................... p0421 879-22087*8 
NASA-CR-158661 .................... p0481 879-23921*8 
NASA-CR-158614 .................... p0499 879-25033*8 
NASA-CR-158711 .................... p0498 879-25019*8 
NASA-CE158717 .................... p0537 879-26013*8 
NASA-CE-158753 .................... p0537 879-26018*8 
NASA-CR-158773 .................... p0557 879-27321*8 
NASACR-158778 .................... pOS49 879-27125*8 
NASA-CR-158831 .................... p0368 879-20142*8 
NASA-CR-158838 .................... p0585 879-28232* 
WASA-CR-158840 .................... p0580 879-28136*8 
NASA-CR-158844 .................... p0589 879-28984*8 
NASA-CR- 158851 .................... p0S85 879-28235*8 
NASACR158871 .................... p0597 879-29354*8 
NASA-CR-158902-1 .................. p0369 879-20189*8 
NASA-CR-158902-2 .................. p0369 879-20190*8 
NASA-CR-158905 .................... p0364 879-20112*8 
NASA-CR-158906 .................... p0043 879-10998*8 
NASA-CE158907 ..................... p0043 879-10999*8 
NASAC9-158913 .................... p0494 879-24978*8 
8ASACR158915 .................... pO289 879-17822*8 
NASA-CR-158916 .................... p0289 879-17823*8 
NASA-C8-158922 .................... pOO9l 879-12066*8 
NASA-CE-158936 .................... p0035 879-10047*8 
NASA-CR-158937 .................... p0377 879-21000*8 
NASA-CR-158938 .................... p0541 879-26046*8 
NASA-CR-158939 .................... pO29l 879-17848*8 
NASA-CR-158948 .................... p0171 879-15025*8 
NASA-CE-158953 .................... p0093 879-12081*8 
RSA-CR-158957 .................... p0286 879-17803*8 
NASA-CR-158959 .................... p0289 879-17824*8 
NASACR158965 .................... p0166 879-14113*8 
NASA-CR-158969 .................... p0241 879-17252*0 
NASA-CE-158973 .................... pOlC8 879-13819*8 
NASA-CH-158974 .................... p0104 879-13055*8 
NASA-C8-158976 .................... p0218 879-15942*8 
NASA-CR-158978 .................... p0227 879-16648*8 
NASA-CR-158979 .................... p0360 879-20070*8 
NASA-CE-158981 .................... p0651 879-30165*8 
NASA-CR-158985 ..................... p0161 879-14079*8 
NASA-CR-158989 .................... p0295 879-18074*8 
NASA-CR-158990 .................... p0218 879-15941*8 
NASA-CR-158991 .................... p0295 879-18057*8 
NASA-CH- 158994 .................... p0291 879-17850*8 
NASA-CR-158998 .................... p0382 879-21043*8 
NASA-CR-159002 ..................... p0540 879-26045*8 
NASA-U-159006 .................... p0292 879-17852*8 
NASA-CR-159017 .................... p0378 879-21005*8 
NASACR-159019 .................... p0367 879-20133*8 
NASA-CR- 159020 .................... p0375 N79-20769*8 
NASA-CR-159022 .................... p0419 879-22068*8 
NASA-CR-159026 .................... p0375 879-20787*8 
NASA-CR-159027 .................... p0586 879-28419*8 
NASA-CR-159033 .................... p0432 879-23064*8 
NASA-CR-159045 .................... p0676 879-31624*8 
NASA-CR-159047 .................... pO5OZI 879-25843*, 
NASA-CE-159050 .................... p0546 879-27087*8 
NASA-CR-159051 .................... p0417 879-22046*8 
NASA-CR- 159052 .................... p0672 879-31221*8 
NASA-CR-159058 .................... p0439 879-23114*8 
NASA-CH-159067 .................... p0543 879-26063*0 
NASA-CR-159071 ..................... p0557 879-27246*8 
NASACR159075 .................... p0556 879-27185*8 
NASA-CE-159089 .................... p0580 879-28134*8 
NASA-CB-159099 .................... p0599 879-29957*8 
NASA-C8-159100 .................... p0666 879-31164*8 
NASA-CR-159118 .................... p0677 879-32054*8 
NASA-CR-159120 .................... p0663 879-31143*8 
NASA-CR-159125 .................... p0701 879-32157*0 
NASA-cR-159138 .................... p0722 879-33968*8 
NASA-CR-159148 .................... p0718 879-33217*8 
NASA-CR-159409 .................... p0037 879-10058*8 
NASA-CR-159416 .................... p0369 879-20222*8 
NASA-CR-159434 .................... p0174 879-15053*8 
NASA-CR-159441-VOL-2 .............. p0049 879-11409*8 
NASACR-159449 .................... p0365 879-20116*, 
NASA-CR159450 .................... p0384 879-21074*,
P0103 879-13050*0 
p0094 879-12087*8 
P0103 879-13048*, 
p0292 879-17858*, 
p0304 879-18977*8 
p0309 979-19414*8 
P0173 879-15046*8 
P0307 879-19314*1 
P0654 879-30189*1 
P0233 879-16850*, 
p0304 879-18976*, 
P0653 879-30185*, 
P0653 879-30186*8 
p0435 879-23084*8 
PO498 979-25020*, 
P0384 879-21076*, 
PO435 879-23085*8 
P0383 879-21073*8 
P0717 879-33205*8 
pQ489 579-24172*8 
PO483 979-23940*8 
p0497 879-25018*8 
p0542 879-26055*8 
PO497 979-25017*1 
p0597 879-29355*8 
p0595 979-29191*8 
P0711 879-32551*, 
D0586 879-28456*8 
p0594 879-29189*, 
p0558 879-27933*1 
p0717 879-33205*, 
p0707 879-32211*8 
p0716 879-33204*8 
p0670 879-31208*. 
p0306 879-19112*8 
p0359 879-20068*8 
p0368 879-20174*1 
p0654 879-30193*8 
p0701 879-32156*8 
p0107 #79-32210*, 
p0718 879-33216*1 
NASA-RP-1028 ...................... p0368 879-20166*8 
NASA-RP-1042 ...................... pO6i9 819-30139*1 
NASA-RP-1043 ...................... p0715 879-33191*8 
NASA-TM-X73250 .................... p0712 879-33159*8 
NASA-TN-X-72843 ................... p0098 879-13000*8 
NASA-TN-X-73239 ................... p0286 879-17804*8 
NASA-TN-X-74018 ................... p0492 879-24960*1 
p0033 1179-10020*t 
p0095 879-12096*8 
p0435 879-23087*8 
p0166 879-14109*1 
p0487 879-23979*8 
p0376 879-20989*8 
p0367 879-20134*1 
p0546 879-27088*8 
p0672 879-31220*8 
p0590 879-29144*8 
p0297 879-18284*8 
p0663 879-31136*1 
p0086 879-12017*8 
p0363 879-20102*8 
p0300 879-18914*8 
p0370 879-20264*8 
p0670 879-31206*8 
p0665 879-31163*8 
p0673 879-31230*8 
p0038 879-10066*8 
p0090 979- 12062*8 
p0090 979-12063*1 
p0504 879-25662*8 
p0086 879-12021*8 
p0285 879-17796*8 
p0157 879-14011*8 
p0158 879-14024*8 
p0098 879-12585*1 
p0428 879-22957* 
p0035 879-10045*8 
p0086 879-12018*8 
pOO87 879-12029*1 
p0036 879-10054*8 
p0086 879-12019*1 
p0170 R79-15014** 
p0158 879-14022*8 
p0181 879-15187*8 
p0301 879-18916*8 
NASA-CP.-159454 
NASA-CR-159455 
NASA-CE-159459 
NASA-CE-159462 
NASA-CR-159474 
NASA-CE-159478 
NASA-CR-159481 
NASA-CR-159486 
NASA-CR-159487 
14ASA-CR-159488 
NASA-C8-159505 
NASA-CR-159515 
NASA-CR-159516 
NASA-CE-159539 
NASA-CR-159545 
NASA-CE-159551 
NASA-CE-159555 
NASA-CE-159558 
NASA-CR-159568 
NASA-CE-159568 
NASA-CR-159569 
NASA-CR-159574 
OIASA-CR-159596 
NASA-C8-159603 
NASA-CR-159615 
NASA-CR-159618 
NASA-CP-159622 
NASA-CR-159623 
.NASA-CP-159624 
NASA-CB-159628 
NASA-CR-159641 
NASA-CR-159647 
NASA-CR-159655 
NASA-CR-159661 
NASA-CP-160119 
NASA-CR-160146 
NASA-CR-161194 
NASA-CR-162140 
NASA-CB-162299 
NASA-CE-162312 
NASA-CR-162351 
NASA-TN-72856 
NASA-T8-72858 
NASA-TN-72859 
NASA-TN-72860 
8858-78-72861 
RASA-TM-72862 
NASA-T8-72863 
NASA-TM-72865 
NASA-T8-72867 
NASA-T!I-73236 
RASAm!74095 
NASA-T0-75238 
NASA-TN-75339 
NASA-TN-15373 
NASA-TM-75317 
NASA-TN-75395 
NASA-T8-75430 
NASA-TN-75464 
NASA-TM-75501 
NASA-T8-75581 
8858-18-75585 
NASA-TN-75586 
NASA-TN-78229 
NASA-T!-78441 
NASA-r8-78487 
NASA-TN-78502 
NASA-TN-78503 
NASA-T!-78506 
NASA-1N-78514 
NASA-TN-78518 
NASA-TN-78520 
NASA-TM-78523 
NASA-T8-78527 
NASA-TN-78539 
NASA-TN-78540 
NASA-TM-78543 
NASA-T8-78550 
NSA-TN-78 557 
3-20
REPOBI/ACCESSION DUMBER INDEX 
NASA-TM-78559 
NASA-TN- 78560 
NASA-TM-78561 
N AS A-T N- 78565 
NASA-TM-78566 
NASA-TN-78571 
N AS A -TN- 78575 
NASA-TN-78581 
NASA-T8-78587 
NASA-TN-78589 
NASA-TM-78594 
HAS A-TN-785 95 
NASA-TN- 78596 
NASA-TM-78599 
NASA-TN-78601 
N AS A-T 8-7 86 03 
NASA-TN-78606 
NASA-TN-78611 
NASA-TN-78621 
NASA-TM-78642 
NASA-TN-78690 
NASA-TM-78715 
NASA-TN-78723 
NASA-TN-78732 
NASA-TN-78739 
NASA-TM-78743 
HAS A-I 8-7875 9 
NASA-TN-78764 
HASA-T9-78768 
NASA-TI-78771 
NASA-TN-78773 
HAS A-TN-78786 
NASA-IN-78790 
NASA-TN- 787 9 2 
N AS 8-19- 78793 
NASA-IN-78800 
NASA -T N- 78802 
N AS A -TN- 78806 
NASA-TN-78809 
HASA-TN-78818 
HAS A-TN- 78819 
HAS A-TN- 78823 
NASA-TM-78947 
NASA-TN- 78956 
NASA-TN-78963 
14ASA-TN-78970 
NASA-TM-78991 
NASA-TN-78993 
NASA-TN-78998 
HASA-T8-79001 
NASA-TM-79003 
NASA-TN-79013 
NASA-TM-79015 
NASA-TN-79022 
NASA-TN-79025 
N AS A-T 8-7 9 03 1 
NASA-T8-79035 
NASA-TN-79041 
NASA-TN-79047 
NASA-TN-79051 
NASA-TM-79053 
HAS A-TN-79054 
NASA-TN-79055 
HAS A-TN- 79056 
NASA-T879059 
NASA-TN-79060 
HAS A-T 8- 79 066 
NASA-'N-79069 
NASA-TM-79071 
NASA-TN-79072 
NASA-TM-79073 
NASA-TM-79074 
NASA-TN-79075 
NASA-TM-79076 
HAS A-T8-79078 
NASA-TM-79079 
NASA-TN-79082 
NASA-TN- 79085 
HASAT8-79088 
NASA-TN-79089 
HASATN79094 
NASA-TN-79095 
HAS A-TN-79100 
NASA-TN-79116 
NASATN-79121 
HAS A -TN-7 9123 
HAS A-TN-79l 24 
NASA -TN-79 133 
NASA-TM-79134
....p0551 H79_27136*l 
....p0416 1179_22035*t 
....p0302 N79_18960*1 
....p036'! H79-20111t 
....p0547 1119_27100*0 
....p0'!31 H7923098** 
....p0487 H79_23977** 
....p0359 N79_20061** 
p0498 1179_25021*t 
....H79_33167*# 
....p0708 H79_32265*$ 
....pO3i H79-26009# 
....p0539 1179_26035** 
....p0537 1179-26017*8 
....p0703 1179_32185*# 
....p0649 1179_30143*8 
....p0551 H79_27138*8 
....p0706 1179-32205*8 
....p0663 1179-31137*8 
....p0359 1179-20063*8 
....p0228 1179-16802*8 
....p0292 H79_17851*4 
.....pOO97 1179-12156*8 
....p0388 1179-21868*8 
....p0580 1179-28138*8 
....p0162 1;79-18080*# 
..p0048 1179-11074*8 
....p0359 H79-20062*t 
....p0162 1179-14081*8 
....p0045 H79-11039*# 
....p0044 1179-11013*8 
...... p0157 1179-14012*8 
....p0157 1179-14013*8 
....p0158 N79_14025*8 
....p0663 1179-31141*8 
....p0105 H79_13061** 
....p0108 1179-13820*8 
....p0173 1179-15044*8 
....p0157 1179-14015*8 
....pO4i9 1179-23888*8 
....p0227 1479-16649*t 
....p0292 1179-17854*8 
p0033 1179-10023*8 
....p0103 1179-13049*8 
.....90049 1479_11433** 
.....pOO I45 1179-11043*8 
.....p0043 1179-11001*8 
.....p0292 1179-17859*8 
.....p0086 1179-12016*8 
.....p0043 1179-11000*8 
.....p0097 H79-12204*# 
.....p011'! 1179-15051*8 
.....p0181 1179-15199*8 
.....p0097 1179-12223*8 
.....p0085 1179-12015*8 
.....p009'! N79_12086** 
.....p0238 H79-16930*# 
.....p009'! 1179-12085*8 
.....p0093 1179-12083*8 
.....p0086 1179_12020*I 
.....p017'! 1179150148*8 
.....p0174 1179-15050*8 
.....p0169 N79-14998** 
.....p0169 1179-14999*8 
p017'! H79-15049*t 
.....p0170 1179-15013*8 
.....p0226 1179-16300*8 
.....p0220 1179-15957*8 
.....p0220 1179-15959*8 
.....p0221 1179-15969*8 
.....p0233 H79-16849** 
.....p0220 1179-15960*8 
.....p0220 1179-15958*8 
.....p0370 1179-20265*8 
...p0371 1179-20390*8 
.....p0227 1179-16645*8 
.....p0227 1179-16647*8 
.....p02'!2 1179-17263*8 
.....p0369 1179-20180*8 
.....p0365 1179-20114*8 
.....p0369 1179-20187*8 
.....p0375 H79-20830*# 
.....pO3S3 1179-20008*8 
.....p0365 1179-20118*8 
.....p037'! H79-20528*t 
.....p0486 1179-23968*8 
.....p0359 1179-20069*8 
.....p0372 1179-20398*8 
.....p0486 1179-23969*8
NASA-TN-79136 
14ASA-91M-79145 
NASA-TM-79 148 
HASA-TN-79 150 
NASA-TA-79154 
NASA-TH-79157 
NASA-TM-79167 
NASA-TH-79168 
NASA-TM-79176 
NASA-TN-79178 
11858-18-79183 
NASA-TN-79185 
HASA-T3-79196 
NASA-TN-79204 
HASA-TN-79208 
NASA-TM-79211 
HASA-TN-79218 
NASA-TN-79221 
RASA-TN-79231 
19ASA-TN-79237 
NASA-TM-79239 
NASA-T8-79254 
HASA-TN-79267 
14ASA-TN-79 292 
HASA-T8-80039 
NASA-TM-80043 
NASA-TN-80045 
NLSA-TN-80051 
NASA-TM-80052 
NASA-TM-80053 
NASA-TM-80054 
31ASA-T9-80055 
NASA-TN-80057 
NASA-TN-80059 
HASA-T8-80060 
HASA-TN-80061 
NASA-TM-80066 
HASA-TN-80068 
NASA-TN-80069 
HASA-TM-80074 
HASA-T!-80075 
IIASA-TN-80081 
NASA-TN-80083 
HASA-TN-80084 
14ASA-TN-80085 
NASA-T8-80089 
14ASA-TN-80090• 
NASA-TM-80092 
NASA-I8-80094 
HASA-IN-80097-VOL-1 
NASA-T8-80098 
NASA-TN-80102 
HASA-TN-80104 
NASA-TN-80105 
HASA-TN-80109 
NASA-T8-80112 
NASA-TN-80113 
HASA-TM-80118 
19ASA-TN-80120 
NASA-T8-80123 
14ASA-TH-80127 
NASA-TM-80132 
HASA-TN-80133 
HASA-TN-80141 
NASA-T8-80142 
NASA-T8-80148 
NASA-TN-80155 
HASA-T8-80445 
NASA-TN-80474 
!1ASA-TN-80481 
NASA-TN-80510 
NASA-T8-80541 
HASA-TP-1083 
NASA-TP-1221 
HASA-TP-1222 
HASA-TP-1266 
HASA-TP-1278 
NASA-TP-1285 
14ASA-TP-1290 
!IASA-TP-1299 
NASA-TP-1301 
NASA-TP-1303 
14ASA-TP-1306 
NASA-TP-1322 
HASA-TP-132'! 
HASA-1P-1325 
HASA-TP- 1332 
11ASA-TP-1335
p0486 1179-23963*f 
p0442 879-23257*8 
p0486 H79-23964*t 
p0491 H79-23911** 
p0486 979-23965*8 
p0486 N79-23966*# 
p050'! N79-25840S1 
p050'! 979-25841*8 
p0546 879-27093*8 
p0596 H79-29292*# 
PO497 N79-2501*$ 
p0490 1179-24350** 
p0551 N79-27140*l 
p0551 979-27141*8 
pOSSB N79-27930* 
p0590 979-29143*8 
p0581 H79-28146* 
p0599 N79-29938*8 
p0719 H79-33336*# 
p0653 H79-30187** 
p0667 H79-31185*# 
p0670 N79-31210*t 
p0892 H79-30188** 
p0721 H79-33477** 
p0291 H79-178438 
p0388 479-21869** 
p0558 1479-27772*8 
p0537 979-26015*8 
p0363 N79-20101* 
p0299 N79-18686*# 
p0363 N79-20100** 
p0538 N79-26023** 
p0649 979-30147*8 
pOS'!'! H79-26881* 
p0362 N79-20089*# 
p0417 979-22051*1 
p0504 H79_25844** 
p0499 979-25034*# 
p0434 979-23080*8 
p0417 1479-22061*# 
p0423 979-22101*8 
p0385 979-21097*8 
p0547 979-27095*8 
p0445 979-23754*8 
p0543 H79-26064*# 
pOS'!'! H7926810*# 
90428 1479-22783*1 
p0547 979-27098*1 
p0589 l479-28982# 
p0547 N79-27099# 
p0542 979-26052*8 
p0713 H79-33172** 
p0492 N79-24956*8 
p0547 N79_27096** 
p0558 979-27931*8 
p0547 979-27097*8 
p0491 1179-24955*8 
p0558 H79-27932** 
p0589 N79-29141*$ 
p0701 H79-32159*1 
p0546 979-27086*8 
p0664 H79-31151*t 
p0581 879-28158*8 
p0611 H79-31215*# 
p0701 979-32158*8 
p0667 H79-31186*1 
p0711 1179-32637*1 
p0502 H79-25310** 
p0537 H79-26016** 
p0589 1179-29108*1 
p0651 H79-30113*# 
p0491 N79-24951*t 
p0583 H19_28176*$ 
p0104 979-13057*1 
p0294 1179-17872*8 
p0157 1479-14019*8 
p0583 979-28117*8 
p0162 H79-14083*1 
p0228 1479-16803** 
p0033 H79-10022*t 
p0428 1179-22849*1 
p0218 N79_15938*# 
p0360 979-20071*1 
p0102 N79-13046*1 
p0157 1179-14018*8 
p0108 H79-13821** 
p0166 H79_14110*I 
p0299 1179-18687*8 
8-21
8EPOBT/ACCBSS ION RUBBER INDEX 
NASA-TP-1338	 p0037 879-10060*4 
NASA-TP-1345	 p0099 879-13003*4 
NASA-TP-1350	 p0038 879-10068*4 
NASA-'rP-1351 	 p0099 879-13002*4 
NASA-TP-1352	 pO287 879-17808*4 
NASA-TP-1353 ...................... p0287 879-17809*4 
NASA-TP-1355 ...................... p0215 879-15902*4 
NASA-IP- 1356 ...................... p0370' 879-20344*4 
NASA-TP-1358 ...................... p0158 879-14023*4 
NASA-TP-1365 ...................... p0162 879-14082*4 
NASA-TP-1366 ...................... p0226 879-16641*4 
NASA-TP-1367 ....................... p0242 879-17264*4 
NASA-TP-1368 ...................... p0104 879-13056*4 
NASA-TP-1370 ...................... p0300 879-18915*4 
RASA-TP-1372 ...................... pOlO2 879-13045*4 
NASA-TP-1373 ...................... p0102 879-130144*4 
NASA-TP-1375 ...................... p0215 879-15903** 
NASA-TP-1380 ...................... p0169 879-14996*4 
NASA-TP-1384 ...................... pO287 879-17810*4 
NASA-TP-1386 ...................... p0375 879-20832*4 
NASA-TP-1393 ...................... p0164 N79-18099*a 
NASA-'rP-1396 ...................... p0416 879-22037*4 
NASA-TP-1397 ....................... p0221 879-15970*4 
NASA-TP-1400 ...................... p0228 879-16804*4 
NASA-TP-1406 ...................... p0286 879-17806*4 
NSA-TP-1409 ...................... p0234 879-16852*4 
NASA-TP-1419 ...................... p0416 879-22038*4 
NASA-TP-1423 ...................... p0430 879-23012*a 
NASA-TP-1425 ...................... p0498 879-25023*4 
NASA-TP-1427 ...................... p0430 879-23013*4 
NASA-TP-1430 ...................... p0491 879-24773*4 
NASA-TP-1433 ...................... p0588 879-28796*4 
NASA-TP-1434 ...................... p0538 879-26020*4 
NASA-TP-1435 ...................... p0652 879-30176*4 
NASA-TP-1436 ...................... p0595 879-29195*4 
NASA-TP-1438 ...................... p0427 879-22518*4 
NASATP-1452 ...................... p0423 879-22099*4 
NASA-TP-1453 ....................... p0492 879-24961*4 
NASA-TP-1 4 59 ...................... p0425 879-22113*4 
NASA-TP-1463 ...................... p0435 879-23086*4 
NASA-TP-1467 ...................... p0435 879-23081*4 
NASA-TP-1468 ...................... p0538 879-26022*4 
NASA-1P-1470 ...................... p0430 1479-23008*4 
NASA-TP-1471 ...................... p0588 879-28614*4 
NASA-TP-1473 ...................... p0595 879-29199*4 
NASA-TP-1475 ...................... p0498 879-25022*4 
NASA-TP- 1482 ...................... p0542 879-26057*4 
NASA-TP-1483 ...................... p0654 879-30191*4 
NASA-TP-1493 ...................... p0551 1479-271143*4 
NASA-Tp-1494 ...................... p0555 879-27182*4 
NASA-TP-1495 ...................... p0592 4479-29171*4 
NASATP1499 ...................... p0716 879-33201*4 
NASA-TP-1502 ...................... p0671 879-31213*4 
NASA-'rP-1503 ...................... p0590 879-29146*4 
NASA-TP-1508 ...................... p0672 1479-31223*4 
NASA-TP-1510 ...................... p0671 879-31214*4 
NASA-TP-1519 ...................... p0718 879-33218*4 
NASA-TP-1520 ...................... p0715 879-33189*4 
NASA-TP-1523 ...................... p0717 879-33210*4 
NASA-TP-1533 ...................... p0712 879-33164*4 
NASA-TT-F-765 ..................... p0480 879-23908*4 
NATC-T8-78-1-RR ................... p0105 879-13063 4 
NATC-TM-78-5-SA ................... p0092 879-12076 a 
NATC-T8-79-1-S! ................... p0595 879-29193 * 
NAVTNAEQUIPC-Ifl-298 ............... p0500 879-25042 * 
NAVTRAEQUIPC-76--C-0048-1 ......... . p0445 879-23683 * 
NBS-TN-989 ........................ p0674 879-31237 a 
8CAB/TN-130-STR ................... p0722 879-33759 1 
NCAB/TN-132ST8 ................... p0722 879-33758 4 
NCSU/EDC-786 ..................... p0436 879-23089 a 
NCSU/EDC-79-1 ..................... p0671 879-31216 4 
8088-71	 ........................... p0419 879-22069 a 
BB-BT-78004 ....................... p0366 879-20126 4 
8E1RTR153 ....................... p0034 879-10030 I 
NBNP-77009U ............. . ...... p02l6 879-15916 a 
8L8-MP-77016-U .................... p0232 879-16835 * 
NLR-NP-770230 .................... p0709 879-32344 1 
NL88P770280 ..................... p0229 879-16812 a
NL14-NP-77028-0	 p0704 879-32191 4 
NLE-NP-770 31-U	 P0239 879-16967 a 
NLB-NP-77036-U	 P0242 V79-17304 4 
NLB-NP-77040-U	 p0239 1179-16968 
14L14-8P-78001-U	 p0235 879-16860 4 
SLR-NP-78004-13	 P0233 879-16847 a 
NLB-NP-780 12-U	 p0175 879-15061 4 
NL14-!P-780 15-U	 P0711 879-32596 4 
1ILB-NP-780 16-U	 p0703 879-32180 * 
8LR-NP-780 19-0	 p0707 879-32214 $ 
NLB-NP-7 8022-U	 P0711 879-32597 1 
NLP-Np-78027-9	 P0709 879-32283 4 
N1.14-MP-78030-U 	 p0704 879-32193 1 
NLB-NP-78032-U	 P0706 879-32204 * 
8L8-MP-78035-U	 P0660 879-30240 a 
NLB-NP-79006-U	 p0387 879-21448 a 
8L8TB-75080U .................... p0242 879-17269 4 
NLB-TR-760747U ..................... p0238 879-16965 4 
NLB-TR-76104-U .................... p0295 879-18012 a 
8LB-tB-77005-U .................... p0550 879-27135 * 
NLE-TR-77009-U .................... p0702 879-32175 4 
NLN-TR-77027-U .................... p0294 879-17875 4 
8LF-TB-77039-U ' ....................p0708 879-32281 4 
NLE-TR-77062-U .................... p0711 879-32594 * 
NLB-T8-77066-U .................... p0702 879-32176 4 
NLR-TR-77078-U ..................... p0704 879-32192 4-
NLB-TR-77081-U .................... p0703 879-32177 a 
FIR-TR-77095-U ..................... p0388 879-21449 # 
NLB-TR-77103-U .................... p0709 879-32350 4 
NL8TR771150 .................... p0709 879-32287 a 
llLN-TB-77122-U .................... p0709 879-32288 4 
NLE-'rB-78002-9 .................... p0242 879-17270 * 
NLB-TR-78071-U .................... p0387 879-21447 * 
8L8-TB-78073-U .................... p0707 879-32216 4 
BLE-TN-78135-U .................... p0703 879-32181 1 
NOAA-T8-EPL-RFC-2 ................. p0706 879-32208 4 
BOAR-TI-EEL-EPC-4 ................. p0722 H79-33901 * 
8048-79041204 ..................... p0706 879-32208 4 
8088-79083003 ..................... p0722 879-33901 1 
804-77-06-VOL-1 ................... p0306 879-19008 1 
N0B-77-06-VOL-2 ................... p0306 879-19009 a 
808-78-58 ......................... p0033 879-10024*4 
805-78-69-VOL-1 ................... p0650 879-30148 * 
808-78-69-VOL-2 .................... p0650 879-30149 a 
808-78-176 ........................ p0298 879- 18286*4 
808-78-185 ........................ p0721 879-33480 1 
8OSC/TE-272 ....................... p0168 879-14294 a 
8OSC/TB-274 ....................... p0109 879-13861 a 
NOSC/TR-283 ....................... p0832 879-23063 1 
8OSC/T8-340 ,
 .......................p0370 879-20303 4 
N09C/T8-390 ....................... p0559 879-27978 4 
19PL-DNACS-11f78 ................... p0541 879-26051 4 
NPRDC-T8-79-19 .................... p0701 879-32153 * 
8PS55-78-013 ...................... p0593 879-29176 $ 
N8S67-78-005 ...................... p0551 879-271144 $ 
N8S67-78-009 ...................... p0384 879-21080 * 
NR8C-1238-6-V0L-1 ................. p0293 879-17860 * 
88!C-1238-7-VOL-2 ................. p0293 879-17863 4 
NEEC-1238-8-VOL-3 ................. p0293 879-17864 4 
NPEC-1238-9-VOL-4 ................. p0293 879-17865 4 
88!C-1238-10-VCL-5 ................ p0293 879-17866 4 
NBEC-1238-11-VOL-6 ................ p0293 879-17867 4 
8BEC-1238-12-VOL-7 ................ p0293 879-17868 1 
888C-1238-13-VOL-8 ................ p0293 879-17869 * 
NRL-M113874 ....................... p0305 879-19004 * 
NRLNR-3876 ....................... p0304 879-18974 $ 
NRL-MR-3904 ....................... p0505 879-25855 4 
NBL-11R-4005 ....................... p0661 879-30332 a 
88L-TR-76103-U .................... p0238 879-16966 4 
8PL-R-78064-U .................... p0598 879-29544 4 
NNL-6180-157-E,3J-83S .............. p0105 879-13064*4 
NRL-6180-376-KDL-PWW-8JS ......... . p0306 879-19122 4 
-WRL-8202 .......................... p0365 1179-20119 1 
NNL8276 .......................... p0384 879-21079 1 
8878H21	 .......................... p0175 879-15055 * 
88788-36 .......................... p0175 1179-15059 a 
B-22
BEPOBT/ACCEZSIOI RUBBER 18DB! 
88788-91	 • p0365 879-20122 4 
88788-92	 • p0371 879-20358 4 
11R788126	 ......................... p0654 879-30195 4 
N8798-12-VOL-2 .................... p0580 1479-.281142*4 
NSF/RA-780240 ..................... p02l7 1479-15927 * 
19SF/RA-780241	 ..................... p0217 879-15928 8 
NSWC/DL-TR-3823 ................... p0364 1479-20106 4 
NSWC/DL-TP.-3830 ................... O034 879-10030 * 
NSWC/DL-TR-3844 ................... p04l9 879-22074 8 
NSWC/wOLprll-76-69 ................. p0107 879-13233 8 
NSWC/WOL/T8-78-125 ................ p0239 879-16989 
NSWC/WOL/T8-78-162 ................ p0441 879-23219 * 
NTIA/PEPORT-79/14 ................. p0544 879-26288 4
NTIS/PS-75/008 .................... p0050 879-11632 
NTIS/PS-75/061 .................... p0238 1179-16884 
NTIS/PS-75/127 .................... p0425 874-22111 
NTIS/PS-75/16 14 .................... p0483 879-23939 
NTIS/PS-75/417 .................... p0714 879-33186 
NTIS/PS-75/491 .................... p0722 879-33650 
NTIS/PS-75/521 .................... p0035 879-10044 
NTIS/PS-75/761 .................... pOO5O 117911632 
NTIS/PS-75/829 .................... p0238 879-16884 
NTIS/PS-75/876 .................... p0172 879-15035 
NTIS/PS-75/0376 ................... p0714 879-33188 
NTIS/PS-76/0039 ................... p0484 1479-23945 
NTIS/PS-76/0042 ................... p0486 879-23960 
NTIS/PS-76/0072 ................... p0483 1479-23939 
NTIS/PS-76/0081 ................... p0425 1479-22111 
NTIS/PS-76/0082 ................... p0425 879-22112 
NTIS/PS-76/0175 ................... p0491 879-24780 
NTIS/PS-76/0176 ................... p0489 879-24201 
NTIS/PS-76/0458 ................... p0720 1479-33347 
NTIS/PS-76/0495 ................... p0714 ?19-33188 
NTIS/PS-76/0529 ................... pO722 879-33650 
NTIS/PS-76/0538 ................... p0713 879-33174 
NTIS/PS-76/0555 ................... p0714 879-33186 
NTIS/PS-76/0556 ................... p0714 879-33187 
NTIS/PS-76/0581 ................... p0038 879-10070 
NTIS/PS-76/0610 ................... p0035 879-10044 
l4'IS/PS-76/0705 ................... p0050 879-11632 
NTIS/PS-76/0987 ................... p0238 879-16884 
NTIS/PS-76/1034 ................... p0172 879-15035 
NTIS/PS- 77/0 035 ................... pO48l$ 879-23945 
NTIS/PS-77/0067 ................... p0483 879-23939 
NTIS/PS-77/0C86 ................... p0429 879-22111 
NTIS/PS-77/0087 ................... p0425 879-22112 
NTIS/PS-77/0126 ................... p0486 879-23960 
14TIS/PS-77/0218 ................... p0491 879-24780 
NTIS/PS-77/0219 ................... p0489 879-24201 
NTIS/PS77/0374 ................... p0650 879-30162 
NTIS/PS77/0375 ................... p0650 879-30163 
NTIS/PS-77/0522 ................... p0720 879-33347 
NTIS/PS-77/0567 ................... p0714 879-33188 
NTIS/PS-77/0570 ................... p0722 879-33650 
NTIS/PS-77/0606 ................... p0713 879-33174 
NTIS/?S-77/0617 ................... P0714 879-33186 
8115/85-77/0618 ................... p0714 879-33187 
NTIS/PS-77/0662 ................... p0038 879-10070 
NTIS/PS-77/0702 ................... p0035 879-10044 
NTIS/PS-77/0853 ................... p0098 879-12593 
NTIS/PS-77/0857 ................... p0050 879-114632 
8115/85-77/1118 ................... p0238 879-16884 
NTIS/PS77/1143 ................... p0172 879-15035 
NTIS/PS-78/0064 ................... p0484 879-23945 
NTIS/PS-78/0122 ................... p0483 879-23939 
NTIS/PS78/0144 ................... p0425 879-22111 
NTIS/PS-78/0145 ................... p01425 879-22112 
NTIS/PS78/0238 ................... p0491 879-24780 
NIIS/PS-78/0239 ................... p0489 879-24201 
NTIS/PS78/0289 ................... p0486 879-23960 
NTIS/PS78/0409 ................... p0650 879-30162 
NTIS/PS78/0410 ................... p0650 879-30163 
NTIS/PS78/0598 ................... p0714 1479-33198 
NTIS/PS78/0623 .................... p0722 879-33650 
8115/85-78/0635 ................... p0720 879-33347 
41TIS/PS78/0685/4	 ................. p0038 879-10070 
NTIS/PS78/0694 ................... p0713 879-33174 
NTIS/PS78/0731 ................... p0714 879-33186 
NTIS/2S78/0732 ................... p0714 879-33187 
NTIS/PS78/0787/8	 ................. p0035 879-10043 
NTIS/PS78/0788/6	 .................. p0035 879-100414 
NTIS/PS78/0938/7	 ................. p0050 879-11632 
8115/85-78/0973/4	 ................. p0098 879-12593 
NTIS/PS78/1246/4	 .................. p0172 879-15035 
NTIS/PS-78/1284/5	 ................. p0238 879-16884
NTIS/PS-78/1314/0 .................p0599 879-29772 8 
NTIS/PS-79/0148/1 .................p0425 879-22111 4 
N'tIS/PS-79/0149/9 .................p0425 879-22112 * 
NTIS/PS-79/0166/3 .................p0483 879-23939 * 
NTIS/9S-79/0244/8 .................pO484 879-23945 4 
NTIS/PS-79/0264/6 .................p0(191 879-24780 4 
NIIS/PS-79/0265/3 .................p0489 N79-24201 * 
11115/85-79/0312/3 .................p0485 879-23959 * 
8TIS/PS-9/0313/1 .................p0486 879-23960 4 
NTIS/PS-79/0471/7 .................p0650 879-30162 4 
IITIS/PS-79/0 1472/5 .................p0650 879-30163 8 
8IIS/PS-79/0594/6 .................p0714 879-33188 * 
N7IS/PS-79/0645/6 .................p0722 879-33650 * 
NIIS/DS-79/0753/8 .................p0713 1479-33174 4 
NIIS/PS-79/0777/7 .................(O7l(1 879-33186 4 
11TIS/PS-79/0778/5 .................p0714 879-33187 8 
NIIS/PS-79/0779/3 .................p0720 879-33347 6 
81S8-AA-79-1 ......................p0713 879-33176 8 
NTSB-&Afi-78-8 .....................p0591 879-29159 8 
81S8-1A8-78-9 .....................p0591 879-29158 6 
11TSB-ARE-78-10 ....................p0591 879-29161 4 
RTSB-188-78-12 ....................p0651 879-30167 * 
81S8-8A8-78-14 ....................p0288 1479-17821 8 
81S8-A1E-79-1 .....................p0289 879-17826 * 
8158-8814-79-2 .....................p0302 879-18961 * 
8158-888-79-3 .....................p0362 879-20091 * 
NTSB-118-79-4 .....................p0362 879-20090 * 
NTSB-AAR-79-8 .....................p0539 1479-26034 8 
11TS8-AAR-79-10 ....................p0591 879-29157 8 
8153-8814-79-13 ....................p0666 879-31165 4 
NTSB-ANN-78-1 .....................p0044 879-11016 4 
NTSB-A9M-78-12 ....................p0289 879-17828 4 
81S8-86'1-78-13 ....................p0289 879-17829 * 
NTSB-A814-78-14 ....................p0289 1479-17830 * 
NTS8-8911-78-15 ....................p0290 879-17831 * 
N'TSB-883-7 8-16 ....................p0290 879-17832 * 
NTSB-ANN-78-17 ....................p0290 879-17833 4 
8158-881-78-18 ....................p0290 879-17834 4 
81S8-A8M-78-19 ....................p0290 879-17835 8 
NTSE-8911-78-20 ....................p0290 879-17836 * 
NTSB-A71M-78-21 ....................p0290 879-17837 8 
NTSE-A!14-78-22 ....................p0290 879-17838 * 
NTS?-ARC-78-2 .....................p0160 879-14053 8 
14TSB-88-77-3 ......................p0217 879-15926 4 
81S8-78-5 .........................p0591 879-29160 * 
NWC-TP-5989 .......................p0242 H79-17362 8 
NWC-TP-6026 ......................p0228 879-16806 * 
814C-TP-6104 .............. . .........p0674 879-31357 4 
08088.80 ..........................p0238 879-16932 * 
08888-81-1978-6 ...................p0708 879-32224 8 
C8ERA-P-19773 .....................p0661 879-302147 8 
CN!88-TP-1978-124 .................p0300 879-18914*4 
08288, 18 80. 1978-11 .............p0008 879-10776 8 
08888, 18 80. 1978-49 .............p0152 879-20079 * 
08881, 18 80. 1978-50 .............p0156 879-20121 $ 
08888, 18 80. 1978-51 .............pOlSS A7-20112 * 
011288, 18 BC. 1978-68 .............p0213 A79-24214 * 
0148141, 18 NC. 1978-73 .............pOO8l 879-16512 
088148, 18 80. 1918-80 .............p0152 879-20083 * 
08838, 18 80. 1978-81 .............p0060 879-13991 
082148, 18 80. 1978-83 .............p0127 879-18551 * 
08888, 18 80. 1978-90 .............p0018 879-11571 8 
08888, 18 80. 1978-98 .............p0152 879-20082 * 
014281, 18 80. 1978-107 ............p0018 879-11572 * 
088148, 18 80. 1978-110 ............p0258 879-26130 8 
08288, 18 80. 1978-124 ............p0128 879-18554 * 
08288, 18 110. 1978-125 ............p0015 879-11132 * 
088148, TP 80. 1978-139 ............p0117 879-17769 
08881, 18 80. 1978-141 ............p0127 879-18534 * 
08288, 18 NO. 1978-153 ............p0053 179-13180 
088141, 18 80. 1979-6 ..............p0390 879-32296 * 
08281, 18 80. 1979-16 .............p03141 179-30528 * 
08888, 88 8C. 1979-18 .............p0273 179-26946 * 
08228, 18 80. 1979-19 .............p0268 879-26894 * 
081488, 18 80. 1979-24 .............p0277 879-27367 1 
08288, 18 80. 1979-25 .............p0329 819-29397 * 
08828, 18 NC. 1979-30 .............p0647 879-50925 * 
8-23 
BEPO8/ACC!SSION NUMBER INDEX 
09834, 18 NO. 1979-31	 . p0390 479-32302 
ONEPA, IP NO. 1979-39 ............. p0473 479-39048 8 
04884, TP 80. 1979-40 ............. p0473 479-39089 * 
0428A, 18 80. 1979-41 ............. p0473 479-39090 
04884, VP NO. 1979-43 ............. p0473 479-39092 ' 
04834, VP 80. 1979-44 ............. p0473 479-39093 4 
09884, 18 NO. 1979-4 ............. p0473 479-39094 8 
04834, VP NO. 1979-47 ............. p05)4 479-43620 * 
09834, VP NO. 1979-48 ............. p0535 479-43621 8 
04884, VP NO. 1979-53 ............. p0409 479-34978 8 
08634, VP NO. 1979-56 ............. p0409 479-34980 8 
04834, VP 40. 1979-59 ............. p0474 479-39095 * 
08284, VP NO. 1979-60 ............. p0474 479-39096 8 
08884, VP NO. 1979-65 ............. p0535 479-43622 0 
ONERA, VP 40. 1979-82 ............. p0513 479-41304 6 
04884, VP NO. 1979-93 ............. p0636 479-49541 1 
08884, VP 30. 1979-95 ............. p0636 479-49543 8 
ONEPA, VP NO. 1979-97 ............. p0516 479-42066 
ONER4, VP No. 1979-102 ............ p0623 479-48849 8 
08884, VP NO. 1979-123 ............ p0514 479-41766 
ONE-CR-212-237-1	 ................. p0232 479-16843 1 
084-04-212-249-1 .................. pCi73 479-15055 4 
048-03-213-136-28 ................. p0495 479-24991 8 
ONE-CR-215-233-4P ................. p0431 479-23020 8 
ONN-CE-215-245-1 .................. p0104 479-13053 4 
ONR-CB-215-2146-2 .................. p0086 479-12022 4 
084-08-215-247-28 ................. p0423 479-22103 4 
OR8L/HUD/9IUS-32 .................. p0169 479-14564 8 
00-4848-78-1 0 ..................... p0538 979-26027 4 
OUEL-1235/78 ...................... p0483 479-23938 * 
OUEL-1260/78 ...................... p0556 479-27191 4 
PAPEN-14 .......................... p0377 479-20999 * 
84888-78-114 ...................... p0169 879-14997*8 
PAPE8-6663 ........................ p0433 879-23065 * 
P44-007-79 ........................ p0549 479-27127 4 
P44-517-78	 ........................ p0299 479-18799 ' 
PAYNB-4AXIE-CONSULVANIS-036 ...... . p0160 479-14060 8 
P8-281622/1	 ....................... p0038 879-10071 4 
P8-281815/1	 ....................... p0050 479-11542 8 
PB-282412/6 ....................... p0039 879-10072 4 
P3-283000/8 ....................... p0044 879-11016 4 
84-283470/3 ....................... p0050 479-11580 * 
P8-285381/0 ....................... p0168 879-14397 4 
PB-286388,/4	 ....................... p0175 479-15056 4
P8-286772/9 ....................... pOi8l 479-15486 * 
P8-286896/6 ....................... p0217 479-15927 8 
P8-286897/4 ....................... p0217 479-15928 8 
P8-287275/2 ....................... p0217 479-15936 1 
P8-287423/8 ....................... p0160 879-14053 8 
PB-289432/7 ....................... p0368 879-20145 * 
PB-289577/9 ....................... p0380 879-21032 
P8-289622/3 ....................... p0383 479-21100 8 
P8-290826/7 ....................... p0495 879-24987 $ 
P8-291617/9 ....................... p0426 879-22120 8 
P3-292372/0 ....................... pO544 479-25288 4 
P8-292520/4 ....................... p0504 479-25567 4 
P8-293065 ......................... pC290 879-17833 4 
P8-293236 ......................... p0289 879-17830 * 
PB293260 ......................... p029') 879-17837 1 
P8-293261	 ......................... p0290 479-17832 4 
PB-293295 ......................... P0290 479-17838 4 
PB-293300 ......................... p0290 879-17835 * 
P8-293362 ......................... p0290 479-17831 4 
P8-293499 ......................... p0289 479-17829 8 
P8-293547 ......................... p0289 479-17828 8 
P8-294082/3 ....................... p0584 879-28190 4 
P8-294501/2 ....................... p0674 479-31237 4 
P8-294841/2 ....................... p0662 479-30490 8 
P8-295300/8 ....................... p0712 479-33155 4 
PB-295320/6 ....................... p0701 879-32154 8 
P8-295698/5 ....................... p0706 479-32208 4 
P8-295753/8 ....................... p0722 479-33758 4 
P8-295754/8 ....................... p0722 479-33759 8 
P3-296343/7 ....................... p0722 479-33901 8 
P8-297216/4 ....................... p0713 879-33176 * 
P00-623-24 ........................ p0034 419-10027*4 
PNL2873 .......................... p0721 879-33486 8 
POLY-N/AE-79-19 ................... p0712 N79-32974 *
88-2	 .............................. p0595 379-29193 8 
p0366 479-20123 8 
PS4D-78-149 ....................... p0217 479-15936 4 
PSAD-79-22 ........................p0495 879-24987 * 
P84-88-8932	 .......................p0164 479-14101 8

PRA-PP-9555 .......................p0165 879-14105 4 
P94-14-9797	 .......................p0436 079-23093 1 
P94-88-10247 ......................p0596 479-29300 4 
P44-88-10299 ......................p0037 979-10058*4 
P94-88-10397 ......................p0423 879-22104 * 
P94-88-10608 ......................p0499 W79-25027 8 
P.4-88-10896 ......................p0721 879-33483 * 
P84-5500-18 .......................p0093 879-12084*, 
894-5515-77	 .......................p0384 879-21076*4 
PWA-5515-87c ......................p0670 479-31208*4 
P94-5518-38 .......................p0365 879-20116*8 
P84-5523-42 .......................p0542 879-26055*8 
844-5550-8	 ........................p0671 479-31212*8

PW4-5550-16-VCL-1 .................p0653 079-30185*; 
P94-5550-17-VOL-2 .................p0653 879-30186*8 
P94-5565-15 .......................p0103 879-13050*4 
884-5581-12 .......................p0435 479-23084*4 
P94-5582-vol-1	 ....................p0037 879-10059 * 
P94-5582-801-2 ....................p0038 879-10065 8 
P34-5583-25 .......................p0435 879-23085*8 
P98-5594-48	 ........................p0233 N79-16850** 
894-5594-99 .......................p0654 879-30189*8 
P94-5615-3	 ........................p0307 879-19314*8 
PW4562612	 .......................p0707 479-32211*8 
9883	 .............................p0585 479-28232* 
QR-8	 ..............................p0170 879-150144* 
8-2470	 ............................p0364 479-20109 *

8-2470-VOL-i......................p0303 879-18969 1 
8-806	 .............................p0095 "79-12097 8 
8-981-801-2 .......................p0090 479-12058 8 
R-981-VOL-3 .......................p0090 879-12059 * 
8-1135	 ............................p0090 879-12057 * 
8-1136-VOL-1	 .......................p0381 879-21037 8

P-1136-VOL-2 ......................p0381 879-21038 4 
P1136V0L-3	 ......................p0381 979-21039 * 
3-1136-VOL-4	 ......................p0381 479-21040 8 
8-1164	 ............................p0166 379-14109*8 
8-1226	 ............................p0435 879-23082 * 
F-1244	 ............................p0495 979-24990 4 
8-1505	 ............................p0231 379-16828 * 
8-1532-VOL-1	 ......................p0420 879-22080 * 
8-1536	 ............................p0095 879-12094 * 
8-1547	 ............................p0U87 879-23973 8 
3ADC-T8-78-262 ....................p0443 979-23331 * 
P4DC-V8-78-287 ....................p0597 979-29397 * 
8400-14-79-6 ......................p0710 .70-32422 4 
RADC-T8-79-43 .....................p0557 879-27366 8 
848-LIB-VPA8S-1960 ................p0161 879-14078 * 
PAE-LIB-VB4NS-1977 .................p0171 979-15027 * 
842-ZIE-TRANS-1999 ................p0595 879-29328 
PAR-LIE-TRANS-2003 ................p0385 979-21201 1 
848-14-88-613 .....................p0540 .79-26040 8 
RAE-14-PAD-44V-44 .................p0225 479-16183 8 
FiE-14-84D-*AV-66 .................p0217 879-15930 * 
PAEVR-75018	 ......................p0216 879-15919 8 
848-78-76034 ......................p0227 879-16652 * 
848-18-76037 ......................p0216 879-15920 8 
8#-VP.-76072	 ......................p0216 878-15921 * 
38E-TR-76077 ......................p0288 979-17817 8 
P.18-14-76086	 ......................p0220 879-15955 4 
848-18-76096 ......................p0226 879-16311 4 
P4E-T76134 ......................p0217 979-15922 * 
p A8-'rR-76161	 ......................p0220 379-15956 4 
BAE-1877035 ......................p0226 879-16238 * 
318-13-77130 ......................p0222 879-15972 4 
3A!-T477165 ......................p0222 879-15971 * 
848-18-78078 ......................p0599 979-29562 4 
848-18-78124 ......................p0704 979-32194 * 
848-18-78144 ......................p0704 879-32195 * 
BAND/R-2238-8C ....................p0049 879-11439 * 
BAND/R-2287-AF ....................p0429 879-22964 8 
8-24
REPORT/ACCESSION BOIlER INDEX 
RAND/R-2391-AP	 • p0671 879-31217 8 SAP PAPER 780572 p0006 A79-10416 SAP PAPER 780990 .................. p0255 79-25876 
RC78-BT-29	 ........................ p0238 879-16932 8 SAP PAPER 780991 .................. p0255 p.79-25877 
8C168-001-VOL-2	 ................... p0722 87-33739 * SAP PAPER 780992 .................. p0255 A79-25878 
SAE PAPER 7809914 .................. p0255 p.79-25879 
RE-547 ............................ p0363 179-20104* SAP PAPER 780995 .................. P0255 A7925880* 
RE-572 ............................ p0120 179-331453 8 SAP PAPER 780997 .................. p0255 p.79-25881* 
RE-577	 ............................ p0550 879-27128 * SAP PAPER 780999 .................. p0255 p.79-25882 
SAP PAPER 781000 .................. p0255 A79-25883 
RPPT-2-54$-100/8R-3512 	 ............. p0495 879-24992 8 SAP PAPER 781001 .................. p0256 p.79-25884 
RPPT-2-31200/8CR-79 	 ............... p0034 879-10028*8 SAP PAPER 781003 .................. p0256 7.79-25885* 
REPT-2-32000/8R-441672-VOL-1	 ....... p0485 879-23954 * SAP PAPER 781010 .................. p0256 A79-25892 
EEPT-2-32000/8R-51672-VCL-2	 ....... p04485 879-23955 * SAP PAPER 781013 .................. p0256 A79-25893 
PEPT-2-53500/8CBL-96 	 .............. p0488 879-24155 8 SAP PAPER 781017 .................. p0256 p.79-258944 
REPT-2-54100/8R-3510 	 .............. p0500 879-25041 * SAP PAPER 781019 .................. p0256 A79-25895 
PEPT-5330-4479-02	 ................. p0582 879-28169 4 SAP PAPER 781021 .................. p0256 p.79-25896 
REP-8-78	 ......................... p0491 879-2 14779 * 5k! PAPER 781024 .................. p0256 A79-25897 
REPT-18	 ........................... p0377 879-20999 8 SAP PAPER 781026 .................. p0257 A79-25899 
REPT-20	 ........................... p0663 879-31136*8 SAP PAPER 781027 .................. p025? p.79-25900 
EE pT-22	 ........................... p0166 879-14112 * SAP PAPER 781029 .................. p0257 p.79-25901 
R!PT-78-1	 ......................... p0589 879-28984*8 SAE PAPER 781030 .................. p0257 p.79-25902 
REPT-78-2-PPH	 ..................... p0168 879-14397 * SAP PAPER 781031 .................. p0257 A79-25903 
PEPT-78-0610	 .....................,. p0292 879-17855 * SAP PAPER 781032 .................. p0257 p.79-259014 
REPT-79-1	 ......................... p0600 879-29962 8 SAP PAPER 781033 .................. p025? p.79-25905 
REPT-119	 .......................... p0423 879-22100*8 SAP PAPER 781038 .................. p0258 A79-25906 
REPT-138	 .......................... p0424 879-22108 8 SAP PAPER 781039 .................. p0258 p.79-25907 
RPPT-1326-01-8-1906	 ............... p0706 179-32206 a SAP PAPER 781040 .................. p0258 p.79-25908 
REPT-1326-01-05-1792	 .............. p0100 879-13023 * SAP PAPER 781041 .................. p0258 A79-25909 
!EPT-1326-11-2-17314 	 ............... p0100 879-13022 1 SAP PAPER 781050 .................. p0258 p.79-25915 
REPT-1573-01-1-1927	 ............... p0670 879-31205 8 SAP PAPER 781055 .................. p0258 p.79-25916 
REPT-1711-01-1-1830	 ............... p0370 879-20310 8 SAP PAPER 790561 .................. p01451 p.79-36702 
REPT-5341-427-3	 ................... p0309 879-19396 4 SAP PAPER 790563 .................. p0452 p.79-367014 
REPT-7575-927030	 .................. p0663 179-31138 4 SAP PAPER 790564 .................. p0452 p.79-36705 
RPPT-7575-927031	 .................. p0585 879-28372 * SAP PAPER 790565 .................. p04S2 p.79-36706* 
REPT-7575-953032	 .................. p0585 879-28373 8 SAP PAPER 790567 .................. p011S2 p.79-36707 
REPT-7610.909	 ..................... p0557 179-27522 $ SAP PAPER 790568 .................. p0452 A79-36708 
REP-7610.910	 ...................... p0558 879-27523 * SAP PAPER 790569 .................. p0452 p.79-36709* 
!4EPT-7710	 ......................... p0539 879-26030 * SAP PAPER 790570 .................. p0452 A79-36710 
PEPT-83852-1	 ...................... p0589 179-28984*4 SAE PAPER 790573 .................. p0459 p.79-36759* 
SAP PAPER 790575 .................. p0452 p.79-36711 
RSG-306-78	 ........................ p0181 179-15232. 8 SAP PAPER 790576 .................. p0453 p.79-36712* 
SAP PAPER 790578 .................. p0453 A79-36713 
RTI/1362/00-01P 	 ................... p0180 879-15101*8 SAP PAPER 790579 .................. p011S3 A79367114 
SAP PAPER 790580 .................. p0453 p.79-36715 
RTS-11613	 ......................... p0490 179-243142 SAP PAPER 790581 .................. p0453 p.79-36716 
SAP PAPER 790582 .................. p0453 A79-36717 
878-912996-12	 ..................... p0313 179-19815*8 SAP PAPER 790583 .................. p01453 p.79-36718 
R78APGXXX	 ......................... PO487 879-23974 8 SAP PAPER 790584 .................. p0454 p.79-36719* 
878AEG333	 ......................... p0 4214 179-22105 8 SAP PAPER 790585 .................. p014514 A79-36720 
R78APO445	 ......................... p01424 879-22106 * SAP PAPER 790587 .................. p0454 p.79-36721 
R78APG453......................... p0370 879-20326 8 SAP PAPER 790588 .................. p0 14514 A79-36722* 
R78AEG517	 .......................... p0436 179-23090 1 SAP PAPER 790589 .................. p014514 p.79-36723 
1478AEG518	 .......................... p0174 879-15053*4 SAP PAPER 790590 .................. p045 14 p.79-367214 
R78APG529	 ......................... p00914 879-12088*8 SAP PAPER 790591 .................. p0454 p.79-36725* 
878AEG551......................... pOlO3 !l79-13048'* SAP PAPPP 790592 . .................. pO I4SS p.79-36726 
P79-912839-24	 ..................... p0377 4479-21000*8 SAP PAPER 790593 .................. p01455 p.79-36727 
R79APG295	 ......................... p0384 879-210714*4 SAP PAPER 7905914 .................. p0455 p.79-36728 
879AEG356	 ......................... p0595 879-29191 $* SAP PAPER 790596 .................. p0455 p.79-36729* 
R79APG410	 ......................... p0670 N7931207** SAP PAPER 790598 .................. p0455 p.79-36730 
R79AEG5014	 ......................... p0717 879-33205*8 SAP PAPER 790599 .................. p0455 p.79-36731 
SAP PAPER 790600 .................. p0455 p.79-36732 
SA-ALC/P-766382	 .............. p0598 979-29531 1 SAP PAPER 790602 .................. p0455 A79367314 
SAP PAPER 790603 ................... p01455 A79-36735 
Sp.C/LGEE-ER-P-313	 ................. p00149 879-11291	 * SAP PAPER 7906014 .................. p01456 p.79-36736* 
SAP PAPER 790605 .................. p04456 p.79-36737* 
SAP	 APP	 876	 ....................... p0018 p.79-11623 SAP PAPER 790606 .................. p0456 A79-36738 
SAP	 APP	 1420	 ...................... p0018 p.79-11624 SAP PAPER 790607 .................. p0459 p.79-36760* 
SAP	 APP	 1538	 ...................... pool8 A79-11625 SAP PAPER 790608 .................. p04456 A79-36739 
SAP	 PAPER 780511	 .................. p0004 p.79-10391 SAP PAPER. 790609 .................. p0456 p.79-36740* 
SAP PAPER 780512	 .................. p0004 p.79-10392 SAP PAPER 790612 .................. p0456 p.79-367141 
SAP PAPER 780517	 .................. p000 14 p.79-10393 SAP PAPER 790613 .................. p0456 A79-36742 
SAP PAPER 780518	 .................. p0004 179-10394 SAP PAPER 790614 .................. p0457 p.79-36743 
SAP PAPER 780519	 .................. p000 14 p.79-10395 SAP PAPER 790616 .................. p01457 p.79-3671414 
SAP PAPER 780520	 .................. p0004 p.79-10396 SAP PAPER 790617 .................. p01457 p.79-36745 
SAP PAPER 780522	 .................. p0004 p.79-10397 SAP PAPER 790618 .................. p0457 p.79-367446* 
SAP PAPER 780523	 .................. p0004 p.79-10398* SAP PAPER 790619 .................. p04457 A79-367147* 
p.p PAPER 780530	 .................. p0005 A79-101400 SAP PAPER 790620 .................. p0457 p.79-367448 
SAP PAPER 780531	 .................. p0005 p.79-10401 SAP PAPER 790621 .................. p0457 p.79-367149* 
SAP PAPER 780532	 .................. p0005 p.79-10402 SAP PAPER 790622 .................. p0457 p.79-36750 
SAP PAPER 780535	 .................. p0005 p.79-101404 SAP PAPER 790623 .................. p0458 A79-36751* 
p.p PAPER 780536	 .................. p0005 p.79-10405 SAP PAPER 790624 • .................. p0458 p.79-36752 
SAP PAPER 780540	 .................. p0005 p.79-101406 SAP PAPER 790625 .................. p0458 p.79-36753* 
SAP	 PAPER 7805149	 .................. p0005 A79-10408 SAP PAPER 790626 .................. p0458 p.79-36754* 
SAP PAPER 780550	 .................. p0005 p.79-10409 SAP PAPER 790627 .................. p01458 A79-36755* 
SAP PAPER 7805514	 .................. p0005 p.79-10410 SAP PAPER 790629 .................. p0458 p.79-36756 
SAP PAPER 780556	 .................. p0006 A79-10411 SAP PAPER 790630 .................. p0458 p.79-36757 
SAE PAPER 780562	 .................. p0006 A79-101412 SAP PAPER 790631 .................. p04458 p.79-36758 
SAP PAPER 780567	 ..................
SAP PAPER 780568	 ..................
p0006 
p0006
p.79-10414 
A79-10415 SAE-78-027	 ........................ p014140 R79-23115 a
E-25 
PEPORT/ACCESSIO11 ND!B!B 110111 
SAI-77-910-LJ	 . p0598 879-29198 a 
SAI-77-910-1.3-VCL-1 	 • p0595 879-29197 11 
5AI-78-766-BU	 . 90368 1179-20174*8 
SAM-IB-78-37 ...................... P°583 1179-28178 * 
SANSO-TE-77-120-VCL-2 ............. p0090 679-12058 $ 
SA8SO-TP-77-120-VOL-3 ............. p0090 679-12059 * 
S&IISO-TR-79-34 .................... p0592 1119-29164 t 
SAND-77-8704	 ...................... p0067 179-14431 
SAND-78-1807 ...................... pO€53 1179-30182 $ 
SAND-78-2032 ...................... p0590 1179-29152-! 
SAND-78-8240 ...................... p0106 1179713068 * 
SAND-79-0412C ..................... p0720 1179-33383 * 
SAPR-36	 ........................... p0585 879-28235** 
SCRC-CE-78-61 ..................... p0597 679-29397 t 
SD-78-AP-0074 ..................... p0676 1179-31628** 
SDL-79-6397 ....................... p0367 1179-20140*! 
SEH-1T11-77-245 .................... p0359 1179-20068*! 
s118-50966-VOt-1 ................... p0433 1(79-23068 * 
sBR-50997 ......................... p0652 1179-30180 ! 
S811-70280 ......................... pOlO1 679-13029 8 
SER-510003 ........................ p0095 1179-12092 11 
sER-510004	 ........................ p0(127 1179-22522 11 
syp.-510010 ........................ p0582 679-28170 ! 
SEE-510012 ........................ p0652 1(79-30181 $ 
SER-510017	 ........................ p0495 1179-211985 $ 
SES-3010 .11	 ......................... p0433 1(79-23067 $ 
SE1-1492-50-0e77-voL-1 ............. p0234 1179-16958 11 
SET1628011177 .................. p0424 1179-22109*! 
SET-1628-02-1177 .................. p0174 1179-15054 
50-11240-1027	 ...................... p0100 1179-13021 * 
SP-4499	 ............................ p0218 1179-15939*8 
SP-4508 ............................ p0298 1179-18320*! 
SP-4534 ........................... p0232 1(79-16839*9 
SQUID-PU-82-78 .................... p0239 1179-17011 8 
SQOID-UC-2-P0 ..................... p0034 1179-10034 * 
SR-1	 .............................. p0537 879-26013*! 
SRC-1R-78-36 ...................... p0304 1179-18976*! 
SRD-78-044 ........................ p0364 1179-20108 * 
SRD-78-191	 ........................ p0369 879-20222*4
SRL-6901-P1-2 ..................... p0501 1179-25236 C 
SR79-R-4655-15 ..................... p0497 879-25018*! 
STI-TB-1074-2 ..................... p0166 1179-14114*! 
SIITP-10991 ...................... p0232 879-16838 * 
STI-TR-1099-3 ..................... p0705 1179-32198 11 
STI-TR-1101-1-VCL-1 ............... p0(199 879-25035 8 
S1I-1R-1101-1-VCL-2 ............... P0500 1179-25036 * 
STI/E-TR-8022 ..................... p0592 879-29164 * 
SU-311a-1E-17 ..................... p0363 R79-20099** 
SWRI-02-4374	 ....................... p0101 1179-13034 * 
sWRI-15-4823-510 .................. p0719 1179-33263 8 
1-63 ............................... p0163 1179-14090 * 
1-79-11S-06-U .....................'. p0713 879-33180 * 
T/SSI-0140-01 ..................... p0651 879-30169 * 
T&flEF-3224-79-01 .................. p0286 1(79-17805** 
TASC-1E-1059-3 .................... p0485 1179-23958 * 
TCAE-1567-V01-4 ................... p0306 1179-19149 * 
TCAE-1623 ......................... p0557 1179-27516 8 
TCPL-13	 ............................ p0543 879-26060 *
1110-78-04 ......................... p0169 679-14997*! 
TELEDYNE-CAP-1600 .................. p0594 1(79-29189*, 
19-63	 .............................. p0100 679-13019*! 
111-64	 ............................. p0100 1179-13018*11 
16-74-15 .......................... p0437 879-23094*! 
111-78-252 .......................... p0099 1(79-13009*! 
16-78-285 ......................... p0361 679-20085 t 
111-76-117 ......................... p0242 P79-17262*! 
'108-7-1-006 ....................... p0715 679-33194 a 
708-7-3-527 ....................... p0563 679-28171 11 
'18-11-3 ........................... p0163 879-14092 a 
16-34 ............................. pO484 679-23949 11 
16-45	 .............................. p0484 679-23950 * 
'111-46 .............................. p0490 679-24378 11 
111-78-102 ......................... p0050 679-11580 11 
1B-1087-2-V0L-2 ................... pO672 679-31222*! 
18-1441	 ............................ p0549 679-27125*! 
1RA2931806 ...................... p0165 1179-14102 11 
1111-29318-08 ...................... p0(124 879-22110 * 
TRASANA-'TR-3-78-40L-3 ............. p0171 679-15030 # 
TB11SANA-7P-3-78-VOL-4 ............ p0171 1179-15031 * 
TBASANA-TR-3-78-VOL-5 ............. p0172 679-15032 * 
TPB/SP.-175 ......................... p0368 1179-20145 11 
TSC-FAA-78-6 ...................... p0161 1179-14066 * 
TSC-FAA-78-9 ...................... p0160 679-14064 a 
TSC-?AA-78-21-1 .................... p0500 879-25040 * 
11-7902 ............................. p0537 679-26010 a 
¶174-52006 ........................ p0480 679-23908*, 
UCLA-ENG-77-78-Pr-1 ............... p0597 879-29354*! 
11CL1111107718 ..................... p0309 579-19414*! 
¶Y01l-'rR-78-115-PT-1 ................ p0669 1179-31202 * 
008-111-78-123 ..................... p0428 1179-22706*9 
00111-18-76-33 ..................... p0094 1179-12091 11 
U')81-11(-77-54 ..................... p0098 879-12465 * 
0DW1-TR-78-44 ..................... p0089 879-12050 a 
tlILO-6'1G-77-2252 .................. p0095 1179-12097 * 
0811-81-06-0025 ................... pO662 1179-30 1190 * 
17S-PATENT-APPL-SB-006952 .......... p0385 1179-21183*! 
OS-91t1!1(1-IPPL-S1(-008210 .......... p049(1 879-24980*! 
US-PATENT-APPL-SR-015983 .......... p0285 879-17797** 
US-PATENT-IiP#L-SN-015995 .......... p0367 1179-20135*! 
US-PAT11NT-FtPPL-Sll-015996 .......... p0367 679-20136*8 
US-PAT!H1-ftPPL-Sl1-017889 .......... p0492 879-24958*! 
US-PAIEHT-APPL-SN-019541 .......... p0287 1179-17813*4 
OS-PAT!8T-APPL-SR-023436 .......... p0487 679-23971*! 
US-PA1E1(1-IPPL-S1(-037 194 .......... p044 14 679-23431*9 
US-PATENT-APPI-SW-043911 .......... p0(192 879-24959*! 
US-PATENT- 9PPL-SN-043942 ............ p0495 679-249 88*8 
0S-P11581-IPPL-SO-053566 .......... p0719 879-33220*! 
OS-PATENT-APPL-S8-053572 .......... p05(14 879-26253*8 
DS-PATENT-APPL-SE-078611 .......... p0713 879-33177*! 
US-P111181-APPL-SN-513346 .......... p0164 1179-14095* 
0S-PATENT-8PPL-SR-552108 .......... p0164 879-14096* 
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-573029 .......... p016(1 679-14097* 
US-PAIENT-APPL-S1(-648034 .......... p0384 879-21083* 
US-P81!ll1-APPL-SN-651002 .......... 90166 1179-14108* 
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-753452 .......... p0164 1179-14096* 
OS-PATENT-APPL-SN-775239 .......... p0168 N79-14382* 
OS-PATENT11PPLS8776029 .......... p0037 1179-10057* 
DS-PATENT-APPL-SR-779429 .......... p0166 1179-14108* 
US-PATENT-APPL-SW-801290 .......... pO298 879-18318* 
US-PATENT- APPL-S8-812447 ........ 	
. p0375 679-20827* 
DS-PATENT-APPI-SN-818916 ........... p0291 1179-17847* 
0S-PATENTAPPL-S11-829314 .......... p0673 1179-31228* 
0S-PATENT-APPL-S11-8316314 .......... p0090 1179-12061* 
OS-PATENT- APPL-SN-858762 .......... p0437 1179-23097* 
05-PAT!NT-APPL-S8-885065 .......... p0298 1179-18296* 
US-PATENT- &PPL-SN-891244 .......... p0493 679-24976* 
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-928131 .......... p0673 1179-31228* 
OS-PATEN't-APPL-SN-964009 .......... p0228 1179-16805*11 
dS-PATENT-APPL-sN-969155 .......... 90175 1179-15057*8
11-26
BEPOBT/ACCBSSIOI RUBBER 18031 
US-PATENT-CLASS-35-12E p0673 879 . 31228* OSAAVRADCOTR-761746P p0233 979-16844 a 
US-PATENT-CLASS-35-12H	 ............ p0673 879-31228* DSAAVOAOCO8-TB-78-6	 ............... p0049 879-11410 8 
Us-PATEI4T-CLASS-60-39.14 '	 .......... p0037 879-10057* USAAVBADCOO-TB-78-10	 .............. p0036 879-10053 8 
US-8AT881-cL0S5-60-39.31	 .......... p0164 4479-14096* US8AVRADCON-TR-78-30 	 .............. p0031 979-10001 44 
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-2268	 ........... p0164 4479-114096* USAAVRADCOO-TR-78-43 	 .............. p0166 4479-14111	 44 
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-2260	 ........... p0164 3479-14097* USAAVPADCOTR791 	 ............... p0438 N7923100 44 
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-2268	 ........... p0164 3479-14096* USAAVRADCO8TTh79-16	 .............. p0550 879-27130 44 
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